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PREFACE

The Association of Steel and Concrete Composite Structures (ASCCS) aims at contributing to the exchange of new developments in the field of steel-concrete composite structures emphasizing the international collaboration in this area.


The general topics are focussed on different subjects such as beams, slabs, columns, connections, applications, case studies and new materials, earthquake, fatigue and dynamic response, design and standard developments, fire resistance, impact, blast and robustness.

In addition, twelve keynote speakers will give their vision on the recent progress and advances in the research, design and practice of steel-concrete composite as well as hybrid structures.

This book contains the proceedings of the conference where more than 209 abstracts were received. All papers were internationally peer-reviewed and eventually 123 papers from 24 countries were accepted for publication. Selected papers will be published on a special issue of Structures, a joint international journal launched by the Institution of Structural Engineers and Elsevier.

I would like to express my gratitude to the members of International Scientific Committee for reviewing the papers and for the promotion of the conference. Thanks are due to all the conference chairs, speakers and all the participants whose support to the conference was essential to its success.

Special thanks are owed for making this conference possible to Vicente Albero, Ana Espinós, Carmen Ibañez and Andrés Lapuebla for their tireless effort maintaining the good work atmosphere despite the numerous problems occurred during last months.

Finally, support by the Universitat Politècnica de València is gratefully acknowledged.

Prof Manuel L. Romero  
Chair of the Organizing Committee of ASCCS2018  
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Abstract

Concrete-encased CFST (concrete-filled steel tube) is a kind of composite structure comprised of an inner CFST component and a reinforced concrete (RC) component. The concrete encased CFST possesses superior ductility and higher stiffness. They are gaining popularity in high-rise buildings, large-span structures, bridges, subway stations and workshops. This paper initially reviews the recent research on concrete-encased CFST structures. The major research findings on bond performance, static performance, dynamic performance and fire resistance are presented. This paper also outlines some construction considerations, such as the utilization of materials, the fabrication of the steel tube, and the methods of casting the inner and outer concrete. Finally, some typical practical projects utilizing concrete-encased CFST members are presented and reviewed.

Keywords: concrete-encased; concrete-filled steel tube (CFST); structural behaviour; composite action; construction.

1. Introduction

Concrete-encased CFST (concrete-filled steel tubes) are a kind of composite member consisting of an inner CFST component and an outer reinforce concrete (RC) component as an encasement. These kinds of composite members are characterized by high earthquake resistance, superior ductility, high compressive strength, high shear strength and ease of construction. Five typical concrete-encased CFST sections popularly used in China are presented in Fig. 1. Steel tubes with different sections, such as circular section (CS), square section (SS) and rectangular section (RS), are used. They are usually aligned centrally with respect to the outer RC component. This kind of composite member was initially designed to achieve a good seismic performance by applying a greater load ratio on the inner CFST component and a lesser load ratio on the outer RC component, so that the outer RC component has high capacity of resisting compression when subjected to seismic action. It was first used in China in 1995 to improve steel reinforced concrete (SRC) structures. The idea of applying RC encasement to the outer is similar to SRC, which has also been also illustrated in Eurocode [1].

![Concrete-encased CFST sections](image-url)
Concrete-encased CFST also has some benefits in respect to construction. The inner steel tube is usually erected first, and it can serve as the support for the following construction. The concrete filled in the steel tube can be cast before the outer concrete or together with the outer concrete. The former and the latter methods are defined as the different-stage construction and the same-stage construction, respectively. Another benefit is that concrete-encased CFST column can be easily connected to RC beams. The configurations of the joint can be implemented based on the RC beam to RC column joints.

2. Behaviour of concrete-encased CFST members

Concrete-encased CFST structures can generally be classified by their structural functions: members, connections/joints and structural systems. The behaviour of each category has been studied in the past decade. The research purposes are to provide design recommendations, to promote practical applications and to lead to code coverage. Existing research on the performance of concrete-encased CFST structures is presented below, including bond performance, confinement effects, static performance, dynamic performance and fire performance.

2.1. Bond performance

Effective stress transfer between the steel tube and the outer concrete are required to ensure the composite action of the CFST component and the RC component. A series of tests have been carried out to investigate the bond performance of concrete-encased CFST columns by Han et al. [2]. The measured bond stress versus slip relationships of a CFST column with circular section [3] and a concrete-encased CFST column with circular steel hollow section [2] are compared in Fig. 2. It can be found that the bond strength of the concrete-encased CFST column is approximately triple that of the CFST column. It indicates that the composite action of the inner CFST component and the outer RC component can be well achieved without using additional shear connectors. Meanwhile, it is interesting to find that the bond stress versus slip relationships of the concrete-encased CFST column fluctuates dramatically, while that of the CFST column is smooth. To the authors’ best knowledge, no publication is available on the bond performance of concrete-encased CFST column after fire. But the bond performance of CFST column after fire has been experimentally studied by Tao et al. [3], and the key influencing parameters were identified.

2.2. Confinement effects between the steel tube and the concrete

The confinement effects come from the structural interaction between the steel tube and the concrete. The confinement effects can improve the structural behaviour of the concrete-encased CFST structures.
The confinement effect between the steel and concrete components in CFST has been studied by many researchers [4]. It is believed that the confinement effect is related to the cross-sectional profile as well as the material properties. The confinement of concrete-encased CFST is not only between the steel tube and inner concrete, but also between the steel tube and outer concrete. The outer concrete can provide confinements to the steel tube, which can prevent the steel tube from early local buckling [5]. Moreover, the CFST component can sustain the load after the crushing of outer concrete, which is beneficial for the ductility of concrete-encased CFST members [6].

2.3. Static performance

The static performance includes the behaviour of concrete-encased CFST members under axial compression, axial tension, bending moment and eccentric loading. The existing experimental research of concrete-encased CFST stub column under axial compression load includes concrete-encased CFST columns with circular section (Fig. 1(d)) [7], square section (Fig. 1(b)) [5][8]. As reported by researchers, the failure modes of concrete-encased CFST stub columns are usually characterized by the mid-height crushing of outer concrete, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, significant local buckling at mid-height longitudinal rebars can be observed as show in Fig. 3(b). By contrast, the steel tube kept intact after the test. In addition, due to the effective confinement of the steel tube, the concrete core is not crushed as shown in Fig. 3(c). It indicates that the inner CFST component becomes the main part supporting the load after the outer concrete crushes.

The axial compressive behaviour has also been investigated. Fig. 4 shows the measured load ($N$) versus axial deformation ($\Delta$) relationships of a concrete-encased CFST stub column as well as that of its RC counterpart. The RC counterpart rc1-1 and rc1-2 have identical test parameters. It can be found that the load carrying capacity of the concrete-encased CFST stub column is 40.4% higher than that of its RC counterpart. Meanwhile, compared to its RC counterpart, the descent stage of $N$-$\Delta$ relationships of the concrete-encased CFST stub column is smoother. The deformation corresponding to the peak load is improved by 25.97%. This indicates that the concrete-encased CFST stub column possesses superior axial compressive strength and ductility than the RC stub column.

Theoretical studies on the concrete-encased CFST stub column under axial compressive loading are also available [4][5]. It can be found that the compressive strength of the concrete-encased CFST stub column is higher than the simple superposition of the compressive strength of each part, i.e., the longitudinal reinforcement, the outer concrete, the inner concrete and the steel tube.
2.4. Dynamic performance

As stated above, concrete-encased CFST members were initially designed to achieve a good seismic performance by applying a greater load ratio on the inner CFST component and a lesser load ratio on the outer RC component, so that the outer RC component has higher capacity of developing compression when subjected to seismic action. A large number of research work is available on the dynamic performance of the concrete-encased CFST member. The studies of dynamic behaviour include cyclic behaviour and impact behaviour.

Some experimental studies have been conducted on the cyclic behaviour of concrete-encased CFST beam-columns [12][13][14][15]. It can be found from these tests that concrete-encased CFST beam-columns exhibit favourable energy dissipation and ductility, even when they are subjected to high axial compression loads. The analytical research has been conducted by Qian et al. [16] and Ma et al. [17]. As recommended by Qian et al. [16], the concrete-encased CFST column exhibits good ductility performance under cyclic loading, where the curvature ductility coefficient can be 15% higher than the RC counterpart. It confirms that concrete-encased CFST column is suitable for application in regions of high seismicity [12].

The existing concrete-encased CFST joints include the concrete-encased CFST column to RC beam joint [18][19] and the concrete-encased CFST column to steel beam joint [4][19]. The test results indicate that both joints exhibit favourable energy dissipation and high shear strength. For the high shear and bending strength of a concrete-encased CFST column, the failure usually occurs at beam ends rather than at column ends or joint.

The studies on the impact behaviour of concrete-encased CFST beam-column are limited. Han et al. [20] conducted experimental studies on concrete-encased CFST beam-column. Compared to the RC counterpart, concrete-encased CFST beam-column exhibits an overall deformation under lateral impact. The major penetrating cracks, commonly observed in RC beam-columns, were not observed in concrete-encased CFST beam-column. This kind of beam-column shows ductile failure mode under lateral impact.
2.5. Fire performance

Experimental investigations have been conducted on the fire performance of concrete-encased CFST column. Ten tests were conducted, including six fire resistance tests and four postfire tests [21]. The specimens were subjected to a combined effect of both loading and fire, consisting of a loading phase at ambient temperature, a standard fire exposure phase, a cooling phase and postfire loading phase. The test parameters investigated were load ratio, dimension of steel tube and heating time ratio. Fig. 6 shows the failure modes of concrete-encased CFST after tests. The global buckling failure mode was observed for all tested specimens. Compared with fire resistance tests (Fig. 6 (a)), the failure modes of postfire tests (Fig. 6 (b)) exhibited more evident plastic hinges near mid-height and both ends. After the tests, the outer concrete was removed and the inner steel tubes were cut open at the locations where the lateral deflection peaked. The removal of outer concrete was tough, indicating that the reinforcement provided efficient confinement to the inner components after fire exposure.

Fig. 6. Failure modes of concrete-encased CFST column in fire tests.

Fig. 7 shows the measured furnace temperature \((T)\) versus time \((t)\) relationships of one postfire specimen. Some major findings include: (1) Plateau stage around 100°C of concrete near steel tube (points 2 and 3) are more obviously observed than the other parts. (2) Temperature differences are captured between the inner and outer tube surfaces. This may be related to 1) the possible movement of the measuring end and 2) the possible gap of the tube and concrete. (3) The inner cross-section attains its peak temperature much later than the outer in the postfire tests. (4) The temperature attained by inner CFST component is low due to the insulating effect provided by outer RC component. It indicated that the strength of the inner concrete was not dramatically reduced.

Fig. 7. Measured specimen temperature \((T)\) versus time \((t)\) relationships[21].
3. Construction considerations

3.1. Fabrication of the steel tube

For the straight seam welded steel tube and the spirally welded steel tube, the steel tube is made from the steel plate. For the seamless steel tube, the steel tube is made from a solid round steel billet. The manufacturing process of steel tubes differs with the manufacturing method. The assembly of joints should be conducted in professional steel factory. The inner surface of the steel tube shall be derusted before welding. The openings on the steel tube should be sealed before transport to keep the inside clean.

3.2. Casting of the concrete

Good performance shall be guaranteed for the inner concrete, such as high strength, high stiffness, low shrinkage, low creep, good workability, and no segregation or corrosion. For the concrete with strength greater than 60MPa, the mix proportion design should be trialled before construction. Before casting the concrete, a clean inner surface shall also be guaranteed.

The quality of concrete filling shall be checked after casting. One practical method is hitting the tube with a hammer from the outside. The defect in concrete would make different sounds at the tube over it. If any abnormality is detected, ultrasonic detection can be further used. The defects can be fixed by opening a hole on the tube, injecting high strength cement and closing the openings.

The outer RC component is constructed differently according to the construction methods. For the different-stage construction, the reinforcing cage is erected after the inner CFST component is finished. For the same-stage construction, the inner concrete and outer concrete are cast simultaneously after the reinforcing cage is erected. The reinforcing cage shall be derusted before placement. The self-consolidation concrete (SCC) and normal concrete are recommended for the RC component.

3.3. Construction of beam-column joints

The beam-column joint is crucial to the whole structural system. The concept of ‘strong-joint and weak-member’ shall be achieved in practical design. To ensure the continuity of the concrete-encased CFST columns, both the steel tube and the rebars in the column shall penetrate the joint area.

The concrete-encased CFST columns are usually connected to steel beam and RC beam. For the first kind of joint, the I-shaped steel beam can be connected to the steel tube by ring plates as shown in Fig. 8(a). The ring plates are prefabricated with the steel tube, and the steel beam can be connected in situ. For the second kind of joint, the longitudinal rebars in the RC beam are connected to the steel tube via ring plates or sleeves as shown in Fig. 8(b)(c). The ring plates and sleeves are also prefabricated. The ring plates can be connected to the rebars from both x and y directions shown in Fig. 8. The sleeve has advantage for the exterior joints and the staggered joints.

Fig. 8. The connection of concrete-encased CFST column joints.
To ensure a proper welding thickness, the thickness of the ring plate should be greater than the wall thickness of steel tube, the flange thickness of steel beam or the radius of rebars. For the sleeve connection, the anchorage length should be greater than the diameter of the rebar to ensure the enough anchorage force. To allow for proper casting room, the distance between adjacent sleeves should be greater than 25mm as well as the diameter of steel rebar.

4. Applications of concrete-encased CFST members

Concrete-encased CFST members have been used in China for more than two decades. They are gaining popularity in recent years in China due to the improvement of theory and technology. Concrete-encased CFST members have been used in buildings, bridges and other infrastructures in recent years. Some typical examples of these composite structures are presented below.

4.1. Buildings

The application history of concrete-encased CFST members in buildings can be divided into two stages: the initial stage and the later stage. In the initial stage (late 1990s), the concrete-encased CFST members are mainly used in the high-rise buildings in Shenyang due to the high requirement of earthquake resistance. In the later stage, the applications of concrete-encased CFST members spread to other cities of China.

Some examples of the initial stage are the Postal Terminal Building of Liaoning Province (96.6m in height, the first high-rise building using concrete-encased CFST columns in China, finished in 1996), Hetai Building, Local Taxation Bureau Building of Heping District, Electricity Garden, Fangyuan Building, Fulin Building, the Apartment of Lianing Tourist Office and the Building of Lianing Book's Publication. All these buildings are located in Shenyang, China.

From the twenty-first century, this kind of composite column has been accepted by more engineers. They were used in other provinces of China. Some examples include Zhuoyue-Huanggang Century Centre in Shenzhen, Huarun-Junyue Hotel in Shenzhen, Baoli Square in Shanghai, Tiancheng Building in Chongqing, Straits Exchange Centre Phase 2 in Xiamen and Changfu-Jinmao Tower in Shenzhen. Take Zhuoyue-Huanggang Century Centre as an example, the total height of the building is 280 m, and 22 concrete-encased CFST columns are used around the RC core tube. The dimension of the outer cross section and the diameter of the inner circular CFST are 1400 mm and 1060 mm, respectively. Concrete-encased CFST columns are also suitable in large-span buildings. It has been used as main supporting system in a large exhibition, the Urban and Rural Planning Exhibition of Guiyang in Guizhou Province.

4.2. Bridges

The applications of concrete-encased CFST members have also been extended to bridges in China since the twenty-first century. Concrete-encased CFST members have been used in arch bridge as arch ribs. Fig. 9(a) shows the Zhaohua Jialing River Bridge in Sichuan Province, China. The arch ring consists of two parallel arch ribs, and the arch length is 350 m. Six hollow steel tubes for each arch were established first. Then they were filled with concrete in order to resist the construction load. RC component was attached outside the CFST members to form the double-cell concrete-encased CFST box section.

In addition, concrete-encased CFST members have been used in rigid frame bridge as piers. Fig. 9(b) shows a photo of the Labajin Bridge on Longxi Express. One-cell concrete-encased CFST members with box section are used as piers in this bridge, whose highest pier is 182.5 meters. The steel tube is 1320 mm in diameter, and it is filled with high strength concrete. Fig. 10 presents two photos of the Heishigou Bridge during and after construction. This bridge is located in Sichuan Province and its piers are one-cell concrete-encased CFST with box sections.
4.3. Other infrastructures

Concrete-encased CFST members have also been used in subway stations and workshops. Since the columns in subway stations are usually subjected to high axial compression and dynamic horizontal load, the concrete-encased CFST column is suitable to be served as supporting columns in these stations. For example, Laojie Station of Line 3 of Shenzhen Metro consists of four stories underground and sixteen floors above the ground. Concrete-encased CFST columns were adopted as the main supporting columns in the underground four stories.

In addition, concrete-encased CFST members have been used in industrial buildings in China. Fig. 11 shows two examples designed by the Huahui Design Group [19]. In these workshops, the concrete-encased CFST columns were easily connected to steel beams or RC beams.

![Fig. 11. Concrete-encased CFST in workshops [19].](image-url)
5. Concluding remarks

The research and applications of concrete-encased CFST structures have developed rapidly over the past two decades. The scope of concrete-encased CFST structures has been extended greatly by researchers and engineers. This paper initially reviews the research on the structural performance of concrete-encased CFST members. Some design methods and construction considerations are introduced. Finally, the application history and typical projects using concrete-encased CFST columns are presented. Concrete-encased CFST structures can be used as an alternative to SRC and CFST systems. While the research on the structural behaviour of concrete-encased CFST structures is still at an early stage. Further researches on the performance of concrete-encased CFST column include creep and shrinkage behaviour, impact behaviour, fire performance, durability and construction issues. These future researches are essential to gain a better understanding of concrete-encased CFST structures and facilitate their applications.
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Abstract
In recent years, a new low nickel content stainless steel (EN 1.4162) commonly referred as ‘lean duplex stainless steel’ has been developed, which has over two times the tensile strength of the more familiar austenitic stainless steel but at approximately half the cost. This paper presents the finite element analysis of concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel columns subjected to concentric axial compression. To predict the performance of this form of concrete filled composite columns, a finite element model was developed and finite element analyses were conducted. The finite element model was validated through comparisons of the results obtained from the experimental study. A parametric study was conducted to examine the effect of various parameters such as section size, wall thickness, infill concrete strength, etc. on the overall behaviour and compressive resistance of this form of composite columns. Through both experimental and numerical studies, the merits of using lean duplex stainless steel hollow sections in concrete filled composite columns are highlighted. In addition, a new formula based on the Eurocode 4 is proposed to predict the cross-section capacity of the concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel composite columns subjected to axial compression.

Keywords: Lean duplex stainless steel; composite columns; axial compression; finite element model; cross-section capacity; Eurocode 4

1. Introduction
Concrete filled steel tubes (CFSTs) have been used for high-rise buildings and bridges throughout the world. This increase is due to their advantages in constructability and superiority in strength. CFST columns consist of steel and concrete materials acting together contributed to the higher stiffness and load bearing capacity of these columns. [1]

Austenitic stainless steel is most widely used in the construction industry, however, a recently developed ‘lean duplex’ stainless steel which contains only 1.5% nickel offers a cheaper alternative. The particular grade used in this study is EN 1.4162, which is generally less expensive than the austenitic counterpart but offers higher strength, while maintaining a reasonable corrosion resistance. Numerous examples of lean duplex used in the construction could be found. Theofanous and Gardner [2] carried out experimental and numerical studies on the behaviour of lean duplex stainless steel square hollow sections (SHS) and rectangular hollow sections (RHS) subjected to axial compression, to investigate the effects of the sectional shape and wall thickness to the ultimate axial capacity. It was found that lean duplex sections offer superior strength when comparing to the austenitic counterparts, which in turn, provided a significant saving to the material cost.

Huang and Young [3] conducted finite element analysis (FEA) on cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel with square and rectangular hollow sections. An accurate finite element model has been created to simulate the pin-ended cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel short columns. The results showed that Eurocode 3 [4] and the Australian / New Zealand Standard [5] are relatively conservative in predicting the axial capacity of these form of hollow sections. Even though a significant number of researchers had conducted research
on the lean duplex stainless steel sections, there is little research had been carried out on CFST columns with lean duplex stainless steel tubes.

Lam and Giakoumelis [6] evaluated CFST columns under a variety of loading conditions with load applied: 1) on the steel and concrete simultaneously, 2) on the concrete alone and 3) on the concrete and steel with greased interface. The steel grades of S275 and S355 were used and the concrete strength varied from 30 to 100MPa. Results shown when the concrete and steel were loaded concurrently, the tube provided less confinement by comparison to the specimens that were only loaded to the concrete core, similar findings are also reported by Sakino et al. [7].

Studies on concrete filled carbon steel rectangular hollow section (RHS) composite columns have shown that width to thickness ratio of the steel elements and the constraining factor have significant influence to the compressive axial capacity and ductility of the concrete filled columns. [8-13] Research into CFST columns with high strength concrete infill has shown that high strength concrete infill provided enhancement in strength but led to reduction in ductility. [14-16] In terms of concrete filled composite columns with stainless steel sections, Uy et al. [17] tested 72 stub and 24 slender concrete filled stainless steel columns, with concrete strength varied between 20 to 75MPa, results on the stub column tests have shown that CFST with stainless steel tube has higher residual strength and ductile behaviour when compared to the carbon steel counterpart. An investigation into the behaviour of circular concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel tube using the finite element package ABAQUS [18] was reported by Hassanein et al. [19]. However, the FE model was validated using experimental studies on austenitic stainless steel columns carried out by Chang et al. [20] and the behaviour especially at the section capacity is quite different. It can be seen that previous research into lean duplex composite columns is relatively limited, little experimental study has been made on concrete filled composite columns with lean duplex stainless steel sections. [21] In the present study, a finite element model is developed and validated against the test results. Parametric studies were carried out over a range of concrete grades and steel thicknesses. The results of the parametric studies were used and compared with the existing design rule given in Eurocode 4 [22]. On the basis of the comparison, a new design expression based on the Eurocode 4 is proposed.

2. Finite element model

2.1. General

In this paper, finite element package ABAQUS 6.14 (RIKS method) is used to simulate the concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel stub column tests conducted by Lam et al. [21]. Geometry of the columns, materials, interactions, meshes, loading and boundary conditions of the FE model are defined accordingly and are described in the following sections.

The column specimens were subjected to concentric axial compression. Measured dimensions of the specimens are summarized in Table 1, where \( t_s \), \( t_c \) denote the wall thickness at flat and corner portions of the stainless steel tube. Note that the tested concrete cube strength is 35.1 MPa, 61.2MPa and 81.0 MPa for the C30, C60 and C80 concrete specified in Table 1, respectively. SC1, SC2 and SC3 refer to square columns with steel tube dimensions of 60×60×3, 80×80×4 and 100×100×4 (unit: mm), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column ID</th>
<th>( B \times H \times t_s \times t_c \times L )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC1-C30</td>
<td>60.18×60.49×3.34×3.47×183.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC1-C60</td>
<td>59.96×60.34×3.41×3.68×184.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC1-C80</td>
<td>59.90×60.27×3.12×3.56×184.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2-C30</td>
<td>80.27×80.16×3.82×4.19×243.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2-C60</td>
<td>80.30×80.10×3.86×3.94×244.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2-C80</td>
<td>80.19×80.42×3.73×4.05×244.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3-C30</td>
<td>102.68×102.72×4.26×4.47×304.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3-C60</td>
<td>102.93×102.52×3.99×4.42×304.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3-C80</td>
<td>102.85×102.60×4.05×4.47×305.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Steel material

The stress-strain model used for both the flat and corner regions of the lean duplex stainless steel tube in the FE model included of two parts. The first part is linear and up to the proportional limit stress with the measured elastic modulus \( E_0 \) (listed in Table 2 , Poisson’s ratio 0.3). The second part is a converted true stress-strain curve based on tested data, e.g.
0.2\% (σ_{0.2}), 1\% proof stresses (σ_u), the ultimate stress (σ_u) and the strain at fracture (ε_f) by using Eqs. (1) and (2).

\[ \sigma_{true} = \sigma_{nom}(1 + \varepsilon_{nom}) \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{ln}^{pl} = \ln(1 + \varepsilon_{nom}) - \frac{\sigma_{true}}{E} \]  

where \( \sigma_{true} \) and \( \sigma_{nom} \) represent the true and engineering stress, respectively, and \( \varepsilon_{ln}^{pl} \) and \( \varepsilon_{nom} \) are the logarithmic plastic strain and engineering strain, respectively. The corner properties was extended to a distance of 2t beyond the curved portions of the stainless steel cross-sections, as suggested by Gardner and Nethercot [23].

\[ \varepsilon = \ln(1 + \frac{r}{78}) \]  

\[ \varepsilon = 0.0001 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 0.003 \]  

\[ \varepsilon = 0.02492 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 1.2722 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 70 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 2 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 1024 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 1026 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 731 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 679 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 942 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 761 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 912 \]  
\[ \varepsilon = 917 \]  

The third part is linear and starts from \( f_c \) to \( rkf_c \) while the corresponding strain is 11\( \varepsilon_c \). The value of \( r \) is taken as 1.0 and 0.5 for concrete with cube strength of 30MPa and 100MPa, respectively, while linear interpolation is used for cube strength between 30 and 100MPa [16]. The value of \( k \) can be calculated from an empirical equation given by Hu et al. [27] in Eq. (5).

\[ k = 0.000178 \frac{B^2}{T^2} - 0.02492 \frac{B}{T} + 1.2722 \]  

for \( 17 \ll B/T \ll 70 \)  

\[ (5) \]

### 2.4. Meshes and interfaces

Three-dimensional 8-node solid elements (C3D8) were employed to discretize the concrete-filled square stainless steel stub column models. Generally, a mesh size equals to the tube wall thickness was adopted in the flat portions of the steel columns, while minimum of 3 elements along curvature was used at corners. For concrete core, a mesh size of two times of the wall thickness was used. Two layers of meshes were used in the tube wall thickness direction.

A surface-to-surface based interaction was adopted for the contact between steel tube (slave surface) and concrete core (master surface). In the direction tangential to the surface, ‘penalty’ friction with a coefficient of friction equal to 0.3 was used, while ‘hard contact’ was used for the normal direction. End plates were included in the model to replicate the tests. The concrete was treated as slave surface in the interactions with the end plates.

### 2.5. Loading and boundary conditions

Load was applied axially through a reference point coupled to the top end plate by displacement control method. Both ends of the stub columns were restrained against all degrees of freedom, except for the displacement in the loading direction at the top. To reduce the calculation cost, a quarter model was simulated with symmetry boundaries in two directions.

### 3. Validation of the FE model

The FE model was validated with the load vs. displacement curves, ultimate capacities and failure modes of the concrete-filled lean duplex stainless steel columns tested. The comparison of the test and FEA curves is given in Fig. 1.

---

**Table 2. Measured steel material properties.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section ID</th>
<th>( E_0 ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_{0.2} )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_{1.0} )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_u )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 flat</td>
<td>209800</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 corner</td>
<td>212400</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 flat</td>
<td>199900</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 corner</td>
<td>210000</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 flat</td>
<td>198800</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 corner</td>
<td>206000</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The column capacities recorded from tests and extracted from FEA is compared in Table 3. The average ratio of capacities \(N_{\text{Test}}/N_{\text{FEA}}\) is 0.98, with the standard deviation of 0.04 and the coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.044. The value of \(N_{\text{Test}}/N_{\text{FEA}}\) ranges from 0.88 to 1.02, within a satisfactory error of 12%. The failure modes observed from tests and predicted from FEA are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the failure shapes and mode of failure (outwards local buckling), acceptable agreement was achieved. The developed FE model is deemed to be capable of predicting both the ultimate compressive strength and failure mode of the concrete-filled lean duplex stainless steel stub columns tested by Lam et al. [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column ID</th>
<th>(N_{\text{Test}}) (kN)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{FEA}}) (kN)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{Test}}/N_{\text{FEA}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC1-C30</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC1-C60</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC1-C80</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2-C30</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2-C60</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2-C80</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3-C30</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3-C60</td>
<td>1493</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3-C80</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>1614</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average: 0.98
Standard Deviation: 0.04
Coefficient of Variation: 0.044

4. Parametric study

4.1. Parameters

A preliminary parametric study was carried out by using the validated FE model. A total of 24 stub column models were considered to assess the effect of concrete cylinder strength and steel tube cross-sectional geometry on the overall behaviour of the concrete-filled lean duplex stainless steel stub columns.

Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the models. Overall 8 cross-sections were selected, ranging from 60×60×3 to 150×150×5, among which the ratio of outer width to tube wall thickness \((B/t)\) varies from 20 to 40. The length of all the stub columns was equal to 3\(B\).
Adopted concrete cylinder strength is 30MPa, 60MPa and 80MPa for each cross-section. In the parametric study, steel properties given in Table 2 for S1, S2 and S3 were used for cross-sections 60×60×3, 80×80×4 and 100×100×4, respectively. The properties of S1 were also used for cross-sections 100×100×3 and 120×120×3, and S3 for 120×120×4 and 150×150×5.

Table 4. Details of concrete-filled lean duplex stainless steel stub columns considered in the parametric study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model ID</th>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>B/t</th>
<th>$N_{ef}$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60×60×3</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>682/748/784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80×80×4</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1114/1231/1299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100×100×3</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>1217/1443/1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100×100×4</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1306/1500/1634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100×100×5</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1593/1818/1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120×120×3</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1472/1837/2087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120×120×4</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1606/1937/2170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150×150×5</td>
<td>C30/60/80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2510/3027/3390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Effect of concrete cylinder strength and section size

Fig. 3 shows the axial capacities of the columns increased with the increasing of concrete cylinder strength. The bigger the section size, the higher the increment. In other words, the capacity enhancement was more significant for the cross-section 120×120×3 than 60×60×3. This phenomenon resulted from the contributions of both the enlarged cross-sectional area of the tube and the amount of concrete infill.

4.3. Effect of tube wall thickness

By maintaining the section size, the effect of tube wall thickness on the ultimate capacities of the columns was revealed, as shown in Fig. 4. The axial compressive capacity of the columns appeared to rise with the increasing of the tube wall thickness. The increase of the column capacity was more notable after the tube wall thickness was thicker than, i.e. 4mm in this case.

5. Prediction of axial compacity

The design equation, Eq. (6), provided in Eurocode 4 for concrete-filled carbon steel tube columns was firstly used to calculate the axial compressive capacities of the columns analyzed in the parametric study. The results showed that Eq. (6) for concrete filled carbon steel tube columns underestimated the axial capacity of the composite concrete filled columns with lean duplex stainless steel sections. Eq. (7) was then proposed for the prediction of the axial compressive capacity of concrete-filled lean duplex stainless steel columns. Eqs. (6)-(7) are given as follows,

$$N_{EC4} = A_s f_y + A_c f_{ck} \quad (6)$$

where

$A_s$ is the cross section area of the steel section;

$f_y$ is the yield stress of the steel section;

$A_c$ is the cross section area of the concrete;

$f_{ck}$ is the cylinder strength of the concrete.

$$N_{prop} = A_s \sigma_{1,0} + \phi A_c f_{ck} \quad (7)$$

where

$\sigma_{1,0}$ is the steel strength at 1.0% strain;

$\phi$ is the confinement coefficient for the infilled concrete.
In this study, the confinement coefficient ($\phi$) for the concrete infill is taken as 1.1 for simplicity. Table 5 shows the comparison of the parametric results vs. the new proposed design equation. The average ratio of capacities $N_{\text{para}}/N_{\text{prop}}$ is 1.00, with the standard deviation of 0.05 and COV of 0.053. The average value of (for each cross-section with different concrete strengths) $N_{\text{sc}}/N_{\text{prop}}$ ranges from 0.93 to 1.08, within a satisfactory average error of 8%.

Table 5. Comparison of parametric results vs. proposed design equation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model ID</th>
<th>$N_{\text{prop}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{sc}}/N_{\text{prop}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60×60×3</td>
<td>637/733/797</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80×80×4</td>
<td>1035/1206/1320</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100×100×3</td>
<td>1226/1517/1711</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100×100×4</td>
<td>1224/1502/1688</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100×100×5</td>
<td>1427/1693/1871</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120×120×3</td>
<td>1559/1988/2274</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120×120×4</td>
<td>1560/1974/2250</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150×150×5</td>
<td>2438/3084/3515</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Variation</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

Finite element analysis of concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel columns subjected to concentric axial compressive load was conducted in this paper. A finite element model was developed and validated through comparisons of the results obtained from the experimental study. A parametric study was then carried out to examine the effect of concrete cylinder strength, section size and tube wall thickness on the compressive capacity of the composite columns. Through both experimental and numerical studies, the merits of using lean duplex stainless steel hollow sections in concrete filled composite columns are highlighted. A new formula based on the Eurocode 4 is proposed to predict the cross-section capacity of the concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel composite columns subjected to axial compression. The results showed that the proposed equation could predict the axial capacity of concrete filled lean duplex stainless steel columns.
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Abstract

Because of its computational efficiency, simplified numerical modelling is the preferred method to simulate structural frames for routine design. As for concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns, fibre beam element (FBE) modelling is often used in the simplified simulation. However, the accuracy of FBE modelling is greatly affected by the accuracy of the input material models, which should directly account for the interaction between the steel tube and core concrete. In this paper, simple yet accurate material models of steel and concrete are proposed for rectangular CFST columns by utilising a large amount of numerical data generated from detailed three-dimensional finite element modelling of stub columns. The material models are then incorporated into the simplified FBE simulation of rectangular CFST columns, beams and beam-columns. The accuracy of the simplified FBE simulation is verified by a wide range of experimental results on rectangular CFST stub columns, slender columns, beams and beam-columns.

Keywords: Concrete-filled steel tubes; simplified simulation; confined concrete; local buckling; columns; beam-columns.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have been widely used in modern construction because they offer many structural as well as economic benefits [1]. Although CFST columns with circular cross-section provide the strongest confinement to the core concrete, CFST columns with square or rectangular cross-sections are still increasingly used in construction due to the ease in the design of beam-to-column connections, high cross-sectional bending stiffness and the aesthetic considerations [1].

Because of its computational efficiency, simplified numerical modelling is the preferred method of simulating structural frames for routine design. Regarding CFST columns, fibre beam element (FBE) modelling is often used in the simplified simulation. However, the accuracy of such FBE modelling is greatly affected by the accuracy of the input material models, which should directly account for the interaction between the steel tube and core concrete, including the concrete confinement and buckling of the steel tube.

There are a few steel and concrete stress versus strain ($\sigma-\varepsilon$) models available in the literature developed for FBE modelling of square and rectangular CFST columns [2-5]. However, the majority of those material models are empirical and primarily derived from experimental data. They may give reasonable predictions within their validity ranges, but may not properly reflect the interaction between the steel tube and core concrete because the strength contributions from the steel and concrete core are not obtained explicitly. Meanwhile, the validity of an empirical model is restricted to the test data range used to derive the model parameters. Since there are increasing interests in using high-strength steel and concrete materials as well as thin-walled tubes, there is a strong need to develop simple yet accurate steel and
concrete models to cover a wide range of parameters for CFST columns.

To address the above research need, Katwal et al. [6] has recently proposed effective steel and concrete $\sigma-\varepsilon$ models for circular CFST columns. This paper is a continuation of the previous work conducted by Katwal et al. [6]. The main aim of this study is to propose material models for rectangular CFST columns by utilising a large amount of numerical data generated from detailed three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) modelling of stub columns. The material models will then be incorporated into the simplified FBE simulation of rectangular CFST columns, beams and beam-columns. A wide range of experimental results on rectangular CFST stub columns, slender columns, beams and beam-columns will be utilised to verify the prediction accuracy of using the proposed material models.

2. Finite Element Modelling

The 3D FE model developed by Tao et al. [7] has been successfully used by Katwal et al. [6] to generate numerical data of circular CFST stub columns to cover a wide range of parameters. Based on regression analysis of these numerical data, Katwal et al. [6] developed effective $\sigma-\varepsilon$ models for FBE modelling of circular CFST stub columns. The accuracy of the FBE modelling has been verified by comparing the numerical results with experimental results.

The above approach adopted by Katwal et al. [6] will also be used in this study to develop effective $\sigma-\varepsilon$ material models for square and rectangular CFST columns. The numerical simulations (including 3D FE and FBE analyses) were conducted using ABAQUS software. For the FBE modelling, the material models were implemented in ABAQUS through a UMAT subroutine. More details about the 3D FE modelling and FBE modelling of CFST columns can be found in Tao et al. [7] and Katwal et al. [6] respectively.

3. Development of Material Models For Fibre Beam Element Modelling

For a rectangular (square is a special case) CFST column under axial compression, interaction can be developed between the steel tube and concrete, resulting in the development of confinement to the concrete [7]. This confinement effect might lead to an increase in strength and ductility for the core concrete. However, this effect varies to a great extent depending on various column parameters, such as the cross-sectional dimensions of the steel tube (width $B$, height $H$ and thickness $t$), steel yield stress ($f_y$) and unconfined concrete cylinder strength ($f_{c'}$). Meanwhile, tensile hoop stresses developed in the steel tube will reduce its load-carrying capacity in the axial direction [5]. Furthermore, local buckling of the rectangular steel tube can occur during the loading process, which also affects the interaction between the steel tube and concrete. The combined influence of all these factors is very complex and should be properly considered when proposing material models.

To develop effective steel and concrete $\sigma-\varepsilon$ models, 3D FE models were built for rectangular CFST stub columns covering a wide range of column parameters ($f_y=186$–960 MPa, $f_{c'}=20$–200 MPa and $B/t=10$–150). For each analysed example, the loads carried by the steel tube and core concrete were extracted from the middle section of the CFST column to generate “averaged” $\sigma-\varepsilon$ curves for the steel and concrete. Since the averaged $\sigma-\varepsilon$ curves have already incorporated the influence of interaction between the steel tube and concrete, they can be directly used in FBE modelling. Based on the numerical data, regression analysis is then conducted to propose effective steel and concrete models as described in the following subsections.

3.1. Steel Material Model

3.1.1 Characteristics of stress–strain curves for steel

In conducting 3D FE modelling of rectangular CFST stub columns, Tao et al. [7] adopted an elastic-perfectly plastic model for the steel. To reveal the influence of steel-concrete interaction on the effective $\sigma-\varepsilon$ curves of steel, typical columns with different confinement factors varied from 0.15 to 3.40 were analysed using the 3D FE modelling. The confinement factor defined in Tao et al.
[7] is expressed as \( \xi_c = A_d f_c / A_d f' \), where \( A_t \) and \( A_c \) are the cross-sectional areas of the steel tube and concrete, respectively. The obtained effective axial \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curves of steel are compared in Fig. 1a for columns with different \( \xi_c \)-values. It can be clearly seen that

the effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curves obtained from the

3D FE modelling are quite different from the input \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curve. This is due to the development of hoop stresses in the steel tube in combination with the influence of local buckling of the steel tube. The analysed examples highlight the need to develop an effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) model of steel for the FBE modelling of rectangular CFST columns.

In general, the effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curves of steel in different columns follow a same linear relationship in the elastic stage. This is due to the weak interaction between the steel tube and core concrete in this stage [1]. But after reaching the peak stress, the effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curves enter into the post-peak stage. Depending on the \( \xi_c \)-value, the descending speeds of the curves are different. The smaller the \( \xi_c \)-value, the faster the curve descends.

Similar observation has been reported by Katwal et al. [6] for circular CFST columns, which can be explained by the dilation effect of the concrete and the local buckling of the steel tube. For circular CFST columns, strain-hardening was observed beyond the critical point \( (\varepsilon_{cr}, f_{cr} / f_y) \) on the curve [6]. However, for rectangular CFST columns, no such strain-hardening can be found in the curves shown in Fig. 1a. This is due to the fact that steel tubes in rectangular CFST columns are more susceptible to local buckling compared to the steel tubes in the circular counterparts [1].

Fig. 1. Effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curves of steel and concrete.

### 3.1.2 Proposed steel stress–strain relationship

The effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) model of steel expressed by Eq. (1) was originally proposed by Katwal et al. [6] for circular CFST columns.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma &= \begin{cases} 
E_s \varepsilon & \quad 0 \leq \varepsilon < \varepsilon_y' \\
\varepsilon_{cr}' - (f_{cr}' - f_y') \cdot \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{cr}' - \varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{cr} - \varepsilon_c} \right)^\psi & \quad \varepsilon_y' \leq \varepsilon < \varepsilon_{cr}' \\
\varepsilon_{cr}' - (f_{cr}' - f_y') \cdot \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{cr}' - \varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{cr} - \varepsilon_c} \right)^\psi & \quad \varepsilon_{cr}' \leq \varepsilon < \varepsilon_u \\
f_y' & \quad \varepsilon \geq \varepsilon_u
\end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( E_s \) is the Young’s modulus of steel; \( f_y' \) is the first peak stress of steel in the CFST column; \( \varepsilon_y' \) (\( = f_y'/E_s \)) is the strain corresponding to \( f_y' \); \( \psi \) and \( p \) are the strain softening exponents; \( \varepsilon_{cr}' \) and \( f_{cr}' \) are the critical strain and stress respectively; and \( f_y' \) is the effective stress of steel corresponding to the ultimate strain \( (\varepsilon_u) \). It is found that Eq. (1) can also be used for rectangular CFST columns if the parameters in the equation are recalibrated using the numerical data of rectangular CFST columns. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the simplified effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) curves with low, medium and high \( \xi_c \) values for rectangular CFST columns. Six parameters \( (f_y', f_{cr}', \varepsilon_{cr}', f_y', \psi, \text{ and } p) \) specifying the effective \( \sigma - \varepsilon \) relationship need to be determined or recalibrated.
3.2. Proposed Concrete Model

3.2.1 Characteristics of stress–strain curves for concrete

For the concrete infill in a CFST column, the compressive strength and ductility can be improved as a result of confinement. The confinement factor $\tilde{\xi}_c$ can reasonably reflect the intensity of concrete confinement [1]. Effective concrete $\sigma - \varepsilon$ curves for rectangular CFST columns with different $\tilde{\xi}_c$-values are obtained from 3D FE modelling and compared in Fig. 1b. When the confinement is strong, an obvious increase in compressive strength and ductility can be obtained for the concrete. But when $\tilde{\xi}_c$ is small, the increase in strength and ductility of the concrete is limited due to the relatively weak confinement. An effective concrete $\sigma - \varepsilon$ relationship is proposed in the following subsection to consider the confinement effect in rectangular CFST columns.

3.2.2 Proposed concrete stress–strain relationship

Eq. (7) was proposed by Katwal et al. [6] to represent the concrete stress–strain relationship for circular CFST columns. It is found that the same expression is also applicable for rectangular CFST columns.

$$\begin{align*}
\sigma &= \begin{cases} 
A \cdot X + B \cdot X^2 & X \leq 1 \\
\frac{1 + (A - 2) \cdot X + (B + 1) \cdot X^2}{1 - \frac{f''}{f'}} f'' & X > 1 \text{ and } \sigma > f_	au 
\end{cases} \\
&= \begin{cases} 
\frac{1 + (A - 2) \cdot X + (B + 1) \cdot X^2}{1 - \frac{f''}{f'}} f'' & X > 1 \text{ and } \sigma \leq f_	au 
\end{cases} \\
X &= \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{cc}^{p}},
\end{align*}$$

where $f''$ and $\varepsilon_{cc}^{p}$ are the confined concrete strength and the corresponding ultimate strain; $f_r$ is the residual stress of concrete; and $A$ and $B$ are the coefficients to determine the shape of the $\sigma - \varepsilon$ curve. Fig. 3 shows the schematic of $\sigma - \varepsilon$ curves with low and high $\tilde{\xi}_c$ values. Five parameters ($f''$, $\varepsilon_{cc}^{p}$, $f_r$, $A$, and $B$) are required to define the full-range $\sigma - \varepsilon$ relationship of concrete.

To determine $f''$ and $\varepsilon_{cc}^{p}$, the equations proposed by Wang et al. [8] are utilised in the present study which are represented by Eqs. (9) and (11), respectively.

![Typical σ-ε curve in 3D FE modelling](image)

Fig. 2. Proposed steel $\sigma - \varepsilon$ curves for FBE modelling of rectangular CFST columns.

It is found that $f'_y$ can be calculated using Eq. (2) proposed by Wang et al. [8].

$$
\begin{align*}
f'_y &= f_y \cdot \left[ 0.91 + 7.31 \times 10^{-5} f_y - \left( 1.28 \times 10^{-6} + 2.26 \times 10^{-8} f_y \right) \left( \frac{D'}{t} \right)^2 \right]
\end{align*}

$$

where $D'$ is the equivalent diameter defined as $\sqrt{B^2 + H^2}$.

Eqs. (3)–(5) are proposed in this study to determine $f'_{cr}$, $\varepsilon'_{cr}$, and $f'_u$, respectively. These equations were derived based on regression analysis of the numerical data generated from 3D FE modelling.

$$
\begin{align*}
f'_{cr} &= f_y \cdot \left( 2.15 \xi c^{0.02} - 0.002 D' - 1.35 \right) \quad (3) \\
\varepsilon'_{cr} &= \varepsilon_y \cdot \left[ 6.5 - 0.035 \frac{D'}{t} \left( 1 - 0.0015 \frac{D'}{t} \right) + 0.06 \xi c \right] \quad (4) \\
f'_u &= f_y \cdot \left[ 1.2 \xi c^{0.02} - 0.2 \left( \frac{D'}{t} \right)^{0.3} \right] \quad (5)
\end{align*}

$$

The value of $\psi$ was suggested by Katwal et al. [6] as 1.5 for circular CFST columns. The same value is found to be applicable for rectangular CFST columns as well. Since the steel effective $\sigma - \varepsilon$ relationship for rectangular CFST columns does not have a strength recovery in the post-peak stage, the equation to determine $p$ is recalibrated and given by Eq. (6).

$$
\begin{align*}
p &= -0.02E_s \left( \frac{\varepsilon_u - \varepsilon'_{cr}}{f'_u - f''} \right)
\end{align*}

$$
part of the materials is likely subjected to tension. Therefore, the tensile material properties of steel and concrete need to be defined for simulation. For steel in tension, the $\sigma - \varepsilon$ relationship proposed by Tao et al. [10] is used in this study. As for concrete in tension, the tensile $\sigma - \varepsilon$ relationship proposed by Hassan [11] is used in the present study.

4. Validation of the Simplified Model

Test results of rectangular CFST stub columns, beams, slender columns, and beam-columns reported in the literature are used to verify the accuracy of the proposed material models for FBE modelling. Detailed comparisons between the predicted and measured results are given in the following subsections.

4.1. Stub Columns

The axial load–axial strain ($N - \varepsilon$) curves of 180 rectangular CFST stub columns collected from 21 sources were used to verify the proposed FBE model. Those test data were originally collected by Tao et al. [7] to develop 3D FE models, and the data cover a wide range of parameters: $f_y = 194$–835 MPa; $f_c' = 20$–160 MPa; $B = 60$–500 mm; and $D'/t = 14$–212.

Firstly, the predicted ultimate strengths ($N_{uc}$) are compared with the measured ultimate strengths ($N_{ue}$) in Fig. 4. Following the definition proposed by Tao et al. [7], the ultimate strength in this study is taken as the load at 0.01% strain where the peak load if the $N - \varepsilon$ curve has a softening branch and the strain corresponding to the peak load is less than 0.01; otherwise the ultimate strength is defined as the load at 0.01. The mean ($\mu$) and standard deviation (SD) of the $N_{uc}/N_{ue}$ ratio are 0.951 and 0.073, respectively. This indicates a good correlation between the predicted and measured ultimate strengths. The predicted $N - \varepsilon$ curves are also compared with the measured curves of rectangular CFST stub columns. In general, the agreement between them is also very good. Due to the space limitation, only a few representative results are presented in this paper.
Katwal et al. [6] divided circular CFST columns into different groups based on the steel and concrete strengths. The concrete was classified into three categories: normal strength concrete (NSC: $f_{c'} \leq 60$ MPa), high strength concrete (HSC: $60$ MPa $< f_{c'} \leq 120$ MPa) and ultra-high strength concrete (UHSC: $f_{c'} > 120$ MPa). Similarly, the steel was classified into two categories: normal strength steel (NSS: $f_y \leq 460$ MPa) and high strength steel (HSS: $f_y > 460$ MPa). This classification method is also applied to rectangular CFST columns in this study.

Fig. 5 compares the predicted and measured $N - \varepsilon$ curves of a typical specimen 4HN with NSC and NSS, which was tested by Tomii et al. [12]. It can be seen that the predicted curve agrees very well with the measured curve and the curve predicted from the 3D FE modelling. The initial stiffness, ultimate strength, strength deterioration as well as the residual strength are well predicted by the FBE modelling. Based on the simulation, the loads carried by the steel tube and concrete are also presented in Fig. 5. Because the concrete has more contribution to the ultimate strength than the steel tube, this specimen has a high descending speed when entering into the post-peak stage.

To verify the prediction accuracy of the proposed FBE model for HSS tubes filled with HSC or UHSC, two specimens CR8-A-8 and S2 tested by Sakino et al. [2] and Xiong et al. [13], respectively, are selected for demonstration. The values of $f_y$ for CR8-A-8 and S2 are 835 and 779 MPa and the corresponding values of $f_{c'}$ are 74.8 and 152.4 MPa, respectively. The comparisons shown in Figs. 6 (specimen CR8-A-8) and 7 (specimen S2) indicate very good predictions by the FBE modeling.
4.2. Beams

Twelve CFST beams under pure bending tested by Gho and Liu [14] were selected to verify the proposed FBE model in simulating CFST beams. These specimens were simply-supported with one end hinged and the other end roller supported. Two point loads were applied at one-quarter of the span from each side. The span of the beams were 1460 mm. In general, reasonable prediction accuracy was obtained from the FBE modelling for all the twelve beams. The comparison between predicted and measured mid-span moment versus mid-span deflection ($M-\delta$) for two typical specimens B02 and B10 are presented in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the predictions obtained from the FBE modelling are in good agreement with the test data.

4.3. Slender columns

Initial imperfections cause significant strength reduction for slender columns due to the second-order effect. Therefore, initial imperfections are included in this study to simulate slender CFST columns. This is achieved by scaling the first eigenvalue buckling mode shape. The amplitude of the imperfections is tentatively taken as $L/1000$ in the present study, where $L$ is the length of the column. Further research can be conducted to determine more suitable values of the imperfection amplitude to improve the prediction accuracy.

Eight test data reported by Han et al. [15] are used in the present study to verify the proposed FBE model in simulating slender columns. In general, the axial load versus mid-span deflection ($N-u_m$) curves have been predicted reasonably well for all the selected slender columns. An example is presented in Fig. 9 for specimen scp2-1-1 with a slenderness ratio ($\lambda$) of 75. The ultimate strength of this specimen is underestimated by 8.8%, but the shape of the predicted curve agrees very well with that of the test curve.

4.4. Beam-columns

The FBE model is further verified by test data of beam-columns reported by Han et al. [15]. Initial imperfections are also considered in the FBE modelling. The $N-u_m$ curves predicted from the FBE modelling and 3D FE modelling are compared in Fig. 10 with the measured curve of a typical beam-column specimen scp1-2-4. The predicted ultimate strength from the FBE modelling is 15.0% smaller than the measured strength and 5.9% smaller than the 3D FE prediction. It should be noted that the material models developed in Section 3 were based on CFST columns under concentric compression. The direct use of these models indicates the omission of any strain gradient effect, which may lead to the conservative prediction for scp1-2-4. Further
research is required to improve the prediction accuracy for beam-columns using FBE modelling.

Fig. 10. Comparison of predicted and measured $N - u_m$ curves for a typical beam-column.

Concluding remarks

In this paper, effective steel and concrete stress–strain models have been proposed for rectangular concrete-filled steel tubular columns based on detailed finite element modelling of stub columns under axial compression. The proposed stress–strain curves for steel have implicitly considered the interaction between the steel tube and concrete as well as local buckling of the steel tube. Meanwhile, the concrete model has considered the increase in strength and ductility resulting from the confinement.

The proposed material models were implemented in simplified fibre beam element modelling, and the predictions were verified by detailed FE modelling and a large amount of test data on rectangular CFST stub columns, beams, slender columns, and beam columns collected from the literature.

Further research can be conducted to account for the influence of global imperfections on slender columns and beam-columns and strain gradient effect. Moreover, this work can be extended to CFST columns with other cross-sectional shapes, e.g. polygonal, elliptical, etc. Because of the efficiency of FBE modelling, it is suitable to be used to analyse composite frames with CFST columns subjected to extreme events, such as fire, earthquakes, impact and blast. Further research is required in these areas.
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Abstract

The behaviour of steel and composite beam-column joints was investigated in this paper. A test programme on typical beam-column joints subjected to quasi-static and impact loads was presented. A comparison of different connections was conducted and composite slab effect was investigated. Based on the test results, a component-based modelling approach was proposed and validated. Basic nonlinear springs of beam-column joint models were developed. Mechanical properties of the nonlinear springs were defined based on either current design codes or models proposed by previous researchers. Good agreement with test results was achieved by the component-based models.
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1. Introduction

Beam-column joints play an important role in the robustness of building structures when structures are subjected to progressive collapse scenarios. Currently, many tests have been conducted on both fin plate (FP) [1-5] and welded unreinforced flange with bolted web (WUF-B) [6-12] connections. However, most of the previous tests focused on the behaviour of bare steel joints. The potential benefit of composite slab has not been fully investigated so far. Moreover, progressive collapse is a dynamic process in nature. Therefore, it is urgent to study the dynamic behaviour of beam-column joints. To meet the technical gaps, a test programme and a component-based modelling approach for beam-column joints subjected to quasi-static and impact loads are presented in this paper.

2. Experimental study

2.1. Test programme

A total of twelve half-scale beam-column joints with FP and WUF-B connections were designed based on Eurocode 3 Part 1-1, Eurocode 4 Part 1-1 [13, 14], AISC 360 [15] and AISC 325 [16] and their detailed information is provided in Table 1. Recommendations in FEMA 350 [17] were also considered. To identify each specimen, they are named based on the concrete slab thickness and connection detailing, such as C75 stands for 75 mm thick composite slab, FP for fin plate connection, W for WUF-B connection, M for the middle joint while S for the side joint, R for reduced number of shear studs, slot for slotted holes and rbs for reduced beam section. For instance, specimen C75FP-Mslot was a middle joint with 75 mm thick composite slab, fin plate connection and slotted bolt holes were used in the fin plates. For all the specimens, Grade S355 universal beams (UB 203×133×30) and columns (UC 203×133×71) were used and connected by Grade 10.9 M20 bolts. A pre-torque of 280 kNm was applied to the bolts.

Eleven half-scale beam-column joints with FP and WUF-B connections were tested under impact loads and the details are shown in Table 2. The nomenclature is as follows: C stands for composite slab, FP for fin plate, W for WUF-B, M for mass, and H for height. For instance, specimen C75FP-M530H3 had a 75 mm thick composite slab, fin plate connection and slotted bolt holes were used in the fin plates. For all the specimens, Grade S355 universal beams (UB 203×133×30) and columns (UC 203×133×71) were used and connected by Grade S275 fin plates and Grade 10.9 M20 bolts. A pre-torque of 280 kNm was applied to the bolts.
Table 1. Summary of quasi-static test specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Slab (mm)</th>
<th>Joint location</th>
<th>Shear studs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FP-static</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-S</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Side</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100FP-M</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-MR</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>1 row @ 180 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-Mslot</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-static</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-S</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Side</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100W-M</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-MR</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>1 row @ 180 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-Mrbs</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2 rows @ 90 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nomenclature: C - Composite; FP - Fin plate; W - WUF-B; M - Middle joint; S - Side joint; R - Reduced number of shear studs; slot - slotted holes; rbs - reduced beam section

Table 2. Summary of impact test specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Drop-weight (kg)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Impact velocity (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FP6-M530H3</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>3.015</td>
<td>7.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP10-M530H3</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>3.015</td>
<td>7.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-M</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-M770H1.425</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1.425</td>
<td>5.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75FP-M530H3-S</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>2.994</td>
<td>7.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100FP-M530H3</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>2.995</td>
<td>7.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-M830H3</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>2.993</td>
<td>7.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-M770H3</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2.998</td>
<td>7.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-M770H2</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2.005</td>
<td>6.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C75W-M770H3-S</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2.997</td>
<td>7.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100W-M770H3</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2.996</td>
<td>7.357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nomenclature: C - Composite; FP - Fin plate; M - Mass, kg; H - Drop-height, m; S - Side joint

Based on standard 150 mm diameter by 300 mm length cylinder tests, concrete compressive strength and the corresponding standard derivation are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Concrete material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test series</th>
<th>Compressive strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Standard derivation (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FP quasi-static</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUF-B quasi-static</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP impact</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUF-B impact</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A hydraulic actuator with displacement control at 6 mm/min was employed to apply a quasi-static load to beam-column specimens as shown in Fig. 1. The actuator has a capacity of 500 kN. The quasi-static load was monotonically applied on the middle column joint for a vertical ‘push-down’ test to find the maximum capacity. On the left side, a strong A-frame was used to simulate a pinned support while on the right side the specimens were connected to a pinned support reacting against a strong wall. The two pinned supports were used to simulate the inflexion points located roughly at the one-third span of each beam after the middle column was removed. The beam span was 3668 mm, smaller than a typical full-scale steel frame, to fit within the limited space in the laboratory. The test set-up was validated by tests conducted previously by Yang and Tan [18].

Fig. 1. Front view of quasi-static test set-up.

Fig. 2 shows the impact test set-up. An MTS drop-weight test machine was used to apply impact loads in the test programme. The basic drop-weight of the hammer system was 530 kg including a load cell system (60 kg). The drop-weight could be increased to 830 kg by adding 10 pieces of steel plates each weighing 30 kg. The impact hammer was centred to the axis of the middle column joint.
2.2. Test results

Fig. 3 shows the development of static load versus displacement of four typical middle beam-column joints subjected to quasi-static loads. Bare steel joint FP-static was unable to sustain applied load at the initial stage (Fig. 3(a)) due to free rotation of its pin connection. The peak load was obtained at 82.9 mm and after that, fracture of fin plates occurred so that the applied load decreased dramatically. In contrast, C75FP-M was able to sustain 45 kN of applied load at the initial stage until crushing of concrete occurred due to the composite slab effect (Fig. 3(b)). However, due to greater demand on deformation capacity of the fin plates at the initial stage, fracture of the fin plate in C75FP-M occurred at a smaller displacement than FP-static (42 mm versus 82.9 mm). Since W-static had a stronger beam-column connection compared to FP-static, a greater load (Fig. 3(c)) could be resisted. W-static was more ductile when comparing final displacement at failure (400 mm versus 300 mm for FP-static). Due to the composite slab effect, a greater load could be resisted by C75W-M (Fig. 3(d)) at the initial stage. However, due to greater demand on deformation capacity of beam flanges, both the bottom and top beam flanges fractured at a smaller displacement compared with W-static.

Fig. 4 shows the structural response of four typical beam-column joints subjected to impact loads. Specimen FP6-M530H3 had a 6 mm thick fin plate (bare steel connection) and the impact force development is shown in Fig. 4(a). Each collision consisting of three spikes in Fig. 4(a) represented one visible impact between the hammer head and the specimen. The first spike occurred when the hammer came in contact with the joint. Then the joint rebounded quickly due to horizontal restraint provided by the pinned
In the test conducted by Grimsmo et al. [19], horizontal restraint was not applied so that only one spike was observed for each collision. C75FP-M530H3 was a composite FP joint and had a greater inertia compared to FP6-M530H3. Therefore, a greater peak impact force was observed (1067.8 kN versus 912 kN for FP6-M530H3) as shown in Fig. 4(b) while the velocity in terms of the slope of displacement versus time curve (Fig. 4(c)) was smaller. Specimen W-M830H3 had a welded connection to the column flange and thus it was much stiffer and stronger than fin plate specimen FP6-M530H3. A greater drop-weight of 830 kg was employed compared to FP6-M530H3. Therefore, a greater peak impact load (999.1 kN) was observed as shown in Fig. 4(d). A stable period was observed between 15 ms and 50 ms for W-M830H3, which was also found in the impact test conducted by Fujikake et al. [20]. A similar phenomenon was observed for C75W-M770H3. Due to greater inertia compared to the bare steel joint, C75W-M770H3 had a greater peak impact force (1188.9 kN versus 999.1 kN for W-M830H3) as shown in Fig. 4(e). Complete fracture of the connection was not observed in the WUF-B joints. The respective residual displacements caused by plastic deformation were 112.8 mm for W-M830H3 and 50.3 mm for C75W-M770H3 (Fig. 4(f)).

3. Numerical study

Component-based models have been proposed for bolted angle and end plate connections subjected to column removal scenarios [21, 22]. In this paper, they are used to simulate beam-column joints with FP and WUF-
B connections. Nonlinear springs in the component-based models include the concrete slab, reinforcing bar, profiled sheeting, steel beam flange and bolted connection.

3.1 Concrete slab

Concrete properties can be obtained from either codified models or concrete material tests. For instance, concrete stress-strain relationship in uniaxial compression and tension can be adopted from the *fib* Model Code [23]. In this work, the contribution of concrete tension force is neglected.

In the experimental tests, failure of concrete was observed in a region at a distance roughly equal to one beam depth ($h_b$) from the column flange. Therefore, gauge length ($h_g$) of the concrete spring is set as the beam depth plus half the column depth, which is calculated from the column centreline. The peak compression force ($F_{cc}$) of concrete spring is equal to the tension force provided by the steel components including the beam flange, bolt rows, and profiled sheeting. Therefore, for each connection type, individual concrete spring property must be defined. It should be noted that $F_{cc}$ should not exceed the maximum compressive resistance of the concrete slab, equal to the area of concrete ($A_c$) multiply by cylinder compressive strength ($f_{cc}$).

3.2 Reinforcing bar

Under compression, crushing and spalling of concrete surface can accelerate buckling of reinforcing bars, which was observed in the test. Therefore, compressive strength of reinforcing bars may be negligible. A bilinear curve of a tensile spring representing the reinforcing bars based on the yield strength $\sigma_y$, ultimate strength $\sigma_u$, elastic modulus $E$ and nominal area of the bars is used. Only continuous reinforcing bars are considered while discontinuous bars are ignored. Gauge length ($h_g$) of the reinforcing bar spring is the same as that of the concrete spring.

3.3 Profiled sheeting

Since the thickness of the steel profiled sheeting is 1 mm, local buckling can substantially weaken its compressive resistance. Therefore, profiled sheeting in compression is negligible. Profiled sheeting in tension is simplified as a bilinear curve [21] based on coupon tests.

3.4 Beam flange

For fin plate connections, gaps exist between the beam flange and the column flange. The stiffness and resistance of the beam flange and the column flange in compression are much greater than those of a bolt row. Therefore, it is assumed that the stiffness and resistance of the beam flange and the column flange are infinite when the gap between them closes up.

For WUF-B connections, top and bottom beam flanges are welded to the column flange. Beam flange spring can be simplified as a simply-supported column element with a gauge length equal to one beam depth. The column element has the same rectangular cross-section as the beam flange.

3.5 Bolted connection

The behaviour of bolted connections in both compression and tension has to be considered.

a) Bolts in bearing between fin plate and beam web

Several methods have been proposed to predict the ultimate strength $R_{n,br}$ of bolts in bearing and they are included in national design codes such as Eurocode 3 Part 1-8 [13], AISC 360-10 [15] and CSA S16-09 [24]. The equation in Eurocode 3 Part 1-8 [13] gave a more conservative strength prediction compared to the AISC and CSA codes. Therefore, for more accurate predictions of the joint behaviour, the equation in AISC 360-10 is adopted as follows:

$$R_{n,br} = 1.5(L_e - \frac{d_b}{2})t\sigma_u \leq 3td_b\sigma_u$$ (1)

where $L_e$ is the end distance from the centre of a bolt hole to the edge of the fin plate measured in the direction of load transfer (horizontal direction), $d_b$ is the nominal diameter of the bolt, $t$ is the thickness of the plate, and $\sigma_u$ is the ultimate strength of the steel plate.

Fin plates may fail in block tearing mode prior to bolt bearing failure when the end distance is not adequate [25]. In this instance, bolt in bearing resistance in Eq. (1) cannot be achieved and block tearing resistance is used instead. Eurocode 3 Part 1-8 [13] provides block tearing resistance as follows:

$$R_{n,bs} = \sigma_uA_{nt} + (1/\sqrt{3})\sigma_yA_{nv}$$ (2)

where $A_{nt}$ is net area subjected to tension and $A_{nv}$ is net area subjected to shear.
The stiffness of bolt in bearing $k_i$ is determined from Eq. (3) proposed by Rex and Easterling [26]:

$$k_i = \frac{1}{k_{br} + \frac{1}{k_b} + \frac{1}{k_v}}$$

(3)

where $k_{br}$, $k_b$ and $k_v$ are the stiffness values of bolt bearing, edge steel plate bending and shearing, respectively. They are specified by Eqs. (4) to (6).

$$k_{br} = 120t\sigma_y d_b^{(4/5)}$$

(4)

$$k_b = 32Et\left(\frac{L_e}{d_b} - \frac{L}{2}\right)^{3/2}$$

(5)

$$k_v = (20/3)Gt\left(\frac{L_e}{d_b} - \frac{L}{2}\right)$$

(6)

where $\sigma_y$ is the yield strength, $E$ and $G$ are the respective moduli of elasticity and shear of the steel plate.

Rex and Easterling [27] proposed force-displacement relationship of bolts in bearing based on experimental tests. The relationship is capable of predicting the behaviour of steel joints with reasonable accuracy [28-31]. Therefore, the method is used to represent the constitutive relationship for bolts in bearing, as expressed in Eq. (7).

$$F_{br} = R_{n,br}\left[\frac{1.74\Delta}{(\Delta+0.05)^2} - 0.009\Delta\right]$$

(7)

where $F_{br}$ is the resultant force, $\Delta = \frac{\Delta k_i}{R_{n,br}}$ is the normalised displacement, and $\Delta$ is the displacement.

The main difference between the bolt rows in compression and tension arises from the bearing resistance at the bolt holes. In compression, the resistance of bolts in bearing can be calculated from Eq. (8).

$$R_{n,br} = 3td_b\sigma_u$$

(8)

The stiffness of bolt rows in compression can be determined by Eq. (3).

b) Bolts in shear

When shear failure of bolt shank governs failure mode of bolted connections, properties of bolts in shear should be used.

The ultimate strength of bolts in single shear is determined by Eq. (9).

$$R_{n,s,\text{bolt}} = 0.6\frac{\pi d_b^2}{4}\sigma_{ub}$$

(9)

where $\sigma_{ub}$ is the ultimate strength of the bolt.

c) Influence of oversized bolt hole and friction

Typically, an oversized bolt hole is used in construction practice to facilitate the installation of bolts. It can be predicted that the bolt shank moves towards the gap before contacting the steel plate, as shown in Fig. 5. Movement of the bolt shank may vary from 0 to twice the gap distance. In simulations, it can be assumed that the axis of bolt shank is concentric with the centroid of plate holes for simplification.

During the movement of bolt shank, only friction force exists and its magnitude depends on the surface treatment of the plate and the bolt type. Friction force $F_{S,Rd}$ given by Eurocode 3 Part 1-8 [13] is expressed as follows:

$$F_{S,Rd} = 0.7k_s n\mu\sigma_{ub}A_s$$

(10)

where $k_s$ is a coefficient to account for the effect of the type of bolt holes, $n$ is the number of friction surface, $\mu$ is the coefficient of slip, $A_s$ is the stressed area of bolt, usually taken as 75% of bolt gross area calculated using the nominal diameter.

A constant value equal to $F_{S,Rd}$ can be assumed as a threshold force before the bolt starts to sustain bearing stress.

d) Failure criteria

Failure of bolted connection is governed by its weakest component. Test results on fin plate connections subjected to catenary action [29, 32] indicate two possible failure modes, namely, shear failure of bolts and tear-out failure of steel plates, depending on the relative resistance between the bolts and the steel plates.

In component-based models, deformation capacity of each bolt row is defined in tension and compression respectively. Oosterhoof [31] provided the ultimate deformations of bolt rows in tension. The value is about 0.8 to 1.0 time of end distance. Since there are not sufficient test data on the ultimate deformations of bolt rows, it...
is recommended that 70% of end distance can be used. For bolt rows in compression, shear failure of bolts is dominant over tear-out failure of fin plates, and the ultimate deformation is around 0.23 times of bolt diameter.

3.6. Vertical shear

An elastic spring can be used to model behaviour of joints subjected to shear force. In the vertical direction, bolts function in parallel. Therefore, stiffness of the elastic spring can be assumed to be the stiffness of bolts in bearing \( k_i \) multiplied by the number of bolts.

3.7. Strain rate effect

Material properties of steel and concrete can be affected by high strain rate, which leads to different behaviour of basic components under impact load. To consider the strain rate effect of steel and concrete materials, dynamic increase factors \( \text{DIFs} \) are used based on previous research studies [23, 33].

For concrete material, \( \text{DIFs} \) at strain rate \( \dot{\varepsilon}_c \) from the \( \text{fib} \) Model Code [23] can be adopted.

For steel material, the Cowper and Symonds model is employed as follows:

\[
\text{DIF} = 1 + \left( \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}}{C} \right)^{\frac{1}{p}}
\]

where 6844 and 3.91 are adopted for constants \( C \) and \( p \) [33]; \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the strain rate.

Under impact loading scenario, the respective yield and ultimate strengths \( (\sigma_y \text{ and } \sigma_u) \) of steel are modified by \( \text{DIF} \) obtained from Eq. (11).

The relationship between strain rate \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) and displacement of each component \( \Delta \) can be obtained from Eqs. (12) to (14), which are modified from the method by Stoddart et al. [34, 35].

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{\varepsilon}{\delta_t}
\]

\[
\delta_t = \frac{\Delta}{\nu}
\]

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{\varepsilon}{\Delta\nu}
\]

where \( \nu \) is the velocity and \( \delta_t \) is the time to reach displacement \( \Delta \).

3.8. Model validation

To validate the modelling approach in Section 3.1, finite element (FE) package ABAQUS was chosen and the springs were simulated by \text{CONNECTOR} elements [36]. After determination of the spring properties, nonlinear springs were assembled in the beam-column joint. In the component-based model, beam element was used to simulate linear members including the column, beam, shear stud, circular hollow section (CHS) and bracket support. Shell element was used to simulate two dimensional members including the concrete slab and steel profiled sheeting. Rigid elements were used to connect the springs. Boundary conditions and loads were applied based on the test procedure.

Fig. 6(a) shows a comparison of load-versus-displacement curves from component-based model and experimental tests for specimen FP-static. Load applied to FP-static could be captured well by the simulation. When incorporating mechanical properties of beam flanges, load applied to W-static could also be captured well by simulations as shown in Fig. 6(b). Composite joints C75FP-M and C75W-M are shown in Figs. 6(c) and (d), respectively. Although the absolute values of applied load from models and test results have slight differences, each failure including fractures of fin plate, profiled sheeting, beam flanges and reinforcing bars could be captured well by the simulations.

Fig. 7(a) compares predicted displacements from the component-based model and the impact test for bare steel joint FP6-M530H3. Good agreement with the test result was achieved by simulations. In comparison, displacement from the component-based model for W-M830H3 (Fig. 7(b)) was slightly greater than that from the test result, indicating either the applied load was greater or stiffness of the model was smaller. The difference was small so that the component-based model was acceptable. For composite joint C75FP-M530H3 (Fig. 7(c)), displacement from the component-based model was only slightly smaller than that from the test result. Composite joint C75W-M770H3 had welded connections so that it was sufficient to withstand the impact load. Therefore, after attaining the peak displacement, C75W-M770H3 recovered partially as shown in Fig. 7(d). It is clear that good agreement with the test result was achieved although the peak displacement was slightly smaller, probably due to a stronger boundary condition. In the test, the A-frames and connected pinned supports acted as an elastic spring in the horizontal direction but due to gaps,
the restraint force may be overestimated by the simulation.
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**Fig. 6.** Comparison of load-versus-displacement curves from component-based models and test results: (a) FP-static; (b) W-static; (c) C75FP-M; (d) C75W-M.
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**Fig. 7.** Comparison of displacement-versus-time curves from component-based models and test results: (a) FP6-M530H3; (b) W-M830H3; (c) C75FP-M530H3; (d) C75W-M770H3.

4. **Conclusions**

Composite slab effect was beneficial to the initial load-resisting capacity of both FP and WUF-B joints subjected to quasi-static load. However, it induced a decrease of the load-resisting capacity of both types of joints at large deformation stage. Early loss of load-resisting capacity was induced as well due to demand of deformation capacity of beam-column connection at the initial stage.
Composite slab increased the mass and inertia of beam-column joints so that greater impact forces were observed in both FP and WUF-B joints compared to bare steel joints. Smaller displacements were observed due to the composite slab effect compared to bare steel joints.

A component-based modelling approach was proposed for steel and composite beam-column joints in this study. In the proposed component-based models, beam-column joints were discretised into individual springs, including the concrete slab, reinforcing bar, profiled sheeting, beam flange and bolted connection. Mechanical property of each spring was determined by material and geometry of individual component. Failure criteria were determined accordingly. Strain rate effect was considered through transforming strain rate to velocity of movement. Failure criteria were determined accordingly.
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Abstract

Highway and railway bridges are exposed to cyclic stressing due to traffic loads and, therefore, have to be evaluated concerning fatigue. In most cases the fatigue evaluation is performed according to Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 on nominal stresses. To apply this nominal stress approach a detail catalogue is required classifying all relevant constructional details in terms of fatigue. Unfortunately, the existing detail catalogue of Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 reflects the state of the art of the 1990s and misses constructional details being important for today’s bridge design. As an example the derivation of a new detail, the so-called lamellae joint, is presented. Furthermore, for two new types of innovative steel bridges, where Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 does not yet specify rules able to evaluate the characteristics of these bridges, research results are shown. These are the thick-plate trough bridges and truss bridges made of thick-walled circular hollow sections (CHS). The paper starts with an overview on the recent Eurocode developments, addressing more specific the fatigue verification according to EN 1993-1-9 and the statistical analysis of fatigue test data. In the following, information is given on the outcome of some recent research projects striving to extend the application range of Eurocode 3 Part 1-9. The final conclusion, in spite of all differences, show a common tendency.
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1. Introduction

Highway and railway bridges are exposed to cyclic stressing due to high traffic loads and, therefore, have to be evaluated concerning fatigue. In most cases the fatigue evaluation can be performed according to EN 1993-1-9 [1] on nominal stresses. To apply this nominal stress approach the detail catalogue, given by the Tables 8.1 to 8.10 in Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 and classifying a large spectrum of constructional details in terms of fatigue, has to be used. Unfortunately, this detail catalogue reflects the state of the art of the 1990s and misses constructional details being important for today’s bridge.

As an example, the top or bottom flanges of steel and composite bridges consist in many cases of more than one plate welded on top of one another. In order to connect such stacks of steel plates on site, a so-called lamellae joint as visualized in Fig. 1 (c), can be used. However, this detail is not part of the basic standards like [1] or [2] and is not mentioned in the recommendations of the International Institute of Welding.

Fig. 1. (a) Example of a steel-concrete composite highway bridge, taken from [3], (b) example of a thick-plate trough bridge and (c) an example of a typical lamellae joint.
(IIW) [4]. As being built in practice, this detail is addressed in this paper based on recent research.

Thick-plate trough bridges represent another example of a structure not totally covered by the existing design rules, as some constructional details are subjected to a complex stress state which leads to a difficult identification of design relevant stresses, see Fig. 1 (b).

Furthermore, Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 does not specify rules for bridge structures not able to be evaluated by the nominal stress approach. An example of such structures are welded circular hollow section (CHS) joints with thick-walled chords (Fig. 1 (a)), as the Eurocode covers only two-dimensional K-joint geometries with wall thicknesses \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \leq 8 \text{ mm} \). In addition, the design rules of CIDECT [5] and DNV [6] limit the chord slenderness to

\[
\gamma = \frac{d_0}{2 \cdot t_0} \geq 12 \text{ and } 8
\]

(1)

respectively, where \( d_0 \) is the chord diameter and \( t_0 \) is the chord wall thickness.

For this purpose this paper is firstly going to focus on the current state of standardization, especially of the Eurocode 3 Part 1-9, in order to give a short overview of the current work under coordination of the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). Subsequently, the statistical analysis of fatigue test data is addressed, as a statistical evaluation constitutes the key for the derivation of fatigue strengths. In a further step, the outcome of some recent German research projects striving to extend the application range of Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 is presented.


The Eurocodes have become the primary standards for structural and geotechnical design in Europe. An overview for the planned revision of the Eurocodes is given in Fig. 2. At the moment the 2nd Generation of Eurocodes is under preparation. All existing Structural Eurocodes including EC 3: Design of steel structure - Part 1-9: Fatigue will be further developed under coordination by the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) [7].

The revision of the Eurocodes comprises two phases. The first part focuses on general revision and maintenance of the Eurocodes. The code revision is launched in form of a call for ‘systematic reviews’ to the national standardizing bodies. The suggestions and comments that are given in the systematic review will be evaluated and incorporated by CEN Subcommittees and Working Groups. The second main activity in the frame of the Eurocode revision cares about further evolution with focuses on new methods, new materials and new regulatory and market requirements. It is realized in the frame of the mandate M/515 [8], which was agreed in December 2012 between the European Commission and CEN. The final realization is conducted by so called Project Teams (PT) that consist of a maximum of six experts [8].

The revision of EN 1993 Part 1-9 focuses mainly on a more user-friendly formulation and improved wording of the existing design rules. The practical application on Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 since 2005 and the systematic review of the standard in 2017 has identified a couple of unclear or ambiguous rules that require technical clarification. For example, the requirements on the fabrication in the fatigue detail catalogue in Sec. 8 of [1] are formulated too unclear and leave room for interpretation. A revision of the tables aims to clarify the figures and descriptions of the constructional details. The requirements on the fabrication of welded details will be clarified with help of an additional column that shows weld symbols. An example is given in Fig. 3. It shows a butt weld that is stressed in longitudinal direction. The symbol shows that a root backing is needed. Information regarding the fabrication of a fatigue loaded constructional detail are important, because their influence could be significant for the fatigue strength.
3. Statistical Analysis of Fatigue Test Data

3.1. Background

The core of Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 is the fatigue assessment by using the corresponding fatigue detail category that is defined in the standard. The detail category defines the underlying S-N curve, which is characterized by the reference value, $\Delta \sigma_C$, and the slope, $m$, of the S-N curve. The curves are based on experimental data. In order to guarantee a uniform safety level, the fatigue strength of Eurocode 3 expressed by its characteristic reference value $\Delta \sigma_C$ for $2 \times 10^6$ stress cycles should be derived on the basis of standardized and commonly agreed criteria. Because of its scatter, there is a need for statistical analysis of the test data to define reliable values $\Delta \sigma_C$. However, in practice the values $\Delta \sigma_C$ are derived in different ways, which limit their comparability [9].

3.2. Regression Analysis

Generally, test data in the high cycle fatigue range (finite life) are allocated to a curve defining a linear relationship between the numbers of stress cycles to failure, $N$, and the applied stress ranges, $S$, according to Basquin [10] on a log-log scale using the least-square method. A so obtained S-N curve defines the 50%-survival probability of the considered sample and has to be transformed into a characteristic S-N curve for design purposes by statistical analysis.

In the frame of fatigue testing the stress level $S$ is normally predetermined, therefore it is an independent variable. Contrarily, the number of stress cycles to failure $N$ are dependent (on the stress level). According to Basquin [10] there is a linear relationship between $\log S$ and $\log N$ with decimal logarithm (base 10), see Eq. (2).

$$\log N = \log a - m \cdot \log S$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\log N$ = logarithm (base 10) of corresponding number of cycles to failure $N$; $\log a$ = intercept on the $\log N$ axis; $m$ = negative inverse of the mathematical slope of S-N curve; $\log S$ = logarithm (base 10) of allowable stress range $S$.

Due to the scatter, there is a statistical uncertainty in the variables $\log a$ and $m$. These unknown model parameters are estimated from the fatigue data. If the slope of the S-N curve is already known due to existing information, only $\log a$ has to be determined. The result forms an average S-N curve representing the 50 % survival probability of the tested data set or rather of the sample, see Fig. 4.

3.3. Statistical Evaluation

There is a tendency for errors that occur in many real situations to be normally distributed. The normal distribution is also referred to as the Gaussian distribution. It can be shown graphically by a typical Gaussian bell curve, see Fig. 5.

$$y = \log N = \text{dependent variable}$$
$$x = \log S = \text{independent}$$

Fig. 4. Linear regression of S-N curve.

Fig. 5. Gaussian bell curve with one sided limitation.

The normal distribution is defined by only two parameters: mean value and standard deviation, $s$. Is the sample sufficiently large to represent the whole population, the characteristic S-N curve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detail category</th>
<th>Constructional detail</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Additional weld symbols.
with 95 % probability of survival could be calculated with help of the corresponding fractile value of the normal distribution. EN 1990 [11] recommends at least 100 specimens to represent the whole population. Otherwise the statistical uncertainty associated with the number of tests should be taken into account. The so called prediction interval is an appropriate method to do so. A prediction interval is an estimate of an interval, in which m future observations are expected to fall in with a certain probability. It defines on the basis of the sample and under consideration of the statistical uncertainty, information about the scatter of fatigue resistance for a future structure. The prediction interval is using the $t$-distribution instead of the Gaussian distribution. It is defined by an additional third parameter: the degree of freedom. It takes into account the sample size and the amount of parameters with a statistical uncertainty. In case the degree of freedom becomes large, the shape of the distribution fits to the Gaussian bell curve. The coefficient $t$ of Student’s $t$ distribution is tabulated in common literature, for example by Wadsworth [12].

Another possibility for statistical analysis is given in the Eurocode 0 [11]. The standard defines, among others, rules for design that is assisted by testing. The corresponding chapter in Eurocode 0, Annex D gives information about statistical determination. In case that there is only one parameter that is afflicted with a statistical uncertainty, Eurocode 0 and the prediction interval are giving identical results [9].

3.4. Summary

The derivation of a characteristic $S$-$N$ curve should take into account the scatter of test data, statistical uncertainty associated with the number of tests and prior statistical knowledge. The prediction interval delivers a closed mathematical solution that is suitable for application in the frame of statistical analysis of fatigue data for constructional details in steel construction.

4. Introduction of a new constructional detail: the lamellae joint

4.1. Background

Plated steel girders are quite common in steel and composite bridge design. In consideration of the economic aspects, it is useful to vary the cross sections of the flanges by cover plates. The adaption of the flanges to the internal forces can be put into practice in two different ways. Either by using flanges with varying thickness or by using cover plates (lamellae) which are welded to the flange plate.

Due to restricted transport length and assembly weight, it is commonly necessary to implement in-situ joints in the girder that are called lamellae joints. In contrast to a common butt joint, the so-called end groove weld is characteristic for the lamellae joint and influences the joint’s fatigue behavior, see Fig. 6.

The lamellae joint has been an important constructional detail in German bridge design since 1935. Therefore, in old German regulations such as DS 804 [13] and TGL 16500 [14] the lamellae joint was part of the fatigue detail catalogue. However, up to now the lamellae joint is missing in the fatigue detail catalogue of Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 [1].
4.2. Experimental investigations

A research project (DASt/IGF No. 15380) [15] realized by University of Stuttgart, Institute of Structural Design, investigated the size effect of the fatigue behavior of lamellae joints in detail including experimental investigations. Lamellae joints comprising two plates, according to Fig. 6 were tested. One primary goal of the research project was to identify whether the size effect depends on the maximum plate thickness of single plates connected by the lamellae joint or on the overall thickness of the joint.

In the follow-on research project (DASt/IGF No. 17104) [16] a larger range of parameters was investigated in an extensive test program.

There were four different test series. The plate thickness in these series included the application range common for bridge design. In test series No. 100 a pronounced size effect was expected. In contrast, it was expected that there is no size effect in test series No. 200 because of the thin single plates. The plate thickness of test series No. 300 was chosen between the two other series. The plate thickness ratio of the test series No. 100, 200 and 300 amounts to 0.8. To investigate the influence of a different plate thickness ratio, an additional test series No. 400 was carried out having a ratio of 0.5. Table 1 gives an overview of the test series.

Table 1. Fatigue tests on lamellae joints, from [15] and [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Test series</th>
<th>Size effect</th>
<th>Plate thickness ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 200 300</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_1$ [mm]</td>
<td>80 20 40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_2$ [mm]</td>
<td>100 25 50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_1 / t_2$</td>
<td>0.8 0.8 0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of specimens</td>
<td>15 10 15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Test results

The fatigue strength is directly linked with the stress concentration of the critical notches of the constructional detail’s geometry. The investigations have shown three different types of critical notches, see Fig. 7.

- Notch #1: weld toe from surface layer of the thinner plate ($t_1$)
- Notch #2: weld toe from surface layer of the thicker plate ($t_2$)
- Notch #3: root run of the end groove weld

As observed during the fatigue tests, there are three potential modes of failure of the lamellae joint. The modes differ by various crack initiation points. The cracks can start at the weld toe (notch #1 or #2), but a crack initiation at the end groove weld (notch #3) is also possible.

![Fig. 7. Failure of the specimens No. (a) 103, (b) 106, (c) 102; (d) Crack starting from weld toe, (e) Crack starting from the end groove weld, (f) mixed crack mode.](image)

Fig. 8 shows the failure of specimen No.109 with crack initiation at the weld toe.

Investigations on cracked specimens have shown that a discontinuity in the end groove weld is not necessarily an initiation point for the fatigue crack. Thus, the test results imply common irregularities in the root of weld.
4.4. Statistical evaluation of test results

First, the series were evaluated individually by a linear regression analysis, see Fig. 9. A constant value of $m = 3$ has been assumed. Comparing the results of the different series in Fig. 9 it turns out, that the results of series 100 with high overall thickness of 180 mm are below the other results. This indicates that the fatigue strength of the specimens depends on the overall joint thickness.

According to Eurocode 3 Part-1-9 the size effect due to thickness should be taken into account as given in Eq. (3):

$$\Delta \sigma_{C,\text{red}} = k_s \cdot \Delta \sigma_C$$

(3)

where $\Delta \sigma_{C,\text{red}}$ is the reduced reference value of the fatigue strength; $k_s$ is the reduction factor for fatigue stress to account for size effect; $\Delta \sigma_C$ is the reference value of the fatigue strength at $N_c = 2$ million cycles.

For plate packages with $t > 25$ mm the reduction factor is calculated as given in Eq. (4):

$$k_s = \left( \frac{25}{t} \right)^n$$

(4)

where $t$ is the overall thickness of all plates and $n$ is the correction exponent. The correction exponent $n$, could be determined on experimental basis by searching for the lowest standard deviation $s$, of the scatter.

For a conservative estimate, the value is set to $n = 0.2$. This is equal to the value for the thickness correction exponent for butt joints in Eurocode 3 Part 1-9.

Fig. 10 shows the nominal stress range transferred to 2 million cycles and scaled to reference thickness $t_{ref} = 25$ mm. The detail category of the overall statistical evaluation, based on the prediction interval, indicates a detail category 104. Nevertheless, it is proposed to apply detail category 90 for the constructional detail of the lamella joint in the frame of Eurocode design. This detail category is equal to detail 3 in Eurocode 3 Part 1-9, Table 8.3: Transverse butt welds. Fig. 11 shows a proposal to apply the constructional
5. Developments and fatigue behavior of short span railway steel bridges as thick-plate trough bridge

5.1. Introduction

One promising steel bridge solution for railway bridges of small spans is the thick-plate trough bridge. The steady improvement of fabrication processes and welding properties in the steel plate production led to an innovative design of cross sections for short span railway bridges. With steel plates of thicknesses from around 80 to 120 mm, the so-called thick-plate trough bridges came up around 20 to 25 years ago.

Fig. 11. Proposed change: additional row in Table 8.3: transverse butt weld.

Fig. 12. Isometric view of thick-plate trough bridge [18].

An isometric illustration of the thick-plate trough bridge is given in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 12, clearly showing the improvement in construction height because no transverse girders are necessary. In order to save thick-plate material the webs are not perpendicular, but declined fillet welded to the bottom plate.

This type of construction is especially interesting for the replacement of railway constructions in inner city areas, where a change of the rail track is restricted especially in height because of the conditions of the existing structure. Another advantage is the simple erection due to the possibility to prefabricate the whole steel superstructure and erect it by crane lifting in one piece.

5.2. Project overview and motivation

In the frame of the German cooperative FOSTA-AiF research project called ‘Holistic Assessment of Steel- and Composite Railway Bridges according to Criteria of Sustainability’ [18], three different railway bridge types were evaluated in terms of sustainability. Therefore, three typical bridges for different application fields were chosen and were compared to variants in view of economical, ecological and socio-functional aspects, see [18] and [19].

Among the three bridge types, the thick-plate trough bridge was chosen as steel bridge solution for railway bridges of small spans. When it comes to the economical, ecological and socio-functional assessment of a bridge, the durability of the construction plays an important role. The durability of a steel bridge construction and thus its sustainability is mainly affected by corrosion processes and fatigue phenomena. Especially for heavy loaded railway bridges the fatigue assessment is defining the design.

Within the project [18], the thick-plate trough bridge was investigated in terms of construction and design, especially regarding the fatigue behavior. In the following, the latest findings of [18] and [20] concerning the fatigue behavior of thick-plate trough bridges are summarized.

5.3. Load distribution

For this type of bridge, the thick-plate deck unifies the function of the bottom flange of the main girder as well as the track plate. Transverse girders become dispensable, as the up to 100 mm thick plate transfers the direct loading to the main girders. This effect, which can be seen in Fig. 13, leads to a large deflection of the bottom plate in vertical direction, with a maximum in the center of the bridge, under load model 71 (LM71), the nominal load model for normal railway tracks according to EN 1991-2 [21].

As a consequence of the clamping of the web to the stiff thick-plate, a bending moment occurs...
around the thickness of the web. This transversal bending of the web has to be transferred by the double fillet welds connecting the web to the bottom thick-plate. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, where the horizontal deformations of the trough bridge as a result of LM71 loading is given.

Therefore, the double fillet weld is loaded by direct stresses from the global bending moment respectively the resulting shear action of the bending moment of the main girder as well as this transversal bending moment resulting from the transverse frame action of web and thick plate.

Fig. 14 gives the horizontal deformations in an elastic FE-Analysis, clearly showing that the upper flanges with the webs tend to come to the middle of the bridge.

The effect of transversal bending even increases for the T-section, where the main girder is supported by a transverse stiffener. This transversal bending of the fillet weld is mostly neglected in the design process. Lateral torsional buckling of the main girders is prevented by a high number of transverse stiffeners, supporting the webs and connected to the upper flanges of the main girders and the bottom thick-plate.

Following the aim of [18] to improve this bridge structure, save fabrication costs and maintenance time and costs, the number of transverse stiffeners may be reduced, however the effects of transversal bending would be increased.

Previous investigations from Schrade [22] on different thick-plate bridges have shown that the deflection of this bridge type can be estimated with the help of the analytical method of the Generalized Beam Theory, also see [23]. Since this method is applicable for prismatic cross sections considering the distortion of the cross-section, the results revealed that there is a significant bending moment at the location of the connection of the double fillet welds between web and thick-plate. Especially, when it comes to the fatigue assessment this welded connection represents a sharp notch.

This is why Schrade [22] recommends butt welds instead of fillet welds connecting the web...
to the upper and the bottom flange. Furthermore, in [22] a web plate thickness of 40 mm is recommended, whereas the common practice is a web plate thickness of 30 mm. So the question arises if this transversal bending at the connection is purely theoretical and minimal or real and measurable, and thus may be decisive.

5.4. Fatigue behavior

When it comes to the fatigue design according to EN 1993-2 [2] and EN 1993-1-9 [1], using the nominal stress approach, several fatigue details have to be considered individually to enable the comparison with the detail categories given in the tables in EN 1993-1-9.

Therefore, a consideration according to the directions of internal forces can be useful. As can be seen from Fig. 15, where a half of the main girder with a transverse stiffener is cut out, there is longitudinal bending and transversal bending for two different “T-sections”. Trying to assess these details due to the existing fatigue details according to EN 1993-1-9 [1] one has to further differentiate.

Identifying the single welded details according to the detail catalogue in EN 1993-1-9 one question occurs: for transversal bending of a double fillet weld, no detail category exists. Thus, to cover this effect on the safe side, the detail of the tensioned T-stub with fillet welds (see Table 8.5 Detail 3, in [1]) is usually chosen, which is the lowest detail category in EN 1993-1-9 with a fatigue resistance of only 36 N/mm².

In addition, the constructional details of the transverse stiffener welded to the bottom thick-plate, see Fig. 15, and the longitudinal fillet weld under shear welded to the tension flange (the thick-plate), see Fig. 15, have to be considered.

The complex stress state at the bottom plate in combination with the accumulation of welded details and the additional effects of transversal bending led to the necessity of experimental and numerical investigations for the fatigue design of this innovative type of trough bridge.

5.5. Test results on double fillet welds under web plate bending

Within two series of small scale tests with differing plate thicknesses (series 100 and series 200) the fatigue resistance of the transversally bended longitudinal fillet welds could be investigated, see Fig. 16. By using a configuration of a thick-plate of 100 mm and a web plate thicknesses of 30 mm (Series 200) a significant scale effect was detected, compared to Series 100 with 30 mm track plate dimension and 10 mm web plate thickness.

![Fig. 16. Results of small scale tests under transversal plate bending (with size effect correction).](image-url)

Previous fatigue test results from investigations on slender bridge webs from Guenther et al. [24] and bended crane girder webs of Kuhlmann et al. [25] could be used in addition to the current results to determine a fatigue resistance for transversally bended fillet welds. The evaluation leads to a fatigue resistance ΔσC of around 90 N/mm².

Besides that, a rule concerning the scale effect for the plate thicknesses larger than 25mm were proposed. The investigations also showed a clear improvement of the fatigue resistance by the application of High Frequency Mechanical Impact Treatment (HFMI).

Detailed information on the small scale tests and results can be taken from [26].

5.6. Trough test program and execution

In order to investigate the complex stress state of thick-plate trough bridges considering the transversal bending effects, large scale trough bridge tests were planned, as realistically as possible. Therefore, drawings of existing thick-plate trough bridges have been provided by DB Netz AG and advisory project partners. The selected bridges have been evaluated in order to define the most relevant and thus realistic proportions of a typical thick-plate trough bridge. Consequently, the trough bridge specimens also reflected the residual stress state of such a real bridge.

In addition, the post-weld treatment method High Frequency Mechanical Impact (HFMI)
treatment has been applied in order to examine the possible improvement in view of fatigue strength for a real bridge structure.

The test program consisted of four small trough bridges, scaled from real bridges in a ratio of 1:3, with slight simplifications at the supports. As the test specimens were manufactured by four different steel construction companies, it was decided to apply HFMI-treatment only on one side of each test bridge to be able to compare the treated main girder to an untreated girder at the other side produced by the same fabricator.

The tests were executed at the Materials Testing Institute of the University of Stuttgart (MPA) with a portal frame on a testing field with two 1.000 kN hydraulic cylinders applying compression force with a stress ratio of $R = 0.1$.

![Fig. 17. Longitudinal view of test setup of trough tests.](image)

In order to have realistic load behavior, the load introduction was realized with a downscaled ballast bed with typical railway gravel. Furthermore, downscaled railway sleepers and tracks were used to distribute the load of the two cylinders.

Fig. 17 shows the test-setup in the longitudinal view. Each test bridge was supported at four points. At all of these points the test bridge was enabled to move freely in plane. Hinged bearings were realized to avoid constraints, since the test setup defines the load introduction to be fixed points.

5.7. Results

The crack detection after and during the test was done with the help of the monitored strain gauges at chosen locations and with non-destructive testing such as fluorescent magnetic particle testing and dye penetration testing, where access was possible. Since the inner side of the test bridge was filled with gravel for load distribution, it could be visualized only after the execution of the test.

The detected cracks mainly fell into two categories, the ones that led to global failure of the specimens and the ones that occurred, but were not dominant and did not harm the loading capacity of the whole test specimen.

With the help of strain gauges applied on the web, close to the fillet weld, and non-destructive crack testing it could be shown that the phenomenon of transversal bending of the web plates and welds exists. Especially at the inner side of the bridge on the longitudinal fillet welds, cracks appeared along the middle of the weld or at the weld toe in longitudinal direction, see Fig. 18. The location of these longitudinal cracks is mainly at the inner fillet weld, where the transverse stiffener and the web acts as a stiff T-section. It can be excluded that these cracks resulted of shear stresses, since they appeared at locations with low global shear stress. This is why those cracks seemed to be bending-induced. However, these cracks did not lead to a significant failure mode.

![Fig. 18. Crack arising at inner side longitudinal weld of trough tests.](image)

The failure cracks, which led to the global failure of the bridge were cracks rising across the longitudinal double fillet welds between the web and bottom flange. These cracks occurred in three of four cases at the untreated girder close to the stiffener, in the area of the girder where global shear and longitudinal stresses superimpose maximal, these points are marked with red circles in Fig. 19.
Cracks rising over the fillet weld (see Fig. 20) were usually dominant and led to the failure of the global structure. Fig. 20 illustrates the crack growth of such a main failure crack with different letters for the growing crack steps.

Due to the orientation and location of the crack and the relative premature failure it appears that there is a multi-axial effect. According to EN 1993-1-9 [1] only the direct stresses in the track plate should be considered when doing the fatigue check. Following the check on the detail category 100, 112 or 125 depending on the welding requirements, it is expected to have a crack perpendicular to the fillet weld.

The results of the trough bridge tests, taking only the direct stresses of the track plate $\Delta \sigma$ into account, did not show consistent results. For none of the test specimens neither the 50% line of the detail category 112 and 125 could be reached, nor the 95% probability of survival, considering the total failure. Although 3 of 4 test specimens should theoretically be classified to detail category 112 and 125 due to the fact that the longitudinal welds were automatically welded.

Assuming that it might be not correct using only the direct stresses, but considering the principal stresses, as e.g. recommended in ECCS-Guideline [27], the evaluation results change. In the case of simultaneously occurring shear and direct stresses at the same location of a construction detail, [27] recommends to determine the highest principal stress and to use this as a basis for the fatigue verification. This approach correlates with the direction of the main failure crack as well as the results of the $S$-$N$ curve of the four trough bridge tests, see Fig. 21. The diagram in Fig. 21 shows the $S$-$N$ curve based on first principal nominal stress ranges for the nominal stresses, which are illustrated at a sketch of an infinitesimal cut out. Finally, it may be concluded that in cases of simultaneously occurring stresses at one construction detail this recommendation should be followed, since the current approach of EN 1993-1-9 seems to be on the unsafe side.
In addition it should be mentioned that nearly in all cases the decisive crack started first and led to failure on the untreated girder. Therefore, one can say that the applied HFMI treatment for the trough bridge tests proved to be effective, for further information, see [28] and [18].

5.8. Summary

Within the small scale test series it could be shown that the fatigue resistance of a double fillet weld under transversal bending is less critical than expected and a detail category of 90 N/mm² was defined.

However, the small test series showed a significant size effect for the constructional detail of a double fillet weld under transversal bending, which should be considered.

The trough bridge tests with dimensions of a third of a real thick-plate trough bridge under realistic loading allowed an insight in the fatigue-caused failure mechanisms of this bridge type. Even though transversal bending led to cracks along the fillet welds, the main failure was caused due to the global longitudinal bending of the main girder.

However, the particularity of increased transversal bending of the thick plate and thus the cross section lead to a multiaxial stress state that should be considered for fatigue verification.

In addition, the effectiveness of HFMI treatment on always one of the two trough bridge test girders could be proved.

6. Fatigue strengths of welded uni- and multiplanar hollow section K-joints with thick-walled chords

6.1. Motivation

Over the last years steel-concrete composite highway bridges comprising 2D or 3D trusses made of thick-walled circular hollow sections (CHS) as shown in Fig. 1 (a) have become an innovative and aesthetic alternative to the conventional bridges in Europe. The so-called K-joint is a major constructional detail of 2D trusses normally consisting of rising and falling, but not crossing braces and a continuous bottom chord forming together a lying ‘K’ at the intersection. In terms of 3D trusses, KK-joints are the intersections of two brace planes. From the viewpoint of economics and ease of construction the braces are preferred being welded directly onto the bottom chord. This is due to the fact that directly welded hollow section joints avoid the use of cost-intensive cast steel nodes and therefore, the fragmentation and the butt welding of the highly stressed chords.

For this type of hollow section joints the nominal stress approach can only be applied in cases, where the wall-thicknesses do not exceed values of 8 mm and where the nominal stresses at the weld toes can be determined. If the nominal stress approach cannot be applied, the structural stress or hot-spot stress approach gives a powerful alternative of fatigue design. However, this design approach is limited for CHS joints by the design rules of CIDECT [5] and DNV [6] to $\gamma = d_0 / (2 \cdot t_0) \geq 12$ and 8 respectively. This can be attributed to a lack of a statistically appropriate number of test results within the existing test database. Recently, more and more welded thick-walled tubular K-joints with low chord slenderness $\gamma < 12$ have been realized. Therefore, a proposal for the fatigue strength (finite fatigue life regime, as-welded, in air) of uni- and multiplanar welded CHS K-joints with chord slenderness values between $3 \leq \gamma \leq 12$ has been derived in a recently finalized German research project [3].

In this paper, the chord of a K-joint is considered as absolutely thick-walled if its wall thickness $t_0$ exceeds the reference wall thickness $t_{ref} = 16$ mm of the CIDECT detail category, for which no size effect has to be considered, see also Table 2. With respect to the limitation of the CIDECT design recommendations, the chord of a K-joint with $\gamma < 12$ is referred to as relatively thick-walled, also Table 2.

Table 2. Definition of hollow-section wall-thickness, taken from [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall thickness</th>
<th>thick-walled</th>
<th>thin-walled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>absolute</td>
<td>$t_0 &gt; t_{ref}$</td>
<td>$t_0 \leq t_{ref}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative, $\gamma = d_0 / (2t_0)$</td>
<td>$\gamma &lt; 12$</td>
<td>$\gamma \geq 12$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. State of the art

6.2.1. Structural stress approach

The joints of 2D or 3D trusses made of circular hollow sections, including K-joints, represent areas of high stress concentrations. This is on one hand due to the fact that in these areas an
increase of stiffness occurs caused by the overall cross-sectional change. On the other hand, the welds lead to an additional undefined stress increase as a result of their residual stresses, local notch effects and material inhomogeneities, induced by the welding processes. Therefore, the determination of real stresses is difficult or even impossible. However, the determination of so-called hot-spot or structural stresses is feasible also for practitioners. The structural stress approach does only focus on the local weld-notch on a „micro-base“ (i.e. the fillet or butt weld) and not on the specific material welding influences nor on the constructional detail in general, as for example the whole K-joint.

6.2.2. Determination of structural stresses

In general, structural stresses can be determined either by numerical calculations or by measurements. For the calculation of structural stresses using a finite element analysis, the real structure has to be converted into a numerical model and discretized into an appropriate amount of small finite elements. Afterwards, the stresses perpendicular to the weld toe (according to the recommendations in [5]) are determined with a linear-elastic calculation at two or three positions at defined distances. Finally and according for example to [5], the structural stresses can be identified by extrapolating the calculated stresses to the weld toe, see Fig. 22.

\[ \Delta \sigma_{\text{HS}} = \text{SCF} \cdot \Delta \sigma_{\text{nom}} \]  

Eq. (6) also includes a term for the consideration of the size effect.

According to Ørjasæter [34] the size effect describes the influence of wall-thickness of welded components on their fatigue strengths. It can be divided into a statistical, geometrical and technological size effect. As this effect can be observed for thick-walled tubular trusses, it is considered in Eq. (6) by a term which includes a reference wall thickness \( t_{\text{ref}} \) and a corresponding exponent \( B \), both set by the various standards. It stands out, that the term for the consideration of the size effect is nearly the same as for lamellae structures and which vary in a circumferential manner around the braces. Due to the efforts needed and the need of validation, this method is still an exception in practice.

However, the use of so-called SCF-values (Stress Concentration Factors) is possible and more common in practice. These values have been developed through extensive numerical parameter studies and were verified by experimental data. In this case, the structural stresses can be calculated from the nominal stresses, which have been determined with a linear elastic calculation on the overall system, by a simple multiplication with the SCF-values, see Eq. (5).

\[ \Delta \sigma_{\text{HS}} = \text{SCF} \cdot \Delta \sigma_{\text{nom}} \]  

Two of the most commonly used tables to define SCF-values for tubular structures are those from CIDECT [2] and Efthymiou [31]. Recently, several research projects were conducted focusing on the extension of the already existing SCF-values under consideration of multiple load cases and geometrical configurations, like the investigations of Schumacher [32] or the German research project conducted at the University of Stuttgart and financed by the German Federal Highway Research Institute (BASt) [33].

6.2.3. Fatigue strength based on structural stresses

The fatigue strength of a tubular joint can be described by Eq. (6). The fatigue strength depends on a particular number of cycles \( N \), for which the fatigue strength has to be evaluated, normally for the detail category \( \Delta \sigma \) two million stress cycles and the value \( m \) of the S-N curve. Eq. (6) also includes a term for the consideration of the size effect.

\[ \Delta \sigma_R = \Delta \sigma_{\text{C}} \cdot \left( \frac{t_{\text{ref}}}{t} \right)^B \]  

According to Ørjasæter [34] the size effect describes the influence of wall-thickness of welded components on their fatigue strengths. It can be divided into a statistical, geometrical and technological size effect. As this effect can be observed for thick-walled tubular trusses, it is considered in Eq. (6) by a term which includes a reference wall thickness \( t_{\text{ref}} \) and a corresponding exponent \( B \), both set by the various standards. It stands out, that the term for the consideration of the size effect is nearly the same as for lamellae
joints, given in Eq. (4). In contrast, the reference wall-thickness is given in [1] as $t_{ref} = 25 \text{ mm}$. Additionally, the correction factor is denoted as $n$ and not $B$ as in Eq. (6). An overview of the derived detail categories and assumed parameters of different common fatigue design recommendations is given in Table 3. In all cases, the value $m$ of the $S$-$N$ curve is fixed to 3.

**Table 3. Fatigue strength (structural stresses) in selected design recommendations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Chord</th>
<th>Brace</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\diamond$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\circ$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chord – AX</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nabla$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Brace – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 1$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\square$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Brace – AX</td>
<td>$&gt; 1$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\diamond$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 12.5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\circ$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chord – AX</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 12.5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nabla$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brace – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 1$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 12.5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\square$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brace – AX</td>
<td>$&gt; 1$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 12.5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>273.0 $\times$ 40</td>
<td>139.7 $\times$ 10</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\downarrow$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>273.0 $\times$ 40</td>
<td>139.7 $\times$ 16</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\odot$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>508.0 $\times$ 60</td>
<td>244.5 $\times$ 25</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\odot$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>508.0 $\times$ 60</td>
<td>244.5 $\times$ 25</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\oplus$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>273.0 $\times$ 40</td>
<td>139.7 $\times$ 10</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\star$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chord – IPB</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>KK</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\star$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chord – AX</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>KK</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\star$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\star$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>$&gt; 0$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>177.8 $\times$ 20</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$</td>
<td>Girder</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>193.7 $\times$ 25</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 12.5</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\diamondsuit$</td>
<td>Girder</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>KK</td>
<td>193.7 $\times$ 25</td>
<td>88.9 $\times$ 12.5</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* IPB: in-plane bending; AX: axial force

As the above mentioned design recommendations cover only slender K-joint geometries, there had been doubts if these derived fatigue strengths can also be recommended for tubular K-joints whose geometries lie below the above mentioned range. To answer this question by experimental evidence, a research project [3] was set up aiming to fill the gap of knowledge concerning the fatigue behavior of thick-walled welded K-joints and to enlarge the application range of this type of constructional detail, see sec. 6.3.

### 6.3. Experimental Investigations

The research project [3] comprised a comprehensive test program and detailed numerical investigations. It was carried out by four partners: (i) University of Stuttgart, (ii) Munich University of Applied Sciences, (iii) Munich University of Armed Forces and (iv) Schweisstechnische Lehr- und Versuchsanstalt (SLV) Halle. In General, the test program included more than 80 single-joint fatigue tests on 2D and 3D CHS K-joints as well as one fatigue test on a large-scale girder spanning about 11 m in order to examine the transferability of the test results from the single joint tests to large-scale structures. Of these tests, 61 were performed at an as-welded condition and are addressed in Table 4. The remaining 20 single-joint fatigue tests investigated the influence of a post-weld treatment on the fatigue strength and are not covered in this paper. The single joint fatigue tests on CHS K- and KK-joints with thick-walled chords ($\gamma < 12$) were i-
vestigated at four elementary load cases as depicted in Fig. 23. All these tests were carried out with a constant stress amplitude.

![Fig. 23. Investigated elementary loading cases: (a) chord axial force, (b) chord bending, (c) brace axial force, (d) brace bending, taken from [3].](image)

The chords had diameters from 177.8 to 508.0 mm with wall thicknesses of 20 to 60 mm. The braces had diameters of 88.9 to 244.5 mm with wall thicknesses of 5 to 25 mm. The braces of all test specimens of the single joint fatigue tests had an angle of 60°. The tests with brace axial force and brace bending were carried out at the Materials Testing Institute (MPA) of the University of Stuttgart on behalf of the Institute of Structural Design. Among these, the tests with brace axial force were conducted on a special test rig, consisting of three hydraulic jacks working synchronously at a stress ratio of $R = -1$ and a frequency of 0.5 to 1.3 Hz, see Fig. 24. In all cases, the first through-wall-thickness crack was set as failure criterion.

![Fig. 24. Test rig for testing under brace axial force and combined loading at the Materials Testing Institute (MPA) of the University of Stuttgart, Germany, from [3].](image)

6.4. Test results

The results of all conducted tests of Kuhlmann et al. [3] are visualized in Fig. 25. As the fatigue tests had to be performed with different stress ratios $R$, due to technical reasons and the failing wall thickness varied depending on the load case, the depicted test data in Fig. 25 have been modified accordingly.

In [3] it had been concluded that for all as-welded test specimens the cracks were initiated at the weld toes of either the chord or the brace. For the load cases “chord axial force” and “chord bending”, the decisive through-thickness cracks were exclusively initiated at the weld toes of the chord either at the crown toe or at the crown heel. Under “brace axial force” the first through-cracks were detected in the gap region. Depending on the wall-thickness ratio, $τ = t_1/t_0$, the through-wall-thickness crack occurred in the brace (for $τ = 0.25$) or the chord wall (for $τ = 0.63$). For the load case “brace bending” with a stress ratio $R = -1$, cracks initiated at several locations, either in the chord or the brace.

6.5. Numerical investigations

In addition to the conducted fatigue tests, a numerical analysis was performed in order to determine the arising structural stress amplitudes within the test specimens. A 3D-parameterized Finite Element (FE) model made up of 20-node solid elements was generated with ANSYS 14.0. Subsequently, the model was validated through strain measurements recorded in preliminary static tests. The structural stresses were then calculated as described in Section 6.2.2. As already mentioned, the test program involved tests conducted with different stress ratios $R$, including tests with alternating loads ($R = -1$). In order to account for the positive effect of “crack-closing” compressive stresses, the mean stress effect with moderate residual stresses was assumed. The calculated fatigue strengths were then modified by using Eq. (7) derived from EN 1993-1-9 [1], Sec. 7.2.1.

$$\Delta\sigma_{HS}^{R=0} = \Delta\sigma_{HS}^{R=-1} \frac{1}{1.125}$$

(7)

In addition and for reasons of comparability, the size effect was taken into account by modifying the stress ranges with Eq. (6), where the reference wall thickness $t_{ref}$ and the exponent $B$ were chosen according to the recommendations of CIDECT [5], see also Table 3.
6.6. Statistical evaluation

For the statistical evaluation of CHS K- and KK-joints in the as-welded condition, the results of 59 single joint fatigue tests could be used, included in Fig. 25. The outcome of the statistical evaluation for the failure criterion of the first through-wall-thickness crack is summarized in Table 5.

It can be observed, that the fatigue strength of the investigated CHS K- and KK-joints with thick-walled chords of $\Delta\sigma_C = 104$ N/mm² corresponds quite well with that for thin-walled tubular joints of $\Delta\sigma_C = 107$ N/mm², given in [35] and Table 5 for a fixed value of $m = 3$.

6.7. Summary

Through experimental evidence it has been shown that the fatigue strength of $\Delta\sigma_C = 104$ N/mm² (finite life regime, as-welded, in air, criterion: through-wall-thickness cracking) of uni- and multiplanar welded CHS K-joints with thick-walled chords ($3 \leq \gamma \leq 12$) is comparable to that of tubular joints covered by the existing CIDECT detail category. For the tested specimens the size effect depended primarily on the failing wall thickness. The influence of the chord slenderness $\gamma$ was not significant.

All investigated K- and KK-joints were planned and fabricated with a brace angle of 60°, which is why varying brace angles were investigated in the accompanying numerical analysis. It could be concluded, that the determined fatigue strengths can also be recommended for differing brace angles.

The results of the girder fatigue test have shown that the fatigue strengths determined in the single joint tests can also be recommended for whole large scale structures. In this case, the test was carried out with a variable stress amplitude, in order to determine the through-wall-thickness cracks by considering the occurring beach marks. Subsequently the fatigue strengths could be successfully derived by using the Palmgren-Miner rule.

With all conducted fatigue tests and the accompanying numerical analysis, the successful application of the proportional size effect according to the CIDECT design rules [5] could be shown. Therefore, the size effect according to [5] can be recommended for thick-walled K- and KK-joints within the investigated geometry range.
6.8. Outlook

When investigating the weld surfaces and roots of the tested and welded CHS joints, irregularities could be identified in the weld, which had not led to the decisive through-crack. Therefore, a certain amount of “allowable” irregularities seem to be possible. However, a reliable detection of internal weld irregularities by non-destructive testing (NDT) is needed. Hence, in order to increase the acceptance of directly welded CHS joints it is important to investigate and quantify the influence of weld irregularities, such as incomplete fusions and weld root openings, on the fatigue strength and to further develop the methods to detect them. These aspects are addressed in a further still running German research project (Kuhlmann et al. [37]).

Another aspect addressed within this project, is the transferability of the test results from the single joint tests in [3] to structures with chord diameters larger than 508 mm, especially in order to create the transition to typical dimensions of offshore structures.

7. Conclusions

In this paper three different constructional details and the outcome of four different research projects, conducted by the Institute of Structural Design of the University of Stuttgart have been presented. The projects are: No. P815 [3] and No. P978 [18] of the Research Association for Steel Application (FOSTA) as well as Project No. 15380 [15] and No. 17104 [16] of the German Committee for Steel Construction (DASt). These projects had the aim, to investigate constructional steel bridge details which are not fully covered by the currently existing design rules and to extend the application range of Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 [1].

In [18] it could be concluded, that the fatigue resistance of a double fillet weld under transversal bending is less critical than expected. Even though transversal bending leads to cracks along the fillet welds, the main failure is caused by the global longitudinal bending of the main girder. Finally, it has been recommended, that the particularity of increased transversal bending for the thick plate and thus the cross section leads to a multiaxial stress state that should be considered also for fatigue design using principal stresses for the nominal stress approach.

Due to the highly stressed joint region the use of the structural stress approach proved to be most appropriate for welded joints of round hollow sections. In [3] it could be shown, that the fatigue strength of uni- and multiplanar welded CHS K-joints with thick-walled chords \((3 \leq \gamma \leq 12)\) is comparable to that of thin-walled tubular joints covered by the existing CIDECT detail category. For the tested specimens the size effect depended primarily on the failing wall thickness. The influence of the chord slenderness \(\gamma\) was not significant.

In both, [18] and [3] it was concluded that the results of the small scale fatigue tests can be transferred to large scale structures. Hence, the derived fatigue strengths can be recommended for structures with larger and real dimensions respectively.

With all conducted fatigue tests (in [18], [3], [15] and [16]) a significant influence of the size effect was confirmed. In [3] the successful application of the proportional size effect according to the CIDECT design rules [5] was shown. Therefore, the size effect according to [5] can be recommended for thick-walled K- and KK-joints within the investigated geometry range. In [16] a pronounced size effect was detected for the lamellae joints considering the overall thickness. A size effect, according to [1], Tab. 8.3 can be recommended. Also in [18] a size effect for the transversal bending of double fillet welds could be observed.

All these investigations establish the possibility of the extension of the Eurocode 3 Part 1-9, in order to update the existing detail catalogue and to include constructional details being important for today’s bridge design.

First steps in the direction of an adoption of the here presented constructional details, as the lamellae joint (Chapter 4), the double fillet weld under transversal bending (Chapter 5) or the thick-walled circular hollow section K-joint (Chapter 6) into the Eurocode 3 Part 1-9 were made by discussions in the responsible Working Group CEN TC250/SC3/WG9.
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Abstract

Modular construction has gained popularity and attention particularly in low-rise building lately due to its numerous advantages: faster construction speed, better quality control, reduction in work force and construction waste, etc. This innovative technology promotes off-site manufacturing of modular units and on-site assembly, improving the construction efficiency and productivity. However, modular construction is not commonly used in high-rise buildings because of the joints’ flexibility as well as manufacturing and construction tolerance, which have significant impact on the overall stability of the building. This paper highlights the existing challenges of modular construction of high-rise buildings and provide several options to address these challenges. Firstly, the weight of a module is constrained by the transportation and lifting crane capacities. For this reason, lightweight concrete is introduced together with structural steel section to form lightweight steel-concrete composite system to reduce the weight of the module without compromising the strength and stiffness. Secondly, to speed up the site assembly of modular units, special joints are developed to resist the forces due to gravity and horizontal loads. Fast and easy joining techniques with acceptable tolerance control are essential to ensure the structural integrity and stability of the building. Finally, the innovation for productivity can be maximized by implementing automation technologies in the manufacturing and construction of the modular units.

Keywords: Modular construction; Composite design; Lightweight concrete; Fast Joint; High-rise building.

1. Introduction

Conventional construction methods such as cast in-situ structural elements and brick walls are still widely used at present due to the financial feasibility of such construction methods with relatively low labor cost in some countries. This has been highlighted to be one of the factors which impedes the growth in construction productivity [1]. At the same time, the exploding population and the unprecedented urbanization call for more high-rise buildings. Coincidently, a good design practice of high-rise buildings is to embrace simplicity, standardization, repetition, and economy of scale. This renders the high-rise buildings intrinsically modular [2].

To overcome these challenges, modular construction has been encouraged in Singapore whereby building modules are constructed off-site before being assembled on-site to form a building. Prefabricated Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC) is a specific type of modular construction where the internal elements of the module (walls, floors and ceilings etc.) are prefinished before the modules are assembled. With the advantages of higher construction speed, productivity and quality control, PPVC has been adopted in many sectors of the building industry, such as residences, hotels and hospitals by many countries over the last 20 years. In recent years, Singapore Building and Construction Authority (BCA) has also
shown great effort to promote PPVC in local projects to achieve a productivity improvement in terms of construction time and manpower up to 50%. Since 2014, the use of PPVC in selected public residential projects has been made mandatory [3]. The benefits of PPVC has been proven in the successful launching of pioneer PPVC projects in Singapore: (a) Crowne Plaza Hotel Extension, Changi Airport, and (b) NTU North Hill Residence Hall as shown in Fig. 1. It is reported that both projects have achieved time savings of up to 6 months and on-site manpower savings of up to 40%. These projects give confidence to the industry, government, and general public on this new technology. Due to the supportive government, it is projected that by 2019, 35% of newly launched housing board projects will be built using PPVC.

2. Modular construction as solution

There are two types of PPVC module systems with different types of load path. Load-bearing wall module are commonly found in concrete building, whereby the concrete walls are used to transfer gravity loads to the foundation, as well as resisting the lateral loads as displayed in Fig. 2. On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows corner-supported module, which is generally made of steel or steel-concrete composite material, in which the gravity loads are transferred to edge beams to the columns and foundations. Generally, the weight of a steel modular unit is about 15 to 20 tonnes, which is relatively lighter than a concrete modular unit with weight of about 20 to 35 tonnes. Moreover, steel modular system has more flexibility in architectural design due to its open space frame and larger modular size. The construction speed of steel modular system is also faster as it commonly involves bolted connection whereas concrete modular system often requires in-situ grouted connection. Nonetheless, steel modular construction may experience durability issues that require additional measures to address issues related to corrosion and fire. For these reasons, steel PPVC systems are commonly used in institutional and commercial buildings, whereby open space are necessary. On the other hand, concrete PPVC systems are preferable in residential buildings due to better durability and ease of inspection.
3. Challenges in high-rise modular construction

This paper focuses on steel modular construction because of its high potential in improving construction productivity and higher performance to weight ratio. There are many challenges in high-rise modular construction because the building is constructed by stacking up the modules, connecting them together using joints. Firstly, the weight and size of a module are constrained by the transportation and lifting capacities [4]. Furthermore, the joint design is critical to ensure the robustness and continuity of the structural modules with redundant load paths. As the modules are prefabricated off site and assembled on site, the manufacturing and construction tolerances are essential to prevent accumulative error during the module stack-up. To address these challenges, several options are discussed below.

3.1. Lightweight modular unit

Logistics for modules transportation from factory to site affects the maximum size and weight of each module design, which in turn affects the number of modules to complete the layout design. The size of a typical modular unit should be kept within the local authority’s regulatory without requiring additional treatment such as police escort. For instance, Land and Traffic Authority in Singapore requires that the width of the module should be less than 3.4 m while the maximum height of the module is restrained to 4.2 m as depicted in Fig. 4 to avoid clashing with overhead bridges regulatory. Secondly, the lifting of modules during stacking and assembly also constrains the weight of a modular unit. According to local consultants, most PPVC projects in Singapore use lifting cranes with up to 20 tonnes capacity while only a few projects can reach 35 tonnes as the lifting crane price shoots up significantly when its capacity goes beyond 20 tonnes. Therefore, hoist weight and transportation size are critical challenges in PPVC.

Fig. 5 shows typical weight distribution in a steel modular unit [5]. It is observed that the two largest components that contribute to weight are floor material and steel weight. Thus, composite design can be used in PPVC in order to reduce the steel usage owing to increased stiffness of the system, thus composite slab and beam design is attempted for the replacement of existing steel structure in order to reduce floor weight and increase performance [6]. Other than reducing the weight, this design allows larger headroom in a PPVC unit. This is an important aspect in PPVC design because of its double slab system (e.g. floor and ceiling) that reduces the available headroom. The weight of a modules can be further reduced by using lightweight concrete in the slim floor system. Additionally, lightweight partition wall can be incorporated in the PPVC system because they are for non-structural purpose but require good acoustic and fire protection.

Hoisting weight can be further reduced by using composite design in column such as rectangular concrete-filled tubular column. This is due to weight of concrete cast-in-situ is not included in hoisting weight and thus, by separating the infill concrete weight and steel weight, aim of reducing hoisting weight can be achieved.
3.2. Fast-installed jointing techniques

Joint design in modular construction aims for fast and easy installation yet able to provide sufficient resistance. As shown in Fig. 6, all the steel members are connected using welded connections within a steel module. Beam-to-column joints can usually be treated as rigid connection when full strength butt welds are used. Since there are no guidelines in designing such joints, numerical analysis and experiments are usually needed to confirm its rigidity [7]. Corner-supported modules are connected with adjacent modules via beams and columns as shown in Fig. 6. Just like conventional frame structures, joints of steel PPVC buildings can be classified as corner joints J1, perimeter joints J2, and internal joints J3. Different joints have different connection details and thus have different structural performances and loading conditions.

Steel PPVC units typically are designed to be abutting the core wall. In other words, public spaces (corridors) are included in steel modules which have lighter weight and can span up to 16 m subject to regulation of road transportation. With this advantage, core wall and foundations can be constructed first while steel modules are being manufactured in the factory. The speed of construction is much faster than the system where cast in-situ corridors are used.

Using pure steel modules in high-rise PPVC system will make the column sizes to be large or thicker steel section, and thus will lead to higher costs and less usable space. For example, in the world’s tallest PPVC building, a 32-story braced steel PPVC systems (B2 Tower) in New York, column sizes were kept to be 150 x 150 mm but the thickness of steel was up to 38 mm [8]. Variations of column sizes along the height of PPVC buildings will also lead to difficulties in module-to-module connections. Thus, using composite column design by keeping the column sizes while changing the infill concrete grades can be an ideal solution.

A joining technique (bolted beam-beam connection) that joins the floor beams of the upper module and ceiling beams of the lower module using bolted connection, as shown in Fig. 7, has been studied by many researchers and designers over the world. According to Chen et. al [9] and Lee et. al [10], bolted beam-beam connections can be used in steel PPVC structures and can be designed to be ductile and strong enough to resist seismic loadings. However, this connection is very stringent on manufacturing tolerances. Large number of bolts usually leads to challenges in bolting. In addition, to perform bolted connections, entering the prefinished modules and access holes on walls, floors or ceilings are necessary at every corner of the modules. This will cause potential damages to internal finishes and costly rework on site. Moreover, in Singapore, 100% wall finishes are required [3]. Therefore, bolted beam-beam connection may not be idealised for steel PPVC structures in Singapore.

To solve the above issues, another type of joining technique that allows for connections to be made outside the modules. It typically utilizes threaded bars (or reinforcements) to connect the columns together as shown in Fig. 8. However, there are also several problems. Firstly when each column is connected vertically through more than one threaded bars, installation becomes very difficult since there are at least four columns of one module. Secondly, if only one threaded bar is to be used, the axial and moment resistance of such connection is very low [11]. As a result of this, the frame action will be weak and lateral deflection of the global system will be large and thus not suitable for high-rise building.
In summary, for high-rise steel PPVC system, there has not been a good joining technique that can allow for ease of installation and can yet provide high structural resistance. A new joining technique shall be developed to tackle such issues. In addition, it has been concluded by many researchers that most PPVC joining module-to-module connections are semi-rigid [9, 10, 12]. How will the semi-rigidity affect the global performances of the structure should be studied.

### 3.3. Automation technologies

At current practice, the productivity and efficiency of PPVC are not fully maximized yet because there are still many manual labour work involved in the factory as well as at construction site. This is because the initial investment cost in automation technologies is too high and the support from local authority is lacking. The manufacturing of modular unit in factory are sometimes still involved conventional panelized casting, followed by assembly of panels into modular unit. This causes error in verticality and horizontality of the module as well as water leakage problem. These problems will lead to many problems during on-site assembly. On the other hand, due to lack of automated machines at construction site, longer time is required to adjust the lifting chains such that the modules is stable before assembly. Poor design of lifting frame that leads to unstable module as displayed in Fig. 9 during lifting might causes damage of internal finishes of modules especially in PPVC whereby the modules are completed with finishes. This is also caused by many lifting chains in the lifting frame, as depicted in Fig. 10, and all the chains are adjusted manually. Furthermore, at current practice, the locating of module during assembly is still conducted manually as displayed in Fig. 11.
Nonetheless, it is expected that conventional cast in-situ method will be increasingly being replaced with modular construction, where building components such as columns, slabs and even larger volumetric elements like entire rooms are manufactured off-site in controlled environment. Like other industries, automation is becoming more widespread in construction. Not only are highly automated equipment used in factories to manufacture building components faster and with a better quality control, works on site are also moving towards a greater degree of mechanization such as using machineries for interior fit-out in factory as shown in Fig. 12. Highly automated casting machine as depicted in Fig. 13 increases the productivity and quality in manufacturing the building component. It is believed that 3D printing of a whole modular unit should be the future goal of modular construction. In addition, 3D laser scanner can be used to auto-scan the whole unit in factory and also after on-site installation to measure the verticality and horizontality of the modules, providing quick and accurate measurement.

In application to asset and inventory management, RFID system consists of a reader (scanner) and a tag with embedded chip and antenna. When tag appears in the reader's working range (around 60 feet), it "wakes up" and sends a signal containing encoded information. The reader receives and decodes information, and sends it to the inventory and asset management software for processing. RFID provides tremendous increase in processing speed as compared to traditional barcode scanning. Instead of scanning one item at a time, with RFID technology you can read information from all items in the working radius at the same time. For example, if you need to check in inventory on a service van, all you need to do is turn on RFID reader and information for all inventory in the van will be read and transmitted to an asset and inventory management software in a matter of seconds.

Furthermore, using BIM and other technologies, communication and decision making among architects, engineers, contractors, and building owners can be streamlined across all functional areas. The implementation of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) can further enhance the BIM models. With these technologies, project parties can experience a virtual walkthrough of a building even before it is constructed so that potential issues and problems can be identified and solved before actual construction. Advances in technology have also enabled BIM models to be accessed on site through cloud-connected mobile devices that all real-time sharing for efficient decision making. Lastly, with all the building information
input in BIM models, the model can also be used to calculate the centre of gravity of each module, incorporating with auto-calibrated lifting frame, to stabilize the module during lifting in a quicker and easier way as well as minimizing the damage of the modules.

![Fig. 12. Interior fit-out in factory [15].](image1)

![Fig. 13. Highly automated equipment is used in Singapore's Integrated and Prefabrication Hubs to manufacture building components [14].](image2)

4. Conclusion

Modular construction shows great potential in improving construction productivity and efficiency. Despite of the challenges in implementing this technology, several options are discussed as solution of these issues. It is believed that modular construction will shape the future construction industry.
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Abstract

Steel and composite structures are traditionally designed through strength-based calculations. An alternative approach is to consider deformation capacity. Deformation based design enables a more accurate allowance to be made for the spread of plasticity and allows strain hardening to be considered in a systematic manner. Importantly, the level of deformation required by the structure at ultimate limit state to reach the required design capacity can also be assessed. In composite construction, deformation based design enables a more rigorous assessment to be made of the development of strength in the structural system taking due account of the compatibility between the constituent materials. In this paper, recent developments to the deformation based continuous strength method for steel and composite design are described. Comparisons of capacities obtained from experiments and numerical simulations with those predicted using the continuous strength method are presented and discussed. Recommendations for future work on this topic are also set out.
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1. Introduction

Structural design codes for steel and steel-concrete composite structures are typically strength-based. The criteria for assessing the acceptability of the structural design at ultimate limit state involve comparisons between the factored member forces and the factored resistances. Checks, typically under unfactored loads, are also carried out to assess the acceptability of the performance of the structure in service. However, an explicit assessment of the deformation of the structure and, for composite construction, the compatibility of deformations between the constituent elements, at ultimate limit state, is not typically performed. This can lead to (1) highly inconsistent deformation demands being placed on different structural elements prior to the attainment of their design resistance, (2) non-ductile failure modes and (3) hindrance to the systematic exploitation of the beneficial influence of the spread of plasticity and strain hardening.

In this paper, recent developments to the deformation based continuous strength method (CSM) for steel and steel-concrete composite design are described, and advantages over existing design methods are highlighted.

2. Continuous strength method

The key features of the CSM are (1) a base curve that defines the maximum level of strain $\varepsilon_{\text{csm}}$ that a cross-section can endure prior to failure by (inelastic) local buckling as a function of the cross-section slenderness $\frac{\lambda}{\rho}$, where $\varepsilon_y$ is the material yield strain equal to $\frac{f_y}{E}$, with $f_y$ being the steel yield stress and $E$ being the Young’s modulus. The cross-section slenderness $\frac{\lambda}{\rho}$ is defined in a non-dimensional form by Eq. (1), where $\sigma_c$ is the elastic buckling stress which should preferably be determined for the full cross-section either
using numerical methods, such as the finite strip software CUFSM [1], or approximate analytical methods [2].

\[
\lambda_p = \sqrt{\frac{f_y}{f_{cr}}}
\]

(1)

Experimental data from stub column tests and four-point bending tests on hot-rolled carbon steel, cold-formed carbon steel, high strength steel and stainless steel sections have been collated and plotted in Fig. 1 on a graph of strain ratio \( \varepsilon_{\text{cr}}/\varepsilon_y \) versus \( \lambda_p \). The test data for the different materials show a clear trend of reducing deformation capacity (i.e. lower \( \varepsilon_{\text{cr}}/\varepsilon_y \)) with increasing cross-section slenderness \( \lambda_p \). The CSM base curve is given by Eq. (2), where \( \varepsilon_u \) is the strain corresponding to the ultimate tensile strength \( f_u \), and can be seen to provide good predictions of normalised deformation capacity for all the considered materials. Two upper bounds have been placed on the predicted CSM strain ratio \( \varepsilon_{\text{cr}}/\varepsilon_y \); the first limit of 15 is related to the material ductility requirement according to EN 1993-1-1 (EC3) [3] and prevents excessive deformations, and the second limit of \( C_1\varepsilon_u \), where \( C_1 \) is a coefficient corresponding to the adopted CSM material model as described in the subsequent section, defines a ‘cut-off’ strain to avoid over-predictions of material strength. It is noted that the CSM base curve (Eq. (2)) applies to non-slender cross-sections where \( \lambda_p \leq 0.68 \), with \( \lambda_p = 0.68 \) being the transaction point between non-slender and slender sections [4], though extension the base curve to slender cross-sections has also recently been presented [5].

\[
\frac{\varepsilon_{\text{cr}}}{\varepsilon_y} = 0.25 \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{cr}}}{\lambda_p} \leq 0.68 \min \left( C_1\varepsilon_u \right)
\]

(2)

2.2. CSM material models

An elastic, linear hardening material model has been employed throughout the development of the CSM to represent the strain hardening response of metallic materials with rounded stress-strain behaviour, such as stainless steel, aluminium and cold-formed steel. However, this bi-linear material model is unsuitable for hot-rolled carbon steels due to the presence of the characteristic yield plateau, with strain hardening not commencing until the attainment of strain hardening strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{sh}} \). Thus, the quad-linear material model proposed in [6], as illustrated in Fig. 2 and described in Eq. (3), is adopted as the CSM material model for hot-rolled carbon steels, taking account of both the yield plateau and the strain hardening.

\[
f(e) = \begin{cases} 
E\varepsilon & \text{for } \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_y \\
fv + Ef\varepsilon_y(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_y) & \text{for } \varepsilon_y < \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_{\text{sh}} \\
fv + Ef\varepsilon_y(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_y) & \text{for } \varepsilon_{\text{sh}} < \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_u
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

Four material coefficients, \( C_1, C_2, C_3 \) and \( C_4 \), are used in the material model; \( C_1 \) defines a ‘cut-off’ strain to avoid over-predictions of material strength and is also included in the CSM base curve (Eq. (2)); \( C_2 \) is used in Eq. (4) to define the strain hardening slope \( E_{\text{sh}} \); and \( C_3 \) and \( C_4 \) are used in the predictive expression for ultimate strain \( \varepsilon_u \) (Eq. (5)), which is also needed for the determination of \( E_{\text{sh}} \). The strain hardening strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{sh}} \) for hot-rolled carbon steels may be determined from Eq. (6). Note that the quad-linear material adopts the same definitions for the material coefficients as used in the previous CSM elastic, linear hardening material model, and can indeed be seen as a superset of the previous model, with the principal difference being that the strain hardening strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{sh}} \) is equal to the yield strain \( \varepsilon_y \) in the CSM elastic, linear

Fig. 1. CSM base curve for non-slender cross-sections.

Fig. 2. The quad-linear material model for hot-rolled carbon steels.
hardening model, resulting in Eq. (7) for the calculation of \( E_{sh} \).

\[
E_{sh} = \frac{f_u - f_y}{C_2 \varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_{sh}} \quad \text{for hot-rolled carbon steels} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\varepsilon_u = C_3 \left( 1 - \frac{f_y}{f_u} \right) + C_4
\]

but \( \varepsilon_u \geq 0.06 \) for hot-rolled carbon steels \( \tag{5} \)

\[
\varepsilon_{sh} = 0.1 \frac{f_y}{f_u} - 0.055 \quad \text{but} \quad 0.015 \leq \varepsilon_u \leq 0.03 \tag{6}
\]

\[
E_{sh} = \frac{f_u - f_y}{C_2 \varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_y} \quad \text{for stainless steels, aluminium and cold-formed steels} \tag{7}
\]

Recommended values or predictive expressions for the coefficients for the different materials are summarised in Table 1. Detailed information on the derivation of these coefficients is given in [4,6-11].

**Table 1. Summary of coefficients for the CSM material model.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( C_2 )</th>
<th>( C_3 )</th>
<th>( C_4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot-rolled steel</td>
<td>Eq. (8)</td>
<td>Eq. (9)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold-formed steel</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austenitic and duplex stainless steel</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferritic stainless steel</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
C_1 = \varepsilon_{sh} + 0.25(\varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_{sh}) \over \varepsilon_y \tag{8}
\]

\[
C_2 = \varepsilon_{sh} + 0.4(\varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_{sh}) \over \varepsilon_y \tag{9}
\]

Having introduced the CSM base curve and material models, the development of strength equations for carbon steel and steel-concrete composite design was explored. The most recent research studies into this field are summarised in the following sections.

### 3. Recent CSM developments for carbon steel design

The research detailed below focuses on recent developments to the CSM for application to carbon steel structural elements, including both cold-formed and hot-rolled steels.

#### 3.1. Cold-formed steels

Within the CSM design framework, the cross-section resistances in compression or bending are determined utilizing the limiting strain \( \varepsilon_{csm} \) from the CSM design base curve (Eq. (2)), in conjunction with the CSM material model summarised in Section 2.2.

For non-slender cross-sections \( (\lambda_p \leq 0.68) \), the CSM cross-section compression resistance \( N_{csm} \) is determined as the product of the gross cross-section area \( A \) and the CSM limiting stress \( f_{csm} \), as given by Eq. (10), in which \( f_{csm} \) is calculated from Eq. (11) based on the proposed CSM material model for cold-formed steels [8].

\[
N_{csm} = Af_{csm} \tag{10}
\]

\[
f_{csm} = f_y + E_{sh} \left( f_{csm} - f_y \right) \tag{11}
\]

For cross-sections with \( \lambda_p \leq 0.68 \), the cross-section bending resistance \( M_{csm} \) is determined from Eqs. (12) and (13) for major and minor axis bending, respectively, where \( W_{pl} \) is the plastic section modulus, \( W_{el} \) is the elastic section modulus, \( y \) and \( z \) refer to the major and minor axis, respectively, and \( \alpha \) is a dimensionless coefficient that depends on the cross-section shape and axis of bending as defined in Table 2.

\[
M_{csm, y} = W_{pl,y} f_y \left[ 1 + E_{sh} \frac{W_{el,y}}{W_{pl,y}} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{csm}}{\varepsilon_y} - 1 \right) \right] - \left[ 1 - \frac{W_{el,y}}{W_{pl,y}} \right] \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{csm}}{\varepsilon_y} \right)^\alpha \tag{12}
\]

\[
M_{csm, z} = W_{pl,z} f_y \left[ 1 + E_{sh} \frac{W_{el,z}}{W_{pl,z}} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{csm}}{\varepsilon_y} - 1 \right) \right] - \left[ 1 - \frac{W_{el,z}}{W_{pl,z}} \right] \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{csm}}{\varepsilon_y} \right)^\alpha \tag{13}
\]

**Table 2. CSM coefficient factors \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) for bending.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-sections</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box-sections</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work performed in [8] examines the accuracy of the CSM for the design of cold-formed steel cross-sections in compression and bending through comparisons against over 600...
test and FE data. The comparisons revealed that the CSM provides more accurate and consistent resistance predictions of cold-formed steel cross-sections in compression and bending than the design provisions of EC3. The CSM predicts enhanced resistances over EC3 due to its rational exploitation of the spread of plasticity and strain hardening for non-slender cross-sections, with average enhancements in compressive and bending resistances being 5% and 3%, respectively, for typical dimensions.

A new design approach for cold-formed steel box sections under combined loading, which adopts similar interaction expressions to those given in EC3 but utilizes the CSM compression and bending resistances as the end points, was also proposed and examined in [8]. The proposed interaction expressions for cold-formed steel box sections under major and minor axis bending plus compression are given by Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively, while Eq. (16) was put forward for biaxial bending plus compression, where $M_{Ed}$ is the applied design bending moment, $M_{R,csm}$ is the reduced CSM bending resistance due to the existence of axial load $N_{Ed}$, $n_{csm}$ is the ratio of the design axial load to CSM compression resistance $N_{Ed}/N_{csm}$, $\alpha_w$ and $\alpha_f$ are the ratios of the cross-section web area $A_w$ and flange area $A_f$ to the gross area $A$, respectively, $\phi$ is the reduction factor for the plateau length, as illustrated in Fig. 3 and given by Eq. (17), and $\alpha_{csm}$ and $\beta_{csm}$ are the interaction coefficients for biaxial bending, whose values, which depend on the axial load ratio $n_{csm}$ and cross-section slenderness $\lambda_p$, are given in Table 3.

\[
M_{R,csmy} = M_{csmy} \left(1 - \frac{n_{csm}}{1 - 0.5 \phi \alpha_w}\right) \leq M_{csmy} \quad (14)
\]

\[
M_{R,csmx} = M_{csmx} \left(1 - \frac{n_{csm}}{1 - 0.5 \phi \alpha_f}\right) \leq M_{csmx} \quad (15)
\]

\[
\left(\frac{M_{Edy}}{M_{R,csmy}}\right)^{\alpha_{csm}} + \left(\frac{M_{Edz}}{M_{R,csmx}}\right)^{\beta_{csm}} \leq 1 \quad (16)
\]

\[
\phi = 1.36 - 2 \lambda_p \leq 1 \quad (17)
\]

Fig. 3. Proposed design interaction curves for cold-formed steel box sections under uniaxial bending plus compression.

Table 3. Proposed interaction coefficients for cold-formed steel box sections subjected to biaxial bending plus compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n_{csm}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{csm}$</th>
<th>$\beta_{csm}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; 0.8$</td>
<td>$1.45/(1 - 1.2 n_{csm}^2)$</td>
<td>$-2.5 \lambda_p + 2.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.8 \leq n_{csm} \leq 1$</td>
<td>$1.45/(1 - 1.2 n_{csm}^2)$</td>
<td>$-2.5 \lambda_p + 2.7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 12 test results and 1285 complementary finite element (FE) results on cold-formed steel box sections under combined loading has been compared with design predictions using the proposed CSM [8] and EN 1993-1-1. The ratios of the test (or FE) to the predicted capacities $R_{u,test}/R_{u,pred}$ are graphically defined in Fig. 4, are plotted against the cross-section slenderness $\lambda_p$, in Figs 5 and 6 for cold-formed steel box-sections under compression plus biaxial bending. Note that a value of $R_{u,test}/R_{u,pred}$ greater than unity means that the test or FE data point lies beyond the interaction curve, thus indicating a safe-sided result. The mean and coefficient of variation (COV) values of $R_{u,test}/R_{u,pred}$ from the comparisons are provided in Tables 4 and 5 for cross-sections under combined loading plus uniaxial bending and biaxial bending, respectively. The statistical values in Tables 4 and 5 clearly indicate that the proposed CSM for cold-formed steel box sections under combined loading provides closer and more consistent predictions of capacity than EC3 through a rational allowance of strain hardening and the adoption of more accurate interaction expressions, i.e., a gradual transition between the bi-linear interaction curve to the linear curve for $\lambda_p > 0.68$ for cross-sections under compression and
uniaxial bending (see Fig. 3) and a modified nonlinear interaction equation for cross-sections under compression and biaxial bending (see Table 3). The robustness of the CSM predictions for cold-formed steel box-sections under combined loading is also highlighted in Figs 5 and 6.

Table 4. Comparison of uniaxial bending plus compression test and FE results with EC3 and CSM predicted strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of tests: 1</th>
<th>$R_{u,\text{test/FE}}/R_{u,\text{EC3}}$</th>
<th>$R_{u,\text{test/FE}}/R_{u,\text{csm}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.071</td>
<td>1.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Comparison of biaxial bending plus compression test and FE results with EC3 and CSM predicted strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of tests: 11</th>
<th>$R_{u,\text{test/FE}}/R_{u,\text{EC3}}$</th>
<th>$R_{u,\text{test/FE}}/R_{u,\text{csm}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.111</td>
<td>1.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Hot-rolled steels

The first three stages of the quad-linear material model (see Fig. 2) has been adopted for the development of the CSM for hot-rolled carbon steel cross-sections [9]. The CSM resistance expressions for hot-rolled steel cross-sections under compression $N_{\text{csm}}$ and bending $M_{\text{csm}}$ are summarized in this section. A detailed description of the derivation of these equations can be found in [9].

The CSM compression resistance $N_{\text{csm}}$ for a hot-rolled steel non-slender cross-section can be determined using Eq. (10) but $f_{\text{csm}}$ should be calculated from Eq. (18) based on the proposed CSM material model for hot-rolled steels.

$$f_{\text{csm}} = \begin{cases} f_y & \text{for } e_y < e_{\text{csm}} \leq e_{\text{sh}} \\ f_y + E_{\text{sh}} (e_{\text{csm}} - e_{\text{sh}}) & \text{for } e_{\text{sh}} < e_{\text{csm}} \leq C_1 e_y \end{cases}$$

(18)

For cross-sections with $\lambda_p \leq 0.68$, the CSM bending resistance $M_{\text{csm}}$ depends upon whether or not strain hardening is experienced (i.e. whether or not $e_{\text{csm}} > e_{\text{sh}}$). If $e_{\text{csm}} \leq e_{\text{sh}}$, then the cross-section bending resistance $M_{\text{csm}}$ is given by Eqs. (19) and (20) for major and minor axis bending, respectively. EC3 limits the bending resistances of Class 3 cross-sections to the elastic bending moment, which is overly conservative for some Class 3 cross-sections due to the neglect of the spread of plasticity. However, this effect has been considered in Eqs. (19) and (20), which allow for the increasing resistance with increasing deformation capacity (i.e. strain ratio $e_{\text{csm}}/e_y$).
M_{c_{xy}} = \frac{W_{p_{xy}}}{f_y} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{W_{Ed_{xy}}}{W_{p_{xy}}} \right) \frac{\varepsilon_{c_{xy}}}{\varepsilon_y} \right]^n 
\text{for } \varepsilon_{c_{xy}} \leq \varepsilon_{sh} \quad (19)

M_{c_{xz}} = \frac{W_{p_{xz}}}{f_y} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{W_{Ed_{xz}}}{W_{p_{xz}}} \right) \frac{\varepsilon_{c_{xz}}}{\varepsilon_y} \right]^n 
\text{for } \varepsilon_{c_{xz}} \leq \varepsilon_{sh} \quad (20)

For the more stocky cross-sections, where \varepsilon_{c_{xy}} > \varepsilon_{sh}, some benefit from strain hardening can also be exploited, and the CSM cross-section bending resistance is given by Eqs. (21) and (22), for major and minor axis bending respectively, where \alpha and \beta are dimensionless coefficients, values of which are given in Table 2.

M_{c_{xy}} = \frac{W_{p_{xy}}}{f_y} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{W_{Ed_{xy}}}{W_{p_{xy}}} \right) \frac{\varepsilon_{c_{xy}}}{\varepsilon_y} \right]^n + \beta \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{c_{xy}} - \varepsilon_{sh}}{\varepsilon_y} \right) \frac{E_{sh}}{E} 
\text{for } \varepsilon_{c_{xy}} > \varepsilon_{sh} \quad (21)

M_{c_{xz}} = \frac{W_{p_{xz}}}{f_y} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{W_{Ed_{xz}}}{W_{p_{xz}}} \right) \frac{\varepsilon_{c_{xz}}}{\varepsilon_y} \right]^n + \beta \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{c_{xz}} - \varepsilon_{sh}}{\varepsilon_y} \right) \frac{E_{sh}}{E} 
\text{for } \varepsilon_{c_{xz}} > \varepsilon_{sh} \quad (22)

The accuracy of these resistance functions has been assessed in [9] by comparing the predicted resistances with experimental and FE results for hot-rolled steel cross-sections, including both I-sections and box sections. The comparisons revealed that the CSM generally provides more accurate and consistent predictions than EC3, especially for very stocky cross-sections and for Class 3 sections in bending.

Recent work [12,13] has extended the CSM to cover hot-rolled steel I-sections under combined loading. The proposed CSM design equations are summarised as follows:

For hot-rolled steel I-sections under combined compression and uniaxial bending,

M_{R_{c_{xy}}} = M_{c_{xy}} \frac{1 - n_{c_{xy}}}{1 - 0.5a_n}, \quad \text{for } n_{c_{xy}} \leq a_n \quad (23)

M_{R_{c_{xz}}} = \begin{cases} 
M_{c_{xz}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{n_{c_{xz}} - a_n}{1 - a_n} \right)^2 \right] & \text{for } n_{c_{xz}} > a_n 
\end{cases}

(24)

\alpha_n = A_n, \quad \text{but } a_n \leq 0.25 \quad (25)

For hot-rolled steel I-sections under combined compression and biaxial bending,

\left( \frac{M_{Ed_{xy}}}{M_{R_{c_{xy}}}} \right)^{\frac{\alpha_n}{n_{c_{xy}}}} + \left( \frac{M_{Ed_{xz}}}{M_{R_{c_{xz}}}} \right)^{\frac{\alpha_n}{n_{c_{xz}}}} \leq 1 \quad \text{for } \varepsilon_{xy} \leq 0.6 \quad (26)

where \alpha_n = 2 and \beta_n = 5n_{c_{xy}} \geq 1,

\frac{N_{Ed_{xy}}}{N_{c_{xy}}} + \frac{M_{Ed_{xy}}}{M_{c_{xy}}}, \frac{M_{Ed_{xz}}}{M_{c_{xz}}} \leq 1 \quad \text{for } \varepsilon_{xy} > 0.6 \quad (27)

The proposed CSM for hot-rolled steel I-sections under combined loading has also been found to provide more accurate and consistent resistance predictions than EC3, and extension of the method to cover hot-rolled steel box sections under combined loading and indeterminate structures is currently underway.

4. Recent CSM developments for steel-concrete composite design

Research [14,15] have begun to investigate the applicability of the CSM to the design of steel-concrete composite elements. Maintaining the basic design philosophy of the CSM, Gardner et al. [14] developed an analytical model to calculate the bending capacity of composite beams (see Fig. 7) with full shear connection under sagging bending moment, allowing for the influence of strain hardening through the CSM material model for hot-rolled steels as described in Section 2.2. The analytical model was derived for one scenario, that being where the neutral axis lies within the concrete slab, as shown in Fig. 7, and the strain at the bottom outer fibre of the steel section reaches the strain hardening strain \varepsilon_{sh}. The resulting CSM design procedure for determining the bending
resistance of composite beams under sagging moment is summarized in the following four steps:

(1) Determine the neutral axis position $y_{csm,c}$, as shown in Fig. 7, assuming that concrete crushing governs the failure (i.e. the maximum outer fibre strain in the concrete slab reaches the limit of 0.0035) by solving the quadratic Eq. (28).

$$B_{y_{csm,c}}^2 + C_{y_{csm,c}}y_{csm,c} + D = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

in which the coefficients $B$, $C$ and $D$ are given by Eqs. (29), (30) and (31), respectively.

$$B = 0.85f_{cd}b_{eff} - \frac{0.0035}{2}t_wE_{sh}\left(1 + \frac{E_{sh}}{0.0035}\right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

$$C = 0.0035E_{sh}\left[1 + \frac{E_{sh}}{0.0035}\right]b_{fl}t_t + t_u(h_t + h_y) - f_yA_y$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

$$D = -0.0035E_{sh}(h_t + h_y)\left[b_{fl}t_t + \frac{t_u}{2}(h_t + h_y)\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)

where $f_{cd}$ is the design concrete (cylinder) compressive strength, $b_{eff}$ is the effective width of the concrete slab, $t_w$ and $t_l$ are the web and flange thickness of the steel beam, respectively, $b_{fl}$ is the flange width of the steel beam, $h_t$ and $h_y$ are the depth of the steel beam and the concrete slab, respectively, and $f_y$ and $A_y$ are the yield stress and cross-sectional area of the steel section, respectively.

(2) Determine the neutral axis position $y_{csm,a}$ assuming that steel failure governs the deformation capacity (i.e. the strain at the outer fibre of the steel section reaches the limiting strain of $15\varepsilon_y$)

$$y_{csm,a} = \left[f_yA_y + E_{sh}(15\varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_{sh})b_{fl}\right]t_t + \left(E_{sh}/2\right)(15\varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_{sh})(h_t + h_y)(1 - \varepsilon_{sh}/15\varepsilon_y) + 0.85f_{cd}b_{eff}$$

$$+(E_{sh}/2)(15\varepsilon_y - \varepsilon_{sh})h_u(1 - \varepsilon_{sh}/15\varepsilon_y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)

(3) Calculate the corresponding limiting curvatures $\kappa_{csm,c}$ and $\kappa_{csm,a}$ for concrete failure and steel failure, respectively

$$\kappa_{csm,c} = \frac{0.0035}{y_{csm,c}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)

$$\kappa_{csm,a} = \frac{15\varepsilon_y}{y_{csm,a} - y_{csm,c}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

The critical curvature $\kappa_{csm}$ is identified as the lower value of $\kappa_{csm,c}$ and $\kappa_{csm,a}$.

(4) Determine the moment capacity $M_{csm,c}$ of the composite section using the critical $\kappa_{csm}$ and its corresponding neutral axis position $y_{csm}$

$$M_{csm,c} = (f_{csm} - f_y)h_t\left(h_c + h_y - \frac{y_{csm}}{2}\right) + f_yA_y\left(h_c + h_y - \frac{y_{csm}}{2}\right) + \frac{t_u}{12}(f_{csm} - f_y)$$

$$\left(h_c + h_y - \frac{y_{csm}}{2} - \frac{E_{sh}}{\kappa_{csm}} - y_{csm}\right) + 4(h_c + h_y) + 2\frac{E_{sh}}{\kappa_{csm}} - y_{csm}$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

The moment capacities obtained from the proposed analytical method have been compared against a series of experimental results collected from the literature on composite beams with full shear connection [14]. The proposed method has been shown to provide a more accurate prediction of test capacity than the current approach given in EN 1994-1-1 [16], with an average of 5% resistance enhancement being exploited when the beneficial effect of strain hardening is accounted for.

For composite beams with partial shear connection, a tentative approach utilizing the CSM bending resistance of the bare steel section $M_{csm}$ and the proposed bending resistance of the composite beam with full connection $M_{csm,c}$ has been proposed on the basis of numerical investigations in [14]. Further experimental and analytical research in this area is currently underway.

Fig. 7. Strain and stress distributions for a composite beam with full shear connection.
Yang et al [15] recently extended the CSM to predict the ultimate bending capacities of composite plate girders, whose ultimate hogging flexural state are governed by local buckling of the bottom flange of the steel beam. Depending on the accuracy required for the calculation of the ultimate bending capacities of composite sections under hogging moment, linear and quadratic interpolation equations were also proposed and examined in [15].

The application of the CSM to concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) members is currently underway. Compared with empty steel tubular sections, local buckling is inhibited in concrete-filled specimens due to the presence of the concrete. By allowing for the influence of the concrete infill on the local buckling stress and hence slenderness of the steel section, the deformation capacity can be obtained from the base curve. This can be used to assess compatibility with the concrete failure strain, predict the failure mode and hence determine the resistance of the composite cross-section. This approach is currently being explored.

5. Conclusions

The continuous strength method (CSM) is a new design methodology for steel and composite design. The CSM enables a more accurate allowance to be made for the spread of plasticity and the influence of strain hardening; this method has been formally adopted as an alternative design procedure in North American and European design provisions [17,18] for stainless steel design. Expansion of the CSM to systematically cover carbon steel and composite structures is underway. Much work, including extension of CSM to consider indeterminate structures, high strength steels and CFST members under different loading conditions, remains for the further development of the CSM.
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Abstract

Mild steel hot-rolled sections are commonly prismatic because of the rolling process with a furnace, but welded sections made from steel plates do not have such a constraint, especially when robotic welding machines are used. The weight saving could be very significant by, say, using wide flanged section at mid-span and a small flanged section at ends of a simply supported beam. However, design codes do not provide formulae for buckling check of tapered members. This paper proposes a code-free second-order direct analysis for stability design of steel frames made of tapered members. The design is further applied to a single layered mega space frame of 136m span. In the whole design process based on the concept of Second-order Direct Analysis, no uncertain effective length and independent member buckling checking are required.

Keywords: tapered members; stability design; buckling; steel frames

1. Introduction

Structural members with tapering sections can be fabricated quite easily by robotic welding of steel plates which are the common structural form of high strength steel of grade 500 or above. It also provides an aesthetic solution for single-layered domes and long span structures. The structural form reduces significantly the weight of a structure.

Surprisingly, the use of tapered sections is unpopular, likely because little guidance is provided for design of structures made of tapered members. Nevertheless, the structural form is becoming popular in the reion of Hong Kong and Macau. Shown in Fig.1 is an example of a recently completed single-layer dome designed utilizing the tapering I-sections and without effective length.

An accurate second-order direct analysis based on nonlinear simulation technique is essential to the successful design of complex single-layer domes in which the snap-through buckling could occur under patterned loads or due to initial imperfections which is important for design and analysis of domes. Commonly, global imperfections are assumed in the mode as the first Eigen-buckling mode shape, which is recommended in codes and is the likely deformed mode shape in buckling. In addition to global buckling mode, the initial member curvatures are also important for a safe and reliable design of structures against buckling and several codes require their considerations (see Hong Kong steel code [1], Eurocode 3 [2] and AISC [3]).
The computer model using one element per member not only increases the numerical efficiency, but also removes the difficulty in modeling the member initial imperfections. Therefore, an advanced and robust element for large deflection and simulation of the initial curvature is crucial. Gu and Chan [4] developed the stability function element with the explicit consideration of member imperfections, and it is a closed-form solution and suitable for simulating the extremely slender members. Recently, Liu et al [5, 6] derived the curved Arbitrarily-Located-Hinge (ALH) element with an objective to capture the highly inelastic behaviors along the member length. The element tapering ALH is adopted here and used to design a practical structure which seems to be new and original in structural design technology.

Fig. 2. Stepped elements representation method.

A tapering I-sections member is shown in Fig. 2. To model the member with tapering sections, two methods are usually adopted as the approximated stepped elements and the tapering element approaches. The approximated stepped element method (ASEM) assumes the distribution of flexural rigidity along the member length as linear, parabolic or cubic in analysis and assigned manually and the errors can be large when using improper assumptions. This method is tedious and requires division of a member into many elements else the deflections and stiffness can be wrongly estimated. The other modeling approach is the exact tapering element method (ETEM) as shown in Fig. 3. However, this method requires more element formulation efforts but reduces the computer efforts significantly. When using ASEM, at least twenty elements are required when using this technique for an accurate simulation. In the present study, the ETEM is used and an exact analytical approach by explicit modeling of the non-prismatic members by the tapering stiffness factors is proposed.

In addition to element formulation, a kinematic method is required to describe the motion and large deflection of a deforming element. The incremental tangent stiffness method proposed by Chan [7] is used and the equilibrium is established on the last configuration in the incremental-iterative procedure. This method is tested to be efficient and reliable. (see Chan [8, 9], Zhou and Chan [10].

2. Assumptions

In the present study, the following assumptions are adopted. (1) Small strains but large deformations are assumed and handled using the incremental tangent stiffness method; (2) Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis is adopted and the strain distribution along the cross section is linear; (3) Second-order effects including the P-\(\Delta\) and P-\(\delta\) deformations are considered; (4) Loads are conservative and applied on element nodes and (5) Deformations due to the warping, shear and twist actions are not considered but they are supposed to be dealt with by additional checking equations in codes.

3. Tapering beam-column element

In the present study, the curved beam-column element with explicit consideration of the stiffness of tapering I-sections in element formulation is adopted. This element is derived from the arbitrarily-located-hinge (ALH) element proposed by Liu et. al [5, 6]. The features of the proposed element includes: (1) High accuracy for the members with tapering I-sections; (2) Member initial imperfection is explicitly considered; (3) Large deformations...
due to the existence of internal degree of freedoms are allowed; and (4) Second-order effects due to large deflection and axial compression are considered.

The co-rotational description is used and the member deflections are separated from the nodal translations so the element formulations can be simplified and concise.

Bending moments and axial loads dominate in an analysis. The axial and torsional deformations are relatively small in analysis. Here, the axial and torsional stiffness are calculated by averaging the values at the integration points along the member length, given as:

$$A = \frac{\sum A_i}{n} \quad \text{and} \quad J = \frac{\sum J_i}{n} \quad (1)$$

where, $A$ and $J$ are the averaged values of the tapered sections; $n$ is the number of the integration points and usually equals to twenty empirically; and $A_i$ and $J_i$ are the section area and the polar moment of inertia at the integration points along member length.

The above simplifications are valid for most structural members in practice. As stated in the assumptions, the consideration of lateral-torsional buckling is required for design of slender beams, which can be achieved by additional checking according to the empirical formulae in codes, e.g. Eurocode 3 [2].

4. Element Shape Functions

The basic forces versus displacements relations for the three-dimensional element are depicted in Fig. 3. The initial imperfections along two principle axes can be expressed as,

$$v_{0y} = v_{m0y} \frac{(L^2 - 4x^2)}{L^2} \quad (2)$$

$$v_{0z} = v_{m0z} \frac{(L^2 - 4x^2)}{L^2} \quad (3)$$

where $v_{0y}$ and $v_{0z}$ are the lateral displacement functions of an imperfect element along $y$-axis and $z$-axis respectively; $v_{m0y}$ and $v_{m0z}$ are respectively the amplitudes of initial imperfection at mid-span along $y$-axis and $z$-axis; $L$ is the length of the member; and $x$ is the distance along the element.

The lateral displacement functions for the three-dimensional element are given by,

$$v_y = [(N_{11}, N_{12}, N_{13}) \cdot (\theta_{11x}, \theta_{12x}, \delta_y)^T - L/2 \leq x \leq 0] \quad (4)$$

$$v_z = [(N_{11}, N_{12}, N_{13}) \cdot (\theta_{11x}, \theta_{12x}, \delta_z)^T - L/2 \leq x \leq 0] \quad (5)$$

in which, $v_y$ and $v_z$ are the lateral displacement functions along $y$-axis and $z$-axis respectively; $\theta_{11y}$, $\theta_{11z}$, $\theta_{22y}$ and $\theta_{22z}$ are the external rotations at element ends and about two principle axes; $\theta_{12y}$, $\theta_{12z}$, $\theta_{21y}$ and $\theta_{21z}$ are the internal lateral deflections and rotations about the two principle axes; $\delta_y$, $\delta_z$ are the displacements along the two principle axes, and $N_{11}$, $N_{12}$, $N_{13}$, $N_{21}$, $N_{22}$ and $N_{23}$ are the shape functions given by:

$$\begin{align*}
N_{11} &= \frac{2x^2(L + 2x)}{L} \\
N_{12} &= \frac{x(L + 2x)^2}{L^2} \\
N_{13} &= \frac{(L - 4x)(L + 2x)^2}{L^2} \\
N_{21} &= \frac{(L - 2x)^2x}{L^2} \\
N_{22} &= \frac{2(L - 2x)x^2}{L^2} \\
N_{23} &= \frac{-(L - 4x)(L - 2x)^2}{L^2}
\end{align*} \quad (6-11)$$

For the axial compression and lengthening, the respective displacement function can be conventionally assumed to be linear and the shape function can be determined as,

$$u = e \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{x}{L} \right) \quad (12)$$

where $e$ is the deformation along with axial force as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Similarly, the twist angle can be expressed by linear interpolation as,

$$t = \theta_t \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{x}{L} \right) \quad (13)$$

where $\theta_t$ is the twist angle about the longitudinal $x$-axis conjugate to the torsional moment.

5. Bowing Effects

In addition to the axial shortening or lengthening due to axial load, the distance between the two end nodes will be shortened due to curvature and bending moments. This bowing effect can be calculated as,

$$u_b = \frac{1}{2} \int \left( v_y^2 + 2v_{0y} \dot{v}_y \right) dx \quad (14)$$
\[ + \frac{1}{2} \int_{L} \left( \psi_{x}^{2} + 2\nu_{0z} \psi_{z} \right) dx \]

6. Total Potential Energy Function

The secant relations can be formulated by the principle of stationary potential energy, which is required in the force recovery under the incremental-iterative Newton-Raphson type of nonlinear analysis. The total potential energy function \( \Pi \) is given by,

\[
\Pi = U - V
\]

where \( U \) is the strain energy and \( V \) is the external work done.

The strain energy function with negligence of the shear strain energy can be written as,

\[
U = \frac{1}{2} \int_{0}^{L} EA \ddot{u}^2 dx
+ \frac{1}{2} \int_{0}^{L} EI_{y} (\ddot{\phi})^2 dx + \frac{1}{2} \int_{0}^{L} GI_{z} \ddot{\psi}_{z}^2 dx
+ \frac{1}{2} \int_{0}^{L} P(\ddot{u}^2 + 2\nu_{0z} \ddot{v}) dx + \int_{b_{y}}^{s_{my}} S_{my} d\theta + \int_{b_{z}}^{s_{mz}} S_{mz} d\theta
\]

where, \( EA \) is the axial stiffness constant; \( EI_{y} \) and \( EI_{z} \) are the flexural stiffness about \( y \)- and \( z \)-axes respectively; \( GI_{z} \) is the torsional stiffness; \( \theta_{my} \), \( \theta_{mz} \), \( S_{my} \) and \( S_{mz} \) are the hinge rotations and stiffness of the internal plastic hinge at respectively \( y \)- and \( z \)-axes written as,

\[
\theta_{my} = \theta_{12y} - \theta_{21y}
\]

\[
\theta_{mz} = \theta_{12z} - \theta_{21z}
\]

\[
S_{my} = EI_{y} \cdot R_{my}
\]

\[
S_{mz} = EI_{z} \cdot R_{mz}
\]

in which, \( R_{my} \) and \( R_{mz} \) are the hinge stiffness connecting the two sub-elements.

In a design based on the second-order elastic analysis or the approach of first-plantic-hinge analysis, the internal hinge stiffness is set to be infinitely large, which indicates that no plastic strain energy is absorbed. However, an advanced analysis method by introducing the plastic fiber hinge approach proposed by Liu et. al [5, 6] to consider the material yielding is discussed in the followings.

In the present study, a rigorous consideration of the flexural stiffness distributions of the tapered I-sections along the member length is introduced and the second moments of inertia about both axes are defined as:

\[
\int_{-L/2}^{L/2} \int \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{12} (B_{L} \cdot \frac{2(D_{L} - D)}{L} \cdot s_{my}) & 0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{12} (D_{L} \cdot \frac{2(D_{L} - D)}{L} \cdot s_{my})
\end{bmatrix} d\theta
\]

\[
\int_{0}^{L/2} \int \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{12} (B_{R} \cdot \frac{2(D_{R} - D)}{L} \cdot s_{my}) & 0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{12} (D_{R} \cdot \frac{2(D_{R} - D)}{L} \cdot s_{my})
\end{bmatrix} d\theta
\]

\[
\int_{L/2}^{L} \int \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{12} (B_{L} \cdot \frac{2(D_{L} - D)}{L} \cdot s_{my}) & 0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{12} (D_{L} \cdot \frac{2(D_{L} - D)}{L} \cdot s_{my})
\end{bmatrix} d\theta
\]

where, \( B_{L} \) and \( B_{R} \) are the overall width of the sections at the left and the right ends, respectively; \( D_{L} \) and \( D_{R} \) are the overall depth of the sections at the left and the right ends, respectively; \( T_{f} \) and \( t_{w} \) are respectively the plate thickness of the flange and the web; and the \( B_{m} \) and \( D_{m} \) are calculated as:

\[
B_{m} = (B_{L} + B_{R})/2 \quad D_{m} = (D_{L} + D_{R})/2
\]

The external work done can be expressed as,

\[
V = \sum_{i} F_{i}u_{i}
\]

7. Tangent stiffness matrix

In the incremental-iterative numerical procedure, the tangent stiffness is required to be formulated for the prediction of displacement increment due to an incremental load vector. The tangent stiffness matrix can be obtained by the second variation of the total potential energy function as,

\[
\delta^{2} \Pi = \frac{\partial^{2} \Pi}{\partial u_{i} \partial u_{j}} \delta u_{i} \delta u_{j} = \left[ \frac{\partial F_{i}}{\partial u_{j}} + \frac{\partial F_{j}}{\partial u_{i}} \right] \delta u_{i} \delta u_{j}
\]

and \( i, j = 1 \sim 12 \)
where $F_i$ and $u_i$ are the force and displacement vectors respectively. Rearranging, the tangent stiffness of the element can be written in three components as,

$$[k_e] = [k_L] + [k_G] + [k_S]$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

in which, $[k_e]$ is the tangent stiffness of the element; $[k_L]$ is the linear stiffness matrix as:

$$[k_L] = \frac{E}{L} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

$[k_G]$ is the geometric stiffness matrix; and $[k_S]$ is the spring stiffness for the internal hinge and can be found in the paper by Liu et al. [5, 6].

In order to incorporate the proposed element into the existing program efficiently, the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the internal nodes $\{u_i\}$ will be condensed. The internal and external DOFs and the related forces can be expressed as,

$$\{u_i\} = \begin{bmatrix} \theta_{12y} \\ \theta_{12z} \\ \delta_z \\ \delta_y \\ \theta_{21y} \\ \theta_{21z} \end{bmatrix}^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

$$\{u_e\} = \begin{bmatrix} \psi \\ \theta_{11y} \\ \theta_{11x} \\ \theta_{22y} \\ \theta_{22z} \end{bmatrix}^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

$$\{F_i\} = \begin{bmatrix} M_{12y} \\ M_{12z} \\ F_z \\ F_y \\ M_{21y} \\ M_{21z} \end{bmatrix}^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

$$\{F_e\} = \begin{bmatrix} P \\ M_{11y} \\ M_{11z} \\ M_{22y} \\ M_{22z} \end{bmatrix}^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)

The condensed stiffness $[k^*]$ and generalized force $\{f\}$ can be expressed as,

$$[k^*]\{u_e\} = \{f\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)

in which,

$$[k^*] = [k_{ee}] - [k_{ie}]^T[k_{ii}]^{-1}[k_{ie}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)

$$\{f\} = \{F_e\} - [k_{ie}]^T[k_{ii}]^{-1}\{F_i\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

8. Descriptions on Kinematic Motions

To consider large deflections in a spatial analysis, the incremental secant stiffness method is adopted in conjunction with the updated Lagrangian description proposed by Chan [7] discussed below.

9. The Incremental Secant Stiffness Method

The incremental secant stiffness method is similar to its total incremental secant counterpart, where the equilibrium conditions are established with reference to the last-known configuration in the former approach as the original configuration in the latter method. However, the incremental rotations in each step should be limited to be small such that the rotation can be treated as moderately large and the infinitesimal rotations can be taken as vectorial quantities, but this is a natural constraint to a non-linear analysis requiring moderate incremental load steps. Further, the convergence rate of the incremental secant stiffness method is remarkably faster than the total secant stiffness approach.

This method has been successfully adopted by numerous researchers and reported to be efficient and effective for large deflection and inelastic analysis. Chan [7] used the incremental secant stiffness method for inelastic post-buckling analysis of the tubular member and found to achieve a stable convergence and efficiency in the numerical iterative procedure. Earlier, Yang and Chiou [11] utilized this approach for the large deflection of the planer frame and Argyris et al. [12] applied this method to the three-dimensional frame with large member rotations.

Fig. 4. Incremental kinematics of an element in three-dimensional space.

Therefore, the goal of the analysis at each load-increment is to find the resisting forces at the $i+1$th position by referring to the last-known configuration at the $i$th position Fig. 4. The natural incremental rotations in an element can be calculated as,
\[ \Delta \theta_{yi} = \Delta \alpha_{yi} + \Delta \beta_{yi} \]  
\[ \Delta \theta_{y2i} = \Delta \alpha_{y2i} + \Delta \beta_{y2i} \]  
\[ \Delta \theta_{z1i} = \Delta \alpha_{z1i} - \Delta \beta_{z1i} \]  
\[ \Delta \theta_{z2i} = \Delta \alpha_{z2i} - \Delta \beta_{z2i} \]  

in which, \( \Delta \alpha_{yi}, \Delta \alpha_{y2i}, \Delta \alpha_{z1i} \) and \( \Delta \alpha_{z2i} \) are the incremental rotations about the last known configuration; and \( \Delta \beta_{yi} \) and \( \Delta \beta_{y2i} \) are the incremental rigid body rotations given by,

\[ \Delta \beta_{yi} = \frac{\Delta w_{yi} - \Delta w_{yi}}{L_i} \]  
\[ \Delta \beta_{y2i} = \frac{\Delta w_{y2i} - \Delta w_{y2i}}{L_i} \]

where, \( L_i \) is the member length at the last known configuration; \( \Delta w_{yi}, \Delta w_{y2i}, \Delta v_{zi} \) and \( \Delta v_{z2i} \) are the displacements at member along local z- and y- axes respectively.

The relative incremental twist about the shear center can be simply evaluated as,

\[ \Delta \theta_{xi} = \Delta \theta_{x2i} - \Delta \theta_{x1i} \]

The incremental axial lengthening can be determined as,

\[ \Delta \epsilon_i = \Delta u_b - \Delta u_{ni} \]  
\[ \Delta u_{ni} = L_{i+1} - L_i \]  

where, \( \Delta u_b \) can be obtained by the first deviation of the expressions of \( u_b \).

The consideration of the incremental bowing effect is vital for accuracy when using one element per member, which is usually ignored by some researchers and more elements are therefore needed to minimize the error. The comparison results of the including and excluding this incremental bowing effect has been reported by Chan [13].

Once the natural deformations are obtained, the incremental forces and moments can be evaluated as,

\[ \{ \Delta R_{i} \} = [K_e]_i \{ \Delta u_i \} \]  
\[ \{ R_{i+1} \} = \{ R_{i} \} + \{ \Delta R_{i} \} \]

where, \([K_e]_i\) is the element stiffness matrix at the \( i^{th} \) configuration; and \( \{ R \} \) is the internal resisting forces.

10. Verification Examples

To verify the accuracy, efficiency and versatility of the present method for the proposed design approach, several examples are selected and compared with the results by the conventional analysis method using stepped element model.

11. Example 1: Extensive verifications on the single element

In this example, tests on the single element under various types of loading conditions are conducted to validate the element performance on element number convergence. A non-prismatic member with tapered I-sections is chosen for the present study. The overall width and depth of the member vary from 500 mm to 1000 mm and 1000 mm to 500 mm, respectively. The plate thickness at the flange and web are 30mm and 25 mm, respectively. The member length is 20 meter and it is simply supported. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 205000 MPa and 0.3, respectively. As aforementioned, the tapered sections stiffness factors can be calculated before the numerical incremental-iterative procedure.

The member will be analyzed by one of the proposed beam-column element under the following cases:

Case a: Pure bending about the major axis  
Case b: Pure bending about the minor axis  
Case c: Pure bending about both the axes  
Case d: Uniaxial eccentric compression about the major axis  
Case e: Uniaxial eccentric compression about the major axis  
Case f: Bi-axial compression about both the axes

The conventional approach using stepped elements representation is adopted for the comparisons, where three types of modeling approaches selected as 5, 10 and 30 stepped elements per members. Herein, the analysis results from the model using 30 stepped elements are selected as the benchmarking solutions. The comparison results are plotted in Fig. 5 (a) to Fig. 5 (f).

From the comparisons in Table 1, the proposed element improves efficiency and accuracy for a tapered beam-column. The results from the analysis model using one TTH element per member are closed to those from the model using 30 stepped elements, where the averaged difference is only 1.26%. However, the results from the models using 5 and 10 stepped elements per member are observed to have 18.56% and
5.34% discrepancy with the benchmark solutions.

As illustrated in the load versus deflections curves, the member deflections under different load conditions can be traced and predicted very well by the model using only one proposed beam-column element. The example indicates the numerical inefficient conventional stepped element representation can be replaced by the present element with numerical efficiency dramatically improved.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 5.** Extensive verifications of the proposed element.

**12. Example 2: Second-order analysis of single cantilever columns with tapered I-sections**

This example tests the kinematics of large deflections of a single element and a cantilever element under bi-axial compression about both axes is analyzed. The column is non-prismatic with tapered I-sections, where the overall width and depth vary from 400 mm to 200 mm and 400 mm to 200 mm, respectively. The plate thickness at the flange and web are both 30mm. The member length is 10m. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 205000 MPa and 0.3, respectively.

The analysis results from the model using 30 stepped elements per member are adopted for the comparisons and presented in Fig. 6. From the comparisons, the loads versus deflections curves from the two models are very closed and nearly identical, and this further confirms the accuracy of the proposed element. Therefore, the conventional modeling method using stepped element representations can be improved significantly by adopting the proposed approach.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 6.** Displacement in X-direction at top of the cantilever column.

**13. Example 3: Second-order analysis of a dome-like structure**

This example is to carry out a second-order analysis of a dome-like structure, where the geometry and loads are plotted in Fig. 7. The dome is vertically supported on several nodes with lowest attitude. The section assignments for the dome are given in Fig. 7, where the main arc members are tapered with I-sections and the secondary beams are uniform sections. The section dimensions and ID are given in Table 2. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 205000 MPa and 0.3, respectively.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 7.** Load versus displacement of the dome.
The numerical model using 30 stepped elements for simulating the tapered members is introduced for the comparisons and the results are plotted in Fig. 7. The vertical displacements in Y-direction of the topmost node from the two models are plotted. The comparisons validate the feasibility of the proposed numerical model for second-order analysis of the dome structures, where one element per member model is used with high numerical efficiency.

14. Conclusions

In this paper, a curved beam-column element, named as the Tapered-Three-Hinges (TTH) element, is proposed for the applications in dome structures. To improve the numerical efficiency for models with approximated or stepped elements representations for simulating the members with tapered sections, an analytical and exact solution for consideration of the stiffness of tapered sections is developed via the use of a series of stiffness factors. To consider large deflection effects in analysis, the incremental secant stiffness method is introduced where the equilibrium is established by referring to the configuration in the last iteration. Extensive verifications are conducted for the proposed element, and the comparisons demonstrate the present approach in highly accurate and efficient, with the results by one proposed element close to 30 stepped elements by linearized stepped model.
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Abstract

High strength steels are becoming increasingly attractive for structural and architectural applications due to their superior strength-to-weight ratio which could lead to lighter and elegant structures. The stiffness and strength of high strength steels may reduce after exposure to fire. The post-fire mechanical properties of high strength steels have a crucial role in evaluating the residual strengths of these materials. This paper presents an experimental investigation on post-fire mechanical properties of cold-formed high strength steels. A series of tensile coupon tests has been carried out. The coupon specimens were extracted from cold-formed square hollow sections with nominal yield stresses of 700 and 900 MPa at ambient temperature. The specimens were exposed to various elevated temperatures ranged from 200 to 1000 °C and then cooled down to ambient temperature before tested to failure. Stress-strain curves were obtained and the mechanical properties, namely, Young’s modulus, yield stress (0.2% proof stress) and ultimate strength, of the cold-formed high strength steel materials after exposure to elevated temperatures were derived. The post-fire retention factors that obtained from the experimental investigation were compared with existing predictive equations in the literature. New predictive equations are proposed to determine the residual mechanical properties of high strength steels after exposure to fire. It is shown that the proposed predictive equations are suitable for both cold-formed and hot-rolled high strength steel materials with nominal yield stresses ranged from 690 to 960 MPa.

Keywords: Cold-formed; Elevated temperature; High strength steel; Mechanical properties; Post-fire; Tubular sections.

1. Introduction

High strength steels are being increasingly used in various structural applications, such as bridges, high-rise buildings and offshore structures. With advanced metallurgical and manufacturing technologies, high strength steel products with yield stress above 1300 MPa are currently available in the steel market [1, 2]. Structures might inevitably expose to fire hazards and the capacities of steel structural members are normally significantly reduced in fire. After the September 11 attacks, the mechanical properties of high strength steels at elevated temperatures have attracted much research attention [2–9], leading to a sound understanding of the behaviour of high strength steel materials in fire. On the other hand, after cooling from elevated temperatures to ambient temperature, the fire damage needs to be assessed from the structural safety point of view. It is crucial and necessary to decide whether the residual stiffness and strength of steel members are still sufficient for future utilization. The post-fire mechanical properties of steels are essential for such evaluations.

In this study, research efforts are made in order to provide suitable rules to predict post-fire mechanical properties of high strength steels with nominal yield stresses ranged from 690 to 960 MPa. A series of tensile coupon tests was carried out to investigate the residual mechanical properties of cold-formed high strength steels after exposure to elevated temperatures up to 1000 °C. The coupon specimens were extracted from cold-formed high strength steel square hollow sections with nominal yield stresses of 700 and 900 MPa at ambient temperature. Post-fire mechanical properties including the Young’s
modulus, yield stress and ultimate strength were obtained. The derived post-fire retention factors were compared with existing proposals in Gunalan and Mahendran [10], Qiang et al. [11, 12] and Li et al. [13] in order to evaluate their applicability to cold-formed high strength steels. Moreover, predictive equations are proposed to determine the residual mechanical properties of high strength steels after fire exposure. It is illustrated that the proposed predictive equations can be used for cold-formed and hot-rolled high strength steels with nominal yield stresses ranged from 690 to 960 MPa of various steel grades.

2. Experimental investigation

2.1. Test specimens

Tensile coupon tests were conducted to investigate the residual mechanical properties of cold-formed high strength steels after exposure to fire. Coupon specimens were extracted from two cold-formed square hollow sections of different steel grades, i.e., H140×140×6 and V120×120×4. The nominal yield stresses (0.2% proof stresses) of the sections are 700 and 900 MPa, which were indicated by the letters H and V in their section labels, respectively. The nominal cross-sectional dimensions \( D \times B \times t \) were 140×140×6 and 120×120×4, where \( D \), \( B \) and \( t \) were the overall depth, width and thickness in millimetres, respectively. The coupon specimens were obtained from the centre of the face at 90° angles from the weld face of the sections. The coupon dimensions were prepared in accordance with the ASTM [14] using 6 mm wide coupon with 25 mm gauge length. The chemical composition of the cold-formed high strength steels can be found in Ma et al. [1], which reported the ambient temperature material properties of the same batch of sections.

The specimens were labelled such that their nominal yield stress, thickness and exposed temperature can be easily identified, as shown in Tables 1-3. For example, the label H6-T500-R defines the following specimen. The first letter of the label indicates the nominal yield stress of the coupon specimen was 700 MPa. The following number shows the nominal thickness of the coupon specimen was 6 mm. The following notation T500 indicates the specimen was exposed to an elevated temperature of 500 °C. Finally, the letter “R”, if any, indicates it is a repeated test.

2.2. Test setup and procedure

An MTS high-temperature furnace, as shown in Fig. 1(a), was used to heat up the specimens to target temperatures. The furnace consists of three pairs of independent-controlled heating elements enabling to heat the specimens at a maximum rate of 100 °C/min up to 1400 °C. The furnace was controlled and monitored by an MTS temperature controller. Two external thermocouples were mounted on the surface of the coupon specimens to measure the real-time temperature of the specimens.

A total of 11 different target temperatures was selected in this study. The selected temperatures were 20 °C (ambient temperature), 200 °C, 300 °C, 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C, 700 °C, 750 °C, 800 °C, 900 °C and 1000 °C. The post-fire coupon specimens were heated from ambient temperature to the specific target temperatures at a rate of 10 °C/min. This heating rate has been reported to be similar to the rate of
temperature increase for protected steelwork exposed to fire [15, 16]. It is noteworthy that for all the post-fire coupon specimens, an additional 20 mins of soak time was employed after the target temperatures reached to ensure uniform temperature distribution could be obtained in the coupon specimens. During this heat soak period, the independent-controlled heating elements were adjusted to ensure the readings of the two external thermocouples, one near each end of the reduced section, stabilized within a difference of less than 1% compared to the target temperature. After the heat soak period, the furnace was deactivated and the coupon specimens cooled down in the furnace naturally. A data acquisition system was employed to record the time and temperatures at regular intervals during both the heating and cooling processes.

After the coupon specimens cooled down to ambient temperature, sandpapers were used to remove any oxide and coating that formed on the post-fire coupon surfaces. An MTS 50 kN material testing machine was used to conduct the tensile coupon tests. All the post-fire tensile coupon tests were conducted at ambient temperature. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a calibrated MTS 25 mm gauge length extensometer and two strain gauges were used to measure the longitudinal strains of the post-fire coupon specimens. Displacement control was employed during testing and the coupon test procedures recommended by Huang and Young [17] were adopted herein. A data acquisition system was used to record the loads as well as the readings of the strain gauges and extensometer at regular intervals. The static stress-strain curves were obtained from the test curves using the method detailed in Huang and Young [17]. It should be noted that tensile coupon tests were also carried out on specimens H6-T20 and V4-T20, which were directly tested at ambient temperature without exposure to fire.

3. Test results and discussions

3.1. Stress-strain curves

The static stress-strain curves of the H6 (H140×140×6 section) and V4 (V120×120×4 section) series are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The mechanical properties, namely, the Young’s modulus (E), yield stress (f_y) and ultimate strength (f_u), obtained from the tensile coupon tests that directly tested at ambient temperature are reported in Table 1.

It is shown that the stress-strain curves at ambient temperature had gradual yielding, in other words, had no distinct yield plateau in the stress-strain curves. In this study, therefore, the 0.2% proof stress was taken as the yield stress of the high strength steel materials. Overall, the stress-strain curves obtained from the post-fire coupon specimens in the temperatures ranged from 300 to 1000 °C exhibited linear elastic regions followed by yield plateaus, except for the stress-strain curves for specimens of the V4 series in the range of 750 to 1000 °C. Note that for the H6 series, the ductility of the material enhanced significantly after exposure to temperatures above 800 °C. For the V4 series,
the ductility of the material enhanced quite significantly at 800 °C compared to other 10 temperatures. It is also noteworthy that all the test specimens exhibited ductile failure undergoing necking before fracturing near the middle of the coupons, as shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Cold-formed high strength steel specimens after testing.](image)

(a) H6 series

(b) V4 series

3.2. Young’s modulus

The influence of fire exposure on the Young’s modulus is discussed in this subsection. The post-fire retention factor of the Young’s modulus was determined from the ratio of the residual Young’s modulus ($E_T$) after exposure to elevated temperature $T$ over the corresponding Young’s modulus at ambient temperature ($E$). The retention factors of the Young’s modulus ($E_T/E$) for H6 and V4 series are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The $E_T/E$ values are plotted and compared with the predictive equations proposed by Gunalan and Mahendran [10] for cold-formed high strength steel grades G500 and G550, Qiang et al. [11] for hot-rolled S690 steel sheet, Qiang et al. [12] for hot-rolled S960 steel sheet as well as Li et al. [13] for hot-rolled Q690 steel plate, as shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Retention factors for Young’s modulus of cold-formed high strength steels.](image)

It can be observed that the cold-formed high strength steels regained more than 96% of their Young’s modulus up to 800 °C, above which the deterioration became relatively more noticeable. Even after exposure to an elevated temperature of 1000 °C, the cold-formed high strength steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$T$ (°C)</th>
<th>$E_T/E$</th>
<th>$f_{y,T}/f_y$</th>
<th>$f_{u,T}/f_u$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H6-T20</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T200</td>
<td>201.3</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>1.076</td>
<td>1.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T300</td>
<td>300.9</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>1.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T400</td>
<td>401.2</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T500</td>
<td>498.7</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T500-R</td>
<td>501.2</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T600</td>
<td>599.2</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>1.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T700</td>
<td>699.6</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.126</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T750</td>
<td>749.7</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T800</td>
<td>800.1</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T900</td>
<td>899.5</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6-T1000</td>
<td>999.9</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Post-fire retention factors for mechanical properties of H6 series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$T$ (°C)</th>
<th>$E_T/E$</th>
<th>$f_{y,T}/f_y$</th>
<th>$f_{u,T}/f_u$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V4-T20</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T200</td>
<td>201.4</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T300</td>
<td>300.3</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>1.084</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T400</td>
<td>400.4</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T500</td>
<td>501.2</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T600</td>
<td>600.5</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T600-R</td>
<td>601.2</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T700</td>
<td>700.2</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T750</td>
<td>750.3</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T800</td>
<td>800.8</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T900</td>
<td>900.0</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-T1000</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Post-fire retention factors for mechanical properties of V4 series.
materials were still able to regain about 90% of their Young’s modulus at ambient temperature. It is shown that the predictive equations in Gunalan and Mahendran [10] and Qiang et al. [11, 12] could be conservatively used for the cold-formed high strength steels. The retention factors proposed by Li et al. [13] are taken as unity for temperatures up to 900 °C, which gives quite good predictions for the tested materials for temperatures up to 800 °C.

3.3. Yield stress

The post-fire retention factor of the yield stress, which is taken as the 0.2% proof stress in this study, was determined from the ratio of the residual yield stress ($f_y,T$) after fire exposure to the corresponding yield stress at ambient temperature ($f_y$). The $f_y,T/f_y$ values are plotted against temperatures and compared with the predictive equations proposed by Gunalan and Mahendran [10], Qiang et al. [11, 12] and Li et al. [13] in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. Retention factors for yield stress of cold-formed high strength steels.](image)

The post-fire retention factors of the yield stress were greater than 0.91 for the H6 series up to 700 °C, beyond which the yield stress deteriorated rapidly up to 900 °C. For the V4 series, the yield stress retention factors remained generally unchanged for temperatures up to 500 °C, and the cold-formed high strength steel regained more than 95% of its yield stress in this temperature range. For temperatures ranged from 500 to 700 °C, the $f_y,T/f_y$ ratio of the V4 series gradually reduced to 0.738, after which a sudden drop to 0.369 was found at 750 °C. For temperatures ranged from 750 to 1000 °C, the deterioration of the yield stress remained at the same level with the discrepancy of the $f_y,T/f_y$ values within 3.5%. Overall, the predictive equations proposed by Qiang et al. [11] for the S690 steel are able to provide conservative predictions for the H6 series. The predictive equations proposed by Qiang et al. [12] for the S960 steel give more conservative predictions than the rules in Qiang et al. [11] for temperatures ranged from 600 to 1000 °C. The predictive equations proposed by Qiang et al. [11, 12] provide unconservative predictions for some of the data in V4 series especially for temperatures at 750 and 800 °C. On the other hand, although providing accurate predictions for the V4 series for temperatures at 750 and 800 °C, the proposal by Gunalan and Mahendran [10] give overly pessimistic predictions for the tested cold-formed high strength steels. Overall, the retention factors proposed by Li et al. [13] provide conservative predictions for the cold-formed high strength steels up to 700 °C, beyond which the proposal by Li et al. [13] overestimated the residual yield stresses for the V4 series.

3.4. Ultimate strength

The ultimate strength retention factor was determined from the ratio of the residual ultimate strength ($f_u,T$) after heating and cooling down from the elevated temperature ($f_u$) to the corresponding ultimate strength at ambient temperature ($f_u$). The derived $f_u,T/f_u$ results were compared with the predictive equations proposed by Gunalan and Mahendran [10], Qiang et al. [12] and Li et al. [13] in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Retention factors for ultimate strength of cold-formed high strength steels.](image)

The $f_u,T/f_u$ values were close to unity for the H6 series up to 700 °C, beyond which the residual ultimate strength reduced rapidly up to 1000 °C. For the V4 series, the residual ultimate strength deteriorated gradually as temperature
increased for temperatures up to 700 °C. A relatively more rapid deterioration of the residual ultimate strength for the V4 series was found at 750 °C, and beyond this temperature, the \( f_{u,T}/f_u \) ratio generally remained similar with the values ranged from 0.481 to 0.537. The predictive equations in Gunalan and Mahendran [10] provided overly conservative predictions for the H6 series, while gave unconservative predictions for the V4 series for temperatures up to 500 °C. Qiang et al. [12] suggested discontinuous retention factors for the S960 steel, which aligns well with their own test data. However, this discontinuity proposed by Qiang et al. [12] could not compare well with the cold-formed high strength steel data obtained in the present study. Overall, the retention factors suggested by Li et al. [13] provided conservative predictions for the H6 series, while providing unconservative predictions for the V4 series.

4. Proposed predictive equations

Predictive equations were proposed by Gunalan and Mahendran [10] for cold-formed G500 and G550 steels, Qiang et al. [11] for hot-rolled S690 steel, Qiang et al. [12] for hot-rolled S960 steel and Li et al. [13] for hot-rolled Q690 steel to predict the post-fire mechanical properties of high strength steels. However, these proposals were calibrated with their own test data, which may restrain the applicability of being extended to other steel grades. In this study, predictive equations are proposed to determine the residual mechanical properties of high strength steels after exposure to fire. The cold-formed high strength steel data obtained in this study and the hot-rolled high strength steel data reported by Qiang et al. [11, 12], Li et al. [13] and Chiew et al. [18] were employed to propose the post-fire retention factors. Therefore, the predictive equations proposed in this study are not restricted to the materials that tested and reported herein, but can be applied for both cold-formed and hot-rolled high strength steels with nominal yield stresses ranged from 690 to 960 MPa of various steel grades. The post-fire mechanical properties retention factors of the cold-formed high strength steels obtained herein are plotted together with those of the hot-rolled high strength steels [11–13, 18] in Figs. 8-10.

The unified equation, which was proposed by Chen and Young [19] for mechanical properties of stainless steels at elevated temperatures, is
employed herein for the mechanical properties of high strength steels after exposure to fire. The proposed predictive equations for post-fire Young’s modulus, post-fire yield stress and post-fire ultimate stress are expressed in Eqs. (1)-(3), respectively:

\[
\frac{E}{E_0} = a - \left(\frac{T - b}{c}\right)^n
\]

(1)

\[
\frac{f_y}{f_{y_0}} = a - \left(\frac{T - b}{c}\right)^n
\]

(2)

\[
\frac{f_u}{f_{u_0}} = a - \left(\frac{T - b}{c}\right)^n
\]

(3)

in which, \(T\) is the temperature in °C; \(a, b, c\) and \(n\) are the coefficients as tabulated in Table 4.

**Table 4. Proposed post-fire retention factor coefficients for high strength steels.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(T) (°C)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20&lt;(T)≤600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.0×10^4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600&lt;(T)≤900</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9.5×10^2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900&lt;(T)≤1000</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.0×10^4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&lt;(T)≤500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.0×10^4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500&lt;(T)≤750</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.6×10^6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750&lt;(T)≤1000</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.0×10^5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&lt;(T)≤750</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.9×10^7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750&lt;(T)≤1000</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.2×10^4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the proposed predictive equations are capable of providing conservative predictions for the retention factors, as shown in Figs. 8-10. Therefore, the proposed prediction equations are suggested to be used for post-fire mechanical properties of cold-formed and hot-rolled high strength steels with nominal yield stresses ranging from 690 to 960 MPa.

### 5. Conclusions

An experimental investigation on residual mechanical properties of cold-formed high strength steels after exposure to fire has been presented. The measured yield stresses (0.2% proof stresses) of the cold-formed high strength steels without fire exposure were 673 and 991 MPa. The specimens were exposed to 10 different elevated temperatures up to 1000 °C before cooled down to ambient temperature. Residual mechanical properties including Young’s modulus, yield stress and ultimate strength were obtained from the coupon tests.

The cold-formed high strength steel materials regained more than about 90% of their original Young’s moduli even after being exposed to 1000 °C, while the post-fire yield stresses and ultimate strengths remained less than 60% after being exposed to elevated temperatures beyond 800 °C. The post-fire retention factors for mechanical properties of cold-formed high strength steels were compared with the proposals in Gunalan and Mahendran [10] for cold-formed high strength steels as well as proposals in Qiang et al. [11, 12] and Li et al. [13] for hot-rolled high strength steels. Overall, it is shown that the predictive equations in the literature are not suitable to predict the residual strengths of the tested cold-formed high strength steels after exposure to fire. The cold-formed high strength steel data obtained in this study and the hot-rolled high strength steel data reported by Qiang et al. [11, 12], Li et al. [13] and Chiew et al. [18] were used to propose residual mechanical properties for high strength steels after exposure to fire. It is illustrated that the proposed predictive equations are suitable for both cold-formed and hot-rolled high strength steel materials with nominal yield stresses ranging from 690 to 960 MPa.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the applications, behaviour and construction of high performance steels in steel-concrete composite structures. For the purposes of this paper, high performance steels will include high strength, stainless and weathering steels. Akin to many innovations in the construction industry, high performance steels have generally been adopted for the use in iconic projects well before design procedures have been developed in standards. This paper will provide a summary of many of the applications particularly as they pertain to iconic projects in Australasia and internationally. Recent research in these areas will also be summarised and important design parameters as they deviate from traditional mild structural steel will be highlighted. Australasian advances in the standardisation of both bridges and buildings incorporating high performance steels will also be summarised, with particular reference to the Australasian Design Codes in Bridge Structures, ASNZS 5100 Part 6; and Building Structures ASNZS 2327 which have both been published in 2017. The paper will conclude with suggestions for further research and will identify areas of significant gaps in Australasian and international standards which will also guide future research in this area.

Keywords: Bridges; buildings; composite construction; high performance steels.

1. Introduction

Modern infrastructure demands higher performance, which in many cases is achieved through the improved strength and durability of the structural materials. Future bridges will demand longer and more durable spans and future buildings will also demand taller heights and reduced maintenance.

High strength steel has had some significant previous uses internationally. The benefits of high strength steel are principally in the reduced structural weight and area derived from their use. The juxtaposition of the use of high strength steel together with concrete can remedy many of the disbenefits that are often associated with high strength steel. The use of higher strength steels often means sections are more susceptible to local, global and coupled instabilities for a similar strength section to a mild structural steel member. Serviceability is often seen as being more controlling for a high strength steel flexural member when compared to a similar strength mild structural steel beam, however often the use of precambering can alleviate these issues. Furthermore, with increasing use of high strength steels in long span structures, prestressing is often employed to overcome the reductions in stiffness.

Stainless steel is being considered more prominently internationally in large scale iconic structures. Initially, the use of stainless steels was largely driven by architectural requirements in major projects, however the more recent innovations in stainless steel technology and the reduced costs has certainly seen stainless structural steels become cost competitive for structures in durability driven environments where whole of life cycle analysis can assist in the financial justification.

Weathering steels are a much more recent innovation in the high performance steel area, however have a very similar architectural drive to stainless steels and one finding particular favour in Australasia and internationally.
2. Applications

Previous applications for many high performance steel structures internationally have been in steel-concrete composite forms. This is mainly since the cost differential of high performance steel over mild structural steel has required some sort of innovation to compensate for this. This section will highlight some of these salient examples for high strength, stainless and weathering steels.

2.1. High strength steel

High strength steel applications in Australia have been prevalent for three decades and ultimately have shaped the direction of future Australian Standards in Steel-Concrete Composite Construction, [1,2].

One of the first and most iconic of building projects in Australia to adopt the use of high strength quenched and tempered structural steel was the Grosvenor Place, completed in 1988. This building designed by the renowned architect, the late Harry Seidler, maximises the Sydney Harbour views over 44 floors and a total height of 180 m with an elliptical core, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This building incorporated the use of high strength quenched and tempered structural steel in the basement columns. High strength steel encased columns were utilised in the basement levels to group perimeter steel columns on the façade and to minimise the size and number of columns in the basement. This had the benefit of maximising the number of car spaces per level of car park and thereby reducing the significant excavation costs through high strength Sydney sandstone, [3].

Star City (now known as the Star Sydney) upon completion in 1995 was the second largest building construction project in area to be completed in New South Wales since the Sydney Opera House, as illustrated in Figure 2. The project included two major theatres, two towers (both residential and hotel), as well as the main casino gaming floors and other entertainment venues. Located in an extremely confined part of Sydney, the project employed the design of high strength steel trusses to minimise craneage requirements on site. These trusses were made composite with topping slabs and post-tensioned, further reducing the steel weight requirements. In addition the building also utilised the use of high strength steel encased composite columns to minimise the area of columns in the basement carpark levels, [4].

Latitude is an iconic steel and composite commercial building over 45 floors and 222 metres in height and which was completed in 2004, [5] as illustrated in Fig. 3. The building adopted some novel forms of steel and composite construction. These included long span pre-cambered composite beams, twin tube columns filled with high strength concrete and some very large high strength steel transfer trusses, which were infilled with concrete. These transfer trusses were incorporated to allow the building to cantilever over the pedestrian level areas and take greater advantage of the air space toward the western edge of the building. The use of high strength steel box trusses allowed the minimisation of weight and thereby did not impact too greatly on onsite craneage requirements. The filling of these box trusses by concrete infilling on-site ensured that the truss...
members could be made composite with the high strength steel plates.

Completed in December 2016 and opened in early 2017 the Lotte Tower in Seoul, South Korea reaches skyward to over 550 m over 123 floors. It is currently the 5th tallest building in the world. The building has been designed with the use of high strength of about 600 MPa yield stress and 800 MPa ultimate stress, [7]. The use of high strength steel in exterior mega-columns also utilised these for both the gravity and lateral load resisting systems.

The previous applications both Australian and internationally have illustrated that the use of high strength steel, coupled with concrete is assisting structural engineers to push the barriers in structural building heights. As urbanisation continues to increase around the world, there will be an increasing demand for the use of high strength steel, as this will helpful in providing the solutions to many of these future iconic projects. Materials advances, particularly in the mechanical and automotive industries for even higher strength steels up to 1000 MPa ultimate stress, may further contribute and assist in solutions for tall buildings and longer span structures, [8].
2.2. Stainless steel

Stainless steel structural applications can provide significant economy when one considers the whole of life cycle costs of a structure. Stainless steel although significantly more expensive than carbon steel, has the benefits of significantly reduced maintenance. Furthermore, the mechanical and fire resistance of stainless steel is far superior to carbon steel. The benefits can be further enhanced by the juxtaposition of stainless steel with concrete to further improve the local, global and coupled instabilities of stainless steel-concrete composite structures.

Stainless steel structural applications have once again focused on many previous iconic projects. The Gateway Arch in St Louis, Missouri completed in 1965 consisted of a 192 m arch and was designed by the renowned architect Eero Saarinen, [9]. The structural concept essentially is a doubled skinned composite structural tube with a stainless steel cladding, so essentially non-structural.

The flagpole of the Parliament House in Canberra was completed in 1988 in time for the Australian Bicentennial celebrations and is a very large structure, rising 81 metres and weighing some 250 tonnes, as illustrated in Fig. 5, [10].

![Fig. 5. Parliament House, Canberra.](image)

Hearst Tower in New York, illustrated in Fig.6 used stainless steel boxed columns for the external diagrid lateral load resisting system, [11].

![Fig. 6. Hearst Tower, New York.](image)

The Stonecutters Bridge in Hong Kong with a 1018 metre span was the longest cable stayed bridge in the world upon completion, [12]. The bridge consists of two 290 metre tall masts with their upper third comprising of a stainless steel section filled with concrete.

2.3. Weathering steels

Weathering steels like stainless steels have the significant advantage of providing superior corrosion resistance and thereby can significantly reduce maintenance costs. Once again these need to considered in whole of life cycle costing of structures. Weathering steels are also very much associated with the architectural design of a structure and preferred in iconic structures. They however have quite a different paradigm and are diametrically the opposite of the shiny and new aesthetic that stainless steel creates. Weathering steels convey an already corroded look and appear more rustic/used. They have however been used in some significant examples of Australian iconic structures, namely the Australia Pavilion at the World Expo in Shanghai in 2010, [13] and in the more recent use in a Deakin University footbridge in 2017, [14].
3. Research

The previous sections have highlighted that many of the previous iconic projects using high performance steels, have involved very large cross-sections, with most of these needing to be fabricated through conventional welding techniques. The large volumes of research related to steel or steel-concrete composite structures have often dealt with very thin steel sections, often fabricated from fairly light welding techniques. Also, many of the research projects on tubes have been carried out on cold formed tubes, which has many beneficial effects when compared with large fabricated polygonal sections which may be adversely affected by residual stresses and geometric imperfections which arise from heavily welded sections.

3.1. High strength steel

When using high strength steel, like all high performance steels, the benefits that can be derived from juxtaposing steel with concrete need to be optimised so that the initial capital cost outlay of a more costly fabricated structure can be offset by significant beneficial effects. Uy [15 and 16] clearly outlined the benefits for short columns subjected to both axial and combined actions. With these two studies the improved slenderness limits over non-composite high strength steel sections was outlined.

Mursi and Uy [17] further highlighted the benefits of using high strength steel in slender composite columns. This study illustrated that one could optimise the column curve being used in slender column design and this was principally as a result of the reduced level of residual stress as a function of the member yield stress.

Mursi and Uy [18 and 19] further considered the effects of biaxial bending of high strength concrete filled steel box sections. This set of studies was particularly useful in highlighting the conservative nature of existing design provisions for biaxial bending and how the effects of material non-linearity can be used to further optimize the behaviour and design of these members.

More recently, Khan and Uy et al. [20 and 21] further extended the work in the area of high strength steel to incorporate the effects of high strength concrete of 100 MPa compressive cylinder strength. Their studies considered both the effects of short and slender columns.

Khan et al. [22] also conducted one of the first studies on the effects of welding residual stresses on thick steel plates. Plate thicknesses of 16 mm were evaluated with multiple pass welding. The results of this study showed that previous studies on the effects of welding residual stresses on thinner plate steels may not be applicable to heavier welded sections and thus caution may be necessary in looking at this in the context of high strength steel used in practical projects.

Whilst significant research has been carried out on the behaviour of high strength steel in composite columns, there has been some research in the past that has focused on the behaviour of composite beams with high strength steel sections. Uy and Sloane [23] carried out a series of tests and developed a numerical model to evaluate the strength of a full and partially shear connected beam. Ban et al [24] carried out further numerical studies to assess the rotational behaviour of high strength steel-concrete composite beams.

3.2. Stainless steels

Stainless steel is typically significantly more costly than carbon steel, primarily because of the introduction of nickel and chromium which has the significant benefits of improving the corrosion resistance of the material. Optimisation for the use of stainless steel can be made by the beneficial effects that concrete has in delaying local and global instabilities. Stainless steel like other high strength steels also has the benefit of providing confinement to concrete for a much larger range of strains than carbon steel, [25].

Significant research by Uy et al. [26] and Tao et al. [27] has shown the benefits that concrete infill provide both short and slender concrete filled steel columns.

Recent research, considering connections of stainless steel by Hasan et al. [28] also assists to understand how entire structures can be designed using stainless steel.

3.3. Weathering steels

At this stage, there does not appear to be any significant research that has been carried out in this area.
4. Codes of practice

Over the last five years, two major projects have been ongoing in Australasia to develop revised design guidelines for bridges, ASNZS 5100, Part 6, [1] and buildings, ASNZS2327, [2]. These two design standards reflect the latest international developments in steel-concrete composite construction and also are unique as they incorporate design requirements for the highest strengths for concrete and steel internationally. These two standards allow for the design of steel-concrete composite structures with concrete compressive strengths up to 100 MPa and steel yield strengths up to 690 MPa.

5. Conclusions and further research

This paper has broadly outlined the area of the applications, behaviour and design of high performance steels in steel-concrete composite structures.

It is clear from the nature of the applications that high performance steels will have greater applicability in iconic projects. It is with these types of projects that standard sized cold formed and hot rolled sections are of limited applicability. These types of projects require large plate thicknesses and heavily welded sections are often required to form up the different types of cross-sections required. These types of structures have very particular types of methods of manufacture, which have not traditionally been researched in the area of steel or steel-concrete composite structures.

In assessing further research, it is clear that high strength steel beams have been considered, however would have fairly limited applicability. The behaviour of high strength steel-concrete composite infilled or encased columns have also been very well researched. Further research appears to be needed in the area of larger thickness plate sections, in particular to assess whether there are any through thickness or size effects associated with sections incorporating multi pass welding. Other further work could be carried out in the area of high strength composite connections as the larger loads that are being transferred would be more efficiently transferred through connections incorporating higher strength elements, such as bolts, plates and welds.

Very high strength steel up to 1000 MPa is also being produced by plate manufacturers internationally. With the constant drive to taller buildings and larger span structures, higher strength steels can also assist to provide appropriate solutions for the future. The evaluation of plate slenderness limits, the assessment of short and slender column behaviour for columns composed of these types of materials will also be very valuable for the future.

Previous research in the area of stainless steel composite members has focused entirely on cold formed stainless steel members. There has been some preliminary work being carried out into the behaviour of fabricated stainless steel members. There is a need to carry out research into fabricated stainless steel sections made composite with concrete and covering the areas of beams, columns and connections. The assessment of plate slenderness limits and the consideration of residual stresses and geometric imperfections for large plate thicknesses is considered an important aspect for future applications and design of these structures.

Weathering steel has potential for many future applications, particularly in Australia, where the rustic aesthetic appears to blend in with natural landscapes. It appears that bridge infrastructure could have the greatest application. It is definitely considered necessary to carry out studies into the static and cyclic composite capacity of bridge girders incorporating steel girders with weathering steel.
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Abstract

This paper introduces a novel prefabricated and shallow steel-concrete composite flooring system which is consisted of two main structural components: two C-channel steel beams and a partially encased concrete floor. The concrete floor, which is in the form of T ribbed slab sections, was constructed using two types of concrete (reinforced normal concrete and reinforced lightweight aggregate concrete). The steel edge beams partially encase the floor slab and provide clear and straight finish edges. The floor slab spans to a maximum of 2.0m inclusive of the width of the steel edges with a finished depth of only 230mm. The unique features of the proposed system are reducing the weight and the number of erection lifts (during installation) by using lighter elements (lightweight concrete and shallow steel beams) while the wider possible units have been proposed to fit on transportation tracks; further reducing the extent of site works by pre-off site fabrication, examining the material cost against the fabrication and site erection costs. For the composite slab in bending, the longitudinal shear force is transferred by a unique shear mechanism which results from the special shear connectors. This paper includes the work of a total 2 full-scale push-out tests aimed at investigating the longitudinal shear behaviour of these novel flooring systems and the effects of additional shear connectors. An analytical work is also carried out to investigate the failure mechanism of the system.

\textbf{Keywords:} shear connectors; web-welded studs; flooring system; push-out test; lightweight aggregate concrete.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the increasing demand for prefabricated and lightweight shallow flooring systems had led to the wide use of the hollow core precast floors and Cofradal floors. However, the span and width of these flooring systems with a depth of 250mm are up to 8.0m for Cofradal floor and 9.5m for hollow core precast units with a width of 1.2m\textsuperscript{[1,2]}. One way of achieving floor longer spans is to use composite beams\textsuperscript{[3,4]}. The proposed flooring system\textsuperscript{[5]} is a new prefabricated type of steel-concrete composite flooring system which consists of T-ribbed slab sections constructed using reinforced lightweight aggregate concrete and two C-channel steel edge beams which encapsulate the floor slab in the middle while providing clean and straight finish edges, as shown in Figure 1.

\textbf{Fig. 1.} Schematic drawing of a cross-section of the new flooring system.

The floor slab width is 2.0m inclusive of the width of the steel edge with a finished depth of 230mm. The new flooring system can span up to 11.0m. The total weight of the floor is reduced by having voids running from one side to the other side of the T-ribbed slab. The proposed flooring system reduces the weight and the
number of erection (installation) lifts by using lighter elements (lightweight concrete and steel members) and the wider possible units, as well as reduces the extent of site works by pre-off site fabrication by examining the material cost against the fabrication and site erection costs being proportionally in the order of 35% and 65%, respectively.

The proposed flooring system exercises the sustainability approach in the selection of its components using sustainable materials such as lightweight aggregate concrete (Lytag aggregate) and lightweight steel members. An analytical Life cycle assessment for the proposed flooring system was developed and compared with other prefabricated flooring system (Cofradal slab) [5, 6]. Form the study it was found that the proposed flooring system reduces the embodied energy and embodied carbon by about 17.94 % and 9.33% respectively when compared with the Cofradal slab.

As the proposed flooring system is being cast in the shop, the dowel and web-welded stud pass from one side to another side along the width of the flooring system and are connected to the steel beams. These studs and dowels form a unique mechanism for transferring longitudinal shear forces along the flooring system. The aim of this research is to investigate the behaviour and properties of this shear transfer mechanism by conducting a series of push-out tests.

2. Objectives

In order to provide information on the behaviour and properties of this unique shear transfer system the objectives of this research are as follows:

- To design the specimens to fit this new type of push-out tests that represent the actual shear behaviour;
- To design the push-out tests that reflect the desired loading condition and are in compliance with the specifications of the Eurocode 4 (EN 1994-1-1:2004) [7];
- To analyse the characteristic behaviour of these shear connectors from the load-slip curves;
- To examine the test results and propose a conceptual model as well as a design approach for the shear behaviour.

3. Shear resistance

The fundamental purpose of the shear connector is to transfer the longitudinal shear force and to resist the transverse separation force. The shear connectors used in the new flooring system are different in form compared with the conventional shear studs employed in steel-concrete composite flooring systems. They innovatively incorporate dowels and horizontal studs’ features of the flooring system. One type of shear connectors investigated in this paper is the combination dowels and web-welded stud shear connectors with two different types of concrete (normal and lightweight aggregate concrete).

3.1. Dowels and web-welded shear stud connectors

One of the functions of these dowels is to provide a tying force for the edge steel channels. Generally, high yield dowels are welded to the web of the steel edge beam, passing through the centre of slab ribs. The two dowels you positioned at every 870mm, as shown in Figure 2. The studs were positioned at every 435mm passing through the thin slab. The dowels and shear studs simultaneously resist the longitudinal shear forces.

![Fig. 2. Dowels and horizontal shear studs connectors.](image)

4. Push-out tests

In the push-out test, shear forces are applied directly to the shear connectors. The characteristic behaviour and shear resisting properties of any particular shear connectors or their combination are examined. A series of push-out tests were carried out to investigate this novel shear connection system.

4.1. Design details of test specimens

C-channel steel sections used for the push-out tests of 230x75x26 PFC, as shown in Figure 3. Two dowels and two shear studs (one on each channel) were welded to the beam webs. The shear-resisting capacity and the type of shear connectors are investigated, while the distance
between dowels and shear stud has been kept wide to avoid any interaction between them.

**Fig. 3.** The steel section with the shear connectors.

Two types of concrete material were used for the slabs, normal concrete and lightweight aggregate concrete. The former has a higher compressive strength than the latter one. Brief descriptions, numbering and dimensions of the specimens are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Brief descriptions and numbering of the specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test group</th>
<th>Concrete type</th>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Slab width (mm)</th>
<th>Slab depth (mm) ***</th>
<th>Total length of specimen (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1*</td>
<td>Normal (NC)</td>
<td>T1-NC</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lightweight (LWC)</td>
<td>T1-LWC</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1*</td>
<td>dowels with web-welded stud shear connector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** The slab surfaces are flush with flanges of the steel section

4.2. Test procedure

Push-out tests were carried out in the Heavy Structures Laboratory of the University of Leeds. The test rig and set up are shown in Figure 4. One identical hydraulic jack was used to apply a load, with a capacity of 1000kN. Load levels were measured using a load cell and the longitudinal slip and transverse separation were measured using dial gauges of 0.01mm resolution.

Prior to the tests, the specimens were bedded in using a steel plate, which resulted in an even contact with the reaction plate. The incremental monotonic load was applied; the duration of the push-out tests was around 2 hours with a load rate of 0.5kN/sec, which are satisfied with the requirement of not less than 15 minutes duration, specified in the Eurocode 4 [7].

**Fig. 4.** Testing apparatus.

5. Results

5.1. Load-slip curves

The load-slip curves obtained from the push-out tests represent the characteristic behaviour of the shear connectors. Load-slip curves of specimens of each test group are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The failure load of every shear connector has been recorded.

**Fig. 6.** Load-slip curves of specimen T1-NC, dowels with web-welded stud.
5.2. Behaviour analysis

5.2.1 Specimens with normal concrete

A uniform behaviour of the dowel at both sides of the specimen was observed by the specimen T1-NC. Elastic deformation was followed by plastic deformation and post-failure plastic deformation while dowel shear connectors on the left hand side of the specimen show some post-failure strength with extensive slip. This was due to the presence of dowel which resisted the vertical movement of the steel section. The same dowels were sheared off with bending near their ends at load of 730 kN on the left hand side of the specimen. This was due to the distribution of stresses over the slab width which results in local stress concentration on the left hand side of the specimen. Similar behaviour was observed by the stud shear connectors. Elastic deformation was followed by plastic deformations and post-failure plastic deformation took place but the shear stud connector on the left hand side of the specimen showed post-failure strength with extensive slip. The shear stud on the left hand side of the specimen was sheared off near its root (welding) at 440 kN, however, the shear stud on right hand side of the specimen was only bended without shearing off.

5.2.2 Specimens with light-weight concrete

A uniform behaviour of the dowel shear connector at both sides of the specimen was observed by the specimen T1-LWC. Elastic deformation was followed by plastic deformations and post-failure plastic deformation but the dowel shear connectors on the left hand side of the specimen shows post-failure strength with extensive slip. This was due to the presence of the dowels resisting the vertical movement of the steel section. The dowels on the left hand side of the specimen were sheared off with bending near the ends (welding) at 621 kN. However, the dowels on the right hand side of the specimen were only bended without shearing off. This was due to the distribution of stresses over the slab width which results in local stress concentration on the left hand side of the specimen. The same behaviour was found by the stud shear connector. Elastic deformation was followed by plastic deformation and post-failure plastic deformation was observed while the shear stud connector on the left hand side of the specimen showed post-failure strength with extensive slip. The shear stud on the left hand side of the specimen was sheared off near its root (welding) at 440 kN, however, the shear stud on right hand side of the specimen was only bended without shearing off.

5.3. Evaluation of results

The properties of the shear connectors were evaluated from the results of the push-out tests, and are summarised in Table 3 and 4. The concrete strength of the specimens is listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-NC</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-LWC</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The ultimate shear capacity of the shear connector, \( P_u \), was obtained by dividing the ultimate load of the specimens by the number of the shear connectors.
- The slip capacity of the shear connector, \( \delta u \), was the slip value at the load level dropped by 10% below the ultimate load (EC4, EN1994-1-1: 2004). Where the shear connectors have no plastic deformation after maximum load is reached, the slip capacity is the slip value at the maximum load level.
The failure load of the specimen with increased concrete shear resisting load level (EC4, EN1994) was greater than nor the number and width of cracks of specimen T1 observed from specimen T1. The cracking noise was initially heard at the end of the test, as the top and bottom dowels and the shear stud on the left hand side were sheared off. The failure of T1-LWC specimen started with concrete cracking near the top dowels’ position in the vicinity of the rib in both sides at approximately 640kN. These cracks continued towards the poition of the shear studs. Then the concrete near the bottom dowels’ position started cracking at a load of approximately 440kN. The cracking noise was initially heard at the end of the elastic deformations and it was then intensified during the plastic deformations. A sudden “bang” failure took place at the end of the test, as the top and bottom dowels and the shear stud on the left hand side were sheared off.

The results of test group T1 showed that the shear resisting capacity of the shear connector increased with the increase of the concrete strength. The failure load of the specimen with higher strength of concrete (T1-LWC) was higher than that of the specimen with lower strength of concrete (T1-NC), respectively. This comparison was based on the same type of shear connectors.

5.4. Failure mechanism

The failure of T1-NC specimen was near the top dowels’ position around the rib in both sides at approximately 600kN. The cracks continued towards the position of the dowel connectors in the vicinity of the ribs. Then the concrete near the studs’ position started cracking at approximately 620kN. These cracks continued towards the poition of the shear studs. Then the concrete near the bottom dowels’ position started cracking at a load of approximately 640kN. The cracking noise was initially heard at the end of the elastic deformations and it was then intensified during the plastic deformations. A sudden “bang” failure took place at the end of the test, as the top and bottom dowels and the shear stud on the left hand side were sheared off.

The failure of T1-LWC specimen started with concrete cracking near the top dowels’ position in the vicinity of the rib in both sides at approximately 390kN. These cracks continued towards the poition of the shear studs. Then the concrete near the bottom dowels’ position started cracking at approximately 440kN. The cracking noise was initially heard at the end of the elastic deformations, and it was then intensified during the plastic deformations. A sudden “bang” took place at the end of the test, as the top and bottom dowels and the shear stud on the left hand side were sheared off.

The width and the number of cracks which observed from specimen T1-LWC were more than the number and width of cracks of specimen T1-NC, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. This was anticipated as the lightweight concrete is weaker than normal concrete in resisting the longitudinal shear force.

---

### Table 3. Result evaluations of the shear connectors of the specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Ultimate shear capacity, $P_o$, (kN)</th>
<th>Shear Connectors</th>
<th>Slip capacity, $\delta_u$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-NC</td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>Right dowel</td>
<td>12.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>Right stud</td>
<td>11.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>Left dowel</td>
<td>13.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>Left stud</td>
<td>12.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-LWC</td>
<td>103.51</td>
<td>Right dowel</td>
<td>15.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103.51</td>
<td>Right stud</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103.51</td>
<td>Left dowel</td>
<td>14.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103.51</td>
<td>Left stud</td>
<td>14.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Complement of result evaluations of the shear connectors of the specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Shear Connectors</th>
<th>Characteristic slip capacity, $\delta_{uk}$ (mm)</th>
<th>Stiffness, $K$, (kN/mm)</th>
<th>Ductility, classification (pass/fail)</th>
<th>Shear resistance check (pass/fail)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-NC</td>
<td>Right dowel</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right stud</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left dowel</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left stud</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-LWC</td>
<td>Right dowel</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right stud</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left dowel</td>
<td>12.71</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left stud</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
<td>pass/ fail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Characteristic slip capacity, $\delta_{uk}$, is the slip capacity reduced by 10%. If it is greater than 6mm, the shear connector is classified as ductile [4]. Furthermore, the load-slip curve of the shear connector should show plastic deformation after the maximum load is reached.
- The stiffness of the shear connector, $K$, was the linear stiffness of the load-slip curves.
- The criterion of tie resistance check is that the transverse separations at 80% of the ultimate load should be less than half of the slip at that load level (EC4, EN1994-1-1: 2004).

The results of test group T1 showed that the shear resisting capacity of the shear connector increased with the increase of the concrete strength. The failure load of the specimen with higher strength of concrete (T1-NC) was higher than that of the specimen with lower strength of concrete (T1-LWC), respectively. This comparison was based on the same type of shear connectors.

The slips of the dowel and stud shear connectors welded to the web were significant at the ultimate load, between 11-13mm for T1-NC specimen, and between 14-16mm of T1-LWC specimen. The slip stiffness of the dowel and shear stud connectors among the two specimens was somewhat different. It was demonstrated that the slip stiffness was influenced by the strengths of concrete. The separations at the ultimate loads were 5.0mm for T1-NC specimen and 2.7mm for T1-LWC specimen, respectively.
6. Concluding remarks

The shear transferring mechanisms of the novel pre-fabricated shallow steel-concrete composite flooring system are different with the headed studs shear connectors, and have not been studied previously. The components of the proposed flooring system were selected according to the comparative LCA study with other prefabricated flooring system (Cofradal slab). The study demonstrated a reduction in the embodied energy and embodied carbon by about 17.94 % and 9.33% respectively when compared with the Cofradal slab [5, 6]. This paper presented experimental investigation of the shear transferring mechanisms, which were formed by the dowels and web-welded studs with two different types of concrete. In total, 2 full-scale push-out tests were carried out to study the shear connectors in terms of the shear resistance and behaviour. The test results are evaluated and the following conclusions can be reached:

(1) Consistent behaviour is demonstrated by this type of the shear connection system with plastic deformations occurring before and after the ultimate load.
(2) Both dowels and web-welded stud shear connectors demonstrated the ductile behaviour and failure mode.
(3) The shear capacity of the connectors increases with the increasing of concrete strength.
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Abstract

In order to exploit the potentials in mechanical and constructional performance of steel reinforced concrete structures and prefabricated structures, three innovative kinds of partially precast steel reinforced concrete beams, which are abbreviated here as PPSRC, HPSRC and PPCSRC beam, are presented in this paper. The PPSRC beam is composed of two parts, which are the precast outer shell with high-performance concrete and the cast-in-place inner part with common-strength concrete. Meanwhile, on the basis of PPSRC beam, the PPCSRC beam applies castellated steel shape and the HPSRC beam keeps the beam core hollow. With the aim to investigate the mechanical behavior, failure mode and bearing capacity of the PPSRC, PPCSRC and HPSRC beams, a static loading experiment with twenty four specimens was carried out. The effects of aspect ratio, construction method, section shape, concrete flange and strength of concrete were critically examined. Test results indicate that the HPSRC, PPCSRC and PPSRC beams both exhibit similar mechanical performance and bonding performance. The flexural capacity and shear capacity are seldom affected by the construction method and section shape, and increase with the increasing of the cast-in-place concrete strength. The shear strength of the specimens is significantly affected by the concrete flange and aspect ratio.

Keywords: Steel reinforced concrete beams; precast concrete; experimental study; flexural performance; shear performance.

1. Introduction

Steel reinforced concrete (SRC) structures have been widely applied in large-span or high-rise structures due to some favorable characteristics, such as high bearing capacity, great stiffness and outstanding ductility performance [1]. However, because of the complexity of the construction process [2], the use of cast-in-place SRC structure has been limited in conventional residential buildings. Meanwhile, the application of precast concrete structures has increased due to the efficiency and high quality in construction [3].

To solve the problem caused by deficiencies in construction and to promote the application of SRC structures, some researchers have suggested the benefits of combining SRC members and precast concrete members. Hong et al. [4-8] created an innovative partially precast SRC structure system, MHS (modularized hybrid system), and conducted cyclic tests of partially precast steel reinforced concrete (PPSRC) beams. The test results indicated that this PPSRC beam exhibited outstanding mechanical performance, but the structural measures which enhance the bonding performance between the precast concrete, cast-in-place concrete and steel shape should be further optimized. Furthermore, the type and strength of concrete should be altered to match different purposes.

As shown in Fig. 1, three innovative kinds of SRC beams, which are named as partially
precast steel reinforced concrete (PPSRC) beams, hollow partially precast steel reinforced concrete (HPSRC) beams and partially precast castellated steel reinforced concrete (PPCSRC) beams, are presented in this paper. In PPSRC beams, the outer U-shaped shell, which is composed of steel shape, high-strength concrete, longitudinal and transverse rebar, is prefabricated in work shop, and the inner part could be cast on construction site. In the precast period, modularized foam formwork is attached by special glue on the both flanks of the steel shape with a fixed spacing, and concrete diaphragms would form after the high-strength concrete flowed into the gap between the adjacent formwork, as shown in Fig. 2. The high-strength precast outer part with higher capacity and stiffness could enhance the mechanical performance during the construction period, and the diaphragms could serve as shear connectors to enhance the bonding performance between the precast and cast-in-place concrete. Furthermore, the concrete of the inner part could be cast with the floor slab at the same time with low-strength concrete to enhance the structural integrity and save the consumption of expensive high-strength concrete.

On the basis of PPSRC beams, HPSRC beams keep the web core hollow to reduce the dead-weight, and the PPCSRC beams apply castellated steel shape to further reduce the dead-weight and enhance the bonding performance between the steel shape and concrete.

To investigate the mechanical behavior of the PPSRC beams, HPSRC beams and PPCSRC beams, a series of static experiments were carried out. In this paper, the effects of the construction method, section shape and compressive strength of concrete are critically examined.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the height of the cross section of the PPSRC and HPSRC beams was 300 mm, and that of the PPCSRC beams was 400mm. The height and the width of the beam web were both 200 mm. The dimensions of the concrete flange of width and thickness were 880 mm and 100 mm, respectively. The steel shape in PPSRC and HPSRC specimens was HN175×90×5×8 of Q235 grade according

2. Test program

2.1. Test specimens

Twenty four T-beam specimens were designed, including thirteen PPSRC beams, three HPSRC beams, five PPCSRC beams and three cast-in-place RC control specimens. The key parameters are summarized in Table 1.
to the Chinese standards. The total height and the width of the steel shape were 175 mm and 90 mm, respectively, and the thickness of its web and flanges were 5 mm and 8 mm, respectively. For the PPCSRC specimens, the castellated steel was welded by a malposed steel shape, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The thickness of the concrete diaphragms mentioned above was 150 mm, and the spacing was approximately 500 mm.

![Fig. 3. Details of the specimens.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Research</th>
<th>$a$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\lambda = a/h_0$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{cu, out}}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{cu, in}}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$P_u$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-1-1</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-1-2</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-1-3</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-2-1</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>1324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-2-2</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-2-3</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-2-4</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-2-5</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC-2-6</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-3-1</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-3-2</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-3-3</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-3-4</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSRC-3-5</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC-3-6</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPSRC-1-1</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPSRC-1-2</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPSRC-1-3</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC-1-4</td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCSRC-1-1</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCSRC-1-2</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCSRC-1-3</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCSRC-1-4</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCSRC-1-5</td>
<td>Shear</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Material properties of steel.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of steel reinforcement</th>
<th>Yield strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8mm-thick steel plate</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(flange of steel shape)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5mm-thick steel plate</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(web of steel shape)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø6 rebar</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø18 rebar</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.2. Material**

The mechanical properties of the reinforcement materials including yield strengths and ultimate strengths are given in Table 2. For all specimens, the strength grades of the concrete in the outer shells were identical, which was C60 graded according to the Chinese code, and the tested compressive strength was 54.0 MPa. The strength grades of
concrete in the inner-parts were designed at three levels as C20, C40 and C60, and the tested compressive strengths were 21.7 MPa, 38.1 MPa and 68.0 MPa, respectively.

2.3. Test setup

A schematic of the test setup is shown in Fig. 4. In the experiments, all the specimens were tested on an electro hydraulic servo-testing machine with a maximum capacity of 5000kN, and traditional three-point test and four-point test procedure were applied in specimens according to different aspect ratios.

Fig. 4. Diagram of test setup and layout of LVDT.

3. Discussion of flexural performance of HPSRC and PPSRC beams

3.1. Failure modes

All the specimens of HPSRC and PPSRC series suffered typical flexural failure modes, and the damage patterns of the specimens are shown in Fig. 5. The test results indicated that the PPSRC and HPSRC beams both failed in similar failure modes to the cast-in-place SRC beam. The moment-rotation curves are recorded in Fig. 6, in which the rotation is defined as the deflection at the mid-span dividing the length of the half-span. Fig. 6 indicated that the PPSRC and HPSRC specimens both exhibited outstanding deformability after the peak loads. Some specimens were cut open after the test, and no obvious slippage was observed on the interface between the steel shape and the concrete. It was also hard to distinguish the precast outer-part from the cast-in-place inner-part. This implied that the inner-part and the outer-part were bonded tightly to each other, which attributed to the contribution of the concrete diaphragms.

Fig. 5. Typical failure mode and damage patterns of the PPSRC and HPSRC specimens.
3.2. Effect of concrete strength

Concrete strength directly affects the flexural capacity of PPSRC beams. The strengths of concrete in the outer part of PPSRC and HPSRC specimens are identical, and the strengths of concrete in the inner part of PPSRC and HPSRC specimens are designed as three different grades.

As indicated by the test results of PPSRC-1-1, PPSRC-1-2 and PPSRC-1-3, it could be concluded that the flexural capacity increased proportionally to increasing concrete strength but in a mild way with limited room for increase.

3.3. Effect of hollow core

As shown in Fig. 7, the flexural capacities of the HPSRC specimens were slightly lower than those of the PPSRC specimens, which indicated that the contribution of the web concrete to the overall flexural capacity is limited. The web concrete of the specimens was in the tension zone during the test due to the existence of the compressive concrete flange.

Therefore, the effect of the hollow core on the flexural performance was relatively small.

4. Discussion of shear performance of PPSRC and PPCSRC beams

4.1. Failure modes

All the specimens of PPCSRC and PPSRC series suffered typical shear-compression failure modes, and the damage patterns of the specimens are shown in Fig. 8. The test results indicated that the PPSRC and PPCSRC beams failed in similar failure modes to the cast-in-place SRC beam. The shear capacity-rotation curves are recorded in Fig. 9. As attributed to the steel shape, all the failure modes were ductile and accompanied with excellent deformation capacity and ductility. The PPSRC specimens under sagging moment exhibited higher shear capacities than those under hogging moment, which indicated that concrete flange directly affected the shear performance. For the PPCSRC specimens, various degree of fracture at the corner of the castellated steel shape was found, as shown in Fig. 8(f).

4.2. Effect of concrete flange

For the PPSRC specimens under sagging moment, the concrete flange was in the compression zone, and longitudinal cracks were observed during the test, which indicated that the stress transfer mechanism might be changed due to the concrete flange. For the PPSRC specimens under hogging moment, the concrete flange was in the tension zone, transverse cracks could be observed in the early stage of the test, which meant the concrete flange played a limited role in the shear performance of the specimens under hogging moment. Fig. 10 verified the theory mentioned above, and the contribution by the concrete flange to the shear capacity should be taken into account in PPSRC beams under sagging moment.
4.3. Effect of concrete strength

As shown in Fig.11, concrete strength affected the shear capacity of PPSRC and PPCSRC beams in a mild way, because the web of the steel shape could provide sufficient shear resistance and stiffness. Therefore, it could be concluded that the shear capacity increased proportionally to increasing concrete strength but in a mild way with limited room for increase.

4.4. Effect of steel type

As mentioned before, the web of the steel shape plays an important role in the shear performance, therefore, the castellated steel shape with hexagonal holes in the web might suffer weaker shear resistance. Nevertheless, the employment of castellated steel shape could enhance the flexural performance of PPCSRC beams because the higher height of the castellated steel shape under the condition of equal steel volume. As indicated in Fig. 12 and Table 1, the shear capacities of the PPCSRC specimens were just slightly lower than those of the PPSRC specimens, which might cause by the extra shear resistance of concrete due to the higher beam web in the PPCSRC beams. Considering that the castellated steel shape could efficiently enhance the flexural capacity, the PPCSRC beam could be regarded as an effective optimization.
5. Conclusions

A series of experiments thoroughly investigated the flexural and shear performances of both the PPSRC beam, HPSRC beam and PPCSRC beam. The main conclusions drawn from this paper are as follows:

The steel shape, precast concrete and cast-in-place concrete of both the PPSRC specimens, HPSRC specimens and PPCSRC specimens bonded well during the entire test process, and no obvious slippage was observed. Due to the contribution of the steel shape, all the failure modes were ductile.

The mechanical behaviors of both the PPSRC beam specimens, the HPSRC beam specimens and the PPCSRC beam specimens were similar to those of the cast-in-place SRC specimens. The bearing capacities of the PPSRC beam, the HPSRC beam and the SRC beam were similar and seldom affected by construction method.

The flexural capacities of the PPSRC specimens were just slightly higher than those of the HPSRC specimens, and the difference would decrease with an increase in the concrete strength of the inner part. The effect of the hollow core on flexural performance was relatively small.

The concrete strength directly affected the flexural and shear capacity, and the flexural shear capacity of the specimen increased proportionally to increases of the concrete strength but in a mild way with limited room for increase.

The concrete flange directly affected the shear performance of the PPSRC beams. The contribution by concrete flange to the shear capacity should be taken into account in PPSRC beams under sagging moment.

The shear capacities of the PPCSRC specimens were slightly lower than those of the PPSRC specimens under the condition of equal steel volume. Considering that the castellated steel shape could efficiently enhance the flexural capacity, the PPCSRC beam could be regarded as an effective optimization.
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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental study on demountable shear connectors in profiled composite slabs. Overall, three groups of push-off tests were conducted to assess the shear capacity, stiffness and ductility of the shear connectors. In all the specimens, a pair of shear studs were used per trough and were bolted to each side of the flange of a loading beam. Different concrete strength, embedment height of the shear studs and reinforcement cage were considered. Particularly, a joint was made between the pair studs in two groups of specimens when casting and formed two completely separate slabs per half specimen, to evaluate the load transfer between the pair studs. The experimental results showed that the shear capacity and behavior of the demountable connectors in separate slabs and continuous slab were both similar to the welded connectors and could fulfill the 6mm minimum ductility requirement stated in Eurocode 4 if proper embedment height of connector was used. The shear capacities of the tested specimens were compared against the calculated results obtained from the equations used for welded shear connectors in Eurocode 4 and bolted connections in Eurocode 3. Generally, the Eurocodes prediction underestimated the shear capacities of the push-off specimens.

Keywords: Demountable shear connectors; profiled composite slabs; discontinuous slabs; push-off tests; shear capacity; ductility

1. Introduction

Steel framed structures using composite floors have been commonly used in the UK [1]. The composite action between the steel beam flange and floor slabs is normally established through the use of shear connectors. These connectors are traditionally welded to the steel beam flange and embedded in the slabs, which causes difficulty in reusing the steel and the slabs at the end of the life of the structure. One solution is to make the structure demountable, i.e. to detach the floor slabs from the beams using demountable shear connectors. The main benefit of reusing is the reduction of the carbon footprint and cost caused by production of the steel and cement used in construction.

Profiled slabs have attracted more attention as the amount of concrete used is reduced compared to traditionally solid slabs. Knowledge of the performance of welded stud shear connectors in profiled slabs has been established as well as that of bolted connectors in solid slabs. To determine the shear capacity of the connectors between profiled slabs and beams, Lam et al [2] conducted twelve full-scale push-off tests on welded headed studs in precast concrete hollow core slabs. The effects of the size of the gap between the floor slab units, the amount of steel placed across the units and the strength of concrete were examined. It was found that the capacity of the shear connectors were reduced compared with that in a solid slab. Mirza and Uy [3] carried out both push-off tests and numerical simulation on solid and profiled slabs with welded shear connectors and different strain regimes were imposed on the concrete element. They concluded that the strength and the load-slip behaviour of composite steel-concrete beams were greatly influenced by the strain regimes existent in the concrete element. Furthermore, it was found that the shear
capacities of the connectors depended significantly on the width and rib types of profiled steel decks based on numerical results from their parametric study. Nellinger et al. [4] tested 20 push-off tests on welded shear stud connectors with profiled slabs using 58 mm and 80 mm deep steel decks. The effect of stud diameter, number of studs in each rib, a second layer of reinforcement and the welding procedure were examined. Pavlović et al. [5] carried out push-off tests using four Gr. 8.8 M16 bolts in each specimen with embedded nuts. It was found that bolted shear connectors with a single embedded nut achieved approximately 95% of the shear resistance of the welded headed studs shear connectors, while the specimen with concrete grade of C35/45 showed brittle behaviour. Pathirana et al. [6] and Mirza et al. [7] used blind bolts as demountable studs. It was found that they behaved in a very similar way to welded headed studs in terms of stiffness and strength but it had a relatively brittle behaviour. Dai et al. [8] developed a group of demountable shear connectors using headed studs and tested them in solid slabs. Their potential and suitability in terms of replacing welded shear studs were assessed. It was found that the demountable connectors could be easily demounted after testing and had similar capacity and behaviour to those of welded shear connectors. A parametric study was then carried out to understand the effect of concrete grades and stud collar sizes on the shear behaviour of the demountable shear connections. Rehman et al. [9] conducted twelve full-scale push-off tests on demountable shear connectors in profiled slabs considering different concrete strengths, numbers of connectors per trough and different connector diameters. A reinforcement cage was introduced to prevent pre-mature toe failure of the composite slabs. It was found that similar shear behaviour was obtained compared to that of the welded shear studs and the specimens fulfilled the minimum ductility requirement of 6mm required by Eurocode 4 for welded shear connectors. A combined Eurocode 3 and 4 methods was found to provide a safe prediction of shear resistance for specimens with single and pairs of demountable connectors per trough but one row of shear connectors was considered in the study.

The main objective of this paper is to fill the research gap on demountable shear connectors (machined from headed shear studs) in a profiled metal deck (60 mm deep) using two rows of connectors with a pair of studs in each row/rib and provide a better understanding on this form of demountable shear connector. Parameters of concrete strength, embedment height of the shear studs and reinforcement cage were considered. Additionally, behaviour of continuous and discontinuous slabs were examined and compared.

2. Experimental programme

To assess the shear capacity, stiffness and ductility of the demountable shear connectors, three groups of push-off tests were conducted in the Heavy Structures Laboratory of University of Bradford. Considered parameters were concrete strength, embedment height of the shear studs and reinforcement cage. Specimens details, instrumentation and testing procedures are presented in the following sub-sections.

2.1. Specimen details

To achieve demountability of the shear connectors, T.W. Nelson studs (19 mm in diameter) were adopted and were machined according to the design drawings given in Fig. 1, where $h_{sc}$ denotes the height of the studs embedded in concrete. TR60 steel deck, illustrated in Fig. 2, from SMD manufacturer was used to form the profiled composite slabs. Overall, three groups of push-off tests were tested in this paper, namely PUSH-1, PUSH-2 and PUSH-3. A push-off specimen comprises of one beam section (254×254×73UC, length 900 mm), two profiled slabs and eight headed shear studs (two on each trough). In particular, a joint was made by using a 4 mm thick steel plate between the pair of studs in two groups of specimens when casting and formed two completely separate slabs per half specimen, to evaluate the load transfer between the pair of studs.

The height of the profiled slabs was 900 mm based on the deck profile for specimens with two rows of connectors. The width and depth of the slabs and the transverse spacing of the shear studs was 610 mm, 150 mm and 100 mm, respectively, similar to the dimensions stated in Eurocode 4 [10]. The specimens were grouped by the batch of concrete casted. The average test-date concrete cube strength was 48.5 MPa for PUSH-1 specimens, 44.6 MPa for PUSH-2 specimens and 25.4 MPa for PUSH-3 specimens.
The diameter of the machined collar part of the shear studs was 17 mm with no clearance in the steel deck and a 1 mm hole clearance in the steel beam flange. The length of the collar (12 mm in this study) was based on the flange thickness of the steel section. A torque of 120 N.m was applied to each of the 19mm Nelson shear studs when assembling the push-off specimens before experiments. The steel section and shear studs were initially in contact when assembling the specimens to make sure that the load can be applied evenly to each of the studs in the beginning of the experiments.

The design drawings of reinforcement cages are illustrated in Fig. 3, where the first drawing is for PUSH-1 while the second one (extra reinforcement around the studs) is for PUSH-2 and 3. \( \phi 10 \) rebar with a yield strength of 500 MPa was used for the reinforcement cages.

2.2. Test setup and Instrumentation

Fig. 4 shows the push-off test setup. A 100-tonne actuator was employed to exert the compressive load on the specimens. A loading plate was placed on the top end of the beam section. Four of the eight LVDTs adopted were put on each corner of this plate to measure the movement of the beam during the experiments. The other four LVDTs were placed on the profiled slabs with two on each slab, to measure the displacement of the slabs. The relative slip between the slabs and the beam section was then obtained as the mean difference of this two set of LVDTs measurements. Overall, eight strain gauges were attached to the beam flange near the shear studs to monitor the load distribution among the studs during tests. Fig. 5 shows the positions of the LVDTs and strain gauges.

2.3. Testing procedures

During the experiments, compressive load at steel section was applied by the minimum interval of 24 kN or 0.5 mm of slip; at each interval, load increment was only applied after the load settled. Loading rate was 0.2 mm/sec. In some cases, cycle loadings were applied between 5% and 40% of the estimated maximum failure load and then the specimens were loaded up to failure.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Group PUSH-1

In group PUSH-1, the embedment height in the profiled slabs of the shear studs were examined. The considered height was 100 mm and 120 mm, and the two specimens in this group were thus named as H100 and H120, respectively. The load (per stud) vs. slip curves and failures of PUSH-1 were given in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively.

For specimen H100, two cycle loadings were applied between 20 kN and 160 kN (20 kN/stud). A brittle concrete failure was observed when the applied load reached 30 kN/stud (first peak load), and the load was dropped off. After that, a second peak load (which also was the maximum load at 34 kN/stud and 2.7 mm slip) was obtained following by brittle concrete failure and a larger load drop-off. The application of further displacement loading led to a third peak load and then a slow and ductile load decrease. The load at 6 mm slip was 21.3 kN/stud, which was 62.6% of the maximum, which revealed this specimen performed a semi-ductile behavior, nevertheless it did not meet the 6 mm ductility requirement specified in the Eurocode 4 for welded shear connectors.

For specimen H120, two loading cycles were also applied between 20 kN and 160 kN (20 kN/stud). When the applied load reached 40 kN (71.2% of the actual maximum failure load), another 6 loading cycles were applied due to equipment fault, during which concrete failure was observed in the bottom rib of R-slab (Fig. 7, R-slab). With further displacements, the load increased until final concrete failure in both ribs of L-slab occurred. This specimen met the 6 mm ductility requirement with a load value of 55.0 kN/stud, 58.2% higher than that of H100. A maximum load of 56.2 kN/stud was obtained at slip of 7.3 mm.

Thus, the embedment height of the shear connectors in profiled slabs had a large influence on the load capacity of the specimen but did not affect the mode of failure. There was no obvious deformation in shear studs as shown in Fig. 7 in both tests, while a obvious cone failure of concrete was observed formed from the vicinity of the head of the connector and cracked through the depth of the concrete in a 45 degrees direction. The cracks propagated transversely across the rib and caused further rib failure at a very late stage of the tests. There was no obvious deformation in the holes of the profiled steel deck.

From this group of tests, it was concluded that 120 mm embedment height was as a better option and thus was adopted in the following tests, and extra reinforcement was added around the studs to provide better confinement to the concrete cone.

3.2. Group PUSH-2

In group PUSH-2, the behaviour of continuous slabs (MR) and discontinuous slabs (GAP4) were examined. Additionally, the enhancement of extra reinforcement around the shear connectors to load capacity and slip behaviour of the specimens were addressed. Two identical specimens were tested for each type. The load (per stud) vs. slip curves and failures of PUSH-2 were given in Fig. 8 and 9, respectively.

For PUSH-2 specimens, five loading cycles were applied between 20 kN and 200 kN (25 kN/stud). During the tests, small concrete cracks occurred around the studs causing the shot load drop-off lines in the curves. Larger load drop off occurred suddenly at the later stage of the tests caused by fracture of two of the shear studs in each test. After this, displacement was applied further to capture a full load-slip profile of the tests. Another two studs fractured finally and...
then unloading was applied. All of the specimens in this group met the 6 mm ductility requirement. The load at 6 mm slip was 57.8 kN and 53.4 kN for MR and GAP4 specimens, respectively. The maximum loads were 66.5 kN and 68.4 kN at slips of 17.9 mm and 19.2 mm for MR and GAP4 specimens, respectively. The GAP4 specimens (discontinuous slabs) had a similar load-slip behaviour compared to the MR specimens (continuous slabs). They had a relatively lower initial stiffness and load level at the 6 mm slip but a higher maximum load and slip capacity. Ongoing work on discontinuous slabs with edge trims showed better performance compared to continuous slabs.

The extra reinforcement around the shear studs had a great influence on the capacity, ductility and mode of failure of the specimens tested. The reason might be that it improved the embedment condition of the shear studs and provided better confinement to the concrete cone as it overlapped with the failure surface of the concrete cone and prevented pull-out of the studs, and thus contributed to the failure load and ductility increase by altering the mode of failure from brittle concrete failure to stud failure. The stud finally fractured at the collar part as can be seen in Fig. 9. Rib failure in the slabs was prevented. The elongation of the holes in the profiled deck was observed after the slabs were dismantled from the beam section and the decks were removed from the specimens.

### 3.3. Group PUSH-3

In group PUSH-3, continuous slabs (MRC16) and discontinuous slabs (GAP4C16) were examined with lower concrete grade. The reinforcement cages used were kept as the same with those in group PUSH-2 specimens. Two identical specimens were tested for each type. The load (per stud) vs. slip curves and failures of PUSH-3 at single loading regime were given in Fig. 10 and 11, respectively. In Fig. 11, the photo for the half specimen was taken from nearside of the stud. Table 1 summarizes the load at 6 mm slip, maximum load and the slip at the maximum load for all the specimens mentioned.

For PUSH-3 specimens, similar load-slip behaviour was observed compared to PUSH-2 specimens. Small cracks led to drop-off of the load during the tests, and stud fracture occurred in a later stage. In contrast, more severe concrete crushing underneath the studs was observed as shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen from the curves, all the specimens in this group met the 6 mm ductility requirement as well. The load at 6 mm slip was 54.2 kN and 56.3 kN for MRC16 and GAP4C16 specimens, respectively. The maximum load was 66.0 kN and 73.7 kN at slip of 28.5 mm and 23.6 mm for MRC16 and GAP4C16 specimens, respectively. The GAP4C16 specimens (discontinuous slabs) had a higher load at 6 mm slip and a higher maximum load compared to the MRC16 specimens (continuous slabs). Initial stiffness was almost identical in both cases. But the slip capacity of the GAP4C16 specimen was lower than that of the MRC16 specimen.

It was found that a lower concrete strength did not lead to lower strength and ductility of the specimens. The reason might be that the concrete strength was fully developed and the extra reinforcement around the shear studs provided superior confinement to the concrete cone.
4. Design equations in Eurocodes

Currently there is no design rule for demountable shear connectors. The methods available for welded headed studs in Eurocode 4 and bolted connections in Eurocode 3 are therefore used to predict the shear resistance of the demountable connectors tested in this paper. Equations in Eurocode 4 are given as follows,

\[ P_{Rd,s} = 0.8 f_u \pi d^2 / 4 \]  
\[ P_{Rd,c} = 0.29 \alpha d^2 \sqrt{f_{ck} E_{cm}} \]

where

- \( P_{Rd} \) is the characteristic resistance of a shear connector;
- \( \alpha = 1 \) (for \( h_{sc} / d > 4 \));
- \( d \) is the diameter of the shank of the stud (17 mm in this paper);
- \( f_u \) is the ultimate tensile strength of the stud but not greater than 500 N/mm\(^2\);
- \( f_{ck} \) is the characteristic cylinder strength of the concrete;
- \( E_{cm} \) is the secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete.

The resistance is taken as the smaller of (1) and (2), with a reduction factor of

\[ K_t = \frac{0.7 \beta}{\sqrt{\beta \rho \left( \frac{h_{sc}}{h_p} - 1 \right)}} \]

where

- \( n_r \) is the number of shear connectors in one rib;
- The reduction factor \( K_t \) should not exceed the appropriate value \( K_{t,\text{max}} \) of 0.75 for \( n_r=1 \) and 0.60 for \( n_r=2 \).

Equation from Eurocode 3 [11] is given as follows,

\[ F_{V,Rd} = \alpha_V f_u A \]  
(4)

where

- \( F_{V,Rd} \) is the shear resistance of a shear connector;
- \( \alpha_V = 0.6 \) and \( f_u = 505 \) N/mm\(^2\) in this paper;

Comparison of the resistance predictions using the method provided in Eurocodes 4 and 3 and the tested results is given in Table 2. Basically, the Eurocodes underestimated the resistance with exception of the specimen with 100 mm stud embedment (H100).

Table 2. Comparisons of shear capacity between test and equation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Experiment P</th>
<th>Combined EC4+3 P</th>
<th>( \frac{P_{\text{test}}}{P_{\text{rd}}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H100</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H120</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAP4</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC16</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAP4C16</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average 1.18
Standard Deviation 0.35
Coefficient of Variation 0.293

5. Conclusions

Three groups of push-off tests have been carried out to assess the shear capacity, stiffness and ductility of the demountable shear connectors in profiled composite slabs. Concrete strength, embedment height of the shear studs and reinforcement were examined. Particularly, discontinuous slabs were formed and tested in comparison with continuous slabs. The following conclusions may be drawn based on the experiments presented in this paper:

- (1) The shear capacity and behavior of the demountable connectors in discontinuous slabs and continuous slabs were both similar to the welded connectors and fulfilled the 6mm ductility requirement if

- (2) The Eurocodes underestimated the resistance with exception of the specimen with 100 mm stud embedment (H100).

- (3) The reduction factor \( K_t \) should not exceed the appropriate value \( K_{t,\text{max}} \) of 0.75 for \( n_r=1 \) and 0.60 for \( n_r=2 \).
the proper embedment height of the connector was used; Continuous slabs had a lower maximum strength compared to discontinuous slabs while their strength at 6mm slip was similar;

(2) The height of the stud above the deck was important, it would affect the behaviour of the shear studs. 100 mm height was not sufficient, concrete rib failure occurred earlier at low slip compared to 120 mm height;

(3) The mode of failure could be altered from concrete cone failure to stud fracture by improving the concrete confinement. The use of a modified reinforcement cage increased both the load and slip capacity of the specimens; A lower concrete strength did not lead to a lower load capacity and ductility as superior confinement to the concrete cone was supplied by extra reinforcement around the headed studs.

(4) Generally, the Eurocodes prediction underestimated the shear capacities of the push-off specimens with the exception of the specimen with a stud embedment height of 100 mm;

The presented experimental work in this paper will contribute to the development of design rules for demountable shear connectors and validation of numerical simulation.
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Abstract

To combat the present situation of greenhouse gases emission from cement production, a promising solution is to utilise supplementary cementitious by-product materials such as fly ash to produce green concrete known as Geopolymer concrete (GPC). However, despite fly ash based concrete is a promising substitute for ordinary Portland cement (OPC) concrete, it is not yet being utilised to its full potential for structural applications. And so, to utilise green concrete to its full potential, this paper aim is to conduct an experimental study that will integrate fly ash based concrete within steel-concrete composite beams. The research will include casting of composite beams with GPC mix, and an OPC concrete as a reference mix designed according to British Standards. To determine the ultimate moment capacity, a total of Four (4) composite beams comprised of conventional and Bondek steel profile concrete slab are designed and tested according to Australian Standards. From the test results, it was found that composite beam with conventional concrete slab outperformed the beams with Bondek profile sheeting. Also, regarding of ultimate bending moment capacity, the composite beam with geopolymer concrete experienced almost identical to OPC composite beam.

Keywords: Sustainability; Geopolymer concrete; Fly ash; Steel-concrete composite beam.

1. Introduction

The Portland cement is one of the major used building materials and has been incorporated virtually in all the infrastructure development around the world. According to [1], the global production of cement is over four billion tonnes per annum and, China has become the leading cement producer followed by India contributing the total production of cement globally up to 57.3 % and 6.6 %, respectively. However, due to excessive production, the cement industry contributes up to 5-7% of greenhouse gas CO₂ emission [2]. Consequently, to mitigate the presented situation great efforts are made to study the benefits of incorporating by-products or waste materials as a binder to produce the concrete.

One major advantage of using Fly ash as a primary concrete binder is that it’s abundantly available and due to lack of utilization, it is considered as waste and dumped into the landfill. Only 26 % of total fly ash produced annually in the United States has been used for construction practices and, rest of it is being disposed of as a waste material [3], causing further environmental damages.

Introduced in 1970’s by Joseph Davidovits, Geo-polymer concrete encompass the reaction of aluminosilicate binders that are rich in silica (Si⁴⁺) and alumina (Al³⁺) such as fly ash combined with highly concentrated alkaline solution (typically Na or K-based solutions). The reaction of these elements results in polymeric chains with a three dimensional amorphous to semi-crystalline microstructure [4]. Despite proven to exhibit excellent compressive strength, low drying shrinkage, resistance to sulphate attack and good acid resistance [5], fly ash based geopolymer concrete has not been used to its full potential. Because the relatively high temperatures are
beneficial for overcoming the activation barrier of fly ash [6], which has become a major obstacle for it to be widely accepted for larger structural applications. And, for cast-in-place applications, geopolymer concrete requires to be cured at ambient temperatures. Thus, for the purpose of this study fly ash based geopolymer concrete mix is designed particularly to be cured and cast in ambient temperature and incorporated into steel-concrete composite structure to experimentally determine the ultimate flexural behaviour of the beams.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Materials

The primary binder used for geopolymer concrete is a low calcium Class-F fly ash obtained from coal power plant in Queensland, Australia. Grounded Blasted Furnace Slag (GBFS) was utilised as an additive that is known to cure geopolymer concrete at ambient temperatures. The binder ratio of 90:10 was applied, that is 90% fly ash and 10% slag content. For conventional concrete, locally available all general purpose cement was used. The chemical composition of fly ash, slag and cement is presented in Table 1.

The aggregates used within the concrete mix designs consisted of both Fine aggregate (Nepean river sand) and Coarse aggregate (20mm Basalt rock also know as Blue Metal). To improve the flowability of Geopolymer concrete, superplasticiser (SP) known as SIKA Visco Crete PC-HRF-2 was utilised.

2.2. Experimental Test

2.2.1. Concrete Test

The geopolymer concrete was mixed and poured on site and cured at ambient temperatures. To begin concrete mixing, all the dry component (Fly Ash, GBFS, Fine and Coarse aggregate) was mixed completely before adding any liquid component. Once the dry material was thoroughly mixed, then the liquid components were added to the concrete mix using 50:50 method. That is, 50% of AS was added in the concrete mixer followed by 50% of SP was added and mixed. Then the remaining 50% AS and 50% SP was poured into the mixer and mixed and finally extra water was added to the concrete mix until the good consistency was achieved.

The OPC concrete was designed and mixed according to British Standards. Table 2, provides concrete mix design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binder</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>Fe₂O₃</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>SO₃</th>
<th>LOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fly Ash</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slag</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix ID</th>
<th>Mix Proportion (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPC</td>
<td>292 35.52 995 146.33 9.79 6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>308  - 248 678 170  -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C* = Cement, FA = Fly Ash, CA = Coarse Aggregate, SD = Sand, AS = Alkaline Solution, W= water and SP = Superplasticiser

---
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2.2.2. Test Specimens design specifications

A total of four (4) steel-concrete composite beam specimens were fabricated and tested according to Australian Standard AS 2327.1:2003. The geometry of all the specimen are identical in such that concrete slab was comprised of 4600x600x130 mm and 200UB29.8 steal beam 4600 mm in length was conjoined to the concrete slab by the mean of 19mm diameter headed shear stud. To achieve full shear connection, a total of 30 shear studs were welded onto steel beam with the spacing of 200mm centre to centre. Also, N12 steel reo bars were used to form steel mesh to provide flexural reinforcement in the concrete slab. Also, for each concrete mix one conventional and one composite concrete slab was designed. For the composite concrete slab, 1mm thick galvanised Bondek steel profile sheet were laid perpendicular to the beam. Fig. 1. illustrates the design specification both conventional concrete slab and Bondek slab composite beam specimens.

To study the mechanical properties such as Compressive Strength and Modulus of Elasticity of concrete, 200x100 mm cylinder specimens were poured and cured wrapped in plastic film.

2.2.3. Testing Procedures

The test rig was comprised of Hydraulic Oscillator with load capacity of 1000kN. The beam was simply supported at 4000 mm, and both ends of the specimens was roller support as seen Fig.2. A loading plate with a mass of 38 kg was placed in the middle of the beam and downward axial loading was applied at the constant rate of 0.027 mm/sec. At the beginning of the test initial loading of 30kN and 20 kN was applied to conventional and bondek specimen, respectively, to check all the instruments attached are functioning correctly.

The testing machine for cylinder testing involved Intron Universal Testing machine with a 1000kN capacity and loading rate of 20 MPa/min was adopted.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. The Mechanical properties of Concrete

The cylinder tests for compressive strength and Modulus of Elasticity was performed in accordance with Australian Standard (A.S) 1012.8.1:2014. Modulus of Rupture (MOR) beam test was carried out in accordance with A.S 1012.11:2002. The compressive test was carried out for curing cycle 28 days and on the day of beam test whereas Modulus of Elasticity was carried out on 28 day curing cycle.

The test results for conventional concrete and Geopolymer concrete is summarised in Table 3. From the test results, it can be seen that geopolymer concrete achieved compressive strength of 32 MPa for 28 days according to its design strength. Whereas, OPC achieved slight higher compressive strength of 43 MPa. Furthermore, compressive strength on the beam test day for both OPC and GPC had very similar strength of 43MPa and 41 MPa, respectively.

Regarding Modulus of Elasticity, since its directly related to compressive strength behaviour of the concrete thus similar pattern was observed where the result obtained by OPC was higher in comparison to geopolymer concrete. The result obtained by OPC and GPC is 36776 MPa and 22941 MPa, respectively.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of concrete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete type</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Modulus of Elasticity (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 Days Test Day 28 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>42.9 43</td>
<td>36776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC</td>
<td>32.34 41.50</td>
<td>22941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Composite Beams

The result obtained from beam testing is summarised in Table 4. Overall, it can be seen that the beams with conventional concrete slab outperformed the beam with composite concrete Bondek slab for both OPC and GPC. That is, specimen OPC-C experienced load capacity of 270 kN with deflection of 164 mm in comparison to OPC-B which achieved load capacity of 229 kN with deflection of 123 mm. Similarly, specimen GPC-C experienced higher load capacity as compared to specimen GPC-B. This is due to the presence of embossments which reduced the amount of concrete within the concrete slab, therefore, reduced the overall beam’s capacity.

Also, comparing only conventional concrete beams for both concrete types then it can be seen that both experienced almost the same load capacity whereas OPC achieved only 1.85% higher than GPC-C. However, on the contrary GPC beam with Bondek experienced higher load capacity than specimen OPC-B. But due to sudden failure of specimen GPC-B achieved the least amount of mid-span deflection as seen in Fig. 3.
4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the experimental study was conducted to determine the ultimate flexural capacity of the steel-concrete composite beams incorporating environment-friendly geopolymer concrete. Overall, it was observed that the beam specimens with conventional slab outperformed specimens incorporating Bondek concrete slab for both concrete types that is due to the presence of profile sheet flanges that reduces the amount of concrete within the concrete slab hence reducing its ultimate capacity. Also, it was observed that geopolymer concrete achieved the higher flexural capacity for both conventional and composite concrete slab. At last, it can be concluded that environment-friendly geopolymer concrete has great potential and can be a great substitute for larger structural application as compared to normal cement concrete that contributes a significant amount of greenhouse emission globally.
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Table 4. Beam test result summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Max Load Capacity (kN)</th>
<th>Mid Span Deflection (mm)</th>
<th>Ultimate Moment (kN.m)</th>
<th>Maximum Curvature (x 10^-6 mm^-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPC-C</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC-B</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC-C</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC-B</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Load vs Mid-span deflection

Fig. 4. Moment vs Curvature
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Abstract

Composite beams are often used in building construction with spans normally ranging between 6 to 18 m. They are commonly used together with decking of 50 to 80 mm depth that spans 3 to 4.5 m between the beams. Rules for the minimum degree of shear connection in composite beams are presented in Eurocode 4 and other international Codes, and were derived for beams propped in construction.

Eurocode 4 defines a minimum limit for the degree of shear connection, primarily to ensure that slip at the steel-concrete interface does not exceed a limiting value. This limit is proportionate to the beam span and also depends on the steel grade and the asymmetry in the flange areas of the section. Currently, many designs cannot achieve the codified minimum degree of shear connection, since it is not possible to accommodate a sufficient number of shear connectors on the span as dictated by the spacing of the deck ribs.

However, there are special cases which are not explicitly accounted for in Codes. This paper aims to investigate the degree of shear connection requirements in such cases, including beams that are unpropped in construction, beams that are not fully utilised in bending because serviceability criteria govern their design and beams that are predominantly loaded by point loads rather than uniform loading.

Parametric finite element (FE) analyses were carried out for composite beams in the span range of 9 to 18 m and the results are presented. The finite element models have been validated against composite beam tests. Comparisons are made with the current Eurocode 4 provisions and modifications are proposed where appropriate.

Keywords: Buildings; Structures & design; Codes of practice & standards; Composite structures.

1. Introduction

Composite construction currently represents approximately 40% of the non-residential multi-storey building market in the UK. Composite floors offer significant advantages over solid concrete slabs such as weight savings and speed of construction since the decking also acts as formwork. Composite beams, in particular, are structurally efficient and longer spans of 15 to 20 m, which are beneficial for office buildings, can be achieved.

The design of composite beams is covered by EN 1994-1-1 [1], as well as the former BS 5950-3.1 [2] and the AISC 360-10 [3]. These Codes provide guidance for the design at the Ultimate and Serviceability Limit States (ULS and SLS, respectively), including rules for achieving sufficient shear connection (i.e. connection between the slab and the steel section). Shear connection is normally provided through the use of headed stud shear connectors welded to the steel section.

Full shear interaction, to ensure fully composite action (strain compatibility) between the steel section and the slab, is not practically possible. In reality there is going to be a displacement of the slab relative to the steel section (along their interface), which is known as slip. The majority of Codes dealing with building structures provide rules for partial shear connection, but at the same time they limit its
extent to control slip so that the slip capacity of the shear connectors is not exceeded.

Codes define the degree of shear connection as the ratio of the sum of the resistances of the shear connectors to the smaller of the axial resistance of the slab and that of the steel section. Codified limits on the degree of shear connection recognise the variation in the build-up of slip with the steel grade, asymmetry of the steel section and also the span.

However, other parameters such as the method of construction (propped or unpropped), the loading type and the utilisation in bending have been known to have an effect on the minimum degree of shear connection requirements in composite beams [4, 5]. In order to investigate and quantify the effect of each of these variables on the degree of shear connection requirements, parametric FE analyses were carried out.

2. FE modelling and analysis

Different span and steel section depth combinations were considered for each parameter under investigation. The minimum degree of shear connection (below which the slip capacity of the shear connectors is exceeded) was determined for an applied load in each analysis that is within 5% of the plastic bending resistance of the beam for the particular degree of shear connection. Therefore, the slip for various degrees of shear connection was calculated at a level of load corresponding to the attainment of 95% of the plastic bending resistance (Mₚₙ) of the beam. This is consistent with the assumptions made in the original studies for the calibration of the shear connection rules of EN 1994-1-1 [6]. The degree of shear connection that gave a slip not greater than 6 mm, which is the assumed slip capacity as quantified in EN 1994-1-1 for ‘ductile’ connectors, was recorded (accounting for partial material factors as would be the case in practical design).

2.1. Model description

The FE modelling and analysis were carried out using the software ANSYS. Beam elements were used to represent both the rectangular concrete flange (the depth of slab above the decking only) and the steel beam (using a subset to input different section sizes).

The beam was modelled as simply supported, with the slab restrained horizontally (in the direction of the beam axis) at the centre point. The slab width was equal to the effective width (the minimum of span/4 or the beam spacing which was chosen taking into account the span capability of the decking), to ensure that the same contribution of concrete is used in the model as that used in design. All nodes and elements were restrained from moving out-of-plane, or rotating along any of the in-plane axes.

Rigid elements were used to join the beam and slab elements at the shear connector positions, and these were broken at the interface between the beam and slab with nonlinear springs that were constrained to move only parallel to the beam. These springs initially had zero length. The load-slip behaviour of the shear connector springs was defined using a bilinear model with an initial gradient (elastic part) and a plateau being reached at the resistance value of the shear connector.

A bilinear material model was used for steel with the Young’s modulus taken as 210 kN/mm² and linear strain hardening after yielding (E/100 slope was assumed in accordance with EN 1993-1-5 [7]). A bilinear model was also used for concrete, with an initial gradient equal to the modulus of elasticity (taken as 21 kN/mm² to reflect combined short- and long-term loading) and a plateau in compression at 0.85 fₖ (where fₖ is the compressive strength of concrete). For concrete in tension, where cracking would normally occur, a plateau at 10% the compressive plateau was used. A calibration exercise showed that the effect of the magnitude of this plateau on the load-deflection behaviour of the model was insignificant, but limiting the strain in tension would prematurely stop the model from converging.

2.2. Model validation against tests

The model was validated against an 11.2 m span asymmetric beam test carried out as part of the DISCCO project [8]. The steel section was 450 mm deep with a 180x10 top flange, 180x15 bottom flange and 10 mm thick web. Steel grade was S355 with a measured yield strength of 400 N/mm² which was used in the analysis. The target concrete strength was 30 N/mm². At 7 days and 14 days, the strength was measured as 16.6 N/mm² and 20.1 N/mm², respectively, which was slightly lower than anticipated. FE analyses were run assuming both the design
concrete strength (30 N/mm²) and a reduced concrete strength of 20 N/mm², but the difference in the results was insignificant. The slab was 150 mm deep with 80 mm deep trapezoidal decking and single (one per trough) 19x125 studs at 300 mm c/c. The width of the slab was equal to the effective width of 2.8 m. Unpropped construction conditions were simulated in the lab.

The shear connector resistance was taken as 68 kN which agrees well with push-out test data and the back-analysis of other beam tests with identical slab/stud configurations and similar material properties [8]. The degree of shear connection was 33%, based on this shear connector resistance and measured material properties. The shear connector elastic stiffness was assumed to be 70 kN/mm which also correlates with the experimental observations of [8] as shown in [9]. This is different to the value assumed in some of the parametric analyses presented in this paper (100 kN/mm), but this was shown not to have a significant effect on the results overall, as expected.

The comparisons presented in Fig. 1 in terms of the load-deflection response of the beam and the end slip development with loading demonstrate the good agreement between the FE model and the test. The slip results, which are most important for the purposes of the present study, exhibit excellent agreement with the test.

The maximum strain in the bottom flange of the steel section is plotted in Fig. 3 for the same example. As shown, there is significant build-up of plastic strain in the final stages of loading, while the strain in the bottom flange at 0.95M_pl is between 2.5 and 3 times the yield strain.

3. Special cases of significance in terms of the shear connection requirements

3.1. Unpropped beams

Beams that are unpropped during construction (definition of unpropped given in EN 1994-1-1, 1.5.2.1) will have a different strain distribution in the steel section when compared to propped beams, but the slip will generally be less because part of the loading is applied in the non-composite stage. Therefore, a lower degree of shear connection compared to propped beams could be justified. This is recognised in SCI P405 [10] where modified shear connection rules for unpropped beams (amongst other cases) are presented for use in the UK.

Typical bending moment vs slip FE results are shown in Fig. 2 for a 12 m span beam constructed both unpropped and propped. The degree of shear connection for this example was 46% approximately, based on design material properties. The plastic moment of resistance M_pl as well as 0.95M_pl, the significance of which was explained earlier, are also plotted on the graph. The difference in slip development is obvious and, unlike the unpropped beam which is almost adequate (slip just over 6 mm at 0.95M_pl), the propped beam would require a significantly higher degree of shear connection to limit slip to less than 6 mm at 0.95M_pl as per codified requirements. The minimum degree of shear connection based on EN 1994-1-1 for this particular case is 61%.
The degree of shear connection required to limit slip to below 6 mm for three different spans (9 m, 12 m and 15 m) was determined from the FEA and the results are plotted in Fig. 4 for unpropped construction. The parameters used in the analyses are presented in Table 1. The slab configuration and the shear connector characteristics used were as described in section 2.2. The proportion of the weight applied at the construction stage over the maximum load (corresponding to \( M_{pl} \)) was of the order of 10-17.5% in the analyses. The degree of shear connection required by EN 1994-1-1 (for propped beams) as well as that calculated using Eq. 1 are also plotted in Fig. 4. The latter was developed from the work leading to [10] for unpropped symmetric beams loaded with uniformly distributed imposed load on the floor (i.e. \( \gamma_o q_k \)) not exceeding 9 kN/m². As shown, Eq. 1 correlates well with the FE results.

\[
\eta \geq 1 \left( \frac{355}{f_y} \right) (0.802 - 0.029L) \text{ but } \eta \geq 0.30 \quad (1)
\]

The reason for the lower bound minimum degree of shear connection of 30% in Eq. 1 is to ensure that the shear connection remains elastic under serviceability levels of loading and avoid irreversible deformations under repeated loading [9,10]. The lower bound minimum degree of shear connection in [10] is higher for other cases such as propped beams and asymmetric beams. The lower bound minimum degree of shear connection in EN 1994-1-1 is set to 40%.

**3.2. Beams partly utilised in bending**

Current minimum degree of shear connection rules in EN 1994-1-1 are conservative for composite beams that are not fully utilised in bending in ULS due to serviceability considerations governing their design. This becomes evident from Fig. 2 which shows a significant increase of slip at higher loads, i.e. when the resistance of the beam is approached.

The parametric FE analyses demonstrated that, for composite beams with low utilisation ratios in bending, lower degrees of shear connection than the minimum required in accordance with EN 1994-1-1 would still be acceptable. Fig. 5 presents results in the form of a multiplication factor that may be applied to the minimum degree of shear connection from EN 1994-1-1. These results are for propped, symmetric beams and suggest that for configurations with proven ductility of the shear connectors, i.e. slip capacity of at least 6 mm, this factor may be taken equal to the bending utilisation ratio squared (\( M_{Ed}/M_{Rd} \)). However, a lower bound minimum degree of shear connection is also applicable for the reasons stated in the previous section and appropriate cut-off values are presented in [10] for different cases.

![Fig. 5. EN 1994-1-1 degree of shear connection multiplier for beams partly utilised in bending.](Image)

**3.3. Beams with heavier than normal loads**

In some cases, e.g. plant rooms, the imposed loading can be considerably higher than typical office building applications. The implication this has is of greater importance for beams that are unpropped in construction, although propped beams are also affected. The current codified minimum degree of shear connection requirements were developed assuming lighter steel sections at higher span:depth ratios than the ones required to support heavier imposed loads,
so they may not be applicable in all cases. Composite beams are normally designed for 2.5 to 5 kN/m² unfactored loads, while the span:depth ratio for the steel section typically ranges from 22 to 25. For more heavily loaded beams (of the order of 8 kN/m² unfactored load) the steel section will be heavier, with a span:depth ratio close to 20 or less. FE analyses have shown that the use of a heavier steel section necessitates the use of more onerous rules for the minimum degree of shear connection.

Fig. 6 compares the degree of shear connection for propped construction and 6 mm allowable slip according to EN 1994-1-1 and that obtained from FE analyses. The same configurations shown in Table 1 were used in the analyses with the exception of span:depth ratio (L/d) which was equal to 20. The results from using Eq. 2, which was developed from the work leading to [10] for beams loaded with heavier than normal loads (up to 8 kN/m² unfactored or 12 kN/m² factored imposed loading), are also plotted.

\[
\eta \geq 1 - \left( \frac{355}{f_y} \right) (0.855 - 0.048L) \quad \text{but} \quad \eta \geq 0.40
\]  

(2)

Fig. 6. Shear connection requirements as a function of span:depth ratio.

3.4. Beams with point loads

Beams with point loads are subject to relatively high shear forces compared to uniformly loaded beams and their span:depth ratio is generally in the range of 18 to 22. It is often the case that the main design criteria are those of vertical shear and longitudinal shear.

For a beam subject to a single central point load it was shown that the required deformation capacity of the shear connectors is much less than for a uniformly loaded beam [5]. Where a beam is subject to an off-centre point load, the shear force is clearly higher on one side of the beam, which influences the longitudinal shear flow, as also shown in [4]. More shear connectors are therefore required on one side of the beam than the other. It is normally essential that the point load remains in the middle half or even third of the span.

A simply supported beam subject to two point loads experiences uniform shear flow in the outer parts of the span and zero or low shear flow in the middle part. The critical cross-section is at the position of a point load and therefore all the required shear connectors should be distributed at equal spacing over the distance between the nearer support and the point load. The shear connectors in the middle part of the span could be placed at nominal spacing, as they are not subject to high shear forces.

Analysis of beams with combined uniform loading and point loads is complicated because of the number of variables to consider. Beams with multiple point loads tend to the case of uniform load, and shear flow is constant between the point load positions. The results from FE analyses on point-loaded beams and their comparison against beams with uniform loading are presented in this section. The most common loading arrangement is when the loads are positioned at a distance 1/3 the beam span from each support, but the case where a beam is loaded by a single point load at mid-span is also considered.

The loading pattern in composite beams loaded with point loads rather than uniform loading can be beneficial in terms of shear connection requirements. Analytical results [4] suggest that shear connection requirements are potentially less severe for a beam with point loads at 1/4 span positions; the degree of shear connection required may be even lower for a beam with a single point load at mid-span. These observations are also demonstrated in Fig. 7, which shows the development of slip with increasing moment for beams with uniform loading or point loads at mid-span or at 1/3 span positions. This is for a 12 m span beam modelled using similar properties as the ones mentioned earlier. The degree of shear connection (equivalent to the requirement of EN 1994-1-1 for this particular span) was the same for all three scenarios at the critical section. As shown, for the cases with point loads the shear connectors exhibit significantly less slip.
The results of Fig. 7, though encouraging for beams with point loads, do not justify on their own a change to the current rules, also because point loads often coexist with uniform loading on the beam. Furthermore, with point loads, situations of asymmetrically loaded beams may be a more frequent occurrence and such cases will have to be considered separately. It is therefore recommended that the same rules apply for uniform loads and point loads when only the shear connectors from the end to the point of maximum moment are considered in design.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 7.** Bending moment vs end slip plots for a 12 m span beam loaded with a) UDL, b) a single point load at mid-span and c) two point loads at 1/3 span positions.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents findings that demonstrate the effect of certain parameters on the degree of shear connection that are not currently covered by EN 1994-1-1. The method of construction (propped and unpropped) is shown to have an effect on shear connection demands and unpropped beams require less shear connection, provided the self-weight of the beam and the wet concrete applied at the construction stage is a good proportion of the total load.

For beams that are not fully utilised in bending and serviceability criteria govern their design, a relaxation in the shear connection requirements is also justified. This is because large amounts of slip only occur in the final stages of loading and particularly when the plastic bending resistance of the beam is approached. Modification of the current EN 1994-1-1 minimum degree of shear connection rules as a function of the utilisation ratio in bending is therefore suggested.

Point loaded beams are also shown to require considerably less shear connection when compared to uniformly loaded beams. However, it is difficult to provide separate rules due to their coexistence with uniform loads and also due to the potential occurrence of largely asymmetrical loading on the beam.

The steel section size has been found to affect the shear connection requirements and the current rules may be applicable to a certain range of span:depth ratios (although this also depends on the overall proportions of the steel section and not just the span:depth ratio). Separate rules are proposed for cases where the applied imposed loading exceeds 6 kN/m² (unfactored), which is when relatively heavy steel sections are likely to be used. Although these rules are more onerous than the ones in EN 1994-1-1, the designer can still take advantage of the low utilisation of the beam in bending as explained in this paper to overcome potential difficulties in achieving certain practical designs.

In cases where the proposed degree of shear connection limits lead to a lower degree of shear connection than that required by EN 1994-1-1, the effects of partial interaction (influence of slip) should be considered when calculating the deflection of the beam. This is covered in detail in both [9] and [10].
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Abstract

Composite slim floor beams comprise a steel section embedded in a concrete slab, offering the advantages of a steel-concrete composite structure combined with a reduced floor depth. Several mechanisms contribute to the shear connection in this type of beam, such as headed studs, friction and clamping effects and the using of reinforcement bars passing through holes in the steel beam web. However, to date, nobody has systematically identified these mechanisms and Eurocode 4 does not provide specific design guidance for slim floor beams. Hence, a series of shear beam tests and flexural beam tests were carried out in order to assess the degree of shear connection and connector capacity in these beams. The test set-up is described including different arrangements of shear connectors for each specimen. The paper presents the findings from the flexural beam tests. The results are compared with those from the previous shear beam tests. Numerical models will be developed in future to extend the data and include a wider range of parameters. The data will also be used to improve understanding of this type of beam and will lead to the provision of specific design guidelines for slim floor beams.

Keywords: composite construction; slim floor beam; shear connector; experimental study

1. Introduction

Composite beams consisting of a steel I-section and concrete slab are very popular, particularly in multi-storey buildings and carparks, since the components are arranged in such a way as to optimise the material performance, enabling long spans to be achieved. Slim-floor beams are an innovative variant of this, in which the steel beam is embedded within the concrete slab, reducing the overall beam depth and saving valuable vertical space. However, there are some differences between slim-floor beams and other composite beams – slim-floor beams usually employ a highly asymmetric steel section, and hence the plastic neutral axis is located at a lower position, leading to larger strains in the concrete than in other composite beams. While other types of composite beam are well understood, and some research has been carried out on slim floor beams to date [1-3], further work is needed to gain a better understanding of their behaviour.

In addition to the different strain profile, the position of the beam within the concrete increases the number of ways in which the shear stresses can be transferred between the two materials. While other types of composite beam typically use shear connectors, welded/bolted to the top flange of the beam and embedded in the slab, shear connection in slim-floor beams may be achieved via connectors in the web of the steel section and clamping/friction effects between the steel beam and concrete slab.

This paper presents the results from tests on a number of slim-floor beams in bending, using different arrangements of shear connectors, and compares the results with a previous series of tests in which the beams were subjected to shear. All of this work is being carried out in the University of Bradford as part a research project entitled ‘Slim-Floor Beams – Preparation of application rules in view of improved safety, functionality and LCA’, in collaboration with the University of Stuttgart, Universita degli Studi di Trento, the Steel Construction Institute, LINDAB S.A. and ArcelorMittalBelval and Differdange. The work is funded by the European Research Fund for Coal and Steel.
2. Test set-up

A total of 9 specimens were to be tested in flexure. This paper reports the results from the first six tests. The specimen details and testing procedure are described in the following sections.

2.1. Specimen details

The six beams tested were named BT1a, BT3, BT4, BT6, BT7 and BT8. Fig. 1 shows a cross-section view of BT1a. This was the basic test-specimen type, comprising a 240 mm deep concrete slab (upper portion 120 mm deep), encasing a HEB200 beam section, with a 400 × 15 mm steel plate welded to the underside. Shear connection between the materials was provided by 1400 mm long steel bars passing through a 40 mm diameter hole in the steel beam web. These were placed at 500 mm spacing, designed to provide a degree of shear connection equal to 40%. A252 mesh was employed near the top of the concrete slab to prevent failure of the concrete under hogging moment. The beam spanned 6 m between the two supports and was loaded at two points along the length, each at the centre of the cross-section and at a distance of 2.25 m from the end supports, as depicted in Fig. 2. Specimen BT3 was the same as BT1a, except that it utilised a greater number of transverse bars to provide a degree of shear connection equal to 100 %. Conversely, BT4 had the same configuration, but with fewer bars, to provide 25% shear connection. BT6 had no shear connectors and load was applied eccentrically, BT7 had horizontal shear studs welded onto the beam web instead of transverse bars, BT8 had larger holes in the beam web (80 mm diameter).

2.2. Instrumentation and test procedure

Strain gauges and LVDTs were used to monitor the strains and deflections at different locations along the specimen. Nine LVDTs were used to measure the vertical deflection of the beam under applied loading. One of these was placed directly under each of the loading points and another LVDT was placed halfway between these two, at the mid-span. Six LVDTs were positioned at the edges of the slab, three on each side, in line with the ones in the centre. An additional two LVDTs were used at the specimen ends to measure the slip between the concrete slab and steel section. The positions of the LVDTs are shown in a plan view in Fig. 3.

Strain gauges were used on the steel beam, shear connectors and concrete slab to monitor the local deformations on these elements during the test. Six strain gauges were attached to the upper flange of the steel beam and six gauges were glued to the bottom steel plate, within 1500 mm of the mid-span. Strain gauges were placed on the surface of the transverse bars (or the surface of the body of the shear studs). Due to the data logging system, only a limited number of strains could be monitored, and hence the set-up varied from specimen to specimen. For BT4, two strain gauges were used for each transverse bar: one at the centre, and one at a 50 mm offset from the centre. For the other cases, only one strain gauge could be used per connector. For
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BT3 and BT7, only certain connectors had a strain gauge: the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 6th connectors from each end. In specimens BT6 and BT8, strains were also measured on the web of the beam. The longitudinal strain was measured on the top of the concrete slab at the mid-span, at three locations, going from the edge toward the middle.

Load was applied to the beam using a hydraulic actuator and a system of spreader beams. During the test, the load was applied slowly, in 20 kN increments during the early stages of the test, and 5 mm displacement increments during the later stages, until failure occurred. The observations and test results will be discussed in further detail in the subsequent sections.

3. Results

3.1. Load-deflection behaviour

Overall, the six specimens exhibited fairly similar behaviour during the test. The relationship between load and mid-span deflection, shown in Fig. 4, was initially fairly stiff and linear. At around 200 – 250 kN, depending on the specimen, some initial cracks occurred. A drop in load was noticed in specimens BT1a, BT3, BT4 and BT6, which was more pronounced in BT4 than in the other cases. As the applied load increased the stiffness suddenly reduced, to approximately half of the original stiffness in some cases. As the load was increased further, the mid-span deflection continued to increase, along with the crack widths. During the final phase of the test, the stiffness reduced further, as the load reached a plateau, and the test was continued for each of the four specimens until they could withstand no further load. BT4 was unloaded and reloaded again at the end of the test, but a higher load could not be attained upon reloading. BT8 was unloaded and reloaded at an earlier stage of the test owing to an issue with the loading set-up, but this did not appear to affect the load-deflection relationship and curve continued smoothly upon reloading.

As described in the previous section, the load was applied in increments, and as can be seen in Fig. 4, the load tended to drop towards the end of each increment, reaching a minimum value before the next load increment was applied. Using the lower bound curve passing through these minimum points, the maximum applied load and corresponding bending moment (load/2 × 2.25m) can be found, and these are presented for each test specimen in Table 1. As expected, BT6 had the lowest failure load, with higher loads resisted by the specimens designed for higher degrees of shear connection. The larger web holes in BT8 enabled it to resist an extra 36 kN compared with BT1a. The only surprising outcome was the maximum load resisted by specimen BT7, with shear studs instead of transverse bars. The maximum load surpassed that of BT1a by over 33%. In the previous shear beam tests, no significant difference was noticed in terms of maximum load between the specimens using transverse bars and the specimens using studs. Comparing the other test specimens with the previous shear beam series, specimen BT1a resisted a total bending moment of 565 kN·m, which is slightly higher than that resisted by the equivalent specimen SBT2 (529 kN·m) in the previous shear beam tests. BT6 and BT8 also resisted larger moments (455 kN·m and 605 kN·m) than the equivalent shear beams SBT3 and SBT5 (407 kN·m and 575 kN·m). It should be noted that the failure modes of the tests were slightly different, with shear failure dominating the previous test series, while flexural failure was prevalent in the current series.
Table 1. Maximum loads and corresponding bending moments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Load (kN)</th>
<th>Bending moment (kNm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT1a</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT3</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT4</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT6</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT7</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT8</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No obvious difference was observed between the deflections at the edge of the slab and the deflections in the centre. This was to be expected as the bending specimens are longer than the previously tested shear beams, and the deflected shape was predominantly sagging in the longitudinal direction. In most cases, the deflections were of a similar magnitude at both the mid-span and loading points, with one edge having a slightly larger deflections than the centre and other edge. For specimens BT7 and BT8, the central mid-span deflection was slightly smaller than either of the edges, which might be expected for BT7, where studs were used instead of transverse bars, but this only applied to the mid-span and not the deflections at the loading points.

A comparison between the deflections at the centre (L1) and edges (L8 and L11) of the slab at a loading point (750 mm from the mid-span) are shown in Fig. 5 for specimen BT3 and between the centre (L2) and the edges (L7 and L10) at the mid-span for BT7 are shown in Fig. 6.

The maximum mid-span deflection exceeded 150 mm in all of the bending tests (span/40). As one would expect, the relative mid-span deflection was greater than that measured in the shear beam tests, which all reached a deflection of magnitude span/50.

Fig. 5. Relationship between load and deflection at loading point for BT3

Fig. 6. Relationship between load and deflection at mid-span for BT7

3.2 Concrete cracking

During the initial phase of the test there were no obvious cracks in the concrete. The first cracks became visible during the second phase, which commenced at around 200 – 300 kN for each specimen. Very small vertical cracks were observed in the concrete around the web of the steel beam, as shown for BT7 in Fig 7. During the second phase of the test, these grew in size, and cracks also appeared on the outer edge of the slab, as shown Fig. 8. During the final phase of the test, the cracks became very wide, deep cracks ran along the underside of the slab, connecting the cracks that occurred around the web to the cracks on the outer edge. Longitudinal cracks were also observed on the top of the slab. Comparing the crack pattern with the previous shear beam tests, some small differences were observed. For the shear beam
tests, the specimens initially failed in shear, with diagonal cracks occurring close to the loading points, and flexural cracks that were vertical and closer to the mid-span only occurred much later in the test. The shear cracks are shown for SBT1a in Fig. 9. For the bending tests, there was a more even distribution of cracks along the specimen length, showing that the failure was predominantly a flexural failure. This is illustrated for SBT1a.

3.3 End-slip

Fig. 10 presents the relationship between load and end-slip for each of the test specimens. In all cases, the degree of end-slip was very low during the initial phase of the test, and then increased rapidly during the second and third phases. With the exception of specimen BT6, in most cases, the maximum end-slip was between 10 and 20 mm, and similar values were measured at each end. These values were significantly larger than the 6 mm value of slippage stipulated by Eurocode 4 for ductile shear connector behaviour [4].

3.4 Strains in steel section and concrete

In most specimens, the top flange of the beam reached the yield strain in compression before the end of the test. The only exception was BT7, which achieved strains of approximately 1000 με in five of the six monitoring points. The strains in the bottom plate reached or surpassed the value associated with yielding in tension during the later stages of all of the tests. The strains measured in web were main compressive, and smaller in magnitude than those in the top flange. Fig. 11 presents the strains measured in the top flange, web and bottom plate for BT1a.
In most specimens, the strains measured in the concrete reached a maximum value between 1000 and 1500 με, which is lower than the value associated with yielding of the material. Specimen BT7 exhibited slightly larger strains, with strains at one of the monitoring points exceeding 2000 με and the strains at the other two monitoring points almost reaching 2000 με. This, combined with the difference in top flange strain for BT7 suggests that the use of shear studs instead of transverse bars affected the strain profile of the section. Generally, the beam specimens with the transverse bars performed well, with the strains in the top flange and bottom plate reaching the yield strain before the specimen failed.

The strains measured by the strain gauges on the top flange of the steel and bottom plate at the mid-span are compared between some of the bending specimens (BT1a, BT6, BT7 and BT8) and the equivalent shear specimens (SBT2, SBT3, SBT6 and SBT5 respectively) from the previous test series in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 presents the strains measured at the transition between the first and second phases of the tests and Table 3 presents the strains measured at the transition between the second and third phases of the tests. In both tables, the position of the neutral axis below the top of the steel section, was estimated assuming a linear strain distribution through the depth of the section and using the average measured values. In Table 2, bending test specimens BT1a and BT8 appear to have neutral axes that are lower in the section than SBT2 and SBT5. The difference is less pronounced between BT7 and SBT6 and the trend is reversed for BT6 and SBT3. In Table 3, BT1a and SBT2 have similar strain profiles and the relationship between BT6 and SBT3 is similar to before. However, in contrast to SBT6, the bottom flange in BT7 has exceeded the yield strain and average strain reading on the top flange has become positive (tensile). In specimen BT8, the top flange has significantly exceeded the yield strain. In these cases it is difficult to reliably estimate the position of the neutral axis based on the measured strains, since some of the strain gauges would have exceeded their working limits and hence further work will be needed at a later stage to examine this.

### Table 2. Strains in steel section at end initial yield

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Top flange (με)</th>
<th>Bottom plate (με)</th>
<th>Neutral axis depth (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT1a</td>
<td>-642</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT2</td>
<td>-375</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT6</td>
<td>-228</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT3</td>
<td>-456</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT7</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT6</td>
<td>-143</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT8</td>
<td>-544</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT5</td>
<td>-84</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Strains in steel section at beginning of load plateau

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Top flange (με)</th>
<th>Bottom plate (με)</th>
<th>Neutral axis depth (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT1a</td>
<td>-2077</td>
<td>1564</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT2</td>
<td>-1782</td>
<td>1355</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT6</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>1228</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT3</td>
<td>-1309</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT7</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2292</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT6</td>
<td>-916</td>
<td>1441</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT8</td>
<td>-4048</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT5</td>
<td>-153</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 Shear connectors

The shear connectors comprised the transverse steel bars and the concrete dowel that surrounded each bar where it passed through the HEB web hole. As the concrete slab began to move relative to the steel beam, the steel bars and the concrete dowel resisted this shearing action and transferred the longitudinal stresses to the steel beam, maintaining composite action between the two components. In specimens
BT1a, BT3, BT4 and BT8, most of the shear connector bars had very low strains during the initial phase of the test, which increased rapidly during the second phase showing that they had been ‘activated’ in transferring stresses between the concrete and steel, as the movement between the components caused the bars to deform. In specimen BT3, the strains were predominantly compressive, whereas for BT8 these were tensile. Both tensile and compressive strains were measured in the bars in BT1a and BT4. Fig. 12 presents the strains measured in the shear connectors for BT3, where positive values indicate tension and negative values indicate compression. The largest strains occurred in the bars, closest to the ends of the beam (BA1 and BA8).

In specimen BT7, the shear studs initially exhibited very low strains, which rapidly increased in compression during the second phase of the test, reaching between -1000με and -2000με. As the load increased further, this trend was reversed and the strains became increasingly tensile during the later stages of the test. During the initial phase of the test, all shear studs exhibited similar strains but in the later stages, the two studs closest each end (SS1, SS2, SS7 and SS8) underwent the largest tensile strains. This is shown in Fig. 13.

4. Conclusion
This paper presented the initial results of a series of bending tests for slim floor beams. From the initial results, it can be seen that the beams behaved in a ductile manner, achieving a total deflection exceeding span/40 and end-slips greater than 6 mm prior to failure. Transverse bar passing through holes in the steel beam web proved to be effective shear connectors and the size of the web hole affected the overall resistance. Further experiments will be conducted in the future to consider the effect of a uniformly distributed load and the effect of using a concrete slab without any top cover to the beam. Further analysis of the test results will lead to the development of design recommendations for this type of section.
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Abstract

Stainless steel is increasingly popular in construction owing to its corrosion resistance, excellent mechanical and physical properties as well as its aesthetic appearance. The current paper is concerned with the use of stainless steel in steel-concrete composite beams, which is a new application. Current design codes for steel-concrete composite beams neglect strain hardening in the steel. Whilst this is a reasonable assumption for carbon steel, stainless steel is a very ductile material which offers significant levels of strain hardening prior to failure. Therefore, when current design provisions are applied to stainless steel composite beams, the strength predictions are generally inaccurate. The current study presents a simplified analytical solution that takes into consideration the strain hardening of stainless steel when bending moment capacity is calculated. A finite element model is developed and validated against a number of experimental results for composite beams. The validated numerical model is then used to investigate the accuracy of the proposed analytical solution. It is concluded that simplified analytical solution is reliable and provides a straightforward design tool for practicing engineers who wish to specify this novel construction form in appropriate applications.
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1. Introduction

Composite steel-concrete members are widely used in the design and construction of modern structures such as bridges and high rise buildings. Due to the composite action, a significant increase in strength and stiffness can be achieved compared with bare steel or concrete sections, depending on the degree of shear connection between the steel and concrete. This results in savings not only in construction depth but also in steel and concrete consumption, which reduces the environmental impact of the structure.

Stainless steels have been used in structures since the 1920s when the main application was for building facades. Nowadays, stainless steels have become popular in a wide range of construction applications due to their excellent mechanical properties such as high strength, excellent retention of strength and stiffness at high temperature [1] as well as their corrosion resistance properties. Stainless steels do not require protective coatings to prevent corrosion and therefore can offer significant cost savings compared with carbon steel over the life cycle of the structure [2]. In addition to these qualities, stainless steels also have greater ductility and capacity for work hardening compared to carbon steels. A ductile cross-section is necessary for plastic design and is highly desirable for design in general so that warning is given before collapse and for moment redistribution to occur.

In recent years, as its usage in building structures has increased, stainless steel has been the subject of intensive research to understand their behaviour in load-bearing applications and to provide efficient and reliable design guidance. The vast majority of research studies have been focussed on bare steel elements (e.g. [3-5]) as
well as a few studies into concrete-filled stainless steel tubular sections (e.g. [6-8]). There has been no research, at least not in the public domain, into the behaviour of composite beams made from stainless steel.

According to current design codes, the plastic bending resistance of composite steel-concrete beams is determined by rigid-plastic theory in which the effective area of the steel member is stressed to its yield strength, neglecting any strain hardening in the steel. Although this is a reasonable assumption for carbon steel which has an elastic response, with a clearly defined yield point, followed by a yield plateau and a moderate degree of strain hardening, stainless steel has significant levels of strain hardening prior to failure which should be accounted for. Accordingly, utilising the current design codes for composite beams, for members made using stainless steel, results in incorrect predictions of the plastic bending resistance.

In this context, the current study presents a simplified analytical solution for estimating the bending moment capacity of stainless steel-concrete composite beams with a full shear connection subjected to sagging moments. The proposed solution is an adaptation of the continuous strength method (CSM), which has been developed and validated extensively in recent years for structural steel (e.g. [9]), structural stainless steel (e.g. [10]) and, more recently, for carbon steel-concrete composite beams [11]. Since there are no tests available for stainless steel-concrete composite beams, a nonlinear finite element model is developed and used to investigate the accuracy of the proposed analytical solution.

2. Simplified analytical model for stainless steel-concrete composite beams with a full shear connection

The full-range stress-strain relationship for stainless steel which has been presented in the literature (e.g. [12]) describes strain as an explicit function of stress. However, in order to use the CSM in conjunction with an accurate material law for stainless steel, it is necessary to define the stress as an explicit function of strain. Abdella [13] proposed an approximate inversion relationship with the stress ($\sigma$) expressed as an explicit function of strain ($\varepsilon$), as follows:

$$\sigma_1(\varepsilon) = \sigma_{0.2} \left(\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{0.2}}\right)^{\frac{r}{r_2}} \text{ for } \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_{0.2}$$

$$\sigma_2(\varepsilon) = \sigma_{0.2} \left[1 + \frac{r_2}{r_1} \left(\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{0.2}}\right)^r \left(1 + \frac{1}{r^* - 1} m\right)\right] \text{ for } \varepsilon > \varepsilon_{0.2}$$

where the material parameters are:

$$\varepsilon_{0.2} = \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{E} + 0.002$$

$$E_2 = \frac{E}{1 + 0.002 n/e}$$

$$e = \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{E}$$

$$m = l + 3.5 \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{\sigma_u}$$

$$\sigma_u = \sigma_{0.2} \left[1 + 0.0375(n - 5) \right] \frac{0.2 + 185e}{0.2 + 185e}$$

$$E_u = \frac{E_2}{1 + (r^* - 1)m}$$

$$r_2 = \frac{E_2 \varepsilon_{0.2}}{\sigma_{0.2}}$$

$$r_u = \frac{E_u (\varepsilon_{0.2} - \varepsilon_{u})}{\sigma_u}$$

$$\varepsilon_u = \min\left(1 - \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{\sigma_u}, A\right)$$

$$r^* = \frac{r_u (1 - \varepsilon_u)}{r^* - 1}$$

In these expressions, $\sigma_{0.2}$ is 0.2% proof strength, $\varepsilon_{0.2}$ is the total 0.2% strain corresponding to $\sigma_{0.2}$, $n$ is a strain hardening coefficient, $\varepsilon_u$ is the ultimate tensile strain, $A$ is the stainless steel elongation, $E_2$ and $E_u$ are the slope of the stress-strain curve at $\varepsilon_{0.2}$ and $\varepsilon_u$, respectively, and $r$, $r_2$, $r_u$, $p$, $p^*$ and $m$ are parameters that need to be determined.

Fig. 1 illustrates the strain distribution through the depth of the cross-section for composite beams with a full shear connection together with the corresponding stress distribution obtained using the material model presented in Eqs. 1 and 2. In this figure, $\varepsilon_s$ and $\varepsilon_c$ are the strain at the bottom fibre of the stainless steel beam and top fibre of the concrete slab, respectively. It is noteworthy that the actual stress distribution in the stainless steel section is nonlinear.
The position of the plastic neutral axis \((NA)\), \(y_c\), can be obtained by applying horizontal equilibrium (i.e. \(C = T\), where \(C\) and \(T\) are the total internal compressive and tensile forces in the section, respectively), and the plastic moment capacity of the composite section \((M_{pl})\) can be obtained from:

\[
M_{pl} = Tz
\]

where \(z\) is the lever arm of the internal forces \(C\) and \(T\).

In these expressions, \(C\) and \(T\) are determined from Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively:

\[
C = 0.85f_c y_c b_c \tag{3}
\]

\[
T = \int \sigma(\varepsilon) dA \tag{4}
\]

Also, \(\sigma(\varepsilon)\) is the stress function, calculated using Eqs. 1 and 2.

The lever arm \(z\) be obtained from Eq. 5:

\[
z = \frac{y_c}{2} + \frac{\int \sigma(\varepsilon) y dA}{T} \tag{5}
\]

In this expression, \(y\) is the distance between a fibre of the stainless steel beam and the neutral axis \((NA)\).

In order to calculate the internal force \(T\) and the lever arm \(z\), direct integration is impossible to achieve; therefore, numerical integration is required which may not be suitable for a straightforward design tool. In order to simplify the calculations, the actual stainless steel stress block is replaced with an equivalent rectangular stainless steel stress block, in the current paper. Hence, a stainless steel stress of \(\sigma_t\) is assumed to be distributed over an equivalent tension zone bounded by the edges of the cross-section of the stainless steel beam, where \(\sigma_t\) is selected as the stress at 60% of the steel beam height, as shown in Fig. 2. This concept is similar to that employed in the design of concrete cross-sections, where the parabolic compressive stress in the material is idealised as an equivalent rectangular stress block.

The simplified analytical model developed in this section is based on the following assumptions:

- The NA is within the concrete slab. Hence, the compressive force in the concrete is larger than the tensile force in the steel element.
- The slip that occurs between the steel section and the concrete slab is assumed to be negligible and therefore is ignored.
- Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending. Therefore, the strain distribution over the composite cross-section is linear with constant curvature, \(\kappa\).
- Any reinforcement in the concrete slab is ignored in the calculations.

In order to calculate the internal force \(T\) and the lever arm \(z\), direct integration is impossible to achieve; therefore, numerical integration is required which may not be suitable for a straightforward design tool. In order to simplify the calculations, the actual stainless steel stress block is replaced with an equivalent rectangular stainless steel stress block, in the current paper. Hence, a stainless steel stress of \(\sigma_t\) is assumed to be distributed over an equivalent tension zone bounded by the edges of the cross-section of the stainless steel beam, where \(\sigma_t\) is selected as the stress at 60% of the steel beam height, as shown in Fig. 2. This concept is similar to that employed in the design of concrete cross-sections, where the parabolic compressive stress in the material is idealised as an equivalent rectangular stress block.

The simplified analytical model developed in this section is based on the following assumptions:

- The NA is within the concrete slab. Hence, the compressive force in the concrete is larger than the tensile force in the steel element.
- The slip that occurs between the steel section and the concrete slab is assumed to be negligible and therefore is ignored.
- Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending. Therefore, the strain distribution over the composite cross-section is linear with constant curvature, \(\kappa\).
- Any reinforcement in the concrete slab is ignored in the calculations.
where $\varepsilon_y$ is the strain in the steel section at $y_c$ and $\kappa$ is the cross-sectional curvature, determined from:

$$\varepsilon_y = \kappa y_c = \kappa (t_c + 0.6 h_y)$$

$$\kappa = \min(\kappa_c, \kappa_a)$$

$y_{0.2}$ is the distance between the NA and the location in the cross-section where the strain in the stainless steel section is $\varepsilon_{0.2}$, and is found from:

$$y_{0.2} = \frac{\varepsilon_{0.2}}{\kappa}$$

$k_c$ is the curvature when the strain at the outer concrete fibre reaches the ultimate strain of concrete, $e_{cu}$, and can be determined from:

$$k_c = \frac{e_{cu}}{y_c}$$

The nominal ultimate strain of concrete ($e_{cu}$), as a percentage, is given in Eurocode 2 [14] as:

$$e_{cu} = 2.6 + 35\left(\frac{100}{f'_{c}}\right)^{1/3}$$

for $f'_{c} \geq 50$ N/mm$^2$, otherwise 3.5

$k_a$ is the curvature when the strain at the outer stainless steel fibre reaches the ultimate strain of the stainless steel, $e_{tu}$, and can be determined from:

$$k_a = \frac{e_{tu}}{(H-y_c)}$$

$k_c$ and $k_a$ define the governing failure mode of the composite member: if $k_c < k_a$, the composite beam fails due to concrete crushing whereas steel failure dominates when $k_c > k_a$.

The position of the NA (i.e. $y_c$) can be determined using Eq. 7 together with Eqs. 8-14 using a trial and error technique. Finally, the plastic bending capacity of the composite beam can be calculated as:

$$M_{pl} = \sigma_t A_s \left[H-\frac{h}{2} \cdot \frac{y_c}{2}\right]$$

3. Development of the numerical model

There are no tests available in the literature on the flexural behaviour of composite stainless steel-concrete beams. Therefore, a numerical model is developed in the current section to examine the proposed analytical model. Shamass and Cashell [15] previously developed finite element (FE) model using ABAQUS [16] for composite concrete-steel beams made from either normal or high strength materials. It was demonstrated that the numerical model is capable of accurately predicting the behaviour of composite beams in terms of bending moment capacity, initial bending stiffness and interaction performance for composite members with full or partial shear connection. Therefore, the same numerical model is adopted herein to examine the proposed analytical solution for stainless steel-concrete composite beams. A brief description of the model is included hereafter; a more detailed description can be found elsewhere [15].

The concrete slab and steel beams are modelled using shell elements with reduced integration, namely the S4R element in ABAQUS. The shear studs are modelled using Cartesian connectors which connect a node in the beams flange with a coincident node in the slab at the connector location. The nonlinear load-slip relationship of the shear connectors is modelled based on the relation proposed by Ollgaard et al. [17]. In the current FE model, the strength of the shear connection is assumed to equal the total compressive normal force in the concrete flange divided by the number of shear studs in the shear span (i.e. $P_{stud} = C/N$ where $N$ is the number of shear connectors in the shear span).

The point loads on the top surface of the composite beam are applied in displacement control. A hard contact without friction is used to simulate the interaction between the concrete slab and the steel beam. The implicit dynamic solution method for quasi-static scenarios is employed in the model.

In terms of the material modelling, the nonlinear stress-strain relationship of concrete in compression is described using Eq. 16, in accordance with Eurocode 2 [14]:

$$\sigma_c = k \left(\frac{e_c}{e_{ck}}\right) - \left(\frac{e_c}{e_{ck}}\right)^2 \frac{f_{cm}}{1+(k-2) \left(\frac{e_c}{e_{ck}}\right)}$$

for $0 \leq \varepsilon_c \leq \varepsilon_{cu}$

In this expression, $f_{cm}$ is the ultimate compressive strength of concrete (determined as $f_{cm} = f_{ck} + 8$), $f_{ck}$ is the characteristic
cylinder strength of the concrete, \( k \) is a parameter (found from \( k = 1.05 \frac{E_{cm}}{f_{cm}} \)), \( E_{cm} \) is the elastic modulus of concrete (calculated as \( E_{cm}(GPa) = 22(0.1f_{cm})^{0.3} \)), \( e_{c1} \) is the concrete strain at the peak stress (given as \( e_{c1}(%) = 0.7(f_{cm})^{0.31} \leq 2.8 \)), \( e_{cu} \) is the nominal ultimate strain, which is given by \( e_{cu}(%) = 2.8 + 27 \left( \frac{98 - f_{cm}}{100} \right)^{4} \) for \( f_{ck} \geq 50 \) N/mm\(^2\), otherwise it has a value of 3.5%. The material model for the stainless steel beam is described using the two-stage stress-strain relationship proposed Rasmussen [12]. The full material model is presented in Eq. (17):

\[
\varepsilon = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sigma}{E} + 0.002 \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_{0.2}} \right)^{n} & \text{for } 0 \leq \sigma \leq \sigma_{0.2} \\
\frac{\sigma_{0.2} - \sigma_{up}}{E_{2}} + \varepsilon_{up} \left( \frac{\sigma - \sigma_{0.2}}{\sigma_{0.2} - \sigma_{up}} \right)^{m} & \text{for } \sigma_{0.2} \leq \sigma \leq \sigma_{u}
\end{cases}
\]

(17)

where \( \varepsilon_{up} = \varepsilon_{u} - \frac{\sigma_{u} - \sigma_{0.2}}{E_{2}} \) and \( \varepsilon \) and \( \sigma \) are the uniaxial strain and stress, respectively.

### 4. Validation of the analytical model

The plastic bending capacity results obtained numerically are compared with those predicted using simplified analytical analysis proposed in Section 2. Two cross-sections are used in the validation and their geometries are presented in the Table 1.

**Table 1: Geometry of the composite beams used for the validation study (all dimensions in mm)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>( b_{c} )</th>
<th>( t_{c} )</th>
<th>( t_{w} )</th>
<th>( h )</th>
<th>( b_{f} )</th>
<th>( t_{f} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>304.8</td>
<td>152.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six different grades of stainless steel are used in the comparison, and their material properties are presented in Table 2 and taken from Eurocode 3-Part 1-4 [18].

**Table 2: Material properties of stainless steel [18]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>( \sigma_{0.2} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \sigma_{u} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( A ) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4003</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4016</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4512</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4571</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4406</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4362</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 3 and 4 present the results from the analysis including the bending moment capacities obtained from the numerical analysis (\( M_{FE} \)) and the simplified analytical method (\( M_{analytical} \)). Also included in the tables is the ratio of \( M_{FE} \) to \( M_{EC4} \), which is the bending moment capacity obtained using Eurocode 4 [19] assuming that the stainless steel cross-section is stressed to \( \sigma_{0.2} \) and strain hardening is neglected. It is observed that a very good agreement is achieved between results obtained numerically with those obtained from simplified analytical expression. For beam B1, the analytical model slightly underestimates the bending moment capacity in all cases but the error is within 5%. On the other hand, for B2, the analytical model generally underestimates the capacity (in all cases except one) but only by up to 2.5%. Therefore, it can be deduced that the proposed analytical solution provides a reliable and accurate prediction of the bending moment capacity of stainless steel-concrete composite beams with full shear connection. Additionally it is noteworthy that the bending moment capacity predicted when strain hardening is ignored provides very conservative results and hence uneconomical design, highlighting that current design provisions are not appropriate or efficient for composite beams made using stainless steel.
Table 3: Comparison between the numerical and analytical bending moment capacities for beam B1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stainless steel grade</th>
<th>Concrete grade</th>
<th>$M_{analytical}$</th>
<th>$M_{FE}$ (%)</th>
<th>$M_{EC4}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4003 C40</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4016 C40</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-16.8</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4512 C40</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>-18.5</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4571 C50</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-24.7</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4406 C50</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>-19.7</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4362 C50</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison between the numerical and analytical bending moment capacities for beam B2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stainless steel grade</th>
<th>Concrete grade</th>
<th>$M_{analytical}$</th>
<th>$M_{FE}$ (%)</th>
<th>$M_{EC4}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4003 C40</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4016 C40</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4512 C40</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-17.1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4571 C50</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-23.8</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4406 C50</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>-17.8</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4362 C50</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following analysis, the simplified analytical model is used to investigate the effect of different stainless steel and concrete properties on the bending moment capacity of stainless steel-concrete composite beams. In this investigation, composite beam B1 is used to illustrate the behaviour. The reference bending moment ($M_{ref}^{analytical}$) is obtained for stainless steel with $\sigma_{0.2}=200$ MPa, $\sigma_u=500$ MPa, $n=5$ and $A=0.4$, and C30 concrete. The bending moment capacity determined using the simplified analytical model ($M_{analytical}$) is calculated for a wide range of material properties, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Range of material parameters used in the comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{0.2}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\sigma_u$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_c$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-21</td>
<td>200-350</td>
<td>500-700</td>
<td>30-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 presents the variation in predicted bending moment capacity as a function of (a) $n$, (b) $\sigma_{0.2}$, (c) $\sigma_u$ and (d) $f_c$. It is noteworthy that the bending moment capacity of stainless steel-concrete composite beams reduces with an increase of the strain hardening coefficient $n$. Furthermore, the bending moment capacity significantly increases with the increase of the proof stress $\sigma_{0.2}$ and slightly increases for relatively larger values of ultimate stress $\sigma_u$. 

![Graph](image-url)
5. Conclusions
Current design codes for steel-concrete composite beams neglect strain hardening of the steel member in design strength calculations. Although this is a reasonable assumption for carbon steel, stainless steel is a very ductile material which demonstrates significant levels of strain hardening. Moreover, although stainless steel offers a number of significant advantages compared with carbon steel (e.g. corrosion resistance, ductility, etc.), it is an expensive material in terms of the initial cost and therefore, it is important to adopt an efficient design procedure in order to minimise the material requirements. In the current paper, a simplified analytical solution for calculating the bending moment capacity of stainless-steel-concrete composite beams full shear connection is proposed. The model is validated using numerical results obtained from a finite element model, developed in ABAQUS. It is concluded that the simplified analytical solution is reliable and provides a straightforward design tool for practical engineers. It is also concluded that the ultimate stress of stainless steel has a negligible effect on the bending moment capacity of stainless steel-concrete composite beams, whereas other material parameters such as the nonlinear parameter, \( n \), and the yield stress are more influential.
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Abstract

Beams with regular circular web openings (cellular beams) are often used in composite construction. Rules for the minimum degree of shear connection in composite beams are presented in Eurocode 4 but were derived for solid web beams in propped construction. This paper investigates the degree of shear connection requirements for composite cellular beams, focusing on the combined effect of using a steel section with regularly spaced, large circular web openings and unpropped construction conditions. The effect of the diameter and the spacing of the openings is also investigated.

In order to provide rules for the minimum degree of shear connection in cellular beams, parametric finite element (FE) analyses were carried out for beams in the span range of 9 to 18 m. The results were calibrated against a 15.3 m span composite cellular beam test with a low degree of shear connection. The proposed minimum degree of shear connection requirements for beams with regular circular web openings are presented for both propped and unpropped construction, and for symmetric and asymmetric steel sections. Comparisons are made with equivalent beams with solid webs (no openings) and it is shown that significant relaxation in the codified minimum degree of shear connection to the current version of Eurocode 4 can be justified for composite cellular beams.

Keywords: Beams & girders; Buildings, Structures & design; Codes of practice & standards; Composite structures.

1. Introduction

Cellular beams offer the advantage of being able to pass service ducts and equipment through the web openings (Fig. 1). Cellular beams are often designed as composite beams for increased stiffness and bending resistance. Generally, they are designed to act compositely with composite slabs (i.e. using profiled steel decks) through the use of headed stud shear connectors. The design of composite beams with large web openings is covered in [1], and it will be explicitly covered by the next version of EN 1994-1-1 [2], which is anticipated to be completed by 2020.

Composite beams are generally designed for partial shear interaction, which means that the combined resistance of the shear connectors is less than the smaller of the compressive resistance of the concrete flange and the tensile resistance of the steel section. The current EN 1994-1-1 rules define a minimum degree of shear connection depending on parameters such as the steel grade, the beam span and the level of asymmetry (A0/Af). The minimum degree of shear connection formulae were developed in the 1990s for beams with solid webs that are propped in construction (all loads supported by the composite section).

![Fig. 1. Cellular beams with regular openings.](image)
Currently, many composite designs cannot achieve the codified degree of shear connection demands, since it is not possible to place a sufficient number of shear connectors along the beam span as dictated by the wide spacing of the deck ribs. However, the behaviour of unpropped beams and cellular beams in particular allows the use of lower shear connection requirements, which are not accounted for in Codes. In the case of cellular beams, it is not necessary to develop plasticity in the ‘missing’ web which means that both the flange strains and the end slip are lower than in solid web beams. For unpropped beams, the self-weight acts on the steel section alone. The combined effect for un-propped cellular beams is very important and leads to designs being acceptable that otherwise were not permitted by the current Eurocode 4 rules.

In order to provide rules for the minimum degree of shear connection in propped and unpropped cellular beams, parametric finite element (FE) analyses were carried out using the generalised FE packages ANSYS and Abaqus for composite beams in the span range of 9 to 18 m. The parameters investigated included the form of construction (propped and unpropped), the beam span and the ratio of the flange areas. Comparisons were made of cellular beams with various opening diameters against beams with solid webs.

The results were calibrated against a 15.3 m span composite cellular beam test with 2.4:1 bottom:top flange asymmetry and 37% degree of shear connection, which is significantly less than the 88% degree of shear connection required by Eurocode 4.

The proposed minimum degree of shear connection requirements for beams with regular circular web openings are presented for both propped and unpropped construction and for symmetric and asymmetric steel sections. A comparison is made with equivalent beams with solid webs (no openings) and the current shear connection rules, and modification factors for the minimum degree of shear connection in cellular beams are proposed.

2. FE models description and validation

Two independent parametric FE models were developed in ANSYS and Abaqus. The steel section was modelled using 2D shell elements in ANSYS and 3D solid elements in Abaqus. Solid elements were used for modelling the slab. In order to increase computational efficiency, modelling of the shear connection was simplified through the use of nonlinear springs between the slab and the steel section. This simplification was effectively used by other researchers (e.g. [3]), but requires that the force-slip characteristics of the shear connectors are known. The force-slip characteristics in this case were available from a large number of push-out tests [4].

Steel was modelled assuming a bilinear stress-strain relationship and included strain hardening (E/100 assumed gradient). The concrete was modelled in ANSYS assuming a trilinear material model in an attempt to replicate the Eurocode 2 [5] recto-parabolic stress-strain relationship. However, no unloading was included for strains exceeding the limiting value of 0.002. For the range of analyses carried out in ANSYS (low degrees of shear connection and flange asymmetry up to 1.6:1), the concrete strain was not expected to exceed this value, which was verified by monitoring of the strain in the FE results. In the Abaqus model, the nonlinear concrete material law from EN 1992-1-1 and Concrete Damage Plasticity Model capability in the software were used.

For the unpropped case, a methodology was followed where the analyses are carried out in steps in order to accurately model the loading stages. Therefore, the self-weight of the composite beam was applied to the steel section alone by assigning an existing stress field to the section (i.e. a prestressed condition).

The FE models were validated against a 15.3 m span cellular composite beam test [6]. The test setup simulated unpropped construction conditions. The properties assumed in the analyses for the shear connectors were representative of load-slip data obtained from push-out tests on a similar slab configuration. The properties of concrete and steel were also obtained by cube tests and tensile tests, respectively.

The results from the analysis of the 15.3 m span composite cellular beam test are presented in Fig. 2 in which the load versus deflection and load versus end slip graphs obtained from the models and the test are shown. Overall good agreement between the FE results and the test is observed. The value of the imposed load (excluding the self-weight of the beam) corresponding to the attainment of the
theoretical plastic resistance moment for the test beam (calculated using measured material properties) is also given in Fig. 2, and this was reached in the test. As shown, several loading and unloading cycles were applied in the actual test, progressively increasing the magnitude of the load (given as multiples of a working load of 5 kN/m²). It should also be noted that the test slip plotted in Fig. 2 is the average between the two sides of the span.

\[ \text{Fig. 2. Load-deflection (top) and load-slip (bottom) plots obtained from the numerical analyses and the beam test.} \]

3. Methodology and parameters investigated

3.1. Parametric study description

A range of parameters was investigated; the beam span, the diameter of the web openings, the construction conditions (propped or unpropped) and the asymmetry in the flange areas of the steel section. Comparisons were made to the current EN 1994-1-1 shear connection requirements for symmetric and asymmetric composite beams with equivalent solid web sections.

The symmetric cases were the basis for all the analyses carried out using ANSYS. Three spans were considered, 9 m, 12 m and 15 m. The steel section sizes chosen were IPE400, IPE500 and IPE600, respectively, and are representative sections for these spans (span to depth ratio of 22.5 to 25). The slab was chosen as 150 mm deep with an 80 mm deep decking. The steel grade was S355 (f_y = 355 N/mm²) and the concrete compressive strength was 30 N/mm².

The width of the concrete flange was taken as the effective width of beam span/4. For the cellular beam cases, the diameter of the opening h_o was 250 mm, 325 mm and 375 mm depending on the steel section size (h_o/h_web between 0.67 and 0.69). The spacing of the openings, s, was kept constant at 1.6h_o, which is typical of composite cellular beams.

The details of the asymmetric cellular cases modelled in ANSYS are summarised in Table 1. For the asymmetric solid web cases, the area of the bottom tee was increased in accordance with the information given in Table 1. Design checks were carried out to ensure the practicability of all the cases selected (so that the beams satisfied the ultimate and serviceability limit states requirements for the span and typical office loading conditions).

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
L & \text{Top tee} & \text{Bot. tee} & \text{A_h/A_f} & h_o & s & h \\
\text{[m]} & \text{[mm]} & \text{[mm]} & \text{[mm]} & \text{[mm]} & \text{[mm]} & \text{[mm]} \\
9 & \text{IPE} & \text{IPE} & 1.5 & 250 & 400 & 400 \\
 & 400 & 550 & \\
12 & \text{IPE} & \text{IPE} & 1.6 & 325 & 520 & 500 \\
 & 500 & 750 & \\
15 & \text{IPE} & \text{IPE} & 1.5 & 375 & 600 & 600 \\
 & 600 & 750 & \\
\end{array} \]

For the cases with higher flange asymmetry modelled in Abaqus, the geometries of the asymmetric steel beams were chosen on the basis of satisfying ULS and SLS requirements for typical office building loads. Both IPE/HEA and HEA/HEB steel section combinations were considered, which gave relatively high asymmetries up to 2.3:1.

The configurations considered are listed in Table 2 with their geometrical data. Configurations 1 and 2 relate to different types of decking, i.e. 60 mm and 80 mm deep profiles, respectively. The configurations shown were investigated assuming either one or two studs per rib. The same cases were repeated for solid web cases and for propped and unpropped construction conditions. In all cases, the orientation of the deck ribs was transverse to the beam axis.
Table 2. Asymmetric cellular composite beam configurations modelled in Abaqus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L [m]</th>
<th>Top. tee</th>
<th>Bot. tee</th>
<th>A_0/ A_n</th>
<th>h_0 [mm]</th>
<th>h [mm]</th>
<th>l or d [mm]</th>
<th>h [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>330</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
<td>340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>HEB</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>550</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>HEB</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. h_0 = 60 mm, d_nud = 19 mm, h_ec = 100 mm, h_s = 130 mm
2. h_0 = 80 mm, d_nud = 22 mm, h_ec = 125 mm, h_s = 150 mm

3.3. Effect of circular web openings

The effect of the regular circular web openings and their size on the shear connection requirements was studied to determine the range of applicability of the current findings. The typical case of 12 m span with a symmetric section (IPE500) was used for this purpose. Three analyses were carried out, one without web openings and two with the diameter of the circular opening being taken as 0.6 or 0.8 times the depth of the web, which are typically the limits of the practical application range.

Comparing the cases with and without web openings, it is clear that there is scope for relaxing the shear connection requirements for cellular beams with regular circular openings. The minimum required degree of shear connection for the beam with the solid web (12 m span, propped, symmetric, S355 steel grade) is 61% according to EN 1994-1-1. This was verified in the FE for the equivalent case, where, for a degree of shear connection equal to 59%, the slip was just over 5 mm at a moment of 0.95M_pl. This shows good agreement for solid-web propped beams.

For the cases with regular web openings of diameter 0.6 to 0.8 times the depth of the web, the required degree of shear connection was found to be considerably lower. Even when the size/diameter of the web opening is the smallest of the selected range, the slip was approximately 5 mm for a significantly lower degree of shear connection (39%). When the degree of shear connection was further reduced to 34%, the analysis failed to reach 0.95M_pl for this case.

The results from these analyses indicate there is some dependency of the minimum shear connection on the diameter of the opening. For the case where the diameter of the opening was 0.8 times the web depth, different results were obtained (i.e. slip was less than 6 mm for a degree of shear connection of approximately 30%). However, for the intermediate case where the depth was approximately 0.7 times the web depth, the results were no different to the case with a larger opening. These results suggest that, in addition to having circular openings placed regularly along the span of the beam, rather than isolated openings, the size of the opening should be greater than 60% of the beam web depth for the modified shear connection requirements presented in this paper to apply.
4. Results

4.1. Comparison between cellular beams and beams with solid webs

The differences in the response of a solid web composite beam and a cellular composite beam with respect to the shear connection requirements at a moment equal to 0.95M_{pl} are discussed. The 12 m span propped case with an asymmetry in the flange areas of 1.6 was chosen for this purpose. This level of asymmetry is commonly used for cellular beams in composite construction and therefore is considered to be representative.

The load vs deflection and load vs slip responses for the solid web beam and the cellular beam are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The degree of shear connection for the solid web beam was 74%, while for the cellular beam it was only 48%.

At the reference moment of 0.95M_{pl}, the slip in the solid web beam was approximately 6.2 mm which is very close to the slip capacity of the shear connectors assumed in EN 1994-1-1. The degree of shear connection required by EN 1994-1-1 for this beam is 69%, and therefore the codified requirements are essentially verified in this instance. The deflection at a moment of 0.95M_{pl} was slightly higher than span/100.

At the reference moment of 0.95M_{pl}, the slip in the shear connectors for the beam with the openings was approximately 5.9 mm, which is close to the slip capacity assumed in EN 1994-1-1. The deflection was close to span/130 at this point. The degree of shear connection required by the current EN 1994-1-1 for this beam would also be 69%, but the FE results suggest that the degree of shear connection could be significantly lower than this value.

4.2. Shear connection requirements for cellular composite beams

It is proposed that the degree of shear connection for cellular composite beams can be determined from the following relationships:

1. For cellular beams that are propped in construction, it is proposed that the degree of shear connection to Eurocode 4 is modified by the factor, as shown below:

\[
\eta = \eta_{EC4} \left( 1 - \frac{0.7h_b}{h} \frac{A_e}{A_{fb}} \right) \leq 1, \text{ but } \eta \geq 0.4 \tag{1}
\]

where \( \eta_{EC4} \) refers to the relevant minimum degree of shear connection for solid web beams in EN 1994-1-1, as follows:

\[
\eta_{EC4} = 1 - \frac{355}{f_y} \left( 0.75 - 0.03L \right).
\]

2. For cellular beams that are unpropped in construction, an additional factor is introduced to take account of the loads applied to the steel section, as shown below:

\[
\eta = \eta_{EC4} \left( 1 - \frac{M_{sw}}{M_{pl}} \left( 1 - \frac{0.7h_b}{h} \frac{A_e}{A_{fb}} \right) \right) \leq 1, \text{ but } \eta \geq 0.3 \tag{2}
\]

where \( M_{sw}/M_{pl} \) is the ratio of the unfactored self-weight bending moment acting on the steel beam at the construction stage to the plastic resistance moment for the degree of shear connection of the composite beam.

A summary of the analyses results in terms of the minimum degree of shear connection from Abaqus is given in Fig. 5. The results from ANSYS are also presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The results compare the current EN 1994-1-1 shear connection requirements against the FE
results for cellular beams and beams with solid webs, as well as the proposed modifications to the current requirements presented in Eqs. (1) and (2).

5. Conclusions

A series of cases were analysed in order to investigate the minimum degree of shear connection requirements for cellular composite beams and beams that are unpropped during construction.

The minimum degree of shear connection was obtained from FE analyses, based on the assumption that the required degree of shear connection ensures attainment of 0.95$M_{pl}$ and the slip in the shear connectors not exceeding the reference value of 6 mm.

By accounting for the presence of regular circular web openings and for the unpropped construction, the new proposed formulae lead to lower values of the minimum degree of shear connection.

For web openings of diameter exceeding 60% the web depth, the degree of shear connection requirements in the current version of EN 1994-1-1 for both symmetric and asymmetric steel sections can be relaxed through use of Eq. (1).

For beams that are also unpropped in construction, Eq. (2) can be used, which represents a further reduction in the degree of shear connection.

The proposed relationships were calibrated against parametric FE analyses in Abaqus and ANSYS using models that were previously validated against tests. The degree of shear connection predicted using the proposed relationships was found to be conservative. In most practical cases, additional conservatism is inherently present for cellular composite beams since their design is often governed not only by serviceability criteria but also localised effects around the openings (Vierendeel bending and web post buckling).
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Abstract

This paper focuses on a new type of steel-concrete composite beams consisting of U-shaped steel girders and angle connectors. Compared with conventional composite beams consisting of wide flange girders and headed stud connectors (or short channel connectors), the composite beams considered in this study have favorable flexural performance while reducing the excessive costs and potential construction challenges due to installation of the headed stud and/or channel shear connectors. Through four-point bending tests on five specimens, this research team experimentally investigated flexural behavior of such new composite beams. The five specimens were varied to have different angle connector intervals and installation locations. Test results showed that composite beams with angle connectors welded to the webs of U-shaped steel girder failed in brittle failure modes while composite beams with angle connectors welded on the top flange of U-shaped steel girder failed in ductile failure mode. Moreover, finite element analysis were performed and the results were verified by the experimental results. According to the parametric analysis results, concrete strength has little effect on flexural behavior of composite beams while increasing yield stress of steel girder could significantly increase the flexural resistance but could not change the initial stiffness. Increasing the height of steel girder, the thickness and width of bottom flange are recommended to improve the flexural behavior of composite beams.

Keywords: Composite beams; U-shaped steel girder; angle connectors; flexural behavior; experimental investigation; finite element analysis.

1. Introduction

Steel-concrete composite beams (referred to herein as composite beams) possess the advantages of both structural steel and reinforced concrete. The advantages of composite beams have been long recognized [1] and application of composite beams can be found in many buildings and bridges [2]. Nevertheless, design challenges still exist, hindering the widespread acceptance of such viable structural components.

For example, the most popular shear connectors in composite beams are headed studs and short channels [3, 4]. However, installation of headed studs requires special automatic tools and skilled operators, for which additional cost may be incurred, offsetting the other advantages of composite beams. Although adoption of short channels can help reduce the cost associated with connector installation, the channel connectors may congest the longitudinal rebars in the concrete slab, resulting in construction difficulties. Therefore, there is a research need to develop alternative shear connectors for composite beams. Moreover, application of composite beams may be impeded in some cases due to the insufficient torsional resistance, e.g., in the exterior beam in a building floor system or a bridge deck system supports the tributary gravity load transferred from one side of the beam [5]. To resist the torsional demand, a wide flange girder much larger than the one designed for the bending moment demand may have to be used in some cases, leading to a less economical composite beam design. Note that torsional resistance of the composite beam with a wide flange girder is generally lower than the one with a box girder [6]. As such, it is necessary to develop alternative girders with torsional performance similar to or equal to that of a box girder for composite beams.
This research team explored a practical solution to the above issue, in which a U-shaped steel girder was used as an alternative to the steel girder and equal-leg angles welded along the transverse direction to the girder were used as the shear connectors. Fig. 1 schematically shows the system considered in this investigation. As shown, the angles can be welded either to the top flanges or to the webs of the U-shaped girder. Conceptually, the vertical legs of the angles can resist the longitudinal shear force while the horizontal legs can mitigate the separation of concrete deck from the steel girder. Moreover, the angles help reinforce the U-shaped girder, enabling the girder to exhibit a superior torsional moment resistance. Although the infill concrete in the U-shaped girder increases the weight of the girder, it helps mitigate local buckling of the webs of the girder and improve strength and stiffness of the girder. The infill concrete can also enhance fire resistance of the composite beam as it does in other types of composite members. Therefore, it is necessary to study its flexural behavior to promote its application.

The objective of this research was to evaluate flexural behavior of such composite beams through experimental studies and finite element analysis. The results obtained from this investigation could form a basis for a better understanding of the fundamental behavior of such composite beams and help promote their applications in future constructions.

2. Specimen design and construction

Five composite beams, designated as Specimens CB1 to CB5, were tested under 4-point bending. All the specimens were identical except that their shear connectors (including connector type, installation location and connector interval) were varied. Fig. 2 presented the configurations and dimensions of specimens in the test. As illustrated in Fig. 2b, two layers of steel rebars with nominal diameter of 10 mm were spaced at 200 mm and 250 mm along the transverse and longitudinal directions to reinforce the concrete slab, respectively. Steel angles with equal legs (50-mm wide and 5-mm thick) were used as shear connectors in all specimens. It is recognized that no analytical models were readily available for calculating the shear force transfer capacity of each angle connector at the time of the investigation. Alternatively, the formula for calculating shear force transfer capacity of short channel connectors in composite beams in the Chinese Code for Design of Steel Structures [7] was adopted to predict the shear strength of angle connectors in this research. To quantitatively compare the capacity of a group of connectors in transferring the shear force between the concrete slab and the steel girder, the shear transfer coefficient, \( k_s \), was calculated as the ratio of the available strength of the connectors between the point of zero moment and the maximum moment to the required strength of shear connectors to make the beam fully composite. Then the shear connectors for different specimens were designed and listed in Table 1 according to the nominal compressive strength of concrete (30 MPa) and yield strength of steel (345 MPa).

Material properties of the steel elements and concrete used in the specimens were evaluated through tests of material samples. Table 2 presents yield strength, \( f_y \), ultimate strength, \( f_u \), modulus of elasticity, \( E \), and Poisson’s ratio, \( \nu \), of each type of steel. Table 3 reports the concrete compressive strength associated with cubes and prisms, \( f_c \) and \( f_c' \), modulus of elasticity, \( E_c \) for each specimen. The nominal yield and ultimate tensile strengths of the steel in the headed shear studs are 322 MPa and 410 MPa, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Nominal ( k_s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB4*</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Flange</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A pair of headed studs of \( \Phi 16 \times 80 \) (diameter x height; unit: mm) were also provided every 600 mm.
Table 2. Properties of steel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>( t ) /mm</th>
<th>( f_y ) /MPa</th>
<th>( f_u ) /MPa</th>
<th>( E_s ) /GPa</th>
<th>( v )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flange</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>349.5</td>
<td>514.7</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>380.8</td>
<td>547.2</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle steel</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>346.6</td>
<td>476.4</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebar</td>
<td>( \Phi 10 )</td>
<td>395.8</td>
<td>541.0</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>( \ast )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\* Not available.

Table 3. Properties of concrete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CB1</th>
<th>CB2</th>
<th>CB3</th>
<th>CB4</th>
<th>CB5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f_{cu} ) (MPa)</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f'_c ) (MPa)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_c ) (GPa)</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Test setup and loading scheme

Four-point bending tests were performed for all the specimens. Fig. 3 schematically shows the test setup. As shown, each specimen was simply supported at the ends and two identical point loads were applied at its one-third points. Load on each specimen was monotonically increased through the force control protocol during the test. The load increment was selected to be 40 kN per step at speed of 40 kN/min up to the elastic limit of each specimen. Then, the load increment reduced to 20 kN per step till the ultimate state. The load was sustained for 3 minutes at the end of each loading step to allow observation and recording the progressively developed damages in each specimen. The distributions of the displacement transducers and strain gauges attached to each specimen were presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

4. Test results

4.1. Failure mode

Overall, the five specimens exhibited similar crack progressions in their concrete slabs with the increases of external loads; however, their failure modes can be differentiated into two categories. Among all the specimens, Specimens CB4 and CB5 failed by concrete crushing and did not exhibit significant slip deformations between concrete slabs/infills and steel girders as shown in Fig. 4a. Unlike these two specimens, Specimens CB1 to CB3 all developed significant slip deformations between concrete slabs/infills and steel girders under the close-to-ultimate levels of loads as shown in Fig. 4b.

4.2. Load-deflection curves

Fig. 5 compares development of the deflection recorded at the mid-span of each specimen with the increase of external loads. As shown in Fig. 5, under the load up to 25% of the ultimate strength (around 150 KN), elastic flexural stiffness of the beam remains the same among all the specimens. That is because, during this stage, concrete slab and steel beam behave as a monolithic unit since the angle connectors remains fully elastic. Additionally, the bond between concrete slab and the steel girder can transfer the longitudinal shear force in the initial stage. Beyond the load associated with 25% of the ultimate strength, these specimens exhibit
significant stiffness degradations due to yielding of the steel girders and deformation of the angle connectors. Stiffness values of these specimens during the unloading process are similar to their initial stiffness and all the specimens exhibit significant residual deformations after removal of the external loads.

Specimen CB1 and CB5 which are both design to be full shear connection ($k_s=1.0$) had significantly different behavior in capacity and ductile, showing that the formula recommended in Chinese Code for Design of Steel Structures [7] cannot properly approximate the shear strength of angle connectors in this study.

5. Finite element analysis

Three-dimensional finite element (FE) model has been developed by ABAQUS to study the bending behavior of composite beams with U-shaped steel girder and angle connectors. Geometric and material non-linear behaviors are considered in the model. The solid element C3D8R is applied for concrete component and truss element T3D2 is employed for steel girder and angle connectors. The shell element S4R is employed for concrete slab due to their headed ends embedded in concrete slab. Headed studs in CB4 are simulated by tie both nodes in concrete slab and steel girder at the position of headed studs. A typical FE model is shown in Fig. 6. Half model is performed according to the symmetric characteristic and displacement loading is applied to improve the calculation accuracy and efficiency.

The three-linear stress-strain relationship with consideration of strain hardening is applied for steel, which is shown in Fig. 7a. The strain hardening modulus of steel is $1/100$ elastic modulus. The concrete is modelled by using the damage plasticity models in ABAQUS. The non-linear stress-strain relationship in the Chinese Code for Design of Concrete Structures GB 50010-2010 [8] shown in Fig. 7b is applied in FE model. The parameters of concrete dilation angle, flow potential eccentricity, biaxial/uniaxial compressive stress ratio, tensile/compressive meridian ratio of the second
stress invariant and viscosity parameter are respectively set to be 30, 0.1, 1.16, 0.6667 and 0.0005 [9]. The measured values of material properties for steel components and concrete listed in Table 2 and Table 3 are used in the FE analysis.

Non-uniform temperature field would generate when welding the steel components and would then lead to residual stress all over the section of steel components after cooling. Welding residual stress would combine with stress produced by external loads and decrease the stiffness of composite beams. The steel girders in this test were welded by several pieces of steel plates, which resulted in large residual stress in the beam section. However, the residual stress would be small in actual applications since the steel girder could be rolled in mass production.

The residuals stress distribution on one side of steel tube fabricated by a series of steel plates is simplified as rectangular shape shown in Fig. 8a, which is simplified by measured compressive residual stress [10]. The symbol ‘+’ represents tensile stress while the symbol ‘−’ represents compressive stress. Since the maximum residual stress in compression zone is 0.3 \( f_y \) [10], the residual stress distribution on U-shaped steel girder is assumed as Fig. 8b and then the width of tension and compression zone could be obtained by the self-balanced principle. The initial stress can be applied by writing “*INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=STRESS” in input file based on ABAQUS Documentation [9].

The simulated load-deflection curves with and without residual stress are compared in Fig. 9. As shown, residual stress has little influence on the ultimate resistance but have significant effect on the stiffness in the elastic-plastic stage.

The load-deflection curves of all specimens simulated by FE model considering residual stress are compared with tested results in Fig. 10. Good agreement is obtained between two curves, indicating that the FE model with residual stress could simulate the flexural behavior of composite beams with U-shaped steel girder and angle connectors.
After validating the FE model, parametric analysis is conducted to study the influence of each factor on the flexural behavior of composite beam. Residual stress is not considered herein to focus on the influence of varied parameters. Depth, flange thickness, web thickness, top flange width and bottom flange width of steel girder in specimen selected as the benchmark are 350 mm, 10 mm, 6 mm, 60 mm, 200 mm, while the width and thickness of concrete plate is 1400 mm and 100 mm, respectively. The grades of concrete and steel girder in benchmark are C40 and Q345, respectively. C40 indicates that the standard compressive strength of concrete cube (150 mm \times 150 mm \times 150 mm) is 40 MPa while Q345 means that the yield stress of steel is 345 MPa. Fig. 11 presented the load-deflection curves of composite beams with different concrete strength, yield stress of steel girder, web thickness, bottom flange thickness, bottom flange width and height of steel girder. As shown, concrete strength has little effect on the flexural behavior of composite beams while increasing the yield stress of steel girder could significantly increase the flexural resistance but could not change the initial stiffness. Meanwhile, increasing the height of steel girder, the thickness and width of bottom flange are recommended to improve the flexural behavior of composite beams.
6. Conclusions

Based upon the results obtained from this investigation, the following significant conclusions were drawn:

1. Composite beams with angle connectors welded to the webs of the U-shaped steel girders (Specimens CB1 to CB3) exhibit significant slip deformations between concrete and U-shaped steel girders. Replacing part of angle connectors by headed studs is an effective way to improve ductility of composite beams with angle connectors welded to webs.

2. The composite beam with angle connectors welded on the top flange of the U-shape steel girder (i.e., Specimen CB5) exhibit the fully composite action. It fails in a more ductile manner and develops negligible slip deformations between concrete slab/infill and steel girder.

3. FE models were performed to study the flexural behavior of such composite beams and FE model with residual stress could simulate the flexural behavior of composite beams with U-shaped steel girder and angle connectors.

4. Concrete strength has little effect on flexural behavior of composite beams while increasing yield stress of steel girder could significantly increase the flexural resistance but could not change the initial stiffness. Increasing the height of steel girder, the
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Abstract

Push-out tests (POTs) have been widely exploited as an alternative to the more expensive full-scale bending tests to characterize the behaviour of shear connections in steel-concrete composite beams. In these tests, two concrete slabs are typically attached to a steel section with the connectors under investigation, which are then subjected to direct shear. The results allow quantifying the relationship between applied load and displacements at the steel-concrete interface. Since this relationship is highly influenced by the boundary conditions of POT samples, different experimental setups have been used, where the slabs are either restricted or free to slide horizontally, as researchers have tried to reduce any discrepancy between POT and full-scale composite beam testing. Based on a critical review of various POT configurations presented in the dedicated literature, this paper presents an efficient one-sided POT (OSPOT) method. While OSPOT and POT specimens are similar, in the proposed OSPOT setup only one of the two slabs is directly loaded in each test, and the slab is free to move vertically. Thus, two results can be obtained from one specimen, i.e. one from each slab. A series of POTs and OSPOTs have been conducted to investigate the behaviour and the shear resistance of headed stud connectors through the two methods of testing. The results of this study than were compared with those of different POTs setups conducted by other researchers. The new OSPOT results show in general an excellent agreement with the analytical predictions offered by both British and European standards, as well as the estimated shear resistance proposed other researchers in the literature. These findings suggest that the proposed one-sided setup could be used as an efficient and economical option for conducting the POT, as it has the potential not only to double the number of results, but also to simplify the fabrication of the samples, which is important in any large experimental campaign, and to allow testing with limited capacity of the actuator.
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1. Introduction

Shear connectors joining the concrete slab to the steel section define the characteristic behaviour of the composite beams. As such, the relationship between applied load ($P$) and relative displacement, i.e. slip, at the steel-concrete interface ($\delta$), the so-called $P-\delta$ curve, is of key importance in the design of these beams, as it shows the ductility, stiffness ($K$) and the resistance of the connectors (see Fig. 1(a)).

Ideally, the $P-\delta$ curve should be directly obtained from full-scale beam testing. However, the complexity of the shear transfer mechanism between concrete and steel, due to the indirect loading of the connectors by the flexural forces within the composite beam, along with the variety of devices and methods of connection, makes it unattainable to determine the characteristic behaviour of shear connectors from full-scale composite beam tests. Further, as noted by Oehler & Bradford [1], composite beam tests are expensive and
this would prohibit the development of shear connectors”.

As a consequence, the small-scale push-out test (POT) method (see Fig. 1(b)) has been extensively adopted as a valuable alternative to the full-scale beam testing, not only due to the size of the POT specimen and its economy, but also for the following reasons: i) investigating under the direct shear loading offers a clear view about the performance of shear connector; ii) a wide range of parameters can be investigated and the characteristic behaviour of shear connectors can be evidenced; iii) the behaviour of different types and sizes of shear connectors can be compared [2].

As shown in Fig.1(b), in the traditional POT, two identical reinforced concrete blocks (slabs) are bonded to a steel section, usually I shaped, by means of the shear connectors under investigation. After the designed aging time, a hydraulic jack is used to apply a direct longitudinal shear force to the steel section of the specimen. The relative longitudinal movement, at the concrete-steel interface, in the load direction is measured and plotted against the applied load to present the P-δ curve.

![Fig. 1. (a) P-δ curve [1], (b) POT specimen](image)

Nevertheless, different specimen sizes, with one or two concrete slabs, and setups have been used in the attempt of reducing any discrepancy with the results of full-scale beam testing. In these various setups, the base of the specimen is either restricted or free to slide in the horizontal direction.

In this paper, some of the deficiencies in the traditional POT, especially the frictional force at the base, are addressed, and a new OSPOT setup is presented. While in the conventional POT the two slabs are tested simultaneously by applying the load to the steel profile, which is free to move in the load direction, in the proposed OSPOT setup only one of the two slabs is directly loaded in each test, in which the slab is free to move vertically. In this way the frictional forces at the base of the slabs are eliminated and two results can be obtained from one specimen, i.e. one from each slab. Also, contrary to other OSPOT configurations, the new setup allows more versatility and a wider range of specimens to be tested.

2. Push-out test (POT) configurations

The results obtained from a POT are highly influenced by the boundary conditions of the concrete slab, especially the frictional reactions at the base (see e.g. [3],[1] and [4]). Also, the variation in the size of the POT specimens and the setups cause the scatter in the POT results. This variation is even among the code of practices: for instance, the Eurocode POT specimen size is (300x650x150) and the base usually embedded in mortar or gypsum Eurocode-4 (EC-4)[5] while the British Standards (BS-5)[6] recommends (300x460x150) specimen size and the base to be supported by a hard base.

2.1 Discuss the POTs’ results

Oehler & Johnson [3] believe that the conventional setup of the POT increases the connectors shear resistance because of the induced frictional forces under the slabs of the specimen. They assessed more than 100 POTs, with nearly half of the data taken from the work conducted by Ollgaard et al. [7]. The authors concluded in Ref. [3] that in the typical POT, where the slabs are not restraint nor free to move, a horizontal frictional force (H) acts...
under the concrete slabs, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), affect the POT results.

To quantify the effect of the friction force $H$, several POTs were conducted, in which the slabs were supported by knife-edged bases consequently the frictional force was negligible (see Fig. 2(b)).

The authors [3] concluded that Ollgaard et al. [7] POT results were exaggerated by about 19% due to presence of the friction force $H$ [1].

To reduce or eliminate this effect, Oehlers & Bradford [1] suggested a horizontal slice to support one of the two slabs of the POT specimen while the other one is fixed. However, as shown in Fig. 3, Loh et al.[8] tested three POT samples according to this setup, and one of them failed early due to the disproportionate movement toward the outside of the roller support, and the results of the other two were about 20% higher than the expected resistance of the shear connectors.

![Fig. 3. POT setup and results by [6](image)](image)

Other researchers suggested a horizontal restraint to counterbalance or reduce the frictional effect (see Fig. 4) [9]. However, according to Rambo-Roddenberry[10] applying a direct horizontal force to the concrete blocks may increase the frictional resistance at the steel-concrete interface, and thus overestimate the strength of the headed studs. For instance, applying 10% of the applied force as a horizontal restraint leads to a 14% increase in the shear resistance.

![Fig. 4. Various POT setups reviewed by [7].(image)](image)

### 2.2 One-sided push-out test (OSPOT)

OSPOT is also an attempt to reduce the discrepancy in the results of the POTs testing and the full-scale beam tests. It has been used by many researchers and did not show any significant effect on the behaviour of the shear connectors [11].

The one-sided push-out test (OSPOT) method avoids the unnecessary duplication of concrete blocks in the POT as the weaker connector usually failed first and thus the result of the POT is the average of the two connectors of the specimen. Avoiding the duplication means a significant reduction in labour, cost and time.

Hicks & McConnel [4] modified the standard POT to achieve a vertical OSPOT, aiming to simplify the testing process and to eliminate the frictional effects at the base of the concrete slabs. In their setup, the slab was supported at the base by two-directional rollers; however, this setup did not simulate the loading conditions in full-scale testing and use of the roller bearings caused a significant reduction in the shear connector strength [11].

Lam[2] presented a horizontal OSPOT (see Fig. 5), in which a (600x800x150) mm concrete slab is bonded to the steel section by a row of 6-19 mm shear studs. A jack attached to the steel section applies the load horizontally to the slab, which is free to move in the load direction, i.e. free of frictional resistance at the base. The author indicated that the results agreed well with the resistance strength specified in the design BS-5 [6], EC-4 [5], as well as the equation to predict the studs shear strength offered by Oehlers & Johnson [3].

![Fig. 5. Test setup by [2].(image)](image)

However, this setup requires a special testing rig to accommodate the large concrete slab of testing. Also, the connector shear resistance is obtained from the division of the failure load by the number of the connector...
despite the indication that the first stud usually fails before the other stud during the testing.

Ernst [11] employed the vertical OSPOT test setup shown in Fig. 6(a). The load is applied through a horizontal spreader beam attached to the single slab. At the top, a mounted lateral restraint (a roller) supports horizontally the spreader beam during the test. The slab is bonded to a vertical steel tube section via the shear connectors under investigation. The tube is joined to a base plate to resist the reactionary forces during the test.

The author, however, reported that the results of some tests were potentially affected by some inconsistent. Indeed, the eccentric high loading, which is required for specimens with a large number of studs, induces a separation between the spreader loading beam and the specimens during the test. This separation increases the horizontal movement in the top part of the specimen which behaves similarly to a cantilever column (see Fig. 6(b)).

3. The new setup concepts

Beside eliminating the frictional reaction at the base of the concrete slab (see Fig. 2(a)), Fig. 7 (a,b) shows the concepts which have been adopted in this study to modify Ernst’s [11] testing method shown in Fig. 6(a) and devise more reliable OSPOT:

- Removing the load spreader beam. In the new setup, the load is applied directly to the concrete slab via a thick plate. By eliminating the separation between the loading plate and the slab, the horizontal movement at the top is prohibited.
- Adding a vertical restraint at the top of the steel section. A bracing of 10x10 mm steel-box beam, which crosses in parallel to the slabs, provides more stability to the specimen and prevents it from leaning forward during the test, as the line of action of the applied shear load to the concrete slab is eccentric to the reaction at the base of the steel beam.
- Adding a secondary horizontal restraint at the base of the steel section. For practical reasons, the specimen’s I steel section is not welded to the floor base plate; instead two 10x10 mm box beams are positioned vertically and parallel to the slab direction, to prevent the sliding of the sample during the test.
- Fabricating two-slabs specimens. This provides more stability to the sample during the casting and preparations before and after the first test.

3.1 OSPOT setup

The concepts mentioned in section 3 are applied in the new OSPOT setup (see Fig. 8).
A supporting frame is assembled from (10x10 and 10x20) mm steel-box sections, which are jointed and connected to the floor by means of 35 mm steel screws. The 10x10 mm bracing beam, is fastened to the top part of the specimen steel section by two long 35 mm screws. The secondary horizontal restraint is secured to the base of the steel section, to halt the sliding during the test, by two steel boxes tightened to the floor and the supporting frame also.

4. Experimental program

4.1 Specimens detailing

A total of nine tests were fabricated identically with the same geometrical configurations. Each specimen employs two 19 x 80 mm shear studs (one on each side except the last POT which had two studs on each side) welded directly to a 560 mm long universal beam, 254x146x43 UB, and bonding two 460x300x150 (height x width x thickness) mm concrete slab to the greased flanges of the steel section. The tensile stress of the shear studs ($f_{uc}$) was 523 N/mm².

Three of these specimens were tested by the typical POT, consistently with the BS-5[6], to provide a comparison data to the OSPOT and others. The rest specimens were tested according to the new OSPOT setup shown in Fig. 8. In the OSPOT specimens, an extra steel plates of 12mm thickness was welded to the bottom of the steel section to provide a uniform load distribution to the resulting reaction at the base of the UB beam.

These set designated as OSPOT-ds-C (ds is the diameter of the stirrups and C is the compressive strength). For example, OSPOT-ds10-29 means one-sided POT, the stirrups diameter is 10 mm, and the compressive strength is 29 N/mm². The typical POTs designated as POT-ds-C at the same concepts.

4.2 Tests loading procedure

A hydraulic jack with a nominal design capacity of 600 kN, was used for the all tests. Two steps of monotonic loading were adopted: (i) a load controlled (1 kN /sec) up to 40-50% of the estimated failure load, for 3-5 cycles of loading.

(ii) displacement controlled loading of (0.03mm/sec) starting from zero until failure.

Subsequent loads testing was imposed in such a way that failure occurs after more than 15 minutes of the test starting, so to comply with the BS-5[6] and EC-4[5] recommendations.

4.3 OSPOT testing

Initially, four identical OSPOT-ds10 samples were fabricated as shown in Fig. 9. Each slab was reinforced by 4-Ø10 longitudinal bars enclosed by 2-Ø10 stirrups and the clear distance between the stirrups was 250 mm.

This study specimens were a copy of work conducted by Xue et al [12], who tested 19 x103 mm shear studs embedded in a 460x300x120 concrete slab (one stud on each side) but by POT and according to EC- 4 where the base in either embedded in a mortar or a gypsum. The authors conducted two set (6 POT samples) as shown in Table 1.

In the first group of this study, four OSPOTs were tested in two different compressive strength (29 &34) N/mm² aiming: to examine the consistency between the identical twin samples; to compare the results of OSPOTs with the BS-5[6], EC-4[5] and Oehlers & Johnson [3] shear resistance estimations, also to compare with the POTs in this research and other the tests conducted by authors; to investigate the effect of different concrete compressive strength on behaviour of the shear studs in this method of testing.

The results of the two OSPOTs ($F_{cu}$ = 29) were consistent and the difference in shear resistance between the first set is less than 4 kN and the average was 84kN per stud (see Fig. 9).

In the second set, an error during the concrete casting led to a partial encasement to one of the flanges which is under the direct loading, this encasement has increased the
shear resistance as the vertical slab movement during the test was interrupted by this encased part (see Fig. 10).

The difference between the identical twin samples was about 18 kN which is still within the requirements of EC-4 [5]Clause B.2.5 for evaluation POT results that considered the scatter in these results. This recommendation accepts the individual result which diverts by less than 10% of the average of the identical set of specimens. The expected resistance is about of this side was 102 kN which make the average for this set is 101 kN (see Fig. 10).

The third twin of OSPOT specimen, is not identical. The tests OSPOT-ds10-18 & OSPOT-ds8-18 were designed to investigate two parameters: firstly, the compressive strength of the concrete and secondly, to study the effect of the redistribution of the transverse steel (stirrups) on the shear resistance at the same compressive strength. The area of steel for two rebars of diameter 10 mm is equal to 157 mm² which is nearly the same steel area of three rebars of 8 mm in diameter.

Hence, the steel layout was 2-Ø10 & 3-Ø8 stirrups plus 4-10 longitudinal bars for the same specimen. The shear resistances were convergent, OSPOT-ds8-18 resistance was higher by 6 kN and shown more elastic behaviour (see Fig. 11).

4.4 POT testing

Two of the three POTs samples, i.e. POT-ds8-19.4 & POT-ds10-16.8, were designed to compare with the third OSPOT-18 the results. Therefore, both of the POT sample were casted nearly at the same concrete compressive strength (about 3 N/mm² difference) and the same steel layout for each specimen (i.e. 3-Ø8 & 2-Ø10 stirrups and 4-Ø10 longitudinal bars). In these two tests, a 30 mm thick steel plate was placed under the POT specimens to comply with the BS-5[6] requirement.

Despite the sudden drop (see Fig. 12) in the loading of POT-ds8 due to partial encasement at the steel section from one side, the results were in good agreement between the two samples, however, the shear resistance was more than the expected results.

The average shear resistance was 105 kN per stud. The results of these two tests might confirm Oehlers & Johnson [3] observation about the effect of the frictional force (H). In fact, applying their suggested reduction factor of 19%, makes shear resistance equal to 85 kN, which leads to more consistence results with both the OSPOT, Xue et al. [12] results and the codes of practices BS-5 and EC-4.

As it was mentioned in section 1.1, in the POT tests carried by Loh et al. [8] (see Fig. 12), the concrete compressive strength and the
failure load were 20.5 N/mm² and about 110 kN/stud respectively. These results are nearly the same result of the POTs in this research without correction, i.e. POT- ds8 and POT-D10, which might indicate that the sliding rollers failed to eliminate or reduce significantly the frictional force effect.

The 9th test, POT-ds12-48, employed 2 headed studs at each side, i.e. 4 studs in total, and was designed to investigate more the effect of the rebars and compare the results of the previous tests and. However, in the last test up to 515 kN the sample did not fail, the actuator failed to reach the designed maximum load. From the previous results the expected failure load is 500 kN, adding the exaggeration of 19% due to the base condition, this makes the expected failure load about 600 kN.

5. Failure mode and tests results

5.1 Failure mode

In all the OSPOT specimens, the failure mode occurred due to the shank shearing just above the weld collars, where the headed studs are partially fractured, which aligned with the finding of Oehler & Bradford [1] about the studs’ failure (see Fig. 13(a,b)).

![Stud shearing](image)

Fig. 13. (a) Stud failure (b) failure mechanism [1].

A local crushing of the concrete in front of the shear stud was observed on the back side of the slab. Usually, four radial cracks converging at the vicinity of the stud were clearly visible. Post failure, the headed studs remained embedded in the concrete of the slabs despite the complete separation between the slab and the steel section.

5.2 Ductility discussion

Loh et al. [13] tested three full-scale (3-meter in length) composite beams. They observed that the failure mode was the fracture of the connectors above the weld collar and averaged shear resistance was 101 kN/stud. In these tests, the concrete compressive strength was 31.5 N/mm² and stud tensile stress is 466 N/mm². The average slip at the failure was 16 mm which is in good consistence with OSPOT results for nearly the same parameters and dose not agreed with the authors POTs in which a brittle failure is observed.

Generally, the load-slip curves from POT show some brittleness compare to the curves from the full-scale composite beams and the reason is the deficiency in the POT specimen rather than the shear connection [14]. Indeed, the comparison between Xue et al.[12] POT results and the resulting load-slip curves of OSPOT which show noticeably a higher degree of ductility.

5.3 Evaluation of tests results

A summary of the test results is presented in Table 1. The results show that, in general, the OSPOT of this study and work conducted by Lam [2] are in good consistent with the three predictions of BS-5[6], EC-4[5] and Oehler & Johnson [3] compared to the POTs carried by Xue et al. [12].

Indeed, the evaluation of the OSPOTs results together, i.e. vertical of this study and horizontal of [2], indicates that the OSPOT setup in this research is in better consistent with the shear resistance estimations offered by BS-5, EC-4, and Oehler & Johnson [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Test ref.</th>
<th>( f_{tu} )</th>
<th>( q/\text{kN} )</th>
<th>( q_{ref}^6 )</th>
<th>( q_{ref}^5 )</th>
<th>( q_{ref}^4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSPOT-8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPOT-ds10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPOT-D10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT-ds8</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT-ds12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT-D12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT-ds10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT-d10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT-d12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The results was reduced by 19% according to Oehler & Johnson [3]*

*The results were adopted directly from the authors*

Eurocode (5) \( q_{tr} = \min (0.22 \sigma_{cd} \sqrt{\frac{K_{tr}}{E}} \sqrt{\frac{L}{B_x} \frac{U}{f_t} \frac{A_x}{f_{tu}}}) \)

British Standards (6) Table 1: shear strength of shearing connector

Oehler & Johnson [3] \( q_{tr} = \frac{\sigma_{cd}}{f_{tu}} \left( \sqrt{\frac{K_{tr}}{E}} \sqrt{\frac{L}{B_x} \frac{U}{f_t} \frac{A_x}{f_{tu}}} \right) \)

2018, Universitat Politècnica de València
The reason could be in the horizontal OSPOT, several headed studs were tested together in one specimen which may lead to a re-distribution to the shear stress among the studs before the failure state especially after the failure of the weak stud(s), normally the first stud, as the resistance is the average and not individual result.

6. Conclusions

In this study, six one-sided push-out tests (OSPOTs) and three POTs have been carried out, and the results obtained from these tests compared against each other. The results of this study have also been compared with the horizontal OSPOTs performed by Lam [2] and the POTs executed by Xue et al. [12]. All the 20 tests in these three studies then have been evaluated against the studs’ shear resistance estimation offered by codes of practices BS-5 [6] and EC-4 [5] as well as the equations for shear resistance presented by Oehlers & Johnson [3]. From these investigations, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Due to the test setup, the POT results performed on a solid base tend to provide a higher shear resistance, about 20% more than the OSPOT.
- The vertical OSPOT results obtained as a part of this study are in good agreement with horizontal setup results, and the results of the new vertical setup are consistently in good agreement with the horizontal OSPOT and the predictions reported in the Refs. [11], [12] and [3].
- The load-slip curves obtained from the proposed OSPOT show a higher degree of ductility, which might be representative of the real load-slip relationship in full-scale composite beams, where the studs typically show a ductile behaviour.
- The re-distribution of the area of the transverse steel (stirrups) has increased both the shear resistance, about 7%, and the elastic range behaviour of the shear studs, about 45%. The proposed testing method has a significant potential to reduce time and cost of experimental campaigns on shear connectors.
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Abstract

Steel and concrete construction can still be regarded as two distinct industrial sectors leading to separated design procedures. Even steel-concrete composite buildings remain designed as steel structures, with a limited benefit of the presence of concrete slabs. For some years however, a more integrated design between both materials is investigated. It tries to combine them in order to take advantage from their respective qualities: the high resistance of the steel on one hand and the low cost and good fire resistance of the concrete on the other hand, for example. One of the advantages of the concrete is also the easiness in the fabrication of joints, thanks to the monolithic nature of the concrete cast in place, whereas the metallic joints by bolting or welding ask for more technical work, and represent a non-negligible part of the cost of a structure. It is therefore rather natural, in a hybrid concrete-steel conception, to try to use this advantage of the concrete.

In this context, this article presents a work that was made in the RFCS SMARTCOCO project. It focuses on the design of the support of a steel secondary beam crossing a primary beam in concrete, by simple direct contact. On the basis of an experimental campaign comprising five full-scale tests, the angle of diffusion of the forces and the distribution of the stresses in the stirrups are studied and a specific strut-and-tie model is developed. Specimens of this campaign consist of a simply supported concrete beam crossed in its middle by a steel profile, with or without stiffeners, loaded by two jacks, one at each end of the steel profile. First the experimental campaign is described. Then, internal stresses are compared with the predictions of a strut and tie model deduced from elastic stress trajectories. Finally, simplified design guidance is deduced.

Keywords: Hybrid concrete-steel structures; indirect support; strut-and-tie model.

1. Introduction

In usual concrete construction, large spans for beams sustaining slabs can hardly be attained without having recourse to prestressing or post-stressing techniques if beam heights are limited. Prestressing implies on one hand the prefabrication of the beams, that are heavy and therefore difficult to set up, and on the other hand complications in the connections, when reinforcing bars sticking out the beam cross the rebars of the parts cast in place. Post stressing leads to complications on site, as specific equipment has to be used for stressing operations.

In such a context, steel members can be an alternative, as they are quite lightweight and reach the same mechanical performances than stressed concrete members. However their connection to the rest of the structure is not handled in present codes whereas it rises specific problems.

In this paper, a work that handled the particular point of secondary steel beams crossing primary concrete beams is presented, see Fig. 1. This case is handled in Eurocode 2 under the name “indirect support” when the two series of beams are made of concrete. This work is a part of the RFCS SMARTCOCO project that was intended to fill gaps in knowledge and
provide design guidance for steel profiles used within reinforced concrete buildings.

First the experimental campaign is described. Then, internal stresses are compared with the predictions of a strut and tie model deduced from elastic stress trajectories. Finally, simplified design guidance is deduced.

Fig. 1. Indirect support of steel beams supporting a slab.

2. Experimental tests

2.1. Test specimens and test setup

The specimens consist of a concrete beam crossed in its middle by a steel profile, see Fig. 2. The load is applied to the steel profile by 2 jacks, one at each end of the steel profile. Moreover a horizontal reaction is applied at each end of the specimen in order to increase the capacity of the concrete beam.

5 tests are carried out, with two different configurations:
- 2 specimens with a HE340M profile, named CS-H;
- 3 specimens with a HE340M profile with median horizontal stiffeners, named CS-H+R.

The width of the steel flanges has been reduced in the embedded part of the steel beam, in order to limit the resistance in the investigated zone. Main dimensions are given Fig. 3. The dimensions of the steel section are given Fig. 4, and the rebars arrangement Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Specimen and loading.

5 tests are carried out, with two different configurations:
- 2 specimens with a HE340M profile, named CS-H;
- 3 specimens with a HE340M profile with median horizontal stiffeners, named CS-H+R.

The width of the steel flanges has been reduced in the embedded part of the steel beam, in order to limit the resistance in the investigated zone. Main dimensions are given Fig. 3. The dimensions of the steel section are given Fig. 4, and the rebars arrangement Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Main dimensions of the specimen.

Fig. 4. Dimensions of the steel and concrete sections.

Fig. 5. Rebar arrangement.

2.2. Experimental results

The load-displacement curves are presented on Fig. 6. As can be seen, specimens with or without transverse stiffeners behave the same way. The differences observed for CS-H-1 and CS-H+R-3 are merely due to variations in the horizontal reaction effectively applied on the specimen, see Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Vertical force-displacement curves.
The same behavior has been observed for all the specimens. The first kind of cracking to develop is a bending one: vertical cracks appear beneath the steel profile. Next, shear cracks with an orientation of about 45°, starting from the steel profile and going to the bottom side of the specimen, develop. For a load of about 1200 kN, vertical cracks beneath the steel profile open largely, showing that the longitudinal bars yield. This is confirmed by the evolution of the strains measured by strain gauges. Anyway this first yielding does not lead to the full collapse of the specimen, as the horizontal support allows the development of an arch effect in the specimen. A maximum load ranging from 1400 to 1800 kN is attained in the different specimens.

After reaching the maximum, a punching cone appears and the test is stopped when the first stirrup breaks. Fig. 8 shows the specimen CS-H+R3 after collapse.

The evolution of the stresses in the stirrups of the specimen CHS-R+3 is shown in Fig. 9. As in other specimens, it has been observed that only the first stirrups near the steel profile are yielded. This invalidates the model that was considered in the preliminary design, with parallel struts starting from the steel profile with an angle of 45°, and mobilizing the yielding of 5 stirrups, see Fig. 10. The analysis of the forces even shows that the steel profile is suspended only by 4 stirrups on each side.

3. Interpretation of the results and new model

The original model was based on an engineering approach with two major hypotheses:
- An inclination of 45° with respect to the vertical was considered for the diagonal struts;
- The lower bound theorem of plasticity was supposed applicable, and a uniform distribution of the forces in the different stirrups was considered.

It has been shown that these two hypotheses are not verified, and lead to an unsafe estimation of the stresses in the stirrups at collapse. It is thus mandatory to reconsider the definition of the strut-and-tie model.

The strut-and-tie method is supposed to rely on the lower bound theorem: a stress field that satisfies equilibrium and does not violate yield criteria at any point provides a lower-bound estimate of capacity of elements made of elastic-perfectly plastic materials.
However the usual references for this method [1, 2, 3] don’t take it as a start and are more careful for the definition of the strut-and-tie model. They base it on the stress fields obtained by the theory of elasticity. Compressive principal stresses are aggregated in struts, while tensile stresses are condensed in ties. This implies a reorientation of forces to take into account that rebars (and ties) will be often placed in orthogonal directions that don’t correspond exactly to tensile principal stresses.

This method, as pointed out by Schlaich [1], obviously neglects some ultimate load capacity. But it limits the ductility demand at design load. Our results show this lack of ductility, as the full yield force of the five stirrups cannot be mobilized. As a consequence, the test specimen CS-H+R is studied in the following by linear elastic analysis and stress trajectories are drawn using FINELG [4]. A total vertical force of 1668 kN, the mean of the maximum experimental loads, is applied together with a horizontal force of 1000 kN, the mean of the horizontal loads. Results are presented on Fig. 11. The position of the stirrups and longitudinal bars is marked by black lines. This model shows clearly that struts are not parallel, and that their inclination varies with the level of the load in the beam.

The evolution of the forces in the stirrups are compared to the experimental results on Fig. 13. The correlation is good.

The fact that the fifth stirrup is not mobilized can be explained by two reasons:

- First of all the real strut, that can be visualized by the cracking, is more straight than elastic stress trajectories and corresponds to the secant line drawn in dotted line on Fig. 11. As a consequence, the anchoring length of the stirrup in the strut is not large enough to develop its yielding;

- A simple analytical reasoning shows that the force in the stirrups varies with \( \cos^3 \alpha \), with \( \alpha \) the inclination on the vertical of the strut, see Fig. 14 and Eqs (1), (2):

\[
N_{\text{strut}} = \frac{E A \Delta L}{L} = \frac{E A_{\text{strut}} \delta \cos(\alpha)}{d \cos(\alpha)} \tag{1}
\]

\[
N_{\text{stirrup}} = N_{\text{strut}} \cos(\alpha) = \frac{E A_{\text{strut}}}{d} \delta \cos^3(\alpha) \tag{2}
\]

With \( A_{\text{strut}} \) the section of the strut, \( \delta \) the vertical displacement of the point of application of the load, \( \alpha \) the inclination of the strut on the vertical, \( d \) the distance from the load to the lower longitudinal rebar.
As a consequence, the force in the stirrups in the elastic model decrease rapidly with the distance, and the force in the fifth stirrup is negligible.

As a conclusion, it appears clearly that the strut-and-tie design model must be carefully drawn from elastic stress trajectories, and that the inclination of the struts bounding the loads to the suspending stirrups plays a key role in the distribution of the forces in the different stirrups, by limiting the contribution of the further stirrups.

4. General model

Before defining a general model, a point must still be investigated. Elastic stress trajectories in Fig. 11 show that the level of application of the load modifies substantially the angle of diffusion. It is very low when the load is applied near the lower flange of the concrete beam, and even when the load is applied at mid height it is still limited to 30°. This limits the number of the stirrups that can support the steel profile.

A parametrical study has been made in order to get general information on the evolution of the angle of diffusion with the level of application of the load. Several beams with different lengths have been computed by elastic linear analysis, and the angle of diffusion has been deduced from the stress trajectories. As can be seen on Fig. 15, the angle can be as low as 10° when the load is applied in the lower half of the specimen.

Fig. 15. Determination of the total force in the stirrups.

However the elastic stress trajectories must not be considered as exact and a variation of 15° can be adopted [1]. As a consequence, it is proposed to adopt an angle of 18°. It is the angle that is proposed in EC2 [5] for the case of a secondary concrete beam, in the § 9.2.5 : indirect support. If the lower flange of the steel beam is upper than 0.7 h, it is proposed to open the angle up to 30°.

This angle may seem quite little. It is fixed to conserve a rather good efficiency of all the stirrups within the diffusion zone. Indeed, the force in the stirrups located within the angle of diffusion cannot be considered as uniform, as has been shown by experimental evidence. The ultimate load is then defined by the yielding of the first stirrup. The reduction factor ρ of the yielding force of the stirrups considered for the support of the steel profile can be computed supposing that the stirrups can be replaced by a tie distributed uniformly along the length of the beam, see Fig. 16. The force can be computed as the integral of the forces in the distributed stirrup:

\[
\frac{F}{2} = \int_{x_i}^{x_f} N_s(x) \, dx = \int_{x_i}^{x_f} a_s f_y \cos^2 \alpha(x) \, dx
\] (4)

That gives

\[
F = \rho A_s f_y
\] (5)

with

\[
\rho = \frac{1}{x_f-x_i} \int_{x_i}^{x_f} \cos^2 \alpha(x) \, dx
\] (6)

With As the total section of the stirrups within the angle of diffusion, αs the distributed section, xi the abscissa of the beginning of the zone of diffusion at the level of the longitudinal rebar, xf the abscissa at the end of the angle of diffusion, and αi the angle of the strut the more inclined in the diffusion zone.

Considering xi = 0, the evolution of ρ with the maximum angle of diffusion has been drawn in Fig. 17. As can be seen, the reduction factor for an angle of diffusion of 30° is around 0.9.

Fig. 16. Determination of the total force in the stirrups.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, an experimental campaign investigating the support of steel beams by concrete beams by simple embedment has been presented. It has been shown that the level of the steel beam within the section of the concrete beam modifies substantially the angle of diffusion of the reaction within the concrete. Furthermore it has been shown that the stresses in the stirrups within this angle of diffusion cannot be considered as uniform if this angle is large.

As a consequence, the strut-and-tie model presented Figs. 18 and 19 is proposed for the design, with the following recommendations, that have been added to the SMARTCOCO design guide [6]:

1. The inclination of the struts is limited to \( \tan(\theta) \leq 0.3 \) (\( \theta < 17^\circ \)).

2. If the height of the upper flange \( z_{uf} \) is larger than 0.7 \( h_c \), \( h_c \) being the height of the concrete beam, then the inclination of the struts may be increased up to \( \tan(\theta) \leq 0.6 \) (\( \theta < 30^\circ \)).

3. In this latter case, the resistance of the ties \( F_{td} \) must be reduced by a factor 0.9 to take into account the non-uniform distribution of the stresses in the different stirrups.

4. The inclination of the struts depends largely on the general configuration of the steel and concrete beams. The minimal values given in (2) and (3) can be increased on the basis of the stress trajectories obtained with a linear elastic analysis. In the model, each stirrup must then be linked by an independent strut to the steel profile in order to take into account the non-uniform distribution of the normal force in the different stirrups.
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Abstract

Composite slabs are designed to transfer loads in one direction e.g. the longitudinal direction of the ribs. To reduce the deflection, it is useful to realise a continuous slab with at least one intermediate support. At the intermediate support in addition to a hogging bending moment a rather large vertical shear force will act. For the verification of the combination of vertical shear and bending clause 9.7.5 of EN1994-1-1 [1] refers to clause 6.4.4 of EN1992-1-1 [2]. However in EN1992-1-1 there is no requirement related to interaction between vertical shear and a sagging or hogging bending moment. Implicitly this implies that interaction may be neglected and that bending moment and shear force may be verified separately.

In practice checking authorities not always accept this interpretation of the code and require proof that interaction may be neglected. So Tata Steel Panels and Profiles with Dutch Engineering r.i. BV commissioned Stevin II laboratory of Delft University of Technology to carry out a research program to investigate this interaction. A test program was carried out to gain more insight in the interaction and to find out whether design calculations should take into account M-V interaction when applying the ComFlor series. Two series of respectively three and two test specimens were conducted, namely on ComFlor 210 (TS1 up to TS3) and ComFlor 75 (Tata Steel Panels and Profiles reference ComFlor 60) (TS4 and TS5) produced by Tata Steel Panels and Profiles and supplied by Dutch Engineering r.i. BV in the Benelux.

A second point of interest is the contribution of the steel deck to the vertical shear resistance. The reference in clause 9.7.5 of EN1994-1-1 to EN1992-1-1 without mentioning EN1993 causes that in practice only the contribution of the concrete rib is taken into account, the steel deck is neglected completely. This is, of course, a simplification of the actual behaviour.

Keywords: Composite slab; vertical shear; hogging bending moment resistance.

1. Introduction

Composite slabs are built up with a thin-walled cold-formed steel deck and interconnected with a concrete topping. Steel decks can be subdivided into two groups, namely shallow decks and deep decks. In EN1994 [1] a subdivision is given based on the spacing of the webs. EN1994 covers only narrow spaced webs which are defined by the ratio \( b_s / b_w \), where \( b_s \) is the width of the upper flange and \( b_w \) is the distance between centres of adjacent ribs. The recommended value for the upper limit of this ratio is \( b_s / b_w = 0.6 \).

For the deep deck ComFlor 210 see Fig. 1 and for the shallow deck ComFlor 75 see Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Deep deck ComFlor 210.
ComFlor 210 has a ratio $b_1/b_2 = 425/600 = 0.71$ and is consequently not covered in EN1994.

ComFlor 75 has a ratio $b_1/b_2 = 131/300 = 0.44$ and so fulfils the requirement related to this spacing.

As mentioned in the Abstract, at the intermediate support in addition to a hogging bending moment a rather large vertical shear force will act, see Figure 3.

In this paper the results are given of a test program, carried out to gain more insight in the interaction between moment and shear when applying the ComFlor series. Two series tests were conducted, namely 3 tests on ComFlor 210 and 2 tests on ComFlor 75.

These tests also provided information about the contribution of the steel deck to the vertical shear resistance.

In Stark, J.W.B. and Stark, R. [3] is concluded that if rib reinforcement is used, the vertical shear resistance of ComFlor 75 may be determined as the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete components. Hartmeyer [4] also proved that for the investigated decking profiles the vertical shear resistance is the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete components. This means that the vertical shear resistance according to EN1994-1-1 obvious is an underestimation of the real resistance.

2. Test program

2.1. Test set-up

The test set-up is designed in such a way that a combination of hogging bending moment and vertical shear can be applied on a relative short test specimen. The mechanical scheme is in principle a simply supported beam with a large cantilever on one side, see Fig. 4.

The load is applied on the overhang by a hydraulic jack, positioned at a variable distance $L_2$ to support B, see Fig. 4. A line load is created by connecting the hydraulic jack to a spreader beam. By varying the position of the hydraulic jack different combinations of hogging bending moment and vertical shear can be realised. A minimum distance for $L_2$ is assumed to be 3 times the total height of the composite slab. This to avoid that part of the load is transferred directly to the support.

In addition to the effect of the line load also the dead weight of the overhang is taken into account for the calculation of $M$ and $V$, see chapter 3. Fig. 5 shows an overview of the test rig with a test specimen.

2.2. Test specimens

During casting and hardening of the concrete the steel decks were supported at the ends and at midspan.

The test specimens of the first series consist of two steel decks ComFlor 210 with a nominal
concrete topping of 70 mm and a reinforcement mesh of #8-150 with additional rebars Ø8-150 in TS 1 and 2 and with additional rebars Ø10-150 in TS 3. One rebar Ø12 is placed in both ribs. The length of all three test specimens is 4210 mm and the number of ribs is 2, so the slabs have a width of 1.2 m, see Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Overview of a test specimen of series 1

At the bottom flange of the rib the decks overlap and are nailed together. To create a test specimen two deck plates were used. One of the decks could be used immediately, without any tooling, while the second deck is cut in half across the longitudinal axis and then each half forms a side of the test specimen.

The span L1 between supports A and B is 1970 mm for TS 1 and 3 and 1950 mm for TS 2. The distance L2 is 1620 mm for TS1 and 915 mm for TS2 and TS3.

The ComFlor 210 test specimens have a support B built up with a HE200A section with an additional plate of 400x1200x10 mm³ welded on the bottom flange, see Figure 7. This section is encased in concrete with a width of 400 mm.

Fig. 7. Cross-section at support B (ComFlor 210).

Support A consists of two parts, namely one to support the dead load of the slab during preparation of the laboratory tests and one part to support the slab during testing with a concentrated load at the overhang. The direction of the reaction force related to the dead load is downwards, while the direction of the reaction force related to the concentrated load is upwards. The upward reaction force is resisted by a beam at the top of the slab, connected by anchor threads to the floor of the laboratory, see Fig. 5 and 6.

Fig. 8. Overview of a test specimen of series 2.

The two test specimens of the second series consist of a steel deck ComFlor 75 with a nominal concrete topping of 90 mm and a reinforcement mesh of #8-150 with additional bars Ø8-150 in the topping. The slab is continuous over support B, see Fig. 8. The length of both test specimens is 2410 mm and the number of ribs is 4, namely 3 whole ribs and 2 half ribs so the width of the specimens is 1200 mm too.

The span L1 between supports A and B is 1100 mm. The distance L2 is 660 mm for TS1 and 330 mm for TS2 and TS3. A plan and cross-sections are shown in Fig. 8.

2.3. Instrumentation

The instrumentation for TS1, TS2 and TS3 is shown in Fig. 6 and for TS4 and TS5 in Fig. 8. The reaction forces of the ribs at support B of both test series are measured individually and the reaction forces of support A are measured by two load cells connected to both thread anchors connecting the supporting beam at the top of the specimen. These reaction forces are not necessary for the determination of the interaction between hogging bending moment $M$ and vertical shear $V$, because this depends on the load of the actuator and the dead load at the overhang only. The measurements of the reaction forces and the Ldvt’s are of interest to check the test rig.
2.4. Material properties

The steel and concrete classes specified for the test specimen are:

- Steel deck strength grade S350
- Concrete strength class C30/37
- Reinforcement steel grade B500

The real material properties are obtained by standard material tests.

Table 1 shows the relevant material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ₀.₂ [MPa]</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fₜ [MPa]</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fₜ / σ₀.₂ [-]</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the yield strength of the steel deck the following values given in the certificates of Tata Steel are used:

- ComFlor 210 : fₜ = 409 N/mm²
- ComFlor 75 : fₜ = 402 N/mm²

Concrete cubes of size 150 mm were casted at the same moment that the test specimens were casted and cured under the same conditions. The material properties were obtained at the day each test was performed, see Table 2.

2.5. Actual resistances

The actual resistances depends on the actual material properties, see Tables 1 and 2, and the actual dimensions as identified in Fig. 9 for series 1 and Fig. 10 for series 2. The values of these dimensions are summarised in Table 3.

Fig. 6 and 7 show that the steel deck ComFlor 210 is not contributing to the hogging bending moment resistance, because the deck is not continuous over support B. The bending moment resistance is based on the reinforcement in the topping and a part of the concrete in the ribs, see Fig. 9.

For ComFlor 75 the composite slab is continuous over support B, see Fig. 8. This means that the steel deck will contribute to the hogging bending moment resistance.

According to the documentation of the supplier, the contribution of the ComFlor 75 deck to the hogging bending moment resistance is \( M_{pu,rd} = 9.35 \times 1.8 = 16.83 \text{ kNm} \).

Here, 0.7 \( \leq f_{⁠t⁠} \leq 2.0 \) represents the partial safety factor for concrete, 1.5 for reinforcement, and 1.0 for the steel deck.

Table 3. Geometry of series 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>TS1+TS2</th>
<th>TS3</th>
<th>TS4+TS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b₁ [mm]</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b₂ [mm]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c₁ [mm]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c₂ [mm]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c₃ [mm]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₁ [mm]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₂ [mm]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₃ [mm]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h [mm]</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hₜ [mm]</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the actual yield stress 402 MPa, the hogging bending moment resistance is \( M_{pu,rd} = 16.83 - \frac{402}{350} = 19.35 \text{ kNm} \).

This contribution of the deck ComFlor 75 is added to the contribution based on the reinforcement in the topping and a part of the concrete in the ribs.

The results are summarised in Table 4 for both series.
Table 4. Results of series 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>TS1</th>
<th>TS2</th>
<th>TS3</th>
<th>TS4</th>
<th>TS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nr. Ø8 bars [-]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. Ø10 bars [-]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_c$ [MPa]</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\text{rd},1}$ [kNm]</td>
<td>107.2</td>
<td>107.3</td>
<td>134.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\text{rd},2}$ [kNm]</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{rd},c}$ [kN]</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{rd},c,B}$ [kN]</td>
<td>888.9</td>
<td>900.9</td>
<td>889.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With:

- $M_{\text{rd},1}$. hogging bending moment resistance based on the concrete beam at support B
- $M_{\text{rd},2}$. hogging bending moment resistance based on the concrete ribs of the composite slab
- $V_{\text{rd},c}$. vertical shear resistance based on the concrete ribs of the composite slab
- $V_{\text{rd},c,B}$. vertical shear resistance based on the concrete beam at support B

3. Test results

3.1. Determination of $M$ and $V$ in the critical cross-sections

The maximum line load by the hydraulic jack causes a hogging bending moment and a vertical shear force. The hogging bending moment and the vertical shear force will be influenced by the self-weight of the test specimen and the dead load $P_1$ and $P_2$ of the spreader beams, respectively at support A and at the load introduction.

The self-weight of the slab is not uniformly distributed, especially due to the concrete beam at both edges of the slab and the encased steel beam at the intermediate support B of series 1 with the deep deck ComFlor 210, see Fig. 11.

Two cross-sections are distinguished for the test specimens of series 1, namely section I-I located in the centre of support B and section II-II located at the right side of the encased beam of support B, see Fig. 7. In section I-I there is the steel section HE200A, encased in a concrete beam with a width of 400 mm. The cross-section in section II-II at the edge of the concrete beam is the normal ribbed section.

The hogging bending moment resistance as well as the vertical shear resistance of section II-II is smaller than of section I-I.

The combination of hogging bending moment and vertical shear is different for these two cross-sections, see Fig. 13. The maximum hogging bending moment is acting at support B. The vertical shear force at this support is different at the left side $R_{BL}$ and at the right side $R_{BR}$.

For TS4 and TS5 of series 2 there is only one critical cross-section, namely the section located in the centre of support B.

The values of these uniformly distributed loads and the concentrated loads as shown in Figure 11 and 12 for respectively series 1 and 2 are presented in Table 5, including the span $L_1$ between supports A and B and the position $L_2$ of the load introduction.

Table 5. Overview of the dead loads TS1 to TS5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>TS1</th>
<th>TS2</th>
<th>TS3</th>
<th>TS4</th>
<th>TS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q_1$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_2$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_3$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_4$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_5$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$ [kN]</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$ [kN]</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_1$ [mm]</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_2$ [mm]</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 13. Vertical shear distribution.

Table 6 shows the combinations $R_{BR}$-$M_B$ for section I-I for both series and the combination $V_{BR}$-$M_{BR}$ for section II-II for series 1 due to the dead load only. The combination with a vertical shear force $R_{BL}$ is not shown, because the load effect of the hydraulic jack acting on the right hand side is governing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>TS1</th>
<th>TS2</th>
<th>TS3</th>
<th>TS4</th>
<th>TS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{DL,B}$ [kN]</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{DL,B}$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>-15.62</td>
<td>-12.24</td>
<td>-12.24</td>
<td>-5.43</td>
<td>-3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{DL,B}$ [kN]</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{DL,B}$ [kN/m]</td>
<td>-13.10</td>
<td>-9.72</td>
<td>-9.72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Results of test series 1 (ComFlor 210)

Fig. 14 shows the $P-\delta$ diagrams of series 1.

![Fig. 14. P-δ diagram of TS1 to TS3.](image)

The applied hogging bending moment is, based on the cylinder load and the influence of the dead load:

$$M_{u,TS,B} = F_u \cdot L_2 + M_{DL,B} \quad \text{(section 1 Fig. 7)}$$

Or:

$$M_{u,TS,RR} = F_u \cdot (L_2 - 0.2) + M_{DL,RR} \quad \text{(section 2 Fig. 7)}$$

In which $F_u$ is the cylinder load at failure.

Some observations during the test and the failure loads are given below.

TS1

The location $L_2$ of TS1 is 1620 mm, the largest of test series 1. The slab failed at an applied load of $F_u = 64.45 \text{ kN}$ and the maximum deflection of the cylinder is 85 mm. The test specimen failed in bending at section 1 of support B, where the largest hogging bending moment is acting. Rather big cracks at the top of TS1 appeared. Shear cracks in the cross-section did not appear.

In the $P-\delta$ diagram in Fig. 14 the effect of the concrete cracking is visible at a cylinder load of 21 kN. The reinforcement of the mesh yields at a cylinder load of 57 kN.

The ultimate bending moment $M_{u,TS1,B}$ is:

$$M_{u,TS1,B} = 64.45 \cdot 1.62 + 15.62 = 121.03 \text{ kNm}$$

TS2

The location $L_2$ of TS2 is 915 mm. The slab failed at an applied load of $F_u = 120.40 \text{ kN}$. The maximum deflection of the cylinder is 53 mm. This test specimen failed also in bending. Rather big cracks at the top of TS2 appeared at the left side of support B.

In the $P-\delta$ diagram in Fig. 14 the effect of the concrete cracking is visible at a cylinder load of 48 kN. The reinforcement of the mesh yields at a cylinder load of 100 kN.

The ultimate bending moment $M_{u,TS2,B}$ is:

$$M_{u,TS2,B} = 120.40 \cdot 0.915 + 12.24 = 122.64 \text{ kNm}$$

The difference with the hogging bending moment resistance of TS1 is very small, only 2%. It is clear that the ultimate bending moment is not influenced by the vertical shear force.

TS3

The location $L_2$ of TS3 is 915 mm. The difference with TS2 is that the additional reinforcement is $\varnothing 10-150$ instead of $\varnothing 8-150$ .This results in a higher cylinder load at failure, namely 147,18 kN, and the maximum deflection of the cylinder is 53 mm.

The test specimen failed in bending. Rather big cracks at the top of TS3 appeared at the left side of support B.

In the $P-\delta$ diagram in Fig. 14 the effect of the concrete cracking is visible at a cylinder load of around 54 kN. The reinforcement of the mesh yielded at a cylinder load of around 123 kN. The ultimate bending moment $M_{u,TS3,B}$ is:

$$M_{u,TS3,B} = 147.18 \cdot 0.915 + 12.24 = 146.91 \text{ kNm}$$

Fig. 14. $P-\delta$ diagram of TS1 to TS3.
3.3. Results test series 2 (ComFlor 75)

Figure 15 shows the $P - \delta$ diagrams of TS4 and TS5. The test specimens are individually described in the next paragraphs.

![P-δ diagram of TS4 and TS5.](image)

**TS4**

The location $L_2$ of TS4 is 660 mm. The slab failed at an applied load of $F_c = 75.15 \text{kN}$. The maximum deflection of the cylinder is 57 mm.

The test specimen failed in bending. Rather big cracks at the top of TS4 appeared at the left side of support B. The effect of concrete cracking was visible at a cylinder load of around 36 kN. The reinforcement of the mesh yielded at a cylinder load of around 58 kN.

The ultimate bending moment $M_{u,TS4}$ is:

$$M_{u,TS4} = 75.15 \cdot 0.660 + 5.34 = 54.94 \text{kNm}$$

There were some problems with the set-up of support B near the end of the test. Load cells B3 up to B5 did not register the reaction forces during testing. It was observed that due to the width of the ribs of the deck local crushing failure of the bottom of a rib occurred.

**TS5**

For TS5 an additional strip is placed at the bottom of the ribs to avoid local failure of the rib of the deck.

The location $L_2$ of TS5 is 330 mm. This results in a high cylinder load at failure. The slab failed at an applied load of $F_c = 181.38 \text{kN}$. The maximum deflection of the cylinder is 33 mm.

The test specimen failed in bending. The effect of concrete cracking was visible at a cylinder load of around 68 kN. The reinforcement of the mesh yielded at a cylinder load of around 131 kN.

The ultimate bending moment $M_{u,TS5}$ is:

$$M_{u,TS5} = 181.38 \cdot 0.330 + 3.85 = 63.71 \text{kNm}$$

It is remarkable that the ultimate hogging bending moment of TS5 is much higher than the ultimate hogging bending moment of TS4, which is explained by the local failure of the support of some ribs of TS4.

Table 7 shows the results of both series.

**Table 7. Test results, hogging bending moments and corresponding vertical shear forces**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>TS1</th>
<th>TS2</th>
<th>TS3</th>
<th>TS4</th>
<th>TS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{j} [\text{kN}]$</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>120.4</td>
<td>147.2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>181.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{b} [\text{kN}]$</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>161.0</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>190.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{u,b} [\text{kNm}]$</td>
<td>121.0</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>146.9</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{br} [\text{kN}]$</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>158.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{u,br} [\text{kNm}]$</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Evaluation and design recommendations

4.1. Test series 1 (ComFlor 210)

All three test specimens failed in bending and the measured ultimate moment, see Table 7, is greater than calculated, see Table 4. So the design model used for the calculation is safe. Comparison of TS1 (smaller vertical shear) with TS2 (greater vertical shear) show that there is no interaction between $M$ and $V$.

The calculated values for the vertical shear resistance $V_{bd,c}$, see Table 4, are based on the model in EC 4 without taking into account the contribution of the decking profile. None of the specimen failed in vertical shear and therefore the values in the table must be considered as lower bound values for the actual resistance. The results $R_{br}$ of TS2 and TS3 show that the model in EC4 considerably underestimates the actual vertical shear resistance.

If the vertical shear resistance is determined as the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete rib the value of $V_{br}$ is much smaller, $V_{br} = 112 \text{kN} < 161 \text{kN}$.

Conclusion is that the vertical shear resistance in the test exceeded the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete rib.
4.2. Test series 2 (ComFlor 75)

Test specimen TS4 failed by unforeseen local crushing of the rib as described in Chapter 3.2. The registered hogging moment was 7.5% less than the calculated value. There was no sign of vertical shear failure.

The calculated values for the vertical shear resistance $V_{rd,c}$ in Table 4 are based on the model in EC 4 without taking into account the contribution of the decking profile. The result $R_{BR}$ of TS5 in Table 7 shows that the model in EC 4 considerably underestimates the actual vertical shear resistance $V_{rd,c}$ in Table 4. As the specimen did not fail in vertical shear the value in the table must be considered as a lower bound value for the actual resistance.

If the vertical shear resistance is determined as the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete rib the value of $V_{BR}$ is:

$$V_{BR} = 171.2 \text{ kN} < 190.2 \text{ kN}$$

This confirms that for hogging bending the same model can be used as proposed by Stark [3] for sagging bending.

5. Summary and conclusions

Tata Steel Panels and Profiles and Dutch Engineering r.i. BV commissioned Stevin II laboratory of Delft University of Technology to carry out a research program to investigate the interaction between hogging moment and vertical shear in composite slabs with ComFlor 210 and ComFlor 75. A test program was carried out to gain more insight in the interaction and to find out whether design calculations should take into account $M-V$ interaction when applying the Comflor series. Two series of respectively three and two test specimens were conducted, namely on ComFlor 210 (TS1 up to TS3) and ComFlor 75 (TS4 and TS5).

A second point of interest is the contribution of the steel deck to the vertical shear resistance.

Based on the results of the test specimens, the following is concluded:

- The design model for the calculation of the hogging moment resistance of ComFlor 210, based on the rules for shallow decking in EN1994-1-1, is safe.
- The vertical shear force does not influence the hogging bending moment resistance for ComFlor 210.
- The vertical shear resistance of ComFlor 210 is much higher than based on the vertical shear resistance of the concrete in the ribs only as suggested in EN1994-1-1 which refers to EN1992-1-1.
- The suggestion of Hartmeyer [4] that the vertical shear resistance may be determined as the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete components is confirmed by the tests.
- The vertical shear resistance doesn’t influence the hogging bending moment resistance for ComFlor 75 (refers to ComFlor 60 in the UK).
- The vertical shear resistance may be determined as the sum of the vertical shear resistance of the decking profile and the vertical shear resistance of the concrete rib. This confirms that for hogging bending the same model can be used as proposed by Stark [3] for sagging bending.
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Abstract

Conventional steel-concrete composite floor systems utilizing steel headed stud anchors and metal decks are cost-effective and widely used solutions for non-residential multi-story buildings, due in part to their enhanced strength and stiffness relative to non-composite systems. Because these systems use steel headed stud anchors welded onto steel flanges and encased in cast-in-place concrete slabs to achieve composite action, it is not possible to readily deconstruct and reuse the steel beams and concrete slabs. As the building industry is moving towards sustainability, there are clear needs for developing sustainable steel-concrete composite floor systems to facilitate material reuse, minimize consumption of raw materials, and reduce end-of-life building waste. This paper presents the behavior and design strategies for a sustainable steel-concrete composite floor system. In this system, deconstructable clamping connectors are utilized to attach precast concrete planks to steel beams to achieve composite action. The load-slip behavior of the clamping connectors was studied in pushout tests, and the test results showed that the clamping connectors possess similar shear strength to 19 mm diameter shear studs and much greater slip capacity. Four full-scale beam tests were performed to investigate the flexural behavior of the deconstructable composite beams under gravity loading and validate the connector behavior attained from the pushout tests. All the beams behaved in a ductile manner. The flexural strengths of the composite beam specimens closely match the strengths predicted for composite beams by the design provisions of the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC).

Keywords: Design for Deconstruction; composite floor system; clamping connector; pushout test; composite beam test.

1. Introduction

Steel-concrete composite floor systems offer excellent advantages over non-composite floor systems, including enhanced flexural strength and stiffness, reduced steel beam size and depth, and increased economy. In current construction practice, steel headed stud anchors are welded through metal decks onto steel flanges and embedded in cast-in-place concrete slabs to achieve composite action, resulting in a highly efficient, but integrated design. After demolition, the steel beams and shear studs in the conventional composite floor systems generally are extracted from the demolition debris and recycled, while the concrete slabs may be broken up and sent to landfills or crushed to make aggregate for fill or new concrete.

In this paper, a new sustainable steel-concrete composite floor system, which consists of precast concrete planks attached to steel beams via clamping connectors, is proposed to facilitate material reuse, minimize consumption of raw materials, and reduce end-of-life building waste. A comprehensive experimental investigation of the system is described, and the pushout test results and beam test results demonstrate the load-slip behavior of the clamping connectors and the load-deflection performance of the deconstructable composite beams, respectively. Design recommendations are also given to predict the elastic stiffness and flexural strengths.
of similar deconstructable composite beams using clamping connectors.

2. Experimental program

A new deconstructable composite beam prototype is illustrated in Fig. 1; the original concept was first introduced in Webster et al. [1]. In the system, precast concrete planks are attached to steel beams using clamping connectors. High strength T-bolts, which are inserted in cast-in channels, are pretensioned to firmly clamp the top steel flange to the underside of the concrete plank. The resulting friction generated at the steel-concrete interface is utilized to achieve composite action in the composite beams.

The following sections summarize the testing program and experimental results to demonstrate the behavior of the proposed system. Refer to Wang [2] for more details.

2.1. Pushout tests

2.1.1 Pretension tests

To ensure that reliable normal force and friction are generated between the steel beams and concrete planks in the system, it is desirable to yield the bolt material after pretensioning. Since the heads of the T-bolts and the lips of the channels which the T-bolts are inserted into are both deformable, the required nut rotations established for standard bolted connections given in Table 8.2 in the RCSC Specification (2014) [3] are no longer applicable. Thus, prior to pushout tests, pretension tests, which simulate actual assembly conditions, were performed to determine the number of turns of the nut to pretension the T-bolts.

In the pretension test setup shown in Fig. 2, three bolts were snug-tightened to restrain the movement of the steel beam, and the nut of the fourth bolt was rotated until fracture occurred in the bolt head or shank. Three M24 and M20 bolts were tested. As shown in Fig. 3, with the exception of one M24 bolt whose head fractured, all the bolts ultimately fractured in their shanks. Prior to fracture, the ultimate nut rotation was at least 4 complete turns for all six bolts.

During testing, the axial strain variation of each bolt was measured using two uniaxial strain gages that were attached on the bolt shank after removing the threads locally. Using the stress-strain curve obtained from tensile coupon testing for the bolt material, stress-strain relationships were plotted for typical M24 and M20 bolts in Fig. 4. The stress and strain at every half turn after a snug-tight condition are also identified on the curves.

Based on the stress-strain relationships of all six bolts, 2 turns and 1.5 turns after a snug-tight condition are recommended for pretensioning the M24 bolts and M20 bolts, respectively, since the stress-strain relationships plateau at these rotations, indicating that the bolt material has yielded, and any moderate strain variation leads to a minor change in the bolt tension.
applications in composite beams and composite diaphragms, respectively; (2) bolt diameter: both M24 and M20 bolts were tested; (3) number of cast-in channels: two-channel planks were considered standard specimens; however, heavy gravity loading may necessitate three-channel specimens to attain larger flexural strength than two-channel specimens; (4) reinforcement configuration: the light reinforcement pattern, which was designed for gravity loading only, was utilized in one cyclic specimen to explore anchor-related concrete failure modes, while the heavy reinforcement configuration, which contained additional supplementary reinforcement placed around the channel anchors, was adopted for the remaining specimens to ensure that the limit state is slip of the clamps; (4) shim: steel plates were inserted between the clamp teeth and steel flanges in two specimens to enable the M24 clamps to be tested with the WT4×15.5 sections.

Table 1. Pushout test matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Test parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bolt size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-m24-c2-h</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-m24-c2-hs</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-m24-c3-h</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-m20-c2-h</td>
<td>M20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-c24-c2-h</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-c24-c2-l</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-c24-c2-hs</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-c24-c3-h</td>
<td>M24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-c20-c2-h</td>
<td>M20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The load-slip curves of the monotonically loaded pushout specimens are illustrated in Fig. 6. Testing of all the monotonic specimens was terminated due to excessive slip of the clamps, and no specific limit states were observed.

Fig. 6. Load-slip curves of monotonic pushout specimens (per connector).
The behavior of specimens 1-m24-c2-h and 3-m24-c3-h is very ductile throughout the tests, and the strength degradation is less than 20% even at a slip of 127 mm (5 in.). Three complete turns of the nut was initially applied to pretension the bolts in specimens 1-m24-c2-h and 2-m24-c2-hs. However, the head of one of the bolts in specimen 2-m24-c2-hs fractured during the test, as indicated by the sharp strength reduction at a slip slightly less than 25.4 mm (1 in.). Shortly after the fracture, load oscillation began which could be attributed to a stick-slip mechanism exacerbated by the shims. It is also seen that use of the shims neither reduces the peak strength of the specimen nor affects the behavior of the specimen until bolt fracture.

As indicated by the load-slip curve of specimen 4-m20-c2-h, the strength of the specimen gradually declines starting at a slip of 17.3 mm (0.68 in.), which results from the bolt tension reduction induced by the large rotation of the clamps, as shown in Fig. 7. This is due to the channel lips (which are the same size for all tests) not being adequately large to support the M20 clamps as fully as the M24 clamps are supported, or due to the contact of the clamp teeth with the steel flange having too small an area compared to the M24 clamp. Redesigning the M20 clamps, e.g., interlocking the clamp tail into the channel to restrain its rotation, and utilizing appropriately sized channels may mitigate the strength degradation of the smaller clamps at large slips.

If used in composite beams, the behavior of the clamps in the monotonic specimens at slips comparable to those seen in deconstructable composite beams is of particular interest. These slips should be obtained from the composite beam tests discussed in the next section. As documented in Wang [2], the slip at the serviceability of the beam specimens ranged from almost zero to 1.27 mm (0.05 in.), and the ultimate slip varied from 0.51 mm (0.02 in.) to 8.89 mm (0.35 in.). At the serviceable slip, the behavior of the clamps in the beam specimens was very likely to resemble the initial and very stiff portions of the load-slip curves presented in Fig 6. At the ultimate slip, the clamps in the beam specimens probably approached their peak strength, and no strength degradation was anticipated.

The load-slip curves of specimens 5-c24-c2-h and 6-c24-c2-l are plotted in Fig. 8. Testing of these two specimens was terminated due to excessive slip of the clamps, and no specific limit states were observed.
damage to the steel flanges and clamp teeth. In design, the cyclic shear strengths of the clamps could be calculated as 80% of their monotonic shear strengths. This coefficient is determined as the mean of the ratios of the peak strengths of the cyclic specimens to the peak strengths of the corresponding monotonic specimens [2].

If used in composite diaphragms to transfer in-plane inertia forces to lateral force-resisting systems, the behavior of the clamps in the cyclic specimens should be evaluated within typical slip demand ranges, which are conservatively assumed to be ±25.4 mm (1 in.) slip. As depicted in Fig. 8b, the behavior of the two specimens is excellent within this range. The insignificant differences between the two curves in Fig. 8 indicate that the elimination of the additional supplementary reinforcement in the light reinforcement configuration had negligible impacts on the behavior of the pushout specimens.

2.2. Beam tests

The beam test setup is shown in Fig. 9. Each beam specimen consisted of a 9144 mm (30 ft.) long steel beam connected with fifteen 2438 mm by 610 mm by 152 mm (8 ft. × 2 ft. × 6 in.) concrete planks using clamping connectors. The loading on the specimens was spread using spreader beams to approximate uniform loading supported by secondary beams in a structure. A pin support and a roller support were placed at the beam ends to simulate simply-supported boundaries.

![Fig. 9. Beam test setup.](image)

The beam test matrix is shown in Table 2. Two W14×38 and W14×26 sections were tested with the M24 and M20 clamps, respectively. As the most important test parameter, the percentage of composite action of the specimens ranged from more than 100% to approximately 44%.

The load-center deflection curves of the deconstructable composite beam specimens are illustrated in Fig. 10. All the specimens were first loaded to 40% of their predicted flexural strengths, unloaded and then reloaded three times. Two more loading/unloading cycles were then applied to the specimens, with one cycle at 60% and the other one at 80% of the expected flexural strengths of the specimens. These cycles were intended to mimic serviceability conditions. After completing these cycles, the specimens were loaded until the beams almost touched the concrete strong floor.

![Spreader beams](image)
![Concrete planks](image)

Table 2. Beam test matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Bolt size</th>
<th># of channels</th>
<th>Rebar</th>
<th>% of composite action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-m24-c2</td>
<td>M24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-m24-c1</td>
<td>M24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-m20-c3</td>
<td>M20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>137.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-m20-c1</td>
<td>M20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the load-center deflection curves are shifted from the origins to account for the bending moment and deflection generated due to the self-weight of the beam specimens after removing the shoring used during construction. All the beams exhibited ductile behavior, and little or no strength reduction is observed from the load-center deflection curves, even though the beams were ultimately deflected to approximately L/25.

Major events are identified on the curves, including slip of the clamps, yielding of the steel beam, localized concrete crushing and first bang heard during the tests. Although the design of the specimens is not governed by the compressive strength of the concrete planks, localized concrete crushing occurred along the top edges of the planks, as shown in Fig. 11.

Table 3 summarizes the key results from the composite beam tests. The stiffness calculated using a lower bound moment of inertia \(I_{LB}\) from AISC (2016a) [5] underestimates the tested stiffness of the deconstructable composite beam specimens. As the percentage of composite action increases, the stiffness of the composite beams increases, as is indicated by the comparison between specimen 1-m24-c2 and
specimen 2-m24-c1 and between specimen 3-m20-c3 and specimen 4-m20-c1.

With the exception of specimen 4-m20-c1, the experimental flexural strengths of the beam specimens are close to those predicted by AISC (2016a) [5], which probably indicates that the ultimate flexural strengths of the specimens are not affected by the localized concrete crushing shown in Fig. 11.

Table 3 indicates that the maximum slip of the clamps is inversely proportional to the amount of composite action of the specimens, with the smallest and largest slip occurring in beams with the highest and lowest levels of composite action, respectively.

After testing, all the specimens were disassembled by loosening the bolts, and a deconstructed steel beam is shown in Fig. 12. In typical applications where a beam would not be subjected to ultimate loads, it is anticipated the steel beam would be in its elastic state when deconstructed.
3. Conclusions

A new deconstructable composite floor system, which consists of precast concrete planks attached to steel beams via clamping connectors, is proposed to facilitate material reuse, minimize consumption of raw materials, and reduce end-of-life building waste.

Based on the experimental and corroborating computational results, the following conclusions are reached for the behavior of the deconstructable composite floor system:

(1) Based on the pretension test results, 2 turns and 1.5 turns after a snug-tight condition are recommended for pretensioning the M24 bolts and M20 bolts, respectively.

(2) The behavior of the clamps in all the pushout specimens is excellent at typical slip demands expected in deconstructable composite beams and composite diaphragms, demonstrating the potential of using the clamping connectors in these applications.

(3) At a slip of 127 mm (5 in.), the monotonic specimens using the M24 clamps retained approximately 80% of their peak strengths. In contrast, as the slip increased, the strength of the monotonic specimen using the M20 clamps declined. However, if used in applications where the slip is large, the M20 clamps could be redesigned, e.g., interlocking the clamp tail into the channel to restrain its rotation, or utilized with appropriately sized channels to mitigate this issue.

(4) Although load oscillation, which could be induced by a stick-slip mechanism, was seen in the pushout specimens using shims between the steel flanges and clamps, neither the peak strength nor the load-slip behavior of the specimens were affected by the shims at slips comparable to those seen in deconstructable composite beams, which were less than 8.89 mm (0.35 in.) even at peak deflections well past service load deflections.

(5) Because the abrasion between the steel flange and the clamp teeth and between the steel flange and the concrete plank in the early cycles smoothed the slip planes and released some of the bolt tension, the strengths of the cyclic pushout specimens were lower than the corresponding monotonic pushout specimens, which could be accounted for in design using a strength reduction coefficient of 0.8. If needed for withstanding large slips, the clamp teeth may be reconfigured to minimize the damage to the steel flange and clamp teeth, thus maintaining the bolt tension throughout the test.

(6) Four full-scale deconstructable composite beams with different levels of composite actions were tested. All the specimens were ultimately deflected to approximately L/25, and the beams behaved in a ductile manner with little or no strength degradation observed, even though localized concrete crushing occurred along the top edges of the concrete planks at very large deflections.

(7) The stiffness of the deconstructable composite beams can be conservatively estimated with a lower bound moment of inertia given in AISC 360-16. The flexural strengths of the beams closely match those predicted by the AISC provisions.

The channel, T-bolt, and clamp are commercially available components. The
components were not originally designed by the manufacturers to work together in the proposed configuration, which resulted in certain behavior limitations that could be addressed by the development of modified components tailored to this particular application.
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Abstract

This paper primarily focuses on implementing constructions practises that are sustainable, and that can also meet the current demand for infrastructure development around the world. The cement industry is one of the largest industries in the world, as result current construction practices are causing adverse environmental issues ranging from the excessive utilisation of natural resources, emission of greenhouse gases and producing an excessive amount of waste. Thus, to tackle the problem one encouraging solution is to use alkali activated Geopolymer concrete that utilises waste product such as fly ash and grounded slag as a 100% replacement of Portland cement. Subsequently, this paper presents experimental testing and discusses the behaviour of six (6) steel-concrete composite push test specimens incorporating Geopolymer concrete and OPC concrete. A total of three (3) specimens were fabricated using steel profiled Bondek Sheeteting and remaining three (3) specimens had a conventional concrete slab. From the result obtained, it was found that push test specimen with conventional slab outperformed specimens fabricated with Bondek profile sheeting due to the reduced amount of concrete surrounding the shear studs cause by Bondek flanges. Also, the results showed that geopolymer concrete has great potential as it achieved almost identical results as compared to control OPC push test specimens.

Keywords: Geopolymer Concrete; Fly Ash; Alkaline Solution; Push Test; Headed Shear Studs.

1. Introduction

Over the last century, concrete has become the most manufactured product on earth in terms of volume and it is second most consumed substance after water [1] with a current consumption of 1 m³ per person per annum [2]. Concrete mainly consists of three main components: aggregate, water and cement. Despite, aggregates occupies a larger fraction of concrete, it is the cement that is accountable for extensive emission of carbon dioxide (CO₂) into the atmosphere.

World-wide, the production of cement contributes at least 5-7% of CO₂ emission [2], [3], whereas in Australia, production of cement accounts for approximately 1.3% of CO₂ emission [4]. In addition to that, due to high demands of cement production globally, the cement industry could represent up to 10% of total CO₂ emission in the near future. The key cause of extensive CO₂ emission from the production of cement is when the limestone is heated and decarbonised to from lime which is the fundamental ingredient to produce cement followed by high energy fuel required such as coal for the chemical process that allows calcination of limestone [5].

Since 1950 the production of cement has gone by a factor of 25 and China has used more cement from 2011-2013 than the USA during the entire 20th century. As a result in 2010, the cement industry was responsible for 2823 million metric tons (Mt) of CO₂ emission into the atmosphere. Furthermore, the global cement production has increased by over 73% between 2005 and 2013 from 2310 Mt to 4000 Mt, respectively [3].
Consequently, due to devastating environmental impacts from the immense production of cement has led to increasing awareness to engage in new technologies that are sustainable and meets the current demand of concrete or cement for infrastructure development worldwide. Thus, to tackle the presented situation this research study focuses on the benefits of utilizing supplementary cementitious material such as fly ash and grounded furnace slag as an alternative to Portland cement to develop geopolymer concrete for structural applications.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Materials

The primary binder used for geopolymer concrete is a low calcium Class-F fly ash obtained from coal power plant in Queensland, Australia. Grounded Blasted Furnace Slag (GBFS) was utilised as an additive that is known to cure geopolymer concrete at ambient temperatures. The binder ratio of 90:10 was applied, that is 90% fly ash and 10% slag content. The chemical composition of fly ash, slag and cement is presented in Table 1. For conventional concrete, locally available all general purpose cement was used.

Alkaline Solution (AS) was used to activate the green binder to develop geopolymer concrete. The AS is a mixture of Sodium Hydroxide (SH) solution (NaOH) and Sodium Silicate (SS) solution (Na$_2$SiO$_3$). The ratio of SH to SS solution by mass is taken to be 2.5. The SH used to prepare the solution is commercial grade in pellets with 99% purity and SS solution used is commercially available D-grade with SiO$_2$ to Na$_2$O ratio of 2.0, that is the solution was comprised of 55.9% of water and 44.1% of sodium silicate (Na$_2$O =14.7% and SiO$_2$ = 29.4%). The AS solution was prepared to have NaOH concentration of 10M. Normal tap water was used to prepare SH solution. The AS was prepared 24 hours before concrete mixing for both SS and SH solutions to mix thoroughly.

The aggregates used within the concrete mix designs consisted of both Fine aggregate (Nepean river sand) and Coarse aggregate (20mm Basalt rock also know as Blue Metal). To improve the flowability of Geopolymer concrete, superplasticiser (SP) known as SIKA Visco Crete PC-HRF-2 was utilised. Table 2 presents the material proportion for each concrete mix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Chemical composition of fly ash and slag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly Ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Concrete mix design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mix ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C* = Cement, FA = Fly Ash, CA = Coarse Aggregate, SD = Sand, AS = Alkaline Solution, EW= Extra water and SP = Superplasticiser

2.2. Experimental test

2.2.1. Concrete mixing

The preparation of the geopolymer concrete involved the mixing of all the dry material before adding any liquid component. Once the dry material was thoroughly mixed, then the liquid components were added to the concrete mix using 50:50 method. Meaning, 50% of AS was added in the concrete mixer and mixed for 2 minutes followed by 50% of SP was added and mixed for additional 2 minutes. The remaining 50% AS and 50% SP was poured into the mixer and mixed for another 2 minutes. Finally, extra water was added and mixed for 5 minutes. The concrete was mixed in 300L Baron concrete mixer.

2.2.2. Test Specimen design specification

A total of six (6) push test specimens were fabricated and tested. The dimensions configuration of all the specimen were identical in such that concrete slab was comprised of 600x600x130 mm, and 200UB29.8 steel beam consists of a 700mm long section was joined to the concrete slab by the mean of 19mm diameter headed shear stud. A total of 8 shear head connectors were welded per push test specimen. For Bondek specimen 1mm thick
galvanized steel profile sheet was used. Figure 1 illustrates the design specification both conventional concrete slab and Bondek push test specimens.

To study the mechanical properties such as Compressive Strength and Modulus of Elasticity of concrete, 200x100 mm cylinder specimens were poured and cured for 28 days. Also, unreinforced beams size of 400x100x100 mm was cast to determine the Modulus of Rupture. The gravitational compaction test was carried out to determine the workability of the geopolymer concrete.

2.2.4. Testing rig and procedure

The test rig configuration for push Test specimens was consists of Hydraulic Oscillator with load capacity of 1000kN. The boundary condition for push test specimens consisted of roller support on the south end and fixed support on the north end of the specimens. Regarding loading conditions, the push test specimens will be tested in accordance with loading conditions specified in Eurocode 4 (Annexure B2.4). Subsequently, all the specimens will be subjected to 40% of the expected failure load which will be cycled twenty-five (25) times. Once 25 loading cycle is completed, then specimen will be subjected to increasing load until failure occurs.

The cylinder tests were performed in accordance with Australian Standard (A.S) 1012.8.1:2014. Modulus of Rupture test was carried out in accordance with A.S 1012.11:2002. Furthermore, the gravitational compaction test was carried in accordance to test procedure specified in AS 1012.3.2:2004. The compressive test was carried out for curing cycle of 7, 14, 21 and 28 days whereas Modulus of Elasticity and Rupture test was carried out on 28 day curing cycle.

2.2.3. Curing conditions

To determine the effect of the change in temperature on geopolymer concrete at ambient temperature, one pair of push test specimen was cured in different curing condition. This was achieved by curing one pair of push test specimen in open environment and another pair under inclosed environment. The fluctuations of daily temperature for both curing conditions were observed and recorded as seen in Figure 2. It can be seen that specimen cured under open environment experienced greater temperature fluctuation in comparison to those within the indoor (close) curing conditions. Similar to push pest specimens, corresponding cylinder samples were cured identically.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The mechanical properties of concrete

From the test results obtained as shown in Figure 3, it can be seen that GPC-IS mix cured in inclosed (controlled) environment has achieved lower compressive strength throughout the curing cycle as compared to GPC-OS which was kept under open environment subjected to significant change in temperature and humidity at ambient
conditions. The outdoor curing condition achieved a maximum temperature of 31°C as compared to 24°C for the indoor curing conditions which allowed for an improved geopolymerisation reaction to occur within GPC-OS, hence the reason for GPC-OS achieving higher compressive strength. Therefore, change in temperature and humidity at ambient condition does play a vital role in strength development of geopolymer concrete. In regards to OPC mix, it was designed for 32 MPa in accordance to British Standards and it achieved 36.87 MPa for 28 days curing period.

Since Modulus of Elasticity is directly related to the compressive characteristic of concrete mix, therefore similar pattern to compressive strength was observed where GPC-OS achieved higher elasticity as compare to GPC-IS concrete mix. For 28 days Modulus of Elasticity achieved by GPC-OS and GPC-IS is 33625 MPa and 32806 MPa, respectively. Overall, as expected OPC concrete has achieved the highest modulus of elasticity of 45161 MPa as compare to geopolymer concrete.

The result for Modulus of Rupture showed that geopolymer concrete achieved higher tensile strength as compared to OPC concrete. However, GPC-OS achieved the highest value of 4.66 MPa whereas GPC-IS and OPC achieved the value of 3.96 MPa and 3.87 MPa, respectively.

The workability of geopolymer concrete was observed by performing gravitational compaction test. The procedure of the test was carried out according to AS 1012.3.2 (2004) where, poor and excellent workability level corresponds to compaction factor value of ≤ 0.7 and ≥ 0.95, respectively. From the test, the flowability of the geopolymer concrete looked very good and, correspondingly the concrete achieved the compaction factor of 0.90 which according to standard is classified as good workability.

3.2. Push test

Table 3 illustrates the maximum shear resistance achieved by each push test specimen along with the governing specimen failure. It can be seen that the performance comparison between conventional slab (CS) and Bondek slab (BS) specimens can easily be distinguished since all the conventional slab specimen achieved higher shear resistance as compare to Bondek specimens. The main reason can be attributed to the presence of embossments, which significantly reduces the amount of local concrete surrounding the shear studs. Hence, causing the BS to become increasingly prone to conical type concrete failure and allow significant separation of the concrete from the steel beam. As a result, all the interaction between the BS and steel beam as a composite section is eradicated, and the specimen is less effective in resisting shear load as compare to CS specimens. Ultimately, the presence of Bondek is unable to resist larger shear.

Furthermore, it was very clear that change in curing condition of geopolymer concrete plays a vital role which was reflected by the variation of maximum shear resistance obtained push test specimens. The temperature range for both outdoor and indoor was recorded using temperature data logger; every three hours the temperature was observed and recorded. It was observed that outdoor temperature range was from 13 C to 31 C, whereas indoor temperature range was from 16 C to 24 C. As expected, specimens CS-GPC-OS cured in outdoor condition outperformed specimen CS-GPC-IS, where CS-GPC-OS and CS-GPC-IS achieved maximum shear resistance per stud of 115.95 kN and 91.30 kN, respectively. Similarly, the effect of change in temperature was observed for Bondek specimens.

In regards to the failure mode of push test specimen, it was observed that the dominant failure mode for both CS and BS is constant amongst all test specimens. As shown in Table 3 that the conventional slab specimens all failed from concrete splitting type failure, and the Bondek specimens failed from conical type failure. Figure 4 illustrates conventional and Bondek specimens failure mode.
Overall, the push test specimen (CS-OPC and BS-OPC) with conventional concrete achieved the highest value of maximum shear resistance but in comparison to GPC push test specimens especially GPC-OS the difference was insignificant. Therefore, geopolymer concrete has great potential as a substitute to conventional concrete for structural applications.

Finally, the test results obtained from the experiment was compared to Eurocode 4 and Australian Standard AS2327.1:2003. Using the formulas specified in each of the respective codes, it was found that the expected calculations in accordance with Eurocode were too conservative for conventional slab push test specimens. However, for Bondek specimens, the calculated values were reliable and close to tested values. On the other hand, the calculated values for Bondek Push test specimens according to Australian Standard was too conservative and very reliable for conventional slabs specimens. The comparison between calculated and test values from both standards can be found in Table 3.

Table 3. Push test result summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Shear resistance per stud (kN)</th>
<th>Failure mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS-GPC-OS</td>
<td>115.95</td>
<td>Concrete Splitting Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-GPC-OS</td>
<td>44.47</td>
<td>Conical Type Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-GPC-IS</td>
<td>91.30</td>
<td>Concrete Splitting Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-GPC-IS</td>
<td>41.23</td>
<td>Combination of Conical and Splitting Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-OPC</td>
<td>118.43</td>
<td>Concrete Splitting Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-OPC</td>
<td>57.29</td>
<td>Conical Type Failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Eurocode (kN)</th>
<th>Australian Code (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS-GPC-OS</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>93.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-GPC-OS</td>
<td>52.08</td>
<td>93.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-GPC-IS</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>93.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-GPC-IS</td>
<td>52.08</td>
<td>93.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-OPC</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>93.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-OPC</td>
<td>52.08</td>
<td>93.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the research study was conducted to determine the behaviour of shear connector integrated within geopolymer concrete for steel-concrete composite push test specimens. Following points summarise the research study:

1) Push test specimens with conventional slab significantly outperformed specimens incorporating Bondek specimens.

2) Conventional slab specimens all failed due to concrete splitting type failure whereas, Bondek specimen all failed from conical type separation.

3) The greater temperature exposure of geopolymer concrete improves the geopolymerisation reaction which leads to improved strength development and concrete durability.

4) The difference in maximum shear resistance achieved by OPC and GPC specimen was insignificant. Hence geopolymer concrete can be great substitute for conventional concrete.

5) Eurocode 4 and Australian standard calculated values were too conservative for conventional slab and Bondek specimen, respectively.
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Abstract

The WELLFORMED research project, ongoing at the CEMSIG Research Center of the Politehnica University of Timisoara, proposes to study a new technological solution for built-up beams made of corrugated steel sheets for the web and thin-walled cold-formed steel profiles for the flanges, connected by resistance spot welding. Within the research project, the experimental work includes tensile-shear tests on the lap joint spot-welded specimens, were different combinations of steel sheets with various thicknesses were tested and, tests on full scale beams in bending. The study intends to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solutions, to assess their performance and to enlarge the knowledge by using numerical simulations for the optimization of the current solution and to define the limits of the solution’s applicability.

Keywords: Built-up beams; cold-formed steel members; corrugated web; resistance spot welding; experimental tests; galvanized steel.

1. Introduction

Built-up steel beams, with sinusoidal or trapezoidal corrugated webs, represent a relatively new structural system that has been developed in the last two decades, especially in Germany and Austria. An increased interest for this solution was observed for the mainframe of single storey buildings and steel bridges, respectively. The main advantage of this type of element is the effect of the corrugation in stability problems, leading to increased buckling resistance, with a more economical design. The use of thinner materials leads to lower costs for materials, saving 10-30% compared to conventional welded beams and over 30% compared to hot-rolled ones. The height of a common sinusoidal corrugated steel sheet used as web is comparable to a 12 mm thick flat sheet or more. In the solutions developed so far, the flanges are made of flat sheets, welded to the sinusoidal sheet for the web, involving a specific welding technology. For these elements, the flanges provide the main bending resistance, with a small contribution of the sinusoidal corrugated web that offers shearing capacity. The design of corrugated web beams is included in Annex D of EN 1993-1-5 [1] together with the specific aspects covered by EN 1993-1-1 [2] and EN 1993-1-3 [3].

A fully cold-formed built-up beam, consisting of trapezoidal corrugated web and parallel flanges made of thin-walled cold-formed steel lipped channel sections, was developed within the CEMSIG Research Center (http://www.ct.upt.ro/en/centre/cemsig) of the Politehnica University of Timisoara [4],[5] in which the connections between the flanges and the web were done by self-drilling screws.

The technical solution presented above [4] was also extended for trapezoidal steel beams [6]. In the latter case, experimental tests were carried out on two beams with a 12 m span, with different connection arrangements between the flanges and the web.

A detailed state-of-the-art regarding built-up beams using cold-formed steel elements, was presented in [4].

The paper presents the results of the experimental program performed on small specimens, tensile-shear tests on the lap joint spot-welded specimens, and on full scale built-
up beams of corrugated web beams and cold-formed steel profiles as flanges, connected by resistance spot welding.

2. Experimental tests

The WELLFORMED research project involves a large experimental program on tensile-shear tests on the lap joint spot-welded specimens, were different combinations of steel sheets with various thicknesses were tested, and tests on full scale beams, to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solutions, to assess their performance and to enlarge the knowledge by using numerical simulations for the optimization of the current solution and to define the limits of applicability of the solution by parametric studies.

The proposed new solution is based on an experimental program previously developed within the CEMSIG Research Center, in which five corrugated web beams with flanges of back-to-back cold-formed lipped channel steel profiles were tested, having a span of 5157 mm and a height of 600 mm, with different arrangements/configurations for the self-drilling screws position and for the additional shear panels as shown in [4], [5].

In order to fully investigate the response of full scale built-up beams connected by spot welding, the experimental tests comprised: a) tensile-shear tests on lap joint spot-welded specimens with various thickness combinations, b) tensile tests on base material and c) full scale tests on built-up beams in bending.

2.1. Tensile-shear tests on lap joint spot-welded specimens

To understand the behaviour of the built-up beams made of corrugated web beams and cold-formed steel profiles as flanges, connected by using spot welding, and for the characterisation of the behaviour of all types of connections, tensile-shear tests on lap joint spot-welded specimens have been performed.

The combinations between different sheet thicknesses, experimentally tested, are shown in Table 1. The notations $t_1$ and $t_2$ represent the thicknesses of the steel sheets in the connection and $d_s$ is the diameter of the spot welding. The diameter of the spot welding, $d_s$, was determined according to EN 1993-1-3 [3] for the case of resistance welding, i.e. $d_s = \sqrt[5]{f}$, where $t$ is the smallest thickness of the connected steel sheets. A total number of 140 specimens were tested. The dimensions of the specimens, generically represented in Fig. 1, were chosen in accordance with the specifications given in Chapter 8.4 of EN 1993-1-3 [3]. According to EN 1993-1-3 [3], all specimens were connected using one spot of welding. The specimens have been produced using Inverspotter 14000 Smart Aqua equipment from Telwin company, able to control the variables of a spot welding as: welding current, welding time and force between the electrodes in Smart Auto Mode.

![Fig. 1. The dimensions of the specimens according to EN 1993-1-3 [3].](image)

It should be mentioned that a similar experimental program, but focused on 0.7 and 0.8 mm thicknesses only, was performed by Benzár et al. [7] at the CEMSIG Research Center. The above sheet thickness combinations only concerned the connection of corrugated steel sheets of the web, to ensure the continuity of the web.

Table 1. Types of spot welding specimens (one spot of welding per specimen).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>$t_1$ [mm]</th>
<th>$t_2$ [mm]</th>
<th>$d_s$ [mm]</th>
<th>No. of tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW-0.8-0.8</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-0.8-1.0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-0.8-1.2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-0.8-1.5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-0.8-2.0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-0.8-2.5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.0-1.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.0-1.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.0-1.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.0-2.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.0-2.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.2-1.2</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.2-1.5</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.2-2.0</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.2-2.5</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.5-1.5</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.5-2.0</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-1.5-2.5</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-2.0-2.0</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-2.0-2.5</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental tests were conducted using the UTS universal testing machine. The distance between the sensors of the extensometer was 80 mm. Fig. 2 shows a tested specimen with one spot welding of the SW-1.2-1.5 set, developing the full button pull-out failure.

Fig. 2. Full button pull-out failure mode.

Fig. 3 depicts the comparison of the force-displacement curves for the specimen set presented above, using different welding regimes. It can be seen that the specimens have a very good capacity and ductility, the maximum recorded force exceeding 12 kN.

Performing the tests on all the specimens presented in Table 1, the general conclusion that can be drawn is that both the capacity and the ductility of the tested specimens are very good. Moreover, compared to the same specimens tested using self-drilling screws [4],[5], the capacity of the tested specimens is double, but the ductility is decreased.

The tests revealed two types of failure modes, i.e. full button pull-out (nugget pull-out) and interfacial fracture (see Fig. 4). For the investigated combinations of thicknesses, most of them failed by full button pull-out.

In the full button pull-out, the fracture occurs in the base metal or in the perimeter of the weld. In this failure mode, the material is completely torn from one of the sheets with the weld remaining intact. This is the most common failure mode for the tested specimens.

Fig. 4. Failure modes of the spot welding specimens: a) full button pull-out, b) interfacial fracture.

Another type of failure mode is the interfacial fracture in which the weld fails at the interface of the two sheets, leaving half of the weld nugget in one sheet and half in the other.

As a conclusion, in the case of full button pull-out, the strain in the base material outside the weld nugget is greater than the strain developed at the weld interface and the opposite is true for the case of the weld interfacial failure. In addition, from the experimental results, it is noticed that the load-bearing capacity of the weld is not affected by the fracture mode.

The quantitative results, in terms of force – displacement curves are presented in 0.

It may be observed that for each combination the maximum force is not limited by the minimum thickness, as the force increases if a smaller thickness is connected to a thicker sheet, but it exists an upper limit of the bearing capacity of the welded connection which is the equivalent of a plastic force of the smaller thickness.

Fig. 5. Response of simple SW specimens.
2.2. Tensile tests

Specimens of all the sheet thicknesses that were involved in the built-up beams, i.e. 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm were prepared for tensile tests with the nominal width of 20 mm. A number of 5 specimens for each thickness was considered.

The mechanical characteristics of the base material were obtained according to the international standard ISO 6892-1 [7]. Experimental tests were conducted using the UTS universal testing machine. The curves presented in Fig. 6 represent a selection from the tests, while the mean values of the tests per each thickness are given in Table 2.

2.3. Tensile tests

Specimens of all the sheet thicknesses that were involved in the built-up beams, i.e. 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm were prepared for tensile tests with the nominal width of 20 mm. A number of 5 specimens for each thickness was considered.

Table 2. Material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t (mm)</th>
<th>$R_{0.2}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$R_{el}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$R_m$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$A_{gt}$ %</th>
<th>$A_t$ %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>279.64</td>
<td>282.67</td>
<td>361.76</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>26.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>281.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>373.50</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>26.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>366.82</td>
<td>367.81</td>
<td>420.68</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>19.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>407.70</td>
<td>409.00</td>
<td>497.12</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>20.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>431.78</td>
<td>430.43</td>
<td>464.46</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>19.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>374.68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>452.98</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>16.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where:
$R_{0.2}$ - stress at 0.2% strain
$R_{el}$ - maximum value of stress prior to the first decrease in force
$R_m$ - stress corresponding to the maximum force
$A_{gt}$ - plastic extension at maximum force
$A_t$ - total extension at maximum force
$A_t$ - total extension at the moment of fracture

Fig. 6. Stress-strain relationships.

Fig. 5. (continues...).
The mechanical characteristics of the base material were obtained according to the international standard ISO 6892-1 [7]. Experimental tests were conducted using the UTS universal testing machine. The curves presented in Fig. 6 represent a selection from the tests, while the mean values of the tests per each thickness are given in Table 2.

2.4. Full scale beam specimen tests

For the full-scale specimen tests, two beams were built-up, i.e. CWB SW-1 and CWB SW-2, having a span of 5157 mm and a height of 600 mm. The process for the manufacturing consists of 4 steps: a) connecting the corrugated steel sheets for the web, b) connecting the shear panels at the ends of the beam, c) connecting the top and bottom flanges and e) connecting the end parts of the beam for the rigid connection to the experimental stand, as presented in Fig. 7. The first step in only necessary if the corrugated web is not available in one piece. For the current case, the corrugated steel sheets had a maximum length of 1.05 m.

The components of the built-up beams are shown in Fig. 8 and detailed below:
- two back-to-back lipped channel sections for flanges - 2 × C120/2.0;
- corrugated steel sheets (panels of 1.05 m length with 0.8 mm and 1.2 mm thicknesses);
- additional shear panels - flat plates of 1.0 or 1.2 mm;
- reinforcing profiles U150/2.0 used under the load application points;
- bolts M12 grade 8.8 for flange to endplate connection.

Fig. 7. Stages of beam built-up.

Fig. 8. Components of the built-up beams.

Fig. 9. a) Connection between corrugated sheets of beam CWB SW-1, b) Connection between corrugated sheets of beam CWB SW-2, c) position of the shear panels.
Except the differences between the shear panel’s thicknesses of the two beams, as shown in Fig. 8 and Table 3, another aspect of interest was the connection between the corrugated steel sheets of the web. By using the same number of spot welds, the corrugated sheets of beam CWB SW-1 were connected on two rows (Fig. 9(a)), while the corrugated sheets of beam CWB SW-2 were connected on one row only as shown in (Fig. 9(b)).

**Table 3. Distribution of the steel sheets used for the web of the spot-welded beams.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Length of shear panels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outer corrugated sheets</td>
<td>Inner corrugated sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB SW-1</td>
<td>1.2 mm</td>
<td>0.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB SW-2</td>
<td>1.2 mm</td>
<td>0.8 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the beams were loaded in a 2D loading frame, with the test set-up depicted in Fig. 10. The beams were loaded by an actuator of 500 kN which transmitted the force to the beam by a system able to distribute the load in 4 points. An out-of-plane independent frame was used to avoid stability problems during loading.

![Fig. 10. Test setup.](image)

The recordings aimed to monitor the displacements at each end of the top or bottom flange, between the flange and the end plate as well as between the end plate and the rigid frame, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The vertical deflection of the beam was monitored at each quarter of the span by 2 wire displacement transducers connected to each of the bottom flange part (see Fig. 11(b)). The force was recorded through the actuators load cell.

![Fig. 11. a) Flange ends instrumentation, b) Vertical deflection instrumentation.](image)

An optical monitoring system was used in order to assess the behaviour of the shear panels during loading. The shear panels were monitored using a digital image correlation system (DIC) provided by ISI-SYS GmbH. Two GT6600 Prosilica series of high resolution cameras (29 Mpix) with 35 mm lenses, recorded images for a 3D evaluation of the out of plane displacements and strain of the shear panel, at an acquisition frequency of 1 Hz.

Fig. 12 depicts the evolution during testing of the out of plane deformations (a & b) and the corresponding principal strains (c & d) of a given shear panel.

![Fig. 12. Evolution of the out of plane deformations (a, b) and the corresponding principal strains (c, d) of a given shear panel.](image)

Although the strains at the beginning of the tests are null, the out-of-plane images recorded imperfections due to fabrication within the range of -1.4 mm and 2.0 mm. Also, two lines for the development of the maximum tensile strains are noticed on the shear panel area for that particular case.

### 3. Results and discussions

In the following, the remarks during the experiments are presented and discussed. Since similar failure mechanism was exhibited by both beams, the same remarks are valid for both tests.
For the first tested specimen, CWB SW-1 (see Fig. 13), the failure mode of the beam started with the buckling of shear panel (see Fig. 14), followed by the distortions of the corrugated web as presented in Fig. 15 and, after reaching the maximum force, the breaking of some spot-welding connections (see Fig. 16). The behaviour of CWB SW-1 beam was ductile, with an initial stiffness of $K_{0-Exp} = 11352.6$ N/mm and the maximum load was reached at $F_{max} = 283.8$ kN. The collapse appears for a displacement of around 123 mm. The recorded force-displacement curve at the mid-span is depicted in Fig. 17.

![Fig. 13. CWB-SW1 beam – global deformation during the testing.](image)

![Fig. 14. Development of the shear buckling at the end panels for CWB SW-1 beam.](image)

![Fig. 15. Distortion of the web corrugation of the CWB SW-1 beam.](image)

![Fig. 16. Development of the shear buckling at the end panels for CWB SW-1 beam.](image)

In the final stage of the tests, both beams exhibited local deformation under the load application points, as presented in Fig. 18.

![Fig. 18. Local deformations under the load application point.](image)

Compared to the previous studied solution, built-up beams with self-drilling screws [4][5], it may be seen that the beams connected by spot welding present a higher stiffness (see Table 4), as well as a higher capacity (see Fig. 19).

![Fig. 17. Force-deflection curve for the full scale built-up beams.](image)

![Fig. 19. Force-displacement curve for the full scale beams: spot welding vs. screws.](image)

**Table 4. Results of the corrugated web beams: spot welding vs. screws.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam type</th>
<th>$K_{0-Exp}$ (N/mm)</th>
<th>$F_{max}$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CWB SW-1</td>
<td>11352.6</td>
<td>283.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB SW-2</td>
<td>15846.5</td>
<td>276.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB-1 [4,5]</td>
<td>6862.2</td>
<td>219.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB-2 [4,5]</td>
<td>7831.5</td>
<td>230.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB-3 [4,5]</td>
<td>7184.9</td>
<td>211.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB-4 [4,5]</td>
<td>3985.0</td>
<td>161.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWB-5 [4,5]</td>
<td>5516.2</td>
<td>215.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions

Within the WELLFORMED research project, carried out at the CEMSIG Research Center of the Politehnica University of Timisoara, an extensive experimental program on built-up cold-formed steel beams using resistance spot welding as connecting technology occurred.

The paper presents the experimental results on tensile-shear tests on lap joint spot-welded specimens, in order to characterize the behaviour of these connections and on full scale tests of two beams subjected to bending. The experiments were accompanied by tensile tests, to characterise the material behaviour.

The most common failure mode for the tensile-shear tests on lap joint spot-welded specimens was the full button pull-out. Also, can be noticed that for each combination of thicknesses, the maximum force is not limited by the minimum thickness; the force increases if a smaller thickness is connected to a thicker one, but exists an upper limit which is given by the plastic force of the smaller thickness. Both the capacity and the ductility obtained for the tested specimens are very good and compare to similar specimens tested using self-drilling screws [4][5], the capacity is double but the ductility is decreased.

The experimental results of full scale shown:
- both the capacity and the ductility obtained for the tested specimens are very good;
- compared to the solution studied in [4][5], they show an increased capacity but, the deformation is consistent less that the deformation of built-up beams using self-drilling screws.

The results are encouraging and demonstrate the potential of this solution for standardization and industrial manufacturing. Nevertheless, the experimental research will be followed by numerical simulations, to optimize the distribution/arrangement of the spot welding connections, and by parametric studies to see the suitability of such beams to larger spans and the limits of the system.
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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient computer method for large deflection distributed plasticity analysis of 3D semi-rigid composite steel-concrete frameworks. A novel second-order inelastic flexibility-based element has been developed by combining the Maxwell-Mohr rule and the second-order force based functions for computation of the generalized displacements. The proposed model allows explicit and efficient modeling of the combined effects of nonlinear geometrical effects, gradual spread-of-plasticity, partial shear connection of composite beams, finite-size joints and joint flexibility by using only one 2-noded beam-column element per physical member. For composite beams, based on elasto-plastic cross-sectional analyses the model is able to take into account the effects of partial composite action between the concrete slab and the steel beam. At the cross-sectional level the proposed method addresses computational efficiency through the use of path integral approach to numerical integration of the cross-sectional nonlinear characteristics and residual stresses, enabling in this way the accurate geometrical specifications and precise modeling of cross-sections. The proposed nonlinear analysis formulation has been implemented in a general nonlinear static purpose computer program, NEFCAD. Several computational examples are given to validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method.

Keywords: Nonlinear inelastic analysis; flexibility-based element; distributed plasticity; partial composite action; advanced analysis.

1. Introduction

In recent years, have witnessed significant advances in nonlinear inelastic analysis methods for composite steel-concrete beams and framed structures and integrate them into the new and more rational advanced analysis and design procedures [1, 2]. Currently the available tools for such analysis are general purpose FE programs that require extensive calibration and mesh generation studies and still possess huge demands on the most powerful of available computers and represents unpractical tasks for structural engineer. The present work attempts to develop accurate yet computational efficient tools for the nonlinear inelastic analysis of partially connected composite steel-concrete frameworks fulfilling the practical and advanced analysis requirements.

2. Mathematical formulation

In this paper, the following general assumptions are adopted in the formulation of analytical model for inelastic analysis of composite beams: (1) Plane sections remain plane for entire cross-section after flexural deformation; throughout the depth of the cross-section, the strain distribution is linear, but a discontinuity exists at the concrete slab-steel beam interface due to slip, frictional effects and uplift are neglected, the interface slip is small; (2) The vertical displacement and the curvature of the different subcomponents (concrete slab...
and structural steel) are assumed to be the same; (3) Discretely located interlayer connectors with uniform spacing are regarded as continuous and ductile with an nonlinear elastic-plastic behavior. In the formulation of the inelastic behavior of composite columns full composite action between concrete matrix and steel profile is assumed. Small strains but large displacements and rotations can be considered. Transverse shear deformations, associated to the transverse shear forces are neglected in the plastic constitutive relationships. The model suggested by the CEB-FIB Model Code 90, is adopted in the present paper to model the concrete under compression and tension. Multilinear elastic-plastic stress-strain relationships, both in tension and in compression, are assumed for the structural steel and the conventional reinforcing bars. Gradual yielding of cross-sections and elasto-plastic tangent flexural and axial rigidities, for composite steel-concrete columns with arbitrary shape, when full shear connection is assumed, is described through basic equilibrium, compatibility and material nonlinear constitutive equations following the procedure described in [2] where the discussions concerning the numerical integration of stresses and stiffnesses over cross sections and inclusion of residual stresses for structural steel are also addressed. Therefore, this paper is focused on partial composite action effect over inelastic response of beam cross-sections. As will be briefly described in the following sections, the incremental force-displacement relationships at the element level are derived by applying the Maxwell-Mohr rule for computation of generalized displacements in the second-order geometrically nonlinear analysis and using an updated Lagrangian formulation the nonlinear global geometrical effects are considered updating the element forces and geometry configurations at each load increment [3].

2.1. Elasto-plastic analysis of beam cross-sections

The elastic and inelastic behavior of steel-concrete composite beams is quite complex because the shear connectors generally permit the development of only partial composite action between the individual components of the member, and their analysis requires the consideration of the interlayer slip between the subcomponents. Usually, for a given composite beam, the full shear connection is defined as the least number of shear connectors \((n)\) such that the bending resistance of the beam would not be affected if more shear connectors are provided, whereas partial shear connection occurs when the number of connectors \((n)\) used in a beam is lower than \((n)\). In order to analyze and design the composite beams, simplified methods are very useful and such methods are proposed in international literature and in some codes. For instance in the Eurocode 4 the concept of the degree of shear connection \(\eta = n/n_f\) is used and the ultimate bending strength capacity of cross-section is evaluated by simple equilibrium of stresses with a prescribed compressive axial force in the concrete slab \(N_c = nP_{sc}\), where \(n=n_f\) represents the number of shear connectors and \(P_{sc}\) is the connector strength. The composite beam cross-section considered here consists of a concrete solid slab connected to a steel beam as presented in Fig 1.

![Fig. 1. Composite beam: a. full composite action b. partial composite action.](image)

Let us consider the cross-section subjected to the action of the external bending moment \((M)\), and axial force \((N)\) as shown in Fig. 1a. The resultant strain distribution corresponding to the curvature \(\phi\) and the axial strain \(u\) can be expressed, in full composite action, throughout the depth of cross-section in a linear form as:

\[
\varepsilon = u + \phi \cdot y
\]  

The equilibrium is satisfied when the external forces \((N, M)\) are equal to the internal ones. These conditions can be represented mathematically in terms of the nonlinear system of equations as in Eq. (2). The surface integrals in Eq. (2) are extended over steel \((A_s)\) and concrete areas \((A_c)\), the contribution of slab
reinforcement is explicitly considered, \( A_{ri} \) (\( i=1,N_s \)) denotes the resisting cross-section area of the \( i \)-th bar located at \( y_i \), distance about the reference axis (\( z \)), \( N_s \) denotes the total number of conventional steel reinforcements.

\[
\begin{aligned}
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) dA_i + \int_{A_s} \sigma_s (e_s, \phi) dA_s + \\
\quad + \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) A_{ri} - N = 0 \\
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y dA_i + \int_{A_s} \sigma_s (e_s, \phi) y dA_s + \\
\quad + \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y_i A_{ri} - M = 0
\end{aligned}
\]  

(2)

The above system can be solved numerically using the Newton iterative method and taking into account the fact that the stresses are implicit functions of the axial strain and curvature through the resultant strain distribution given by Eq. (1). In this way, for given bending moment and axial force we can obtain the strain and stress distribution throughout the cross-section and then the axial and flexural rigidity of the cross-section can be computed. In this way the internal axial force in concrete (\( N_{ct} \)) in which the contribution of the conventional steel reinforcements is included, can be evaluated [4]. Let us consider now the cross-section, in partial composite action, subjected to the action of the external bending moment (\( M \)), and axial force (\( N \)) as shown in Fig. 1b. Under the above assumptions, the resultant strain distribution, corresponding to the curvature \( \phi \) and the axial strains \( u_c \) and \( u_s \), evaluated at the centroid of concrete slab and structural steel respectively, can be expressed in a linear form as:

\[ e_c = u_c + \phi \cdot (y-r) ;
\]

\[ e_s = u_s + \phi \cdot y \]

(3)

where \( e_c \) and \( e_s \) represents the strains in concrete slab and steel beam respectively and \( r \) represents the distance from the central axis of the concrete slab to that of the steel beam. The equilibrium is satisfied when the external forces are equal to the internal ones:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) dA_i + \int_{A_s} \sigma_s (e_s, \phi) dA_s + \\
\quad + \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) A_{ri} - N = 0 \\
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y dA_i + \int_{A_s} \sigma_s (e_s, \phi) y dA_s + \\
\quad + \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y_i A_{ri} - M = 0
\end{aligned}
\]  

(4)

in which \( u_c, u_s \) and \( \phi \) represent the unknowns. In order to solve the above nonlinear system, the internal axial force in the concrete slab (\( N_{ct} \)), under partial composite action, is assumed to be a fraction of the axial force in the concrete slab under full composite action (\( N_{cf} \)) and the amount is defined by a function of the degree of composite action \( \gamma_{e,cf} \) as in Fig. 1b:

\[ N_{ct} = f(\gamma_{e,cf}) \cdot N_{cf} = N_c \]

(5)

where \( N_c \) represents the internal axial force in the concrete slab of the cross-section subjected to the same external bending moment \( M \) and axial force \( N \) but under the assumption of full composite action between the steel beam and concrete slab, \( f(\gamma_{e,cf}) \) represents a function of the effective degree of composite action [4]. Thus, the nonlinear system (5) becomes:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) dA_i + \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) A_{ri} - N_c = 0 \\
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y dA_i - (N - N_c) = 0 \\
\int_{A_i} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y dA_i + \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sigma_i (e_i, \phi) y_i A_{ri} - M = 0
\end{aligned}
\]

(6)

The above system can be solved numerically using, the Newton iterative method. The incremental relationships between incremental efforts and incremental deformations can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta u_c \\
\Delta u_s \\
\Delta \phi
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
k_{11} & k_{13} \\
k_{22} & k_{23} \\
k_{31} & k_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta N_c \\
\Delta N_s \\
\Delta M
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

where the coefficients of the tangent stiffness matrix \( k_{ij} \) can be evaluated as in [4]. We define the tangent flexural rigidity of cross-section as a ratio between incremental bending moment and incremental curvature while keeping constant the axial force (\( \Delta N=0 \)) as:

\[ (EI)_t = \frac{\Delta M}{\Delta \phi} \bigg|_{\Delta N=0} \]

(8)

Solving the system given by Eq. (7) and taking into account Eq. (8), the tangent flexural rigidity of the cross section with partial composite action can be developed as:

\[ (EI)_t = \frac{a}{1 - \beta f(\gamma_{e,cf})} \frac{\Delta N_{cf}}{\Delta M} \]

(9)
\[ a = k_{33} - \frac{k_3k_{13}}{k_{11}} - \frac{k_3k_{23}}{k_{22}}; \quad b = k_{31} - \frac{k_3k_{21}}{k_{22}} \]  

where \( \Delta N_{cf} \) represents the incremental axial force in the concrete slab under the assumption of full composite action computed as a difference between the axial force in the concrete slab associated at given value of the bending moment \( M \) and the axial force associated at an incremented bending moment \( M + \Delta M \) [4]. The value of effective degree of composite action defined in [4] is assumed to be constant over the length of the member and is updated at each loading step according with the existing state of stress [4].

2.2. Second-order flexibility-based element

Flexibility-based method is used to formulate the distributed plasticity model of a 3D frame element (12 DOF) (Fig.3). The spread of inelastic zones within an element is captured considering the variable section flexural \( EI_y \) and \( EI_z \) and axial \( EA \) rigidity along the member length, depending on the bending moments and axial force level, cross-sectional shape and nonlinear constitutive relationships as already described.

The basic incremental force-displacement relationships are determined considering the element represented in natural coordinate system with rigid body modes removed [3]. The
element incremental flexibility matrix $f$, which relates the end displacements to the actions $\Delta s_i$, can be derived by applying Maxwell-Mohr theorem for computation of generalized displacements.

$$
\Delta \delta_{i,AP} = \int_0^L \left( \frac{\partial \Delta M_{iy}^{I(z)}(x)}{\partial \Delta P} \cdot \frac{\partial \Delta M_{iz}^{II(z)}(x)}{\partial \Delta f(z)} \right) dx + \Delta \Delta u_i + \Delta \Delta q_i 
$$

bending moment component

(11)

Assuming elastic behavior within a load increment, and no coupling of axial and flexural responses at the section level, the generalized displacement in point $i$ of the member produced by the force $\Delta P$ ($\Delta M_{iy}^{I(z)}, \Delta M_{iz}^{II(z)}, \Delta T_{iy}(z), \Delta T_{iz}(z)$) could be expressed as in Eq. (12) where with superior indices (I) and (II) represent the first order and second order efforts respectively. The second term in Eq. (12) introduces the additional effect of shear deformations. In this respect, for composite beams with partial composite action, equivalent transverse shear stiffness has been derived by using the energy relations [4]. For column cross-sections equivalent transverse shear stiffness is assumed to be computed taken into account only the contribution of the steel component. The second order bending moments and shear forces can be evaluated in function of the nodal bending moments and uniform distributed loads as described in [3] and then the relationship between nodal displacements ($\Delta u_i$) and the nodal efforts ($\Delta s_i$) could be further expressed by defining the element flexibility matrix ($f$) and nodal displacements given by the uniform distributed loads ($\delta_r$) as:

$$
\Delta u_i = f \cdot \Delta s_i + \delta_r
$$

(12)

The detailed expressions for $f$, $\delta_r$ can be found in [3]. To produce the deformational-stiffness relation, the Eq. (13) is inverted, obtaining the following deformational-stiffness equation:

$$
\Delta s_i = k_i \cdot \Delta u_i - \Delta q_i; \quad \Delta q_i = k_i \cdot \delta_r
$$

(13)

where the vector $\Delta q_i$ is the incremental equivalent load vector, whereas $k_i$ represents the instantaneous element stiffness matrix of the beam-column element without rigid body modes, determined by matrix inversion of the flexural matrix $f$. If the state of forces at any cross-section along the beam column element equals or exceeds the plastic section capacity, the flexural stiffness at the respective location approaches zero. Once the member forces get to the full plastic surface they are assumed to move on the plastic surface. Considering the member in Fig. 3 and that at the end of the member at node $i$ the forces ($N, M_y, M_z$) get to the full plastic surface the incremental bending moments $\Delta M_{iy}, \Delta M_{iz}$ and the incremental axial force $\Delta N$ can be linearly related as (Fig. 4):

$$
\Delta M_{iy} = \frac{1}{\tan \gamma} \Delta N = c_j \Delta N
$$

(14)

$$
\Delta M_{iz} = \frac{1}{\tan \gamma} \Delta N = c_j \Delta N
$$

where $\Delta M_{p_{tot}} = M_{p_{tot}} = M_{p_{tot}}$, $\Delta N = N - N^*$ and in which $M_{p_{tot}}$ represents the ultimate total bending moment associated to given value of axial force $N$ and $N^*$ represents the ultimate axial force for given value of total bending moment $M_{tot} = M_{z} \sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \gamma \alpha}$. The ultimate efforts ($M_{p_{tot}}$ and $N^*$) are determined as follows. Let us consider that at the current loading step in a specified location the forces exceed the plastic surface.

![Fig. 4. Interaction diagram for given bending moment’s ratio. The plastic surface requirements.](image)

For given value of axial force $N$ the iterative procedure described in [2] is applied in order to determine the ultimate bending moments ($M_{p_{tot}}$, $M_{z_{p_{tot}}}$) for a given bending moment ratio ($\tan \alpha = M_{p_{tot}}/M_{z_{p_{tot}}}$) and then $M_{p_{tot}} = M_{z_{p_{tot}}} \sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \gamma \alpha}$. Similarly, for given values of the bending moments $M_y$, $M_z$ the axial resistance $N^*$ associated with a failure criterion is evaluated.

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta N \\
\Delta M_{iy} \\
\Delta M_{iz} \\
\Delta M_{jy} \\
\Delta M_{jz}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & c_y & 0 \\
0 & 0 & c_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta N \\
\Delta M_{iy} \\
\Delta M_{iz} \\
\Delta M_{jy} \\
\Delta M_{jz}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(15)
Consequently the basic nodal element forces for the beam column element can be expressed in matrix form as in Eq. (15) or symbolically in condensed matrix form:
\[
\Delta \mathbf{r}_{e(\delta x)} = \mathbf{T}_e^{(\delta x,4)} \Delta \mathbf{s}_{e(\delta x)}
\]  
(16)
where the transformation matrix \( \mathbf{T}_e \) introduces the correlation between nodal forces such that the plastic strength surface requirement at section “\( r \)” is not violated by the change of member forces after the full plastic strength of cross-section is reached (Fig. 4). Denoting \( \Delta \mathbf{r} \), \( \Delta \mathbf{u} \) and \( \Delta \mathbf{q} \), as finite changes in the force vector, displacement vector and fixed-end force vector, respectively, the incremental force-displacement relationship for the element including the equivalent nodal loads can be expressed as:
\[
\Delta \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{T}_e \left( \mathbf{T}_e^T \mathbf{f} T \mathbf{T}_e \right)^{-1} \mathbf{T}_e^T \Delta \mathbf{u} + \mathbf{T}_e \left( \mathbf{T}_e^T \mathbf{f} T \mathbf{T}_e \right)^{-1} \mathbf{T}_e^T \mathbf{f} \Delta \mathbf{q}_r
\]  
(17)
or symbolically in condensed matrix form:
\[
\Delta \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{k}_{r,\text{ep}} \Delta \mathbf{u} + \Delta \mathbf{q}_{rp}
\]  
(18)
where \( \mathbf{k}_{r,\text{ep}} \) and \( \Delta \mathbf{q}_{rp} \) represents the stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal loads vector for the element when a full plastified cross section forms at the \( i \)-th end of the element:
\[
\mathbf{k}_{r,\text{ep}} = \mathbf{T}_e \left( \mathbf{T}_e^T \mathbf{f} T \mathbf{T}_e \right)^{-1} \mathbf{T}_e^T
\]  
(19)
\[
\Delta \mathbf{q}_{rp} = \mathbf{T}_e \left( \mathbf{T}_e^T \mathbf{f} T \mathbf{T}_e \right)^{-1} \mathbf{T}_e^T \mathbf{f} \Delta \mathbf{q}_r
\]  
(20)
Following a similar approach we can obtain the elasto-plastic stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal loads for the cases when a full plastified sections forms at \( j \)-th end of the member or at both ends.

\[\text{Fig. 5. Incorporation of finite joint size and semi-rigid connections.}\]

Although the present study concerns mainly on frames with rigid joints and the effect of the floor slab action is ignored, in the proposed approach can be easily implemented the effects of the nonlinear behaviour of semi-rigid connections, with proper nonlinear moment-relative rotation models for composite connections, and the floor slab action. For instance the mathematical model described in [3] can be useful to include the effects of the semi-rigidity and the penalty element method can be used to include the effect of the rigid floor diaphragm action. Alternatively, the floor slab may be modelled as flat shell elements (with 6 DOF’s per node) and coupled in this way with the beam-column element developed in this paper. The member is assumed to consist of three zones as shown in Fig. 5. The first zone is the rigid block zone (finite-size joint) located at each end of the member. The second zone is the semi-rigid connection assumed to have zero length, and the remaining part of the member represents the beam-column element. The incremental change in the displacements and nodal forces for the semi-rigid beam-column element, considered without finite joint size (rigid block), may be symbolically expressed as:
\[
\Delta \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{k}_{r} \cdot \Delta \mathbf{u} + \Delta \mathbf{q}_r
\]  
(21)
in which \( \mathbf{k}_{r} \) and \( \Delta \mathbf{q}_r \) represents the stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal loads vector for the semi-rigid beam-column element, including the effects of material and geometric nonlinearity sources as described in the earlier sections, and in which the rows and columns corresponding to axial and torsional deformations have been removed, \( \Delta \mathbf{u} \), represents the end element rotation vector (Fig. 5):
\[
\Delta \mathbf{u} = \left\{ \Delta \theta_{y,i} \Delta \theta_{y,j} \Delta \theta_{h,z} \Delta \theta_{h,j} \right\}^T
\]  
(22)
and \( \Delta \mathbf{s} \) represents the incremental nodal bending moments about the cross-sectional axes \( y \) and \( z \) acting at ends \( i \) and \( j \) of the element:
\[
\Delta \mathbf{s} = \left\{ \Delta M_{y,i} \Delta M_{y,j} \Delta M_{z,j} \Delta M_{z,j} \right\}^T
\]  
(23)
Let us assume that the element nodal rotations are collected in the vector \( \Delta \mathbf{u} \) whereas the incremental nodal bending moments about the cross-sectional axes \( y \) and \( z \) acting at ends \( i \) and \( j \) of the element are collected in the vector \( \Delta \mathbf{s} :\)
\[
\Delta \mathbf{u} = \left\{ \Delta \theta_{y,i} \Delta \theta_{y,j} \Delta \theta_{z,j} \Delta \theta_{z,j} \right\}^T
\]  
(24)
\[
\Delta \mathbf{s} = \left\{ \Delta M_{y,i} \Delta M_{y,j} \Delta M_{z,i} \Delta M_{z,j} \right\}^T
\]  
From geometry and assuming small rotations during each load increment the relationships between rotations at the ends (\( i \) and \( j \)) of the semi-rigid beam-column element, and the same quantities at the element nodes (1 and 2) can be explicitly expressed in matrix form as:
in which \( l \) represents updated length of the element computed during each load increment, and \( a, b \) represents the sizes of the rigid blocks located at each end of the member. Symbolically \( \Delta \mathbf{u}_r = \mathbf{L} \Delta \mathbf{u} \) in which the matrix \( \mathbf{L} \) introduces the effect of finite joint sizes. Substituting Eq. (30) for \( \Delta \mathbf{u}_r \) into Eq. (24) gives:

\[
\Delta \mathbf{s}_r = \mathbf{k}_r \cdot \mathbf{L} \cdot \Delta \mathbf{u} + \Delta \mathbf{q}_e.
\]  

(26)

Hence, the basic equation which define the incremental change in the rotations and nodal bending moments at the nodes 1 and 2 of the element can be expressed as:

\[
\Delta \mathbf{s} = \mathbf{k} \cdot \Delta \mathbf{u} + \Delta \mathbf{q}_{eq}, \quad \mathbf{k} = \mathbf{L}^T \cdot \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{L}^T \Delta \mathbf{q}_{eq} = \mathbf{L}^T \cdot \Delta \mathbf{q}_e.
\]  

(27)

in which \( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \Delta \mathbf{q}_{eq} \) represents the stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal loads vector for the semi-rigid beam-column element including the effects of finite-sizes of the nodes. The resulting stiffness matrix is a 4x4 matrix, and does not include torsional and axial degrees of freedom. Torsional and axial stiffness components are then added to result in the required 6x6 stiffness matrix. To include rigid body modes, the stiffness matrix is pre- and post multiplied by a transformation matrix to result in the required 12 x 12 matrix [3]. It should be noted that panel zones are not necessarily rigid components as assumed in the proposed approach and high shear forces and deformations in panel zones may have a pronounced effect on the stiffness and ultimate strength of frame structures.

3. Computational examples

The accuracy of the analytic procedure and the computer program (NEFCAD) developed here has been evaluated using several benchmark problems. In the present approach, one element has been used to model each column and beam in all computational examples and the advanced numerical simulation is conducted by using the specialized software for nonlinear analysis of structures, ABAQUS as described in [4].

3.1. Simply supported composite beam with partial shear connection

The proposed numerical model is validated by comparisons against Chapman and Balakrishnan [5] experimental tests on E1 simply supported composite beam, as well as against the results predicted by ABAQUS software and those published by other authors. Details about geometry and material properties can be found in [4, 5].

Fig. 6. Load-deflection curve for E1 composite beam a. experiment b. degrees of connection.

The mid-span deflection vs. applied load comparative curves is plotted in Fig. 6a. As it can be seen the behavior of the composite beam predicted by the proposed analysis procedure (\( k_{50\%}=2028 \text{N/mm}^2, \gamma=11.34 \)) and the advanced finite element model developed in ABAQUS is in close agreement with that of experimental test. The effectiveness of the proposed procedure is further assessed by varying the degree of shear connection (by means of varying the number of shear connectors-partial shear connection) and comparing the predicted curves with those obtained with more complex finite element analysis, as shown in Fig. 6b. By comparing the curves depicted in Fig. 6b, it can be observed, that the proposed method (Nefcad) predicts fairly well the nonlinear behavior and ultimate load capacity of the system when different levels (ranging from 47% to 136%) of shear connection are considered.
3.2. Six-story composite frame

The geometry loading conditions of Vogel’s six-story two-bay frame are reported in [4]. The yield strength of all steel members is 235 MPa while Young and shear Modulus are E=20500 MPa and G=7885 MPa.

![Fig. 7. Load-deflection curve for six-story composite frame.](image)

The compressive yield strength of concrete for columns is $f_c=26$MPa and for concrete slab $f_c=16$MPa. In order to evaluate the effects of the finite size of the joints and to make possible comparisons with more advanced nonlinear FEM solutions (Abaqus), in the proposed approach (Nefcad) the frame has been modelled considering member end offsets and assuming effective rigid joint size of one-half the true size of the joint. In this study a value of $P_{sc}=64.34$ kN was considered for the shear connector capacity. The parameters that describe the shape of the studs constitutive law have been selected as proposed by Ollgaard: $\beta=1$ and $\alpha=0.558$, obtaining in this way a value of 94375 N/mm for the connector stiffness corresponding to 50% of $P_{sc}$, namely $K_{50\%}$ (see Fig. 2). The values of shear connection stiffness, $k_{50\%}$, are evaluated based on the number of shear connectors corresponding to the desired degree of shear connection [4]. Fig. 7a presents the comparative load-deflection curves obtained by the proposed approach when full composite action is assumed and those obtained with the advanced FEM model considering different levels of shear connection, ranging from 100% to 300%. It can be observed that, as expected, increasing the level of shear connection the system became more rigid with increased strength and stiffness and the inelastic behavior becomes similar with the response predicted by the proposed approach (full composite action). The effectiveness of the proposed procedure is further assessed by varying the degree of shear connection and comparing the predicted curves with those obtained with more complex finite element analysis, as shown in Fig. 7b.

4. Conclusions

A reliable and robust nonlinear inelastic analysis method for composite steel-concrete frames with partial composite action has been developed. The proposed formulation has been found to be effective in predicting the global behavior of composite beams and frames with partial shear connection, both in elastic and post-elastic field and, the numerical results agrees fairly well with the experimental results and those obtained by advanced nonlinear FEM approaches but with much less computational effort. The proposed formulation takes advantage of using only one 2-noded beam-column element and features, in this way, the ability to be used for practical applications by combining modeling benefits, computational efficiency and reasonable accuracy and may circumvent some of the difficulties that may arise enforcing the compatibility conditions at the semi-rigid composite connections.
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Abstract
The most common type of a steel concrete composite beam is the one using conventional welded headed studs to connect the top flange of a steel beam to the concrete slab. However, the monolithic structure between the headed studs and the concrete slab prevents the deconstruction of the beam. More sustainable solutions in construction can be achieved by developing demountable connections which allow for fully deconstruction and reuse of all structural systems.

This paper presents a novel demountable shear connector for use in steel concrete composite beams in conjunction with precast hollow core slab units. The demountable connection proposed has the advantages of minimal use of in situ concrete required only in specific regions, increased ductility due to the unique shape of the shear connector and since it is not embedded in in situ concrete, it facilitates the deconstruction procedure. Ten horizontal push out tests aiming at investigating the structural performance of the demountable shear connector were carried out. The strength of the connection is predicted using simple mechanics based on plastic beam analysis. The experimental results showed that the proposed demountable shear connector can achieve increased strength depending on the geometric characteristics of the connector, a ductile slip-load curve and a very high slip capacity.

Keywords: demountable floor systems; novel shear connector; deconstruction

1. Introduction
Concrete and steel are the most widely used construction materials, the production of those generates high levels of carbon dioxide; yet the demand for their use is continuously increasing. By reusing the construction materials not only the carbon dioxide reduces but also the amount of construction waste that goes to landfill. High sustainability standards can be achieved by developing demountable structural systems offering the advantages of deconstruction and reuse of materials and structural components. However, the ‘Design for Deconstruction’ concept cannot be applied on beams as currently constructed, since the headed studs are welded in the top flange of the steel section. Recent research efforts propose different types of demountable shear connectors.

Modified threaded studs bolted on the beam’s top flange were proposed and tested in push out tests by Lam and Saveri [1] and Dai et al. [2] and numerical models were developed. The results showed that the demountable shear connectors have comparable strength and lower initial stiffness compared to headed studs. Pavlovic at al. [3] performed four push out tests and advanced numerical simulations on single nutted high strength bolts embedded in prefabricated concrete slabs. They found similar strength, half initial stiffness and limited ductility for the demountable connector compared to a similar stud. Moynihan and Allwood [4] performed three beam tests using M20 bolted shear connectors and in situ slabs, formed in a profile steel sheet. They found a similar mode of failure between the demountable
shear connectors and the welded ones published elsewhere. High strength friction bolts were proposed and tested in combination with geopolymer precast slabs firstly in push out tests by Liu et al. [5] and later in beam tests by Ataei et al. [6]. The push out tests showed rigid initial behaviour followed a sudden large slip once the friction was overcome and subsequent bolt fracture. The beam tests showed satisfactory strength and ductility. Two types of blind bolts were tested in push out and beam tests by Pathirana et al. [7] and numerical models were developed. The results showed that the blind bolts could be used as an alternative to welded studs.

This paper presents a novel demountable shear connector offering the following unique features: 1) it facilitates the deconstruction procedure since it is not fully embedded and thus the operations can be implemented from the top of the floor; 2) the unique shape of the connector promotes a ductile and predictable slip-load behaviour; and 3) it has adjustable strength and stiffness dependent on the selected geometry and a very high slip capacity. The structural behavior of the proposed system was investigated by ten horizontal push out tests. Theoretical predictions are proposed based on plastic beam analysis.

2. Steel concrete composite beams with hollow core slabs and a demountable steel yielding shear connector

2.1. Description of the proposed system

The proposed steel concrete composite floor system utilizes precast HCU's and a novel demountable steel-yielding mechanism, denoted as yielding pocket (YP). Fig. 1 shows a 3d view of a part of a steel section including two HCU's, one YP installed and three open cores per HCU. The HCU's have one or two edge cut outs, depending on the degree of shear connection required, made through the depth of the HCU's at the edges parallel to the steel section axis, in order to accommodate the installation of the YP's. The YP consists of a steel square hollow section having a steel plate welded at the bottom and total length equal to the slab depth. Vertical elongated holes are cut on the sides of the YP that are parallel to the beam axis in order to form vertical steel strips. Aligned horizontally slotted holes are also opened on the same sides of the YP.

![Fig. 1. 3d view of the proposed connection](image)

Fig. 1 shows a 3d view of the YP. Four high strength bolts are used to clamp the YP on the top flange of the steel section, as shown in Fig.1. Rebars are placed in the open cores. A rebar is inserted through the horizontally slotted hole of the YP and placed in the middle open core, aiming to prevent uplift of the slab during the bending of the beam. A 50- mm gap is left between the YP and the HCU's, and in situ concrete is poured to fill the open cores and the gaps around the YP. Before pouring the in situ concrete polythene foam is used as formwork around the YP to disconnect the bottom part of the concrete from the YP. The expected deformed shape of the YP under the longitudinal bending of the beam is shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, a ductile yielding failure of the YP is promoted instead of a brittle shear failure of the bolts that would occur if the concrete was in full-depth contact with the YP. The construction of the proposed system consists of the following steps: a) The HCU's are placed on the steel section; b) The YP's with the middle rebar passing through the slotted holes are fixed on the top flange of the steel sections using high strength bolts; c) Polythene foam is placed around the YP's and the rest of the rebar's are placed in the open cores of the HCU's and; d) In situ concrete is poured to cover the open cores and the gaps between the YP's and the HCU's.
The deconstruction consists of the following steps: a) the concrete ‘tooth’ around the YP shown in Fig. 2 is removed using a standard concrete cutting tool; b) the rebar passing through the YP is cut; c) the YPs are unbolted and removed and; d) the slabs are removed and all the steel structural components can be reused directly in a new building. Additionally the HCU’s may be reused by removing the concrete strip above the steel section and cutting all the rebars in the middle. The rebars will protrude out of the concrete slab and couplers may be fitted to them to connect adjacent HCU’s in a new building without re-opening the cores.

2.2. Mechanics of the proposed system

Fig. 3 shows the geometric properties of of the YP. The YP is deformed under the longitudinal shear force in a composite beam, as shown in Fig. 4. The foam around the YP is placed such as the bottom fibres of the concrete tooth are in line with the top ends of the vertical strips. The shear resistance is provided by the bending of the vertical strips and walls including the corners of YP. Assuming fixed boundary conditions, the vertical strips are expected to develop two plastic hinges at their ends, shown in Fig. 4.

The plastic moment resistance of a vertical strip is given by:

$$M_{p, strip} = f_y \cdot t \cdot w^2 / 4$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $f_y$ is the yield strength of the vertical strip material. The strength provided by all the vertical strips is given by:

$$F_{p,strips} = 2 \cdot M_{p, strip} / h_1 \cdot n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $n$ is the total number of vertical strips.

Fig. 3. Geometric properties of YP

Fig. 4. Yielding mechanism of YP

The plastic moment resistance of one transverse vertical wall, $M_{p, wall}$, is calculated using plastic analysis of the section taking into account the corners of the YP. It is given by:

$$M_{p, wall} = Z_p \cdot f_{yw}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $Z_p$ is the plastic section modulus and $f_{yw}$ is the yield strength of the vertical walls material. The strength provided by the two vertical walls is given by:

$$F_{p, walls} = 2 \cdot M_{p, wall} / h$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The total strength of the YP is given by:

$$F_p = F_{p, strips} + F_{p, walls}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Capacity design rules are applied to ensure that the bolts and the steel plate remain elastic. Considering that the force is dispersed into the concrete component, potential failure modes include ripping, splitting and shear cracking [8]. Since shear cracking is the most critical of those for the specific geometry of specimens, the shear strength in kN may be estimated by the shear friction model proposed in [9]:

$$F_{con} = c \cdot f_t \cdot A_e + \mu \cdot A_s \cdot f_y \cdot k$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
where $f_t$ is the minimum concrete tensile strength between the HCU and the \textit{in situ} concrete, $A_s$ is the area of the shear plane, $A_r$ is the area of the reinforcement, $f_y$ is the yield stress of the rebars, $k$ is a reduction factor to account for reduced anchorage taken as 0.5 and recommended by [10] and $c$ and $\mu$ are cohesion and friction coefficients taken equal to 0.5 and 0.9 respectively by inspection of the values given in [9].

3. Horizontal push out tests

3.1. Push out specimens

Figs. 5 and 6 show a plan view and a longitudinal section of a typical push out specimen. Two HCUs were attached to a UB 533x210x 92 steel section using one YP for each specimen. The HCUs were standard units of 9 cores, 1200 mm nominal width, 200 mm depth and 800mm length. Five cores were opened to serve the placement of transverse reinforcement. The length of the edge cut out in the direction parallel to the steel section axis was 300mm and the width 70mm. Before pouring the in situ concrete foam was placed in proper positions around the YP. The core placed immediately before the YP (it is the 4rth core showing in Fig. 5 counting from left to right) was fully filled with \textit{in situ} concrete to avoid failure of the concrete slab, as it was proved by tests. The YPs were manufactured from steel hollow section of SHS180x10 and SHS180x8 tubes of S355J2H steel grade. The steel plate welded at the bottom of YP was of 200x200 mm length and 20 mm thickness, made of S275 steel grade. The rebars placed were of 12 mm diameter and S500 steel grade. The parameters varied in tests were the YP geometry and the concrete strength. Table 1 shows the geometric characteristics of the YP and the predicted strengths for the YP and the concrete using equations Eq.(5) and Eq. (6) in kN. The concrete strength $F_{con}$ in Table 1 is multiplied by 2 to take into account approximately the strength of the slab at both right and left side of YP. Since the strength of the YP approaches the strength of the concrete in a percentage around 100% for the specimens SP5 and SP6, shear cracking is likely to occur. The number following the prefix ‘SP’ indicates the YP geometry group; thus six different YP geometries were tested.

Table 2 presents the material properties of the \textit{in situ} concrete at the testing day. A number of cubes and cylinders were casted and cured along the push out specimens to obtain the compressive and splitting strength of the \textit{in situ} concrete. Table 2 gives the average compressive strength of three cubes and the average splitting strength of two cylinders. Tensile coupon tests were cut from the flat and the corner regions of the SHS180x180x10 and SHS180x180x8 tubes to obtain the material properties. The properties are the modulus of Elasticity, the 0.2% proof stress, the ultimate stress and the tensile strain related to the ultimate stress. Table 3 shows the average properties obtained from three coupon tests.

Table 1. Geometric properties of YP and strength predictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>$t$ (mm)</th>
<th>$w$ (mm)</th>
<th>$h$ (mm)</th>
<th>$F_{yp}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$2\cdot F_{con}$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP1A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Side view of specimen

Fig. 6. Plan view of specimen
Table 2. In situ concrete properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>Compressive strength $f_{cu}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Splitting strength $f_t$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP1A</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1B</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1C</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2B</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4A</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4B</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Coupon test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Mod. of Elast. (MPa)</th>
<th>0.2% proof stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Ult. stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Strain at ult.stress (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>180x8</td>
<td>193600</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner</td>
<td>180x8</td>
<td>221000</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>180x10</td>
<td>202850</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner</td>
<td>180x10</td>
<td>215500</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Test set up and loading procedure

Ten horizontal push out tests were performed using the test set up shown in Fig.7. An hydraulic actuator of 1000 kN force capacity was used to push the HCU's against the steel section through the spreader beam. The tests were performed by employing two configurations to transfer the load from the actuator to the spreader beam. The first one included the use of high density wooden parts fitted to the gap between the HCU and the spreader beam. The second one included the construction of a mortar tooth between the HCU's and the flange of the spreader beam. The specimens SP1A and SP6 were tested employing the second configuration. Two linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were used to measure the relative slip between the slabs and the steel section. Two additional LVDTs were used to measure the uplift for the specimens SP1A and SP6. The LVDTs were placed closely to the YP; one on each side of the specimen.

Force control load was initially applied up to 40% of the expected failure load and then cycled 25 times between 5-40% of the expected failure load. After the cyclic loading, displacement control load was applied up to failure.

4. Test results

4.1. Failure modes

Table 4 summarizes the yield and the maximum force experimentally obtained, the relative slip at the maximum force and the failure modes observed during the experiments. The specimens SP1 to SP4 which were designed to have low to medium YP strength and high concrete strength failed in a ductile mode showing concentration of plastic deformations in the YP. The specimen SP5 designed to have high strength YP and low concrete strength failed in shear concrete cracking showing very little deformation in the YP. The specimen SP6 failed in a mixed mode.

The specimen SP1A was brought up to ultimate failure aiming at identifying all the potential failure modes. The behaviour of the specimen was ductile up to 350kN and corresponding relative slip of 45mm. No cracks were visible on the top surface of the slabs up to this point. After reaching the relative slip of 45mm, the first row of bolts in the direction of the load, started bearing on the YP's vertical wall, which resulted in a sudden increase of the load up to 500kN. By further increase of the imposed displacement, the slabs of the specimen started sliding over the YP and introduced secondary hogging moments to the slabs. Those secondary bending moments finally caused failure of the slab manifested by a sudden formation of a crack running across
the width of the slab. Although the ultimate failure was due to concrete, the response of specimen was ductile since relative slips less than 18 mm was recorded in previously performed full scale beam tests in [11]. Fig. 8 shows the deformed shape of YP and the bolts’ bearing on the YP’s vertical wall, up to a very high slip of 45mm. Fig. 9 shows the ultimate failure of the slab.

**Table 4. Failure modes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>Yield force $F_{y,exp}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Max force $F_{max,exp}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Slip at max. force (mm)</th>
<th>Failure modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP1A</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1B</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1C</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2A</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2B</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4A</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4B</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Conc. failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specimen SP5 failed due to concrete cracking, as shown in Fig. 10. Two transverse cracks were formed prematurely on the top surface of the slabs of the specimen. Shear (diagonal) cracks developed in the surface of the slabs when the load reached 314kN. The cracks became wider with further increase of the force and the slab ultimately failed in extensive shear cracking at 320kN and corresponding relative slip 8.5 mm, followed by sudden drop in the load at 286kN, where the test was stopped. The shear cracks were seen in one side of the specimen due to in plane eccentricities introduced to the specimen during the application of the loading. The formation of the transverse cracks was unexpected and was attributed to the introduction of within the depth of the slab eccentricities resulted by imperfections during the application of the loading. Very little deformation was additionally observed in YP after dismantling the specimen.

The response of specimen SP6 was ductile up to 427kN and corresponding relative slip 19.5mm. After reaching 19.5 mm of relative slip, diagonal cracks started to become visible on the surface of the slab. The shear cracks continued propagating, resulting in reduction of the force by 4kN. Fig. 12 shows the ultimate failure of the slab at the end of the test at 423kN and corresponding relative slip 23.7 mm. Fig. 13 shows the bending of the YP. Eq. (6) could predict the shear concrete cracking of the specimens SP5 and SP6.

The specimen SP5 failed due to concrete cracking, as shown in Fig. 10. Two transverse cracks were formed prematurely on the top surface of the slabs of the specimen. Shear (diagonal) cracks developed in the surface of the slabs when the load reached 314kN. The cracks became wider with further increase of the force and
The specimen SP1C exhibited out of bending deformation and the full plastic force derived from equation Eq. (5) did not develop. This specimen was constructed having insufficient amount of concrete around the corners of YP which otherwise provide proper boundary conditions and avoids the ‘opening’ of the yielding device.

### 4.2. Force-slip behavior

The force-slip curves are shown in Figs. 14-16. Fig. 14 shows the curves of the group SP1. The sudden increase of the load from 350 kN to 500 kN, indicates the bearing of the YP’s wall on the first row of the bolts, as described previously. The slab failed at 500 kN and corresponding relative slip 50 mm followed by a softening behavior up to 60mm of slip, where the test was stopped. The specimen SP1C exhibited out of bending deformation resulting in reduced strength compared to the one of specimens SP1A and SP1B.

Fig. 15 shows the force-slip curves of the groups SP2 and SP4 and of specimen SP3, which showed a ductile mode of failure. The tests were intentionally stopped around 30-35 mm because no visible damage on the surface of the slabs was observed up to that point and to test the concept of deconstruction and reusability. All the steel structural components were reusable and the slabs of the specimen SP2A were additional reused successfully without affecting the structural behavior. Eq. (5) can predict the yield strength of the YP with good accuracy, as shown in Tables 2 and 4.

The force-slip behaviour of a composite connection including headed studs in conjunction with HCUs [12] is superimposed to the previously obtained experimental curves shown in Fig.15.

Fig. 17 shows the force-slip curves of the specimens SP5 and SP6. The specimen SP5 was designed to have the highest strength; however the specimen SP6 showed higher strength and stiffness. This is attributed to the early concrete failure of the specimen SP5. Still, the maximum slip achieved in this test, which is the lowest between all the specimens tested, is higher than the one required by Eurocode 4 [13].

### 4.3. Uplift results

The development of uplift was taken from the recordings of the two LVDTs during the tests SP1A and SP6. The uplift [13] should be limited so as to be equal to half of the longitudinal relative slip when the shear connectors are subjected to 80% of their ultimate load. The uplift is acceptable for both specimens and equal to 1.98 mm
and 2.48 mm at 80% of the ultimate load for the specimens SP1A and SP6 respectively.

5. Conclusions

A novel demountable shear connector is proposed for use in steel concrete composite beams in conjunction with hollow core units. Ten horizontal push out tests performed to investigate the structural behavior of the proposed system. The strength of the connection was predicted by using simple mechanics based on plastic beam analysis and aggregate interlock mechanism for the concrete. The following conclusions are drawn:

1. The experimental results show that the proposed shear connector has high initial stiffness and increased strength as compared to a welded shear stud.

2. The proposed shear connector achieved a slip capacity between 9 mm and 46 mm; much higher than the minimum slip required by Eurocode 4.

3. The strength of the connection can be predicted using equations based on plastic beam analysis and can be adjusted to the geometric characteristics of the shear connector. The full plastic strength of the connector can be achieved provided that shear cracking of the slab at the critical shear planes is prevented.

4. The concept of deconstruction and reuse was experimentally assessed by reusing the undamaged steel and slabs in a new test without affecting the structural behavior.
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Abstract

For composite beams using novel steel sheeting, the current Eurocode 4 rules sometimes overestimate the load bearing capacity of the shear connector. This is due to the larger rib heights and the smaller rib widths in comparison with the old studies, which have been carried out to calibrate the current design equations. The RFCS Project “DISCCO” investigated this phenomena and the working group under mandate M515, CEN/TC250/SC4/SC4.T3 is enhancing this equation and working on a proposal to be taken over in the new version of Eurocode 4.

The proposed new equation covers the failure behaviour of the shear connection more in detail. The test results show, that the failure consists in a combined concrete cone and stud in bending. Due to the geometry of novel steel sheeting, the load bearing capacity of the headed stud shear connector is no more limited by its shear capacity, but by its bending capacity.

A 3D non-linear finite element model is developed and validated through the support of the DISCCO push-out tests. A good agreement between numerical and experimental results in terms of force-slip behaviour is achieved. Special attention of this work lies on the numerical evaluation of the number of plastic hinges $n_y$: a stress-based procedure is presented and the results are compared to the equations presented for new Eurocode 4.

The numerical simulations show that the upper plastic hinge moves up as the slip increases due to the progressive crushing of the concrete in the rib. From the parametric study, it turns out that $n_y$ is linearly proportional to the embedment depth. Compared to pre-punched hole decking, through-deck welding specimen activates less plastic hinges in the studs because of the higher stiffness provided at the base of the stud.

Keywords: Push-out test; shear stud; mechanical model; numerical model; shear connector with profiled sheeting.

1. Introduction

Steel-concrete composite solutions are massively used in several sectors, especially for non-residential multi-storey buildings. Their success is mainly due to a good balance between structural performance (e.g. strength and stiffness) and economical efficiency. In view of that, more and more studies have recently focused on developing more advanced and precise technical regulations in order to increase the efficiency of steel-concrete solutions.

This contribution will focus on headed stud shear connectors used in composite beams with profiled steel sheeting. The steel studs are welded on the steel beam flange and are able to transfer the shearing force between the concrete slab and steel beam.

The design load-bearing resistance of shear connectors with headed studs shear connectors and profiled steel sheeting is currently calculated through the formulation presented in EN1994-1-1 [1]. That is none other than an extension of the formula proposed for solid slabs, reduced by a coefficient $k_t$ calibrated in the early 1990s. Despite its simplicity, current regulations does not lead to safe and efficient results for some
modern steel decking. Therefore, several recent projects, such as the RFCS project DISCCO, are aimed at developing new refined rules taking into account the mechanical behaviour of the members.

Recent push-out tests showed that “new” failure modes may occur when deep profiled steel sheeting are used: concrete cone failure in combination with a plastic bending of the headed shear studs. Therefore, the new proposed equations presented in this paper will take into account these two, parallel acting, mechanisms.

This work is mainly focused on the evaluation of the number of plastic hinges developed in the studs, assessed through numerical finite element models.

2. Experimental investigation

Among other experimental works, the project DISCCO (Development of Improved Shear Connector rules in COMposite beam) provided interesting results from several push-out tests [2]. A typical specimen of the tests is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Specimen of DISCCO project using 80 mm deep steel sheeting.](image)

It was observed that the specimen generally exhibit concrete cone failure and plastic bending of the studs. An important outcome is that deeper steel sheeting leads to the formation of one plastic hinge at the bottom of the studs. Unlike deep sheeting, composite beams using low profiled steel sheeting are generally able to develop two plastic hinges as shown (Fig. 2) due to the higher stiffness provided by the deeper embedment of the studs in the concrete topping.

![Fig. 2. Plastic deformation of the stud with one and two plastic hinges.](image)

3. Proposed analytical equations

3.1. General

Based on the failure modes observed, a new mechanical model has been proposed [3] and developed. Unlike the current rules in EN 1994-1-1 [1], this model is able to capture a more realistic failure behaviour of the connection. Firstly, the contribution of the concrete cone is considered as the elastic bending resistance of an equivalent cantilever, see Fig. 3. The shear force \( P_c \) carried by the concrete cone per stud is given by the Eq. 1:

\[
P_c = \frac{f_{ctm} W}{n_r h_p} \quad (1)
\]

\( f_{ctm} \) is the mean tensile strength of the concrete, \( W \) indicates the section modulus of the concrete cone failure surface defined according to Eq. 2 and \( n_r \) is the number of studs per rib.

![Fig. 3. Equivalent static scheme of the concrete rib of the shear connector.](image)

\[
W = \left[2.4h_{sc} + (n_r - 1)e_t\right] \frac{h_{max}^3}{6b_{top}} \quad (2)
\]

The parameters indicated above are based on the failure surface of the concrete cone that was firstly estimated by Lloyd and Wright [4] and then simplified [3] as shown in Fig. 4.
The influence of the studs is accounted by considering an equivalent beam with one or two plastic hinges. These two extreme cases and the relative static schemes are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively.

Assuming that the plastic bending moment of the cross section $M_{pl}$ is reached at failure, a general analytical expression of the shear force $P_{sc}$ carried by the stud can be derived:

$$P_{sc} = \frac{n_y M_{pl}}{h_s - d/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$n_y$ indicates the number of plastic hinges developed in the studs at failure.

The resultant shear force of the connection per stud will be given by:

$$P = P_c + P_{sc} \leq P_{sh}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $P_{sh}$ is the pure shear resistance of the stud. Therefore, the analytical load bearing resistance of the connection per stud is given by:

$$P = \min \left\{ \frac{f_y A}{\sqrt{3}} \alpha_c k_n \left( \frac{f_{ctm} W}{h_p n_r} + \frac{n_y M_{pl}}{h_s - d/2} \right) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where $A$ is the area of the cross section of the stud. The coefficient of reduction $\alpha_c$ and $k_n$ accounts for the relaxation of the concrete and the position of the studs in the rib. The relative design resistance equations presented by CEN/TC250/SC4.PT3 for the revision of the rules of Eurocode 4 is not considered in this contribution as the principal objective is the description of the mechanical behaviour of the studs.

3.2. Prediction of the number of plastic hinges in the studs $n_y$

The evaluation of the parameter $n_y$ is important and needs to be carefully assessed. From a mechanical point of view, the development of the upper plastic hinge in the stud is mainly governed by the stiffness provided by the concrete topping: if enough embedment depth is ensured, the concrete topping behaves as a fixed constraint and no rotation is allowed in the stud at the height of the second plastic hinge, see Fig. 6. The less is the embedment depth $h_A$, the less rotational stiffness is provided and then the second hinge cannot fully develop.

For one stud, an embedment depth of at least 2d is always sufficient to ensure the formation of 2 plastic hinges. Conversely, for two studs per rib, $n_y$ is assumed to be linearly proportional to the embedment depth $h_A$ as expressed in Eq.6.

$$n_y = \begin{cases} 2 & n_r = 1 \\ 1 + \frac{h_A - 2d}{0.52d} & n_r = 2 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

4. Finite element model

4.1. General

The software Abaqus 6.14-5 is chosen for numerically reproducing the push-out tests. Based on former numerical works performed on push-out tests [5], a 3D non-linear finite element model with dynamic-explicit solver is used. This helps to overcome convergence problems that generally arise at contact/interaction interfaces.

The model adopted consists of 5 instances: concrete slab, steel beam and studs tied together, profiled steel decking, reinforcement mesh and
steel plate. The key parameters of each element are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Modelling parameters of the elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Mesh type</th>
<th>Failure criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>C3D8R</td>
<td>CDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studs and beam</td>
<td>C3D8R</td>
<td>Von Mises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebars</td>
<td>T3D2</td>
<td>Von Mises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheetings</td>
<td>S4R</td>
<td>Von Mises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate</td>
<td>C3D8R</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the symmetry of the push-out test, only a quarter of the specimen has been reproduced (Fig. 7) with proper boundary conditions. All the nodes on the bottom surface of the base steel plate are fixed in all directions. All nodes of surface 1 are fixed in X direction and the nodes of surface 2 are restrained in Y direction in order to reproduce the symmetry conditions.

![Fig. 7. Mesh of the finite element model (specimen DISCCO 3-02).](image)

Except for the base steel plate, an average mesh size of 10 mm is assessed to be suitable. General contact algorithm is adopted for modelling all the contacts. In this work, the default normal behaviour is considered for all the interactions and no tensile stress is allowed to be transferred. Penalty friction formulation is chosen for the tangential behaviour with a friction coefficient of 0.5 and 0.3 for steel-concrete and steel-steel interactions respectively. For through-deck welded specimen, a tie constraint is enforced between the bottom of the stud shank and the decking hole. Conversely, no interaction/contact is considered in pre-punched hole specimen.

4.2. Load application

Due to the dynamic nature of the solver adopted, the loading rate, time period and mass scaling factor need to be carefully evaluated to minimize the dynamic-inertial effects throughout the numerical simulation. In order to ensure a quasi-static process, the kinetic energy should not exceed 5% fraction of the internal energy of the whole system.

A suitable loading rate \( v \) and time period \( T \) are chosen as a function of the maximum end slip analysed (see Table 2).

![Table 2. Key parameters for load application](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max. end slip</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Loading rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Sec} \ [\text{mm}] )</td>
<td>( \text{Time period} \ [\text{s}] )</td>
<td>( \text{Loading rate} \ [\text{mm/s}] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The loading rate is introduced gradually by using a proper smooth step function for a relatively small time \( t_0\ll T \). No transversal load is applied as its influence is not investigated in this work.

4.3. Material modelling

As already shown in previous numerical study on push-out test [5], the use of Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model leads to satisfying results. Therefore, CDP is chosen for modelling the slab in this study. The plasticity parameters adopted in the model are shown below, in Table 3.

![Table 3. Plasticity parameters of CDP model](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \psi ) [deg]</th>
<th>( \varepsilon ) [-]</th>
<th>( f_w/\varepsilon_c ) [-]</th>
<th>( K_c ) [-]</th>
<th>( \mu ) [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the investigations shown in [7] and [8], the following equations for uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation \( \sigma_c-\varepsilon_c \) is implemented:

\[
\sigma_c = f_c \left( \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_{c0}} \right)^n \left( \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_{c0}} \right) \left( \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_{c0}} \right)^{n-1}
\]

(7)

Where \( f_c \) and \( \varepsilon_{c0} \) are respectively the concrete uniaxial compressive strength and the relative strain. The parameter \( n \) is given by:

\[
n = 1.5 \cdot [0.058 f_c (\text{MPa}) + 1]
\]

(8)

The compression damage parameter \( d_c \) is calculated through Eq. 9 [9], where \( b_c \) is taken
equal to 0.7 and \( \varepsilon_{pl}^{e} \) indicates the plastic compressive strain.

\[
d_c = 1 - \frac{\sigma_c E_c^{-1}}{\varepsilon_{pl}^{e}(1/b_c - 1) + \sigma_c E_c^{-1}} \quad (9)
\]

Conversely, uniaxial post-crack behaviour of concrete is implemented by using an exponential stress-displacement \( \sigma_s - \varepsilon \) (i.e. crack opening) function [10] shown in Eq. 10.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_t = f_t \left[ f(w) - \left( \frac{w}{w_c} \right) f(w_c) \right] \\
\left( f(w) = \left[ 1 + 3(3w/w_c)^3 \right] \exp \left( - \frac{6.93w}{w_c} \right) \right)
\end{align*}
\quad (10)
\]

\( w_c = 5.14 \frac{G_f}{f_t} \)

Where \( w_c \) is the critical crack opening at which no tensile stress can be transferred. \( G_f \) is the fracture energy which is estimated according to Model Code 90 [11]. The tensile damage parameters is assumed to be linearly proportional to the tensile stress after cracking:

\[
d_t = \begin{cases} 
1 & w = 0 \\
1 - \frac{\sigma_t(w)}{f_t} & w > 0 
\end{cases}
\quad (11)
\]

Measured values of Young Modulus and concrete strength of concrete are considered in the model and in the parametric studies. Poisson ratio is assumed to be 0.2.

The steel grade of the beam, decking and studs is modelled with a bilinear stress-strain law and Von Mises criteria: the main properties are listed in Table 4. A bilinear stress-strain law is also assumed for the reinforcement bars where \( f_s = 500 \) MPa and \( f_y = 550 \) MPa.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Property} & \text{Beam} & \text{Decking} & \text{Stud} \\
\hline
f_s [\text{MPa}] & 424 & 350 & 470 \\
f_y [\text{MPa}] & 525 & 420 & 550 \\
\varepsilon_y [-] & 0.16 & 0.16 & 0.2 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\section*{4.4. Validation}

In order to validate the numerical model presented, two tests from DISCCO project are taken as a reference: the results are compared in terms of resistance, stiffness and then force-slip behaviour. The data and the resistance of the push-tests reproduced are listed in Table 4. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, a good agreement between experimental and numerical results is achieved.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Key parameters for validated push-out tests}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Reference test} & \textbf{3-01-3} & \textbf{3-02} \\
\hline
\textbf{h_f [mm]} & 80 & 80 \\
\textbf{n_s [studs/rib]} & 2 & 2 \\
\textbf{d [mm]} & 19 & 19 \\
\textbf{h_w [mm]} & 118 & 123 \\
\textbf{Rebar mesh} & Q188A and Q335A & Q188A \\
\textbf{Welding} & Through deck & Pre-punched holes \\
\textbf{f_s [MPa]} & 40.4 & 42.6 \\
\textbf{E_s [MPa]} & 26800 & 28000 \\
\textbf{P_{exp} [kN/stud]} & 52.78 & 36.99 \\
\textbf{P_{test} [kN/stud]} & 55.93 & 38.00 \\
\textbf{P_{test}/P_{exp} [-]} & 1.06 & 1.03 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\section*{5. Numerical and analytical evaluation of the number of plastic hinges \( n_p \)}

\subsection*{5.1. Stress-based method procedure}

In order to quantify the number of plastic hinges in the studs, a stress-based method is used and presented in this paragraph. First, the normal stress distribution is obtained in the numerical model by cutting the cross-section at which the second hinges develop (i.e. relatively high localized normal stresses). The feature PATH is needed to obtain the normal stress \( \sigma_N \) along the central nodes, see Fig. 10.
Once the stress distribution $\sigma_N(x)$ is known, the bending moment can be calculated analytically by solving the following integral:

$$M_y = \frac{1}{12} \int \sigma_N(x) \cdot x \, dA = \int \sigma_N(x) \cdot b(x) \cdot x \, dx \quad (12)$$

Where $b(x)$ is the width of the circular cross-section, which can be defined as a function of $d$ and $x$:

$$b(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{d^2}{4} - x^2} \quad (13)$$

As the normal stresses are locally calculated in the nodes, $\sigma_N(x)$ will be a piecewise linear function. Therefore, it is convenient to integrate on each interval $i$, see Fig. 11.

To compute the fraction of plastic hinge developed at a certain cross-section, the bending moment capacity in Eq. 15 is compared to the theoretical plastic capacity of the stud $M_{y,pl}$. Assuming that one plastic hinge always develops at the bottom, the number of plastic hinges for each stud will be equal to:

$$n_y = 1 + \frac{M_y}{M_{y,pl}} \leq 2 \quad (16)$$

Where $M_{y,pl}=f_y d^3/6$ and $M_y$ is evaluated at the height where the highest normal stresses are observed (i.e. 2nd plastic hinge location).

### 5.2. Parametric analysis

In addition to the two validated tests already performed, 4 numerical simulations are carried out. Only push-out tests with two studs per rib are reproduced in order to check the validity of the linear expression of Eq. 6. The parameters analysed are the type of welding and the embedment depth. However, the latter is changed by increasing/decreasing the height of the stud $h_{sc}$.

The slip values of 1.5, 3 and 6 mm are taken as a reference: this allows to visualize the evolution of the plastic hinge (Fig. 12 and Fig. 13) during the test and gives a better understanding of the load-bearing mechanism of the studs.

$$M_y = \frac{1}{12} \sum_i \left\{ 3 \sigma_N(x) \cdot x \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{x}{d}\right) + \left[(-6\sigma_N(x) - 6\sigma_N(x) - 8\sigma_N(x) - 3\sigma_N(x)^2) \sqrt{r^2 - x^2}\right] \right\} \quad (15)$$
Fig. 13. Evolution of $n_1$ in high embedment depth specimen ($h_{sc}=130$ mm).

It is clear that the ductility of the shear connector is related to the evolution of the plastic hinges. Furthermore, the normal stress $\sigma_s(x)$ contour plot of the studs over the simulation shows that the upper plastic hinges literally moves up until it completely “vanishes” once the head of the stud rotates due to the local crushing of the underlying concrete (see Fig. 14). This so called “travelling plastic hinge” is the consequence of the progressive concrete crushing which leads to a gradual change of the stiffness centre.

Fig. 14. Normal stress contour at an end slip of 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6 mm (3-02 test [2]).

The data and the results of the parametric analysis are listed below in Table 6, where the normalized embedment depth $h_{AN}$ is defined as follows:

$$h_{AN} = \frac{h_A}{2d} = \frac{h_{sc} - h_p}{2d}$$ (17)

In order to quantify $n_p$, the reference slip of 6 mm is chosen to be the most suitable as current design rules [1] considers it as “target slip” to ensure the ductility of the connection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welding</th>
<th>Through deck</th>
<th>Pre-punched holes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_{sc}$ [mm]</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{AN}$ [-]</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$ [mm]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_p$ [mm]</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_p$</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$ [mm]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_p$ [mm]</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_p$</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$ [mm]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_p$ [mm]</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_p$</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$ [mm]</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_p$ [mm]</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_p$</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15. Comparison between numerical results and analytical for predicting $n_p$.

As expected, compared to through-deck welding, pre-punched hole specimen exhibits higher number of plastic hinges at all displacements (Table 6). This is due to the extra stiffness provided by the welding between the decking and the stud that delays the progressive motion of the second hinge up to the slab. Compared to the linear analytical expression presented in section 3 (Eq. 6), the numerical parametric study gives a lower slope of the function $n_1(h_d)$. However, additional geometric and mechanical parameters need to be assessed in order to estimate $n_1$ more accurately.

6. Conclusions

The main outcomes of this contribution are:

- Based on the results observed in the push-out tests of the project DISCCO [2], a mechanical model and the corresponding analytical equations for predicting the load-bearing resistance of shear connection with profiled steel sheeting are developed;
- A 3D finite element model using dynamic/explicit solver is presented and properly validated against DISCCO push-out tests in terms of stiffness, capacity and ductility (up to 10 mm end-slip);
An analytical stress-based method is proposed and used to extrapolate the number of plastic hinges in the studs from the numerical model;

All the numerical simulations performed show that the upper plastic hinge moves up as the slip increases. This is a consequence of the progressive crushing of the concrete in the rib leading to a relocation of the centre of stiffness;

According to the proposed stress-based procedure, the number of plastic hinges at 6 mm slip is approximately linearly proportional to the embedment depth;

Compared to pre-punched hole decking, through-deck welding specimen exhibit lower values of activated plastic hinges due to the higher stiffness provided at the base of the stud.

7. Outlook

The influence of further design parameters such as the position of the reinforcement, the number of studs per rib, concrete strength is still under investigation. Based on supplementary numerical studies, a refined mechanical model will be developed.
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Abstract

Conventional standard procedure used to determine the design value of a headed stud shear resistance in composite steel-concrete beams is very simple but, in fact, mathematically incorrect, particularly in the case when such connector is automatically welded and when it is working in a solid slab. According to this approach the considered value is specified as a minimum of two separate design values. One of them is related to the resistance of the stud itself while the other is associated with the failure of the surrounding concrete. In the paper presented by the authors a new algorithm which allow to evaluate this value is recommended and discussed in detail. It seems to be more accurate because it is based on the fully probabilistic inference. In such approach a new random variable is introduced, being a minimum of two other, statistically independent, random variables. Analogously as it is in the concept previously mentioned, the first random variable quantifies now the steel stud shear resistance whereas the second one – the resistance of the adjacent concrete. Consequently, the sought design value is determined as a suitable quantile of this new random variable, characterized by log-normal probability distribution. It is shown that the design value of a headed stud shear resistance, calculated in this manner, strongly depends on the variability of strength parameters, relating both to the steel of which the connecting stud is made and to the concrete of the slab. In addition, it is found that in the case when the variability of concrete strength is too high, the safety factor recommended to use in European standards is not able to provide the required safety level, acceptable by the building users. The considerations presented in the article are illustrated by a detailed computational example.

Keywords: Headed stud; shear resistance; design value; probability analysis; log-normal probability distribution; strength variability.

1. Introduction

It is common knowledge that the headed studs are the conventional connectors widely used in composite steel – concrete structures to resist both horizontal shear and vertical uplift forces [1]. Much research has been carried out to estimate the strength of such studs. These were both the experimental tests and numerical simulations [2, 3]. As a consequence, various equations have been proposed to specify the design value of a random shear resistance relating to the studs of this type. Among all the calculation procedures being available for use in this field the computational approach formalized in the standard EN 1994-1-1 [4, 5] is most often chosen by designers. According to this formal model, if the considered connector is placed in a concrete solid slab, the design value of a shear stud resistance $P_{R,d}$ is determined as the lesser of the design values $P_{R,s,d}$ and $P_{R,c,d}$. These values are given by two separate equations, one of which represents failure of the stud itself (a “steel failure”) while the other - failure of the surrounding concrete. Consequently, there is:

$$ P_{R,d} = \min(P_{R,s,d}, P_{R,c,d}) $$ (1)

where, in particular:

$$ P_{R,s,d} = 0.8 f_u \frac{\pi d^2}{4} \frac{1}{\gamma_V} = \frac{P_{R,s,k}}{\gamma_V} $$ (2)

and also:
In the above mentioned formulae the quantities \( P_{R,s,k} \) and \( P_{R,c,k} \) are the characteristic values of the random resistances \( P_{R,s} \) and \( P_{R,c} \), respectively. This means that the coefficient \( \Upsilon_\nu \) may be interpreted here as the partial safety factor specified specially for a considered connection. Furthermore, \( f_u[MPa] \) - is the ultimate tensile strength of the steel from which the stud is made, \( f_c[MPa] \) - is the characteristic cylinder strength of the surrounding concrete, \( E_{cm}[GPa] \) - is the secant modulus of elasticity of this concrete, \( d[mm] \) - is the diameter of the shank of a considered stud, \( \alpha \) - is the coefficient taking into account the effective slenderness of such stud. In further analysis it is assumed that \( h_{sc}/d > 4 \), where \( h_{sc}[mm] \) is the stud length measured after welding. This allows to take that \( \alpha = 1,0 \). The basic advantage of such a computational approach is simplicity, however, it is not fully correct in the mathematical sense. For this reason in this study the authors want to propose and to discuss in detail an alternative procedure, useful for more accurately determining the sought design value of a headed stud shear resistance. It is based on fully probabilistic calculations.

2. Headed stud shear resistance as a new joint random variable

2.1. A single random implementation

In our analysis both the resistance \( P_{R,s} \) and the resistance \( P_{R,c} \) are interpreted as the random variables. Moreover, it is assumed that these variables are statistically independent. Such a limitation seems to be justified because not only each of these quantities depends on different factors but also the failure modes corresponding to each of them can be analysed as formally separate cases. The small correlation between both random variables considered above, being a consequence of their common dependence on the stud diameter, is neglected in further considerations.

In order to determine for a single random implementation a representative value of a headed stud shear resistance \( P_R \) it is necessary to choose a smaller value from a random pair of numbers \( P_{R,s} \) and \( P_{R,c} \). This means that:

\[
P_R = \min(P_{R,s}, P_{R,c})
\]

Let \( P_{R,s} = X \) and \( P_{R,c} = Y \). In such an approach the random headed stud shear resistance can be defined by a new variable \( Z \), such that:

\[
Z = \min(X, Y)
\]

It should be emphasized that the design value \( Z_d \), specified for a joint random variable \( Z \) which is defined as a minimum of two statistically independent random variables \( P_{R,s} \) and \( P_{R,c} \), is not equal to the minimum of design values \( P_{R,s,d} \) and \( P_{R,c,d} \) which were calculated separately for these variables [6].

2.2. Cdf and pdf functions

To identify a cdf (cumulative distribution) function \( F_Z(z) \), specified for a new random variable \( Z \), it is necessary to integrate the joint pdf (probability density) function, continuous by assumption and specified jointly for random variables \( X \) and \( Y \). The integration limits are in this case limited to the area in which the minimum \( x \) and \( y \) is smaller than \( z \) [7]. This is also the complement of the area in which \( x \) and \( y \) are both greater than \( z \) (Fig. 1). Hence:

\[
F_Z(z) = P(Z \leq z) = P[\min(X, Y) \leq z] = 1 - P[\min(X, Y) > z] = 1 - \int_{z}^{\infty} \int_{z}^{\infty} f_{XY}(x,y)dx dy
\]

Thus, an appropriate pdf function may be specified by a formula:

\[
f_Z(z) = \frac{d}{dz} F_Z(z) = f_X(z) + f_Y(z) - f_X(z)f_Y(z) - f_Y(z)f_X(z)
\]

If the form of a continuous pdf function \( f_Z(z) \) is known in advance then two basic probabilistic moments of a random variable \( Z \) may be calculated in a classic way. These are as follows:

- a mean value \( \mu_Z = E(Z) \) as the first raw moment:
2.3. Characteristics of a random variable $Z$ assuming its description by the log-normal probability distribution

The random variable $Z$ has an interpretation of a headed stud shear resistance. For this reason the log-normal probability distribution is usually assigned to its description, because such distribution is specified only for $0 \leq z < \infty$ (i.e. in the range $0 \leq z < \infty$). In this approach the random variable $\ln Z$ is characterised by the normal probability distribution described in the range $-\infty < \ln Z < \infty$. This means that:

$$f_Z(z) = \frac{1}{z\sigma_{\ln Z}\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left\{-\frac{[\ln(z) - \mu_{\ln Z}]^2}{2\sigma_{\ln Z}^2}\right\}$$

(10)

Because the following occurs:

$$\mu_{\ln Z} = \ln \bar{Z}$$

(11)

where the quantity $\bar{Z}$ is a median value of the random variable $Z$, then:

$$\bar{Z} = \exp(\mu_{\ln Z})$$

(12)

This value is quantitatively different than the analogous mean value $\mu_Z = E(Z)$ calculated from the formula:

$$\mu_Z = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} z f_Z(z) dz$$

(8)

- a variance $\sigma_Z^2 = \text{var}(Z)$ as the second central moment:

$$\sigma_Z^2 = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (z - \mu_Z)^2 f_Z(z) dz$$

(9)

Moreover, a variance $\sigma_Z^2 = \text{var}(Z)$ is equal to:

$$\sigma_Z^2 = \left[\exp(\sigma_{\ln Z}^2) - 1\right]\mu_Z^2 = \left[\exp(\sigma_{\ln Z}^2) - 1\right] \exp(2\mu_{\ln Z} + \sigma_{\ln Z}^2)$$

which means that:

$$\sigma_{\ln Z} = \sqrt{\ln \left(\frac{\sigma_Z^2}{\mu_Z^2} + 1\right)}$$

(15)

This allows to calculate the appropriate standard deviation:

$$\sigma_Z = \sqrt{\text{var}(Z)} = \mu_Z \sqrt{\exp(\sigma_{\ln Z}^2) - 1}$$

(16)

as well as the corresponding coefficient of variation:

$$\nu_Z = \frac{\sqrt{\exp(\sigma_{\ln Z}^2) - 1}}{\mu_Z}$$

(17)

3. Specification of design and characteristic values for a random headed stud shear resistance

A general safety condition defined for the log-normally standardized random variable $\ln(Z/z) = \ln(\bar{Z}/z)$ has a form:

$$\beta_R = \ln(\bar{Z}/z) \geq \sigma_{\ln Z}$$

(18)

In this formula $\beta_R$ is a partial reliability index specified for a considered stud shear resistance while $\sigma_{\ln Z}$ means the target value of such index setting the required safety level depending on the acceptable failure probability. Let us note that the failure is identified in our analysis as a random event in which the implemented value of a random headed stud shear resistance turns out to be smaller than the appropriate design value, determined earlier as a proper quantile of the log-normal probability distribution. Obviously, index $\sigma_{\ln Z}$ is here only a part of a conventional global reliability index $\sigma_{\ln Z}$ commonly used to verify the global safety condition type $E_d \leq Z_d = P_{R,d}$ (symbol $E_d$ denotes in this case the design value of an authoritative, most unfavourable, action effect of a combination of the loads applied to the considered stud). According to the standard EN
1990 [8], for the ordinary safety requirements it is assumed that $\beta_{req} = 3.8$, which is associated with the acceptable failure probability set at the level $p_{f,ult} \approx 7.2\cdot10^{-5}$. Moreover, using the computational format recommended in [8] a fixed value $\alpha_R = 0.8$ can be assumed in the analysis. This leads to the specification that $\beta_{R,req} = \alpha_R \beta_{req} = 0.8\cdot3.8 = 3.04$.

Condition (18) is equivalent to the formula:

$$P(Z < Z_d) \leq p_{f,ult} = \Phi(-\beta_{R,req}) = \Phi(-\alpha_R \beta_{req})$$

Symbol $\Phi(\ )$ means here the cdf function of a standardized normal probability distribution. In other words, it is a well-known Laplace function with values compiled in the conventional statistical tables. If it is accepted that $\beta_{R,req} = 3.04$ then, based on (19), the following occurs $p_{f,ult} \approx 1.18\cdot10^{-3}$.

In a situation when the ultimate limit state (18) is reached the equality $Z = Z_d$ occurs. This allows to transform this formula to a form:

$$\frac{\ln(Z/Z_d)}{\nu_Z} = \beta_{R,req} = \alpha_R \beta_{req}$$

which gives:

$$Z_d = \tilde{Z} \exp(-\alpha_R \beta_{req} \nu_Z) = \tilde{Z} \exp(-3.04 \nu_Z)$$

By converting the equations (12) and (13) one can obtain that:

$$\tilde{Z} = \bar{\mu}_Z = \exp\left[\ln\mu_Z - \frac{\sigma^2_{\ln Z}}{2}\right] = \exp\left(\frac{\sigma^2_{\ln Z}}{2}\right)$$

This allows to describe a formula (21) in an alternative way:

$$Z_d = \mu_Z \exp\left(-\alpha_R \beta_{req} \nu_Z - \frac{\sigma^2_{\ln Z}}{2}\right) = E(Z) \exp\left(-3.04 \nu_Z - \frac{\sigma^2_{\ln Z}}{2}\right)$$

The characteristic value of a random headed stud shear resistance is recommended here to be determined in a classic way, as a 95% quantile of the log-normal pdf function $f_Z(z)$. This leads to a formula:

$$Z_k = \tilde{Z} \exp(-1.645 \nu_Z) = E(Z) \exp\left(-1.645 \nu_Z - \frac{\sigma^2_{\ln Z}}{2}\right)$$

Based on the values $Z_d$ and $Z_k$, calculated from (23) and (24) respectively, it is possible to determine a minimum value of the partial safety factor $\gamma_{v,\min}$ for which a randomly implemented headed stud shear resistance will not be underestimated. Such factor can be computed as a ratio:

$$\gamma_{v,\min} = \frac{Z_k}{Z_d} = \exp[(3.04 - 1.645) \nu_Z] = \exp(1.395 \nu_Z)$$

Let us note that this value depends on the value of a coefficient of variation $\nu_Z$. Simple comparison of results obtained from (24) with a constant value $\gamma_v = 1.25$ recommended in the standard [4] is given in Fig. 2. As one can see, in case when the variability $\nu_Z$ is large enough (i.e. for $\nu_Z > 0.17$) a constant value $\gamma_v = 1.25$ turns out to be insufficient to ensure the required safety level.

![Fig. 2. The minimum values of a partial safety factor $\gamma_v$ ensuring the required safety level relating to the random headed stud shear resistance.](image)
4. Recommended procedure for determining the design value of a headed stud shear resistance

In the approach proposed by the authors in this paper the sought design value of a random headed stud shear resistance should be calculated directly from (23). A mean value $\mu_Z = E(Z)$ used in such formula is then determined on the basis of (8) while a coefficient of variation $\nu_Z$ - according to (17). To do this, a variation $\sigma^2_Z = \text{var}(Z)$ has to be specified earlier, as shown in (9), giving in the next step a representative value of the standard deviation $\sigma_{\ln Z}$, based on (15). Alternatively, in (23) the value $\sigma^2_{\ln Z}$ can be effectivelly eliminated by the substitution:

$$\sigma^2_{\ln Z} = \ln(\nu^2_Z + 1) \quad (26)$$

The procedure mentioned above is useful in practical application due to the assumption that the boundary pdf functions, both $f_X(z)$ and $f_Y(z)$, taking into account in (7) to establish the joint pdf function $f_Z(z)$, are characterized by the log-normal probability distribution.

5. Calculation example

A computational procedure discussed in the previous chapter is illustrated here by an exemplary evaluation of the design value of a random headed stud shear resistance. Let the considered stud has the diameter $d = 16\text{mm}$ and the length measured after welding $h_{sc} = 70\text{mm}$. It is assumed that this stub was made of steel for which $f_u = 400\text{MPa}$. As far as the parameters of the surrounding concrete are concerned these are as follows: $f_{ck} = 20\text{MPa}$ and $E_{cm} = 30,5\text{GPa}$ (being typical for the concrete C20/25). Such data, after applying the conventional standard formula (1), leads to the evaluation that $P_{R,d}^{EC} = 46\text{kN}$.

Using the new probabilistic approach, however, reveals the relationship between the sought design value of a random headed stud shear resistance $P_{R,d} = Z_d$ and the coefficient of variation $\nu_Z$ (in accordance with (23)). This, after taking into account (7) and (9), transforms into appropriate dependences: on the degree of variability $\nu_X = \nu_s$, relating to the strength of steel the considered stud was made of, as well as on the degree of variability $\nu_Y = \nu_c$, corresponding to the surrounding concrete parameters. The sought design values of a random headed stud shear resistance $P_{R,d} = P_{R,d}(\nu_c)$, obtained in the example for subsequent values of the variability $\nu_c$, with an assumption that the variability of steel strength is constant and set at the level $\nu_s = 0,10$, are shown in detail in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The design values of a random headed stud shear resistance obtained for the data considered in the example.](image)

6. Concluding remarks

The detailed analysis performed by the authors in this paper discloses an important dependence between the design value of a random headed stud shear resistance $P_{R,d}$, established by calculations, and the known a priori values of the coefficients of variation including: $\nu_s$ - relating to the resistance of steel the considered stud is made of, and $\nu_c$ - associated with the strength of surrounding concrete, respectively. This type of impact cannot be visualized using only a simplified approach to determine the sought design value, based on the recommendations given in the standard EN 1994-1-1 [4]. Hence, a conclusion may be formulated that the numerical results obtained due to the application of formula (1), without any additional research, can be interpreted at most as the fairly rough estimates of the analogous values computed in more
complex way. Such new values seem to be more accurate because these are identified as the relevant quantile of the appropriate probability distribution describing the random nature of a headed stud shear resistance. The quantile of this type is usually determined for the failure probability set at the level $p_{f,ult} \approx 1.18 \cdot 10^{-3}$, which correspond to the specification that $\beta_{R,req} = 3.04$.

To unambiguously determine a headed stud shear resistance for a single random implementation a minimum value of two random variables, $P_{R,s}$ and $P_{R,c}$ respectively, should be identified. It is essential that the design value specified for such random minimum is not quantitatively equivalent to the deterministic minimum of the design values $P_{R,s,d}$ and $P_{R,c,d}$, calculated separately, as it is incorrectly recommended in the standard [4]. This means that:

$$P_{R,d} = \left[ \min(X, Y) \right]_d = \left[ \min(P_{R,s}, P_{R,c}) \right]_d \neq \min(P_{R,s,d}, P_{R,c,d})$$

(27)

The results of a numerical example, presented in this paper, allow to conclude that for a fixed value of the variability $v_s$, set at the level $v_s = 0.10$, and with a sufficiently high homogeneity of surrounding concrete (which is equivalent to the specification that the level of the variability $v_c$, relating to its strength, is low enough), the design value of a random headed stud shear resistance, determined by the use of fully probabilistic calculations, is higher than the analogous design value resulting from a simple deterministic comparison of the values $P_{R,s,d}$ and $P_{R,c,d}$. However, if the concrete surrounding the considered headed stud is identified to be heterogeneous (for instance for the data used in the presented example the variability of its strength in such case should meet the condition that $v_c > 0.17$) the design value of a random headed stud shear resistance, specified by conventional standard methods, turns out to be clearly overestimated.
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Abstract

The current AISC Specification (AISC 360-16) specifies the material strength limits for concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) columns. According to AISC 360-16, the steel yield stress ($F_y$) for CFT columns should not exceed 525 MPa, and the concrete compressive strength ($f'_c$) should not exceed 70 MPa. CFT columns are classified as high strength if either $F_y$ or $f'_c$ exceeds these specified limits, and are classified as conventional strength if both $F_y$ and $f'_c$ are less than or equal to the limits. Due to lack of adequate research and comprehensive design equations, AISC 360-16 does not endorse the use of high-strength materials for CFT columns. This paper makes a contribution towards addressing this gap using a two-step approach. The first step consists of compiling an experimental database of high-strength rectangular CFT columns in the literature and evaluating the possibility of extending the current AISC 360-16 design equations to high-strength rectangular CFT columns. The second step consists of developing and benchmarking detailed 3D nonlinear finite element models for predicting the behavior of high-strength CFT columns from the database. The benchmarked models are being used to perform comprehensive parametric studies to address gaps in the database and propose design equations for high-strength rectangular CFT members, which will be part of a future paper.
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1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) members are usually comprised of rectangular or circular steel tubes filled with concrete. CFT members can be more efficient than reinforced concrete or structural steel members due to the synergistic interaction between the steel tube and concrete infill. The steel tube provides confinement to the concrete infill, while the concrete infill delays the local buckling of the steel tube [1][2][3]. As an innovative structural component, CFT members have been used widely around the world in various structures. For example, they have been used as: (i) chords in composite arch bridges [4], (ii) mega columns in high-rise buildings [5], (iii) piles in floodwall structures [6], and (iv) bridge piers [7].

The current AISC Specification (AISC 360-16) [8] does not endorse the use of high-strength materials for CFT columns. According to AISC 360-16 [8], the steel yield stress ($F_y$) should not exceed 525 MPa, and the concrete compressive strength ($f'_c$) should not exceed 70 MPa. CFT members are classified as high strength if either $F_y$ or $f'_c$ exceeds these specified limits. CFT members are classified as conventional strength if both $F_y$ and $f'_c$ are less than or equal to the limits.

Experimental studies have been conducted to evaluate the behavior of conventional-strength CFT members as columns, beams, and beam-columns. These studies have been summarized independently by several researchers in [1] [9][10][11][12]. These experimental tests indicate that the behavior and strength of conventional-strength CFT members depend on parameters such as the concrete compressive strength ($f'_c$), steel yield stress ($F_y$), tube width-to-thickness ratio ($b/t$) or diameter-to-thickness ratio ($D/t$), and member length ($L$).

Based on the findings from these prior investigations, AISC 360-16 [8] provides design
provisions for conventional-strength CFT members, which include: (i) steel tube slenderness limits (i.e., tube width-to-thickness limits) to categorize CFT members into compact, noncompact, and slender; and (ii) design equations for estimating the compressive, flexural and beam-column strength of CFT members. The authors have presented the basis (development and verification) of these design provisions elsewhere in [1][3][12].

Several researchers have experimentally investigated the behavior of high-strength rectangular CFT columns, including Cederwall et al. [13], Varma [14], Uy [15], Liu et al. [16], Mursi and Uy [17], Sakino et al. [18], Liu [19], Lue et al. [20], Aslani et al. [21], Xiong et al. [22], and Khan et al. [23] among others. These prior studies have provided valuable insights into the fundamental behavior of high-strength rectangular CFT columns. However, there is a lack of comprehensive design equations based on the compilation of these studies. Consequently, AISC 360-16 [8] does not endorse the use of high-strength rectangular CFT columns.

This paper makes a contribution towards addressing this gap using a two-step approach. The first step consists of compiling an experimental database of high-strength rectangular CFT column tests in the literature and evaluating the possibility of extending the current AISC 360-16 design equations to high-strength rectangular CFT columns. The second step consists of developing and benchmarking detailed 3D nonlinear finite element models for predicting the behavior of high-strength CFT columns from the database. The benchmarked models are being used to perform comprehensive parametric studies to address gaps in the database and propose design equations for high-strength rectangular CFT members, which will be part of a future paper.

2. Experimental database

As discussed in the previous section, several experimental tests have been conducted to evaluate the behavior and strength of high-strength rectangular CFT columns. This section compiles an experimental database by reviewing these tests. A total of 130 tests on high-strength CFT columns were included in the database. These specimens were categorized into three types depending on the material strengths of the steel tube and concrete infill, as identified in Table 1. The first type (HS-CC) consisted of 40 CFT columns with high-strength steel tube and conventional-strength concrete infill. The second type (CS-HC) consisted of 41 specimens with conventional-strength steel tube and high-strength concrete infill. The third type (HS-HC) consisted of 49 specimens with high-strength steel tube and concrete infill. Table 1 summarizes the details of the 109 short column specimens with length-to-depth ratio (L/H) less than or equal to 6.0, while Table 2 summarizes the details of the 21 slender column specimens with L/H greater than 6.0.

Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) compares the strengths calculated using the AISC design equation ($P_d$) with those obtained from the experiments ($P_{exp}$) for the short and slender column specimens, respectively. Fig. 1(a) indicates that the AISC design equations can reasonably estimate the strength of high-strength rectangular CFT short columns. The mean $P_{exp}/P_d$ ratio is 1.07, and the corresponding coefficient of variation is 0.09. These comparisons also indicate that the AISC design equations are conservative for columns with compact sections and slightly unconservative for columns with noncompact sections. Due to lack of test data, no conclusions can be made regarding the conservatism of the AISC 360-16 equations for designing (i) high-strength rectangular CFT short columns with slender sections or (ii) high-strength rectangular CFT slender columns. Additional data points are required. This was addressed by conducting finite element analysis using the FEM models developed and benchmarked in the next section.

3. Finite element models

This section develops and benchmarks detailed 3D nonlinear FEM models for high-strength rectangular CFT columns. The FEM models were developed using ABAQUS [24]. Details of the FEM models include: (i) element types, (ii) contact interaction, (iii) steel and concrete material models, (iv) geometric imperfections, (v) boundary conditions, and (vi) analysis method. Most of these details are similar to those presented by the authors previously [1] for conventional-strength
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Table 1. High-strength rectangular CFT column tests: short columns (L/H ≤ 6.0).
Reference

Specimen
Type

CS-HC
CS-HC
Cederwall
CS-HC
et al.
CS-HC
(1990)
CS-HC
CS-HC
HS-HC
Varma
HS-HC
(2000)
CS-HC
CS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
Uy (2001)
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
Liu et al.
HS-HC
(2003)
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-HC
HS-CC
Mursi and HS-CC
Uy (2004) HS-CC
HS-CC
Sakino et CS-HC
CS-HC
CS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-CC
HS-HC
HS-CC
HS-CC

Specimen ID

L
(mm)

B
(mm)

tf
(mm)

b /t f

H
tw
(mm) (mm)

h/t w λ coeff L/H

3-1
4-1
8-1
9-1
13-1
14-1
SC-32-80
SC-48-80
SC-32-46
SC-48-46
HSS1
HSS2
HSS8
HSS9
HSS14
HSS15
C1-1
C1-2
C2-1
C2-2
C3
C4
C5-1
C5-2
C6-1
C6-2
C7-1
C8-1
C8-2
C9-1
C9-2
C10-1
C10-2
C11-1
C12-1
SH-C110
SH-C160
SH-C210
SH-C260
CR4-A-8
CR4-C-8
CR4-D-8
CR6-A-2
CR6-A-4-1
CR6-A-4-2
CR6-A-8
CR6-C-2
CR6-C-4-1
CR6-C-4-2
CR6-C-8
CR6-D-2
CR6-D-4-1
CR6-D-4-2
CR6-D-8
CR8-A-2
CR8-A-4-1
CR8-A-4-2
CR8-A-8
CR8-C-2
CR8-C-4-1
CR8-C-4-2
CR8-C-8
CR8-D-2
CR8-D-4-1

500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
1200.0
1200.0
1200.0
1200.0
330.0
330.0
480.0
480.0
630.0
630.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
540.0
540.0
360.0
360.0
360.0
360.0
540.0
540.0
540.0
480.0
480.0
480.0
480.0
600.0
600.0
430.0
580.0
730.0
880.0
444.0
645.0
972.0
432.0
432.0
432.0
432.0
633.0
633.0
633.0
633.0
957.0
957.0
954.0
957.0
360.0
360.0
360.0
357.0
525.0
525.0
525.0
525.0
795.0
792.0

120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
305.0
305.0
305.0
305.0
110.0
110.0
160.0
160.0
210.0
210.0
100.3
101.5
101.2
100.7
182.8
181.8
120.7
119.3
119.6
120.5
179.7
180.4
179.2
160.2
160.7
160.1
160.6
199
199.2
120.0
170.0
220.0
270.0
148.0
215.0
324.0
144.0
144.0
144.0
144.0
211.0
211.0
211.0
211.0
319.0
319.0
318.0
319.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
119.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
265.0
264.0

8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.90
6.10
8.60
5.80
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.38
4.38
4.38
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47

13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
32.3
48.0
33.5
50.6
20.0
20.0
30.0
30.0
40.0
40.0
22.0
22.3
22.2
22.1
41.7
41.5
26.9
26.5
26.6
26.8
41.0
41.2
40.9
36.3
36.4
36.3
36.4
45.6
45.7
22.0
32.0
42.0
52.0
31.8
47.1
72.0
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
31.2
31.2
31.2
31.2
48.2
48.2
48.0
48.2
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.4
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
39.0
38.8

120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
305.0
305.0
305.0
305.0
110.0
110.0
160.0
160.0
210.0
210.0
98.2
100.6
101.1
100.4
181.2
180.4
80.1
80.6
80.6
80.6
121.5
119.8
121.3
81.4
80.5
81.0
80.1
101.2
102.1
120.0
170.0
220.0
270.0
148.0
215.0
324.0
144.0
144.0
144.0
144.0
211.0
211.0
211.0
211.0
319.0
319.0
318.0
319.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
119.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
265.0
264.0

13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
32.3
48.0
33.5
50.6
20.0
20.0
30.0
30.0
40.0
40.0
21.5
22.1
22.2
22.0
41.3
41.2
17.2
17.3
17.3
17.3
27.1
26.7
27.0
17.5
17.3
17.4
17.2
22.2
22.4
22.0
32.0
42.0
52.0
31.8
47.1
72.0
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
31.2
31.2
31.2
31.2
48.2
48.2
48.0
48.2
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.4
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
39.0
38.8

8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.90
6.10
8.60
5.80
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
4.18
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.38
4.38
4.38
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.36
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47
6.47

0.53
0.61
0.52
0.57
0.57
0.57
1.71
2.76
1.20
2.45
1.22
1.22
1.84
1.84
2.45
2.45
1.15
1.17
1.16
1.16
2.19
2.18
1.41
1.39
1.40
1.41
2.15
2.16
2.14
1.90
1.91
1.90
1.91
2.39
2.39
1.36
1.97
2.59
3.21
1.15
1.70
2.60
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73
2.68
2.68
2.67
2.68
1.07
1.07
1.07
1.06
1.62
1.62
1.62
1.62
2.52
2.51

4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.5
4.5
5.9
6.0
5.9
6.0
5.9
5.9
3.6
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Fy
(MPa)

f' c
(MPa)

Ec
(GPa)

P exp
(kN)

327.0
439.0
323.0
379.0
390.0
379.0
560.0
660.0
259.0
471.0
750.0
750.0
750.0
750.0
750.0
750.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
550.0
761.0
761.0
761.0
761.0
262.0
262.0
262.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
618.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0
835.0

96.0
96.0
103.0
103.0
80.0
80.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
28.0
28.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
70.8
70.8
82.1
82.1
70.8
82.1
70.8
70.8
82.1
82.1
70.8
82.1
82.1
70.8
70.8
82.1
82.1
70.8
82.1
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
77.0
80.3
80.3
25.4
40.5
40.5
77.0
25.4
40.5
40.5
77.0
25.4
41.1
41.1
85.1
25.4
40.5
40.5
77.0
25.4
40.5
40.5
77.0
25.4
41.1

46.37
46.37
48.03
48.03
42.33
42.33
49.64
49.64
49.64
49.64
25.04
25.04
25.92
25.92
25.92
25.92
39.83
39.83
42.89
42.89
39.83
42.89
39.83
39.83
42.89
42.89
39.83
42.89
42.89
39.83
39.83
42.89
42.89
39.83
42.89
21.17
21.17
21.17
21.17
41.53
42.41
42.41
23.85
30.12
30.12
41.53
23.85
30.12
30.12
41.53
23.85
30.34
30.34
43.66
23.85
30.12
30.12
41.53
23.85
30.12
30.12
41.53
23.85
30.34

2040.0
2240.0
2270.0
2680.0
2300.0
2290.0
14116.0
12307.0
11390.0
11568.0
1836.0
1832.0
2868.0
2922.0
3710.0
3483.0
1490.0
1535.0
1740.0
1775.0
3590.0
4210.0
1450.0
1425.0
1560.0
1700.0
2530.0
2970.0
2590.0
1710.0
1820.0
1880.0
2100.0
2350.0
2900.0
1835.0
2831.0
3609.0
3950.0
2108.0
3837.0
7481.0
2572.0
2808.0
2765.0
3399.0
3920.0
4428.0
4484.0
5758.0
6320.0
7780.0
7473.0
10357.0
2819.0
2957.0
2961.0
3318.0
4210.0
4493.0
4542.0
5366.0
6546.0
7117.0
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idealized bilinear curve was used to specify the steel uniaxial stress-strain behavior in both compression and tension, and (ii) residual stresses were not included because they influence the behavior of intermediate and long columns, but have negligible influence on short columns. The only exception is the concrete material model, which is explained as follows.

In the previous research [1] conducted by the authors, the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) material model developed by Lee and Fenves [25] was used to model the material multiaxial behavior of conventional-strength concrete. This model requires the following input: (i) multiaxial plasticity parameters including the dilation angle ($\psi$), eccentricity ($e$), concrete biaxial-to-uniaxial compressive strength ratio $f_{bc}/f_c$, and the ratio of compressive to tensile meridians of the yield surface in $H$ (deviatoric stress) space $K_c$; (ii) uniaxial compressive behavior; and (iii) uniaxial tensile behavior. These input were selected as follows to model conventional-strength concrete: (i) $\psi = 15^\circ$ and default values in ABAQUS for $e$, $f_{bc}/f_c$, and $K_c$ (i.e., $e = 0.1$, $f_{bc}/f_c = 1.16$, and $K_c = 0.67$); (ii) the empirical model proposed by Popovics [26] to define the uniaxial compressive behavior; and (iii) the empirical models developed by CEB-FIP [27] to define the smeared cracking behavior in tension.
### Table 2. High-strength rectangular CFT column tests: slender columns ($L/H > 6.0$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Specimen Type</th>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>$B$ (mm)</th>
<th>$t_f$ (mm)</th>
<th>$h/t_f$</th>
<th>$H$ (mm)</th>
<th>$t_s$ (mm)</th>
<th>$h/y_u$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{coeff}$</th>
<th>$L/H$</th>
<th>$f_y'$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f'_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$E_c$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$P_n$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{exp}$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cederwall</td>
<td>CS-HC</td>
<td>C10-6-1-6-1</td>
<td>1855.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>379.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>1252.8</td>
<td>1894.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-HC</td>
<td>C10-6-1-6-2</td>
<td>1855.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>379.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>1252.8</td>
<td>1894.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-HC</td>
<td>C10-6-1-6-3</td>
<td>1855.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>379.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>1252.8</td>
<td>1894.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-HC</td>
<td>C10-6-1-6-4</td>
<td>1855.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>379.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>1252.8</td>
<td>1894.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-HC</td>
<td>C10-6-1-6-5</td>
<td>1855.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>379.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>1252.8</td>
<td>1894.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-HC</td>
<td>C10-6-1-6-6</td>
<td>1855.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>379.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>1252.8</td>
<td>1894.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al.</td>
<td>HS-HC</td>
<td>C11-2-2</td>
<td>600.0</td>
<td>200.2</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>550.0</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>39.35</td>
<td>2313.3</td>
<td>2380.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>HS-HC</td>
<td>C12-2-2</td>
<td>600.0</td>
<td>199.8</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>550.0</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>42.89</td>
<td>2481.0</td>
<td>2800.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 1. Evaluations of the AISC 360-16 design equations.

However, as explained previously by the authors [28], the CDP model in ABAQUS cannot fully account for the beneficial effects of confinement on the post-peak behavior of high-strength concrete. This results in inaccurate (more negative) predictions of the post-peak stress-strain behavior of the concrete infill for CFT columns. Researchers have proposed different solutions to address this issue. For example, Tao et al. [29] conducted series of sensitivity analyses and concluded that: (i) default values of $f''_c/f'_c$ and $K_c$ are not suitable for modeling the concrete infill of CFT columns, and (ii) the specified concrete uniaxial compressive behavior should be modified to account for the effect of confinement. It should be noted that modifying the concrete uniaxial compressive behavior to account for confinement was more of a modeling technique rather than the original intent of the CDP model.

According to Tao et al. [29], the dilation angle ($\psi$) for rectangular CFT columns can be set as 40°, the $f''_c/f'_c$ ratio can be determined using Eq. (1) as proposed by Papanikolaou and Kappos [30], and $K_c$ can be determined using Eq. (2) based on Yu et al. [31]. Lower values of $K_c$ result in increase of strength and less negative postpeak stiffness.

\[
\frac{f''_c}{f'_c} = 1.5(f'_c)^{0.075} \quad (1)
\]
\[ K_c = \frac{5.5}{5 + 2(f'c)^{-0.075}} \] (2)

Tao et al. [29] also proposed a stress-strain relationship to include the effect of confinement on the uniaxial compressive behavior of the concrete infill, as shown in Fig. 2. This relationship consists of an ascending branch OA, a plateau AB, and a descending branch BC. The ascending branch OA is defined by Eq. (3), where parameters \( m \) and \( n \) determine the shape, \( \varepsilon_c \) is the strain at peak stress, and \( E_c \) is the concrete elastic modulus determined as per ACI 318-14 [32]. The plateau branch AB is determined by the strain at peak stress, and \( E_c \) is the concrete strain at point C, \( \epsilon_C \), which is defined using Eq. (4). The descending branch BC is defined by Eq. (5), where parameters \( \alpha_c \) and \( \beta_c \) (\( \beta_c = 0.92 \) for rectangular CFT columns) determine the shape, \( f'_c \) represents the residual (stabilized) strength at point C, \( A_c \) is the cross-section area of the concrete infill, and \( A_t \) is the cross-section area of the steel tube. It should be noted that values of \( \psi, f_b, f_r, \alpha_c \), and \( \beta_c \) for circular CFT columns are different from those for rectangular CFT columns.

\[ \sigma = \frac{m \cdot X + n \cdot X^2}{1 + (m - 2)X + (n + 1)X^2} \] (3a)

\[ X = \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c} \] (3b)

\[ m = \frac{E_c \varepsilon_c}{f'_c} \] (3c)

\[ n = \frac{(m - 1)^2}{0.55} - 1 \] (3d)

\[ \varepsilon_c = 0.00076 + \sqrt{(0.626f'_c - 4.33) \times 10^{-5}} \] (3e)

\[ E_c = 4700\sqrt{f'_c} \] (3f)

\[ \varepsilon_{cc} = \varepsilon^k \varepsilon_c \] (4a)

\[ k = (2.9224 - 0.00367f'_c) \left( \frac{f_b}{f'_c} \right)^{0.3124 + 0.002f'_c} \] (4b)

\[ f_b = 0.25 \left( 1 + 0.027f'_c \right) e^{\frac{-0.02\sqrt{f'^2 + D^2}}{1 + 1.6e^{-10 \left( f'_c \right)^{4.8}}}} \] (4c)

\[ \sigma = f'_c + (f'_c - f_r) \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{\varepsilon - \varepsilon_{cc}}{\alpha_c} \right)^{\beta_c} \right] \] (5a)

\[ f_r = 0.1f'_c \] (5b)

\[ \alpha_c = 0.005 + 0.0075\sigma_{cr} \] (5c)

\[ \varepsilon_{cr} = \frac{A_f f_y}{A_c f'_c} \] (5d)

Thus, the CDP model was used for the material multiaxial behavior of concrete for high-strength rectangular CFT columns. The default value in ABAQUS was used for eccentricity (\( \epsilon = 0.1 \)). The dilation angle (\( \psi \)), concrete biaxial-to-uniaxial compressive strength ratio \( f'_{bc}/f'_c \), and the ratio of compressive to tensile meridians of the yield surface in \( \Pi \) space (\( K_c \)) were determined based on the recommendations by Tao et al. [29], i.e., \( \psi = 40^\circ, f'_{bc}/f'_c \) defined by Eq. (1), and \( K_c \) defined by Eq. (2). Also, the Tao et al. [29] stress-strain relationship was used to specify the concrete uniaxial behavior in compression. Similar to [1], the concrete tensile stress-crack opening displacement behavior was specified using the empirical model developed by CEB-FIP [27].

The developed FEM models were benchmarked by using them to predict the behavior and strengths of the 130 high-strength CFT columns in the experimental database. Fig. 3 shows the resulting comparisons. As shown, the mean experimental-to-predicted strength ratio \( (P_{exp}/P_{FEM}) \) ratio is 1.05, and the corresponding coefficient of variation is 0.085. Fig. 4 shows representative comparisons of the axial force-displacement responses. Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that the FEM models can reasonably predict the behavior and strengths of high-strength rectangular CFT columns.
4. Summary and conclusions

This paper presented the results of a systematic approach that was used to address gaps in AISC 360-16 for designing high-strength rectangular CFT columns. In the first step, an experimental database consisting of 130 high-strength rectangular CFT column tests was compiled. Test results from the database were used to evaluate the possibility of extending the AISC 360-16 design equations for estimating the strength of high-strength rectangular CFT short columns. The evaluations indicated that AISC design equations reasonably estimated the strength of high-strength rectangular CFT short columns with compact sections. However, they were slightly unconservative for those with noncompact sections.

In the second step, detailed 3D nonlinear FEM models for high-strength CFT columns were developed and benchmarked. The benchmarked models are currently being used to perform parametric studies to (i) address gaps in the database and (ii) propose design equations for high-strength rectangular CFT members, which will be part of a future paper.

![Fig. 3. Comparisons of the strengths obtained from the finite element analyses and corresponding tests.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Representative comparisons of the axial force-displacement responses: (a) and (b) short columns, (c) and (d) slender columns.](image2)
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Abstract

In order to study the mechanical response of concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns, several experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted in the last years. However, the influence of thin-walled steel tubes on the axial capacity of these composite columns is not completely established, especially when it is combined with high-strength concrete as infill. In this paper, the results of an experimental campaign on 18 concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns subjected to concentric load are presented. Different cross-section shapes are considered in this campaign, i.e. circular, square and rectangular. The influence of the steel tube wall thickness is analysed by including specimens with thin-walled tubes in the experiments, whose behaviour needs to be studied in depth given the issues arising when working under compression. The experimental program is designed so the analysis of the results permits to draw consistent conclusions. For each series, the steel tube thickness is the only geometric parameter modified in order to properly study its effect. Besides, two different concrete strengths were considered for the concrete infill, i.e. normal and high-strength concrete, to observe their effect on the ultimate capacity of the columns. During the tests, the specimens are subjected to axial load and the evolution of the axial displacement with the load is registered. The ultimate capacity of each specimen is obtained and an analysis of the steel tube thickness and concrete strength influence is accomplished. Finally, the study of the dependency of the failure mode on these parameters is carried out.

Keywords: stub columns; concrete-filled steel tubes; high strength concrete; sectional capacity; strength index; concrete contribution ratio.

1. Introduction

It is widely extended the use of concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST) as composite columns around the world. Due to their high bearing capacity with reduced cross-sections, large energy absorption, high fire resistance without external protection, rapid erection times and ease construction [1], they have succeeded over traditional columns. The enhancement in the mechanical response of these columns is caused by the composite action between the hollow steel tube and the concrete core. The compressive strength and ductility of the section increase as a result of the steel tube confinement. Simultaneously, the concrete infill prevents the steel tube from local buckling, especially in CFST with thin-walled steel tubes. However, as pointed out by Schneider [2], this effect is influenced by the cross-sectional aspect ratio, the strength of the materials and the confining factor, highly dependent of the cross-sectional shape.

Several experimental campaigns have been conducted by different authors with the aim of investigating the behavior of CFST stub columns under axial compression (Han [3], Giakoumelis and Lam [4], Lam and Williams [5], Sakino et al. [6], Han et al. [7], Ellobody et al. [8], Liang and Fragomeni [9], Ekmekeyapar and Al-Eliwi [10]). In most of them normal strength concrete (NSC) was employed although, lately, high strength concrete (HSC) has been included as well.

Currently, the most employed shapes are still circular, square or rectangular CFST columns. They are commonly employed in high rise buildings, heavy loaded structures or
underground structures. As the required column loading capacity increases, the dimensions of the CFST column also become larger. Using HSC as infill can significantly reduce the column size and permits to achieve higher strength to weight ratios still maintaining a reasonable level of ductility. The beneficial application of HSC in CFST columns makes interesting its study but the advantageous effect on the confinement when HSC is employed is not well established, especially for thin-walled steel tubes. In this line, Tao et al. [11] investigated the response of thin-walled CFST stub columns where tested. Square, rectangular and circular shapes were considered and the variation of the steel tube thickness was mainly focus on the effect of stiffeners.

Examples of structures designed and built with high strength CFST columns can be found these days which according to Wang et al. [12], confirms the necessity of developing reliable design methods which consider high performance materials in order to normalize the use of these composite sections.

After analyzing the literature, it is detected a lack of experimental tests on CFST columns with HSC especially with thin-walled sections susceptible to failure by local buckling—necessary for the complete understanding of its effect as infill on this type of composite members. Therefore, in this paper a new experimental program is presented where 18 CFST stub columns where tested. Square, rectangular and circular shapes were considered and the variation of the steel tube thickness was studied. For comparison, the experiments combined the use of NSC and HSC to study their effect on the load bearing capacity of the columns subjected to concentric loads.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Columns specimens and test setup

In this work, a total of 18 stub columns with different cross-sectional shape were tested with the objective of evaluating the effect of the steel tube thickness and the concrete infill on their ultimate capacity. Therefore, four series can be distinguished depending of the shape and dimensions of the cross-section. In Fig. 1, the schemes of the sections studied is presented. Three different cross-sectional shapes have been considered: circular (C), rectangular (R) and square (S). Furthermore, for each series, both the compressive strength of the concrete infill (C30 and C90) and the thickness of the steel tube varied, including thin-walled specimens.

![Fig. 1. CFST cross-sections studied.]

In Table 1 data corresponding to the columns of each series is summarized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dim. (mm)</th>
<th>t  (mm)</th>
<th>( f_y ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C101.6x2_30</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>397.94</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x3_30</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>425.03</td>
<td>34.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x5_30</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>409.35</td>
<td>34.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C101.6x2_90</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>397.94</td>
<td>93.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x3_90</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>425.03</td>
<td>93.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x5_90</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>409.35</td>
<td>93.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C159x3_30</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>336.28</td>
<td>33.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C160x6_30</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>446.91</td>
<td>41.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>S125x125x3_30</td>
<td>125x125</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>296.06</td>
<td>46.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S125x125x4_30</td>
<td>125x125</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>342.59</td>
<td>46.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S125x125x3_90</td>
<td>125x125</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>296.06</td>
<td>94.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S125x125x4_90</td>
<td>125x125</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>342.59</td>
<td>94.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>R150x100x4_30</td>
<td>150x100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>270.84</td>
<td>40.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R150x100x5_30</td>
<td>150x100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>293.56</td>
<td>40.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R150x100x4_90</td>
<td>150x100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>270.84</td>
<td>90.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R150x100x5_90</td>
<td>150x100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>293.56</td>
<td>88.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For convenience, the test specimens were named as follows: S-D_N (i.e. S125x125x3_30),
where S stands for the cross-sectional shape of the steel tube (C for circular steel tubes, R for rectangular and S for square); D represent the cross-sectional dimensions in mm; and N is the nominal concrete strength in MPa.

All the columns were manufactured and tested at the Universitat Jaume I in Castellón (Spain) in a horizontal testing frame with capacity of 5000 kN. Fig. 2 shows the setup of one of the experiments. As can be seen, a steel plate with dimensions 300x300x15 mm was placed at both ends of each specimen. The columns were tested with pinned-pinned (P-P) boundary conditions and had a buckling length of 300 mm (L=300 mm). For the sake of accuracy, the corresponding displacement control test was performed after the correct collocation of the column.

2.2. Materials

Steel tubes

In this program, the nominal yield strength of all the steel tubes was S275. The actual values of the yield strength ($f_y$) are summarized in Table 1 for all the specimens and as can be seen it was higher than the nominal. Note that in every series there are thin-walled tubes included with thicknesses 2, 3 or 4 mm.

Concrete

As commented in the previous section, two types of nominal compressive strength were employed: 30 MPa and 90 MPa. The concrete infill was prepared in a planetary mixer and cured during 28 days until the day when the test was performed. Simultaneously, the corresponding tests on the concrete samples were carried out in order to obtain the actual compressive strength ($f_c$). Table 1 contains all the columns details regarding the concrete type and the actual compressive strength.

3. Results

3.1. Maximum load

For each specimen, the value of the experimental ultimate load was obtained. In Table 2, the ultimate load values are summarized.

Table 2. Test results and parameters of analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>$N_{exp}$ (kN)</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>CCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C101.6x2_30</td>
<td>582.7</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x3_30</td>
<td>703.3</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x5_30</td>
<td>942.2</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x2_90</td>
<td>935.7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x3_90</td>
<td>1075.5</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C101.6x5_90</td>
<td>1311.0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C159x3_30</td>
<td>1185.7</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C160x6_30</td>
<td>2154.5</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C159x3_90</td>
<td>2021.7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C160x6_90</td>
<td>2933.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>S125x125x3_30</td>
<td>824.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S125x125x4_30</td>
<td>1159.2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S125x125x3_90</td>
<td>1441.2</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S125x125x4_90</td>
<td>1882.5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>R150x100x4_30</td>
<td>912.0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R150x100x5_30</td>
<td>1168.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R150x100x4_90</td>
<td>1188.5</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R150x100x5_90</td>
<td>1641.8</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the analysis of Fig. 3, can be extracted that the specimens with HSC show the highest ultimate loads. With respect to the enhancement of the capacity when the tubes are filled with HSC, the circular C160 and the square S125x125 are the columns where it is most notable. In all the series, as expected, the capacity of the column increases with an increment in the steel tube thickness.
3.2. Strength index

The strength index (SI) is the ratio between the theoretical cross-sectional capacity and the actual ultimate load which indicates the intensity of the composite action between the two components. It was calculated for each column by means of Eq. (1) and the values are summarized in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 4 for each series.

\[ SI = \frac{N_{exp}}{A_y f_y + A_c f_c} \]  

(1)

where \( N_{exp} \) is the experimental ultimate load; \( A_y \) is the cross-sectional area of the steel tube; \( f_y \) is the yield strength of the steel tube; \( A_c \) is the concrete cross-sectional area; and \( f_c \) the concrete strength.

Fig. 4. Strength index variation with steel tube thickness.

It can be observed that the SI is higher for those series with circular sections (with values equal or higher than one) than for the square and rectangular series, for which is always less than one, which implies that the experimental value of the load is overestimated by the sum of the components.

In general, the composite action appears to be more efficient in those columns filled with NSC (higher values of SI), except from those specimens with square section, where the strength index values are slightly higher for the HSC columns.

For all the series, the SI increases with an increment in the steel tube thickness for both NSC and HSC infills. However, the increment is more evident in square and rectangular sections, where the confinement is not as effective as in circular sections with thin-walled tubes.

3.3. Concrete contribution ratio

In a similar way, the contribution of the concrete infill was analysed for each member by means of the concrete contribution ratio (CCR) which can be calculated by means of Eq. (2).

\[ CCR = \frac{N_{exp}}{A_{eff} f_y} \]  

(2)

where \( N_{exp} \) is the experimental ultimate load; \( A_{eff} \) is the effective cross-sectional area of the steel tube according to the Eurocode 3 model [13], that considers the local buckling of the steel hollow tube; and \( f_y \) is the yield strength of the steel tube.

This parameter is calculated for all the columns and the values are summarized in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 5 for each series.

Fig. 5. Concrete contribution ratio variation with steel tube thickness.

The results obtained corroborate that observed for the ultimate load. When HSC is employed, the effect of the concrete infill is much higher than for those with NSC, and, again, this effect is less important with rectangular sections, given that the confinement exerted on the concrete core by the tube is less effective.

As expected, the CCR decreases for thicker steel tubes as a consequence of the inherent increment in the steel cross-sectional area. Also, for those columns with thin-walled steel tubes,
the CCR values are the highest, since the concrete infill prevents the steel tube from local buckling, phenomenon very likely to occur in these cases. This fact implies a notable increment on the ultimate load of the columns in comparison to that of the hollow steel tube affected by premature local buckling.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the results from an experimental campaign on 18 concrete-filled steel tubular columns with different cross-sectional shape subjected to concentric loads are presented. The effect of the steel tube thickness and the concrete infill on their ultimate capacity were evaluated. Four series were assessed, depending of dimensions of the cross-section and all the series included thin-walled steel tubes. Two types of concrete strengths were involved in this study: normal (NSC) and high strength concrete (HSC). Several aspects from this study are worth noting:

- CFST columns with HSC had the highest maximum loads. CCR values proved the high efficiency of using HSC as infill, especially in circular CFST columns with thin-walled steel tubes.

- The highest values of CCR were registered for those columns with thin-walled tubes, since the concrete infill prevented the steel tube from local buckling.

- SI values showed the important effect of confinement in circular columns even for those with thin-walled steel tubes. For rectangular and square sections, the combined action improved for thicker steel tubes, although still the theoretical capacity overestimated the real capacity.
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Abstract
The concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profiles short columns under bi-axial eccentric load were investigated by the finite element analysis software ABAQUS. The working mechanism of the composite columns which is under bi-axial eccentric load are investigated by using the stress distribution diagram of steel tube concrete and the I-shaped CFRP profiles. In this paper, the main parameters; eccentric ratio, steel ratio, steel yield strength, concrete compressive strength and CFRP distribution rate of the specimens were investigated to know the mechanical behavior of them. The interaction between the steel tube and the concrete interface at different characteristic points of the composite columns were analyzed. The results showed that the ultimate bearing capacity of the concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profiles short columns under bi-axial eccentric load decrease with the increase of eccentric ratio, the ultimate bearing capacity of the composite columns increase with the increase of steel ratio, steel yield strength, concrete compressive strength and CFRP distribution rate. The contact pressure between the steel tube and the concrete decreased from the corner zone to the flat zone, and the contact pressure decreased from the mid-height cross section to other sections.

Keywords: I-shaped CFRP; concrete-filled square steel tube; short column; mechanical behavior; finite element analysis.

1. Introduction
Concrete-filled steel tube is a kind of components, which are made in the steel tube and then filling concrete in it. The concrete-filled steel tube components have many advantages, such as high bearing capacity, good plastic, good ductility and good ductility. Because of the advantages, it has been widely used in project. At present, the most common section of the steel tube concrete section in the project is circular, and square [1]. The constraint of the concrete-filled square steel tube is not more uniform than the constraint of the concrete-filled circular steel tube. In the concrete-filled square steel tube, the constraint of the corner zone is bigger than the constraint in the flat zone. However, the concrete-filled square steel tube is much easier to be manufactured and constructed than the concrete-filled circular steel tube, so concrete-filled square steel tube is much more widely applied in the practical engineering [2]. Up until now, a large number of scholars have studied the concrete-filled steel tube. The scholar Y. Ouyang [3] presented a new finite element model, the model is developed for the analysis by taking into the lateral strain-axial strain relation of the confined concrete covering the full range from the initial elastic stage to the inelastic stage of concrete-filled circular steel tube columns under eccentric load, The finite element model is used to analyze a total of 95 concrete-filled circular steel tube specimens tested by other researchers and the numerical results are compared to the published test results for verification. Tao Zhong and Han Linhai [4] based on the steel and concrete stress-strain model of concrete-filled square steel tubes under axial compression; they calculated and analyzed the load-deformation curve of the concrete filled square steel tubes under biaxial bending or the combination of axial compression and biaxial
bending. After comparing with the experimental results, the simplified formula for calculating the bearing capacity of this type of component is obtained. Tian Hua, Zhang Sumei and others [5-6] based on square, circular steel tubes high strength concrete axial compression short columns, calculated and analyzed the circular steel tubes high strength concrete bi-directional bending members by programming nonlinear numerical calculation program. They considered the influence of two different loading paths, residual stress, slenderness ratio, yield strength of steel, steel ratio and other parameters to the bearing capacity, they obtained the relationship of the three-dimensional bearing capacity and they obtained the simplified formula of the circular steel tube high strength concrete bi-directional bending member.

A large number of scholars add various types of core materials in concrete-filled square steel tube to change the mechanical properties and working performance of concrete-filled square steel tube. Zhao Tongfeng [7] et al. experimental researched 9 square steel tube columns filled with steel reinforced concrete subjected to bi-axial eccentric compression which is with the main parameters; eccentric ratio, eccentric angle and strength of the profile. By comparing with the finite element simulation and the experimental results, they got the conclusion; slenderness ratio, eccentric rate and eccentric angle have great influence on the bearing capacity of the components. Carbon fiber reinforced material (CFRP), as a fiber reinforced composite, has the characteristics of lightweight and high strength. Adding it in civil the engineering can effectively improve the bearing capacity and deformability [8]. Concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profiles is a new component, which is made by putting the CFRP profiles into the concrete-filled square steel tube. At present, there were some research on the axial compression members and eccentric compression members [9-10]. In practical engineering, under the complex loads the columns are often subjected to bi-axial eccentric load, but the research on concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profiles columns under bi-axial eccentric load is still a blank. Therefore, in this paper, we establish 15 short column finite element models by using finite element analysis software ABAQUS to study their mechanical properties.

2. Size design of model

The size of the model section is 150 mm × 150 mm and 450 mm in length. The cross section size of the I-shaped carbon fiber composite profiles is 70 mm × 60 mm × 6 mm. The layout of the components is shown in Fig. 1.

![Component structure diagram](image)

**Table 1. Main parameters of the specimens.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component number</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_{cu}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$e/R$</th>
<th>$t$ (mm)</th>
<th>CFRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS-1</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-2</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-3</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-4</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-5</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-6</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-7</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-8</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-9</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-10</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-11</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-12</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-13</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-14</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-15</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: B means biaxial, S means square, $f_y$ means the yield strength of steel, $f_{cu}$ means the compressive strength of concrete cube, and $t$ is the wall thickness of steel tube.
3. Constitutive relation model of each material

3.1. Constitutive relation model of steel

Steel tube is made by cold rolled steel. Because of the cold bending hardening of the steel, the steel tube is divided into the corner zone and the flat zone the means of partitioning is shown in Fig. 2. Finite element analyzes the model by using the stress strain relationship model of steel, which was proposed by Abdel-Rahman and Sivakumaran [8-9]. The elastic modulus of steel is 206000 MPa.

![Fig. 2. Flat and corner zone of steel tube.](image)

3.2. Constitutive relation model of concrete

In the initial stage, the constraint on concrete of concrete-filled steel tube is very limited, at this time; the concrete is almost unidirectional force state. As the load continues to increase, the Poisson ratio of the concrete will exceed other two materials, at this time the concrete enters the three-direction force state. Concrete, as a kind of fragile materials, will have split fracture failure, a kind of brittle fracture, under the lower circumferential binding force. The failure forms of concrete are mainly cracked and crushed [10].

In this paper, the plastic damage constitutive model of concrete [11] is used to simulate the finite element method. The elastic modulus of concrete were calculated by $E_c = 4730\sqrt{f_c}$ (MPa) [12]. The Poisson ratio in the elastic phase is 0.2. The tensile zone is controlled by the concrete failure energy criterion. The stress - fission energy relationship and failure stress are used to judge whether the tensile zone destroys [13].

3.3. Constitutive relation model of I-shaped CFRP profiles

CFRP I-shaped profiles are molded by pulling, and then the carbon fiber cloth is wrapped on the surface of the profiles. In this paper we use the two dimensional Tsai-Wu failure criterion to distinguish the failure of the I-shaped CFRP profiles. The failure criterion takes into account fiber tensile failure, fiber compression failure, matrix tensile failure, matrix compression failure and shearing failure of matrix fiber to judge whether the profile is destroyed. At the same time, the ABAQUS subprogram USDFLD was secondarily developed to control the damage and failure of the I-shaped CFRP profiles section during the modeling process.

4. Model establishments

Steel tube, concrete and end plates are modeled by C3D8R unit element. CFRP I-shaped composite profiles are modeled by S4R unit element. Hard contact is used to transfer the binding force which is in the vertical direction between the concrete and steel contact surface. Hard contact is used to make it possible to transfer the pressure of the end plates to the concrete surface. The Coulomb friction model which is provided by the ABAQUS finite element analysis software is used to transfer the tangential direction of the concrete surface and the steel surface, the Coulomb friction coefficient is 0.6. Tie binding constraints is used between steel tube and end plates and between CFRP profiles and concrete, shell-solid. Coupling constraints is used between I-shaped CFRP profiles and end plates. Loading end boundary condition is $U_1=U_2=UR_3=0$, fix end boundary condition is $U_1=U_2=U_3=UR_3=0$, using the condition simulate the concrete-filled square steel tubes under bi-axial eccentric load. The process of establishing the finite element analysis model is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Finite element analysis model.](image)
5. Analysis of the whole process of the N-μm curve

Select the BS-2 component as a typical component. By the finite element analyzing, the N-μm curve is obtained (μm is the deflection of the middle section) which is shown in Fig. 4. The N-μm curve can be divided into four stages; O-A stage, elastic stage, concrete, steel and I-shaped CFRP profiles are separately subjected to force. At A point, the maximum longitudinal stress reaches the limit of proportionality in the section of steel tubes. A-B stage, elastic plastic stage, with the vertical load gradually increasing, concrete will produce transverse plastic deformation, but because of the existence of the steel tubes, it will restrict the development of the concrete transverse deformation. The longitudinal stress of the concrete in the corner is greater than the ultimate compressive strength. Before the point B, the longitudinal strain of the concrete is beyond the concrete ultimate compressive strain, at this time the concrete crushed. When the B point is reached, most of the steel tube zone reached the plastic stage. B-C stage, downward stage, when the load reaches the peak load, the longitudinal fiber of the I-shaped CFRP profiles in the section profile drawing zone flange is broken, and then the load will drop significantly. C-D stage, gentle stage, at this stage, the load descends slowly but the lateral deflection of the component develops rapidly.

Fig. 4. The N-μm curve.

Fig. 5 is longitudinal stress isoclines map of the core concrete in the BS-2 component at the three characteristic points A, B and C. At A point, from the corner of the compression area to the corner of the tension zone the longitudinal stress of the core concrete section is zonally distributed. At this time, the area of the compressed zone is larger than the area of the drawing zone. The maximum stress in the compression zone is much greater than the maximum stress in the tension zone. The maximum compressive stress is 11.43 times of the maximum tensile stress. The stress in the corner of the compression zone reaches 1.0 · f_c. At B point, the longitudinal compression stress of the concrete in the corner area reaches 1.28 · f_c. The concrete near the end of the compressed flanking edge of the profile is only 0.15 · f_c. The longitudinal compression stress of the concrete between the junction of the flanking and the flat reaches f_c and 0.79 · f_c. At C point, the longitudinal compression stress of concrete in the corner zone reaches 1.29 · f_c, 1.39 · f_c and 1.40 · f_c respectively. The longitudinal compression stress of concrete at the flat zone of steel reaches 1.10 · f_c. It can be obtained that the constraint between the steel and the concrete is mainly concentrated in the corner zone.

(a) Characteristic point A.

(b) Characteristic point B.

(c) Characteristic point C.

Fig. 5. Longitudinal stress isoclines map of the core concrete in the middle section of the three characteristic points.
6. Parameter analyses

6.1. Eccentricity ratio e/R

Fig. 8 shows the effect of eccentric ratio on the $N-\mu_m$ curve of model BS-1 to model BS-6 (eccentric ratio=0.133~0.800).

Fig. 8. Effect of eccentric ratio on the $N-\mu_m$ curve.
The results show that the ultimate bearing capacity of the six models reduce by 17.80%, 18.31%, 16.69%, 15.38%, 14.40%, with the eccentric ratio of the six models increases 0.133, respectively. At the same time, we can see that the ductility of the components increase with the increase of eccentric ratio, and the ductility coefficient increases from 2.51 to 3.66 (ductility factor is the ratio of the lateral displacement when the component reach ultimate bearing capacity, to the lateral displacement of the member, when the steel tube is yielding). It can be seen that the eccentric ratio has a significant effect on the ultimate bearing capacity and ductility of the components. Fig. 9 shows longitudinal stress isolines of core concrete of model BS-1, model BS-3 and model BS-5 at the bearing capacity of components. It can be seen that, with the increase of eccentricity, the area of tension zone of model cross section increases gradually, when the model reaches the bearing capacity. When the eccentricity ratio is small (such as eccentricity ratio=0.133, BS-1 component), the whole cross-section of the core concrete is under pressure state.

![Figure 9](image1.png)

**Fig. 9.** Effect of eccentricity on longitudinal stress distribution of core concrete in middle section.

### 6.2. Steel ratio

Fig. 10 is the effect of different steel ratio on the $N_{\mu m}$ curve of BS-2, BS-13 and BS-14 components. The calculation results show that, the corresponding ultimate bearing capacity increases by 12.30% and 10% respectively with the steel ratio increases by 3.2%, 3.3%. The reason is that, with the thickness of steel tube increases, the restraint ability of steel tube to the core concrete and the CFRP I-shaped profile increase. Nevertheless, the increment of steel tube thickness is little effect on initial stiffness of the $N_{\mu m}$ curve.

![Figure 10](image2.png)

**Fig. 10.** Effect of different steel ratio on the $N_{\mu m}$ curve.

### 6.3. Yield strength of steel $f_y$

Fig. 11 is the effect of yield strength of steel $f_y$ on the $N_{\mu m}$ curve of 4 components, in the elastic section, the $N_{\mu m}$ curve of different components almost coincide, but the sequence of entering the elastic-plastic section is different. While the components go into the elastic plastic stage, the greater the yield strength of the steel is, the greater the load and the deflection of the middle section is, which is corresponding to the characteristic the point A. With the yield strength of steel increased by 13.00%, 17.90%, 19.60%, the ultimate bearing capacity increased by 6.70%, 9.14%, 10.52%, respectively. Therefore, it can be seen that the increment of yield strength of steel has little effect on ultimate bearing capacity.

### 6.4. Compressive strength of concrete $f_{cu}$

Fig. 12 shows the effect of compressive strength of concrete $f_{cu}$ on the $N_{\mu m}$ curve of 4 components. Concrete compressive strength is from 50MPa to 80MPa, the ultimate bearing capacity only increased by 15.49%. The $N_{\mu m}$ curves are almost coinciding at the elastic stage. It can be seen that increasing the compressive strength of concrete has little effect on the elastic stage and ultimate bearing capacity of the short
columns. With the improvement of the concrete compressive strength, the lateral deflection decreases gradually, when the columns reach the ultimate bearing capacity. With the improvement of the concrete compressive strength, a situation of two peaks in the specimens is appearing. As the concrete compressive strength is improving, the situation of two peaks is more and more obvious, and the ultimate bearing capacity moves to the peak deflection, which has small middle section deflection. At this time, the short columns have less deformation when the columns are damaged. It will have more abrupt destruction.

![Graph](image1.png)

**Fig. 11.** The effect of yield strength of steel $f_y$ on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curve.

![Graph](image2.png)

**Fig. 12.** Effect of compressive strength of concrete $f_{cu}$ on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curve.

### 6.5. Configuration of CFRP shaped profile

Fig. 13 shows the effect of configuring I-shaped CFRP profile on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curve. The ultimate bearing capacity of the concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profile short column under bi-axial eccentric load is $19.54\%$ higher than the concrete-filled square steel tube short column without the configuration of the I-shaped CFRP profile. At the same time, the lateral deflection corresponding to the ultimate bearing capacity of the concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profile short column with inner I-shaped CFRP profile is significantly improved. The descending segment of the $N$-$\mu_m$ curve is steeper, and there is more abrupt destruction.

![Graph](image3.png)

**Fig. 13.** Effect of configuring CFRP I-shaped profile on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curve.

### 7. Conclusions

1. The ultimate bearing capacity and deformability of concrete filled steel square tube can be effectively improved after configuring CFRP shaped profile, and the $N$-$\mu_m$ curve can be divided into four stages: elastic stage, elastic plastic stage, downward stage and gentle stage.

2. The binding effect of steel to concrete is mainly concentrated in the corner of the compression zone. The effect of CFRP shaped profile to concrete is mainly concentrated on the boundary between the flange and the flat. The steel in the flat zone and the steel in the corner of the tension zone cannot restrict to the concrete very well.

3. The eccentric ratio has the greatest influence on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curves of the concrete-filled square steel tube with inner I-shaped CFRP profile short columns under bi-axial eccentric load short columns, the steel ratio and the yield strength of steel has less influence on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curves, The compressive strength of concrete has the least influence on the $N$-$\mu_m$ curves.
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Abstract

Steel reinforced concrete (SRC) columns are widely used in super high-rise buildings, since they can provide larger load bearing capacity and better ductility than traditional reinforced concrete (RC) columns.

Six concrete – encased composite columns were designed based on a typical mega-column of a super high-rise building constructed in China. The specimens are identical in geometrical configurations having as changing parameter the eccentricity ratio of the applied load: every two of the specimens were loaded statically with the eccentricity ratio of 0, 10%, and 15%, respectively.

Such columns are however not covered by EN 1994-1-1 [2] (limited to one single encased profile), while AISC 360-16 [8] allows the design of composite sections built-up with two or more encased steel sections, although the way to perform such a design is not detailed.

A finite element analysis was conducted as a supplement to the physical tests to provide a deeper insight into the behavior of SRC columns. The experimental campaign has yielded stable test results, suggesting a desirable performance of SRC columns. It is concluded from these experiments that sufficient composite action exists between the concrete and the steel sections for the tested SRC specimens, and that the current code provisions are applicable for the considered configuration, in predicting the flexural capacity of SRC columns when the eccentricity ratio is less than or equal to 15%.

The present paper summarizes the principles and an application method for the design of such columns under combined axial compression and bending. The method is based on simplifications provided in EN 1994–1. The validation of the method is made using experimental and numerical results.

Keywords: Megacolumns; static tests; concrete columns reinforced by steel profiles; PDM method.

1. Introduction

Composite columns are frequently used in high rise buildings. Two commonly used types of composite columns for tall buildings are concrete encased composite columns and concrete filled steel tube columns. The concrete-encased composite column contains a structural steel with or without shear connectors and the surrounding concrete which is further reinforced by longitudinal bars and transverse bars. By utilizing the composite action between the concrete and the steel section, the capacity of the composite column is higher than the summation of the capacities of the concrete and the steel section [1].

A substantial number of experimental tests have been conducted to observe the behavior of concrete encased composite columns subjected to axial and eccentric loads.

The current design codes consider composite structural elements but they do not offer specific provisions on the design of composite sections with two or more encased steel sections.
The lack of knowledge on the axial, bending and shear behavior of composite mega columns, along with the resulting lack of clarity in the codes, leads to the need for experimental performance tests. These tests provide a base for the simplified design approach and are used to calibrate numerical models to describe the designs and to validate the results. The experimental campaign took place within CABR Laboratories and the Laboratories of Tsinghua University [4].

Experimental results are validated by finite element models (FEM) in accordance with the experimental values. FEM allow also for a deeper insight on steel-concrete interaction forces and stress distribution.

Finally, simplified design methods based on European, Chinese, and US codes are suggested and the results are compared to the numerical and experimental values. Then, through three examples of application to selected mega column cross- sections, the given simplified design methods are proven to be an effective and handy design tool.

2. Experimental campaign

The column specimens’ overall layout and geometry have been based on suggested sections of representative full-scale composite columns used for high-rise buildings, from Magnusson Klemencic Associates, Seattle (MKA). Overall dimensions of the real-scale columns are 1800 x 1800 mm, with a height of 9 m at the lobby level (base of the tower) and 4.5 m at the typical floor. The experimental campaign is using ¼ scaled columns due to the lab capacities.

The experimental campaign contains 6 specimens with same geometrical configuration detailed in Fig. 1. The specimens are tested to failure by applying concentrated load, using a 200-tons servo system at Tsinghua University [3]. The experimental setup consists in two hinges, as shown in Fig. 2. One hinge is placed on the ground and fixed by blocks to avoid any horizontal displacements. The other one is placed on the top of the test specimen, connected to a transition beam that serves as a connector between the hinge, horizontal actuator and the vertical actuator.

Sand layers are placed between the test specimens and the hinges, while polytetrafluorethylene plates (PTFE) are placed under the end plates of the steel sections, to make sure that the steel – concrete interface slip can be developed near the test specimen ends to simulate real boundary conditions. In real structures, relative slip may occur along the composite column at any point. If the sand layers and PTFE plates are not provided, the rigid surface of the hinge will force the test specimen end to stay in the same plane. Consequently, the relative displacement between the concrete and the steel sections near the test specimen ends will be restricted, which overestimates the composite column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$f_{ck}$</th>
<th>$f_\text{flange}$</th>
<th>$f_\text{web}$</th>
<th>$f_\text{rebar}$</th>
<th>ecc. [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E00-1</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>523</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E00-2</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>415</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10-1</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10-2</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>415</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15-1</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>404</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15-2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>405</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Obtained material strength (units: MPa).

![Fig. 1. Static tests details.](image)
horizontal actuators to ensure that the lateral
displacement of the top end has zero value.

Fig. 2. Test setup.

Specimen E00-1 and E00-2 were loaded
with e/h = 0. Since the behavior of these two
specimens were very similar, specimen E00-1 is
used as an example for description. A vertical
crack was observed on the face of the specimen
when the axial load reduced about 50% of the
maximum load. The length of the crack grew as
the load increased, but no extra cracks occurred.
When the axial load reached 70% of the
maximum load, the initial crack stopped
growing and ended up in a longitudinal crack in
the middle of the column, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The concrete cover at the middle of the column
was very thin due to the existence of the steel
sections. Therefore, this part of the concrete
was weaker than the others, which led to the
longitudinal cracking under axial load. In
addition, the splitting effect caused by the shear
studs might also contribute to the cracking of
the concrete. No significant deformations were
observed before the maximum axial load was
reached.

The eccentric specimens failed in combined
compression and bending pattern. No
significant deformations were observed before
the maximum axial load was reached. The
horizontal deflection of the column developed
rapidly after the maximum load was reached, so
the actual eccentricity ratio on the mid-height
cross section was enlarged due to the second
order effect, and horizontal cracks occurred on
the tension side of the column. Meanwhile,
damage of the concrete on the compression side
of the column kept developing. In the end, the
test was stopped when the concrete on the
compression side was severely damaged.

Fig. 3. Crack development of specimens subjected to
axial load.

Fig. 4. Crack development of specimens subjected to
eccentric loads.

The axial load – vertical deflection curves
are presented in Fig. 11. The axial load of
specimens E00-1 and E00-2 showed two sudden
drops during the test. The first drop occurred
right after the maximum load was reached, and
the axial load dropped to 70% of the maximum
value. Then, the axial load gradually decreased
from 70% to 60% of the maximum load, while
the vertical deflection was developing rapidly.
When the axial load had decreased to about
60% of the maximum load, the second drop in
axial load occurred, accompanied by the sudden
 crush of the concrete in the middle of the
column. In comparison, no sudden drops in
axial load were detected for the eccentrically loaded specimens. After the maximum loads were reached, the axial loads of these four specimens gradually decreased until failure.

Table 2 lists the capacities and the corresponding bending moments on the mid-height cross section of the columns. The bending moment was determined by Eq. (1):

\[ M = N(e_i + \delta) \]  

(1)

where \( e_i \) is the initial eccentricity of the specimen, and \( \delta \) is the horizontal deflection of the mid-height cross section due to the second order effect. Although the initial eccentricity of specimen E00-1 and E00-2 was zero, horizontal deflections of these two columns were recorded during the test. Nevertheless, the eccentricities were very small under the maximum load level, so that the axial resistances of these two specimens were not significantly influenced.

For specimens subjected to eccentric loads, the eccentricities under the maximum load level were 19% ~ 33% larger than the initial eccentricities due to the second order effect. Since this paper deals with short columns, the second order effect will not be discussed in detail.

Table 2. Specimens capacities (units: kN, m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>( N_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( M_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>Ecc Ratio</th>
<th>( e_{\text{failure}}/e_{\text{initial}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E00-1</td>
<td>17082</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E00-2</td>
<td>15325</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10-1</td>
<td>14360</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10-2</td>
<td>13231</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15-1</td>
<td>12041</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15-2</td>
<td>12759</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 and 6 represent the curvature development for specimens E10-1 and E15-1. Similar behavior was observed for specimens E10-2 and E15-2. A linear regression is created using points of normal strain versus relative position under a certain load level. Then, the slope of the regressed straight line is taken as the curvature. The obtained curvature of the concrete correlates with that of the steel section very well. Together with the validation of ‘Plane Section Assumption’, it is reliable to assume the curvatures of different materials on a particular section are the same. The column curvature was calculated by normal strain of the steel sections. In addition, it can be observed that the curvature developed more rapidly when the load level was beyond 60%, indicating the reduction of bending stiffness.

The experimental value of the effective flexural stiffness can be determined using the curvature definition of the beam theory. The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory defines the curvature using the Eq. (2):

\[ \chi = \frac{1}{\rho} = \frac{M}{EI} \]  

(2)

Where: \( \chi \) is the curvature and \( \rho \) the radius of curvature.

The reduction factor for flexural rigidity can be defined using the following approach:

\[ M = (E_y \cdot I_y + E_s \cdot I_s + E_{cm} \cdot I_c) \cdot \chi \]  

(3)

Where \( E_y \), \( E_s \) and \( E_{cm} \) are the Young’s modulus of the steel profile, rebar and respectively the concrete part; \( I_y \), \( I_s \) and \( I_c \) are the moment of inertia of the steel profile, rebar and respectively the concrete part.
The reduction factors \( R^k_b \) is determined according to Eq. (4):

\[
R^k_b = \frac{(EI)_{\text{eff, experimentally}}}{E_{\text{m}} I_s} - E_s I_s
\]

(4)

The comparison between the theoretical and experimental values is presented in Table 3. It can be observed a good accuracy of the current design codes, having a difference in value is under 10%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>( R^k_b ) EN1994</th>
<th>EC4 value</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E10_1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10_2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15_1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15_2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10_1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculated values for the modulus of elasticity according to EN 1994 design code are given in Table 4. It can be observed that the comparison values are under 10% in difference. In conclusion, the methods for the evaluation of effective flexural stiffness developed in the EN 1994 can be considered for composite sections reinforced with several steel profiles having an eccentricity loading ratio less than 15%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>( E_{\text{eff}} \ N\text{mm}^2 )</th>
<th>Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN 1994 -1</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10_1</td>
<td>1.23E+14</td>
<td>1.26E+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10_2</td>
<td>1.27E+14</td>
<td>1.23E+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15_1</td>
<td>1.25E+14</td>
<td>1.33E+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15_2</td>
<td>1.26E+14</td>
<td>1.21E+14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Validation of FEM and adapted code methods with the test results

3.1. Adapted Plastic Distribution Method

EN 1994-1 - Clause 6.7 provides two design methods in the design of composite compression members with encased sections, partially encased sections and concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes.

The first method is a numerical and general method, while the second one is a simplified analytical method, applied only to doubly symmetrical sections and uniform along the height of the element. By using the simplified method, the interaction curve can be approached by a succession of lines joining 4 characteristic points A, B, C, D, as shown in figure below.

Fig. 7. EN 1994 – 1: Simplified method.

The following assumptions should also be considered, because are underlying the prescriptions from EN 1994 - 1: There is a complete interaction between steel and concrete, the plane sections remain plane after deformation an the concrete resistance in traction is neglected.

In the adapted method, the required calculation of geometrical characteristics of the section (moment of inertia) is based on a simplified representation of the reinforcement steel and steel section geometry, as equivalent plates and rectangles respectively as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. EN 1994 – 1: Simplified method.

The presented method in accordance to EN 1994-1 allows to evaluate the nominal resistance of the composite column calculations, based on the plastic stress distribution of the composite cross sections. A two-step calculation can be used to determine the flexural resistance of the composite cross section, as shown in Table 5 [6]:

Step 1: Determine the position of the neutral axis (N.A.) based on the balance condition of
the axial load. There are four distinct situations of the position of the N.A are identified.

Step 2: Calculate the flexural resistance of the composite cross section based on the position of the N.A. CL represents the neutral axis of the cross section.

Table 5. Stress block distribution for rectangular column with 4 encased profiles [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Stress distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. FEM simulations and results comparison

Software Abaqus has been chosen for the FEM analyses subjected to axial load.

The definition of the concrete behavior has been made by using a concrete damage plasticity model. The uniaxial constitutive law for concrete material has been obtained using the EN 1992 material law as show in Fig. 9

A bilinear constitutive model is adopted for longitudinal bar and for the steel profiles, where \( f_u \) and \( f_y \) are obtained from the experimental tests.

The numerical model created in Abaqus, is presented in Fig. 10 and contains a simplification of the experimental part. The column is considered with a constant cross section of 450 x 450 mm. The concrete and the steel sections are simulated by three dimensional eight-mode solid elements and the rebars are simulated by two dimensional three-node truss element. The interface between concrete and steel profiles is TIE connected, while the rebars are perfectly embedded in the concrete part.

To keep the buckling length chosen by the experimental part of 3.59 m, the boundary conditions are defined through the reference points that are offset from the specimens.

Before peak point, the simulated axial load vs. vertical displacement' curve follows similar paths to the experimental curve as shown in Fig. 11. The reduction of the axial capacity occurred due to the degradation of material strength, cracks in the concrete, spill and damage of the concrete and buckling of the longitudinal bars. Small divergencies between
the FEM and the experimental test could be noticed especially for 0% eccentricity specimens, due to the implemented numerical model of concrete.

![Image 1](image1.png)

Fig. 11. Axial force vs. vertical deflection [5].

The FEM and analytical interaction curves, presented in Fig. 12, show results like the capacity of the experimentally tested mega column. The Fiber model represents the classical pivot method developed for the reinforced concrete structural elements, where the strains are considered linear along the cross-section [7], [9].

![Image 2](image2.png)

Fig. 12. N-M interaction curve: comparison between FEM and experimental model.

Table 6 presents the numerical values of the axial load vs. vertical displacement curves. The numerical results are under 10% difference from the experimental tests. In conclusion the simplifications made for the numerical model can be used for a further sensitivity study.

![Image 3](image3.png)

Fig. 13. Crack comparison for specimens subjected to axial loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Experimental values</th>
<th>Numerical values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(P_{\text{exp}})</td>
<td>(P_{\text{num}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00-1</td>
<td>17082</td>
<td>17006.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E00-2</td>
<td>15325</td>
<td>15879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10-1</td>
<td>14360</td>
<td>14500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10-2</td>
<td>13231</td>
<td>14031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15-1</td>
<td>12041</td>
<td>12521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15-2</td>
<td>12759</td>
<td>13012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The crack comparison between the numerical and experimental model is presented in Fig. 13 for specimens subjected to concentric loads. The numerical model simulated similar deformation behavior as the experimental test. The cracks and concrete crushing are formed in an equivalent manner in both cases.

4. Conclusions

Six ¼ scaled concrete encased composite columns with multi-separate steel sections were tested to understand better their performance and ductility behavior. The test results were in accordance with the expected results and the specimens shown sufficient deformation capacity. The specimens are able to maintain the bending moment at the maximum requirement, while the curvature is developed until column failure.

The full composite action was observed during the tests, even though the steel sections are not connected to one another. Test results of this test program reveal that the ‘Plane Section Assumption’ is generally valid for specimens with an e/h=10% and an e/h=15%, but the interface slip grew with the eccentricity, which suggests that the shear demand is relatively larger for mega columns.

The concrete core, surrounded by the steel profiles, is highly confined, thus increasing the ductility of the composite column

Available design standards are providing no information on how to properly design reinforced column sections with more than one embedded steel profile. For this, a new extended method based on Eurocode 4 simplified design method has been developed in order to propose a design guidance for composite columns with several steel profiles embedded. The method is an extension of the Plastic Distribution Method and takes into account all the simplified assumptions that are defined in EN 1994-1 - Clause 6.7.

The results of the experimental campaign have been validated with FEM methods and compared with simplified code provisions methods. The comparison shows matching results.

The simplifications brought to the numerical simulations can be adapted for further parametric studies.

The simple adapted method can be used to perform “hand-made” evaluation of the axial force-bending moment interaction curve.
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Abstract

In the past, many works to study the mechanical behaviour of concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) stub columns have been conducted. Some of the applications of these composite columns oblige to meet higher requirements of ductility and load-bearing capacity. Traditionally, circular and rectangular tubes have been employed but recently new cross-sectional shapes of these composite columns are being designed and investigated with the aim of optimizing their mechanical behaviour. In this line, concrete-filled round-ended steel tubular columns (CFRT) have appeared as an alternative. However, the number of experimental programs to characterize their mechanical response is still scarce. In order to contribute to the test results database, in this paper an experimental study of 9 concrete-filled round-ended steel tubular stub columns is presented. All the specimens were designed with the same cross-sectional round-ended shape and have the same dimensions. In this program, both normal and high-strength concrete were employed as infill. During the tests, the columns were subjected to axial compression loads but under different eccentricities. The influence of eccentricity and concrete strength on the ultimate load bearing capacity of the concrete-filled round-ended steel tubular are discussed. Besides, the combined action of both components in this type of concrete-filled tubes as well as the effect of the concrete infill are studied.

Keywords: Concrete-filled stub columns; round-ended; CFRT; CFST; eccentric loads.

1. Introduction

It is well known that concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have excellent structural characteristics like high load capacity, ductility, large energy absorption capacity in case of seismic action and excellent fire resistance. These are some of the reasons that make them an interesting and competitive option for different structures like high-rise buildings, bridges, warehouses, etc. [1]. All these advantages are mainly due to the composite action existing between the two components. The concrete core is confined by the steel tube which increases the compressive strength of the section and its ductility. Meanwhile, the infill concrete eliminates or delays inward local buckling of the steel tube.

Nowadays, the structural behaviour of CFST columns and the critical parameters affecting it have been studied with a wide number of experiments and numerical models [2]. A state of the art of the research carried out on composite columns considering experimental and analytical studies can be found in Shanmugam and Lakshmi [3]. Most of the studies are focused on columns built up with circular, square or rectangular tubes. Traditionally, these are the most studied and used cross-sectional shapes.

The different flexural rigidities about the two principal axes in rectangular CFST columns make them attractive for elements subjected to bending. But rounded shapes are also particularly attractive to designers and this fact has encouraged researchers to carry out some studies about elliptical sections. The structural behaviour of filled elliptical tubes has been investigated both analytically ([4], [5]) and experimentally ([6]-[10]). A cross-section that can offer a behaviour similar to that of the elliptical one is the round-ended section, also called oval, flat-sided oval or stadium sections.
A round-ended section is a geometric figure consisting of a rectangle whose ends are capped off with semicircles. The flat sides of the section can be profited in the design of the structures junctions, because these sections can be joined easily to other structural elements. Fig. 1 shows the cross-section of the concrete-filled round-ended steel tubular (CFRT) columns studied in this article, where B and D are the cross-sectional dimensions and t is the wall-thickness of the steel tube. In Fig. 2 the steel tubes used to prepare the specimens are shown.

Related to the application of the corresponding codes, few studies have been found on hollow tubes with this cross-sectional shape. Nevertheless, the work carried out by Zhu and Young [11] on hollow round-ended sections under axial compression revealed that when the EC3 design rules are applied to these hollow columns the predictions are quite conservative.

Thus, this paper presents the analysis of the results obtained from a series of tests on 9 CFRT stub columns with the same cross-sectional shape and dimensions. Two different types of concrete were employed in this program as infill: normal and high-strength concrete. During the tests, the columns were subjected to axial compression loads but under different eccentricities. The influence of eccentricity and concrete strength on the ultimate load bearing capacity of the concrete-filled round-ended steel tubular are discussed.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Columns analysed and test procedure

In this work, a total of 9 stub columns (L = 300 mm) were tested with the objective of evaluating the effect of the eccentricity and the concrete infill on the load-bearing capacity. All the columns have the same dimensions. Three of them were filled with normal strength concrete (NSC) with a nominal concrete strength of 30 MPa and the other 6 were filled with high-strength concrete (HSC), with a nominal concrete strength of 90 MPa. In the design of this research program, the focus was put on the effect of HSC in this section, but including tests on some of the columns filled with NSC to establish a proper comparison. Table 1 shows the details of the materials of each specimen, the load eccentricity and the experimental bearing capacity of each column.

The concrete infill was prepared in a planetary mixer and cured during 28 days until the day when the test was performed. In order to evaluate the compressive strength, 150x300 mm cylinders were fabricated and cured under the same conditions as the specimens. All the columns were manufactured and tested at the Universitat Jaume I in Castellón (Spain) in a horizontal testing frame with capacity of 5000 kN.

The notation adopted to identify the tests specimens was: ov.fc_e (i.e. ov.90_10), where
ov is the shape, \( f_c \) is the nominal concrete strength in MPa and \( e \) is the load eccentricity in mm.

In the study, the load was applied on five different eccentric positions: 5, 10, 20, 25 and 50 mm. Additionally, a concentrically loaded case was performed always as reference (\( e=0 \)mm). Eccentricity was applied over the strong axis of symmetry of the cross-section and with the same value at both ends. All the columns were tested under pinned-pinned (P-P) boundary conditions.

In this campaign, all the specimens were obtained from the same cold formed steel hollow tube of nominal strength S275. The actual yield strength of the tubes was determined by the corresponding coupon tests giving a value of 306.98 MPa. For the analysis, the modulus of elasticity of steel was set to 210 GPa according to the European standards.

The influence of the eccentricity is rather higher for columns built with HSC than those built with NSC. For both concrete strengths, NSC and HSC, the ultimate load decreases around 25% when the load is applied with an eccentricity of 20 mm. The influence of the eccentricity is rather higher for columns built with HSC than those built with NSC.

It could be thought that the change in the maximum load is due to the different behaviour of the rounded parts. It is well known that the confinement of the concrete core in circular steel tubes gives to the columns a better behaviour under higher loads. Nevertheless, the rounded parts are half circle, and even if the load was applied in the centre of the rounded part of the section, the value of the eccentricity would be 35 mm.

However, in the graph shown in Fig. 3, a change in the slope occurs around \( e=25 \) mm. This point is still within the plane region of the steel tube. From that point on, a different behaviour is noticed but the change does not correspond with the geometrical change.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Maximum load

The value of the experimental ultimate load \( (N_{\text{exp}}) \) was registered in each test and is summarized in Table 1. Also Fig. 3 shows the ultimate load reached by each specimen versus the eccentricity. Two series can be distinguished, one for those columns filled with NSC (C30) and another for those with HSC (C90).

It can be observed in Fig. 3 that the ultimate load decreases when the load eccentricity is higher. The influence of the eccentricity is greater for eccentricities values less than 25 mm, which represents around the 40% of the sectional width of the column. For loads applied with an eccentricity lower than 25 mm, the ultimate load significantly decreases with an increment in the eccentricity. Nevertheless, for greater eccentricities, the value of the ultimate load decreases slightly with eccentricity.

![Experimental ultimate load vs eccentricity.](image)

For both concrete strengths, NSC and HSC, the ultimate load decreases around 25% when the load is applied with an eccentricity of 20 mm. The influence of the eccentricity is rather higher for columns built with HSC than those built with NSC.

### Table 1. Specimen details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( e ) (mm)</th>
<th>( N_{\text{exp}} ) (kN)</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>CCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ov.30_00</td>
<td>40.80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>384.7</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.30_20</td>
<td>40.80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>286.3</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.30_50</td>
<td>40.80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>269.5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.90_00</td>
<td>89.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>577.3</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.90_05</td>
<td>89.36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>566.3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.90_10</td>
<td>89.36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>522.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.90_20</td>
<td>89.36</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>427.3</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.90_25</td>
<td>89.36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>381.0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ov.90_50</td>
<td>89.36</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>369.7</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Strength Index

A strength index is defined to quantify the effect of the composite action in the cross-sectional capacity. The Strength Index (SI), calculated as the ratio between the theoretical cross-sectional capacity and the actual ultimate load, has been obtained for each column by means of Eq. (1).

\[
SI = \frac{N_{\text{exp}}}{A_c f_c + A_i f_y}
\]

where \( N_{\text{exp}} \) is the experimental ultimate load, \( A_i \) is the cross-sectional area of the steel tube, \( f_y \) is the yield strength of the steel, \( A_c \) is the cross-
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sectional concrete area and $f_c$ the cylindrical concrete strength.

The SI calculated for each specimen is plotted in Fig. 4 in function of the eccentricity. It can be observed that generally, the SI decreases with the increase of the eccentricity for both NSC and HSC tubes. The figure shows how columns built with NSC present experimental results very similar to the theoretical cross-sectional capacities of the specimens with concentric load and that SI decreases for greater values of eccentricity. However, in the case of HSC, even the value of SI for axially loaded columns is lower than the unit, which means that the sectional capacity calculated as the sum of all the components overestimates the ultimate load of the composite section.

The SI diminishes significantly up to eccentricity values of 25 mm. For larger eccentricities the SI value decreases very slightly.

In Fig. 5, the variation of the CCR with the eccentricity applied to the columns is shown. The results obtained corroborate the trend observed for the ultimate load. The effect of the concrete infill is more important in those columns with HSC, even when the eccentricity increases. When the axial load is applied without eccentricity the contribution of the concrete is more than three times the contribution of the steel if the specimen is built with HSC, and more than twice if it is built with NSC. When the values of eccentricity rise, the values of CCR decrease. When the eccentricity is higher than 25 mm the slope of CCR values becomes smoother. That is to say, for higher eccentricity values, the steel contribution is significantly higher.

3.3. Concrete Contribution Ratio

In a similar way, the contribution of the concrete infill was analysed for each specimen by means of the Concrete Contribution Ratio (CCR) which can be calculated by Eq. (2).

$$\text{CCR} = \frac{N_{\text{exp}}}{N_{\text{hollow,EC3}}}$$

where $N_{\text{exp}}$ is the experimental ultimate load and $N_{\text{hollow,EC3}}$ is the theoretical capacity of the steel hollow tube according to the Eurocode 3 (EC3) [13]. The value of the theoretical capacity of the steel hollow tube is calculated for each column by Eq. (3).

$$N_{\text{hollow,EC3}} = \frac{f_y}{A_s} + \frac{e}{W_{el}}$$

where $A_s$ is the cross-sectional area of the steel tube, $f_y$ is the yield strength of the steel, $e$ is the eccentricity and $W_{el}$ is the elastic section modulus.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the experimental results of 9 tests on concrete-filled round-ended steel tubular stub columns subjected to eccentric loads have been presented. The columns were filled with two different concretes: NSC and HSC, and the loads were applied with eccentricity on the strong axis. The maximum loads reached by the columns have been presented. It can be noticed that highest loads are supported by columns filled with HSC. The eccentricities affect the capacity of the columns, especially with eccentricities between 5 and 25 mm. With higher eccentricities, the loads decrease very slightly. This can be due to the benefits given by the confinement of the circular part of the CFRT section.
The results of the SI analysis show that those columns filled with NSC and load concentrically offer experimental results very close to the theoretical ones. On the other hand, those filled with HSC show a SI lower than one. In both cases, columns built with HSC reduce their SI when the eccentricity increases and SI decreases considerably while the eccentricity in the major axis rises until 25mm. Finally, the analysis of the CCR corroborates the same trend observed for the values of the ultimate load.
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Abstract

The finite element software ABAQUS was used to analyze 22 high strength concrete-filled square high strength tubular short columns with inner I-shaped CFRP, all analysis results based on the finite element analysis data, six characteristic points were defined in the load-longitudinal strain curve of composite columns. The shared load of core concrete, square steel tube and inner I-shaped CFRP at different height sections of typical specimen corresponding to each characteristic point were analyzed and the cooperative work behavior of inner I-shaped CFRP, square steel tube and core concrete was analyzed. The results show that the existence of the inner I-shaped CFRP can effectively improve the ultimate bearing capacity composite columns, the middle region I-shaped CFRP sharing more longitudinal load than the end region CFRP and the shared load of concrete at the end region section is bigger than that of middle region section, before the CFRP brittle failure. The longitudinal load of square steel tube does not change with the change of the cross-section height.

Keywords: Inner I-shaped CFRP; high strength square steel tube; high strength concrete; cooperative work behaviour; finite element analysis.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tube is divided into concrete filled circular steel tube, concrete filled elliptical steel tube and hollow concrete filled steel tube etc. For decades, a large number of theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out by academic researchers around the world on concrete-filled steel tube with different section forms. Li et al. [1] studied the behaviour of grout-filled double skin steel tubes under compression and bending by experimental research, the effect of different hollow ratio on its performance was compared. Zha et al. [2] proposed forward the bearing capacity formula of axial compression short column of ordinary concrete-filled steel tube, hollow concrete-filled steel tube, concrete filled circular steel tube and polygonal steel tube based on the unified theory of concrete-filled steel tube. Compare with the constrained stress between steel and concrete of concrete-filled square steel tube of concrete-filled circular steel tube, there are less constrained stress between steel and concrete of concrete-filled square steel tube, but there is still strongly constrained stress between core concrete and square steel tube. At the same, concrete-filled square steel tube is widely used and studied, because of its convenient connection node and construction convenience [3]. Lee et al. [4] studied thin-walled rectangular concrete-filled tubular (RCFT) columns by experimental research. The parameter of width and thickness ratio, the yield strength of steel and the stiffener of RCFT were compared. Zhao et al. [5] studied the mechanical properties of steel tube short columns filled with steel-reinforced concrete, which combined the concrete-filled steel tube and section reinforced concrete. Since then, the section steel reinforced concrete filled steel tube members have been further developed. The shapes of inner section steel members are divided into I-shaped or cross-shaped ones. Section steel with different shape and many kinds of concrete-filled steel tube make up many kinds of section steel reinforce concrete-filled steel tube. In recent years, the development of section steel reinforce concrete-filled steel tube is very rapid with its widely
studies have been on concrete compression constitutive and good durability. The constitutive model improved by Liu [15] is used in this paper. The research of it lays the foundation for further research on the working mechanism of such components. By studying the mechanism of the cooperative work behavior of each component of the section, we can further study how to make full use of the material composition and optimize the cross section to find a more reasonable cross section form.

2. Finite element model

2.1. Constitutive model of high-strength concrete

In this paper, the plastic damage constitutive model of concrete is adopted. The core concrete of CFST is in the triaxial stress state. Therefore, constrain concrete compression constitutive model improved by Liu [15] is used in this paper adopted to simulate the compression behavior of core concrete. The stress-strain curve of high strength concrete is shown in Fig. 1. The constrain concrete compression constitutive model is calculated by the press formula:

\[
y = \begin{cases} 
2x-x^2 & x \leq 1 \\
\frac{x}{\beta_0(x-1)^2} & x > 1
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

where:

\[
x = \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0}
\]

\[
y = \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_0}
\]

\[
\sigma_0 = f'_c
\]

where \(f'_c\) is the cylinder strength of concrete, and it is calculated as \(f'_c = f_{cu} - \delta\) [16].

\[
\varepsilon_0 = \varepsilon_c + 800 \cdot \varepsilon_x^{0.2} \cdot 10^{-6}
\]  

(2)

\[
\eta = 1.6 + \frac{1.5}{x}
\]  

(3)

\[
\beta_0 = \left(\frac{f'_c}{1.2\varepsilon_x}\right)^{0.1}
\]  

(4)
\[ \varepsilon_e = \left(1300 + 12.5 \cdot f_y^c \right) \cdot 10^{-6} \]  

(5)

Fig. 1. Stress-strain curve for concrete.

The energy failure criterion is used to define the tensile softening performance of concrete because of its better computational convergence. The constitutive relation of stress-fracture energy is calculated by [16].

2.2. Constitutive model of high-strength steel

The steel tube is made of high strength steel. The two-fold line constitutive model of steel proposed by professor Han [3] is used in the material constitutive model. Fig. 2 is the stress-strain relationship curve of high-strength steel. Calculate the constitutive relation of steel as follow:

\[
\sigma_s = \begin{cases} 
E_s \varepsilon_s & \varepsilon_s \leq \varepsilon_y \\
\sigma_y + (\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_y) E_t & \varepsilon_y \leq \varepsilon_s \leq \varepsilon_u 
\end{cases}
\]  

(6)

where \(\sigma_s\) represents the stress and \(\varepsilon_y\) is the yield strain. \(E_s\) is the elastic modulus of the elastic section and \(E_t\) is the elastic plastic modulus of the elastic plastic section which takes 0.01 \(E_s\).

Fig. 2. Stress-strain curve of steel.

2.3. Constitutive model of CFRP

Longitudinal carbon fiber is used in the middle of the I-shaped CFRP profile. External carbon fiber cloth is wrapped round it. It can be regarded as an anisotropic material made up of three layers of different fiber directions.

The CFRP finite element model adopts the Tsai-Wu failure criterion, and the USDFLD subprogram based on the ABAQUS finite element analysis software is used to judge the failure process of the profile. The criteria for judgment are as follows:

\[ F_{11} \sigma_1^2 + F_{22} \sigma_2^2 + F_{66} \sigma_6^2 + F_{11} \sigma_1 + F_2 \sigma_2 + 2F_1 \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \geq 1 \]  

(6)

where:

\[
F_{11} = \frac{1}{X_1} - \frac{1}{X_c} \\
F_{22} = \frac{1}{Y_1} - \frac{1}{Y_c} \\
F_{12} = -\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{X_1 X_c Y_1 Y_c} \\
F_{66} = \frac{1}{S^2}
\]

2.4. The establishment of the finite element model

The finite element model of components are composed of four parts: plate, square steel tube, I-shaped CFRP and core concrete. The Continue Shell unit is used for the finite element model of I-shaped CFRP, and the Solid unit are used for other components. The components are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Finite element model.
and the Frictional Contact are used between the core steel and the square steel tube. The square steel tube and the plate are Tie restrained. The boundary conditions of the component are as follow: The lower end plate boundary condition (U1=U2=0, UR1=UR2=UR3=0). The loading mode is loaded with displacement, and the loading point is coupled with the upper end plate. The boundary condition of the loading point is (U1=U2=0, UR1=UR2=UR3=0) U3 as the axial displacement.

Section of composite component is shown in Fig. 4. The component parameters are shown in Table 1.

![Section of composite component](image)

(1, I-shaped CFRP; 2, core concrete; 3, square steel tube)

**Fig. 4. Section of composite component.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Size BxHxL (mm)</th>
<th>t (mm)</th>
<th>f_y (MPa)</th>
<th>f_c (MPa)</th>
<th>f_yf</th>
<th>P_u (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC-1</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-2</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-3</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-4</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-5</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-6</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-7</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-8</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-9</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-10</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-11</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-12</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>5215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-13</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-14</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-15</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-16</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-17</td>
<td>150x150x450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>5049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: t is the thickness of the steel tube, f_y is the yield strength of the steel tube, f_c is the cube compressive strength of concrete, f_yf is CFRP compressive strength, P_u is the ultimate bearing capacity of the component, SC-22 is the contrast component without inner I-shaped CFRP profile.

### 3. Force full-range analysis of component

**3.1. Characteristic point analysis**

The stress-strain curve of typical component SC-8 as shown in the Fig. 5. Parameters of component SC-8: B=150 mm, t=5 mm, L=450 mm, yield strength of steel tube f_y=550 MPa, compressive strength of concrete cubes f_c=100 MPa, configuration rate of inner I-shaped CFRP is 4.75%, CFRP compressive strength f_yf=900 MPa. Six characteristic points are defined on the curve.

![Stress-strain curve](image)

**Fig. 5. Stress-strain curve of typical component SC-8.**

**3.2. Analysis of load distribution of each height section**

Fig. 7 is the curve of load shared by each member at every height in each characteristic point of the component SC-8. Fig. 7 (a), (b), (c), (d), (E) and (f) are the curve of load shared by each member at every height in characteristic points A, B, C, D, E and F. The different height sections of the component are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7(a) is the curve of load shared by each member of the component at every height in characteristic point A. At characteristic point A, the component is in the elastic state, and the distribution load of each group is uniform along
the height. At this time, the concrete shares about 55.5% loads, the shared load of steel tube accounts for about 36.5% and the I-shaped CFRP shares about 8% load.

**Height of the section:**

1. H = 0mm
2. H = 25mm
3. H = 50mm
4. H = 75mm
5. H = 100mm
6. H = 125mm
7. H = 150mm
8. H = 175mm
9. H = 200mm
10. H = 225mm

![Fig. 6. Different heights of specimen section.](image)

Figure 7(b) is the curve of load shared by each member of the component at every height in characteristic point B. Under this characteristic point, full section of steel reaches the yield stage, and the concrete has entered the elastic-plastic stage. Under this characteristic point, it can be seen that the load of each high steel section is largely the same. It can be seen in figure that, the trend of concrete shared load at end region increases and the shared load of the end region section of concrete is slightly higher than that of the middle region section. Moreover, the CFRP shared load of the end section is slightly lower than the shared load of middle section; change range is less than 1%. Compared with the previous characteristic points, the sharing load of the steel tube and the I-shaped CFRP increased by about 28.5%, while the core concrete shared load increased by about 17%. During the period of characteristic point A to characteristic point B, the concrete entered the elastic-plastic state; meanwhile, the steel tube and I-shaped CFRP are still in elastic state.

Fig. 7(c) is the curve of load shared by each member of the component at every height in characteristic point C. When the component reaches the characteristic point C, the component reaches the ultimate loads. The shared load of steel tube is basically the same in the whole cross section, the load sharing rate is about 41% (load is about 1570 kN). At this time, the shared load of concrete has reached the maximum of the whole process. At the same time, the sharing load of the steel tube has no obvious change compared with the previous characteristic point and the I-shaped CFRP still bear the load. As is shown from the section height analysis, the load-sharing load of steel tube varies little with the height of the section, besides, the shared load of core concrete and I-shaped CFRP share the load changes larger with height. The core concrete divided about 52% longitudinal load (load about 2000 kN) from the 0 mm height section to the 25 mm height section, the shared load of core concrete decreased gradually, from the 25 mm height section to the 150 mm height section, while the height from 150 mm to 225 mm, the shared load of concrete is distributed uniformly along the height, which is about 49.18% of the cross-section load (load is about 1786 kN). The trend of shared load of CFRP is opposite to the trend of concrete load sharing. From the 0 mm height section to the 25 mm height section, the CFRP shared load accounts for about 8.4% of the cross-section load (the load is about 327 kN), besides, from the 150 mm height section to the 225 mm height section, the CFRP shared load accounts for about 13% of the cross-section load (the load is about 505 kN). As is shown in the Fig. 7(c), compared with the characteristic point B, the load increment of core concrete in the middle region is more obvious, while the load increase along the height of the I-shaped CFRP is even more obvious than the core concrete.

Fig. 7(d) is the curve of load shared by each member of the component at every height in characteristic point D. When the characteristic point D is reached, the CFRP reaches the limit, the CFRP shared load varies greatly with the cross-section height. From 200 mm height section to 225 mm height section, the shared load of CFRP accounts for about 17.5% of the cross-section load (load is about 680 kN) and the shared load of CFRP reaches the maximum of the whole process. The height from 0 mm to 25 mm, CFRP accounted for about 8.35% of the cross-section load (load is about 20 kN). From 25 mm to 200 mm, the shared load of CFRP increases gradually in the cross section. The trend of CFRP shared load is opposite to the trend of shared load of concrete. At the characteristic point D, the shared load of the steel tube is about 40% (the load is about 1550 kN). The shared load of concrete is reduced and the concrete enters the decline stage after the characteristic point C. The shared load of the end region of concrete accounts for about 50% of the cross-section load (load is about 1920 kN). The shared load of concrete in middle region is about 44.3% of the cross-section load (load is about
1620 kN). It can be seen from the Fig. 7(d) that, at the characteristic point D, there is little change in shared load of concrete compared with the last characteristic point. The CFRP shared load increase in each height section, and concrete shared load reduce in each height section, the trend of the shared load along the height of concrete is the same as that of the characteristic point C.

Fig. 7(e) is the curve of load shared by each member of the component at every height in characteristic point E. When the member reaches characteristic point E, the inner I-shaped CFRP brittle failure, the shared load at end region of concrete is also significantly reduced. It can be seen of the curve that the shared load of the steel tube is about 1470 kN, there is no obvious change of load in each height section. The shared load of concrete from the 0 mm height section to the 125 mm height section are significantly lower than that of characteristic point D (from the load in end region is 1920 kN, the load in 1/4 cross section is 1820 kN reduced to the load in end region is 1010 kN, and the load in 1/4 cross section is 925 kN). The shared load of middle section concrete is increased, and the sharing load from the 200 mm height section to the 225 mm height section accounts for 36% of the section load (the load is 1225 kN). Although the middle section CFRP is brittle failure at the characteristic point E, CFRP still has a certain residual bearing capacity, still bear about 7% of the load, from the 0 mm height section to the 125 mm height section.

Fig. 7(f) is the curve of load shared by each member of the component at every height in characteristic point F. When the component arriving at the characteristic point F, there is little increment of the shared load of steel tube, besides, the trend of CFRP shared load and concrete shared load is basically the same as that of the characteristic point E. The share load of each part are further reduced. In the end section, the shared load of the I-shaped CFRP accounts for 4% of the cross-section load, and the shared load of the 1/4 section accounts for 6.5% of the cross-section load, besides, the CFRP at middle section does not bear the load. The shared load of the concrete in end section accounts for 25% of the cross-section load, the 1/4 section shared load accounts for 21.5% of the cross-section load, and the middle section share load accounts for 30.5% of the cross-section load. The load of steel tube varies slightly along each height section, the steel tube shared load accounts for about 70% of the cross-section load and the difference along the height is less than 1%.
Fig. 7. The curve of load shared by each member at every height in each characteristic point of the component SC-8.

Fig. 8. Shared load of each part-height of section curve of component SC-8 at different characteristic points.

When the component reaches the characteristic point C, component reach the ultimate bearing capacity, but the I-shaped CFRP has not reached the limit. It can be seen from the height distribution that, the shared load in middle region of the I-shaped CFRP is larger. When the characteristic point D is reached, the shared load of the I-shaped CFRP section increases further, while the load at the end section does not change significantly. At this time, the I-shaped CFRP reaches its ultimate bearing capacity. When the characteristic points E and F are reached, the I-shaped CFRP in middle region is destroyed, the CFRP at middle region cannot bear the load any more, and the end region of the I-shaped CFRP still has a certain residual bearing capacity.

It can be seen from Fig. 8(b) that concrete at characteristic point A and characteristic point B is uniform distributed along the height of section. When the characteristic point C arrives, the end region cross-section load of concrete increases, which reaches the maximum CFRP shared load of the whole process. At same time,
the concrete shared load at central region does not increase. The trend of concrete shared load at the characteristic point D is just like the trend of characteristic point C, but the shared of concrete reduced in each height sections. When the characteristic point E and the characteristic point F arrive, the shared load of the concrete at middle section is about 1200kN, which is higher than the end section concrete load (about 1000kN).

It can be seen from Fig. 8(c) that there is no obvious change in the shared load of steel tube after the entry of the characteristic point B, the load is shared evenly in each section.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, 22 high strength concrete-filled square high strength tubular short columns with inner I shaped CFRP are analyzed based on ABAQUS finite element analysis software. The situation of the shared load of each part in different height sections was analyzed with the change of the characteristic point. The results show that:

1) The shared load of the I-shaped CFRP in each height section of the component is roughly same, in the elastic phase. After the characteristic point B and before the CFRP brittle failure, shared load of CFRP in middle section is larger than that in end region. After reaching the feature point E, the CFRP in middle region loss load sharing capacity, but there is still load capacity in end region.

2) The trend of concrete shared load in end section is larger, before the characteristic point E. After reaching characteristic point E, the trend of concrete residual shared load in middle section is larger.

3) After entering the characteristic point B, the shared load of the steel tube does not change obviously with the change of the section height, and the shared load is evenly distributed along the height of the cross section in the whole process.
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Abstract

T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column, composed of several concrete-filled rectangular steel hollow sections, is considered as an innovative composite member with the ability to accommodate neighboring wall thickness with great easiness. This paper intends to study the behavior of this innovative composite member under concentric and eccentric compressive loadings. A finite element (FE) analysis model accounting for the influences of confinement effects, geometric and material nonlinearities is developed using the program ABAQUS. The ultimate strength and load-strain responses predicted from the analysis are validated against the test results in the experiments conducted by the authors. The comparisons indicate that the FE model reasonably estimates the responses of the concentrically and eccentrically loaded T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns. The verified model is then utilized to numerically investigate the working mechanism of the columns. The load distribution between the infilled concrete and the steel tubes and the stress distribution of the concrete during the loading process are analyzed. Moreover, parametric studies are performed to investigate the behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns under different loadings. The studied parameters include steel to concrete area ratio, concrete compressive strength, steel yield strength and load eccentricity. Combined with the experimental results, FE analysis and parametric studies, the design recommendations for T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns under different loadings are proposed.

Keywords: T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column; finite element analysis; working mechanism; parametric studies.

1. Introduction

Due to the achieved advantages from the combination of the steel tube and the concrete infill, concrete-filled rectangular steel hollow section (CRSH) columns are widely used in residential buildings, which are convenient both in concrete construction and in connections with neighboring structural elements [1]. However, in most cases, CRSHs are usually protruded from the adjacent walls; this protruding leads to the reduced utilization efficiency of indoor space and furniture arrangement. In recent years, T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column, composed of several CRSHs (Fig. 1), is introduced as an innovative composite member with the convenience to align with or hide within neighboring walls.

Fig. 1. Typical T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column.

During the last decade, T-shaped concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) columns without partitions (Fig. 2(a)) are also proposed to realize
investigating the behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column under concentric and eccentric compressive loadings. Eight-node solid element (C3D8R) was employed to simulate the infilled concrete while the multi-partition steel tube was modeled by four-node shell element (S4R). The mesh-density analysis on both cross-sectional and longitudinal directions were conducted to obtain an optimized mesh that can satisfy both computational accuracy and efficiency. The FE meshes for a typical member is shown in Fig. 3

![Fig. 3. Mesh of a typical member.](image)

Two rigid end plates were established with one reference point in the plane according to the applied load condition. For the stub columns under concentric loading, only one longitudinal displacement is allowed for applied load, while the other degrees of freedom were fixed for the end plates. For the slender column or the column under eccentric loading, the rotation control perpendicular to eccentric direction is also allowed in the cross-section. To simulate the surface-to-surface contact between the infilled concrete and the outer steel tubes, the ‘hard’ contact behavior and Coulomb friction model with coefficient of 0.3 is employed in the normal and tangential direction, respectively. In addition, the rigid end plates were tied to the edge of the multi-partition steel tubes.

The concrete damage plasticity model introduced in ABAQUS, which is capable of analyzing concrete under multiaxial state, models the infilled concrete. The key material parameters determined in this model include the compressive meridian ($K_c$), dilation angle ($\psi$), flow potential eccentricity ($\epsilon$), ratio of the compressive strength under biaxial loading to uniaxial compressive strength ($f_{\text{cm}}/f_c$), and viscosity parameter ($\mu$). These parameters can be defined according to the suggestions by Tao et al. [9], which takes the characteristics of passively confined concrete into account. Different stress-strain models with the ability to determine the strain hardening/softening function directly have been proposed by researchers for FE modelling.

---

2. Finite element model

2.1. Development of FE model

FE model is developed using ABAQUS with the aims of extending the test database and developing a smooth wall surface without protruding columns [2, 3]. However, the steel tube and the concrete core tend to separate at the inner corners, thereby reducing the confinement effects, and the steel tube is also prone to buckle, especially when its depth-to-thickness ratio is large [4, 5]. In engineering practice, the steel plate rib or pulled binding bar are usually stiffened in the T-shaped columns (Fig. 2(b)), which is the focus of the research. Experimental studies have shown that the plate rib, pulled binding bar or other stiffeners welded on the inner side of the tubes can delay the local buckling and benefit the confinement effects of the specimens [6-8]. It is noted that adding extra stiffeners would lead to additional cost from the complicated fabrication and construction. Compared with the stiffened and T-shaped CFST columns, T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column herein can be fabricated with greater facility and less costs. Despite this, the structural behavior of this innovative column has not been investigated.

![Fig. 2. Cross-section of T-shaped CFSTs.](image)

This paper provides the study on the behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column under concentric and eccentric compressive loadings. A FE model was developed using the program ABAQUS and validated against test results in the experiments carried out by the authors. The verified model was then used to analyze the mechanism of the multi-partition steel tubes and infilled concrete. Parametric studies were also performed to investigate the behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns with various geometric and material properties. Finally, design recommendations were proposed according to the numerical results.

---

of confined concrete in steel tubes. In this study, the model suggested by Tao et al. is adopted, since the model is more versatile and accurate in modelling axially loaded CFST stub columns [9].

For steel material, the Von-Mises yield criterion with associated plastic flow and isotropic strain hardening were employed in the plastic model. The elastic-plastic stress-strain model with linear hardening for steel is adopted herein, where the strain hardening modulus was taken as 0.01E s. The elastic modulus E s and Poisson’s ratio of steel is taken as \(2.06 \times 10^5\) MPa and 0.283, respectively in the parametric studies later in this study.

2.2. Model validation

The experimental data collected from the study by the authors [10, 11] was employed to validate the proposed FE model herein. The tests include 2 concentrically loaded and 2 eccentrically loaded T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns. From these columns, the length of the side in each steel tube is 100 mm, the side length is 300 mm in cross-section with 3 steel tubes in both flange and web directions, the lengths of the column specimens are 400 mm and 1200 mm, respectively, and the eccentricity is 50 mm for the eccentrically loaded specimens. An example of the test specimen identification system is as follows: C-400, where the letter C denotes concentric loading while E is eccentric loading, and the number 400 represents the length of the column. The elastic modulus of the steel was measured as \(2.06 \times 10^5\) MPa, and the yield and ultimate strength is 299.7 MPa and 415.6 MPa, respectively. The measured elastic modulus of the concrete is \(3.20 \times 10^4\) MPa and 51.6 MPa, separately.

The load-strain curve for the concentrically loaded specimens and the load-midspan deflection behavior for the eccentrically loaded specimens predicted from the developed FE model and the corresponding test results are compared in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. It can be noted that the FE model in this study generally predicts well for the overall trend of the load-strain and load-midspan deflection curves of the test columns. The initial stiffness form the FE models also reasonably agree with the experimental ones. A comparison between the peak loads predicted by the FE models and the experimental results is also evaluated. The average of the predicted to measured values is 1.008 for the considered columns and the corresponding coefficient of variation is only 0.019. The results indicate that the developed FE model accurately predicts the peak load of the concentrically loaded and eccentrically loaded test columns. Based on the comparisons, it is suggested that the proposed FE model can be applied to predict the concentric and eccentric compressive behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns.
3. Working mechanism analysis

A typical cross-sectional numerical sample for the T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column was established using the verified FE model in this study. The dimensions and material properties of the cross-sectional numerical model are as follows: the lengths of the flange and the web are both equal to 300 mm, the side length and the wall thickness of the steel tube is 100 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The concrete compressive strength is 32.4 MPa and the steel yield strength is 235 MPa. The eccentricity is 100 mm from the centroid for the eccentrically loaded cross-section. The working mechanism analysis is conducted in terms of the load distribution between the infilled concrete and the steel tubes during the loading process, and the stress distribution of the concrete when the cross-section reaches the bearing capacity.

3.1. Load distribution

The load-vertical strain relationship for the concentrically loaded and eccentrically loaded cross-sections of the columns are shown in Fig. 6. The load distribution between the infilled concrete and the steel partition during the loading process is also depicted in the figure.

As can be seen in Fig. 6(a), the load-vertical strain curve can be generally divided into three stages consisting of elastic (OA), elasto-plastic (AB) and plastic softening (BC) stages. In the elastic stage, the outer steel tube and infilled concrete bear the load independently, and there is almost no interaction developed between the steel tube and the infilled concrete in the initial stage. This is because the Poisson’s ratio of the concrete is lower that of the steel, which leads to smaller lateral deformation of the concrete than that of the steel. With the increasing vertical strain, due to the cracks developed in the concrete, the lateral deformation rate of the concrete starts to exceed that of the steel tube, and the confinement stress therefore occurs and develops. After the stress of the steel reaches the maximum value, the vertical stress in the steel starts to decrease, due to the increased circumferential stress developed from the lateral expansion of the concrete. Meanwhile, with a growing of the confinement effects, the vertical strength of the concrete core continues to increase gradually. This indicates that there is a load distribution between the steel tube and infilled concrete as shown in Fig. 6(a). In this stage, the increase of load sustained by the concrete is larger than the decrease of the load carried by the steel, thereby leading to an increase in the load of the cross-section. At the point B, the cross-section and the infilled concrete reach their peak strengths. Afterwards, the strength of concrete decreases, resulting in a reduction in the load of the cross-section.

![Fig. 6. Load distribution during loading process.](image)

The analytical results in Fig. 6(b) also shows that for the eccentrically loaded cross-section, the bearing capacity of the steel tubes has reached the maximum value before the cross-section attains the peak load, while the stress of the concrete continues to increase. However, the steel achieves the maximum value at a lower load ratio of 0.92 as compared to that of 0.96 shown as in Fig. 6(a).

3.2. Stress distribution of concrete

Fig. 7 provides the vertical stress distribution for the infilled concrete when the cross-section of the columns reaches the peak load.

The stress distribution of the concrete in Fig. 7(a) shows that the concrete around the corner of the steel tubes have the highest stress in the cross-section due to the greatest confinement effects in these areas. According to these, the stress of the concrete around the two sides of the inner steel plates is higher than that around the center of the tubes. It is worth noticing that the stress in these areas are higher than that of unconfined concrete due to the confinement effects, while the stress of the concrete around the center
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of free edge of the tube is almost equal to uniaxial compressive strength of concrete. In addition, the steel tubes can also be classified into three types according to the stress distribution of the concrete. For example, the stress distributions of the tubes 1, 4 and 5 with three free edges in the figure perform similar behavior, while the tube 2 and 3 exhibits the other two types of stress distribution for concrete, respectively. Thus, the cross-sectional resistance is suggested to be calculated based on the confinement distribution and the types of the stress distributions.

The stress distribution of the concrete for eccentrically loaded cross-section depicted in Fig. 7(b) shows that there are stresses distributed in tensile in the tubes 3, 4 and 5 as red areas. It can also be noted that the confinement effects provided by the steel tubes in the compressive zones are greater than those in the tensile zones. This reveals that the steel to concrete area ratio plays a significant role in the confinement effects. The influence of the steel to concrete area ratio was investigated by changing the wall thickness of the steel tubes. The concrete compressive strength grade is 50 MPa, and the steel yield strength is 235 MPa.

The influence of various steel to area ratios on the load-strain behavior of eccentrically loaded columns is shown in 0. In can be noted that both the initial stiffness and the load-bearing capacity increase when the steel to area ratio increases as shown in 0(a). This is because the contributions of the steel tube to the stiffness and strength are improved when steel to concrete area ratio increases. In addition, the ductility also has been improved observed from the normalized load-strain curves in 0(b), due to the greater confinement effects acting on concrete core for the member with higher steel to concrete area ratio.

In terms of the eccentrically loaded behavior, the load-moment interaction curves for the columns under various eccentricities in 0(c) show that both the axial load capacity and the pure bending moment capacity of the column increase with the increasing steel to concrete area ratio. It is worth noting that the pure bending moment capacity is more sensitive to the steel to concrete area ratio than the axial load capacity. The reason is that the increase in the value of pure bending moment is 56.5% as compared to 32.1% for the axial load capacity when the steel to concrete area ratio of the column increases from 0.064 to 0.128. This reveals that the contribution of the steel to concrete area ratio in the cross-sectional pure bending moment is higher to that in the axial load capacity. The normalized load-moment interaction curves in

4. Parametric study

Parametric studies based on the FE model proposed in this study were conducted to examine the cross-sectional behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite columns under concentric and eccentric compressions. These responses consist of the load-strain, load-moment relationships and their corresponding normalized curves.

The cross-sectional dimensions of all the numerical models in this analysis are identical with the typical numerical sample in section 3. Various geometrical and material parameters were considered. In terms of the geometry, the wall thicknesses of steel tubes with 2, 2.5, 3.5 and 4mm resulting in the steel to concrete area ratios of 0.064, 0.080, 0.096 and 0.128 were evaluated. Regarding variations in material properties, the analysis covers four different concrete compressive strength grades with characteristic cubic strength of 30, 40, 50 and 60 MPa, and three steel characteristic yield strengths of 235, 345 and 390 MPa.

4.1. Influence of steel to concrete area ratio

Previous studies on CFST columns indicate that the steel to concrete area ratio plays a significant role in the confinement effects. The influence of the steel to concrete area ratio was investigated by changing the wall thickness of the steel tubes. The concrete compressive strength grade is 50 MPa, and the steel yield strength is 235 MPa.

The influence of various steel to area ratios on the load-strain behavior of eccentrically loaded columns is shown in 0. In can be noted that both the initial stiffness and the load-bearing capacity increase when the steel to area ratio increases as shown in 0(a). This is because the contributions of the steel tube to the stiffness and strength are improved when steel to concrete area ratio increases. In addition, the ductility also has been improved observed from the normalized load-strain curves in 0(b), due to the greater confinement effects acting on concrete core for the member with higher steel to concrete area ratio.

In terms of the eccentrically loaded behavior, the load-moment interaction curves for the columns under various eccentricities in 0(c) show that both the axial load capacity and the pure bending moment capacity of the column increase with the increasing steel to concrete area ratio. It is worth noting that the pure bending moment capacity is more sensitive to the steel to concrete area ratio than the axial load capacity. The reason is that the increase in the value of pure bending moment is 56.5% as compared to 32.1% for the axial load capacity when the steel to concrete area ratio of the column increases from 0.064 to 0.128. This reveals that the contribution of the steel to concrete area ratio in the cross-sectional pure bending moment is higher to that in the axial load capacity. The normalized load-moment interaction curves in
Fig. 8 shows that, for the cross section with steel to concrete area ratio of 0.064, the moment capacity increases slightly when the ratio of load capacity to cross-sectional capacity $N/N_u$ is less than 0.1. Afterwards, the moment capacity decreases significantly with the increasing load capacity. The members with larger steel to concrete area ratios achieve their largest moment capacities under pure bending. In addition, there is a horizontal shift in the normalized interaction curve when the ratio $N/N_u$ is less than 0.4, while the curves almost coincide with each other for the columns under larger load ratios, regardless of the steel to concrete area ratio.

**4.2. Influence of concrete compressive strength**

The concentrically loaded and eccentrically loaded responses of the columns were analyzed with concrete cubic strengths varying between 30 MPa and 60 MPa. The steel to concrete area ratio is 0.096 and the steel yield strength is 235MPa in this analysis.

Fig. 9(a) depicts the load-strain behavior for columns with various concrete compressive strengths. As expected, both the initial stiffness and the peak load increase when the concrete compressive strength increases. It can be noted that the strain ductility decreases with increasing concrete compressive strength as depicted in Fig. 9(b). This is attributed to the brittle performance of the high strength concrete.

As illustrated in Fig. 9(c), the column with higher concrete compressive strength exhibits larger axial load and pure bending moment capacities. It can also be observed that the influence of concrete compressive strength on the axial load capacity is more obvious than that on the pure bending moment, since an increase of 42.1% is noted in the axial load capacity as compared to 23.7% in the pure bending moment when the concrete compressive strength varies from 30 MPa to 60 MPa. The results in Fig. 9(d) indicate that the concrete compressive strength has no significant effects on the envelop curve of the normalized interaction relationship.

*Fig. 8. Influence of steel to concrete ratio.*
4.3. Influence of steel yield strength

The influence of the steel yield strength on the behavior of columns under concentric and eccentric loads are also examined in this study. The steel to concrete area ratio is 0.096 and the concrete compressive strength is 50MPa in this analysis.

The load-strain responses for the columns with different steel yield strength is depicted in Fig. 10(a). As expected, the initial stiffness is not affected by the steel strength, and increasing the strength significantly increases the peak cross-sectional resistance of the columns. In addition, the ductility has also been improved because the increase in the steel yield strength benefits the confinement effects of the steel to the infilled concrete, thereby improving the composite behavior of the member.

Compared to the results in 0(c), the load-moment interaction curves in Fig. 10(c) also indicate that the contribution of the steel yield strength in the cross-sectional pure bending moment is higher to that in the axial load capacity. For example, the pure bending capacity and the axial load capacity increases by 39.1% and 26.7%, respectively when increasing the steel yield strength from 235 MPa to 390 MPa. The steel yield strength also has no significant effects on the envelop curve of the normalized load-moment interaction relationships as observed in Fig. 10(d).

5. Conclusion

A FE model was developed and validated for analyzing the behavior of T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column under concentric and eccentric compression. The FE model is then utilized to investigate the working mechanism of the columns. Parametric studies are also performed to investigate the key factors on the behavior of the columns. Based on the study, the following conclusions can be obtained:

1) The developed FE model can reasonably predict the peak load and load-strain
responses of the T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite column under concentric and eccentric compression.

2) For the concentrically loaded member, the confinement effects mainly act on the concrete around the corner and the center of the tubes the two sides of the inner steel plates. The stress distribution of the concrete can be classified into three types. Further calculation of the cross-sectional resistance is suggested to be employed based on the confinement distribution and the types of the stress distributions.

3) For the eccentrically loaded member, the confinement effects provided by the steel tubes in the compressive zones are greater than those in the tensile zones.

4) Parametric studies indicate that the influences of the steel to concrete area, concrete compressive strength and steel yield strength on the concentric-loaded T-shaped multi-partition steel-concrete composite members are similar to those on the axial responses of CFSTs. The concrete compressive strength and the steel yield strength have no significant effects on the envelop curve of the normalized load-moment interaction relationship for the members.
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Abstract

Concrete encased steel composite columns have been widely used in high-rise buildings and top-down constructions owing to excellent load-carrying capacity and fire resistance. However, double symmetric composite section is rarely achieved due to the off-center eccentricity of steel kingpost, which is a common problem in top-down constructions. EN1994-1-1 (EC4) simplified method does not provide any explicit provisions for this kind of irregular composite columns, and many designers address this issue by reducing it into a symmetrical cross-section for ease of simple calculation. This paper presents a general method based on nonlinear finite element modelling software ABAQUS to analyze the ultimate strength behavior of concrete-encased composite columns with asymmetrically placed steel section. The accuracy of the FE model is verified against existing test results. Parametric study is performed to further investigate the influence of steel section eccentricity on ultimate strength of stub columns under different loading conditions. A simplified method based on modification of EC4 design approach is developed to construct the moment-axial force interaction diagram. Accuracy of the proposed method is assessed by comparing the analytically predicted results with the numerical results. It is found that the proposed method can be adopted as a useful tool to predict the cross-section resistance of non-symmetrical concrete-encased steel composite columns.

Keywords: Encased composite columns; off-centered section; top-down construction; finite element analysis; EC4 simplified method.

1. Introduction

Concrete-encased steel composite columns gain increasing popularity in top-down construction owing to its excellent load-carrying capacity. A considerable volume of research has been carried out to study the structural behavior of encased composite columns by Zhu et al. [1], Kim et al. [2] and Dundar et al. [3]. Following the stipulation specified in various design codes, including Eurocode 4 [4] and American code AISC 360-10 [5], the majority of experimental study focused on columns with steel section positioned exactly at the geometrical centroid of the overall cross-section. However, for basement construction, non-symmetrical cross-sections were always generated since the steel kingposts may be constructed with non-negligible off-center eccentricity. Off-centered placement of steel profile was mostly caused by construction error but also can be done on purpose due to architectural requirement as pointed out by Roik et al. [6]. Based on the provisions stated in current design code, these irregular cross-sections cannot be properly handled without suitable numerical assistance. Chiorean [7] proposed an incremental-iterative procedure to predict interaction diagram and moment capacity contours for arbitrarily-shaped composite cross-sections. Chan et al. [8] developed a graphically interactive computer program capable of performing cross-section analysis and second-order analysis using PEP element.

This paper present nonlinear Finite Element Analysis (FEA) on normal strength concrete-encased steel composite columns with off-center steel section, of which the load-carrying capacity is comprehensively analyzed by varying the load eccentricity and the encased steel section.
eccentricity. A simplified design method is proposed to predict cross-sectional strength based on modification of EC4 plastic design approach, and verification of the proposed method is conducted by comparing with FEA result and numerical procedure developed by Chan et al. [8].

2. Calibration of FEA

Only a handful of experimental study on non-symmetric composite columns with I-shaped steel section are reported in literature. Numerical simulation is performed based on the specimen details reported in [9].

2.1. Review of experimental work

The cross section dimensions of specimens tested by Roik [9] are shown in Fig. 1. All steel columns are partially encased and one side of steel flange is exposed without any concrete cover, generating an eccentricity of steel profile along direction paralleled to web with magnitude of 40 mm for specimen SRC11-13 and 50 mm for specimen SRC21-23, respectively. Other specimen details are tabulated in Table 1, indicating the effective length, load eccentricity, concrete compressive strength, steel yield strength, as well as yield strength of longitudinal reinforcement. It should be noted that the positive sign of “e” denotes that axial force is applied in the reverse direction of off-centered steel section, while negative sign means axial force is applied with the same eccentric direction as embedded steel. The yield strength of both flange and web are listed. As can be identified from the strength given in parentheses, steel web yields at larger strength than flange due to the thinner plate thickness. All specimens are reinforced with stirrups spaced at 170 mm interval in the middle segment and 80 mm at the end region. Stirrups are not enclosed due to the eccentric placement of steel, hence they are welded to the web as described in [9].

Table 1. Details of specimens in [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Specimen details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRC11</td>
<td>L3460+e0+C37.4+S206(220)+R420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC12</td>
<td>L3460+e40+C37.4+S206(220)+R420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC13</td>
<td>L3460+e-100+C37.4+S206(220)+R420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC21</td>
<td>L5460+e-10+C31.6+S285(305)+R420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC22</td>
<td>L5460+c30+C31.6+S285(305)+R420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC23</td>
<td>L5460+e-110+C31.6+S285(305)+R420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Numerical model

Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is conducted employing ABAQUS software package, and the numerical result is compared with test result for calibration purpose. Given the fact that stress-strain law of respective materials were not reported in original literature [9], all material properties input in FE model follow the specification in Eurocode 2 [10] for concrete and Eurocode 3 [11] for steel.

As depicted in Fig. 2, C3D8R element is selected for meshing steel and concrete component while the reinforcement cage is meshed using T3D2 element. The interfacial bond behavior between encased steel section and concrete is simulated by defining a surface-to-surface contact algorithm with the surrounding concrete functioning as master surface while the encased steel working as slave surface, and the tangential behavior is modelled using penalty formulation with friction coefficient valued 0.25 as adopted by Ellobody et al. [12]. Both top and bottom of column are tied to an endplate, which guarantees the uniform force transfer to the entire cross-section. Reference point is coupled to the endplate for the ease of load application. Longitudinal and transverse reinforcement are merged into a whole part and embedded in concrete. Mesh-sensitivity study was conducted to find the optimal mesh size catering for both accuracy and computational effort.

Pin-pin connection is achieved by releasing the freedom of rotation about Y-Y direction for both top and bottom reference points as illustrated in Fig. 2. Axial translation is also set free at the top, permitting the displacement control as utilized in the experimental program [9].

Fig. 1. Cross-section dimension of specimens in [9].
2.3. Verification of FE model

The numerically obtained ultimate capacity is taken as the peak load of load-axial shortening response. Since only the maximum axial load was reported in literature [9] while bending moment was not available, the calibration of established FE model is completely based on the comparison of axial force.

As compared in Table 2, FEA result is quite close to test result with the ratio fluctuating in a narrow range from 0.914 to 1.027, and the average ratio is 0.977, revealing high level of accuracy.

Table 2. Comparison of ultimate resistance between test result and numerical result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Test result $N_t$(kN)</th>
<th>FEA result $N_a$(kN)</th>
<th>$N_a/N_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRC11</td>
<td>3617</td>
<td>3713</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC12</td>
<td>2825</td>
<td>2581</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC13</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1690</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC21</td>
<td>3938</td>
<td>3991</td>
<td>1.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC22</td>
<td>2640</td>
<td>2607</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC23</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Parametric study

Using the calibrated numerical model, more comprehensive analysis is carried out by undertaking parametric study. Since the main focus of this paper is to predict the cross-section resistance of off-centered concrete-encased steel composite columns, and to generate the relation between load-carrying capacity and steel section eccentricity, all the proposed specimens in parametric study are designed as 600 mm-long stub columns with cross-section dimension of 300x300 and steel section eccentrically placed 25 mm and 50 mm apart from geometric centroid along minor axis. For comparative purpose, specimen with steel section positioned exactly at center is also studied as a control group. Axial compression force is applied with eccentricity varying from 0 mm to 600 mm. Normal strength concrete C50 and normal strength steel S355 is investigated, and the reinforcement cage is designed with yield strength of 500 MPa.

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed specimens are categorized into three groups according the magnitude of steel section eccentricity. Longitudinal and transverse reinforcement bar are 12 mm and 8 mm in diameter, and link spacing is designed as 100 mm. Concrete covering thickness defined as the distance between steel section surface and adjacent concrete surface satisfied EC4 provision. In the direction of steel eccentricity, the summation of cover thickness on both sides is considered and compared twice of the limit value stipulated in EC4 [4]:

$$c_{z,b} + c_{z,t} \leq 0.6h_z$$  

(1)

Where $c_{z,b}$ and $c_{z,t}$ refer to the bottom and top cover of the steel profile and $h_z$ is the height of steel section.

![Fig. 3. Cross-section dimension of proposed specimens.](image)

Fig. 4 plots the ultimate strength degradation curve with the increase of load eccentricity for both regular encased columns and off-centered encased columns. It should be noted that when load eccentricity exceeds 200 mm, all curves almost coincide with each other and hard to be distinguished. For illustration purpose, only the ultimate strength generated under compression force with eccentricity less than 200 mm is presented in Fig. 4.
As can be seen from Fig. 4(a), in the case that axial load is applied in the same eccentric direction of steel section eccentricity, encased stub columns with off-centered steel section exhibit higher load-carrying capacity compared with the standard non-off-centered composite columns, and the further the steel section eccentrically placed, the more significant the strength enhancement is. On the other hand, when axial force is applied in the reverse direction, ultimate strength decrease with the increase of steel section eccentricity as indicated in Fig. 4(b). It should be noted when axial compression is concentrically applied, the regular cross-section can sustain highest load since no additional moment will be generated, and the strength discrepancy among the three groups becomes less significant as the load eccentricity increase.

For explanation purpose, “Plastic centroid” is incorporated as demonstrated in Fig. 5, of which the coordinate can be calculated from Eq. (2-3)

\[ X_{pc} = \frac{A_X f_c + A_X f_s + A_Y f_s}{A_c f_c + A_s f_s} \]  
(2)

\[ Y_{pc} = \frac{A_Y f_c + A_Y f_s + A_s f_s}{A_c f_c + A_s f_s} \]  
(3)

In the general case of composite columns with unsymmetrically reinforced cross-section, concentric load is said to be located at the “Plastic centroid” [13]. Nevertheless, concentric load is still defined to be passing through “Geometric centroid” in this paper for ease of illustration. Therefore, when axial force is applied in the same direction of steel section eccentricity, load eccentricity corresponding to the origin of “Plastic centroid” will be less than the regular cross-section, and it is also possible that eccentric compression may lead to higher resistance than concentric compression, which has been confirmed as demonstrated in Fig. 4(a).

Similarly, the strength degradation trend shown in Fig. 4(b) can be explained using the same principle.

It should be further noted that the pure bending test is not modelled in this paper since no experimental proof can be found for calibration. Instead, influence of steel placement eccentricity on the flexural capacity will be analytically studied in the following proposed procedure.

4. Proposed design method

Current EC4 simplified method does not provide any explicit provision for the design of unsymmetrical composite cross-sections, and the general method requires the assistance of numerical technique. A simplified procedure based on modification of EC4 method is proposed for predicting the cross-sectional...
capacity of encased composite columns with off-centered steel section. Full range of axial force-bending moment interaction diagram can be constructed by addressing both cases that outer flange under compression and inner flange under compression. For simplicity, outer flange is defined as the one near concrete surface, while inner flange refers to the one away from concrete surface.

In the case of outer flange under compression, the entire composite section can be subdivided into a reduced symmetrical cross-section and pure concrete portion as illustrated in Fig. 6. For ease of calculation, longitudinal bars also move into the reduced section hence producing unified covering thickness. Pure compression point can be obtained as follow:

\[ N = N_i + N_h \]  
\[ M = N_i \times e - N_h \times e_0 \]  

For pure bending scenario, the flexural resistance of the composite cross-section can be treated as equal to the reduced symmetrical cross-section, since the remaining concrete part will not contribute to flexural capacity, the determination of plastic neutral axis and plastic moment follows the same procedure in EC4 [4].

For another two points locating between pure compression and pure bending point on the N-M curve, EC4 simplified is also applicable to determine axial resistance and corresponding bending moment. The concrete component sketched using dash line falls into the tension part, hence it can be neglected in the computation of intermediate point 1 and point 2. However, EC4-based bending moment should be transferred to be with respect to the centerline of entire cross-section as formulated as Eq. (6).

\[ M = M' + N \times e \]  

In another case with outer flange under tension, the pure compression point is the same as discussed above. For the determination of other three points, composite cross-section are extended to generated symmetric one by adding the fictitious portion enclosed by dash line as illustrated in Fig. 7. Bending moment computed based on EC4 shall also be transformed using Eq. (6) to be with respect to centerline of the original cross-section.

It should be noted that EC4 adopts reduction factor \( \alpha_M \) to reflect the difference between plastic stress distribution and real stress distribution for uniaxial bending. For S355, 0.9 is selected for strength reduction. In the proposed method, \( \alpha_M = 0.9 \) is also adopted for consistency.

\[ \text{Fig. 6. Proposed procedure for N-M curve construction: Outer flange under compression. (a) Pure compression point; (b) Pure bending point; (c) Intermediate point 1; (d) Intermediate point 2.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 7. Proposed procedure for N-M curve construction: Inner flange under compression. (a) Pure compression point; (b) Pure bending point; (c) Intermediate point 1; (d) Intermediate point 2.} \]
Fig. 8, and the portion with negative axial force is removed since it is rarely considered in design.

![Diagram](image)

Following the recommendations proposed EC4 [4], the maximum concrete compressive stress input in the Chan’s model is set as 0.85 $f_c$. As indicated from Fig. 8, the proposed N-M curve agrees well with FEA result regardless of the bending direction. In addition, the proposed method also gives close prediction to Chan’s model despite the slight errors existed between the polygonal curve constructed by straight lines connecting several feature points and the accurate diagram produced using numerical technique. Therefore, the newly developed method can be adopted as a useful design tool to approximate the cross-section resistance of unsymmetrical encased columns with normal strength materials.

The effect of steel section eccentricity on cross-section resistance is also comparatively interpreted in Fig. 9 and it can be clearly identified that the interaction curve below and above balanced point present different variation trend.

As demonstrated in the left portion of Fig. 9 (a) and (b), if load eccentricity is opposite to steel eccentric position, the ultimate resistance decrease with the increase of steel section eccentricity in the case of high axial compression. However, when bending moment dominate the design, the cross-section with the furthest off-centered steel possess the highest resistance, especially for pure bending scenario, which is fairly reasonable since most of concrete is subjected to compression while the steel section falls into the tension zone. For the right side portion of Fig. 9, the axial and flexural capacity variation exhibit the opposite tendency.

![Diagram](image)
5. Conclusions

Numerical and analytical studies are conducted to investigate the load-carrying capacity of concrete encased steel stub columns with non-symmetrical cross-sections. A new method based on modification of EC4 approach is proposed for predicting the cross-section resistance. The following conclusions are derived based on the study reported:

1) The off-centered distance of the steel section affected the ultimate resistance of concrete encased steel stub column, including its compression and flexural resistance.

2) In the case of uniaxial bending with outer flange under compression, the eccentricity of steel section leads to higher resistance in the N-M curve above the balanced point. Whereas for the N-M curve below the balance point, the eccentricity leads to lower resistance. In the case of uniaxial bending with inner flange under compression, the steel section eccentricity exerts a reverse effect.

3) For composite flexural members, the non-symmetrical cross-section with outer flange under compression leads to lower flexural capacity while the cross-section with inner flange under compression exhibits higher flexural resistance as compared with regular double symmetrical cross-sections.

4) The proposed method can be adopted as a tool for predicting the cross-sectional resistance of non-symmetrical concrete-encased steel composite columns with normal strength materials.
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Abstract

Recycled aggregate is an environmentally self-sustainable solution that can reduce construction waste and replace natural aggregates. However, there is a disadvantage in concrete such as initial strength drop and long-term strength development. Therefore, the interaction effect of the two materials can be expected by filling the cyclic aggregate concrete in the CFT column. In order to develop a concrete with compressive strength of 50 MPa as a recycled aggregate, we carried out a mixing experiment and fabricated 18 specimens to confirm the compressive behavior of a RCFT (Recycled Concrete Filled Tube) column that can be applied to actual buildings. Variable is the shape and thickness of steel pipe, concrete strength and mixing ratio, and coarse aggregate and fine aggregate are all used as recycled aggregate. The optimum mixing ratio for recycled aggregate concrete to be filled in the CFT filled steel pipe was found through three concrete preliminary mixing experiments. In addition, the compression test of the RCFT column was carried out to observe and analyze the buckling shape of the CFT column. Based on the analysis of the buckling configuration and the experimental data, the load-displacement curves of the specimens were drawn and the compressive behavior was analyzed.

Keywords: Recycled aggregate; CFT column; concrete-filled tube; high-strength concrete.

1. Introduction

1.1. Research background

As shown in Table 1, the construction industry has been increasing due to the social factors such as redevelopment and reconstruction, and the demolition and decommissioning of structures with more than 30 years of construction due to deterioration and deterioration of buildings. In the case of waste concrete, which constitutes the largest percentage of construction waste, the landfill shortage has increased due to the lack of landfill, and the problem of environmental pollution has been increasing due to waste concrete drainage. In addition, due to lack of natural aggregates, the aggregate supply and demand is getting worse and deeper, so the interest of recycled materials is increasing in terms of conservation of national resources and environmental preservation.

| Table 1. Construction waste status. |
| Amount of waste | ‘12 | ‘13 | ‘14 |
| (ton/day)       | 186,629 | 183,538 | 185,382 |
| Increase rate compared to last year | 0.1 | -1.7 | 1.0 |

In addition, due to lack of natural aggregates, the aggregate supply and demand is getting worse and deeper, so the interest of recycled materials is increasing in terms of conservation of national resources and environmental preservation. Recycled aggregate is produced as aggregate suitable for the quality standard of recycled aggregate quality standards by wave, crushing, screening and separation processes. In particular, the cement paste attached to the surface of the aggregate causes low density and high water absorption rate, which causes low fluidity and creep and shrinkage due to low initial age compressive strength and high water...
absorption rate of concrete, and low recycling rate. As a method to overcome the disadvantages of concrete using such recycled aggregate and to use it structurally, a method of filling recycled aggregate concrete filled in a CFT steel pipe was devised. This is because the steel pipe enclosing the recycled aggregate receives the initial strength instead of the steel pipe, so that the inner concrete can be expressed and the external influence can be reduced to improve the long-term performance. Therefore, in order to apply the recycled aggregate concrete to the CFT, the target compounding strength was determined through preliminary mixing and the compressive behavior of the CFT column was confirmed.

1.2. Research content and scope

Two types of CFT steel pipes were used, square and circular. 100% recycled aggregate was used as the aggregate in the filled concrete, and the powder was divided into two types by using 100% ordinary Portland cement, silica fume and fly ash 20:10. The structural performance of the CFT column was analyzed based on the mixing ratio obtained through three concrete preliminary blending operations. The stub column test was carried out to minimize the buckling and to confirm the compressive behavior.

2. Prior research

2.1. Material characteristics of recycled aggregate concrete

In Korea, the law for promoting the recycling of construction waste was established in 2003 to establish the quality standard of recycled aggregate for each recycled application. As a result, KS F2573, recycled aggregate concrete (11, 2009) was added to the concrete standard specification through standardization of recycled aggregate KS, and there are a number of research papers for recycling recycled aggregate as a concrete material. It was found from the 1998 experiment that the compressive strength was significantly increased when 20% of silica fume was incorporated. In 1999, the effect of fly ash content on the properties and mechanical properties of concrete was examined. Compressive and tensile strength of fly ash concrete decreased slightly from 7 days to 28 days in comparison with ordinary concrete. However, it was found that it was much better at the compressive strength [1].

In the study on the effect of recycled aggregate and fly ash on concrete fluidity and strength in 2013, the compressive strength and splitting tensile strength of concrete using recycled aggregate showed a tendency to decrease as the substitution rate increased, and recycled aggregate exceeded 30% in one case, this tendency was more pronounced. In addition, 30% replacement of recycled aggregate and concrete using fly ash were found to be helpful in improving long-term strength [2].

Meanwhile, there has been intensive research on recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) for mechanical properties in China and there has been much effort to clarify the performance and suitability of structural members made of RAC [3-6]. Li et al. [7] conducted an experiment on the compressive strength of RAC. As a result, the RCA content significantly affected the compressive strength of RAC. The compressive strength of RAC using 100% RCA was about 10% lower than the compressive strength of conventional concrete.

Based on these results, it was confirmed that it helps to improve the long-term compressive strength of recycled aggregate concrete containing fly ash and silica fume. Therefore, in this study, fly ash and silica fume were used in concrete formulations for long-term strength development.

2.2. Recycled aggregate concrete filled steel pipe CFT

The research on synthetic CFT columns using concrete using recycled aggregate has not yet been carried out in Korea. There are considerable reports on various mechanical properties and seismic performance of concrete CFT steel pipe columns using recycled aggregate in China.

Yang and Han [8] showed that the ultimate capacity of conventional concrete is 1.7 ~ 9.1% higher than that of RAC with 50% RCA because of the low strength of RAC. The dynamic model developed for general CFT columns is used for the calculation of CFT columns of recycled aggregate concrete and confirmed that it is appropriate.
Chen et al. [9] reported that the intensity of the RCAST column showed an increasing trend with increasing RCA replacement rates.

It was confirmed that the strength of most CFT concrete columns was evaluated with the same strength formula as that of general CFT column. It was confirmed that the strength of steel pipe (CFT) column increased with increasing the replacement ratio of recycled aggregate. Therefore, the steel pipe (CFT) column using only recycled aggregate without natural aggregate was fabricated and tested.

3. Theoretical considerations and analysis

3.1. Thickness limit and compressive strength equation

The structural performance of the composite section is shown in Table 2 in KBC2016 [10], where the width thickness ratio is dense / unconfined / triangular. Since the circular and square steel pipes to be used as test specimens in this experiment are dense sections (compressive strength), Eq. (1) is obtained.

\[
\lambda_p = 2.26 \frac{E}{f_{ck}} \quad \lambda_r = 3.00 \frac{E}{f_{ck}}
\]

Table 2. Width –Thickness ratio limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Filled steel pipe</th>
<th>Unfilled steel pipe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Square, Circle,</td>
<td>Square, Circle,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_p )</td>
<td>( 2.26 \frac{E}{f_{ck}} )</td>
<td>( 1.12 \frac{E}{f_{ck}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_r )</td>
<td>( 3.00 \frac{E}{f_{ck}} )</td>
<td>( 1.40 \frac{E}{f_{ck}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compact section:

\[
P_{w0} = P_p
\]

\[
P_p = F_o \cdot A_o + F_w \cdot A_w + C_2 \cdot f_{ck} \cdot A_s
\]

\( C_2 \) is equal to 0.85 in square cross section. In a circular cross section is calculated as:

\[
0.85 \cdot \left( 1 + 1.56 \cdot \frac{f_{ck} \cdot t}{D \cdot f_{ck}} \right)
\]

4. Design and experiment of recycled aggregate concrete suitable for CFT filled steel pipe

4.1. Experimental plan

In order to find the mixing ratio of recycled aggregate concrete suitable for CFT-filled steel pipes, an experimental plan was established as shown in Table 3 based on the results of the preliminary tests of the third stage. As the experimental parameters, the compressive strength of the recycled aggregate concrete was set to 30, 40, and 50 MPa, respectively. The experiment was divided into two stages according to the cement component. Table 4 shows the formulation design used in this experiment.

Table 3. Specimen parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>( f_{ck} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>OPC:SP:FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100:0:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100:0:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>70:20:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70:20:10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* OPC = Ordinary Portland cement
* SP = Silica fume
* FA = Fly ash

4.2. Experimental method

In order to remove the recycled aggregate and the impurities contained in the aggregate, an aggregate washing operation was required in advance. After 2 to 3 washing operations, the surface yield of the aggregate had to be measured in order to modify the mixing ratio from the specific formulation to the in situ formulation. Aggregates were immersed in water to allow sufficient water to pass before the experiment. The water absorption rate was measured 12 hours before the experiment, and the difference was calculated. Since the recycled aggregate has a high water uptake and therefore has a large effect on the strength depending on the moisture content in the aggregate, the team measured the surface yield through three preliminary mixing experiments and found that the recycled aggregate concrete I found the mixing ratio. During the mixing process, the amount of high performance water reducing agent was observed and recorded in order to find the proper fluidity in the concrete placed in the CFT steel pipe. The
liquidity was evaluated based on KS F 2402:2004 [11]. The blending was carried out by using a flow slump, not a general slump, as a target slump of 500 to 700 mm.

Recycled aggregate concrete specimens were 100 mm in diameter and 200 mm in height and were subjected to a mixing according to KS F 2403:2014 [12] as shown in Fig. 1 to produce specimens and underwater curing.

The compressive strength was calculated by the average of three compressive tests at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days. The compressive strength of the recycled aggregate concrete specimens was tested at the rate of compression stress per second (0.6 MPa) according to KS F 2405:2010 [13] as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Specimen curing.

Fig. 2. Experiments of compressive strength of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Target strength $f_{ck}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Cement C (kg/m³)</th>
<th>SP (kg/m³)</th>
<th>FA (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Recycled sand (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Water W (kg/m³)</th>
<th>W/C</th>
<th>28-day strength $f_{ck}$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Specimen list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section type</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>$f_{ck}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Mix type</th>
<th>$A_p$</th>
<th>$A_r$</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$D(h) \times t$ (mm)</th>
<th>$A_c$ (mm²)</th>
<th>$A_s$ (mm²)</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>SA-1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>□-150×4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB-1</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB-2</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>□-150×4</td>
<td>20150.3</td>
<td>2336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB-3</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB-4</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC-1</td>
<td>SP:F $\lambda = 20:10$</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>125.6</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>□-159.8×2.7</td>
<td>14179.7</td>
<td>1162.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC-2</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD-1</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD-2</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>CA-1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CB-1</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CB-2</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CB-3</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CB-4</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC-1</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC-2</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD-1</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD-2</td>
<td>OPC 100%</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Experimental results

Fig. 3 shows a comparison graph of compressive strength in this formulation. Two types of concrete with a design strength of 30 MPa, 30.4 MPa, 27 MPa and 40 MPa concrete with a design strength of 40 MPa and 54.9 MPa concrete with a design strength of 50 MPa, respectively.

![Fig. 3. Concrete mixture results.](image)

5. Recycled aggregate concrete filled steel pipe CFT column experiment

5.1. Experimental result

18 specimens were produced. 4 mm steel plate (SPSR400 steel type) was used for rectangular steel pipe, and 2.7 mm steel plate of SPS260 steel type was used for round steel pipe (Fig 4). The rectangular steel pipe had a dimension of □ - 150 × 150 × 4, a circle of Δ - 139.8 × 2.7, and a member length of 450 mm in both square and circular. Table 5 shows the summary of all the specimens. The experimental parameters were classified according to the type of steel pipe, the compressive strength of concrete, and the ratio of concrete powder. Fig. 5 is a photograph of curing after pouring concrete into a steel pipe.

![Fig. 4. Steel pipe material](image)

![Fig. 5. RAC filling CFT.](image)

5.2. Steel material experiment

According to KS B 0802:2003 [14], tensile test specimens of steel are to be numbered 5 for square steel pipes and 14B for round steel pipes according to KS B 0801:2007 [15] respectively. Table 6 shows the yield strength (fy), tensile strength (fu), yield ratio (fy/fu) and elongation (%) of the specimens.

![Table 6. Results of coupon test.](image)

5.3. CFT column compression experiment

The maximum load capacity of the specimen was checked and the yield behavior was investigated. All CFT columns were tested using 5,000 kN capacity UTM.

5.4. Experimental result

5.4.1 Structural performance test results

Table 7 Summarizes the maximum strength, displacement and initial stiffness of each specimen. The initial stiffness is defined as a quadrant connection the 45% point of maximum strength and the origin.

![Table 7. Experimental result.](image)

5.4.2 Load-displacement graph

The relationship between compressive load and column displacement is shown in Figs. The blue line is the expected strength at nominal strength (A in Table 6) and the red line is the expected strength (B in Table 6) using the material test values. It can be confirmed that most of the test specimens of round and square steel pipes have reached the maximum load exceeding the expected strength. Fig. 7 is a load-displacement graph of square and circular steel tubes for unfilled steel tubes.


5.4.3 Failure mode of specimens

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the fracture behavior of all specimens after the test. Most of them buckled after reaching the maximum compressive load. Experiments were carried out until the load reached 80% of the maximum load. It can be confirmed that buckling occurred at the upper part of all columns of the filled steel pipe columns. The test specimens with several buckling showed the tendency of the load to drop after reaching the maximum load.

5.4.4 Comparison with existing design formula

The experimental results are compared with the current design formulas to confirm the suitability of the design formulas. Table 7 shows the comparison of the predicted loads calculated by applying the nominal strength with the experimental data and the expected load calculated by applying the nominal strength to the existing standard. The results were much similar to the predicted loads calculated by the design equation when compared with the experimental results.

6. Analysis and discussion

6.1. High strength concrete using recycled aggregate for filling steel pipe

In this experiment, the natural aggregate was replaced with 100% recycled aggregate. In order to reach the target strength, three preparations were made using a high performance water reducing agent. In this formulation, compressive strength was confirmed through specimens made
of four types of blends Table 8 summarizes the results. In the case of 30 MPa, the experiment was carried out by dividing into two types. In the first type, an error of 1% was generated, resulting in an error of 30.4 MPa and in the second type, an error of about 10% occurred. 40 MPa had an error of 2%, which was 40.9 MPa, and 50 MPa had an error of 9%, indicating a strength of 54.9 MPa. Except for the second type of 30 MPa, it was confirmed that the remaining composition had a strength very close to the design strength.

Table 8. Strength properties of recycled aggregate concrete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specified concrete strength</th>
<th>30 MPa</th>
<th>40 MPa</th>
<th>50 MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 days compressive strength</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Concrete</td>
<td>(101%)</td>
<td>(90%)</td>
<td>(102%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Strength development patterns by concrete components

As a result of checking the strength by date, we could confirm the characteristics of specimens according to the ratio of powder. The strength of the concrete was estimated using ACI 209R-92 [16] according to Eq. (3). Portland cement was usually used. For wet curing, $a$ was 4.0 and $b$ was 0.85.

$$f'_c = \frac{t}{a + b + c} \cdot f'_c_{28}$$  (3)

Table 9 shows the estimated strength of the recycled aggregate and the results of the compression test of the recycled aggregate concrete, calculated using Eq. (3). At 30 MPa, which is a mixture of powders using only ordinary Portland cement, it was confirmed that the estimated strength by the estimation formula of strength and strength at 7 and 28 days has an error of about 11%. However, in the case of mixing silica fume and fly ash at a ratio of 20:10, the intensities calculated by the strength and strength estimation equations at 7 and 28 days were 43% and 23%, respectively.

6.3. Comparison of compressive strength of RCFT column with existing design formula

Table 10 summarizes the table to compare the expected maximum yield strength after the material test, and the maximum load. In addition, the ratio of load-to-load is compared with each other. C / B shows that most of the specimens show compressive strength similar to expected strength.

Table 9. Strength properties of recycled aggregate concrete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>7 days</th>
<th>28 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 MPa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>18.99</td>
<td>30.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Type1</td>
<td>(90.0%)</td>
<td>(101%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 MPa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP:FA=20:10 Type3</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>40.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 MPa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP:FA=20:10 Type4</td>
<td>30.35</td>
<td>54.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Experiment results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Expected maximum strength calculated by nominal strength (kN) [A]</th>
<th>Maximum expected strength after material test (kN) [B]</th>
<th>Maximum load (kN) [C]</th>
<th>C/B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA-1</td>
<td>572.3</td>
<td>607.4</td>
<td>699.1</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-1</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1127.4</td>
<td>1187.3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-2</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1127.4</td>
<td>1161.2</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-3</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1069.6</td>
<td>1161.2</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-4</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1069.6</td>
<td>1176.6</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-1</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1307.9</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-2</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1307.9</td>
<td>1237.1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4. Confinement effect of square/circular RCFT columns

It is known that when triaxial compression is applied to the concrete specimen, it increases more than uniaxial compressive strength and increases ductility after maximum strength. Therefore, the experimental results are summarized as Table 11 to analyze the restraint effect according to the cross-sectional shapes of square and circular steel pipes applied as variables. The nominal strength of the steel pipe and the internally recycled aggregate concrete of the specimen and the strength obtained from the material test were applied to Eq. (1), respectively. As a result of comparing the two values by a ratio and comparing the averages, the circular steel pipe showed a larger value of about 10%. It is considered that the circular steel pipe is more effective in restraining effect than square steel pipe. In addition, it was confirmed that there is no significant effect on the strength of the concrete filled in the steel pipe.

Table 11. Calculation and analysis of expected strength formula and empirical formula.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Expected maximum strength calculated by nominal strength (kN)</th>
<th>Maximum load (kN)</th>
<th>C/A</th>
<th>average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB-1</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1187.3</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-2</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1169.5</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-3</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1161.2</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-4</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1176.6</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-1</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-2</td>
<td>1062.8</td>
<td>1237.1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-1</td>
<td>1405.3</td>
<td>1248.5</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-2</td>
<td>1405.3</td>
<td>1525.7</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion

In order to evaluate the performance of recycled aggregate concrete and the compressive strength of CFT steel pipe columns filled with concrete using recycled aggregate, four concrete mixes and 18 unconfined compression tests were carried out and the following conclusions were drawn:

1. RAC test results. It was confirmed that the recycled aggregate was able to develop strength up to 50 MPa without using natural aggregate.

2. In the case of concrete using recycled aggregate as well as concrete using ordinary aggregate, the difference in the difference between the estimated strength and the actual experimental compressive strength was 11% in the case of using silica fume and fly ash, 23% And 43%, respectively.

3. The evaluation of compressive capacity of the CFT columns shows that the compressive strength is similar to the predicted compressive strength calculated by the conventional compressive strength equation.

4. The predicted yield strength of the test specimens calculated from the nominal strength was compared with the experimental maximum load, and the constraint effect was analyzed. Because of checking the average value, the circular steel pipe showed about 10% larger value, confirming that it is more advantageous in confinement effect.
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Abstract

The current EN 1992 provides structured information related to the design of reinforced concrete columns or reinforced concrete column beam connections. On the other hand, EN 1994 gives enough information on the design of composite columns but none of the current codes provide details about a possible transfer zone in the case of usage of RC and composite column solution. The current study tends to fill the gap between these two norms. In the current experimental campaign, carried out in the frame of the European research program SmartCoCo, it is presented as a calibration method for a tentative design method which has been elaborated by one of the authors based on theoretical strut and tie reasoning. The objective of the current paper is to present the results of the experiments and aims to validate the theoretical approach for calculating the force transfer mechanism in the transfer zone. The experimental campaign comprises of 4 columns and 4 column-beam connections, all of them being composed by a RC part and a composite. The tests are performed on vertical column, simply supported with a width of 350mm, length of 380 mm and a height of 3850 mm with a regular concrete quality (C25/30). This contribution describes the test specimens, summarizes their design, presents a selection of the most relevant results from analog and digital measurements and a short interpretation of the obtain results. We concluded from this set of tests that the new design method is able to explain the force transfer mechanism with a good accuracy and can therefore be considered as a suitable solution for designing practical cases.

Keywords: Concrete reinforced by steel profiles; experimental results; Digital Image Correlation (DIC); composite column.

1. Introduction

Steel-concrete composite columns made of reinforced concrete with encased hot-rolled steel section are well known since the early 1900 as very interesting resistant and slender compression members. They are generally used as load-bearing members in composite frame structures. The composite structures literature contains plenty of articles presenting the behaviour of composite columns connected to different structural elements like slabs, RC beam or composite beams. The literature and the standards are however not defining nor presenting guidelines or rules regarding the transition zone in a column that would be composite on a part of its height and pure RC on the rest. This type of zones were initially studied within the frame of the INERD (INnovations for Earthquake-Resistant Design) research project [1]. The project had as goal, the development of a solution to mitigate soft storey failures of RC moment resisting frames submitted to earthquakes by locally making them stronger and more ductile thanks to a steel profile embedded in the critical zones of the columns. It was therefore required that the transition zone should not be weaker than the rest of the column. This structural solution was meant to be applicable to concrete moment resistant frames and consisted of enclosing a hot rolled steel profile inside the RC column at the first storey only of the building (i.e. the soft-storey prone level). This additional profile was not considered
in the structural design and was only supposed to act as a safety belt activated in case of the earthquake action. The publications about INERD research project [2, 3] proposed design guidelines for the connection between both segments of the column, one being composite and the other one reinforced concrete with appropriate values of shear and bending forces to be transferred, in the presence of beams connected to the column in the transition zone. The local force transfer mechanism between the steel profile and the surrounding concrete in these zones was however not satisfactorily considered. Therefore, a deeper investigation of this transfer mechanism was carried out in the research project SmartCoCo (Smart Composite Constructions) [4]. The final report of this research program includes an analytical approach for the design of transition zones, experimental assessment of elements designed according to this design proposal and numerical simulation to extend the experimental results and achieve comprehensive conclusions. The present paper is mainly going to present the experimental part after a short summary of the proposed design procedure as applied to the test specimens.

2. Design principles of the specimen

The preliminary assessments of the specimens started considering the results and the dimensions of the experimental campaign performed during the INERD project. Therefore, the proposed solution was a regular composite section made out of a HEB140 steel profile, fully embedded in concrete to obtain a 350x380 mm cross-section (Fig.1a). In the attempt to target a specific failure mode of the specimens, namely, failure in the connection zone, it was considered necessary to increase the vertical reinforcement ratio up to 4.35% to ensure the bending resistance of the column. Based on the approach presented by the authors [5] showing that a steel profile can be replaced for the bending verification by equivalent rebars, 4 additional 4ϕ28 are thus placed in the lower part of the columns, as shown in Fig. 1b. In order to evaluate the possible favourable effect of a beam at the level of the transition zone in the column, some specimens were constituted of an independent column, while some other were including a crossing beam (see Fig. 4). For these, latter the beam was designed as having the same dimensions as for the columns, but a lower longitudinal reinforcement ratio of 1.6%. The beams were finally defined as 400x380 mm reinforced by 4ϕ28 rebars (Fig. 1c).

![Fig. 1.](image)

As a starting point of the design, the action effects in the composite part of the column can be subdivided into a part taken by the steel profile and a part taken by the reinforced concrete (as in Eq.(1-3)):

\[ M_{Ed} = M_{Ed,a} + M_{Ed,c} \]  
\[ V_{Ed} = V_{Ed,a} + V_{Ed,c} \]  
\[ N_{Ed} = N_{Ed,a} + N_{Ed,c} \]

The part of the internal forces that must be transferred to the pure RC part is thus the component denoted with the subscript “a”. Based on the superposition of effects, the diagrams of local shear distribution on the steel profile and the concrete section corresponding to \( M_{Ed,a} \) and \( V_{Ed,a} \) can be estimated as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The design of the transition zone is then based on a strut and tie model allowing the transfer of this local shear force. Three possible schemes can ensure this transfer: with a strut angle equal to 45° (Fig.3a), smaller than 45° (Fig3b) or larger than 45° (Fig3c).

Based on Eurocode 2 [6] using the resistant design maximum stress at the edge of the nodes, a compression strut resistance can be calculated, further resorting to Eq.(4-5) to calculate the resistance design shear associated to failure of the compression struts.

\[ F_{strut} = \sigma_{Rd, max} \cdot b_s \]  
\[ V_{Rd,\theta=45} = 2 \cdot F_{strut} \cdot \sin \theta \]
Considering that, for each of the schemes, a resistant design maximum stress $V_{Rd}$ can be calculated and the design stress can be obtained using Eq. (6).

$$V_{Rd} = \max(V_{Rd,\theta<45}, V_{Rd,\theta=45}, V_{Rd,\theta>45})$$ (5)

\begin{table}[ht]
\centering
\caption{Summary of specimens.}
\begin{tabular}{llll}
\hline
Specimen & Anchorage & Beam & Vert_F(kN) \\
\hline
1a-S-N00 & Short & No & 75 \\
1a-S-N05 & Short & No & 300 \\
1b-S-N00 & Long & No & 75 \\
1b-S-N05 & Long & No & 300 \\
2-Lb-N00 & Long & Yes & 75 \\
2-Lb-N05 & Long & Yes & 300 \\
3-Sb-N00 & Short & Yes & 75 \\
3-Sb-N05 & Short & Yes & 300 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Based on the configuration and the test setup used during the INERD research project experiments – the testing facility being actually the same – the static scheme of the experiment was a simply supported cantilever column with or without contact point in the case of the specimens that included the horizontal beam as presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows a picture of the entire setup for the “cross” specimen (i.e. with beam).

The specimens were instrumented using a series of 15-17 strain gauges on the steel profiles and tensioned vertical steel rebars at different height in the transition zone. All tests are carried out with a horizontal force increased progressively up to failure or excessive drift. During the tests, a set of 4 load cells were measuring forces $R_b$, $RL$, $N_{ed}$, and $V_{ed}$ from Fig. 4. A total of 6 linear transducers and 3 inclinometers surveyed the displacement and rotation of the tested specimen [7]. The above-mentioned devices are going to be referred from now on as DAQ (Data Acquisition) system.

3. Experimental campaign

The experimental campaign consists of testing 8 columns based on 2 global systems, namely without and with horizontal beam, each defined by a different positioning of the transition zone with respect to the beam. Each of the 4 configurations is tested with increasing horizontal load at 2 different levels of compression, kept constant during the lateral loading as presented in Table 1.
The second instrumentation technique used is based on the correlation of consecutive images with a specific load used for processing the concept of deformation mapping. The technique called DIC (Digital Image Correlation) relies on the mathematical correction of the curvature of the image shot by the camera and tracks the movement of each group of pixels through the set of images. Due to the limitations of the system used for DIC, the surface (approx. 1 m²) chosen to be covered by the monitoring system represents the 15 cm above the node and 50 cm on each side of the node from the beams (Fig. 6).

The analysis of the obtained results was divided in two different parts. One quantitative, based on the measurements obtained from the analog devices (here being included: load cells, linear transducers, inclinometers and strain gauges) and the other one visual-qualitative, based on the processing of the images recorded using DIC technique. A detailed analysis of the results is available in [8]. The following sections illustrate a selection of interesting observations.

4.1. Classical measurements

The general processing of the results from the DAQ system shows that the global behaviour of the specimens is very similar, meaning that the specimens 1A and 1B have the same stiffness independently from the anchorage length of the steel profile (Fig. 7). The same situation is observed for specimens 2L and 3S, with the remark that, as expected their stiffness is increased by the presence of the beam (Fig. 8).

The non-consistent curve obtained for the specimen 2LB-N00 is related to an uncontrolled unloading-reloading phase that occurred during the test, associated with a slippage in the setup. Without this slip, the graph would just be similar to the other 2LB specimens.
For all the tests, none of the specimens has presented a rupture due to the yielding capacity of the steel profile and steel rebars. Therefore, all the tests where stopped due to the excessive displacement at the top of the specimen, values that reached a drift up to 7%. This also justifies the fact that the transition zone designed according to the methodology summarized in section 3 does not constitute a weak point of the structural system.

In order to investigate further the behaviour of the transition parameter, a relevant measurement is the evolution of the longitudinal strains on the flanges, as given in Fig. 9. The different curves correspond to the respective tension and compression side of the profile (solid and dash lines), P1 being closer to the end of the profile and P3 still the main composite part of the column. As expected, strains are linearly increasing when the external load is increased but, more interesting, these graphs show the decrease of the strain in the profile (i.e. decrease of the bending moment $M_{Ed,a}$) while the global composite moment is still increasing. This justifies the internal force distribution described in Fig. 2 and being the basis of the design method.

Table 2 compares the maximum expected horizontal loads at failure predicted by the application of the design method vs. the effectively measured values. The table shows that the design method is able to predict in an accurate way the failure loads for the “cross” specimens. The method significantly underestimates the resistance for the pure column specimens with a short profile (i.e. when the transition is rather far from the point where the maximum moment is reached). Otherwise, it seems to underestimate the resistance for the long profiles, when the transition zone corresponds to the location of the maximum bending moment (which corresponds also to the location of the horizontal support). This last observation, coupled with the results in terms of cracking pattern given later on, is likely to let think that there might be a possible interaction between the local transfer mechanism and the mechanism associated to the load introduction at the support. Additional investigations are however necessary to clarify this issue before definitive validation of the proposed design methodology in such an unfavourable configuration.

### Table 2. Predicted vs achieved horizontal loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Predicted horizontal load (kN)</th>
<th>Achieved horizontal load (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a-S-N00</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a-S-N05</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b-S-N00</td>
<td>303.6</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b-S-N05</td>
<td>303.6</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Lb-N00</td>
<td>280.2</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Lb-N05</td>
<td>280.2</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Sb-N00</td>
<td>316.7</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Sb-N05</td>
<td>316.7</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Digital Image Correlation technique

The first step in the use of this processing technique consists of an initial comparison of the results with the ones obtained by analog measurements, considered much less environmental sensitive. The comparison of the top displacement (Fig. 10a) and the beam-end displacement (Fig. 10b) measured by both systems confirms the reliability of the measurements performed using the DIC technology.
The primary benefit of using the DIC technique is to observe and measure the crack development. It is considered that the crack opening and directions represent the best indication of the struts developed into an element considered as working according to a strut and tie model, as supposed herein for the design of the test specimens. After processing the survey made using the DIC system, a set of cracks that were not visible initially on the specimen can be identified (Fig. 11).

By observing the crack patterns at the backside of the specimens, one can clearly identify three combined failure modes. In Fig. 13, it is noticed (in the order of their occurrence): (i) a set of vertical cracks due to bending moment on the horizontal beam; (ii) a set of horizontal cracks on the column due to the bending of the column, and (iii) a set of cracks with a inclined directionality spanning from one support point to another, but clearly avoiding the steel profile in the node area.

It can also be seen that the specimens 1A and 1B are presenting the same crack patterns as 2L and 3S, evidencing the flexural and diagonal cracks and a vertical crack starting from the support point due to the concrete crushing (Fig. 14).

Based on these results, strengthened by the additional strain evolution at crack level given in Fig. 15, it can be concluded that the failure is, as mentioned before, not reached due to pure bending, but due to a combined effect of the bending and the load introduction at the support.
5. Conclusion

The present paper has presented the first results obtained from an experimental campaign aiming at characterizing the force transfer mechanisms in the transition zones of columns composite on a part of their height and made of classical reinforced concrete for the rest.

The main measurements are presented, emphasizing on the crack patterns obtained by a DIC technique.

The results are compared with the application of a tentative design method based on a strut and tie model in the transition zone. This comparison provides a good agreement for situations where the transition zone of the column is located near a crossing beam. The accuracy and safety of the design method is however questionable for a situation without a crossing beam, with an apparently important influence of the interaction of local load introduction with the local mechanisms in the composite-to-RC transition zones. All results however still require a thorough analysis, regarding the measurement on the strain gauges in particular, in order to get a better insight in the involved mechanisms and adjust the proposed design method accordingly.
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Abstract

A type of cost-effective and very high strength concrete (VHSC) with 28-day compressive strength of 100-150 MPa is developed for applications in concrete-encased steel composite column constructions. This paper experimentally investigates the structural behaviour of VHSC encased steel composite columns based on a series of pure compression and eccentric compression tests. It is found that such high-strength composite column exhibits brittle post peak behaviour and low ductility but with acceptable compressive resistance. Throughout the tests, the main failure of VHSC encased column under compressive load is brittle spalling of concrete followed by local buckling of the reinforcement bars. The splitting and slippage may occur between concrete and steel section due to bending downward action. The confinement effect by the shear stirrups designed based on normal reinforced concrete codes may not be sufficient. Composite column subjected to initial flexural cracking due to end moment load with large eccentricity may experience degradation in the stiffness and ultimate resistance so that plastic design resistance may not be achieved. Analytical studies show that the N-M interaction model based on current design codes may over-predict the combined resistance of the composite columns. Therefore, a modified elastic-plastic design approach based on strain compatibility is developed to evaluate the compressive resistance of concrete encased composite columns. The validation against the test data shows a reasonable and conservative estimation on the combined resistance of VHSC encased composite columns.

Keywords: composite column; concrete-encased column; high-strength concrete; steel-concrete composite.

1. Introduction

Concrete encased composite column is the use of steel section which is fully encased by concrete where they act together to provide higher load resistance. The use of encased section reduces the volume to strength ratio and provides superior fire resistance as well as the prevention of local buckling of steel section. Concrete encased composite column is more effective construction member with very high compressive resistance and good ductility. To maximize the merits of the concrete-encased steel composite column, the lately efforts have taken to the application of high strength material, e.g., high strength structural concrete and steel. Structural concrete can be classified as normal strength concrete (NSC), high strength concrete (HSC), very high strength concrete (VHSC) and ultra-high strength concrete (UHSC), as listed in Table 1 [1]. The development of high strength concrete is a major progress in concrete technology due to its superior advantages such as high strength, high abrasion, low permeability and facilitating design of smaller structural sections with architectural and economic considerations. Such advantages enable a wide range of potential engineering application of high strength concrete.
Table 1. Concrete strength classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>NSC</th>
<th>HSC</th>
<th>VHSC</th>
<th>UHSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>100-150</td>
<td>&gt;150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-cement ratio</td>
<td>&gt;0.45</td>
<td>0.45-0.3</td>
<td>0.3-0.25</td>
<td>&lt;0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical admixtures</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>WRA/HRWR</td>
<td>HRWR</td>
<td>HRWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral admixtures</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fly ash</td>
<td>Silica fume</td>
<td>Silica fume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability coefficient (cm/s)</td>
<td>&gt;10^{-10}</td>
<td>10^{-11}</td>
<td>10^{-12}</td>
<td>&lt;10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*WRA= water reducing admixture; HRWR= high-range water reducer.

Nowadays, there are design codes such as AIJ [2], AISC 360 [3], Eurocode 4 [4], YB 9082-2006 [5] and JGJ 138 2016 [6], which are available for concrete encased column design practice. However, currently there is no unified design theory among these codes while the current codes basically are limited for conventional strength concrete (e.g., 20-90MPa). VHSC is a new class of concrete that may not be covered in current column design codes.

Generally, VHSC exhibits very brittle and large autogenous shrinkage behavior, which may lead to uncertainties in practical application and greatly influence the failure mechanism, ductility and energy dissipation behaviour of composite column. Therefore, it is quite significant to assess the structural performance of VHSC encased composite column. Kim et al. [1, 7-9] investigated the compressive behaviour of concrete encased composite column using ultra high strength concrete under eccentric loads. It was found that column with good confinement effect by using tie bar restraints show ductile behaviour, maintaining high strength even after crushing of concrete. Composite column using welded corner L-shaped section exhibits superior confinement behaviour although the concrete cover was severely spalled. Ellobody et al. [10, 11] investigated eccentrically loaded concrete encased composite column with varying concrete strength from 30-110MPa and steel yield strength from 275-690MPa numerically. It was shown that the EC4 accurately predicts the eccentrically loaded composite columns, while overestimated the moment.

In this paper, the mechanical behaviour of VHSC encased steel composite columns was experimentally investigated based on a series of pure compression and eccentric compression tests on short columns with/without rebar reinforcement. A modified elastic-plastic approach is developed to predict the compressive and bending resistance of VHSC encased columns based on the failure modes of the columns. The axial resistance vs moment resistance interaction diagrams are calculated and verified by current design codes as well as test data.

2. Experimental programme

2.1. Material properties

The concrete is designed to have a target 28-day cylinder compressive strength around 50 MPa (C50) and 100 MPa (C100), respectively. Three 100x200 mm concrete cylinder coupons and three 100x100 mm concrete cube coupons were tested for each mixture, according to ASTM C39/C39M-12. Table 2 lists the material properties of concrete.

Table 2. Material properties of concrete coupons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>$f_{ck}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_{cub}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$E_c$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C50</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>109.0</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100F</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>130.4</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mild steel S355, HRB 400 rebar and HPB 400 stirrup were used for specimen fabrication. According to ASTM E8/E8M-16 [13], direct tension tests using a universal test machine were performed for the steel materials. Table 3 lists the material properties of steel plate, rebar and stirrup.

Table 3. Material properties of steel plate, rebar and stirrup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>$E_s$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel flange</td>
<td>Mile steel</td>
<td>201.55</td>
<td>362.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel web</td>
<td>Mile steel</td>
<td>187.41</td>
<td>363.61</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebar</td>
<td>HRB 400Ø16</td>
<td>193.64</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stirrup</td>
<td>HPB 400Ø6</td>
<td>225.13</td>
<td>339.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Design consideration

A total of 6 composite column specimens were prepared. Fig. 1 shows the dimension and strain gauges layout of specimens. Test specimens (shown in Table 4) were made of a S355 steel section UC152X152X37 and a square size of 240x240 mm was selected. The columns for loading with/without eccentricity were designed to behave as short columns with an overall height of 500 mm. The relative slenderness ratio was \( \lambda = 0.14 < 2.0 \) (according to Eurocode 4). Two cover plates were welded on both ends of the specimens in order to be loaded uniformly. The column for pure bending is designed to be 2500 mm long in order to capture the flexural resistance of composite column, while other geometrical conditions and material properties kept the same. The steel ratio is 8.18\%. The steel contribution ratio is \( \delta = 0.26 \) (0.2<\( \delta < 0.9 \), according to Eurocode 4). 8 rebars with a diameter of 16 mm were employed as longitudinal reinforcement. The rebar ratio is 1.54\% (0.3\%-6\%, according to Eurocode 4). According to Eurocode 2 [14], spacing of 150 mm with a diameter of 6 mm is employed in the test.

2.3. Test set-up and instrumentation

Fig. 2 shows the test instrumentation and set-up for compression test. A 10 MN testing actuator operated in displacement-control mode was used to test the specimens. The supports included a cylinder that simulated a uniform load on the specimens. According to the previous literatures [15, 16], the boundary conditions of the column were pin-pin supported. Each specimen was instrumented with linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT), as shown in Fig. 2.

3. Test result and discussion

3.1. Typical failure modes

Table 5 lists the failure loads and failure modes of the test specimens.

Fig. 3 depicts the failure condition of the specimens at the end of the test. It was found that the basic failure mode of VHSC encased steel composite column under compression with/without eccentricity was concrete spalling followed by local buckling of rebar, since the spalling concrete lose the bond resistance to the

---

### Table 4. Detailed information of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( f_{\text{fiber}} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( f_s ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( e ) (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C50e0</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100e0</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100e50</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100e105</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100B</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100F</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rebar and shear stirrups, inducing buckling of rebar. Normal strength specimen (C50e0) under pure compression failed by concrete crushing followed by yielding of reinforcement rebar. High strength concrete encased columns under pure compression or eccentric compression (C100e0, C100e50) generally failed by concrete spalling and yielding of rebar before the steel plates yielding, which indicated that the strength of steel plate was not fully mobilized as a result of insufficient confinement of concrete. In addition, breakage surface of concrete was smooth which implied concrete failed by shear failure. As the load eccentricity became larger (C100e105), significant curvature of the specimens was observed. The failure mode of specimen was governed by tension failure, which was controlled by tensile yielding of reinforced rebar accompanied with tensile cracking of concrete. As for specimen under pure bending (C100B), it failed by slippage between concrete and steel section followed by yielding of steel plate. The debonding of concrete may induce prefailure of composite section, resulting in unexpected lower moment resistance from the test. Vertical flexure cracks appeared within the pure bending region and diagonal shear cracks appeared at regions under combined shear and bending. However, with the use of fiber-reinforced concrete (C100F), major failure mechanism is combined crushing and splitting of concrete. The addition of steel fiber can improve the compressive strength of concrete as well as tensile strength significantly and less cracks were observed.

Table 5. Failure loads and failure modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>P (kN)</th>
<th>M (kN·m)</th>
<th>Primary failure</th>
<th>Other failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C50e0</td>
<td>3744.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>LBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100e0</td>
<td>6913.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>LBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100e50</td>
<td>3686.7</td>
<td>242.8</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>LBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100e105</td>
<td>1800.5</td>
<td>209.7</td>
<td>TF</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100B</td>
<td>314.0</td>
<td>149.1</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>SF, CSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100F</td>
<td>7256.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CSp</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CC= Concrete crushing; CS= Concrete spalling; TF= Tension failure; FF= Flexural failure; CSp= Concrete splitting; LBR= Local buckling of rebar; SF= Shear failure; CSI= Concrete slippage.
3.2. Load-displacement relationship

The load-displacement curves of all specimens are plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. For specimen C50e0, the load-displacement curve can be characterized by an upwards trend reaching to the ultimate load followed by a slightly descending trend plateau. For C100eX series specimens, the ultimate pure compression resistance is significantly larger than specimen C50e0, while the post-yield behaviour is more brittle than that of specimen C50e0. For specimen C100F, the ultimate compression resistance is much larger than that of C50e0 and C100e0. The load dramatically increases to the peak load followed a sudden drop to about two thirds of maximum load, and then regain the load with slightly smaller than the peak value. The sharp drop resulted from the pullout failure of steel fiber in concrete. Then the load was regained again owing to the residual strength of the steel plate section. The load-displacement curve of C100B is ductile with a turning point at 320 kN due to the flexural cracks of bottom concrete and yielding of rebars, after which the strain developed rapidly.

Fig. 4. Load-displacement curve for compression.

Fig. 5. Load-midspan displacement for bending.

4. Analytical study

4.1. Elastic-plastic analysis

The composite design based on current codes may not be sufficient for VHSC encased steel composite column. Hence, the plastic stress distribution of the section may not be achieved. Thus, an elastic-plastic analysis based on strain compatibility is carried out to obtain a more accurate and conservative prediction.

Fig. 6. Elastic-plastic stress distribution.
Fig. 6 shows elastic-plastic stress distribution of column section based on following assumption: (a) triangular elastic stress blocks of concrete, (b) zero concrete tensile strength, (c) the strain-compatibility is fulfilled; (d) rebar stress is restricted within elastic stage; (e) the steel plate can achieve its plastic stress phase. Given the neutral axis distance $x_n$, the strain and stress of each component in the section is confirmed. Hence, each point on the N-M curve can be ascertain by solving the axial force and bending moment equilibrium equations of the whole section. To simplified the calculation procedure, numerical fiber sectional analysis method [17, 18] was employed to calculate the axial force and bending moment (Fig. 7). Using this method, the cross section is divided into long strips, where the constitutive relationships are based on the strain compatibility and stress-strain relationship of each constituent materials. The calculation method of so-called elastic-plastic analysis is shown as Eq. (1).

$$N = \sum A_i \sigma_x + \sum A_i \sigma_y + \sum A_i \sigma_z$$
$$M = \sum A_i \sigma_x y_i + \sum A_i \sigma_y y_i + \sum A_i \sigma_z y_i$$

where $A_i$, $A_j$ and $A_k$ are the fiber element area of concrete segment, structural steel segment, and reinforced rebar segment, respectively; $\sigma_x$, $\sigma_y$ and $\sigma_z$ are the stress of concrete, structural steel and reinforced rebar, respectively, which can be calculate by $\sigma_s = E_s \cdot \varepsilon_s$; $y_x$, $y_y$ and $y_z$ are distance from the fiber segment of concrete, structural steel and reinforced rebar to the z axis, respectively.

4.2. Verification and discussion

To verify the elastic-plastic analysis and evaluate the applicability of current codes to the composite column with VHSC, the test results were plotted in the N-M interation curves compared with data predicted by current design codes and elastic-plastic analysis method (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Numerical fiber sectional analysis.

Fig. 8. Comparison of between test data and current methods.

All the partial factors in the specifications are taken as 1.0 for comparison. The Eurocode 4 and JGJ 138-2016, which use the plastic stress distribution, over-estimate the compressive resistance of the VHSC encased steel column, especially for the specimen loaded with large eccentricity. AISC 360-10 Method I is overconservative in prediction of C100e50 with 45% smaller than the test value, while underestimate the flexural resistance in C100B. The ACI 318-14 method, which utilizes the strain-compatibility, well predicts the bending moment of composite column under compression with an eccentricity of 50 mm. However, it over-estimates the case with larger eccentricity due to that the ultimate strain of concrete is assumed as 0.003 and the block stress distribution of concrete is used regardless of the degree of concrete confinement. It is found that all the test data are outside the elastic analysis diagram, which indicates that the elastic analysis method can provide a relatively conservative prediction.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents experimental and analytical investigations of structural behaviour of VHSC encased steel composite columns subjected to axial compression and end moment. The following conclusions are derived based on the test and analytical investigations:

1. The VHSC concrete encased composite columns exhibits brittle and explosive spalling failure mode under axial compression. Early spalling may result from the insufficient stirrups. The major failure mode observed from the tests was concrete spalling followed local buckling of longitudinal reinforcement.
(2) Using steel fiber as substitution of reinforcement in VHSC has mobilized the steel strength, but the major failure of such composite column is still brittle due to the absence of confinement effect provided by the shear stirrups. However, the novel section is able to achieve the cross-sectional resistance, which indicates the rebar reinforcement may be reduced or even removed. Further study should conduct more investigation.

(3) For pure compression and eccentric compression, section plastic resistance can be achieved while for pure bending and compression with large eccentricity, section plastic resistance cannot be obtained. The plastic design approach for composite columns in current codes may over-predict the resistance of VHSC encased composite column. A modified N-M interaction model based on the strain compatibility is developed to predict the combined resistance of composite column.

However, this study investigates the structural behaviour of VHSC encased composite column experimentally and analytically with limited parameters. Further study should extend to investigate a wider range of parameters, e.g., providing closer shear stirrups to confine the high strength concrete core, steel fiber content and type. Development of novel shear links could also be helpful to enhance the ductility performance of composite columns. Besides, partial shear interaction of the VHSC and steel plate in the case of pure bending needs to be further investigated [19].
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Abstract

This paper presents a comparative investigation on the load capacity of octagonal concrete filled steel tubes (CFST) with that of the commonly used circular and square CFST. Existing experimental data of octagonal CFST were collected and based on the cross-sectional properties of the existing octagonal specimens, the corresponding circular and square cross-section were generated under three different control parameters: total cross-sectional area of column, confinement ratio and axial stiffness. Those circular and square cross-sections were used in the numerical analysis of CFST to obtain the load capacity for the comparative investigation. Validated finite element models were built for the modeling of the circular and square CFST. The outcome of comparison shows that the confinement ratio is the crucial parameter to the difference of axial behaviour between octagonal and circular CFST. Under the same confinement ratio, octagonal CFST has a very close axial bearing performance to that in circular CFST and are much better than the square CFST.

Keywords: concrete filled steel tubes; cross-section shape; confinement.

1. Introduction

Concrete filled steel tube (CFST) have shown its superiority against axial compressive load. The strength of concrete can be enhanced by the confinement from steel tube and the concrete core could delay the appearance of local buckling of steel tube. Many studies [1-3] have indicated that the confinement in CFST is related to the following parameters: confinement ratio, concrete grade and cross-section shapes. Among them, cross-section shapes of CFST have a great impact on the confinement effectiveness where the commonly used circular section has higher benefits from confinement for the compressive resistance of CFST than its counterparts rectangular CFST. The poor axial bearing performance of rectangular CFST is caused by the sharp corner which lead to a stress concentration at corner region while the confinement in flat side are insufficient. However, the flat side of rectangular CFST can provide an easier solution for the beam-column connection with an endplate. To achieve both the structural efficiency and constructability of CFST, octagonal section is suggested which has a better confinement effectiveness and flat column sides [2, 4]. Experimental investigations have been done on the octagonal CFST to explore the potentials in the effect of confinement [2, 5, 6]. However, the existing literature only presented a general comparison between circular, octagonal and square CFST, no investigations have presented a consistent comparison with control parameters from the cross-section properties to show the actual difference of load bearing capacity in those three different cross-sections.

In this paper, a comparative investigation on the load capacity of octagonal, circular and square CFST were conducted. The data of load capacity of octagonal CFST were collected from the existing experimental results while the data of corresponding circular and square CFST in the comparison were generated by a validated finite element models. This investigation devotes to establish a complete understanding on the difference in the load capacity of octagonal CFST compared with those CFST with commonly used cross-section shapes.
2. Existing experimental data

Existing experimental results on octagonal CFST have been collected and shown in Table 1. The collected results have the concrete cylinder strength $f_{cc}$ ranges from 32 MPa to 100 MPa, which covers both normal strength concrete and high strength concrete. However the steel material only covers mild steel with yield stress $f_y$ from 296 to 311 MPa as no experimental studies have conducted on the octagonal CFST with high strength steel. The width to thickness ratio $b/t$ ranges from 21 to 52 which are within the suggested limit in Eurocode 4 [7] to resist the local buckling of the steel tubes before yielding of material. Confinement ratio $\zeta$ is defined as:

$$\zeta = \frac{A_s f_y}{A_c f_{co}} \quad (1)$$

where $A_s$ and $A_c$ are the cross-sectional area of steel tube and concrete core respectively.

Table 1. Experimental results on octagonal CFST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>$f_{co}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$b/t$</th>
<th>$\zeta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. [5]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32-</td>
<td>311-</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.23-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu and Chan [6]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Comparative investigation

The change of the cross-section shapes changes many other parameters such as cross-sectional area, confinement ratio and cross-sectional stiffness. To present a consistent comparative investigation on the load capacity from octagonal, circular and square CFST in engineering and practical perspective control parameters should be defined. Three groups of comparison with different control parameters which may be considered in practical application were presented. In the comparisons, data of the octagonal CFST were collected from the existing literature which is illustrated in Table 2 and based on the geometrical properties of the octagonal specimens, the corresponding circular and square cross-section were generated. Finite element models of circular and square CFST with specified sectional dimension were established for the comparison.

Comparison 1:

In this group, the control parameter is confinement ratio $\zeta$ which also can reflect the steel contribution in the composite cross-section. This group of comparison is to examine the confinement effectiveness of each section under the same confinement ratio. It was found that under the same material contribution ratio the cross-sectional area of each section is different.

Comparison 2:

In this group, the cross-sectional area was selected as the control parameter. It should be noted that the different confinement ratio was found in this group of comparison. With the same cross-sectional area, the square section gives the highest confinement ratio then follows by the octagonal section and the circular cross-section shows the lowest ratio.

Comparison 3:

In this approach, the control value is the axial stiffness, $(EA)_{sc}$, of the cross-section.

$$\left(EA\right)_{sc} = E_s A_s + E_c A_c \quad (2)$$

This approach is for those design applications where the stiffness of the column is required.

Table 2. Cross-sectional properties of octagonal specimens from existing experimental result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_{co}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$A_{sc}$ mm$^2$ $\times 10^3$</th>
<th>$\zeta$</th>
<th>$(EA)_{sc}$ kN $\times 10^5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. 2016 [5]</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-A</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-B</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>68.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-A</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-B</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-A</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-B</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-A</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu and Chan (2017) [6]</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-1</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Finite element analysis

4.1. Model description

A finite element (FE) analysis was conducted with the use of the commercial software package ABAQUS. A simple stress-strain model of steel material, which will be introduced in the following sections, was used to determine the
properties of steel tube. Four-node shell element with reduced integration, S4R was used in the analysis. Elllobody and Young [9] and Thai et al. [10] have successfully adopted this type of element in FE model circular and square CFST under axial compression. Eight-node solid element, C3D8R, in ABAQUS was adopted for the concrete [8]. The boundary condition at the bottom surface of the model was constrained in all degrees of freedom to replicate fix-fix end. The top surface of the column including both steel tube and concrete core were coupled to a reference point, which was also constrained in all degree of freedom except loading direction. Load was applied to the reference point by imposing an axial displacement. Mesh convergence study was conducted to determine the appropriate mesh configuration. The surface-to-surface contact with a friction coefficient \( \mu = 0.3 \) [6] was used between the inner surface of steel tube and concrete surface.

### 4.2. Steel material

A simple bilinear stress-strain model instead of the elastic, perfectly plastic material model was used in the finite element modeling to reflect the strain hardening of the material. The stress-strain relationship is shown as follows:

\[
\sigma_s = \begin{cases} 
E_s \varepsilon_s & \varepsilon_s < \varepsilon_y \\
f_y + E_{sh} (\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_y) & \varepsilon_s > \varepsilon_y 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3)

\[ \varepsilon_y = \frac{f_y}{E_s} \]  

(4)

\[ E_{sh} = \frac{E_s}{100} \]  

(5)

where \( \sigma_s \) and \( \varepsilon_s \) are, respectively, the stress and strain of steel tube. True stress and the plastic strain were generated from the engineering stress-strain relationship and were used in the finite element modeling.

\[
\sigma_{s,t} = \sigma_s (1 + \varepsilon_t) 
\]

(6)

\[ \varepsilon_p = \ln(1+\varepsilon_t) - \sigma_{s,t} / E_s \]  

(7)

where \( \sigma_{s,t} \) is the true stress of steel material and \( \varepsilon_p \) is the plastic strain. The option *PLASTIC model provided by ABAQUS was adopted to model the plastic behaviour of steel.

### 4.3. Concrete material

The adopted concrete constitutive model for CFST was firstly proposed by Han et al. [11] and then further introduced in Han et al. [8]. It was indicated that this model covers the confined concrete in circular and rectangular CFST with a confinement ratio, \( \xi \) from 0.2 to 5 and concrete cylinder strength ranges from 24 to 100 MPa. The stress-strain model is shown as follows:

\[
\frac{\sigma}{f_{co}} = \begin{cases} 
2(\varepsilon / \varepsilon_c) - (\varepsilon / \varepsilon_c)^2 & \varepsilon / \varepsilon_c \leq 1 \\
\frac{\varepsilon / \varepsilon_c}{(\varepsilon / \varepsilon_c - 1)^{0.5} + 1} & \varepsilon / \varepsilon_c > 1 
\end{cases}
\]  

(8)

\[ \varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_{co} + 800 \xi^{0.2} \times 10^{-6} \]  

(9)

For circular section:

\[ \eta = 2 \]

\[ \beta = \left(2.36 \times 10^{-5}\right)^{0.25(\xi-0.5)} \left(f_{co}\right)^{0.5} \times 0.5 \]  

(10)

For rectangular section:

\[ \eta = 1.6 + 1.5 / (\varepsilon / \varepsilon_c) \]

\[ \beta = \left(f_{co}\right)^{0.1} / \left(1.2 \sqrt{1 + \xi}\right) \]  

(11)

where \( \sigma_c \) and \( \varepsilon_c \) are the stress and strain of concrete core, respectively. The Concrete Damaged Plasticity Model (CDPM) provided by ABAQUS was used to model the behaviour of confined concrete. The flow potential eccentricity, viscosity, the strength ratio of concrete between biaxial compression and uniaxial compression, \( f_{bo}/f_{co} \), are shown as:

Flow potential eccentricity=0.1; 
Viscosity=0;
\( f_{bo}/f_{co} = 1.16 \).

The ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian to that on the compressive meridian \( K \), and dilation angle \( \psi \) are adopted from the equation in Tao et al. [12] where

\[ K = \frac{5.5}{5 + 2f_{co}^{0.075}} \]  

(12)

\[ \psi = \begin{cases} 
56.3(1 - \xi) & \xi \leq 0.5 \\
7.4 \left(4 + \frac{1}{\xi}\right)^{0.25} & \xi > 0.5 
\end{cases} \]  

(13)
4.4. Validation

Experimental results from Han et al. [8] were used for the validation of the current finite element analysis. The validation results are shown in Table 3. It could be found that the finite element analysis can well captured the load capacity of the circular and square CFST.

Table 3. Cross-sectional properties of octagonal specimens from existing experimental result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$D/b$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$f_y$</th>
<th>$f_c$</th>
<th>$N_p/N_{ref}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCFST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA1-1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2-1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB2-1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCFST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2-1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB3-1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA2-1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $D$ is the diameter of circular section and $b$ is the width of the square section. Fig. 1 shows the failure modes of the validated FE models.

Fig. 1. Failure mode of specimen CA1-1 (left) and SB2-1 (right).

5. Result of comparative investigation

The introduced finite element modeling technique was adopted to establish 60 finite element models of CFST with the circular and square cross-section as specified in the three comparison groups. The modeling results were compared with the experimental data of octagonal CFST. As the cross-sectional area may affect the magnitude of load bearing capacity, the overall stress of the composite section $f_c$ was used in the comparison.

$$f_c = \frac{N_c}{A_c + A_s}$$

where $N_c$ is the load capacity of the cross-section. In addition, the overall stress of octagonal CFST collected from experimental investigation was defined as a reference value. The corresponding numerical results from circular and square CFST were normalized base on the reference.

5.1 Comparison 1

In this group, the control parameter was confinement ratio. Table 4 shows the results where $f_{c,o}$, $f_{c,c}$ and $f_{c,s}$ are the overall stress of octagonal, circular and square CFST. Consistent results show that with the same confinement ratio or level of steel contribution, the axial bearing performance of octagonal CFST and circular CFST are almost identical and both better than that in square CFST. It is because the poor confinement effectiveness significantly decreases the enhancement in load capacity of the square CFST. The difference is up to 20%.

Table 4. Comparison between CFSTs with same cross-sectional area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>OctCFST</th>
<th>CCFST</th>
<th>SCFST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_{c}$</td>
<td>$f_{c,o}$</td>
<td>$A_{c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. 2016 [5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-A</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-B</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-A</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-B</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-A</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-B</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-A</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-B</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu and Chan (2017) [6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Comparison 2

In this group, the control parameter was cross-sectional area. Table 5 shows the results of comparison between CFSTs with same cross-sectional area. It could be found that with the same cross-sectional area the axial bearing performance of square CFST is lower than that from octagonal CFST and circular CFST even with a larger confinement ratio. The difference in the performance of circular and octagonal CFST depends on the changes of the confinement ratio. Fig. 2 illustrate the relationship of confinement ratio and the normalized axial stress of the circular and
octagonal CFST. As the confinement ratio in octagonal CFST increased, the difference in the axial bearing capacity become significant compared with that in circular CFST. It should be noted that at low level of confinement ratio, the axial performance of octagonal CFST is even better than that in circular CFST with same cross-sectional area.

Table 5. Comparison between CFSTs with same material contribution ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>OctCFST</th>
<th>CCFST</th>
<th>SCFST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>$f_{sc,o}$</td>
<td>$f_{sc,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. 2016 [5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-A</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-B</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-A</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-B</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-A</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-B</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-A</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-B</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu and Chan (2018)[6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Comparison between CFSTs with same axial stiffness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>OctCFST</th>
<th>CCFST</th>
<th>SCFST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>$f_{sc,o}$</td>
<td>$f_{sc,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. 2016 [5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-A</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST1-B</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-A</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST2-B</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-A</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST3-B</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-A</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST4-B</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu and Chan (2017)[6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-CF-2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

This paper presented comparative investigations on the axial bearing capacity of octagonal, circular and square CFSTs. The existing experimental data of load capacity in octagonal CFSTs were collected and based on the geometrical properties of the octagonal specimens corresponding circular and square cross-sections were generated under three control parameters, confinement ratio, cross-sectional area and section axial stiffness. With those circular and square cross-sections, finite element models were established to provide the numerical solution of the load capacity for the three groups of comparisons. The results of the investigations show conclusions as follows:

1. With the same confinement ratio, the axial bearing capacity of octagonal and circular CFST are very similar and both have a better performance than square CFST, the enhancement is up to 20%.

2. With the same cross-sectional area or axial stiffness, the difference of axial bearing performance in octagonal and circular CFST is related to the confinement ratio. With a higher level of confinement ratio, the performance of circular CFST are better than octagonal CFST. The square CFST has a very poor axial bearing performance compared with that in octagonal and circular CFST.
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Abstract

The behaviour of concrete-filled steel tubular columns under axial compression or combined compression and uniaxial bending has been deeply investigated in past years by means of experimental testing and numerical simulations. However, the behaviour of these columns under biaxial bending has been scarcely investigated, in fact, a very limited number of experimental tests are available for this loading situation. Additionally, the current provisions in EN1994-1-1 for biaxial bending need to be revised, in order to be aligned with the new methods that are being proposed for the new generation of Eurocodes. This paper presents the outcome of a numerical investigation on the load-bearing capacity of slender concrete-filled steel tubular columns subjected to biaxial bending. The focus is on creating and validating a numerical model for room temperature that can predict the behaviour of this type of columns under biaxial bending, which may be used for evaluating the current design guidelines in EN1994-1-1. The numerical model is validated by comparison against experimental tests from the literature, proving that it predicts the ultimate load of slender columns with good accuracy. Different eccentricities about the minor and major axis and different moment ratios are considered, so that this investigation contains cases for both uniaxial and biaxial bending. With the help of this numerical model, the experimental results are extended to generate more cases, in order to assess the accuracy of the current provisions in EN1994-1-1 for concrete-filled steel tubular columns subjected to biaxial bending.

Keywords: Concrete-filled steel tubular columns; biaxial bending; finite element model; Eurocode 4.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the usage of concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns has increased, owing to several advantages obtained from combining both materials: high strength and ductility and a high fire resistance without external protection [1]. The performance of these composite columns under axial compression or combined compression and uniaxial bending has been well established through experimental and numerical investigations. However, the behaviour of these columns under biaxial bending has been scarcely investigated, in fact, few experimental tests can be found in the literature for this loading situation.

In this paper, a numerical model is developed for studying the behaviour of slender CFST columns of rectangular section subjected to biaxial bending. The numerical model is validated by comparison with experimental tests on columns subjected to biaxial bending at room temperature [2] and, through the validated numerical model, additional results are generated in order to assess the provisions of EN1994-1-1 [3]. The results of this investigation show that the numerical model can predict the behaviour of these columns in a realistic manner. From the assessment of the method in EN1994-1-1, it can be affirmed that the standard lays on the safe side, although for certain cases the predictions are too conservative.
2. Numerical model

A three-dimensional finite element model is created by means of the package ABAQUS [4]. The numerical model is composed of four parts: the steel tube, the concrete core and two steel end plates. A full description of the numerical model is given in the following subsections.

2.1. Finite element mesh

For the concrete core and the steel tube, linear eight-noded solid elements with reduced integration are used (C3D8R), see Fig. 1. In turn, the steel end plates are meshed with linear 4-noded shell elements with reduced integration (S4R). A maximum finite element size of 2 cm is adopted following the recommendations from Espinos et al. [5]. In the direction of the thickness of the steel tube two elements are used.

2.2. Contact at the steel-concrete interface

Contact formulations between the steel tube and the concrete core as well as between the plates and the concrete core have to be defined. The contact is modelled with a “Surface-to-Surface” interaction. The interaction property describes the tangential and normal behaviour between steel and concrete. The transfer of a force in the normal direction only exists in case of compression. It is defined as “Hard Contact” with the Augmented Lagrange method. In the tangential direction, the Coulomb friction model with a constant friction coefficient $\mu$ of 0.3 is employed. These contact properties are assumed as recommended from previous numerical investigations by the authors [5].

2.3. Boundary conditions

At both ends of the column, steel plates are modelled to apply the boundary conditions. These two plates are defined as rigid bodies. All points of the plates are coupled to one reference point, is such a way that the movement of all nodes is the same as that of the reference point. Depending on the eccentricity and the end moment ratio from the cases used for validation, the position of the reference points differ (Fig. 2a). The top end reference point can move freely in axial direction and rotate, while at the reference point located at the bottom end of the column (Fig. 2b), no displacements are allowed and the rotation is permitted. An imposed displacement is applied to the top reference point.

2.4. Initial imperfection

The initial imperfection should be taken into account to initiate the buckling of the column. For that purpose, a previous eigenmode analysis is carried out in a separate model and afterwards imported into the mechanical model. The first mode is a half-sine wave for buckling about the minor axis (Fig. 3a) and the second about the major axis (Fig. 3b).

2.5. Steel and concrete material models

For steel, the isotropic elastic-plastic model based on the data of EN1993-1-1 [7] is used. To define the elastic behaviour of steel, two parameters are needed: The Young’s modulus $E$ and the Poisson’s ratio $\nu$. For the description of
the plastic behaviour, the yield stress and the corresponding plastic strain are defined in ABAQUS [4]. The value of the yield stress is obtained from the data used for the validation of the model.

The elastic behaviour for concrete is also described with the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio. The values are obtained from Table 3.1 in EN 1992-1-1 [8] and Clause 3.1.3 (4) for uncracked concrete. For defining the plastic behaviour of concrete the three-dimensional Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) Model is used in ABAQUS [4]. The input parameters for the plasticity model were selected as previously used by other authors [9], [10] and are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters for CDP model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dilation Angle</th>
<th>Eccentricity</th>
<th>$f_{0}/f_{0}$</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Viscosity Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the description of the stress-strain relation for compression, the simplified bi-linear approach is used. The strain at reaching the maximum strength and the ultimate strain are obtained of Table 3.1 of EN 1992-1-1 [8].

The tensile behaviour is also described by using the simplification of a bi-linear stress-strain relation. As there is no indication for the ultimate tensile strain of concrete available in the EN 1992-1-1, it is assumed to be four times the elastic tensile strain as recommended in the Model Code CEB-FiB 2010 [11].

### 3. Validation

The numerical model is validated by comparison with experimental tests available in the literature. In particular, the tests carried out by Wang [2] are used for validation. Wang conducted two series of tests on slender columns: eight concrete-filled rectangular hollow steel sections and eight concrete encased columns. In this work only the first group will be considered. The experimental program contained two columns with eccentricities in the minor axis, two with eccentricities in the major axis and four columns subjected to biaxial bending. Also different moment ratios, either 0 (eccentricity only applied at the top end) or -1 (differing directions of the eccentricity at top and bottom end), were applied to the tests to obtain different distributions of the bending moment.

The test data are summarized in Table 2, where the end moment ratios ($r = e_{bottom}/e_{top}$) and eccentricities are given for both major and minor axis.

The dimensions and the materials of all columns were the same. All specimens were four meters long. The rectangular hollow steel sections were hot-rolled with dimensions of 120 mm × 80 mm × 6.3 mm and filled with a concrete core without additional reinforcement. This lead to relative slenderness of 1.10 for the major axis and 1.56 for the minor axis. For all the tests, $f_{c} = 50$ N/mm², $E = 37000$ N/mm² and $f_{y} = 370$ N/mm².

Table 2. Summary of test data from [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test no.</th>
<th>Major axis</th>
<th>Minor axis</th>
<th>Test load (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RHS1</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = -1</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS2</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 0</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS3</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 110</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS4</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = -1</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS5</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = -1</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS6</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 0</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS7</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = -1</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS8</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 55</td>
<td>$e_{0}$ = 0</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 shows the deformed shape of one of the columns (RHS3) at the end of the analysis, where the von Mises stress field can be seen.

![Fig. 4. RHS3 – von Mises stress 3D plot.](image)

The comparison between the force-displacement plots, especially in terms of ultimate load and stiffness, are the basis to validate the numerical model. Fig. 5 presents the force-displacement curves for column RHS3, one of the cases with eccentricity applied in both minor and major axis. The numerical results are plotted for both axes (solid lines), together with the measured data from the tests (dashed lines). The displacement in the minor axis is shown by red lines, while the major axis displacement is given by the blue lines.
Fig. 5. Force-displacement curves for RHS3.

The numerical calculations predict the behaviour of the column with good accuracy, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The ultimate load and the corresponding displacement at peak load are well captured. The slopes of the ascending branches are also in good agreement.

In order to obtain an overview of the results from the numerical analyses, a diagram is plotted in Fig. 6, in which a comparison between the ultimate loads, calculated and measured, is given.

![Diagram showing comparison between experimental and numerical ultimate load](image)

Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental and numerical ultimate load.

From this figure, it is proved that the behaviour of rectangular CFST columns under biaxial bending can be predicted with good accuracy by means of the numerical model. The average error, defined as the test load divided by the numerical load is 1.055, indicating that the model is well validated. This validation covers various eccentricities and different end moment ratios, as well as uniaxial and biaxial cases.

4. Assessment of Eurocode 4

In this section, the simplified design method in Clause 6.7.3.7 of EN1994-1-1 [3] is assessed.

According to this clause, equations (1), (2) and (3) should be satisfied for the stability check in columns subjected to combined compression and biaxial bending.

\[
\frac{M_{y,Ed}}{\mu_{dy}M_{pl,y,Rd}} \leq \alpha_{M,y} 
\]

\[
\frac{M_{z,Ed}}{\mu_{dz}M_{pl,z,Rd}} \leq \alpha_{M,z} 
\]

\[
\frac{M_{y,Ed}}{\mu_{dy}M_{pl,y,Rd}} + \frac{M_{z,Ed}}{\mu_{dz}M_{pl,z,Rd}} \leq 1.0
\]

For steel grades between S235 and S355, the coefficient \( \alpha_M \) should be taken as 0.9.

The applied bending moments for each axis are the numerators of the equations. In this evaluation, the ultimate moments obtained from the tests or numerical simulations are used, which are calculated as the ultimate load multiplied by the applied eccentricity on each axis, taking into account the second order effects and imperfections according to Clause 6.7.3.4. In the denominator of the equations appear the factors \( \mu \) and the plastic bending resistances for each axis, which are calculated analytically using the methods from the standard. It requires the construction of the interaction curve for each axis, which is done following Clause 6.7.3.2(5). Fig. 7 shows an example of the interaction diagrams for the cases used for validation.

![Interaction diagram for both axes](image)

Fig. 7. Interaction diagram for both axes.

The \( \mu \) values are obtained as follows: first, the applied normal force is taken from the ultimate load obtained in the test or numerical simulations. Afterwards, the corresponding plastic bending resistances predicted by EN 1994-1-1 on each axis \( M_{pl,y,N,Rd} \) and \( M_{pl,z,N,Rd} \) are obtained by intersecting the corresponding
interaction diagram at this axial load level. Finally, this moments divided by the plastic bending resistances \((M_{\text{ply},\text{Rd}} \text{ and } M_{\text{pl},z,\text{Rd}})\) give the values of \(\mu_{dy}, \mu_{dz}\).

\[
\mu_{dy} = \frac{M_{\text{ply},N,\text{Rd}}}{M_{\text{ply},\text{Rd}}}, \quad \mu_{dz} = \frac{M_{\text{pl},z,N,\text{Rd}}}{M_{\text{pl},z,\text{Rd}}} \tag{4}
\]

For carrying out the assessment of the method, the applied bending moment needs to be calculated. It is the multiplication of the axial load \(N_{\text{Ed}}\), which is obtained from the test or numerical model, the applied eccentricity \((e_z, e_y)\) and a moment magnification factor \(k\) which considers the second order effects, as given in Clause 6.7.3.4(5):

\[
M_{y,\text{Ed}} = N_{\text{Ed}}e_zk_y \tag{5}
\]

\[
M_{z,\text{Ed}} = N_{\text{Ed}}e_yk_z \tag{6}
\]

\[
k_y = \frac{\beta_y}{1 - \frac{N_{\text{Ed}}}{N_{\text{ct,eff}}}}, \quad k_z = \frac{\beta_z}{1 - \frac{N_{\text{Ed}}}{N_{\text{ct,eff}}}} \tag{7}
\]

Imperfections are also considered in the plane in which failure is expected to occur, or if it is not evident which plane is the most critical, checks are made for both planes. This includes another term to be added to equations (5) and (6), which is \(N_{\text{Ed}}e_{\text{imp}}k'\). The member imperfection is taken from Table 6.5 in EN1994-1-1 [3], being \(L/300\) for RHS sections without reinforcement as in this case.

Factors \(\beta\) for evaluating \(k_y, k_z\) and \(k'\) are obtained from Table 6.4 in the same code, depending on the end moment ratio and moment distribution. In this case, for the member imperfection, a parabolic distribution of moments is considered (\(\beta = 1\)), while for the applied eccentricity a linear distribution of moment is considered:

\[
\beta = 0.66 + 0.44r \quad \text{but } \beta \geq 0.44 \tag{8}
\]

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the described method from EN1994-1-1, the previously described tests from Wang [2] are used as reference in this section. Since the number of tests is very limited and only end moment ratios \(r = 0\) and \(r = -1\) are included in this experimental campaign, the numerical model is used for generating more cases covering other end moment distributions \((r = 1)\).

The new cases are generated from column specimens RHS1, RHS3, RHS6 and RHS7 by varying the major and minor axis eccentricities in the numerical model (see columns RHS1b to RHS7c in Table 3). In this table, the data of the relative eccentricity applied on each axis \((e_y/B, e_z/B)\) and end moment ratios \((r_y, r_z)\) are given for each of the columns analysed. The last column of the table summarizes the result of the application of the stability check in equation (3).

\[
\text{Table 3. Results of the assessment of the method from EN1994-1-1.}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column no.</th>
<th>Major axis</th>
<th>Minor axis</th>
<th>(M_{\text{Ed}}/M_{\text{Ed},\text{Rd}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RHS1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS3</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS6</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS8</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS1b</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS1c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS3b</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS3c</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS6b</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS6c</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS7b</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHS7c</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that all the values of the stability check in Table 3 are higher than 1 (or 0.9 in the uniaxial cases), meaning that the ultimate bending moment corresponding to the test or numerical load is higher than the maximum one predicted by EN1994-1-1, thus the method is conservative.

For constant bending moment \((r = 1)\), the results give reasonable predictions on the safe side (columns RHS1b to RHS7c), while for variable bending moment \((r = 0\) and \(r = -1\)) it can be observed that the results are overly conservative, especially if at any of the axes is applied a moment ratio of -1 (RHS4 or RHS5). The reason behind this greater deviation may be the limitation of \(\beta\) to 0.44 (see equation 8), when for an end moment ratio of \(r = -1\), \(\beta = 0.22\). The results would be more accurate in these cases without the limitation of \(\beta\). Therefore, it is recommended that the method in EN1994-1-1 is revised for the situation of variable bending moment distribution. Due to the small number of cases compared in this paper, this matter is proposed for being investigated in future work.
5. Conclusions

This paper presented a numerical model which describes the behaviour of slender concrete-filled steel tubular columns subjected to biaxial bending in a realistic manner. The described model was proved to be able to predict the ultimate load in a good accuracy, after being validated against eight tests available in the literature. Different eccentricities about the minor and major axis and different end moment ratios were considered, so that the tests contained cases covering both uniaxial and biaxial bending as well as constant and variable bending moment along the column.

The current design guidelines in EN1994-1-1 for biaxial bending were evaluated with the help of both test results from the literature and additional cases generated by means of the numerical model. The M-N interaction diagrams were built up in both planes and the stability check was applied for each column specimen as given in Clause 6.7.3.7. This evaluation proved that the current design guidelines in Eurocode 4 lay on the safe side, however leading to quite high deviations for columns with different eccentricities applied at both ends (variable bending moment). Especially for columns with end moment ratio of -1, the predictions of EN1994-1-1 were too conservative, therefore it is proposed that the situation of variable bending moment is revised in further investigations.
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Abstract

A numerical modelling programme simulating the structural behaviour of concrete-filled double skin tubular (CFDST) stub columns with stainless steel outer tubes and high strength steel inner tubes is presented in this paper. The numerical model, which was developed using the finite element package ABAQUS, was initially validated against existing experimental results considering ultimate load, load-deflection histories and failure modes, with good agreement observed. Upon validation of the FE model, an extensive parametric study was undertaken whereby the cross-section slendernesses of the outer and inner tubes, the strength of the inner tube and the concrete grades were varied. These generated results together with the experimental data were then employed to assess the suitability of the design provisions of the European Standard EN 1994-1-1 and American Specification for concrete-filled tubes. Modifications to these design rules are also proposed, and a reduction factor ($\eta$) is suggested to account for the effective compressive strength in high strength concrete.

Keywords: Concrete-filled double skin tubular (CFDST); high-strength steel; numerical analysis; parametric studies; stainless steel; structural design.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled double skin tubular (CFDST) sections comprise two metal tubes—an outer tube and an inner tube—with concrete sandwiched between the tubes. CFDST sections have gained popularity owing to benefits that they could offer over plain concrete sections, hollow steel tubular sections and concrete-filled tubular (CFT) sections. These benefits include high strength, stiffness and ductility similar to other composite sections, no requirement for temporary formwork, and lightness in comparison to CFT sections [1].

The authors of this paper conducted an experimental investigation into the structural behaviour of CFDST stub columns with stainless steel outer tubes and high strength steel inner tubes, and the test results have been detailed in [2]. In the present paper, the development of a finite element model of CFDST stub columns is described, followed by a presentation of the validation of the numerical model against the experimental results. An extensive parametric study, expanding the available data pool to a wider range of cross-section slendernesses and material strengths, is then described. All the numerically derived data, together with the experimental results, are compared with the strength predictions from the European Standard EN 1994-1-1 (EC4) [3] and American Specification (AISC 360) [4], enabling the suitability of these existing design rules to be assessed. Finally, modifications to the design rules incorporating the effective compressive strength of concrete are also assessed.

2. Numerical modelling

2.1. Introduction

The experimental investigation into the structural performance of CFDST stub columns conducted by the authors is reported in [2]. A total of 14 tests was carried out on the CFDST stub columns with circular hollow section (CHS) stainless steel outer tubes and CHS high strength
steel inner tubes. The list of tested specimens and their dimensions are detailed in [2]. Owing to the expense and impracticality of generating comprehensive data through experimentation, a numerical study was undertaken in parallel with the laboratory testing programme. The general purpose finite element (FE) analysis package ABAQUS [5] was employed throughout the study. The model generated from ABAQUS was validated against the experimental results of [2] by comparing ultimate loads, load-deformation histories and failure modes. Once satisfactory agreement between the experimental and numerical results was achieved, an extensive parametric study comprising 239 simulations was conducted to investigate the influence of key variables.

2.2. Description of finite element model

The numerical model was developed using ABAQUS [5]. Numerical investigations of concrete-steel composite columns have been reported in [6–10]. In this study, four-noded doubly curved shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) were employed to model the metal tubes, while eight-noded brick elements with three translational degrees of freedom at each node (C3D8R) were used for the concrete. Convergence studies were conducted to decide upon a suitable mesh density, with the aim of achieving suitably accurate results whilst minimizing computational time. A uniform mesh size of πD/20 and D/20, where D is the tube diameter, was assigned along the circumferential and longitudinal directions of the model, respectively.

The material stress-strain behaviour was specified by means of a multi-linear stress-strain curve, defined in terms of true stress and log plastic strain. The relationships between true stress (σtrue) and engineering stress (σnom), and log plastic strain (εln(pl)) and engineering strain (εnom), are given in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

\[ \sigma_{\text{true}} = \sigma_{\text{nom}} (1 + \varepsilon_{\text{nom}}) \]  

\[ \varepsilon_{\ln}^{pl} = \ln(1 + \varepsilon_{\text{nom}}) - \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{nom}}}{E} \]  

The classic metal plasticity model defined in ABAQUS [5] was used for the outer stainless steel tubes and inner high strength steel tubes, with the von Mises yield surface and isotropic hardening. Engineering stresses and strains for the outer and inner tubes were recorded from uniaxial coupon tests. Each test coupon curve comprised at least 100 intervals, in order to accurately capture a full range of the stress-strain response. The measured steel material properties given in [2] were incorporated into the model for validation purposes and were subsequently employed in the parametric study.

The concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model defined in ABAQUS [5] was used for the sandwiched concrete. In order to account for the effect of confinement provided by the metal tubes, a confined concrete model based on that proposed by Tao et al. [8] was adopted in this study. The model in [8] was originally proposed for CFST stub columns and calibrated against tests for CFST stub columns under axial compression. For CFDST stub columns, the inner tube restricts the inner deformation of the sandwiched concrete; thus, the concrete has similar behaviour with that in CFST stub columns [7]. It is therefore assumed that the behaviour of the concrete in CFDST is similar to that of fully filled CFST specimens, and the model in [8] was employed herein. For application to CFDST members, confinement factor (ξc) for CFST was modified, as given by Eq. (3) and (4),

\[ \xi = \frac{A_c \sigma_{0.2.o}}{A_{ce} f_{c}} \]  

\[ A_{ce} = \frac{\pi}{4} (D_o - 2t_o)^2 \]  

where \( A_o \) is the cross-sectional area of the outer tube, \( A_{ce} \) is the nominal cross-sectional area of the concrete, \( \sigma_{0.2.o} \) is the 0.2% proof stress of the stainless steel outer tube, \( f_c \) is the compressive cylinder strength of the concrete, \( D_o \) is the outer diameter of the outer tube and \( t_o \) is the thickness of the outer tube. The confined stress-strain curves were used in the present study in conjunction with the CDP model in ABAQUS [5], using the following parameters: the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian to that on the compressive meridian (\( K_c \)), the dilation angle (\( \psi \)), the flow potential eccentricity (\( e \)), the ratio of the compressive strength under biaxial loading to uniaxial compressive strength (\( f_{0.2}/f_c^{'} \)), and viscosity parameter (\( \mu \)); their values were determined in accordance with the recommendations given in [8]. Following guidance from ACI 318 [11], the modulus of elasticity \( E_c \) of concrete was defined as 4700 \( \sqrt{f_c} \) and the Poisson’s ratio of concrete was set at 0.2. The uniaxial tensile response was
assumed to be linear until the tensile strength of the concrete (taken as 0.1f_c) was reached, beyond which the inelastic portion of the tensile stress-strain curve was characterized by means of fracture energy (G_F), determined from Eq. (5),

\[ G_F = (0.0469d_{\text{max}}^2 - 0.5d_{\text{max}} + 26)f_c^{0.7} \frac{f_c}{10} \]  

where \( f_c \) is in MPa and \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum coarse aggregate size in mm, taken as 10 mm in the validation study, and as 20 mm in the parametric study.

The experimental failure modes of the CFDST stub columns were doubly symmetric; hence, only one quarter of the cross-section was modelled, with suitable symmetry boundary conditions applied. The ends of the stub columns were coupled to reference points, where all degrees of freedom were restrained except for vertical translation at the loaded end. This end boundary condition simulated the fixed ends employed in the stub column tests. The compressive load was then applied using displacement control through the reference point at the loaded end. All symmetry and end boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. 1.

Surface-to-surface contact has been successfully used to simulate the interaction between metal tubes and concrete in previous studies [8] and was employed herein. “Hard contact” in the normal direction was specified for the interface, while Coulomb friction was employed to simulate the tangential contact. For the studied CFDST stub columns, the slip at both interfaces was insignificant since the metal tubes and the concrete deformed together under axial compression. Friction coefficients of 0.25, 0.3 and 0.6 were used by Hu et al. [12], Lam et al. [13], and Han et al. [6], respectively. In this study, a friction coefficient of 0.6 was employed, though the results showed relative insensitive to variation in this parameter. Initial imperfections and residual stresses are known to have influence on the behaviour of hollow tubes. However, for CFDST stub columns, the effects of local imperfections and residual stresses are minimized by the presence of the concrete infill and were therefore ignored in the current FE simulations.

2.3. Validation of FE model

The accuracy of the FE model was evaluated by comparing the ultimate loads, full load-deformation histories and failure modes obtained from experiments with those derived from the numerical simulations. Table 1 reports the ultimate loads obtained from the stub column tests (\( P_{\text{exp}} \)) [2], the ultimate loads predicted by FE analysis (\( P_{\text{FE}} \)) and the ratios of the numerical to experimental ultimate loads (\( P_{\text{FE}}/P_{\text{exp}} \)). It should be noted that the peak loads of four stocky specimens (as marked by \( \ast \) in Table 1) were not obtained since load-axial strain curves were still rising even at very high plastic strains. In these cases, the ultimate load for each of these four specimens was determined as the load where the slope of the load-axial strain curve reaches 1% of its initial stiffness, as proposed in [14]. It can be seen from Table 1 that the model yields good accuracy and consistency in the prediction of ultimate loads, with the mean value of \( P_{\text{FE}}/P_{\text{exp}} \) equal to 0.97 and the coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.042. A typical series of the experimental load-deformation histories are compared with that from the numerical models in Fig. 2, where load is plotted against average axial strain. These comparisons reveal that the full experimental loading histories are accurately replicated by the FE simulations. Excellent agreement is also obtained between the test and numerical failure modes. The FE model captured the outward local buckling of the outer tube and inward local buckling of the inner tube, as depicted in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. In summary, the FE model developed in this study has been shown to replicate accurately the ultimate test loads, full experimental load-deformation histories and observed failure modes.

2.4. Parametric studies

Upon validation of the FE model, an extensive parametric study was conducted to generate further numerical data over a wider range of cross-section slendernesses of the outer and inner tubes, strength of the inner tube and the concrete grades. For the FE model in this study,
Table 1. Comparison of test results with FE results for stub columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen label</th>
<th>$D_o/t_o$</th>
<th>$D_i/t_i$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{exp}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{FE}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{FE}}/P_{\text{exp}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC22×4-C40*</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1373</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC22×4-C80</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>1881</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC22×4-C120</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2321</td>
<td>2303</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC32×6-C40*</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>1492</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC32×6-C80</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2537</td>
<td>2343</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC38×8-C40*</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>1545</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC38×8-C80</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2083</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC38×8-C120</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2348</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC55×10-C40*</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2543</td>
<td>2351</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC55×10-C80</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2775</td>
<td>2663</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC89×4-C40</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC89×4-C80</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>2107</td>
<td>2039</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3-3HC89×4-C120</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td>2279</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Comparisons of test and FE load-average axial strain curves.

The measured material properties obtained from tensile coupon tests [2] were adopted. The stress-strain curve of the austenitic stainless steel AC140×3 section was employed for all the outer tubes, while comparative studies were performed with three different grades of high strength steel inner tube with nominal 0.2% proof stresses ($\sigma_{0.2,i}$) of 460, 740 and 1100 MPa. The key material properties of the selected grades are summarised in Table 2. The outer diameter of the modelled outer tubes ranged from 200 mm to 600 mm, with the thickness varying between 2 mm and 20 mm, resulting in the ratios of ($D_0/t_0$)/($\sigma_{0.2}/E_o$) ranging between 0.015 to 0.305, covering compact, non-compact and slender cross-sections, according to the slenderness limits in AISC 360 [4]. The cross-section slendernesses of the inner tubes were also varied (8-150) to cover a broad range of slendernesses. Three concrete strengths, 40, 80 and 120 MPa were adopted for sandwiched concrete. The ranges of abovementioned parameters are summarised in Table 3. For all the modelled specimens, the lengths were set equal to 2.5 times the outer diameters ($D_o$). In total, 239 specimens were modelled in the parametric study.

Fig. 3. Comparisons of test and FE failure modes for stub column AC140×3-3HC89×4-C40.
predictions of Eq. (6), which is a modified version of Eq. (6.33) of EC4 [3], accounting for the aforementioned effects.

\[
P_{EC4} = \eta_o A_o \sigma_{0,2,o} + A_i \left(1 + \eta_i \frac{t_o}{D_o} \frac{\sigma_{0,2,i}}{f_c} \right) + A_o \sigma_{0,2,i}
\]

(6)

where \(\eta_o\) and \(\eta_i\) are functions of the relative slenderness for pure compression, given in EC4 [3] by Eqs (7) and (8).

\[
\eta_o = 0.25 \left(3 + 2\bar{\lambda} \right) \leq 1.0
\]

(7)

\[
\eta_i = 4.9 - 18.5\bar{\lambda} + 17\bar{\lambda}^2 \geq 0
\]

(8)

where \(\bar{\lambda}\) is the relative slenderness as defined in Eq. (6.39) of EC4 [3]; an effective length factor of 0.5 was used in the present study for the fixed-ended boundary conditions. It should be noted that EC4 [3] is currently limited to columns with normal weight concrete of strength classes C20/C25 to C50/C60 and steel grades from S235 to S460. Most of the test specimens and FE simulations fall outside these limits. A limit on the slenderness of the outer tube of \(D/t \leq 90(235/f_i)\) is also specified in EC4 [3], beyond which local buckling needs to be explicitly accounted for. In this study, the limit has been modified for stainless steel to consider the differences in material yield strength and stiffness, given by \(D_o/t_o \leq 90(235/\sigma_{0,2,o})(E_o/210000)\).

It is worth noting that this limit for concrete-filled tubes is identical to the class 3 slenderness limit for hollow tubes, i.e. the beneficial effect of concrete infill inhibiting inward local buckling of the outer tube is ignored. Further investigation should be conducted to determine an appropriate limit for concrete filled tubes. For sections exceeding the limits, a preliminary effective area formula \((A_{eff})\) has been developed with reference to the formulation for CHS in BS 5950-1 [15], as proposed by Chan and Gardner [16]. This preliminary formula is modified for stainless steel and given by Eq. (9).

\[
A_{eff} = A \left(\frac{90}{D_o/t_o} \frac{235}{\sigma_{0,2}} \frac{E_o}{210000} \right)^{0.5}
\]

(9)

A comparison of the test and FE results with the strength predictions from EC4 [3] is shown in Fig. 4, where the ratio of test (or FE) strength-to-predicted strength has been plotted against the

---

**Table 2. Summary of key measured material properties from tensile coupon tests [2].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>(\sigma_{0.2}) (MPa)</th>
<th>(\sigma_u) (MPa)</th>
<th>(E) (GPa)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_f) (%)</th>
<th>(n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC140×3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC38×8</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC55×11</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC89×4</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Ranges of variation of parameters for the parametric study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>(D_o/t_o)</th>
<th>(D_i/t_i)</th>
<th>(f_c) (MPa)</th>
<th>(\sigma_{0.2,i}) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Max. 200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min. 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Discussion and assessment of current design rules

3.1. General

Concrete-filled double skin sections with either carbon steel or stainless steel tubes are not explicitly covered by current design codes. Two existing design rules for concrete-filled tubes in the European code EN 1994-1-1 [3] and American specification AISC 360-16 [4] are described. The accuracy of these design rules is then assessed against the generated test and FE results. Note that all comparisons have been made based on the measured material and geometric properties and on the unfactored design strengths. In addition, the code limitations on the concrete strength and steel strength were often exceeded, but comparisons made nonetheless.

3.2. European code EN 1994-1-1 (EC4)

The compressive design resistance of concrete-filled columns with a carbon steel circular outer tube is given in Eq. (6.33) of EC4 [3]. In this study, stainless steel was used in place of carbon steel for the outer tube. Therefore, the 0.2% proof stress is used instead of the yield stress in calculating the column strengths. Furthermore, the term in Eq. (6.33) of EC4 [3] relating to the reinforcing bars is replaced by the high strength steel inner tube. Account is taken of the increase in strength of the concrete due to the confinement effect, and the decrease in strength of the outer steel tube due to the biaxial stress state [3]. Hence, the experimental and numerical results are compared with the design
cross-section slenderness of the outer tube \( \lambda \). A limiting value of 90 is also plotted in Fig. 4.

There is a trend that as slenderness increases, EC4 [3] yields less conservative but less scattered predictions. The conservatism at low slenderness values may be attributed to the lack of consideration of strain hardening in the stainless steel outer tube and the high strength inner tube.

The mean ratio of the experimental and numerical results \( (P_e) \) to the strength predictions from EC4 \( (P_{EC}) \) is equal to 1.01 and the corresponding COV is 0.091, as reported in Table 4. It can be seen that design models in EC4 [3] developed for concrete-filled carbon steel tubular sections offer generally good average strength predictions for CFDST stub columns with stainless steel outer tubes, though there are many results on the unsafe side.

![Comparison of test and FE results with strength predictions from EC4][3].](image)

**Fig. 4.** Comparison of test and FE results with strength predictions from EC4 [3].

**Table 4.** Comparisons of test and finite element results with predicted strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of tests: 14</th>
<th>( P_e/P_{EC} )</th>
<th>( P_e/P_{DISC} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of FE simulations: 239</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. American specification AISC 360

The AISC 360 [4] Specification for the design of filled composite members with carbon steel outer tubes is also adopted herein to predict the axial capacity of the CFDST stub columns. The ultimate axial strengths \( (P_{DISC}) \) of the CFDST columns can be obtained from Eq. (12-2) of AISC 360 [4], which is also shown in Eq. (10).

\[
P_{DISC} = P_{no} \left( 0.658 \frac{P_e}{P} \right) \text{ when } \frac{P_{no}}{P_e} \leq 2.25 \quad (10)
\]

where \( P_e \) is the elastic critical buckling load determined in accordance with Eq. (12-5) of AISC 360 [4], and the effective length factor was again taken as 0.5 in the calculation. The nominal compressive section strengths \( (P_{no}) \) of the columns are calculated according to the compactness of the composite section. Filled composite sections are categorized into compact, noncompact and slender sections according to the diameter-to-thickness ratios of the outer tube. A compact section can reach the yield strength in the metal tube and develop a concrete compressive strength of \( 0.95f_c \) due to good confinement being afforded by from the metal tube. A noncompact section is only capable of confining the concrete to a lesser extent, with \( 0.70f_c \) being achieved, after which the concrete volumetric dilation cannot be confined adequately since the noncompact metal tube undergoes local buckling [17]. A slender section can neither develop the yield strength of metal tube nor confine the concrete beyond achieving \( 0.70f_c \) [18]. The limiting \( D_o/t_o \) values, i.e. \( \lambda_p \) for compact/noncompact and \( \lambda_o \) for noncompact/ slender, are detailed in Table 4 and plotted in the Fig. 5.

In this study, the yield stress was again taken as the 0.2% proof stress in calculating the column strengths, and the term relating to the reinforcing bars is again replaced by the cold-formed high strength steel inner tube. However, the structural behaviour of the inner tube is different from that of the reinforcing bar. Reinforcing bars may fail to take further loads upon crushing of the concrete, whereas the inner tube still takes loads after the concrete fails. Therefore, the contribution of the reinforcing bars is considered as a dependent term through strain compatibility of the concrete and the reinforcing bars in Eq. (12-9b), while the contribution of the inner tube should be treated as an independent term. The nominal compressive section strengths \( (P_{no}) \) of the columns are calculated from Eq. (11) - (15) for compact, noncompact and slender sections.

\[
P_{compact} = P_p = A_p \sigma_{0,2,o} + 0.95f_c A_i + A_i \sigma_{0,2,i} \quad (11)
\]

\[
P_{noncompact} = P_p \left( 1 + \frac{P_p - P_{no}}{A_i (\lambda - \lambda_p)^2} + A_i \sigma_{0,2,i} \right) \quad (12)
\]

\[
P_p = A_p \sigma_{0,2,o} + 0.7f_c A_i + A_i \sigma_{0,2,i} \quad (13)
\]
The use of an.

Max. 0.2
0.72 0.2,o 0.2,o E o 0.31Eo/0.2,o

\[ \eta = \begin{cases} 1.0 - \frac{f_c - 50}{200} & 50 \text{ MPa} < f_c \leq 90 \text{ MPa} \\ 0.8 & f_c > 90 \text{ MPa} \end{cases} \]

Table 5. Limiting \( D_o/t_o \) in composite members under axial compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda_p )</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
<th>( \lambda_o )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.15Eo/0.2,o</td>
<td>0.19Eo/0.2,o</td>
<td>0.31Eo/0.2,o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Comparison of test and FE results with strength predictions from AISC 360 [4].

The resulting average ratios and their corresponding COVs of test (or FE)-to-modified predicted strengths \( P_o/P_{AISC} \) for each concrete grade are reported in Table 6. It reveals that the inclusion of \( \eta \) in the design rules of EC4 [3] and AISC 360 [4] leads to more consistent resistance predictions across the different concrete strengths.

Table 6. Average ratios of test to design predictions for each concrete grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( P_o/P_{EC4} )</th>
<th>( P_o/P_{AISC} )</th>
<th>( P_u/P_{AISC} )</th>
<th>( P_u/P_{AISC} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>(0.105)</td>
<td>(0.093)</td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
<td>(0.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
<td>(0.070)</td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

A numerical modelling programme simulating the behaviour of CFDST stub
columns with stainless steel outer tubes and high strength steel inner tubes has been developed in ABAQUS [5]. The model was initially validated against existing experimental results for ultimate load, load-deflection histories and failure modes. An extensive parametric study comprising 239 specimens was then conducted to generate further data over a range of cross-section slendernesses of the outer and inner tubes, strengths of inner tube, concrete grades. The derived results, together with the experimental data, were employed to assess the suitability of the provisions in the current European Standard EN 1994-1-1 [3] and American Specification AISC 360-16 [4] for composite structures for the design of CFDST cross-sections. Modifications are also proposed, and a reduction factor (η) is used to account for the effective compressive strength of high strength concrete. The comparisons revealed that the current design rules in EC4 [3] and AISC 360 [4] can be generally safely applied to CFDST stub columns with stainless steel outer tubes and high strength steel inner tubes, while the approach of using the effective concrete strengths allows concrete strength in CFDST to be safely extended to 120 MPa.
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Abstract

This paper presents the compressive behaviour of steel tubes filled with strain hardening cementitious composites (SHCC) through experimental and numerical investigations. The main parameters considered in the experimental study include type (SHCC and normal concrete) and strength (normal and high strength) of the in-fill material, steel tube thickness (2 and 4 mm) and cross-section type (circular and square). To develop the SHCC material, 2% of polyvinyl alcohol fibres by volume were used. The test results indicate that the performance of SHCC-filled steel tubes is generally similar to that of the counterparts filled with normal concrete. A finite element (FE) model was then developed to predict the load–deformation curves of the test specimens. In general, a reasonably good match is obtained between the predicted and measured curves.

Keywords: Concrete-filled steel tubular columns; strain hardening cementitious composites; normal concrete; compressive behaviour.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have been widely used in small to large scale infrastructure in many parts of the world [1]. This is because of the advantages resulting from the composite action between the steel tube and in-fill concrete in such columns. The in-fill concrete is passively confined by the steel tube, which leads to an increase in the concrete strength and ductility. Meanwhile, the inward buckling of the steel tube is prevented by the concrete restraint.

For CFST columns under axial or eccentric compression, the in-fill material contributes significantly to the stiffness, strength and deformation capacity of the columns [1,2]. Concretes made with different types of aggregates, such as steel slag, waste glass and lightweight aggregate, have been used by Yu et al. [2] to fabricate CFST columns. It was found that the performance of the composite column might be improved in some way when a certain type of aggregate is used. For example, the use of steel slag and waste glass has a potential to improve the fire resistance of the composite column [2]. This motivates the authors to explore the use of new in-fill materials, such as strain hardening cementitious composites (SHCC).

SHCC is a special class of cement composites that exhibit strength increase after the first crack by demonstrating multiple-cracking behaviour under tension or bending loads. In the past few decades, different types of SHCC have been developed using different cementitious materials, fine sand, and about 2% volume of various polymer fibres. These materials are characterised by high tensile ductility of 3–7%, in the order of about 300–700 times that of normal concrete under uni-axial tension [3]. Results have also shown that SHCC has a higher peak strain and better ductility under compression compared with normal concrete [4]. Although extensive studies on the material behaviour of SHCC have been conducted in the past, little information is available on the behaviour of CFST columns manufactured with SHCC.

To address the above research gaps, this study focuses on the compressive behaviour of
steel tubes filled with normal or high strength SHCC. The behaviour of the SHCC-filled steel columns will be compared with that of conventional CFST columns. Furthermore, a finite element (FE) model will be developed to predict the load–deformation curves of the test specimens.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Material properties

Two categories of in-fill materials were used in this research. The first series contained SHCC with two different strengths (normal and high), whilst the other series contained normal concrete in the same manner. Mix proportions of the in-fill materials and the slump values are given in Table 1. SHCC mixes were made with 2% volume of oil coated polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibres from Kuraray Co. Ltd., Japan. The PVA fibres were 6 mm long with diameter, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and elongation of 26 µm, 1600 MPa, 39 GPa, and 6.2%, respectively.

A total of sixteen CFST columns were prepared and tested at the Structures Laboratory of the Centre for Infrastructure Engineering, Western Sydney University. Eight of them were fabricated using SHCC, whilst the remaining eight were manufactured with normal concrete. A conventional concrete mixer was used to make the normal concrete, whereas a 56L pan type mortar mixer was used to make the SHCC. The SHCC mixes contained only fine silica sand with a maximum aggregate size of 600 µm. High range water reducer (HRWR) with a trade name of MasterGlenium SKY 8100, supplied by BASF Chemical Company, Australia, was used to adjust the workability of all the mixes as shown in Table 1.

The workability of conventional concrete was measured in terms of slump in accordance to AS1012.3, whilst that of SHCC was measured using the mini-slump also known as flow test similar to the one used by Yang et al. [5]. After the slump was measured, the fresh mixes were cast firstly into the hollow tubes and then into cylindrical moulds of size Ø100 × 200 mm to measure the compressive properties at designated ages. For SHCC, additional coupon samples were prepared to measure the tensile stress–strain curves based on the direct tensile tests.

The specimen details and coupon tests were set up based on the recommendations made by the Japanese Society of Civil Engineers for testing high-performance fibre reinforced cementitious composites with multiple cracks [6]. Tables 2 and 3 provide the detailed material properties for the in-fill materials and steel, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix</th>
<th>Cement (kg)</th>
<th>Fly ash (kg)</th>
<th>Silica fume (kg)</th>
<th>Limestone (20 mm) (kg)</th>
<th>Sand (10 mm) (kg)</th>
<th>Water (kg)</th>
<th>HRWR (kg)</th>
<th>PVA (kg)</th>
<th>Slump (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC1</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC2</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH1</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>98b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* normal slump test; b mini flow test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix</th>
<th>Air-dry density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Compressive strength (MPa) at 28 d</th>
<th>Tensile strain (%) at 28 d</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa) at 28 d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC1</td>
<td>2375</td>
<td>50.8 ± 4.7</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC2</td>
<td>2405</td>
<td>52.8 ± 4.7</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH1</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>35.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>2044</td>
<td>62.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The compressive stress–strain curves of the SHCCs are shown in Fig. 1. The tensile stress of mix SH2 (1.3%) decreases to 38% that of mix SH1 (3.4%) when the compressive strength increases from 47.1 to 81.9 MPa at 28 d. However, the tensile stress of SH2 is even smaller than that of SH1. The compressive stress–strain curves of the SHCCs are compared with those of normal concrete in Fig. 2. When the strength is relatively low, SHCC has a larger peak strain than the concrete. However, the difference between the high strength SHCC and concrete is not significant.

### 2.2. Specimen preparation

Table 4 summarises the information of the fabricated columns. Out of the 16 columns, eight were circular columns and the other eight were square columns. The specimens were designated as Q-X-YYN, where “Q” represents the shape of the tube (“C” for circular section and “S” for square section). The next letter “X” represents the tube thickness, which is either 2 or 4 mm. “YY” and “N” represent the type of the in-fill material: “SH” for SHCC and “NC” for normal concrete, respectively; and “N” is assigned a number 1 or 2 representing normal or high strength, respectively. The nominal diameter of the circular columns and the nominal width of the square columns are the same (150 mm).

### Table 3. Steel properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section type</th>
<th>$E_s$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_u$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circular tube (2 mm)</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular tube (4 mm)</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square tube (2 mm)</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square tube (4 mm)</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Details of test specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section type</th>
<th>Specimen designation</th>
<th>$B$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D$ (mm)</th>
<th>$t$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D/t$</th>
<th>Mix type</th>
<th>$f'_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$N_{ue}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Age (d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>C-2-SH1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>SH1</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>1117.8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-2-NC1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>NC1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>1187.3</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-4-SH1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>SH1</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>1433.9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-4-NC1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>NC1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>1607.4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-2-SH2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>1763.9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-2-NC2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>NC2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>1725.0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-4-SH2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>2139.5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-4-NC2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>NC2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>2032.0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>S-2-SH1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>SH1</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>1309.0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-2-NC1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>NC1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>1400.3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-4-SH1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>SH1</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>1674.4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-4-NC1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>NC1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>1702.4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-2-SH2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>2227.6</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-2-NC2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>NC2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>2090.0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-4-SH2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>2605.6</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-4-NC2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>NC2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>2373.0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To fabricate the tubes, two cold formed semi-circular mild steel sheets were welded together to form a circular tube. In the same way, double U-shaped mild steel channels were cold formed and welded together to produce a square tube. End plates of 10 mm thickness were welded at the top and the bottom of each tube and a hole on the top plate was cut to enable for concrete pouring. Before concrete was poured into the steel tube, the thickness of each tube was measured. It was found that the measured thicknesses were very close to the nominal values.

The concrete/SHCC was poured in the steel tube in layers and vibrated using an electric vibrator. Immediately after that, the specimens were wrapped by plastic sheets to avoid moisture loss and cured under laboratory conditions until the specimens were tested.

2.3. Test setup and instrumentation

All specimens were tested under axial compression using a universal testing machine of 5000 kN capacity as shown in Fig. 3. Four lateral and four longitudinal strain gauges were attached to each specimen at mid-height to measure the strain developments at those locations. Four linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) were used in each test, two of which were used to measure the vertical deformation and the other two to measure the lateral deformation of the specimen as the load was applied. Prior to testing, the top of each specimen was applied with a layer of plaster to obtain a flat surface to ensure uniform load application. All samples were loaded at a displacement rate of 0.4 mm/min up to failure.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Failure pattern

Fig. 4 shows the physical failure patterns of all the tested CFST columns. The columns with SHCC are shown in Fig. 4(a), whilst the corresponding CFST columns are shown in Fig. 4(b) in the same order for ease of comparison. Most of the specimens failed in a similar manner via outward buckling of the steel tube. However, the position and amplitude of the buckling differ in different specimens. For square columns, irrespective of the type of in-fill material, the specimens buckled at or near the mid-height position. On the other hand, all circular specimens except C-4-SH1 buckled near the stiffeners at either the top or bottom of the specimen. C-4-SH1 also developed minor outward deformation near the ends. But the failure was mainly controlled by the severe local buckling occurred near the mid-height. In general, the failure modes of the current test specimens are similar to those reported in [2]. It seems the in-fill material has no significant influence on the failure mode of the composite column.

3.2. Axial load versus axial strain curves

The axial load versus axial strain ($N-\varepsilon$) curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are for circular and square columns, respectively. These curves were plotted based on the data collected from the strain gauges as well as the LVDTs. The strain readings of the four strain gauges were averaged and used to determine the $\varepsilon$-values before buckling. Afterwards, the axial deformation recorded by the LVDTs were
averaged and divided by the length of the column to represent the axial strain. It seems that the in-fill material has no significant influence on the shape of the \(N-\varepsilon\) curves when the compressive strengths of the SHCC and concrete are similar. The only exception is the obvious difference between the curves of C-2-SH1 and C-2-NC1, as shown in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 5. \(N-\varepsilon\) curves for circular columns.

Compared with C-2-NC1 manufactured with normal concrete, specimen C-2-SH1 with SHCC exhibits a sudden failure after reaching the peak strength. This unexpected behaviour is probably due to test errors. Further research should be conducted to clarify this.

3.3. Ductility

Ductility refers to the capacity of CFST columns to undergo plastic deformation without any substantial reduction in strength.
The ductility index (DI) expressed by Eq. (1) is used in this paper to quantify ductility. This method has also been used by Yu et al. [2] for similar purposes.

\[
DI = \frac{\varepsilon_{90\%}}{\varepsilon_y}
\]

(1)

where \(\varepsilon_{90\%}\) is the axial strain at a point on the descending portion of the curve when the strength decreases to 90% of its ultimate capacity, and \(\varepsilon_y\) is expressed as \(\varepsilon_{75\%}/0.75\) (\(\varepsilon_{75\%}\) is the axial strain at a point on the ascending portion of the curve when the load reaches 75% of its ultimate capacity).

The ductility indexes of all the circular and square CFST columns are compared in Fig. 7. For the circular columns, the DI values range from 1.50 to 4.40, whilst the corresponding values range from 1.13 to 2.41 for square columns. It should be noted that the ductility of C-4-SH1 cannot be evaluated using Eq. (1) as the load of this specimen did not drop to 90% of its ultimate capacity because of negligible strength deterioration. Therefore, the ductility index of this specimen is taken as infinity. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the ductility index increases with increasing tube thickness or decreasing strength of the in-filled material because of better confinement. For the same reason, circular columns have higher ductility indexes than their square counterparts.

In general, obvious strength enhancement is observed in all circular columns regardless of the tube thickness and the strength and type of the in-fill material. However, the SI-values of all square columns are close to unity, indicating relatively low confinement from the square tubes. This is consistent with previous research findings [1]. No obvious benefits are found in terms of strength enhancement when SHCC is used to fill the steel tube. Hoang and Fehling [7] conducted compression tests on 12 ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) columns confined by circular steel tubes. The UHPC was made by adding up to 2% by volume of micro steel fibres with a diameter of 0.175 mm and a length of 13 mm into the mix. Their test results indicate that the effect of steel fibres on the strength and ductility enhancement is also insignificant. Hoang and Fehling attributed this to the lower confinement effect induced by lower dilation of the UHPC with steel fibres. This mechanism might also be applicable to

### 3.4 Ultimate Strength

Strength index is used to measure the possible strength enhancement in the composite column resulted from the interaction between the steel tube and the in-fill material. The strength index is defined by Eq. (2) as the ratio of the ultimate strength of the composite column \(N_{ue}\) to the sum \(N_0\) of individual strength contributions of the in-fill material and the steel tube.

\[
SI = \frac{N_{ue}}{N_0}
\]

(2)

The values of SI for circular columns vary from 1.00 to 1.24, whilst those for square columns vary from 0.95 to 1.07.

Fig. 8. Strength indexes (SI) of test specimens.

Fig. 7. Ductility indexes (DI) of test specimens.

The influence of the type of in-fill material on the ductility index can also be seen from Fig. 7. In general, SHCC-filled steel columns possess higher DI-values than those of normal CFST columns. This can be explained by the fact that SHCC has a larger peak strain than normal concrete, resulting in an increase in \(\varepsilon_{90\%}\).
SHCC-filled steel tubes. Further research is required to clarify this finding.

4. Comparison with FE predictions

Tao et al. [8] developed a FE model that is capable of predicting the full-range load–deformation curves of CFST columns under axial compression. The simulation was based on concrete damaged plasticity material model in ABAQUS. The FE model developed by Tao et al. [8] is tentatively used in this study to predict the load–deformation curves of SHCC-filled steel columns. No modifications were made to the concrete model.

Fig. 9. Test and FE predicted results for circular CFST columns.

More details can be found in [8] about the element types, boundary conditions, material models and the interface parameters between the steel and in-fill material.

Figs. 9 and 10 compare the FE predictions with measured $N$–$\varepsilon$ curves for typical circular and square specimens, respectively. In general, the ultimate strength is predicted reasonably well. The ratios of experimental to predicted ultimate strength range from 0.95 to 1.05 for the circular columns and from 0.98 to 1.07 for the square columns.

Fig. 10. Test and FE predicted results for square CFST columns.

It is also found from Figs. 9 and 10 that the agreement between the predicted and measured $N$–$\varepsilon$ curves are generally reasonable except that the measured curves of specimens C-2-
SH1, C-4-SH2 and C-4-NC2 have a sharp strength decrease after reaching the peak load. This is not well captured in the simulation. It seems that reasonable accuracy can still be achieved if the FE model developed by Tao et al. [8] for conventional CFST columns is used to simulate SHCC-filled steel columns under axial compression. Suitable modifications could be made to the FE model once more test results of SHCC-filled steel columns are available.

5. Conclusions

Experimental and numerical investigations have been conducted to investigate the compressive behaviour of steel tubes filled with strain hardening cementitious composites (SHCC). The following conclusions can be drawn from this research work:

1. SHCC-filled steel columns have similar failure modes as conventional concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns. All square specimens buckled at or near the mid-height, whilst all circular specimens except one specimen buckled near the ends of the specimens.

2. The in-fill material has no significant influence on the shape of the axial load versus axial strain (N–ε) curves when the compressive strengths of the SHCC and concrete are similar.

3. In general, SHCC-filled steel columns possess higher ductility indexes than those of normal CFST columns. This is because SHCC has lower elastic modulus but a larger peak strain than normal concrete.

4. No obvious benefits have been found in terms of strength enhancement when SHCC is used to fill the steel tube. This may be explained by the lower dilation of the SHCC with PVC fibres. Material tests need to be conducted to measure the Poisson’s ratio of the SHCC.

5. Reasonable accuracy has been achieved when the FE model developed by Tao et al. [8] for conventional CFST columns is used to simulate SHCC-filled steel columns under axial compression. This FE model may be modified in the future to improve prediction accuracy once more test results of SHCC-filled steel columns are available.
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Abstract

Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns are widely used in construction of high-rise buildings and peers of bridges to increase the lateral stiffness of the buildings, the axial load capacity, ductility, toughness, and resistance of corrosion of the columns. The CFST columns have much superior characteristics compared with traditionally reinforced concrete columns. The position of the concrete and steel tube in the cross-section of the CFST column is the most appropriate solution in terms of the strength and ductility. The steel tube, which is placed outside of the cross-section of the column, withstand the bending moment effectively. The concrete that is placed into the steel tube delay the local buckling of the steel tube and increase the axial load capacity of the column due to continually lateral confining. This paper presents a review on experimental results of the axial behavior of CFST columns performed by various researchers.
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1. Introduction

Concrete filled steel tube columns (CFST) are widely used in high-rise buildings, subway platforms and peers of bridges. CFST column members have superior properties compared to steel and reinforced concrete column members, which have equivalent properties. The placement of concrete and steel in CFST columns provides the optimum solution for the stiffness and rigidity of the CFST cross-section. Placing of the steel along the outermost periphery of the cross-section ensures that it is able to exhibit the most effective behavior under the bending moment and tensile stresses effects. At the same time, the bending stiffness of the steel tube section increases because the steel, which has a greater modulus of elasticity than the concrete, is placed farthest from the center of the section. Concrete, especially in rectangular and square CFST columns, delays the axial pressure loads as well as the buckling of the steel tube. When concrete core is encased by the steel tube, the strength and ductility capacities of CFST columns significantly increase. The most important features of CFST columns are that they have very high compressive strengths. In case of earthquake, the spalling of concrete of conventional reinforced concrete (RC) columns that is outside the concrete core encased by transverse reinforcement is not encountered in CFST columns. Furthermore, in CFST columns, there are no frequent reinforcement arrangement problems at joints in buildings that are seen in conventional RC columns, especially in earthquake areas.

The use of CFST columns (Fig. 1) is also economically beneficial. Since the steel tube acts as a mold in practice, labor and material costs are significantly reduced. As the reinforcement and mold work in traditional RC buildings take too much time, the middle and high-rise buildings built with the CFST members rise faster Matsui [1]. On the other hand, very simple beam-to-column joint details can be created by using CFST structural elements with rectangular or square cross-section. This saves the total cost of the structure and facilitates in the design phase. In addition, the steel tube and concrete naturally reinforce each other's behavior in the joints, therefore, this can diminish the labor and material costs in the joints. Furthermore, by using high strength concrete (HSC) in steel tube, it can be formed CFST columns with higher compressive
strength than traditional RC columns Neogi and San [2]. Since smaller column sections can be obtained by using HSC, wider areas of use can be achieved in the architectural plan. With the use of smaller and lighter building frames, the building loads on the foundation are reduced, which reduces the base cost. The stated advantages mentioned above provide multipurpose utilization of such building elements in modern building applications.

![Diagram of CFST columns](image)

**Fig. 1.** The view of CFST columns a) Circular CFST columns b)square CFST columns c) Rectangular CFST columns.

One of the most important factors limiting the use of CFST structural elements is the limited knowledge about the behavior of CFST structural elements under various load effects. Many parameters complicate the analysis and sizing of the components of the CFST members. The CFST members consist of two materials with quite different stress-strain behavior. The interaction between these two materials also causes problems. It is quite difficult to determine the cross-sectional properties such as an elasticity modulus and inertial moment definition for the CFST cross-section with composed of steel and concrete. It is necessary to define in the regulations the definition of the energy dissipation mechanisms in the load effect of the CFST structural members. It is needed the determination of the parameters affecting the defined energy dissipation mechanisms, the use of the influence limits of these parameters in the analysis and dimensioning phase. The mechanism of energy dissipation in the load effect of the CFST structural members depends largely on the shape of the cross section, the diameter, the length of the member, the thickness of the steel tube wall, the strength of concrete and steel material. The bonding, wrapping of concrete, residual stress, creep, shrinkage and loading type affect the behavior of CFST structural members.

In recent years, numerous researchers have investigated the behavior of the CFST columns, beams, and beam-column joints under various loads effects. The researchers are also investigating issues such as bonding effect, stress-strain relationships, local buckling, sample size, and fire effect in order to create performance based earthquake regulations. In this study, some outstanding studies performed on CFST stub columns under axial compression by various researchers is briefly evaluated and discussed.

**2. Review on CFST columns under axial compression**

A large number of studies have been done by various researchers to investigate the axial load capacities of CFST columns with regard to cross-sectional shapes (circular, square, and rectangular), concrete strength (low, normal, and high), diameter-to-thickness ratio (D/t), length-to-diameter ratio (L/D), etc. Some of the earliest studies performed on CFST columns under axial compression have been done by Gardner and Jacobson [3] and Knowles and Park [4]. Gardner and Jacobson [3] examined 22 CFST columns with D/t ratios between 30 and 40. These tests results suggested that when the axial load reached to ultimate load, although the steel tube was at failure, the concrete core was not failed. However, an increase in strain level of the steel tube was observed...
without local buckling, provided by the concrete stabilized the steel tube wall. Similarly, Knowles and Park [4] have investigated 12 circular and 7 square CFST columns with D/t ratios of 15, 22, and 59, and L/D ratios ranging from 2 to 21. The test results showed that the tangent modulus method accurately forecasted the axial load capacity for CFST columns with L/D ratios are higher than 11 but was slightly conservative for CFST ones with small slenderness ratios. This may be attributed to the increase of concrete strength resulting from triaxial confinement effects. However, this increase was only valid for circular tubes, not for CFST columns with square or rectangular shapes. Furthermore, it was observed that this increase in concrete strength occurred only in stub columns. The CFST columns with large L/D ratios shows weak composite section behavior and hence, failed by column buckling before reaching the strains reached to ultimate level.

Tomii et al. [5] examined almost 270 circular, octagonal, and square composite columns. The D/t ratios of CFST columns ranged from 19 to 75, and L/D ratios ranged from 2 to 9. The test results clearly showed that the post-yield behavior of the CFST columns can be characterized as either (1) strain-hardening; (2) perfectly plastic; or (3) degrading stiffness type. Although circular and many octagonal shapes were classified as either Type 1 or 2, some of the octagonal and all of the square cross-sections were categorized as Type 3. At high axial load levels, concrete confinement provided by the steel tube was observed in the circular and many octagonal cross sections due to strain-hardening characteristics for these specimens. On the contrary, square tubes provided very little confinement effect of the concrete core because the walls of the square tube withstand the concrete pressure by plate bending, instead of the membrane-type hoop stresses. Consequently, there was not seen an increase in the axial load capacities of the square CFST columns due to the triaxial compression effects.

Sakino et al. [6] tested 18 circular CFST columns with D/t ratios ranging between 18 and 192. In this investigation, three identical specimens were subjected to different load conditions. Axial load was applied to the concrete and the steel tube simultaneously for the first specimen group. The load was applied exclusively to the concrete core in the second specimen group, and the load application was similar to this in the third group except the inside tube wall was greased before casting the concrete. The test results showed that when the steel tube and the concrete core were loaded simultaneously, the steel tube provided no confinement effect until post-yield behavior of the CFST columns. In the only concrete loaded CFST specimens, some longitudinal stresses were observed and noted in the steel tube even for the columns with the greased wall. Although test results indicated that the axial stiffness of the concrete loaded only CFST columns were about half that of the other CFSTs tested, the concrete loaded only CFST columns have reached a greater yield and ultimate axial load capacity. Schneider [7] performed an experimental and analytical study on the behavior of short CFST columns under axial compression. 14 specimens, 3 circular, 5 square and 6 rectangular steel tube shapes, were tested to investigate the effect of the steel tube shape and wall thickness on the ultimate strength of the CFST columns. Confinement effect of the concrete core provided by the tube shape was also explained. The D/t ratios of CFST columns were between 17 < D/t < 50, and the L/D ratios of varied from 4 to 5. Experimental results indicated that circular steel tubes provide much more post-yield axial ductility than the square or rectangular steel tube sections. All circular tubes tested in this experimental study was classified as strain-hardening, while only the small D/t ratios, approximately D/t < 20 for this study, exhibited strain-hardening characteristics for the square or rectangular tubes. Furthermore, measured perimeter-to-longitudinal strains of the steel tube suggest significant confinement is not present for most tested specimens until the axial load reaches almost 92% of the yield strength of the CFST column. In addition, the square and rectangular steel tube walls, in most cases, did not provide significant confinement to the concrete core beyond the yield load of the CFST column. These authors have also observed that local wall buckling for the circular tubes occurred at an axial ductility of 10 or more, while local wall buckling of the square and rectangular tubes occurred at ductility between 2 and 8. Han [8] investigated the axial behavior of stub columns of concrete-filled rectangular hollow sections (RHS) subjected to axial load. A total of 24 RHS
specimens were tested under axial compression. The main parameters varied in the tests are: (1) constraining factor ($\xi$) from 0.5 to 1.3, (2) tube width ratio ($\beta$) from 1.0 to 1.75. Experimental results indicated that the constraining factor ($\xi$) and the width ratio ($\beta$), to some extent, represent the composite action between steel tubes and concrete of the concrete-filled RHS columns. Generally, the higher is the constraining factor ($\xi$), the bigger is the strength index (SI), and the higher is the ductility index (DI). The bigger the width ratio ($\beta$), the smaller is the strength index (SI), and the lower is the ductility index (DI).

Giakoumelis and Lam [9] examined 15 circular CFST columns with 30, 60 and 85 MPa concrete strength, and D/t ratio between 22.9 and 30.5. The specimens are separated as greased and non-greased specimens to investigate the bond effect on axial capacity and ductility of CFST columns.

The results showed that the difference of the axial load capacity of greased and non-greased specimens can be ignored for 30 and 50 MPa concrete strength, while this difference can be significant (14%) for CFST columns with 85 MPa concrete strength. Ellobody et al. [10] examined the behavior and design of axially loaded CFST circular stub columns. The study was performed for a wide range of concrete cube strengths varied from 30 to 110 MPa. The (D/t) ratio of CFST columns ranged from 15 to 80. A three dimensional finite element (FE) model was developed to compare stress-strain relationships and axial load capacities of CFST columns. For this purpose, nonlinear material models for concrete and steel tubes were used in analyses. The results obtained from the FE analysis were verified against experimental test results. Gardner and Ashraf [11] have proposed the stress–strain behavior of structural carbon steel may be suitably accurately reflected for design purposes by an idealised elastic, perfectly-plastic material model; such material behavior lends itself to the concept of section classification. Tao et al. [12] have investigated some procedures given in the Australian bridge design standard AS 5100 (Standards Australia, 2004) for the design of concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns, beams and beam-columns were presented and discussed in detail. A large number of test data from two currently available test databases (2194 test results altogether) was used to evaluate the applicability of AS 5100 design code in calculating the strength of CFST members. Some other existing design codes, such as the Japanese code AIJ (1997), American code AISC (2005), British bridge code BS 5400 (2005), Chinese code DBJ13-51-2003 (2003) and Eurocode 4 (2004), are also compared with the test results in this paper. From the comparisons, beneficial information was obtained for future possible revision of AS 5100 and for the suggestion that whether this model may be used for building construction. Soliman et al. [13] investigated experimentally the current design codes to evaluate the ultimate load behavior of concrete encased steel short columns. The design provisions for CFST columns from the Egyptian codes ECP203-2007 and ECP-SC-LRFD-2012, as well as, American Institute of Steel Construction, AISCE-LRFD-2010, American Concrete Institute, ACI-318-2008, and British Standard BS-5400-5 was evaluated. Encased steel concrete columns have been examined experimentally to study the effect of concrete confinement and different types of encased steel sections such as steel pipe and plastic pipe, and wood sections. The axial load capacity of the tested CFST columns was compared with the values obtained from these design codes. The test results clearly showed that the confining effect provided by the steel tube to the concrete core was affected by the shape of the encased steel section. The tube-shaped steel section causes better confinement effect than other sections. Furthermore, it is obtained that the predictions of ECP- SC-LRFD-design code are more conservative than other design codes. Hoang et al. [14] examined numerically the behavior of circular CFST stub columns using various concrete strengths under concentric loading on the concrete core, which are based on the experimental tests of some researchers. ATENA-3D software was used to conduct the numerical analysis. To obtain good agreement between test results on CFST stub columns with normal strength concrete (NSC) and numerical results. It is obtained from the results that the numerical models in ATENA-3D successfully predict the behavior of CFST stub columns under loading on concrete core. Furthermore, ATENA-3D is enough reliable to perform numerical modeling of CFST columns with various concrete strengths.
3. Conclusions

Numerous experimental and analytical studies have been performed on CFST columns by various researchers mentioned above. The conclusions obtained from these studies can be summarized as below:

- The CFST structural members have higher ductility, strength, and energy dissipation capacities than equivalent steel and RC structural members.
- The confining effect exerted by the steel tube to the concrete core is higher for circular steel tubes than square and rectangular sections.
- When the diameter-to-thickness ratio of CFST columns is reduced, the axial load capacity and ductility can be increased.
- The bonding effect is much more effective for high strength concrete than low and normal strength concrete.
- The stress-strain relationships, axial load capacities, and the buckling of CFST columns can be represented by various finite element (FE) models developed by various researchers.
- The reliability of various design codes is not the same to predict the axial load capacities of CFST columns.
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Abstract

Spiral welded stainless tubes are produced by helical welding of a continuous strip of stainless steel. Recently, concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes have found increasing application in the construction industry due to their ease of fabrication and aesthetic appeal. However, an in-depth understanding of the behaviour of this type of structure is still needed due to the lack of proper design guidance and insufficient experimental verification. In this paper, the mechanical performance of concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes will be numerically investigated with a commercial finite element software package, through which an experimental program can be designed properly. Specifically, the proposed finite element models take into account the effects of material and geometric nonlinearities. Moreover, the initial imperfections of stainless steel tubes and the form of helical welding will be appropriately included. Enhancement of the understanding of the analysis results can be achieved by extending results through a series of parametric studies based on the developed finite element model. Thus, the effects of various design parameters will be further evaluated by using the developed finite element model. Furthermore, for the purposes of wide application of such types of structure, the accuracy of the behaviour prediction in terms of ultimate strength based on current design codes will be studied. The authors herein compared the load capacity between the finite element analysis results and the existing codes of practice.

Keywords: Concrete-filled columns; stainless steel; spiral welded; finite element analysis.

1. Introduction

In the current construction industry, welded steel tubes can be classified as longitudinal welded steel tubes and spiral welded tubes. Comparing with longitudinal welded tubes, spiral welded tubes exhibit significant structural and economic benefits. Dimensions of longitudinal welded tubes largely depend on the size of the steel strip or plate, while different tube diameters can be manufactured from a single steel coil strip by utilising the spiral welding approach [1]. Moreover, the helical welding method can reduce 10-25% of the stress subjected to the welding itself [2], compared with longitudinal welded steel tubes. Relieve of stress on welding can subsequently increase the load resisting capacity of the steel tubes. In addition, the ease of fabrication allows the spiral welded steel tubes to be manufactured onsite [3].

Concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST) have been extensively used over the past few decades due to their improved performance over conventional reinforced concrete column types [4]. Significant research efforts have been conducted on these column types into the various design parameters for axial strength. Uy [5, 6], Han [7], Giakoumelis and Lam [8] and Liew and Xiong [9] reported extensive experimental programmes on short and slender CFST columns under axial compression. These CFST columns consist of normal and high-strength materials for both steel tube and infilled concrete. In addition to the traditional concrete filled cold-formed steel tubes, spiral welded tubes can be filled with concrete to enhance their performance in terms of stiffness, axial and shear resisting capacity and ductility. Aslani et al. [10, 11] carried out a series of tests to investigate the performance of concrete-filled spiral welded steel tubes under
axial compression. The experimental results demonstrate the excellent mechanical performance of such column types and design recommendations were proposed.

In the present study, spiral welded stainless steel tubes are filled with concrete. A non-linear finite element model based on Abaqus, which incorporates initial imperfections and residual stress, was developed to predict the axial load behaviour of hollow and concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes. With the developed finite element model, initial stiffness, axial compressive capacity and ductility of the concrete-filled stainless steel tubes under axial compression was evaluated.

2. Finite element modeling

As experimental studies on concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes are expensive and time-consuming, it is necessary to conduct extensive numerical simulation for such columns before the commencement of the experimental work. In this study, the commercial program Abaqus was used to develop an accurate finite element model for predicting the behaviour of concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes under axial compression. For the purposes of accurate analysis, element type, element mesh, boundary condition, steel tube–concrete interface, material properties for the steel tube and the confined concrete, initial imperfections and residual stresses must all be considered.

2.1. Element type, mesh size, contact and boundary conditions

Spiral welded stainless steel tubes and confined concrete are modelled with eight-node brick elements with three translation degrees of freedom at each node (C3D8R). Moreover, according to the mesh sensitivity study, the rational mesh size for steel tubes and in-filled concrete is determined to be L/25, with L representing the length of the column.

As suggested by Li et al. [12], surface-to-surface contact is used to model the interaction between the steel tube and the in-filled concrete. A coefficient of friction between the steel tube and concrete is taken as 0.6. In addition, fixed boundary conditions were applied to the bottom ends of the columns. Furthermore, specimens in this study are loaded under displacement control, which can facilitate the capture of descending branch of the axial load-strain curve [13].

2.2. Material property for stainless steel

Stainless steel material properties specified in Abaqus included the elastic and plastic behaviours. For the elastic behaviour, Young’s modulus of steel ($E_0$) and Poisson’s ratio ($v_1$) are taken as 170,000 MPa and 0.3, respectively. In terms of the plastic behaviour, the stress-strain relationship is of a “roundhouse” type. As suggested by Tao et al. [14] and Rasmussen [15], two Ramberg-Osgood curves are utilized to describe the behaviour of stainless steel:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{\sigma}{E_0} + 0.002 \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_{0.2}} \right)^n, \quad \sigma \leq \sigma_{0.2}
\]

(1)

in which $\sigma_{0.2}$ is the 0.2% proof stress, $n$ is the strain-hardening exponent determined by $\sigma_{0.2}$ and the 0.01% proof stress $\sigma_{0.01}$, as shown in Eq. (2):

\[
n = \frac{\ln(20)}{\ln(\sigma_{0.2}/\sigma_{0.01})}
\]

(2)

For the stress-strain curve beyond the 0.2% proof stress, a new expression based on Ramberg-Osgood relationship is used (Eq. 3). A typical stress-strain curve for stainless steel is presented in Fig. 1.

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{\sigma - \sigma_{0.2}}{E_{0.2}} + \varepsilon_u \left( \frac{\sigma - \sigma_{0.2}}{\sigma_u - \sigma_{0.2}} \right)^m + \varepsilon_{0.2}, \quad \sigma > \sigma_{0.2}
\]

(3)

in which

\[
E_{0.2} = \frac{E_0}{1 + 0.002 n/e}
\]

(4)

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{E_0}
\]

(5)

\[
\sigma_u = \frac{\sigma_{0.2} \left( 1 - 0.0375(n - 5) \right)}{0.2 + 185 e}
\]

(6)

\[
\varepsilon_u = 1 - \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{\sigma_u}
\]

(7)

\[
m = 1 + 3.5 \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{\sigma_u}
\]

(8)

\[
\varepsilon_{0.2} = \frac{\sigma_{0.2}}{E_0} + 0.002
\]

(9)

2.3. Material properties for confined concrete

For a CFST column under axial compression, the infilled concrete expands laterally and is confined by the steel tube. This confinement is passive in nature and can increase the strength and ductility of the concrete. Furthermore, the
confinement effect depends on the diameter-to-thickness ratio of the steel tube and material properties. In this FE analysis, the damage plasticity model defined by Abaqus is used. The damage plasticity model allows a uniaxial compression stress-strain curve, tensile fracture energy and other parameters to be input.

Fig. 2 depicts the confined concrete model proposed by [14]. In the initial stage, there is little interaction between the steel tube and confined concrete. Therefore, the ascending branch of the stress-strain curve of unconfined concrete is appropriate to be used until the peak strength \( f'_{c} \) is reached. The following equations are used to describe this curve:

\[
\frac{\sigma_{c}}{f'_{c}} = \frac{AX + BX^{2}}{1 + (A - 2)X + (B + 1)X^{2}}, \quad 0 \leq \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_{c0} \quad (10)
\]

\[
X = \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{c0}} \quad (11)
\]

\[
A = \frac{E_{c} \varepsilon_{c0}}{f'_{c}} \quad (12)
\]

\[
B = \frac{(A - 1)^{2}}{0.55} - 1 \quad (13)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_{c0} = 0.00076 + \sqrt{(0.626 f'_{c} - 4.33) \times 10^{-7}} \quad (14)
\]

After that, a plateau part is incorporated to simulate the increased strain from confinement effects. Eqs. (15) to (17) are used.

\[
\frac{\varepsilon_{cc}}{\varepsilon_{c0}} = e^{k} \quad (15)
\]

\[
k = (2.9224 - 0.00367 f'_{c})(\frac{f_{y}}{f'_{c}})^{0.3124 \times 0.002 f'_{c}} \quad (16)
\]

\[
f_{B} = \frac{0.25(1 + 0.027 f_{y})e^{-0.02N_{s}^{2} + D^{2}}}{1 + 1.6e^{-10}(f'_{c})^{4.8}} \quad (17)
\]

In the descending branch, a softening portion with increased ductility due to confinement is considered. Eqs. (16) to (20) are used to describe this behaviour:

\[
\sigma_{c} = f_{r} + (f'_{c} - f_{r}) \exp\left[-\frac{(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_{cc})^{\beta}}{\alpha}\right], \quad \varepsilon \geq \varepsilon_{cc} \quad (18)
\]

\[
f_{r} = 0.1 f'_{c} \quad (19)
\]

\[
\alpha = 0.005 + 0.0075 \xi_{c} \quad (20)
\]

\[
\beta = 0.92 \quad (21)
\]

\[
\xi_{c} = A_{e} f_{y} \quad (22)
\]

As suggested by ACI [16], the tensile behaviour of the confined concrete is assumed to be linear until the tensile strength is reached, which is taken as 0.56\( f'_{c} \)\(^{0.5} \). Beyond this failure stress, the tensile response is represented by fracture energy \( (G_{f}) \). According to FIP [17], fracture energy can be calculated through the following equation:

\[
G_{f} = (0.0469 d_{max}^{2} - 0.5d_{max} + 26)(\frac{f'_{c}}{10})^{0.7} \quad (23)
\]
a helical form. The initial imperfection model has been carried out and shown in Fig. 4, which can demonstrate the effects of helical welding on the stress distribution of such columns.

3. Parametric study

With the developed finite element models, a series of parametric studies in terms of the concrete compressive strength, depth-to-thickness ratio and specimen slenderness were performed to investigate the influence of these parameters on the structural behaviour of the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes under axial compression. Table 1 shows the different parameters and specimens considered for the finite element analysis.

3.1. Effects of concrete compressive strength

Fig. 5 presents the effects of the concrete compressive strengths on the axial load-displacement curves for the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes under axial compression. The specimens C-1 to C-5 in Table 1 are included in the analysis. It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the initial stiffness and ultimate axial strengths of the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes increases with an increase in the concrete compressive strength. However, the use of high strength concrete reduces the ductility of this type of composite column, which is mainly due to the brittle failure of the in-filled concrete.

3.2. Effects of D/t ratio

Fig. 6 depicts the effects of depth-to-thickness ratio on the axial load-displacement curves for Specimens C-4 to C-7. The material and geometric properties for these specimens are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>f’c</th>
<th>λ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
given in Table 1. It is noted from Fig. 6 that the initial stiffness and ultimate axial strength of the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes decreases with an increase in depth-to-thickness ratio of the tube section. The ductility of the composite column improves with a decrease in the depth-to-thickness ratio. These phenomenon are to be expected as the lower \( D/t \) ratio indicates more steel contribution ratio of the section; consequently more confinement effects will be provided by the stainless steel tube.

3.3. Effects of slenderness

Fig. 7 depicts the effects of specimen slenderness on the axial load-displacement curves for Specimens C-4 and C-8 to C-9. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the ductility, initial stiffness and ultimate strength of the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes increase with a decrease in the specimen slenderness.

4. Comparison of ultimate strength with FEM and design codes

4.1. Comparison with design codes

The ultimate axial load capacity from finite element analysis \( N_M \) for concrete-filled stainless spiral welded tubes were compared with the predictions of axial load capacity by using the Eurocode 4 (EC4) [18] and Australian Standards AS/NZS2327 [19]. The comparison results are presented in Table 2. The mean value for \( N_M/\text{EC4} \) and \( N_M/\text{AS/NZS2327} \) is 1.07 and 1.39, respectively. These results illustrate that the developed finite element models for composite circular columns produced similar predictions with that of EC4. Owing to the reduction factors for structural steel and concrete, which were adopted by AS/NZS2327, the axial load capacity predicted by Australian code is conservative.

4.2. Comparison with SWT with mild steel

Aslani et al. [10] carried out a series of experimental tests on concrete-filled spiral welded tubes (SWT) and longitudinal welded tubes (LWT) with normal mild steel. A similar experimental design was performed, where the specimens possessed similar geometric properties as the specimen C-4 shown in Table 1. Comparison of the behaviour between the concrete-filled tubes with normal mild steel and stainless steel was conducted.

Comparison in terms of the load-deformation curves between various specimens were plotted in Fig. 8, it can be seen that the initial stiffness of these specimens are similar. However, the post-peak behaviour of specimen C-4 is less desired, compared to the counterparts C-LWT102 and C-SWT102, which were either longitudinally welded or spirally welded with mild steel strips. In addition to the initial stiffness and ductility performance, comparisons regarding the ultimate axial load bearing capacity between these specimens was also carried out. As can be seen in Table 3, the ultimate axial strength of the specimens is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>( N_M )</th>
<th>( N_{EC4} )</th>
<th>( N_{AS/NZS2327} )</th>
<th>( N_M/\text{EC4} )</th>
<th>( N_M/\text{AS/NZS2327} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-1</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-4</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-6</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-7</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-8</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-9</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different, which is to be expected.

The enhancement of the axial load capacity was mainly attributed to the higher yield strength from the specimens C-LWT102 and C-SWT102. Nevertheless, considering the engineering application with existing design provisions, it can also be found that the current codes of practice are accurate for the strength predictions for such types of structures.

5. Conclusions

Axially loaded behaviour of concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes have been investigated herein with the finite element model. The proposed finite element model provides an efficient method for structural analysis in order to develop design guidance for this application of composite structures.

A parametric study of different variables was performed to investigate the effects of pertinent parameters on the structural behaviour of the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes. From the analysis results, it can be concluded that:

(i) An increase in the concrete compressive strength causes an increase in the axial loading capacity and initial stiffness of this column. But the ductility performance of this column is negatively affected.

(ii) The decrease of the depth-to-thickness ratio of the steel tube will increase the axial compressive capacity, initial stiffness and the ductility performance significantly, providing the concrete compressive strength and steel yield strength is fixed.

(iii) The ductility, initial stiffness and ultimate strength of the concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes increase with a decrease in the column relative slenderness ratio.

(iv) The axial load capacities of a series of concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes obtained from finite element model were compared with those based on existing design codes. It was found that the prediction values from Eurocode 4 were close to the results from finite element analysis. In addition, the Australian Standards AS/NZS2327 leads to more conservative results due to the adoption of reduction factors for structural steel and concrete under axial compression.

(v) Finite element modeling was compared with existing test specimens, which possessed similar geometric and material properties. The comparison results indicated that the ultimate strength and initial stiffness of the specimens are similar, however, the post-peak behaviour of concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes are less desired.
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Abstract
This paper presents numerical investigation of circular concrete-filled aluminum tubular (CFAT) stub columns under axial compression. The numerical models were developed using the finite element (FE) package ABAQUS. The parameters commonly employed in conventional CFST FE modeling have been discussed in this study. The nonlinearities of concrete and aluminum materials and the interaction between concrete and aluminum tube were considered. Numerical models were validated against collected experimental data. The ultimate loads, load-axial strain relationship and failure modes from numerical simulations were compared with those from experiments. The verified FE model was used to analyze structural behavior of full histories of the corresponding load-deformation N-ε response. Load-deformation N-ε curves for both concrete and aluminum tube were also presented. Upon on validation of the FE models, additional structural performance data over a wide range of diameter-to-thickness ratios, aluminum grades and concrete strengths were generated for parametric studies. The influences of diameter-to-thickness ratios, aluminum grades and concrete strengths on the ultimate strength were presented in this paper.

Keywords: concrete-filled aluminum tubes (CFAT); circular hollow sections; stub columns, compressive behavior; finite element analysis.

1. Introduction
Aluminum alloy material has lower stiffness than carbon steel material since the Young’s modulus of aluminum alloy material is lower than that of the carbon steel material. Filling aluminum tube columns with concrete is an alternative approach to increase the specimen ultimate strength.

Structural behaviors of CFAT stub columns under axial compressions have been investigated by researchers, such as Zhou and Young [1, 2]. It was shown that aluminum tube columns filled with concrete could effectively take advantages of these two materials providing high cross-section compressive resistance with better anticorrosion ability. Local buckling effects of aluminum tubes have been improved due to the concrete infill. Chen et al. [3] and Feng et al. [4] have conducted experiments on concrete-filled aluminum alloy thin-walled tubes subjected to in-plane bending.

The ultimate strengths, failure modes, flexural stiffness, ductility and curves of test specimens were studied. Gardner and Ashraf [5] have proposed non-linear metallic material models. Su et al. [6] have investigated cross-section capacity of aluminum alloy in compression. Experimental behaviors of aluminum tube without concrete infill have been investigated by Zhu and Young [7]. It was shown that the local buckling, overall buckling and interaction of local and overall buckling were main failure modes of aluminum tube without concrete.

The purpose of this paper is to establish finite element (FE) models of CFAT stub columns under axial compression and investigate the structural behavior during the full history of loading. After being validated, the FE models were used to analysis the complete load-deformation N-ε curves. Additional structural performance data over a wide range of diameter-to-thickness ratios,
aluminum grades and concrete strengths were generated for parametric studies.

2. Finite element model and verification

A numerical modeling program using ABAQUS [8] has been performed to simulate the structural behaviors of the CFAT stub columns. The FE model consists of the aluminum tube, concrete infill and the interface between the aluminum tube and the concrete infill. Fig. 1 illustrates the cross section of one CFAT stub column, while D and t represent the diameter and thickness, respectively.

![Cross section of CFAT stub column](image)

**Fig. 1.** Cross section of CFAT stub column.

### 2.1. Element, boundary condition and method of loading

The three-dimensional eight-node solid element (C3D8) was selected to model the concrete since the concrete infill can prevent the inward buckling of the aluminum tubes. The four-noded shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) was selected to model the aluminum tubes. The FE mesh sizes were investigated in order to achieve reliable modeling with reasonable computational time.

The axial compressive load was applied by specifying displacement at the top surface of CFAT stub columns, while the other degrees of freedom of CFAT stub columns were restricted.

### 2.2. Aluminum tubes

Zhou and Young [2,9] have measured and analyzed stress-strain curves for aluminum tubes. The reported stress-strain curves are applied for aluminum tubes in this study. The Young’s modulus of aluminum are adopted by the measured value and the Poisson’s ratio is defined as 0.3. In the analysis of the FE modeling of CFAT stub columns, the nominal static stress-strain curve of aluminum was converted to a true stress and plastic strain curve due to the large elastic strain.

### 2.3. Concrete infill

The uniaxial compressive strength and the corresponding strain of concrete have been enhanced due to lateral confining pressure. The damage plasticity model was utilized for concrete. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of concrete were defined as 4730√fc’ [10] and 0.2, respectively, and fc’ represents the compressive strength of concrete cylinder. The core concrete model suggested by Han et al. [11,12] was adopted in this study. For the FE model of CFAT stub columns in tension, fracture energy based approach developed by Hillerborg et al. [13] was adopted in this analysis.

### 2.4. Modeling of aluminum tube-concrete infill interface

Contact pair was used to model the interfaces between the aluminum tube and concrete. The “hard contact” model was used along the normal direction to the interface and “penalty” was used along the tangential direction. Friction coefficient of 0.25 was used in this study.

### 2.5. Verification of finite element model

The developed FE model using ABAQUS has been validated through comparisons between the predicted results and tests reported by Zhou and Young [2] on circular CFAT stub columns. The comparisons are presented in Table 1. CHS1-CHS10 denote ten series of CHS aluminum tubes filled with concrete (reported by [2]) and were employed in this study. The tubes were fabricated by extrusion using 6061-T6 heat-treated aluminum alloy. The nominal concrete cylinder strengths are 40, 70 and 100 MPa. The nominal section sizes (D×t) of the series CHS1, CHS2, CHS3, CHS4, CHS5, CHS6, CHS7, CHS8, CHS9 and CHS10 are 38×4, 50×3, 60×2.5, 76×2, 100×2, 120×2.5, 150×2.5, 150×5, 160×4 and 180×3.5 mm, respectively.

Table 1 shows the comparison between the test results (P_{Exp}) and the column strengths (P_{FEA}) from the FE model. The mean value of the P_{Exp}/P_{FEA} ratio is 0.996 with the corresponding coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.079. The load-axial strain relationships of CFAT stub columns from tests and FE simulations were analyzed to validate the FE models. The comparisons of the load-axial strain relationships obtained from the
experimental results (Exp) and the FE results (FEA) were shown in Fig. 2. The load values from FE simulations were consistently and slightly larger than those from experiments. This may be attributed to the fact that the concrete material models employed initially for CFST in which the concrete infill in axially loaded CFAT stub columns may behave in a manner with minor reduction on cross-section ultimate strength.

In addition, the failure modes of CFAT stub columns from FE simulations were verified against those from test results, as presented in Fig. 3. In general, for relatively slender sections, both local buckling of aluminum tubes and concrete crushing were observed. Good agreements have been achieved between the experimental results and FE results in terms of the ultimate loads, the load-axial strain relationship and the failure modes.

**Table 1. Verification of finite element model.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$D/t$ ratio</th>
<th>$P_{Exp}$ / kN</th>
<th>$P_{FEA}$ / kN</th>
<th>$P_{Exp}/P_{FEA}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHS1-C0</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>107.8</td>
<td>1.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS1-C40</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>158.9</td>
<td>166.0</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS1-C70</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>167.2</td>
<td>169.6</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS1-C100</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>171.5</td>
<td>166.0</td>
<td>1.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS2-C0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS2-C40</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>217.0</td>
<td>249.1</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS2-C70</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>238.9</td>
<td>262.6</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS2-C100</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>327.5</td>
<td>286.1</td>
<td>1.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS3-C0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>118.4</td>
<td>1.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS3-C40</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>244.1</td>
<td>247.9</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS3-C70</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>292.4</td>
<td>296.7</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS3-C100</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>412.6</td>
<td>363.5</td>
<td>1.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS4-C0</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS4-C40</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>329.9</td>
<td>326.7</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS4-C70</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>415.7</td>
<td>418.9</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS4-C100</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>611.4</td>
<td>542.4</td>
<td>1.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS5-C0</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>162.7</td>
<td>150.7</td>
<td>1.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS5-C40</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>543.6</td>
<td>532.0</td>
<td>1.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS5-C70</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>712.0</td>
<td>701.4</td>
<td>1.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS5-C100</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>995.8</td>
<td>930.3</td>
<td>1.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS6-C0</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>264.5</td>
<td>235.6</td>
<td>1.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS6-C40</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>822.8</td>
<td>820.4</td>
<td>1.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS6-C70</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>1075.0</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS6-C100</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>1389</td>
<td>1410.0</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS7-C0</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>283.9</td>
<td>293.8</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS7-C40</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>1312.0</td>
<td>0.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS7-C70</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>1749.0</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS7-C100</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>2058</td>
<td>2344.0</td>
<td>0.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS8-C0</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>525.8</td>
<td>501.3</td>
<td>1.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS8-C40</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>1547.0</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS8-C70</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>1906.0</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHS8-C100 | 29.9 | 2666 | 2409.0 | 1.107 |
CHS9-C0  | 40.0 | 456.1 | 425.9 | 1.071 |
CHS9-C40 | 39.7 | 1494 | 1655.0 | 0.903 |
CHS9-C70 | 39.4 | 1974 | 2123.0 | 0.930 |
CHS9-C100 | 39.5 | 2797 | 2748.0 | 1.018 |
CHS10-C0 | 48.1 | 482.8 | 550.0 | 0.878 |
CHS10-C40 | 48.5 | 1690 | 1758.0 | 0.961 |
CHS10-C70 | 48.9 | 2274 | 2283.0 | 0.996 |
CHS10-C100 | 48.1 | 3139 | 2947.0 | 1.065 |
Mean | | | | 0.996 |
COV | | | | 0.079 |

(a) CHS2-C0.

(b) CHS2-C40.

(c) CHS2-C70.
Fig. 2. Comparison of load-axial strain relationship of experimental and FE analysis.

Fig. 3. Comparison of (a) experimental and (b) FE analysis failure modes.

3. Analysis and discussion

Behavioral analyses have been carried out by using one typical CFAT stub column reported by Zhou and Young [2]. The diameter and the thickness of the specimen were 50.0 mm and 3.13 mm, respectively. The length of the tube was 150 mm. The yield stress of aluminum tube and the mean value of concrete strength were 238.4 MPa and 106.0 MPa, respectively. Full histories of the corresponding load-deformation $N$-$\varepsilon$ response were studied.

Load-deformation $N$-$\varepsilon$ curves for CFAT stub columns are given in Fig. 4. The $N$-$\varepsilon$ responses of concrete and aluminum tube are also shown in Fig. 4. There are four characteristic points marked in the curve and the curves can be generally divided into four regions.

Stage 1: Elastic region (Points O-A). In this stage, the column remains elastic behavior. There is no evident interaction stress between aluminum tube and concrete. The load of aluminum tube and concrete are 32% and 68% of the ultimate strength of CFAT stub columns, respectively.

Stage 2: Elastic-plastic region (Points A-B). The confined concrete cracks and starts transverse deformation. The interaction stress between aluminum tube and concrete increases due to the increasing confinement effect. The aluminum tube yields at point B. The load of aluminum tube and concrete are 36% and 64% of the ultimate strength of CFAT stub columns, respectively.

Stage 3: Plastic region (Points B-C). During this stage, the aluminum stress exceeds its corresponding yield limits and the stress of concrete is higher than its cylinder strength due to the confinement of aluminum tube.

Stage 4: Softening or hardening region (C-D). The longitudinal strain increases quickly in this stage. The maximum stress of core concrete is 19.8% larger than that of plain concrete since aluminum tube can provide confinement for CTAT stub columns.

4. Parametric analysis

Upon on validation of the FE models, the parametric analysis was carried out to investigate the influence of depth-to-thickness ratios, aluminum strengths and concrete strengths on the axial load versus the longitudinal strain. The measured material properties of the aluminum tubes and concrete tested by Zhou and Young [2] were used in the
Zhao, H.Y., Wang, F.C. and Han, L.H.

parametric analysis. The aluminum tubes were normal strength material (T5) and high strength material (T6) and the nominal concrete strengths were 40, 70 and 100 MPa, respectively. The parametric study of the overall diameter-to-thickness \((D/t)\) ratio, which ranged from 10 to 160, was also carried out.

4.1. Strength effect of concrete

The \(N-\varepsilon\) curves of CFAT stub columns with different nominal strengths of concrete are presented in Fig. 5. A wide range of the concrete cylinder strengths of 40, 70 and 100 MPa was studied. The aluminum tube without concrete infill was also investigated. It is shown that the ultimate strength and the stiffness increase as the concrete strength increases. The ultimate strength and the stiffness of the composite columns are much higher than those of the aluminum tubes are. This is due to the higher strength and stiffness of the concrete in the composite columns. However, it is also shown that the ductility decreases with the increase of the concrete strength.

![Fig. 5. Effect of concrete strength on axial load and longitudinal strain.](image)

4.2. Strength effect of aluminum tube

The \(N-\varepsilon\) curves of CFAT stub columns with different strengths of aluminum tubes are presented in Fig. 6. The normal strength aluminum tube has the yield stress of 185.9 MPa and the high strength aluminum tube has the yield stress of 267.9 MPa. It is shown that the ultimate strength increases as the strength of the aluminum tube increases. This is attributed to the higher confinement effect provided by the high strength aluminum. The influence of the strength on ductility is not obvious.

![Fig. 6. Effect of aluminum tube strength on axial load and longitudinal strain.](image)

4.3. Effect of diameter-to-thickness ratio

The \(N-\varepsilon\) curves of CFAT stub columns with different diameter-to-thickness \((D/t)\) ratio are presented in Fig. 7. It is shown that the ultimate strength increases as the \(D/t\) ratio decreases. This is attributed to that the area of steel tube is enlarged and yield stress of steel tube is higher than that of confined concrete. For specimens with \(D/t\) less than 20.0, \(N-\varepsilon\) curves are observed with no decline due to confinement effect provided by the aluminum tube, phenomenon of which is similar to that of concrete-filled steel tube [12].

![Fig. 7. Effect of depth-to-thickness ratio on axial load and longitudinal strain.](image)

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn:

1) FE models of CFAT stub columns under axial compression were developed using the FE package ABAQUS. The model consists of three main components: the aluminum tube, concrete infill and the interface between the aluminum tube and the concrete infill. It is shown that good agreements have been achieved...
between the experimental results and FE results in terms of the ultimate loads, the load-axial strain relationship and the failure modes.

2) Structural behavior of full histories of the load-deformation \( N-\varepsilon \) response was discussed, where \( N-\varepsilon \) curves were divided into four regions and each of them was analyzed accordingly.

3) Parametric studies were carried out to investigate the influences of depth-to-thickness ratios, aluminum grades and concrete strengths on the structural behavior of the specimens. The ultimate strength increases as the increasing of the concrete strength or the yield stress of the aluminum tube. The ultimate strength and ductility increases as the \( D/t \) ratio decreases due to the increase of the confinement provided by the aluminum tube.

4) This paper presents numerical investigation of circular concrete-filled aluminum tubular (CFAT) stub columns. CFAT stub columns using square and rectangular hollow sections still need to be investigated. Experimental and numerical results of circular, square and rectangular CFAT stub columns need further study to be compared with the design capacity predictions from existing international codes.
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Abstract

This paper presents a series of tests on sea sand concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (SSCFST) stub columns under axial compression, where the main test parameters include type of fine aggregates (river sand, desalted sea sand and sea sand), steel ratio, and concrete strength. The failure mode, axial load versus axial shorten response, cross-sectional strength of the SSCFST specimens are investigated and compared with those of traditional composite columns with normal concrete. The confinement effect between stainless tube and the sea sand concrete is also evaluated. High strength and good ductility was observed for the tested SSCFST stub columns. In general, when being used as the concrete core in a composite column, differences of confinement behaviour between sea sand concrete and normal concrete are not significant, indicating the potential adoption of SSCFST columns in practice.

Keywords: Sea sand concrete; stainless steel; concrete-filled steel tube; stub column; cross-sectional strength; confinement effect.

1. Introduction

With the aim of reducing the consumption of the river sand needed for making concrete mixture and advancing the sustainability of environment, sea sand can be adopted as an alternative aggregate in concrete mixture. However, the chloridion in sea sand might significantly aggravate the corrosion of structural steel. Therefore, materials with high corrosion resistance are required to apply with sea sand concrete, such as stainless steel. Recently, sea sand concrete-filled stainless steel tube has attracted expanding attention due to its environmentally friendly benefits [1, 2].

In the past, some experimental studies on concrete-filled stainless steel tubes were carried out by various researchers [3-7], however, the research on sea sand concrete-filled steel tubes is still not sufficient. Therefore, this paper conducted a series of tests on the sea sand concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (SSCFST) stub columns under axial compression. The failure mode, axial load versus axial displacement response, and ultimate strength of SSCFST stub columns were experimentally investigated, and the feasibility of using sea sand concrete to replace the river sand concrete in concrete-filled steel tube was examined.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Specimen preparations

A total of 24 circular concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) stub columns were tested under axial compression. The main testing parameters are the type of fine aggregate (river sand, desalted sea sand, and sea sand), steel ratio, and concrete strength.

The information of all specimens is listed in Table 1, in which D is the overall diameter of steel tube, t is the wall thickness of tube, fcu is the cubic strength of concrete, \( \alpha = A_c/A_s \) where \( A_s \) is the cross sectional area of steel tube, \( A_c \) is the cross sectional area of core concrete) is the steel ratio, \( \sigma_{0.2} \) is the 0.2% proof stress of stainless steel, \( \xi (A_s f_s/A_c f_y, f_y) \) is yield stress of the carbon steel; \( f_y \) is the characteristic strength of the concrete, and the value of \( f_y \) is determined using 67% of \( f_y \) for normal strength concrete) is the confinement factor of concrete-filled steel tube. The lengths of specimens are all 480 mm.
2.2. Material properties

The cold-formed stainless steel tubes were cut and machined to the required length, and then were welded to a 30 mm thick steel base plate at one end. The measured modulus of elasticity \((E_i)\), 0.2\% proof stress \((\sigma_{0.2})\), ultimate strength \((f_u)\), Poisson’s ratio \((\nu)\), and strain-hardening exponent of the stainless steel tube are presented in Table 2.

All the CFSST specimens were cast with one batch of self-consolidating concrete (SCC) without any vibration. Three types of sand were employed as the fine aggregates, i.e. river sand, desalted sea sand and sea sand, as shown in Fig. 1. The sea sand was obtained at the coast in Chang Le district of Fuzhou city of China. The desalted sea sand was produced by soaking the sea sand in water for 6 hours, and then filtering out the shells in the sand after the sand dried. The measured cubic strengths of concrete at the testing are listed in Table 1. The proportion of chloride in each type of sand was measured as 0.14\% for sea sand, 0.06\% for desalted sea sand and 0.006\% for river sand, respectively.

### Table 1. Specimen information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Specimen number</th>
<th>D (mm)</th>
<th>t (mm)</th>
<th>type of sand</th>
<th>(f_{cu}) (MPa)</th>
<th>(\alpha) ((\times 10^2))</th>
<th>(\sigma_{0.2}) (MPa)</th>
<th>(\xi)</th>
<th>(N_{ue}) (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C-3-L-RS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1263.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-3-L-RS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1322.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C-3-H-RS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1348.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C-3-H-RS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>River sand</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1315.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C-4-L-RS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1807.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C-4-L-RS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1644.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C-5-L-RS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1712.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C-5-L-RS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1630.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C-3-L-DS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1309.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C-3-L-DS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1290.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C-3-H-DS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1513.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C-3-H-DS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>Desalted sea sand</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1551.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C-4-L-DS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1597.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C-4-L-DS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1611.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>C-5-L-DS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1725.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C-5-L-DS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1739.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>C-3-L-SS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1366.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>C-3-L-SS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1333.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>C-3-H-SS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1465.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C-3-H-SS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>Sea sand</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1451.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C-4-L-SS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1642.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>C-4-L-SS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1647.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>C-5-L-SS-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1745.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>C-5-L-SS-2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1715.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Material property of stainless steel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(D\times t) (mm)</th>
<th>(\sigma_{0.2}) (MPa)</th>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>(E_i) (MPa)</th>
<th>(n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>159\times 2.88</td>
<td>383.9</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>195200</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159\times 3.80</td>
<td>400.7</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>184433</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159\times 4.50</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>177000</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Test set up

The test set-up and instrumentation are shown in Fig. 2. A testing machine of 5000 kN capacity was used for the compression test. For each specimen, eight strain gauges were mounted on the outer surface of steel tube to measure the axial and transverse strain at mid-height of the column. Two displacement transducers were installed in the bottom to record the axial shortening. To obtain the softening response of the specimens, the loads were applied at closer intervals near the ultimate load.
buckling conditions. In general, the effect of three types of sand on the failure mode is minor.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 1.** Three types of fine aggregate.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 2.** Testing set up and instrumentation.

3. **Test results and discussions**

3.1. **Failure mode**

All the tested specimens showed a local buckling failure mode, shown in Fig. 3. Due to the supporting effect of core concrete, only outward buckling of steel tube was observed in all CFSST specimens. The strain steel exhibits very good deformation ability, where no fracture was observed even under severe buckling conditions. In general, the effect of three types of sand on the failure mode is minor.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 3.** Typical Failure modes of the CFSST specimens with different types of sand.

3.2. **Axial load versus axial shorten curves**

Fig. 4 shows the measured axial load (N) versus axial displacement (Δ) curves of the CFSST stub columns. At the initial loading stage, the N-Δ response shows the linear characteristic. With the yielding of steel tube, the curve gradually enters the elasto-plastic stage and shows nonlinear characteristic, where the stiffness tends to decrease.

Due to the strong confinement of the core concrete provided by the outer steel tube and the significant strain hardening feature of stainless steel, the CFSST specimen show very good ductility and deformation ability, where the N-Δ curve of all specimens has no descending stage and the axial load keeps rising until the end of testing. With the increase of wall thickness of steel tube, the hardening of N-Δ curve tends to be more marked. It also can be seen from Fig. 4 that, the replacement of sea sand for river sand has no significant effect on the N-Δ curve of CFSST stub column, because the confinement offered by the steel tube might eliminate the unfavorable influence caused by the shells in the sea sand.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

(a) C-3-L-RS
(b) C-3-H-RS
(c) C-4-L-RS

\(t=2.88\text{mm}, f_{cu}=44.0\text{MPa}, \text{River sand}\)
\(t=2.88\text{mm}, f_{cu}=51.4\text{MPa}, \text{River sand}\)
\(t=3.90\text{mm}, f_{cu}=44.0\text{MPa}, \text{River sand}\)
impressive steel ratio is increased from $f_{cu} = 44.0$ MPa (River sand) to $f_{cu} = 43.3$ MPa (Desalted sea sand) to $f_{cu} = 43.3$ MPa (Desalted sea sand), the ultimate strength of is increased by 29.2%, 33.2% and 28.2% respectively for the specimen infilled with river sand concrete, desalted sea sand concrete and sea sand concrete.

It is also found that, using different types of sand has a less significant influence on the ultimate strength of CFSST columns. Once again, the confinement effect of concrete largely contributes to such phenomenon by reducing the unfavourable effect of sea sand.

3.3. Comparisons of ultimate strength

Fig. 5 compares the ultimate strength of tested specimens. Since the $N$-$A$ of the specimen keeps ascending until the end of loading, the ultimate strength is defined in this paper as the axial load as the axial compressive strain reaches 10000 $\mu$e. It is evident that the ultimate strength of CFSST columns tends to increase with the increase of steel ration, mainly due to the improved confinement effect of core concrete provided by the steel tube. For instance, as the steel ratio is increased from 7.66% to 12.36%, the ultimate strength of is improved by 29.2%, 33.2% and 28.2% respectively for the specimen infilled with river sand concrete, desalted sea sand concrete and sea sand concrete.

It is also found that, using different types of sand has a less significant influence on the ultimate strength of CFSST columns. Once again, the confinement effect of concrete largely contributes to such phenomenon by reducing the unfavourable effect of sea sand.
In order to quantitatively compare the confinement effect of the concrete with different types of fine aggregates, two strength indexes $SI_1$ and $SI_2$ are defined as follows:

$$SI_1 = \frac{N_{ue} f_{cK}}{A_{s2} \sigma_{0.2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$SI_2 = \frac{SI_1}{SI_{1-RS}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

in which $SI_1$ is the ratio between the measured ultimate strength and the sum of the cross-sectional capacity of steel tube and core concrete. The value of $SI_1$ can generally reflect the degree of confinement. $SI_{1-RS}$ is the value of $SI_1$ of the control specimen with river sand concrete.

Fig. 6 compares the $SI_2$-value of the CFSST stub columns with different types of sand. It is evident that the $SI_2$ of sea sand concrete-filled stainless steel tubular columns is higher than that of composite columns with river sand concrete, which indicates the confinement of sea sand concrete is not weaker than that of river sand concrete in a concrete-filled steel tube (CFST). It also indicates that the replacement of sea sand concrete for river sand concrete in a CFST column may not have a significant effect on the ultimate strength of CFST columns.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn within the scope of the current study:

1. The tested sea sand concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns exhibits very good ductility and deformation ability.

2. The effect of different types of fine aggregate is less significant on the failure mode and axial load versus axial displacement response.

3. The replacement of sea sand concrete for river sand concrete will not weaken the confinement effect in a concrete-filled steel tubular column, which might indicate the feasibility of the application of sea sand concrete-filled steel tubes in practice.
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Abstract

Concrete-filled steel tubes have been widely used all over the world due to their superior structural behaviour. To promote the use of ecofriendly materials and to reduce the use of concrete, this paper presents an innovative type of composite column, which can be referred as bamboo-concrete filled steel tubes. In this kind of column, concrete filled in the space between the external steel tube and the inner raw moso bamboo. Bamboo-concrete filled steel tubes inherit the merits of concrete-filled steel tubes such as high load-bearing capacity and ductility performance. Besides, global buckling behaviour of a bamboo column due to its relatively large slenderness can be significantly improved, and the bamboo column with nodes could provide confinement to the infilled concrete. This paper investigated the composite effect of bamboo-concrete filled steel tubular stub columns subjected to axial compression. In addition, concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular stub columns and hollow concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns were also tested for comparison. The main experimental parameter considered was the diameter-to-thickness ratio ($D/t$) of steel tube. Test results indicated that the composite columns with moso bamboo pipe as inner core elements showed better ductility than the hollow concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns. The bearing capacity and ductility visibly increased with decreasing of the $D/t$ ratio.

Keywords: Bamboo concrete infill; raw moso bamboo; hollow concrete-filled steel tube; axial compression; concrete-filled double-skin steel tube.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST) have been widely used due to their superior mechanical properties. Steel tube can delay cracking of the infilled concrete, and the infilled concrete can provide lateral support to outer steel tube continuously. Thus, local buckling of thin-walled steel tubes can be delayed.

Based on concrete-filled steel tubes, some novel composite members were proposed in recent years. Some researchers have studied concrete-filled double-skin steel tubes (CFDST), a new type of concrete-filled steel tubes. Advantages of double-skin concrete-filled steel tubes include: increased section modulus, enhanced global stability and lighter weight. Hsiao et al. [1] experimentally investigated the behaviour of CFST and CFDST columns using ultrahigh-strength steel subjected to combined axial and flexural cyclic loadings. The ultimate member moment capacities were predicted accurately using a proposed simple formulation based on the concept of the superposed strength method. Li et al. [2] experimentally studied concrete-filled double-skin steel tubes under axial load. The behaviour of axially loaded CFDST columns with preload either on the outer tube alone or on both tubes were discussed. It was found that the strength of CFDST column might be decreased moderately when the preload was applied. Yuan and Yang [3] presented a study on the performance of concrete-filled double skin composite tube columns under axially compressive loads using both experimental and numerical methods. The
A total of ten specimens, including three concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular stub columns, four bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubular stub columns and three hollow concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns, were tested to failure under axial compression. All specimens were identified as three types, namely type A, type B and type C, and the schematic diagrams of the three types of specimens are shown in Fig. 1. The external diameter \((D)\) and length \((L)\) of all specimens were the same \((D=240\,\text{mm} \text{ and } L=720\,\text{mm})\). The external diameter \((d)\) of infilled tubes for all specimens was 120 mm. The ratio of length to diameter was three to ensure short column behaviour. Table 1 provides details of all the specimens, where \(t_b\) and \(t_s\) are the thickness of infilled bamboo pipes and steel tubes, respectively. Material properties of bamboo, concrete and steel tubes are also shown in Table 1.

![Schematic drawing of specimens.](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic drawing of specimens.
The labeling system of the specimens was the following: taking B6-120-12-1 as an example, the first letter B indicates bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubular stub columns; similarly, A and C represent concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular stub column and hollow concrete-filled steel tubular stub column, respectively; the first number 6 is the thickness of outer steel tube; the latter number 120 and 12 respectively show diameter and thickness of the bamboo. It should be noted that two same specimens, i.e. B6-120-12-1 and B6-120-12-2, were designed and tested to evaluate discreteness of two bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubular stub columns.

### Table 1. Details of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>L (mm)</th>
<th>D (mm)</th>
<th>t (mm)</th>
<th>D/t</th>
<th>f_{cu} (MPa)</th>
<th>f_{c} (MPa)</th>
<th>f_{t} (MPa)</th>
<th>d (mm)</th>
<th>t_{e} or t_{s} (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2-120-2</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4-120-2</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6-120-2</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2-120-12</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4-120-12</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6-120-12-1</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6-120-12-2</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2-120</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-120</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6-120</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. Specimen fabrication

Steel tubes were fabricated in a factory. Moso bamboo pipes were selected and dried under room circumstance in advance. The moso bamboo pipes were cut in the light of the designed length. As shown in Fig. 2(a), to avoid floating of bamboo pipes during concreting, bamboo pipes or steel tubes were placed, centralized, and clamped inside the tubes. After 28 days of concrete curing, the specimens were ready for testing. Both ends of specimens were polished carefully before the test to have uniform axial load distribution (Fig. 2(b)).

![Clamed bamboo](image1)

![Polished surface](image2)

![Cage](image3)

![Cage in steel tube](image4)

*Fig. 2. Specimen preparation.*

To avoid local failure of columns ends, short and discontinuous steel cages were used to enhance the both ends of every column (shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d)). The length of the steel cages was 150 mm. The steel cages could avoid undesired local failure and facilitate the failure in the mid-height region of column. It could be considered that the steel cages do not influence the mechanical properties of columns.

#### 2.3. Test setup

A 10000 kN hydraulic compression machine was used to provide axial load. The load was slowly and continuously applied during the test.

The axial load was recorded continuously with a load cell. Four linear variable differential transformers (LVDT) were used to measure axial deformation during the test. Strain gauges were arranged in 90° intervals to monitor longitudinal and hoop strains of tubes. For all specimens, strain gauges were only arranged at the mid-height of the outer steel tubes. The test setup is shown in Fig. 3.
3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Test observation and failure

Fig. 4 shows typical failure modes of five columns at the end of test. It was observed that the specimens with $D/t$ ratio of 120 suffered shear failure. This was because thin-walled circular steel tubes could not prevent the shear failure of concrete filled. In contrast, concrete is crushed or squashed for the specimens with $D/t$ ratio of 40 and 60, because of a thicker circular steel tube. It was found that there was no visible bucking on steel tube before the peak load for all the specimens. The buckling of all the specimens became obvious when the load fell to about 70%-95% of the peak load. After test, the bamboo of type B specimens sprang back and extended out (nearly 5 mm), as can be seen in Fig. 5(a). Buckling of the inner tubes of concrete-filled double-skin tubes and crushed concrete inside the hollow concrete-filled steel tubes were observed after the test, as shown in Figs. 5(b-c).

(a) A2-120-2.  (b) B2-120-12.  (c) B4-120-12.  (d) B6-120-12-2.  (e) C6-120.

Fig. 4. Failure modes of specimens.

(a) Bamboo sprung back.  (b) Buckling of inner steel tube.  (c) Crushed concrete.

Fig. 5. Details after failure.
3.2. Axial load-displacement behaviour and capacity

To compare axial load-carrying capacities of all the specimens, the superposition principle was used in this paper. The predicted load \( P_u \) was calculated by Eq. (1), where, \( f_y \) is the measured yielding strength of steel tubes; \( f_{ck} \) is characteristic concrete strength. The value of \( f_{ck} \) is determined using 76% of the compression strength of cubic blocks \( (f_{cu}) \); \( A_s \) and \( A_c \) are area of steel tube and concrete, respectively.

\[
P_u = f_y A_s + f_{ck} A_c
\]  

(1)

The prediction \( P_u \), the experimental peak load \( P_{ex} \) and \( P_{ex}/P_u \) ratio are shown in Table 2. It should be noted that the contribution of bamboo was not included in the calculation for comparison reasons. By doing this, the influence of infilled bamboo on capacities could be shown more obviously through the comparisons of test results between type B and type C specimens.

The measured axial load-displacement curves of all the specimens are shown in Fig. 6, where the displacement \( \Delta \) is the average of four values measured by LVDTs. The diameter-to-thickness ratio had significant and similar influence on the axial load-displacement curves of all the specimens, and axial load-carrying capacity visibly decreased with increasing \( D/t \) ratio. Steel tubes yielded at 70-85% of the peak load in the pre-peak stage. This showed that steel tubes had been fully used.

### Table 2. Load-carrying capacity and ductility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>( P_s ) (kN)</th>
<th>( P_{ex} ) (kN)</th>
<th>( P_{ex}/P_s )</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2-120-2</td>
<td>1733.8</td>
<td>2012.1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4-120-2</td>
<td>2024.7</td>
<td>2129.0</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6-120-2</td>
<td>2467.7</td>
<td>2748.3</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2-120-12</td>
<td>1424.4</td>
<td>1671.5</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4-120-12</td>
<td>1729.6</td>
<td>1969.2</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6-120-12-1</td>
<td>2144.1</td>
<td>2400.4</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6-120-12-2</td>
<td>2144.1</td>
<td>2485.1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2-120</td>
<td>1486.9</td>
<td>1724.1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-120</td>
<td>1767.6</td>
<td>1944.7</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6-120</td>
<td>2158.1</td>
<td>2470.4</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bamboo is a natural material and unavoidable to be inhomogeneous in geometry and physical properties. However, the overall trend of the specimens with the same parameters, for example B6-120-12-1 and B6-120-12-2, showed nearly the same behavior (Fig. 6(b)).

![Fig. 6. Axial load-displacement curves of three types of specimens.](image1)

(a) Type A. (b) Type B. (c) Type C.

![Fig. 7. Axial load-displacement curves of different types of specimens.](image2)

(a) \( D/t \) ratio of 120. (b) \( D/t \) ratio of 60. (c) \( D/t \) ratio of 40.
Fig. 7 shows the axial load-displacement curves of specimens in types A, B and C with the same $D/t$ ratio. The specimens with steel tube infill (type A) had the largest peak loads compared with the other two types of columns. Loads of the specimens with bamboo infilled (type B) decreased slower than those of the other two types of columns after the peak load, indicating a better ductility performance. While the bamboo pipes did not improve the peak load apparently, this may be due to the small deformations at the peak loads. Thus, strength of bamboos was not utilized adequately. In addition, there is a slight gap between infilled bamboo and concrete due to water loss from bamboo, so the slenderness ratio of bamboo is large at the beginning of test. The infilled bamboo did not work until after the peak load, when the concrete was in direct contact with the bamboo pipe due to the development of concrete cracks.

3.3. Ductility

The ductility index ($DI$) in [8] is adopted to quantify section ductility. It is expressed as

$$DI = \frac{A_{85\%}}{A_u}$$

(2)

where the $A_u$ is the displacement at the peak load, and the $A_{85\%}$ is the displacement when the load falls to 85% of the peak load.

The values of $DI$ of all the specimens are listed in table 2, and they are plotted versus $D/t$ ratio in Fig. 8. It was found that the ductility decreased with increasing $D/t$ ratio. The bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubes had high ductility, thanks to the three materials interacted.

In bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubes, the steel tube provided lateral restraint to the concrete and delayed cracking of the concrete. In turn, the concrete provided lateral support for steel tube to delay the buckling of steel tube, and the bamboo pipe provided lateral restraint for the concrete. This mechanism is similar to concrete-filled double-skinned steel tubes columns.

It was found that the effect of bamboo on ductility would be more significant as the thickness of external steel tubes increased. With the increasing thickness of the outer steel tubes, the transverse deformation of concrete had been restricted more effectively, and it had to be more inclined to develop inward. Thus, the restraint effect of infilled bamboo for concrete became more obvious and the infilled bamboo could work together with the infilled concrete. However, local buckling of an inner steel tube weakened the restraint effect for the double-skinned arrangement. Thus, the loads of type A specimens dropped a little faster than those of type B specimens at the end of the test when $D/t$ ratios were 40 and 60.

It was observed that the axial load-carrying capacities of B6-120-12-1 and B6-120-12-2 with $D/t$ ratio of 40 had distinct increasing, even close to the peak load values at the end of the test, as seen from Fig. 7(c). This also definitely suggests the infilled bamboo provided superior ductility for such composite elements.

3.4. Strain response

The relationship between load and strain is depicted in Fig. 9, where the $\varepsilon_v$ and $\varepsilon_h$ are the longitudinal and hoop strains of steel tubes, respectively. Both $\varepsilon_v$ and $\varepsilon_h$ are the averages of four measurements obtained by the strain gauges.

It was indicated that all specimens had similar feature in the elastic stage. The hoop strain and longitudinal strain are proportional to the load and the ratio of longitudinal strain to hoop strain was almost constant in the elastic stage. The reason may be attributed to the fact that there was little interaction between steel tube and concrete, concrete and inner pipe in the elastic stage, and the three components worked independently in this stage. The hoop strain increased faster after the peak load, this was the result of interaction between concrete and steel tube.
4. Conclusions

This paper presents an experimental investigation on a novel kind of composite column, namely bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubular stub column, which could promote the use of ecofriendly materials and reduce the use of concrete. The ratio of diameter to thickness of steel tube was the main test parameter. In addition, concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular stub columns and hollow concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns were also tested for comparison. Through analysis and evaluation of the test results, several conclusions can be drawn.

1) With decreasing of \(D/t\) ratio, the axial load-carrying capacity and ductility of all the three types of stub columns visibly increased. Ductility of bamboo-concrete filled circular steel tubular columns was much better than that of hollow concrete-filled stub columns. Moreover, the ductility of this new kind of composite column was similar with concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular stub column when \(D/t\) ratio was greater than 60. The effect of bamboo on ductility would be more obvious as the thickness of external steel tubes increased.

2) Bamboo pipes almost did not improve the peak loads. This might be due to the strength of bamboo was not utilized, because of the small deformations at the peak loads. Further research is still needed to clarify this.
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Abstract

Second-order direct analysis has been used in some regions for reliable analysis and design of steel structures. Currently, the stiffness-based element is widely used with accuracy improved by enforcing equilibrium along mid-span or “stations” along the member length in order to achieve equilibrium which is not guaranteed along an element. In this paper, a flexibility-based beam-column element considering member imperfection based on Hellinger-Reissner functional is developed and used for practical second-order direct analysis. This new element is a flexibility-based element with member initial bowing at the element level for direct analysis of three-dimensional frame analysis whereas previous flexibility-based elements assumed perfectly straight geometry for the element. The fiber plastic hinge approach is adopted to account for the distributed plasticity of a section. The new flexibility-based element performs excellently for modeling of members under high stress with material yielded as the conventional stiffness-based element has less accuracy when few elements are used in modeling a plastic member. This will significantly enhance accuracy and computational efficiency for direct plastic analysis which can then be more widely used in practical design. Several examples are employed to validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed element along this line of thought.

Keywords: Direct analysis; flexibility-based; initial imperfection; plastic zone; fiber section.

1. Introduction

Steel structure is mainly made of steel, and is one of the main kinds of building structure. It has many advantages, such as, high strength and good ductility. Stability problems are important during the design of steel structure. However, the traditional linear analysis cannot satisfy the requirements of current steel structure design. Nowadays, design codes of steel structure in many countries have incorporated the theory of direct analysis, and recommend this new method which can replace the conventional linear analysis and the design method based on effective length. The design method of calculating effective length is rarely used or eliminated in Eurocode-3 2005 [1], LRFD 2010 [2] and HKSC 2011 [3], and is displaced by second-order direct analysis. The traditional design method needs to classify types of steel structure. These structure cannot be designed by linear analysis when their critical elastic coefficient is less than a particular value, for example, 3 in Eurocode-3 2005 [1], 4 in HKSC 2011 and AS4100(1995). However, elastic critical load has limited applications, such as, regular buildings mainly under gravity load. It is not able to measure many complex structures, for example, large power transmission tower, scaffolding and spatial latticed structures, which lead to the invalidation of linear analysis and design. Second-order direct analysis has been a preferred method in current design of steel structure. LRFD 2010 [2] includes the second-order direct analysis method in the core chapter, while the linear analysis method in appendix. Eurocode-3 2005 [1] puts it in front of the linear analysis method. Theoretically, the
variation of structure and members under load action is not considered and internal force results are inaccurate by the linear analysis. Its assumption is that all stiffness comes from material and geometrical features of structures, neglecting the effect of load applied on members which makes no difference of member’s capacity under tension and compression, while the long practical experience shows that compression members’ bearing capacity significantly lower than tensile ones. Therefore, LFRD 2010 [2] requires using reduction factor to cover the shortage of linear analysis. More importantly, the value of effective length is uncertain, maybe overestimated or too low, and the effect of eccentricity is hard to be measured. That is why current design codes try to avoid using effective length method to structures’ design.

Chan and Gu [4] derived a stability equation of bending according to the curvature shown in the table 5.1 of Eurocode-3 2005. Chan [5] applied this equation in second-order direct analysis and design of semi-rigid steel frame. Fig. 1 shows load-deflection curves obtained by different analysis and design methods. These methods’ ultimate bearing capacities are also compared with λυ got in experiment. The failure criterion of structure is appearance of the fist plastic hinge when designed by second-order elastic analysis. The first plastic hinge method can capture failure of the first member in structure, which is loading coefficient λυ when the first member begin to yield. This compromise method is relatively conservative because traditional plastic hinge method can only consider plastic hinge happened at member’s two ends and disturbed plastic zone method needs huge computation.

In the present paper, a beam-column element based on flexibility method, for using second-order direct analysis of structure, has been introduced, where disturbed plastic zone has been considered. This element has the capacity of directly modelling geometrical initial imperfection of members, and has a high accuracy so that it is able to model one member by one element. These features can significantly reduce engineers’ workload of modelling and calculation time of analysis. Especially, this method eliminates inconvenience of modelling one member’s geometrical initial imperfection by multi-elements. At the same time, considering nonlinearity of material by disturbed plastic hinge method, it can reflect development of yielding zone so as to capture the response of members relative to traditional plastic hinge element. Compared with beam-column elements with disturbed zone method, it has advantages on computational speed because there is no section integration during every cycle.

Fig. 1. Analysis methods.

2. Description of beam-column element based on flexibility method

The shape function of beam-column element based on flexibility method is the equation of force and error of this kind of element only comes from the integration along the member. For this reason, they have higher accuracy than these based on stiffness method. The proposed element incorporates effect of P-δ and material nonlinearity, as well as geometrical initial imperfection in the elemental stiffness matrix for practical use. Derivation of this element is as follows.

2.1. Hellinger-Reissner vibrational method

The displacement-based elements are generally derived by the principle of minimum potential energy while the flexibility-based elements are commonly based on the Hellinger-Reissner (HR) variational principle which is expressed in equation (1) in terms of displacement filed \( \mathbf{u} \) and stress filed \( \mathbf{\sigma} \) as follows

\[
\Pi_{HR}(\mathbf{\sigma}, \mathbf{u}) = \int_\Omega \left\{ \mathbf{\epsilon}(x, y, z) \mathbf{\sigma} - \chi(\mathbf{\sigma}) \right\} d\Omega + \Pi_{ext}(\mathbf{u})
\]
Taking the first variation for equation (1) with regard to the displacement and the stress resultant and setting it to zero, the stationary of the Hellinger-Reissner potential is expressed as
\[
\delta \Pi_{HR}(\mathbf{S}, \mathbf{u}) = \delta_s \Pi_{HR} + \delta_u \Pi_{HR} = 0 \tag{2}
\]

Thus, the weak form of equilibrium and compatibility equations can be obtained in equations (3) and (4) respectively.
\[
\delta_u \Pi_{HR} = 0 \tag{3}
\]
\[
\delta_s \Pi_{HR} = 0 \tag{4}
\]

2.2. Equilibrium equation

The equilibrium equations defined in equation (3) can be expanded as
\[
\delta_u \Pi_{HR} = \int \mathbf{S}^T \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\delta u' + v' \delta v' + w' \delta w' + v_0 \delta v' + w_0 \delta w' \\
\delta v'' \\
-\delta w'' \\
\end{array} \right\} dx = 0
\]

\[
\mathbf{P}^T \delta \mathbf{D} = 0 \tag{5}
\]

with \( v_0 \) and \( w_0 \) are geometrical initial imperfection. The section forces \( \mathbf{S}(x) \) in related with end forces \( \mathbf{P} \) can be presented as
\[
\mathbf{S}(x) = \begin{bmatrix} N(x) \\ M_z(x) \\ M_y(x) \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{b}(x) \mathbf{P} \tag{6}
\]

2.3. Compatibility equation

The compatibility equations given in equation (4) can be further expressed as
\[
\delta_s \Pi_{HR} = \int \mathbf{S}^T \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
u'' \\
-w'' \\
\psi' \\
\end{array} \right\} - \frac{\partial x(s)}{\partial s} \left[ \begin{array}{c}
M_z \\
M_y \\
T(x) \end{array} \right] dx = 0 \tag{7}
\]

From the virtual work principle, there exists a relation between the increment of virtual internal forces and virtual end forces given by
\[
\int \mathbf{S}(x)^T \mathbf{d}(x) dx = \delta \mathbf{P}^T \mathbf{D} \tag{8}
\]

The relation between the end displacements \( \mathbf{D} \) and the section deformations corresponding to the generalized strains \( \mathbf{d} \) along the member can be obtained as
\[
\mathbf{D} = \int_{L} \mathbf{b}^*(x)^T \mathbf{d}(x) dx \tag{9}
\]

2.4. Elemental flexibility matrix

Taking derivative of the end nodal displacements \( \mathbf{D} \) in equation (9) with respect to end nodal forces \( \mathbf{P} \), the element flexibility matrix can be established as
\[
\mathbf{F}_e = \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial \mathbf{P}} = \int_{L} \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{b}^*(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{P}} \mathbf{d}(x) + \mathbf{b}^*(x)^T \frac{\partial \mathbf{d}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}} \right) dx
\]

\[
= \int_{L} \left( \mathbf{b}^*(x)^T \mathbf{f}_s(x)(\mathbf{b}(x) + \mathbf{h}(x)) + \mathbf{g}(x) \right) dx \tag{10}
\]
in which \( \mathbf{h}(x) \) and \( \mathbf{g}(x) \) are expressed as
\[
\mathbf{h}(x) = \frac{\partial \mathbf{b}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \mathbf{P} \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{P}} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{b}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{w}} \mathbf{P} \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{P}}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{z} \kappa_x \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{V}(x) \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} W(x) \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \tag{11}
\]

\[
\mathbf{g}(x) = \frac{\partial \mathbf{b}^*(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \mathbf{d}(x) \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{P}} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{b}^*(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{w}} \mathbf{d}(x) \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}(x)^T}{\partial \mathbf{P}}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{z} \kappa_y \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{V}(x) \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} W(x) \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \tag{12}
\]

with
\[
\mathbf{V}(x) = \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}_1} \\ \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}_2} \\ \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}_3} \end{bmatrix} \tag{13}
\]

\[
\mathbf{W}(x) = \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}_1} \\ \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}_2} \\ \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}(x)}{\partial \mathbf{P}_3} \end{bmatrix} \tag{14}
\]

From above, once the displacements \( \mathbf{v}(x) \) and \( \mathbf{w}(x) \) as well as initial imperfections \( v_0(x) \) and \( w_0(x) \) are known the element flexibility matrix can be determined.

2.5. Transformation from basic to global system

To incorporate this new flexibility-based element into the conventional stiffness-based
software package like NIDA [6], the element stiffness matrix $K_e$ in basic coordinate system can be obtained as

$$K_e = F_e^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

in which $F_e$ is the flexibility matrix defined in equation (10).

In this paper, the co-rotational method used in [7] is adopted to carry out the transformation between the basic and global systems. Under the co-rotational framework, the tangent stiffness matrix $K_T$ of beam-column element can be calculated as

$$K_T = L\left(T^T K_e T + N\right)L^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

in which $T$ is transformation matrix from basic to local system, $N$ is a matrix considering the work due to the initial force and the translational displacements, $L$ is transformation matrix from local to global system. The details of the matrixes $T$, $N$ and $L$ can be found in [8].

3. Yield surface of frame section

The concentrated plasticity method assumes that plastic hinge only happens at the end of members, and imports internal degree of freedom to describe material nonlinearity approximately. This method The procedures of this method can be described as follows.

Step 1: Defining plastic hinge model before analysis.

Step 2: Determination of elemental state such as elastic or plastic.

Step 3: Insert a plastic hinge in the element.

Step 4: Condensation of internal degrees of freedom, and determination of whole element state. The predefined plastic hinge model can save computational time and should be more efficient. However, the location of plastic hinge is limited at the end of a member and as a result it is hard to capture actual material nonlinearity behaviour along a member. Some researchers have proposed arbitrarily-located-plastic-hinge beam-column element. This kind of element condenses internal degrees of freedom essentially, which has a complex deduced process and a poor expression.

In order to get $f_s(\chi)$ in equation (10), traditional disturbed plastic zone method discretises frame section into many fibers. Generally, the precision of section internal force and stiffness depends on the number of fibers. Each fiber needs individual parameters to record material status. This method has two disadvantages: (1) the computer time increases as the number of fibers increases, especially in nonlinear dynamic analysis; (2) generous fibers also increase the requirement of memory. Because of these, a section constitutive model is proposed in this paper to simplify the procedures of second-order inelastic analysis with acceptable accuracy.

3.1. Elemental flexibility matrix

Following the concept of constitutive relation of metal, Krenk [9] and Powell [10] proposed constitutive relation at the section level. Lu [11] deduced refined plastic hinge formulation, which is able to capture plasticity development. Although the yield criterion by P-My-Mz function is used to detect the sectional state, the sectional forces such as $P$, $M_y$ and $M_z$ do not consider the coupling effect between the axis force $P$ and bending moments $M_y$ and $M_z$. For the steel member with compact wide-flange section, Orbison [12] proposed a yield surface reproduced in equation (17) to trace the material nonlinearity. Fig. 2 shows the typical full yield surface proposed by Orbison [12].

$$\Phi(P) = 1.15p^2 + m_z^2 + m_y^2 + 3.67p^2 m_z^2 + 3p^6 m_y^2 + 4.65m_y^2 m_z^4 = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$F(P, M_z, M_y) = \begin{bmatrix} P \\ M_z \\ M_y \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{p}{P_y} \\ \frac{m_z}{M_{pz}} \\ \frac{m_y}{M_{py}} \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

in which $z$-axis and $y$-axis are the major and minor axes respectively; $P_y$, $M_{pz}$ and $M_{py}$ are the axial force capacity of the cross-section, full plastic moments about the major and minor principal axes respectively.

Van Long and Hung [13] proposed a strain hardening rule for frame section, which is applied in a beam-column element with traditional plastic hinge. Their strain hardening rule is able to describe three ranges, i.e. elastic range, strain hardening range and flowed range. The rule can be expressed as

$$\Phi(F, K) = \phi - K \leq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)
$$\phi = \Phi(F) - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)
where $K$ is the parameter for hardening and given in equation (21); $\phi$ is shown in equation (17).

$$K = \begin{cases} H\dot{\varepsilon}^p & \text{if } 0 \leq \dot{\varepsilon}^p \leq \dot{\varepsilon}^p_1 \\
H\dot{\varepsilon}^p_1 & \text{if } \dot{\varepsilon}^p > \dot{\varepsilon}^p_1 \end{cases}$$

(21)

$$\dot{\varepsilon}^p = \frac{|\Delta P|}{l} + \frac{\beta_{x}^p h}{2l} + \frac{\beta_{y}^p b}{2l}$$

(22)

in which $\dot{\varepsilon}^p$ is the effective strain; $h$ and $b$ are, respectively, the depth and the wide of the section; $l$ is the member length; $\dot{\varepsilon}^p_1$ is the limit effective strain; $H$ is the strain hardening modulus. The differential of equation (19) is given below

$$d\phi = \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right] dF - H d\dot{\varepsilon}^p$$

(23)

### 3.2. Derivation of section stiffness matrix

The incremental sectional force can be calculated as

$$d[F] = \left[ C_{ep} \right] [d[x]]$$

(24)

in which $\left[ C_{ep} \right]$ is the stiffness matrix of section. When the section is in elastic state, the elastic stiffness matrix can be written (torsion-stiffness is not included for simplicity)

$$\left[ C \right] = \begin{bmatrix} EA & 0 & 0 \\
0 & El_z & 0 \\
0 & 0 & El_y \end{bmatrix}$$

(25)

For the elastic case, the matrix $\left[ C \right]$ is same as that generated by fiber section method. It should be pointed out that the fiber section method requires much computer resources since many members remain in elastic range in practical projects at low load level.

The sectional deformation composes of elastic part and plastic part.

$$d(x) = d_e(x) + d_p(x)$$

(26)

Using the associated flow rule, the plastic deformation can be expressed as

$$d[d_p(x)] = d \begin{bmatrix} \Delta P \\
\theta_{xz}^p \\
\theta_{zy}^p \end{bmatrix} = \lambda \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial P} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_{xz}} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_{zy}} \end{bmatrix} = \lambda \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \end{bmatrix}$$

(27)

in which $\lambda$ is scalar parameter of plastic increment. Accordingly, the incremental effective strain is

$$d\dot{\varepsilon}^p = \frac{1}{l} \left[ 1 - \frac{h}{2} \frac{b}{2} \right] \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \end{bmatrix}$$

(28)

$$b = \frac{1}{l} \left[ 1 - \frac{h}{2} \frac{b}{2} \right]$$

(29)

The incremental section internal force is only determined by the incremental elastic deformation. Thus, one has

$$d[F] = \left[ C_e \right] (d[d(x)] - \lambda \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right])$$

(30)

Substituting equation (28) into equation (23), one obtains the incremental sectional forces

$$d\phi = \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right]^T \left[ C_e \right] (d[d(x)] - \lambda \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right])$$

$$H \lambda b \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right] = 0$$

(31)

and then,

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{a} \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right]^T \left[ C_e \right] d[d(x)]$$

(32)

$$a = \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right]^T \left[ C_e \right] \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} + H b \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F}$$

(33)

When the section is in plastic range, the force-deformation relation is expressed as

$$d[F] = (\left[ C_e \right] - \left[ C_p \right]) d[d(x)]$$

(34)

in which $\left[ C_p \right]$ is the plastic matrix and calculated by

$$\left[ C_p \right] = \frac{1}{a} \left[ C_e \right] \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right] \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial F} \right]^T \left[ C_e \right]$$

(35)

Finally, the section stiffness matrix can be obtained as

$$\left[ C_{ep} \right] = \left[ C_e \right] - \left[ C_p \right]$$

(36)
3.3. Determination of section elastic-plastic status

Incremental-iterative method is the general approach to solve nonlinear problems. The elasto-plastic behaviour is reflected by nonlinear constitutive law on the basis of stress resultant. The nodal displacements by solving system equations and residual forces will be extracted for each element and further converted to basic system to calculate the section deformation. The detailed process of incremental-iterative method to determine sectional state is introduced as follows.

Step 1: calculation of trial internal force at section level.

Assuming that the monitoring section is elastic, the initial elastic stiffness matrix is used to calculate trial incremental sectional forces as

\[ dS(x) = [C_e]d\delta(x) \] \hspace{1cm} (37)

Then, the total trial sectional forces of the section is

\[ S_{t+1}(x) = S_t(x) + dS(x) \] \hspace{1cm} (38)

Step 2: calculation of section yield function.

The value \( \phi(F, K) \) of section yield function can be calculated using the trial sectional forces obtained in previous step. If section state is in elastic range in last step, go to step 3, otherwise jump to step 4.

Step 3: section state is elastic in last step.

If \( \phi(F, K) \leq 0 \), the section is still in elastic range, the trial sectional forces are the final forces, and exits the loop.

If \( \phi(F, K) > 0 \), the coefficient \( \lambda \) is obtained by iterative solving, and then it goes to step 5.

Step 4: section state is in plastic range in last step.

If \( \phi(F, K) > 0 \), the coefficient \( \lambda \) is equal to zero, and then it goes to step 5.

If \( \phi(F, K) \leq 0 \), the section is in unloading phase and assumed to be elastic. The trial sectional forces are determined; exits the loop.

Step 5: calculation of section internal forces and tangent stiffness.

4. Verification examples

4.1 A single column under compression

Fig. 3 shows two columns with different boundary conditions. The section is W12x4, with \( A = 4.13 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \), \( I = 1.94 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^4 \) and \( r = 0.02166 \text{ m} \). The yield stress and elastic modulus are taken as 275 kN/m² and 2.05x10⁸ kN/m². The hardening ratio is 0.01. The column is subjected to a concentrated point load at the top point. The member is modelled by one proposed element, and the section is represented with the proposed model.

![Fig. 3. Layout of columns.](image)

The rotation of the top point is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) against the applied force.
Fig. 4. Load-displacement curves of columns.

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the initial imperfection will significantly affect the member behavior.

4.2 Six-story frame

The six-story frame as shown in Fig. 5 subjected to distributed gravity loads and concentrated lateral loads is studied here.

Fig. 5. Layout of six-story frame.

The displacement of top right joint in horizontal direction is shown in Fig. 6. The ultimate load factor is around 1.1 which is close to previous research. The equivalent geometrical imperfection of “L/500” and the separate consideration of geometrical imperfection “L/1000” with residual stress are considered in this example. It can be seen that the two methods produce well-agreed results.

Fig. 6. Load-deflection curves of six-story frame.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a beam-column element, with disturbed plastic hinges, based on flexibility method is proposed to account for geometrical and material non-linearity behaviour of frame structures. This element incorporates geometric initial imperfection with high accuracy and therefore it can use one element to model one member. This element can significantly reduce engineers’ modelling workload as well as computational time of nonlinear analysis. The section constitutive model derived from section yield function can replace the section integration by fiber section approach to represent the relationship between the internal forces and deformations. This technique has advantages on computational efficiency and simulation on plasticity development and is ready for static and dynamic nonlinear analysis.
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Abstract

Concrete-encased CFST (concrete-filled steel tube) members have been widely used in high-rise buildings and bridge structures. In this paper, the axial performance of a typical concrete-encased CFST box member with inner CFST and outer reinforced concrete (RC) is investigated. A finite element analysis (FEA) model is established to analyze the compressive behavior of the composite member. The material nonlinearity and the interaction between concrete and steel tube are considered. A good agreement is achieved between the measured and predicted results in terms of the failure mode and the load-deformation relation. The verified FEA model is then used to conduct the full range analysis on the load versus deformation relations. The loading distributions of different components including concrete, steel tube and longitudinal bar during four stages are discussed. Typical failure modes, internal force distribution, stress development and the contact stress between concrete and steel tube are also presented. The parametric study on the compressive behavior is conducted to investigate the effects of various parameters, e.g. the strength of concrete and steel, longitudinal bar ratio and stirrup space on the sectional capacity and the ductility of the concrete-encased CFST box member.

Keywords: Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST); concrete-encased; box member; compressive behavior; full-range analysis.

1. Introduction

Concrete-encased concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) is a steel-concrete composite member. Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic view of the cross section of this composite member, which consists of inner CFST component and outer reinforced concrete (RC) component. Compared to traditional steel columns and RC columns, the concrete-encased CFST columns have higher bearing capacity and better fire resistance due to the existence of outer concrete. Reinforced concrete (RC) box members have been widely used in bridges due to the large stiffness of bending and torsion [1]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), RC box columns generally have inner and outer stirrup to meet the requirements of ductility.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), the concrete-encased CFST box members are developed in order to take the advantages of concrete-encased CFST columns and RC box columns, which have CFST component in the webs and corners of the RC box component. Fig. 1(d) shows a schematic view of an arch bridge with the concrete-encased CFST box arch ribs in Sichuan Province. The strength of core concrete is generally stronger than that of outer concrete.

Some previous research has been done on concrete-encased CFST columns (e.g. [2-4]) and RC box columns (e.g. [1, 5, 6]). An et al. [7] have analyzed the performance of concrete-encased CFST box column which only has CFST in the corners of the cross section. This paper establishes a finite element analysis (FEA) model of concrete-encased CFST box stub column under axial compression. After verified by the test results, the model is used to analyze the complete load-deformation curves and interactions between steel and concrete. A parametric study is also carried out for the influence of ultimate load and ductility.
2. Finite element analysis (FEA) model

The ABAQUS/Standard module [8] is used to develop the FEA model of concrete-encased CFST box stub column under axial compression as shown in Fig. 2. The FEA model consists of steel tubes, concrete, longitudinal bars, stirrups and end plates. Considering the different confinement, the concrete can be divided as four regions: core concrete inside the steel tube, confined concrete in the corner, confined concrete in the web wall and unconfined concrete outside the stirrup.

2.1. Material models

2.1.1. Steel

 Constitutive laws of steel tubes and bars are modeled through distinct non-linear material
models. A five-stage stress-strain model suggested by Han et al. [9] is applied for steel tube. A bi-linear model considering strain hardening effect adopted by Zhao et al. [10] is used for the uniaxial stress-strain curves of the rebar. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the steel are consistently defined as 206,000 N/mm² and 0.3, respectively.

2.1.2. Concrete

The damage plasticity model is utilized for the concrete. The elastic modulus of concrete is 4730f’c as presented in ACI 38-11 [11], in which f’c represents the compressive strength of concrete cylinder. The Poisson’s ratio of concrete is taken as 0.2.

Fig. 3. A schematic view of concrete regions in the concrete-encased CFST box section.

As shown in Fig. 3, the concrete can be divided into four regions, namely core concrete inside the steel tube, confined concrete in the corner, confined concrete in the web wall and unconfined concrete outside the stirrup. Different stress-strain relations are applied depending on regions. For the core concrete in the tube, the model suggested by Han et al. [12] is adopted to represent the uniaxial stress-strain relation as shown in Fig. 4. A model of unconfined concrete provided by Attard and Setunge [13] is referred for the uniaxial stress-strain relation of unconfined concrete outside the stirrup. Fig. 4 also gives the stress-strain curves of the confined concrete in the corner and the web wall. Detailed description can be found in An et al. [7]. The length Bcx and Bcy are illustrated in Fig. 3.

For concrete in tension, the work done by Spacone et al. [14] is referred for the stress-strain relation of concrete in tension. The cracking strength of concrete σc is 0.3·f’c0.67 according to Model Code 2010 [15].

2.2. Element type, mesh and boundary conditions and interface model

Eight-node-3-D solid element with reduced integration is utilized for the concrete components and end plates. The steel tubes are simulated by four-node conventional shell element. However, eight-node-3-D solid element is adopted for steel tubes with the sizes of φ12×2mm and φ20×2mm because similar results are achieved when using either the solid element or the shell element [16]. The steel rebars are simulated by two-node truss elements.

Different mesh sizes are attempted to achieve the balance between accuracy and efficiency for calculation. The stiffness of end plates are assumed to be so large that the deformation can be neglected during the whole load stage. The load is simulated by applying displacement on one end plate along the column, while the displacement and rotation of the other end plate are restricted.

The rebar elements are embedded in the out concrete to restrict the degrees of freedom at the rebar node. In order to ensure the displacement and rotation of the interface remain consistent, “Tie” is utilized for the contact between steel tube and the end plate and the contact between concrete and the end plate. The contact between steel tube and concrete is simulated by the “Hard contact” model in the normal direction and the Mohr-Coulomb friction model in the tangential direction. Frictional coefficient of 0.6 suggested by Han and An [4] is used in this study.

2.3. Verification

Four concrete-encased CFST box stub columns tested by the authors are adopted to verify the FEA model above. Table 1 summarizes the geometric dimensions of all specimens. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of predicted and measured load (N) versus longitudinal strain (ε) relations. The mean value
and the standard deviation of $N_{uc}/N_{ue}$ (where $N_{uc}$ and $N_{ue}$ are the calculated and measured ultimate loads, respectively) are 0.948 and 0.035, respectively. It can be seen that a good agreement is achieved between the predicted and experimental results.

Table 1. Specimen information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>$B\times H$ (mm)</th>
<th>Corner tube $D\times t$ (mm)</th>
<th>Middle tube $D\times t$ (mm)</th>
<th>Predicted $N_{ue}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Measured $N_{ue}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$N_{uc}/N_{ue}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C-L-32</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>300×420</td>
<td>32.0×3.1</td>
<td>32.0×3.1</td>
<td>5809</td>
<td>5847</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-L-48</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>300×420</td>
<td>47.8×3.6</td>
<td>32.0×3.1</td>
<td>6080</td>
<td>6652</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C-S-12</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>120×160</td>
<td>12.0×2.1</td>
<td>12.0×2.1</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C-S-20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>120×160</td>
<td>20.2×2.2</td>
<td>12.0×2.1</td>
<td>1061</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graphs and images showing predicted and measured N-ε relations for different specimens.](attachment:image1.png)

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of predicted and measured N-ε relations.

![Diagrams showing observed and predicted failure modes for different specimens.](attachment:image2.png)

**Fig. 6.** Comparison of failure modes between predicted and tested (specimen C-L-32).
Typical failure modes from finite element simulations are compared with those from tests and the comparisons are presented in Fig. 6. It can be found that the outer concrete is crushed and bulged outward in the middle of the specimen. Bending deflection is observed in the inner CFST component, while the core concrete maintains intact due to the confinement of steel tube.

3. Analytical behavior

3.1. Analysis of complete load-deformation curves

A typical concrete-encased CFST box stub column with the section shown as Fig. 2(a) is designed to investigate the axial behavior. The sectional width $B$, height $H$ and length $L$ are 120 mm, 160 mm and 900 mm, respectively. The width $B_h$ and the height $H_h$ of hollow section are 24 mm and 76 mm, respectively. The diameter and the wall thickness of the steel tube $D$ are 12 mm and 2.1 mm, respectively. The material properties are as follows: $f_{cu,\text{core}}=101$ N/mm$^2$, $f_{cu,\text{out}}=59$ N/mm$^2$, $f_{ys}=527$ N/mm$^2$, $f_{yt}=383$ N/mm$^2$, longitudinal bar ratio $\alpha_l=1.1\%$, diameter and space of stirrup are 4 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The thickness of concrete cover is 5 mm.

Fig. 7 gives the calculated axial load ($N$) versus axial strain ($\varepsilon$) relation of the concrete-encased CFST box column. The $N$-$\varepsilon$ response of different components including core concrete of CFST, confined concrete, unconfined concrete, steel tube and longitudinal bar are also shown in the Fig. 7. Four characteristic points are marked in the curve. At point A, the longitudinal bars begin yielding; at point B, the unconfined concrete reaches the ultimate strength; at point C, the column reaches the ultimate load ($N_u$); at point D, the load fails to 85% of $N_u$.

Stage I (OA). The column remains elastic behavior generally in this stage. The unconfined concrete, confined concrete in the web walls and confined concrete in the corners are sustaining 97%, 89% and 95% of their ultimate loads, respectively. The loads of core concrete and steel tube are 28% and 73% of its peak load, respectively.

Stage II (AB). The longitudinal strain ($\varepsilon$) increases faster when the axial load increases in this stage. The unconfined concrete reaches peak load at point B and begins to crush in the corner. The loads of core concrete inside steel tubes and confined concrete in the corners are 32% and 99% of their peak loads. The steel tubes are supporting 83% of its ultimate load. The longitudinal bars have yielded at point B.

Stage III (BC). During this stage, the load supported by unconfined concrete decreases, while the resistance sustained by the confined concrete in the web walls remains increasing.

Stage IV (CD). The whole load begins to fail and the longitudinal strain increases quickly. The loads supported by unconfined concrete and confined concrete in the corner begin to decrease, and the smallest stress occurs in the unconfined concrete outside the stirrups. The resistance of core concrete continues to increase slowly after point C.
### 3.2. Interactions between steel and concrete

The out concrete is confined by stirrup in the composite column. Fig. 8 shows the stirrup stress ($\sigma_\text{s}$) versus axial strain ($\varepsilon$) relation at Point 1 in the middle of the column. With the increase of $\varepsilon$, $\sigma_\text{s}$ is still in the elastic stage before Point A. The increasing trend of $\sigma_\text{s}$ become more obvious after Point A. The stirrup begins to yield at Point C when the RC component reaches the peak load.

![Fig. 8. Stress of stirrup ($\sigma_\text{s}$) versus axial strain ($\varepsilon$) relation.](image)

The confinements to steel tubes are provided by both core concrete and encased concrete. Fig. 9 (a) shows the interaction stresses between steel tubes and core concrete ($p_1$) while Fig. 9 (b) shows the interaction stresses between steel tubes and out concrete ($p_2$). When $\varepsilon$ is less than 1600 $\mu_\varepsilon$, $p_1$ remains zero because the Poisson’s ratio of steel tube is larger than that of core concrete in elastic stage and the lateral expansion of steel tube is larger than that of core concrete. When $\varepsilon$ is larger than 1600 $\mu_\varepsilon$, $p_1$ appears for the reason that the expansion of core concrete is larger than that of steel tube after concrete come into plastic stage. The longitudinal stress of core concrete is higher than that of unconfined concrete at Point C due to the existence of $p_1$. When $\varepsilon$ is smaller than 1600 $\mu_\varepsilon$, $p_2$ appears because the lateral expansion of steel tube is larger than that of out concrete. However $p_2$ is zero when $\varepsilon$ is larger than 1600 $\mu_\varepsilon$ because the lateral expansion of encased concrete is larger than that of steel tube. When $\varepsilon$ reaches 4000 $\mu_\varepsilon$, $p_2$ exists at Point 3 and Point 4, which means the lateral deflection of steel tube is confined by out concrete.

![Fig. 9. Interaction stresses between steel tubes and concrete.](image)

### 3.3. Parametric analysis

The influence on the axial load ($N$) versus the longitudinal strain ($\varepsilon$) relation of various parameters is analyzed. The parameters are as follows: out concrete strength $f_{\text{cu, out}}=40-60$ N/mm$^2$, longitudinal bar ratio $\alpha_l=0.5\%-1.5\%$, yield stress of longitudinal bar $f_{\text{y}}=235-400$N/mm$^2$, space of stirrup $s=50-100$mm, core concrete strength $f_{\text{cu, core}}=60-100$N/mm$^2$ and yield stress of steel tube $f_{\text{YS}}=235-420$N/mm$^2$. Fig. 10 gives the effect of different parameters on $N - \varepsilon$ relations.

1. Out concrete strength ($f_{\text{cu, out}}$): As shown in Fig. 10(a), the peak load $N_u$ increases as $f_{\text{cu, out}}$ increases, but the ductility decreases due to the confinement provided by the stirrup.

2. Longitudinal bar ratio ($\alpha_l$): It can be seen that $N_u$ increases slightly as $\alpha_l$ increases in Fig. 10(b). The effect of $\alpha_l$ on ductility is not
significant because the confinement of stirrup is unchanged.

(3) Yield stress of longitudinal bar ($f_{yl}$): Fig. 10(c) shows that $N_u$ increases a little as $f_{yl}$ increases. The influence of $f_{yl}$ on ductility is not obvious due to the unchanged confinement of stirrup.

(4) Space of stirrup ($s$): As $s$ increases, $N_u$ is not changed significantly and the ductility decreases because the confinement supported by the stirrup decreases.

(5) Core concrete strength ($f_{cu,core}$): As shown in Fig. 10(e), the ultimate load $N_u$ increases a little as $f_{cu,core}$ increases for the reason that the load sustained by core concrete is not obvious.

(6) Yield stress of steel tube ($f_{ys}$): Fig. 10(f) shows that $N_u$ increases as $f_{ys}$ increases because of the increase strength of the steel tube and CFST component.

Fig. 10. Effects of different parameters on $N$-$\varepsilon$ relations.
4. Conclusions

Based on the study in this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) A FEA model of concrete-encased CFST box stub column under axial compression is established. Considering the difference of confinement, the concrete regions are divided as core concrete within the steel tube, confined concrete in the corner, confined concrete in the web wall and unconfined concrete outside the stirrup. A good agreement is achieved between the predicted and measured results.

(2) The axial load ($N$) versus longitudinal strain ($\varepsilon$) relation can be divided as four stages. The unconfined concrete outside the stirrup, confined concrete in the web wall and confined concrete in the corner reaches their ultimate loads while the axial load $N$ reaches $N_u$.

(3) The influence of different parameters on the peak load and ductility of the concrete-encased CFST box stub column is discussed.
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Abstract

In this work, a non-linear 3D numerical model to study concrete-filled tubular (CFST) columns is presented. The numerical model is capable to consider the passive confinement that occurs in the concrete core of CFST columns, under which an increase in the strength and ductility of the element is expected. Passive confinement is governed by the volumetric deformation of the concrete core and by the increment of concrete strength, so it was necessary to define both aspects in the constitutive model. In the volumetric deformation, the elastic and plastic components were included, the latter by using the Drucker-Prager model. Different values for the angle of dilatancy were defined for normal and high strength concrete. The model was validated by using experimental tests performed on stub columns and eccentrically loaded columns. In addition, different section geometries were tested. According to the results, the model was able to describe the non-uniform confinement that appears in the concrete core of CFST columns.

Keywords: Passive confinement; concrete-filled tubular columns; high-strength concrete; buckling; finite element analysis.

1. Introduction

Composite behavior of CFST columns can be understood through the interaction between the concrete core and the steel tube. When compressive loads are applied, transverse strains appear in the concrete due to Poisson’s effect: the concrete core expands laterally while the steel section tends to avoid it. This phenomenon is known as concrete confinement.

A consequence of concrete confinement is an increment in the bearing capacity of the concrete and, by contrast, a reduction in the steel tube capacity. Altogether, this composite behavior produces higher failure loads than the sum of the failure loads of concrete and steel taken separately.

Nowadays two mechanisms can explain the aforementioned increment in the bearing capacity of a CFST column: active confinement and passive confinement. The first one happens when a lateral pressure is applied constantly and it is not changed in terms of axial or lateral strain. On the other hand, passive confinement is produced when the lateral pressure on the concrete varies in terms of deformation; hence, a tri-axial stress state appears in the concrete while a bi-axial stress state appears in the steel.

It is worth noting that a very specific type of confinement appears in CFST columns. For the initial stages of deformation, the steel Poisson’s coefficient (\(\nu_s \approx 0.3\)) is higher than the concrete one (\(\nu_c \approx 0.2\)), so the lateral deformations that appear in both materials are higher in the steel tube. According to this, there is no confinement effect in the concrete core at initial stages. However, the lateral strain of the concrete core does not only depend on its elastic coefficient but also on its plastic behavior. According to Johansson [1], concrete plastification begins approximately at the 50\% of its maximum compressive strain, so the lateral strain significantly increases until failure occurs. Moreover, since lateral strains increase faster in
concrete than in steel, concrete core reaches the steel tube at given moment during its plastification process, marking the initiation of the passive confinement mechanism.

Understanding and modelling passive confinement of concrete core in CFST is a challenging task. Different researchers have proposed material models, although the confinement level of the concrete core is measured in only a few works, such as the experimental setups performed by Cetisli and Naito [2] [3]. In addition, when passive confinement appears, stress-strain relationships that appear in the literature are defined from geometric parameters: $D/t$, $L/D$, etc. [4]. Moreover, since lateral deformations depend on concrete strength, a different behavior is expected between normal and high-strength concrete (NSC and HSC, respectively) in terms of passive confinement. While it is interesting to quantify the amount of concrete confinement since this phenomenon is directly related with structural ductility, the influence of each concrete type on it remains unclear. Gourley and co-workers [5] affirmed that the use of HSC produced less confinement effect compared to NSC, but on the contrary, other authors such as Zegiche and Chaouit [6] argued otherwise: it is possible to obtain a ductile response if HSC is used, but only if higher thicknesses of steel tubes are employed. The less ductile response of HSC seems to be related to its low lateral strain when it is compared with NSC. The influence of HSC in the concrete confinement in columns has been previously studied [7][8]. Finally, in previous works involving finite element (FE) simulations, several parameters that govern confinement are usually taken as constants, such as friction angle, $K$-ratio and dilatancy angle. This variation was considered by few authors, such as Yu et al. [9].

In this paper, a numerical model is proposed to simulate the mechanism of varying passive confinement of the concrete core in CFST columns. The influence of several parameters is taken into consideration, such as the cross-section shape (circular and elliptical), load eccentricity and slenderness. The proposed model was calibrated through both experimental tests previously carried out by the authors and others found in the literature. As a result, a particular definition of the stress-strain curve and the dilatancy angle are provided, taken into account that both of them vary with lateral pressure.

### 2. Numerical modelling

ABAQUS [10] software was used to simulate the mechanical behavior of CFST columns. According to the features of these elements, material models for steel and concrete were defined separately and assigned to the corresponding regions of the model along with their interactions and boundary conditions.

#### 2.1. Model geometry

Model geometry included three parts: loading plate, concrete core and steel tube (Fig. 1). As the test specimens presented two symmetry planes, the model geometry was reduced to $\frac{1}{4}$, as it was done by Hu et al. [4]. The boundary conditions applied to the model considered the simplification of the model caused by the assumption of double symmetry (Fig. 2). A three-dimensional, cubic finite element with linear approximation and full integration (C3D8) was adopted for the mesh.

![Fig. 1. Components of model geometry: (a) full model; (b) model without concrete core and (c) concrete core.](image1)

Fig. 1. Components of model geometry: (a) full model; (b) model without concrete core and (c) concrete core.

![Fig. 2. Boundary conditions in the FE model.](image2)

Fig. 2. Boundary conditions in the FE model.

#### 2.2. Surface interactions

The interactions between the components of the model were defined by using surfaces. The interaction between the steel tube and the endplates was treated like a “tie contact”. The frictional model of Mohr-Coulomb was considered to simulate the concrete core-tube interaction, with a friction coefficient of 0.25, as it was adopted previously by Hu et al. [4].
2.3. Steel model

Steel behaves initially as an elastic material, so the following values were adopted for its elastic constants: 

\[ E_s = 210 \text{ GPa} \]

for the elasticity modulus and 

\[ \nu_s = 0.3 \]

for the Poisson’s ratio. Steel in ABAQUS was treated as elastic up to its yield strength and as plastic from that point to the final strain. Von Mises plastification criterion was adopted.

2.4. Concrete model

Concrete elastic behavior is defined through the elasticity modulus 

\[ E_c = 4700 \sqrt{f'_c} \]  

(1)

To simulate the variable confinement of the concrete core, the Extended Drucker-Prager model was considered, following the work presented by Hu et al. [4]. This model allows not only an adequate characterization of concrete, but also elevated control possibilities to simulate a variable concrete confinement.

A number of parameters are necessary in order to define adequately the surface of plastic fluency prescribed by Drucker-Prager in a stress space. First, it was adopted an internal frictional angle 

\[ \beta = 20^\circ \]

as it was also done by Hu et al. [4]. Secondly, for the ratio of biaxial and triaxial ultimate stresses it was adopted 

\[ K = 0.778 \]

Finally, a special attention is put into dilatancy, this is, the increase of the material volume when it is subjected to shear stresses. Drucker-Prager model was considered in order to choose a plastic flow potential – Eq. (2) – independent of the yield surface that permitted the calculation of lateral plastic deformations.

\[ F = t - p \cdot \tan \psi \]  

(2)

where \( \psi \) is the angle of dilatancy, which can be defined through Eq. (3):

\[ \psi = - \sqrt{\frac{3}{6}} \cdot \frac{d \varepsilon_{1}^{p} + 2 \cdot d \varepsilon_{2}^{p}}{d \varepsilon_{1}^{p} - d \varepsilon_{2}^{p}} = - \frac{1}{6} \frac{d \varepsilon_{1}^{p}}{d \varepsilon_{2}^{p}} \]  

(3)

The greater the angle of dilatancy, the greater the plastic lateral deformations \( \varepsilon_{p2} \) and \( \varepsilon_{p3} \) that appear in the concrete core for the same plastic longitudinal deformation \( \varepsilon_{p1} \). As was said before, lateral deformations are directly related with concrete confinement.

3. Variable passive confinement for concrete model

3.1. Concrete damage in CFST columns

A main aspect that characterizes the response of a CFST column is the lateral strain exerted by the steel tube on the concrete core. This strain appears from the beginning of the loading process (elastic behavior) to the very failure (plastic behavior).

The high non-linearity of the stress-strain curve is the result of a failure mechanism that occurs inside the concrete core. There can be found differences between NSC and HSC. In this last case, cracks are unstable and the concrete element can break in a brittle, explosive way. Nevertheless, when concrete is used in CFST columns the process of failure is conditioned by the confinement effect.

When an axial load is applied in low slenderness columns, concrete and steel deform longitudinally and transversally. Since the initial Poisson’s coefficient of the steel is greater than the coefficient of the concrete core, there is no transmission of loads between steel and concrete at low strain levels. When the elasto-plastic regime begins, microcracks appear in the concrete, causing a lateral expansion faster than the lateral expansion of steel. Concrete core finally reaches the steel tube and the confinement begins, developing a triaxial stress state in the concrete core and a biaxial stress state in the steel tube. The resulting confining pressures are not constant, but they increase as the lateral strains of the concrete also does. This behavior ends when plastification of the confining system occurs, and the confining pressure remains constant until concrete breaks.

3.2. Variable dilatancy model

In the elastic range, lateral strains are governed by the Poisson’s coefficient. When the plastic range is reached plastic lateral deformations also appear, whose quantification is needed to develop a concrete model that includes the effect of confinement. According to Eq. (3), plastic lateral deformations are governed by dilatancy angle. Lokuge et al. [11] showed that during a compression test of a concrete specimen, the volumetric deformation turned to zero when the maximum stress corresponding to the concrete strength \( f_c \) was reached, so concrete volume returned to the value before loading...
process started. This phenomenon was observed for NSC and HSC in the work of Papanikolaou and Kappos [12], so the dilatancy angle could be computed for each type of concrete as a function of the concrete strength and the confinement pressure $f_l$. Fig. 3 depicts the procedure that was employed to obtain the dilatancy angles for a concrete strength of 30 MPa.

![Fig. 3. Volumetric deformation for a concrete with $f_c = 30$ MPa, considering different values for confinement pressure $\psi$.](image)

On the other hand, Table 1 shows the results for dilatancy angle $\psi^0$ that turns the volumetric deformation to zero when stress is equal to $f_c$ for low, medium and high strength concretes (30, 60 and 90 MPa, respectively) and for different values for confinement pressure $f_l$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_l$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\psi^0$</th>
<th>$f_l$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\psi^0$</th>
<th>$f_l$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\psi^0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that when lateral confinement pressure increases, dilatation angle decreases. As the dilatancy angle regulates the lateral plastic deformations of the concrete core, it seems logical to think that the greater the lateral pressure of confinement is applied, the smaller will be the lateral deformations that occur in the concrete core and, therefore, lower dilatancy angles are obtained.

### 3.3. Variable stress-strain relationships

In this section, stress-strain curves are developed for a given concrete strength and the maximum confining pressure that occurs for passive confinement. To this end, the model parameters were calibrated considering the results of experimental settings that were performed in previous works.

Eq. (4) relates concrete compressive strength $f_c$ with confined concrete compressive strength $f_{cc}$ and lateral confinement pressure $f_l$:

$$f_{cc} = f_c + k_1 \cdot f_l$$

Besides, Eq. (5) relates concrete maximum strain $\varepsilon_c$ with confined concrete maximum strain $\varepsilon_{cc}$:

$$\varepsilon_{cc} = \varepsilon_c \left(1 + k_2 \frac{f_l}{f_c}\right)$$

The characterization of the stress-strain curves for confined concrete followed the model proposed by Hu et al. [4] (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4. Stress-strain curves for confined and unconfined concrete.](image)

For the ascending branch of the stress-strain curve, Eq. (6) was adopted from Saenz [13]:

$$f_c = \frac{E_c \varepsilon_c}{1+(R+R_k-2)\left(\frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_{cc}}\right)\left(2R-1\left(\frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_{cc}}\right)^2\right)+R\left(\frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_{cc}}\right)^3}$$

where:

$$R = \frac{R_k \left(R_k - 1\right)}{(R_k - 1)^2} - \frac{1}{R_k}$$

![Diagram](image)


\[ R_E = \frac{E_c \cdot f_{cc}}{f_{cc}} \]  

(8)

According to Hu et al. [4], \( R_E = R_c = 4 \) for the sake of simplification. For the descending branch of the stress-strain curve of the confined concrete (Fig. 4), constants \( k_2 \) and \( k_4 \) characterize the ending point of the line that models the softening behavior. It can be taken \( k_4 = 11 \). On the other hand, constant \( k_3 \) along with \( k_1 \) in Eq. (4) are related to the values of the maximum strength of confined concrete and its residual strength, and they must be obtained experimentally by calibration with the experimental setups detailed in the following subsection.

3.4. Experimental data and calibration results

Data from experimental settings were taken from literature (Table 2). 12 stub columns were chosen, with a ratio \( L/D \approx 3 \) in order to avoid second order effects, thus guaranteeing a sectional behavior. In addition, these tests covered a wide range of variables (concrete strength \( f_c \), steel strength \( f_y \) and ratio diameter-to-thickness \( D/t \)) for low slendernesses and centered loads.

Table 2. Mechanical and geometrical features of the experimental setups used to calibrate stress-strain curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( f_y ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( D/t )</th>
<th>( L/D )</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, 1998 [14]</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al., 2002 [15]</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giakoumelis and Lam, 2004 [16]</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>23.40</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>29.83</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakino et al., 2004 [17]</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>101.35</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>16.69</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>52.09</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al., 2007 [18]</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>46.11</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>45.82</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>60.44</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the results of the constants \( k_1 \) and \( k_3 \) and the lateral confinement pressure \( f_l \) measured in the center of concrete core.

Table 3. Calibration values of the parameters that govern stress-strain curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>( k_1 )</th>
<th>( k_3 )</th>
<th>( f_l ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, 1998 [14]</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al., 2002 [15]</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giakoumelis and Lam, 2004 [16]</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>17.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>13.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>9.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakino et al., 2004 [17]</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>18.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>45.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict the values that define the stress-strain curve. In Fig. 5 it can be observed that for low and medium concrete strength the value of \( k_1 \) rises with the confinement pressure, reaching a peak value of 4 and remaining constant even if \( f_l \) rises. This trend is not observed in HSC, and \( k_1 = 1.5 \) independently of \( f_l \).
It can be also observed (Fig. 6) that the variation of \( k_3 \) with the confinement is more pronounced for NSC than for HSC. This result fits with what was observed by previous authors like Attard and Setunge [19] [19]. A rise in the concrete strength by confinement effect is less pronounced as the concrete strength increases.

4. Verification of the numerical model

4.1. Experimental setups

The numerical model was verified with the experimental tests found in the literature for different column geometries (Table 4).

**Table 4.** Values for cylindrical stub columns with centered loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>( D ) (mm)</th>
<th>( t ) (mm)</th>
<th>( L ) (mm)</th>
<th>( e ) (mm)</th>
<th>( f_y ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( f_y' ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Gardner, 1968 [20]</td>
<td>168-169</td>
<td>2.6-3.6</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.0-37.1</td>
<td>288-338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Cai and Jiao, 1984 [22]</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>350-660</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Saisho et al., 1999 [23]</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>O’Shea and Bridge, 2000 [24]</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Huang et al., 2002 [15]</td>
<td>200-300</td>
<td>2.0-5.0</td>
<td>600-900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>266-342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Giakoumelis and Lam, 2004 [16]</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3.8-4.0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.1-74.9</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Sakino et al., 2004 [17]</td>
<td>122-149</td>
<td>3.0-4.5</td>
<td>366-1350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.5-77.0</td>
<td>279-576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Zhang and Wang, 2004 [25]</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Han et al., 2005 [26]</td>
<td>60-250</td>
<td>1.9-2.0</td>
<td>180-750</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88.1-93.6</td>
<td>282-404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Yu et al., 2007 [18]</td>
<td>165-219</td>
<td>2.7-4.7</td>
<td>510-650</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47.7-55.3</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Gupta et al., 2007 [27]</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Han et al., 2008 [28]</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular stub</td>
<td>Lee et al., 2011 [29]</td>
<td>240-480</td>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>720-1800</td>
<td>60-300</td>
<td>31.5-59</td>
<td>468-517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>Knowles and Park, 1969 [31]</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1.4-5.84</td>
<td>1118-1422</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>406-490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>Pan and Liang, 1988 [33]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>Gu et al., 1993 [34]</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1768</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>Matsui et al., 1995 [35]</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.92</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>De Nardin et al., 2007 [36]</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>3.2-4.85</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46-58</td>
<td>329-355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>Kilpatrick and Rangan, 1999 [37]</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>802-2402</td>
<td>15-50</td>
<td>56.79</td>
<td>410-435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular slender</td>
<td>Rangan and Joice, 1992 [38]</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1313-2323</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Comparison between the experimental data and FE analysis

Fig. 7 depicts the comparison of the experimental results of one of the cases with the results of the numerical model.

In the following, it was compared the maximum load obtained in the experimental setup $P_{u,EXP}$ with the maximum load obtained in the numerical model $P_{u,NUM}$. For this reason, the parameter $\xi$ was introduced:

$$\xi = \frac{P_{u,EXP}}{P_{u,NUM}} \quad (9)$$

Fig. 7. Axial force-displacement/strain experimental versus numerical curves.

Table 5 shows the average values of $\xi$ for the cylindrical columns as a function of the strength of the concrete core and the slenderness $\lambda$ and the eccentricity $e$ of the column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circular section</th>
<th>$\xi$&lt;50 MPa</th>
<th>$\xi$&gt;50 MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e=0, \lambda&lt;0.2$</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e=0, \lambda&gt;0.2$</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e\neq0, \lambda&lt;0.2$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e\neq0, \lambda&gt;0.2$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 depicts the ranges of the parameter $\xi$ in circular columns. Fig. 9 depicts the comparison of the results.

5. Conclusions

From the analyzed cases, it is concluded that only for those columns with relatively low values of slenderness and without eccentricity – mostly centered stub columns – an acceptable confinement is produced and a significantly increase of resistance appears.

In the rest of the circular cases (slender centered, stub eccentric and slender eccentric columns), there is no appreciable confinement, so the overall strength of the column is not increased. In all the eccentric cases analyzed, the applied eccentricity is at least 10% of the diameter. The slenderness of the slender centered cases is in most cases greater than 0.5. It is recalled here that the EC4 eliminates any contribution of the confinement to the resistance when the eccentricity exceeds 10% of the diameter or the slenderness is greater than 0.5, so no confinement is appreciated in these cases in the numerical model.

Except in the case of the stub-and-centered columns, it is observed that even if no confinement occurs and consequently the overall resistance of the column does not increase, the ductility is improved.

When comparing the ratios of the developed numerical model, it can be concluded that it is valid for a wide range of cases. This model helps
to understand the behavior of CFST columns with HSC. In addition, the numerical model approximates the structural response of the CFST columns with HSC. This suggests that the application of the methodology described in this work enables the development of further studies in different CFST columns filled with HSC.
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Abstract

Concrete-Filled Double-skinned Steel Tubular columns (CFDST) are proved to possess exceptional structural resistance in case of fire and multi-hazard situations. This superior quality of CFDST makes it preferable in long column applications. However, studies on the long column behaviour of CFDST is very few, and their results are not in line with the behaviour of CFST long columns. Whereas, several researches on stub column CFDST shows that, the axial compression behaviour of CFDST is similar to CFST. In this paper, selected results (4 numbers of circular CFDST specimens) from a large test data is presented. Axial compression behaviour of long column CFDST specimens is studied, with non-dimensional slenderness λ around 1.0, and hollowness ratio as the governing parameter for study. Test results namely, axial load carrying capacity, axial deformation and lateral deflection are presented in this paper. Numerical models are also developed and validated with the experimental results, to carry out more parametric studies. Further, the experimental axial capacity values are compared with modified capacity equations from EC4 and AISC. Results show that extended EC4 and AISC equations gives conservative predictions for CFDST column even in the long column range. Moreover, the initial imperfections in the specimen and their corresponding boundary conditions for load application, are found to be governing parameters in long column buckling study.

Keywords: CFDST; long column; composite column; global buckling; initial imperfections.

1. Introduction

Concrete filled double skinned steel tubes (CFDST), a variant of concrete filled steel tubes (CFST) have been studied by various researchers [1-5] in the recent past. The concrete confinement effect in CFDST is rigorously evaluated by these authors, studies [6-9] have used numerical means to determine the confinement effect, which is validated against experimental results. Here, concrete confining stress is given utmost priority in research findings, as CFST got the limelight due to its inherent ability to enhance the core concrete strength at higher strain levels. Even though, the concrete confining stress is found to be lesser in CFDST compared to CFST sections under axial compression, the absolute strength and stiffness are higher due to its high steel area ratio. Further, CFDST has many practical advantages over CFST, by possessing large member ductility [10, 11], fire and corrosion resistance [12, 13], and ease in connection design [14, 15].

In most of the above research works, short column (λ ≈ 0.2) behaviour is studied, in order to understand the concrete confining action. However, in practical applications, slender members will be used, as the axial load carrying capacity is high for small cross-sections. Many studies are found for long column CFST sections [16-18]. International standards like EC4 and AISC accounts for the length effects in CFST columns similar to a steel column, except that, $EI_{eff}$ is used in finding the critical buckling loads. This approach has been validated through a large set of experimental data [17] and it is found to be conservative. Recently, few experimental studies were carried out for CFDST long columns [19-21] to understand their behaviour.
and to evaluate the member stability approach as used for CFST. It is found that the present approach over estimates the load carrying capacity.

The present study was started with an objective to understand the long column behaviour of CFDST in a comprehensive manner. Experiments were designed carefully on a wide range of cross-sections, with governing parameters like, shape of the cross-section, hollowness ratio and concrete strength. Test result shows that the long column behaviour of CFDST is as same as that of CFST columns, with significant conservativeness.

Here, test results of selected 4 circular columns are reported. The procedure adopted for conducting the test, and the test results are explained in detail. Numerical model is developed using ABAQUS and compared with test results. The test load capacity is also compared with EC4 and AISC axial capacity formulae, modified for CFDST cross-section.

2. Experimental program

The primary objective of this program is to study the global buckling in CFDST long columns. Therefore, tubes sizes are selected such that the specimens fail by global buckling under axial compression. A nominal diameter of 165.1 mm is selected as the outer steel tube, with three different inner steel tubes sizes to develop hollowness ratios of, 70%, 50% and 20% (Fig. 1). Length of all the specimens is 3600 mm. The cross-sectional geometric and material properties of the specimens are shown in Table 1. Material property of the steel tubes is found by fabricating and testing the coupons as per ASTM E8-04. The average yield strength of the tension coupon is 520 N/mm². Concrete compressive strength was found by casting concrete cubes (per IS:516-1959), from each concrete batch prepared for filling the specimens. Mean concrete cube strength (f_cm), is reported here in N/mm². D_o and D_i are the measured diameters (in mm) of outer and inner steel tubes respectively, and t_o and t_i are the measured diameters (in mm) of outer and inner steel tubes, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sp. ID</th>
<th>D_o</th>
<th>t_o</th>
<th>D_i</th>
<th>t_i</th>
<th>f_cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C0-00</td>
<td>165.84</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC-20</td>
<td>166.34</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>33.70</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>57.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Specimen preparation

Maximum care is taken in cutting the specimens to exact length and angle of cut, by using spirit level and measuring scale. The 3600 mm specimens are sensitive to imperfection along the length of the specimen. Therefore, the along-length imperfection is alone measured by placing on lathe bed, which is considered to be devoid of any imperfections. A laser beam was fixed to a vice and the specimen is run along the lathe bed, stopping at every 100 mm, where the position of steel surface is measured using laser beam with an accuracy of 0.1 mm (Fig. 2). It was found that the imperfections were very small (around 1.2 mm, which is L/3000) and predominantly out-of-plumb.

The specimens were placed in upright position (Fig. 3) for concreting. SCC was used to avoid concrete compaction difficulties in long columns.
2.2. Testing of specimens

Specimens were tested in upright position in a compression testing frame of 6000 kN capacity. Compressive Load was applied concentrically using a hydraulic jack of 5000 kN capacity. The specimen ends are attached to stiff end plates with a groove and roller bar arrangement to develop a hinge-hinge boundary condition. Instrumentation was designed such that the load, axial deformation, lateral displacement at the mid-height of the specimen are recorded continuously. Strain gauges were also pasted at the mid-height to record the axial and circumferential strain during the loading process. Load was applied at a rate of 1/15th of assumed ultimate load per minute. Test was terminated with the failure of specimens, which is essentially global buckling. Typical failure pattern of the specimen is depicted in Fig. 4.

The measured axial loads are compared with axial capacity equations specified in EC4 and AISC, in Table 2. It could be observed that the test capacity is much higher than the predicted values using EC4 and AISC specifications. This is synonymous with test data reported by [17], where the CFST long column capacity predictions were reported to be highly conservative in nature. However, it is totally in contrast to the reported test data for long column CFDST [19,20,21]. Most governing reason for this variation in the results is due to the low initial imperfection of tested specimens in the present study.

Table 2. Measured axial load capacity compared with EC4 and AISC specifications modified for CFDST long columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sp. ID</th>
<th>$P_{test}$</th>
<th>$P_{EC4}$</th>
<th>$P_{AISC}$</th>
<th>$P_{EC4}/P_{test}$</th>
<th>$P_{AISC}/P_{test}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C0-00</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>1294</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC-20</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC-50</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC-70</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>1503</td>
<td>1532</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Numerical study

ABAQUS commercial software is used to develop the numerical model of the specimens. Geometric as well as material non-linearities are considered in the model to replicate the post-buckling behavior of the specimens from experiments.

3.1. Modelling criteria

The specimen model is generated in five parts for CFDST and four parts for CFST specimen, in 3D space. The inner and outer steel tubes are modelled using 4-noded shell elements with reduced integration (S4R), as the strain variation
across the thickness could be assumed to be uniform (D/t > 20). The concrete in-fill is modelled using 8-noded brick elements, C4D8R. The mesh size of 12.5 mm is maintained at the cross-section level and 25 mm along the length based on convergence study found in literature [22]. Two end plates are modelled at top and bottom of the specimens to distribute the applied loads evenly to the specimen surface, again using C4D8R elements. Very stiff material properties (E = 10^{12} N/mm^2, ν = 0.00001) are considered for end plates, so that it undergoes negligible deformation while loading.

A tri-linear stress-strain curve is adopted for material model of steel tubes, where the pivotal inputs are taken from the tension test data. For the concrete material model, confined stress-strain model recommended [8] for CFDST with CHS in CHS cross-section is adopted. Drucker-Prager yield criteria is applied for the concrete plasticity model, with an angle of friction of 20° and a flow ratio of 0.8. Steel tubes are connected to the end plates by shell-to-solid coupling, while tie constraint is used for concrete core to end plate connection. End plates act as master surface while in contact with steel tubes and concrete surface. Whereas, for the interface modelling of steel tubes with concrete core, the steel tube is assigned as the master surface and concrete core as the slave, during loading process. Penalty friction of 0.25, and hard contact are given as tangential and normal contact properties respectively for the contact modelling. The surface is allowed to separate after contact.

Loading and boundary conditions are applied at the centerline of the two end plates as shown in Fig. 7, to simulate the test loading condition. Static-general algorithm is chosen for analyzing the model with contact stabilization, to avoid convergence issues. The nodes at the centerline of the base plate is selected and restrained from translating in x, y and z directions, and rotation about z-dir is also restrained. Similar boundary condition is applied at the top plate, except for translational restraint in the z-dir, to facilitate loading. Initial imperfections are incorporated from a previously run buckling analysis model. Fundamental eigenmode is adopted as the initial buckled shape with a maximum deformation at the mid-height of the specimen as L/3000. Pressure overclosures are applied at the steel-concrete interfaces at the beginning of the analysis.

The deflected shape of a typical model is shown in Fig. 8, which is global buckling similar to the failure pattern observed from experiments.
Fig. 9. Axial load versus lateral displacement curves compared with numerical results and analytical predictions
(a) C0-00; (b) CC-20; (c) CC-50; (d) CC-70.

Axial load vs. lateral displacement curves extracted from the numerical results are compared with the test results for the selected specimens as presented in Figs. 9(a-d). It should be noted that the initial stiffnesses and the overall behavior from tests, and numerical model matches well. However, the ultimate loads from experiments are consistently high in all the specimens compared to the numerical values. It should be noted that the actual initial imperfection in the selected specimens was out-of-plumb, whereas, the fundamental buckling mode for hinge-hinge boundary condition is out-of-straightness. This is the reason for the mismatch between the test and numerical results. Further, the increase in load carrying capacities observed in experiments for CFDST, is lesser compared to CFST specimen, which could be due to the low confinement in CFDST compared to CFST. Therefore, it is inferred that the inelasticity in concrete which has set before the overall elastic buckling, has triggered the confinement action at the cross-section level, as the actual initial imperfection is not the fundamental buckling mode for the selected boundary condition. This is the reason for the highly conservative capacity predictions by EC4 and AISC specifications as well. Nevertheless, for practical applications, it is important to study the buckling behaviour of long columns with perturbations in its fundamental buckling mode. Therefore, it recommended using numerical approach to study the member effects in strength prediction.

4. Conclusions
Long column behaviour of concrete filled double-skinned steel tubes (CFDST) are studied by conducting experiments and developing numerical models. Observations from the studies are enumerated as below.

- The long column behavior of CFDST is similar to CFST section, in experimental as well as numerical studies.
- Test ultimate capacity for all the specimens is very high compared to numerical results and analytical predictions, which has happened due to concrete confinement action.
- Test specimens has undergone concrete confinement, as the actual initial imperfection is not the fundamental buckling mode of the selected test boundary condition.
- Axial load predictions using EC4 and AISC specifications could be extended for CFDST long columns also, with good degree of conservativeness.
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Abstract

A shear connection in steel-concrete composite columns is established in the normal case with headed shear studs. However, this type of connector has been developed for composite beams and in terms of composite columns, a wide range for an optimisation still can be identified due to the different geometries of steel profiles, concrete and reinforcement. The presented paper shows investigations on a new type of shear connector with a direct application to composite columns and with a potential for a fully automatic fabrication process. The proposed new type of shear connection is made out of reinforcement bars welded to the external surfaces of the steel profile’s flanges. The experimental campaign consisted of 12 composite push-out tests with a column section geometry. The analysed specimens included centrally embedded HEB120 steel profiles into 340x1000x450mm concrete blocks. All the tests have been categorized into 4 groups. One group per connector was defined (including group without mechanical connector). Each group had 3 identical specimens. Surface treatment conditions, reinforcement arrangement, used materials and test layout were the same in all executed tests. The acquired results showed a good performance of the proposed solutions and allowed to identify the different load-bearing behaviour. After the test execution, the specimens were opened and the failure pattern has been investigated. The testing campaign was supported by numerical simulations performed with the finite element software code Abaqus®. In the developed models, a new approach to simulate the steel-concrete bond was implemented.

Keywords: Composite steel-concrete columns, shear connection, steel-concrete bond, mechanical shear connector, shear stresses analysis, load-slip behaviour.

1. Introduction

The current practice for shear connection in fully embedded steel-concrete composite columns includes in most cases only headed shear studs welded to the steel profile [1]. The behaviour of this type of connectors in solid slabs was comprehensively investigated for example by Lungershausen [2] or Lam et al. [3]. Rarely, and among others, the shear connection is also applied in the form of welded stiffeners [4] between steel profile’s flanges, by the welded perforated plates with reinforcement bars passing through them, perfobond connections [5] or channel sections [6]. Their common feature is, that they have been developed for steel-concrete composite beams (an analogy can be found in the current design codes [6-10]) and their fabrication is cost-inclusive. For big members, e.g. columns in high-rise buildings, this aspect is significant.

Due to the different forces in beam and column members, an area for an optimisation in terms of shear connection is revealed. In the presented paper, the development of a high-performing, feasible and efficient type of a novel mechanical shear connector dedicated to composite columns, with an application to the heavy composite columns with multiple encased
The efficiency criterion defined by the applicability restrictions resulted in easy-applicable solutions with a high potential for the full-automatic fabrication process.

The proposed connectors are fabricated out of reinforcement bars welded to the external surfaces of steel profile’s flanges under a special arrangement (see Fig 1). Three load-bearing mechanisms have been investigated: steel/rebar-concrete bond, friction and mechanical dowel action [11-13].

In the presented work, experimental tests of three different shear connectors’ geometries and one series of reference tests without mechanical connectors are described. Results and failure pattern of each of the variants are given and compared to each other. The experimental results were used to calibrate numerical models in FE code Abaqus® [14]. This allows investigating the shear stresses distribution within the concrete matrix and to further develop an analytical model.

2. Overview

The experimental campaign included 12 composite column push-out tests (POT). The specimen geometry, reinforcement arrangement, surface treatment and used materials for all of the tests were identical. In all tests, a HEB 120 L=550mm S355 steel profile and a 340x1000x450mm C25/30 concrete block were used. The tests comprised 4 different types of the shear connection, with 3 tests per type (see Table 1 and Fig. 1):

- Pure steel profile, 0v2 type, no mechanical connection between steel and concrete,
- Transversal orientation, Av2 type, reinforcement bars welded perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the steel profile,
- Angled orientation, Bv2 type, reinforcement bars welded in 45° orientation to the longitudinal axis of the steel profile (V-shape),
- Longitudinal orientation, Cv2 type, reinforcement bars welded in parallel to the longitudinal axis of the steel profile.

The separation force between the concrete and the steel profile, which is taken in the normal case by the head of the shear stud, is taken in the case of the investigated types of connectors by the surrounding reinforcement cage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sub No.</th>
<th>Shear conn.</th>
<th>Material Geometry [mm]</th>
<th>Surface treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0v2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Bond/Friction</td>
<td>Concrete: C25/30</td>
<td>Cleaning: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>340x1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>H=450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Rebar Transv.</td>
<td>Steel: S355</td>
<td>Coating: Anti-Adhesive Release Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Rebar Angled</td>
<td>L=550mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Embedded length: 350mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bv2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cv2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Rebar Long.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Types of the shear connectors – a) 0v2, b) Av2, c) Bv2 and d) Cv2.

3. Experimental test campaign

The test specimens have been produced at the University of Luxembourg and the tests have been executed in the laboratories of the University of Luxembourg (0v2, Av2 and Cv2 type specimens) and TU Kaiserslautern, Germany (Bv2 type specimens). The test layout in all the tests was identical. The specimens were placed vertically on the rigid platform and the force was imposed vertically to the steel part conducting a relative slip between the steel profile and the concrete encasement.

3.1. Geometry and material properties

The geometry of the executed POTs is presented in Fig. 2. At the bottom of each of the specimen, a recession with dimensions of 160x340x100mm has been placed centrally to allow a downward slide of the embedded steel profile and to assure an appropriate distribution of the compression stresses within the concrete matrix (45° dispersion angle of the compression strut was designed). For all of the steel profiles, no cleaning process has been applied. A steel surface coating with the usage of the High-Performance Anti-Adhesive Release Agent
(demoulding oil) – WETCAST FormFluid HP of the Hebau Company has been implemented in order to minimise the steel-concrete bond phenomenon contribution in the shear force transfer mechanism. An influence of the applied bond-reducing product on the shear stresses at the steel-concrete interface was investigated and described in detail by Chrzanowski et al. [13].

Fig. 2. Specimen geometry with connector Av2.

The reinforcement cage in each of the specimen was identical and it contained three different types of the reinforcement bars: 1) longitudinal bars (Ø10/180(185) L=380), 2) closed stirrups (Ø12/116(117) L=2615) and 3) U-links (Ø12/116(117) L=525). The arrangement of the rebar cage is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. POT specimen reinforcement cage.

The material properties of structural steel, reinforcement bars and concrete are given in Table 2 and Table 3. The material properties were obtained experimentally. Each specimen with the sub-number “-3” was fabricated with the usage of the same concrete mixture from the same company, but from a different concrete delivery. Due to this fact, the second series of the concrete strength values are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>HEB120 S355 JR+M</th>
<th>RB 500B</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{y0.2}$, yield strength</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_m$, tensile strength</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$, elastic modulus</td>
<td>208 000</td>
<td>206 000</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$, elongation</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Steel and reinforcement material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade: C25/30 Properties</th>
<th>Value 1st series</th>
<th>Value 2nd series</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cm}$, (28days)</td>
<td>40.92</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cm, cubes}$, (28days)</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td>40.59</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cm, cubes}$, (Av2)</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td>40.59</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cm, cubes}$, (Bv2)</td>
<td>55.55</td>
<td>45.92</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cm, cubes}$, (Cv2)</td>
<td>58.41</td>
<td>51.92</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cm, cubes}$, (Dv2)</td>
<td>50.86</td>
<td>45.92</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Concrete material properties.

The used shear connectors (see Fig. 4) were made out of regular reinforcement bars RB500B grade. For the specimen types Av2 and Bv2, the diameter of the used rebars was 8mm. For the specimen type Cv2, a 12mm diameter rebar was used. The connectors were placed symmetrically on both sides of the steel profile. The exemption was Bv2 type specimen where an antisymmetric arrangement was used.

Fig. 4. Novel shear connectors.

3.2. Test setup and testing procedure

Two different test setups have been used, see Fig. 5-8. At the University of Luxembourg (UniLux), the specimens were placed on a 10mm thick mortar bedding, whereas at the TU Kaiserslautern (TU-K), the specimens were
placed on the 10mm thick elastomer plate and connected to the hydraulic press with a calotte. In comparison to the mortar bedding, the elastomer plate allowed for a bigger local rotation of the concrete block at the specimen’s base (Elastic modulus difference). In the result, a bigger normal separation at the steel-concrete interface developed. Therefore, the peak load of the Bv2 specimens has been reduced.

The testing procedure defined in Eurocode 4 (EN1994-1-1:2004 Annex B [8]) followed. Load increments had a shape of a relative ramp. 25 cycles were performed with an amplitude between 5-40% of the expected failure load at a frequency of 0.015Hz. Between each load increment, a pause of approx. 5 min was respected. In the post-failure part of the test, the specimens were continuously loaded with a constant travel rate up to 90mm of relative slip.

3.3. Measurement equipment

The measurement equipment included a set of 13 Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDT) and a variable set (from 2 to 11) of Strain Gauges (DMS), depending on the specimen type. The DMS’s were glued to the steel profile’s web and to the reinforcement cage. Records from the DMS’s have been used to evaluate the distribution of forces within the specimen and to measure a level of force taken by the shear connector. In Table 4, a summary of the used LVDTs is given. The arrangement of the used LVDTs is presented in Fig. 9. To measure the relative slip between the steel
profile and the concrete block, two LVDTs were fixed to bars welded to the embedded steel profile, above the concrete block, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. With the displacement of the steel profile, the relative slip has been measured.

Table 4. Measurement equipment list - LVDT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>LVDT No.</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>DT-1</td>
<td>Steel profile bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>DT-2</td>
<td>Steel, relative slip, left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>DT-3</td>
<td>Steel, relative slip, right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>DT-4</td>
<td>West wall, top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>DT-5</td>
<td>West wall, bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>DT-6</td>
<td>East wall, top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>DT-7</td>
<td>East wall, bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>DT-8</td>
<td>South wall, top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>DT-9</td>
<td>South wall, bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>DT-10</td>
<td>North wall, top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>DT-11</td>
<td>North wall, bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>DT-12</td>
<td>Frame, base deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>DT-13</td>
<td>Frame, base deflection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. LVDT arrangement.

3.4. Test results

For each type of the specimen, the load-slip responses indicated a specific and characteristic shear connection behaviour, see Fig. 10-13. On the presented diagrams, the indicated values of the relative slip have been evaluated as an average of two recorded signals measuring the relative slip independently at the same time – LVDT DT-2 and LVDT DT-3 (see Table 4 and Fig. 9).
In the specimen 0v2-3, a geometrical imperfection has been noticed – non-verticality of the steel profile, which significantly influenced the behaviour. In the result, this specimen has been omitted.

The experimentally obtained values are summarized in Table 5. The normal separation, measured as an expansion of the specimen walls, fits within tolerances defined in EN1994-1-1, Annex B, B.2.5(3) [8] (see Eq. (1)). The obtained normal separation varied between 0.01-1.00mm, where the max verification ratio reached 67%.

\[ \delta_{n,u80}\% \leq 0.5 \cdot \delta_{l,u80}\% \]  
(1)

Where,
- \( \delta_{n,u80}\% \): Normal separation at 80% \( F_u \) [mm]
- \( \delta_{l,u80}\% \): Relative slip at 80% \( F_u \) [mm]

### Table 5. POT results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>( F_u ) [kN]</th>
<th>( F_s ) [kN]</th>
<th>( \delta_n ) [mm]</th>
<th>( \delta_l ) [mm]</th>
<th>( \delta_2 ) [mm]</th>
<th>( K ) [kN/mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \( F_u \): Peak load,
- \( F_s \): Load level at 6mm of relative slip,
- \( \delta_n \): Relative slip at peak load,
- \( \delta_l \): Relative slip at 90% of peak load, before failure,
- \( \delta_2 \): Relative slip at 90% of peak load, after failure,
- \( K \): Shear connection stiffness at \( \delta=0.5\text{mm} \)

### 4. Failure pattern analysis

In order to accurately investigate the failure pattern, the specimens were opened after the test execution. The specimens were cut with a concrete saw to separate the encasement. This allowed to trace the damage of the concrete around the shear connectors and to identify the critical shear planes.

The specimens 0v2 and Cv2 were characterised by a bond-type failure and the critical shear plane was developed at the steel-concrete interface (see Fig. 14). The existence of longitudinally welded reinforcement bar (Cv2) resulted in a failure similar to the rebar pull-out failure (splitting vertical crack observed on the specimen walls). This mechanism has been also observed by Bigaj [11] and Lundgren [12] for rebars.

![Fig. 14. Bottom view, slide of steel profile, Cv2.](image)

In Fig. 15, a scheme of the shear plane localization is given for the Av2 type specimen. The shear plane was composed out of 3 planes, where the first plane was parallel to the steel profile’s surface. Directly under the shear connector, a high confinement of the concrete took place and a backward shear plane at the boundary line between the different state concrete parts developed under the angle of about 15º (see Fig. 16). For the Bv2 variant, a critical shear plane under 16º can be identified (see Fig. 17). In addition, diagonal internal cracks under 45º were noticed behind the shear plane - a rebar-type pull-out failure behaviour.

![Fig. 15. Critical shear plane and scheme of Av2.](image)

Failure of the specimens Av2 and Bv2 was accompanied by the development of diagonal cracks at the specimens’ walls. The identified major cracks had an inclination of approx. 45º and 16º-27º angle for Av2 and Bv2 specimens, respectively (see Fig. 16 and Fig. 17).
5. Numerical simulations

The performed investigation is supported by numerical simulations with the usage of Abaqus FE code [13]. The created models are reflecting the experimental POT. A model analysing sequence (0v2→Cv2→Av2→Bv2) is allowing a good understanding of the occurring phenomena. The applied material laws for the steel part and rebars are incorporating an elastic-plastic linear material law with strain hardening and damage. For the concrete part, the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model based on the fib Model Code 2010 [15] was used. The concrete part and the steel profile part were discretized with hexahedral C3D8R finite elements, where the rebar cage was modelled with B32 elements.

The steel-concrete bond was modelled with the usage of cohesive interaction properties. The method proposed by Chrzanowski et al. [13] was adapted and calibrated for the bigger scale POT, according to the experimental results. The same method has been used to simulate the rebar-concrete bond. In the result, a complex interaction model has been obtained which is incorporating (i) a tabular damage definition of the cohesion behaviour, (ii) the Coulomb friction and (iii) the mechanical dowel action. The obtained numerical load-slip behaviour of the model without mechanical connectors (0v2) showed very good convergence to the experimental curves (see Fig. 18).

The given load-slip responses of Cv2 and Av2 type specimens (see Fig. 19) show a good convergence with the measured behaviour. The Av2 model is still under calibration in order to obtain the remaining part of the load-slip response. The Bv2 type model is including a very complex shape of the connector and thus, a very complex interaction at the steel-concrete interface (see Fig. 20). Due to that, the current FE model requires a further investigation.
6. Summary and conclusions

Three different types of shear connectors and one reference type without connector were presented with their respective load-slip behaviour. The investigations show, that the observed load-bearing behaviour is sensitive to - and are strongly relating on:

- the combination of the used geometrical layout and the boundary conditions,
- the weld and size of the connector itself,
- the material properties of the used parts
- the concrete confinement in form of stirrups.

Connector type Cv2 indicated the poorest load-bearing performance and the biggest amount of material was used for its fabrication. The connector Av2 showed a similar load-bearing capacity like Bv2 type, whereas Bv2 had a much higher ductility and stiffness level. Based on the gathered data and on compromise between the load-bearing capacity and the ductility, it can be concluded that the connector Bv2 is performing the best and it could be taken into account as an optimised type of shear connector dedicated to composite columns.

To fully understand the behaviour of the proposed new type of shear connector and to develop an accurate analytical model, further experimental tests, as well as numerical simulations, are highly demanded. Mentioned analytical model is under the development within the scope of the presented research project. The given results shall not be considered without the combination of the given parameters.
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Abstract

The capacity of the headed studs when they are close to the edge may be limited by the splitting forces in the concrete. In the Eurocode 4 Part 2 Annex C the shear capacity under this particular arrangement of the studs, which is directly dependent on the distance to the edge, is formulated. In addition, the geometrical restrictions to prevent the failure by pull-out of the studs are also given in clause C1 (2). These rules are based on push-out tests for the edge position where tension forces in the lying studs spread over the width of the specimen in this unfavorable way. Nonetheless, the current limits lead to extremely long studs and represent a severe restriction, and on the other hand, it is still an open question whether in real buildings or bridge girders the tension stresses that produce the pull-out appears in the same way as in the push out tests. In this paper the revision of these restrictions is presented together with a research for the alternative use of EN 1992-4 plus RFCS Project INFASO for the verification of the tension loads on the studs.

Keywords: Headed studs; splitting forces; pull-out; edge position; shear capacity.

1. Introduction

Headed studs close to the concrete edge allow interesting forms of construction, such as building edge beams in car park construction or slim-floor beams [1]. In bridge construction, the horizontal studs may serve to longitudinally connect the steel girder to the concrete slab as for example in an arch bridge. Similarly, a double layer of horizontal studs represents the connection steel-concrete in an innovative design of composite bridge girder, where the upper flange of the steel girder has been replaced by the studs (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)[2],[3]. For this section girder design, the studs are arranged in a lower layer embedded into a prefabricated concrete slab and an upper layer in concrete in in-situ. The advantages of this configuration come from the reduction in the steel consumption together with the constructional advantages of prefabrication. An additional improvement of the transversal bending capacity and longitudinal connection can be achieved by using a corrugated steel web for the girder [2],[3].

Fig. 1. Prefabricated composite bridge girder with horizontally lying studs [2],[3]

Fig. 2. New section with two layers of horizontally lying studs [2],[3]
A main aspect to consider when studs are close to the edge is the reduction of the connection capacity due to the splitting forces whether the stud is in vertical or horizontal position (Fig. 3). There are different geometrical parameters that influence the behavior of the stud connection, but the most important one is the effective edge distance \( a_r' \), which is the distance between the bolt axis and the axis of the reinforcement (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Additionally, it is necessary to distinguish between middle and edge position of the connection, since the edge position is more unfavorable due to the possible tensional forces on the studs, not balanced as in the middle position.

\[
\beta \leq 30^\circ \quad \text{or} \quad v \geq \max\{110 \text{ mm}; 1,7 a_r'; 1,7 s/2\} \quad (1)
\]
\[
\beta \leq 23^\circ \quad \text{or} \quad v \geq \max\{160 \text{ mm}; 2,4 a_r'; 2,4 s/2\} \quad (2)
\]

The parameters are defined in Fig. 4 (EN 1994-2) [10].

These limitations for the length \( v \) of the headed studs come from the investigations of [6] (Fig. 5) where a premature failure by pull-out of the stud was observed. This should be prevented by a simple safe-sided solution. However, the rules may lead to extremely long studs, which are difficult for construction practice.

Fig. 4. Position and geometrical parameters of shear connections with studs positioned close to concrete edge (EN 1994-2) [10]

Fig. 5. Pull-out in specimens [6]
In that regard, the question is whether in real structures the tension forces occur in the same way as in the conducted experimental tests. In addition, meanwhile the fastening technology represents an alternative for the practitioners EN 1992-4 [12] to verify the pull-out forces and the capacity of the headed studs in tension.

In order to know the tensile forces able to be carried by the headed studs in a thin concrete slab, as correspond to a composite girder design with the namely horizontally lying studs, a preliminary small experimental program was carried out. This paper is devoted to the presentation of the results from the tests and their comparison with the fastening technology EN 1992-4 [12] plus newer approaches according to the RFCS Project INFASO [11] and [16]. In addition a German project [15] has started to develop these solutions covering also the shear loading.

3. Experiments under pull-out

An experimental program of 6 specimens under pull-out load was accomplished [16]. The parameters that varied between the different specimens were the length of the headed studs L (125/200 mm), the concrete thickness t (250/300 mm) and the reinforcement ratio n, see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>L [mm]</th>
<th>t [mm]</th>
<th>Reinforcement Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geometry of the test can be observed in Fig. 6, where the design necessary to apply the load is also shown. The specimens consist of an inverted-T concrete part (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) where four headed studs have been embedded. The headed studs were welded to an IPE-profile that is not under analysis, its function is exclusively the load application.

From the test results the failure mode according to the different parameters was determined thanks to the force-displacement curve (Fig. 8) together with the strain measurements in headed studs and reinforcement and the visual inspection.

In specimens R-1 and R-2 with shorter headed studs and thinner concrete slab (Table 1), the typical descending branch after the failure by formation of the concrete cone was observed. The specimen R-2 which presents a higher reinforcement gave a higher capacity of the connection. This test specimens failed due to concrete failure between the supplementary reinforcement.
Pull-out failure of the headed stud (EN 1992-4/ Cl.7.2.1.4):

\[ N_{Rk,p} = k_1 \cdot \frac{\pi}{4} \cdot (d_2^2 - d_1^2) \cdot f_{c,k} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Blow-out failure of a headed stud (EN 1992-4 / Cl.7.2.1.8):

\[ N_{Rk,cb} = \frac{N_{Rk,cb}}{N_{ck,cb}} \cdot \frac{A_{s,cb}}{A_{s,cb}} \cdot \psi_s \cdot \psi_g \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ N_{Rk,cb} = k_g \cdot c_1 \cdot \sqrt{f_{ck} \cdot h_{ef}^{1.5}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

required if:  \( c < 0.5 \cdot h_{ef} \)

Supplementary reinforcement (EN 1992-4 / Cl.7.2.1.6):

- Yielding of the reinforcement:

\[ N_{Rk,cre} = n_{re} \cdot A_{s,cre} \cdot f_{y,k,cre} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

- Anchorage failure of the reinforcement:

\[ N_{Rk,\alpha} = \sum_{\alpha} n_{re} \cdot \frac{l_1 \cdot \pi \cdot d_s \cdot f_{bd}}{\alpha} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The failure patterns observed in the experiments and the capacity of the connection match with the minimum value calculated with EN 1992-4 [12] except for the cases involving concrete strut failure, see Fig. 9. In those cases the standard is too conservative and the results from INFASO Project [11] have been checked. In that European project new approaches to determine the connection capacity consider the load transfer due to concrete and hanger reinforcement. The comparison of the maximum capacity from the tests with the values from [16] can be observed in Fig. 10, the improvement of the accuracy of the prediction for the cases R-1, R-2 and R-5, with concrete strut failure is considerable.

Fig. 8. Curve load (relative to the maximum load of specimen R-1) - displacement from the pull-out tests [16]

Finally, specimens R-5 and R-6 with higher thickness of the concrete slab and larger distance to the concrete edge, presented respectively failure of the reinforcement and the concrete and steel failure of the headed stud for the test R-6 with a higher reinforcement ratio.

4. Application of the fastening technology

The results from the experiments were compared with the values of capacity given by the fastening technology from EN 1992-4 [12]. Several equations are implemented in the standard corresponding to the different failure mechanisms, nonetheless, the boundary conditions such as the influence of the edge effect on two sides given by a relative small concrete slab and a short distance of the stud to the edge are not specifically considered. So that, with this investigation, the suitability of EN 1992-4 [12] to calculate the capacity of the headed studs under tension in such conditions, can be verified. The failure modes and the corresponding equations (Eq. 3-8) considered by the standard are presented below:

Steel failure of the headed stud (EN 1992-4/ Cl.7.2.1.3):

\[ N_{Rk,s} = \frac{\pi}{4} \cdot d_1^2 \cdot f_{u,k} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
5. New investigations of the connection under shear

A German project [15] is now under development with the aim of assessing the tensional forces taken by the studs under longitudinal shear. It includes an experimental program of 9 push-out tests with a similar design to the specimens from Breuninger [6], so that the failure patterns there detected may be revised and the geometrical conditions from EN 1994-2 Annex C [10] readjusted. The specimens try therefore to reproduce the same geometry as the tests from Breuninger [6] and also from the pull-out experimental program [16], in order that the results are comparable.

Table 2. Experimental program [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>L [mm]</th>
<th>t [mm]</th>
<th>Reinforcement ratio</th>
<th>Boundary conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Tension and shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Shear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters that varied between the different specimens are shown in Table 2, and are the length of the headed studs L (100/125/200 mm), the concrete thickness t (250/300 mm) and the reinforcement ratio n. Therefore, in comparison with the experimental program presented in section 4 under tension, the new experimental program presents two specimens with a shorter headed stud (100 mm) in combination with a larger distance to the concrete edge of the headed stud (150 mm). These cases are chosen according to [6] as the most unfavorable cases susceptible to fail by pull-out. The boundary conditions for the tests were defined as in Fig. 11, so that, the tension and compression are measured in the headed studs, except for two cases with restricted displacement on the horizontal direction and pure shear loading in the headed studs, Fig. 12.

![Fig. 10. Comparison maximum load experiments with INFASO [16]](image)

![Fig. 11. Test set-up for specimens under shear and tension load [15]](image)

![Fig. 12. Test set-up for specimens under shear load [15]](image)

The experimental program is completed with a numerical study by means of FE modelling using the commercial software Abaqus [17]. After the calibration of the model a parametrical study is planned so that more cases may be assessed to
give the practitioners more reliable criteria to ensure no pull-out failure of the headed studs due to shear loading according to EN 1994-2 Annex C and to allow for a direct verification of the interaction of shear and tensions forces in slender slabs of composite girders with horizontally lying studs.

6. Concluding remarks

This paper is a report of the design restrictions to the headed studs close to the slab edge in EN 1994-2 Annex C. The focus of the research is on the strict geometrical conditions to prevent the pull-out of the headed stud under longitudinal shear (Clause C1(2)) and the required further research. The fastening technology EN 1992-4 [12] is demonstrated to be able to predict the tensile capacity of horizontally lying studs by comparison with an experimental program of pull-out tests. New approaches from INFASO project [11] are proven to be more accurate in the prediction by considering the load transfer due to concrete and hanger reinforcement. A current project [15] is devoted to test the connection not only under pull-out but under longitudinal shear, so that the tension forces on the headed studs can be assessed.
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Abstract

The use of structural hollow sections (SHS) as columns in single-storey and multi-storey results in better compression strength, low surface area, architectural attractiveness and high strength to weight ratio. One major constraint when connecting to hollow sections is in accessing and tightening the bolt from the inside of the hollow section. To resolve this issue, full welding is usually applied. But this may suffer from high labour cost, and the potential of low quality welding due to workmanship and varied environmental conditions. Connecting using additional components, such as gusset plates and brackets, helps to ease this problem but lowers aesthetic appeal. To avoid the need to access to the inner face of the column section, new type of fasteners known as blind bolts were introduced. In this paper, experimental and numerical studies were conducted using a new anchored blind bolt known as the Extended HolloBolt (EHB), with the objective of using the component method for predicting joint behaviour within the tensile region. The behaviour of EHB in a group with different connection topologies and configurations was investigated using a total of 36 tests with one row of M16 Grade 8.8 and 10.9 bolts subjected to pull-out loading in tension. The experimental work covers a range of parameters such as bolt gauge, concrete strength, concrete type, bolt embedment depth and bolt class. A finite element model was implemented with good agreement between experimental and simulated load-deflection results, which have a maximum difference of 2.5%, shows that the model is suitable to be used for parametric studies or analytical work in further research on the EHB.

Keywords: Hollow sections; Blind bolts; Extended Hollobolt; Component Method.

1. Introduction

The use of structural hollow sections (SHS) as columns in single-storey and multi-storey results in better compression strength, low surface area, architectural attractiveness and high strength to weight ratio. One major constraint when connecting to hollow sections is in accessing and tightening the bolt from the inside of the hollow section. To resolve this issue, full welding is usually applied. But this may suffer from high labour cost, the potential of low on-site welding quality due to variability of workmanship and environmental conditions. Connecting using additional components, such as gusset plates and brackets, helps to ease this problem but lower aesthetic appeal. To meet the need to access to the inner column section from one side only, new type of fasteners known as blind bolts were introduced.

Blind bolts have been introduced as alternative fasteners to connect with hollow column face and have been proven to work well in simple connections. The commercially modified Lindapter HolloBolt, termed as the Extended HolloBolt (EHB) offers better tensile performance in term of capacity, stiffness, and ductility while possessesing similar shear capacity to standard bolts [1]. As the EHB is relatively recent, there remain many areas that require further research. With this in mind, this paper presents some experimental pull-out tests and numerical modelling using the finite element (FE) method.
2. Experimental program.

2.1. Extended HolloBolt (EHB) Connection

The behavior of the extended HolloBolt (EHB) depends on three individual elements; i) internal bolt elongation, which depends on material properties of bolt shank, (ii) flaring sleeves which facilitates resistance from pulling-out of internal bolt, and it tends to displace and slip in high shear stresses, iii) bond and anchorage which provides a bond resistance as a result of head bearing stress between the concrete and the anchor nut. Previous studies showed that EHB provide higher bond contribution than other type of bolts [2]. The EHB has proved to have significantly enhanced stiffness compared with the standard HolloBolt [3, 4].

Fig. 1. Component mechanism

2.2. Concrete-filled Hollow Section

The concrete-filled column combines the advantages of the ductile steel frames with the high compressive strength of concrete components, which acts to reduce drift [5]. The interaction between steel tube and concrete has been shown to cause a delay in the local buckling of the steel tube due to the restraint provided by the concrete [6]. This delay helps to increase the stiffness and strength of the composite structure. Apart from that, the use of steel tube column removes the requirement of formworks during construction process [7]. By filling the tube eliminates the flexibility of the tube face and by extending and anchoring the blind bolt in the concrete, the tensile stiffness and resistance of the blind bolt is improved. Hence can allow for moment resisting connections.

2.3. Test specimens

The experimental investigation of the EHB in tension is performed by applying a pull-out load to the EHBs. A standard tensile pull-out test was performed to evaluate the stiffness, strength and ductility of bolts in concrete. All the tests were performed using bolt diameter M16. The setup involves a steel box simulating rectangular hollow sections (RHS). The box comprised of flat plates which are bolted to parallel flange channel sections. There are three justifications for the selection of steel box assembly: (1) to provide confinement to the concrete; (2) to eliminate concrete splitting failure; (3) to allow access to inspect tested specimens by simply unbolting its sections.

To ensure that the behaviour of the blind-bolts alone is investigated, a 40mm thick top plate and 50 mm counter bore thick tee stub are provided in the test setup.

Eighteen samples were tested covering all the study parameters, as shown in Table 1. The concrete mix was designed to have the required compressive strength at the time of testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Bolt gauge Distance (mm)</th>
<th>Concrete grade</th>
<th>( d_{amb} ) (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>C40</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>C40</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>C80</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>C80</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>C80</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Lightweight C30</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Lightweight C30</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Lightweight C30</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Without concrete</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4. Test setup and loading program

The test arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2. All specimens were tested under monotonic loading conditions, with the load being applied in displacement control, at a rate of 0.0015 mm/sec up to bolts failure.

The sample was fixed by RHS frames to provide reaction forces and anchored to a strong floor. The reaction frames were 340 mm away from each other providing sufficient distance to allow for free concrete cone formation and to eliminate any influence on load distribution near the bolts, preventing the formation of a possible pyramid shape failure surface.

2.5. Material properties

The bolts properties used in the current study had a diameter of 16 mm, grade 8.8, modulus of elasticity, \( E_y = 207 \) MPa and the yield and ultimate strength were, \( f_{yb} = 836 \) MPa and \( f_{ub} = 931 \) MPa respectively.

Four concrete mixes with grade C20, C40, C80 of normal weight and C30 for lightweight concrete were used, where the concrete compressive strengths on the day of testing were 22 N/mm\(^2\), 43.2 N/mm\(^2\), 77 N/mm\(^2\) and 30 N/mm\(^2\) respectively. A nominal maximum aggregate size of 10 mm was specified. All cubes were air cured in order to equate with the curing conditions of the actual pull-out specimens. Pull-out specimens were allowed a minimum of 7 days of curing under room temperature conditions.

3. Finite element modelling

A finite element model was developed using Abaqus 6.14 [8]. The following discusses the properties of this model.

3.1. Material models

3.1.1 Material modelling of steel

An elasto-plastic stress-strain relationships was used in the FE model for the bolts and top plate. Their stress-strain relationships were obtained from experimental data.

3.1.2 Material modelling of concrete

The behaviour of the concrete was stimulated by defining Young’s modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio as an elastic model. The concrete Young’s modulus \( E_c \) is a function of the concrete strength. In this research, equations (1) and (2) [9] were used to calculate \( E_c \) for each concrete grade. The Poisson’s ratio was considered to be 0.2 for all the concrete strengths. The plastic behaviour of the concrete was modelled using a Concrete damage plasticity (CDP) in tension and compression.

\[
E_c = 22000 \left( \frac{f_{cm}}{10} \right)^{0.3} \quad (1)
\]
\[
f_{cm} = f_{ck} + 8 \quad (2)
\]

Where

\( f_{cm} \): mean value of concrete cylinder compressive strength

\( f_{ck} \): concrete characteristic compressive cylinder strength

3.2. Finite element model description

The model of EHB comprises six major components but for simplicity, only screw, sleeves, conical nut and anchor nut were implemented as shown in Fig. 3. The model consists of EHB, concrete and top plate. To reduce the time of analysis and geometry modelling, the advantage of symmetry was considered and only a quarter of the sample was modelled. A 20-node quadratic brick element with reduced integration (C3D20-R) is used to mesh the screw and anchor nut. Local seeds with fine mesh were assigned at the bolt shank to detail the stress distribution around the failure region. The sleeves, top plate and concrete are
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meshed using 8 node linear brick with reduced integration (C3D8R). The model contains (1) 690 elements for the screw; (2) 780 elements for the sleeves; (3) 80 elements for the sleeves; (4) 1013 elements for concrete; and (5) 172 elements for the top plate.

**Fig. 3.** Finite element model for EHB

The degrees-of-freedom in all side of the concrete are constrained against any translation along all directions as shown in Fig. 4. Also, the degrees-of-freedom in the Z-direction is constrained. To resemble the reaction support (150 x 100 mm), a distance 100 mm from the end is constrained against any translation along all directions.

The contact surfaces in the present model are divided into three groups: contact between the concrete surrounding the embedded screw and sleeves, contact between the below top plate and concrete and contact between clearance hole with sleeves. Both of the normal and the tangential contact exist in the present model. Normal contact needs only defining the surfaces and link them, but in tangential contact the friction modulus should be specified. The coefficient of friction between steel and concrete was considered as 0.25 [10] and between steel and steel was considered as 0.45 [11]. In order to permit full transfer of loads, surface based tie constraint are used between the screw and anchor nut and between screw and sleeves.

**Fig. 4.** Boundary conditions

### 4. Results and discussion

**4.1. Failure mode**

The concrete-filled region of the EHB failed by bolt shank fracture. A closer examination of the surface of the concrete at the loaded end of the pull-out specimens revealed that the failure also involves concrete cracking between the bolts and at the edges near to the bolts as depicted in Fig. 5. The failure mode did not involve a concrete breakout; it is assumed that the full development of the formation concrete cone occurs before the ultimate capacity of the steel side wall, which acts to confine the concrete cone and prevent concrete breakout from occurring [12]. The concrete cone formation as shown in Fig. 6 also demonstrates the influence of the mechanical anchorage with respect to the distribution of tensile force within the concrete section. The angle of failure slope of 35° [13] was assumed off from the horizontal but varied between 30-40 degrees depending of the embedment depths [14] as shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the contribution of mechanical anchorage plays a significant role in reducing the amount of deformation in the expanding sleeves.

**Fig. 5.** After testing of EHB in concrete C20 with visible crack running between two bolts

**Fig. 6.** Concrete cone formation as shown in Fig. 6 also demonstrates the influence of the mechanical anchorage with respect to the distribution of tensile force within the concrete section.
4.2. Force-displacement relationship

4.2.1 Effect of Bolt Gauge Distance

The effect of bolt gauge on the EHB behaviour was tested using specimens (i) 1-3 with C20, $d_{emb} = 66$ mm; (ii) 9-11 with C20, $d_{emb} = 76$ mm; (iii) 12-14 with C20, $d_{emb} = 86$ mm. As expected, a smaller bolt gauge distance results in lower stiffness while a larger bolt gauge distance results in higher stiffness, as shown in Fig. 8. This might be due to the anchorage contribution since the bolts react individually when the bolts are far apart. However, for low values of gauge distance, the bolts tend to interact and transfer the pressure towards each other which results in lower stiffness due to the lower contribution of the anchorage. Moreover, there is also the edge effect, where if the bolt is close to the edge, it is in a stiffer area, causing it to develop into a strut and tie model.

4.2.2 Effect of Concrete Grade ($f_{cu}$)

The effect of the concrete grade on EHB was tested using specimen 1, 4,6,15 and 18 and is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that stiffness of the EHB is significantly influenced by concrete grade. It is found that while the initial stiffness is not significantly affected in the case of increasing the concrete grade from C20 to C80, it can be seen that higher concrete grade enhances the post initial stiffness. The failure mode and failure loads of the EHB are found to be unaffected by changes in concrete grade.

Fig. 6. Concrete cone formation

Fig. 7. Concrete cone angle

Fig. 8. Effect of bolt gauge distance for 120 mm, 140mm and 180mm for different concrete strengths & embedment lengths

Fig. 9. Effect of concrete grade on EHB
failure loads correspond to the internal bolt shank.

![Fig. 9. Effect of concrete grade](image)

**4.2.3 Effect of Embedment Depth**

The response of the EHB component with varying embedment depth, \(d_{\text{emb}}\), was tested using specimen 1, 9 and 12 and the result is shown in Fig. 10. It is indicated that the initial stiffness of the component is significantly affected with the variation in \(d_{\text{emb}}\). The ductility of the component is also observed to be affected by the variation of \(d_{\text{emb}}\), but the failure mode of the component did not alter as all specimen failed by shank fracture upon reaching ultimate capacity.

![Fig. 10. Effect of embedment depth](image)

**4.3. Verification of the model**

A comparison of experimental and FEM load-deflection curves is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the FE model has a good agreement with the FE results.

![Fig. 11. Validation of FE model for EHB](image)

Table 2 summarizes a comparison between the ultimate load of the EHB from experimental tests and FE analysis. The maximum loads obtained from the FEM simulated results are found to be consistently lower than the experimental values, although the largest percentage difference is only 2.5%.
5. Conclusions

Tensile pull-out testing of the EHB blind-bolt component has revealed that this component can develop the ultimate capacity of its bolt shank. This is due to the presence of the anchorage mechanism that provides resistance in combination with the sleeve mechanism. This combined action attributes to the ability of the anchor head to transfer the load to the concrete infill.

The concrete compressive strength was found affecting the stiffness of the EHB component. However, the improvement of initial stiffness decreased with the increase of the concrete grade. For concrete compressive strength higher than 40 N/mm², the initial stiffness improvement was minor.

The bolt gauge distance (120, 140 & 180 mm) has a significant influence on the stiffness and ductility of the EHB component. The rate of stiffness increases when larger gauge distance is used, whereas the ductility reduced with the use of large bolt gauge distance. However, it is important to consider the influence of concrete strut developing on the side closer to the corner of the section for EHB for large gauge distance. [15].

The other main parameters such as bolt class and pitch distance will be considered in future studies. Comprehensive parametric studies will be implemented using Finite Elements analysis.

A further development of the analytical modelling is necessary to cover all the major parameters that influence the behaviour of the EHB component.
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Abstract

Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns have been applied popularly in recent years, where they were connected with reinforced concrete (RC) beams or steel beams in a building. This paper proposes a joint system which connects the square reinforced concrete-filled thin-walled steel tube (RCFTWST) column and RC beam. In the joint system, reinforced bars are located in the square CFSTWST column, and stiffeners are welded at adjacent sides of the square steel tube. Besides, the panel zone is strengthened by internal diaphragms. A finite element model (FEM) based on software ABAQUS was developed to evaluate the behavior of the proposed joint system under lateral loading, and parametric analysis was carried out. Based on the analysis results obtained from FEM, some important parameters were chosen. And two specimens were tested under combined axial compression and low-cyclic lateral load to assess the seismic performance of the proposed joint system. The axial load level was chosen as the parameter. Test results showed that all tested specimens performed well up to 5% drift and can satisfy the seismic requirements of “strong-joint weak-component”. In addition, the finite element model (FEM) is verified by comparing with the experimental results. The results can be well predicted by the model.

Keywords: square reinforced concrete-filled thin-walled steel tube (RCFTWST), finite element model, parametric analysis, seismic performance.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns possess distinctive advantages over conventional RC and steel columns and have gained increasing applications in high-rise buildings. Square CFST columns provide prominent architectural functions, regular indoor space, and larger moment resistance when compared with circular CFST columns. They are extensively used as structural members due to high efficiency.

The use of thin-walled steel plates and tubes is attractive due to ease of weld and economic advantages. Therefore, the demand for concrete-filled thin-walled steel tube (CFTWST) column is increasing. However, thin-walled steel tubes are more susceptible to local buckling [1-2]. To delay local buckling of square steel tubes and to enhance confinement effect to the infilled concrete, one type of square CFST column with stiffeners welding at adjacent sides of the steel tube was proposed by Gan et al. [3], as illustrated in Fig.1, and composite effect of the columns is significantly improved.

Beam-column connections are the most critical components of a frame structure. CFST column-steel beam and CFST column-RC beam connections are generally used in CFST structures. As for CFST column-steel beam joints, joint systems with internal and external diaphragms are widely used [4-5], where the diaphragms mainly transfer the forces from flanges induced by beam bending moment. CFST column-RC beam joints are mainly used in China due to cost advantages. A safe, reliable and convenient CFST column-RC beam joint is always a challenge for steel-concrete composite construction. Nie et al. [6], Tang et al. [7], Zhang et al. [8], Pan et al. [9] and Liao et al. [10] experimentally investigated the monotonic and...
seismic behavior of square CFST-RC beam joints, and concluded that the proposed connection showed good structural performance. However, site welding or complex reinforcement detailing in the joint region is inevitable.

The internal diaphragms used in CFST column-steel beam joints inspired the authors to propose a novel CFST column-RC beam joint system. The proposed joint system in this study showed excellent structural performance.

2. Proposed joint system

As depicted in Fig. 2, the beam longitudinal reinforcing bars can pass through the column through the holes on the steel tube, and therefore the moment transfer can be achieved. According to [11], shear transfer capacity of the interfaces of composite section can be guaranteed. The joint panel zone is strengthened by internal diaphragms. Large-diameter steel bars are used as column longitudinal rebars and located in the triangle confinement zone (Fig. 1 (d)). The column longitudinal rebars can be fixed by the four holes at the four corners of the internal diaphragms, and thus the possibility of column bars buckling is reduced although there are no stirrups in the column. By embedding reinforcements and stiffeners in the infilled concrete, fire resistance is superior [12]. To achieve strong joint, to avoid excessive welding in the joint zone, and to keep load-carrying capacity of the column continuous. Thus, the steel tube in the joint zone is respectively extended upward and downward to half width of the tube, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

In this paper, a finite element model (FEM) based on software ABAQUS was developed to evaluate the effects of different parameters on the behavior of the proposed joint system. Parametric analysis was carried out. Based on the analysis results obtained from FEM, two specimens were tested under combined axial compression and low-cyclic lateral load to assess the seismic performance of the composite joint.

The axial load level was chosen as the parameter. In addition, the finite element model (FEM) predictions were compared with experimental results.

3. Numerical modeling

3.1. FEM numerical model and Material properties

In the model, beams have 200×350 mm rectangular cross-section and 1500 mm in length. Columns have square cross-section with dimensions of 300 mm. Arrangement of rebars and stiffeners are shown in Fig. 4. The thickness of all steel tubes and stiffeners is 2 mm. The yield strength of all the rebars is 400 MPa. The cylinder compressive strength of concrete used for all specimens is 40 MPa. Steel plates are grade Q235 with yield strength of 235 MPa. Modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio for
steel and concrete are considered as 200 GPa and 0.3, and 29.7 GPa and 0.2, respectively.

Shell element S4R and solid element C3D8R were used to model steel tubes and concrete, respectively. Truss element T3D2 was applied for steel bars. A damaged plasticity model was used to model the concrete material. The compressive stress-strain relationships recommended by Han et al. [13] and GB2050010-2010 [14] were adopted for column confined concrete and beam unconfined concrete. For concrete under tension, the constitutive relationship model was obtained by defining the tensile stress and tensile fracture energy presented in CEB-FIP MC90 [15]. The elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship model was employed for rebars and steel tubes. A surface-to-surface contact interaction was applied at the interface of the steel tube and concrete column, by specifying a hard contact in the direction normal to the interface plane and using Mohr-Coulomb friction model with a friction coefficient of 0.6 for the tangential behavior. Rebars, stiffeners, and internal diaphragms were embedded in the concrete.

3.2. Loading and boundary conditions

The connections were loaded under combined lateral force and constant axial force on the column top. A lateral force was applied to the specimen step by step until failure occurred in one direction. Constant axial load was applied to the columns in FEM. The axial load level $n_0$ of the composite column was chosen as 0.3. It is defined as follows:

$$n_0 = \frac{N_0}{f_c A_c + f_y A_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

in which $N_0$ is the axial load applied at the column top; $f_c$ is the concrete cylinder compressive strength; $f_y$ is the steel yield strength; $A_c$ is the cross-sectional area of concrete; $A_s$ is the total cross-sectional area of the steel tube and internal vertical stiffeners.

The column was supported by a pinned connection at its base but free to move laterally at the top on top. Roller supported was modeled to end of beams. The boundary conditions of specimens are shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. Parametric studies

The key point of the proposed joint details is the arrangement of internal diaphragms. In this section, to find out the appropriate parameters, parametric studies were performed to predict the behavior of composite joints by varying critical parameters. These discussed parameters included the quantity of internal diaphragms $n$, the thickness of internal diaphragms $t_d$, the diameter of concreting hole in internal diaphragms $d_c$, and internal diaphragms interval $d_i$, as shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 3. Boundary condition and loading of specimens](image)

![Fig. 4. Details of the composite joint](image)
(1) Quantity of internal diaphragm n (Fig. 5)
   The quantity of the internal diaphragms would influence the confinement effect of the joint tube. Besides, the greater the number of internal diaphragms were, the less convenient the concrete casting could be. The quantities of internal diaphragms were set to 0, 1, 2 and 3 in the study.

   The ultimate strength of the composite joint increased with increasing number of internal diaphragm n. This is attributed to the fact that failure mode varied from joint shear failure (n=0) to beam flexural failure (n≥1), which indicates that the existence of internal diaphragms could change the failure modes from joint shear failure to beam flexural failure. However, the ultimate strengths had little difference when the number of internal diaphragms n larger than 1, because the beam flexural failure dominated the strength and the ultimate strength was hardly affected in this range.

(2) Thickness of internal diaphragm t_i (Fig. 6)
   The thickness of internal diaphragms can affect the tensile force and change the confinement of the joint tube to core concrete. The ultimate strength of the composite joint increased with thicker internal diaphragms, and therefore the failure mode changed from joint shear failure (t_i=0mm) to beam flexural failure (t_i ≥2mm).

(3) Diameter of concreting hole in internal diaphragm d_c (Figs. 7)
   With increasing diameter of concreting hole, concreting will be easier, but the effective area of the internal diaphragms will be less leading to a decreased load-carrying capacity. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the calculated results for different concreting hole of an internal diaphragm. Both the strength and stiffness of the joint were not significantly influenced by this parameter. Consequently, the concreting hole can be larger to ensure better concreting quality.

(4) Interval of internal diaphragm d_i (Fig. 8)
   The ultimate strength of the specimen increased with decreasing d_i (350mm – 150mm), while the specimen showed almost the same behavior with further decrease of d_i (150mm - 0mm). The specimen with d_i of 350mm, where the internal diaphragms located just above and below the longitudinal beam bars, suffered joint shear failure. As a result, to obtain a better behavior, the internal diaphragms should be located between the two holes where the longitudinal beam bars pass through.

Fig. 5. Effect of n

Fig. 6. Effect of t_i

Fig. 7. Effect of d_c

Fig. 8. Effect of d_i
4. Experimental study

4.1. Specimen details

To assess whether the proposed composite joint could satisfy the seismic requirements of “strong-joint weak-component” and evaluate the validity of mentioned FEM methods, two RCFTWST column to RC beam joints, namely CJ-1, CJ-2, were tested. According to the results obtained from parametric studies, the following parameters were chosen: \( n=2, \ t_d=4\text{mm}, \ d_c=150\text{mm}, \text{ and } d_i=150\text{mm} \). The axial load level was chosen as the parameter. Details of the composite columns are shown in Table 1, where \( D \) and \( t \) are the width and thickness of the column tube, respectively; \( t_s, t_j \) and \( t_d \) are the thickness of the stiffener, joint tube and internal diaphragm, respectively; the column moments (\( \Sigma M_c \)) and the beam moments (\( \Sigma M_b \)) were calculated by finite element analysis using the tested material properties; the axial load level \( n_o \) of the composite column was chosen as 0.23 and 0.46.

The dimensions, reinforcement and some other parameters are the same as those used in the FEM. The measured steel properties of the specimens are listed in Table 2. The beam reinforcement of two specimens was specified in the parametric studies as grade 400 bars (\( f_y = 400 \text{ MPa} \)). It was found on delivery of the reinforcement that the 16 mm bars were high-strength reinforcement (\( f_y = 607.5 \text{ MPa} \)). It was decided to proceed with construction because the calculated ratio of the column moments (\( \Sigma M_c \)) to the beam moments (\( \Sigma M_b \)) did not affect the strong-column weak-beam design of the test units. The same concrete mix was used to fabricate all composite columns and RC beams, and the cylinder compressive strength was 37.2 MPa.

The test setup is shown in Fig. 9. The loading procedure consisting of displacement-controlled steps is illustrated in Fig. 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary of specimen information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specimens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Properties of steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mm deformed steel bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mm deformed steel bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 mm deformed steel bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mm thick steel plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 mm thick steel plate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Experimental results

Specimen CJ-1 initially showed beam flexural failure, and bond failure occurred in the first cycle at 5% drift. Specimen CJ-2 exhibited beam failure. Fig. 11 shows the crack patterns of the two failure modes at the end of the test after removing the steel tube in the panel zone. Fig. 12 gives the load-column displacement hysteresis curves. Due to the page limitation of this conference paper, more information about the experimental test will be provided in another paper.

![Fig. 9. Test setup](image)

![Fig. 10. Loading procedure](image)

(a) Beam flexural failure with bond failure(CJ-1)  (b) Beam failure(CJ-2)

Fig. 11. Crack patterns

5. Verification of modeling

The FEM method mentioned in Section 3 was used to model the composite joints with the tested material properties. Fig. 13 shows the plastic strain distribution for specimen CJ-2, from which it can be seen that large plastic strains mainly concentrated at the beam end. The plastic strains in the connection region were small, which indicates that the connection zone has sufficient load-carrying capacity. This is consistent with the failure mode from the experimental results.

![Fig. 12. Typical load-column displacement hysteresis curves](image)
Comparisons of the load-displacement skeleton curves from the numerical model and from the experiments are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the numerical results were in good agreement with the experimental ones before the displacement of 116.5mm (corresponding to 5% drift). After that, specimen CJ-1 failed in bond failure while CJ-2 showed buckling of the beam rebars. Thus, the lateral load descended abruptly. The FEM cannot capture these two features after 5% drift. However, the predictions compared well with the test results before 5% drift, and this model can be considered acceptable. Therefore, the influences of different parameters were similar to those described in Section 3.3.

6. Conclusions

(1) A novel composite joint system with internal diaphragms is proposed to connect square reinforced concrete-filled thin-walled steel tube (RCFTWST) column and RC beam;

(2) A FEM was developed based on finite element software ABAQUS, and further parametric studies were conducted. The specimen showed joint shear failure when there was no internal diaphragm between the two holes where the longitudinal beam bars passed through. Increasing the quantity or thickness of internal diaphragms, or decreasing the interval of internal diaphragms can enhance the ultimate strength of the joint specimen, and thus the failure mode would change from joint shear failure to beam flexural failure. While the initial stiffness of joint specimens was hardly changed by these parameters, once the beam flexural failure mode is dominated, the ultimate strength was hardly influenced;

(3) Two composite joints designed based on the parametric studies, were tested. Two failure modes, namely, beam flexural failure, and beam flexural failure with bond failure were observed in the current test. The joint specimens tested in this paper showed excellent seismic performance, and all failures occurred at large drift, and can be expected to be adopted in structures;

(4) The experimental results can be well predicted by the model before 5% drift. In order to obtain an improved behavior, at least one internal diaphragm placed at the middle-height of joint region was needed. It seemed that if two internal diaphragm were adopted, they should be place at or close to the trisecting points between the top and the bottom layers of rebars. The diameter of concreting hole should be large enough for
concreting if the integrity of joint zone was guaranteed.
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Abstract

To improve the bearing failure behavior of T – shaped S beam – RC column joints, joint details using perfobond plate connectors were proposed. Perfobond plate connectors were attached on the bottom flanges at right angles to the steel flange. The objective of this study is to clarify the effectiveness of proposed joint details experimentally and theoretically.

Six specimens were tested. All specimens were T-shaped planar beam – column joints with 350mm square RC column and S beams with the width of 125mm and the depth of 300mm. The beams were all continuous through the column. Perfobond plate connectors were attached on the bottom flanges at right angles to the steel flange. Three holes were set up in the perfobond plate connectors. The diameter of the hole was 50mm. The experimental variable was the transverse reinforcement ratio of the joints. The transverse reinforcement ratio of the joints was 0.181\% and 0.815\%. For each transverse reinforcement ratio of the joints, specimen without the perfobond plate connectors, specimen with the perfobond plate connectors and specimen with the reinforcing bar inserted the hole of perfobond plate connectors were planned.

For all specimens, the hysteresis loop showed the reversed S-shape. However, energy dissipation for specimens with perfobond plate connectors was larger than that of specimen without perfobond plate connectors. Bearing strength of specimens with perfobond plate connectors was larger than that of specimen without perfobond plate connectors. From the test results, shear strength of concrete connector a hole was 0.7 times compression strength of concrete. On the other hand, shear strength of inserted reinforcing bar was 1.25 times shear strength of reinforcing bar.

Based on the stress transferring mechanism and resistance mechanism of joints proposed by authors, the design formulae of joints with perfobond plate connectors were proposed. The predictions were shown to be in good agreement with the test results.

Keywords: S beam, RC Column, T – Shaped Beam – Column joints, Perfobond plate connectors, Bearing Failure Behavior

1. Introduction

The composite structure (RCS) in which the columns are composed of reinforced concrete (here in after referred to as RC) and the beams are composed of steel (here in after referred to as S) is a structure utilizing the property of the members. Reinforced concrete is strong against axial force, steel is structure against bending and shear force.

For the joint composed of steel beams and reinforced concrete columns, shear failure and bearing failure are the key failure modes. The shear failure indicates stable hysteresis loop without the strength degradation. On the other hand, the bearing failure mode indicates large pinching and strength degradation after the attainment of the maximum load.

Accordingly, bearing failure in the joints should not be caused in RCS system.
To improve the bearing failure behavior of RCS joints, joints details using perfobond plate connectors were proposed.

The objective of this study is to clarify the effectiveness of proposed joints details experimentally for the T-shaped RCS joints. In addition, the objective of this study is to propose bearing design formulae taken account of the effect of perfobond plate connectors based on the stress transferring mechanism and resistance mechanism proposed by author [1].

2. Proposed joint detail using perfobond plate connector

Fig. 1 shows the proposed joint detail. In the joint detail, perfobond plate connectors were attached on the bottom flanges at right angle to the steel flange. As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed detail suppresses the rotation of the steel flange by applying compression force or tensile force as the S beam rotates.

Fig. 3. Test specimen
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**Table 1. Test program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Beam</th>
<th>Joint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>350×350 (mm)</td>
<td>H - 300×125 x 9×25</td>
<td>Transverse reinforcing bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>12 - D19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Perforbond plate connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reinforcing bar inserted in hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>3 - D6@100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>2 - D10@50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>V -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr2</td>
<td>2 - D19@50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Vr D13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\rho_w$: Transverse reinforcement ratio

**Table 2. Mechanical properties of materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$\sigma_c$ N/mm$^2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_t$ N/mm$^2$</th>
<th>$E_c$ N/mm$^2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_y$ N/mm$^2$</th>
<th>$E_s$ N/mm$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>2.49×10$^4$</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>1.92×10$^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>1.81×10$^5$</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>2.13×10$^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1.95×10$^5$</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>1.82×10$^5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\sigma_c$: Compressive strength, $\sigma_t$: Tensile strength, $E_c$: Young’s modulus of concrete

$\sigma_y$: Yield strength, $\sigma_u$: Maximum strength, $E_s$: Young’s modulus of reinforcing bar and Steel

3. **Experiment**

To clarify the effectiveness of the proposed joint details, six specimens were tested [2, 3]

The overall dimensions of the specimen, the cross sections and reinforcement details are shown in Fig. 3. All specimens were T – shaped beam – column joints with 350mm square columns and steel beam with the width of 125mm and depth of 300mm. The transverse reinforcement ratio of joints was 0.181% and 0.815%. Perforbond plate connector had three holes. The diameter of the hole was 50 mm. The inserted reinforcing bar was the deformed bar of the diameter of 13 mm.

The experimental variables were the transverse reinforcement ratio of joints and reinforcing bars inserted in the holes. The overall test program was shown in the Table 1. The mechanical properties of the materials are listed in Table 2.

4. **Test results**

Crack patterns after test are shown in Fig. 4. For all specimens, punching shear failure was observed on the flange of the embedded steel...
beam. For specimens with $P_w = 0.181\%$, peeling of concrete was remarkable. On the other and, for the specimens with $P_w = 0.813\%$, no peeling of the concrete occurred.

The inner panel and outer panel were separated by torsion.

Load – displacement relationships are shown in Fig. 5. The vertical axis represents the applied load at the end of the column. The horizontal axis represents the sotry drift angle. For all specimens, the hysteresis loop shows the reversed S – shape.

Fig. 6 shows the envelop curves for hysteresis loops. Bearing strength of specimens with perfobond plate connectors was larger than that
of specimen without perfobond plate connectors.

Bearing strength of the specimens with reinforcing bars inserted in the hole was larger than that of the specimen without reinforcing bar.

From the test results, shear strength of concrete connector a hole was 0.7 times compression strength of concrete. On the other hand, shear strength of inserted reinforcing bar was 1.25 times shear strength of reinforcing bar.

5. Prediction of ultimate strength

The resistance mechanism of the T - shaped S beam – RC column joint was shown in Fig. 7.

The joint is assumed to be composed of the inner panel and the outer panel, and the ultimate strength of the joint is assumed to be estimated by superposing that of the inner panel and outer panel.

The ultimate strength of the inner panel is governed by punching shear strength of concrete on the top flanges of the embedded steel beam. On the other hand, the outer panel is assumed to be resisted by concrete compression strut (arch mechanism). The ultimate strength of the outer panel was effected by the strength of concrete compression strut and torsional strength between the inner panel and outer panel.

Based on these mechanisms, the ultimate strength $pM$ was given as follows:

$$ pM = (M + M_{PBL})^{\frac{1}{2}} $$

Where, $M$: strength of inner panel

$$ M = Q_p \cdot 0.7D_c $$

$$ Q_p = A_p \cdot \sqrt{F_c} $$

$$ A_p = 2 \cdot h_c \cdot \tan \gamma \cdot 0.3D_c $$

$M_{PBL}$: strength of perfobond plate connectors

$$ M_{PBL} = Q_{PBL} \cdot v j \cdot d $$

$$ Q_{PBL} = Q_c + Q_r $$

$$ Q_c = \tau_{cu} \cdot n \cdot (A_c - A_r) $$

$$ Q_r = \tau_r \cdot n \cdot A_r $$

$$ \tau_{cu} = 0.7 \cdot F_c $$

$$ \tau_r = 1.25 \cdot \frac{\sigma_y}{\sqrt{3}} $$

$O_M$: strength of outer panel

$$ O_M = \min(O_M, O_M, O_M, O_M) $$

$O_M$: torsional strength between inner panel and outer panel

$$ O_M = \left(0.25 + 1.26 \cdot \frac{P_w}{\sigma_y} \cdot \frac{B_c}{D_c} \cdot \frac{1}{F_c} \right) \cdot \frac{d^2 \cdot (3D_c - s \cdot d) \cdot F_c}{6} $$

$O_M$: strength of arch mechanism

$$ O_M = \min(O_M, O_M, O_M, O_M) $$

$O_M$: compression strength of compression struts

$$ O_M = \frac{(D_c - r \cdot d)^2}{2} \cdot \sin^2 \alpha \cdot (B_c - s \cdot b) \cdot F_c $$

$O_M$: yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcing bar

Fig. 7. Resistance mechanism
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\[ F_b = \sigma_y \cdot a_i \left( D_c - r - \frac{\sigma_y \cdot a_i}{2 \sin^2 \alpha \cdot (B_c - b) \cdot F_c} \right) \]

\[ \sigma_{M_b} : \text{bearing strength of the end plate} \]

\[ = \lambda \cdot F_c \cdot a_p \left( D_c - r - \frac{\lambda \cdot F_c \cdot a_p}{2 \sin^2 \alpha \cdot (B_c - b) \cdot F_c} \right) \]

\[ F_c : \text{compressive strength of concrete} \]

The comparison of the calculated values obtained by proposed formulae with the test results is shown in Fig. 8. In the proposed formulae, the specimens N, V and Vr evaluated the test result to the unsafe side. On the other hand, the specimens N2, V2 and Vr2 evaluated on the safe side. This is presumed to be because the punching shear strength of the inner panel is assumed to be 0.3 \( \cdot D_c \), regardless of the transverse reinforcement ratio. However the calculated values were shown to be in good agreement with the test results.

6. Conclusions

1) For all specimens, the hysteresis loops show the reversed S – shape.

2) The maximum load increases with perfobond plate connectors. In addition, the maximum strength of the specimen with reinforcing bars inserted in the hole increases more than that of the specimen without reinforcing bar.
3) The shear strength of perfobond plate connectors can be evaluated by accumulating the shear strength of concrete and that of the inserted reinforcing bar. In this test, shear strength of concrete connector a hole was 0.7 times compression strength of concrete. On the other hand, shear strength of inserted reinforcing bar was 1.25 times shear strength of reinforcing bar.

4) The design formula considering the strength of perfobond plate connectors was proposed. The predictions were shown to be in good agreement with the test results.
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Abstract
As buildings are becoming larger, demand for mega-sized composite columns (over 1-meter diameter) is increased. We have developed and commercialized welded built-up CFT column (ACT Column I) since 2005 which are structurally stable and economical using cold-formed steel with rib. However, there is a limit in size of cross section (618 X 618mm) by a fabrication facilities. And due to characteristics of closed cross section, there is a limit to construction of connection of moment frame. Composite mega column (ACT Column II) has same concept of forming closed cross section. But in order to enlarge cross sectional size, thick plate is inserted between cold-formed steels. Since composite mega column can control thickness and width of thick plate, steel or composite beams can be directly attached to the connection. In this study, we propose strength formula of composite mega column to beam connections with T-shaped stiffener as internal diaphragm and verified through finite element analysis and simple tensile experiment.

Keywords: Welded built-up CFT column; Composite mega column; T-shaped Stiffener; Tensile strength formula

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and purpose of study
Due to development of IT / logistics industry, internet transactions have risen and buildings have become larger for logistics storage and delivery. As a result, demand for large-sized composite columns for heavy loads also increased. In previous study, we have developed stable and economical welded built-up CFT column (ACT Column I) using cold-formed steel with rib. However, there is a limit in size of cross section (618mm X 618mm). And it is difficult to select inner diaphragm and through diaphragm because continuity of rib must be secured in order to demonstrate structural performance as a column. In addition, due to characteristics of closed cross section, there is a limit to construction of connection for moment frame. Fig. 1 (a) shows shape of welded built-up CFT Column.[1]

Then, in order to solve problems of welded built-up CFT column, composite mega column (ACT Column II) was developed while maintaining advantages of welded built-up column. Composite mega column has a closed cross section like welded built-up column, but thick plate is inserted between cold-formed steel to expand cross section size. Fig. 1 (b) shows shape of composite mega column. And because
stiffener can be pre-assembled to thick plate, there is an advantage that detail of connection is simplified. In addition, thickness and width of thick plate can be adjusted, steel or composite beams can be directly attached to the connection. Fig. 2 shows basic concept of composite mega column forming process.

![Fig. 2. Basic concept of composite mega column](image)

However, despite structural strength of composite mega column, characteristic of closed cross section make it difficult to reinforce connection and complicate construction of connection. Therefore, it is necessary to develop and study connection type that can secure strength of connection and take into consideration workability and economy. Currently, commonly used types of connections are classified into three types as shown in Fig. 3: through diaphragm, internal diaphragm, and external diaphragm.

![Fig. 3. CFT column to beam connection type](image)

External diaphragm was applied to welded built-up CFT column to secure continuity of rib. However, if external diaphragm is applied to composite mega column with a width of 1m or more, amount of steel increases greatly and interference with finishing material occurs. Therefore, in this study, connection type is set as internal diaphragm, we will develop connection shape and propose strength formula.

### 2. Connection type of inner diaphragm

Composite mega column were applied to internal diaphragm connection to overcome problems of external diaphragm. In previous study, internal diaphragm is divided into two types, horizontal stiffener and T-shaped stiffener. Shape of each internal diaphragm is shown in Fig. 4.[2]

![Fig. 4. Application shape of internal diaphragm](image)

(a)T-shaped stiffener  (b)Horizontal stiffener

T-shaped stiffener is composed of two members, vertical member and horizontal member. In composite mega column, vertical member acts as anchor to induce concrete cone failure. Further, load transfer can be clarified through horizontal member. Horizontal stiffener is internal diaphragm having only a horizontal member, and larger amount of steel is used than T-shaped stiffener. Based on these characteristics, it is considered that T-shaped stiffener is effective diaphragm shape as compared with horizontal stiffener and is suitable for composite mega column. Therefore, we propose a strength formula of composite mega column connection with T-shaped stiffener.

#### 2.1. Details of T-shaped stiffener

When beam flange is subjected to tensile force, T-shaped stiffener welded to inner surface of column transmits tensile force on opposite side with deformation. As shown in Fig. 5, T-shaped stiffener is divided into vertical member and horizontal member. Horizontal member determines size of cross section to resist tensile force, and vertical member determines height of concrete cone.

![Fig. 5. Details of T-shaped stiffener](image)

### 3. Proposal of composite mega column connection strength formula

Load resistance mechanism for each model is as follows. In case of concrete non-charging model, it is assumed that out-of-plane
deformation of steel pipe and yield strength of T-shaped stiffener resist load. In case of concrete charging model, since concrete controls out-of-plane deformation of steel pipe, it is assumed that it is resistant to load by concrete cone failure and yield strength of T-shaped stiffener.

3.1. Limitations for strength formula proposal

(1) Maximum strength of weld zone shall be greater than maximum strength of non-charging or charging steel pipe.

(2) Strength of proposed formula should be greater than beam flange tensile strength.

(3) In case of concrete charging model, it is assumed that tensile force transferred from beam flange is transferred to concrete cone and T-shaped stiffener.

3.2. T-shaped stiffener yield strength formula

Cross-sectional size of T-shaped stiffener can be expressed as Eq. (1). Yield strength of T-shaped stiffener is assumed to be tensile at all of cross sections. As can be seen from the arrow in Fig. 6, tensile force transferred from flange acts as angle of $\theta$. Yield strength formula of T-shaped stiffener is shown in Eq. (2).

$$T \text{-shaped Stiffener Cross sectional size} = b_s \times h_s \times t_{sh} \times t_{sv}$$ (1)

$$P_s = b_s \times t_{sh} \times f_{ys} \times 2 \times \cos \theta$$ (2)

$b_s$: Width of horizontal member
$h_s$: Height of vertical member
t$_{sh}$: Thickness of horizontal member
t$_{sv}$: Thickness of vertical member
$f_{ys}$: Yield strength of T-shaped stiffener

3.3. Concrete cone failure strength formula

Concrete cone failure resulting from tensile force transferred from T-shaped stiffener vertical member is based on assumption that cone failure occurs in 45 degree direction. Cone failure is assumed to occur simultaneously with deformation of T-shaped stiffener. Area of cone failure consists of area surrounded by line connecting column-side end of T-shaped stiffener to end of T-shaped stiffener vertical member.

(1) Cone failure area in column section

![Fig. 7. Concrete cone failure in column section](image)

Concrete cone failure area in column section is shown in Fig. 7. This area is assumed to be area surrounded by line connecting column-side end of T-shaped stiffener to end of T-shaped stiffener vertical member. Strength formula for concrete cone failure in column section is shown in Eq. (3).

$$P_{ca} = 2 \times [((\sqrt{2}b_s + b_d) \times b_t) + (\sqrt{2}b_s \times (\frac{b_c}{2} - t_{sv} - b_a - b_t))] \times v_c$$ (3)

$b_a$: Length of rib / $b_c$: Width of concrete
$b_t$: Width of T-shaped stiffener attached to thick plate
$v_c$: Shear strength of concrete

(2) Cone failure area at front of column

Cone failure area at front of column is area generated at 45 degree from end of T-shaped stiffener vertical member as shown in Fig. 8. Strength formula for concrete cone failure at front of column is shown in Eq. (4).

$$P_{ca} = 2f_s(h_c + h_s - 2t_{sh}) \times (\frac{b_c}{2} - t_{sv})$$ (4)

$h_c$: Height of concrete cone
$f_t$: Tensile strength of concrete

4. Finite element analysis for T-shaped stiffener yield strength formula verification

4.1. Analysis overview

For verification of proposed strength formula, finite element analysis was performed using Abaqus 6.13. Analysis was carried out on simple tensile connection with beam flange (PL-300X55mm) attached to steel pipe of 1200X1200X3000mm in size. Analysis used solid element and boundary conditions were fixed at U1, U2, U3=0 on one flange and 500mm displacement control on U1 at the end of opposite flange. Yield strength of applied material is 325MPa and modulus of elasticity is 205GPa. Loading was performed by 500mm displacement control and strength was evaluated by reaction force of flange.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Section size (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>157.06<em>110</em>55*55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>135.84<em>110</em>55*55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Analysis result

(1) Specimen 4-1

In case of specimen 4-1, since T-shaped stiffener was not reinforced, resistance was only caused by out-of-plane deformation of steel pipe. Since displacement was controlled to 500mm, load continued to increase, but yield of beam flange could not be reached. Fig. 9 shows analysis result of specimen 4-1.

(2) Specimen 4-2

In case of specimen 4-2, T-shaped stiffener was reinforced. In the beginning, tensile force was transferred to T-shaped stiffener. After T-shaped stiffener yielded, out-of-plane deformation of steel pipe began to appear distinctly. Yield strength of T-shaped stiffener and resistance of out-of-plane deformation of steel pipe are larger than beam flange yield strength, resulting in beam flange yielding. Fig. 10 and 11 show yield and analysis result of specimen 4-2.
Fig. 10. Yield of specimen 4-2 T-shaped stiffener

Fig. 11. Result of specimen 4-2

(3) Specimen 4-3

Specimen 4-3 showed same behavior as specimen 4-2, and yield strength of T-shaped stiffener was less than specimen 4-2 because width of T-shaped stiffener horizontal member was narrow. Fig. 12 and 13 show yield and analysis result of specimen 4-3.

Fig. 12. Yield of specimen 4-3 T-shaped stiffener

Fig. 13. Result of specimen 4-3

4.3. Analysis and discussion

Fig. 14. shows load-displacement relation for each specimen, and Table 2 shows T-shaped stiffener yield strength, beam flange yield strength and maximum load.

![Load-Displacement graph](image)

**Table 2.** Result of finite element analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>T-shaped stiffener yield strength</th>
<th>Beam flange yield strength</th>
<th>Maximum load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3992.9kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>3856.92kN</td>
<td>5240kN</td>
<td>5240kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>3487.96kN</td>
<td>5250.1kN</td>
<td>5250.1kN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yield strength of beam flange used in analysis is 5362.5kN by formula. Value according to T-shaped stiffener yield strength formula is 3970.33kN for specimen 4-2 and 3433.91kN for specimen 4-3. Table 3 and Table 4 compares analytical value with formula value.

**Table 3.** Comparison of T-shaped stiffener

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Analytical value</th>
<th>Formula value</th>
<th>Formula / Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>3856.92kN</td>
<td>3970.33kN</td>
<td>1.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>3487.96kN</td>
<td>3433.91kN</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.** Comparison of beam flange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Analytical value</th>
<th>Formula value</th>
<th>Formula / Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>5240kN</td>
<td>5362.5kN</td>
<td>1.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>5250.1kN</td>
<td>5362.5kN</td>
<td>1.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yield strength of T-shaped stiffener and beam flange were compared with analytical value and formula value, respectively. As a result, in case of specimen 4-2, difference was 2.9% for T-shaped stiffener and 2.3% for beam flange. In case of specimen 4-3, difference was 1.5% for T-shaped stiffener and 2.1% for beam flange.
5. Tensile experiment of column-beam connection to confirm behavior of concrete and T-shaped stiffener

5.1. Plan of experiment

Columns of specimens used for column-beam connection tensile experiment were divided into three types according to width. Beam flange is divided into two types according to thickness, and T-shaped stiffener is divided into three types according to size. There are 5 types of experiment specimen, all using SM490. Unlike analysis, all experiments were charged with concrete and concrete strength was planned to be 24MPa. Experiment was applied tensile force on both sides of beam flange using 3000 kN hydraulic universal testing machine (U.T.M). Load was applied to displacement control with 0.02 mm/s of force speed until failure mode was confirmed after maximum load. Table 5 and Fig. 15 show specimen of Tensile experiment.

Table 5. List of experiment specimen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Width of Column</th>
<th>Beam flange</th>
<th>T-shaped stiffener</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>500mm</td>
<td>150*14</td>
<td>106.07<em>28</em>14*14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>500mm</td>
<td>150*10</td>
<td>106.065<em>20</em>10<em>10</em>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>500mm</td>
<td>150*10</td>
<td>80<em>20</em>10<em>10</em>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>650mm</td>
<td>150*14</td>
<td>106.07<em>28</em>14*14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>800mm</td>
<td>150*14</td>
<td>106.07<em>28</em>14*14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Result of experiment

(1) Result of material test

In order to investigate mechanical properties of steel used in this experiment, three tensile test specimens were cut and tested in accordance with KS B 0801 and 0802 standards. Material used is SM490 10mm, 14mm steel. Results of each test specimen are shown in Table 6. In addition, concrete specimens were subjected to 21 day compressive strength test, and test results are shown in Table 7.

Table 6. Result of tensile test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel grade</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Yield strength</th>
<th>Tensile strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM490</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>450MPa</td>
<td>536MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14mm</td>
<td>366MPa</td>
<td>478MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Result of concrete compressive strength test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Strength</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Test Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24MPa</td>
<td>Φ100 x 200</td>
<td>27MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Result of connection tensile experiment

Table 8 shows results of connection tensile experiment, and Fig. 18 shows failure mode of each specimen.

(a) Specimen 5-1

(b) Specimen 5-2
Table 8. Result of tensile experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Yield load</th>
<th>Maximum load</th>
<th>Expected load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>760kN</td>
<td>952kN</td>
<td>769kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>667kN</td>
<td>786kN</td>
<td>675kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>701kN</td>
<td>799kN</td>
<td>675kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>771kN</td>
<td>1029kN</td>
<td>769kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>771kN</td>
<td>1069kN</td>
<td>769kN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expected load is value obtained by multiplying cross sectional area of beam flange by material test result, respectively. Yield load of experiment was within 3% error of expected load. Failure mode was observed at weld zone of beam flange-column steel pipe at specimen 5-1 and 5-4. Specimen 5-2, 5-3, 5-5 showed beam flange necking. Load-Displacement graph for each specimen is shown in Fig. 19 and 20.

5.3. Analysis and discussion

T-shaped stiffener and concrete behave together from the moment tensile force acts. Therefore, it is considered that tensile strength to resist is different according to yield strength of T-shaped stiffener and ratio of strength due to concrete cone failure. Table 9 shows yield strength of T-shaped stiffener and cone failure and ratio between two by strength formula. Fig. 21, 22 and Table 10 show strain distribution and analysis for each load step of experiment specimen.

Table 9. Value by strength formula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>T-shaped stiffener yield strength</th>
<th>Concrete cone failure</th>
<th>T-shaped stiffener / Cone failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>768.6kN</td>
<td>288.84kN</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>675kN</td>
<td>294.95kN</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>509.1kN</td>
<td>283.49kN</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>768.6kN</td>
<td>483.28kN</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>768.6kN</td>
<td>795.08kN</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 21. Strain distribution by step of load for specimen with flange 14mm

Fig. 22. Strain distribution by step of load for specimen with flange 10mm

Table 10. Ratio of T-shaped stiffener to cone failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Experiment value</th>
<th>Formula value</th>
<th>Formula / Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of comparing experimental value with formula value of ratio of T-shaped stiffener to cone failure in elastic range of beam flange, error of 5-1 specimen was 23% and the others were 13%, 20%, 2%, and 7%, respectively.

6. Conclusion

In this study, to develop shape and to propose strength formula of composite mega column to beam connection, finite element analysis and connection tensile experiment were carried out. Through finite element analysis, load transfer mechanism through T-shaped stiffener in concrete non-charging steel pipe was confirmed and yield strength formula was verified. In addition, when T-shaped stiffener and concrete acted as composite section, through connection tensile experiment, load transfer mechanism and failure mode were confirmed. Conclusions of this study are as follows.

1) Yield strength of T-shaped stiffener is determined by cross sectional area of horizontal member, and concrete cone failure is determined by area and height of T-shaped stiffener and column section size.

2) Yield strength of composite mega column connection is determined by yield strength of T-shaped stiffener and concrete cone failure. In elastic range, tensile force resists according to ratio of T-shaped stiffener to cone failure. In other words, strength of connection is thought that large value of dominant T-shaped stiffener and cone failure.

3) Strength formula verified by finite element analysis and tensile experiment of connection are as follows.

\[
P_s = b_s \times t_{sh} \times f_{ys} \times 2 \times \cos \theta
\]

\[
P_{c1} = 2 \times \left( \left( \sqrt{2} b_s + b_a \right) \times b_c \right) + \left( \sqrt{2} b_s \times \left( \frac{b_c}{2} - t_{sv} - b_a - b_t \right) \right) \times \nu_e
\]

\[
P_{c2} = 2 f_t \left( h_c + h_s - 2 t_{sh} \right) \times \left( \frac{b_c}{2} - t_{sv} \right)
\]

\[
P_{c1} + P_{c2} = P_c
\]  

(4)
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Abstract

Composite beam incorporated steel profiled decking has been extensively used for multi-storey buildings and is now one of the most efficient and economic form of flooring systems. However, the current composite flooring system is not demountable and would require extensive cutting on site during demolition, and the opportunity to reuse the steel components is lost even though these components could be salvaged and recycled. This paper presents the use of high strength bolts as shear connectors in composite construction, the shear behaviour and failure modes were observed and analysed through a series of push-off tests and numerical simulation. The results highlighted the structural behaviour of three different demountable shear connection forms in which continuous slabs or un-continuous slabs were used. Numerical models were validated against experimental observation. Both experimental and numerical results support the high strength bolts used as demountable shear connectors and lead to a better understanding to the behaviour of this form of shear connectors.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, building environment related issues such as sustainability, energy saving, deconstructed building system, construction member and material reuse and recycling etc. have been significantly emphasized to improve the current building environment and enable the future generations to have a better life and enough resources to fulfil their needs. It has been recognized that construction has a great impact on the living environment, especially the demolition and handling of building structures after their design life.

Steel-concrete composite structures have been used in the construction industry since the early 1920s. As a cost-effective construction system for multi-storey buildings and bridges owing to the composite action between steel beams and concrete slabs, currently this structural type is extensively employed in construction practice for high-rise buildings. However currently most composite systems use welded shear connectors to achieve the composite action between the steel beam and the composite concrete slab. These welded shear connections make dismantling, adaptation (alteration) and deconstruction of the composite structure almost impossible when composite structures reach the end of their design life. These welded shear connectors also have disadvantages with respect to the reuse, replacement and repair of structural members, such as a steel beam or a damaged concrete slab. Therefore, recently, researchers have been searching for innovative connection systems to overcome the weakness of the welded shear connector.

To make the deconstruction of composite systems possible, bolts used as demountable shear connectors might be a solution, however so far bolts have not been extensively adopted in construction practice to fulfil the deconstruction aim. Although research on the use of bolted shear connectors started in 1960s, 1970s and 1980s by Dallam [1], Marshall et al. [2], Dedic, Klaiber [3] and Hawkins [4], more research is needed on the behaviour of demountable shear connectors in composite structures to consider structure deconstruction, member replacement and repair. In the above-mentioned research
work, high strength friction grip bolts in solid concrete slabs were investigated by using the push out technique and full-scale composite beam tests. These bolts were often placed inside the concrete slab through the post installation method after casting the concrete slab. However, the post installation method is time-consuming. In recent years, bolts used as shear connectors were studied. Ataei et al [5] investigated the behaviour of high strength friction grip bolts in geo-polymer concrete slab and normal concrete slabs respectively through push tests and full-scale composite beam tests. Lee and Bradford [6] conducted push-out tests according to EC4, using M20 Gr8.8 bolted shear connectors with a single embedded nut while Ataei and Bradford [7] tested pretension bolts with precast solid concrete slabs for a demountable connection system. Pavlovic et al. [8] studied the M16 Gr8.8 bolted shear connector through push-off tests in solid slabs and compared the experimental results with welded headed shear studs in solid slabs. It was found that the Gr8.8 bolted shear connectors with a single embedded nut achieved about 95% of the shear resistance under static loads, but the stiffness was reduced by 50% compared to the welded headed stud. A full-scale composite beam test with profiled metal decking was reported by Moyniah and Allowed [9] using M20 Gr 8.8 bolts as shear connectors in a composite beam. The research showed that these bolts may be used as demountable connectors and they behaved in a similar way to welded connectors and the slabs can be taken off easily from the steel beam. Lam and Saveri [10] and Dai et al [11] investigated the load slip behaviour of modified demountable shear connectors through push off tests and finite element modelling. Naveed et al [12-13] experimentally studied the modified demountable shear connectors in composite slabs by push off tests and full-scale composite beam systems. It was found that the demountable shear connectors completely fulfilled the aim of deconstruction of the composite system.

This paper presents a primary research work on use of high strength bolts as shear connectors in composite construction. The shear behaviour and failure modes are analysed through a series of push-off tests and numerical simulations. The results compare the performance of composite systems using continuous slabs and discontinuous slabs with edge trims and U-bars. Numerical models are validated against experimental observations. The experimental and numerical results confirm that it is beneficial to use the high strength bolts as demountable shear connectors. The results lead to a better understanding to the behaviour of this form of shear connectors.

2. Experimental Study

2.1. Test specimens and material properties

To assess the shear resistance, stiffness and ductility of demountable bolted shear connectors, three different push off specimen types, each type including three identical specimens and in total 9 specimens, were tested in the University of Bradford. As shown in Fig 1, the type P2.1 specimens consist of continuous concrete slabs, continuous A193 mesh and a continuous B500BØ10mm reinforcement cage at the slab toe, M20 G8.8 bolts/nuts, continuous CF80 metal decking profile and a UC $254 \times 254 \times 73$ beam. The type P2.2 specimens consist of partially discontinuous concrete slabs with a gap of 2 mm, 130 mm depth metal edge trim profiles, continuous A193 mesh but separate B500BØ10mm reinforcement cages at the slab toe, M20 G8.8 bolts/nuts, U-bars at each bolt, separate CF80 metal decking profiles and UC $254 \times 254 \times 73$ beam. The type P2.3 specimens consist of separate concrete slabs with a gap of 2 mm, 150 mm depth metal edge trim profiles, separate A193 mesh and separate B500BØ10mm reinforcement cages at the slab toe, M20 G8.8 bolts/nuts, U-bar at each bolt, separate CF80 metal decking profiles and UC $254 \times 254 \times 73$ beam.

The dimension of the continuous slab are 900×610 mm with a maximum slab depth of 150mm. For the discontinuous slab, two separate slabs cover the continuous slab dimension and the gap between the separate slabs is 2 mm. The length of M20 G8.8 bolts used is 185 mm and the 175 mm shank is fully threaded. The nominal height of the bolted connectors that were embedded into concrete for all the specimens was 120 mm and two nuts were used for each bolt connector and one nut was embedded in concrete. Two bolts were used per trough and the spacing was 100 mm and the spacing of connectors in the two troughs was 300mm to match the trough space of the CF80 deck profile. The minimum distance between the shear connectors and the reinforcement mesh/U-bars was 50mm.
The composite slabs for each specimen were casted horizontally with the same concrete and cured in an open-air environment. The strength of the slab concrete was determined by taking the average strength of the cube specimens cured in the same condition as the tested specimens and tested on the test day. The profiled metal decking had a thickness of 0.9 mm and steel grade of S350. The profiled metal edge trim had a thickness of 1.0mm and a steel grade of S350.

2.2. Test set up and instrumentation

Fig. 2 shows a typical specimen set-up of the push-off tests. Eight linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were installed vertically at the loading plate of the steel beam and the concrete slabs to measure the displacements, which subsequently were used to calculate the relative slip between the steel beam and the concrete slab. Strain gauges were installed in the vicinity of the bolt holes to monitor the difference between loads applied to the bolted shear connectors. The load versus displacement behaviour was recorded by the data logging system. In each type of specimen, the three identical specimens were tested based on the following three loading regimes. The 1st specimen, continuous loading: single cycle of loading using load control at 20 kN/min up to the elastic limit and then using displacement control with 0.5mm/min pushing off until the specimen failure. The maximum load recorded in this specimen was used as a reference failure load for the second and third specimen tests. The 2nd specimen, EC4 + Relaxation, the Eurocode 4 test regime was as follows: firstly 25 loading cycles were applied between 5% and 40% of the maximum load obtained from the first tested specimen, then the load was increased towards the maximum load using the same loading regime as that of the first specimen. Once the maximum load was reached, this was followed by a 5 minute waiting period before further increasing the displacement. When the load dropped down to 95% of the maximum load, this was followed by a second 5 minute waiting period before using displacement control with a push-off rate of 0.5mm/min until the specimen failure occurred. For the 3rd specimen, stepwise unloading was employed: first, cyclic loading was applied via the EC4 test regime (25 cycles between 5% and 40% of the maximum load of the first specimen), then un-loading to the 5% of the maximum load, then loading towards the maximum load with 0.5/1 mm increments, after reaching the maximum load, the test continued under displacement control at a rate of 0.5mm/min until reaching specimen failure. A 1000kN actuator was employed for loading.

2.3. Experimental results

Table 1 summarizes the shear connector resistance, slip behaviour and failure modes for 9 specimens in 3 different types. It can be seen that the type P2.2 specimens have the highest resistance, followed by the type P2.3 specimens. The resistance of type P2.1 specimens is much lower. The possible reason for P2.2 and P2.3 specimens having higher resistance is due to the use of edge trims and U-bars at each bolt. Although the concrete slabs were discontinuous,
Table 1. Summary of shear connector resistance, slip and failure modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Concrete cube strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Load at 6mm slip (kN/bolt)</th>
<th>Max load (kN/bolt)</th>
<th>Slip value at max load (mm)</th>
<th>Mode of failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2.1-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.59</td>
<td>34.42</td>
<td>36.51</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.1-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.59</td>
<td>38.31</td>
<td>41.17</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.1-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>50.95</td>
<td>33.05</td>
<td>36.74</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.2-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.25</td>
<td>70.85</td>
<td>73.58</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.2-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.25</td>
<td>70.95</td>
<td>80.42</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.2-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.25</td>
<td>75.81</td>
<td>78.90</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.3-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.59</td>
<td>61.84</td>
<td>68.07</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.3-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47.59</td>
<td>62.38</td>
<td>69.79</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.3-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>50.95</td>
<td>65.60</td>
<td>72.08</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Load versus slip relationships

The edge trims provided a strong confinement to the concrete around the shear connectors, as well the U-bars that reinforced the concrete in the vicinity of the bolts. In addition, the edge trims directly bore part of the bending applied to the slab transferred from the bolts and thus increased the shear connector resistance. The load versus slip behaviour of all 9 specimens is presented in Fig. 3. These load-slip curves show a clear elastic and plastic portion. Although the P2.2 and P2.3 specimens have a lower initial stiffness and a higher initial slip due to the 2 mm gap between the separate slabs, the ductility is much better than the P2.1 specimens. From Table 1, the concrete strength of specimens P2.1-3<sup>rd</sup> and P2.3-3<sup>rd</sup> is a little bit higher than that of other specimens, however this appears to have no evident effect on the resistance and ductility of the shear connections. All the specimens met the 6 mm slip limit required by EC4.

Fig. 4. Failure modes
The test observations clearly showed that the main failure mode in all of these specimens was concrete failure with concrete crushing at the vicinity of the bolts and cracks occurred at the slab surface and rib roots. No connector fracture was observed, although some bolts showed slight bending after testing. As shown in Fig 4, evident cracks formed at the surface of the slab due to the tension induced by the slab bending. The concrete crushed at/from the vicinity of the connector and formed a cone shape around the shear connectors and the slab rib was fractured from the root due to shear force. It is noted the use of U-bars changed the failure mode from concrete crushing to a shear fracture of the ribs due to their reinforcement to the concrete.

2.4. Summary

After testing, the bolts/nuts could be undone easily and the slabs were easily separated from the steel beam. The P2.2 and P2.3 specimens using discontinuous slabs with edge trims and U-bars clearly had a higher shear capacity and better ductility than P2.1 specimens using continuous slabs. This indicates that the use of discontinuous slabs with edge trims and U-bars not only increases the shear connection resistance, but also provides ease for the deconstruction due to using “small” members. This will make the replacement and repair practical. The experimental observations support the use of composite beam system using discontinuous slabs with edge trims and U-bars.

3. Numerical Model Development and Validation

3.1. Descriptions of FE model

The nonlinear finite element software ABAQUS was used to develop the FE model for the push off test specimens. Considering the symmetrical condition of the tested specimens across the central line of the beam web, only half of the geometry of the specimen was used in the modelling calculation to achieve computational efficiency. This paper only shows the modelling and validation of the specimen with continuous slabs (P2.1) and specimen with fully discontinuous slabs (P2.3). Based on the components of the tested specimens, the FE model includes concrete slab, profiled metal decking, reinforcement steel cage, M20 G8.8 bolts/nuts, U-bars, profiled edge trim and steel beam. All components were created separately and then assembled together as models shown in the Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Developed FE models using ABAQUS](image)

**Element type and mesh:** The three dimensional eight-node solid brick elements C3D8R with reduced integration were adopted to mesh the concrete slab, steel beam, bolt and nut. The two-node truss elements T3D2 were used for the reinforcement steel cage and U-bars. Since both the profiled metal decking and the profiled metal edge trim are thin, shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) were used.

**Interaction contact and constraint:** In the modelling, contact pairs with appropriate behaviour were defined between interacting surfaces of different components. For interactions between concrete slabs and profiled metal decking, the “hard” contact condition was used for normal contact behaviour and the “penalty” contact condition with a coefficient of friction of 0.3 was adopted for tangential behaviour. For contact between metal decking and the steel beam and between bolts/nuts and the steel beam, “hard” contact was used for normal contact and “penalty” with a friction coefficient of 0.2 were used for tangential behaviour. The relationship/contact between bolts and concrete slabs is different. In view of the fact that the bolt threads were teethed together with the concrete, the tangential behaviour “rough” was used to restrain the slip. The normal interaction was still defined as “hard” contact. This behaviour was compared with tying (tie) the bolt shaft to the concrete, and similar results were obtained. Since the edge trim was partially inserted into the concrete, the slip between the slab and edge trim profile was limited. Therefore, in the model, the edge trim outside the concrete slab was “tied” to the concrete, while the edge trim inside the concrete slab was “embedded” in the concrete. Both reinforcement mesh/cage and U-bar were “embedded” into the concrete slab to assume a
perfect bond. As with the tested specimens, a bolt hole of diameter 21mm on the steel beam flange was adopted to accommodate the M20 bolt whose diameter was assumed to be 20 mm. For specimen (P2.3) with discontinuous slabs, the gap between the edge trim surfaces was assumed to be 1 mm. This might be smaller than the real gap in the tested specimens.

Material Properties: For the steel beam, of steel grade S355, the assumed yield strength was 350N/mm², ultimate strength 480N/mm², Young’s modulus 210GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. The bolt size and grade were M20 and G8.8, the assumed yield strength was 640N/mm², the ultimate strength was 850N/mm², Young’s modulus was 210GPa and Poisson’s ratio was 0.3. For the A193 steel mesh, the reinforcement cage bar and U-bar were B500B/Ø10mm, both yield strength and ultimate strength were assumed to be 500N/mm², Young’s modulus was 210GPa and Poisson’s ratio was 0.3. From steel decking and edge trim profiles, the steel grade was S350 and the assumed yield strength was 350N/mm², the ultimate strength was 450N/mm², Young’s modulus was 210GPa and Poisson’s ratio was 0.3.

For the slab concrete in most specimens, as shown in Table 1, the measured cubic compressive strength was in the range from 47.3 to 47.6 MPa, and the split tensile strength measured was from 2.5 to 2.7 N/mm². Therefore, in the FE modelling grade C40/50 concrete was adopted and the maximum tensile strength was assumed to be 2.6 N/mm².

3.2. Model validation and comparison

Fig. 6 compares the predicted slip-shear connector resistance relationship against the experimental results recorded from P2.1 and P2.3 specimens. Obviously, the comparison of the FE prediction and experimental results shows good agreement, although the FE prediction gave a higher initial stiffness and a higher ductility than those from the experimental results. The lower initial stiffness observed from tests might be resulting from the real specimen imperfection and setup tolerance whereas the FE model employed the ideal boundary condition and perfect set up. Clearly if 1 mm initial slip was applied (more reasonable if the 1 mm initial slip were introduced gradually from the beginning of loading to the first peak load) to the modelling results as shown in the Fig 5, it appears the prediction matches the experimental results more closely.
Fig. 7 shows the concrete slab crack positions and concrete damage distribution. Compared with experimental observations shown in Fig. 4, it is clear that the FE prediction successfully captured the concrete cracks that occurred at the top surface of the slab due to the bending of the slab. Also, the prediction captured the cracks at the root of the rib resulting from the shear force transferred from the shear connectors. The positions and concrete damage patterns are similar to those observed from the tested specimens. As observed from tests, the FE prediction shows a slight deformation in the bolts and evident deformation in the edge trims. The validation indicates that the FE model could replicate the main failure modes and damage developments observed from the experimental study.

4. Conclusions

Nine push-off tests have been conducted to investigate the shear resistance, ductility and stiffness of the demountable shear connections using high strength bolts. An FE model was developed using software ABAQUS and validated against experimental results. The following conclusions can be drawn within the limitations of the research work:

(1) The high strength bolts, such as M20 G8.8, can be used as demountable shear connectors in a steel concrete composite beam system. Higher shear resistance and better ductility was observed from connection systems using discontinuous slabs with metal edge trims and U-bars. The failure modes observed were characterized by concrete failure with concrete crushing in the vicinity of bolts and cracks at the slab surface and rib roots. No shear connector fracture was observed due to the high strength of bolts used.

(2) The FE model developed through the ABAQUS can be used to simulate the push-off specimen test. The model successfully captured the main structural behaviour including maximum shear resistance and failure modes including concrete crushing and crack position and damage development.

(3) Both experimental and numerical studies demonstrate that the high strength bolts can be used as demountable shear connectors in composite construction. In particular, the use of discontinuous slabs with edge metal trims and U-bars may provide extra confinement and reinforcement to the concrete in the vicinity of the shear connectors. In addition, using discontinuous slabs might make the deconstruction, replacement and repair of composite structures more practical and easier.
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Abstract

Design of concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints subjected to compression is examined. A numerical investigation on concrete-filled high strength steel square and rectangular hollow section X-joints is presented in this paper. The high strength steel tubes had nominal yield stresses of 700 and 900 MPa. The infilled concrete had nominal concrete cylinder strengths of 35 and 100 MPa. A finite element model was developed and validated against test results. On validation of the finite element model, a parametric study comprised 156 finite element analyses was undertaken using the validated model. The strengths of the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints obtained from the parametric study together with available test results in the literature were compared with the nominal strengths calculated from the CIDECT Design Guide. It is shown that the CIDECT design predictions exhibited significant scatter and generally conservative for the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints. However, the CIDECT predictions overestimated the strengths of the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints with chord sidewall slenderness ratio exceeded 50. Hence, new design rules are proposed for concrete-filled high strength steel square and rectangular hollow section X-joints subjected to compression. It is shown that the proposed design rules are able to provide reasonably good predictions.

Keywords: Cold-formed steel; Concrete-filled; Connections; Finite-element analysis; High strength steel; Tubular joints.

1. Introduction

Design provisions for concrete-filled tubular joints are available in the Comité International pour le Développement et l’Étude de la Construction Tubulaire (CIDECT) Design Guide [1], which is the only existing guideline that provides specific provisions for designing concrete-filled tubular joints. It is noteworthy that for concrete-filled square and rectangular hollow section X-joints under compression, the CIDECT [1] design provisions were developed based on 11 concrete-filled X-joint tests. These 11 tests, as reported in Packer [2], had the measured yield stress on steel tubes of 330 MPa. High strength steels are becoming increasingly attractive in a range of structural applications. Although several experimental investigations [3-6] were carried out on concrete-filled tubular chords under concentrated bearing loads, research into concrete-filled high strength steel tubular joints has been rather limited.

An experimental investigation on concrete-filled high strength steel square and rectangular hollow section X-joints subjected to compression was initiated by the authors [7]. The data obtained from the test program [7] are limited and the test specimens covered nominal chord sidewall slenderness ratio up to 40. In this study, a finite element (FE) model was first developed to replicate the concrete-filled tubular X-joint tests as reported in [7]. After validation of the FE model, a parametric study comprised of 156 FE analyses was performed to generate further numerical data over a wider range of key joint parameters (e.g., chord sidewall slenderness ratio, chord aspect ratio, chord width to thickness ratio and brace to chord width ratio). The investigated chord sidewall slenderness ratio in the parametric study was up to 90. The appropriateness of the design provisions in the CIDECT [1] to concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joint was assessed based on the
numerical and experimental results. New design rules are proposed for concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints subjected to compression.

2. Summary of test program

A series of concrete-filled high strength steel square and rectangular hollow section X-joints subjected to compression have been tested by the authors [7]. In order to avoid brace failure and to reveal the true capacity of the compression-loaded concrete-filled tubular X-joints, steel bearing plates were used to simulate the braces. This method has also been used by Pucker [2], based on which the CIDECT design provisions for concrete-filled tubular X-joints under compression were developed.

The concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints had measured chord aspect ratio \((h_v/b_0)\) varied between 0.5 and 1.7, brace to chord width ratio \((b_v/b_0)\) varied between 0.33 and 0.83, chord sidewall slenderness ratio \((h_w/t_0)\) ranged from 12.6 to 40.6, and chord width to thickness ratio \((b_0/t_0)\) ranged from 20.3 to 30.9. The definition of symbols for the X-joints are shown in Figure 1. The investigated high strength steel sections had two nominal steel grades: 700 and 900 MPa. The steel grades can be identified from the cross-section labels of the steel tubes, where “H” and “V” represent nominal steel grades of 700 and 900 MPa, respectively. The measured 0.2% proof stresses from tensile flat coupon tests ranged from 679 to 997 MPa. The high strength steel tubular chords were infilled with normal strength concrete (NSC) and high strength concrete (HSC). The NSC (grade C35) and HSC (grade C100) had measured concrete cylinder strengths of 36.4 and 95.7 MPa, respectively. The experimental investigation is detailed in Li and Young [7].

3. Numerical modelling approach

3.1. Finite element model

A finite element (FE) model was developed using FE package ABAQUS [8] to simulate the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joint tests reported by Li and Young [7]. The FE model was built based on measured geometries. The measured stress-strain curves obtained from tensile coupon tests were used for the cold-formed high strength steel tubes. The experimentally obtained stress-strain curves were converted to true stress and true plastic strain curves before incorporating into the model. For the material properties of the concrete infills, the concrete damaged plasticity model that provided by the ABAQUS [8] was used. The employed dilation angle and flow potential eccentricity were \(40^\circ\) and 0.1, respectively. The ratio of initial equibiaxial compressive yield stress to initial uniaxial compressive yield stress, and the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian to that on the compressive meridian were taken as 1.16 and 0.6, respectively. To model the compressive behaviour of the confined concrete infills, the uniaxial constitutive confined concrete model used by Yang et al. [9] was adopted in this study.

A 4-node quadrilateral shell element S4R was selected to simulate the high strength steel tube, while an 8-node solid element C3D8R was employed to simulate the infilled concrete. The braces of the X-joint, which were simulated by solid steel bearing plates, were modelled using discrete rigid 3D elements. The mesh sizes were studied to achieve suitably accurate results within reasonable computational time. The employed mesh sizes ranged from approximately 6 to 12 mm depending on the size of the tubular sections and finer meshes were used at the corner regions. The structured mesh technique was used in order to achieve proper hexahedral elements.

The interfaces between the high strength steel tubes and their concrete infills were modelled through contact pairs. The surface-to-surface discretization contact approach was applied. The master surfaces were defined in the concrete infill, whereas the slave surfaces were defined in the steel tube. The friction penalty contact with a friction coefficient of 0.6 in the tangential direction was used. The pressure-overclosure relationship in the normal direction used the “hard” contact and allowed separation. The braces of the concrete-filled tubular X-joint were modelled through solid rigid plates. Surface-to-surface contact was also used to define the interfaces between the chords and the solid rigid plates, and the friction penalty contact with a friction coefficient of 0.4 was applied.
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The boundary conditions of the tubular X-joint were modelled in accordance with the test. It is noteworthy that the geometries, boundary conditions and failure modes of the test specimens were symmetric. Hence, only one-quarter of the test specimens were modelled and suitable symmetry boundary conditions were applied accordingly. The compressive loads were applied by specifying axial displacements to the reference points of the bearing plates, which was identical to the tests using displacement control.

3.2. Validation of finite element model

The FE model was validated against the test results in terms of ultimate strengths, failure modes and load-deformation curves. The ultimate strengths obtained experimentally ($N_{\text{Exp}}$) and numerically ($N_{\text{FEA}}$) are compared in Table 1. The mean value of the $N_{\text{Exp}}/N_{\text{FEA}}$ is 0.99 with the corresponding coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.093. Typical numerical failure modes derived from the FE analyses are compared with the corresponding experimental failure modes in Figures 2 and 3. Typical load-deformation curves obtained from the FE analyses are also compared with the corresponding experimental curves in Figure 4.

Overall, it is shown that the developed FE model is capable of replicating the experimental ultimate strengths, failure modes and load-deformation histories.

Table 1. Comparison of ultimate strengths obtained from FE analyses with test strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$b_1/b_0$</th>
<th>$b_0/t_0$</th>
<th>$h_1/t_0$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Exp}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{FEA}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Exp}}/N_{\text{FEA}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-H100×100×4-40×40-C35</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>289.5</td>
<td>281.3</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H100×100×4-40×80-C35</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>398.4</td>
<td>440.9</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H100×100×4-100×80-C35</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>746.5</td>
<td>740.5</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H120×120×4-40×40-C35</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>305.2</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H120×120×4-40×40-C100</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>431.3</td>
<td>417.0</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H120×120×4-80×100-C35</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>686.8</td>
<td>726.6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H120×120×4-80×100-C100</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>1147.1</td>
<td>1185.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H120×120×4-80×100-C100</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>1147.1</td>
<td>1185.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H50×100×4-40×80-C35</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>910.0</td>
<td>1017.5</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H50×100×4-40×80-C35-R</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>892.2</td>
<td>1016.4</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H50×100×4-40×80-C100</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>981.2</td>
<td>1094.6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H50×100×4-100×80-C100</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>4138.2</td>
<td>3372.7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-H200×120×5-120×80-C35</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>721.9</td>
<td>651.4</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-V80×80×4-40×40-C35</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>338.5</td>
<td>355.4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-V80×80×4-40×40-C100</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>464.0</td>
<td>453.5</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-V80×80×4-40×40-C35</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>569.2</td>
<td>588.7</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean: 0.99
COV: 0.093
3.3. Parametric study

The test program reported by the authors [7] covered concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints with the $b_1/b_0$ ratio from 0.33 to 0.83, $b_0/t_0$ ratio from 20.3 to 30.9, $h_0/t_0$ ratio from 12.6 to 40.6, and $h_0/b_0$ ratio from 0.5 to 1.7. In order to expand the database, a parametric study was undertaken using the validated model to generate further numerical data over a wider range of the key joint parameters.

In the parametric study, the chord members covered 26 different square and rectangular hollow sections. These tubular sections were selected from the range of practical cross-section sizes for structural applications. The selected sections had overall depths ranged from 140 to 400 mm, overall widths ranged from 100 to 400 mm, and steel wall thicknesses ranged from 2 to 10 mm. The steel grades of the square and rectangular hollow sections were 700 and 900 MPa, being referred as “H” and “V” series, respectively. The measured material properties obtained from the coupon tests of sections H100×100×4 and V80×80×4 were used for the “H” and “V” series, respectively. The lengths of the chords were designed such that the clear distance from the end of the chord member to the edge of the steel bearing plate was $2.5h_0$, as illustrated in Figure 1. For each concrete-filled high strength steel tubular chord member, 3 different sizes of bearing plates were designed to simulate different brace members. Both NSC (C35) and HSC (C100) infills were studied and the tubular chord members were infilled with grade C35 or C100 concrete along their full chord lengths.
In total, 156 parametric results were generated. The concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints in the parametric study had $b_1/b_0$ ratio ranged from 0.25 to 0.93, $h_0/t_0$ ratio ranged from 15 to 90, $h_0/l_0$ ratio ranged from 15 to 90 and $h_0/b_0$ ratio ranged from 0.5 to 2.5. It should be noted that the investigated $h_0/b_0$ ratio goes beyond the CIDECT [1] limit of 3.3 for concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints. The comparison results are illustrated as follows. Note that the ultimate strengths ($N_{BUA}$) of the specimens in the parametric study were obtained. Note that the ultimate strengths were taken as the peak load or the load of 3\% deformation limit as specified in the CIDECT, whichever occurs earlier in the load-chord face indentation curves. The same approach has been employed by the authors [7] to determine the ultimate strengths of concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints in the test program.

4. CIDECT design provisions and comparison with joint strengths

Design provisions for concrete-filled square and rectangular hollow section X-joints are available in the current CIDECT Design Guide No.3 [1]. The CIDECT [1] is also the only existing design guideline that has specific provisions for concrete-filled tubular joints. For concrete-filled tubular X-joints with braces in compression, the CIDECT design provisions were developed based on the research carried out by Packer [2], where a total of 11 concrete-filled X-joint specimens were tested. The design provisions were derived from concrete bearing models and the contribution of the steel tube was ignored to form a conservative lower bound method. The equation recommended by the CIDECT for compression-loaded concrete-filled square and rectangular hollow section X-joints with braces perpendicular to the chords can be illustrated as follows,

$$N_{CIDECT} = A_f f'_c (A_2/A_1)^{0.5}$$  (1)

where, $N_{CIDECT}$ is the nominal strength; $f'_c$ is the compressive cylinder strength of the infilled concrete; $A_1 = b_1h_1$ is the bearing area over which the transverse bearing load applied; $A_2$ is the dispersed bearing area. It is specified in the CIDECT [1] that the $A_2$ shall be determined by dispersion of the bearing load at a slope of 2:1 longitudinally along the chord and the dispersed bearing area $A_2$ equals to $b_1(h_1+2h_0)$. It is noteworthy that the CIDECT [1] restricts the $(A_2/A_1)^{0.5}$ values with an upper limit of 3.3 for concrete-filled X-joints.

The feasibility of applying the CIDECT design provisions to concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints is evaluated herein by comparing the test and FE strengths ($N_u$) with the nominal strengths ($N_{CIDECT}$) predicted by the CIDECT [1]. A total of 171 available data was used for the comparison, including 15 test data [7] and 156 numerical data obtained in this study. The comparison results are tabulated in Table 2 where the mean value of the $N_u/N_{CIDECT}$ ratio is 1.24 with a very large COV of 0.852. The comparison results are also graphically shown in Figure 5, where the $N_u/N_{CIDECT}$ values exhibit significant scatter and the $N_u/N_{CIDECT}$ ratio generally decreases as the $h_0/t_0$ ratio increases. For relatively stocky steel sections ($h_0/t_0 \leq 20$), the CIDECT predictions are always overly conservative. One of the possible reasons for this could be due to the contribution of the steel tube is ignored in the CIDECT design formula. In addition, the $N_u/N_{CIDECT}$ values for the specimens with NSC (normal strength concrete) are always greater than their HSC (High strength concrete) counterparts. This may be explained by the fact that the CIDECT design provisions consider the same degree of confinement for different concrete infills.

Table 2. Comparison of test and FE results with design predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$N_u/N_{CIDECT}$</th>
<th>$N_u/N_p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of specimens</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Comparison of test and FE results with CIDECT predictions.
Overall, the design provisions in the CIDECT [1] provide conservative strength predictions for the high strength steel tubular X-joints filled with NSC for \( h_0/t_0 \) ratio up to 40, as shown in Figure 5. For the X-joints filled with HSC, the CIDECT [1] design provisions give generally conservative predictions for \( h_0/t_0 \) ratio up to 25, beyond which the CIDECT design provisions generally yield over-optimistic predictions. It should be noted that the design provisions recommended by the CIDECT [1] were developed on the basis of concrete-filled X-joint tests with chord sidewall slenderness ratio varied between 26.9 and 37.4. Besides, the infilled concrete of these tests had cylinder strengths of 43.3 MPa and the yield stress of the steel tubes was 330 MPa. The CIDECT [1] design provisions consider the concrete confinement effect through the \( (A_s/A_t)^{0.5} \) value only, which is irrelevant to the materials, steel wall thickness and chord sidewall slenderness ratio. It is found that the \( A_s \) determined by dispersing the bearing area longitudinally at a slope of 2:1 to the centre depth of the chord could lead to unconservative predictions for concrete-filled tubular X-joints with relatively slender steel sections. In this study, the CIDECT [1] design provisions overestimate the strengths of the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints with chord sidewall slenderness ratio above 50.

5. Proposed design rules and comparison with joint strengths

In this study, new design rules are proposed for concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints subjected to compression. The proposed design rules consider the contribution of the high strength steel tube as well as the confinement effect of the concrete. The proposed formula is expressed in Eq. (2), where \( N_p \) is the proposed nominal strength, \( N_c \) is the joint strength contributed by the high strength steel tubular section, \( N_e \) is the joint strength contributed by the concrete; \( A_s \) and \( f_{0y} \) are the cross-sectional area and yield stress of the high strength steel section, respectively; \( A_c \) and \( f_c' \) are the cross-sectional area and the cylinder strength of the concrete infill, respectively.

\[
N_p = N_e + N_c \left[ 0.9 + 1.3 \frac{t_0}{h_0} \left( \frac{A_s f_{0y}}{A_c f_c'} \right)^2 \right] \tag{2}
\]

In Eq. (2), the calculation of the \( N_c \) employed the design formula in Table 7.11 of the European Code [10]. For X-joints with braces perpendicular to the chords, the \( N_e \) is to be obtained as follows,

For \( \beta = 1.0 \) (\( b_1/b_0 = 1.0 \)):

\[
N_e = k_n f_y t_0 \left( 2h_1 + 10t_0 \right) \tag{3}
\]

For \( \beta \leq 0.85 \) (\( b_1/b_0 \leq 0.85 \)):

\[
N_e = k_n f_y t_0 \left( \frac{2h_1}{b_0} + 4 \sqrt{1 - \beta} \right) \tag{4}
\]

For \( 0.85 < \beta < 1.0 \) (\( 0.85 < b_1/b_0 < 1.0 \)), the \( N_e \) can be obtained by using linear interpolation between the value at \( \beta = 0.85 \) and the governing value at \( \beta = 1.0 \). In Eqs. (3) and (4), \( k_n \) is the chord stress function and the \( f_y \) is the chord sidewall flexural buckling stress as detailed in Table 7.11 of the European Code [10]. In this study, the value of \( k_n \) was taken as 1.0.

The calculation of the \( N_e \) is shown in Eq. (5), which was developed in the same way as the current CIDECT [1] design provisions.

\[
N_e = A_c f_c' (A_s/A_t)^{0.5} \tag{5}
\]

where, \( f_c' \) is the compressive concrete cylinder strength; \( A_1 = h_1 t_1 \) is the bearing area over which the transverse load is applied; \( A_2 \) is the dispersed bearing area. It should be noted that instead of dispersing the bearing load longitudinally only, the \( A_2 \) was determined by dispersion of the bearing load in both the longitudinal and lateral directions along the chord member in the concrete area. The dispersion slope of 1:1 in both the longitudinal and lateral directions that recommended by Feng and Young [11] was adopted in calculating the \( A_2 \).

The comparison results of the \( N_p \) with the \( N_p \) are shown in Table 2. The mean value of the \( N_u/N_p \) ratio is 1.06 with the corresponding COV of 0.235. It can be observed that the proposed \( N_p \) are able to provide reasonably good predictions for the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints, as shown in Figure 6. The validity ranges for the proposed design rules are 0.25 \( \leq b_1/b_0 \leq 0.93 \), 12.6 \( \leq h_0/t_0 \leq 90.0 \), 15.0 \( \leq b_0/t_0 \leq 90.0 \) and 0.5 \( \leq h_0/b_0 \leq 2.5 \), and most of these ranges are beyond the current limit of the CIDECT [1] design provisions.
In addition, the test strengths ($N_{1U}$) of the 11 concrete-filled X-joint specimens reported by Packer [2] were also compared with the $N_p$ calculated from Eq. (2). Note that the CIDECT [1] design provisions were developed based on these concrete-filled X-joint tests. The comparison of the $N_{1U}$ and $N_p$ are illustrated in Figure 7. It is shown that the proposed design rules are capable of providing conservative predictions for all the compression-loaded concrete-filled X-joint tests reported by Packer [2].

In this paper, a numerical investigation was performed on concrete-filled high strength steel square and rectangular hollow section X-joints subjected to compression. The nominal yield stresses of the steel tubes and the nominal cylinder strengths of the concrete infills were up to 900 and 100 MPa, respectively. A finite element (FE) model was developed and validated against the test results. On validation, a parametric study comprised 156 FE analyses was performed in order to generate further numerical data over a wide range of key parameters.

The ultimate strengths generated from the parametric study together with those from available tests were compared with the nominal strengths calculated from the CIDECT [1] design provisions. It has been shown that the CIDECT predictions exhibited significant scatter and were overly conservative for the X-joints with stocky tubular sections. In contrast, the CIDECT [1] overestimated the strengths of the concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints when the chord sidewall slenderness values exceeded 50. Hence, new design rules have been proposed in this study for concrete-filled high strength steel tubular X-joints subjected to compression. It has been shown that the proposed design rules are able to provide reasonably good predictions.
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Abstract

To improve the bearing failure behavior of the exterior steel beam-reinforced concrete column joints composed of reinforced concrete columns, joint details using steel column was proposed. Steel column was attached to the lower flanges at right angles to the steel flange. The objective of this study is to clarify the effectiveness of proposed joint details experimentally and theoretically.

To clarify the influence of steel column on the bearing failure of the joint, seven T-shaped subassemblages were tested under reversed cyclic loading. All specimens had the same cross sections of the steel beam. The experimental variables were the embedded length of the steel column, whether there is the end plate at the tip of the embedded steel column, and, the arrangement of transverse reinforcement ratio surrounding the steel column.

The following remarks can be drawn from the test results.

1) In the case of the specimen with a short embedded length of the steel column, the punching shear failure on the upper surface of the steel beam flange was remarkable when the maximum strength was reached. However, in the specimen with long embedded length of steel column, the punching shear failure was not significant observed.

2) The maximum strength increased with the embedded length of the steel column. Further, the maximum strength of the specimen with the embedded length of three times of the steel column depths is subjected to bending yield strength of the steel column.

3) It was shown that the transverse reinforcement surrounding the S column and the end plate were key components for improving the bearing resistance of the joint.

Keywords: S beam; RC Columns; Beam-Column Joints; Bearing Failure Behavior; Punching Shear Failure.

1. Introduction

In Japan, many kinds of details on steel(S)-reinforced concrete (RC) joints have been proposed. One clear trend in composite construction has been the increased use of frames with S beams and RC columns. It is very important to clarify the behavior of the joints because seismic performance of the frame is considerably influenced by that of the joints. So far studies on the S beam-RC column joints were carried out to make sure of seismic performance at the various laboratories.

For the S beam-RC column joints, shear failure and bearing failure are the key failure modes. The shear failure mode indicates stable hysteresis loop without the strength degradation. On the other hand, the bearing failure mode indicates large pinching and strength degradation after the attainment of the maximum load. Accordingly, the bearing failure in the joints should not be caused in RCS system. Particularly, roof level exterior joints in the frame is remarkable the punching shear failure of the concrete on the upper surface of the S flange.

To improve the bearing failure behavior of the T-shaped joint details using S column was proposed. S column was attached to the lower flanges at right angles to the S flange.
The objective of this study is to clarify the effectiveness of proposed joint details experimentally and theoretically, and is to propose bearing design formulae taken account of the effect of S column based on the stress transferring mechanism and resistance mechanism proposed by authors.

2. Evaluation of ultimate strength based on Stress transferring mechanisms and resistance mechanism

The S beam-RC column joints is assumed to be composed of the inner panel with the S flange width and the outer panel outside the S flange. The ultimate strength of the joint is assumed to be estimated by superposing that of the inner panel and the outer panel. In the case of the T-shaped exterior joints, the ultimate strength of the inner panel is determined by the punching shear failure of the concrete occurred by the bearing stress acting on the upper surface of the S flange. Fig. 1 shows the resistance mechanism and the stress transfer mechanism of the T-shaped joint. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the punching shear stress is evaluated by using the horizontal projection area $Ap$ when the bearing stress is transferred in the angle $\gamma$ direction. The bearing stress with punching shear failure is assumed to act on the region of $0.3D_c b$ ($D_c =$ column depths; $b =$ beam width). On the other hand, the resistance mechanism and the stress transfer mechanism of the S column attached to the S beam are shown in Figs. 1 (b and c). When under reversed cyclic loading load is applied to the S beam, shear force $Q$ and bending moment $M$ are applied to the S column joint section. $Q$ and $M$ are resisted by the bearing stress $\sigma_p$ acting on the inner surface of the S column flange. The outward thrust force $R$ at the inner surface of the compression struts are resisted by transverse reinforcing bar arranged around the S column. As a result of this stress transfer, the truss mechanisms are developed in the region outside the S column.

The ultimate strength of the outer panel is evaluated by the arch mechanism as shown in Fig. 2. The vertical component of the compressive forces acting on the compression struts are resisted by the tensile strength of the reinforcing bar, and horizontal component forces are controlled by the torsional strength transferred from the inner panel to the outer panel.

![Fig. 1. Stress Transferring Mechanism and Resistance Mechanism of Inner Panel](image)

![Fig. 2. Resistance Mechanism of Outer Panel](image)
3. Experiment

To clarify the effectiveness of the proposed joint details, seven T-shaped beam-column subassemblies under reversed cyclic loading were tested. The overall dimensions of the specimen, the cross sections and reinforcement details are shown in Fig. 3. All specimens were exterior T-shaped beam-column joints with 300 mm square columns and S beam with the width of 100 mm and the depth of 250 mm, and specimen featured a steel beam passing continuously through the column. In addition, all specimens were designed enforce joint shear failure of the inner panel does not occur.

The joints details and the experimental variables are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The cross section of S column was the width of 80 mm and the depth of 150 mm. The experimental variables on Experiment (I) as shown in Fig. 4 were the embedded length of the S column. The transverse reinforcement ratio of RC column arranged around the S column was 0.35%. Specimen TB-0D dose not has the embedded S column. Specimens TB-1D and TB-2D, and TB-3D have the embedded steel column length of 150mm and 300mm, and 450mm.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5, the experimental variables on Experiment (II) were the end plate at the tip of the embedded S column and the arrangement of transverse reinforcement

---

**Fig. 3. Details of Specimens**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$l_a$ (mm)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Member</td>
<td>TB-0D</td>
<td>TB-1D</td>
<td>TB-2D</td>
<td>TB-3D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4. Experimental Variables (Experiment (I))**
ratio surrounding the S column. The embedded length of the S column is 300mm. Specimen TB-2DB has the end plate at the tip of the embedded S column. Specimen TB-2DH has the transverse reinforcement ratio of RC column arranged around the S column was 0.98%. Specimen TB-2DBH has both reinforcing methods of Specimen TB-2DB and TB-2DH.

The mechanical properties of the materials are listed in Table 1.

The intended displacement regime used in this investigation is shown in Fig. 6. This displacement history consisted of lateral displacement cycles ranging from 1.0 to 5.0% drift. Since a small axial force acts on the RC column connected to the roof level T-shaped joint, no axial force is applied to the RC column.

4. Test results
4.1. Destructive and Hysteresis property (Experiment (I))
Concrete crushing in the maximum load and load-displacement relationships are shown in Fig. 6. The vertical axis represents the applied load at the column. The horizontal axis gives the...
deflection of the column relative to the beam at the end of the column. $Q_u$ shown in Fig. 7 (b)-(d) is the bending strength to plastic bending moment of S column, and $Q_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum load. In the case of specimens with the embedded S column length of 0-300mm, the punching shear failure of the concrete topping above the steel beam were observed in the maximum load. However, Specimen TB-03D with the embedded S column length of 400mm was not observed the punching shear failure. In addition, it was shown that shear crack caused in concrete of the joint increased with the embedded S column length.

Specimen TB-1D had the maximum load more than TB-0D. However, the hysteresis loop of both specimens shown the reversed S-shape. The sliding properties on the hysteresis loop of Specimen TB-2D was greatly improved by the effect of embedded S column compared to Specimen TB-OD and TB-1D. On the other hand, the sliding properties for Specimen TB-3D was not observed, and a stable hysteresis energy absorbing ability.

Fig. 8 shows the envelope curves for hysteresis loops. The effect of the embedded length of the S column on the initial stiffness and deterioration of the strength after the maximum load were not observed. However, the maximum load and the drift angle in the maximum load increased with the embedded length of the S column. From this test results, the maximum strength of the specimen with the embedded length of three times of the S column depths is subjected to bending yield strength of the S column and reduce the punching shear failure at the inner panel.
Table 2. Comparison of Calculated Values and Experimental Values (Experiment (I))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>( M_{\text{exp}} ) (kN \cdot m)</th>
<th>( i_M ) (kN \cdot m)</th>
<th>( i_Mh ) (kN \cdot m)</th>
<th>( i_Mb ) (kN \cdot m)</th>
<th>( \rho M ) (kN \cdot m)</th>
<th>( \rho M ) (kN \cdot m)</th>
<th>( M_{\text{exp}} / \rho M )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB-0D</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-1D</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-2D</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>192.6</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-3D</td>
<td>145.4</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>433.4</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>127.9</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( M_{\text{exp}} \) = Experimental Values; \( M \) = Strength of Inner Panel; \( i_M \) = Strength of Punching Shear; \( i_Mh \) = Strength of Transverse Reinforcement; \( i_Mb \) = Bearing Strength; \( M \) = Strength of Outer Panel; \( \rho M \) = Calculated Values.

The effect of the embedded S column length which influence on the calculated values was slightly smaller than that of the experimental values. A detailed study on a method capable of estimating ultimate bearing strength of the exterior joints while taking account of the effect of the embedded S column length will be carried out.

4.3. Destructive and Hysteresis property

(Experiment (II))

Concrete crushing in the maximum load and load-displacement relationships are shown in Fig. 10. The vertical axis represents the applied load at the column. The horizontal axis gives the deflection of the column relative to the beam at the end of the column. \( Q_m \), shown in Fig. 10 is the bending strength to plastic bending moment of RC column considering the S column, and \( Q_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum load. Regardless of the experimental variables, the punching shear failure of the concrete topping above the steel beam were observed in the maximum load similarly to the crack patterns of Specimen TB-2D with the embedded S column length of 300mm. On the other hand, all specimens had a stable hysteresis property though the punching shear failure at the inner panel were observed. Also deterioration of the strength after the maximum load were similarly to that of Specimen TB-2D.

Fig. 11 shows the envelop curves for hysteresis loops. For purposes of comparison of the effects of the end plate at the tip of the the
The maximum strength increased with the embedded S column arranged around the S column, the result of Specimen TB-2D is shown in Fig. 11. The maximum load of specimens with the end plate of S column and the transverse reinforcement were larger than that of Specimen TB-2D. Though the effects of these reinforcing elements which influence on the maximum strength were about the same, the bearing failure behavior of the T-shaped joint was more improved by using the transverse reinforcement of RC column arranged around the S column. The maximum load of Specimen TB-2DBH with both of these reinforcing elements exerted the bending strength of RC column with the S column.

5. Conclusion

The following conclusions are drawn from this investigation.
1) In the case of the specimen with a short embedded length of the S column, the punching shear failure of the concrete topping above the steel beam was remarkable when the maximum strength was reached. However, in the specimen with long embedded length of S column, the punching shear failure was not significant observed.
2) The maximum strength increased with the embedded length of the S column. Further, the maximum strength of the specimen with the embedded length of three times of the S column depths is subjected to bending yield strength of the S column.
3) It was shown that the transverse reinforcement to surrounding the S column and the end plate were key components for improving the bearing resistance of the joint.
4) The calculated values were shown to be in good agreement with the test results.
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Abstract

Replaceable fuses as coupling elements, with detailed composite connections, can state the steel and concrete hybrid structures to be one of the best alternatives for a more feasible and easy repairable earthquake-proof structure. Therefore, an efficient composite connection for a newly suggested Hybrid Coupled Wall (HCW) system, consisting of a reinforced concrete shear wall coupled with steel side columns via dissipative steel shear links, is studied in this paper. The steel shear links are connected to a steel profile, embedded or passing through the RC wall. This embedded part should be so designed that the damage always occurs on the steel shear links (fuses) prior to minimal damage in the RC wall and embedded connection. The emphasis is on characterizing a suitable “steel link + embedded composite connection within the RC wall” configuration and calculate an appropriate embedment length while concentrating the seismic damage to the replaceable steel links. To this purpose, two joint configurations are designed through a capacity based approach, namely “partly embedded” and “passing through” steel beam connection and are examined through detailed FE analyses. A parametric study was also carried out to provide sufficient evidence towards the design considerations proposed in this study, in terms of strength, stiffness and bearing strength within the embedded connection.

Keywords: Steel and concrete hybrid connections; Embedment length; Energy dissipation; Seismic-resistant structures; Embedded steel sections.

1. Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) walls coupled by RC beams [1, 2] to more recent steel and concrete hybrid coupled walls (HCWs) with steel or composite beams as structural fuses [3, 4], has provided an efficient solution towards earthquake resistant structures. To further improve the combination of the RC wall and steel elements, a new structural configuration for HCW systems was recently proposed, developed and studied using numerical and experimental tools in the European research project INNO-HYCO (INNOvative HYbrid and COMposite steel-concrete structural solutions for building in seismic area, [5]). This system consists of a RC shear wall coupled to steel side columns by means of steel links. The RC wall carries almost all the horizontal shear force while the overturning moments are partially resisted by an axial compression-tension couple developed by the two side steel columns rather than by the individual flexural action of the wall alone.

To exploit the full potential of the proposed HCW system and allow for an easy replacement effort, the steel coupling links should be designed as replaceable fuses and the connection should also fulfil the same purpose. So, to achieve the foretold performance objective, the primary steel links are connected either to an embedded steel beam or a beam passing through the RC wall and the embedded connection should be so designed that the seismic damage is always concentrated in the replaceable primary steel links which act as fuse elements, i.e. intended to fail before any or minimal damage in the RC wall as well as other components of the connection. Although, previous studies by various researches [6-10]; have investigated the behaviour of such embedded connections, a certain simple and refined design procedure is
necessary to further optimize the embedded length. Therefore, the primary objective of this investigation is to develop such a design procedure based on a refined characterization of the connection performance, embedded within the RC wall, to calculate an optimized embedment length for such HCW structures. Therefore, two types of joint configurations are investigated in this research work, on the basis of a capacity based design approach and a detailed parametric analysis; 1) Partially embedded (Fig. 1a); 2) Passing through (Fig. 2a) steel beam connection. In both connection configurations, the bending moment transferred by the link to the wall is balanced by a couple of vertical bearing forces at the steel concrete interface as shown in Fig. 1b and 2b. The parametric study, with FE models, primarily focuses upon the vertical stress distributions of the concrete through the embedded profile for different embedment lengths to verify the prime considerations of the design method.

2. Design Methodology

Although the design procedure followed for this investigation is globally similar for both connection configurations, the equilibrium equations change slightly in Step 3. Steps 1, 2, 4, and 5 remain the same for both. This procedure is essentially a continuation of the global design methodology proposed in the earlier studies [11] and focuses specifically on the embedded connection aspects.

Step 1: Design of the RC wall and steel link (fuse): The dimensions and reinforcement details of the RC wall, steel columns and steel shear links are calculated according to a recently proposed design procedure [11] used for global characterization of innovative HCW structures.

Step 2: Design loads on the embedded profile: According to the link-to-wall force transfer mechanism, the embedded profile is designed assuming a linear increase of bending moment until the location of the first reaction force applied by the concrete on the profile. Suitable overstrength factors are chosen. Values at three different locations: i) the beam splice connection, ii) face of the RC wall, iii) location of the first reaction applied by the concrete (taken as 1/3rd of the embedment length as recommended by previous researches [6-9]); are first increased by the overstrength factors and are used to design the embedded profile. The overstrength factors and design load formulas corresponding to shear critical links are given below for clarity. The overstrength factors considered for the design are:

\[ \gamma_{ov} = 1.25, \gamma_{M1} = 1.00, \gamma_{M2} = 1.25, \gamma_{c} = 1.50, \gamma_{s} = 1.50, \Omega = 1.5 \]

As shear links are chosen in the previous design study, calculations start from \( V_{p,link} \), (plastic shear capacity of the link); as shown below. Expressions for \( V_{p,link} \) are obtained from Eurocode 8 [12]. The following design loads in Eq. (1-4) are calculated according to Fig. 3:

![Fig. 1. Configuration 1: (a) Schematic diagram (b) resistance mechanism.](Image)

![Fig. 2. Configuration 2: (a) Schematic diagram (b) resistance mechanism.](Image)

Lack of detailed evidence about such connections with the foretold design objectives has encouraged this investigation. The aim of this research is to find a suitable steel-composite embedded connection as well as an associated design procedure, to be applied for the newly proposed INNO-HYCO HCW systems [5] to accommodate the replaceable links and verify the anticipated seismic behaviour. This goal is attained by a proposed capacity based design procedure described in the later section of this article. The parametric study also provides enough evidence for the development of the proposed design procedure.
Calculating the embedment length, \( V_0 = V_{p,\text{link}} = \frac{f_y}{\sqrt{3}} t_w (d-t_f) \); \( V_{Ed} = 1.1 V_0 \Omega \) (1)

\[ M_1 = V_{0,\text{link}} ; \ M_{Ed1} = 1.1 M_1 \gamma_{\text{eff}} \Omega \] (2)

\[ M_0 = M_1 \frac{l_{\text{link}} + l_0}{l_{\text{link}}} ; \ M_{Ed0} = 1.1 M_0 \gamma_{\text{eff}} \Omega \] (3)

\[ M_x = M_1 \frac{l_{\text{link}} + l_0 + l_x}{3} ; \ M_{Edx} = 1.1 M_x \gamma_{\text{eff}} \Omega \] (4)

where \( f_y \) is the nominal yield stress; \( d \) is the total depth of the section; \( b \) is the flange width; \( t_f \) is the flange thickness, \( t_w \) is the web thickness, \( l_{\text{link}} \) is the link length (from the face of column to the center of the beam splice connection). \( l_0 \) is the offset length of the beam splice, \( l_x \) is the embedment length. \( M_1, M_0, \) and \( M_x \) are the moments at the beam splice connection, the face of the wall and location of the first reaction force applied by the concrete on the profile respectively. Finally, \( V_{Ed} \) is the design shear load and \( M_{Ed1}, M_{Ed0}, M_{Edx} \) are the design moment loads at the corresponding locations. As \( M_{Ed} \) can only be calculated with a known \( l_x \), an initial steel section is chosen based upon the preliminary design loads \( V_{Ed}, M_{Ed1} \) \& \( M_{Ed0} \). Based on this, the \( l_x \) is calculated from Step 3. The final choice of the section and its embedment length is done based on a trial and error relationship provisional to the next steps.

**Step 3:** Calculating the embedment length inside the concrete: As shown in Fig. 1b, calculating from the face of RC wall, the equilibrium equations for concrete resistance mechanism for Configuration 1, can be written as shown in Eq. (5) and (6).

\[ f_b b_{\text{eff}} + V_{Ed} = f_b b_{\text{eff}} \] (5)

\[ M_{Ed0} - f_b b_{\text{eff}} \left( l_x - \frac{a}{2} \right) + f_b b_{\text{eff}} \frac{c}{2} = 0 \] (6)

where, \( f_b \) is the bearing strength of concrete and is equal to \( 0.85 f_{c,k} \) as proposed in the previous studies [7-9], \( f_{c,k} \) is the characteristic compressive strength of the concrete. \( b_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective flange width of the embedded profile and is taken as \( b_{\text{profile}}(t/\gamma_{\text{profile}})^{0.66} \) as proposed in the foretold researches [7-9], \( t \) is the wall thickness and \( b_{\text{profile}} \) is the flange width of the embedded profile initially chosen to start the design based upon \( V_{Ed}, M_{Ed1} \) \& \( M_{Ed0} \). \( a \) and \( c \) are as indicated in Fig. 1b. It can be easily observed that there are actually three unknowns with two equilibrium equations. However, we can replace \( c \) with \((0.55l_x)\) as determined and verified from the FE parametric studies for such connections. So, based on the equilibrium equations, the newly developed relationship to calculate the required embedment length can be written as in Eq. (7),

\[ l_x = \frac{1}{f_b b_{\text{eff}}} \left[ 0.9 V_{Ed} + \sqrt{4 M_{Ed0}/f_b b_{\text{eff}} + 2.85 V_{Ed}^2} \right] \] (7)

After a suitable \( l_x \) is chosen, the embedded profile is determined accordingly with respect to \( b_{\text{eff}} \) of the initially chosen section and \( M_{Ed} \) through a trial and error method. For Configuration 2, as shown in Fig. 2b for the passing through connection, the equilibrium equations can be written as in Eq. (8) and (9):

\[ f_b b_{\text{profile}} + V_{Ed} = f_b b_{\text{profile}} + V_{Ed} \] (8)

\[ 2 M_{Ed0} + V_{Ed} l_w \]

\[ - f_b b_{\text{profile}} \left( l_w - \frac{a}{2} \right) + f_b b_{\text{profile}} \frac{c}{2} = 0 \] (9)

where, \( l_w \) is the length of wall. However, as \( l_x \) is known in this case and can be taken as \( l_w/2 \) (accounting for symmetry), the embedded profile can be chosen based upon \( l_w \) and \( M_{Ed} \). Thus, \( a \) and \( c \) are calculated from the equilibrium equations and checked to be smaller than \( 0.2 l_x \) to ensure safety in the concrete. The choice of \( c \) and \( a \); \( b_{\text{profile}} \) instead of \( b_{\text{eff}} \) for Configuration 2 are also validated through the parametric study.

**Step 4:** Finalizing the embedded profile section: The embedded profile section is chosen with respect to all the design loads, as shown in Eq. 10 and 11 below, to ensure that the embedded section does not yield prior to yielding of the shear link.

\[ V_{p,\text{rd, profile}} > V_{Ed} \] (10)

\[ M_{p,\text{rd, profile}} > M_{Ed} > M_{Ed0} > M_{Ed1} \] (11)

Where, the design shear and moment resistances are

\[ V_{p,\text{rd, profile}} = \frac{A_s f_y}{\gamma_{M0} \sqrt{3}} ; M_{p,\text{rd, profile}} = \frac{W_{pl} f_y}{\gamma_{M0}} \]

respectively to base the calculation and verification on the upper characteristic value of the yield strength for the considered steel grade. \( A_s \) and \( W_{pl} \) denotes the shear area and plastic section modulus of the embedded profile.

**Step 5:** Design of Beam Splice connection: The beam splice connections are designed according to the Eurocode 3 [13] guidelines for maximum and minimum end distance or bolt spacing against the \( M_{Ed1} \) \& \( V_{Ed} \) design loads.

---
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3. Description of Case Studies

In order to search for an adequate couple of vertical bearing stresses and their distribution through the embedded profile, a detailed parametric study was carried out with 10 different embedment lengths (200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm, 375mm, 400mm, 450mm, 500mm, 550mm, and 600mm) and 4 different $M_{Ed}/V_{Ed}$ ratios (0.5m to 2m) for Configuration 1. However, for Configuration 2, as the $l_c$ is constant, the distribution was checked with the foretold $M_{Ed}/V_{Ed}$ ratios (defined as $X_{FE}$ in Eq. 13). Both connection configurations were studied in a view to accommodate a seismic link assumed to be located at the ground story section of the 6 storied structure with a coupling ratio 40% as studied in a previous research [11]. The length of the wall is 2.1m and its width is 0.36m. The designed and verified wall cross-section is illustrated in Fig. 4. Concrete is taken as class C30/37 and reinforcements are taken to be B450C following the EC2 guidelines [14]. Reinforcements are designed according to the DCM rules stated in EC8, Clause 5.4.3.4 [12] for ductile walls. The link section was obtained from the previous study [11] and has an overall depth of 200mm, flange width of 100mm, flange thickness of 17mm, web thickness of 5.6mm. The link length was varied from 400mm to 1900mm to produce the 4 different $M_{Ed}/V_{Ed}$ ratios with the link acting as a lever arm. The offset length, $l_o$, is considered as 100mm for all cases. A HEB 220 section was considered as the embedded profile for Configuration 1 and HEM 220 for Configuration 2 based on the design outcomes. Stiffeners are provided, at a distance of $l_c/6$ from the face of the RC wall and the embedded end of the profile to support the flanges against local buckling during the activation of the bearing resistances. 2 plates with dimensions of (300mmx300mmx25mm) are used in all cases for the splice connection. Steel grade S355 (nominal yield stress, $f_y = 355$ MPa) is adopted for both the coupling links and the embedded profiles, stiffeners as well as the beam splice connection plates.

After the parametric study, two final FE models were designed according to the previously discussed procedure. Although both the models fulfilled the desired design objective, they are not discussed in this particular study, to avoid any distraction and solely focus on the development and refinement of the design procedure presented in section 2.

4. Modelling Approach

The different configurations are modelled and analysed through nonlinear analyses by means of full 3D model resorting to solid elements implemented in the finite element software DIANA 10.1 [15]. Nonlinear plasticity is introduced in the RC wall through an elastic-perfectly plastic stress strain relationship for the concrete considering the design compressive strength. However, the shear links, beam splice connection as well as the embedded profiles are kept elastic isotropic for the parametric study to solely focus on the stress behaviour inside the concrete along the embedment region to the maximum possible limit. Afterwards, an elastic-perfectly plastic material for the steel reinforcements, and nominal plastic stress-strain material properties for the steel S355 was considered to analyze the design models. A perfect bond was assumed at the interface of the embedded steel and concrete to avoid unnecessary complications and heavy models.

Fig. 5 shows the models used for the finite element analysis.

![Fig. 5. FEMs used in DIANA:](a) Configuration 1 (b) Configuration 2)

5. Parametric Study for Configuration 1

An adequate couple of vertical bearing stresses and their distribution creates the primary foundation for such a connection design. Firstly, in reference to Fig. 1b, the $c$ was assumed to be $l_c/3$ as proposed by the previous researches [7-9] to solve Eq. (5) and (6) and determine the required $l_c$. However, the resulting designs were found to be rather conservative in terms of safety. The bearing resistance of the RC wall in the FE models was much greater than what was anticipated from the design procedure. Thus, a parametric study was done with 10 different embedment lengths and 4 different $M_{Ed}/V_{Ed}$
ratios via multiple pushover analyses. A further equation was introduced as Eq. (12).

$$M_{Ed0} = X'V_{Ed}$$  (12)

where $X'$ is the theoretical moment to shear ratio and is slightly different from the ratio considered in the FE models as shown in Eq. 13.

$$X = X_{ov} \gamma_{ov}$$  (13)

where, $X_{ov}$ is the actual $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratio working on the FE models. For example, in the FE models, if a vertical load is applied at the end point of the shear link and $(l_{Ed} + l_o)$ is taken as 0.5m to create a $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratio ($X_{ov}$) of 0.5; it corresponds to a ratio of 0.625 for the theoretical formulas ($X$) due to the different safety factors used in Eq. (1) and (3). Then, assuming $c$ equals $l_o/3$, the maximum moment and shear resisted by the RC wall was calculated by solving Eq. (5), (6) and (12). These theoretical results were compared with maximum capacities of the corresponding FE models obtained from the pushover curves. The safety margin defining the ratio of FE results to theoretical results are plotted in Fig. 6 for flexural resistance of the RC wall. Fig. 7 shows the calculated $a$ values as a fraction of $l_o$. Due to resemblance, the shear safeties are not shown. M/V in all the plots denotes the $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratios used for the FE simulations ($X_{ov}$).

As seen in Fig. 6 and 7, the conservative nature due to the initial assumptions was clearly noticed as the theoretical moment resistance and $a$ values were calculated to be significantly lower than the simulation results, which are presented later. Therefore, a thorough parametric study was done varying the $c$ (as a fraction of $l_o$) for each combination of embedment length and $X_{ov}$. It was interestingly observed that, with a $c$ value approximately equal to $0.55l_o$, the lowest safety margin or highest accuracy was achieved for moment, shear resistances and the $a$ values, in all cases, compared to the FE models, as shown in Fig. 8. Due to qualitative similarity, only the moment safeties for 500mm embedment length are plotted for varying $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratios.

![Image](image1)

Fig. 6. Moment safety assuming $c = l_o/3$

![Image](image2)

Fig. 7. Variation in $a$ assuming $c = l_o/3$

![Image](image3)

Fig. 8. Moment safety for varying $c/l_o$

Therefore, this $c$ value ($=0.55l_o$) as well as the resulting $a$ values for different embedment lengths and $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratios were checked with the FE nonlinear simulations and was validated successfully as shown in the later part of this section. The safety margin thus decreased, resulting in a higher accuracy for the theoretical design procedure compared to the FE results. In Fig. 9 and 10 respectively, the upgraded results for moment safety and $a$ values are compared with the previous calculations to provide evidence towards this inference.

![Image](image4)

Fig. 9. Moment safety comparison
These improved results were thus checked using the FE models. The stress distribution below the bottom flange and above the top flange of the embedded profile, at the maximum registered moment obtained from each pushover analysis, are plotted to bring clarity regarding $c$ and $a$. Fig. 11 represents the principal compressive stresses below the bottom flange corresponding to validation of $c$, whereas, Fig. 12 shows the same above the top flange relevant to $a$. 

![Fig. 10. Comparison for $a$ values](image)

![Fig. 11. Principal compressive stress distribution below the bottom flange to validate $c$](image)

![Fig. 12. Principal compressive stress distribution above the top flange to validate $a$](image)
Some evidence suggested that the principal compressive stresses were not oriented in a perfectly vertical manner due to presence of small shear forces along the embedment length. Nevertheless, these shear forces originate from the perfect bond assumed in the steel-concrete interface and can reasonably be neglected as a sliding behaviour is certainly expected in a real case scenario. Therefore, the plotted principal stresses were chosen to validate the design procedure. In Fig. 11, c is calculated starting from the face of the RC wall to designate its relation with \( l_w \), while, in Fig. 12, a is calculated from the embedment end of the profile to characterize the fractional relationship. From Fig. 11, the principal compressive stresses related to c are observed to be distributed till a fractional value of approximately 0.55 for all the combinations of embedment length and M_{Ed}/V_{Ed} ratio verifying the design assumption. Furthermore, comparing Fig. 10 and 12, the a values were also seen to agree closely with the revised theoretical calculations, i.e. assuming c = 0.55l_w. Although the stress distributions are not uniform till 0.55l_w, presence of arbitrary bearing stresses beyond that length makes the proposed c value an optimum yet safe choice for such connection design procedure.

6. Parametric Study for Configuration 2

As shown in Fig. 2b, also for Configuration 2, a couple of vertical bearing stresses resist the overturning moment. Due to lack of previous investigations concerning such passing through configuration, c was primarily assumed to be l_e/3 (where \( l_e \) is calculated as half the length of the wall, l_w), and b_{eff} was also considered alike Configuration 1 as acquired from the existing literature. However, these primary assumptions were investigated through a detailed parametric study with FE models similar to the previous section. Although c = l_e/3 (or l_e/6) was found to be a bit conservative, b_{eff} seemed to be slightly optimistic as the FE models suggested b_{profile} to be a more reliable and safe choice instead. As the embedment length is fixed in this configuration, a parametric study was done only with 4 different X_{FE} ratios. Therefore, w.r.t the FE models, the previous assumptions were modified considering b_{profile} instead of b_{eff} and c = 0.2l_w. Then, the resisting moment and shear capacity of the RC wall was calculated by solving Eq. (8), (9) and (12), and were thus compared with the corresponding FE models. The safety margins for flexural capacity of the RC wall were obtained to be 1.02, 1.08, 1.21 and 1.24 for X_{FE} ratios 0.5m, 1m, 1.5m and 2m respectively. The principal compressive stresses (blue denotes max compression) below the bottom flange and above the top flange are shown in Fig. 13 for X_{FE} 0.5m, to clarify the choice of b_{profile} instead of b_{eff}. The corresponding a and c values were validated with the stress distribution obtained from the FE simulation results below the bottom flange and above the top flange of the embedded profile. Fig. 14 represents the principal compressive stresses below the bottom flange corresponding to validation of c as a fraction of l_w, whereas, Fig. 15 shows the same above the top flange for a.

![Fig. 13. Principal compressive stresses (a) below bottom flange (b) above top flange](image)

![Fig. 14. Principal compressive stress distribution below the bottom flange to validate c](image)

![Fig. 15. Principal compressive stress distribution above the top flange to validate a](image)

From Fig. 14 and 15, the compressive stresses related to c and a are observed to be distributed till a fractional value of approximately 0.2l_w for all the M_{Ed}/V_{Ed} ratios. This validates the design assumptions of a simpler rectangular stress distribution with c = 0.2l_w. Presence of arbitrary bearing stresses beyond that length explains the residual safety margins.
7. Conclusions

The seismic design and behavior of a steel embedded connection was investigated with the purpose of improving in detail a recently proposed innovative hybrid coupled shear wall structure. The design procedure was developed based upon equilibrium equations and Eurocode guidelines and was implemented for two different possible configurations. Several nonlinear parametric analyses were carried out in order to develop and verify the proposed design method and finally refine it to utilize its complete potential.

The design procedure proposed in this study can be reliably used to compute the required embedment lengths and profiles according to the demand. Even though full accuracy could not be reached compared to the FE results due to a rather complicated behaviour in the concrete, the choices made in this method such as the rectangular stress distribution, $c=0.55l_e$ (for Configuration 1) and $c=0.2l_e$ (for Configuration 2), offers a simple and safe, yet, optimized solution to design such composite connections. The residual safety margins occur due to the presence of some arbitrary stresses in the FE models beyond the assumed theoretical $c$ values. Although, consideration of $b_{eff}$ strongly agreed with Configuration 1, it was deemed slightly optimistic for Configuration 2. The safety margins increased with increase in the $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratio for both configurations. However, they showed an inverse relationship with the embedment lengths for a particular $M_{Ed0}/V_{Ed}$ ratio.

Nevertheless, the final design outcomes for both configurations were later studied based on a pushover analysis and was seen to successfully meet the targeted design objective, i.e. steel links yielding in shear prior to minimal damage in the RC wall and the embedded connection. However, these results will be shown in a following article to solely dedicate this study towards explaining the detailed development of this design procedure. In the future, the FE models will also be checked with respect to cyclic loads.
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Abstract

When dealing with concrete-filled tube columns and RC slabs, it is usual to interrupt steel tubes in slab-column connections if the column is mainly compressed. Contractors do prefer to solve these connections with independent tubes, although inner reinforcements may be continuous through the slab. In these cases, both tubes from the upper and lower levels do have base plate connections, with a set of anchor bolts. This procedure saves a lot of time of global works, by making everything easier at the same time, as tubular profiles do not intersect the formwork.

However, this reasonable design for slab-column joints suggest at least some questions about the strength of the concrete at the area of connection, where the tube has been interrupted. On the one hand, the load is transferred through concrete in the slab thickness, since there is no continuity of the tube; on the other hand, concrete at that point becomes triaxially confined due to the restriction to lateral deformation.

This study analyses the validity of this connection method and the differences observed depending on the relative location of the column (corner, façade – lateral – or central pillars). Needless to say that the relative location of the column leads to different confinement patterns in concrete.

Keywords: Concrete-filled tubes; slab-column connections; confinement effect.

1. Introduction

When dealing with concrete-filled tube columns, slab-column connections may become sensitive points for many constructive reasons. The difficulties related with the discontinuity of the formwork and the different phases of concreting, lead to think about possible alternatives to the continuity of the tube.

This is exactly the case of compressed columns with low bending moment ratios. Columns under this assumption transfer the compressive load from one tube to the other through the slab, by using a base plate bolted connection. In this case, the entire load coming from the tube becomes distributed over the slab, and it is concentrated again on the tube below. The bolts are no necessarily preloaded, since these typology of columns are mostly subjected to compression.

Slab-column tubular connections without continuity of the tube guarantee the continuity of reinforcements (Fig. 1).
2. Hypothesis

The starting hypothesis of this study is that concrete enclosed within the thickness of the RC slab (Fig. 1) transfers the load from upper tube to the one below, by becoming partially or fully confined, so that the compressive strength may be clearly enhanced.

This phenomenon leads to wonder if this enclosed concrete becomes capable enough of transferring faithfully the load of the pillar. The assumption of axisymmetry in the X and Y axes in this case is very important in order to provide effective confinement effect. In this way, the continuity may be totally guaranteed despite the interruption of the tube.

This assumption is different depending on the relative location of the column in the slab, so that a pillar on the corner has very different boundary conditions than a pillar in the middle.

3. FEM Model

A full continuum model has been carried out (Fig. 2), by considering the full slab-column connection with axisymmetry conditions in the two axes. The model has been done by Abaqus software, 6.13 edition, with complex material constitutive models and full integration.

3.1. Mesh and boundary conditions

A tetrahedral mesh has been chosen for the model in order to fit all different geometries involved. Solid elements have been used for steel and concrete, while “wire” elements have been used for reinforcements. While the lower face of the tube has been encasted, the upper face at the top has been restricted against rotation only.

The load has been applied uniformly to the upper face, through a ramped displacement until reaching the ultimate load.

3.2. Material models

The constitutive models for both steel and concrete which has been used in this analysis were calibrated in other occasions by the same authors [1], by taking plasticity criteria into account for both materials. For steel, an elastic-plastic model with isotropic plasticity has been implemented, while the CDP model (Concrete Damage Plasticity) has been used for concrete, being sensitive to hydrostatic pressure [2-4].

4. Numerical analysis

4.1. Cases of study

Three different configurations have been chosen, depending on the relative location of the column, in order to evaluate the efficiency of these simple connections: central, lateral and corner connections, (Fig. 3). While in central pillars, the continuity of the slab guarantees a reliable confinement effect over the enclosed concrete, in corner pillars this may be not clear.

The continuity of the slab in the X and Y axes is evaluated as an important factor in the mechanical response of the joint. Of course the...
thickness of the slab and the base plate are also decisive, but this will require further numerical campaigns in the future.

Analysed tube are 1000 mm high by each side, and the enclosed slab is 300 mm thick, with a minimum reinforcement of Ø12 in two meshes of 10x10 cms (upper and lower) to reproduce usual dimensions in this typology. Specimens have the following mechanical and geometrical features (Table 1):

Table 1. List of analysed specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>D_out</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>fck</th>
<th>f_k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATERAL</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORNER</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dimensions in mm and strengths in MPa

The connection plate has been considered of 25 mm thickness, 500x500 mm width, in order to be enough rigid to transfer stresses, and connected with 4 bolts at the edges.

5. Analysis of results

5.1. Transference of load

As it can be derived from results, there is a faithful transference of load through the RC slab. This transference is enough reliable to allow the interruption of the tube in all cases, despite there is a slight difference in the ultimate load depending on the relative location of the pillar (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4. Load-Strain obtained curves.](image)

The ultimate compressive loads which have been obtained in the numerical analysis are summarized in Table 2, for central, corner and lateral cases. The decrement of compressive capacity is significant in case of the corner specimen, up to a 9.75% less than the central one, by using the exact solution based on a 4 bolt connection and one base plate by each side.

Table 2. Ultimate load of analysed specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>N_{pl.Rd}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL</td>
<td>541.20 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATERAL</td>
<td>540.00 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORNER</td>
<td>527.90 kN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Effect of confinement effect in concrete

It becomes evident, derived from numerical results, that enclosed concrete between the two base plates is subjected to a confinement effect in the three cases, with different patterns. In Figures 5 and 6 below, it can be seen how confinement effect (stresses over 25 MPa, in grey) appears later in a) (central pillar) rather than c) (corner pillar). This is caused by the amount of available area of concrete to distribute compressive stresses below the tube, since in case of corner connection this area is significantly lower.

![Fig. 5. Vertical stress S33, at strains of 0.005.](image)

a) Central  b) Lateral  c) Corner

![Fig. 6. Vertical stress S33, at strains of 0.01.](image)

a) Central  b) Lateral  c) Corner
In order to analyze the capacity of transferring load, it is significant to take into account the pattern of confinement effect; it is directly related with lateral stresses S11 and S22 that appear in the enclosed concrete of the joint (Fig. 7). Once we know the magnitude of these lateral stresses, it is possible to calculate the ultimate confined strength of that enclosed concrete.

At ultimate strains of 0.01, lateral stresses S11 in concrete reach from 8MPa (Central) to 12MPa (Lateral). By using the Richart’s expression [5] to calculate the confined strength of concrete depending on lateral pressure (Eq. 1):

\[ f_{cc} = f_c + mp \]  

The following values are obtained for the maximum confined strength of concrete in each case (Table 3):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>f_c</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>f_{cc}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATERAL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORNER</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the reduction detected in Table 2 of the compressive capacity in transferring the load depending on the three cases, it is mainly not due to the variation of confinement effect, but to the available area to distribute stresses below the plate. Figures 9 and 10 show a horizontal crosssection of the slab, with vertical confined stresses.

In case c) (corner), the available volume of concrete to distribute stresses is significantly lower than in case a) (central). Besides, stresses in the latter generate a uniform spherical pattern through the slab thickness which leads to a later appearance of confinement effect.

Contrarily to the first assumptions in the beginning, confinement effect is not severely influenced by the relative position of the column. The fact of having continuity of the slab in the X and Y axes does not have a crucial relationship with lateral confinement, but it has in terms of loading stages. Confinement effect in the slab thickness at the corner (c) appears earlier than in the central connection (a), due to the reduction of available concrete volume to distribute the compressive load.
Since upper and lower base plates of both tubes are located against concrete at both sides of the slab and under compression, the friction forces between both materials becomes significant [6]. This is the reason why concrete tends to dissipate the load through a natural arch effect (see Fig. 11), independently from the continuity of the slab.

Concrete tends to expand laterally when it is subjected to high levels of compression, like in this case [7]; however, this lateral expansion is not possible here due to the proximity between the plates, that restricts lateral deformation through friction forces at the interface.

Of course this will require further and wider numerical and experimental campaigns, but results from the first numerical analysis that has been carried out show that confinement effect takes place in between the plates, independently of the relative location of the column (corner, façade or central). This confinement effect is the responsible of guaranteeing the transference of compressive load from one tube to other.

However, it is significant to highlight that these connections clearly reduce their capacity when the column is located on the corner, due to the inherent reduction of available area to distribute stress.

Fig. 11. Natural arch effect between the plates.

A natural arch-effect can be clearly detected in Fig. 11 between the edges of the tube, and it is the main reason why confinement effect appears in a similar way to all different cases. Confinement is provided by the self distribution of stresses between the base plates, thanks to the relatively thin thickness of the slabs.

6. Conclusions

 Derived from the results of this analysis, it seems that it is possible to interrupt the tubes in slab-column concrete-filled tubular connections subjected to compression, since the load is faithfully transferred through the concrete thickness.
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Abstract

In EN 1994-1, design rules are given for the evaluation of the mechanical properties of structural steel-concrete composite joints (rotational stiffness, resistance and ductility) based on the component method offered in EN 1993-1-8 and adding specific components for composite joints. These rules cover only the situations for the joints subjected to shear forces and hogging moments. However, during the last decades, researches have been conducted on the behaviour of composite joints subjected to different kind of actions such as sagging bending moments, cyclic loadings, combined bending moments and axial loads, elevated temperatures etc. with the objective of improving/ extending the rules presently proposed in the Eurocodes design rules.

As an outcome of the Technical Committee 11 of the European Convention of Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) dedicated to the behaviour of composite structures, a publication summarising these recent developments and their main outcomes is under finalisation. Within the present paper, it is proposed to highlight these main outcomes which could be seen as proposals for future improvements of the beam-to-column provisions in Eurocodes in general and of Eurocode 4 in particular.

Keywords: composite joints, component method, static loading, cyclic loading.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the component method is a widely recognised procedure for the evaluation of the design properties of structural joints. This method is the one recommended in the Eurocodes for the characterisation of structural joints and applies to any type of steel or composite joints, whatever the geometrical configuration, the type of loading (axial force and/or bending moment...) and the type of member sections.

This method considers any joint as a set of individual basic components modelled as springs – see Fig. 1. Each of these components possesses its own strength and stiffness either in tension or in compression or in shear. The column web is subject to coincident compression, tension and shear. This coexistence of several components within the same joint element can obviously lead to stress interactions that are likely to decrease the resistance of the individual basic components; the latter is taken into account within the method.

The application of the component method requires the following steps: (i) identification of the active components in the joint being considered; (ii) evaluation of the stiffness and/or resistance characteristics for each individual basic component in terms of specific characteristics: initial stiffness, design resistance etc. or the whole deformability curve and; (iii) assembly of all components and evaluation of the stiffness and/or resistance characteristics of the whole joint in specific characteristics: initial stiffness, design resistance etc. leading to a final moment-rotation design curve.

The application of the component method requires a sufficient knowledge of the behaviour of the basic components. Those covered by Eurocode 3 for steel joints are listed in Table 1
(components 1 to 12); those covered by Eurocode 4 for composite joints are identical to the steel joints by considering two additional components also presented in Table 2 (components 13 and 14). Also, Eurocode 4 covers components which are reinforced by the presence of concrete (column web panel in shear or column web in compression in a composite column). The combination of these components allows to cover a wide range of joint configurations. However, the rules as presently given in the Eurocodes only cover the situations for the joints subjected to shear forces and hogging moments. It is the reason why, during the last decades, researches have been conducted on the behaviour of composite joints subjected to different kind of actions such as sagging bending moments, cyclic loadings, combined bending moments and axial loads, elevated temperatures etc. with the objective of improving/extending the rules presently proposed in the Eurocodes design rules.

As an outcome of the Technical Committee 11 of the European Convention of Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) dedicated to the behaviour of composite structures, a publication summarising these recent developments and their main outcomes is under finalisation. Next sections, highlight a part of the main outcomes which could be seen as proposals for future improvements of the beam-to-column provisions in Eurocodes in general and of Eurocode 4 in particular.

2. Composite joints under static loading

As previously mentioned, the present draft of the Eurocodes already allows covering and characterising composite joints but are still limited on different aspects.

In particular, only composite joints under hogging moments are covered while, in practice, such joints can also be subjected to sagging bending moments and/or to axial forces. It is for instance the case when considering the behaviour of composite sway frames in which sagging moments at the extremities of the composite beams may occur or the behaviour of composite structures subjected to exceptional events such as the loss of a column, scenario in which the beam extremities are subjected to hogging or sagging bending and tensile loads (membrane forces). In the next sections, the behaviour of beam-to-column composite joints under sagging moment and under M-N loading is under consideration.

2.1. Composite joints under sagging moments

Using the component method as presently proposed in the Eurocodes, it is not yet possible to predict the behaviour of composite joints subjected to sagging bending moments. Indeed, no method is available to characterise one of the activated components under such loading which is the concrete slab in compression.

In recent researches, methods to characterise this component in term of « resistance » are proposed. Their aim is to define a rectangular cross section (with a width $h_{eff,conn}$ and a height $z$) of concrete participating to the joint resistance. The procedure which is described in this section combines two methods proposed respectively by F. Ferrario [2] and by J.Y.R. Liew [3]. The combination of these two methods permits to reflect in a more appropriate way how the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N°</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Column web panel in shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Column web in compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Beam flange and web in compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Column flange in bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Column web in tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>End-plate in bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Beam web in tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Flange cleat in bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bolts in tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bolts in shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bolts in bearing (on beam flange, column flange, end-plate or cleat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Plate in tension or compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Longitudinal steel rebars in tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Steel contact plate in compression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
concrete resists to the applied load in the vicinity of the joint as demonstrated in [4-5].

For the definition of the width of concrete \( b_{\text{eff,conn}} \) to be considered at the vicinity of the joints, the definition proposed by Ferrario in [2] is used:

\[
b_{\text{eff,conn}} = b_c + 0.7h_c \leq b_{\text{eff}}
\]  

(1)

where \( b_c \) is the width of the column profile flange, \( h_c \) the height of the column profile cross section and \( b_{\text{eff}} \), the effective width of the concrete/composite slab to be considered in the vicinity of the joint; \( b_c \) represents the contribution of the concrete directly in contact with the column flange while \( 0.7h_c \) the contribution of the developed concrete rods in the “strut-and-tie” behaviour (see Fig. 2).

For the definition of the height \( z \) of the component “concrete slab in compression”, the method proposed by Liew [3] is selected:

- the characterisation of the joint components in tension and eventually in shear is performed according to the rules recommended in the Eurocodes;
- then, the height of the concrete/composite slab contributing to the joint behaviour is computed by expressing the equilibrium of the load developing in the concrete/composite slab in compression with the components activated in tension or in shear and assuming a rectangular stress distribution in the concrete (equal to 0.85 \( f_{ck} / \gamma_c \) in a design):

\[
z = \frac{\sum F_{Rd,i}}{h_{\text{eff,conn}}(0.85f_{ck} / \gamma_c)} \leq h_{\text{concrete}}
\]  

(2)

where \( h_{\text{concrete}} \) is the total height of the concrete slab (in case of a composite slab, \( h_{\text{concrete}} \) is equal to the concrete above the ribs) and \( F_{Rd,i} \) is the tensile resistance of bolt row \( i \);

- finally, the characterisation of the joint is performed assuming that the centre of compression is located at the middle of the height of the contributing part of the concrete slab \( z \).

The two previously mentioned references [2-3] only deal with the characterisation of the component “concrete slab in compression” in term of resistance but no formulas are proposed to characterise the latter in term of stiffness; however, this is requested in order to be able to predict the initial stiffness of the joint (and to derive the moment-rotation curve).

If reference is made to [6] a formula is proposed to predict the stiffness of a concrete block against a rigid plate. In the present case, the steel column encased in the concrete slab can be considered as a rigid plate; so, the formula proposed in [6] can be extended to the present situation to compute the stiffness of the component under consideration:

\[
k_{\text{esc}} = \frac{E_c\sqrt{b_{\text{eff,conn}}z}}{1,275E_a}
\]  

(3)

where \( E_c \) is the secant Young modulus for the concrete, \( E_a \), the elastic Young modulus for the steel and \( k_{\text{esc}} \), the stiffness of the component “concrete slab in compression” to be considered in the component method.

In [4], the so-defined analytical procedure is validated through comparisons with results from experimental tests performed on composite joints in isolation. An example of such comparison is presented in Fig. 3 where the analytical prediction is compared to results obtained at Trento University [7] through experimental tests conducted on external composite joints within a European RFCS project called PRECIOUS in which the University of Liege was also involved.

In Fig. 3, it can be observed that two experimental curves are reported. They are distinguished by the configuration of the slab: the TEST 2 joint is composed of a composite slab while the TEST 3 one is composed of a concrete slab. From the comparison presented in Fig. 3, it can be observed that a very good agreement is obtained between the analytical prediction and the experimental results. For TEST 2, a loss of resistance in the joint is observed at a rotation of 29 mrad which is not reflected by the analytical prediction. In fact, this
loss of resistance during the test was associated to a lack of ductility of the concrete in the vicinity of the connection, phenomenon not yet covered by the proposed analytical procedure. However, as the objective with the analytical model is to predict the plastic resistant moment (point A on Fig. 3) which is reached before this lack of ductility, this phenomenon does not call into question the validity of the model.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Fig. 3. Joints under sagging moments - Comparisons analytical prediction vs. experimental results**

### 2.2. Composite joints under M-N

In the Eurocodes, the proposed rules are mainly devoted to the characterization of joints subjected to bending moments and shear forces. It is the reason why, in Part 1.8 of Eurocode 3 dedicated to the design of steel joints, the proposed field of application is limited to joints in which the force $N_{Edh}$ (also noted $N$ in the paper for sake of simplicity – and the same applies to $M_{Edh}$ noted $M$) acting in the joint remains lower than 5% of the axial design resistance $N_{pl,hd}$ of the connected beam (and not of the joint what is quite surprising as far as the influence of the applied axial load on the joint response is of concern). Under this limit it is considered that the rotational response of the joints is not significantly influenced by the axial forces. It has however to be stated that this value is a fully arbitrary one and is not at all scientifically justified. However, in some situations, these joints can be subjected to combined axial loads and bending moments, e.g. in the extremities of inclined roof beams or in frames subjected to an exceptional event leading to the loss of a column, situation where significant tying forces can developed in the structural beams above the lost column.

If the above-mentioned criterion is not satisfied, the Eurocodes recommend to check the resistance by referring to “M-N” interaction diagram defined by the polygon linking the four points corresponding respectively to the hogging and sagging bending resistances in absence of axial forces and to the tension and compression axial resistances in absence of bending.

The PhD thesis of Cerfontaine [8], demonstrates that the proposed method is questionable and can even be unsafe in many situations. In consequence an improved design analytical procedure, based on the component method concept, was (i) developed by Cerfontaine [8] to predict the response of ductile and non-ductile steel joints subjected to combined axial loads and bending moments and (ii) extended to composite joints in [4] (see also [9]). The model, including a worked example is fully described in [4] and is freely available for downloading.

The validity of the proposed analytical procedure was checked through comparisons to results of experimental tests performed in Stuttgart in the framework of an RFCS project [10]. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the obtained analytical predictions to the experimental test results. On the latter, it can be observed that two analytical curves are reported:

- One named “plastic resistance curve” which is computed with the elastic strengths of the materials and;
- One named “ultimate resistance curve” which is computed with the ultimate strengths of the materials.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Fig. 4. Comparison of the resistance interaction curves**

According to Fig. 4 the computed analytical curves are in very good agreement with the experimental results. Indeed, the experimental curves are between the plastic and ultimate analytical resistant curves, which is in line with the loading sequence followed during the tests.

In the hogging moment zone, it can be observed that for very small values of tensile
loads, the experimental curves are close to the ultimate analytical one which is logical, as a bending moment close to the ultimate resistant bending moment of the joint was first applied to the tested specimen before applying the tensile load. Then, when the tensile load is increasing, the experimental curves first deviate from the ultimate analytical one to finally come back close to the ultimate analytical curve (except for TEST 1). This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that, in order to pass from the ultimate hogging moment to the ultimate tensile resistant load, different components are activated; indeed, the component which is associated to the ultimate hogging moment is “beam flange in compression” while the one associated to the ultimate tensile load is the component “column flange in bending”.

This phenomenon is not observed in the sagging moment zone: indeed, as shown in Fig. 4, the experimental curves are close to the ultimate analytical one from the pure bending to the ultimate tensile load. Similarly this results in agreement with the component activated from the pure bending to the ultimate tensile load which is the same in the present case, i.e. the component “column flange in bending”.

Through this comparison, it can be concluded that the proposed analytical model is validated.

3. Composite joints at elevated temperatures

In case of fire, the beam-to-column joints play a key role in the global structural response. These joints, initially loaded in bending, may be subjected to elevated temperatures and to combined axial load “N” and bending moment “M”. Within the RFCS project Robustfire, a methodology to predict the mechanical response of bolted composite beam-to-column joints at elevated temperatures under M-N has been developed [11-12].

This methodology is based on the analytical method presented in the previous section able to predict M-N resistance interaction curves for joints and which is in full agreement with the Eurocode model recommended for the joint characterisation, i.e. the component method.

The procedure described in the previous section can be applied at elevated temperature provided that the temperature distribution in the joint is known. Each component resistance is then simply evaluated based on the material resistance at its given temperature.

The validation of the proposed model has been performed through comparisons against experimental results obtained from six fire tests performed at the University of Coimbra on a composite steel-concrete beam-to-column frame. The tested composite frame was subject to mechanical (bending and axial forces) and thermal actions (constant temperature equal to 500°C or 700°C). The objective of the experiments was to observe the combined bending moment and axial loads in the heated joint when catenary action develops in the frame during a column loss due to a localized fire.

An example of comparison is given in Fig. 5. In this figure, it can be observed that a very good agreement is obtained between the analytical predictions and the experimental results. Similar safe agreements were confirmed through the comparisons to the other tests results.

![Fig. 5. Comparison of the experimental resistances to the analytical curve for TEST 6 (composite joint at 700°C) [11]](image)

Accordingly, knowing the temperatures at the level of the joint components, the analytical model is able to predict the joint resistance for any M-N couples. A perspective to the presented study is to propose in the future a full analytical procedure, including the estimation of the component temperatures, considering what is already proposed for a specific joint configuration in [13] as, in current evaluations, a 3D thermal FEM analysis is still required to predict these temperatures in practice.

4. Composite joints under cyclic loading

In many situations the structures are subjected to alternate lateral loading, such is the case of seismic load or high wind loads. In these cases, the composite joints can be subjected to alternating moments, changing from hogging to sagging and consequently the behaviour under
cyclic loading plays a crucial role in the overall structural behaviour.

For seismic design, the Section 7 of EN 1998-1 contains additional requirements for seismic-resistant steel and concrete composite buildings.

In a general manner, the cyclic behaviour is dependent on the connection typology and the characteristics of its constitutive components in terms of resistance, stiffness and ductility. In accordance with the seismic design norm EN 1998-1, the designer can chose to (i) guide the plastic hinge formation in the connected element (e.g. the beam), this leading in most of the cases to haunched or reinforced joints or (ii) to assure the plastic hinge formation within the joint, case in which the ductility of the joint must be proven by testing evidence. However, the last possibility is not really considered by seismic designers as the experimental tests delay the execution time of the building.

Also, EN 1998-1 constrains the shear design force of the column web panel to \(0.8V_{wp,Rd}\) (clause 7.5.4) and limits its cyclic deformation to maximum 30% of the joint rotation (clause 6.6.4).

4.1. Global cyclic behaviour

Considering the global behaviour presented in section 2, the cyclic response of joints remains highly unsymmetrical due to the presence of the concrete slab.
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**Fig. 6.** Unsymmetrical behaviour of composite joints [14].

Fig. 6 presents the cyclic response (G18) of an external composite continuous joint (T joint) in comparison with a monotonic loaded specimen (G17). In a general manner, the cyclic loading introduces an important reduction of joint ductility, which could be accompanied by a reduction of the maximum resistance of the joint. However, in case of internal joints (cruciform) loaded asymmetrically, the response become symmetrical (see Fig. 7) by diagonal tension and compression components.

4.2. Influence of composite components on cyclic behaviour

The design of composite joints is done in accordance with the Section 8 of EN 1994 which relies on the EN1993-1-8 by considering two additional composite components that related to:
- concrete slab elements in tension (reinforcement);
- encasement of column web panel in shear.

Although the results of cyclic testing on composite joints tends to validate the component resistances in hogging, the design norm is totally uncovered for sagging moments as presented in section 2.

In an overall behaviour, the concrete slab has a direct influence in the cyclic response of the joints by limiting the ductility in sagging bending (concrete in compression) even if offering a noticeable higher resistance and stiffness – See Fig. 6. Also, as shown by Braconi et al. [15], full-depth slabs guarantee more stable and small degradation of resistance for high deformation levels in comparison with pre-lattice girders and composite slabs with profiled sheeting.
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**Fig. 7.** Cyclic behaviour of internal composite joints: crack pattern in case of encased web panel [16].

The second additional composite component – encasement of steel web panel in concrete does not lead to a real increase in cyclic resistance due to concrete cracking, thus reducing considerably the advantages of column web confinement [16]. The authors demonstrate also that during first cycles the cyclic stiffness degradation was important due to concrete cracking.
4.3. Failure assessment

Although the design resistances of composite joints could be fairly evaluated by existing norms and proposals such as reported in Section 2, the information given in regard with the ductility of joints is poor, and resumes to detailing rules for steel and concrete elements. In many cases the failure mechanisms are different in cyclic loading in regard to static monotonic loading due to high alternating stresses induced in brittle components.

The existing tests on composite joints have revealed that the rotation capacity could be reduced by components with limited capacity of deformation in cyclic loading, such as:
- heat affected zone of welds, including beam flange-to-end-plate or column flange welds. In case of sagging bending and increased level arm for tensioned elements as compared to pure steel joints, the beam flange welds and adjacent zone is subjected to high stresses. In low-cycle fatigue loading, these will lead to premature fractures:
  - bolts in tension: considering that bolts have limited plastic strain, the bolt failure is accompanied by sudden decrease of joint resistance;
  - concrete elements subjected to alternating tension and compression due to crack degradation, resistance drop and stiffness deterioration of joint behaviour. Concrete degradation can affect the integrity of the slab, the encasement of the column web or steel beam.

- steel reinforcement in tension if proper anchorage is provided;
- column web panel in shear. However, the rotation is limited in accordance to EN 1998-1 requirements to maximum 30% of the joint total rotation;
- end-plate and column flange in bending which can contribute in some extent to adequate ductility of joints.

In conclusion, the failure mode of a composite joint subjected to cyclic loading could be routed towards a ductile behaviour by controlling the resistances of its components and assuring the failure in potential ductile components, both in sagging and hogging bending.

5. Conclusions

During the last decades, researches have been conducted on the behaviour of composite joints subjected to different kind of actions, not covered by current EN1994-1 provisions such as:
- joints under sagging bending moments;
- influence of cyclic loadings;
- joints under combined bending moments and axial loads;
- joints under elevated temperatures etc.

with the objective of improving/ extending the rules presently proposed in the Eurocodes design rules.

Within the present paper, outcomes of some of these researches are reflected. Some of the presented results could be considered as proposals for future improvements of the beam-to-column provisions in Eurocodes in general and of Eurocode 4 in particular.

As an outcome of the Technical Committee 11 of the European Convention of Constructional
Steelwork (ECCS) dedicated to the behaviour of composite structures, a publication devoted to recent researches in the field of composite joints and in which the details of the developments presented herein are provided, amongst others, is under finalisation.
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Abstract

Recently completed experimental steel beam-column connection tests on the largest specimens of reduced-beam section specimens ever tested have shown that such connections can meet current seismic design qualification protocols, allowing to further extend the current AISC Seismic Provisions and the AISC Provisions for Prequalified Connections for Special and Intermediate Steel Moment Frames. However, the results indicate that geometrical and material effects need to be carefully considered when designing welded connections between very heavy shapes. Understanding of this behavior will ease the use of heavier structural shapes in seismic active areas of the United States, extending the use of heavy steel sections beyond their current use in ultra-tall buildings. To better interpret the experimental test results, extensive detailed finite element analyses are being conducted on the entire series of tests, which comprised four specimens with beams of four very different sizes. The analyses intend to clarify what scale effects, at both the material and geometric level, influence the performance of these connections. The emphasis is on modeling of the connection to understand the balance in deformation between the column panel zones and the reduced beam section, the stress concentrations near the welds, the effects of initial imperfections and residual stresses and the validity of several damage accumulation models. The models developed so far for all four specimens have been able to accurately reproduce the overall load-deformation and moment-rotation time histories.

Keywords: reduced beam sections; steel connections; welded connections; seismic design; connection modelling.

1. Introduction

The design of modern tall buildings, airport concourses, sports arenas and convention centers requires spanning long uninterrupted spaces, resulting in the need for members with very large load-carrying capacity. Amongst these are the largest steel sections currently being rolled, including sections as large as W920x1377 (W36x925) with steels of Grade 65 or larger yield stresses. When the design is for areas of high seismicity, the design of welded connections for such large sections requires very carefully developed Welding Performance Specifications (WPS) to ensure that the required rotational capacities to reach interstory drifts of 4% can be developed.

One technique used to control the flexural demand from the beam is to utilize reduced beam sections (RBS), which effectively limit the demands at the beam-column interface (Figure 1). The RBS concept was proposed initially by Plumier [1] and used extensively in the SAC project [2] in the late 1990s to alleviate problems encountered in the 1994 Northridge Earthquake with conventional welded connections.

The current AISC Provisions for Steel Buildings (ANSI/AISC 360-16) [3], Seismic
Provisions (ANSI/AISC 341-16) [4] and the Provisions for Prequalified Connections for Special and Intermediate Steel Moment Frames (ANSI-AISC 358-14) [5] allow the use of these connections but only for sections up to 900mm in depth and 450kg/m in weight.

In order to extend the coverage of these specifications to much larger sections, a joint experimental and analytical program was undertaken by Virginia Tech and ArcelorMittal. This paper reports on the analytical studies undertaken before and after the tests to develop robust models that would allow for an extensive parametric study to simulate the behavior of these connections.

![Fig. 1. RBS section connection](image)

### 2. Experimental Results

As the intent was to extend the current limits of the AISC 358 provisions for RBS connections to beams with nominal depths up to 1100mm and weights of up to 1377kg/m, four specimens were designed and tested. Each specimen (see Table 1) was intended to provide a reasonable increase in either depth or weight.

The T-shapes specimens, similar to Figure 1, consisted of a 5m column with a 5.5m beam. The column ends were constrained to approximate a hinge, and the displacement was applied at the beam end. All beams were fabricated from A992 Grade 50 steel, all columns from A913 Grade 65 steel, and all doubler plates from A572 Grade 50 steel.

The experimental campaign was based on two efforts. The first effort was a series of trial designs to determine realistic members sizes in buildings in high seismicity areas. The study focused on a 15-story building in California with a large, open atrium in the first floor. This opening required a large transfer girder for which a section like the W920x420x1377 would be reasonable.

The second effort centered on determining a reasonable balance between the deformation obtained from flexural yielding of the RBS and shear yielding of the panel zone in the column. The desired failure mode for RBS connections is extensive yielding of the RBS and limited yielding of the panel zone, followed by inelastic local buckling of the beam in the RBS zone. Table 2 shows the slenderness parameters for the sections used, and it is clear that the web slenderness for SP2 \((h/t_w = 57.1)\) made this specimen especially susceptible to this failure mode shortly after yielding. The situation was slightly better for SP4 \((h/t_w = 33.2)\) where local buckling would be expected after considerable yielding.

For both SP1 and SP3, however, it is very unlikely that any local buckling would occur as the slenderness of both webs and flanges is very low, and the sections could be considered super-compact.

A design is deemed successful if the tested specimen reaches the second cycle at 4% of the prescribed AISC 358 displacement protocol (Table 3).

![Fig. 2. Contributions to deformation for SP4](image)
Table 1 - Specimen details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Beam Section</th>
<th>Column Section</th>
<th>Double r Plates</th>
<th>RBS Cuts (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SP1      | W 920 x 420 x 970 (W 36 x 652) | W 360 x 410 x 1299 (W 14 x 873) | None | a=335  
b=887  
c=80.5 |
| SP2      | W 1100 x 400 x 343 (W 44 x 230) | W 360 x 410 x 509 (W 14 x 342) | None | a=201  
b=709  
c=68.3 |
| SP3      | W 920 x 420 x 1377 (W 36 x 925) | W 360 x 410 x 1299 (W 14 x 873) | 32 mm | a=236  
b=710  
c=99.3 |
| SP4      | W 1100 x 400 x 607 (W 44 x 408) | W 1000 x 400 x 748 (W 40 x 503) | None | a=304  
b=950  
c=85.3 |

Table 2 - Slenderness parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>( b_f )</th>
<th>( t_f )</th>
<th>( h )</th>
<th>( h/t_w )</th>
<th>( b_f/2t_f )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W 14 x 16 x 342</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 14 x 16 x 873</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 36 x 16.5 x 652</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 36 x 16.5 x 925</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 40 x 16 x 503</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 44 x 16 x 230</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 44 x 16 x 408</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Displacement load history

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Interstory Drift Angle (%)</th>
<th>Number of Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The behavior of the four specimens can be separated into two types of performance. The smaller specimens, SP2 and SP4, failed by flexural yielding and inelastic local buckling, and achieved the desired deformation capacity, as shown for SP4 in Figure 3. The figure shows the typical softening associated with local buckling after the maximum strength was obtained at 3% drifts (about 6 in. or 150 mm of interstory drift).

Specimens SP1 and SP3, the heavier ones, reached flexural yielding, exhibited large overstrength and failed shortly before (SP3) and shortly after (SP1) reaching the desired interstory drift due to weld fracture (see Figure 4 for SP1). As shown in Figure 4, up to the sudden failure there had not been any evidence of softening and the failure occurred with no warning. Moreover, significant hardening was still occurring.

### 3. Analytical Studies

As noted earlier, some FE studies had been conducted prior to the testing both to predict specimen behavior and to assess the forces that the test setup had to be designed for. Initially ABAQUS FE models based on shell elements were used for these purposes; however, it became evident that the panel zone deformations based on this element type would considerably overestimate shear deformation in this area as compared to a model based on solid elements. Therefore, 3D ABAQUS models based on solid elements such as those shown in Figure 5 were used throughout the rest of the studies. These initial studies indicated far more shear panel zone yielding than assumed from simple models.

These models were also used to conduct additional studies on the effect of doubler plates, which were needed in SP3 to control the large predicted yielding in the panel zone, as shown in Figure 6.

The unexpected behavior in SP1 and SP3 was attributed to the extreme demands on the very thick welds, for which the conventional design procedures may substantially underestimate the local strain demands under cyclic displacements.
were employed in most parts of the models, except in the transition zone between the 13mm and 50mm elements where ten-node quadratic tetrahedron elements were used. All welds were explicitly modeled.

The more recent simulations were meant to track the cyclic behavior and thus advanced material models were adopted. To better track the material behavior, the steel cyclic nonlinear constitutive model in these analyses was patterned after the multiaxial formulations by Armstrong and Frederick (A-F model) which integrate the material model with hardening rules [6]. The hardening rules contain two parts, an isotropic and a kinematic hardening part. The isotropic part is defined by the size of the yield surface, which results in a uniform expansion and constant growth of the surface at every cycle. The kinematic hardening part is defined as a shift of the yield surface in 3D principal stress space and controlled by the basic Ziegler law [6]. The values for material models were based on material tests.

To properly track the local buckling initial imperfections corresponding to an amplitude of 1/500 of the beam depth with a shape derived from a summation of the first two modes were used. In addition, careful attention was taken to properly model the residual stresses particular to very thick sections [7] as shown in Figure 8.

This paper will focus on the analytical studies of SP2 and SP4, which are well understood. Studies are ongoing on SP1 and SP3 and will be reported in future publications.

4. Simulation Results

Initial comparisons were made to the deformed shapes, as shown in Figure 8. These comparisons indicated that the models were capable of tracking the behavior well into the inelastic range. The model proved capable of tracking the initiation and development of both local buckling in the beam and panel zone yielding in the column. The very high stresses shown in the scale to Figure 11 are very local stresses in the weld.
The very fine mesh around the critical areas allowed careful study of the distribution of strains in the weld areas. The design of the RBS assumes a very simple model in which plane sections are assumed to remain plane and thus the stress distribution through the beam flange depth is assumed as linear. However, this assumption is widely different from the FEM results (Figure 11). Figure 11 shows contours of the principal stress $S_{11}$ for SP2 and SP4. The values shown indicate that the stresses are smaller on the inside portion of the beam flange, while the stresses on the outside portion actually exceed the true ultimate strength.

3. The distribution of principal stresses $S_{11}$ are smaller on the inside part of the beam flange, and much larger on the outside, particularly as the beam flange thickness increases. The assumption made in design that the stresses in this area are uniform needs to be reevaluated.
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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental study on the behavior of shear connectors embedded in steel-reinforced concrete joints.

In steel-reinforced concrete joints, the shear connectors are commonly used to transfer longitudinal shear forces across the steel-concrete interface. Further, in Japan, some studies in recently have also been undertaken to apply perfobond rib shear connector (PBL), which is a type of shear connectors developed in civil engineering, to the steel-reinforced concrete joints in building structures.

To clarify the influence of the arrangement methods of headed studs and PBLs to reinforced concrete member on the joints, T-shaped subassemblages were tested under the monotonic tensile loading. This experiment is constituted of the following;

Exp. I: Bond strength across the steel-concrete interface.
Exp. II: Arrangement methods of these shear connectors to reinforced concrete member.

The following can be drawn from the test results

1) The experimental values of the average maximum and residual bond strength are 0.230-0.280 and 0.15-0.18 N/mm², respectively.
2) When the distance of between the upper surface of the reinforced concrete member from the first layer for headed studs are small, the failure mode of the specimens is similar to a concrete-cone type failure.
3) In the case that the total number of headed studs or the hole provided to PBL is the same, the maximum load of the specimen with the parallel arrangement is larger than that of when shear connectors are vertically arranged.
4) The shear strength of headed studs in the joints embedded the steel member in the reinforced concrete member is estimated by superposing the average residual bond strength across the steel-concrete interface.
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1. Introduction

In steel-reinforced concrete joints, the shear connectors are commonly used to transfer longitudinal shear forces across the steel-concrete interface. As such a typical joint, there is composite beams with headed studs. On the other hand, there are some studies to investigate the behavior of the headed studs embedded in the steel-reinforced concrete joints of various types. Further, in Japan, some studies in recently have also been undertaken to apply perfobond rib shear connector (PBL), which is a type of shear connectors developed in civil engineering, to the steel-reinforced concrete joints in building structures.

Fig. 1. shows the previous studies which are classified into type of the steel-reinforced concrete joints used these shear connectors in architecture.

The objective of this study is to clarify experimentally the following about the behavior
of headed studs and PBLs arranged to the joint type shown in Fig. 1 (b and c).

(Exp. I) Bond strength across the steel-concrete interface.
(Exp. II) Arrangement methods of these shear connectors to reinforced concrete member.

2. Experiment

To clarify the influence of the arrangement methods of headed studs and PBLs to reinforced concrete member on the joints, T-shaped subassemblages were tested. The following experimental variables are shown in Table 1.

(Exp. I) The transverse reinforcement ratio around the shape steel tube embedded in the reinforced concrete member.
(Exp. II) The type and arrangement of the shear connectors.

The overall dimensions of the specimen, the cross sections and reinforcement details are shown in Fig. 2. All specimens have square steel tube of a cross-section of one side length of 150mm, and the reinforced concrete member with the width of 350mm and the depth of 500mm. The shear connectors are \( \sigma d = \phi 13 \) of headed studs and PBLs consist of the thickness 9mm of the steel plate with a hole of 35mm diameter. The height \( \sigma L \) of headed studs are 40, 52.5 or 80mm (\( \sigma L / \sigma d = 3.08, 4.04 \) or 6.15).

In the specimens with headed studs (Specimen No.4-12), the distance \( \sigma H \) (= 40, 52.5 or 80mm) from the upper surface of the reinforced concrete member to the first layer for headed studs and the pitch lengths of headed studs \( \sigma p \) (= 80 or 112.5mm) are combined. In the case of Specimens No.11 and 12 with headed studs arranged in parallel, the gauge lengths \( \sigma g \) of headed studs are 80mm. Specimen No.13 and 14 with PBL have one or parallel sheets of the steel plates on one side of the square steel tube and have the same pitch and gauge lengths as Specimens No.9-12. Further, the specimens for Exp. I (Specimens No.1-3) do not have the shear connectors. The mechanical properties of the materials are listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) joints connected steel member and reinforced concrete member, in parallel</th>
<th>(b) joints connected steel member and reinforced concrete member, in series</th>
<th>(c) joints connected orthogonally steel member and reinforced concrete member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reinforced concrete member</td>
<td>shear connectors</td>
<td>steel member</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Type of the steel-reinforced concrete joints

Fig. 2. Details of specimens
3. Results and discussions

3.1 Bond strength between surface of shape steel tube and concrete.

The relationships between the average bond strength and the slippage of the shape steel tube are shown in Fig. 6. The vertical axis represents the average bond strength across the steel-concrete interface, and the horizontal axis gives the slippage of the shape steel tube to the reinforced concrete member. The maximum average bond strength is based on the proposed formula (1) [Nishimura et al., 2001].

\[ \tau_{\text{max}} = 0.597\sigma_c + 5.30 \quad (\text{kgf/cm}^2) \]  

\[ (1) \]

where \( \sigma_c \) is Compressive stress applied to flat steel surface (this test is \( \sigma_c = 0 \)).

The experimental values of the average maximum bond strength \( \tau_{\text{max}} \) were 0.230-0.280 N/mm², and the bond strength of the shape steel tube is about half calculated from the formula (1) for one sheet of the steel plate. On the other hand, the average residual bond strength \( \tau_r \) were 0.15-0.18 N/mm².

From this test results, the maximum and average residual strength are not almost influenced by the transverse reinforcement ratio around the shape steel tube embedded in the reinforced concrete member, but they are influenced by concrete compressive strength \( \sigma_c \). In addition, since the shear resistance forces of the shear connector were achieved after reaching the maximum bond strength, the bond strength of shape steel tube should be applied the average
residual strength. Further, the slippage with the average maximum bond strength is about 0.01 mm.

3.2 The type and arrangement of the shear connectors

The crack observations after test are shown in Fig. 7. When the distance $\mu H$ of between the upper surface of the reinforced concrete member from the first layer for headed studs were small, the failure mode of the specimens was similar to a concrete-cone type failure. Therefore, the punching shear failure of concrete on the upper surface of the reinforced concrete member by the outward thrust force at headed studs was observed remarkably. However, the punching shear failure was suppressed in specimens with the large distance $\mu H$. On the other hand, the specimens with PBL were not observed the significant punching shear failure of concrete in comparison with the specimens having the headed studs.

The load-displacement relationships of each specimen are shown in Fig. 8. The vertical axis represents the tensile force $\sigma N$ loaded on the shape steel tube. The horizontal axis gives the slippage $\delta$ of the shape steel tube until $d$ is 15mm. The following outlines the influence of the experimental variables on the shear strength of headed studs.

(a) Height of headed studs (Fig. 8 (a))

There is no influence of the headed stud heights on the shear strength.

(b) Headed studs with vertical arrangement (Fig. 8 (b))

Since the maximum load of each specimen does not differ, the shear strength of headed studs of when the distance $\mu H$ were small is determined based on the punching shear failure of concrete. However, since Specimen No.8 with the large distance $\mu H$ is not observed the significant punching shear failure of concrete, the maximum load is larger than the other specimens.

(c) Headed studs with parallel arrangement (Fig. 8 (c))

In the case that the total number of headed studs is the same, the maximum load of the specimen with the parallel arrangement is larger than that of when headed studs is vertically arranged.

(d) Arrangement of PBL (Fig. 8 (d))

In the case that the total number of the hole provided to PBL is the same, the maximum load of the specimens with PBL arranged in parallel to the surface of the shape steel tube is larger than that of when PBL is one sheet of steel plate.
4. The shear resistance of headed studs

Fig. 9. shows the axial strain distribution of the transverse reinforcement around the shape steel tube embedded in the reinforced concrete member at maximum load. The tensil strain of the transverse reinforcement at the point A shown in Fig. 9 reaches yield strain. However, the tensil strain except point A are extremely small.

Fig. 10. shows a resistance mechanism with the punching shear failure of concrete based on these test results. The angle of the diagonal cracking similar to a concrete-cone type failure corresponds the angles $\alpha\theta$ shown in Fig. 7. where, $\alpha\theta$ is the angle formed by the distance $\alpha H$ from the upper surface of the reinforced concrete member to the first layer for headed studs and the corner main reinforcement bars arranged in the cross-section of reinforcement concrete member. From this result, it is assumed that the punching shear strength of concrete is capable of estimating based on a strength evaluation for the concrete-cone type failure. Therefore, the punching shear strength is calculated on formula (2)-(5). Further, the effective horizontal projection length of the concrete is limited by the angle $\alpha\theta = 45$ degrees.

$$ Q = 0.313 \frac{\sigma_f}{\sqrt{\frac{A_f}{A_c}}} $$

Fig. 8. The load-displacement relationships (Exp. II)

Fig. 9. Axial strain distribution of transverse reinforcement

Fig. 10. Figure model of concrete
When e is calculated by formula (2) is

\[ \tau_{st} = \frac{Q}{2 \tan \theta + \frac{L}{2e}} \]

In this case that of when sheared connecters are vertically arranged.

The experimental values of the average residual strength are 0.230-0.280 and 0.15-0.18 N/mm², respectively.

However, to improve the proposed formula, more data of the pull-out tests for the joint type shown in Fig. 1 (c or b) is required.

5. Conclusion

The following remarks can be drawn from discussion presented above.

1) The experimental values of the average maximum and residual bond strength are 0.230-0.280 and 0.15-0.18 N/mm², respectively.
2) When the distance of between the upper surface of the reinforced concrete member from the first layer for headed studs are small, the failure mode of the specimens is similar to a concrete-cone type failure.
3) In the case that the total number of headed studs or the hole provided to PBL is the same, the maximum load of the specimen with the parallel arrangement is larger than that of when shear connecters are vertically arranged.
4) The shear strength of headed studs in the joints embedded the steel member in the reinforced concrete member is estimated by superposing the average residual bond strength across the steel-concrete interface.
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Abstract

Composite beam-to-column joints in buildings are mostly modelled as pinned joints in order to facilitate the design of the structure. In reality, due to the required reinforcement in the concrete slab, a certain joint rigidity and bending resistance is always available. The real joint behaviour corresponds therefore more to that of a semi-continuous joint. This is not only beneficial for the serviceability limit state but can also be advantageous at ultimate limit state. However, due to the lack of analytical design rules in EN 1994 to verify the rotation capacity of semi-continuous joints, these are commonly modelled as pinned joints, which impedes an efficient design of composite structures.

In this context, a research program on the behaviour of composite joints, focusing on the ultimate rotation capacity, was initiated at the University of Luxembourg [1]. The aim was to identify the influence of two major joint components – the reinforced concrete slab and the steelwork connection – on the moment-rotation curves of composite joints under hogging bending moment. An experimental campaign comprising 8 tests on beam-to-column joints was conducted to determine the response of composite joints with variable reinforcement ratio and diameter of reinforcing bars. In addition to the experimental part, an FE model was developed with the software ABAQUS aiming to simulate the behaviour of internal beam-to-column composite joints.

In this paper, the 3D finite element model and results of analyses are presented. The FE model has been defined by 3D solid elements with realistic contact definitions and non-linear material laws. The results of the numerical simulations presented a good agreement with the experimental data. Based on the experimental and numerical investigations, the influence of reinforcement and steelwork connection on the structural properties of composite joints is derived. A new analytical method to determine the stiffness and rotation capacity of composite joints is proposed. The accuracy of this new method is confirmed by existing experimental and numerical results.

**Keywords:** Composite joints; semi-continuous; rotation capacity; joint stiffness; numerical simulations; ABAQUS

1. Introduction

Composite beams can be designed according to different methods, for example, the elastic and the plastic global analysis, which provide at the same time different levels of design efficiency. For a continuous composite beam, the elastic analysis provides a lower load bearing capacity due to the smaller bending resistance at the support, while a plastic analysis allows to fully exploit the beam’s bending capacity at support and mid-span. This leads to a greater load bearing capacity and thus to a more efficient design.

However, a plastic global analysis is not always applicable. In order to allow for a plastic redistribution of the bending moments, a certain rotation capacity must be ensured by the weakest structural member. For a composite beam supported by semi-continuous beam-to-column composite joints, the weakest member is the joint. In order to take advantage of the more
efficient plastic analysis method, sufficient rotation capacity must be verified.

Currently, no analytical method for the rotation capacity of composite joints is provided by EN 1994 [2] and only a reference to experimental evidence is made. As a consequence of this lack of analytical guidance, the use of semi-continuous composite joints finds nearly no application in practice. This constitutes an obvious bottleneck in composite construction since the semi-continuous modelling strategy represents the most realistic approach for composite joints. It is a fact that most of the joints regarded as pinned possess some rigidity and resistance of which advantage can be taken in the design of composite beams.

In this context, a research project was performed at the University of Luxembourg [1] with the objective to study the structural properties of composite joints, namely stiffness, resistance and rotation capacity. The principal aim of this study was the development of an analytical method for the stiffness and rotation capacity of composite joints.

In order to fulfil these objectives, an experimental test campaign was conducted in the laboratory of the University of Luxembourg. Furthermore, an FE model was developed with the software ABAQUS intending to simulate the behaviour of composite joints.

2. Experimental analysis

2.1. Test program

The experimental test program consisted of 7 tests on composite and 1 test on steel beam-to-column joints, see Fig. 1. The tests were performed on a slim-floor type of composite beams, commonly known as CoSFB [3]. In comparison to traditional composite beams, the major difference of CoSFB consists in the CoSFB dowels ensuring the shear connection between steel and concrete.

A symmetrical cruciform type of set-up was adopted in order to simulate the behaviour of internal major axis joints in a structural frame [3]. With this testing configuration, no bending moment was transferred to the column. The main parameters investigated were:

(i) the longitudinal reinforcement ratio \( \rho \)

(ii) the diameter of the longitudinal rebars \( \varnothing \)

(iii) the steelwork connection

According to this, the test program was subdivided into 3 series as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first series B was focused on the two first parameters (i) and (ii). Thus, a steelwork connection between the beams and the column was intentionally omitted in order to restrict the joint’s load bearing behaviour to the sole reinforcement component. The comparison of tests with equal reinforcement ratio (B21 – B31 and B22 – B32) allowed to deduce the influence of different rebar diameters, whereas the comparison of tests with equal rebar diameter (B22 – B31) allows to conclude on the effect of larger reinforcement ratio on the structural properties of composite joints.

In contrast to the first series, the second test series C was only focused on the third parameter (iii). Hence, a bolted flush endplate connection was provided between the beams and the column. To ensure that the isolated behaviour of the steelwork connection was reproduced realistically, no concrete was cast in test specimen C14.

![Fig. 1. Experimental test program](image1)

![Fig. 2. Detail of composite joint in test series E](image2)

In the third test series E, 3 tests on composite joints were performed. These tests consisted of the 2 components, which have been tested previously in isolation in series B and C, see Fig. 2. The purpose was to analyse the influence of a flushed endplate connection on the overall composite joints’ behaviour [1, 3].
2.2. Experimental results

In conjunction with the ductile endplate connection, the large reinforcement ratio and rebar diameter used in the present test campaign provided a large ductility to all the tested joint configurations. Rotation capacities above 95 mrad were achieved for composite joints. Only 2 tests failed through the fracture of a longitudinal reinforcement bar (B21 and B22). The other tests have been stopped due to excessive specimen deformation before any sign of failure could be identified. An overview of all the moment-rotation curves is illustrated in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Experimental moment-rotation curves](image)

Fig. 3. Experimental moment-rotation curves

Comparison of the joint stiffness presented in Fig. 4 leads to the following conclusions:

I. The stiffness increases with larger degree of reinforcement \( \rho \)

II. The stiffness decreases with bigger diameter of rebars \( \Omega \)

III. Bolted flush endplate connections do not significantly influence the stiffness.

The experimental results are extensively described in [1].

3. Numerical simulations

3.1. Finite element model

To simulate the behaviour of the internal composite joints, an FE model was developed with the general purpose finite element package ABAQUS/Explicit [4]. 3D 8 nodes continuum elements of linear order and reduced integration (C3D8R elements) were used to model steel, concrete and bolt parts, see Fig. 5. All the reinforcement parts (stirrups, longitudinal reinforcement and CoSFB-dowel) were modelled with 3D beam element types with linear interpolation (B31 elements).

The mechanical interactions between steel, concrete and bolts were implemented using the general contact definition. In normal direction, hard contact allowing for separation after contact was defined whereas, in tangential direction, the penalty formulation with a friction coefficient of 0.4 was adopted. The interaction between reinforcement and the surrounding concrete was implemented using the predefined constraint for embedded reinforcement.

![Fig. 5. Finite element model](image)

Double symmetry boundary conditions were considered to reduce the numerical computation time. Hence, only a quarter of the model was reproduced. A reference point, coupled to the top nodes of the column section, was defined in order to apply a displacement controlled loading as that operated on the hydraulic jack during the experimental tests.

The dynamic explicit solver was used to analyse this FE model. In comparison to the implicit solver, this technique facilitates convergence issues for models involving a high degree of material degradation such as concrete cracking. Although Abaqus/Explicit provides a solution for true dynamic equilibrium, it can also be applied to quasi-static problems, provided that inertial effects are insignificant. On that basis, the adequate loading rate was identified to...
0.30 mm/sec in an iterative process. This achieves good balance between external and internal work. The load has been applied using a smooth amplitude function as recommended in Abaqus [4].

Concrete material has been defined by dedicated concrete damaged plasticity model. In compression, the stress-strain definition of EN 1992 [5] has been implemented whereas in tension it was opted to introduce the stress-displacement curve from Model Code 2010 [6]. For the steel parts, elastic behaviour was assumed until material yielding, followed by a plastic material behaviour. Care was taken to convert the measured nominal material values into true stress-strain material values [4].

3.2. Validation of numerical results

In order to validate the FE model presented above, the experimental tests were reproduced numerically. The comparison between experimental and numerical moment-rotation curves for tests B21, E21 and C14, showing a very good resemblance, is presented in Fig. 6. Congruent results are also obtained for the other tests [1], validating hereby the FE model developed in this work. The failure of the simulated joint configurations represented very well the failure obtained experimentally for tests B21 and B22 (rupture of longitudinal rebar). Simulation of failure of bolts in tension was only obtained for tests C14, E22 and E32, at a very large rotation (above 110 mrad).

Moreover, very good similarity between experimental and numerical crack pattern was also obtained, see Fig. 7. This further proves the suitability of this numerical model to reproduce the behaviour of composite beam-to-column joints. Close agreement for the overall joint deformation as well as for the deformation shape of the endplate could also be observed. More detailed information can be found in [1].

3.3. Parametric study

The validated numerical model has been applied to perform a parametric study with the aim to investigate the influence of specific reinforcement properties on the ultimate rotation capacity of composite joints. In particular, the longitudinal reinforcement ratio and rebar diameter as well as the maximal elongation capacity of the bare reinforcement were varied in order to identify the effect of these parameters on the ductility of composite joints.
ultimate strain capacity of the bare reinforcement constitutes an important parameter, which should be taken into account in the analytical formulation for the rotation capacity.

Table 1. Numerical parametric study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Ref. No.</th>
<th>Rebar Ø</th>
<th>Rebar</th>
<th>ρ</th>
<th>Φα</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P10-12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10-14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12-12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12-14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12-16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12-20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14-12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14-14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16-12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18-16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Analytical method

The purpose of these experimental and numerical investigations was to develop a broad understanding on the behaviour of composite joints. On this basis, a mechanical model, taking into account the behaviour observed during the test conduction, was derived to formulate an analytical expression for the main structural properties of composite joints [1].

4.1. Joint stiffness

EN 1994 [2] suggests the following formula to determine the stiffness of composite joints:

\[ S_j = \frac{E \cdot z_{eq}}{\sum k_i} \]  

(1)

The factors \( k_i \) correspond to the stiffness coefficients of the basic joint components subjected to noteworthy deformations. For the steel components of joints, these factors are given in EN 1993-1-8 [7]. For internal joints with negligible deformation in the compression region (\( k_s = k_c = k_{se} = \infty \) in Fig. 8) and balanced bending moments, only the components in tension need to be considered. For boltless (e.g. Series B) and bolted (e.g. Series E) composite joints the stiffness is thus equal to:

\[ S_{j,B} = E \cdot k_r \cdot h_r^2 \]  

(2)

\[ S_{j,E} = E \cdot k_r \cdot h_r^2 + E \cdot \sum_{j} k_{effj} \cdot h_j^2 \]  

(3)

For double sided joints with balanced hogging moments and insignificant slip, the stiffness coefficient of the reinforcement component is given in EN 1994, Table A.1 [2]:

\[ k_r = \frac{A_s}{L_j} = \frac{A_s}{h_c/2} \]  

(4)

\( A_s \) is the reinforcement area and \( L_j \) is the effective joint length. In EN 1994 [2], this length is roughly estimated to half the column depth \( h_c \). For simplification, EN 1994 [2] allows to treat the reinforcement component as a bolt-row, see Fig. 8. This assumes a linear deformation shape of the joint. Although the numerical results presented in [1] contradict this assumption, this approximation has little influence on the stiffness value of flushed endplate connections. This is mainly due to the small internal lever arm of the bolt-rows in relation to the reinforcement leading to an insignificant stiffness of the bare steelwork connection. Neglecting the lower bolt-rows in the assessment of the overall rigidity of composite joint has consequently little influence on the results.

![Fig. 8. Component model for composite joints](Image)

In [1], it was found that the rough estimation provided by EN 1994 [2] for the effective joint length \( L_j \) is not representative for the true joint behaviour. As a matter of fact, the analysis of the experimental crack pattern permitted to discover that this length \( L_j \) is correlated to the cracking phenomenon and more specifically to the parameters (i) and (ii). The numerical investigations confirmed this outcome. As a consequence, it could be deduced that the effective joint region increases for:
larger reinforcement ratios ρ and
- bigger diameter Ø of longitudinal rebar.

It must be stated that this outcome is in line with the conclusion deduced from the measured joint stiffness. According to these observations, a new analytical formula for Lj has been derived:

\[ L_j = \frac{b_c}{2} + n \cdot 2 \cdot L_t \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where Lt is the transmission length:

\[ L_t = \frac{\epsilon_{ctm} \cdot \varnothing}{6.4 \cdot \rho_{eff}^{\frac{5}{4}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In Eq. (6), ρ_{eff} is the effective reinforcement ratio, calculated on the basis of the effective concrete area A_{c,eff} according to EN 1992 [5]. More information about the background of this quantity is given in [8]. The factor n considers the correlation discovered between reinforcement ratio and effective joint length:

\[ n = \begin{cases} 1.5 & 1.0 \% \leq \rho_{eff} \leq 1.6 \% \\ 2.5 & 1.6 \% < \rho_{eff} \leq 1.9 \% \\ 3.5 & 1.9 \% < \rho_{eff} \leq 2.2 \% \\ 4.5 & 2.2 \% < \rho_{eff} \leq 2.9 \% \\ 5.5 & 2.9 \% < \rho_{eff} \leq 3.5 \% 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In order to verify the reliability of this new method, the stiffness of composite joints, tested in the present and earlier research, are assessed analytically. Fig. 9 shows, that this new formula is able to predict with a sufficient degree of exactness the stiffness measured from experimental tests.

EN 1994 [2] significantly overestimates the measured stiffnesses, see Fig. 10. In comparison to EN 1994 [2], the new proposal, presented in this paper ensures a substantial improvement in the capacity of predicting the stiffness of composite joints. This issue of EN 1994 [2] was already reported by other researchers, confirming the necessity of a normative review for this specific joint property [9, 10].

\[ S_{J,calc} vs. S_{J,calc} \text{ [kNm/mrad]} \]

**Fig. 10.** EC-method vs. new proposal for Sj

### 4.2. Rotation capacity

The need for large rotation capacities in the plastic analysis of composite beams obliges the structural engineer to a conscious design of composite joints. In this context, steelwork connections shall present a ductile behaviour by providing thin end-finplates so as to avoid the brittle tension or shear failure of bolts. This recommendation is not only valid for composite joints. It should also be adopted for steel joints, whenever ductility constitutes a structural need. By following this recommendation and ensuring that local instabilities in the members are avoided, the ultimate rotation capacity of composite joins is solely defined by the deformation capacity of the embedded reinforcement in longitudinal direction. The latter is not only related to the maximum strain capacity of the bare reinforcement but also depends on the participation of concrete between the cracks, the tension stiffening effect.

This effect was extensively described by Kreller [11] and implemented in Model Code 1990 [12]. It induces a reduction of the ductility of the embedded rebars. The result is a smaller ultimate elongation capacity of this component ε_{amu} in comparison to that of the bare steel reinforcing bars ε_{am}. The full description of this phenomenon as well as formulas to determine ε_{amu} are presented in [1]. In Fig. 11, design aids in form of charts are provided to facilitate the determination of ε_{amu} and ε_{amy}. These charts assume an ultimate strain capacity ε_{am}=5% for the bare rebars. It corresponds to the 5%-fractile of BS500B reinforcement according to EN 1992 [5]. Additional design aids covering different values for ε_{am} can be retrieved from [1].

---

[Figure references and citations should be included in the text where appropriate.]
Once the elongation capacity of the reinforcement component in composite joints is determined, the ultimate rotation capacity \( \Phi_u \) can be calculated on behalf of the mechanical model presented in Fig. 12.

**Fig. 12.** Mechanical model for the ult. rot. capacity

The following expression is deduced:

\[
\Phi_u = \frac{\Delta_{\text{slab}}}{h_i} 
\]  

(8)

The magnitude of the slab elongation \( \Delta_{\text{slab}} \) can be derived from the strain distribution \( \varepsilon_{\text{sm}}(x) \) in the reinforcement along the effective joint length \( L_j \). Assuming a linear strain distribution, see Fig. 13, the slab elongation can be given as:

\[
\Delta_{\text{slab}} = \int_0^{L_j} \varepsilon_{\text{sm}}(x) \cdot dx = \frac{h_i}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{smu}} + \varepsilon_{\text{sy}}}{2} \cdot \left( L_j - \frac{h_i}{2} \right) 
\]  

(9)

**Fig. 13.** ULS: strain distribution in reinforcement

The ultimate rotation capacity follows to:

\[
\Phi_u = \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{smu}} \cdot \frac{h_i}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{smu}} + \varepsilon_{\text{sy}}}{2} \cdot \left( L_j - \frac{h_i}{2} \right) \cdot \frac{1}{h_i}}{1} \]  

(10)

The ultimate strain capacity \( \varepsilon_{\text{smu}} \) and the yield strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{sy}} \) of the reinforcement component are derived according to the procedure proposed by Kreller [11]. In order to consider the fact that, prior to the first crack occurrence, the stress distribution is not constant over the thickness of the slab, the reinforcement stress at first crack \( \sigma_{\text{sr1,}k_b} \) is re-evaluated using the factor \( k_b \):

\[
\sigma_{\text{sr1,}k_b} = k_b \cdot f_{\text{ck},0.05} \cdot \frac{f_{\text{ctk}};0.05}{\rho_{\text{eff}}} \cdot \left( 1 + \alpha_e \right) \cdot \rho_{\text{eff}} 
\]  

(11)

with:

- \( k_b \): factor considering non-constant tensile stresses in the slab \( = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{d}{z_{i,0}}} \)
- \( d \): concrete slab thickness
- \( z_{i,0} \): vertical distance between the centroids of uncracked unreinforced concrete flange and uncracked unreinforced composite section
- \( f_{\text{ck},0.05} \): 5%-fractile concrete tensile strength
- \( \alpha_e \): ratio between steel and concrete Young’s moduli = \( \frac{E_s}{E_c} \)

The accuracy of this new proposal is evaluated by comparing the analytical results with the rotation capacities obtained experimentally and numerically. Fig. 14 confirms the suitability of the analytical approach suggested in this paper by showing the good concordance with the results.
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Fig. 14. Experimental/numerical vs. predicted ultimate rotation capacities

4.3. Range of validity

The application of these new analytical methods is subjected to the following conditions:

- Reinforcement ratio $\rho_{eff} \geq 1.0\%
- Rebar diameter $12 \ mm \leq \varnothing \leq 20 \ mm$
- Minimal ductility class for rebars: B
- Ductile failure of steelwork connection
- No local buckling of column web and
- No local buckling of beam flange
- Compressive load bearing capacity of beam bottom flange is larger than the sum of the resistances of the tension components
- Double sided symmetric joints
- Non-cyclic loading
- Joints under hogging bending moments

5. Conclusions

A new method to calculate the stiffness $S$ and the ultimate rotation capacity $\Phi_u$ of composite joints was developed and presented in this paper. The reliability of this method was verified based on experimental and numerical investigations carried out in the present and former research projects. Close agreement was achieved between analytical and measured values. This method allows to design semi-continuous composite beams according to a plastic global analysis. More information about the rotation verification at the joint as well as a simplified procedure enabling the more efficient design of composite structure involving composite joints is given in [1].
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Abstract

A grouted connection (GC) is a hybrid connection which joins two telescoped steel tubes by filling the annulus between the steel tubes with grout. GCs are frequently used to enable a force fitted connection between piles and substructure of offshore wind turbines. At latticed substructures this connection is located at mudline level in wet ambient conditions (AC). Nowadays special grout materials are used to achieve not only best mechanical properties but also a good performance during grouting in offshore conditions.

To reduce production costs the use of ordinary portland cement (OPC) is investigated as an alternative filling material within this paper. OPC has a much lower tendency to segregate, as there are no aggregates added. This leads to more simplified, stable and cheaper production processes offshore. Further focus is put on the failure mode of OPC filled GCs in submerged conditions.

For an appropriate use of OPC offshore a feasible mechanical performance needs to be ensured. Investigating this, small and large-scale laboratory tests were performed at Leibniz Universität Hannover. Using the experimental test setup of previous investigations for special high performance grouts (HPG) [1, 2], enables a direct comparison of HPG and OPC. Documenting liquid and solid OPC properties, like slump flow and compressive strength confirms a stable material quality. Small-scale ULS-tests showed significantly lower ULS-capacities and a more brittle failing process compared to HPG. Large-scale tests confirmed the observed failure mechanisms of Schaumann and Raba for OPC filled GCs in submerged conditions [3]. Carried out tests showed significant influence of grout material and confirmed influence of grout annulus size on fatigue capacity.

Keywords: Grouted Connection; Ordinary Portland Cement; Axial Loading; Fatigue; Submerged.

1. Introduction

A grouted connection (GC) is a composite connection of two steel tubes with different diameter. A smaller steel tube (pile) is plugged into a steel tube with larger diameter (sleeve). The annulus between these steel tubes is filled with an offshore specific grout material. To ensure a distinct interlocking, the steel surfaces in direction of the annulus are profiled with weld beads (shear keys) (cf. Fig. 1).

This type of connection is used to realise a force fitted connection between foundation piles and typically lattice substructures of offshore wind turbines, such as the jacket shown in Fig. 1.

Wave and wind loading lead to bending moments at the tower base. These are transferred by axial force couples into the foundation piles. Consequently GCs in lattice substructures are predominantly loaded by variable axial forces. Inside the connection the axial forces lead to concentrated compressive stresses ($\sigma_{\text{strut}}$) between two opposing shear keys. Depending on the shear keys position different strut inclination angles $\alpha$ occur; see Fig. 1. The radial load transfer results in tangential stresses ($\sigma_{\text{tangential}}$) in circumferential direction.
The previously described load bearing behaviour can lead to two major degradation mechanisms. On the one hand, shear cracking can occur along the compression struts (cf. Fig. 2). On the other hand, shear keys cause local stress concentrations in the grout material which can lead to local crushing. In dry ambient conditions the crushed material leads to a more homogenous load distribution at the shear keys and thereby a lower stress concentration. In connections with submerged ambient conditions (AC), water can enter the grout annulus by local cracks and bond loss gaps in interfaces [3]. Variable loading causes a pumping effect in cracks and interfaces. At the shear keys locally crushed material is flushed out of the connection. Consequently, step by step the pile is pushing through the grout. Fig. 2 shows a grouted connection after 200’000 load cycles and voids resulting from washed out grout material around the shear keys. Connection failure occurs over a large amount of load cycles.

Design methods for axially loaded GCs are only validated for a defined amount of geometrical and mechanical parameters as well as dry ambient conditions (cf. [4] and [3]). Thus, the research project ‘GROWup’ was realised at Leibniz Universität Hannover to investigate large grout annuli, HPG and OPC under realistic submerged AC. This paper focuses on the load bearing behaviour of OPC filled GCs as alternative for high performance grouts.

2. Grout material

Different OPCs were tested for material strength, hydration heat development, tendency to crack and shrinkage by the Institute of Building Material Science (LUH) [10]. Holcim Aqua4 (CEM III/B 42.5 LLH/SR/NA) showed most suitable material properties for its use in offshore conditions.

In order to document the OPC’s material characteristics, samples for cube and prism strength were taken in parallel with the grouting process of the GC specimens.

In contrast to offshore installations the grouting process of the presented tests occurred in ideal laboratory conditions. After 24 hours of hardening the specimens were stored in submerged condition. With 28 days of hardening the following material parameters were assessed:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_c &= 60 \text{ MPa} \\
    E_{\text{stat}} &= 17'250 \text{ MPa} \\
    E_{\text{dyn}} &= 19'900 \text{ MPa}
\end{align*}
\]

3. Small-scale tests

3.1. Test set-up

Within the research project ‘GROWup’ a small-scale test set-up was developed to enable
submerged AC. To ensure reproducibility the same test rigs and specimen dimensions from previous investigations with high performance grout (BASF Masterflow 9500, $f_{cu} = 144.1$ MPa and Densit Ducorit S2, $f_{cu} = 116.3$ MPa) were used for OPC.

![Fig. 3. Geometry of small-scale GC (left) and test rig with water basin for submerged ambient conditions (right)](image)

A cyclic compression-compression load in axial direction was generated by a servo-hydraulic press. Bending moments due to eccentricities were avoided by an axial hinge in the test rig.

### 3.2. Ultimate Limit State (ULS)

Within the ULS-tests a quasi-static load was increased until a maximum axial displacement of $u_{\text{max}} \approx 8$ mm was reached.

Fig. 4 shows the load-displacement behaviour due to quasi static loading. At the beginning of the ULS-tests initial crushing occurred at a low loading (marked with red color). After this initial crushing, which was observed for all small-scale ULS-tests with OPC, the specimens acted linear elastic until $F_{\text{elast}}$ was reached. With $F_{\text{elast}}$ a non-linear plastic behavior of the specimen started with significant loss of stiffness. Exceeding $F_{\text{ULS}}$ a stable post-failing behaviour began.

![Fig. 4. Load displacement behaviour of ULS-tests with OPC (Holcim Aqua4)](image)

Comparing the ULS-failure of Holcim Aqua4 and Densit Ducorit S2 (cf. Fig. 5), shows a more brittle behaviour of a GC with OPC.

- $F_{\text{elast}}/F_{\text{ULS}} 1:1.2$ (Holcim Aqua4)
- $F_{\text{elast}}/F_{\text{ULS}} 1:1.4$ (Densit Ducorit S2)

Besides a more brittle behaviour, the ultimate strength of GCs with OPC was significantly lower then expected from the material strength ratio of Holcim Aqua4 and Densit Ducorit S2 [10].

$F_{\text{ULS}}$: $140\,\text{kN} / 543\,\text{kN} \approx 1:4$

$f_c$: $60\,\text{MPa} / 118\,\text{MPa} \approx 1:2$

One reason might be the lower interlocking inside the cracks, as OPC has no aggregates added. When it comes to cracking a lower remaining connection strength is left.

![Fig. 5. Load displacement behaviour of ULS-tests with Densit Ducorit S2](image)

The dismantled test specimen in Fig. 6 confirms the previously detected brittle failing
behaviour of OPC. Especially the left side depicts a huge amount of diffuse cracks beside the typical shear cracks along the compression struts (white), spread all over the grout layer. Compared to Fig. 7 cracking OPC leads to sharp-edged, clean fragments. This effect results from the lack of aggregates and thereby a very homogenous material.

Fig. 6. Dismantled specimen with Holcim Aqua4 ($F_{\text{max}} = 50\% F_{\text{ULS}}$, $f = 5\text{Hz}$, AC: wet)

3.3. Fatigue Limit State (FLS)

In comparison to the ULS-tests the fatigue tests are realized under dry and submerged AC. According to the ULS strength constant amplitudes of 0.2 $F_{\text{ULS}}$ and 0.5 $F_{\text{ULS}}$ were applied until failure. Dry tests showed significantly higher fatigue strength than tests under submerged AC (cf. Fig. 8). The fatigue strength shows huge scatter and no feasible coherences to generate an S-N-curve for this kind of GC. Therefore, more tests are needed to be statistically secured. Scale effects might have a huge influence on the results.

Fig. 8. S-N-curve of small-scale tests (Geom 1)

Analyzing the failure mode showed good accordances to GCs filled with high performance grout [8]. Flushing of locally crushed OPC and shear failure along the compression struts was observed.

4. Large-scale tests

4.4. Test set-up

A further investigation of ‘GROWup’ was the development of a large-scale test set-up for submerged ambient conditions (cf. Fig. 11) to reduce scale effects and install more detailed measurement systems. Thereby two different test specimens G1 and G2 with large grout annulus were investigated. Same test set-up was used for OPC to have a direct reproducibility between HPG and OPC.

Fig. 9. Test setup of the large scale GC (submerged ambient condition)
Different to common fatigue tests a stepwise constant amplitude of compression-compression loading was applied. With each 100'000 load cycles (one step) the cyclic axial load was increased by 250 kN. A stepwise increasing fatigue test approximates the state of fatigue failure, as initial damage from lower load stages cannot be quantified. However different load stages can be analysed with a low amount of tests. The damage of the GC was defined by the relative axial displacement between pile and sleeve.

4.5. Results

The displacement behaviour of specimen G1 is shown in Fig.10. After a linear elastic behaviour (no degradation) in the first load step, a small degradation of 0.4 mm axial relative displacement occurred in load step 2 (2x10^6 mm/cycle). Further load increase to 750 kN led to a significant degradation growth of 1.7 mm in load step 3 (1.7x10^-5 mm/cycle); the degradation had quadruplicated. As guidelines do not suggest termination criterions (TC) for fatigue tests of GC these tests were terminated at relative displacements between pile and sleeve of u ≈ 2 mm and a continuous degradation per load cycle (cf. Fig.10). Executing the test procedure at an earlier stage of degradation compared to previous investigations of Schaumann and Raba (terminated at u ≈ 25 mm) [2] should give information on the chronology of compression strut failure and local crushing on fatigue damage initiation.

Specimen G2 with a smaller grout annulus of t_g = 81.5 mm, had more then twice the fatigue capacity of the specimen G1. Approximately the same amount of displacement and thereby degradation was reached finishing load step 7 (1750 kN). Detailed data is shown in Fig. 11. Compared to G1 the linear elastic behaviour enlarged to load step 4 in G2. In load step 5 and 6 small degradative effects were observed. However no continuous degradation occurred. In load step 7 the degradation switched to a continuous pushing through. The test was terminated.

Fig. 10. Relative axial displacement u between pile and sleeve of specimen G1

Fig. 11. Relative axial displacement u between pile and sleeve of specimen G2

Exemplarily the dismantled specimen of G1 is shown in Fig. 12. Opening the tested specimens, showed a mostly intact grout annulus, with two cracks in horizontal direction at the top and bottom end off the shear key area (sleeve side). Additionally, local grout crushing at the pile’s shear keys occurred. In addition some micro cracks were observed scattered over the grout layer. Their influence on the fatigue capacity is assumed to be negligible. The measured relative axial displacement (cf. Fig.10) coincides with the void area at the shear keys. Conclusively, local crushing at the shear keys is
decisive for the fatigue capacity of GC filled with OPC under submerged conditions.

A quantitative comparison of OPC and HPG for GCs is not possible from the tests carried out. Different to the tests with OPC previous test configurations were performed with load steps of 1 MN. Despite different load step sizes, comparing same amounts of degradation per cycle, a ratio of fatigue capacity between OPC and HPG is prognosed.

5. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper results of small and large-scale tests of axially loaded grouted connections with ordinary portland cement (OPC) were presented. Thereby the load-bearing behaviour under quasi-static and cyclic axial loading was analysed and compared to grouted connections with high performance grouts (HPG).

Compared to HPG small-scale ULS-tests with OPC showed a significantly reduced ultimate limit strength ($F_{ULS,OPC}/F_{ULS,HPG} \approx 1:4$) thereby initial crushing and a more brittle connection failure was identified. Reasons for this might be reduced interlocking of crack surfaces due to missing aggregates and a significantly lower material strength of the grout material.

The fatigue behaviour of OPC filled GCs under axial cyclic compression loading was similar to HPG filled GCs. The small amount of realised large-scale tests showed tendentially proportional correlation between material strength and connection strength. The next step would be to develop a generic ultimate limit criterion for grouted connections under submerged conditions. Therefore, further investigations are needed. On the one hand, the degradation development under large axial displacements has to be investigated due to expected nonlinear damage progression. On the other hand, the degradation leads to stiffness loss in the jacket chords and thereby can influence the global load-bearing behaviour of the total substructure.

On basis of the tests carried out OPC seems to be a suitable alternative to high performance grouts. Due to reduced connection strength the grout length has to be increased and more shear keys are needed to achieve comparable fatigue resistances.
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Abstract

The deconstruction of steel-concrete composite structures in buildings and the later separation of the materials is a labour- and cost intensive work. The shear studs are welded on the steel beam and imbedded in the concrete deck and a large amount of cutting work becomes necessary. As a result, recycling is difficult and the potential for reusing entire elements is lost. The carbon footprint of composite structures could be decreased by application of the principles of “design for deconstruction and reuse”.

This paper presents a desk top study and corresponding laboratory experiments on demountable shear connectors that facilitate recyclability and even provide the potential for reusing complete structural elements. In the Laboratory of Steel and Composite Structures of the University of Luxembourg 15 push-out tests have been carried out using different bolted connection systems suitable for multiple uses in order to verify their performance focusing on shear strength, stiffness, slip capacity, ductility and ability of demounting. The investigated systems included pre-stressed and epoxy resin injection bolts, solid slabs and composite slabs with profiled decking. The results showed that the tested demountable shear connections could provide higher shear resistance than conventional shear connections.

The critical failure mode is shear failure of the bolts, while there was no visible damage observed on the connected members. Most of the tested connections could fulfill the ductility requirement according to Eurocode 4. The application of epoxy resin in the hole clearance resulted in lower slip capacity. The outcome provides an important basis for the justification of the forthcoming enhancement and validation of numerical models of the demountable shear connections.

The failure behaviour, the observed damages and the resulting ability of the elements for re-use are discussed in detail.

Keywords: Demountable shear connectors; push-out tests; metal decking; circular economy; shear capacity; experimental study.

1. Introduction

The circular economy is essential for a sustainable, resource-efficient and low-carbon future [1]. It means tracking materials throughout their life cycles so that their location is known and designing them in such a way that their future reuse is possible.

With proper considerations at the design stage, whole buildings or parts of it can be deconstructed and re-erected elsewhere. If the structural steel elements are not worn, yielded or corroded, they are ideal candidates for re-use with no melting and new hot rolling process. However, the deconstruction of steel-concrete composite structures in buildings and the later separation of the materials is a labour- and cost intensive work. The shear studs are welded on the steel beam and imbedded in the concrete deck and a large amount of cutting work becomes necessary. As a result, recycling is difficult and the potential for reusing entire
elements is lost. The carbon footprint of composite structures could be decreased by application of the principles of “design for deconstruction and reuse”.

This paper presents a part of results of a research project analysing reuse and demountability using steel structures and the circular economy. Within the framework of the European research project “REDUCE [RFCS-GA-710040]”, funded by RFCS, push-out tests have been conducted in order to determine the properties of the demountable shear connector systems that are studied in this research.

2. Shear connectors for demountable composite beams

2.1. Reusability and demountability

The application of the principles of the circular economy can take place on different levels. Crowther [2] differentiates the following levels for the built environment: material recycling, component remanufacture, component reuse and building relocation. This project aims to facilitate the component reuse and building relocation in the case of steel-concrete composite structures.

The ability to reuse building components depends on the ability to recover them. In current construction practice, after a building reaches the end of its life, usually demolition takes place, and the ability to reuse components is lost. The demolition process should be replaced by a deconstruction process, which is possible only if the building was designed for deconstruction.

In order to make steel-concrete composite structures demountable, bolted connections should replace the commonly used welded headed studs. Furthermore, the reusable parts should be designed to withstand repeated use.

2.2. Demountable shear connectors

Two types of demountable shear connectors for prefabricated composite flooring systems have been tested at the University of Luxembourg. Taking into account that the slab elements are meant to be reusable, L-shaped steel profiles are cast-in to provide edge protection to the elements.

2.2.1. Friction bolts with cast in cylinders (P3)

Shear connector type P3 consists of a cast-in steel cylinder welded to the L-profile, a top plate welded to the cylinder and a pre-tensioned M20 bolt with a grade 8.8. This connection provides accessibility from the top of the slab through pockets in the concrete. The layout of the shear connector system is presented in Fig. 1. In the forthcoming, this shear connection type is referred to as “cylinder system”.

Fig. 1. Layout of the “cylinder system”, P3

2.2.2. Embedded coupler device (P15)

Shear connector type P15 uses an embedded bolt coupler, an embedded bolt and a removable bolt placed from below.

Fig. 2. Layout of the “coupler system”, P15

The coupler has a grade of 10.9, while the bolts are made of 8.8 material. The reason behind the higher material strength of the coupler is, that this way we can ensure that if the threads are damaged, then the damage will occur in the bolt, which is replaceable, and not in the coupler, which is not. Fig. 2 shows the layout of the shear
connector system. In the forthcoming, this shear connection type is referred to as “coupler system”.

Two variants of this connection type were developed. The two variants are mostly identical, but P15.1 uses pre-tensioned bolts and P15.2 uses epoxy resin injected bolts i.e. the gap between the bolt and the bolt-hole is filled with resin.

3. Push-out tests

3.1. Tests specimens

A total of 15 push-out test specimens have been fabricated with a geometrical layout similar to the one recommended by Eurocode 4 [3]. Five different test configurations were fabricated, and for each configuration, three identical specimens were tested. Three series used solid slabs, and two used ComFlor® 80 metal decking. The overview of the test parameters is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Shear connector</th>
<th>Slab type</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3.1</td>
<td>Cylinder system</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.2</td>
<td>Cylinder system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.3</td>
<td>Cylinder system</td>
<td>CF80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.1</td>
<td>Coupler system</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>Injection bolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.2</td>
<td>Coupler system</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Concrete strength and reinforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Concrete cubic strength $f_{c,28}$ [N/mm²]</th>
<th>Reinforcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3.1</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>2 layers ϕ8/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.2</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>1 layer ϕ8/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.3</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>1 layer ϕ8/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.1</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>2 layers ϕ8/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.2</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>2 layers ϕ8/75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the cylinder system (P3), pockets in the concrete were created (see Fig. 3) with the help of polystyrene blocks which were removed after the concrete had hardened. As shown In Fig. 5, the metal decking was shorter than the concrete part, enabling the slab to have full depth like a solid slab without metal decking in the vicinity of the shear connectors.
The bolt holes in the flange of the steel beam have been oversized and had a diameter of 24 mm in order to allow for fabrication and construction tolerances. The application of resin in the bolt holes allowed larger tolerances, thus 6 mm clearance was applied in the series P15.2. In test series P3.2, the steel beam, the L-profile and the bolts were galvanized.

The pre-tensioning was applied using the combined method defined by EN 1090 [4]. Different levels of pre-tension were analysed. The applied force was assessed by complementary tests defined by EN 1090 Annex H. Table 3 summarises the applied pre-tension forces in the different test series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Pre-tension force [kN]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.2</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.3</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.1</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Tests setup, measurements and procedure

One day before the tests the specimens were placed into a mortar bedding. The tests were conducted using a hydraulic jack with a load capacity of 1000 kN. During the test, belts were put around the specimens to prevent the parts from falling apart once the continuity was lost (see Fig. 7).

During test conduction, the force in the hydraulic jack and the displacements were continuously monitored.

For each specimen 15 displacement transducers (LVDTs) were employed to measure the (i) relative vertical displacement between the steel beam and the slab elements, (ii) the vertical displacement of the beam measured to the ground floor, (iii) the transversal separation between the steel beam and the slab elements, (iv) the relative horizontal displacement between the adjacent slab elements and (v) the relative horizontal displacement between the slabs on the different flanges of the beam. Fig. 8 shows the layout of the applied displacement transducers.
The loading procedure for standard push-out tests includes 25 load cycles between 5% and 40% of the expected failure load. The applied loading regime is illustrated in Fig. 9. In order to determine the failure load, the first test (LR1) of each series was conducted without cycles. In the second (LR2) and third tests of each configuration, the cycles were performed between 5% and 40% of the previously measured failure load. During the third tests (LR3), in addition to the 25 cycles, several unloading–reloading cycles were performed after 0.5 mm – 1 mm increments in the relative slip in order to determine the actual stiffness at larger displacements.

The specimens were loaded in a force controlled mode with a 20 kN/min load rate until the first slip had occurred. Afterwards, the loading procedure continued in a displacement controlled mode with a speed of 0.5 mm /min.

![Fig. 9. Loading regime](image)

The applied bolts had in all cases at least 20% overstrength compared to their characteristic strength value, so the 1000 kN capacity of the hydraulic jack was not sufficient to cause failure. Therefore, during load regime 1 (LR1), the tests started with 8 bolts until the total load level of 500 kN. Then the specimens were unloaded, and the 4 bolts in the upper row had been removed. Afterwards, the specimens were tested with only the four lower bolts. In LR2 and LR3, the 4 upper bolts were removed before testing. During the tests, LVDTs (iv) (see Fig. 8) measured the tilting of the slab elements which was between 0.16 and 0.74 degrees in all cases. The maximum transverse separation at failure measured by LVDTs (iii) was 0.3 mm. The maximum relative horizontal displacement measured by LVDTs (v) was 1.1 mm. Based on these measurements it had been concluded, that the setup with 4 bolts was rated as suitable for push-out tests.

### 3.1. Cylinder system (P3)

#### 4.1.1. First assembly

The load-displacement curves of the cylinder system with solid slabs (P3.1) are shown on Fig. 10, where the relative slip corresponds to the average measured slip between the steel beam and the four slab elements. Due to the pretensioning, the initial stiffness of the system was high (250 kN/mm) in the early load stages until the friction resistance had been overcome at a load level of 26 kN / shearer connector. Afterwards, the stiffness decreased significantly to 15 kN/mm. There was only minor nonlinear behaviour observed. In all cases, shear failure of the bolts occurred at an average load level of 141 kN / shear connector.

![Fig. 10. Cylinder system with solid slabs](image)

The failure happened in a very brittle way with no or minor descending branch between 7 and 10 mm relative slip. The load-displacement curves of specimens P3.1-1 and P3.1-3 are in a good agreement, while P3.1-2 shows larger slip capacity. This is due to the fact that the hole clearance was not deducted from the presented slip values, and the bolts have been positioned randomly inside the holes. In the case of P3.1-1, the sudden jump in the curve at 7 mm slip is caused by the failure of one bolt which failed earlier than the others.

As shown in Fig. 11, minor damages were observed on the elements of the specimens: bearing failure of the L-profiles, and the thread shapes were visible on the bearing surface of the holes of the steel beam.

![Fig. 11. Observed damages (P3.1-1)](image)
In the case of series P3.2 and P3.3, the initial stiffnesses were 500 kN/mm and 300 kN/mm respectively. In the case of the galvanized specimens (P3.2) the first slip occurred at a load level of 57 kN/shear connector, while in the case of specimens with no surface finish (P3.3), the friction resistance was 31 kN/shear connector. After the first slip occurred the stiffness decreased to 15 kN/mm.

It can be noticed that for the bolts of series P3.2 the strength is higher (168 kN) when compared to the results of P3.3 (143 kN). This is in agreement with the results of the uniaxial tensile tests that had been conducted on 4 bolts of each type resulting in mean values of the ultimate strengths of 1045.6 MPa and 948.7 MPa respectively.

All bolts failed in shear and similar minor damages were observed as in series P3.1.

4.1.2. Re-assembly after failure

In order to assess the effect of these minor damages on the reusability, the most heavily loaded specimens (P3.2-3 and P3.3-3) were reassembled with new bolts and the tests were repeated. The results of these tests are indicated as P3.2-3b and P3.3-3b in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 respectively. In the second tests, the failure mode was again bolted shear leading to similar resistance values as in the case of the original tests. However, lower friction resistance and larger relative slip were observed in the case of the galvanized specimen (P3.2-3b).

3.2. Coupler system (P15)

The load-slip curves of the tests of the coupler system with pre-tensioned bolts are presented on Fig. 15. The initial stiffness was 70 kN/mm. The first slip occurred at a load level of 50 kN/shear connector. Then, after a slip of 2 mm, the stiffness reduced to 30 kN/mm. In all cases, a brittle shear failure of the bolts occurred at an average load level of 142 kN/shear connector.

As shown in Fig. 16, no bearing failure occurred in the L-profile. However, the shape of the threads could be observed in the bearing surface of the holes of the steel beam.
Fig. 17 presents the results of the tests on resin injected bolts. The load-slip curves have three parts: an initial part with a stiffness of 100 kN/mm until the load level of 50 kN, the second part with a stiffness of 30 kN/mm until the load level of 110 kN and the final part with a stiffness of 5 kN/mm until failure. The shear failure of the bolts occurred at an average load level of 131 kN. As the resin in the bolt holes prevented the slippage of the bolts, the curves are in a good accordance despite the varying loading regime. Bolt shear was the only observed damage on the specimens. Fig. 18 shows a bolt after failure. The resin remained intact during the test. Because of the threaded shape of the resin, the use of a wrench was necessary for the removal of the bolt head from the steel beam.

4. Discussion

4.1. Strength, stiffness and ductility

The highest strength (168 kN) was measured in tests series P3.2 which consisted of the cast-in cylinders and galvanized elements. However, this is the result of the higher material strength of the bolts. In all cases, the shear failure of the bolts was the governing failure mode. The cylinder system (P3) produced higher resistances, 150 kN in average, than the coupler system (P15) which had 137 kN on average. The cylinder system (P3) had in all cases larger slip capacity than the coupler system (P15).

In almost all cases, the load-slip curves showed, that the slip capacity has a high sensitivity on the position of the bolts inside the holes. The only exception was series P15.2 where the epoxy resin was injected into the bolt hole. This effect will be further investigated with the help of numerical simulations.

As shown in Fig. 19, the specimen with metal decking behaved similarly to the specimen with solid slabs. This is due to the fact that no concrete damage was observed during the tests.

Due to the pre-tensioning, the initial stiffness of the specimens was high (250 – 500 kN/mm), but after the friction resistance was overcome the stiffness reduced to 15 kN/mm, which is very low compared to the stiffness of a welded shear connector.

Eurocode 4 considers a connector as ductile if the characteristic slip capacity is at least 6 mm. It defines the characteristic slip as the maximum slip measured at the characteristic load level, which is the 90% of the failure load after failure. Most of the tested configurations had larger deformation capacity than 6 mm, except series P15.2. However, after the maximal load was reached, the specimen failed earlier than the 10% load drop could have happened. Furthermore, contrary to traditional shear connectors where the maximal load is usually reached after 1-2 mm of relative slip, the tested demountable shear connection systems showed monotonously increasing load-slip curves and reached their maximal load at slip values of 5-10 mm. Only minor descending branch was observed after failure. As a consequence, the questions of the ductility and the characteristic strength is still open for discussion.
4.2. Friction resistance

The tests showed that the specimens with no surface finish had a friction coefficient of 0.26, while the galvanized specimen had 0.48. However, after re-assembly of the failed specimens, the galvanized specimen’s friction coefficient was reduced to 0.23, while there was no change in the case of the specimen with no surface finish (see Table 4). This reduction of friction coefficient could be explained by the flattening of the surface asperities during the first test.

Table 4. Preload and friction resistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Preload [kN]</th>
<th>Friction resistance [kN]</th>
<th>Friction coefficient [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.2b</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.3b</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.1</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Demountability and reusability

In load regime 1 (LR1), the specimens were loaded until 500 kN, then unloaded, and the four upper bolts have been removed. The successful removal of these bolts proved the systems demountability. Specimens P3.2-3 and P3.3-3 were re-assembled after failure with new bolts. Afterwards, they were loaded until failure. Their second test showed similar behaviour to their original tests in the means of strength, stiffness and slip capacity. Because the failure occurs in the bolts and not in the connected members, the developed composite flooring systems are robust and therefore adequate for reuse.

5. Conclusion

The results of 15 push-out tests on demountable shear connectors have been presented. Based on these results, the structural behaviour of bolted connections was assessed. The following conclusions are made:

1. The tested pre-tensioned demountable shear connectors show full interaction before the friction resistance is overcome.
2. The developed solutions are robust and adequate for reusable composite flooring systems.
3. The bolt position inside the hole has an influence on the load-slip curves.
4. Slabs with metal decking can provide similar results to solid slabs if the slabs have full depth in the vicinity of the shear connectors.
5. With the application of epoxy resin, larger tolerances can be allowed without compromising the load-bearing capacity where the execution of large deck components makes it necessary.

7. Outlook

Composite beam tests will be carried out with the developed connections. The test bending resistances will be compared to the calculated plastic bending resistance of the beams using the partial shear connection rules in Eurocode 4 and also to the elastic stiffness assuming full composite action.

The tested demountable connections will be analysed by finite element models of various complexity. Parametric studies will be done analysing the effect of the bolt position on the stiffness of a composite beam.
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Abstract

Concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) truss structures have been adopted in various infrastructures worldwide for the past several decades. Application of CFST truss is sometimes more prevalent in areas where harsh marine environment with chloride corrosion limits the design life of the structures. Design of connections is one of the most complicated issues in CFST truss structures, which becomes even more critical when corrosion induces section loss in the outer steel tube. Improved design in terms of economy and durability needs to be suggested based on rational research on typical composite connections in corrosive environment, whilst such research is yet limited to date. This paper thus attempts to study the behaviour of circular CFST K-joints under the combined effects of long-term loading and corrosion. A finite element analysis (FEA) model is presented and verified against existing test results. The model is then utilized to perform mechanism analysis of CFST K-joints under various loading and corrosion situations. Failure modes, detailed propagation of yield and stress distribution between materials are investigated. Finally, a full range analysis of the load-deformation characteristics is carried out for various corrosion situations, with the corresponding joint strength and ductility predicted.

Keywords: CFST K-joints, chloride corrosion, FEA modelling, full-range analysis.

1. Introduction

Concrete filled steel tubes (CFST) are becoming more and more predominant in various fields of structural engineering from the latter part of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, due to the advantages offered by such composite elements. As effective confinement between the inner core concrete and the outer steel tube can exploit structural advantages of both materials, CFST structures can achieve improved behaviour compared to hollow tubular sections, including greater cross-sectional strength, better fire and seismic resistance, and enhanced ductility [1-4]. In addition, the ability to cover longer spans in bridges and create larger column-free areas in buildings has made composite materials a popular choice in modern construction. Among these, the application of CFST truss structures has been found practical in offshore environment where harsh marine condition and chloride corrosion often limits the service life of structures, as shown in the offshore tower application displayed in Fig. 1. Design of the CFST tubular connections in corrosive environment thus becomes one of the

Fig. 1. Use of CFST members in an offshore electric transmission tower [2]
most critical issues in such practice. Research gap in this area indicates the need for rational investigation.

Many researchers have conducted studies on the performance of single composite members subjected to long-term loading and chloride corrosion [5-8]. Previous studies generally revealed that CFST members exhibited much better performance compared to hollow steel tubular sections as inward buckling can be avoided due to the presence of core concrete in the former. CFST specimens were found to yield excellent structural performance as local buckling can be delayed and load redistribution can be reduced by corrosion along the composite cross-section. Meanwhile, the confinement of outer steel on the core concrete was found to be severely affected by corrosion, leading to the deterioration of both strength and ductility in circular CFST columns. Besides these, scientific research regarding the behaviour of composite joints in corrosive environment is still limited, which requires special attention since several dominating parameters, such as $\beta$, $\gamma$ and $\tau$, are usually affected during the corrosion process [9, 10].

The current work thus presents the behaviour of circular CFST K-joints under combined loading and chloride corrosion. A finite element analysis (FEA) model is established and verified against previous experimental data. The model is then used to analyse the joint strength and mechanism under different loading and corrosion conditions. Finally, full range load versus deformation behaviour and stress distribution under various corrosion conditions have been investigated.

2. Finite element analysis modelling

A FEA model of CFST K-joint was built based on the finite element package ABAQUS, which takes into consideration both the sustained loading and the effects of chloride corrosion. Dimensions of the joint samples are adopted from previous experimental studies [11]. The influence of sustained loading and corrosion has been simulated by modifying the material properties and adopting the ‘Model change, remove’ interaction in ABAQUS.

2.1. Material properties

Two different types of material properties were chosen for the tube steel and the endplate steel. An elastic-plastic stress-strain model containing five stages [12] was implemented to define the constitutive behaviour of the tube steel. Reasonable values for the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio (2×10$^5$ N/mm$^2$ and 0.3 respectively) were adopted. The endplates were assumed to be rigid with Young’s Modulus of 10$^{12}$ N/mm$^2$ and Poisson’s ratio of 10$^4$.

Cubic compressive strength of concrete was chosen as 45 N/mm$^2$. As proposed in [13], two different types of material properties were considered for core concrete under short-term and long-term sustained loading, with damage plasticity models implemented to reflect the confinement behaviour. Effects of time dependent factors such as shrinkage and creep were taken into consideration based on the research reported in [6] and [13].

2.2. Configuration of the CFST K-joint

Real size K-joints used in bridges and arch trusses were considered in this research. CFST-6 in [11] with a brace thickness of 6 mm was chosen, where the chord was infilled with concrete while the braces were hollow.

2.3. Meshing

The steel tube is modelled using 8-node 3-D solid elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) to account for its effective thickness loss due to corrosion. Other components of the K-joint such as the core concrete and rigid endplates are also modelled using this type of element. As CFST K-joint is relatively complex in geometry, suitable meshing technique is
essential for the convergence and accuracy of the simulation. In order to achieve proper element shape, structured meshing technique is adopted where possible. However, sweeping meshing technique was applied along the connection zone where two inclined brace tubes intersect with the chord tube, as it was too complex to assign structured meshing due to the irregularity of the plane (Fig. 2). Appropriate mesh density was identified by means of a mesh convergence study, which yield reliable outcome within reasonable computation time.

2.4. Boundary conditions and interfaces

Composite K-joint models were developed based on the boundary conditions adopted in previous research such as [11, 14, 15]. The K-joints investigated in this paper were subjected to axial static loading. Three different boundary conditions commonly seen in practice were evaluated, i.e., (1) loading at the chord, (2) loading at the compressive brace and (3) loading at the tensile brace. The boundary conditions are clearly depicted in Fig. 3.

The interface properties between the steel tube and the core concrete were created by two matching surfaces, which can be separated from each other without any penetration [12], i.e., ‘Hard contact’ in the normal direction and ‘Coulomb friction’ model in the tangential direction. Tie constraints were created between the joint material and the loading plates.

2.5. Simulation of combined corrosion

As corrosion is a complex and uncertain natural phenomenon, numerical models can seldom be able to replicate the corrosion effects accurately [16]. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, it is suggested to consider corrosion as a time dependent process which occurs at a constant rate and poses a long-term uniform effect on the outer steel [6-8]. The whole corrosion process is applied to the FE model in four steps. Firstly, partitioning the corrosion affected member and defining the corrosion region; secondly, meshing of the steel tube according to the corrosion thickness; thirdly, applying a separate ‘corrosion step’ in which the corrosion region will be deactivated; and fourthly, adoption of the modified stress-strain relation to reflect the change of confinement between the steel and concrete due to corrosion. Updated stress-strain relation was implemented by using reduced thickness and diameter of the chord.

3. Verification of the FEA model

Two approaches were used for the verification of the model: 1) comparison of the load-displacement relations, and 2) comparison of the failure modes.

The axial load (N) versus axial displacement (δ) of CFST chord between the experimental results in [11] and the simulated FEA model was compared in Fig. 4, where reasonable agreement is achieved. It should be noted that, though the chord stiffness values are very similar, the FEA model was found to have about 10% larger ultimate strength compared to the test results. This mainly attributes to the fact that the effects of welding in brace-chord intersection area was not accounted for in the FEA modelling. Comparison of the predicted and observed failure modes for CFST K-joint specimen is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, simulation of FEA model showed outward local buckling in the compression brace, and a bulge
was formed near the connection area, similar to that obtained from test results.

![Fig. 4. Comparison of the N-A relations](image)

**Fig. 4. Comparison of the N-A relations**

![Fig. 5. Comparison of the observed and predicted failure modes](image)

**Fig. 5. Comparison of the observed and predicted failure modes**

Based on the above comparisons, it can be concluded that the FEA modelling is well capable of capturing reasonable predictions for the structural behaviour of CFST K-joints. The verified FEA model is then utilized to perform the analytical behaviour of CFST K-joints under sustained loading and chloride corrosion.

4. Analytical behaviour

4.1. Typical failure modes

As the infilled concrete improves the resistance of the chords in CFST K-joints, the composite chord is no longer the weaker part. Different modes of failure were detected depending on various boundary conditions. Typically, three failure modes have been observed in this study, as depicted in Fig. 6.

**Mode A: Chord plastification**

This mode is observed when moderate load is applied at the chord. A noticeable region of the chord reaches plastic stage at the chord-brace intersection area, where the corresponding Mises stress is found to be around 431 MPa (Fig. 6a). Mises stress at the braces remains in a range of 280-340 MPa, with no considerable local failure. The outer surface of the infilled concrete develops a maximum compressive stress of 58 MPa at the area of chord plastification. The well-known chord inward buckling is avoided due to the inner support of core concrete, which leads to improved joint behaviour compared to CHS joints.

![Fig. 6. Typical failure modes of CFST K-joints and the corresponding stress distribution](image)
(b) Mode B: Chord plastification combined with local buckling of the brace

This combined failure mode was obtained when significant load is applied at the chord end. The chord tube at the connection area reaches plastic state at first, prominent local buckling is then noticed at the compression brace near the intersection (Fig. 6b). Obvious stress concentration at the local buckling region is found, with the hollow brace failing at Mises stress of 497 MPa. At the time of compression brace failure, critical zones of the chord tube and the tension brace remain at moderate stress level (310-350 MPa). Stresses at the outer region of core concrete is relatively lower than Mode A (around 40 MPa), whilst the inner region is unaffected.

(C) Mode C: Immature local buckling of the brace

Under this mode, a small region at the tension brace near the connection area enters plasticity at the early stage of loading. With the loading process continues, localized stresses at the compression brace starts to accumulate and yield begins around the connection area. Unlike the first two modes, the entire compression brace fails due to local buckling with huge plastic deformation whilst most of the chord region remains elastic (Fig 6c). Maximum Mises stress at the critical brace location is found to be around 493 MPa. Stress along the intersection remains elastic (maximum 310 MPa). Outer region of the concrete gains a compressive stress of about 55 MPa near the critical compression brace region. The stress level at the outer concrete surface is very similar to Mode A and about 38% larger compared to Mode B.

Overall, the failure Mode C and Mode B is similar except for the chord plastification phenomenon. Compared with CHS joints, the composite chords are strong enough so that the compression braces tend to buckle first.

4.2. Yield propagation behaviour

The spread of yield region was obtained in terms of the stress development from the detailed FE analysis. It was obtained that in the connection area, stress in the core concrete and the steel tube increases significantly over time while that in the failure region remains almost constant. Maximum Mises stress in the steel tube escalates gradually from 128 to 421 MPa over the period of loading (Fig. 7a). Similarly, concrete along the intersection gains 24 MPa stress at the beginning and gradually peaks to around 80 MPa, reaching its ultimate strength during the loading.
the inner layers stay almost unaffected (Fig. 7b). This proves that the concrete does not actively contribute directly for the load-carrying, however, it significantly retards the yield propagation throughout the joint through effective stress redistribution. In contrast, the yield region in the hollow brace tubes expands significantly while the maximum stress does not rise over time, as shown in Fig. 7c. The brace region adjacent to the connection area yields first, gradually propagating to outer parts of the braces. The corresponding stress does not increase massively (325 to 357 MPa). Failure spreads gradually yet quickly along the hollow brace tubes with no infilled concrete.

4.3. Full-range analysis

4.3.1. Typical full-range N–Δ relation

Full-range investigation on the behaviour of CFST K-joints under corrosion has been carried out using the FEA model. Fig. 8 shows the load (N) versus displacement (Δ) relations of CFST K-joints under two different conditions, i.e., 1) short-term loading and 2) long-term loading combined with corrosion. Two distinct curves were obtained to describe the N–Δ relations for these two cases.

1. Curve O-A-B-C in Fig. 8 displays the N–Δ relation under short-term loading before any corrosion occurred. The well-developed curve indicates that CFST K-joints has excellent ductility behaviour and the joint fails long after its ultimate capacity (N_u) is reached.

2. Curve O-A_1-B_1-C_1 describes the N–Δ relation of CFST K-joint exposed to long-term loading and corrosion. The curve can be broadly divided into four characteristic stages.

Stage I (O-A_1): service load N_1 is applied on the K-joint before corrosion occurs. As the load in this stage is much less than the ultimate joint capacity, the load-displacement relation shows a linear response. Stage II (A_1-A_2): initial load N_1 is kept constant while uniform corrosion takes place, resembling the combined effects of sustained loading and corrosion in practice. A flat zone is obtained from the curve and the deformation grows up to point A_2, which defines the time dependent effects of core concrete such as shrinkage and creep. Corrosion leads to stress redistribution between the concrete and steel, and also adversely affects the confinement of steel tube on the infilled concrete. Stage III (A_2-B_1): describes the continued loading stage up to the ultimate joint capacity (N_u). The CFST joint demonstrates elasto-plastic response and the drop of ultimate strength and stiffness compared to the curve O-A-B-C is quite prominent. Stage IV (B_1-C_1): after the peak is reached at point B_1, the deformation keeps growing while the axial load decreases. This plummet zone is dependent on the extent of corrosion and the composite action in the CFST chord. Effect of corrosion on this decreasing stage has been found to be moderate, whereas the influence of composite action has been obtained to be substantial. Overall, CFST K-joints exhibit excellent ductility when subjected to combined loading and corrosion compared with the reference CHS joints.

4.3.2. Effects of different corrosion patterns

Load-displacement relations have been obtained through full-range analysis of CFST K-joints subjected to different corrosion situations, i.e., corrosion applied to chord or brace member individually as well as throughout corrosion along the joint (Fig. 9). It is evident from the graphs that chord corrosion has very moderate influence on the joint ultimate strength. A corrosion which reduces the chord thickness by 30% decreases the joint capacity by only 4% whilst the ductility of the joint remains excellent. This again proves that it is the hollow brace members that dominate the joint behaviour. The infilled concrete avoids local buckling and strengthens the chord, achieving a brace failure mode and leading to more ductile joint behaviour.

However, when the brace members are corroded, strength of the joints reduces dramatically. For a brace thickness loss of 30%
due to corrosion exposure, a joint capacity reduction of around 30% is noticed. A significant deterioration of ductility is also perceived, the joint reaches maximum strength at around 18 mm chord displacement, compared to 35 mm when only chord is corroded. The throughout corrosion is found to be almost similar to the brace only corrosion. This indicates that regardless of the boundary conditions, hollow tubular brace is generally the most critical component of a CFST K-joint. When braces are exposed to corrosion, joint is vulnerable at much lower load and exhibits poor ductile behaviour.
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5. Conclusion

Based on the limited research work in this paper, following conclusions can be obtained,

1) A FEA model considering the combined effect of loading and corrosion on CFST K-joints was established and verified against previous experimental results, good agreements were achieved.

2) Three typical modes were obtained for CFST K-joints under corrosion. Hollow braces were identified as the critical components of the joints, regardless of boundary conditions.

3) Propagation of stress development was thoroughly investigated. The confined concrete was found to be capable of preventing the spread of yield across the joint, which also enhanced the joint capacity and ductility.

4) Full-range analysis of CFST K-joints under combined loading and corrosion was performed. Corrosion in chord was found to have only moderate influence, whereas the joint behaviour was tremendously affected if brace was corroded.

Fig.9. The N-Δ relations for different corrosion cases
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Abstract

Much work has been conducted in the past on the influence of the rigidity of structural joints on the behavior of steel frames. Buckling of a column is fundamental to the design of load bearing structures mainly when the analysis of such frames takes into account the effect of the connection flexibility.

The present work deals with such an effect on the elastic buckling load of plane steel frames. The proposed model consists in the development of comprehensive approach taking into account, the effects of the joint rigidity, the elastic buckling load for both sway and non-sway frames. Only one element is required over the length of the element to model stability, which let to solve practical problems with little computational effort. Some practical formulas for determining critical load for plane steel frames are then presented. The elastic buckling load is found to be strongly affected by semi-rigid joints and reveals that the proposed model is computationally very efficient with the expressions presented being general.

Keywords: Steel structures; connection flexibility; plane frames; elastic buckling load.

1. Introduction

Conventional analysis and the design of steel frames assume either perfectly rigid or pinned joints. However, the real behaviour of the joints is between these two extreme cases; in this intermediate case of semi rigid joints, some rotation with corresponding bending moments will develop between the beam and column elements. The concept of semi rigid joints in steel structures is well accepted as structural benefits of using semi-rigid joints are widely recognized and there is a general agreement to include the beam-column joint deformations in structural analysis.

Significant research has been carried out using mechanical models to study the joint’s behaviour and to introduce their effect in the analysis of structures. Simões da Silva [1] proposed a generic model for steel joints under generalized loading. Ihaddoudène [2] presented a mechanical model of the connections, where the rigidity of the joint is represented by means of rotational and translational springs introducing the concept of non deformable element of nodes, thus describing relative displacements and rotations between the nodes and the elements of the structure. Eurocode 3 Part 1-8 refers [3], for the characterization of the joint mechanical response to the component method based on some different researches and amongst them Jaspart [4]. Several authors [5-9] have presented models for determining the effective length factor of a beam-column with end restraints. Ermopoulos [5] presented a model for determining an equivalent buckling length of compression columns with semi rigid joints. Essa [6] proposed a design method for the evaluation of the effective length for columns in unbraced multistory frames. Raftoyiannis [7] presented the effects of the joint flexibility and elastic bracing system on the buckling load. Mageirou and Gantes [8], Gantes and Mageirou [9] proposed a model of an individual column representing a multistory frame where the member contributions converging at the bottom and top ends of the column are represented by equivalent springs.
2. Mechanical model

The mechanical model adopted (Ihaddoudène [2]) is based on the analogy of three springs. A bar element subjected to both a compression axial force \( N \) and bending moments \( M_i \) and \( M_j \) with semi-rigid joints (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) at each end, is considered. The modified stiffness matrix including both the effects of axial force and connection flexibility, one needs to consider different situations [10].

In the local reference system, the stiffness matrix which is represented by the nodal degrees of freedom \((\bar{V}_1, \bar{\theta}_1, \bar{V}_2, \bar{\theta}_2)\) of an element is given by:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
k_{11} & k_{12} & k_{13} & k_{14} \\
k_{21} & k_{22} & k_{23} & k_{24} \\
k_{31} & k_{32} & k_{33} & k_{34} \\
k_{41} & k_{42} & k_{43} & k_{44}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

2.1.1 Bar element under unit rotation \( \theta_i = 1 \)

Horizontal force equilibrium

\[
H_i = H_j = H
\]

(2)

Moment equilibrium at the distance \( x \)

\[
M(x) = Ny + Hx - M_j
\]

(3)

Moment equilibrium at end "i"

\[
M_i = hi - M
\]

(4)

The equilibrium of this column in its buckled condition is described

\[
EIy'' = -Ny - Hx + M_j
\]

(5)

\[
y'' + \alpha^2 y = -\frac{Hx}{EI} + \frac{M_j}{EI}
\]

(6)

Where

\[
\alpha^2 = \frac{N}{EI}
\]

(7)

The general solution of equation (6) is

\[
y(x) = A \sin \alpha x + B \cos \alpha x - \frac{Hx}{\alpha^2 EI} + \frac{M_j}{\alpha^2 EI}
\]

(8)

where \( A \) and \( B \) are the constants of integration to be determined from the boundary conditions for \( y(0) = 0 \) and \( y(l) = 0 \).

The solution of the system of equations obtained is given (27) by:

\[
H = \frac{w}{l} \zeta_i(v)
\]

(9)

\[
M_j = w \phi_i(v)
\]

(10)

\[
M_i = w \phi_i(v)
\]

(11)

In which:

\[
\zeta_i(v) = \frac{v^3(1 - \cos v + k_2v\sin v)}{D}
\]

(12-a)

\[
\phi_1(v) = \frac{v(\sin v)}{D}
\]

(12-b)

\[
\phi_2(v) = \zeta_1(v) - \phi_1(v)
\]

(12-c)

Where

\[
D = (2 - 2 \cos v - v \sin v) + \xi(v,k_1,k_2)
\]

(12-d)

\[
v = \alpha l = \frac{N}{EI}
\]

(12-e)

And

\[
w = \frac{EI}{l}
\]

(12-f)

A similar procedure is conducted for the bar element of the Fig. 2, the reaction \( H \) and the moment equilibrium at the distance \( x \) has the same expressions as given respectively by the Eq.(1) and Eq.(2); the expression of the moment \( M_i \) is given as (Ihaddoudène and Jaspart [11]):
The entire modified stiffness matrix derived \[10\] is then as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{v^2(s + \Omega)}{Di^3} & -\frac{v^2(1-c + \eta_2)}{Di^2} & \frac{v^2(1-c + \eta_j)}{Di^3} \\
\frac{v(s-vc + v\eta_2)}{Di} & \frac{v^2(s + \Omega)}{Di^2} & \frac{v^3(1-c + \eta_j)}{Di^3} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

With:

\[\Omega = (k_1 + k_2)vwc - k_i k_j (vw)^2 s\]  
(15-a)

\[\eta_j = k_j vws\]  
(15-b)

\[\eta_2 = k_2 vws\]  
(15-c)

“s” and “c” are sin and cos of an angle.

The proposed model which is based on functions accounting for semi-rigid connections and predominant axial load has the advantage of being explicit and simple to solve practical problem with little computational effort. Some practical formulas can be derived from the proposed formulation as reported in the section below.

### 3. Practical formulas

#### 3.1. “Semi-rigid/pinned” element

Let us consider the element of Fig. 2 below with semi-rigid at end “i” and pinned at end “j”, one can derived the expressions of the functions respectively for unit rotation and unit displacement as:

**3.1.2 Beam element for unit rotation** \(\Theta_j = 1\)

Parameters in Fig. 2a:

\[
H = \frac{\omega}{l} \zeta_1(v)
\]

\[
M_j = Hl + N = \frac{\omega}{l} \phi_1(v)
\]

\[
\zeta_1(v) = \frac{v^2 \tan v}{\tan v - v + k_i v^2 \omega \tan v}
\]

For the particular case of \(k_i = 0\) the function

\[
\phi_1(v) = \frac{v^2 \tan v}{\tan v - k_i v^2 \omega \tan v}
\]

Some particular cases can be considered:

\(k_i = 0\)
The beam element of Fig. 3 below is considered for unit rotation and unit displacement:

3.2.1 Beam element for unit rotation $\theta_i = 1$

Parameters in Fig. 3a:

\[ H = \frac{\omega I}{l} \zeta_1(v) \]
\[ M_i = \omega \phi_2(v) \]
\[ M_j = \omega \phi_1(v) \]

\[ \zeta_1(v) = \frac{v^2 s(1 - c)}{(v - s).A_j + (1 - c).A_2} \]
\[ \phi_1(v) = \frac{v s(v - s)}{(s - v).A_j + (1 - c).A_2} \]
\[ \phi_2(v) = \frac{v s(s - vc)}{(s - v).A_j + (1 - c).A_2} \]

Where: $A_j = 1 - c + k_i vws$

\[ A_2 = s - vc + k_i v^2 ws \]

Particular cases:

For $k_i = 0$

\[ \zeta_1(v) = \frac{v^2 s}{2v - vc - v} \]
\[ \phi_1(v) = \frac{v s(v - s)}{(1 - c)(2s - vc - v)} \]
\[ \phi_2(v) = \frac{v s(s - vc)}{(1 - c)(2s - vc - v)} \]

3.2.2 Beam element for unit displacement $\Delta_i = 1$

Parameters in Fig. 3b:

\[ H = \frac{\omega I}{l} \zeta_2(v) \]
\[ M_j = \frac{\omega}{l} \phi_3(v) \]
\[ M_j = \frac{\omega}{l} \phi_4(v) \]

\[ \zeta_2(v) = \frac{v^2 s(s + k_i v\alpha c)}{(s - v)(1 - c) + A_j.(s - vc)} \]
\[ \phi_3(v) = \frac{v^2 s(1 - c + k_i v\alpha c)}{(s - v)(1 - c) + A_j.(s - vc)} \]
\[ \phi_4(v) = \frac{v^2 s(1 - c)}{(s - v)(1 - c) + A_j.(s - vc)} \]

3.3. “Pinned-fully rigid” ends.

3.3.1 Beam element for unit rotation $\theta_i = 1$

For the element with the pinned-fully rigid ends of the Fig. 4a, the solution of the differential equation gives the expression of the deflection such that:

\[ y(x) = A \sin \alpha x + B \cos \alpha x - \frac{Hx}{\alpha^2 EI} \]
By determining the integrating constants A and B corresponding to the cases under consideration, we obtain the relation:

\[ H = \frac{3\omega}{l} \phi_1(v) \]  
\[(19-b)\]

Where:

\[ \phi_1(v) = \frac{v^2 s}{3(s-vc)} = \frac{v^2 \tan v}{3(tan v-v)} \] \[(19-c)\]

\[ v = ad = l \sqrt{\frac{N}{EI}} \] \[(19-d)\]

Hence the bending moment:

\[ M_i = Hl = 3\omega \phi_1(v) \] \[(19-e)\]

For \( v = 0 \) (then for \( N = 0 \)), \( \phi_1(v) = 1 \)

\[ M_i = 3\omega \text{ and } H = \frac{3\omega}{l} \]

3.3.2 Beam element for unit displacement

\( \Delta_i = 1 \)

For the element of the Fig. 4b the deflection which has the expression as:

\[ H = \frac{w}{I^2} \cdot \frac{v^3 c}{s-vc} = \frac{3w}{l^2} \eta_1(v) \] \[(20-a)\]

Where

\[ \eta_1(v) = \frac{v^3 c}{s-vc} = \frac{v^3}{3(tan v-v)} \] \[(20-b)\]

The bending moment at node "i"

\[ M_i = \frac{3w}{l} \eta_1(v) + \frac{v^2 w}{l} = \frac{3w}{l} \left( \eta_1(v) + \frac{v^2}{3} \right) \] \[(21-a)\]

\[ M_i = \frac{3w}{l} \phi_1(v) \] \[(21-b)\]

Noting that:

\[ \eta_1(v) + \left( \frac{v^2}{3} \right) = \frac{v^2 \tan v}{3(tan v-v)} = \phi_1(v) \] \[(21-c)\]

4. Sway and non-sway frame

Some examples previously published [8, 9] are given, for which the proposed approach is demonstrated and the results are compared and validated. The two situations of sway and non sway frames shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b are considered, respectively. Table 1 and Table 2 give the value of the critical load obtained for these two cases using the different considered methods.

The characteristics of the structural elements are given below:

For the beam \( \left\{ E I = 48573 \text{ kN.m}^2 \right\} \) and for \( \left\{ E A = 896490 \text{ kN} \right\} \)

the column \( \left\{ E I = 90699 \text{ kN.m}^2 \right\} \)

and the flexibility \( k_i = 1/150 \text{ rad/kN.m} \)
Ihaddouène, A.N.T., Saidani, M. and Jaspart, J.P.

Fig. 5. One story frame [8]

Table 1. Comparison of the critical load values for sway frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods used</th>
<th>$P_{cr} (kN)$</th>
<th>$\frac{P_{cr} - P_{cr, MEF}}{P_{cr, MEF}}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSSA2D [12]</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC3 [8]</td>
<td>898.78</td>
<td>5983.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC3 clause</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.1 (4)B</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference [8]</td>
<td>14.77</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current study</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>-0.406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the sway frame, the critical load obtained by the proposed method is very close to that given by Mageirou et al. [8] and is respectively equal to $P_{cr} = 14.7kN$ and $P_{cr} = 14.77kN$ and is in a good agreement with that obtained with the method clause 5.2.1(4)B of EC3 [3].

Table 2. Comparison of the critical load values for non-sway frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods used</th>
<th>$P_{cr} (kN)$</th>
<th>$\frac{P_{cr} - P_{cr, MEF}}{P_{cr, MEF}}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.E.M-MSC-NASTRA</td>
<td>8980.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N [8]</td>
<td>8980.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.E.M - OSSA2D [12]</td>
<td>8739.5</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results as reported in the reference (Gantes and Mageirou [11]) (See Tables 1 and 2) calculated with Eurocode 3 [8] for sway and non-sway frames are very different from those obtained by the authors with EC3 clause 5.2.1(4)B [3]. The results obtained using this analytical formulation are clearly consistent with those obtained by the above references, the finite element method and the application of EC3 clause 5.2.1(4)B for both sway and non-sway frames. The formulation provides a simple solution for each of the design situations that refer to the concept of elastic critical resistance.

5. Conclusions

A mechanical model for determining the elastic buckling load for both sway and non-sway plane of steel frames with semi-rigid connections was presented and a corresponding practical formula are derived. Only one element is sufficient over the length of the element to model stability. The proposed model which is based on functions accounting for semi-rigid connections and predominant axial load has the advantage of being explicit and simple to solve practical problem with little computational effort. The determination of the critical load is very sensitive to the rigidity of the joint, even when the structure is almost a mechanism; the results obtained from the formulation presented were not affected. The results obtained using the proposed analytical formulation are clearly consistent with those obtained from the literature, for both sway and non-sway frames.
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Abstract

The in-plane bending behaviour of concrete-filled circular hollow section (CHS) T-joints was examined in this paper. The main failure mode, the punching shear of the chord-wall, was observed from the test of four large-scale joints with the diameter ratio of brace to chord ($\beta$) ranging from 0.44 to 0.85. The tube-wall deformation was measured to assess the governing failure mode of the composite joints. Complementary finite element (FE) methodology was verified against the experimental findings and the validated FE models were used to further investigate the mechanical behaviour and the design methodology. The feasibility to apply a fracture criterion in the material-level to a large-scale structural simulation was evaluated. The validated FE modes could successfully capture the tube-wall fracture initiation and propagation. Based on both experimental and numerical investigations, it was shown that the capacity of composite joints was governed by the ultimate strength limit, i.e. punching shear strength, due to the infill concrete that mitigated both inward and outward deformation on the compressive and tensile sides, respectively. The analytical model was established to reveal the composite actions between the tube and the inner concrete, and to elaborate the development of the flexural section-resistance. Finally, the design equation was proposed and could well predict the moment capacity.

Keywords: Concrete-filled steel tube; Tubular joint; In-plane bending; Fracture; Punching shear; Design.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) structures are widely adopted in buildings, bridges, marine infrastructures and transmission towers. The infill concrete of a CFST member would significantly improve the local buckling resistance [1-3] especially for those with large diameter-to-thickness ratios. In transmission towers, poles and arch bridges [4], hollow or CFST chords and braces are commonly connected by welds. Previous investigations [5-9] demonstrated the radial stiffness of chord member and the capacity of composite joints could be significantly improved when compared with the hollow section counterparts, despite that the inner concrete does not provide the direct tensile or compressive resistance to the external actions. The typical failure modes of composite joints were brace failure [5,6] and crushing of inner concrete [5,7] in the case of axial compression and punching shear in the case of axial tension [6-9].

In some scenarios, those composite joints would also be subjected to the external moment loading. In the electrical transmission engineering, the hollow horizontal branches which are welded to the CFST transmission poles will also support the gravity load of the electrical conductors and the ice-load. These types of loads will introduce a moment force to the connecting area. However, limited studies [6] have been reported on the structural performance of in-plane bending loaded concrete-filled or grouted circular hollow section (CHS) joints and the design provisions for concrete-filled CHS joints subjected to in-plane bending is currently scarce. Therefore, this paper aims to assess the governing failure mode
(modes) and develop the corresponding design method for those moment-resisting composite joints through experimental, numerical and analytical investigations.

2. Experimental Investigation

2.1. Test set-up and specimens

Four large-scale specimens were tested under in-plane bending. The measured geometries \((D, t, D_b, t_b)\) are shown in Table 1. The steel CHS tubes filled with self-compacting concrete were used for chord members, whilst the brace members were fabricated from plain CHS tubes. The details of joint specimens and test set-up are as shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Test set-up for specimens subjected to in-plane bending (Unit: mm).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>Chord</th>
<th>Brace</th>
<th>(M_{\text{Exp}}) kN·m</th>
<th>(M_{\text{FEA}}/M_{\text{Exp}})</th>
<th>(M_\sigma/M_{\text{Exp}})</th>
<th>Failure mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-300-4-133-6</td>
<td>298.8</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>2002.1</td>
<td>50.72</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-300-5-133-6</td>
<td>301.3</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>2001.8</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-240-4-203-8</td>
<td>238.8</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>2001.3</td>
<td>108.90</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-240-5-203-8</td>
<td>241.2</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>2000.9</td>
<td>124.93</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CPS: chord-wall punching shear failure.

The steel mechanical properties are summarized in Table 2 and the 150-mm cubic compressive strength \((f_{\text{cu}})\) and Young’s modulus \((E_\text{s})\) of inner concrete after 28 days were 56.3 MPa and 34.1 GPa, respectively. The test specimens were labeled as the order of the joint type, the chord diameter, the chord-wall thickness, the brace diameter and the brace-wall thickness. For example, the label “T-300-4-133-6” defines a T-joint with a nominal outer chord diameter of 300 mm, nominal chord thickness of 4 mm, nominal outer brace diameter of 133 mm and nominal brace thickness of 6 mm.

The moment applied on the test specimens was evaluated as the applied tensile load multiplying its force arm 630 mm. The in-plane bending load was applied by a 1,000kN-tension-capacity MTS actuator controlled by the displacement at a constant speed of 0.5 mm/min for all test specimens. The chord-wall deformations, 15 mm from the weld toe, were measured by LVDTs and the measurement arrangements are shown in Fig. 1. The date-acquisition frequency at 1 Hz was used during the whole test for the record of both applied load and displacements of transducers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>Nominal thickness (mm)</th>
<th>(f_y) (MPa)</th>
<th>(f_u) (MPa)</th>
<th>(E_s) (GPa)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_f) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chord</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brace</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Test results and discussion

The chord-wall punching shear failure at the crown of the tensile side was observed and resulted the failure of composite joints. No obvious yield-line was observed on the chord wall near the weld toe until the load exceeded 85% of the ultimate strength. The failure mode of composite joints was not affected by the chord-wall slenderness \((D/t)\) and diameter ratio between brace and chord \((D_b/D)\) in the test. The typical failure mode of specimens T-240-4-203-8 and T-300-4-133-6 are shown in Fig. 2.
The ultimate moment resistances \( F_{\text{Exp}} \times 630 \), N-mm for each test specimen are summarized in Table 1. The load - deformation \((\Delta_a)\) curves are plotted in Fig. 3 as solid lines. The deformation, \( \Delta_a \), was donated to the measured displacement difference between points B and \( B_1 \), as shown in Fig. 1. It is shown that the chord-wall thickness has some effects on its deformation. The deformation of specimens with 5-mm-chord-wall was less than those with 4-mm-chord-wall at the same load, while the maximum deformations were similar for joints with the same chord diameter. All the chord deformations at the peak load were less than the 3% deformation limit specified in the CIDECT-1 [10] recommendations as compared in Fig. 3. It is suggested in CIDECT-1 [10] for plain CHS joints under the strength limit state, the corresponding deformation at the peak loads in their load-deformation curves should be less than 3% \( D \) (0.03\( D \)), otherwise the joint capacity is the load corresponding to the deformation of 3% \( D \) (0.03\( D \)) which is called the deformation limit of 3% \( D \). Therefore, the deformation criterion recommended by CIDECT-1 [10] is generally satisfied and the governing limit state for composite joints is the ultimate strength.

3. Finite Element Analyses

3.1. General Description

The finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted by ABAQUS/Explicit (6.10) [11] solution technique since it allows finite element (FE) models to be discontinued which offers the possibility of visible “fracture crack” development when the material failure criterion is defined, by means of deleting elements from mesh. The solid element, C3D8R, was used to model the steel tube, weld and inner concrete. Though the convergence problem was not expected to occur, the sensitivity analysis on mesh was also conducted [12,13] to find an appropriate element size with both accurate simulation result and acceptable computational time, since element size would also affect the stable increment of FE model in ABAQUS/Explicit. Therefore, the total number of elements was approximately 50,000 for the concrete part and 29,000 for the steel tubular joint part. Typical finite element mesh of concrete-filled CHS joint is shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the appropriate fixed mass scaling factor (MSF) was assessed [12,13] and the value of 10\(^6\) was employed into the models at beginning to achieve both computational efficiency and the calculation accuracy. The boundary condition was set as the test and the moment load was applied by the tensile force on the end of brace member at a speed of 0.5 mm/min as it in the test.

The concrete-damaged plasticity model (ABAQUS 6.10) was employed for the inner concrete. The yield surface was described by a series of constant values of 30°, 0.1, 1.16, 0.667 and 0.00025 for dilation angle, flow potential eccentricity, ratio of the compressive strength under biaxial loading to uniaxial compressive strength, the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian to that on the compressive meridian, and viscosity parameter, respectively. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio were taken as \( 4700 \sqrt{f_c} \) and 0.2; whilst the uniaxial stress-strain relationship and tensile behaviour of inner concrete were determined according to Xu et al. [14]. The hard contact model and Coulomb friction model with the coefficient of 0.6 were employed in the normal and tangential directions, respectively.
Fig. 4. Mesh of finite element model.

For the steel constitutive model for the chord, brace and weld, the plasticity properties were determined by true stress-strain curves obtained from the tensile coupon test results, with von Mises yield criterion, associated flow rule and isotropic strain hardening.

The modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) failure criterion [15] with both stress triaxiality and Lode angle dependences was employed in finite element (FE) models to define the element failure using metal ductile damage combined with user subroutine in ABAQUS/Explicit. Although MMC criterion can well predict the initial fracture crack and its propagation in the material level, especially for shear-dominated fracture (low stress triaxiality fracture) [16], there are almost eight parameters which should be calibrated by material tests with different geometry coupons to generate various stress states. The calibration process also requires the accurate measurement of the true stress-strain history and the strain-field during the material tests. Moreover, the feasibility of material-level calibrated criterion in the member-level FE models should be verified. These limit the further application of MMC criterion in the member-level analyses. Therefore, the simplified calibration methodology using general tensile coupon tests was proposed by Xu et al. [12] and has been verified and successfully applied to capture the initiation and propagation of punching shear failure in the various member-level FE models [12,13,17]. The values of the calibrated MMC parameters in this study are summarized in Table 3.

### Table 3. Parameters of MMC criterion used in finite element models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>fy (MPa)</th>
<th>fu (MPa)</th>
<th>c1</th>
<th>c2</th>
<th>A (MPa)</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In validated FE models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 mm</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>411.8</td>
<td>882.3</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 mm</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>384.8</td>
<td>845.0</td>
<td>0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>411.8</td>
<td>882.3</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0 mm</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>390.0</td>
<td>822.5</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In parametric study models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 mm</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>320.3</td>
<td>693.7</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 mm</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>420.0</td>
<td>836.2</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>480.0</td>
<td>951.2</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Verification

The ultimate loads obtained from the FEA results were compared with the test results as shown in Table 1, with the corresponding mean value $M_{FEA}/M_{Exp}$ of 0.97. It is shown that the FE model adequately predicted the ultimate strengths of the test specimens. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the typical failure mode between both tests and FEA. In addition, the load-deformation curves from FE analyses were plotted compared with the experimental ones as shown in Fig. 3. Generally, the numerical models can well capture the ultimate capacity and moment-deformation history for each test specimen, which demonstrates that the developed FE model is reliable.

#### 4. Parametric study

The parametric study was conducted to further assess the influences of the joint geometries, in terms of $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\tau$, and the material properties on the moment capacity. The material properties for
the chord and brace members, if not specially mentioned, were determined as 204 GPa for Young’s modulus; 450 MPa for yield strength and 560MPa for ultimate strength. To obtain the failure mode in the connecting region, the braces in some parametric models were strengthened to ensure the adequate flexural strength of the member itself. The detailed joint geometric properties are also presented in Figs 5–9.

Figs. 5 and 6 manifest when the diameter of the chord keeps constant, the moment capacity at fracture increases with the diameter ratio of the brace to the chord ($\beta$); while the capacity decreases with the increase of chord diameter-to-thickness ratio ($\gamma$). When the $\beta$ value increased, both failure area and inter force arm in the moment resistant plane will increase for a given chord member. Moreover, for a give chord-diameter, the increased $\gamma$ value results in a reduced fracture failure area. It should be noted that the tendency of the punching shear capacity with both $\beta$ and $\gamma$ values are not linear, which can be partly attributed to the composite actions and the participant of inner concrete in the moment-resistance as the local bearing in the compressive region [12]. The minor influence of the thickness ratio of brace to chord ($\tau$) was manifested in Fig. 7. The $\tau$ value varied with the brace-thickness when the parameter values of $\beta$ and $\gamma$ keep fixed. The punching shear strength slightly increased with the $\tau$ value which can be attributed to the thick brace-wall can help to develop a large local bearing region on inner concrete, indirectly improving the sectional moment resistance.

The influence of the chord-wall material property with respect to the yield strength and ultimate strength was evaluated in the typical joints of T-300-4-140-6 and T-300-4-180-6. The moment capacity increases with the material strength as shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, it can be found in Fig. 9 the ratios of moment capacity to steel ultimate strength are almost invariant, which indicates the punching shear capacity possesses a strong dependence with the ultimate strength of chord-wall.

![Fig. 5. Relationship of moment capacity and $\beta$.](image1)

![Fig. 6. Relationship of moment capacity and $\gamma$.](image2)

![Fig. 7. Relationship of moment capacity and $\tau$.](image3)

![Fig. 8. Relationship of moment capacity and material property.](image4)
deformation on the compressive crown and the outward deformation on the tensile crow. Therefore, only the punching shear failure is considered in this study. The analytical model of sectional moment resistance for concrete-filled CHS joints is shown in Fig. 10 with the analytical model for the plain CHS joint compared on the left. For the plain CHS joint (Fig. 10(a)), it is postulated that the neutral axis locates on the center of the section with a uniform yield shear stress distribution on both compressive and tensile sides in the punching shear design equation in AISC 360-10 [18]. While due to the inner concrete in concrete-filled CHS joints, the neutral axis will move towards the compressive side and non-uniformed shear stress distribution will develop on both sides. The analytical model for concrete-filled CHS joints is proposed and presented in Fig. 10(b).

Fig. 9. Ratios of moment to material strength.

5. Analytical Design

The chord plastification can be prevented in concrete-filled CHS joints, because the concrete in the chord effectively mitigates the inward

![Image](https://example.com/image)

(a) Plain CHS joint  
(b) Concrete-filled CHS joint

Fig. 10. Analytical model of punching shear for in-plane bending joints.

The polar coordinates were introduced into this model for the shear stress profile description and the sectional moment resistance calculation. The locations for the maximum shear stress on the compressive side, the neutral axis, and the maximum shear stress on the tensile side were expressed in terms of three crucial parameters, $\theta_0$, $\theta_1$, and $\theta_2$, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Two parabolic functions were employed to describe the shear stress profile, as shown in Eq. (1) [12], where $\theta_0=0.18\pi$, $\theta_1=0.30\pi$, $\theta_2=0.70\pi$, and $f_{v,max}=0.88 f_{u,v} = 0.88 \times 0.75 f_{c}$ [19]

$$f_v = \begin{cases} 
\frac{f_{v,max}}{(\theta_1-\theta_0)^2} - f_{v,max} \quad 0 \leq \theta < \theta_1 \\
\frac{f_{v,max}}{(\theta_2-\theta_1)^2} \quad \theta_1 \leq \theta \leq \pi 
\end{cases}$$  

(1)

The resultant force point ($O_c$) of the compressive side is located on the chord crown for simplification, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Furthermore, the spatial property of punching shear failure face was assessed and considered into the analytical model by an equivalent thickness methodology [12,17]. The spatial intersection curved surface of the failure face on the tensile side is converted into an equivalent cylindrical surface using Eq. (2), where $\mu_{eq} = 0.7(D_b/D)^3$ was derived from the geometry analysis.

$$T_{eq} = \frac{S_i}{\Delta \theta \times D_b} = (1 + \mu_{eq}) t$$  

(2)

The ultimate strength at the shear-dominated fracture failure for the concrete-filled CHS joints under in-plane bending is considered as the integration of the product of shear stress and the internal force-arm on the failure face. The proposed capacity equation is shown in Eq. (3) according to the specified analytical model, as shown in Fig. 10(b).
\begin{equation}
M_u = \int_{S_{eq}} f_{\tau} z_{0} \, dS_{eq} \\
= \left(0.79 + 0.56 \left(\frac{D_b}{D}\right)^{\frac{1}{3}}\right) f_u D_b^2 t
\end{equation}

where \( M_u \) is the ultimate moment strength; \( f_{\tau} \) is shear stress distribution function, expressed by Eq. (1); \( D_b \) is the brace diameter; \( D \) is the chord diameter; \( f_u \) is the steel ultimate tensile strength for the chord; \( t \) is the chord-wall thickness.

The ultimate strengths predicted by Eq. (3) for T-joints (\( M_u \)) are compared with the experimental and FEA results in Table 1 and Fig. 11, with the mean value of \( M_u/M_{Exp} \) (Table 1) and \( M_u/M_{FEA} \) (Fig. 11) being 0.81 and 0.80, respectively. In general, the proposed design equation gives a conservative prediction for the ultimate moment capacity of the composite T-joints. This result may be attributed to neglecting the weld effects in the proposed analytical model. However, the influence of weld width will significantly decrease as the brace diameter increases. The absence of weld width in capacity calculation can be considered as the safety reserve for the sudden tube-wall fracture failure. In addition, FE models without welds were also established and the results were compared with the predictions from the proposed equation. The comparison between calculated and numerical results, as shown in Fig. 11, demonstrates a good correlation with the mean value of \( M_u/M_{FEA} \) being 0.97.

**Fig. 11.** Comparison of moment capacities predicted by the proposed equation and FEA.

It should be noted that some parameters used in the deduction procedure for the proposed design equation, Eq. (3), are derived from the numerical analysis. Therefore, the applicable range should be in accordance with the parametric study, namely \( 0.20 \leq \beta \leq 0.60 \), \( 30.0 \leq \gamma \leq 75.0 \).

6. Conclusions

Experimental and numerical studies were conducted on the mechanical behaviour of concrete-filled CHS joints subjected to in-plane bending. All the test specimens failed in punching shear and the 3% \( D \) deformation limit recommended by CIDECT-1 [10] was generally satisfied. It has been shown that the inner concrete effectively supports the chord wall in the compressive side, which means the contributions from the concrete should be considered in the chord wall in the sectional moment resistance. The fracture criterion in the material-level was successfully adopted into the FE models and was validated in the member-level. On the basis of both experimental and numerical investigations, the analytical design methodology based on metal fracture mechanism for composite tubular joints were proposed. The design predictions agreed well with both the test and FEA results, manifesting a satisfactory accuracy.
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Abstract

Hybrid girders with corrugated web are increasingly used in bridge engineering due to its numerous favorable properties. For the web-to-slab connection different layouts have been developed in the past, however, just a few design proposals can be found in the international literature for the determination of the connection’s resistance, especially for the embedded types. In case of these connections the corrugated web is simply embedded into the concrete slab strengthened by transverse rebars through concrete dowels or horizontal headed studs welded to the web. The aim of the current research program is to investigate the structural behavior and the shear capacity of embedded connections by full scale push-out tests. In the current paper the results of 5 push-out tests are introduced having different embedded connection types investigating (i) the effect of the embedding depth, (ii) the existence of the concrete dowels (through cut-outs in the steel web) with transverse rebars and (iii) the influence of the steel flange. These parameters may have significant influence on the behavior and capacity of embedded type connections, which are studied in the research program. During the tests the applied load and the slip between the steel web and concrete slabs are measured in order to study the initial stiffness, the ductility and the shear capacity of the connections.

Keywords: shear connector; trapezoidal web; hybrid girder; embedded connection; corrugated perfobond; headed stud.

1. Introduction

Steel corrugated webs are increasingly used in bridge decks with double composite action having the lower and upper flanges made of concrete. In the literature this layout is called as hybrid girder with corrugated web. There are different types of solutions how to construct the connection between the concrete slabs and the steel corrugated web. The choice depends mainly on the construction method and on the longitudinal shear and out-of-plane bending resistances. Different shear connectors found in the international literature are presented in Fig. 1. The most commonly used shear connectors are the headed studs welded onto the outer side of the steel flanges shown in Fig. 1a. Other existing connection layouts are presented in Fig. 1b-d having steel flanges. In these connection layouts combined single perfobond and headed studs, double perfobond and angle connectors are applied with transverse and/or longitudinal rebars. In Fig. 1e an embedded type connection layout is presented. Dispite of its wide range application, there are, however, just a few number of available research results and proposals on the determination of the resistances of the embedded connections.

The EN 1994-1-1 [1] standard provides only design resistance model for connections with headed studs placed on the external side of the steel flanges. In addition standardized push-out test arrangement and evaluation are provided in the EN 1994-1-1 Annex B [1] if different connection layouts would be applied. However, design model or necessary test arrangements are not provided for innovative shear connections.

The embedded type connections have been started to be investigated by Nakasu et al. [2] in 2000. They studied the out-of-plane bending resistance of embedded connections with experimental tests and FE analysis. In 2006 Kosa
et al. [3] studied the behavior of hybrid beams with corrugated webs. They observed that the damage of the connection occurred by gap appearance between the steel web and concrete flanges. In 2008 Shiji et al. [4] carried out push-out tests with new type of connection applicable in the lower slab. In this layout vertical perforated plate connectors are welded to the corrugated web and to the inner side of the lower steel flange, thus the concrete slab is placed to the inner side of the web improving the water proofing of the connection. In 2009 Taira et al. [5] performed FE analysis on the stress distributions and stress concentrations in the concrete slab around the embedded joint in particular to the effect of the welded splice of corrugated steel web. Novák and Röhm [6] executed a comprehensive research including experimental push-out tests and FE analysis on the shear capacity of embedded type connections in 2009. Based on their results a design proposal was developed for the determination of the shear capacity of embedded type connections with transverse rebars. The out-of-plane bending moment resistance of those connections was experimentally studied by Röhm and Novák [7] in 2010.

![Connection layouts.](image)

Corrugated perfobond type connectors welded to the outer side of steel flanges were experimentally studied by push-out tests by Kim et al. [8] in 2011. Based on the results new proposal was developed for the determination of the shear capacity of corrugated perfobond type connections with transverse rebars. Embedded corrugated web connections with horizontal headed studs were investigated by Raichle and Kuhlmann [9] in 2015. Their research aims were to study the shear capacity and the out-of-plane bending capacity of the investigated shear connectors by experimental push-out tests and advanced FE analysis. Based on their results resistance model is developed for the determination of the shear capacity and the out-of-plane bending capacity of embedded corrugated web connections using vertical headed studs. In 2018 Wang et al. [10] conducted experimental push-out tests and FE analysis on the shear capacity of perforated plate connectors welded to the inner side of the steel flange and corrugated web (studied first by Shiji et al. [4]). Based on a comprehensive research program a simplified proposal was developed for the calculation of the shear capacity.

Based on the literature review the lack of experiences and results have been found in the field of resistance and stiffness of embedded shear connections of corrugated hybrid girders. To contribute to this research an extensive experimental test series have been designed including a total number of 56 specimens with a wide range of structural details to investigate the structural behavior of this connection type. In this paper we are focusing on the results of 5 experimental tests of the same kind to investigate the behavior and resistance to longitudinal shear of embedded type connections with concrete dowels and transverse rebars. The used notations are shown in Fig. 2.

![Used notations.](image)

**Fig. 2. Used notations.**

### 2. Design proposals for shear capacity

In the international literature there are only two available proposals for the determination of the shear capacity of embedded type connections having transverse rebars or horizontal headed studs. According to Novák and Röhm [6] the shear resistance of the embedded type dowel with transverse rebars through concrete dowels can be calculated by Eq. (1).

\[
P_{RD,LR} = \frac{1}{2\tau_{w}^{*}f_{y}^{0.15}} (h \ a_{3}^{0.055} t_{w}^{0.35} f_{ck}^{0.45} a_{2}^{0.1} (1 + \mu)^{1.5})
\]  

(1)
where $L_w$ is the profile length of one corrugation wave ($2a_1+2a_4$), $h$ is the thickness of the concrete slab, $a_3$ is the corrugation depth (see Fig. 2), $t_w$ is the web thickness, $t_E$ is the embedding depth, $f_{ck}$ is the characteristic compression strength of concrete, $a_s$ is the area of transverse rebar, $\mu$ is the friction coefficient between steel and concrete and $\gamma_v$ is the partial safety factor.

Another proposal was developed by Reichle and Kuhlmann [9] for embedded type connections with horizontal headed studs according to Eq. (2).

$$P_{\text{Rd,LRK}} = \frac{11500}{L_w^{0.3} t_w^{0.2} a_{sw}^{0.05} (1 + \alpha_{sa})^{0.05} t_E^{0.35} a_{ck}^{0.6} \mu^{0.3} \alpha_{as}^{0.05} \kappa_k \kappa_d}$$

where $k_i$ are coefficients depending on the layout of headed studs and corrugation profile, $a_{sw}$ is the area of the stirrups beside the web and $a_{sa}$ is the area of additional transverse rebars placed above the web.

The above formulas are applied to evaluate the resistance of the experimentally studied connections and compared to the experimental results, as detailed in Section 4.

3. Experimental program

3.1. Test specimens

The experimental research is performed at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Department of Structural Engineering in 2017. In the frame of the program 5 large scale push-out tests are performed having the same trapezoidal profile. The layout of the specimens are similar as that used in [6] and [9].

The casting of specimens’ slabs were performed in two casting time, performed in horizontal positions with two days difference. After the casting and hardening of the first slab the formwork was dismantled and the specimen was turned over in order to cast the second concrete slab. In the specimens stirrups with 10 mm diameter are applied. The concrete slab depths ($h$) are 170 or 200 mm with 100 or 150 mm embedding depth of the web ($t_E$), respectively. In the case of specimens P17-T, P22-T, P17-T-14 and P22-T-14 trapezoidal webs...
are used and embedded into the concrete slabs shown in Fig. 4. In the case of specimen P22-I a HEM300 girder is applied instead of trapezoidal web and corrugated plates are welded onto the outer side of the steel flanges as shear connectors. In the cases of specimens P17-T-14 and P22-T-14 transverse rebars (ϕ_s =14 mm in diameter) through steel cut-outs are applied as shown in Fig. 3. In the other specimens (P17-T, P22-T and P22-I) the corrugated web is simply embedded into the concrete slab without any further connectors or cut-outs for concrete dowels. These specimens are used as references. The measured compression strengths of concrete slabs are obtained between 40 and 50 MPa and the yield strengths of steel is obtained to 367 MPa, respectively, tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Geometric and material parameters in [mm] and [MPa].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>t_k</th>
<th>ϕ_s</th>
<th>f_c,test</th>
<th>f_y,test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P17-T</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22-T</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22-I</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17-T-14</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22-T-14</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Test setup

The test arrangement and setup is presented in Fig. 5. To capture the slip between the corrugated web and concrete slabs linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) are placed to the slab-to-web connections. The deflection of the vertical steel plate is also measured with LVDT. The load is produced by a hydraulic jack with a maximum loading capability of 6000 kN. The concentrated force is introduced through a rigid steel load transfer element. In addition three steel rods are applied at the bottom side of the specimens to carry the horizontal forces coming from the eccentricity of the vertical force.

3.3. Testing procedure

Each specimens are loaded by static load till the final collapse of the specimens. During the loading process up- and unloading cycles are executed at least 25 times around 40% of the predicted ultimate load of the specimens in order to determine the elastic response, the stiffness in the elastic domain and to make sure that any bond between the steel web and the concrete slab is terminated. The load-displacement curves of all the test specimens are measured with the cracking and ultimate collapse mode.

4. Test results

During the laboratory tests, the applied load and the slip at the web-to-slab connections are measured. The measured and calculated ultimate capacities of the specimens are tabulated in Table 2. The ultimate resistances of the shear connections are also evaluated based on the previous proposals of Novák and Röhm [6] and Reichle and Kuhlmann [9] introduced by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. However, it is to be noted that the parameter domain of the proposed formulas is not valid for the current analyzed connection geometries. The comparison shows that the proposed resistance models are conservative and provide safe side solutions. The differences are obtained between 20% to 52%. The measured ultimate capacities show that by using transverse rebars through cut-outs in the web the resistance to longitudinal shear increases 60% and 78% in the case of specimens having trapezoidal web with 100 mm and 150 mm bedding depths, respectively.

It can be observed from the results presented in Table 2 that the embedding depth of the trapezoidal web in the concrete has a significant effect on the connection resistance. Without the use of transverse rebars the capacity is improved by 25% if bedding depth of 150 mm is applied instead of 100 mm. If transverse rebars are also
applied the effect of the embedding depth is more significant by causing 37% increment in the ultimate resistance.

Table 2. Ultimate capacities of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>P_{test} [kN]</th>
<th>P_{Rk,L,NR} [kN]</th>
<th>P_{Rk,L,RK} [kN]</th>
<th>P_{test}/P_{Rk,L}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P17-T</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22-T</td>
<td>1297</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22-I</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17-T-14</td>
<td>1677</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22-T-14</td>
<td>2307</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The force – relative displacement curves of each specimen are shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed that each specimen had practically the same initial stiffness. It is shown that specimens with embedded trapezoidally corrugated web show less resistance degradation after exceeding the resistance than that of with steel flange (red curve representing specimen P22-I), however, by comparing the specimens P22-T and P22-I the shear capacity is 43% greater if steel flange is used. The slip between the web and concrete slabs reached 30-45 mm in the tests before unloading.

The typical collapse modes of the specimens are presented in Figs. 7-9. In the case of specimens P17-T and P22-T due to the lack of transverse rebars the failures occurred by transverse bending of the concrete slab. It is caused by the horizontal force of the inclined web panel being responsible for the opening of the slab in the transverse direction during longitudinal shear. This failure is shown in Fig. 7. In the case of specimen P22-I the same failure mode is observed due to the lack of transverse rebars shown in Fig. 8.
In the case of specimens P17-T-14 and P22-T-14 where transverse rebars are applied the failures are caused by the concrete slab crumbling at the web-to-slab connection between the inclined web folds shown in Fig. 9. The opening of the concrete slab in the transverse direction can not occur due to the transverse rebars working against transverse bending caused by the inclined web folds. The final collapse of these specimens is caused by the fracture of the transverse rebars.

5. Conclusions

In the paper the structural behavior of the embedded connections of steel trapezoidal corrugated web hybrid girders are studied by push-out tests. The aim is to investigate the longitudinal shear capacities of embedded type connections. In the frame of the research program 5 push-out specimens are tested investigating the effect of the embedding depth of the web in the concrete slab, the existence of the concrete dowels (through cut-outs in the steel web) with transverse rebars and the influence of the application of the steel flange. Based on the results the following conclusions are drawn:

(i) the embedding depth has significant increasing effect on the longitudinal shear resistance;
(ii) the use of transverse rebars influences the failure mode and shear capacity as well;
(iii) with the lack of transverse rebars the failure is caused by transverse bending of the concrete slab due to the opening effect of the inclined folds of the web resulting smaller shear capacity;
(iv) the application of transverse rebars improves the connection’s resistance and the failure is caused by the concrete crumbling between the inclined folds of the web;
(v) the application of steel flange has an increasing effect on the shear capacity, however, the resistance shows significant degradation by increasing the deformation.
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Abstract
The slim-floor building system is attractive to constructors and architects due to the integration of steel beam in the overall height of the floor, which leads to additional floor-to-floor space, used mostly in acquiring additional storeys. The concrete slab offers natural fire protection for steel beams, while the use of novel corrugated steel sheeting reduces the concrete volume, and replaces the secondary beams (for usual spans of steel structures). Currently the slim-floor solutions are applied in non-seismic regions, and there are few studies that consider continuous or semi-continuous fixing of slim-floor beams. The present study was performed with the aim to develop reliable end-plate bolted connections for slim-floor beams, capable of being applicable to buildings located in areas with seismic hazard. It is based on numerical finite element analysis, developed in two stages. In a first stage, a finite element numerical model was calibrated based on a four point bending test of a slim-floor beam. Further, a case study was analysed for the investigation of beam-to-column joints with moment resisting connections between slim-floor beams and columns. The response was investigated considering both sagging and hogging bending moment. The results are analysed in terms of moment-rotation curve characteristics and failure mechanism.

Keywords: slim-floor; concrete-dowels; moment-resisting frames, beam-to-column joints.

1. Introduction
The structural solutions provided by the usage of composite elements are regarded as an effective method of enhancing structural performance. A series of advantages emerge as concrete, steel and additional components are integrated into a more resistant and ductile member (Arcelor-Mittal: “Slim Floor an innovative concept for floors” [1]). In particular, the slim-floor building system is attractive to constructors and architects due to the integration of steel beam in the overall height of the floor, which leads to additional floor-to-floor space, used mostly in acquiring additional stories. The concrete slab offers natural fire protection to the steel beams, while the use of novel corrugated steel sheeting reduces the concrete volume, and replaces the secondary beams (for usual spans).

The slim-floor solutions are currently applied mostly in non-seismic regions – [2], [3], and there are few studies that consider continuous or semi-continuous fixing of slim-floor beams. It was shown in [4], that the semi-continuous joining of slim-floor beams improves the flexural stiffness of the slim-floor beams and allows the use of shallower beam and floor sections, and better performance of beams in service conditions by reducing cracking, deflections and vibrational problems. In [5] and [6] it was shown that in case of increasing gravitational loads the continuous fixing of the slim-floor beams can lead to ductile plastic hinges in both beam-ends and middle spans. In contrast, the usual seismic behaviour rely on increased frame lateral stiffness and failure mechanisms by dissipation of seismic input energy by plasticization of dissipative elements or connections. Consequently, in case of Moment-Resisting-Frames (MRF) or dual frame configurations considering MRF contribution, the beams or the beam-to-column joints of MRF...
will dissipate energy through plastic hinges. Therefore, the application of slim-floor beam systems in seismic zones should consider moment-resisting connection with columns, thus developing hogging bending too. However, certain aspects characteristic for slim-floor systems should be considered (see Fig. 1):

- the concrete slab encases the top steel flange and needs one layer of hogging reinforcement;
- the natural bonding and/or the concrete dowels contribute significantly to steel-to-concrete connection. In many cases there is no need for additional connectors;
- bottom part of steel profile is larger than the top flange in order to accommodate the concrete supporting system: shallow decking or precast concrete slabs;

Fig. 1. Slim-floor system.

The present study investigates the possibility to develop reliable connections for slim-floor beams, in view of application to buildings located in areas with seismic hazard. The paper presents the finite element numerical investigations and the outcomes of the study. In a first stage, a finite element numerical model was calibrated based on a four point bending test of a simply supported slim-floor beam. Further, a case study was developed in view of investigation of continuous slim-floor beam-to-column connections under both sagging and hogging bending.

2. FEM calibration of a slim-floor beam

2.1. Research background

The numerical analysis of slim-floor beam-to-column joints is based on an initial calibration of a finite element (FE) numerical model based on the experimental investigation as detailed in [2] on a four-point bending test of a slim-floor beam. This model was considered a comparison basis which appropriately checked the accuracy of the FEM models used for materials, contacts and boundary conditions further used in modelling the beam-to-column connection models. Thus, the information on the behaviour of a composite element, the steel-to-concrete friction coefficient, modelling procedure, importance of “concrete dowels” and reinforcement, meshing techniques and interactions were derived through calibration.

2.2. Calibration of the numerical model

The calibration of the numerical model was performed based on the data available in [2] presenting an experimental testing of an 8 m long slim-floor beam, tested in a 4-point-load arrangement, as shown in Fig. 2. The different components of the slim-floor beam are presented in Fig. 3. The complete technical information (geometry, boundary conditions, materials, etc.) is available in relevant documents [2], [3] and [7]. The numerical investigation was performed using Abaqus v6.13 finite element modelling software [8]. The material characteristics are defined within the numerical model for the following: concrete (C30/37), structural steel (S355) and reinforcement bars (S450), based on the real mechanical characteristics provided by the authors. The elastic behaviour of the steel elements is described by: Young’s modulus $E=210000$ N/mm$^2$ and Poisson’s ratio $\nu=0.3$. The material plastic characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 4a. The concrete input characteristics in the elastic domain are: Young modulus $E=32500$ N/mm$^2$ and Poisson ratio $\nu=0.2$. The plastic behaviour is defined by the stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 4b by considering only compression characteristics and ignoring the tensile resistance.

Fig. 2. Slim-floor beam – 3D view: static scheme; reinforcing bars arrangement

Fig. 3. Slim-floor beam components

**Fig. 1.** Slim-floor system.
Three types of interactions were used for numerical model of the slim-floor beam, namely embedded, tie and rigid body. In order to replicate the interface behaviour of steel and concrete, an interaction law (and contact) was defined with a normal and tangential behaviour; The normal behaviour was assigned by “hard contact”, which allows surface separation. The tangential behaviour was characterized by “penalty” with a friction coefficient \(\nu = 0.6\). The reinforcement was connected to the concrete part using the embedded constrained. The “Dynamic Explicit” type of analysis was considered due to the large amount of contact surfaces (e.g. between steel profile and the surrounding concrete). Contact problems were solved by using the “Dynamic Explicit” analysis, in contrast to the “Static General” analysis.

The following volume Finite Elements were used in the analysis: (i) B31 for reinforcing bars; (ii) C3D8R for steel profile, steel plates, concrete dowel and concrete. The global sizes of finite elements / mesh were adapted to different finite elements as follows: reinforcing bars (30 mm), concrete slab (23 mm), concrete dowel (12 mm), steel profile (13 mm), bottom steel plate (18 mm), lateral steel plate (13 mm). An overall view of the meshed assembly is shown in Fig. 5.

### 2.3. Calibration results

The results of the numerical investigation are presented in terms of “bending moment – vertical displacement” curve (M-\(\delta\)) in Fig. 6a. The deformation of the slim-floor beam model is illustrated in Fig. 6b. As can be observed, the numerical model is able to accurately reproduce the response of the tested specimen, in terms of both initial stiffness and composite assembly’s capacity. Corresponding to the horizontal plateau, the curves show less than 1% differences. Justified by the symmetrical loading and boundary conditions, the response is illustrated only for one half of the model. The stress distribution and plastic strain are also presented for the following components: concrete (Fig. 7a), steel profile (Fig. 7b) and respectively the reinforcing bars (Fig. 7c).

![Fig. 6. Bending moment–vertical displacement curve (M-\(\delta\)), Vertical displacement](image)

In Fig. 7b it could be observed that the largest plastic deformations (strain) appear in the steel profile’s bottom flange, including the welded steel plate, similar to the testing failure mode.
Following the maximum bending formation, the maximum stresses are logically concentrated in the middle of the span. However, in addition to the mid-length stress concentration, longitudinal yielding appears nearby the supports, justified by the presence of shear force, absent between the two loading points.

Fig. 7c shows the stress distribution and the plastic strain in reinforcement bars. The maximum values are developed in the middle of the span. An important aspect of the numerical simulation, was to involve the reinforcing bars and steel meshes in the load transfer mechanism. The inclined bars contribute in high extent to the load transfer mechanism by connecting the concrete slab to the concrete located between the steel profile’s flanges, therefore preventing the separation of the two. Moreover, the reinforcing bars passing through the web, together with the effect of concrete dowels, contribute to the composite action of the assembly.

2.4. Calibration remarks

The calibration of the slim-floor beam allowed to set various parameters related to the FE modelling. In addition, the numerical investigation has also allowed the assessment of the load transfer and failure mechanism. In particular, the assembly’s failure mechanism resided in the formation of a plastic hinge in the mid span, justified by the large plastic deformations of the steel profile and the steel plate. The FE calibration of the behaviour of the slim-floor beam model revealed important modelling features such as:

- the finite element investigation of the slim-floor assembly implies modelling both of the transverse and longitudinal reinforcing bars, as well as the inclined reinforcing bars. The addition of the reinforcement bars to the model improves the assembly’s overall behaviour by enhancing its load bearing capacity. The overall involvement of the reinforcing bars and steel meshes in the load transfer mechanism is obvious in this case;
- the inclined bars highly influenced the load transfer mechanism by connecting the concrete slab to the concrete located between the steel profile flanges, therefore preventing the separation of the two. The reinforcing bars passing through the web’s perforations, together with the concrete dowels, contribute to the composite action of the assembly.

Fig. 7a shows the stress distribution and the plastic strain recorded in concrete slab.
3. Numerical investigation of slim-floor beam-to-column connections

3.1. Configuration of the slim-floor beam-to-column joint

The current study has the main purpose to propose a slim-floor beam-to-column joint configuration to be used in seismic resistant building frames, and to investigate its performance through numerical studies. The target was set on developing a continuous bolted connection, leading to the formation of the plastic hinge in the slim-floor beam. The proposed beam-to-column configuration is investigated under both sagging and hogging moments.

Fig. 8 shows the configuration of the investigated external beam-to-column joint assembly. In particular, the T-shape joint is composed of a slim-floor beam and a steel column. Fig. 8 shows the joint components, detailing concrete slab, reinforcement and steel components.

The concrete slab, integrating the steel beam and the reinforcement (transversal, longitudinal and inclined), considered a width of 1500 mm and a height of 145 mm. The effective width computed according to the norm EN 1994-1 [10] was of 1200 mm. The slab extension outside the column is of 600 mm. Concrete in the bottom troughs has been ignored in the analysis and consequently not modelled. It is to be noted that the reinforcement bars considered in the analyses satisfy the reinforcement connection conditions required in the Annex C of EN 1998-1-1 [11].

The steel column is a HEB340 profile, while the steel beam is composed by a bottom steel plate (Pl-20x380 mm) welded to half of an IPE600 profile. The column length is of 3930 mm, while the beam length is 2680 mm distances equivalent to zones of zero-bending moments in a framed structure. A supplementary web plate and continuity plates were considered in the column web panel. Transversal, longitudinal and inclined reinforcement are used for the concrete slab (see Fig. 8). The continuity of the longitudinal reinforcing bars is assured around the column. In addition, the longitudinal reinforcing bars are included to contribute to the negative bending moment capacity within the connection zone. The connection between the slim-floor beam and the column is realized as bolted extended end-plate connection using four bolt rows of M36-HR.10.9 (see Fig. 8). Within the lower steel plate, a reduced cross-section was considered with the aim to force the development of the plastic hinge in the beam and assure a preponderant elastic response of the connection. Concrete dowels were considered similar to the configuration from Section 2, i.e. reinforcement of 12 mm diameter passing through 40 mm holes in the beam web. The centre-to-centre distances of the perforations is 125 mm.

3.2. Modelling procedure

The numerical investigations of the slim-floor beam-to-column joint assembly (see Fig. 8) were performed by using Abaqus v6.13 software [8]. Finite beam elements were used for the reinforcement, and solid elements for other components (bolts, plates, concrete, etc.). The material characteristics were defined for the following: concrete (C30/37), structural steel
(S355), bolts (HR. 10.9), and reinforcement bars (S400) considering both elastic and plastic properties. Fig. 9 illustrates the true stress - true strain curves (excepting elastic deformation) for bolts (HR.10.9), reinforcement (S460) and structural steel (S355). The material model for bolts was defined based on a previous calibration of a T-stub characterized by failure mode 3 (i.e. bolt failure), see 0. For all steel elements the elastic modulus for steel was taken as $210,000 \text{ MPa}$, while a reduction of the reinforcing diameter to 12 to 20 mm (Model M4) leads to an increase of resistance of 3%, however, un

3.3. Numerical results

The numerical models of the beam-to-column joint assemblies were subjected to negative and positive bending moment. Table 1 shows an overview of the studied joint models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Reference model</td>
<td>M+ M-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Influence of dog-bone, i.e. joint model without dog-bone</td>
<td>M+ M-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Partial interaction - reduction no. of concrete dowels</td>
<td>M+ M-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Influence of the end plate type, i.e. flush plate at the top</td>
<td>M-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Influence of the reinforcement amount (6 / 20 mm diameter)</td>
<td>M+ M-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Influence of the concrete class (C20/25; C40/45)</td>
<td>M+ M-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outcomes of the numerical investigations are presented for the following configurations: (i) reference model (see Fig. 11 to Fig. 14); (ii) joint assembly without dog-bone in the lower steel plate (see Fig. 15 to Fig. 18). Results are presented in terms of: (i) moment-rotation curves under positive and negative bending (see Fig. 11 and Fig. 15); (ii) stress distribution and plastic strain (see Fig. 12, Fig. 13, Fig. 14, Fig. 16, Fig. 17 and Fig. 18).

The reference model presents a balanced behaviour under hogging and sagging (see Fig. 11) both in terms of moment resistance and initial stiffness, with a plastic descending behaviour but proving an important ductility. The failure mechanism was characterized by the formation of the plastic hinge in the steel beam under both sagging and hogging moment.

On the other hand, in case of the configuration without dog-bone (model M2), a small increase of capacity was evidenced under both positive and negative bending moment. However, under positive bending moment a brittle failure mode was recorded by failure of the bolts in tension, reducing the overall joint rotation capacity.

The joint resistance to hogging bending is directly influenced by the absence of the bolt-row in the extended end-plate (model M4) by a reduction of 30%. Also, the increase of the bar reinforcing diameter from 12 to 20 mm (Model M52) leads to an increase of resistance of 3%, while a reduction of the reinforcing diameter to

![Fig. 9. True stress-strain curve: steel (S355), reinforcement (S400), bolts (Gr.10.9)](image)

![Fig. 10. Discretization of the beam-to-column joint assembly / connection)](image)
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**Fig. 11.** Reference model M1: moment-rotation curves

**Fig. 12.** Reference model M1: response under negative bending moment (stress/plastic strain)

**Fig. 13.** Reference model M1: response under positive bending moment (stress/plastic strain)

**Fig. 14.** Reference model: failure mechanism under negative and positive bending moment

**Fig. 15.** Comparison between joint models M1 and M2

**Fig. 16.** Model without dog-bone M2: response under negative bending moment

**Fig. 17.** Model without dog-bone M2: response under positive bending moment

**Fig. 18.** Model without dog-bone: failure mechanism under negative and positive bending moment
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6mm (Model M51) is accompanied by a resistance reduction of 7%.

On the other hand, the reduction of the number of concrete dowels (model M3) and the change in the concrete strength class have an insignificant influence on the global joint response (less than 2%).

4. Conclusions

The current study was performed with the aim to develop reliable connections between slim-floor beams and columns – for application in structures located in seismic zones. In a first stage, a numerical model was calibrated based on a four point bending test of a slim-floor beam. The numerical calibration of the slim-floor beam allowed assessing the load transfer and failure mechanism (formation of plastic hinge at mid span). It proved the feasibility and performance of the steel-concrete connection, i.e. reinforcing bars passing through the profile’s web and thus forming concrete dowels. In a second step a case study was performed for the investigation of slim-floor beam-to-column joint configurations. The FEM investigation on slim-floor beam-to-column joints lead to the following conclusions:

• in seismic regions it is possible to rely on the full or semi-continuity of joints in the global failure mechanism of MRF or dual steel structures with slim-floors;
• the influence of concrete slim-floor slab is effective in sagging bending as it contributes to the global increase of the both the stiffness and bending capacity. In hogging its influence is less important and the connection characteristics are mainly based on steel components;
• the failure mode of the joint configuration with dog-bone in the lower steel plate was characterized by a ductile formation of the plastic hinge in the beam. In contrast, the configuration without dog-bone lead to the failure of bolt rows in tension (brittle failure);
• the presence of the reinforced concrete slab lead to a limited increase of capacity and stiffness. The inclined reinforcement and the concrete dowels contributed to the load transfer mechanism by connecting the concrete slab to the concrete within flanges. A significant increase of longitudinal reinforcement will lead to higher capacity under negative bending moment.

Based on existing studies and the current study, it is proven that the slim-floor beams can be adapted to Seismic-Resistant Structures and the key aspect is related to the behaviour of slim-floor beam-to-column joints. Future research activities will involve experimental investigation as well as structural numerical analyses for improving the applicability of such systems.
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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental research on bearing-type bolted connections consisting of two bolts positioned perpendicular to the loading direction. A total of 24 connections in double shear fabricated from high strength steels with yield stresses of 677MPa and 825MPa are tested. Two failure modes as tearout failure and splitting failure are observed in experiments. The effect of end distance, edge distance, bolt spacing and steel grade on the failure mode and bearing behavior are discussed. For connection design with bolts positioned perpendicular to loading direction, it is further found that combination of edge distance and bolt spacing effectively determines the failure mode and ultimate load. The test results are compared with Eurocode3. An optimal combination of edge distance and bolt spacing as well as related design suggestion is thus recommended.

Keywords: High strength steel; two-bolt connection; tearout failure; splitting failure

1. Introduction

Bearing-type bolted connection is a widely used connection type in design of steel structures. The resistance of connection is provided by the bearing between bolt and plate. If bolt is designed sufficient to avoid shear failure, the resistance of connection is determined by the material strength of steel plate. High strength steel (HSS) with a nominal yield strength $\geq 460$MPa [1] has improved material strength compared to normal strength steel. Thus, application of HSS into bearing-type bolted connection is a promising strategy, which will effectively increase the bearing resistance.

Experiment on single-bolt connection has been a popular method to test the bearing resistance of an individual bolt [2-4]. However, in multi-bolt connection, the applied load is carried by a group of bolts. Behavior of an individual bolt in multi-bolt connection will be affected by other bolts nearby, which is not considered in single-bolt connection. As a result, research on multi-bolt connection is necessary. The connection with two bolts positioned perpendicular to the loading direction is a basic form of multi-bolt connection. Study on this type of two-bolt connection can effectively test the bearing behavior of an individual bolt affected by another bolt positioned perpendicular to loading direction. Thus, the connection with two bolts positioned perpendicular to loading direction will be mainly discussed in this paper. This paper further provides an experimental analysis on 24 groups of connections with two bolts positioned perpendicular to loading direction. Two types of high strength steels with yield stress of 677MPa and 825MPa are used, which particularly supplements the data set for two-bolt connections made from high strength steels.

2. Experimental work

A total of 24 groups of two-bolt connections positioned perpendicular to loading direction are prepared for the research. Two high strength steels including Q550D and Q690D are used. The two HSS steels are produced by Wuyang Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. Based on GB/T 228-2002 [5], standard tensile tests are conducted at room temperature. The measured material properties are listed in Table 1, where $f_y$ is yield strength, $f_u$ is tensile strength, $E$ is elasticity modulus, $\varepsilon_u$ is the strain at tensile strength, $\Delta$ is the elongation...
ratio at fracture. Fig. 1 presents the measured stress-strain relationship for each high strength steel.

The two-bolt connection is named as TH connection, which is abbreviation for “Two-bolt, Horizontally positioned”. Five main geometric parameters are displayed in Fig. 2, including end distance $e_1$, edge distance $e_2$, bolt spacing $p_2$, bolt hole diameter $d_0$ and plate thickness $t$. All the TH specimens are cited in terms of TH-$e_2/d_0$-$e_2/d_0$-$p_2/d_0$-steel grade. The nominal and measured dimensions for each specimen are listed in Table 2. In Table 2, two different end distances $e_1$ as 1.2$d_0$ (minimum requirement in Eurocode3) and 1.5$d_0$ are adopted. Six combinations of edge distance $e_2$ and bolt spacing $p_2$ are prepared for each $e_1$, as is listed in Table 2.

![Fig. 1 Stress-strain relationship of steel plates](image1)

![Fig. 2 Geometric parameters in TH connection](image2)

The tests are carried out on a hydraulic servo-controlled machine with loading capacity of 2000kN. Experimental set-up is displayed in Fig. 3. High strength bolt M24 (bolt diameter $d = 24\text{mm}$) with grade 12.9 is used and designed with adequate shear resistance to avoid bolt shear failure in experiments. No pretension of bolt is considered and a 1.6mm gap is reserved, as is shown in Fig. 3. These two precautions ensures that load is primarily transferred by bearing. A 10kN load is applied and unloaded to make bolt shank bear on hole wall before formal loading. Then, the specimens are loaded at a prescribed rate of 1.5mm/min until final failure occurs. Two linearly variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) are positioned along both edges of the specimen to measure the bolt hole elongation and plate deformations in the force direction, as shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1 Measured material properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel Grade</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_u$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_y/f_u$</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$e_2$</th>
<th>$A$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q550D</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.0642</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q690D</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0.0511</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Geometrical dimensions (Unit: mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$e_1/d_0$</th>
<th>$e_2/d_0$</th>
<th>$p_2/d_0$</th>
<th>$d_0$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-12-24</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-12-27</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-12-30</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-15-24</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-15-27</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-15-30</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-24</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-35</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-40</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-24</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-35</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-40</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. **Test results and observations**

3.1. **Failure mode**

The comparison of failure modes of TH specimens for each high strength steel is shown in Fig. 4. Two profiles of failure modes associated with tearout and splitting failure are schematically shown in Fig. 5. The first three columns of each row in Fig. 4 show the experimental splitting failure and the second three columns display the tearout failure. In splitting failure, rotation of net cross-section exists, which is less significant in tearout failure. A comparison with the failure mode of single-bolt connection [2] is shown in Fig. 6. The single-bolt connections are made from the same steels in Table 1. With Fig. 4 to Fig. 6, the effect of the geometric parameters \( e_1, e_2 \) and \( p_2 \) and mechanical properties of steel plate are observed as follows.

1. **End distance \( e_1 \):** For specimens with \( e_1=1.2d_0 \) or \( 1.5d_0 \), similar bolt hole elongation and shear fracture are observed, no matter what \( e_2 \) or \( p_2 \) are used. Compared to failure mode of single-bolt connection in Fig. 6, bolt hole elongation and profile of shear fracture display no significant difference.

2. **Edge distance \( e_2 \) (\( e_1/e_2 \)):** For specimens with \( e_1=1.2d_0 \) or \( 1.5d_0 \), two types of \( e_1/e_2 \) are used. For \( e_1/e_2 \) around 1.0 (e.g., TH-12-12-24-550: \( e_1=1.2d_0 \) and \( e_2=1.2d_0 \)), significant rotation of net cross section is observed. For \( e_1/e_2 \) around 0.8 (e.g., TH-12-12-24-550: \( e_1=1.2d_0 \) and \( e_2=1.5d_0 \)), no significant rotation of net cross section is found. The similar rotation of net cross-section can also be found in single-bolt connection with \( e_1=1.5d_0 \) and \( e_2=1.5d_0 \), as is shown in Fig. 6, indicating the similarity of bearing behavior between TH connection and the single-bolt connection.

3. **Bolt spacing \( p_2 \):** There are six values of \( p_2 \) increasing from \( 2.4d_0 \) to \( 4.0d_0 \) for each high strength steel. The value of \( 2.4d_0 \) is the minimum value accepted in Eurocode3. Result in Fig. 4 indicates that effect of \( p_2 \) on bolt hole elongation or shear fracture is negligible when tearout or splitting failure occurs.

4. **Steel grade:** The TH specimens with identical dimensions but different steel grades show similar failure modes.

3.2. **Load-displacement curve and ultimate load**

The load-displacement curves of TH specimens are displayed in Fig. 7. Two clusters of curves are observed. It can be found that specimens with \( e_1=1.5d_0 \) have obviously increased ultimate load as well as deformation capacity compared to specimens with \( e_1=1.2d_0 \). For specimens with the same \( e_1 \), smaller edge distance \( e_2 \) will cause slight reduction of ultimate strength but no significant reduction of deformation capacity, as is shown in Fig. 7. Effect of steel grade on the profile of load-displacement curve for TH specimens is negligible. Smooth descending stage is observed in each load-displacement curve, no matter what steel grade is used. Smooth descending stage is...
observed in each load-displacement curve, no matter which steel grade is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)TH-12-12-24-550</th>
<th>(2)TH-12-12-27-550</th>
<th>(3)TH-12-12-30-550</th>
<th>(4)TH-12-12-15-24-550</th>
<th>(5)TH-12-12-15-27-550</th>
<th>(6)TH-12-12-15-30-550</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(13)TH-12-12-24-690</td>
<td>(14)TH-12-12-27-690</td>
<td>(15)TH-12-12-30-690</td>
<td>(16)TH-12-15-24-690</td>
<td>(17)TH-12-15-27-690</td>
<td>(18)TH-12-15-30-690</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Failure mode of TH connection

![Typical failure modes](image)

Fig. 5 Typical failure modes

The measured ultimate load $F_u$, corresponding deformation $D_u$ and the normalized ultimate load ($F_u/f_\text{ult}$, $d$ is the diameter of bolt shank) for each TH specimen are summarized in Table 3. For specimens with the same end distance $e_1$, similar values of $D_u$ are observed no matter what combination of $e_2$ and $p_2$ is used. For different high strength steels, similarity of the normalized ultimate load is found for each TH specimen. Comparison with result of single-bolt connection is also conducted in Table 3. The ultimate load of single-bolt connection ($F_{\text{single}}$) in Table 3 is experimental result from [2], which is also conducted by the authors of this paper. It can be found that both $F_u$ of TH connection is close to sum of two single-bolt connections with the same $e_1$, while $D_u$ shows similarity between the two types of connections. The observation in Table 3 indicates that an individual bolt in TH connection has the similar bearing behavior compared to single-bolt connection with the same $e_1$. 
For edge bolts

\[ F_{b,rd} = \alpha_b k_t f_u \frac{d}{2} \leq 2.5 f_u d \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

For inner bolts

\[ \alpha_b = \min \left( \frac{e_1}{3d_0}, \frac{f_{ub}}{f_u}, 1 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ k_t = \min \left( 2.8 \frac{e_2}{d_0} - 1.7; 2.5 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Table 3 Ultimate load of TH connection and comparison with single-bolt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>( F_u (kN) )</th>
<th>( F_u/\alpha )</th>
<th>( D_u (\text{mm}) )</th>
<th>( F_u/(2*F_{\text{single}}) )</th>
<th>( D_u/(D_{\text{single}}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-12-24-550</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-12-27-550</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-12-30-550</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-15-24-550</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-15-27-550</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-12-15-30-550</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-30-550</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-35-550</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-40-550</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-30-550</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-35-550</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-40-550</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-24-690</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-27-690</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-30-690</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-24-690</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-27-690</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-30-690</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-30-690</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-35-690</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-15-40-690</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-30-690</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-35-690</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-15-20-40-690</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Comparison with design code

According to current Eurocode3 [6], the bearing resistance for an individual fastener is designated as Eq. (1-5). For group of fasteners, if bolt shear failure does not happen, bearing resistance of the whole connection is sum of each bolt.

\[ F_{b,rd} = \alpha_b k_t f_u \frac{d}{2} \leq 2.5 f_u d \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ \alpha_b = \min \left( \frac{e_1}{3d_0}, \frac{f_{ub}}{f_u}, 1 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ k_t = \min \left( 2.8 \frac{e_2}{d_0} - 1.7; 2.5 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
\[
\alpha_b = \min\left(\frac{p_1}{3d_0} - \frac{1}{4} \cdot \frac{f_{ub}}{f_u}; 1\right) \\
k_i = \min\left(1.4 \frac{p_2}{d_0} - 1.7; 2.5\right)
\]

Where, \( f_{ub} \) is the ultimate tensile strength of bolt.

The formula of bearing resistance in current Eurocode3 can be divided into two parts [6]. The first part is \( \alpha_b k_i f_d \), which considers the condition of tearout failure. The second part is \( 2.5 f_u d \), which considers the limit on bolt hole elongation. Prediction of Eurocode3 for specimens in tearout failure from this paper is displayed in Fig. 8. Two clusters of data are observed in Fig. 8. The first cluster of data has the relative difference around 20% and the second around 40%. Feature of the first data cluster is \( e_2 \geq 1.5d_0 \) and \( p_2 \geq 3.0d_0 \), while feature of the second data cluster is the opposite. The 45% relative difference is due to the parameter \( k_1 \) in Eq. (3). If \( e_2 < 1.5d_0 \) or \( p_2 < 3.0d_0 \), the parameter \( k_1 \) is smaller than 2.5, which incorporates a reduction into the bearing resistance. However, it can be found in Fig. 8 that prediction of Eurocode3 is already conservative without the reduction. As a result, the parameter \( k_1 \) is recommended to be 2.5 for all the values of edge distance \( e \). Furthermore, the bearing resistance in Eurocode3 aims for tearout failure and limit on bolt hole elongation. Thus, a geometry check or the optimal geometry as \( 2e_2/p_2=1 \) is suggested in order to exclude the possible mixed failure.

5. Conclusions

An experimental and numerical study on two-bolt connections perpendicular to loading direction made from two grades of high strength steel (Q550D and Q690D) are conducted. Two failure modes as tearout failure and splitting failure are observed in the experiments. Parameter end distance \( e_1 \) has significant effect on the ultimate load and deformation capacity. Significant rotation of net cross-section and slight reduction of ultimate load are observed in specimens with \( e_1/e_2 \) around 1.0. In addition, bolt spacing \( p_2 \) and steel grade has negligible effect on the failure mode. Comparison with current Eurocode3 is conducted by this paper. The reduction of bearing resistance considered in the parameter \( k_1 \) is found unnecessary, since the designed resistance is already conservative without the reduction. A geometry check is recommended in order to exclude the possible mixed failure.
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Abstract

Within a paradigm of designing building structures for their end-of-life deconstruction, this paper addresses flush end plate beam-to-column composite joints that may be disassembled and reused elsewhere. The joints consist of steel beams bolted to steel columns, and these are made composite over the joint with precast concrete slabs attached to the top flange of the steel beams with post-tensioned high strength bolted shear connectors installed in clearance holes. Joints of this type experience partial shear connection, and accordingly their design needs to incorporate this effect. Experimental work reported elsewhere by the authors shows that a structural system of this type may indeed be deconstructed, even when loaded beyond the serviceability limit state, and that the moment-rotation response is both robust and ductile. A numerical modelling procedure using ABAQUS software is introduced in the paper, and the results of this are used identify the parameters most influential in the structural response, and to propose equations for the initial stiffness, moment capacity and rotation capacity of a joint. These equations are consistent with the component-based representation of the Eurocode 4 and Australian AS2327 composite structures standard.

Keywords: Component method; composite joint; deconstructable; friction grip; FEM.

1. Introduction

The favourable attributes of constructing steel-concrete composite framed buildings for deconstruction and material reuse are manyfold. It has been shown that by using precast concrete slabs with post-installed tensioned friction-grip bolted shear connectors (PFGBSCs) to connect them to steel beams allows for robust composite action, as well as for deconstruction by unbolting the shear connectors at the end of the structural life of the building [1-5]. In regions of hogging bending at a column (Fig. 1), the use of flush end plate bolted connections also allows for unbolting to expedite deconstruction [6-8].

While experimental tests have provided both proof of concept and data bases for calibrating associated numerical models of such framed structures [8], structural design guidance is needed in codified formats for engineering practitioners. A popular technique used in the Eurocodes EC3 [9] and EC4 [10] is the component-based method [11], which provides a good balance of accuracy and simplicity. The aim of the current paper is to develop such a model for deconstructable flush end plate beam-to-column composite joints, based on a numerical model validated by experiments. The equations developed fit well within the design procedures of EC4 [10] and the Australian AS2327 [12].

Fig. 1. Deconstructable flush end plate composite joint.
2. Computational modelling

The structural behaviour of full-scale beam-to-column joints with deconstructable PFGBSCs and precast concrete slabs subjected to static loading has been investigated with a three-dimensional FE model [8] using ABAQUS/CAE software [13], and the various components of the joint are shown in Fig. 2. Material and geometrical non-linearities as well as the non-linearity associated with contacts/interfaces were incorporated in the model. Because of the symmetry of the specimens and loading, only half of each joint was considered as illustrated in Fig. 3. The procedures for the modelling, material constitutive relationships, constraints, boundary conditions, meshing, contacts, and load application are presented in detail in [8], as well as validation of the model. Accordingly, the current paper focuses only on using the model in [8] to provide the data for validating the component-based approach.

Based on the parametric study used for the component model, the most influential parameters that influence the behaviour of the deconstructable composite joints were identified. A 67% shear connection ratio, 0.70% reinforcing ratio, 460UB82.1 steel beam, 250 UC89.5 steel column, 10 mm precast concrete slab, 10 mm flush end plate and Grade 10.9 M24 bolt were adopted for the standard joint considered in the parametric study, but each respective property was varied.

Shear connection ratios (SCRs) of 34%, 54%, 67%, 101%, 108%, 170% and 162% were considered to investigate their effect at the interface between the precast concrete slab and the steel beam. The ratio of the shear connection between the steel beam and precast concrete slab was obtained by changing the number and size of the bolt shear connectors and their spacing along the composite beam length. To gain insight into the effect of the spacing of the bolted shear connectors on the behaviour of composite joints with PFGBSCs and a precast concrete slab, three different spacings of the shear connectors (275, 550 and 1100 mm) were considered. Different reinforcement ratios of 0.36%, 0.43%, 0.51%, 0.60%, 0.70%, 0.80%, 0.91% and 1.03% were used to investigate their effect on the moment-rotation responses. The effect of the bolt size was determined using nine diameters: 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 mm, which corresponds to respective end plate thickness to bolt diameter ratios $t_{ep}/d_{b}$ of 0.83, 0.71, 0.63, 0.56, 0.50, 0.45, 0.42, 0.38, 0.36 and 0.33. Eleven plate thicknesses: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 26 and 30 mm were used to study the effect of the flush end plate thickness on the behaviour of composite joints with PFGBSCs and a precast concrete slab. Seven different steel grades, ranging from S235 to S960, were chosen to investigate the effect of this property on the behaviour of the composite joints, while seven different precast concrete slab thicknesses: 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280, 320 mm were employed to investigate the effect of this parameter on the behaviour of the composite joints. Six different steel column flange thicknesses: 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 280, 30 mm were considered in this study in order to investigate their effect on the behaviour of the composite joints.

Fig. 2. FE mesh of joint components.

Fig. 3. Half joint considered in FE modelling.

3. Component-based modelling

The component-based method provided in EC4 [10] is extended herein to predict the initial stiffness of composite joints having PFGBSCs and a precast concrete slab. In this method, each component of the composite connection is represented by an elastic spring (Fig. 4) and the stiffness of the connection is assessed through
the assemblage of the components. The rebars, flush end plate, bolts in the tension zone, column flange and column web are the main components contributing to the initial rotational stiffness. An effective stiffness \( k_{\text{eff}} \) for a bolt row can be obtained by combining the stiffness of the end plate in bending \( k_3 \), bolts in tension \( k_4 \), column flange in bending \( k_5 \) and column web in tension \( k_6 \) in series. The stiffness coefficients of the column web in compression \( k_1 \) and column web in shear \( k_2 \) are assumed to be infinite due to the stiffened steel column and by the symmetric loading on the connection. The stiffness of the rebars \( k_7 \) is combined with \( k_{\text{eff}} \) and a single equivalent stiffness coefficient \( k_{\text{eq}} \) and its equivalent lever arm \( z_{\text{eq}} \) is obtained. The initial stiffness of the composite joint can then be written as \( S_j = E k_{\text{eq}} z_{\text{eq}}^2 \) (in kNmm/mrad).

Fig. 3. Initial rotational stiffness model.

The initial stiffness derived from the component-based model developed is compared in Table 1 with the FE results. It can be seen that there is good agreement between these two approaches for most of the models, but a large discrepancy can be seen for a few cases such as those having a high reinforcement ratio. Liew et al. [14] reached similar conclusions after comparing their composite joint test results with those predicted by the component-based method, as the component-based method provided 26 to 83\% higher initial stiffnesses compared to their test results [14]. Comparisons between the results predicted by Ahmad and Nethercot’s model [15] and the component-based method shows that except for some cases, both techniques appear to be appropriate to use for estimating the initial stiffness of a deconstructable composite joint.

Table 1. Initial rotational stiffness predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>FEM</th>
<th>Component method</th>
<th>Ahmed &amp; Nethercot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kN/m</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinf. ratio</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Slab thickness    | 2M16  | 52  | 0.75 | 1.23 | 0.75 | 1.23 |
|                   | 4M16  | 70  | 0.94 | 66  | 0.94 |
|                   | 6M16  | 85  | 0.94 | 77  | 0.91 |
|                   | 6M20  | 72  | 0.93 | 56  | 0.78 |
|                   | 6M20  | 88  | 0.92 | 78  | 0.89 |
|                   | 6M20  | 111 | 0.87 | 107 | 0.96 |
|                   | 10M20 | 114 | 0.87 | 108 | 0.95 |
|                   | 80    | 53  | 1.15 | 52  | 0.98 |
|                   | 120   | 73  | 0.90 | 66  | 0.90 |
|                   | 160   | 85  | 0.79 | 67  | 0.79 |
|                   | 200   | 97  | 0.77 | 68  | 0.70 |
|                   | 240   | 121 | 0.66 | 68  | 0.56 |
|                   | 280   | 142 | 0.68 | 69  | 0.48 |
|                   | 320   | 167 | 0.54 | 68  | 0.41 |
|                   | 12    | 58  | 1.00 | 66  | 1.14 |
|                   | 14    | 65  | 0.92 | 66  | 1.02 |
|                   | 16    | 65  | 0.97 | 66  | 1.02 |
|                   | 8     | 64  | 0.97 | 66  | 1.00 |
|                   | 20    | 68  | 0.94 | 66  | 0.97 |
|                   | 22    | 73  | 0.89 | 66  | 0.90 |
|                   | 24    | 73  | 0.90 | 66  | 0.90 |
|                   | 26    | 74  | 0.91 | 66  | 0.89 |
|                   | 28    | 82  | 0.82 | 66  | 0.80 |
|                   | 30    | 97  | 0.70 | 66  | 0.68 |
|                   | 6     | 27  | 1.52 | 66  | 2.44 |
|                   | 8     | 56  | 0.95 | 66  | 1.18 |
|                   | 10    | 73  | 0.92 | 66  | 0.90 |
|                   | 12    | 93  | 0.81 | 66  | 0.71 |
|                   | 14    | 112 | 0.74 | 66  | 0.59 |
|                   | 16    | 128 | 0.70 | 66  | 0.52 |
|                   | 18    | 146 | 0.64 | 66  | 0.45 |
|                   | 20    | 158 | 0.61 | 66  | 0.42 |
|                   | 22    | 170 | 0.57 | 66  | 0.39 |
|                   | 26    | 185 | 0.53 | 66  | 0.36 |
|                   | 30    | 196 | 0.50 | 66  | 0.34 |
|                   | 10    | 36  | 1.53 | 66  | 1.93 |
|                   | 14    | 53  | 1.25 | 66  | 1.25 |
|                   | 18    | 73  | 0.90 | 66  | 0.90 |
|                   | 22    | 77  | 0.87 | 66  | 0.86 |
|                   | 26    | 83  | 0.82 | 66  | 0.80 |
|                   | 30    | 86  | 0.79 | 66  | 0.77 |
|                   | 10    | 36  | 1.53 | 66  | 1.93 |
|                   | 14    | 53  | 1.25 | 66  | 1.25 |
|                   | 18    | 73  | 0.90 | 66  | 0.90 |
|                   | 22    | 77  | 0.87 | 66  | 0.86 |
|                   | 26    | 83  | 0.82 | 66  | 0.80 |
|                   | 30    | 86  | 0.79 | 66  | 0.77 |

The moment capacities of composite joints with PFGBSCs and precast concrete slabs can be calculated using the concept of rigid plastic analysis. Anderson and Najafi [15] proposed an approach (Fig. 4) using this technique for the calculation of the moment capacity of traditional composite connections, and their model is extended herein for composite joints with PFGBSCs and precast concrete slabs. The bending strength of a composite joint can be determined from

\[
M_j = F_{bh} (h_b - 0.5t_{fb}) + F_b (h_b - 0.5t_{fb})
\]

if \( F_{bh} + F_b \leq F_{bh} \), and from
\[ M_j = F_{rb} \left( h_{rb} - 0.5t_{fb} \right) + F_b \left( h_b - 0.5t_{fb} \right) \]
\[ - \left( F_{rb} + F_b - F_{fb} \right) \left( 0.5y_c + 0.5t_{fb} \right) \]

(2)

if \( F_{rb} + F_b > F_{fb} \), in which \( F_{rb} \) is the tensile strength of the longitudinal rebars, \( F_b \) the tensile force in the bolts at the top row, \( F_{fb} \) the resistance force in the bottom flange of the steel beam, \( h_{rb} \) the distance between the centroid of the reinforcing bars and the centroid of the steel beam bottom flange, \( h_b \) the distance between the centroid of the top row of bolts and the centroid of the steel beam bottom flange and \( t_{fb} \) the thickness of the steel beam bottom flange (Fig. 4). In addition, \( y_c \) is the depth of web in compression, being obtained from

\[ y_c = \frac{F_{rb} + F_b - F_{fb}}{t_{fb}f_{jb}}. \]

(3)

Fig. 4. Moment capacity model.

The moment capacity determined from this method is compared with the FE results in Table 2. It can be seen that good agreement between these two approaches is demonstrated for most of the models. However, there is a discrepancy for a few cases, such as those with very high reinforcement ratios or with very low degrees of shear connection. This is because the design method is not applicable to composite joints with an overly-low degree of shear connection, as its failure governed by fracture of shear connectors.

In order to incorporate the effects of partial shear connection in this method, the strength of the longitudinal reinforcing bars located in the precast concrete slab was limited by the shear strength of the bolted shear connectors. Because of this, based on the experimental results achieved by Ataei et al. [4-7], when the yield strength of the reinforcement (\( F_{rb} \)) is 1.5 times that of the shear strength of the bolted shear connectors (\( F_{fb} \)), \( F_{rb} \) can be obtained from

\[ F_{rb} = 1.5F_{fb}. \]

(4)

When the effect of partial shear connection is taken into calculation of the moment capacity of a composite joint with PFGBSCs and a precast concrete slab, the analytical model provides much closer results (the values in brackets) to the FE predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Moment capacity predictions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt size (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End plate thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column flange thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is larger than 30 mrad, the joint is deemed to be ductile and plastic analysis and design are permitted. Therefore, calculation of the rotation capacity with sufficient accuracy is needed.

Ahmad and Nethercot [16] proposed a model for the rotation capacity of a connection based on the deformation of the reinforcement and the top row bolts and the slip at the interface between the concrete slab and steel beam, being written as

\[
\theta_r = \frac{\delta_b}{h_y - y_c} + \frac{\delta_y}{h_y - y_c} + \frac{s}{D_y - y_c},
\]

(5)

where \(\delta_b\) is the elongation of the longitudinal reinforcing bars, \(\delta_y\) the extension of the top row of bolts and \(s\) the slip at the interface between the steel beam and concrete slab. These can be calculated from

\[
\delta_b = 0.01 \left( \frac{D_s}{2} + d_1 + s_{shbc} \right), \quad \delta_y = \frac{F_b}{K_b}, \quad s = \frac{F}{K_{shbc}}
\]

(6)

where \(D_s\) is the depth of the steel column, \(D_b\) the depth of the steel beam, \(d_1\) the distance between the column face and the first row of the shear bolts and \(s_{shbc}\) the distance between the first row and the second rows of the shear bolts. The stiffness of the top row of bolts (\(K_b\)) can be taken as \(K_b = 155\) kN/mm. The stiffness of the bolt shear connectors (\(K_{shbc}\)) can be taken as \(K_{shbc} = 10n\) kN/mm according to the results observed from the tests conducted by Ataei et al. [4,5], where \(n\) is the number of bolt shear connectors present in the shear span.

The rotation capacities determined from this model are compared with the FE results in Table 3. Good agreement between these two approaches is observable for most of the models, but there is a large discrepancy for a few cases such as those with very high reinforcement ratios or with high degrees of shear connection. This may be because fracture of the bolt in the connection zone, fracture of the flush end plate and the effect of the degree of shear connection are not considered in Ahmad and Nethercot’s model.

So as to incorporate the effect of partial shear connection in this method, the strength of the longitudinal reinforcing bars located in the precast concrete slab was limited by the shear strength of the bolted shear connectors. Accordingly, based on the experimental results obtained by Ataei et al. [4], \(\delta_b = 0\) if \(F_{shbc} \leq 0.67F_{sh}\). Table 3 shows that when the effect of partial shear connection is taken into account, the analytical model can provide closer results (values in brackets) compared to the FE predictions.

**Table 3. Moment capacity predictions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>FEM</th>
<th>Ahmed &amp; Nethercot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinf. ratio</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>66 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>71 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>76 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>82 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear connector</td>
<td>2M16</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>53 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2M20</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4M16</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6M16</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4M20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6M20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10M16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10M20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab thickness (mm)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>280</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>320</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt size (mm)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End plate thickness (mm)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column flange thickness (mm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.18 (1.09)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

This paper has used the methodology of a FE modelling reported elsewhere by the authors to assess a proposed component-based technique for designing deconstructable flush end plate beam-to-column composite joints. The numerical procedure is underpinned by ABAQUS software and its validity was also confirmed elsewhere by comparisons with test results. The FE procedure allows for a
substantial combination of parameters over a wide range of those met in practice.

It was shown that prescriptive models available in the literature and augmented appropriately provide a good balance of simplicity and accuracy. These models and their mathematical representation are consistent with techniques already used in codes of practice.
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Abstract
Rising cost pressures and the prospect of quick returns have led to an increase in mono functional buildings since the 1970s. These prevent the adaptation to changing user requirements with little monetary outlay. Lack of marketability, increasing vacancy and early demolition are often the consequences. Main objective of the AIF/FOSTA research project P1118 [1] is to develop planning recommendations for multifunctional usable buildings. Adaptability to changing needs will increase marketability and value stability as well as extend the lifetime of the buildings. This not only increases the economy but also the resource efficiency.
First of all, the paper explains the ecological and economic requirements for modern buildings, which are based on current certification systems. In this context, the expected lifetime of primary and secondary building components are also dealt with. Subsequently, relevant types of use as well as requirements for essential building parameters are presented. In a comparison, the ecological expenses and costs are assessed for four selected composite structures. For the multifunctional building structures an extension of lifetime is considered and the environmental and monetary impacts are assessed. Furthermore, the influence of the structure on the building foundations is analysed. The investigations present the effects of the building masses on the foundations for two different soil conditions. Finally, the investigations show that variable usable buildings with a longer lifetime lead to a better sustainability.

Keywords: multifunctional buildings; composite ceiling systems; sustainability; life cycle assessment.

1. Introduction
The real estate industry is facing new challenges. The consequences of the demographic change of our society, the structural development of cities and the need to reduce the global warming require more suitable solutions. Key objectives for the life cycle of buildings are the reduction of energy consumption, emissions and waste. This can be achieved by optimized building constructions and the extension of lifetime. Buildings must be designed in such a way that they not only meet current user requirements, but also future ones. A survey by the European Commission found that office buildings undergo a change in use every 11.6 years [3-4]. Experience of recent decades shows that the construction of low-cost mono-functional building structures and

neighbourhoods, as they are implemented in many places of Europe since the 1970s, often lead to premature vacancy up to demolition because sufficient adaptability of the primary structure is not given. Future buildings should be designed in such a way, that they allow a change in use with little monetary and time expenditure. Thus, it is necessary to create buildings with a primary structure that meets the requirements of different types of use relevant for the location. If change of use happens, adjustments should be limited to the secondary structures.

In the AIF / FOSTA research project P881, the development of design recommendations for sustainable office buildings in steel and composite construction was carried out by the interdisciplinary cooperation of architects, structural engineers, ergonomists and
economists. In this context, the analysis of rating systems for sustainability, the development of methods for evaluating building constructions, structural optimizations for flexible office layouts and the compilation of databases for the assessment of the economy and ecology of buildings were carried out.

Based on the results of P881 the AIF/FOSTA project P1118 followed to develop multifunctional office and commercial buildings. In addition to the focus on the functionality of the buildings, a more comprehensive approach was taken to design and evaluate the building structures, including the facades and foundations. On the basis of test designs for reference buildings with different functionality, the respective constructional efforts were identified. To evaluate the benefits of increased functionality for the real estate industry, stochastic modelled full financial plans were used. The investigations show that the additional expenses for creation of functionality in building construction are moderate. The earnings situation is improved by a higher rent and a lower probability of rent losses. In addition, the residual value of the real estate increases at the end of an evaluation period. The longer service life and fewer efforts due to conversions increase the resource efficiency of the building structures.

2. Assessment of Sustainability

2.1. Certification of buildings

The assessment of sustainability takes place by various certification systems. The British system BREEAM and the US system LEED are the international leading systems. In Germany, the systems DGNB (Deutsches Gütesiegel für Nachhaltiges Bauen) for public buildings and BNB (Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen für Bundesgebäude) for federal buildings have been developed. Compared to BREEAM and LEED an equal rating of the three aspects ecology, economy, socio-cultural and functional quality is taken by DGNB and BNB. Thus, the German systems are also referred to as systems of the second generation. In addition, the technical and the process quality are taken into account as relevant properties in all areas. Meanwhile, in addition to office and administration buildings other types of buildings, such as hotels, commercial buildings, education centres, industrial buildings and parking garages can be assessed.

2.2. Ecological Sustainability

The evaluation of the ecological quality follows by the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of buildings and its components. This includes the phases of product manufacturing, construction, the use stage and disposal. In addition, credits and debits beyond the life cycle for reuse, recovery and recycling will be considered. The environmental indicators (e. g. global warming potential and primary energy demand) for building materials and products are collected in databases and environmental product declarations (EPD). An overview is given in [4].

The evaluation systems DGNB and BNB assume a lifetime of 50 years for the assessment of the ecological impact of buildings. If components have a shorter service life, they have to be replaced once or several times during the life cycle of a building. In this case the environmental impacts have to be multiplied. Various studies have been carried out to assess the service life of components (see [5-7]). The results are based on statistical evaluations for existing buildings. The lifetime of building components is given as a range of minimum and maximum duration. Partly, the sources show big differences in their rating. Furthermore, there are still insufficient empirical values for many relevant components and construction products. Hence, RITTER [8, 9] calculated the lifetimes based on data of existing constructions as well as probabilistic methods considering the material influences. This made it possible to rate the life span of new components without existing data.

Fig. 1 shows the determined lifetime of selected components. In particular, the elements of the primary structure (foundations, columns, ceilings) have a long lifetime. The average is rated with 83 to 100 years. Secondary elements, such as facades, windows, suspended ceilings and fire protection, have much lower average service life of 22 to 58 years. The lifetime of buildings is not limited by the durability of the supporting structures. It is the out-dated building equipment, the need of modernisation and repair, which do not allow a contemporary and adequate use. Consequently, designing an appropriated building structure, which considers the relevant types of use, can elongate the lifetime of a building. Thus, the refurbishment can be limited to secondary components.
2.3. Economical Assessment

The economic assessment takes into account the building-related life cycle costs (LCC) as well as the efficiency, adaptability and the lasting value. Table 1 provides an overview of the criteria given by BNB and DGNB for office and administration buildings and their shares in the overall assessment. The construction costs of the buildings become less important. The influence of the follow-up costs as well as the efficiency, flexibility and lasting value increase.

Scopes of the evaluation are criteria like:

- clear storey height and building width,
- vertical access of the building,
- floor plan design (size of units, space for mechanical services, emergency exits etc.),
- construction of inner- and partition walls,
- level of imposed loads and their reserves,
- technical equipment for air condition, building automation, installation centres,
- possibility of space use in small units,
- possibility to use renewable energy.

Depending on the type of building different requirements are placed on the mentioned criteria. Space efficiency and adaptability can be achieved by appropriate floor plan design, building width, clear storey heights, building access, including relevant usage scenarios and appropriate revisable technical installations. Flexible buildings are characterized by floors without or at least optimally positioned inner columns involving various usage scenarios. Partition walls should be connectable in each axis of the façade grid, not extend into the floor and ceiling structure, dust-free mountable and reusable.

Under the conditions for a space-efficient and flexible building and the assumption that the costs for operating and maintenance are largely independent of the bearing structures, the optimization and comparison of building structures can be made on the manufacturing costs. Prices for building materials, performance values for productivity and salaries depend on regional, temporal and economic fluctuations. In the research project P881, a compilation of manufacturing costs and work processes for bearing structures of buildings was made. It was based on researches and experience of various companies from the German-speaking countries. The results of the parametric studies were rated as a percentage of the respective peak value (100 %). This corresponds to a relative comparison, disposing the effect of these variations on the results as far as possible. This applies as long as the relations of the expenses remain in the system.

Table 1. Criteria of the economic quality of office buildings (cf. BNB, DGNB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>content</th>
<th>BNB</th>
<th>DGNB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>building-related life cycle costs</td>
<td>11.25 %</td>
<td>9.64 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>profitability, lasting value,</td>
<td>space</td>
<td>flexibility and conversion feasibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance</td>
<td>efficiency</td>
<td>3.75 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adaptability</td>
<td>7.5 %</td>
<td>marketability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Design of multifunctional buildings

The boundary conditions and design parameters for the bearing structures arise from the building requirements and the specified grids of facades and columns. This includes the spans of slabs and beams, floor heights, imposed and additional dead loads, fire protection, the design of components and installation spaces. A selection of appropriate construction systems, components and design principles, which fulfil the requirement under consideration of sustainability criteria in an optimum, has to be taken.

A systematic procedure for the design of the building structures is to deduce the essential parameters of the relevant usage scenarios. The choice of scenarios should consider the building location (e.g. city center or suburb) and the current and future needs. Furthermore, it is preferable to distinguish between floors within the building because certain uses will preferably be positioned in certain floors. Typical allocations are underground parking and storage areas in the basement, retail on the ground floor, office, residential and hotel uses on the upper floors. Specific requirements resulting from the type of use, e.g., the width of the building, storey height, imposed loads, access to the building and technical equipment. Vice versa, the suitability of the building parameters to specific usage can be carried out. According to the previous descriptions, in P1118 the essential characteristics of building parameters for the design of bearing structures were examined. Some individual parameters are explained in the following.

In Europe the assumptions for dead and imposed loads are carried out by EN 1991-1-1 and the country-specific national annexes. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the imposed loads, which are applicable with a surcharge for partition walls for different types of usage taking into account the German national annex. Floors for office, residential and hotel usage can be designed for a relatively low imposed load (≤ 3.0 kN/m²). For retail, convention centres and gastronomy areas, imposed loads up to 5.0 kN/m² have to be considered. Storage and archive space require even higher loads. The amount of additional dead load depends on the ceiling construction. The use of suspended ceilings and double floors creates a high degree of flexibility for technical installations and subsequent use changes. If the floors are rented to different users, the combination of both systems may be relevant.

Fig. 3 shows appropriate and possible storey heights for different types of use. The various usage requirements lead to different storey heights. Parking levels can be built with a clear height of 2 m. For residential and office uses clear heights starting from 2.50 m are suitable. For retail larger clear storey heights are necessary depending on the sales areas.

4. Assessment of bearing structures

4.1. Steel and composite structures

With steel and composite structures, various user requirements can be fulfilled. For instance, with the use of long-span ceiling systems interior columns can be avoided. This increases the flexibility in the floor plan design. The ceilings, which generally include downstand composite beams (DSB), provide the necessary space for...
technical building equipment. Slim floor systems, using integrated floor beams (IFB) or slim floor beams (SFB), have a significantly lower construction height. They generally require inner columns. In the case of slim floor systems or slabs with composite beams and insufficient structural height, the technical equipment has to be installed below the structure level and/or in the above-lying double or cavity floors.

Based on the results of the project P881 [3], buildings with different degrees of variability were designed and optimized according to ecological and economic criteria in project P1118 [1]. The definition of “variability” refers to the possibility of the variety of uses of the buildings, which results in corresponding requirements for the building structures. For example, the higher the clear storey heights and ceiling load capacities, the lower are the resulting restrictions on use (see section 3).

The investigations in project P1118 include i.a. the structures of the buildings, structural fire protection, building foundations and facade systems. The influence of the increasing variability of a building on the environmental and costs is shown. The additional expenses in the phase of construction and maintenance are compared with the savings due to changes in use, stability of value and marketability as well as the extension of the life cycle. Subsequently, individual studies from the project are presented.

Fig. 4 shows the cross sections of reference buildings with low and high variability. The low variable building has inner columns and a clear storey height of 3.50 m in the ground floor and 2.75 m in all upper floors. The imposed load on the ceilings of the upper floors, including additional load from partition walls, is 3.0 kN/m². This leads to a limitation of the frequent forms of use of office, residential, hotel and similar. Integrated floor beams (IFB) with composite slabs and high trapezoidal sheets as well as prestressed hollow core slabs are considered as ceiling systems (Fig. 5). The system with composite slabs is designed with a beam and column spacing of 5.40 m. The system with the long prestressed concrete slabs has a beam and column spacing of 8.10 m. The integrated floor beams and composite slabs do not need additional fire protection, since in case of fire, the failure of the lower flanges and profile sheets will be compensated by appropriate reinforcement in the concrete.

The technical installation is arranged in the corridor area. This results in a reduction of the clear storey height in this area to 2.50 m.

The building with high variability is planned without inner columns. The upper floors have a clear storey height of 3.0 m and are designed for imposed loads of 5.0 kN/m². With these parameters all types of use, except storage and archive use, are possible. In addition, a raised floor is considered in order to increase the variability of the storeys regarding the technical installation. Necessary adaptations can be made as far as possible within the storeys, in which the changes take place. Due to the span of the ceilings, composite slabs with downstand beams (DSB) are considered. As Fig. 5 shows, two structural systems with a column distance of 5.40 m are examined. In the first system, the beam and column spacings are the same. A composite slab with 155 mm thickness is considered. The second system has a beam spacing of 2.70 m. Thereby the required construction height is reduced. In static terms, a composite slab with 100 mm height is sufficient. Supports during assembly can be omitted. To reach a fire resistance F90 for the steel beams, a 25 mm thick U-shaped rock wool panelling is used.

4.2. Ecological and economic assessment

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the building material demand for the ceiling systems and columns in relation to the generated gross floor area (GFA). In the low variable building the structural steel demand decreases with the larger beam spacing. The masses of the ceilings with high profile sheets and those with prestressed
hollow core slabs differ only slightly. For the ceilings with downstand beams the reduction of the beam spacing and the arrangement of edge beams leads to a higher sectional steel demand. On the other hand, the masses of the reinforcement and in-situ concrete are reduced.

Fig. 5. Cross and longitudinal sections; view of the ceiling systems with beam and column spacings

Fig. 6. Building material demand of the ceiling systems and columns per m² gross floor area (GFA)

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the primary energy demand and the relative manufacturing costs of the supporting structures. The values are given with reference to the lifetime of the buildings. Obviously, the integrated floor beams (IFB) with prestressed concrete slabs lead to the lowest costs. The ceilings with downstand beams (DSB) and a spacing of 2.70 m have the highest costs due to the increased steel demand and the fire protection. If a longer lifetime is taken into account due to the higher variability, the annual costs will decrease. This includes that rock wool fire protection panels will have to be replaced after 50 years (see EPD [10]). After 10 years of longer service life, the related building costs of the low and high variable buildings are approximately the same. If the lifetime of the high variable building can be increased up to 75 years, the related manufacturing costs will be up to 25% lower than the values of the low variable building.

Regarding the primary energy demand, slim-floor-systems (IFB) with a beam spacing of 8.10 m have the highest values. This results
mainly from the influence of the prestressed concrete hollow slabs. Because of their material efficiency, the ceilings with downstand beams lead to lower environmental impacts than the slim-floor-systems. Despite of the higher consumption of sectional steel, the system with 2.70 m beam spacing produces the lowest primary energy demand due to the savings in concrete and reinforcement. The influence of structural fire protection with rock wool panels is low for all bearing structures. By extending the lifetime to 75 years, the environmental impact of the high variable building is reduced down to two-thirds of the low variable one.

4.3. Influence of the building foundation

The foundation of a building will be designed depending on the predominant soil and groundwater conditions at the respective location. Depending on the loads and the load-bearing capacity of the soil, flat or deep foundations are carried out. Partially, deep foundations can be avoided by soil improvement. In order to assess the influence of the bearing structure and the column loads under different soil conditions, two situations were investigated. In the first case, a stable mixed-grained soil was assumed. Thus, flat single foundations were possible. The foundations were designed according to DIN EN 1997-1 and the German national annex. In the second case, a medium-plastic tone was assumed. Consequently, single foundations with partial displacement bored piles (D = 60 cm) were considered. The number and length of the piles were calculated for the acting loads.

Fig. 8 shows the permanent and imposed loads per square meter ground plan area as well as the building material demand for the flat and pile foundations in relation to the gross floor area (GFA) of the buildings. The comparison of the flat foundations show that the differences in the building material consumption are smaller than the relation of the acting loads. The numbers of foundations differ in the variants due to the different column spacings in longitudinal direction of the buildings (5.40 m and 8.10 m) and the lack of inner columns under the ceilings with downstand beams. The pile foundations show greater differences in the building material consumption. The building with IFB and prestressed hollow core slabs shows the lowest load per m² foundation area, but requires the largest building material demand. Indeed, the number of foundations is reduced due to the column distance of 8.10 m, but the individual loads are higher. As the volume of the
foundations increases disproportionately with the load, significantly larger concrete masses are required.

5. Summary and outlook

The lifetime of multi-storey buildings is highly dependent on the adaptability to changing user requirements, especially in cities. If bearing structures are designed in such a way that the relevant forms of use are possible, modification measures are limited to the interior constructions and, if necessary, the building facades. As the building stock shows, appropriately executed bearing structures can be used for more than 100 years. Steel and composite constructions enable a floor plan design without inner columns and have a higher adaptability. The lighter construction compared to conventional reinforced concrete structures reduces building materials, foundation loads and its costs. Minor modifications save resources and minimize usage restrictions. Investors and clients benefit from higher value stability and marketability of the buildings. Rent losses will be reduced and a premature dismantling avoided.

In order to achieve the adaptability of buildings, the relevant usage scenarios have to be respected in the planning. The consideration of sufficiently high imposed loads and clear storey heights, the possibility to exchange and retrofit the technical installation under suspended ceilings, double or cavity floors increase the flexibility. In addition, a suitable access to the building units, the possibility of small-scale usage and the necessary precautions for adequate fire protection must be observed. The additional expenses for the bearing constructions have a lower influence on the total costs and are a good investment in the sustainability of the buildings.

This paper presents an overview of planning flexible and sustainable buildings in steel and composite construction. Individual aspects, such as the design and assessment of ceiling systems and their effects on foundations under different soil conditions are treated. As part of the project P1118, a research team consisting of architects, civil engineers, project developers and construction companies investigated several aspects of architectural and constructional design. Numerous studies were carried out, including the floor plan design, supporting structures, facades, technical installations, economic efficiency and sustainability. Reference buildings were examined and planning recommendations for designing adaptable buildings were developed. The research report [1] and the project manual for P1118 will be available soon.
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Abstract

In usual concrete buildings, medium to long span slabs can only be achieved by using prestressed beams. However, these elements are heavy, making their handling expensive; the cladding of these beams to vertical elements creates several difficulties, particularly in case of moment resisting frames; at last, their precamber implies a cautious management of the concreting and is a source of defects.

Steel-concrete composite beams may offer an alternative, with similar performances. However they are not considered by concrete builders, because specific tools and skills are needed to erect them on site. Moreover usual composite members require a supplementary fire protection, which is costly and unsightly.

This article presents an innovative steel-concrete moment resisting portal frame that overcomes these difficulties. It is based on composite tubular columns, and a composite beam made of a U-shaped steel profile used as permanent formwork to encase a concrete beam. This steel-concrete duality of beams allows an erection on site without any weld or bolt by a wise positioning of the construction joints. Moreover, as the resistance to fire is ensured by the concrete beam, the system does not require any additional fire protection. Finally, as only steel elements have to be handled on site, there is no need of heavy cranes. This system has been used to build a research center near Rennes, in France. As it is not covered in present norms, an experimental validation was required. After a detailed description of the structural system, the full-scale tests which have been performed are presented:

- A series of asymmetrical push-out tests in order to determine the behaviour and resistance of shear connectors;
- One 6-point bending test made to investigate the resistance of the USCHB under sagging bending moment;
- Two tests of the beam-column joint.

Keywords: Hybrid steel-concrete beam; Innovative construction; U-shape steel profile; L-shape shear connector; beam-to-column joint; full-scale experimental test.

1. Introduction

In usual concrete buildings, medium to long span slabs can only be achieved by using prestressed beams. However, these elements are heavy, making their handling expensive; the cladding of these beams to vertical elements creates several difficulties, particularly in case of moment resisting frames; at last, their precamber implies a cautious management of the concreting and is a source of defects.

Steel-concrete composite beams may offer an alternative, with similar performances. However, they are not considered by concrete builders, because specific tools and skills are needed to erect them on site and make connections between members. Moreover, usual composite members require a supplementary fire protection, which is costly and unsightly.

This article presents an innovative steel-concrete moment resisting portal frame that overcomes these difficulties. It is based on composite tubular columns, and composite beams made of a U-shaped steel profile used as permanent formwork to encase a concrete beam,
named U-shaped steel-concrete hybrid beam (USCHB), see Fig.1.

U-shaped steel girders with concrete infill have already been proposed in the past, for example by Liu et al [1]. The objective was then to overcome the maximum span of traditional composite members made with an I-shaped steel girder, which was limited by local instabilities and lateral-torsional buckling. A shortcoming of this solution is the fact that no reinforcement rebars are added in the concrete beam drop leading to its inefficiency. In the actual USCHB, the concrete beam drop is reinforced. Thus, the beam is dual it is a composite beam as well as a concrete beam, and the infill contributes to increase both the flexural and shear resistance of the composite beam.

As a consequence, the resistance to fire can be ensured by the inside concrete beam, and the system does not require any additional fire protection. This advantage is not detailed in present article.

The duality of the beam is also used to make the solution adapted to concrete builders. A wise positioning of the construction joints at inflection points of the bending moment diagram in the beam allows an erection on site without any weld or bolt, as the connection can be made only by the continuity of the concrete beam, see Fig. 1. As a consequence, the steel portal frame is divided in three elements prefabricated in the factory: the central part of the beam, and the two columns welded to the hogging of the beam.

As already pointed out in general for composite beams, there is no need of heavy cranes on site as only steel elements have to be handled.

![Fig. 1. The hybrid portal frame](image)

2. USCHB in positive bending moment

2.1. Description of USCHB

USCHB is composed of a U-shaped steel profile, a slab deck, an infill concrete element and shears connectors see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. On AVRIL project, the U-shaped steel profile is a cold-formed steel plate with a thickness of 6 mm. The lower flange is 300 mm wide, webs are 500 mm high, and upper flanges are 100 mm wide. The latter are used as supports for precast concrete slabs. Composite mechanism of USCHB is ensured by shear connectors. Headed shear stud connectors are usually chosen in many composite beams [2, 3], but not suitable for USCHB due to the small thickness of the U-shape steel profile. L-angle shear connectors welded to the two upper edges of the U-shape steel profile (Fig. 3) are then adopted.

![Fig. 3. USCHB Cross-section](image)
In the first part of this section, a series of large-scale push-out tests is performed in order to determine the characteristics of this new type of shear connectors. Then, a 6-point bending moment test is performed to check if stiffnesses and resistances of the composite and concrete beams can be added.

**2.2. Push-out test on shear connectors**

Four asymmetrical push-out tests have been performed, see Fig. 5, inspiring from tests presented by Chinn [2] and Lowe et al.[3]. They have been described in a previous article [4].

In the first specimen, the steel-concrete connection is achieved by 3 angles with dimensions of 40x40x4 mm and is denoted "L40". The other three specimens, denoted "L50-I","L50-II" and "L50-III" use 3 angles with dimensions of 50x50x5 mm. The length of the specimen is 1200 mm. The cast-in-place concrete block and the precast concrete slab are made of C25/30 and C40/45 respectively. The steel grades of U-shaped steel beam, and of L-shaped shear connectors are S355 and S235, respectively. Surfaces between the U-shaped steel profile and the concrete block are greased in order to distribute shear forces exclusively to the shear connectors.

Recommendations of Eurocode 4 [5] were followed to define the loading procedure. The test was made at an early age of the concrete in order to get a concrete resistance between 60 and 80 % of the characteristic value. 25 loading/unloading cycles between 5 and 40 % of the ultimate load were applied before loading up to failure.

The force-slip curve for one shear connector is illustrated in Fig. 6. The maximum load and the ultimate slip have been computed following EC4 [5], and are reported in Table 1. As ultimate slips are higher than 6 mm, L-section shear connectors can be considered as ductile following Eurocode 4 [5].

![Fig. 4. U Shaped Concrete-Steel Hybrid Beam](image1)

![Fig. 5. Push-out test setup](image2)

![Fig. 6. Force-slip curve by connector: L40 (a) and L50 (b)](image3)

![Fig. 7. Angle deformations after testing](image4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Results for push-out test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (kN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ&lt;sub&gt;u&lt;/sub&gt; (mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During experimental testing, no cracks were observed on the concrete slabs. After testing the concrete was removed to examine the connectors as seen in Fig. 7. The plastic deformations of shear connectors are located near the zones welded to the upper flanges.
Numerical simulations made with Abaqus were able to reproduce the experimental behavior [4]. This computation confirmed that the ultimate load was fixed by the shear yielding of the steel angle, see Fig. 8.

As a consequence, the following design formula has been proposed:

$$P_u = 2(A_{s1} + A_{s2})\frac{f_u}{\sqrt{3}} + 2K_cA_cf_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with $A_{s1}$ and $A_{s2}$, the areas of the steel angle submitted to plastic shear at collapse, see Fig. 9, $f_u$ the ultimate stress of steel, $A_c$, the steel-concrete contact area of the part of the angle still connected to the U-shaped steel profile at collapse, $f_c$ the resistance of concrete in compression, and $K_c$ given by the following equation:

$$K_c = 19 - 38 \frac{h_a}{H_c}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with $h_a$ the height of the angle, $H_c$ the height of the concrete slab.

2.3. 6-point bending moment experimental test

The cross section of the specimen is the one defined in Fig. 3, with a width of the slab of 2500mm. The length of the specimen is 10600mm. Shear connectors with dimensions of 50x50x5mm are used with a spacing of 300 mm. Material properties are the same as the ones used in the push-out test. Inside tensile rebars are 4HA16 as seen in Fig. 16.

The specimen is simply supported, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The load is applied by a hydraulic jack on a system of spreader beams to obtain a 4-point loading.

The force-displacement at mid span curve is presented in Fig. 11, and compared to a numerical simulation made with the FEA HBCOL software [6], that takes into account the non-linearities of the steel and concrete, as well as the one of the steel-concrete connection. As can be seen, the comparison is very good. The picture of the specimen, Fig. 12, shows the large ductility of the USCHB.

Supposing that the Bernoulli hypothesis is applicable, the moment-curvature curve can be drawn based on material laws and section properties. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the experimental curve fits well with the theoretical one. Ultimate bending moment obtained from the experiment is 1921 kNm whereas the one
obtained from analytical computation is 1865 kNm.

![Moment-curvature curve at mid span](image)

It can be concluded that the behaviour of the USCHB under hogging bending moment can be determined using the formulation adopting the hypothesis of plane section.

### 3. Structural analysis of the portal frame

The software HBCOL developed initially by Keo [6] for the study of hybrid members has been extended to handle portal frames. It is based on a plane beam finite element written in corotational description and is able to take into account geometrical and material nonlinearities, as well as the effects of partial shear connection. The stress-strain relationships for steel rebars, steel and concrete are chosen following the recommendations of Eurocode 4 [5]. For shear connectors, the stress-strain relationship is based on test results.

The fiber approach makes possible the division of the bending moments between the steel and the concrete parts of the section. The shear force supported by each material is then deduced by the derivation of the bending moments. This allows to design the stirrups in the concrete beam. Bending moment diagram at ULS is given in Fig. 14 and displacements at SLS in Fig. 15. The resulting sections are presented in Fig. 16.

![Cross section and rebars of USCHB in sagging (a) and hogging zone (b), and column (c)](image)

### 4. USCHB to USCHB connection

As already explained in the introduction, the steel part of the portal frame is prefabricated in three parts that are assembled on site by the casting of the concrete, without any bolt or weld. The steel discontinuity is located in the beam, near the inflexion point of the bending moment diagram under permanent loads, see Fig. 1.

The central part is called “beam A” and the outer part of the beam “beam B”. The extremities of beam A and beam B are presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 respectively.

In order to get the actions on the joint, nonlinear structural analyses of portal frame have been cautiously extended by a large parametrical study, taking into account the effect of variable loads, possible geometrical imperfections, effects of an eventual settlement and of a possible flexibility of the beam-column joint. The envelop of bending moments and shear forces supported by each material have then been deduced. Moreover they have been
multiplied by a factor equal to 1.4 to make this critical zone over-resistant.

The transfer of steel shear forces from beam A to the steel section of beam B is made from the 2 protruding UPN profiles welded on the webs of beam A to the stiffeners welded on the bottom flange of beam B by the concrete. The strut and tie model considered for the design is illustrated in Fig. 19.

The transfer in concrete beam of longitudinal forces existing in upper and lower flanges of the U-shaped section is ensured by additional L-angle shear connectors or stiffeners welded on flanges on both sides of the joint. The additional tension transmitted in the concrete is resisted by two additional reinforcing cages overlapping the joint, see Fig. 20.

Whereas all the components can be designed using Eurocodes [5, 7, 8], the USCHB to USCHB joint has been validated experimentally under sagging and hogging moments.

5. USCHB to column connection

5.1. Design

Whereas the USCHB is a hybrid section, in which bending moments in steel and in concrete have the same order of magnitude, in the composite column the resistance is mainly provided by the steel cross-section. As a consequence, the beam-column joint is the superposition of three joints:

- A rather usual concrete to concrete joint, that transfers a minor part of the moment;
- An also usual welded steel beam to column joint, where the equilibrium of horizontal and vertical compression and tension forces generated by bending moments in the beam and in the column is obtained by shear in the web panels, see Fig. 21 (a);
- An original concrete beam to steel column joint, where the transmission of forces from concrete to steel must be ensured by means of connectors, see Fig. 21 (b).

The steel to steel joint is ensured by letting the steel column go through the U-shaped cross section up to the upper flange, see Fig. 22 (a). Then webs are fixed together by a peripheral welding, so that both webs participate in the shear panel.

For the concrete beam to column joint, the strut and tie model is presented Fig. 21 (b). First,
A V-shape hole is cut in the inner flange of the column to allow continuity of concrete strut in compression. Then, connectors are welded to the lower flange of the USCHB in order to transmit a part of the compression force from concrete to steel. The horizontal top rebars (3 Ø 20), as seen Fig. 22 (b), are folded at right angle but their vertical part is only 500 mm long. This is indeed enough to transmit the tension force of the outer flange of the column to these bars through 4 angles.

As both vertical and horizontal parts of the Ø 20 rebars are in tension, a diagonal strut is anchored in the hook of the rebars. At their other end, diagonal struts are equilibrated partly in the concrete, but mostly by transversal stiffeners welded on the inner flange of the column.

5.2. Experimental validation

Given the unusual aspect of this joint, experimental validation was mandatory. Two large-scale experimental tests have been performed. The test specimen is made of the composite column and the hogging zone of the USCHB beam. The dimensions of the cross-sections of these members are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 16. The lengths of column and beam are 2.845m and 1.5m, respectively. The width of the concrete slab is 1100mm.

The configuration of the test setup is illustrated in Fig. 23. The specimen is rotated by 90 degrees. A horizontal load is applied at the end of the USCHB through a hydraulic jack in order to produce the hogging bending moment. The supports at the column base and at the end of USCHB are hinged.

The moment-rotation curve is given Fig. 23, and a photo of the specimen after test in Fig. 24. As can be seen, a very large ductility is obtained. The failure of the specimen is governed by the plastic buckling of the column’s lower flange. The maximum bending moments of the tests are 1258 kNm and 1235 kNm, respectively. These maximum moments are 1.5 times larger than the design bending moment.

The initial stiffness of the joint is lower than the limit given in EN 1993-1-8 [7] to consider it as rigid. As a consequence, its stiffness must be taken into account in the global structural analysis. However, the maximal deflection at frame mid span is changed by only 5%.

6. Column base joint

The connection at column base also has to be fast and easy, without any bolts or welds. The joint at column base is conceptualized to work as a hinge. This is achieved by welding four L-angles, each at one side of the column (Fig. 26). After casting, these L-angles transfer the stresses from the steel to the infilled concrete member so
that the hinged connection is made only by the inside concrete column.

Fig. 26. Column shoe connection

7. Feedback of the on-site erection

The AVRIL building is the first project where USCHB were set up. Erection’s steps were as follows:
1. Place the 3 steel elements on props. The positioning was extremely precise, and no difficulties arose in this phase.
2. Cast the columns and the inside of the U-shaped steel profile with a self-compacting concrete.
3. Place the precast slab.
4. Cast the slab.

As the system was considered to save time on site, the feedback of workers was of primary importance. They enjoyed the USCHB, as steel elements are easier to handle than prestressed members. As a consequence, the assembly is fast and secure. These new elements have increased the set up throughput.

Fig. 27. Erection of the steel portal frame

8. Conclusions

On the basis of a U-shaped steel profile used as permanent formwork, an innovative concrete-steel hybrid beam has been developed. The U-shaped steel profile acts as a composite beam with the slab, while the infill concrete acts as a classical concrete beam. This system is able to reach spans similar to the ones of prestressed members, while being lighter and easier to set up.

This system is the basis of a hybrid portal frame that was used on a pilot project, the AVRIL R&D center near Rennes. It was taken advantage of the duality of the UCSHB to make the on site joints only for the concrete beam, allowing an assembly without any weld or bolt on site.

The design procedure of the members and of the joints has been validated by experimental tests, and has obtained an approval from the CSTB, the French certification organism. First feedback of this new solution were good, workers enjoy the quick assembly and the increase of security on site.
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Abstract

The construction applications of structural steel mainly include super high-rise buildings and long-span structures. The advantages offered by structural steel to the construction sector and building environment have long been recognised, as evidenced by the increasing market share of structural steelwork in many marketplaces, but not in Hong Kong. The annual import quantity of fabricated steel structures in Hong Kong is 0.2 - 0.3 million tons, which indicates a low demand for structural steelwork in the local construction industry. This study aims to identify the major barriers and potential driving factors to the use of structural steel in Hong Kong. Interviews were conducted with a private developer, three main contractors, and two steel specialist contractors. These industry professionals offered four construction applications that addressed the major problems and driving factors for using steel-framed structures. The four cases included a Chinese opera centre, a swimming pool, a 24-story hotel, and a commercial building. These case studies reveal that steel-framed structures are adopted only for projects that have technical requirements. Otherwise, reinforced concrete structures are used because steel-framed structures are cost-efficient for super high-rise and long-span structures but not for normal types of buildings. The fast construction of structural steelwork can result in an early return on investment, which may outweigh the high construction cost. This advantage will be particularly significant for retail building projects with high land prices in Hong Kong. This study offers strategies for facilitating the fast construction of structural steelwork. If these strategies are implemented to resolve problems, then the application of steel-framed structures to many tall buildings in Hong Kong can be feasible.

*Keywords: Case study; Construction application; Structural steelwork; Composite structure.

1. Introduction

Steel structural system has been widely used for super high-rise buildings worldwide due to its high strength-to-self-weight ratio and ease of installation; additionally, reinforced concrete offers a broad range of structural systems for tall buildings because heavy concrete structures offer considerable stability against wind loads [1]. With the combination of these two materials, steel-concrete composite structures can provide high tensile strength and compressive strength, which can result in a highly efficient and lightweight structural system.

Buildings constructed with steel-concrete composite structures in Hong Kong are tall or long-spanned. Hong Kong is well known for its skyline with many high-rise buildings. Steel-concrete composite structures are common for high-rise buildings that are higher than 250 m [2]. Large building spans that use steel-concrete composite structures can provide light and aesthetical roof covering, as well as flexible and column-free internal spaces. Steel-concrete composite structures can also offer significant benefits in the design efficiency and construction speed of buildings that have technical requirements on structural steel [3,4].

Time, cost, and resource usage are the key issues that must be considered in selecting a construction method [5]. The lack of experienced engineers, training, and fabrication
facilities and the prevalence of reinforced concrete structures are the major factors limiting the application of structural steel in North Cyprus [6]. Wong [3] pointed out that the use of structural steel in Hong Kong remains limited for normal building projects because of the high construction cost. The economic and social characteristics of Hong Kong have markedly changed since this study was published in 2003. Nevertheless, the steel-concrete composite technology has yet to be adapted to normal building projects in Hong Kong, which has become far behind the other developed economies.

The current study aims to identify the key issues hindering the adoption of steel-concrete composite structures in Hong Kong and formulate viable marketing strategies for the active development of steel construction. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. First, the application of steel-concrete composite structures in Hong Kong is briefly introduced. Second, four cases, including a Chinese opera centre, a swimming pool, a 24-story hotel, and a commercial building, are presented to identify the major driving factors and obstacles for using steel structures. Finally, marketing strategies and opportunities are recommended for the broad use of steel structures.

2. Applications of steel-concrete composite structures in Hong Kong

In Hong Kong, construction materials heavily rely on imports because steel mills and other downstream facilities are lacking. All steel businesses are traders and wholesalers. Other regions, such as Macau, and Singapore, also are placed in a similar situation. The annual import quantity of fabricated steel structures in Hong Kong was around 0.2 - 0.3 million tons (Fig. 1), indicating a sluggish demand for structural steelwork in the past 15 years.

A main contractor reported that only 2% of buildings used steel-framed or composite structures in the Central and Western Districts [11]. Among the 37 tall office buildings completed from 1996 to 2005, only 13.5% of them adopt steel-framed or composite structures [12]. Table 1 provides a list of several iconic buildings that adopt steel-concrete composite structures in Hong Kong in the last two decades. Most of these structures were constructed more than 10 years ago. These projects mainly include office and mix-used buildings. Generally, the height of these tall buildings ranges from 126 m to 469 m, and the total gross floor area (GFA) ranges from 23,500 m² to 274,064 m². The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC), the Kennedy Town Swimming Pool, and the Hong Kong Design Institute are large-spanned structures with column-free internal spaces. The total structural steel tonnage of the International Commerce Centre (ICC) is over 27,000 tons [13]. The Hysan Place and the Central Government Complex consumed 9,000 and 5,000 tons of structural steel, respectively. The 62-storey Cheung Kong Centre tower, which is made of concrete core, composite slabs, and composite columns, is an example of a successful steel-concrete composite design [14].

Table 1. Selected steel-concrete composite buildings in Hong Kong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of completion</th>
<th>Name of building</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Storeys (above ground)</th>
<th>GFA (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Manulife Plaza</td>
<td>Mix-used</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Lee Garden One)</td>
<td>Redevelopment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>HCCED</td>
<td>Mix-used</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Civic Tower</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>23,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>IFC Tower 1</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>72,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Trinity/TLC</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>MLC Millennium Plaza</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Cheung Kong Centre</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>125,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>IFC Tower 2</td>
<td>Mix-used</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>185,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>One Peking</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>AIA Central/ALG</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Cheung Hong Bank Centre</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Hong Kong Design Institute</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>Mix-used</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>274,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>Mix-used</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37,455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Central Government Complex</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>129,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Hysan Place</td>
<td>Mix-used</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>66,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Kennedy Town Swimming Pool</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>9,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Imports of steel structures [7-10].](https://universitatpolitècnica.cat/)
3. Case studies

To identify the major driving factors and hurdles for using steel-framed structures, interviews were conducted with a private developer, three main contractors, and two steel specialist contractors from March 2016 to July 2017. These industry professionals offered four construction applications, namely, a Chinese opera centre, a swimming pool, a 24-story hotel, and a commercial building. Several of these applications use steel-framed structures but some did not. These case studies can demonstrate the issues underlying the adoption of steel-framed structures.

3.1. Case 1: Xiqu Centre

The Xiqu Centre (Fig. 2) is an art venue specifically built for Xiqu (i.e. Chinese opera) performances. This building also serves as a centre for the production, education, and research of this distinct art form, which helps preserve Cantonese opera and other forms of Chinese traditional art.

Fig. 2. The external façades and internal steel structure of Xiqu Centre.

A steel structure was adopted as the main structural framework for building construction in this project. Interviews were conducted with the client and the main contractor of this project. The interview questions mainly related to (1) the driving factors for using steel structures and (2) the challenges of undertaking structural steelwork and corresponding strategies to overcome these challenges.

The Xiqu Centre was a purpose-built project in which structural steelwork was adopted as the main structure. Time and cost could be saved by using this structural design in this featured project. Given the complex site conditions (e.g., within the Mass Transit Railway (MTR) sensitive area), steelwork was the only option for superstructure due to reduced self-weights.

In view of the surrounding congested traffic and two other concurrently ongoing construction projects nearby, limited site space was a major constraint for the construction of the Xiqu Centre. With close coordination with the client and other parties, the main contractor developed a careful logistic plan for the delivery and off-site storage of steel members.

The main theatre structure comprised long and heavy (2,400 tons) span steel trusses at a high level (50 m). Therefore, an innovative construction method, namely, heavy lifting, was adopted to erect the structural steelworks. The entire heavy lifting sequence was particularly complex. In this regard, the main contractor conducted a detailed risk analysis, trial, actual lifting, and precautionary checking to ensure the efficiency and safety of the heavy lifting works.

To achieve building efficiency, Building Information Modeling (BIM) was completely implemented from the design to the construction phases in this project to assist in the structural design, shop drawing production, and erection of building segments.

The main contractor exerted considerable efforts and resources to train skilled welders who can handle complex and heavy welding joints on M/ML grade plates. The client emphasised that the success of the project was due to the experience and competence of the designers and the contractors, as well as the close collaboration among different stakeholders.

3.2. Case 2: Kennedy Town Swimming Pool Phase II

The Kennedy Town Swimming Pool (Fig. 3) is a relocated public project, which occupies a 0.8 ha site near the Kennedy Town waterfront.
The new complex is a distinct triangular shape structure with a curved roof opening toward the harbour. In addition to an indoor pool (Phase II), it houses a standard outdoor pool and a kiddie pool with a small playground (Phase I). Phase II features a reinforced concrete base and a steel roof. The roof spans a column-free space with transparent ETFE (ethylene tetrafluoroethylene) cushions overhead to admit daylight, offer views, and reduce heat loss and echoes from hard surfaces. Glass window walls are proposed for Phase II to provide cross-ventilation. Zinc cladding is selected for its corrosion resistance to various weather conditions. Moreover, the low sheen and matte finish of zinc can reduce the reflections affecting neighboring residential buildings [15].

![Triangular shape structure of Kennedy Town Swimming Pool Phase II.](image)

Fig. 3. Triangular shape structure of Kennedy Town Swimming Pool Phase II.

Interviews were conducted with the main contractor and the steel specialist contractor of this project. The distinct triangular shape structure of the swimming pool was the key driving factor for using steel structures. This purpose-built project presented several technical and logistic challenges.

The erection of heavy steel members (e.g., the heaviest steel member weighs 21 tons) was challenging in this project. Given a triangular-shaped site and the single material delivery route, limited site space was the major constraint for the erection of structural steelwork. In this regard, a just-in-time steel delivery system was devised to overcome these site constraints. The welding procedures were complicated to connect those heavy steel members. Hence, BIM was used in this project. The 3D figure produced by BIM helped identify the potential clashes at an early stage and resolved problems prior to the actual construction work.

The New Engineering and Construction Contract (NEC3) was also executed in this project. The use of NEC3 could improve the project delivery, develop integration and partnering, and facilitate a fair and appropriate allocation of risks. The main contractor indicated the advantages of NEC3 including (1) the problems and disputes were easily solved, (2) management and decision-making were efficient, and (3) the project completion was advanced by 2 weeks.

3.3. Case 3: Hotel

A private developer initially intended to adopt a steel composite structure for building a new hotel (height, 102 m; GFA, 32,000 m²; and 24-storey building with approximately 700 rooms). Nonetheless, upon the completion of the feasibility study and cost estimation, the idea was withdrawn, and a traditional RC structure was adopted. Interviews were conducted with the developer and its in-house contractor to explore the reasons underlying their decision to change the structural design.

The interviewees generally compared the differences in cost and programme between a steel-concrete composite design and a RC design, as shown in Table 2. The construction cost of the composite structure was approximately HK$ 200 M higher than that of the RC structure. The project duration for the composite structure was half of a month shorter than that for RC, which contributed none to an early return on investment.

The client pointed out that a high construction cost was the predominant obstacle for using the steel-concrete composite structure in this project. Although the composite structures are highly beneficial for super high-rise buildings in Hong Kong, they may not have been cost-efficient for a 24-storey building. In addition, the prolonged time for structural
design, design approval procedure, and material procurement process resulted in insignificant time saving for the composite scheme. Consequently, no financial benefit was attained due to a half-month early completion of the project with composite structures.

Table 2. A comparison of time and cost between composite and reinforced concrete (RC) designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key features of structure</th>
<th>Current RC design</th>
<th>Original composite design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC core wall, shear wall</td>
<td>RC core wall, steel composite beam, structural steel frame, steel column and cross bracing shear wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract period (months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation works (months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD drawing preparation</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD submission and approval</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendering and award of sub-contractor</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (months)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Breakdown of construction cost (HK$)

| - Direct supply material contract only | 260 M (19%) | 260 M (16%) |
| - Labour (supply & install contract)  | 820 M (58%) | -            |
| - Supply, fabricate, and install contract for structural steelwork| - | 1020 M (64%) |
| - E&M                                 | 320 M (23%) | 320 M (20%) |
| Total                                 | 1400 M      | 1600 M       |

Cost breakdown of structural steel (HK$)

| - Structural steelwork                | -           | 149 M (74%) |
| - Rebardek® steel deck                | -           | 26 M (12%)  |
| - Fire enclosure                      | 20 M (10%)  |             |
| - Sound insulation                    | 8 M (4%)    |             |
| Total                                 |             | 203 M       |

3.4. Case 4: A Commercial Building

An interview survey was conducted with a steel specialist contractor. The contractor proposed a steel-framed scheme to a private developer. Fig. 4 provides the construction cost for a Grade A commercial building with a GFA of 95,000 m² under the reinforced concrete and steel-framed schemes. The building cost of the steel-framed scheme was 20% higher than that of the reinforced concrete scheme, and the steel-framed scheme could save 20% and 6% of the foundation and preliminary costs, respectively. Overall, the total construction cost of the steel-framed scheme was HK$ 24.5 M (0.7%) higher than that of the reinforced concrete scheme.

Fig. 4. Cost comparison between reinforced concrete (RC) and steel-framed schemes.

However, the construction speed of the steel-framed scheme can result in five-month earlier completion, thereby resulting in a total income of HK$ 150 M (assuming that the rental income per month is HK$ 30 M). Therefore, the steel-framed scheme can generate a net saving of HK$ 125.5 M. With regard to the total cost comparison, the steel-framed scheme may save 3.6% of the capital investment compared with that of the reinforced concrete scheme. Actually, the average monthly rents of the A grade private offices can be ranged from HK$ 370 per m² per month in Kowloon Bay/Kwun Tong districts to HK$ 1100 per m² per month in Central. For this case, the monthly rental income could be HK$ 30 M to 100 M. A total of HK$ 150 M to 500 M income can be received due to 5 months early completion of the project. In view of this, the use of steel-framed structures for commercial buildings with high land prices can benefit the client. The cost-benefit analysis by the steel specialist contractor demonstrated that steel-framed structures could reduce the foundation and preliminary costs and achieve early completion, which contribute to an early return on investment. This benefit may outweigh the increased construction cost.
4. Marketing strategies and opportunities

Fast construction is commonly recognised as a remarkable advantage for structural steelwork. First, off-site prefabrication can overlap with the foundation or other works and ultimately reduce the actual on-site time. Second, the construction programme is relatively unaffected with poor weather conditions. Third, the fast speed of erection may contribute to an early project completion, which results in an early occupancy of the property and an early return on investment. The financial benefit of the steel-framed scheme is demonstrated by Case 4 but not by Case 3. The key argument lies in the high construction cost and insignificant time saving by adopting a structural steel design.

Structural steel materials have remained expensive for many years in Hong Kong. To minimise the construction cost of structural steelwork, technical know-how in cost optimisation design should be facilitated. Therefore, education, training, and continuing education on effective design and construction, codified methods and design software, and R&D on steel solutions addressing technical and cost issues should be fundamental aspects of the marketing strategy, so that design and consultation engineers can efficiently design steel structures.

An early completion and occupancy of a project can be achieved by fast-track construction. A collaborative relationship among different stakeholders should be developed to make organisations work smoothly and successfully. For example, the Design-Build delivery system allows fast-track schedules and effective integration of design and construction services, thereby resulting in short total project duration and satisfying the client’s needs. The use of the NEC3 can improve project delivery, develop integration and collaborating, and facilitate a fair and appropriate allocation of risks. The early completion of the Kennedy Town Swimming Pool may be a result of such a collaborative contractual arrangement. Furthermore, structural steel experts from regulatory agents should manage the approval procedures to accelerate the approval process and consequently shorten the total project duration.

Early completion can result in an early return on investment of retail buildings in Hong Kong, which is particularly significant for projects with high land prices. The key issue is the facilitation of a fast construction of structural steelwork, which requires a close collaboration among clients, contractors, engineering designers, steel fabricators and suppliers, and regulatory authorities.
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Abstract

Currently most railway bridges in Australia require the replacement of the timber transoms that reside in the railway system. Composite steel and precast reinforced concrete transoms have been proposed as the replacement for the current timber counterparts. This paper outlines the structural benefits of composite steel-concrete transoms for ballastless tracks when retrofitted to existing railway steel bridges. However, in existing studies, it is found that there is little investigation into the effect of derailment loading on reinforced concrete transoms. Therefore, this paper provides an investigation of derailment impact loading on precast reinforced concrete transoms. The paper herein investigates the derailment impact loading of a train through experimental testing and numerical analysis of conventional reinforced concrete transoms. The paper also evaluates the potential use of 3 different shear connectors; welded shear studs, Lindapter bolts and Ajax bolts. The results of the experimental tests and finite element models are used to determine whether each transom is a viable option for the replacement of the current timber transoms on the existing bridges in Australia and whether they provide a stronger and longer lasting solution to the current transom problem.

Keywords: Railway bridges; composite steel-concrete; retrofitting.

1. Introduction

Transoms are one of the most important components of a railway system. They are designed as load carrying elements of a railway bridge which span under the roadway and transfer the railway loads to the trusses and beams. Current timber transoms are the most commonly used however they are susceptible to biological and chemical degradation. This reduces their service life and requires frequent maintenance and replacement. In order to fulfill the current promotion of more sustainable material, alternative materials such as composite steel-concrete panels are starting to be implemented more. The reason being that composite steel-concrete provide a material which utilises the best attributes of each individual element providing higher strength, long service life and flexibility in design.

Existing research predominantly investigates the static and dynamic loading on railway bridge structures but are limited to derailment loading onto bridge structure itself and does not consider derailment impact loading scenarios for the transoms. A case study conducted by Darwish [1] conducted a site investigation of a railway bridge in Baghdad. This research applied actual static live loading and dynamic loads to the bridge by passing a heavy locomotive over it at different speeds and stopping it in selective spots to understand how the structure reacts and deflects to different loading scenarios. Similar studies conducted by Griffin et al. [2,3] showed static tests on composite slabs, however, the studies did not investigate the derailment impact loading due to the locomotive.

To create a more consistent railway track in terms of quality and comfort for the passengers, and to provide the long-term functionality required, an alternative material must be found. In the modern era, railway locomotive speeds have been increasing as detailed by González-Nicieza et al. [4] where it is stated that improvements in transom design are mainly focused upon increasing the durability of the
sleeper around the loading produced by higher speeds of the locomotive. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to fill the knowledge gap of ballastless tracks under derailment loading scenarios in the plastic region. This paper also aims to determine the failure modes and strength of conventionally reinforced composite steel-concrete transoms in order to provide a guide for engineers to use in designing railway bridges.

2. Experimental Studies

Three conventionally reinforced specimens of 2100 mm length were tested. The cross-sectional area of the transoms is 600 mm wide x 180 mm thick. The reinforcement consists of N10 stirrups at 90 mm spacing, 2 N12 and 4 N28 reinforcing bars. Figures 1 and 2 show the cross section and longitudinal section detailing of the specimens respectively. The types of connectors in the beams include 19 mm welded shear studs, 20 mm Ajax bolts and 29 mm Lindapter bolts as displayed respectively from left to right in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the location of the frame resisting the impact load and the location of the impact load on a longitudinal section view. The transom is set up underneath the impact loading machine, lined up with the drop hammer and bolted into place using a frame shown in Figure 4.

3. Finite Element Model

3.1. Material Properties

Through experimental analysis on the concrete presented in this research, Table 1 outlines the basic material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength, $f'_c$</td>
<td>57 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus, $E_c$</td>
<td>34652 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain concrete, $\varepsilon_c$</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, $\rho$</td>
<td>2400 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the plastic behaviour of the concrete, there is limited research that investigates the type of procedure that should be adopted for explicit analysis of finite element modelling. However, two common techniques are the Drucker-Prager yield criterion and the Cap Plasticity model. Both techniques are applicable for use in the FEM software Abaqus where variables regarding the internal angle of friction, cohesion of the concrete and hardening of the cap are to be defined. The two methods are similar in nature being pressure-dependent and both incorporate the hardening of the material under high strain rates. Due to this high strain rate, the cap plasticity model will be incorporated into the
modelling of the concrete. The use of this material modelling procedure is used in an investigation conducted by Remennikov and Tahmasebinia [5] where a similar loading scenario is used to produce the failure behaviour within a concrete slab. The properties are defined accordingly as presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Cap plasticity concrete material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Internal angle of friction (β)</th>
<th>Cap eccentricity parameter (K)</th>
<th>Initial cap yield surface position</th>
<th>Ratio of flow stress (k)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.70567</td>
<td>51°</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.1 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial material properties for the steel elements within the ABAQUS model are presented in Table 3 where the ratios for determining ultimate stress (σₜₚₜ), plastic strain (εₚₚ), and ultimate strain (εₜₚₜ) are summarised by Griffin [6]. The elastic modulus, E for all steel was taken as 200 GPa. There is low yield capacity in the support beam with a yield strength of 300 MPa as displayed in Table 3. This is because the steel beam that is currently used on the Sydney Harbour Bridge was designed in the 1930s. Therefore, the same capacity must also be used in this analysis to accurately simulate the behaviour of the transom.

Table 3. Steel material properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>σₜₚₜ</th>
<th>εₚₚ</th>
<th>εₜₚₜ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support Beam</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffener</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing Steel</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressing Steel</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondek II</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Studs</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For explicit analysis, the density of each material is also required to be defined so the finite element software can accurately calculate the propagation of the stress wave through the structure. The density of all steel elements was taken as 7850 kg/m³.

3.2. Element type, mesh and contact interactions

The elements used for the nodes in this investigation are the C3D8R element. As stated by Mirza [7], this is derived from the five aspects of their behaviour; the family, degrees of freedom, number of nodes, formulation and integration. The C3D8R element is used for all parts except for the conventional reinforcement where the truss element, T3D2 is used.

Meshing is a crucial aspect of the finite element model. Due to the nature of the loading, the model is run under explicit analysis. Hence, the simulation time is directly proportionate to the smallest element length within the model. The increment size is calculated based upon the length of time taken for a wave propagating at the speed of sound to travel across the smallest length. Therefore, to reduce computation times, mesh sizing was kept large.

The importance of contact interaction is greatly increased when the composite structure is considered since the load-bearing capacity of the structure is dependent upon the interaction between one or more elements. Again, to reduce simulation times, tie constraints were used for all surfaces except for the contact between the impactor and the concrete.

3.2. Loading conditions

To compare the results obtained in this numerical analysis with the experimental analysis conducted, the target height above the transom was required to be 2 metres. Initially the impactor was displaced to the 2 metre target height and relied upon the gravity loading as defined previously to produce the velocity required for the impact. However, this caused an unnecessary and significant increase in simulation times. Therefore, the impactor was placed 200 mm above the surface of the transom and subjected to the velocity produced from a 2 metre drop using a predefined field, calculated to be 6,264 m/s.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Conventionally reinforced transom with AJAX bolts (CRA)

To analyse the behaviour of the concrete, there are three main points during the impact that should be outlined and discussed. These are represented by Points A, B and C in Figure 5
where the peak deflection during loading, initial permanent deformation after the initial contact and the final permanent deformation is highlighted by these points respectively. Point A displays the displacement of the impact zone for the corresponding the maximum peak load the panel can withstand and is estimated to be 28 mm. Comparatively, the peak displacement produced by the experimental data is 42 mm, corresponding to a difference of 14 mm. However, since this displacement is large when compared to the remaining data for the finite element model and occurs for a small amount of time, this result can be considered negligible.

Fig. 5. Deflection behavior for CRA

After the first contact, the impactor is separated from the concrete and the transom shows signs of permanent deformation as the concrete returns to a displacement of 14 mm outlined by Point B. This corresponds to a displacement of 17 mm for the experimental data at the same point in loading and a discrepancy of 3 mm, corresponding to a 21% discrepancy due to the large vibration experienced by the beam after the initial impact. The permanent deformation at Point C in the simulation is shown to be 15 mm. The experimental data displays a similar permanent deformation of 16 mm, corresponding to a discrepancy of 1 mm and 7% increase in deflection.

Figures 6 and 7 display the cracking on the top of the experimental specimen and FE model respectively through means of stress contour plotting. Regions (1) and (2) outline the cracking through the connection that occurs in both the specimen and model where the stress has reached 10 MPa. The region highlighted here is also subjected to large amounts of bending and hence, excessive cracking that occurred. Region (3) displays the stress occurring around the impact zone. Similarly with the previous regions, excessive cracking propagates from this area due to the large strain produced on the surface of the concrete during the impact loading.

Fig. 6. Cracking behavior for Experimental CRA

Fig. 7. Stress distribution for CRA

4.2. Conventionally reinforced transom with welded shear studs (CRW)

Point A in Figure 8 is 31 mm as a result from the first contact between the impactor and the concrete. The peak displacement produced is 47 mm. Following the initial impact, the concrete returns to a displacement of 19 mm shown in Point B. This corresponds to a displacement of 16 mm for the experimental data at the same point in loading and a discrepancy of 3 mm, corresponding to an 18% discrepancy between the two sets of data. The final permanent deformation at Point C in the simulation is shown to be 18 mm. The experimental data displays a similar permanent deformation of approximately 14 mm when averaged, corresponding to a discrepancy of 4 mm and 24% decrease in deflection. During experimental testing, the specimen was first subjected to an impact loading at a 1 metre height since it was the first specimen to be tested and was treated as a trial. However, the specimen was damaged prior to the 2 metre impact test and this significantly influences the response of the concrete to the next impact,
hence, large discrepancies between the results for numerical and experimental analysis are produced.

![Fig. 8. Deflection behavior for CRW](image)

Region (1) in Figures 9 and 10 outline the cracking through the connection that occurs in both the specimen and model where the stress has reached 10 MPa. The region highlighted here is also subjected to large amounts of bending and hence, excessive cracking occurs. Region (2) displays the stress occurring around the impact zone. Similarly, with the previous regions, excessive cracking propagates from this area due to the large strain produced on the surface of the concrete during the impact loading.

![Fig. 9. Cracking behavior for Experimental CRW](image)

![Fig. 10. Stress distribution for CRW](image)

4.3. Conventionally reinforced transom with Lindapter bolts (CRL)

Point A in Figure 11 is 29 mm as a result from the first contact between the impactor and the concrete. Comparatively, the peak displacement produced by the experimental data is 37 mm, corresponding to a difference of 8 mm. After the first contact, the transom shows signs of permanent deformation as the concrete returns to a displacement of 10 mm outlined by Point B. This corresponds to a displacement of 13 mm for the experimental data at the same point in loading and a discrepancy of 4 mm, corresponding to a 42% discrepancy between the two sets of data. The final permanent deformation at Point C in the simulation is shown to be 12 mm. The experimental data displays a similar permanent deformation of approximately 11 mm when averaged, corresponding to a discrepancy of 1 mm and 5% decrease in deflection.

![Fig. 11. Deflection behavior for CRL](image)

Region (1) in Figures 12 and 13 outline the cracking through the connection that occurs in both the specimen and model where the stress has reached 10 MPa. The region highlighted here is also subjected to large amounts of bending and hence, excessive cracking occurred. Due to the stiffness added by the shear studs, bending also happens in the area outlined by Region (2) and cracking occurs in both the numerical and experimental results. Lastly, Region (3) displays the stress occurring around the impact zone. Similarly, with the previous regions, excessive cracking propagates from this area due to the large strain produced on the surface of the concrete during the impact loading.
5. Conclusions

Three transoms were experimentally tested and modelled to determine the detailed failure behaviour of the transom and the feasibility in replacing the current timber transoms that reside on the existing steel railway bridge network. The transoms were varied using three different types of shear connectors: AJAX bolts, welded headed shear studs and Lindapter bolts to analyse the change in strength given by these shear connectors. The following conclusions were obtained from the research presented herein:

- No signs of significant failure within the concrete transom or existing steel structure were observed for either the experimental or numerical analysis. Initial and severe cracking was produced particularly around the connection due to the bending moment produced upon impact. However, the capacities of the reinforced concrete transoms exceeded the intended design load and has resulted in an overly conservative design.

- The type of shear connector was observed to have a significant effect within the conventionally reinforced transoms. Similar trends in deformation were displayed in all connectors. However, the Lindapter bolt influenced the most in strength capacities within the concrete due to the extra surface area bonding to the concrete and larger diameter, providing more stiffness to the concrete.

- Discrepancies between the numerical and experimental were minimal, promoting the validity and future use of these finite element models for parametric studies and investigations into further detail of the failure behaviour.
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Abstract

In this paper, a non-buckling steel plate shear wall with corrugated core panel was introduced, which keeps itself from premature buckling by fully taking advantage of extra-large flexural stiffness of corrugated core panel and enables to yield before buckling. Most importantly, the optimal corrugation configuration of corrugated core panel was obtained by parametric investigation into detailed dimensions of single wave such as thickness, depth of corrugation, angle of corrugation and so on, which was hereafter validated by numerical simulation. Non-dimensional parameters such as height-to-thickness ratio, width-to-thickness ratio and aspect ratio have also been taken into consideration, all of which turn out to be the most decisive factors of guaranteeing the “non-buckling”. The parametric analysis proves that as long as the former two factors are below the critical values recommended in this paper, unexpected buckling is not going to happen. On the other hand, theoretical approaches to calculate the yielding strength and initial stiffness were derived, as well as a theoretical design method for boundary elements. Meanwhile, a simplified model was concluded. Formulas to determine the cross-section of cross braces and boundary elements were given based on the principle of equivalent yielding strength and initial stiffness. Finally, four specimens were resorted to testify above theory and parametric study. Two specimens with larger height-to-thickness ratio that exceeds the recommended limit exhibit inevitable buckling, while the others with smaller height-to-thickness ratio show ideal energy-absorbing capability and no evident buckling is observed even under an inter-story drift of 2%.

Keywords: Non-buckling; corrugated core panel; optimal corrugation configuration; theoretical approach; simplified model; experimental investigation.

1. Introduction

Corrugated steel plates have been widely used in the field of civil engineering, architecture, marine transportation, container body and web plates in bridge girders etc., because these are found to be more efficient in providing stiffness and strength within the same steel consumption compared to ordinary flat ones, such as higher stiffness-to-weight ratio and strength-to-weight ratio, due to the geometry configuration, which endows itself higher structural rigidity. Therefore, for a better structural performance, corrugated plates have been well recommended in many ways. A case in point is the application in steel plate shear walls. As is well documented, traditional steel plate shear walls (denoted as SPWs) have been used so popularly as lateral resisting structural members in tall buildings during the past few decades. However, SPWs tend to buckle at a premature stage, resulting from the inadequate out-of-plane flexural stiffness. Once it buckles, the stiffness and strength deteriorate swiftly to a large extent, as well as its hysteretic performance [1]. Thus, buckling restrainers are innovatively introduced to SPWs. In most cases, buckling restrainers of buckling-restrained steel plate shear walls (denoted as BRWs) are at the two sides of core panel like a “sandwich”, and designed by corresponding method [2, 3] which could offer extra large out-of-plane flexural stiffness to flat core panel and successfully fulfill
buckling restraining. Inspired by inherently large out-of-plane flexural stiffness of corrugated steel panel, researchers from all over the world have paid more and more attention to the behavior of steel plate shear walls with corrugated core panel.

Early work on corrugated steel diaphragms was first carried out in 1960 [4], which was then improved and extended consequently in the following decades [5, 6]. Fazio et al [7] extended Easley’s theory and developed simple formulas to predict shear capacity with any type of fasteners, whether weld, rivets, or screws. A general solution was presented for the flexibility of profiled metal sheeting of arbitrary cross section subjected to in-plane shear force [8]. Behavior of corrugated steel sheeting under in-plane shear force was continuously studied and its analytical models for shear strength and stiffness kept on developing and were validated [9]. A full-scale shear test on wall panels with corrugated steel plate was conducted, as well as a numerical equivalent model for hysteretic behavior was brought forward [10, 11]. A total of 44 cyclic racking tests were carried out [12], based on which a thorough glimpse into behavior of corrugated steel shear walls was then provided. The tests, both were conducted monotonically and cyclically, on corrugated shear walls were also conducted [13]. The parameters taken into consideration included thickness of corrugated steel plate, the fastener size and spacing and the boundary stud member configuration. Similar research work also had been carried out by Emami [14] and Shimizu [15].

Although a huge amount of work, both theoretical and experimental, has been done so far, the attention is only focused on corrugated steel panel with ordinary corrugation configuration, which inevitably leads to elastic buckling and to a loss of energy absorption capacity. Thus, in order to improve its hysteretic performance, the corrugation configuration is parametrically studied, as well as its theoretical model, which aims to predict the yielding strength and initial stiffness precisely. For the first time, non-buckling steel plate shear wall with corrugated core panel (denoted as NCW) is brought forward in this paper, which typically consists of two main parts, the corrugated core panel with optimal corrugation configuration and boundary elements, as shown in Fig. 1.

**2. Optimal corrugation configuration**

**2.1. Finite element model of NCWs**

Several parameters are considered in order to obtain the optimal corrugation configuration, such as wave length \( a_1 \), angle of corrugation \( \theta \), depth of corrugation \( d \) and so on. Detailed dimensions of single wave are depicted in Fig. 2. Ten typical configurations are selected to perform finite element analysis (denoted as FEA), as shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 1. Components of non-buckling steel plate shear wall with corrugated core panel (NCW)](image)

**Fig. 1. Components of non-buckling steel plate shear wall with corrugated core panel (NCW)**

**Table 1. Parameters of ten typical configurations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave No.</th>
<th>( a_1 )-mm</th>
<th>( \theta )-degree</th>
<th>( d )-mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abaqus [16] is used to execute the parametric study, in which the thickness \( t \) of corrugated core panel is 6mm, 9mm and 12mm, while its width \( B \) and height \( H \) are both 2000mm. The boundary element is H-section, 200mm in height and 200mm in width. Its web is as thick as the core panel and the flanges are 20mm. Each part was made from Q235, a commonly-used structural steel in China, and modelled by 8-node linear solid elements (C3D8).

**2.2. FEA results**

FEA results show that the corrugation configurations with a big value of \( \theta \) and small
value of height-to-thickness ratio \( (H/t) \) or width-to-thickness ratio \( (B/t) \), such as Wave No.7 and No.10, exhibit excellent hysteretic performance even under a maximum drift ratio of 2\%, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The stress contours also indicate that no out-of-plane buckling have taken place, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For those imperfect corrugation configurations, no matter how small the \( H/t \) and \( B/t \) ratios are assigned, they are still apt to buckle at an early stage. Typical hysteretic curve and stress contour are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.

\[ \text{Fig. 3. Hysteretic performance of No.7 wave} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 4. Hysteretic performance of No.10 wave} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 5. Von mises stress contour of No.7 wave} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 6. Von mises stress contour of No.10 wave} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 7. Typical hysteretic curve of imperfect waves} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 8. Typical von mises stress contour of imperfect waves} \]

3. Parametric study

3.1. Effect of height-to-thickness ratio \( H/t \)

Apparently, the ratio \( H/t \) or \( B/t \) of corrugated core panel plays an important role in the hysteretic performance of NCW. Excessively large \( H/t \) or \( B/t \) inevitably results in premature buckling, due to inadequate flexural stiffness. Therefore, a series of relevant FEA is conducted correspondingly, as listed in Table 2, in which the aspect ratios \( (B/H) \) are all 1.0.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Wave No.} & \text{\( H/t \) (B/t)} & \text{\( B/H \)} & \text{Buckling} \\
\hline
\text{7} & 150 & No \\
\text{166} & No \\
\text{7} & 177 & No \\
\text{7} & 199 & Yes \\
\text{7} & 221 & Yes \\
\text{7} & 332 & Yes \\
\hline
\text{10} & 151 & No \\
\text{169} & No \\
\text{188} & No \\
\text{10} & 226 & No \\
\text{10} & 283 & Yes \\
\text{10} & 339 & Yes \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

3.2. Effect of aspect ratio \( B/H \)

Aspect ratio \( (B/H) \) of the corrugated core panel is also taken into consideration in this
paper. Similarly, influence of aspect ratio is also resort to FEA using Abaqus. Results are tabulated in Table 3, which imply that aspect ratio is the secondary factor compared to $H/t$ or $B/t$ ratio. NCWs would still buckle in cases that $H/t$ or $B/t$ exceeds its upper limits given above. That is to say, as long as $H/t$ and $B/t$ are both kept below 177 for wave 7 and 226 for wave 10, buckling is not going to happen.

Table 3. Parametric analysis of $B/H$ ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave No.</th>
<th>$B/H$</th>
<th>max $(B/t, H/t)$</th>
<th>Buckling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Theoretical Model

4.1. Yielding strength

The corrugated core panel under earthquakes is mainly working in shear. Its theoretical model is thus proposed as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Analytical model of corrugated core panel

The shear stress in the corrugated core panel is derived in Eq. (1).

$$\tau = \frac{F_x - F_i}{tdx} = \frac{1}{tB} dM = \frac{Q}{tB}$$ (1)

where $M$ and $Q$ are the moment and shear force, respectively. While $B$ and $t$ are the width and thickness of the panel, respectively. Therefore, the yielding strength is obtained by Eq. (2).

$$Q_y = \frac{tB}{1 + \frac{1}{n(1 + \cos \theta)}} \left( \frac{E t B}{144 D d a_i} \right)$$ (3)

where $E$ is Young’s modulus, $D$ is the factor of cross-sectional shapes, $d$ is the wave depth as well as $a_1$, the length of separated horizontal part in single wave, as indicated in Fig. 2.

The shear stiffness value $K_s$ for in-plane shear deformation of single wave is derived by Eq. (4).

$$K_s = \frac{E t B}{4 a_i (1 + \nu)(1 + \cos \theta)}$$ (4)

where $\nu$ is the Poisson’s ratio and $\theta$ stands for the angle of corrugation.

The overall initial stiffness of corrugated core panels is then determined by Eq. (5), in which $n$ equals to the total number of waves.

$$K = \frac{1}{n \left( \frac{1}{K_d} + \frac{1}{K_y} \right)}$$ (5)

4.3. Boundary element

In this paper, non-buckling steel plate shear wall with corrugated core panel is approximately equivalent to traditional steel plate shear wall which is connected to surrounding beams and columns, as shown in Fig. 10. Thus, by referring to existent research, demand on stiffness of boundary elements in terms of sectional inertia moment $I_i$ is formed, as expressed in Eq. (6).
5. Simplified model

5.1. Components

In order to simulate the NCW precisely, especially the relationship between itself and boundary beams, and also to facilitate the design work in traditional procedure when utilizing the NCW, a simplified model consisting of a pair of cross braces and boundary elements with pinned ends is brought forward, as shown in Fig. 12.

5.2. Design method

By making the initial stiffness of cross braces be equal to that of NCW, sectional area of cross brace $A_b$ is obtained by Eq. (10).

$$A_b = \frac{K(H^2 + B^2)^{3/2}}{2EB^2} \quad (10)$$

Similarly, according to the equivalence between yielding strength of above simplified model and that of NCW, the yielding strength of cross brace $f_b$ is derived, as illustrated in Eq. (11).

$$f_b = \frac{V(H^2 + B^2)^{1/2}}{2A_bB} \quad (11)$$

5.3. Advantage of NCW

One big advantage of NCW over BRW is that the external shear force imposed on boundary beams is significantly smaller because of the shear-force-transferring action realized by boundary elements of NCW, which are capable of transferring the shear force from upper beam to the bottom base, as shown in Fig. 13.

However, additional shear force could not be all transferred to the bottom base, due to a limited axial stiffness of boundary elements. At the same time, the eccentricity between the wall boundary and simplified cross brace would also increase the external shear force that exerted on the beams, while there is no eccentricity in NCW. Therefore, demands on boundary beams would

$$P = 0.5 \ tH \quad (7)$$

On the other hand, the in-plane bending moment is proved to be predicted approximately by Eq. (8) and out-of-plane bending moment by Eq. (9).

$$M_{in} = \frac{6EI_c \Delta}{H^2} \quad (8)$$

$$M_{out} = \frac{35n\pi tdH}{1024} \quad (9)$$

in which $\Delta$ stands for the in-plane lateral displacement of the boundary element.

Accordingly, all the requirements of Chinese mandatory code for seismic design of buildings (GB50017-2010) [17] should be satisfied.
be relatively small. The beams would be more economical in NCW application.

6. Test validation

6.1. Specimen design

Four NCW specimens, as listed in Table 4 were tested to verify the optimal corrugated configuration and hysteretic performance under seismic load in different strain levels. Two specimens adopt wave No.7 and the others adopt No. 10. Difference between those specimens that adopt the same corrugation configuration is height-to-thickness ratio, while one is below the limit and the other is beyond. All specimens are designed to yield before buckling.

Table 4. Parameters of four specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>B/H</th>
<th>H/t</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Wave No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>Q235</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>LY225</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Q235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>LY225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Loading program

Four specimens are designed to be loaded in a regular pattern based on drift ratio, which is in accordance to the chinese mandatory code for seismic design of buildings (GB50017-2010) [17], as shown in Fig. 14. The loading setup is a self-balanced steel frame, as shown in Fig. 15.

Hysteretic curves of four specimens are presented in figures from Fig. 16 to Fig. 19, respectively, from which it could be concluded that all specimens are capable of fully yielding. Those specimens, S2 and S4, show no evident out-of-plane buckling even in a drift ratio of 1/50. While the other two, S1 and S3, did buckle in a global mode under a drift ratio of 1/75 after the specimens were loaded one cycle, as shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21.

Fig. 13. Advantage of NCW over BRW

Fig. 15. Self-balanced loading setup

Fig. 14. Loading protocol based on drift ratio

Fig. 16. Hysteretic curve of S1

Fig. 17. Hysteretic curve of S2
The test results coincide with the theoretical result well in terms of yielding strength $Q_y$ and initial stiffness $K$, with a maximum error of less than 15%, as listed in Table 5 and Table 6, which in turn prove that the brought-forward theoretical model in this article could predict the yielding strength and initial stiffness properly.

**Table 5. Comparison between theoretical and test result in yielding strength**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Theoretical $Q_y$</th>
<th>Test $Q'_y$</th>
<th>Error $(Q'_y - Q_y)/Q_y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>+6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>+3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>+9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>+8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6. Comparison between theoretical and test result in initial stiffness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Theoretical $K$</th>
<th>Test $K'$</th>
<th>Error $(K' - K)/K$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>-12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>-13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**7. Conclusions**

Above all, the concept of non-buckling steel plate shear wall with corrugated core panel was first brought forward in this article and realized in both theoretical and experimental way. Based on research that have been done so far, several conclusions could be made just as follows.

(1) Two optimal corrugation configurations were parametrically obtained and recommended for the core panel of non-buckling steel plate shear walls.

(2) Non-dimensional parameters such as height-to-thickness ratio and width-to-thickness have been proved to be the most decisive factors of guaranteeing the “non-buckling”. As long as they are below the critical values recommended in this paper, unexpected buckling is not going to happen.

(3) Theoretical approaches to calculate yielding strength and initial stiffness were derived, as well as a theoretical design method for boundary elements. It has presented a good correlation with the test results with the maximum error between the theoretical and experimental results less than 15%.
(4) Corresponding simplified model for NCW which consists of a pair of cross braces and boundary elements with pinned ends was introduced. Formulas to determine the cross section of cross braces and boundary elements were given based on the principle of equivalent yielding strength and initial stiffness.

(5) Finally, four specimens with the suggested optimal corrugation configuration were tested cyclically. All specimens were designed and showed that they could achieve fully yielding before premature buckling. Two specimens with a height-to-thickness ratio larger than the recommended limit have exhibited inevitable buckling, while the other two with a smaller height-to-thickness ratio showed ideal energy-absorption capability and no evident buckling was observed even under an inter-story drift of 2%.
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Abstract

In the 1980’s Manchester University carried out over 110 tests on cylinders with a composite wall (steel-concrete-steel) subjected to external pressure as already reported in the literature. This paper describes further tests on 9 cylinders with a composite wall and a dome end subjected to external pressure and reports the results and compares them with theory. The cylinders were 500 mm diameter and 1250 mm long and four of them had penetrations through the cylinder wall. These tests were carried out under contract for Tecnomare SpA of Italy and have not been previously reported because of confidentiality reasons. The agreement between test behaviour, failure load and the theory developed at Manchester University is good.

The philosophy for the design of such vessels for seabed structures is discussed and a ‘depth margin’ method proposed as it is a more realistic way of applying safety. Examples of designs for different depths are given and compared with the predicted failure pressure.

Keywords: Composite wall; Cylinders; Sub-sea; Design philosophy.

1. Introduction

In the 1980’s Manchester University carried out over 110 tests on cylinders with a double-skin wall (steel-filler-steel) which have been reported in the literature [1-5]. In most cases the filler material was concrete with cube strengths from 20 to 87 N/mm². Nine tests, carried out under contract for Tecnomare SpA, of Italy, are described in this paper; they have not previously been reported because of confidentiality reasons. These 9 tests were carried out to verify the structural behaviour, integrity and strength of vessels with a ‘sandwich’ wall at about 1/20 the scale of vessels required for sub-sea oil production. A design philosophy for such sub-sea structures is discussed.

2. The Tests

The nine cylinders were tested in the University of Manchester Civil Engineering hyperbaric chamber which could accommodate vessels up to 570 mm diameter and 1250 mm long loaded to a maximum pressure of 21 N/mm². Their dimensions and properties are shown in Fig. 1.

Measurement of the radial deformation of the inside surface was made using radial displacement transducers which could be swept round through 360°. Strain gauges were also used to measure the longitudinal and circumferential strains on the steel skins; it was reassuring to see that the deformation from the transducers and that calculated from the strain gauges was in agreement.

The test vessels were fabricated by sleeving the inner skin into the outer skin, with stud spacers to align them and maintain the required wall thickness; micro-concrete, with a maximum aggregate size of 3 mm, was then poured into the annulus and vibrated to compact it. The concrete cube strength was measured with the average being 50.2 N/mm².
The test procedure was to increase the pressure in steps, measuring the internal deformation at each step by rotating the tube holding the transducers through $360^\circ$, in order to plot pressure against radial deformation of which Fig. 2 is typical. The plot is linear until the inside skin starts to yield when more load is placed on the concrete and outer skin until, after a small increase in pressure, this outer skin yields; after further increase in pressure the concrete crushes and an inward facing lobe is formed as seen in Figs. 3 and 4. By noting where the deformation was greatest it could be deduced where the failure lobe would form so the transducers were moved away from this zone to prevent them being damaged by the failure, the radial deformation was then deduced from the strain measurements; the pressure was then increased until failure occurred with a loud bang!

When failure occurs the pressure in the hyperbaric chamber reduces and stability is reached but it must be remembered that in a sub-sea situation this pressure would not reduce and collapse would be complete.

All the shells failed with the formation of an inward facing lobe by crushing of the concrete (as shown in Fig. 4) after yielding of the steel skins. The position of failure was in the cylinder length where the wall thickness (measured after the test) was thinnest, in some cases close to the...
junction between the cylinder and the dome as with TEC1 and TEC3. The steel skin thickness of all the cylinders was 2 mm and for the dome 1.5 mm except for TEC1 where the inner skin of the dome was 1.2 mm and TEC2 where the outer skin of the dome was 1.2 mm. There was a penetration through the wall in TECs 4, 5, 6 & 7 consisting of a steel tube welded to both inside and outside steel skins but in none of these four cases did the failure seem to be influenced by the penetration.

For shell TEC9 a sustained pressure of 6 N/mm², considered as the design working pressure for the shell, was maintained for a week before increasing it to failure to see if this affected the load at which the shell failed.

3. Test results compared with theory

There is good agreement between the test failure pressure \( (p_{\text{f}}) \) and the theoretical failure pressure \( (p_t) \) [2,3], as shown in Table 1. The average \( p_{\text{f}}/p_t \) being 1.02; however TEC6 was shorter than the other cylinders so the failure lobe may not have had space to develop fully so, excluding TEC6, the average is 1.00. There is also good agreement between the theoretical and actual pressure-radial deformation behaviour (Fig. 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>Test ( p_{\text{f}} ) N/mm²</th>
<th>Theory ( p_t ) N/mm²</th>
<th>( p_{\text{f}}/p_t )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEC1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The penetrations through the cylinder wall did not influence the behaviour or failure load. Sustained pressure at 70% of the failure pressure did not influence the failure load. The use of a skin thickness of 1.5 mm for the dome ends, \( \frac{3}{4} \) the thickness of steel used for the cylinder section, did not cause failure to occur in the dome; though the use of an inner steel skin thickness of 1.2 mm for the dome of TEC1 may have contributed to its lower failure pressure \( (p_{\text{f}}/p_t = 0.92) \) as the lobe did spread into the dome (Fig. 3).

The conclusion drawn from these tests (and the previous tests carried out at Manchester University) is that the use of a cylinder with a steel-concrete-steel wall provides an excellent form of construction for resisting external pressure and that the theory predicts the behaviour and failure pressure very well. Hemispherical domes can be used to close the ends of the cylinder with the steel thickness in the dome being \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the steel thickness used in the cylinder length. The effect of point loads and damage to the composite wall has also been investigated [4,5].

4. Design philosophy for sub-sea vessels

This form of construction has been applied by Tecnomare [6] to sub-sea production systems for oil extraction and they have produced designs for 1000 m water depth. Sir Robert McAlpine Ltd, as part of Deep Sea Production Systems, have also done designs for sub-sea vessels [7]; tests for them included five with an internal diameter of 1.3 m, equivalent to 1/10 scale [2], with this increase of scale the test failure pressure was the same as that predicted by the theory (for the 5 tests: average \( p_{\text{f}}/p_t = 1.00 \)). With the higher strengths of material now available greater depths could be achieved.

Limit state design is acknowledged in Europe as being the most suitable method of ensuring that all stages of loading are considered and that the risk of exceeding each limiting criterion is acceptable. The human cost (injury and loss of life) and economic cost of repairing damage caused by any particular limit state being exceeded must not be disproportionate to the cause. If load intensities, their frequency of occurrence, and the variation of material properties could be defined precisely it would be possible to use statistical theory to arrive at the probability of reaching any particular criterion. This is rarely possible and designers resort to the deterministic approach of applying partial safety factors, to the loads and to the materials, the
values of which are accepted by the majority of
the industry. Their value is usually related to
experience and they are accepted because they
have proved satisfactory in past structures. In an
innovative situation there is no prototype with
which to compare; this is of course one of the
principal reasons for model testing. Recommendations do exist in established codes
(e.g. BS 5500 for the design of steel vessels
subjected to external pressure). In the case of
cement the safety factors for sub-sea structures
must be related to other usage and the current
philosophy on safety. Composite construction
has not been tested or used at the scale envisaged
for a sea-bed vessel 9 to 12 metres in diameter.
The partial safety factors applied to the loads and
to the materials must therefore consider the
values used for both steel and concrete
construction. These values must then be justified
by the results obtained from tests on models.
The consequences of failure are not explicitly
mentioned but are usually assumed to be
incorporated in the characteristic load and load
factor used.

The principal load on a sea-bed structure is
due to the water pressure. The design value of
this will vary depending on the accuracy of the
survey of the sea-bed at the chosen site, the
height of the tides and waves and, to a lesser
extent with currents. The authors propose that
for such sea-bed structures it is much more
appropriate to use a smaller partial load factor
associated with a ‘depth margin’ as this will give
a reliability against failure which is more
consistent and less dependent on depth [8]. This
approach will give safer structures at shallow
depths and more economic structures at deeper
depths. A load factor is still needed to take
account the uncertainties in the assessment of the
loading effects and a factor of 1.15 might be
considered appropriate. The depth margin
chosen would depend on the accuracy with
which the vessel’s position and sea-bed survey
were known and would be added to the water
depth including allowing for the greatest wave
and tide height. The authors consider that 80 m
is appropriate in many cases.

A comparison of designs for different depths
is given in Table 2: all include material safety
factors of 1.15 for steel and 1.5 for concrete. For
instance allowing a depth margin of 80 m and a
load factor of 1.15 and assuming a sea water
density of 1030 kg/m$^3$ (giving 1030x9.81x10^{-6} =
0.0101 N/m$^2$ pressure per m depth) thus for
104m depth (the design depth of the steel Frigg
buoyancy tanks) the design pressure would be:
(104+80)x0.0101x1.15 = 2.14 N/mm$^2$; and
using only a load factor of 1.5 and no depth
margin: 104 x 0.0101 x 1.5 = 1.58 N/mm$^2$.

Table 2. Comparison of design pressures using the
‘Margin’ and ‘Load Factor’ approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth m</th>
<th>Margin 80 m N/mm$^2$</th>
<th>Load factor 1.5 N/mm$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>7.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that the use of a depth margin
gives more consistent safety and is a more
realistic way of applying safety to structures
subjected to external pressure loading caused by
water depth than by applying only a load factor.
Using a depth margin of 80 m gives greater
safety at depths less than 263 m and is more
economical at deeper depths.

Fig. 5. Proposed Tecnomare Subsea Oil Production
5. Design comparisons

Tecnomare’s design, Fig. 5, for 1000 m water depth used a cylinder with a length of 170 m and an internal diameter of 12.5 m the wall thickness being 1 m, their design had an internal steel skin thickness of 130 mm and an external steel skin thickness of 120 mm and they used commonly available materials, steel with a yield strength of 355 N/mm² and concrete with a cube strength of 65 N/mm². The design pressure for this 1000 m depth (pdes) using a load factor of 1.5 would be 15.2 N/mm². The calculated failure pressure, when material partial safety factors of 1.15 for steel and 1.5 for concrete are included (pdes), would be 16.0 N/mm², equivalent to failing at a depth of 1583 m, see Table 3.

High strength steel and concrete could now be used to provide more economical sub-sea structures and be used for deeper depths; their use is shown in the last three rows of Table 3 for 1000 m and 2000 m depth designs.

Table 3 shows the savings in weight that can be achieved if the ‘depth margin’ approach to safety is adopted. The use of high strength materials also produces savings in weight, though there may be higher fabrication costs. For 2000 m depth the use of high strength materials gives a vessel of similar weight to that using standard materials for 1000 m depth (compare row 2 with row 6 in Table 3).

6. Conclusions

Cylinders with a composite wall, steel-concrete-steel, are a very efficient way of resisting external pressure. They have been extensively researched and tests show that their behaviour and failure can be accurately predicted by theory.

Although cylindrical vessels with composite walls have not, to our knowledge, been used in practice for sub-sea work they are an excellent form of construction for resisting external pressure. They have been considered for use in resisting blast loading and as containment vessels for nuclear waste, and they would also be useful for emergency shelters near volcanoes.

Design of sub-sea vessels should use a depth margin and small load factor rather than the normal ultimate limit state load factor alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>D (mm)</th>
<th>h (mm)</th>
<th>t1 (mm)</th>
<th>t2 (mm)</th>
<th>fys N/mm²</th>
<th>fyoc N/mm²</th>
<th>fyc N/mm²</th>
<th>pdes N/mm²</th>
<th>Wst (t)</th>
<th>Wcon (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tec 1000m 1.5</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tec 1000m 80</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McA 1000m 1.5</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McA 1000m 80</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS 1000m 80</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS 2000m 80</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS 2000m 1.5</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Examples of designs for dome ended cylinders with a steel-concrete-steel wall.

Notation used in Table 3: Tec are the Tecnomare designs, McA the McAlpine designs, and HS is the use of high strength steel and concrete; 1.5 indicates the use of a 1.5 load factor on the design depth to obtain the design ultimate limit state pressure pdes. 80 indicates the use of an 80 m depth margin and load factor of 1.15 to obtain the design ultimate limit state pressure pdes. The design failure pressure (pdes) predicted by the theory \([2,3]\), includes material partial safety factors for steel \((\gamma_{ms} = 1.15)\) and for concrete \((\gamma_{mc} = 1.5)\); it should be compared to these pdes values, and, for the vessel to be ‘safe’, \(p_u\) should be equal to or greater than pdes.

$$p_u = 2 * (f_{ys} * f_{yo} \gamma_{ms} + t_t * f_{yo} \gamma_{mc}) + (h - t_t - t_e) \gamma_p (0.75 * f_{yo} \gamma_{ms} + (6 * t_t * f_{yo} \gamma_{ms} (D / 2 + t_t))/D) / (D / 2)$$

\(D\) is the internal diameter of the cylinder; \(h\) is the total wall thickness; \(t_t, t_e\) is the thickness of the inside and outside steel skins respectively, and \(f_{yo}\) the yield strengths; \(f_{ys}\) is the characteristic cube strength of the concrete. Wst and Wcon are the weights, in thousands of tonnes (1000,000 kg), of the steel and concrete respectively for a 170 m long cylinder with domed ends (the steel in the dome ends being ¾ of the thickness of the steel used in the cylinder length).
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Abstract

Clad steel possesses benefits of the both component metals in terms of mechanical performance, corrosion resistance, sustainability and lower full lifecycle cost, etc. As a result, it has been more and more widely used in the petroleum, chemical, marine, shipbuilding and metallurgical industries, including stainless-clad steel and titanium clad steel. Such clad steel has also great potential for application in building and bridge structures. For better understanding material properties of such clad steel, a review of research progress available in the literature is conducted herein, as well as recent research undertaken by the authors’ group at Tsinghua University. It can be found that very limited research reported in the literature mainly concerns static material properties of the clad steel, and primary relations between clad ratio and strength are suggested. The authors carried out material tests on both titanium and stainless-clad steel plates, with different clad ratios being incorporated. For the stainless-clad steel tests, both material and butt welded connections are tested, and various elevated temperatures are considered. In addition, tension coupon tests under cyclic loadings are also briefly introduced herein. Primary constitutive relations developed by the authors are reviewed in this paper. All the research findings and proposed formulae may provide an essential basis for future structural analysis, and may promote its application in structural engineering.

Keywords: Clad steel; mechanical properties; experiment; elevated temperatures; cyclic loading.

1. Introduction

With development of metallurgical industries, various new high-performance (HP) structural steels and metals have been produced, such as high-strength steel\cite{1}, low-yield-point steel\cite{2}, fire-resistant steel\cite{3}, stainless steel\cite{4}, aluminium alloy\cite{5}, etc. Clad steel is a kind of material of HP structural steel, bonded with two different metals\cite{6}, which not only has good strength and plastic properties of the base metal, but also has cladding metal’s high performance\cite{7}. Clad steel with excellent performance and relatively low cost\cite{8} has been developed by using hot-rolling process\cite{9}. Such advanced steel has been widely used in petrochemical industries, and has great potential for application in structural engineering as structural steel\cite{10}. However, due to insufficient understanding of the mechanical properties of the clad steel, it has been only used in building curtain walls as shown in Fig. 1 and bridge decks in construction projects.

Fig. 1. EXIM Bank Tower.

In Europe, through experimental investigations, researchers developed formulae
for evaluating the relationship between ratio of thicknesses of the two components and the tensile mechanical properties [11] as review in Section 5 herein, and concluded that mechanical properties of the low-carbon steel can be improved by hot-roll bonding with austenitic stainless steel [12]. While in China, it has begun to produce this kind of advanced steel [13, 14] and some standards for such bi-metallic products have been released, which are reviewed in the following sections.

In this paper, production process, welding and material properties of the clad steel are introduced comprehensively, and limit requirements in different standards are reviewed, including those of America [15, 16], Japan [17] and China [18–20]. Recently, titanium-clad (TC) steel’s and stainless-clad (SC) steel’s monotonic tensile tests, cyclic loading tests, and tensile tests at elevated temperatures were carried out by the authors. Comparisons for some important mechanical property indices such as the elastic modulus, yield strength, tensile strength and elongation of the tested clad steel were conducted. The research work and outcomes are expected to be helpful for understanding the material properties of the clad steel.

2. Production process of clad steel

There are two major ways to manufacture the clad steel: hot roll-bonding and explosive bonding [9].

For hot roll-bonding process, the production efficiency is high while the requirements are not high, and restriction of the type of composite material is less; it is beneficial to production of thinner plates and to prevention of separation between the two metals [21]. Compared with the explosive bonding process, the hot roll-bonding process may produce the clad steel with more stable quality in terms of the bonding interface performance. Li et al. [22] used TEM, SEM and X-ray energy spectrum techniques to observe the interfacial microstructures and composition alteration of hot-rolled 316L+16MnR composite plate. The microstructure at the interface shows the coexistence of ferrite, martensite and austenite. Dong et al. [23] used software MARC to get the distribution of stress and strain at interface of Q235 carbon steel and 304 stainless steel after initial five passes of the multi-pass hot rolling process. It shows that using small reduction ratio at single pass with large cumulative deformation rate is favourable to get excellent combined carbon/stainless clad sheet. Li [24] composited austenitic stainless steel and carbon steel by vacuum hot roll-bonding, and compared the different process parameters on the material properties. The results show that the interfacial shear strength increases with an increase of heating temperature and reduction rate; Increasing the interface degree of vacuum and surface condition before welding can improve the mechanical properties of the composite interface; In addition, the interlayer (nickel foil) and diffusion annealing treatment can effectively promote the proliferation of metal parts to improve the composite strength.

By explosive bonding technique, the bonding surface may be well corrugated, so that shear strength of the interface is high. However, this process requires a specific place for explosion, resulting in serious pollution, and limiting the thickness of the cladding metal [6]. Because of these shortcomings, very few researchers are studying this production process in recent years.

3. Welding and qualification of clad steel

3.1. Welding

Back in 1988, Chen [25] introduced research results of welding materials, welding sequences and non-destructive detection testing of SC steel materials by Japan Steel Corporation Muroran Research Institute. Wang [26] carried out fatigue tests of 321+Q370qE clad plate welding joints produced by HAW and MW individually. The tests results indicated that fatigue performance of the welding joint produced by MW was superior to that of the joint welded by HAW. Wang and Zhang [27] carried out an experimental investigation on splice welding of duplex stainless steel plate 2205 and repair welding of 2205+Q345R clad plate according to weldability of the clad plate. The test results indicated that performance of the weld joints could meet regulations accordingly.

3.2. Welding procedure qualification

Tsinghua University recently conducted a SC steel welding process assessment. The specimen tested were fabricated through hot-rolling process by using Q235B steel (5 mm thick) as the base material and 316L austenitic stainless steel (3 mm thick) as the clad one. The welding region includes welding of base layer, welding of transition layer and welding of cover layer. It
is noteworthy that the transition layer is designed to prevent the base layer from being incorporated into the high alloy component. The welding sequence is shown in Fig. 2. The welding parameters are given in Table 1. It has been demonstrated that the welding technique is adequate for such clad steel, and the static strength of the welded connection is no less than the clad steel plate. In addition, no cracks were observed in the cold bending tests for the welded connection. This may provide important bases for practical usage of the clad steel in structural engineering, as welding is one of the most common fabrication and construction method in steel structures.

![Fig. 2. Welding sequence.](image)

**Table 1. Welding parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Welding electrodes and wires</th>
<th>Protective gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>ER50-6</td>
<td>Ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ER309LMo</td>
<td>Ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ER316L</td>
<td>Ar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Standards for clad steel

Ban et al. introduced various technical specifications for clad steel and some classifications were pointed out [10]. America, Japan and China have the corresponding product and welding technology standards, which have extensive application. Table 2 summarizes limit requirements for SC steel in different countries. Based on the comparison, it can be found that China’s performance values are basically the same with other countries’, but some values such as shear strength and elongation even exceed the requirements of ASTM and JIS standards.

**Table 2. Comparison of code limit values in different standards.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Tensile strength</th>
<th>Yield strength</th>
<th>Elongation</th>
<th>Bending</th>
<th>Interface shear strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JIS G3601-2012</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>&lt; 38.1 mm, when the tensile strength of the base metal below the standard minimum 482.6 MPa, the full thickness tensile test is required, and more than the base metal standard value</td>
<td>$\sigma_y &gt; \frac{t_1 \sigma_1 + t_2 \sigma_2}{t_1 + t_2}$</td>
<td>Base metal standard</td>
<td>according to the base metal standard</td>
<td>≥ 200 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTM263 [15], ASTM264 [16]</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>Not less than the lower limit value of base metal with corresponding thickness, and not exceed the upper limit by 35 MPa</td>
<td>≥ Base metal standard</td>
<td>≥ Base metal standard</td>
<td>A264: according to the base metal standard</td>
<td>≥ 140 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB/T8165-2008</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Not less than the lower limit value of base metal with corresponding thickness, and not exceed the upper limit by 35 MPa</td>
<td>≥ Base metal standard</td>
<td>≥ Base metal standard</td>
<td>No cracks should form on the outside of the bent part</td>
<td>I, II grade , ≥ 210 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>III grade</td>
<td>, ≥ 200 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $\sigma_B$ means the tensile strength of SC steel, $t$ means the thickness of SC steel, $\sigma_1$ means the tensile strength of stainless steel, $t_1$ means the thickness of stainless steel, $\sigma_2$ means the tensile strength of base steel, $t_2$ means the thickness of base steel.
5. Material properties of clad steel

Ma et al. studied the stamping performance of 0.8 mm thick SC steel, providing the basis for its forming process and mold design [28]. Two formulae correlating relative thickness of the two components and strengths were developed by Motarjemi et al. [11] as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2),

\[ \sigma_y = 378.3 - 71.4e^{-0.5\beta} \]  
\[ \sigma_u = 675.1 - 191.0e^{-2.4\beta} \]

The authors conducted a series of TC steel tension coupon tests, full-range stress-strain curves of the TC steel plates were obtained and influence of clad ratio was clarified [29], as shown in Fig. 3. It was found that with an increase of the clad ratio, the yield plateau disappeared gradually, the yield strength increased, whilst the tensile stress varied slightly. This phenomenon is more clearly shown in Fig. 4. An averaged curve of the base and cover layers are used to represent the clad steel based on the observation that the development of strain through the clad steel thickness is uniform, and separate stress within the two layers is difficult to be got in the tests.

The authors investigated experimentally SC steel’s material properties with clad ratio’s effects being involved, and it was found that the yield strength and tensile strength increased with the clad ratio increasing, as shown in Fig. 5.

Tension coupon tests at elevated temperatures were also conducted on the SC steel plate by Tsinghua University. It was found that with an increase of the temperature, both the yield strength and tensile strength were reduced remarkably, as shown in Fig. 6.

The authors also carried out a series of 316L+Q235B SC steel material tests under monotonic tension loading, monotonic compression loading and cyclic loading with 15 different protocols. The test results showed that the mechanical property of the SC steel under cyclic loading exhibited hardening behaviour, which differed from monotonic loading. The plump hysteretic curves indicated good capability of energy consumption. With the cyclic number increasing, the steel’s stiffness degraded significantly, which showed mixed hardening behaviour including isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening, and the Ramberg-Osgood model may simulate the cyclic skeleton curves well, as shown in Fig. 7.
6. Conclusions

Based on the overviews, discussions and comparisons mentioned above, the following conclusions can be obtained:

(1) In general, current research results show that production and welding of clad steel have been widely concerned, but the material property just begun to be studied, so more detailed research is needed.

(2) The clad ratio has great influence on the elastic modulus, yield strength and elongation after fracture of the clad steel, depending on that of the two component materials.

(3) Through the monotonic tension test, cyclic test, and elevated temperature test, it has been demonstrated that the clad steel has excellent mechanical properties, and further study is in need.
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Abstract

For the rehabilitation of steel structures from the 19th and the early 20th century the brittle fracture behaviour is essential for the structural safety. The methods of the assessment used in EN 1993-1-10 were predominantly developed for welded structures made of current steel grades with more or less high toughness. The check by limitation of the plate thickness (Table 2.1 in [1]) is not suitable for old mild steel structures with riveted and bolted connections. Notch effects and residual stresses are quite different to those ones of welded structures. The material properties of old mild steels are characterised by larger scatter, particularly due to the inhomogeneous distribution of tramp elements and higher contents of non-metallic inclusions. In this paper, experimental and analytical studies of the brittle fracture behaviour of mild steels as well as aging effects of structural elements with holes for riveted and bolted connections are presented (see also [2-4], [20]).

\textbf{Keywords:} Brittle fracture; old mild steel; riveted structures; fracture toughness; Master-Curve; Sanz-correlation.

1. Introduction

Lots of steel structures dating from the 19th and early 20th century are still in use today even if their expected lifetime has been significantly exceeded. Steel structures constitute a large proportion of the existing buildings. Storey buildings, railway stations and industrial plants from the 20th century play a particular role. Due to heritage preservation aspects and also for economic reasons, it is of significant importance to ensure the safe usage of these buildings.

The analysis of the different reasons for damages and collapses of old steel structures shows, that besides the safety of the structural elements and connections against stability and strength failure, the risk of brittle fracture plays an important role (e. g. [5]). The procedure for choosing steel grades to avoid brittle fracture according to EN 1993-1-10 [1] is developed for structures out of current steel grades in welded structures. The particular properties of old mild steels made by the Thomas-, Bessemer- or Siemens-Martin-procedure were not reflected. In addition, notch effects from holes for rivets and bolts in structures are significantly lower.

Nevertheless, in practice the limits for the Charpy-energy according to EN 1993-1-10 are often used to assess old steel structures. This can lead to miscalculations of toughness requirements and unnecessary reinforcement measures or the preventive dismantling of the structures.

It is already known from previous tests even at low temperatures, that old mild steels may have sufficient toughness to withstand brittle component failure. The assessment of the safety against brittle fracture by using the results of fracture-mechanical tests (C(T)-tests) for the material toughness and the principals of fracture mechanics to determine the stress intensity at crack tips is not widespread. Up to now, it is limited to selected structures, in particular railway and road bridges with cyclic traffic loads.

2. Steel grade selection in EN 1993-1-10

To evaluate the safety of steel structures against brittle fracture, different complex and meaningful methods have been developed, which are more or less closely related to the phenomenon of brittle fracture. The procedure
and background for the choice of steel grades according to EN 1993-1-10 are briefly described as follows (see [6] and Fig. 1).

Based on a plate thickness-dependent initial crack $a_0$ (semi-elliptical surface crack from the production, Fig. 1a), the design value of the crack depth $a_d$ will be determined after 500,000 load cycles. This value is associated with the period, in which a damaged component with an increasing crack can be safely used, even at extreme low temperatures (return period 50 years). Typical intervals for the fundamental renewal of corrosion protection at bridges are about one quarter of the life time, for which a calculated lump sum of two million load cycles was assumed. Based on the maximum crack depth at the end of the observation period, the stress at the crack tip in form of the linear elastic stress intensity factor $K_I$ in the component will be determined as the reference for the impact. The increase of the stress at the crack tip due to plastic zones can be considered by the $k_{R6}$ correction factor in the Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) of the R6 routine (Fig. 1b).

The technical delivery conditions for structural steels do not specify fracture toughnesses $K_{Jc}$, but minimum values of the Charpy-energy from notch impact tests at a given temperature (e.g. $T_{27J}$). This requires a suitable transformation, which takes place in two steps. On the one hand, the relationship between the fracture toughness $K_{Jc}$ and the component temperature will be described by the Wallin's "Master-Curve" (Fig. 1c). In a second step, the ratio between the transition temperature $T_{27J}$ at the Charpy-test and the reference temperature $T_{100}$, at which the median value of the fracture toughness corresponds to 100 MPa$\sqrt{m}$ (also called $T_0$), will be determined by using the modified Sanz-correlation (Fig. 1d). With this procedure it is possible to replace the complex determination of the fracture toughness $K_{Jc}$ by simple notch impact tests.

To simplify the assessment EN 1993-1-10 provides Table 2.1 [1]. It enables the determination of the maximum permissible product thicknesses of the intended steel grades depending on the reference temperature and the applied stress for a defined exceptional combination of actions [1]. The table was developed for welded structures made out of steel grades according to EN 10025 under defined boundary conditions.

3. Investigations of old mild steels

3.1. Specimens and their chemical content
It is already known from the investigation in [7, 8] that the chemical, metallurgical and mechanical characteristics of old structural steels may differ considerably. In order to capture a large range of mild steels, material samples from different structures and years of construction were chosen for these investigations. To get more conservative results only material samples from buildings were analysed, because the steel quality of bridges was usually higher. The results of the chemical analysis are concluded and compared with the average concentrations of mild steels from typical production procedures [7] in Table 1. The specimens include Thomas-steels with high contents of nitrogen (e.g. PA2) as well as Siemens-Martin-steels (e.g. M3). For each analysed material sample, the following test specimens were produced:

- 6 cylindrical tensile specimens B5 (see DIN 50125:2009),
- 12 Charpy-impact-test specimens (see EN ISO 148-1:2011),
- 10 fracture mechanic specimens (compact tension specimens, see ASTM E1820-13).

Before starting sample preparation sulphur prints were made to make core segregations visible. The specimens were positioned in the areas of segregations. Due to the increased amount of impurity the lowest material toughness could be expected in these parts of the cross sections. All test specimens of one type were positioned behind each other in longitudinal direction of the sections to make sure, that the tested series have approximately the same material properties. Furthermore, the notches of the Charpy-specimens and the fatigue cracks of the C(T)-specimens were located in areas of the cross sections, where rivet holes are usually positioned and cracks are expected. Fig. 2 shows the sulphur print of an angle section and the location of the test specimens.

![Sulphur print and positioning of test specimens at sample SGM21 [19]](image)

### 3.2. Fracture toughness

The fracture behaviour of structural steels corresponds to a temperature-dependent transition of material toughness from the ductile (upper shelf) to the brittle state (lower shelf). The transition region is characterised by significantly larger scatter than the upper and the lower shelf. The wide range of fracture toughness can be explained with the weakest-link-model [9]. The weakness of a ligament at the crack front (weakest link of a chain) is decisive for the toughness of a sample. At these weak points micro-cracks will form, which extend in an unstable manner and thus initiate failure. The reason for the wide scatter range is the stochastic distribution of the weaknesses of the microstructure in the ligament. The closer there is the weak point to the crack front, the lower is the fracture toughness. The probability increases with the width of the crack. For that reason, the toughness against brittle fracture of a thicker sample is lower than that of a thinner one. At the same time, the scatter of the material toughness is lower. This will be captured with the Weibull distribution of the Master-Curve-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample / section</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT200 (1200)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
<td>0.0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT260 (1260)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M31 (L120x13)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M56 (L110x12)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGM21 (L80x8)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA2 (L60x8)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB_G1 (L100x65x11)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>0.0710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB_G3 (L100x65x11)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.0190</td>
<td>0.0570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas-steel</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens-Martin-steel</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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concept ([10, 11]) in the brittle-ductile transition region. For the probability of failure \( P_f \) a three-parametric distribution is common in which two parameters are predefined. The shape parameter \( m \) is 4, the threshold parameter \( K_{min} \) restricts the lower bound of the fractural toughness of ferritic steels to 20 MPa√m.

\[
P_f = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{(K_{J_c} - K_{min})}{K_0 - K_{min}}\right)^m
\]

(1)

The scale parameter \( K_0 \) will be determined from the values of fracture toughness \( K_{J_c} \) for unstable failure. The values \( K_{J_c} \) are assigned to a normalised toughness-temperature-curve. The Master-Curve describes the dependency of the median fracture toughness of 1T-samples from the temperature.

\[
K_{Jc(med)} = 30 + 70 \cdot \exp[0.019 \cdot (T - T_0)]
\]

(2)

The test standard ASTM E1921 is valid for macroscopic homogenous material. The multimodal Master-Curve-approach by [12] allows the analysis of data sets which consist of several subsets, e.g. records of different batches or non-homogeneous material. Hence this method is suitable for the evaluation of different mild steel samples. However, it is much more complex than the standard method according to ASTM E1921 [13]. The results from the analysis of the old mild steels related to the standard Master-Curve of ASTM E1921 are also shown in Fig. 3.

As expected, the fracture toughness of the inhomogeneous samples are better represented by the multimodal Master-curve. Only two (2.4 %) of the totally determined 83 \( K_{Jc,1T} \)-values are below the curve for 2 % failure probability. However, it can be seen that (except the sample PA2) the fracture toughness of the mild steels is also described sufficiently precise by the standard Master-Curve according to ASTM E1921. Based on experimental data and the multimodal evaluation the reference temperature \( T_0 \) of -30 °C as well as a characteristic value of the fracture toughness (5 %-fractile) are obtained with

\[
K_{\text{MM}}^{25.9} = 25.9 + 29.7 \cdot \exp[0.0186 \cdot (T + 30)]
\]

(3)

3.3. Previous investigations

Since the 1980th, fracture mechanical investigations of old structural steels have been performed in order to evaluate the brittle fracture safety of bridge structures. The results were published e.g. in [14–16] and were used in various concepts to determine the brittle fracture resistance of riveted structures. Some of the research results have also been published on an international level (e.g. [17, 18]). While the origin of the steels was mostly given, the test procedure and standards, the dimensions of the specimens and also partly the test temperatures were only insufficiently recorded.

The fracture toughnesses and the conditions for their determination are only stated in [15]. While the sample thickness varies between 7 and 12.5 mm, the tests were carried out according to ASTM E813-89 [19] on 0.5T-C(T)-samples. The data of the analysed structural bridge steels are well described with a few exceptions with the multimodal Master-curve (Fig. 4). However, it is remarkable that with increasing temperature the fracture toughness \( K_{Jc} \) seems to drop in the average. Reasons for this may be given in the way of evaluation and interpretation of the test results. Depending on the fracture behaviour of the specimen, a distinction between brittle failure and initiation of ductile crack growth was made.

If the specimen completely failed brittle without macroscopic visible cracks on the fracture surface, the determined fracture toughness was named \( J_c \). (Index \( c \) means “critical”). The equivalent \( K_{Jc} \)-values are shown in Fig. 4. If the cleavage fracture was initiated by a ductile and on the fracture surface visible crack, the fracture toughness was named with \( J_c \) (toughness when initiating ductile crack growth). The applied experimental procedure during the current investigations at TU Dresden also
quantifies the fracture toughness due to brittle failure according to ASTM E1921. However, the code permits a low level of ductile crack growth up to a crack elongation of

$$0.05 \cdot (W - a_0) \leq \Delta a_{\text{mm}}$$

where $W$ is the width of the specimen and $a_0$ the length of the initial crack. The fracture toughness is limited to the maximum measurement capacity $K_{Jc(\text{lim})}$ depending on the specimen and the yield strength of the material [13]. Since the degree of ductile crack growth is not documented in [15], Fig. 4 does not contain $J$-values in this comparison.

3.4. Dependency from the production process

To compare the fracture toughness of mainly Thomas-steels described in 3.1. and 3.2. with those once of higher quality, further investigations were carried out (see [20]). Additional material samples of welded structures from 1937 were considered. The results of the chemical analyses are shown in Table 2. All four samples are identified as Siemens-Martin-steels. Since specimen B3 contains a silicon ratio of 0.2 % it is a killed steel.

Similar to the investigations described before, extensive tests for analysing the material toughness according the Master-Curve-concept were carried out. As expected, the transition temperature $T_{27}$ of the Charpy-energy as well as the reference temperature $T_0$ of the C(T)-tests are significantly lower for the killed steel than for the other plate samples. In general, the analysed Siemens-Martin-steels have significantly lower reference temperatures than the Thomas-steels.

### Table 2. Results of the chemical analysis from specimens out of Siemens-Martin-steels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample / Section</th>
<th>Chemical content [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 (L80x8)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2 (P1 13)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3 (P1 13)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4 (P1 11)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas-St.</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-M-Steel</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two material samples in Table 1 and Fig. 3, which are designated as M31 and M56, may also be identified as Siemens-Martin-steels. The evaluation of the fracture toughness together with the three rimming mild steels B1, B2 and B4 according to ASTM E1921 leads to a reference temperature $T_0$ of -45 °C (Fig. 5). This is about 15 K lower than the value of the mild steels according chapter 3.2. The characteristic value of the fracture toughness is obtained for the Siemens-Martin-steels as

$$K_{Jc(\text{lim})} = 25.2 + 36.6 \cdot \exp \left(0.019 \cdot (T + 45) \right)$$

3.5. Correlation of the material toughness

Since the determination of the fracture toughness is sometimes not possible or too expensive, many research projects were carried out to derive correlations to other material properties. Most of the research was focused on the estimation of $K_J$ from the Charpy-impact energy $K_V$. Some of the correlations are explained, evaluated and critically discussed in [21, 22]. In general these relationships are based on empirical data and only valid for certain types and states of materials.
For the mild steels of Table 1, the recommended estimation of the fracture toughness from the results of the Charpy-test according to the SINTAP-guidelines [23] was checked. The lower threshold value of the fracture toughness \( K_{\text{mat}} \) in a brittle material state was determined by Eq. (6).

\[
K_{\text{mat}} = \left( 12 \cdot \sqrt{KV_2} - 20 \right) \left[ \frac{25}{B} \right]^{0.25} + 20
\]  
\( (6) \)

B is the given thickness of the specimen related to 25 mm.

The minimum Charpy-impact energy of the mild steel specimens from Table 1 is 4.5 J, the related fracture toughness \( K_{\text{mat}} \) according Eq. (6) is 25.5 MPa√m. This lower threshold value is below all crack toughnesses \( K_{\text{JC}} \) of the analysed mild steels and thereby provides a conservative estimation. The fracture toughness in the lower transition region of the toughness-temperature-curve can be estimated for a certain failure probability \( P_f \) as a function of the temperature \( T \) and the transition temperature \( T_{273} \) by Eq. (7).

\[
K_{\text{mat}} = 20 + \left[ 11 + 77 \cdot \exp(0.019 \cdot (T - T_{273} + 3)) \right] .
\]  
\[
\left( \frac{25}{B} \right)^{0.25} \cdot \left( \ln \frac{I}{I - P_f} \right)^{0.25}
\]  
\( (7) \)

This approach is also applicable for old mild steels but leads to very conservative values of the toughness for the steels of Table 1.

\[ T_0 [24]. \] The modified type in Eq. (8) is part of the steel grade selection by EN 1993-1-10. The comparison of the analysed mild steels with current steel grades shows that the correlation \( T_0 = T_{273} - 18°C \) \((\pm 2 \cdot \sigma)\) with \( \sigma = 13°C \) (8) is not correct for old mild steels (Fig. 6). For comparable reference temperatures \( T_0 \) of the Charpy toughness, the transition region of the Charpy-impact test is at significant higher temperatures.

### 4. Structures with punched holes

The risk of brittle fracture of riveted and bolted steel structures is affected by influences from the material, construction and production methods of the structural elements. The high nitrogen concentration of converter steels (Bessemer and Thomas procedure) in combination with plastic deformation leads to ageing and brittleness.

The risk of brittle fracture increases significantly due to strain ageing, particularly in the region of plastic deformations. Such strain ageing effects can occur due to cold deformations, e.g. in the peripheral areas of punched holes. At the beginning of the 20th century punched holes at cyclic loaded steel structures were only allowed in secondary structural components. In contrast, the rivet holes for joints in steel structures of the 19th century were always punched.

The notch effect of holes causes stress concentrations, which have to be compensated by local plastifications. If local yielding due to embrittlement is only insufficiently possible, brittle fracture, starting from cracks at the punched holes, may occur (see e.g. [5]).

To examine the influence of punching on the brittleness in the region of the holes, metallographic investigations and measurements of Vickers hardnesses were carried out in [4]. In the microsections (Fig. 7) there are visible the typical areas of penetration and plastic deformations in moving direction of the punching tool. The direction of the stretched ferrite grains is pronounced in the middle and the exit part of the hole. Similar texture conditions were documented at all punched edges. The micrographs illustrated that the visually deformed zones of the grain texture have a maximum width of 1.5 mm. In the examinations in [25] the strain hardening effect
at the punched holes was already quantified by Vickers hardness measurements. However, the research was done with current steel grades without any significant tendency of strain ageing.

Fig. 7. Micrographs at the punched edge of a hole after micro etching in alcoholic HNO₃-solution [20].

Fig. 8. Hardness of all examined samples, hardness values in relation to the unaffected base material [20]

Analogous to [25], hardness measurements by Vickers (HV0.2 according to EN ISO 6507) on sections of old mild steels with punched holes were carried out in [4]. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The measured values refer to the hardness of the unaffected base materials (HV₁₀₀₀), which is in the range between 130 and 180 HV0.2. In the peripheral zone of the holes the hardness values increases up to 2.5-times. These values already point out an increasing tendency of cold cracking, but they are still below the permissible hardness value 380 HV 10 according to EN 1090-2. As already shown in the investigations in [11], the influence of punching is noticeable within an edge distance of about 3 mm. The hardened zone is wider than the area, in which deformed grain texture occurs.

5. Summary and Outlook

This paper presents examinations of the fracture toughness of old mild steels, the correlation between the results of Charpy- and C(T)-tests as well as effects of strain ageing at punched holes of riveted structures. An essential part is the extensive material analysis carried out to identify the fracture toughness in the brittle-ductile transition zone using the Master-Curve concept. The evaluation confirms that different material grades can be defined depending on the manufacturing process. To assess the influence of punching holes in combination with high contents of nitrogen, microstructure examinations and hardness measurements were carried out.

Based on the analysed material toughness of old mild steels a procedure for the assessment of brittle fracture of riveted structural elements was derived for typical structural details within a fracture mechanical safety analysis in [20, 26]. Related to the width of the hardened zone from punched holes, a crack with a straight front and a depth of 3 mm may be assumed at the most stressed hole edges of predominantly statically loaded structures. Equations for stress intensity factor approaches from the relevant literature can be used to determine the toughness requirements for components with rivet holes. Based on fracture mechanical finite-element-calculations a modification of these approaches was carried out for the joints of angle profiles in [20, 26]. The assessment procedure was transferred to a semi-probabilistic verification concept by using statistic methods to consider the variation of strength and toughness values of old mild steels after verification by component tests.
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Abstract

High strength steel box columns are usually fabricated from steel slab by applying welding. The welding process can introduce residual stresses and geometric imperfections into the columns and influence the column strength. In this study, a numerical investigation on the behavior of high strength steel thin-walled box columns under the compression force was carried out. The welding processes were firstly simulated with commercial package ABAQUS in this study to find out the residual stress distributions in high strength steel box column. After that, the column behaviors under the compression were modelled with predefined field from the previous step. The effect of the welding process (including flux-core arc welding and submerged arc welding), heating treatment (including preheating and post-weld heat treatment) and geometrical imperfection on the residual stress field and box column strength was investigated and discussed.

Keywords: Welding; heat treatment; high strength steel; column strength.

1. Introduction

Currently, most steel structures are made of mild steel for its satisfactory mechanical property and availability. In existing codes of practice, mild steel is well specified for structural application [1]. However, high strength steel (HSS) with yield strength larger than 460MPa has been an increasing interest in the usage for its merits in economy, aesthetics and safety [2]. The stress-strain behavior of HSS is different from mild steel such that HSS exhibits reduced ductility due to strain hardening after yielding. Furthermore, residual stress due to welding in HSS could be more serious than that in mild steel and might have a negative impact on its structural performance [3]. Uneven cooling of structural steel shapes and plates are the primary result of residual stresses within them. Welded built-up members exhibit tensile residual stresses in excess of the yield stress (in the region of the welded area) of the parent material. Due to the intense heat associated with flame-cutting, the material properties are significantly altered in these areas [4]. The thin HSS plate is likely to buckle locally in compression and therefore of significant importance for designing the thin-walled structures.

The local and overall buckling of columns for mild cold-formed steel structures has been extensively investigated [5, 6]. In addition, some studies for the overall buckling of high strength steel can also be found [7, 8]. However, only a few studies have been reported on the interaction between the fabrication procedure and the buckling strength for high strength steel. The present paper is concerned with a numerical investigation for the impact of welding procedure on the buckling strength of thin-walled box columns made of high strength steel with yield stress of 690MPa. A series of box columns with various welding treatments are analyzed.

2. Modelling for welding residual stress

2.1 Overview

Thermal cycles in the both of flux-core arc welding (FCAW) and submerged arc welding (SAW) processes inherently cause the metal to experience high temperature and to melt and
solidify at the weld region, inducing nonlinear mechanical behavior such as residual stress as well as microstructure alternation in the weld region and HAZ. In this study, a coupled thermal-stress analysis is carried out for the both of welding processes with the determination of the resulting residual stress. For FCAW models, the multi-passes of weld will be lumped into two blocks for each corner of the box to reduce the computation cost. The heat source is applied though the DFLUX subroutine of the ABAQUS at two blocks for each corner. Large displacement effects have been considered in the modeling by including the non-linear geometry option, NLGEOM, in the ABAQUS. For SAW models, it is considered single pass welding for each corner of the box. The heat input for SAW process is also achieved by the DFLUX subroutine with different setting on the magnitude and coefficient of heat energy with FCAW process. For each welding process, three models corresponding to the specimens with 1) as-welded condition, 2) preheated box columns and 3) post-weld heated box columns are created. For the as-welded model, a consistent pre-defined temperature field of 30°C is given to the whole model. For the model corresponding to the preheating, 100°C is set for the area within 100mm from the chord weld toe while 30°C is set for all other parts. It is input into the model as a predefined temperature field. It means that the preheating temperature error is ignored in the modelling and this predefined temperature field is modelled as uniform in the preheated area.

2.2 Meshing, interaction and boundary condition

ABAQUS includes general purposed linear and second order brick solid elements for heat transfer analysis and stress analysis [9]. In this study, a three-dimensional thermally coupled linear brick element (C3D8T) was used homogeneously throughout the entire model. The C3D8T element consists of a brick with eight nodes, and four degrees of freedom (x, y and z displacements {ux, uy, uz} and temperature) (Fig. 1). This element calculates displacements and temperatures using a linear integration method. As the weld would be added at the four corners of the built-up box column, an improved mesh is applied for the area close to the weldment. To make correctly input the residual stress field into the following column strength analysis model, the same meshing is used in the residual stress simulation and buckling simulation except the element type. In this analysis, a simplified treatment is assumed for the thermal interaction. All free surfaces (including outside surface, inner surface and two end surfaces) of the boxes are assumed for thermal convection and radiation. It means that all free surfaces from which the heat can dissipate into the air will have thermal convection and radiation for heat dissipation. The convection coefficient $h$ is defined as 15 W/m²K and emissivity $ε$ is set as 0.2.

Fig. 1. The meshing of the model.

2.3 The heat source model

Since that the temperature field driven by the weld heat source is the dominant driving force for residual stress formation during the welding procedure, an accurate analysis of the thermal cycle is required to obtain accurate prediction of residual stress. Furthermore, the heating source is also the driving force for phase transformation, thermal strain and stress, and eventually residual stress formation. For the mathematical modelling of thermal cycles, it can be traced back to in the late 1930s when Rosenthal [10] firstly applied the Fourier law into moving heat sources. However, the main shortcoming of this solution is the misfit of temperature field near the fusion and heat-affected zones. To accurately capture the temperature near the arc, Pavelic et al. [11] mentioned that the heat source should be distributed and proposed a Gaussian distribution of heat flux deposited on the surface of the work piece. Considering that the temperature gradient in front of the heat source is different from in the rear, a double ellipsoidal model of power density distribution was introduced by Goldak. In the double ellipsoidal model, the front half of the source is the quadrant of one ellipsoidal source and the rear half is the quadrant of another...
ellipsoid. To define the model, the fractions $f_f$ and $f_r$ of the heat deposited in the front and rear quadrants are needed such that $f_f + f_r = 2$. It was recommended by Goldak [12] that $f_f$ and $f_r$ should be set as 0.6 and 1.4, respectively. The power density distributions inside the front quadrant and the rear quadrant can be expressed as:

$$
q_f(x,y,z) = \frac{6\sqrt{3} f_f Q}{a_1 b c \pi^{\frac{3}{2}}} e^{\frac{-y^2}{b^2}} e^{\frac{-z^2}{c^2}}
$$

$$
q_r(x,y,z) = \frac{6\sqrt{3} f_r Q}{a_2 b c \pi^{\frac{3}{2}}} e^{\frac{-y^2}{b^2}} e^{\frac{-z^2}{c^2}}
$$

where, $Q = \eta \cdot U \cdot I$, $\eta$ is the heat source efficiency, $U$ is the voltage of electric arc, $I$ is the current of electric arc and $a_1$, $a_2$, $b$, $c$ are ellipsoidal parameters.

In this analysis, the double ellipsoidal model is employed to predict the thermal and stress field during the welding. In order to automatically renew the weld filler elements as the welding process was carried out, a special FORTRAN program is developed to describe the moving of heat source. In the absence of better data, experience suggests that it is reasonable to take the distance in front of the heat source equal to one half the weld width and the distance behind the heat source equal to twice the width [12]. Table 1 list the heat model parameters used in both welding process.

### Table 1. Heat source parameters for two welding process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welding process</th>
<th>FCW [13-14]</th>
<th>SAW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net power (KW)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat coefficient</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding speed (mm/s)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat source geometrical parameters</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4 Modelling scenario

There are two welding processes (FCAW and SAW) are chosen in this study for the effect of welding methodology on the final residual stress field and column strength. FCAW is chosen because the flux cored arc welding process has become the most popular semiautomatic process for structural steel fabrication and erection. The FCAW offers two distinct advantages over shielded metal arc welding. First, the electrode is continuous so that it eliminates the built-in starts and stops that are inevitable with shielded metal arc welding. Another advantage is that FCAW increases in deposition rate and productivity [13-14].

Table 2. Welding condition and geometry of the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Spaccimento</th>
<th>Welding method</th>
<th>Welding condition</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-F-1</td>
<td>As-welded</td>
<td>FCAW</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-F-2</td>
<td>Preheating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-F-3</td>
<td>SAW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-S-1</td>
<td>As-welded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-S-2</td>
<td>Preheating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-S-3</td>
<td>SAW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submerged arc welding (SAW) differs from other arc welding processes in that a layer of fusible granular material called flux is used for shielding the arc and the molten metal. Considering that it is frequently used in cases when welding path is simple and long enough, it is also included in this study to evaluate its extremely high heat input on the residual stress and column behavior. Table 2 gives the modelling scenario of this study.

To evaluate the heating effect on the residual stress magnitude and column strength, three models corresponding to 1) as-welded condition, 2) preheating before carrying out the welding and 3) post-weld heat treatment condition are created in this selection.

1) As-welded columns

To evaluate the heat treatment (preheating, post-weld heat treatment) on the residual stress field, the box columns welded at ambient temperature without any heat treatment is modelled and analyzed firstly as the benchmark model. It is classified to as-welded specimen, which means there is no preheating before the welding and no subsequent heat treatment operation following the welding.

2) Preheated columns

An effective way of preventing the cold cracking and minimize the residual stress is to preheat the weld area to higher temperature to delay the cooling of the welded joint. The minimum preheating temperature is depended on factors including the chemical composition of
the base material, the thickness of work piece, the welding process and hydrogen content of the weld metal. There are two methods (Method A: Graphical determination and Method B: Computational determination) provided by EN1011-2:2001[15]. In this paper, Method B of EN1011-2, computational determination, is used to determine the minimum preheating temperature. The recommended minimum preheating temperatures for joints 12mm RQT701 steel plate was found to be equal to 85°C. However, in order to make the fabrication procedure easy to handle, a single preheating temperature of 100°C was applied to all preheated joints. It also should be noticed that overheated for Q&T steel may be detrimental in the heat affected zone. Therefore, overheating should be avoided for the joint.

3) Post-weld heat treated columns

Post-weld heat treatment is often used to improve the properties of a welded structure. Two most common procedures used for PWHT are post heating and stress relieving [16]. The former one is used to minimize the potential for hydrogen induced cracking, which is normally happened when the temperature of the component is close to the ambient temperature. In this process, the steel shall not be allowed to cool to room temperature; instead, it should be immediately heated from the inter-pass temperature to the post heat temperature and held at this temperature for a design time. The latter one is used to reduce the stresses that remain locked in a structure as a consequence of manufacturing processes. Differentiated with post heating process, the component shall be allowed to fully cool down before stress relieving. The stress relieving PWHT will be studied in this paper for its effect on relieving the welding residual stress.

Since that the maximum temperature will not reach Ac1, the temperature at which austenitic transformation begins, PWHT is modelled by incorporating creep with temperature-dependent material properties. The Norton law should be followed during the soaking time for PWHT, which can be expressed as below:

\[ \varepsilon = A \sigma^n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( \varepsilon \) is the creep strain rate, \( \sigma \) is von Mises equivalent stress, \( A \) and \( n \) are material constants and equal to 9.016e-27 and 10.286 respectively in this study, which are according to [17].

2.5 Modelling results and discuss

The modelling results for FCAW case are selected for evaluating the heat treatment on the residual stress field in this section. Three models corresponding to as-welded columns, preheated columns and post-weld heated columns are chosen to study the impact of the heat treatment on the residual stress field. The stress along column length direction (S33) and Mises stress are selected for plotting against the local coordinate position (shown in Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 present the residual stress along column length direction (z direction) and Mises stress respectively, against the distance from the center lines. The figures show four curves, which are respectively representing the stress variation along four outside surface (S1: topside, S3: bottom, S2: left side, S4: right side, See Fig. 1). The curves show that, in the outside surface of the box column, the weld region and its’ nearby has a tensile stress with its magnitude much higher than the other position in the base metal. It should be noted that the high tensile stress is only localized in 20mm from the weld.
and stress drop quickly to compressive stress for the location outside this distance. Another finding is that the tensile stress is more uneven distributed on the outside surface of the box along S2 and S4 side. This phenomenon should be related to the weld configuration since the heat is transferred to S2 and S4 surface by the connection in the inner surface of the box (similar to “fillet weld” as to S2 and S4), while the heat energy is directly dissipated to S1 and S3 by heat conduction into base metal (similar to “butt weld as to S1 and S3).

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the welding residual stress along the column length direction (z direction, S33) and Mises stress respectively for preheated column. Similar with stress distribution with as-welded column can be found for preheated column; high tensile stress gathered in the vicinity of the weld and part of those areas is yielded. Compressive residual stress is mostly small in magnitude. By comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 with Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that preheating can reduce the highest tensile residual stress to approximately 13% from their original value (when the preheated temperature is 100°C). Another observed influence of preheating is that it can slightly improve the stress gradient in the vicinity of the weld when comparing with as-welded column.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the distribution of residual stresses (S33 and Mises stress) with post-weld heat treatment. In the PWHT process, the temperature of the box columns was heated up to 600°C in the initial 1000s and hold the temperature for 1.5 hours and then cooled to ambient temperature. It can be found that PWHT reduces nearly one third of the maximum tensile residual stress in the weld and HAZ area when compared with as-welded column. It means that in view of stress relieving effect, PWHT is more effective. The creep deformation during the soaking time can substantially reduce stress magnitude.

In this section, a comparative study between the residual stress fields due to FCAW and SAW is carried out. To avoid uncertainty of heating treatment, the as-welded models are selected for the comparison. As shown in Fig. 1, high tensile stress dominantly developed at the four corners of the box columns for both welding processes. Owing to the high net power input of the SAW process, the maximum tensile stress (S33, z direction) is around 16% higher than that in FCAW model. Another finding is that the HAZ area in SAW model is wider than that in FCAW model. It means material deterioration is more serious happened in SAW model considering the face that the yielding stress would get a bit worse for Q&T high strength steel after the welding. To
make stress state self-balanced, a higher magnitude of compressive stress can be found in the outside surface of the SAW model. This cause the stress gradient in the transition area from HAZ to base metal very high, which would be weaken for its mechanical properties.

3. Modelling for column buckling

3.1 Overview

In this section, the built-up HSS columns behavior under the axially loading will be studied. Since the residual stress field obtained from Section 3 would be input into the buckling analysis as predefined field, the same meshing with residual stress simulation is used in this section except the element type is changed to C3D8I, which is an 8-node linear brick element used for stress analysis [9]. To avoid the stress concentration effect for the axial loading in one end of the column, a reference point is created so that the load can be applied in the reference point. A coupling interaction between the reference point and the end plate is added so that the load can be averagely distributed into the end surface. For the reference point, both the translational and rotational degrees of freedoms are free so that load can be exerted directly on the movable end.

3.2 Geometrical imperfection and residual stress

The response of some structure depends strongly on the imperfections of the structure geometry, particularly if the buckling modes interact after buckling occurs. Hence, a geometrical imperfection would be assessed and used in the analysis. In this study, the degree of initial imperfection is specified as a percentage of steel plate thickness, which can be expressed as 0.3t(Py/Pcr)0.5(Py: yield load, Pcr: the critical buckling load, t: steel plate thickness). In this study, it is modelled by multiplying deformation shape of eigenvalue buckling analysis by the coefficient of 3.6×10^{-3}. The other method for incorporating geometrical imperfection is to introduce the out-of-plane deflection at mid-length of the column based on the imperfection measurement. It was found that the two ways were not significant different for stub columns [18]. Meanwhile, a central bow of 1/1000 of the member length covering unintentional load eccentricities is assumed in this study. The approach to define an imperfection in this paper involved two analysis runs with the same model definition: (a) In the first analysis run, an eigenvalue buckling analysis was performed on the “perfect” structure to establish probable collapse modes and to verify that the mesh discretizes those modes accurately. (b) In the second analysis run, an imperfection in the geometry was introduced by adding these buckling modes to the “perfect” geometry. After that, a geometrically nonlinear load displacement analysis of the structure was performed containing the imperfection using the Riks method to perform plastic buckling and post-buckling analyses of the column.

The welding-caused residual stress is incorporated in the analysis by importing the residual stress field from Section 3 as the predefined field for the buckling analysis.

3.3 Modelling results

The six model results are given in Table 3. The differences between modelling results with yielding load are shown in the table. The column deformation after the local buckling is shown as Fig. 8. It is observed that the local buckling load is close to the yielding load for as-welded models when FCAW is applied in the fabrication process. As to the preheating effect, it seems that no much improvement on the column strength. However, it should be noticed that PWHT can improve the column strength to some extent for both FCAW and SAW welding processes. Compared with FCAW process, the column strengths for three models corresponding to SAW process are all smaller. In another word, the influence of the welding residual stress in SAW is more serious (considering that the geometrical imperfections are all the same for the 6 models in the analysis).

Table 3. Modelling results for the box column

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>FCAW Preheating</th>
<th>PWHT</th>
<th>SAW Preheating</th>
<th>PWHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>A-F-1</td>
<td>A-S-1</td>
<td>A-S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Py (kN)</td>
<td>3820</td>
<td>3820</td>
<td>3820</td>
<td>3820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn (kN)</td>
<td>3806</td>
<td>3806</td>
<td>4897</td>
<td>4897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn/Py</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Column deformation after local buckling
4. Conclusion

A series of numerical models were carried out in this study to investigate the impact of the welding process and heating treatment on the high strength steel stub box columns. The welding residual stress field for both FCAW and SAW welding processes were obtained. By importing the residual stress and geometrical imperfections as the pre-defined input for the columns’ buckling models, the column strengths with different welding process and heating treatment were obtained. The preliminary findings can be summarized below:

1. High tensile residual stress dominantly developed at the four corners of the box columns for both FCAW and SAW welding processes. Owing to the high net power input of the SAW process, the maximum tensile stress (S33, z direction) is around 16% higher than that in FCAW model.

2. The HAZ area in SAW model is larger than that in FCAW model. Both preheating and PWHT can reduce the welding residual stress to some extent. However, in term of residual stress-relieving, the PWHT seems have a better effect than the preheating.

3. The local buckling loads of the stub high strength steel box columns are close to the yielding loads. As to the preheating effect, it seems that no much improvement on the column strength. However, PWHT can improve the column strength to some extent for both FCAW and SAW welding processes.
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Abstract

Forty-eight tests have been carried out to find the failure mode of a new type of the foam concrete using C-Channels as embedment. Four groups of foam concrete specimens with various embedment depths of the steel in the concrete. The modes of failure of this new type of structure are summarized, which include the independent failure of the C-Channels with and without a concrete block inside the channel as well as the combined failure of the two channels, and the failure of the extrusion block. It is concluded that the failure involves independent slippage between two C-Channels, and the steel and the foam concrete blocks inside the C-Channels.
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1. Introduction

The foam concrete is made of cement and fly ash with a compressive strength between 9 and 24 MPa with different densities. With a minimum of 20% (per volume) foam entrained into the plastic mortar. The density of foam concrete usually varies from 400 kg/m³ to 1600 kg/m³. Although foam concrete has been primarily used for non-structural members, there is an increasing trend for its use in structural support (Mohamad et al. [1]). The compression and flexural behaviour of foam concrete have been studied. Due to its inherent low density and low strength, foam concrete is often used with steel reinforcements or composites steel (Flores-Johnson and Li [2], Ikponmwosa et al. [3])

However, when using steel embedment as a means of reinforcement to provide tensile, bending and compression resistance, the mechanical characteristics is found to be greatly improved (Heath [4], Warren G.E. [5]). Therefore, in this paper, the compressive load on an embedded double C-Channel has been experimentally studied and theoretically analysed. The objective of the work is to understand the bond-slip characteristics between steel and foam concrete. The failure mechanism of the steel-foam concrete is also investigated.

In studying the bond-slip characteristics between steel and foam concrete, Ramezani et al. [6] carried out pull-out testing of galvanized steel strips in foam concrete. The bond-stress versus slip displacement showed a typical hardening and softening behaviours. In order to improve the anchorage of the steel strips, holes were punched into the steel. The pull-out resistance was found to be directly proportional to the area of the holes which represents more bonding between the steel and the concrete. However, their analysis showed that the steel strip experiences non-uniform straining which results in a larger displacement at the peak force when the bonding increases (by increasing the diameter and circumference of the holes). Flores-Johnson and Li [2] conducted experiments on plain and fibre reinforced foam concrete with corrugated steel panels. For a foam concrete density of 1200 kg/m³, the uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete was measured to be about 5 MPa with a uniaxial compression elastic modulus of about 1 GPa. The fibre reinforced foam concrete had almost twice the uniaxial compressive strength, but a slight increase in the elastic modulus by about
A typical stress-strain plot showed a peak compression followed by a rapid decrease in the resistance to a residual value. The residual value refers to the resistance of the material after reaching the peak value. The residual value was zero in some cases.

From above literature review, though some research on the experimental tests of foam concrete have been conducted, little research for foam concrete with steel embedment has been made in the past, therefore the research on the foam concrete using steel embedment's was carried by the authors and the results is shown in this paper. In the research presented in this paper, the density of the foam concrete varies from 800 to 1600 kg/m\(^3\) which provide a good range of compressive and shear strengths. Laboratory tests have been carried out on foam concrete with C-Channel steel to study the bonding and interface characteristics of steel and concrete.

2. Test set up

A series of experiments were carried out in Jilin Jianzhu University, China to determine the failure mechanism of cold formed steel C-Channels embedded foam concrete. As it is shown in Figure 1, vertical compressive forces are applied onto the C-Channels. The foam concrete specimen is supported at its base. The thickness of channels is 3 mm, with a length and width of 120 x 50 mm respectively. The embedment depth of the C-Channel in the foam concrete varied, depending on the size of the foam concrete block. The concrete block has a rectangular cross section of 440 x 360 mm and the embedment depth varies from 100 to 400 mm. In order to study the stress transfer from the channel to the foam concrete, four groups of specimens were tested. Groups A, B, C, and D have a specimen depth of 100, 200, 300 and 400 mm respectively (see Figure 2). Four different densities were studied in each group. The specimens had a density of 800, 1000, 1200 and 1600 kg/m\(^3\) respectively. As it is shown in Table 1, for each density of the foam concrete, three tests were carried out; to ensure the reproducibility of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Specimen Number</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>Foam Density (kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>Stirrup Configuration</th>
<th>Stirrup Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A1-A3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>6@60(^a)</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4-A6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6@60(^a)</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A7-A9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>6@60(^a)</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A10-A12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>6@60(^a)</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B1-B3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>6@80(^b)</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B4-B6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6@80(^b)</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B7-B9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>6@80(^b)</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B10-B12</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>6@80(^b)</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C1-C3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>6@85(^c)</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4-C6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6@85(^c)</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C7-C9</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>6@85(^c)</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C10-C12</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>6@85(^c)</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>D1-D3</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>6@90(^d)</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D4-D6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6@90(^d)</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D7-D9</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>6@90(^d)</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D10-D12</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>6@90(^d)</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Stirrup has 20 mm concrete cover.

\(^a\) Denotes grade II bar, with diameter of 6 mm, and spacing of 60 mm.
\(^b\) Denotes grade II bar, with diameter of 6 mm, and spacing of 80 mm.
\(^c\) Denotes grade II bar, with diameter of 6 mm, and spacing of 85 mm.
\(^d\) Denotes grade II bar, with diameter of 6 mm, and spacing of 90 mm.

2.1. Test arrangement

The reinforcement used in the foam concrete blocks are 6 mm diameter rebars with two to five stirrups, see Figure 2. The stirrups have a 20 mm concrete cover. The stirrups provide lateral support and confinement of the foam concrete blocks when they are subjected to vertical shear through the steel channels, thus minimizing the splitting failure of the concrete blocks.
As it is shown in Figure 1, the vertical compressive forces were loaded directly on the steel channels. In order to investigate longitudinal shear stress and slips between the steel channels and foam concrete, an extrusion void space was created at the bottom of the specimen by using polystyrene when the concrete was poured, see Figure 2. The extrusion space at the bottom of the specimen is 280 x 180 x 10 mm in size, thus allowing a maximum of 10 mm for the vertical displacement of the steel channel. A panel saw was used to cut the wood for the template which formed the mold for the foam concrete assembly, and double sided adhesive tape was used to hold tailored extrusion plates onto the bottom of the mold. Since the foam concrete has a low density, there is a good possibility that the foam bubbles could easily burst and evaporation would take place, thus resulting in higher volume shrinkage during curing. Therefore, the depth of the mold was slightly greater than the height specified in the design of the concrete specimen used for testing. The coupon test for the C channels and foam concrete cubes were also conducted in the same time to monitoring the strength of the C channels and foam concretes.

2.2. Test arrangement

2.2.1 Foam concrete

The foam concrete was casted with cement, sand, fly ash and foam. Cement and fly ash were mixed by using a high-speed electric mixer. Foam was added to the cement, and fly ash was added into the cement during the casting procedure. The slurry was poured into a steel mold with the reinforcing bars, stirrups, and C-
Channels in place. All the samples have a fly ash/cement ratio of 25% and a water/cement ratio of 0.5. The water cement ratio was kept constant during the testing to provide a consistent strength of the foam concrete. However, the strength will change because of the density which is controlled by changing the volume of the foam. The composition of the materials in the foam concrete specimens is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Weight of Cement (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Weight of Fly Ash (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Weight of Water (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Weight of Blowing Agent (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Water/Cement</th>
<th>Fly Ash/Cement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>456.36</td>
<td>114.09</td>
<td>228.18</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>570.77</td>
<td>142.69</td>
<td>285.38</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>685.18</td>
<td>171.29</td>
<td>342.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The foam concrete was initially cured in water for 24 hours and subsequently air cured in the mold for 7 days. After 7 days, the specimens were removed from the mold and cured for 28 days before testing. A plastic enclosure was used to surround the groups of concrete specimens to keep the foam concrete from drying, thus reducing the possibility of shrinkage cracks.

### 2.2.2 C-Channels

The C-Channels are thin-walled C type cold formed steel with grade Q235. The C120 has a cross-sectional size of 120x50x20 with a thickness of 3 mm. Vertical round bars with a diameter of 6 mm and made of Q235 grade steel were used for the transverse reinforcement. The C-Channels were prefabricated in factory and cold formed, and then manually cut and polished. The test specimens were made of steel with double sections; therefore, in the final stages of preparing the specimens, grinding was carried out to align the two channels to ensure that there was even loading on the flat and smooth contact surfaces on both channels. The round bars were modified, and cut, bent, bound and spot welded for the horizontal and vertical reinforcements.

### 3. Testing procedures

Prior to the testing, the C-Channels and foam concrete were visually examined for any obvious defects. To determine the mechanical characteristics of the C-Channel steel, specimens of the C-Channel steel and round re-bars were tested by following the current Chinese national standards found in GB6397-86, ‘Metal Tensile Test Specimens’ (National Standard of the People’s Republic of China, 1986). The yield stress, ultimate tensile strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are shown in Table 3. The yield stress of the cold formed steel is about 330 MPa with an ultimate tensile strength of 488 MPa. The elastic modulus is around 208 GPa with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.26. The round re-bars have slightly lower mechanical parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Type</th>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Yield Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Elastic Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Elongation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold Formed Steel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round bar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Testing was carried out at the Jilin Jianzhu University in Changchun, China, by using a YAW-2000kN hydraulic compression testing machine (as it is shown in Figure 1). This hydraulic compression testing machine can be programmed by using a micro-control system which controls the load increment and records load-displacement measurements at the required intervals. The system can also detect the peak load and switch to a displacement control state.
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To measure the post peak softening response. Since the strength of the foam concrete varied, depending on its density, load increments of 5, 10, 15 and 20kN were used on the specimens in Groups A, B, C, and D respectively. The rate of the application of the load was 0.2 kN/s until it reached the peak force. When the sample was loaded under displacement control, the loading rate was 0.01 mm/s. The properties of the foam concrete of different densities are shown in Table 4.

Foam concrete blocks with a C-Channel were tested under compression. Each test was repeated three times to account for small variations in the test results. The average value of each test is reported as follows.

Table 4 Properties of Foam Concrete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Block No.</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Failure Loading (kN)</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Average Compressive Strength (MPa) (Std Dev)</th>
<th>Average Failure Loading (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800-1</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.62 (0.32)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-2</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-3</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-1</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-2</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.57 (0.42)</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-3</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-1</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-2</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>18.08 (0.18)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-3</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600-1</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600-2</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23.68 (0.78)</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600-3</td>
<td>1596</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Tests Results

Group A specimens have the smallest depth of 100 mm and therefore the least amount of surface area in the concrete bonding with the steel. The vertical force versus vertical displacement plots are shown in Figure 3A. With different densities, the maximum measured vertical forces are 31, 35, 41, and 53 KN for foam concrete densities of 800, 1000, 1200 and 1600 kg/m³ respectively. All the specimens show a peak force followed by a steady decline of the vertical force to a residual value that varies from 12 to 23 kN. The residual values are reached at a vertical displacement between 3 to 4 mm. The tests were terminated at 6 mm. It was observed that all the specimens reach the peak stress at a vertical displacement of about 0.7 mm, regardless of the density of the foam concrete.

Similar test results were obtained for the specimens in Groups B, C, and D as shown in Figures 3B, 3C, and 3D respectively. It is noted that the specimens in Groups B, C, and D have concrete embedment depths of 200, 300 and 400 mm respectively. The results show remarkable similarity with the peak force measured at a vertical displacement of approximately 0.7 mm. In all cases, there is a steady decline from the peak to residual force and the residual force is reached at a displacement between 3 and 4 mm. Of course, the peak and residual forces increase with higher density and increased specimen thickness.

(a) Force Displacement Plot of Group A Specimens  (b) Force Displacement Plot of Group B Specimens
4.4 Modes of Failure

Based on the experiment results and research from other researchers, Figure 4 summarized the modes of failure. Four modes of failure can be identified.

1. Mode of failure 1 and 1A

Bond failure at the interface between the steel and foam concrete around the perimeter of the C-Channel, that is, both the inside and outside perimeters. The failure involves the core material inside the C-Channel. Mode 1A involves failure at the interface between the steel and foam concrete on the outside perimeter, but not on the inside perimeter of the C-Channel. In developing a mechanism of failure in Mode 1A, failure occurs in the foam concrete between the steel flanges.

2. Mode 2 failure of the two C-Channels together

3. Mode 3 concrete block extrusion

Based on the experimental observations, Modes 2 and 3 have not been observed for the range of densities and strengths of the foam concrete that were tested. Both Modes 2 and 3 provide much higher resistances compared to Modes 1 and 1A since they involve much larger surface areas of concrete failure.

Previous studies have found that the failure of brittle concrete is mainly attributed to the splitting of the whole concrete (Min et al. [7], Bažant and Cedolin [8], Stratford and Burgoyne [9]), but rarely in cases where the core area is
split as found from the failure modes of the specimens in this study. The reasons could be as follows: The C section steel has greater lateral restraint, which influences the stress state of the concrete in the core areas, due to the characteristics of the cross section and lack of thickness of the cold formed thin walled C section steel samples. On the other hand, foam concrete has lower strength because it does not contain coarse aggregates, and therefore it has lower shear strength than ordinary concrete. Consequently, when there is sufficient lateral restraint, the foam concrete that is outside the core area will not incur severe damage.

The embedment length of the specimens in Group A was shorter in comparison to those in Groups B, C, and D. Therefore, the inferred embedment length is too short, thus leading to failure due to splitting in the core areas of the foam concrete. In comparing against the density of the specimens in Group A, it was found that splitting occurs in the core areas of the samples with a density of 800 and 1000 kg/m³. However, it was also found that splitting occurs in the core areas of the specimens with a density of 1200 and 1600 kg/m³ in both Groups A and B. Therefore, it can be inferred that as the strength of the foam concrete increases, the brittleness also increases, in that the cracking damage on the bottom surface is more pronounced.

5. Conclusions

Based on the study represented in this paper, following conclusions can be made:

- Three major failure modes of this type of structure are discovered
- The failure mechanism of the double C-Channels involves shear failure at the interface between the steel and concrete and shearing portion of the concrete inside the channels.
- Depends on the strength of the foam concrete, the failure mode that mostly matches the peak forces is Mode1A on the failure at the steel-concrete interface and through the concrete. This also agrees with the experimental findings based on observations of the bottom of the specimens.
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Abstract

The research reported in this paper focuses on the assessment of the seismic performance of conventional steel moment-resisting frames (MRFs) and steel-concrete composite moment-resisting frames employing circular Concrete-Filled Steel Tube (CFST) columns. Two comparable archetypes (i.e. one steel MRF, with steel columns and steel beams; and one composite MRF, with circular CFST columns and steel beams) are designed, and used as the basis for comparison between the seismic performance associated with each typology. Both structures are designed against earthquake loads following the recommendations of Eurocode 8. The comparison of the obtained design solutions allows concluding that the amount of steel associated with the main structural members is higher for the steel-only archetype, even though the composite MRF has the higher level of lateral stiffness. This aspect is particularly relevant when one considers that a minimum level of lateral stiffness (associated with the P-\Delta inter-storey drift sensitivity coefficient, \(\theta\)), is imposed by the European code, which may ultimately govern the design process. The two case-studies are then numerically modelled in OpenSees, and their seismic performance is assessed through fragility assessment for a number of relevant limit states, and, finally, earthquake-induced loss estimation. In general, the results obtained clearly indicate that the composite MRF with circular CFST columns exhibits better seismic performance than the equivalent steel-only archetype. This is noticeably shown in the comparison of the fragility curves associated with the collapse limit state, which tend to show substantially higher probabilities of exceedance, at similar levels of 1\textsuperscript{st}-mode spectral acceleration, for the steel-only case. Furthermore, seismic losses at several seismic intensity levels of interest tend to be higher for the steel MRF.

Keywords: steel/composite moment frames, concrete-filled steel tubes; Eurocode 8; seismic performance; earthquake-induced losses.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) members have gained relevance in recent decades as an alternative solution for seismic-resistant applications, in light of several advantages over conventional technologies (e.g. reinforced concrete, steel). Due to the synergy that stems from the efficient combination of concrete at the core of the member, and steel tubular sections as the encasing part, both the members’ strength and ductility are improved significantly over the isolated behaviours of the parts, and energy dissipation characteristics of these composite members also tend to be attractive. In particular, the interaction between the core and the encasing tube may entail the development of multi-axial stress effects (e.g. concrete confinement), whilst hindering the development of local buckling phenomena of the steel part (i.e. inwards local buckling is prevented, outwards local buckling is delayed to larger levels of deformation). In line with these characteristics, the experimental study of the flexural behaviour of beam-column CFSTs has also gained some visibility in the last few decades (e.g. Elchalakani et al. [1], Varma et al. [2][3], Han et al. [4], Silva et al. [5][6]), with good ductility and overall behaviour being exhibited by the composite members.
Notwithstanding, the effect of employing CFST members on the seismic performance of moment framed systems still remains an open topic in the literature. Hence, this study specifically aims to provide a meaningful contribution, by, through fragility assessment and earthquake-induced loss estimation, gauging the effect of employing circular CFST columns in detriment of steel open-profile sections, in the context of moment-resisting framed buildings.

2. Archetype frames

2.1. General description

For this study, a 5-storey MRF building structure was considered, with the layout in plan and elevation shown in Fig. 1. In the longitudinal (X) direction the seismic resistance is provided by moment-resisting frames spaced at 6 meters. In the transverse (Y) direction the seismic resistance is assured by a bracing system. The investigation detailed in this paper focuses on the internal MRF.

![Fig. 1. Building layout](image-url)

All frames were designed in accordance with Eurocode 8 [7], with the added recommendations set in the Portuguese National Annex. The frames were designed under the DCM (medium ductility) class of the code, with a behaviour factor of 4. The steel grade considered for all steel elements was S275, and a concrete class C30/37 was assumed for the concrete core of the CFST columns. European steel open sections with I shape (IPE) and H shape (HEB) were used for the steel beams and columns, respectively, and commercial steel tubular sections were adopted for the CFST members. A summary of the gravity loads considered is shown in Table 1, where $g_s$ and $q_k$ are the permanent and imposed loads, respectively. The transmission of the vertical loads to the central frame was considered through point loads applied at each storey level, in accordance with the layout of the secondary beams. The slabs were considered to act as rigid diaphragms, thus, each storey mass can be equally distributed by the three longitudinal frames, as shown in Table 1. The parameters required for the definition of the elastic response spectra for soil type B that are specified in the Portuguese National Annex of Eurocode 8 are shown in Table 2.

![Table 1. Gravity loads and frame storey seismic masses.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storey</th>
<th>Load type</th>
<th>$p$ [kN/m$^2$]</th>
<th>$M$ [t]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top storey</td>
<td>$g_s$</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$q_k$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate storey</td>
<td>$g_s$</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$q_k$</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 2. Elastic response spectra parameters.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>$a_g$ [g]</th>
<th>$S$</th>
<th>$T_B$ [s]</th>
<th>$T_C$ [s]</th>
<th>$T_D$ [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.268</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seismic design was conducted taking into account second-order effects, by limiting the maximum value of the inter-storey drift sensitivity coefficient, $\theta_i$ to 0.2. The EC8 capacity design weak beam-strong column requirement was also considered in the design of the frames. The damage limitation performance requirement was considered by limiting the inter-storey drift to 0.75% of the storey height. All archetypes were designed based on the modal response spectrum analysis method. Two different alternatives were used for the design of the MRF, namely a steel-only solution (steel beams and columns) and a composite solution (steel beams and CFST columns). Both cases were considered equivalent, in the sense that the building and frame layout, gravity loads, seismic location, ductility class, design criteria (e.g. P-$\Delta$
effects, capacity design, and damage limitation) and design method are shared.

2.2. Comparison of design solutions

The design solutions are provided in Table 3 and Table 4, and a summary is shown in Table 5. In Table 5, the designation of the member section is specified in terms of the relationship between the external diameter, \(d\), and thickness, \(t\), of the steel tube, as \(d \times t\).

Table 3. Design solution of the steel archetype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storey</th>
<th>Beams</th>
<th>Exterior Columns</th>
<th>Interior columns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPE300</td>
<td>HEB300</td>
<td>HEB320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IPE300</td>
<td>HEB320</td>
<td>HEB340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IPE330</td>
<td>HEB320</td>
<td>HEB340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>HEB320</td>
<td>HEB360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>HEB320</td>
<td>HEB360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Design solution of the composite archetype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storey</th>
<th>Beams</th>
<th>Exterior Columns</th>
<th>Interior columns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPE300</td>
<td>323.9x6</td>
<td>404.6x6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IPE330</td>
<td>323.9x6</td>
<td>404.6x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IPE330</td>
<td>323.9x8</td>
<td>404.6x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>323.9x8</td>
<td>404.6x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>323.9x10</td>
<td>404.6x12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Design summary of the steel and composite archetypes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>(T_1) [s]</th>
<th>(\Omega)</th>
<th>(\theta_{\text{MAX}})</th>
<th>(W_s) [t]</th>
<th>(W_c) [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFST</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As denoted by the results shown in Table 5, the use of CFST columns allows, in detriment of conventional steel sections, for the same design conditions, for a reduction in steel quantity of the main structural members in the order of 30%. This is mainly due to the fact that the governing design criteria was compliance with the limitation of \(\theta\) to 0.2. Since this parameter effectively imposes a minimum level of lateral stiffness on the structure, one can straight way see that using a composite member should be much more efficient that a conventional steel section: for the same quantity of steel, the CFST member can provide significantly higher levels of lateral stiffness. Hence, one ends up with a lighter (purely in terms of steel quantity) solution with the use of CFST columns, even though the maximum value of \(\theta\) in both cases is fairly similar. It is also important to note that the system overstrength levels of the composite scenario are around 20% lower than the steel-only solution. One should recall that this parameter provides a rough notion of the amount of strength reserve the structure possesses against the design level earthquake. In reality, the ratio of \(\Omega / q\) (under an idealized elastic perfectly-plastic response) provides an idea of the level of nonlinear response expected in the structure when subjected to the design earthquake: \(\Omega / q < 1.0\) entails that the structure is likely to enter the nonlinear range, whilst for \(\Omega / q > 1.0\) the structure should behave elastically when subjected to the design earthquake. Thus, one can easily conclude that the composite system should allow for a seismic response that explores more nonlinear behaviour of the structure. To conclude, one should also note that although the steel quantity was reduced in the composite case, this was attained by the introduction of some concrete in the solution. Notwithstanding, the considerable difference in material cost between concrete and steel results in an almost insignificant contribution of the infill of the CFST members to the overall structural cost. However, one should also note that the overall cost of the structure may actually increase with the use of CFST columns, given that member joints, foundations and construction time, are aspects that could become more complex and costly. Nonetheless, even if the overall cost of the composite frame is equivalent or higher than that of a steel frame, this may be justifiable if benefits are achieved from a seismic performance perspective.

3. Seismic performance assessment

3.1. Simplified numerical modelling

The seismic performance of the steel-only and steel-concrete frames described before was performed in OpenSees [8], by adopting a simplified numerical modelling approach. Both beam and column members were simulated with nonlinear behaviour allowed to take place at the members’ ends, as per a concentrated plasticity (CP) approach. The CP model consists of one elastic beam-column element and two nonlinear rotational springs, which are lumped at the member ends. The cyclic response of the CP model is mainly governed by the hysteretic rule of the nonlinear spring. Thus, to make the CP model simulate the flexural behaviour of CFST members in an accurate manner, a suitable
model for the nonlinear spring should be selected. Using CalTool [10], the numerical parameters of the rotational hinge model in OpenSees underwent an optimized calibration procedure. This process makes use of advanced full 3D numerical models of cantilever elements subjected to both monotonic and cyclic bending, from which the deterioration model parameters of the CP elements in OpenSees are calibrated. Whilst a bilinear hysteretic response was adopted for steel beams and columns, a peak-oriented hysteretic response was considered for the simulation of the behaviour of CFST columns. The modified Ibarra–Krawinkler–Medina deterioration model with peak-oriented hysteretic response [9] was adopted as the nonlinear spring model for all members. Whilst bilinear hysteretic response was adopted for steel beams and columns, peak-oriented hysteretic response was utilized to simulate the behaviour of CFST columns. The advanced numerical modelling of the steel beams and columns was performed in ANSYS [11] and of the CFST elements in ABAQUS [12]. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show two examples of the aforementioned calibration procedure, namely in terms of a comparison of the behaviour of both the detailed 3D model (ANSYS and ABAQUS, respectively) and the concentrated plasticity simplified model in OpenSees. Overall, a good correlation between both models was achieved with the use of a calibration procedure to determine the deterioration model parameters, allowing for a realistic simulation of the response of the moment-resisting frames in OpenSees.

3.2. Site hazard and ground motion record selection

A single location in Portugal (i.e. Lagos), was considered in this study, both for design and seismic performance assessment purposes. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) was performed for the site in question, using the open source software OpenQuake (Pagani et al. [13] and the seismic hazard model developed in SHARE (Woessner et al. [14]), whilst also including additional hazard sources (Vilanova and Fonseca [15]) and employing the ground motion prediction equations from Atkinson and Boore [16] and Akkar and Bommer [17], with a weight of 70% and 30%, respectively (Silva et al. [18]). Disaggregation of the seismic hazard (Bazurro and Cornell [19]) on magnitude, distance and $\varepsilon$ was performed. Record selection was conducted based on the disaggregation results and an average shear wave velocity for the first 30 meters of soil, $V_{s30}$, was considered. For this location, a suite of 40 ground motion records was selected and scaled to match the median spectrum of the suite to the codes’ spectrum within a range of periods of interest. A similar technique was applied in the FEMA P695 project (FEMA [20]). As proposed by Haselton et al. [21], a general ground motion record suite was selected without taking into account the $\varepsilon$ values, with the results being post-processed to account for the expected $\varepsilon$ at a specific site and hazard level. Records were selected using SelEQ (Macedo and Castro [22]), which allowed for a very good correlation between the mean/median spectrum of the selected ground motions and the code spectrum. Fig. 4 shows the mean and median response spectra of the ground motion.
suite Lagos, together with the corresponding EC8 response spectrum for a hazard level of 10% in 50 years.

![Fig. 4. Mean and median response spectra of ground motion record set and EC8 elastic spectrum for Lagos.](image)

3.3. Simplified loss estimation approach

Among the possible methodologies for loss estimation, the PEER-PBEE approach (Porter [23]) has become the reference procedure to estimate damage and economic losses resulting from an earthquake. In this research study, the 1st mode spectral acceleration, $S_a(T)$, was used as the relevant intensity measure, IM, whilst the engineering demand parameters, EDPs, considered were the maximum and residual inter-storey drifts (RISDR), as well as the peak floor accelerations. The damage functions, DM, were derived from the HAZUS (Kircher et al. [24]) consequence and fragility models. Collapse probability was determined based on IDA (Vamvatsikos and Cornell [25]), assumed to occur if the slope of the IDA curve reduces to 10% of the initial value, or if the inter-storey drift ratio of any storey exceeds 20%. A simplified storey-based building-specific loss estimation method (Ramirez and Miranda [26]) was adopted to estimate the total losses based on the sum of the repair costs at each storey of the building. Moreover, at each storey the components were grouped into drift-sensitive structural and non-structural components, as well as acceleration-sensitive non-structural components. At each storey, these categories were weighted at 25%, 55% and 20%, respectively, a proportion that is in line with the construction practice in Portugal. By adopting the procedure proposed by Ramirez and Miranda [27], the storey fragility and consequence models have been derived from HAZUS generic data which, considering residential multi-family dwellings, designed for a “highcode” level. Combining the consequence models with the corresponding fragility functions, the storey damage functions could be obtained, and storey damage functions re-scaled with the component category weights assumed. In this research study, a single loss metric was considered, namely the expected losses conditioned on seismic intensity levels of interest, namely: SLS-1 (EC8-1 [7] Serviceability Limit State, Return period, RP, of 95 years), SLS-3 (EC8-3 [28] Damage Limitation limit state, RP of 225 years), SD (EC8-3 Significant Damage limit state, RP of 475 years) and NC (EC8-3 Near Collapse limit state, RP of 2475 years).

4. Comparison of seismic performances

4.1. Collapse fragility

The first criterion that was used to assess the performance of the archetypes under seismic loads consists of the computation of fragility curves for the collapse limit state. As mentioned before, this limit state was defined via the flattening of the IDA curves. From this analysis, the collapse fragility curves, expressed as a function of $S_a(T)$, are shown in Fig. 5. Analysis of the results shown in both figures clearly shows a tendency for substantially higher probabilities of exceedance of this limit state, at similar levels $S_a(T)$, for the steel-only case. One particular point that is important to underline is that these frames were designed with capacity principles in mind, as per EC8, with the dissipative regions of the system being assigned to the beam ends and base of the 1st storey columns. Given this fact, one could expect that using different column types (i.e. CFST or steel), with the same beam type (steel beam), would not affect the dissipative behaviour of the structure. Although this is true, capacity design was applied for the Ultimate Limit State intensity level ($S_a(T)$ ≈ 0.4g). However, for the structure to reach collapse, the intensity levels required are significantly higher than this, in which case plasticity should likely spread to other columns of the frame. Hence, if sections with more stable nonlinear response are assigned to the columns, this should also entail a more stable response of the frame itself under extreme scenarios (e.g. collapse).

---

4.2. Earthquake-induced losses

The second criterion that was used to gauge the effect of using CFST columns against steel open-sections relates to the expected seismic losses, which, in this paper, were computed for a wide range of intensity levels, and are herein summarized in terms of the intensity levels considered in the framework of Eurocode 8. As mentioned before, the application of the loss estimation framework adopted allows for the disaggregation of the losses between the key contributors: losses due to structural and non-structural damage, losses due to demolition due to excessive residual drift, and losses due to collapse of the building, as shown in Fig. 6. As shown in both cases, total losses range from 20%-50% of the buildings’ replacement cost for the steel case, and are generally 5% lower than that for the composite case (with the exception of the CLS intensity level, in which the total losses are identical). Also, in both cases, the amount of losses due to collapse are null, indicating that the design against collapse seems to be successful, even at a CLS-compatible intensity level, which is roughly 80% higher than the intensity level at ULS, to which the structures were designed for. Demolition losses in the composite case at CLS were higher, indicating that residual deformations experienced by the structure are higher and/or more concentrated than for the steel archetype. This can be confirmed in Fig. 7, in which the distributions of several EDPs are shown for the intensities of interest used for loss computation. In the plots, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th curves in each subplot correspond to the SLS-1, SD and CLS intensity level, respectively (the remaining curves corresponded to an elastic response – 1st – and maximum intensity level ran – 5th). It is important to highlight that even though the levels of losses were generally lower for the composite case, the values of $S_a(T_i)$ at the different intensities of interest were actually 10% higher than for the steel case, which is, again, in line with the general message presented herein: CFST columns are a good alternative to steel-only open-section columns for seismic performance.

![Fig. 5. Collapse fragility curves.](image)

![Fig. 6. Seismic losses at different intensities of interest.](image)
Before concluding, the results shown before also merit another observation: for both cases, seismic losses are largely dominated by damage to non-structural components (both drift- and acceleration-sensitive), ranging between 20%-30% of the buildings replacement cost for the steel case and 15%-25% for the composite case, across the intensity levels considered. This is a crucial aspect to underline: current performance-based seismic design guidelines should undergo a shift towards stronger earthquake-induced loss control approaches, particularly regarding damage to non-structural components. The main objective of the past decades of seismic design methodologies (i.e. collapse prevention) is, nowadays, generally successful. However, significant levels of damage to non-structural components may actually compromise this success: the building does not suffer collapse, but the damages to the contents are somewhat uncontrolled at the design stage. In Eurocode 8, for example, some limits on lateral deformations at the SLS are imposed, but any control of floor accelerations is completely overlooked.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the effects of using CFST columns in moment frames was assessed, through a comparison of the seismic performance in relation to a steel-only MRF. Two 5-storey equivalent archetypes were designed to EC8, in which some benefits of the composite approach were already visible: 30% less steel quantity overall and reduced overstrength (Ω) levels. By investigating the performance of both cases through collapse fragility assessment, the results indicated higher probabilities of exceedance of this limit state, at similar levels $S_d(T_1)$, for the steel-only case. Earthquake-induced loss levels were also estimated, from which the conclusion that generally lower levels of losses are expected to occur for the composite case. The underlining notion that the use of CFST columns, in detriment of steel open-section profiles, for moment frames was shown: savings in material quantity may be relevant (even if undermined by more complex member connections, foundations, construction processes), as so may be the improvements in expected seismic performance levels.
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Abstract

The research reported herein aims at proposing an accurate and efficient simplified numerical modelling approach for circular Concrete-Filled Steel Tubular (CFST) columns under flexural loading. Experimental tests were carried out to characterize the monotonic and cyclic behaviour of CFST members under bending. To assess the seismic performance of a composite structure with CFST members, both Distributed Plasticity (DP) and Concentrated Plasticity (CP) models were considered. The DP model was developed on the basis of a fibre discretization of the composite cross-section and displacement-based beam-column finite element. It was concluded that one could not accurately capture the development of local buckling of the steel tube and the development of multi-axial stress state effects (e.g. concrete confinement). Regarding the CP model, the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration model (with peak-oriented hysteretic response) was selected to simulate the nonlinear behaviour of the plastic hinge region of a CFST member. In order to accurately simulate the cyclic behaviour of the CFST section within the response of the spring, the deterioration model was calibrated, within a parameter-optimization framework, on the basis of 3D comprehensive numerical models in ABAQUS. The CP model was found to capture well the deterioration in both strength and stiffness of the hysteretic loops of the CFST members, which legibly results from the development of local buckling effects of the steel tube. Furthermore, the elastic stiffness, the ultimate strength and the pinching effects of the hysteretic loops were also well simulated. The proposed CP model, coupled with the advanced calibration framework, results in a high level of accuracy in terms of simulating the cyclic flexural response of composite structures made with CFST members.

Keywords: Concrete-filled steel tube; concentrated plasticity model; seismic performance; OpenSees.

1. Introduction

The enhanced seismic performance of Concrete-Filled Steel Tubular (CFST) members is drawing the attention of structural engineers. To evaluate the seismic performance of a composite structure with such members, reliable numerical modelling techniques are crucial. Two approaches are often adopted for the simplified modelling of CFST members, namely a Distributed Plasticity (DP) approach and a Concentrated Plasticity (CP) approach. Regarding the DP model, it consists on a fibre-based representation of the section shape, coupled with uniaxial material properties of the CFST parts. An important drawback is associated with such modelling approach, namely the fact that it neglects any interaction effects between the different parts of the section (e.g. concrete confinement and steel tube local buckling). Thus, the usage of a DP model may play an important role on the reliability of the numerical simulation, particularly when one is interested in evaluating structural response at extreme loading scenarios. In particular, the two aforementioned mechanisms have a significant influence on the cyclic flexural behaviour of CFST members [1-3]. Compared to the DP
model, the CP model is able to simulate composite effects and the effect of local buckling [4], despite not accounting for the interaction between axial load and bending moment. Furthermore, to develop an accurate CP model for CFST members, a reliable definition of the moment-rotation behaviour of the member is required.

This paper focuses on the proposal of a simplified modelling approach for CFST members with a concentrated plasticity approach. Based on experimental data and advanced 3D FE models, which are used to provide the target data, the CP models are calibrated to accurately simulate the response of these composite members. Based on the comparison between analytical results and test data, the disadvantages of the DP model are discussed. The CP model for CFST members is developed in terms of a material hysteretic rule which is calibrated based on an advanced calibration framework. To verify the feasibility of the developed CP model, the cyclic responses from the 3D FE model analysis and the calibrated CP model are compared.

2. Experimental tests and 3D FE model

To characterize the seismic behaviour of circular CFST members, several experimental tests were conducted by the authors [1]. Based on the test results, a detailed 3D Finite Element (FE) model, which aimed to provide the target data for the calibration of numerical models, was developed in ABAQUS [5]. In the following subsections, both the test observations and the detailed FE model are described.

2.1. Test observation

A number of experimental tests were carried out to investigate the flexural behaviour of circular CFST members [1]. The specimen details are listed in Table 1, where $D$ is the external diameter, $t$ is the steel tube thickness and $P$ is the constant axial load level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>$D$ [mm]</th>
<th>$t$ [mm]</th>
<th>$f_c$ [MPa]</th>
<th>$f_y$ [MPa]</th>
<th>$P$ [kN]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, in the monotonic and cyclic tests, all specimens developed local buckling in the plastic hinge region. Fig. 1 shows the lateral force versus drift ratio plots of two CFST specimens under monotonic (specimen No.4) and cyclic lateral loading (specimen No.6), respectively. The two specimens have the same external diameter $D = 219\text{mm}$ and steel tube thickness $t = 5\text{mm}$. The drift ratio is defined as the ratio between the lateral displacement and the specimen’s length (1.35m). For monotonic lateral loading, little to no strength degradation was observed in the tests, even for high levels of lateral deformation, in which local buckling of the steel tube was clearly visible. This indicated that the CFST specimen exhibited ductile behaviour under monotonic loading, as the concrete core delayed the occurrence of local buckling and minimized its influence on the response. Regarding the cyclic behaviour, significant strength deterioration was observed, which was mainly due to the continuous development of local buckling at the plastic hinge region, which, for thin-walled specimens, even led to fracture of the steel tube. Therefore, the cyclic response of CFST members is generally more sensitive to this phenomena, in comparison to monotonic loading. Moreover, some pinching effects were also observed in the response, suggesting that the opening and closing of the concrete cracks within the concrete core also influenced the overall response of the member.

Table 1. The specimen details
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2.2. 3D FE model

Based on the obtained test results, a detailed 3D FE model, which can simulate the effect of concrete confinement and local buckling of the steel tube, was developed in ABAQUS. As shown in Fig. 2, the model consists of a combination of solid (for the concrete core) and shell finite elements (for the steel tube). The detailed modelling techniques, namely the geometry, material constitutive law and interaction definition, are thoroughly described in [5].

![Fig. 2. Geometry of the 3D FE model](image)

Fig. 3 shows the lateral load versus drift ratio responses between the test results and the numerical simulation. For specimens under monotonic loading, the initial stiffness, yield strength and ultimate capacity are well captured. For members under cyclic bending, strength deterioration and pinching effects are also well represented by the proposed 3D FE model. Therefore, it could be confirmed that the 3D FE model could predict the flexural response of CFST members with accuracy. Thus, the analytical results from the model could be used in the calibration of simplified models.
3. Simplified numerical models

Despite the accuracy of the detailed model described before, such modelling strategy is not suitable for the analysis at a structure’s level, which is mainly due to its high computational cost. Thus, two commonly adopted simplified models, namely the Distributed Plasticity (DP) model and the Concentrated Plasticity (CP) model (see Fig. 4), were considered as possible solutions for a structural-level analysis. In this section, the DP model and the CP model, which are developed in OpenSees [6], are described. Their feasibility for simulating the cyclic behaviour of CFST member is examined.

![Fig. 4. The sketch map of DP and CP models](image)

3.1. Distributed Plasticity model

As shown in Fig. 4 (left), the DP model consists of a beam-column element with a fibre-based discretization of the section along the member length. In this research, a displacement based beam-column element was adopted. Regarding the concrete and steel materials, the OpenSees built-in model steel02 and concrete02 models were used. The model details are described in [3]. As verified in [3], the DP model could accurately simulate the response of the tested CFST members subjected to monotonic loading. As alluded in Section 1 of this paper, the fibre section cannot capture the development of local buckling of the steel tube. This indicates that the DP model may not be suitable for modelling CFST members subjected to cyclic loading, since there is significant strength deterioration caused by this phenomenon. To check the accuracy of the DP model under cyclic loading, specimen "CR-RuC15%-219-5-0%-C" [1] was modelled with the DP approach and the experimental and numerical responses are compared in Fig. 5. As one may infer, the DP model fails to predict strength deterioration as well as pinching effects, which proves that the DP approach is not suitable for simulating the flexural behaviour of CFST members under cyclic loading.

![Fig. 5. Lateral load versus drift ratio comparison between test results and DP model prediction](image)

3.2. Concentrated Plasticity model

The CP model is an alternative modelling approach that can be applied to CFST members. This model entails the modelling of rotational springs at the locations where plastic hinges are expected to occur. Thus, the model simplifies the plastic hinge zone to a nonlinear rotational spring, whilst the remaining portion of the element is assumed to remain elastic. As shown in Fig. 4, the model consists of one elastic beam-column element and two nonlinear rotational springs at the ends. The cyclic response of the CP model mainly depends on the hysteretic behaviour of the rotational spring. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt a suitable spring model to capture the cyclic flexural behaviour of the CFST member, especially in terms of strength deterioration and pinching effects. The modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration model with peak-oriented hysteretic response (ModIMKPeak-Oriented), which was proposed by [7], was adopted as the rotational spring of the CP model. Fig. 6 shows the hysteretic response of the ModIMKPeakOriented model. It can be seen that the backbone curve of the model has a degradation stage after the peak load, which indicates that the model can simulate the strength...
deterioration of CFST member under cyclic loading. Differently from the DP model, building an accurate CP model cannot be attained without reliable response data, which accurately represents the seismic response of the member being simulated.

![Fig. 6. ModIMKPeakOriented hysteretic model](image)

Since the detailed FE model proved to be able to accurately simulate the cyclic flexural response of circular CFST members, the results obtained with such model were adopted as target data to calibrate the CP model. The parameters that define the ModIMKPeakOriented model can be divided into two groups, one group for the definition of the backbone curve and the other group for the control of the deterioration effects. As shown in Fig. 6, the backbone curve is defined as a tri-linear line with three data points which can be easily derived from the cyclic response data. Regarding the parameters to control the deterioration, no studies were yet conducted to determine a general rule for their definition in the context of CFST members. Thus, a reliable calibration framework is required to calibrate the deterioration parameters to match the base response. The CalTool [8], which makes use of the Harmony Search algorithm, was used for calibration purposes to obtain the set of parameters of the ModIMKPeakOriented model that leads to the best fit to the cyclic data derived with the 3D FE model.

To validate the accuracy of the ModIMKPeakOriented model, a circular CFST column, with steel grade S275 and concrete class C30/37, was selected and calibrated with the aforementioned optimization methods. The steel tube diameter and thickness were 244mm and 7mm, respectively. The cyclic flexural behaviour of the selected CFST column was obtained with the 3D FE model in ABAQUS subjected to the SAC loading protocol [9] without axial loading. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of moment-rotation curves between the 3D FE model and the calibrated CP model. It can be seen that the elastic stiffness and the backbone curve of the target data are well simulated by the ModIMKPeakOriented model, which means that the simplified model could capture the cyclic strength deterioration of the CFST member accurately. However, regarding the yield points on the unloading and reloading curves of each hysteretic cycle, the ModIMK-PeakOriented model always predicts lower values in comparison to the target data, which results in a conservative prediction of the energy dissipated in the CP model. Thus, to apply the ModIMK-PeakOriented model without any correction will lead to an inaccurate simulation of the cyclic flexural behaviour of a single CFST member.

![Fig. 7. Lateral load versus rotation comparison between the target data and the calibration results](image)

To overcome the aforementioned limitation of the ModIMKPeakOriented model, an elastic rotational spring is introduced, as shown in Fig. 8. The main function of the elastic spring is to adjust the hysteretic rule of the ModIMKPeakOriented model. By taking advantage of the Parallel Material command in OpenSees [6], the elastic spring model is coupled with the ModIMKPeakOriented model with a combination factor of −1, which will make the elastic spring always have a weakening effect on the reaction moment of the ModIMK-PeakOriented model. Therefore, the unloading (reloading) yield points of the CP model will be shifted down (up) by the elastic spring.
The model, which combines the ModIMKPeakOriented model and elastic spring model, is designated by modified CP model in this paper. As the elastic spring model introduces a negative effect on the capacity of the CP model, the backbone curve of the ModIMKPeakOriented model needs to be corrected to make the backbone curve of the modified CP model similar to the backbone curve of the target data. To perform the correction, the backbone curve of the target data should be simplified to a tri-linear line, which is called the target backbone curve, as the black line shown in Fig. 9. The backbone curve of the ModIMKPeakOriented model is adopted as the summation of the target backbone curve (the black line of Fig. 9) and the elastic spring reaction curve (the green line of Fig. 9). It should be highlighted that as the elastic spring provides negative response to the ModIMKPeakOriented model, its reaction moments are plotted as negative values in Fig. 9. Regarding the stiffness of the elastic spring, its value could be adopted as the absolute slope rate of the line which connects the yield point of the unloading curve of the last cycle and the origin of the coordinate system.

To validate the accuracy of the modified CP model, the deterioration parameters of the previously described CFST member was re-calibrated with CalTool. Fig. 10 shows the moment-rotation plots of the data obtained with the 3D model and the calibrated results. It can be observed that with the employment of the elastic spring, the unloading/reloading curves of the calibrated hysteretic loops are in good agreement with the target curves. Overall, accuracy of the modified CP model is very good. Thus, it can be concluded that the modified CP model proposed in this work provides an higher degree of accuracy for the simulation of CFST members under cyclic loading in comparison to the reference model based on the ModIMKPeak-Oriented hysteretic model.

To further validate the feasibility of the modified CP model, three CFST members, which were extracted from the composite structure designed in [7], were selected. The details of the CFST members are listed in Table 2. All the CFST members share the same length $L = 1.75\, m$, the same concrete strength $f_c = 30\, MPa$ and the same steel grade, S275. It should be highlighted that, as the modified CP model cannot consider the axial load-moment interaction, different parameters were required for a CFST section under different axial load levels. In Fig. 11, the response obtained from the detailed FE model is compared with the response of the modified CP model with the optimized set
of deterioration parameters. The CFST members were modelled in ABAQUS and subjected to the SAC loading protocol.

Table 2. CFST members used in the validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFST name</th>
<th>D [mm]</th>
<th>t [mm]</th>
<th>P [kN]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C244-7-3500</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C273-5-3500</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C323-5-3500</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As demonstrated in Fig. 11, the modified CP model approach shows good agreement with the cyclic data obtained with ABAQUS. Differently from the DP model, the modified CP model also captures strength deterioration under cyclic loading, which is an essential aspect of the flexural response of CFST members.

4. Conclusions

This paper focused on the proposal of a simplified numerical model for circular CFST members subjected to cyclic flexural loading. Based on experimental data, the feasibility of using detailed 3D FE model, distributed plasticity (DP) models and concentrated plasticity (CP) models was discussed. Regarding the latter, two rotational spring models and one calibration tool were used to find the optimum set of deterioration parameters. The accuracy of the calibrated CP model was verified by comparing the response data obtained with a 3D ABAQUS model and the calibrated results. From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be extracted:

- The 3D FE model can provide an accurate prediction of the monotonic/cyclic flexural response of CFST member. However, this comes at a high computational cost that restricts its use for large-scale simulations (e.g. frame-level analysis)
- The DP model fails to simulate with accuracy the cyclic behaviour of CFST members, as it lacks the ability to capture, amongst other phenomena, the development of local buckling mechanisms. Since this phenomenon plays an important role on the cyclic flexural response of these members, it becomes clear that it is not suitable for numerical simulations of CFST members subjected to cyclic loading conditions.
- The use of a CP modelling approach consisting of the combination of two springs in parallel based, coupled with an efficient calibration framework, reveals to be an
efficient option for the simplified numerical simulation of the cyclic flexural response of circular CFST members.
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Abstract

The aim of the recently completed European research program Meakado is therefore to study design options with requirements proportioned to the actual seismic context of constructions in areas characterized by a low or moderate seismic hazard, contrary to most researches aiming at maximizing the seismic performances. In this general framework, specific investigations have been carried out regarding typical beam profiles commonly used for multi-bay - multi-storey composite frames. In a first stage, experimental tests on class-3 composite beam-to-column connections were performed. The measurement results were evaluated with regard to the development of the hysteretic behavior with particular emphasis on the degradation. These test results have been used as reference for the calibration and validation of numerical model aiming at extending the scope of the experimental outcomes through appropriate parametric variations regarding the behavior of nodal connections as well as towards the global analysis and behavior of structures made of class 3 and 4 profiles. Numerical investigations of the global performance of composite frames with slender cross-sections are then performed resorting to the numerical model previously calibrated with respect to the experimental tests and additional simulations at node level. Results are compared to the performance of an equivalent frame made of compact steel profiles. Attention is paid to the effects of strength and stiffness degradation due to local buckling. The analysis of the results is specifically focusing on the comparison of the rotation capacity of the slender section with the actual rotation demand imposed by a moderate intensity earthquake. Based on the outcomes of these investigations, practical design recommendations are finally derived for multi-storey, multi-bay moment resisting frames with type b (full composite action) beam-to-column connections located in low and moderate seismicity regions.

Keywords: seismic design; slender composite sections; moment resisting frames.

1. Introduction

According to the current version of Eurocode 8 [1], only cross-section class 1 or 2 profiles are permitted for steel or composite structures when a behaviour factor greater than 1.5 or 2.0 is intended to be taken into account (i.e. as soon as the design has to be carried out according to a non-DCL approach). Within moment resisting frames, almost all members are affected by this limitation. Some information on how to deal with this issue in steel frames can be found for instance in Ref. [2], [3] or [4], typically for pure steel moment resisting frames.

Regarding steel-concrete multi-bay – multi-storey composite buildings, the situation can become even more difficult to deal with. Indeed, due to the high position of the neutral axis of composite cross-sections in negative bending, the web of steel profiles is very often to be classified as class 3 or 4 section, although almost all rolled steel profiles may be classified as class 1 or 2 cross-sections. On the other hand, in such kind of buildings subjected to seismic actions, there are always simultaneous positive and negative moments developing at the corners of the frame and thus providing a significant
resistance and dissipation capability as soon as the entire system is considered.

The above-mentioned aspects are of particular importance in countries with moderate seismicity regions, where a special adoption of the otherwise common types of structures presents a great obstacle for the small and medium size companies active in this market. Hence an extension of the applicability of the aforementioned structural types to moderate seismic regions would largely enhance their competitiveness.

This observation has led the consortium in charge of the research project Meakado [5] to cover, among other tasks, specific research activities aiming at the following objective: the extension of the applicability of class 3 or 4 (web) composite sections to moderate seismic actions.

This objective is to be achieved by means of characterization of class 3 and 4 composite cross section in terms of rotational behaviour and energy dissipation, comparison in terms of cyclic resistance with class 1 or 2 sections having the same resistance under monotonic loading, considering the influence of local buckling, and finally determination of the importance of having parts of the cross-section classified as class 3 or 4 (typically the web) on the global frame cyclic behaviour.

The investigations comprise experimental testing as well as numerical simulations aiming at the verification of the local behaviour of frame corners and in particular at the determination of the interaction between the positive and negative moment regions in a multi-bay – multi-storey structure.

2. Experimental investigations

The test program encompasses typical steel composite beam profiles commonly used for multi-bay - multi-storey composite frames. In total, three cyclic tests on frame corners with welded connections and constant depth girder were carried out. The test specimens were designed such that the plastic hinges developed in the beams.

The tests were performed according to the ECCS testing procedure [6] with increasing amplitudes of deformation cycles and were executed until collapse. The measurements were evaluated with regard to the development of the hysteretic behaviour with particular emphasis on the degradation.

The large scale test specimens represent a section of an exterior corner of a composite frame. The main dimensions in length of column and beam were equal for all specimens and were chosen so, that the resulting moment distribution is comparable to that of a complete MRF loaded by vertical and horizontal loads (hinges were set at points of zero moment). All columns consisted of a HEB 360, Class 1 profile. The girder was connected to the column with double side full penetration butt welds. The effective width of the concrete slab was determined according to EN 1998-1. Specimen S01 and S02 were classified as Class 3 beams under negative bending (IPE 450). The only difference between these specimens was an additional vertical stiffener in the beam. The third test S03 consisted of a class 1 beam (HEA 360), with comparable monotonic bending resistance and stiffness. The reinforcement arrangements were the same for each specimen, as well as the arrangement of the headed shear studs.

The test setup is shown in Fig. 1, including a scheme of the test specimens. Fig. 2 shows a picture of the specimens during their fabrication. The reinforcements and the shear connection are designed according to EN 1998-1 specifications.

The results in terms of cyclic curves in Fig. 3. All three specimen failed in a similar sequence. First cracks appeared near the L-profile at the bottom side of the concrete slab, as well as at the overhang. During testing, concrete spalling at the slab overhang and concrete crushing on the top around the column were observed. It is worth noting that crack re-closing could establish upon load reversal. Furthermore, it must also be noted,
that all 3 specimens failed by brittle fracture and there was no significant local buckling observed in the flanges or webs of the girders during the whole loading history. While crack initiation for specimen S01 and S02 get started in the bottom flange of the girder near the welds in the heat-affected zone (HAZ), crack initiation for specimen S03 occurred in the upper flange of the girder. Figure 4 illustrates the damage state reached for specimen S01.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the test observations:

- The presence of class 3 cross-sections (slender web in compression) did not show any significant influence on the resistance and on the cyclic rotational performance. The observed differences in the performance were within the expected scattering of the properties;

- No stability phenomena occurred in the web. Only slightly developed local buckles in the flanges were observed;

- The achieved ductility and number of cycles was limited by the formation of cracks in the steel cross-section in tension; the cracks started apparently from the weld details;

- The composite action was fully achieved, leading to a steep gradient of strains towards the lower steel flange which led to a rather early failure of the specimens.

*Fig. 2. Test specimens during fabrication.*

*Fig. 3. Cyclic curves for S01, S02 and S03.*
3. Numerical simulations and parameter studies

The test results have been used as reference for the calibration and validation of numerical model aiming at extending the scope of the experimental outcomes through appropriate parametric variations regarding the behaviour of nodal connections, as well as towards the global analysis and behaviour of structures made of class 3 and 4 profiles.

Two types of numerical models have thus been calibrated. First, detailed FE models using solid elements have been calibrated at local level (see Figure 5). Then these detailed local models have been used to perform parametric variations at local level and to calibrate equivalent spring models of the nodes and/or of the cross-sections that could be be used in the context of a global structural model resorting to one-dimensional beam elements.

3.1. At node level

All models were of the same dimension and type as the test specimen S01 (slender web, no stiffener). The extension of the tests by numerical simulations comprised the following parameters:

- Variation of the longitudinal reinforcement in the slab (decreasing from 26 cm$^2$ to 6.5 cm$^2$)

A numerical simulation of the same configuration (S01) with an additional haunch at the lower flange was also covered. This variation was aiming at the relocation of the plastic strains from the welds to the base material of the beams. The influence of the weld defects and of the HAZ was not considered.

Fig. 5. Numerical model (equivalent plastic strain at failure for configuration S01).

The following conclusions can be drawn from the parametric study:

**Variation of reinforcement:**

- The achieved relative resistance was the same for all members;
- The achieved relative absorbed energy increased with lower reinforcement ratio. This indicates, that with less reinforcement an earlier plastification of the steel profile occurred;
- The absolute absorbed energy was nearly identical for all members;
- The expected number of cycles was nearly constant.

**Variation of concrete strength:**

- The variation of concrete strength did not lead to significant changes in the performance (relative resistance, absorbed energy).

As expected, the ultimate absolute resistance of the member with the lowest concrete strength reduced slightly in the positive direction (concrete in compression);
For negative moment direction no influence of the (tensile) concrete strength was observed; The expected number of cycles remained nearly constant; 

**Haunched steel profile:**

The plastic zone moved (as expected) from the area of beam-to-column welds to the beginning of the haunch; The relative resistance remained nearly unchanged; The relative and absolute absorbed energy increased slightly; The expected number of cycles until failure did not change significantly; however, the maximum strains are observed in the base material of the lower flange. In this region the disadvantageous influence of the welds shall be minimised, despite the presence of the welded haunch.

It is also worth noting here that a complementary investigation has been carried out on non-composite configurations varying the flange thickness, the web slenderness and the beam depth, leading to conclusions on the effect of local beam slenderness on the energy dissipation capacity. These results are presented in Ref. [5].

### 3.2. At frame level

The aim of these investigations is to evaluate the global performances of composite moment resisting frames (MRF) designed against seismic actions in moderate seismic regions for different number of storeys and bays.

Case studies are designed according to Eurocode 8 DCM requirements (incl. weak beam-strong column rule, interstorey drift limitation, second order effects), except the requirements on the cross-section limitation in dissipative zones, assuming however a behaviour factor \( q \) equal to 4. Numerical investigations of the performance of composite frames with slender cross-sections are then performed resorting to the numerical model previously calibrated with respect to the experimental tests and additional simulations at node level. In these models, beam-column connections as well as critical sections of the beams are modelled as equivalent spring, assuming an elasto-plastic constitutive law with isotropic hardening and softening.

Results are compared to the performance of an equivalent frame resorting to compact steel profiles (class 1). Attention is paid to the effects of strength and stiffness degradation due to local buckling and strain hardening. The numerical investigations are performed by making use of non-linear time-history analysis of the entire frame structures, including thus second order effects and inelastic cyclic behaviour of beams. The analysis of the results is specifically focusing on the comparison of the rotation capacity of the slender section with the actual rotation demand imposed by a moderate intensity earthquake. As a matter of illustration, Figure 6 shows the rotation demand imposed at the beam-to-column connection of the first level of a 3-storey/multi-bay frame for different time-histories with an average peak ground acceleration of 0.2 g.

![Fig. 6. Typical rotation demand at ground floor.](image.png)

A detailed presentation of the entire procedure and results is given in Ref. [5]. The main outcomes can be summarized as follows:

**Dissipative zone:** They are located at beam-to-column joints for negative bending moment and at column-bases. Concerning the dissipative zones of the composite beams, the largest rotations are observed at the 1st floor.

**Overstrength:** Cross-section resistance obtained from the tests and simulations at local level is always lower than the nominal resistance used for the design (\( \approx 1.1 \) to 1.4 \( M_{Rd} \))

**Shape of moment-rotation curves:** Despite the difference of class cross section, the shape of the curves are quite similar. In particular, in can be noted that: (i) Rotation capacity of moment-rotation curves are close for cross section class 3 (0.020 rad for “S1” and 0.023 for “S2”) and for
cross section class 1 (0.024 rad for “S3”). Inertia and bending modulus of specimens 1/2 and 3 are however different; (ii) Maximum bending moment in moment-rotation curves is smaller for cross section class 1 (overstrength ≈ 110% for “S3”) than for cross section class 3 (overstrength ≈ 141% for “S1” and 138% for “S2”). These values implies some plastic capacity for class cross section 3; (iii) The addition of stiffeners for provides few improvements into node behaviour in comparison to the same configuration without stiffeners.

Rotation: maximum rotation capacities are never reached for any springs. The rotations observed are below the maximum rotations capacities of composite beams (from 25% to 50% of the estimate maximum capacity)

Interstorey drift: these are slightly lower than the value obtained in the design phase by a spectral analysis (13% lower in average)

Stability of composite beams and columns: Bending moments in the columns are larger than the values in the design. Out of plane instabilities are not taken into account in the model furthermore, for the considered case studies, they are not significant parts of work rates in columns. This could be penalizing, even more if columns were more slender with more significant instabilities.

4. Conclusions and recommendations

During the tests carried out in during the Meakado research project, failures were supposed non-ductile. Important cracks appear into concrete slab; loads were then shed to the steel part of the composite beam. After few cycles, steel yields then failure progresses into web and finally into lower flanges. The entire node exhibits however some ductility, which was sufficient for the study cases with behaviour factor equal to 4 evaluated herein for moderate seismic action. These observations were only limitedly impacted by the presence of stiffeners on the web or by the cross-section class of the steel part of the composite beam.

For case studies including slender sections (cross section class 3), the dissipative design with q = 4 is validated (sufficient ductility and rotation capacity, reduction of seismic effects thanks to additional spring flexibility):

- No local/global mechanisms;
- No excessive rotations (failures in beams);
- No excessive interstorey drifts;
- No instabilities for the columns in frame plane.

Weak-Beam-Strong-Column criterion seems essential for the design because stresses in columns are found as higher with a time-history analysis than evaluated in the linear modal analysis and instabilities in columns could then become a weak point in the structure. In addition, significant overstrength is observed in the moment-rotation curves. This latter point is influenced by the assumption that beam-to-column joints are resistant enough and ductile to avoid brittle failure in joints.

Stiffness requirements are constraining to reach interstorey drift checks. They are not influenced by the cross-section class and correctly predicted by a spectral analysis.

Ductility performances and safety for the studied frames are explained:
- By the presence of several dissipative zones (6 to 8 dissipative zones),
- By overstrength in composite beams (110% to 141% rate of designed bending moments resistance);
- By sufficient rotation capacities into the entire node (27% to 49% rate of maximum rotation capacities), even for composite beams cross sections class 3.

In consequence, the following recommendations can be made regarding the design of multi-storey/multi-bay moment resisting frames with slender profiles and full composite action subjected to moderate seismic action:
- Composite frames with class 3 web under negative bending (concrete slab in tension, steel profile in compression, assumption of a fully yielded cross-section) may be designed for energy dissipation.
- The dissipating mechanism must be the formation of plastic hinges in the beams.
- Capacity design and detailing rules according to ductility class DCM shall be applied under the assumption of a fully yielded beam cross-section with class 2 web.
- The nominal resistance for the verification in the seismic design situation shall be
determined according to EC 3 and EC 4, considering the slenderness of the web.

- Shear buckling and plastification of the web in shear must be excluded.

- Remark: Particular attention shall be paid to the design and execution of the weld seams in welded beam-to-column connections.

If the above requirements are satisfied, composite frames with class 3 web in the beams under negative moment may be designed using the behaviour factor $q = 4$.
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Abstract

External insulation is the most widely used technique in Northern and Continental Europe. This technique generates thermal bridges where the building facade has some projecting element like balconies. The thermal requirements of actual standards lead to restore the continuity of the insulation at the interfaces by using thermal break systems (TBS). They are usually made of a box containing the insulation material, and a minimalist structural system able to transmit the shear force and the bending moment from the balcony to the wall. In most cases, structural elements are made of stainless steel, as it is less heat-conducting than normal steel. The paper focuses on a specific TBS, that uses shear keys and steel profiles to ensure the transfer of forces.

TBS are also submitted to important horizontal cyclic shear deformations, provoked by the variations of the dimensions of the balconies due to climatic effects. The objective of the study presented in the paper is to show that significant yielding under these cyclic actions can be accepted during service life. First experimental cyclic loading tests have been performed in order to characterize the behaviour of the TBS, as well as its fatigue strength. Then the loading has been defined on the basis of the database of the ECA&D, the European Climate Assessment and Dataset. Finally, the fatigue resistance of the system has been verified. It is shown that the developed TBS can resist to fatigue loading for large lengths of balconies, while exhibiting significant yielding during service life.

Keywords: Hybrid concrete-steel, Thermal break, low cycle fatigue, thermal actions.

1. Introduction

The level of energy-performance requirements in buildings has substantially increased over the last twenty years. As the thickness and the efficiency of the insulation of the walls increase, the energy lost in the building is now mostly due to the discontinuity of the insulation, where so called thermal bridges are created. These thermal bridges induce moreover a local condensation of water that can cause a deterioration of the internal coating of the building and even a degradation of the indoor air quality due to the development of decay. In the specific case of buildings with an external insulation, thermal bridges develop at locations where the building facade has projecting element such as balconies, see Fig. 1.

As a consequence, thermal bridges must be reduced by the use of appropriate solutions like thermal break systems (TBS). Usual TBS are made of a box containing the insulation material, and a minimalist structural system able to transmit the shear force and the bending moment from the balcony to the wall. In most cases,
structural elements are made of stainless steel, as it is less heat-conducting than normal steel.

The structural role of the TBS is not only to resist to vertical forces, wind or even seismic action, but also to absorb the relative displacements induced by the thermal expansion of the balcony. This critical point is discussed in the specific case of a TBS called SUNE. It is an assembly of different components consisting of tensile rebars, U-shaped steel sections, and special shear keys, see Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. SUNE thermal break system.](image)

The tensile rebars and the U-shaped steel sections are used to balance the tension and compression forces due to bending while the shear key is used to resist the vertical shear force. The web of the U member presents longitudinal slots at each end in order to provide some horizontal flexibility. On the lintel side, it relies on an end plate with a U section, with flanges embedded in the concrete. On the balcony side, a rectangular end plate is welded on the U member. This end plate is connected by two screws to a U-shaped end plate embedded in the concrete in the same way as on the other side.

Mechanical performances of the SUNE under vertical loads are presented in [1]. To contribute to the thermal performance of the TBS, duplex stainless steels with a limit of elasticity greater than 600 MPa and 550 MPa are used for the rebars and the steel profiles, respectively. A mineral wool is used as insulation material in the insulation box of 100 mm thick. The use of those materials leads to a good thermal performance with linear thermal transmittance values below 0.27 W/(m K).

Being located outside the building thermal envelope, the balcony suffers climatic hazards and is caused to expand or shorten following climatic conditions (outside temperature, solar radiation, etc.). The thermal break is placed in line with the insulation and thus ensures the connection between the outside balcony and the inner floor slab. The latter is located inside the building envelope; consequently it only undergoes low changes in temperature. The thermal break is therefore subjected to shearing induced by the horizontal deformation of the balcony as a function of the outside temperature variations. For that reason, the components of TBS must be designed to be able to sustain such deformations. The bars and Z-profile have sufficient horizontal flexibility to deform freely under the thermal forces, but the U-shaped steel element undergoes yielding even under frequent actions.

The objective of the work presented in this paper is to prove that this yielding is admissible and does not reduce the capabilities of the TBS during its service life. Accepting yielding at SLS requires a verification against low-cycle fatigue, given the fact that the yielding may occur several times during the service life of the element.

In this paper, the verification of the thermal break system SUNE against low-cycle fatigue loads is performed. To do so, cyclic loading tests of the TBS are conducted. Their results serve to establish the cyclic force-displacement relationship, as well as the fatigue design curve of the system. The fatigue design curve is then used to verify the fatigue strength of the thermal break system under the deformations of the balcony generated by the temperature variation outside the building. The latter is originally obtained from a European database. Finally, the verification of TBS against thermal loading is done by determining the damage accumulation developed during the building life. Several meteorological stations as well as balcony lengths are considered in the final parametric study.

2. Low cycle fatigue tests

The mechanical behavior of the TBS under cyclic horizontal loads is evaluated through low-cycle fatigue tests. The specimen consists of the balcony, the negative bending moment zone of the adjacent RC slab, and the balcony-slab connection component (TBS), see Fig. 3. Concrete class is C25/30. To consider the gravity load at service limit state for frequent load combination, a block of concrete is suspended on the balcony. The cyclic horizontal action is provided by a hydraulic jack, see Fig. 4.
Eight specimens are considered in the experimental test program as required by NF A03-403 [2] to produce the resistance fatigue curve, which covers at least 4 points with different numbers of cycles.

The loading procedure is divided in two phases. First, a series of cycles with an increasing amplitude is applied in order to get information on the load-displacement curve of the specimen, see Fig. 4. At each level, three cycles are made. Then the amplitude of the loading is maintained (see Table 1) and cycles are applied up to the collapse of the specimen.

The force-displacement curves under increasing amplitude show a hardening plateau provoked by the yielding of the stainless steel, as well as a pinching due to the concrete damaging, see Fig. 6. As a consequence, a coupled damage-plasticity model is developed to represent the behavior of the TBS.

In the constant amplitude phase, Cracks appear in the U-shaped steel member, first starting from the end of the slot, then also in the weldings of the end plates, see Fig. 7. For larger amplitudes, the collapse is attained by crushing of concrete. The specimen is considered as collapsed when a rapid increase of the rotation of the TBS is observed.

The evolution of the rotation with the number of half-sine cycles is presented Fig. 8, and the force and rotation at collapse $F_u$ and $\theta_u$ in Table 2, as well as the number of cycles at failure $N_f$. $N_f$ is expressed in half cycles in all the paper.
In an annex D of 

In conjunction with the local strain life approach, many models have been proposed to quantify the effect of mean stresses on fatigue behavior. One of the commonly used models is the so-called SWT model, that modifies the Manson-Coffin equation by taking into account the maximum tensile stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$:

$$\sigma_{\text{max}}\varepsilon_a = \left(\frac{\sigma_f}{E}\right)^2 (N_f)^{2b} + \sigma_f \varepsilon_f (N_f)^{b+c} \quad (2)$$

Similar to SWT model, an energy-based fatigue criterion was proposed by Jahed and Varvari-Farahani [6] to assess the fatigue lives of engineering components, expressed as:

$$\Delta E_f = E'f (N_f)^B + E''f (N_f)^C \quad (3)$$

Where $\Delta E_f$ is the energy due to the applied loading, $E'f$ the fatigue toughness, $E''f$ the strength coefficient, $C$ the toughness exponent and $B$ the fatigue strength exponent. In this study, this equation has been simplified by neglecting the elastic energy:

$$\Delta E_{f,\text{max}} = F_{\text{max}}x_a = E'f (N_f)^C \quad (4)$$

Where $F_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum force during loading cycle, and $x_a$ is the displacement amplitude.

Hence, the energy-fatigue life curve for TBS is constructed based on Eq. (4), see Fig. 15. The mean model parameters are obtained by applying a linear regression analysis, and the characteristic and design curve are obtained following the method proposed in annex D of EN1990 [7].

$$\varepsilon_a = \varepsilon_a^p + \varepsilon_a^p = \frac{\sigma_f}{E} (N_f)^b + \varepsilon_f (N_f)^c \quad (1)$$

Where $\varepsilon_a^p$ is the elastic strain, $\varepsilon_a^p$ the plastic strain, $\sigma_f$ the stress amplitude, $N_f$ the fatigue life, and $b$ and $c$ constants determined experimentally.

The mean stress influences very significantly the total fatigue life [5]. In conjunction with the local strain life approach, many models have been proposed to quantify the effect of mean stresses on fatigue behavior. One of the commonly used models is the so-called SWT model, that modifies the Manson-Coffin equation by taking into account the maximum tensile stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$:

$$\sigma_{\text{max}}\varepsilon_a = \left(\frac{\sigma_f}{E}\right)^2 (N_f)^{2b} + \sigma_f \varepsilon_f (N_f)^{b+c} \quad (2)$$

Similar to SWT model, an energy-based fatigue criterion was proposed by Jahed and Varvari-Farahani [6] to assess the fatigue lives of engineering components, expressed as:

$$\Delta E_f = E'f (N_f)^B + E''f (N_f)^C \quad (3)$$

Where $\Delta E_f$ is the energy due to the applied loading, $E'f$ the fatigue toughness, $E''f$ the strength coefficient, $C$ the toughness exponent and $B$ the fatigue strength exponent. In this study, this equation has been simplified by neglecting the elastic energy:

$$\Delta E_{f,\text{max}} = F_{\text{max}}x_a = E'f (N_f)^C \quad (4)$$

Where $F_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum force during loading cycle, and $x_a$ is the displacement amplitude.

Hence, the energy-fatigue life curve for TBS is constructed based on Eq. (4), see Fig. 15. The mean model parameters are obtained by applying a linear regression analysis, and the characteristic and design curve are obtained following the method proposed in annex D of EN1990 [7].

$$\varepsilon_a = \varepsilon_a^p + \varepsilon_a^p = \frac{\sigma_f}{E} (N_f)^b + \varepsilon_f (N_f)^c \quad (1)$$

Where $\varepsilon_a^p$ is the elastic strain, $\varepsilon_a^p$ the plastic strain, $\sigma_f$ the stress amplitude, $N_f$ the fatigue life, and $b$ and $c$ constants determined experimentally.
The choice of partial factor $\gamma_m$ value can be taken based on the failure modes of the specimens. It has been observed that the failure modes of the specimen subjected to fatigue loading are mostly related to the fracture of the steel components. As a consequence, it may seem reasonable to adopt $\gamma_m = 1.35$ as proposed in EC3-1-9 [8] for non-fail-safe structural details poorly accessible. However, this value is defined for polycyclic fatigue while low-cycle fatigue is here under consideration. As a consequence, three different values of $\gamma_m$ will be considered to get some information on the sensibility of the design of the TBS to $\gamma_m$: $\gamma_m = 1, 1.35, 2$.

4. Thermal action

As mentioned in Section 1, the balcony suffers climatic hazards and is caused to expand or shorten following the variation of the temperature outside the building. This variation is computed based on the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D) [9]. ECA&D is receiving data from 68 participants for 63 countries and the ECA dataset contains 43271 series of observations for 12 elements at 10586 meteorological stations throughout Europe and the Mediterranean zone.

Five different stations have been chosen in France for this study in order to see what differences can exist between a large city (Paris), places submitted to an oceanic climate (Rennes and Bordeaux), a continental one (Strasbourg) and a mountainous one (Embrun). Recordings cover a period of about 100 years, varying from station to station.

The comparison of maximum and minimum shade air temperature distribution with the one given by the default values of EN 1991-1-5 [10] is made Fig. 10 and 11. As could be expected, some differences exist. It has been decided to scale the temperature signals of ECA&D data base to fit the 5% fractile of extreme temperatures of the national annex of the Eurocode, in order to comply with the level of safety imposed by this actual standard, as shown on Fig. 12 and 13.

The effect of solar radiation on extreme values has been added, and then the horizontal deformation $x_a$ has been determined in function of the balcony length $L_b$ and the coefficient of thermal dilatation $\alpha = 10^{-5}$:

$$x_a(t) = \alpha \Delta T(t) L_b / 2$$

(5)
5. Verification to thermal loading

The verification of TBS against thermal loading can be performed by determining the damage accumulation developed during the building life. This can be done for an existing building where the distribution of temperature is already known. To design a new building where the climate surrounding the building is not yet known during the building life, a probabilistic approach has to be developed.

It is assumed that the statistical distribution of the climatic action can be computed on the basis of the distribution of the recordings of ECA & D, transformed as explained in previous paragraph in order to get thermal amplitudes compliant with actual European standards. The climatic action in fatigue is defined on the basis of a duration of one year. The annual accumulated damage $D_y$ of the year $i$ is then obtained from:

$$D_{y,i} = \sum_{j=1}^{m} n_{E,j} N_{f,j} m_j$$

where $m$ is the number of different displacement amplitudes $x_{a,j}$ obtained from rainflow counting technique [11]; $n_{E,j}$ is the number of semi-sinusoidal cycles of each rainflow displacement amplitude $x_{a,j}$; and $N_{f,j}$ is the number of semi-sinusoidal cycles to failure obtained from $\Delta E_{max} - N_f$ design curve for each rainflow displacement amplitude $x_{a,j}$. In order to use $\Delta E_{max} - N_f$ design curve, the maximum absolute-generalized forces during loading cycle, $F_{max}$, is required. The analysis with the annual displacement signal is then primarily performed to capture the corresponding force signal acting on the structure by using the coupled damage-plasticity model.

Processing all the data of ECAD for one station gives a set of values of $D_{y,i}$ that is used to obtain an estimation of the mean value denoted $\mu D_y$ and of the standard deviation, $\sigma D_y$.

The service life is fixed to 50 years in Eurocodes for usual buildings, and the related accumulated damage denoted $D_{50}$ has to be limited to 1. $D_{50}$ is a random variable equal to the sum of 50 annual damages. Each annual damage is supposed to be independent. Hence, according to the central limit theorem, the data set of $D_{50}$, which is a sum of independent random variables, follows a normal distribution $N(50 \mu D_y, 50 \sigma D_y^2)$ even if $D_{y,i}$ is not normally distributed.

Within a data sample size equal to $n_{year}$, the characteristic value of $D_{50,k}$ can be obtained using the following expression:

$$D_{50,k} = 50 \mu D_y + t_v \sqrt{50 \sigma D_y}$$

(7)

It is worth mentioning that the available data signal from ECA&D is usually greater than 50 years and that the value of $t_v$ is determined by using the inverse value of Student’s cumulative distribution function, multiplied by $\sqrt{1 + 1/n_{year}}$. Since the $\Delta E_{max} - N_f$ design curve is used to determine the damage parameter, the characteristic value $D_{50,k}$ is the design value $D_{50,d}$.

As an illustration, detailed results are presented for the cities of Embrun and Rennes. First the factorized temperature signal is presented in Fig. 14 over one year. It is clear that variations are larger in Embrun, located in the Alps, than in Rennes, located near the Atlantic Ocean. The result of the rainflow counting algorithm is presented in Figs. 15 and 16 for a balcony with a length $L_b = 19$ m, where $x_m$ is the mean value of the displacement of the half-cycle, and $x_a$ the amplitude. There are only few data

![Fig. 14. Factorized Temperature signal in Embrun and Rennes over one year](image1)

![Fig. 15. Rainflow matrix for Rennes](image2)
with large amplitudes, corresponding to the annual variations of temperature.

Fig. 16. Rainflow matrix for Embrun

Fig. 17 shows the evolution of the annual accumulated damage, still for $L_b = 19$ m. It can be seen that the evolution of $D_y$ is very random. $D_y$ during the last 50 years at Rennes city, featuring an oceanic climate, is quasi constant compared to the one in Embrun, in the Alps, which is very fluctuating with a growing global trend. On the contrary, the damaging in Paris is rather decreasing. Bordeaux and Strasbourg give intermediate levels of damaging.

Fig. 17. Evolution of $D_y$ for $L_b=19$ m

The evolution of $D_y$ is very random. $D_y$ during the last 50 years at Rennes city, featuring an oceanic climate, is quasi constant compared to the one in Embrun, in the Alps, which is very fluctuating with a growing global trend. On the contrary, the damaging in Paris is rather decreasing. Bordeaux and Strasbourg give intermediate levels of damaging.

Fig. 18. Evolution of $D_{50,d}$ for $L_b=19$ m, $\gamma_m = 1$

The evolution of the 50-year building life damage $D_{50,d}$ is calculated for the five different cities under consideration for a safety coefficient $\gamma_m$ equal to 1. Its evolution in function of the balcony length is illustrated in Fig. 18.

As could be expected, the life-time accumulated damage is larger in Embrun. Strasbourg, which is located in the east of France and is subject to a continental climate, gives also large damaging, while Rennes gives the lower ones. Bordeaux and Paris give intermediate values. These differences are consistent with the climatic zones defined in the Eurocodes.

The evolution of the damaging with various values of the safety coefficient $\gamma_m$ is computed for different lengths of balconies in the most unfavorable city, i.e. Embrun, as illustrated in Fig. 19. The TBS can sustain fatigue load during the building service life for a balcony length up to 16.5 m, 18 m and 19 m ($D_{50,d} = 1$) for a safety factor $\gamma_m = 2$, 1.35 and 1, respectively. It appears thus that the safety factor does not substantially influence the possible balcony length. For the fact that the balcony is, in general, made with a length smaller than 12 m, the use of $\gamma_m = 2$ already gives a large margin. Such large margin provides a proof that it is possible to develop stresses in a plastic range in SLS without the risk of being collapsed during the building service life. However, a reliability analysis in the safety format with larger database of the cities is needed to determine the actual value of the safety factor.

Fig. 19. Evolution of $D_{50,d}$ in function of $L_b$ in Embrun with different values of $\gamma_m$

6. Conclusions and perspectives

The procedure for verifying the thermal break system SUNE against low-cycle fatigue loads induced by the deformations of the balcony due to the variations of the temperature has been presented in this paper. Primarily, eight cyclic experimental tests of the system are performed with several loading amplitudes. On one hand,
they serve to define the fatigue design curve. On the other hand, they allow to develop a coupled plastic-damage mechanical model of the device. Then, the past temperature variations taken from ECA & D database for five different cities are scaled in order to comply with the extreme values recommended in the Eurocodes. After adding the effect of the solar radiations, the elongation histories are computed for different lengths of balconies. Force-displacement histories are deduced using the mechanical model, and the cycles applied to the system are counted by a rainflow algorithm. Finally, the fatigue design curve allows to verify the fatigue strength of the thermal break for the different configurations considered.

As could be expected, the annual accumulated damage is larger in mountainous regions than in tempered areas, and the evolution of the damaging follows the same trends as the minimum and maximum shade air temperatures defined in the French national annex of the Eurocode.

The design format and the related safety coefficients are not known at this stage. But, it is clear that a safe design can be achieved for usual lengths of balconies, at least up to 12 m. Moreover, a parametric study shows that the maximum length of the balcony is not proportional to the safety coefficient and that, even with a safety coefficient of 2, a balcony length of 16 m can be reached in the most unfavorable location considered in the study.

This specific case illustrates that it is possible to exceed the conventional yielding limit during service life without any risk for the integrity of the components made with stainless steel. This offers a wide range of new possibilities, particularly in the case of shear keys used in thermal break systems.

Further investigations through reliability analysis are however needed in order to define an accurate safety format.
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Abstract

Under violent earthquake motions, the severe damage in critical regions of structures could be ascribed to cumulative damage caused by cyclic loading. Using the high strength (HS) materials in concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns is the effective way and popular tendency to promote the seismic behavior in anti-seismic design. In this paper, an experimental study on the hysteretic performance of high strength circular concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular columns (HCFTST) was carried out. A total of six specimens were tested under constant axial compression combining cyclic lateral loading. The tested parameters were the different combinations of diameter-to-thickness (D/t) ratio, axial compression ratio (n) and concrete cylinder compressive strength (f_c). The failure modes, load-displacement hysteretic curves, skeleton curves, dissipated energy and stiffness degradation were examined in detail. Through the experiment analysis result, it indicates that the ultimate limit state is reached as the severe local buckling and rupture of the steel tubes accompanying the core concrete crushing occur. Using high strength materials could have a larger elastic deformation capacity and the higher axial compression ratio within test scopes could motivate the potential of HS materials. In brief, the HCFTST columns with ultra-large D/t ratios under reasonable design could perform excellent hysteretic performance, which can be applied in earthquake-prone regions widely.

Keywords: High strength circular concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular (HCFTST) columns; hysteretic performance; failure modes; experiment analysis.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns as a relatively new type of structural member, have been widely applied in engineering construction, not only due to their remarkable mechanical properties for seismic resistance, namely the high strength, large lateral stiffness, high ductility and greater energy dissipation capacity, but also due to its outstanding construction efficiency and economic benefits [1-3]. Earlier significant experimental researches conducted by many scholars [4-14] do have great importance on the understanding of hysteretic performance of CFST columns. Recently, using the high strength (HS) materials in concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns is the effective way and popular tendency to promote the seismic behavior in anti-seismic design [15-18].

Elremaily and Azizinamini [15] carried out experimental study on cyclic behavior of circular CFST columns with concrete cylinder compressive strength (f_c) varying from 40 to 104 MPa. Varma et al. [16, 17] examined the seismic behavior of HS square CFST columns filled with HS concrete (f_c = 110 MPa) and steel yield strength (f_y) ranging from 269 to 660 MPa. Skalomenos et al. [18] investigated the hysteretic behavior of circular and square CFST columns with f_c varying from 42.4 to 82.3 MPa and f_y varying from 387 to 788 MPa. For the CFST columns, the HS steel tube can provide a larger elastic deformation capacity and better confined effect, while the application of HS core concrete can delay local buckling of steel tube. Moreover, using HS concrete and common strength (CS) steel, using HS steel and CS concrete or both materials are HS, can reduce the section size to obtain favorable architecture aesthetics effect
and gain further economic benefits under the premise of ensuring the mechanical performance [19].

High strength circular concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular (HCFTST) columns get rapid development due to the widespread application of HS materials. As for the concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular (CFTST) columns, Zhang et al. [20], Goto et al. [21] and Gajalakshmi [22] investigated the hysteretic behavior of that through quasi-static cyclic loading tests. However, it is noteworthy that no HS materials were adopted in their tests [20-22]. On the other hand, the aforementioned researches [15-18] mainly aim at hysteretic behavior of the traditional concrete-filled thick-walled steel tubular columns using HS materials. Therefore, more experimental studies are needed to examine the hysteretic performance of CFTST columns using HS materials, namely the HCFTST columns.

In this paper, an experimental study on the hysteretic performance of HCFTST columns, including six specimens, was carried out under constant axial compression combining cyclic lateral loading. The tested parameters were the different combinations of diameter-to-thickness (D/t) ratio, axial compression ratio (n) and concrete cylinder compressive strength (f_c). The failure modes, load-displacement hysteretic curves, skeleton curves, dissipated energy and stiffness degradation were examined in detail. Overall, the HCFTST columns with reasonable design could display favorable hysteretic performance.

### 2. Experimental program

#### 2.1. Material properties

The reserved concrete blocks for compressive strength test were curing under the same condition with test columns. The actual cylinder strengths (f_c) are listed in Table 1. The Q690 HS steel was used to make the steel tubes. Tensile coupon test shown in Fig. 1, according to “Metallic materials tensile testing at ambient temperature” (GB/T 228-2002), was carried out to determine the material properties. The test result shows that the yield strength f_y is 722.64 MPa and ultimate strength f_u is 765.37 MPa. The elastic modulus E_s is 222010 Mpa and the Poisson’s ratio v, is 0.281.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>f_c (Mpa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS-1</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-2</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS-1</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS-2</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. Specimen design

A summary of specimens is presented in Table 2, in which the D/t ratios adopted exceeds the current limitations specified by various codes [22] to examine the effect of it. The axial compression ratio (n) in this paper is defined as follows:

\[ n = \frac{P}{P_0} \]  

(1)

where P is the axial load applied on the HCFTST columns and P_0 is the nominal squash load calculated by the equation as follows:

\[ P_0 = A_s f_y + 0.85A_c f_c \]  

(2)

where A_s and A_c are the cross-sectional areas of the steel tube and concrete core respectively.

The designed details of all aforementioned test specimens are shown in Fig. 2. The height of the HCFTST columns is 525 mm and a reinforced concrete (RC) foundation was built for the convenience of applying cyclic loads. The thickness of all end plates is 20 mm, especially for end plates II with bolt holes welded at the top of specimen for loading. The cross section sizes of the RC foundation are 1200×450×420 mm, where the former was adopt by the HCFTST columns with diameters 140 mm and 180mm, and the later was...
applied to the other specimens. HS steel bars \( (f_y = 1000 \text{MPa}) \) were used to prevent the RC foundations out of failure during test. Furthermore, stiffening ribs with a thickness of 10 mm were also applied by welding to strengthen the foundations.

Table 2. Summary of specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>D/t</th>
<th>( f_y ) (mm)</th>
<th>( n )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFST-1-1</td>
<td>140/2</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFST-1-2</td>
<td>140/2</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFST-2-1</td>
<td>180/2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFST-2-2</td>
<td>180/2</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFST-3-1</td>
<td>220/2</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFST-3-2</td>
<td>220/2</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Test setup and procedures

The loading apparatus adopted for the test shown in Fig. 3 enables the application of the constant axial compressive load combining cyclic lateral load. The axial compression was imposed on the column attached with the triangular box connector through a hydraulic jack of 2000 kN capacity and the 1000 kN loading capacity MTS 244.51 actuator was used to apply cyclic lateral load. In addition, the connector, test columns and actuator were fixed together by HS bolts Grade 12.9 M28. Furthermore, to ensure the stability of test specimen, the RC foundation was attached to the ground tightly with pressure beams and anchor stocks while two adjustable seats were installed to prevent the lateral sliding of the specimen. The horizontal load and displacement were automatically recorded by the MTS actuator acting on the test columns. The axial force was monitored by the pressure transducers fixed on the jack.

![Fig. 3. Test setup](image)

![Fig. 4. Cyclic loading protocol](image)

During the test, preloading procedure was conducted to ensure the equipment ran normally. If all was in order, the axial load was applied firstly to the targeted value and then kept constant during testing. Afterwards the lateral force was cycled under the displacement control mode as shown in Fig. 4. Four single cycles with peak drift ratios of \( \Delta / L = 0.10\%, 0.25\%, 0.50\% \) and 0.75% were initially applied, where \( \Delta \) indicates the lateral displacement and \( L \) stands for the column length. Then three cycles were employed to the specimen at each drift ratio level from 1% to 8%. What’s more, if there was no evident failure occurring after applying drift ratio 8%, the test would continue by applying drift ratio 10% until the specimen failed. The test ended when the specimen was unable to sustain the targeted axial force due to the severe fracture and crushing of the steel tube and core concrete or the lateral load degraded over than 35% of the maximum experienced load.
3. Failure modes

The typical events including slight local buckling, severe buckling before fracture, crack appearing without penetrating tube and serious accompanied with rupture almost penetrating cross section occurred during the test. A summary of failure modes for HCFTST columns is shown in Fig. 5. As is shown, the severe fracture and local buckling of thin-walled steel tubes could be observed apparently in the end. For all test columns, the cracking height is about 20 mm away from the RC foundation surface. After the test, the specimen CFST-3-2 with the severest cross section failure was cut off to examine the failure mode of core concrete. Apparently, the core concrete experienced serious damage under the cyclic loading. Moreover, the confined effect decreased gradually due to the local buckling occurring, for which the HS core concrete of the test column finally underwent an adverse shear failure mode with a smooth fracture surface.

Fig. 5. Failure modes

4. Experimental analysis

4.1. Load-displacement hysteretic curves

The load-displacement hysteretic curves of all test columns are shown in the plots as follows. It indicates that there is an initial elastic response for all specimens and then the columns enter the elastic-plastic process accompanied by the increasing stiffness degradation and energy dissipation gradually. The initial local buckling points and fracture of steel tube are marked in the curves. Generally the initial local buckling occurred at drift ratio 2%~3% for most specimens and the fracture of steel tube emerged until reaching the 7%~8% drift. A gradual drop in strength can be seen when maximum lateral load is reached. The hysteretic curves are not strictly symmetrical because during the reciprocating loading cumulative damage develops preferentially due to the initial imperfections of the HS material and obvious Bauschinger effect of HS steel. For the other HCFTST columns, with the increasing of drift level, there are obvious softening platforms existing in hysteretic curves when the lateral load turns from unloading to reloading. For HCFTST columns with ultra-large $D/t$ ratio exceeding current codes, increasing axial compression ratio is an efficient way than improving concrete strength to motivate the potential of HS materials for offering an excellent confined action to limit the propagation of the concrete shear cracks in anti-seismic design.

Fig. 6. CFST-1-1 and CFST-1-2

Fig. 7. CFST-2-1 and CFST-2-2

Fig. 8. CFST-3-1 and CFST-3-2

4.2. Energy dissipation capacity

The energy dissipation analysis was conducted by the area integral based on the hysteretic curves, as shown in Fig. 9, from which it indicates that the loop energy of different drift levels amplifies gradually with the
increasing of lateral deflection level while within the same drift deformation the loop energy decreases gradually due to the cumulative damage caused by cyclic loading. When entering the failure stage, the evident descending of loop energy could be observed revealing that the tested specimens would fail soon later. As for the accumulated energy ratio, it can be expressed as follows:

\[ R_{E_i} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{E_i}{E_T} \]  

(3)

where \( E_i \) is the accumulated energy until the cyclic loop \( n \) and \( E_T \) is the total ultimate energy dissipation. Fig. 10 shows the result of accumulative energy ratio analysis, which display that the cumulative damage develops in a nonlinear way with starting slowly and then converts to a burgeoning mode after the appearance of initial local buckling.

The energy dissipation capacity could also be evaluated by the equivalent viscous damping coefficient shown in Fig. 11, which can be calculated through the equation:

\[ h_v = \frac{S_{(ABC+CDA)}}{2 \pi S_{(\Delta OBF+\Delta ODE)}} \]  

(4)

where \( S_{(ABC+CDA)} \) is the area of hysteretic loop and \( S_{(\Delta OBF+\Delta ODE)} \) is the area of triangles. The analysis of equivalent viscous damping ratio is displayed in Fig. 12. The result reiterates the fact that the energy dissipation capacity of the HCFTST columns decreases obviously in the failure stage due to the rupture of the thin-walled steel tubes and concrete crushing.

4.3. Skeleton curves

The skeleton curves of tested specimens shown in Fig. 13 were constructed by connecting maximum load point at each displacement level according to the load-displacement hysteretic curves. From the skeleton curves, improving the concrete strength and axial compression ratio within the test scope, can promote the the ultimate bearing capacity of HCFTST columns. For the columns with ultra-large \( D/t \) ratio, improving the axial load level could motivate the potential of the HS materials due to the better workability of confined effect.
improving concrete strength to motivate the potential of HS materials for offering an excellent confined action to limit the propagation of the concrete shear cracks in anti-seismic design.

(2) The evident descending of energy dissipation could be observed in failure stage, indicating forthcoming severe failure phenomenon, namely the complete fracture of steel tube and severe crushing of core concrete.

(3) The HCFTST columns with reasonable design could display favorable hysteretic performance and can be expected to have a widespread application in earthquake-prone regions.
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Abstract

The current fatigue design of composite dowels is based on the structure stress concept for the steel part and upper load limitations to avoid concrete fatigue and a degradation of the composite joint. Therefore the aim of the existing concept is to avoid any fatigue of the composite structure.

A fatigue concept considering residual load bearing capacity of torn steel connectors and the transfer of forces to less stressed composite dowels in the beam has great economic potential and leads to a better safety assessment. Therefore, further investigations of fatigue behaviour and crack propagation of composite dowels are necessary.

In a first step a single composite dowel is investigated in small-part tests. By the use of finite element models a new inclined single push-out test stand has been developed in order to reproduce the force and stress distributions within a composite beam as precisely as possible with the small-part tests. This ensures the comparability of the crack initiation location and crack propagation.

In the test series the influences of different stress ranges and cycle numbers on crack propagation of the steel dowel are investigated. Furthermore the residual load-bearing capacity is determined and compared to static load-bearing behaviour of uncracked steel parts of composite dowels. This paper concentrates on the numerical evaluation of crack propagation and residual capacity.

**Keywords:** Composite construction; composite dowel strip; fatigue; crack propagation; single push-out tests; FE analysis.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of composite dowels in bridge constructions became more and more popular. So far, 36 bridges [1] with composite dowels have been built in Europe. Since composite dowels are not standardized in Eurocode 4, they can be designed according to the German technical approval [2].

Especially for bridge constructions, the fatigue behaviour of the shear connectors is of great importance. The current concept for cyclic design is to avoid any fatigue of steel and concrete [3]. A concept which considers fatigue damage of concrete [4] and the residual load-bearing capacity and stiffness of torn steel dowels has a great economic potential. Therefore a knowledge of crack development in the steel dowel as well as of the redistribution of forces in the individual dowels of a composite beam is necessary.

In a first step, a single composite dowel with clothoid shape is investigated in single push-out tests (SPOT). Experimental and numerical studies investigate the crack propagation and residual load-bearing capacity.

2. Fatigue crack propagation

2.1. Stress intensity factor K

Components under cyclic loading are usually designed in a way that stresses stay in the elastic range. With the exception of the crack tip, where local plastic deformations may occur, this also applies to cracked steel dowels. The assumption
of a linear-elastic and isotropic material behaviour leads to linear-elastic fracture mechanics. Based on the work of Westergaard, Irwin [5] introduced the stress intensity factor $K$. Therefore the stress field can be described by the function

$$\sigma_y = \frac{K}{2\pi r} f_y(\theta)$$

(1)

where $r$ and $\theta$ define the position of an infinitesimal element in the stress field (Fig. 1) and $f$ is a nondimensional trigonometric function. The stress intensity factor $K$ indicates the amount of increasing stresses near the crack tip ($r \rightarrow 0$).

$\sigma_y$ and $\sigma_x$ are stress components at crack tip

Furthermore, the stress intensity factor can be divided into the three components tension perpendicular to the crack plane (Mode I, $K_I$), shear in longitudinal (Mode II, $K_{II}$) and transversal direction (Mode III, $K_{III}$). For composite dowels the first two modes have to be considered (Fig. 2).

$\sigma_x$, $\sigma_y$ and $K$ are stress components at crack tip

The determination of $K$ or its components can be difficult since $K$ is dependent on crack length $a$, crack geometry (function $Y$) and geometry of the cracked component (function $M_k$):

$$K = \sigma \sqrt{\pi aYM_k}$$

(2)

The analytical formulation of $Y$ and $M_k$ is limited to a few standard applications. Often these functions are determined experimentally or numerically [6]. For composite dowels there is no existing approximation formula, so that the stress intensity factors $K_I$ and $K_{II}$ used in this paper are determined numerically, see chapter 4.2.

2.2. Crack development

The stress intensity factors from fracture mechanics can also be used for fatigue crack propagation. Because of a linear dependence between $K$ and $\sigma$, a cyclic stress intensity $\Delta K$ can be easily found (Fig. 3).

Using the cyclic stress intensity, the rate of crack propagation can be found according to the Paris Law [7]:

$$\frac{da}{dN} = C \Delta K^m$$

(3)

$C$ and $m$ are material parameter. In a diagram with double-logarithmic scaling, the Paris Law describes a straight line (Fig. 4, right). It is valid for intermediate cyclic intensity factors leading to a stable crack development and is limited by no crack propagation in case of small intensity ($\Delta K < \Delta K_{th}$) and unstable crack propagation in case of high loads ($\Delta K > \Delta K_c$). Formulas for these cases can be found in [8].

$K_{max}$ and $K_{min}$ are stress intensity at crack tip

The analytical formulation of $Y$ and $M_k$ is limited to a few standard applications. Often
The crack propagation direction $\theta$ can be obtained using the condition $\tau_{\theta} = 0$.

$$\theta = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{3 K_{II}^2 + \sqrt{K_{III}^4 + 8 K_{I}^2 K_{II}^2}}{K_{I}^2 + 9 K_{II}^2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

3. Test set-up

3.1. Transferability of small-part tests and beams

A systematic investigation on large-scaled composite beams is not feasible for economic reasons. Therefore, a new test set-up for small-part tests with a single composite dowel was developed to simulate a composite beam. The main problem finding an appropriate test set-up was to ensure stability against internal moments in an asymmetric specimen on the one hand and to reach a stress distribution in the steel dowel similar to those of a beam on the other hand. With the help of numerical simulations an angled single push-out test (SPOT), where load introduction, resulting force transmission and reaction force have the same line of action, was developed in [9]. Fig. 5 shows the test set-up and compares the maximum principal stress distributions of steel dowels in composite beams and SPOT. It can be shown that the areas of maximum tensile stresses coincide so that the theoretical location of crack initialisation matches.

3.2. Test programme and present results

As part of a German national research project, 15 test specimens were produced for the angled SPOT, to investigate fatigue, crack development and residual load-bearing capacity. The steel dowel with clothoid shape and a dowel spacing of $e_x=200$ mm was made from flat steel, grade S355 by gas cutting. To avoid concrete failure, a concrete strength class C50/60 with a high degree of reinforcement was used. Strain gauges were applied to the steel dowel in the hot spot zone to analyse the stresses and to calibrate finite element models (Fig. 6). The second, halved steel dowel forms the concrete dowel and does not influence the load-bearing capacity due to a polystyrene gap filler.

![Fig. 5. Comparison of elastic maximum principal stress distribution in composite beams and SPOT](image)

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of elastic maximum principal stress distribution in composite beams and SPOT

![Fig. 6. Arrangement of strain gauges](image)

**Fig. 6.** Arrangement of strain gauges

![Fig. 7. Deformed steel dowel after static reference test](image)

**Fig. 7.** Deformed steel dowel after static reference test

The first test specimen was tested as a reference in a static path-controlled test, till the halved steel dowel overclosed the gap. Until then a slip between steel and concrete surface of about 22 mm at a maximum load of 717 kN could be measured. At that time, no drop in the load and no failure could be observed. The resulting load-slip behaviour of the composite dowel can be found within the calibration of the FE model in chapter 4.1. The maximum strains and therefore stresses could be measured on the middle strain gauge, which corresponds to the aspired hot spot location.

Using the results of the static reference test, load limits for further tests were set. The 14 cyclic tests are divided into two work packages. First, the influence of different web thicknesses on crack propagation and residual load-bearing capacity is to be investigated. The second work...
package examines different load limits and ranges with regard to crack development.

In the first two tests carried out so far no fatigue crack could be generated, because the preliminary design using the Wöhler concept was too much on the safe side. The focus in this paper is therefore on numerical investigations.

4. Numerical investigation of crack development

4.1. Static reference test

All numerical simulations are performed with the commercial finite element software ABAQUS. The static reference test was used to validate the FE model which is the starting point for simulations of crack propagation and residual load-bearing capacity. The load-slip behaviour of both is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Load-slip behaviour from static reference test and FE model

For the reference simulation as well as the determination of residual capacity the ABAQUS/Explicit solver is used to overcome convergence problems due to large plastic deformations. The model consists of the test specimen, the load introduction and the support. Volume elements (C3D8R) are used for each part. The reinforcement is embedded in the concrete part of the model. This function couples the deformation of nodes so that no slip between concrete and reinforcement is considered. Contact formulation with a hard contact in normal direction and a friction coefficient of 0.3 in tangential direction describes the interactions between the other parts. Since concrete damage is not of interest in detail, ideal elastic-plastic material models are used for concrete and reinforcement, while the material model of the steel is based on the actual stress-strain curve. As in the experiments, the loading is path-controlled and applied over boundary conditions. The plastic deformation of the steel dowel shown in Fig. 7 can be simulated well, Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Numerical simulation of reference test (Mises stress plotted; here at δ=15 mm)

4.2. Crack propagation simulation

To simulate cracks in the steel dowel, some adjustments have to be made in the numerical model. The calculation of stress intensity factors efforts a linear material behaviour. Also geometric nonlinearities are neglected. Unlike before, the ABAQUS/Standard solver is used. ABAQUS is only able to calculate stress intensity factors in the static case and does not include automatic crack propagation. This problem is solved by using a Python based script which is explained later. For a calculation of stress intensity factors the followings steps are necessary [10]:

- The crack geometry is built in as a usual Partition in the steel dowel, like the partitions used for mesh control. Therefore, the crack is sketched within the function Partition face: Sketch in the Part module. Afterwards the sketch has to be extruded through the thickness of the steel dowel (Partition Cell: Extrude/Sweep Edges).

- The crack tip leads to numerical singularities. A special mesh technique is used to reach reasonable results [6]. Therefore, a few circular partitions are sketched around the crack tip with the methods described before (Fig. 10).

- The elements in the inner cycle have to be assigned as wedge elements (Fig. 10). This can be done with the function Assign Mesh Controls in the Mesh module.
Once these settings are made, the Part of the steel dowel has to be switched to independent. Now the mesh refers to the Instance steel dowel.

The function Assign Seam to create a doubled surface along the existing crack can be found in the Interaction module (Special → Crack).

The crack tip can be defined in the Assembly module using Engineering Features → Cracks. For the Contour integral method, a crack front and a crack extension direction have to be defined. Furthermore, to handle the singularity the midside node parameter is set to 0.25 and the Degenerate Element Control is set to Collapsed element side, single node.

Finally, the history output of the crack can be gained. The Number of contours corresponds to the number of circular partitions in addition to the crack tip, which is the first contour where $K$-factors are calculated. The Type is set to Stress intensity factors with Maximum tangential stress as the Crack initiation criterion.

With these settings, ABAQUS considers the crack and calculates the three components of the stress intensity factor as well as the crack propagation direction. It is to be mentioned that the stress intensity factors are calculated and differ for each contour and each mesh plane over the thickness of the steel dowel. Especially the results for the outer mesh plane, for the crack tip (contour 1) and for the last contour are slightly different from the other results. Therefore, several contours and mesh planes are recommended to judge results in a better way.

A script based on Python is used to simulate crack propagation. The most important steps are summarized in Fig. 11. The main idea is to take an initial model without crack as a starting point. An elastic calculation determines the location of maximum tensile stresses in the hot spot for crack initiation. The crack geometry is defined by a text file, where coordinates for sketching the crack in the Part module are stored. Then the crack propagates over several incremental elastic calculations. After each simulation, stress intensity factors are stored for further calculations and the crack propagation angle is used to update the crack geometry.

With these settings, ABAQUS considers the crack and calculates the three components of the stress intensity factor as well as the crack propagation direction. It is to be mentioned that the stress intensity factors are calculated and differ for each contour and each mesh plane over the thickness of the steel dowel. Especially the results for the outer mesh plane, for the crack tip (contour 1) and for the last contour are slightly different from the other results. Therefore, several contours and mesh planes are recommended to judge results in a better way.

A script based on Python is used to simulate crack propagation. The most important steps are summarized in Fig. 11. The main idea is to take an initial model without crack as a starting point. An elastic calculation determines the location of maximum tensile stresses in the hot spot for crack initiation. The crack geometry is defined by a text file, where coordinates for sketching the crack in the Part module are stored. Then the crack propagates over several incremental elastic calculations. After each simulation, stress intensity factors are stored for further calculations and the crack propagation angle is used to update the crack geometry.

This method was used with the SPOT model. Overall 30 elastic simulations with a crack propagation increment of 3 mm led to the crack geometry shown in Fig. 12. The crack initially propagates nearly perpendicular to the steel dowel surface in the rounding. As soon as it reaches the middle of the steel dowel, it bends slightly upwards. The development of stress intensity factor $K_I$ at upper load ($P=280\, \text{kN}$, as planned for experiments) is also displayed in Fig. 12.

The stress intensity factor increases with growing crack up to about 60 mm crack length. This coincides with an increase in the rate or velocity of crack propagation. The component $K_{II}$ is about one percent of $K_I$ and neglected in further calculations. Furthermore, equation (2) is modified to be dependent on $P$:

$$ K = K_I = \frac{P}{t_w} \sqrt{\pi d Y(a)} $$

Fig. 10. Mesh technique for crack simulation

Fig. 11. Schematic process of crack propagation simulation
Now the geometry factor $Y(a)$ can be easily calculated. A simple approximation is shown in Fig. 13.

Finally, the rate of crack propagation can be calculated and lifetime can be predicted (Fig. 14). A sensitivity analysis shows a great dependence on the material parameters used in the calculations. In literature, values for the structural steel material parameter $m$ between 2.5 and 4 can be found [11]. Maintaining all other values, the lifetime prediction varies between 367 cycles ($m=4$) and 23.6 million cycles ($m=2.5$). So a lifetime prediction without knowing exact material parameters is impossible. They will be determined when the experimental test results are available.

### 4.3. Residual load-bearing capacity

The simulations on residual capacity are based on the calibrated FE model of the reference test described in chapter 4.1. The crack geometry is taken from the text file for crack propagation, see chapter 4.2. The results for certain crack lengths are plotted in Fig. 15. As an example, Fig. 16 shows the deformation in ABAQUS of the SPOT with a crack length of 60 mm.

As expected, the residual capacity decreases with increasing crack length. Like in the reference simulation, no drop in the load can be observed till the halved steel dowel overcloses the gap. The degradation of capacity can be taken from the diagram, the stiffness of the composite dowel decreases by 3.8 percent ($a=15 \text{ mm}$) to 34.0 percent ($a=75 \text{ mm}$).
The results can only be taken as a first qualitative estimation of residual capacities and stiffness degradation, since so far no experimental results are available. An extension of the material model for steel to consider further shear damage in form of ductile crack propagation due to high loads seems reasonable. Also the effects of concrete damage due to the cyclic loading is not yet considered. A further reduction of residual capacities is expected. Having experimental results, the models will be calibrated.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

A new test set-up for single push-out tests was developed to simulate a single composite dowel of a composite beam. With this set-up a good agreement in the distributions of maximum tensile stresses between beam and small-part test can be achieved. The SPOT is used to investigate the fatigue, crack propagation and residual load-bearing capacity of steel dowels. This paper summarizes the theory of crack propagation and prediction of lifetime. Since experimental results are not yet available, the focus is on the numerical implementation and handling of cracks in ABAQUS.

It is shown that a crack propagation simulation in ABAQUS is possible by performing several incremental elastic calculations. The crack geometry seems reasonable but has to be evaluated when experimental results are available. Also the prediction of lifetime is difficult without knowing material parameters $C$ and $m$, because results are very sensitive for parameters given in literature. The investigations on residual capacities will be extended by material models for shear damage. Both will be calibrated to experimental results.

The findings on the small-part tests will be transferred to composite beams. The proposed concept for crack propagation simulation can be applied to composite beams too. Fig. 17 shows a crack propagation simulation on a composite beam in ABAQUS. Every dowel gets its own crack geometry as a text file. Even different rates of crack propagations can be considered by analyzing the stress intensity factors in each dowel. In further nonlinear simulations, a redistribution of forces in the steel dowels of a composite beam for different crack lengths can be determined. Three experimental tests on composite beams are part of the project.

Aim of these investigations is a concept to consider fatigue and cracks in the design of composite dowels. An extension of the current concept which does not prevent fatigue damage has a great economic potential. Therefore, further investigations on residual capacities as well as on the redistribution of forces in a composite beam are necessary.
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Abstract

Coupled shear walls are widely used in high rise buildings, since they can not only provide efficient lateral stiffness but also behave outstanding energy dissipation ability especially for earthquake-resistance. Traditionally, the coupling beams are made of reinforced concrete, which are prone to shear failure due to low aspect ratio and greatly reduce the efficiency and ability of energy dissipation. For overcoming the shortcoming of concrete reinforced coupling beams (RCB), an innovative steel coupling beams called two-level-yielding steel coupling beam (TYSCB) is invented to balance the demand of stiffness and energy dissipation for coupled shear walls. TYSCBs are made of two parallel steel beams with yielding at two different levels. To verify and investigate the aseismic behaviour improvement of TYSCB-coupled shear walls, two 1/3 scale, 10-storey coupled shear wall specimens with TYSCB and RCB were tested under both gravity and lateral displacement reversals. These two specimens were designed with the same initial lateral stiffness, thus to be easier to compare. The experimental TYSCB specimen demonstrated more robust cyclic performance. Both specimens reached 1.75% lateral drift, however, the TYSCB-coupled shear wall showed minimal strength degradation and higher bearing capacity. Additionally, a larger amount of energy was dissipated during each test of the TYSCB specimen, compared with the RCB specimen. Based on the experimental results, design recommendations are provided.

Keywords: experimental comparison study; two-level yielding steel coupling beam; reinforced concrete coupling beam; cyclic behaviour.

1. Introduction

Coupled shear walls have provided a suitable solution for lateral load resisting systems in tall buildings[1-3]. The overall stiffness and damping in these structures are strongly influenced by the mechanical and structural properties of not only the walls but also the coupling beams. Traditional reinforced concrete coupling beams are prone to shear failure due to a large aspect ratio. This shear failure, as a brittle failure, cannot satisfy the high ductility demand of coupling beams. As an alternative, steel coupling beams (SCB) are preferred owing to their excellent capacity of plastic deformation and energy dissipation. With the application of SCBs, traditional coupled shear wall systems turn to be hybrid coupled wall systems (HCW).[4]

Recently an innovative steel coupling beam called two-level-yielding steel coupling beam (TYSCB) was proposed by Li et al[5, 6]. It consists of two components: shear-yielding beam and bending-yielding beam, as shown in Fig. 1. The shear-yielding beam (Fig. 1(a)) is designed to yield at minor earthquakes and the bending-yielding beam (Fig. 1(b)) is to yield at design earthquakes. These two components work independently. Under a minor earthquake, when the shear yielding beam yields, the bending-yielding beam is still in elastic. In this way, the coupling beam may dissipate energy by the yielding of the shear-yielding beam, and at the same time ensures that its stiffness is
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maintained by the elastic bending-yielding beam. The proposed steel coupling beam is to provide sufficient lateral stiffness and energy absorption for the whole coupled shear wall structure. The experimental results showed that TYSCB can dissipate energy under a small earthquake. However, at the same time, its stiffness will not deteriorate too fast. When subjected to a major earthquake, TYSCB could perform better energy-dissipation ability than SCBs.

The objectives of this research aim to (1) investigate the cyclic behavior of RC and hybrid coupled shear wall systems that features longitudinally reinforced and two-level-yielding steel coupling beam, respectively; and (2) evaluate the performance of using two H-section steel boundary elements for each wall pier.

2. Test specimens

Test specimens were designed to represent a 1/3-scale ten-storey coupled shear wall system. The total height of the specimens was 10 m, and each storey has the same height of 0.8 m. The width of wall piers was 160 mm. The clear length to height ratio, also known as aspect ratio, of the RC and the two-level-yielding steel coupling beam are approximately 2.3 and 2.6, respectively. The specimen was designed to achieve the mechanism in which yielding is assumed to develop over the coupling beams and at bases of the walls. The detailed configuration of the two specimens was shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1 Configuration of TYSCB](image)

Li et al made a series of seismic performance comparisons of coupled shear walls with various coupling beams through numerical analysis. It was found steel coupling beams (SCBs or TYSCBs) could largely improve the energy-dissipation ability of coupled shear wall systems[7]. However, the corresponding experimental verification study is relatively deficient. To this end, two 1/3-scale ten-storey coupled shear wall specimens were tested under both gravity and lateral displacement reversals.

Specimen CW-RC, featuring traditional reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls and RC coupling beams, was designed with the same initial stiffness with Specimen CW-TYSCB, which was featuring RC shear walls and two-level-yielding steel coupling beam.

The wall piers of the two specimens shared the same geometric size and reinforcement configuration. Two full-length H-section (100×100×6×8) structural steels were set as the boundary elements for each wall pier.

![Fig. 2 Configuration of the whole specimen](image)
2.1. **RC coupling beam**

The RC coupling beam is 500 mm long, 220 mm high and 160 mm wide. Four HRB400 (i.e. the nominal yielding strength = 400 MPa) rebars with a diameter of 12 mm were placed at the top and bottom, respectively. Thirteen reinforcing bars of $\phi 10@50\text{mm}$ (in a diameter of 10 mm and spacing of 50 mm) were arranged as stirrups along the length direction of RC coupling beams. The detailed reinforcement layout of the RC coupling beam is presented in Fig. 2(a).

The initial stiffness of RC coupling beam is calculated as 180 kN/mm, with a stiffness reduction coefficient of 0.7 considered.

2.2. **Two-level-yielding steel coupling beam**

The TYSCB was designed based on the approach proposed by Li et al. The low yield point (LYP) steel LYP 225 (the nominal yield strength was 225 MPa) was used to make up of the inelastic part of the shear-yielding beam of TYSCB. The length of TYSCB is 400 mm, and the height is 150 mm. To keep the same initial stiffness with RC coupling beam, the first yielding level of TYSCB is designed as (0.6 mm, 110kN), and the second yielding level is (1.3 mm, 220kN). The detailed configuration of TYSCB is shown in Fig. 2(c).

2.3. **RC shear wall**

The design criteria for RC shear wall are to prevent shear failure, with satisfying the bending capacity first. The shear wall is designed based on an axial force-moment (P-M) interaction diagram. Except for the self-weight of the specimen and the experimental setups, an additional gravity load of 400 kN which accounts for 10% $A_g f_{cc}'$, was applied for each wall pier.

Two 9.41 m long H-steel boundary elements at both ends of the wall pier is reinforced by a total of 4 $\phi 10$ HRB400 longitudinal reinforcing bars. Two curtains of $\phi 10$ HRB400 reinforcing bars at 80 mm spacing are provided for shear resistance. The reinforcement layouts of RC shear walls in Specimen CW-RC and CW-TYSCB are presented in Fig. 2(a).

2.4. **Connection detailings of both specimens**

For specimen CW-RC, the longitudinal reinforcements of coupling beams were welded to the flanges of the boundary H-steel. TYSCBs were connected to the H-steel boundary element through a short bracket. In this way, the two H-steels connected with the two ends of TYSCB will have two roles: embedded elements for coupling beam and boundary elements for shear wall. The design method for this ‘beam-column’ joint was referenced from the researches by Li et al.[8, 9]. The detailed configuration of the connection is presented in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c). This bracket configuration made it more easier to replace the TYSCBs.

3. **Test setup and test procedure**

Specimens are loaded horizontally with one 2000 kN hydraulic actuator at the top rigid beam. A 3-D detailed illustration of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The whole loading procedure was displacement controlled and the detailed loading history is shown in Fig. 4. This setup provided an approximate first-mode dominant loading profile for the test specimen. The fixed boundary condition at the bottom of the specimens was provided through a heavily reinforced concrete block which was anchored on the strong floor through twelfth 50 mm diameter prestressed rods. Lateral supports are provided using an steel reaction frame to prevent out-of-plane movement of the shear wall.
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4. Test results

Hysteretic responses between the drift and the lateral force of Specimen CW-RC and CW-TYSCB is presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. It should be noted that horizontal forces due to horizontal components of the prestressed rods have been cancelled and have no effect on the total lateral force.

For Specimen CW-RC, all the coupling beams were failed due to shear force, and a very significant X-shape crack could be observed on the first-floor coupling beam. The degree of destruction depended from the 10th-floor to the 1st-floor coupling beam. The roof-floor coupling beams lost a large portion of the concrete core and stirrup reinforcements buckled. The same situation appeared on the 6th to 9th –floor coupling beams, but not as significant as the roof-floor. The bases of wall piers damaged little, and the strain gauges on the flanges of the
boundary steels showed the H-steel were still in hardening stage. This result indicated the coupling beams failed before the wall base, which was also the expected failure mechanism for coupled shear wall system.

For Specimen CW-TYSCB, the 10th floor to 4th floor coupling beams were damaged after completing the first loading cycle of 1.75% drift angle. The width of the crack on the wall base was more larger than that of the Specimen CW-RC. However, the RC wall piers were not failure in the final stage. The preffereed energy-dissipation mechanism was also achieved. Furthermore, the Specimen CW-TYSCB showed better energy-dissipation ability.

The connection between TYSCB and the RC wall piers in Specimen CW-TYSCB appeared to be intact and almost elastic through the whole loading process.

4.1. Energy dissipation

Energy dissipation of each cycle for both specimens was evaluated through equivalent viscous damping ratio, which is determined by the energy dissipation, area enclosed by hysteretic loops, divided by 4π times linear strain energy from origin to maximum deformation point at each cycle. The analysis results of each cycle are presented in Fig. 7. According to that figure, Specimen CW-TYSCB showed more plump and robust hysteretic response at the same drift level. It should be noted that Specimen CW-RC indicated fairly considerable plump curve under the 1.75% drift angle cycle loading. Based on the gauge readings, this phenomena was caused by the yielding of the H-steel boundary elements. As a result, the better energy-dissipation in Specimen-TYSCB was most attributed to the steel coupling beams.

4.2. Stiffness and displacement ductility

A bilinear lateral force-drift model was developed for each specimen in order to evaluate lateral stiffness and displacement ductility. This idealized bilinear curve was developed in the following way: First, an envelope curve was created by linearly connecting the peak value of the first cycle at each target drift level in the positive direction. Second, the ultimate drift ratio, \( d_u \) was selected as the point corresponding to the lateral force with a 20% drop from the peak. The yield point \( (d_y, f_y) \) was defined based on the concept of equal plastic energy so that the area enclosed by the idealized elastoplastic envelope curve was the same as that enclosed by the actual envelope curve. The idealized bilinear lateral force-drift responses of the two specimens are presented in Fig. 5 and the numerical values of the curves are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Yield Load (kN)</th>
<th>Peak Load (kN)</th>
<th>Ultimate drift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW-RC</td>
<td>380.04</td>
<td>409.8</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW-TYSCB</td>
<td>753.77</td>
<td>900.2</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stiffness deterioration at each drift cycle for both specimens is presented in Fig. 8. The stiffness ratio for the vertical axis is determined by the peak-to-peak secant stiffness at each cycle divided by the initial stiffness from the idealized curve. It shows that Specimen CW-TYSCB sustains better stiffness both in the repeated cycles at a given drift level and in between different drift levels.

![Fig. 7 Equivalent viscous damping ratio](image)

Fig. 8 Stiffness deterioration
5. Conclusions and recommendations

Two 1/3-scale ten-storey coupled shear wall specimens were tested in this research. Specimen-RC consisted of two RC wall piers and ten longitudinally reinforced concrete coupling beams while Specimen CW-TYSCB consisted of two RC wall piers and ten TYSCBs. Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Sharing almost the same initial stiffness, the bearing capacity of Specimen CW-TYSCB was two times larger than that of Specimen CW-RC. The earlier shear failure of concretes of RCBs could not guarantee the rebars develop their post-yielding strength, as a result the Specimen CW-RC showed a very low bearing capacity.

(2) At the same drift level, specimen CW-TYSCB sustained better lateral force in the repeated cycle, better stiffness deterioration and better energy dissipation ability.

(3) The energy dissipation ability of Specimen CW-TYSCB is far beyond that of CW-RC, and the equivalent viscous damping ratio for each loading cycle of CW-TYSCB is 2.63 times larger than CW-RC.
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Abstract

Special Truss Moment frame (STMF) is an open web truss moment frame, which dissipates the input seismic energy through a well-defined ductile special segment located near the mid-span of truss while other members of truss outside the special segment and columns are designed to remain elastic. In this paper, the performance and the fragility curve of STMFs consisting single and multiple vierendeel panels in the special segment are investigated. The seismic response of nine-story having the length to depth ratio of special segment 2.5 is considered to develop the fragility curve. The seismic response of each building was recorded by performing nonlinear incremental dynamic analyses. Each archetype modelled in nonlinear analysis program PERFORM-3D to carry out IDA under a suit of forty-four real Far Field ground motion records. Fragility curves were developed for these structures and the probability of exceedance at immediate occupancy (IO) level, Life safety (LS) level and Collapse performance (CP) level was assessed for two level of hazards, DBE level (10% probability of exceedance in 50 years) and MCE level (2% probability of exceedance in 50 years). For DBE level earthquake intensity, the probability of exceedance for the CP performance level of STMF building for both structure is marginal while at MCE level the probability of exceedance at CP performance level is 71% and 45% for single and multiple panels respectively.

Keywords: Special truss moment frame, special segment, Incremental dynamic analysis, fragility curve.

1. Introduction

Truss moment frames are relatively easy to construct as compared to conventional moment frames because of its simple detailing requirements for moment connections as compared to solid web girders. The mechanical and electrical ductwork may be installed through the open web spaces which provide a maximum height of the ceiling. These frames are lightweight and provide great lateral resistance which makes them appropriate for the longer spans for commercial and office building uses. In spite of these advantages, these frames were severely damaged during Mexico Earthquake (September 19, 1985). The observed damage included a number of localised failure in truss girders as well as columns which leads towards research on this type of frame for satisfactory performance during severe earthquake [1]. To improve seismic performance, the research on this type of framing system started during the nineties at the University of Michigan [2,3]. The seismic performance of truss moment frame is improved through energy dissipation by ductile segments. The ductile segment is the weak-zone of the truss girder which acts like a ductile fuse during seismic event, which is known as special segment. The special segment in the form of X-type [3] or a Vierendeel type [4] is located near the middle of the truss girder. X-type configuration of special segment (SS) consists web diagonal separated by web vertical and chord members while vierendeel type configuration of SS consists only chord members or intermediate vertical members with chord members. The seismic energy is being dissipated through the inelastic deformations.
within the SS only, while rest of the structure behaves elastically. In X-diagonal type configuration of SS, the energy is dissipated through axial yielding and buckling of diagonal members along with the formation of plastic hinges at the end of the chord members of the SS. In vierendeel type configuration of SS, energy is dissipated through the formation of plastic hinges at the end of the chord members in case of single vierendeel panel in SS while in case of multiple vierendeel panel in SS, the plastic hinges form at the end of the chord members of the SS as well as the intermediate vertical members within SS. Earlier during the nineties, the research carried out using built-up angle sections arranged back to back which was not sufficient during severe earthquake or mid-rise to high-rise buildings. To increase the capacity of SS, built-up channel section arranged back to back were tested at the University of Michigan [5]. Later, built-up channel sections were used to check the performance of the buildings [6] and the equation for expected shear strength is modified [7]. In recent years, to improve detailing of members within the special segment, various tests are conducted on the built-up double channel and hollow section along with full-scale truss girder [8,9]. Analytical studies are carried out by various researchers to understand its collapse resistance [10] and the effect of aspect ratio of SS [11].

In this paper, the study on the STMF building with single and multiple vierendeel panels in the SS is carried out from the probabilistic point of view. The seismic fragility of these structures is assessed in a probabilistic framework. For this, these two structures are designed and modelled in nonlinear analysis software PERFORM-3D. These modelled frames are performed for incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) under a suite of twenty-two pairs of ground motion records [12]. Fragility curves are derived using IDA results considering three performance levels viz. immediate occupancy (IO), life safety (LS) and collapse prevention (CP).

2. Review of design methodology

ANSI/AISC 341 [13] provides guidelines for the analysis and design of STMF buildings. The guidelines for the configuration of truss girder is summarized as (1) span length, and depth of truss girder shall be limited to 20 m (65 ft) and 1.8 m (6 ft) respectively; (2) the length of the special segment shall be 10% and 50% of truss span length with lower and upper limit respectively; (3) aspect ratio of any panel in SS shall not exceed 1.5 and not to be less than 0.67.

The design of the seismic-force-resisting starts with the calculation of base shear for that fundamental design time period is required. The approximate fundamental time period of the structure is calculated by Eq. (1)

$$T_d = 0.028h^{0.8}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $h$ is the height of the seismic-force-resisting system from base to the top level. The design base shear is calculated using Eq. (2) as:

$$V = C_s W$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $C_s$ is the design seismic response coefficient which is calculated in accordance with ASCE/SEI-7 [14], and $W$ is the effective seismic weight of the structure. The computed design base shear is distributed at each story as per the equivalent lateral force method. The design of this seismic-force-resisting system starts with the design of the member of the special segment. The members within the special segment, which include chord member and intermediate vertical member are designed for the forces which are obtained by performing the linear elastic analysis of the STMF building under the applicable load combinations.

Members of the truss girder outside the special segment and columns are designed to resist the combination of factored gravity loads, lateral loads including overstrength and applicable maximum expected shear strength of special segment. For this purpose, elastic segments from the study frames selected and linear elastic analysis is performed for the applicable load combinations. Expected vertical shear strength of special segment having single and multiple vierendeel panels are computed from Eq. (3) and (4) respectively. The second term in the Eq. (4) reflects the presence of intermediate vertical member within SS.

$$V_{nc} = \frac{3.6R_yM_{nc}}{L_s} + 0.036EI_c \frac{L}{L_s^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$V_{nc} = \left( \frac{3.6R_yM_{nc}}{L_s} + 0.036EI_c \frac{L}{L_s^3} \right) + \frac{m}{2} \left( \frac{3.6R_yM_{nv}}{L_s} + 0.036EI_v \frac{L}{L_s^3} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
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where \( R_y \) is the yield stress modification factor; \( M_{nc} \) is the nominal flexural strength of chord members of the special segment; \( M_{nv} \) is the nominal flexural strength of the Intermediate vertical member within the special segment; \( E \) represents Young’s modulus of elasticity of steel \((2 \times 10^5 \text{ MPa})\); \( m \) is the number of intermediate vertical members; \( L_x \) is the moment of inertia of the intermediate vertical members \((\text{mm}^4)\); \( L \) is the span length of the truss \((\text{mm})\); \( L_s \) is the length of the special segment \((\text{mm})\).

All the members of the study frame are designed as beam-column elements in accordance with ANSI/AISC-360 [15]. The members within the special segment, as well as columns, are designed to meet the compactness criteria.

### 3. Study frames: Design and modelling

In the present study, two nine-story STMF buildings are considered consisting one with single vierendeel panel and the other with two vierendeel (multiple vierendeel) panels within the special segment. The study buildings are the regular symmetrical buildings with 36.60 m by 36.60 m in the plan as shown in Fig. 1. The truss girders are placed on the perimeter of the building for each study building. The width of each bay in both directions is 9.15 m \((30 \text{ ft.})\). The total height of the buildings is 39.66 m \((130 \text{ ft.})\) having a height of each story is 4.27 m \((14 \text{ ft.})\) except the first story which is 5.50 m \((18 \text{ ft.})\) high.

Fig. 2 shows the configuration of the truss girder for STMFs with single vierendeel panel in SS with dimensional details. The aspect ratio of SS is 2.5 and aspect ratio of vierendeel panel is also 2.5.

![Fig. 2. Truss configuration of STMF with single vierendeel panel in SS.](image)

Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the truss girder for STMFs with multiple vierendeel panels in SS by using the intermediate vertical members within the special segment. The aspect ratio of SS is 1.5 while the aspect ratio of vierendeel panel in special is 1.25. The depth of truss girder is 1.2 m for each configuration. Secondary beams are placed at one-third of span length of truss girder to avoid major structural load within the special segment.

![Fig. 3. Truss configuration of STMF with multiple vierendeel panels in SS.](image)

The design of each archetype is carried out in accordance with the current provision of US code. The Dead loads on each floor of the building is assumed as 4.31 kN/m\(^2\) from the slab and 1.29 kN/m\(^2\) per unit height from perimeter curtain wall. Live loads on each floor of the building are assumed as 2.4 kN/m\(^2\) except roof which is 0.96 kN/m\(^2\). The seismic weight of each floor is computed as 6585 kN considering electrical appliances units and one penthouse on the roof. The seismic design parameter and site details are listed in Table 1. The design base shear coefficient is calculated on the basis of the approximate fundamental period using seismic parameters is computed as 0.062. The design base shear calculated from Eq. (2) is distributed at each floor using equivalent lateral force method. The member within the special segment is designed, by performing linear elastic analysis...
of the study frame under the applicable load combination of gravity loads and lateral loads. The member size of truss girder within the special segment are summarized in Table 2 for both buildings.

Table 1. Seismic Design parameters for buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mapped MCE short period spectral</td>
<td>1.5g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapped MCE e-1 spectral acc., S1</td>
<td>0.6g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site class</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short period site coefficient, F_s</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long period site coefficient, F_v</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE spectral acc. at short periods, S_MS</td>
<td>1.5g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE spectral acc. at 1-sec period, S_M1</td>
<td>0.9g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design spectral acc. at short periods, S_DS</td>
<td>1.0g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design spectral acc. at 1-sec period, S_D1</td>
<td>0.6g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy Importance factor, I</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic design category</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response modification factor, R</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-strength factor, Ω</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflection amplification factor, C_d</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The members outside the special segment are designed as non-yielding members. These non-yielding members are designed to resist the factored load combination of gravity loads, amplified lateral loads including overstrength factor and expected vertical shear strength acting at the mid-span of the truss girder. The members of the truss girders are designed assuming built-up channel section which is arranged back to back at a spacing of 25.4 mm (1 inch) as shown in Fig. 5(a). The chord members of the truss girder outside the special segment are designed assuming built-up channel section with extra web plates as shown in Fig. 5(b) wherever required. The buildings are assigned with an ID named as Bay width (ft.)_number of story_single vierenendeel panel (S) and multiple vierenendeel panels (M).

Table 2. Member size of truss girders within SS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FL</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>V-I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td>C5X6.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C7X14.75</td>
<td>C7X12.25</td>
<td>C6X8.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C9X20</td>
<td>C8X13.75</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C10X20</td>
<td>C8X18.75</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C10X25</td>
<td>C10X20</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C10X25</td>
<td>C10X20</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C10X25</td>
<td>C10X20</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C10X30</td>
<td>C10X25</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C10X30</td>
<td>C10X25</td>
<td>C6X13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: FL: Floor, SS: Special Segment Chord, V-I: Intermediate vertical member

The study frame indicated in Fig. 1 for each archetype is modelled as a two-dimensional frame in the nonlinear analysis software Perform-3D [16] with the aim of nonlinear modelling feature available in the software. The column bases of the study frame are assumed to be fixed. The gravity loads are transferred to the truss girder using secondary beams which act like point loads. ASTM A572 (Gr. 50) grade structural steel is assumed for all members of the study frame with a material yield stress of 345 MPa. Young’s modulus of elasticity of structural steel and Poisson’s ratio are assumed to be 200 GPa and 0.3 respectively. Lumped plasticity modelling is used for nonlinear modelling. Each member of the study frame is modelled as beam-column elements. The nonlinear behavior is incorporated in the elements through plastic hinges. The plastic hinges in each element are assigned at the end of the element, and between plastic hinges the element is assigned as elastic segment.

Fig. 5 shows the axial force (P) – bending moment (M_i) interaction surface of the elastic segment for each member and Fig. 6 shows the moment-plastic rotation response for the concentrated plastic hinges of the members within the special segment. The ultimate moment is taken as 1.4 times the yield moment considering yield stress modification factor. Force-deformation, as well as nonlinear features
for the elements outside the special segment of truss girder, are modelled same as the SS chord member.

![Moment-plastic rotation curves](image)

*Fig. 6. Moment-plastic rotation curves for members in special segments.*

The plastic hinges of the column elements are modelled in accordance with ASCE/SEI-41 [17] provisions assuming $P_u = 1.1 P_y$ and $M_u = 1.1 M_y$, where $P_y = R_y P_n$ and $M_y = R_y M_n (R_y = 1.1, P_n = \text{nominal axial force capacity and } M_n = \text{nominal moment capacity})$. Rayleigh damping of 2% is assumed over a range of the time period of 0.2$T_1$ to $T_1$, where $T_1$ is the fundamental time period of the structure.

**4. Study frames: Analysis and Results**

The nonlinear analyses are performed for each archetype with preloaded factored gravity load combination as:

$$1.05DL + 0.25LL$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where DL represents the dead load and LL represents the live load imposed on the archetype. Nonlinear static analyses are performed to verify the behavior of the archetype and incremental dynamic analyses are performed for the development of fragility curve.

**4.1. Nonlinear static analyses**

The nonlinear static analysis (push-over analysis) is performed for each of the study frame under monotonically increasing lateral load with preloaded factored gravity loads combination of Eq. (5) until the control node of the roof exceeds the target displacement. Fig. 7 shows the pushover curves of study frame of both the buildings. Both the frame exhibits almost same lateral strength, stiffness and ductility. Both the frames are laterally pushed to the 5% of the roof drift. Plastic hinges first formed in intermediate vertical members and later progresses to the chord members of the special segment. It is observed that plastic hinges also formed in the vertical member near the chord member of the special segment. At 3.5% of roof drift the column starts yielding at sixth-story for 30_9_S while the fifth-story column starts yielding at 4.2% roof drift for 30_9_M.

![Far-Field record set response spectra](image)

*Fig. 7. Capacity curves for STMF buildings*

**4.2. Nonlinear dynamic analyses**

The nonlinear time-history analysis is also conducted for each building to assess the response from linear elastic-phase to highly nonlinear state even at collapse under a suite of the gradually increasing ground motion intensity. To perform response history analyses, ground motion records of far-field (FF) record set of FEMA P695 [12] are considered. The FF ground motion record set includes twenty-two pairs of ground motion comprising in total forty-four individual ground motion. Fig. 8 shows the response spectra of FF record set including median response spectrum, the spectra representing one standard deviation and two standard deviation from median response spectrum.

![Far-Field record set response spectra](image)

*Fig. 8. Far-Field record set response spectra.*

To develop fragility record set response spectra.
(IDA) [18] are used. IDA was performed for each archetype under the factored load combination of Eq. (5) and scaled ground motions of FF record set. The scaled ground motions are used to cause the exceedance of damage from a threshold damage states. The scaling of ground motion records is carried out by anchoring the median spectral acceleration of the normalized records to a specific intensity such that median spectral acceleration matches with the spectral acceleration at the fundamental time period of the structure. The spectral acceleration varied from 0.05g to till the collapse of the structure (assuming 10% maximum IDR) [18] with an increment of 0.05g.

The maximum interstory drift ratio is recorded for a particular intensity of scaled spectral acceleration for each earthquake. These results are arranged in maximum interstory drift ratio versus scaled spectral acceleration for each earthquake creating the IDA curves as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In Figs. 9 and 10, each curve represent the response of the building to a single ground motion record. As expected, STMF with multiple vierendeel panels in SS has limited the maximum IDR for low-intensity earthquakes.

4.3. Development of fragility curves

The fragility curves in this section are developed for three performance levels namely immediate occupancy (IO), life safety (LS) and collapse prevention (CP). To evaluate the structural performance for these levels maximum interstory drift ratio is considered as the primary parameter as suggested by FEMA-356 [19]. In this study, the limiting transient interstory drift ratio was assumed same as for the steel moment frame corresponding to each performance level. FEMA-356 [19] suggests that the transient interstory drift limits for the IO, LS and CP are 0.7%, 2.5% and 5% respectively.

Kennedy et al. [20] defined that the seismic fragility of a structure is the conditional frequency of failure for a particular value of the seismic response parameter (e.g. stress, moment and spectral acceleration). The fragility function in this paper represents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) relating the intensity of spectral acceleration to probability of exceedance at a desired limit states. Assuming that the data obtained from IDA results are log-normally distributed, the fragility curves can be developed at desired limit states by using the median and logarithmic standard deviation from IDA results at predefined engineering demand parameter. The probability of exceedance can be analytically computed using Eq. (6) as defined in FEMA P695 [12]:

\[
p[dS|S_{aT}] = \Phi\left( \frac{1}{\beta_{RTR}} \ln \left( \frac{S_{aT}}{S_{aT}(50\%)} \right) \right)
\]

where \(S_{aT(50\%)}\) represents the median value of spectral acceleration computed from IDA results at the desired limit of damage states, \(dS\); \(\beta_{RTR}\) represents the standard deviation of natural logarithm of the spectral acceleration, \(S_{aT}\) for the damage state, \(dS\), due to record-to-record variability; and \(\Phi\) represents the standard normal cumulative distribution function. In this study, the spectral acceleration at the time period for the first mode of the structure \(S_{a}(T)\) and the maximum interstory drift ratio particular to three limits of damage states viz. Immediate occupancy (IO), Life safety (LS) and Collapse prevention (CP) are considered as \(S_{aT}\) and \(dS\) values for deriving the fragility curves.

The median spectral acceleration and lognormal standard deviation for each damage states are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. As
expected that the median spectral acceleration at each performance level is higher for 30_9_M than 30_9_S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building ID</th>
<th>Median spectral acceleration (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30_9_S</td>
<td>0.068 0.249 0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30_9_M</td>
<td>0.09   0.36   0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Median spectral acceleration for buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building ID</th>
<th>Lognormal standard deviation (βRTR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30_9_S</td>
<td>0.34 0.34 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30_9_M</td>
<td>0.38 0.35 0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Lognormal standard deviation (βRTR) for buildings

The fragility curves of the buildings derived for three damage states IO, LS and CP are shown in the Figs. 11 and 12 considering only record-to-record variability.

4.4. Performance assessment

Based on the derived fragility curves, the performance of the buildings for three performance levels are evaluated considering two hazard levels viz. DBE and MCE level. Table 5 and 6 summarized the probability of exceeding performance level at DBE level and MCE level respectively. STMFs with multiple panels in SS perform better than the STMF with a single panel in SS at LS and CP. Both the frames show similar performance at IO performance level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building ID</th>
<th>First mode period (T1) in Second</th>
<th>DBE Spectral acc. at T1 (g)</th>
<th>Probability of exceedance (%) at DBE Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30_9_S</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>99 71 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30_9_M</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>99 41 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Probability of exceeding performance level at DBE for buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building ID</th>
<th>First mode period (T1) in Second</th>
<th>MCE Spectral acc. at T1 (g)</th>
<th>Probability of exceedance (%) at MCE Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30_9_S</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>100 96 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30_9_M</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>99 83 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Probability of exceeding performance level at MCE for buildings

5. Conclusions

Special truss moment frame with single and multiple vierendeel panels in the special segment are performed through nonlinear static and incremental dynamic analysis. The pushover response of both buildings shows similar lateral strength while the progress of yielding is slightly different. In case of multiple vierendeel panels, yielding starts in intermediate vertical members and progress through the chord members of SS to columns. The start of yielding in column members are delayed due to the presence of intermediate vertical members.

The incremental dynamic analysis is performed to derive the fragility curves for each model at the immediate occupancy (IO), life safety (LS) and collapse prevention (CP) performance levels.
The probability of exceedance at two hazard levels is assessed at the performance levels. The two hazard levels with return period 475 (DBE level) years and 2475 years (MCE Level) are considered. The results of the fragility curve show that probability of exceedance at these two hazard levels is less at LS and CP performance limits for the STMF with the intermediate vertical member while at IO performance limits, both buildings perform similar.

It seems from the study that at DBE level the STMF building with multiple vierendeel panels in the special segment is safe while STMF with the single panel is not safe for collapse prevention. At MCE level both the buildings are not safe for collapse prevention.
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Abstract

Standard buildings in steel and in reinforced concrete are constructed by two different industrial sectors with little interaction. Even steel-concrete composite buildings remain designed as steel structures, with a limited benefit of the presence of concrete slabs. For some years however, a more integrated design between both materials is used, merely in high rise and heavy loaded structures. This new trend is not supported by actual standards that give little guidance for the specific arrangements that come from this new practice.

The RFCS SMARTCOCO research project is intended to fill these gaps in knowledge and provide design guidance for some composite elements covered neither by Eurocode 2 nor by Eurocode 4: composite columns or walls reinforced by several fully encased steel sections, reinforced concrete columns reinforced by one steel section over the height of one storey and concrete flat slabs or beams connected to columns or walls by means of steel shear keys. Gaps in knowledge are mostly related to force transmission between concrete and embedded steel profiles. A generic design approach has been developed and then used to design test specimens. The results have been used to calibrate the design proposals. The output is a design guide which complements Eurocode 2 and 4.

Keywords: Hybrid concrete-steel structures; walls; connections; shear keys.

1. Introduction

Steel concrete composite buildings can be designed with Eurocode 4 [1] only if there is a continuous steel framing, and if there is a single steel element mixed with concrete in each member considered in the structural analysis. As a consequence, concrete structures strengthened locally by steel profiles, or involving members reinforced by several embedded steel profiles are out of the scope of this standard. As they are also not in the scope of Eurocode 2, there is no guidance for their design, at least in European standard’s corpus, even if they are already used in practice, as in the Hong Kong international finance center, see Fig. 1.

The objective of the RFCS SMARTCOCO project was to provide a design guide covering such concrete-steel elements qualified as hybrids. A generic design approach has been developed based on the state of the art, and then used to design test specimens. Results have then been used to calibrate or correct the design proposals. The final output is a design guide which complements Eurocode 2 and 4.

Fig. 1. Hong Kong International Finance Centre – hybrid columns.
The paper summarizes the different investigations that have been done, and the design rules that have been proposed subsequently.

2. Longitudinal shear force transmission

Gaps in knowledge are mostly related to the force transmission from concrete to embedded steel profiles. The first experimental series was intended to study the longitudinal shear force transmission from concrete to H steel profiles embedded in a wall by means of 10 different push-out tests. Different configurations have been considered: orientation of the profile, state of surface (rusted or painted), with or without connectors (studs, transverse plates welded on the webs and the flanges, mix of connectors), see Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Push-out test specimens.](image)

The design bond resistance \(\tau_{bd}\) deduced from the tests was 2 times greater than the proposed Eurocode 4 values for rusted specimens. Even for painted specimens, a bond resistance of 0.3 N/mm² was found while Eurocode does not allow to consider it.

For stud connectors, the design formulae proposed in Eurocode 4 were found accurate. For transverse stiffeners, the design method proposed allows to verify both the local resistance of concrete in compression, and the steel plate resistance, based on a yield line model. In this case, a complementary transverse reinforcement by hoops is required for H profiles oriented with the web parallel with the wall face, and for profiles situated in the edge regions of the wall. Finally, tests have shown that it is possible to add the contribution of bond and connectors.

3. Walls with several embedded steel profiles

13 tests on wall specimens with several embedded steel profiles were realized in two different labs, at University of Liège and INSA Rennes. Several different points were investigated:

- Validate the models for longitudinal shear force transmission deduced from push out tests when considered in bended members;
- Define a design model for the resistance to transversal shear given the possible contribution of both the concrete members and the embedded steel profiles;
- Verify if usual models for resistance in bending and compression are still applicable;
- Determine the ductility associated with the different possibilities for the connection.

The concrete section 900x250 mm was the same for all the specimens. In all cases also, 3 HEB 100 steel profiles were embedded in the concrete, again with different orientation, surface states, and connections, see Fig. 3.

At INSA Rennes, 7 specimens were tested in three point flexure configuration with a span of 3.75 m, see Fig. 4. At ULg, 6 cantilever specimens were tested, out of which 4 in bending, and 2 in bending and compression, see Fig. 5.

![Fig. 3. Typical section of tested members.](image)

![Fig. 4. Test setup at INSA Rennes.](image)
The comparison of numerical calculations and experimental results at the two sites provided a set of conclusions [3].

First of all the resistance to shear is given by the summation of the contributions of concrete and steel profiles, following a design process presented in detail in the design guide.

A similar load bearing capacity was reached for all specimens equipped with connectors. Ductility varies following the detailing. In all specimens with the web perpendicular to the wall faces, the ductility is high, around 5. It is less when profiles are rotated by 90°, as struts starting from connectors develop more difficulty, especially in the case of transverse stiffeners. Specimens without connectors reached a maximum strength around 10% lower than those with connectors and the failure mode was not ductile. The resistance in combined bending and compression could be properly estimated by standard methods used for RC walls.

4. Stability of slender hybrid walls and columns with several embedded steel profiles

A last step was necessary in order to provide a general guidance for RC members with embedded steel profiles: to handle the stability analysis.

At first a specific plane finite element was developed, in order to perform a large parametrical study on concrete-steel hybrid walls and columns. Geometrical imperfections and residual stresses were taken into account [4].

The ultimate load of 2960 different columns was determined, with different section shapes, numbers and orientations of the steel profiles, heights of the columns, M/N ratios, and creep strains. They were compared to the results obtained from the moment magnification methods proposed in Eurocode 2 and Eurocode 4. None of them gave satisfactory results, as they are not calibrated for the intermediate steel ratio specific to hybrid columns. The mean prediction of both codes was correct, but the scatter was very large, with a standard deviation above 10%. As a consequence, an adaptation of the effective stiffness method of the Eurocode 2 has been proposed, considering the possible yielding of the steel before reaching the ultimate load in the computation of the amplification factor. This reduces the contribution of the steel to the stiffness when computing the nonlinear amplification of the bending moment. The new design method reduces the standard deviation of the prediction of the ultimate load to 5%.

The simplified method has been implemented in a specific software, HBCOL, which also allows to realize a full nonlinear numerical simulation, see Fig. 6. This software is available for free on the site: https://hybridcolumnstruc.weebly.com/
5. Reinforced concrete buildings in which steel or composite steel-concrete components are used to achieve locally higher performance

In reinforced concrete buildings, when large spans have to be reached, recourse is usually made to pre or post stressing. But these techniques lead to some difficulties, for the cladding to the rest of the structure in the first case, for the detailing of the introduction of the tension in the second case. Moreover they induce larger costs. As a consequence, a local strengthening by steel or composite members may be an efficient alternative that can even be used for overloaded columns. But there is a lack of design rules for the detailing of the transition zones between the concrete members and the steel members.

The SMARTCOCO project has investigated different solutions:

- The connection of a steel beam to a RC column by embedment of a vertical shear key in the column, see Fig. 7. Four specimens have been tested. A HEM 450 has been connected to a 400 x 600 reinforced concrete column by a short embedded HEM 200. The concrete class and the length of the HEM 200 have been changed in the different tests: C40 and C60, and 1m and 1.5 m respectively;

- The reinforcement of a RC column by a steel profile, and its connection to a RC frame, see Fig. 8. Four tests have been made. A 350x360 RC column has been reinforced on a part of its length by a HEB140 profile. The general configuration (column isolated or in a frame), the anchorage length, the density of transverses reinforcements, and the compression force in the column, have been varied.

Numerical models have been verified by comparison to the experimental results (Fig. 9) in order to perform a sensitivity study on the distribution of the stresses when the design parameters are changed.

These results have been used to calibrate the design method that is proposed in the design guide.
6. Connection of concrete slabs and concrete beams to steel columns by shear keys

There is little scientific support and no specific design recommendation for the use of H steel sections as shear key connections of reinforced concrete beams or slabs to steel columns. Rules on punching shear of RC slab exist, but indications on the critical perimeter with 2 or 4 shear keys in a flat slab and on the needed transverse reinforcement required are scarce. The test program comprises 12 tests on joints of RC beam to steel column (see Fig. 10) and 6 tests on joints of RC flat slabs to steel columns (see Fig. 11). A design method was developed in parallel.

The parameters in tests on beams are the embedded length of the shear key, the presence of transverse reinforcement, the flexural reinforcement ratio and the stiffness ratio between the member and the shear key [5]. The joint region is made of steel columns crossing one way reinforced concrete beams supported by HEB200 shear keys and consists in a steel column stub and two hybrid RC-composite cantilevers of 1.85 m span each. RC beam sections are 360 x 450 mm. The predicted results show good agreement with those obtained from tests.

Short embedment lengths of the shear-key seem more effective as a ratio of shear key depth to length equal to 1 appears sufficient to ensure a smooth transfer of forces between RC beam and steel column and a stiff response of the shear-key.

The parameters in tests on flat slabs are the top and bottom reinforcement ratio, the presence of shear reinforcement in the slab and of continuity plates [6]. The tests confirmed the validity of the equations developed for design.

A conclusion is that the increase in longitudinal reinforcement can lead to a five times enhancement in stiffness and strength while increases in shear head sizes has a very low influence. The use of a high conventional reinforcement ratio with small shear head sizes is more effective than low reinforcement ratios combined with larger shear-heads. Shear heads with depth less than half the slab depth could develop plastic deformations, which should be avoided. An increase in shear head embedment length produces stiffness enhancement of the slab due to the increase in radial moment capacity, but an insignificant increase in flexural strength. For fully integrated shear heads, the reinforcement typically yields first and governs the behavior. Deformation response and flexural strength indicate that short-to-intermediate shear heads are more effective than long shear heads.

Fig. 10. Shear keys: beam tests
7. Support of steel beams by RC beams

The last concrete-steel transition zone studied within SMARTCOCO consisted in a secondary steel beam crossing transversally a primary concrete beam, see Fig. 12. This case is handled in Eurocode 2 under the name “indirect support” when the two beams are made of concrete.

The transmission of the forces from the steel to the concrete is made by the contact of the flanges on the concrete and of the supplementary plates welded transversally on the web. The behavior of the concrete can then be modelled by a strut and tie model, with diagonal struts linking the steel flanges and stiffeners to the feet of the stirrups, see Fig.13. The objective of the test was to clarify whether all these struts and stirrups could develop their maximal resistance simultaneously. Four different tests have been made, with or without web plates, and with a different compression force in the concrete beam.

Tests have shown an uneven distribution of the forces in the stirrups at collapse. Only the stirrups near the profile were yielded. A new strut and tie model based on the elastic stress trajectories, with different angles of inclination of the struts, has demonstrated a good correlation with the experimental results, see Fig.14 and 15. This points out the importance of the height of the application of the force in the beam on the angle of diffusion in concrete.

As a consequence, a generic strut and tie model has been proposed in the design guide, with a limited angle of diffusion and a reduction in the yielding resistance of the stirrups. If inverted, this case can give indications for shear keys with multiple horizontal surfaces.
8. Conclusion and acknowledgements

Based on the research work summarized here, design rules have been organized into a “Design Guide”. Guidance is given for the global analysis of hybrid structures and different design tools are provided for the design of:
- slender hybrid columns;
- walls with several embedded profiles;
- moment connection of steel or composite beams to concrete columns;
- shear keys supporting beams or slabs and connecting them to steel or composite columns
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Abstract
In this paper, the results of a comprehensive parametric study for the member capacity of columns subjected to axial forces on the one hand and axial forces plus bending moments on the other hand are presented, considering all relevant types of composite sections: a) concrete encased sections, b) partially encased sections, c) concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes. Different steel grades and concrete strength classes are also considered.

Firstly, the different methods of design in the Eurocode are briefly summed up: a) simplified method, based on buckling curves, for axial forces only, b) simplified method, based on a section verification with 2nd order moments, including equivalent geometric imperfections, c) a general method, based on geometrical and material nonlinear calculations with 3D-FEM-models.

In the main part of the paper, the buckling resistance of the columns, based on these 3 methods, are compared, over the whole range of relative slenderness, for different section types, material strengths and type of loading (\(N, N + M_z, N + M_y\)). Also in the case of columns subjected to bending moments about the strong axis and axial forces, buckling about both axis is studied in detail.

Keywords: column buckling; Eurocode design; design methods.

1. Design of composite columns based on Eurocode

In Fig. 1 the different methods for the design of composite columns in EN 1994-1-1 [1] are summed up together with their limits of application. In the following, a brief summary of these methods is presented.

For cases with axial forces only, two simplified methods are available. Only for this loading case the application of the steel buckling curves is possible – see method M1 in Fig. 1.

1.1. Method M1 – application of steel buckling curves

The calculation of the relative slenderness is based on Eq. (1), with the plastic resistance of the section \(N_{pl,Rk}\) – ignoring the individual partial factors for \(N_{pl,Rd}\) in Eq. (2). Only for concrete filled sections the coefficient 1.0 (instead of 0.85) may be used. The elastic critical axial force \(N_c\) is based on Eq. (3) with the effective flexural stiffness \((EI)_{eff}\) given in Eq. (4) and buckling length \(L\) of the member.

\[
\lambda = \sqrt{\frac{N_{pl,Rk}}{N_c}}
\]

\[
N_{pl,Rd} = A_n f_{yd} + \left(0.85 \times 1.0\right) A_r f_{cd} + A_s f_{sd}
\]

\[
N_c = \frac{\pi^2 (EI)_{eff}}{L^2}
\]

\[
(\text{EI})_{eff} = E_s I_s + E_r I_r + K_v E_m I_c
\]

with \(K_v = 0.6\)

For the different composite sections the accurate buckling curves are given in Fig. 2, leading to the reduction factor \(\lambda\), based on EN 1993-1-1 [2].
1.2. Method M2 – 2nd order analysis with imperfections

This method is also available for cases with axial force plus bending (see Fig. 1). The linear elastic analysis is based on the effective stiffness \((EI)_{\text{eff,II}}\) calculated with Eq. (7).

\[
(EI)_{\text{eff,II}} = K_0 \left( E_{\alpha} I_{\alpha} + E_{\gamma} I_{\gamma} + K_{E,\phi} E_{\text{cm}} I_{\phi} \right) \tag{7}
\]

with \(K_0 = 0.9\) and \(K_{E,\phi} = 0.5\).

Individual elastic analysis for both axis of buckling are possible, with additional equivalent geometrical imperfections in the direction of the buckling deformations only, with different amplitudes for each type of composite section (see Fig. 2).

The buckling check is then substituted by a verification of the member capacity, simplified in Fig. 1 in form of an utilization factor \(UF \leq 1.0\).

The verification of the member capacity in detail is given in Fig. 3, showing the verification for axial force plus uniaxial bending in Fig. 3a and axial force plus biaxial bending in Fig. 3b. Because the member capacity is calculated without any strain limitation (within this study the software INCA2 [4] is used) a reduction factor \(\alpha_M\) must be used.

\[
UF = \frac{F}{R} \leq 1.0
\]
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The general method has no application limits. It is also applicable for non-symmetric sections and members with non-uniform sections. The global analysis on a 3D-model is a geometric and material nonlinear analysis with imperfections (GMNIA) and must include 2nd order effects, imperfections (geometric imp. and residual stresses), cracking of concrete and long term effects of concrete (creep and shrinkage). For the global analysis mean values for the material parameters must be used. The tensile strength of the concrete should be neglected. Full composite action may be assumed in the interface between concrete and steel components. Unfortunately, in Eurocode no mean values for structural steel are given.

In addition to the global analysis, which results in a load amplification factor $\lambda_{\text{ult}}$ also the section behaviour of the critical section must be considered (Fig. 4) to calculate the overall partial factor $\gamma_R$ for the resistance. Finally, in the verification $\lambda_{\text{ult}}$ must be higher than $\gamma_R$.

**Fig. 3.** Procedure of the design check for compression and mono-axial or bi-axial bending (method M2)

**Fig. 4.** Procedure of the design check according to the general design method

Within this study, the global analysis were done with the software Abaqus [5], using solid elements of type C3D8R (linear elements with 8 nodes and 1 integration point). For the structural steel component, the fillets are modelled and also the reinforcing bars. Full composite action between all components was assumed. The residual stresses in the structural steel component were modelled directly, with the distributions given in [6]. For the geometric imperfections, the buckling shape of the 1st eigenmode was chosen with a maximum amplitude of $e_{\text{g geom}} = L/1000$.

For structural steel and steel reinforcement a linear elastic, ideal plastic stress-strain curve was used. For the stress-strain curve of the concrete EN 1992-1-1 [3] and Model Code 2010 [7] were chosen.

For the material parameters the following mean and design values were used:
S235: \( f_{ed} = f_{ik} = 235 \); \( f_{sm} = 285 \); \( E_a = 210,000 \text{ N/mm}^2 \); \( v = 0.3 \)
- BST550: \( f_{ed} = 478 \); \( f_{ik} = 550 \); \( f_{sm} = 605 \); \( E_a = 200,000 \text{ N/mm}^2 \); \( v = 0.3 \)
- Concrete: \( f_{ed} = f_{ik} + 8 \); \( f_{sm} = 0.3 f_{ik}^{0.67} \); \( E_{cm} = 22,000 \cdot (f_{sm}/10)^{0.3} \text{ N/mm}^2 \)

The cracking of concrete was considered in form of a linear reduction of the tensile stresses, based on the fracture energy \( G_F \), with \( G_F = 73 f_{cm}^{0.18} \). The effect of creep was considered, as for the simplified methods, in form of a reduced effective modulus of elasticity \( E_{c,eff} \), see Eq. (6).

Within the global analyses presented in this paper, the following steps were made: i) linear buckling analyses for calculation of the assumed imperfection shape, ii) application of residual stresses, strains due to shrinkage (only for study of long term behaviour) and full axial force \( N \), iii) nonlinear increase of bending moment.

In addition, other possible load paths were verified (simultaneous increase of axial force plus bending, firstly application of full bending moment), leading to nearly the same ultimate loads.

2. Comparison of results – axial force \( N \) only

For all different types of composite sections (concrete encased, partially encased, concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes), a comparison of the results of the two simplified methods was done. On the one hand for short term behaviour and on the other hand for long term behaviour. For the latter, extreme values – in view of practical applications – were assumed \( (N_{G,Ed}/N_{Ed} = 0.75) \), with \( t_h = 28 \) days and a creep coefficient \( \phi_t = \phi (\alpha, 28) \) based on EN 1994-1-1.

Due to space limitations, only one representative section type, a partially encased section, is presented in Fig. 5. All other section types are presented in detail in [8, 9]. The results are given in form of the reduction factor \( \chi \) for different combinations of material strength, plotted over the relative slenderness \( \lambda \) also given for \( \lambda > 2.0 \) which is outside the scope of the code (see Fig. 1). In Fig. 5a the results for the short term behaviour are given and in Fig. 5b for the long term behaviour.

For method M1 each material combination leads to the same load capacity (called EC4-b.curve c). It can be seen that method M2, based on an elastic 2nd order analysis, leads in general to lower ultimate loads. Also for this method M2 the material combination has nearly no influence on the reduction factor \( \chi \). For low relative slenderness of about \( 0.5 < \lambda < 1.0 \) the differences are least. For the long term behaviour method M2 leads to increased ultimate loads, leading sometimes to higher capacities than based on method M1.

![Buckling z-z](image)

Fig. 5. Comparison of the two simplified design methods for compression (M1 and M2) and for different material combinations of a partially concrete encased HEA 220 section; a) without creep, b) including creep effects for \( N_{G,Ed}/N_{Ed} = 0.75 \) and \( \phi_t = 2.8 \)

As summary, the differences of both simplified methods are small and the simpler one (M1), from a practical point of view, leads in general to higher ultimate loads.
3. Compression and uniaxial bending \((N + M_y)\) – accurate buckling checks

For structural steel sections in case of loading due to compression and uniaxial bending, a simplified buckling verification for buckling about the \(z\)-axis is allowed [2], ignoring the bending moment \(M_y\). This is called „verification c“ in Fig. 6 and allows the application of both simplified methods. The correct application of EN 1994-1-1 for a buckling verification about the \(z\)-axis leads to biaxial bending, because of geometric imperfections in \(y\)-direction leading to additional bending moments \(M_z\) – here called „verification b“.

The buckling verification about the \(y\)-axis, called „verification a“, leads to uniaxial bending \((N + M_y)\) only. In Fig. 6 the ultimate capacities for these different buckling verifications are again shown for an example of a partially encased section (similar behavior also for other section types) if method M2 is applied, for different combinations of \(N_{Ed}\) and \(M_{y,Ed}\). It can be seen that a buckling verification about the \(z\)-axis, ignoring the bending moment \(M_y\) (verification \(a + c\)), leads to unacceptable member capacities compared to the correct application (verification \(b + c\)), highlighted by the shaded area.

As a summary, for composite columns the buckling verification about the \(z\)-axis must always include the bending moment \(M_y\).

4. Application of the global method and comparison with method M2 – loading \(N + M_y\)

Also for this comparison only the results for short term behaviour and the section type partially encased and concrete filled circular tubes are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, with assumed constant moment along the member. The results for long term behaviour and other section types and also for loading \(N + M_z\) are given in [8, 9].

The results, based on the global method and the simplified method M2 are plotted in form of an interaction diagram, based on the 1st order moments. The results are given for four different slenderness values \((\lambda = 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 2.0)\) and for the borderline case of the section capacity only \((\lambda \leq 0.2)\). The plotted curves represent method M2, whereas dots represent results of the general method.

Fig. 6. Column subjected to \(N\) plus \(M_z\); Presentation of the individual buckling checks

Fig. 7. Section HEA220, C25/30, S235 – Resistance curves for buckling about strong axis under \(N + M_y\) without creep effects

Fig. 8. Section CHS355, 6x10, C25/30, S235 – Resistance curves for \(\rho_s = 5.0\%\) and \(\epsilon_{y,Ed,ac}\) to buckling curve \(b\) for M2 under \(N + M\) – without creep effects
For the partially encased section both methods give nearly the same member capacity, shown in Fig. 7. For the concrete filled circular tube (Fig. 8) the simplified method overestimates the loading capacity of the general method.

The application of buckling curve b for the concrete filled circular tube in the simplified method M2 seems to be unsafe. If buckling curve c is assumed the results of both methods are nearly the same.

If also long term behaviour is assumed the differences between the results of both methods increase, with in general higher capacities based on the simplified method M2.

As an example for this issue the results including the long-term behavior are given in Fig. 9 and can be compared with the results in Fig. 7 without any long-term effects. In Fig. 9 also for the general method the results are given for: i) only creep effects (GMNIA C), ii) creep and shrinkage effects (GMNIA C+S).

5. Conclusions

The comprehensive study of the different design methods for composite columns in Eurocode, summed up in this paper, showed the following results for the studied double symmetric sections (concrete encased sections, partially encased sections, concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes):

- For columns with uniaxial bending \((N + M_f)\) the buckling verification about the z-axis must always include the bending moment \(M_f\). A simplified procedure for buckling about the z-axis with axial force \(N\) only, will lead to an unacceptable high ultimate load capacity.
- For columns in compression (axial force \(N\) only) the simplest buckling verification based on the buckling curves for steel sections (method M1) leads to very similar, predominantly higher results than the verification based on a 2nd order analysis with imperfections (method M2).
- For columns with compression plus uniaxial bending \((N + M_f, or N + M_t)\) the general method nearly always leads to lower ultimate loads than the simplified method M2. From a practical point of view the application of the general method seems therefore only useful if the limits of application of the simplified methods are not fulfilled.

**Fig. 9.** Section HEA220, C25/30, S235 – Resistance curves for buckling about strong axis under \(N + M_f\) including long-term effects with \(N_{E,Ed}/N_{Ed} = 0.60\) and \(\varphi_t = 2.8\)
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Abstract

The database of 1819 tests on concrete-filled steel tube columns was reported in 2008 [1,2] and covered all tests traced by the author up to 2007. This paper reports on 473 more tests carried out by 26 researchers between 2007 and 2017. These have been divided into short and long circular section columns, rectangular section columns, and also into those subjected to axial load and those with an eccentric load (causing an end moment), and collected into a new database. The results are compared with the provisions of Eurocode 4 (EC4) and show the overall average ratio of Test failure load to EC4 prediction for these 473 tests is 1.10. Eurocode 4 is thus a very reasonable predictor of the failure load and can be used with confidence to design composite columns. The detailed data can be accessed on the ‘web’, which also contains references to the 51 papers from which the data has been extracted; it will be of use to researchers of composite columns who wish to compare any theoretical analysis they produce with test data.
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1. Introduction

This paper continues the work reported in [1], and available in the database [2] (which covered tests up to 2007), by analyzing the tests on 473 concrete-filled steel tubes carried out since 2007. The tests are divided into groups covering circular sections and rectangular sections with and without an applied moment.

The previous work by the author [1,2] covered 1819 tests reported in the literature up to the year 2007. As well as providing a database so that other researchers can compare their theories against these 1819 tests on composite columns, the failure load (Test) in each test was compared with the proposals in Eurocode 4 (EC4) [3]. They showed that Eurocode 4 can be used with confidence for the design of concrete-filled steel tube columns (CFST); the average Test/EC4 being 1.11 for those 1808 columns which satisfied the Code conditions. However, 17% of these tests failed below the resistance predicted by the Code and this may be thought unacceptable.

The 473 tests reported in this paper show a similar result with, for these 473 tests, the average Test/EC4 prediction being 1.10.

2. Notation

D = Outside diameter of a circular steel tube
h = Larger dimension of a rectangular section
b = Smaller dimension of rectangular section
t = Thickness of the steel tube
f_y = Steel yield strength
E_s = Modulus of elasticity of steel; 200 GPa is assumed when E_s was not reported
f_cyl = Concrete cylinder strength; taken as 0.8 f_cub when cube strength was given
E_c = Modulus of elasticity of the concrete; taken as E_c = 22*(((f_cyl+8)/10)^0.3) if not given by the researcher
L = Length of the column
e_t, e_b = Eccentricity of the load at the top and bottom of the column respectively
Test = Test failure load
EC4 = Failure load given by Eurocode 4 with material partial safety factors as unity
3. Database

Most of the data in the database has been obtained from the comprehensive reports of Mark Denavit and his co-workers at the University of Tennessee [4]. Where data was given in imperial units (inches, tons, etc.) it has been converted to metric units (mm, Newtons etc.) in the database reported in this paper. It provides Excel files for short (L/D or L/b < 4) and long concrete-filled steel tube circular section column tests without and with moment and similarly for columns with a square or rectangular section. Thus this new database provides a useful reference to all tests on composite columns reported between 2007 and 2017 and will enable researchers to compare their theories with these tests as well as with the previous 1819 tests [1,2]. The database also compares the test failure loads with the recommendations of Eurocode 4 [3].

The majority of tests were on composite columns with axial loads applied but in a number of cases the load was applied eccentrically at the ends so causing a moment in the column.

The properties (D (or h & b), t, fσ, Eσ, fη, Eη, L, and, when eccentric load was applied, εo, εe) are given for each test as well as the failure load (Test) and Eurocode 4 prediction of the column’s ultimate strength (EC4). Associated with this database is a word document listing all 51 references to the Papers from where the data has been obtained. There are also files summarizing all tests and giving graphs as well as the author’s comments and conclusions.

The Excel files provide a database which covers: circular section short (L/D < 4) columns without moment (file aa); long columns without moment (file bb); circular columns with moment (file cc); rectangular section columns mainly long (L/b > 4) plus some short without moment (file ce) and with moment (file gg). The file referencing corresponds to the earlier database [2] when tests were grouped in a similar fashion (a, b, c, e, g). Table 1 is a summary of the tests.

4. Eurocode 4

Composite columns and composite compression members is covered in Section 6.7 of Eurocode 4 (EC4) and a discussion of these clauses is given in Ref. 1. The principal limitations as far as CFST columns are concerned are that the steel grade should be S235 to S460 (fσ, 235 – 460 N/mm²) and normal weight concrete of strength classes C20/25 to C50/60 (cylinder strength 20 – 50 N/mm²). The previous paper [1] showed that, for circular section columns, the concrete cylinder strength could be safely extended to 75 N/mm² (cylinder strength 94 N/mm²) and to 60 N/mm² for rectangular section columns and the results reported in this paper confirm this. For circular section CFST columns ‘eta’ enhancement factors can be applied to the concrete strength to allow for the enhanced failure stress caused by the confining effect of the steel tube producing a triaxial compressive state of stress in the concrete. For rectangular section CFST columns the failure stress is taken as the cylinder strength, without the 0.85 factor which is applied to unconfined concrete to relate the cylinder strength to the uniaxial strength.

When there is a moment on the column two methods of analysis are allowed in EC4. A ‘simplified’ method in which the second-order effects (P-Δ effect and member imperfections) are allowed for by multiplying the first-order applied moments by a factor, ‘k’, (greater than unity); and more exact methods where the second-order effect, the lateral deflection due to end moment, is analysed and allowed for; imperfections can also be included. In the tests reported in the database the moment is caused by applying the end load eccentric to the axis of the column. In the simplified method the calculated resistance moment has been divided by the ‘k’ factor to compare with the test result (rather than factoring the test result by ‘k’) and this predicted failure load is compared with the test result at the same axial load/moment ratio as used in the test.

5. Comparison of the tests with EC4

A summary of the results is shown in Table 1 where the ratio of the test failure load (Test) divided by the EC4 prediction, with material partial safety factors of unity, is shown for each group of tests. It will be seen that for each group of tests the average Test/EC4 is greater than one, implying a ‘safe’ prediction, with the overall average for all 473 tests being 1.10.
Table 1. Summary of test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Av. Test/EC4</th>
<th>Tests T/EC4 &lt; 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short circular</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long circular</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Rect.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Rect.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular with M k factor analysis</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular with M 2nd ord. analysis</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rect. with M k factor analysis</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rect. with M 2nd ord. analysis</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For tests with an end moment (M) the result is shown for both the ‘k’ factor method of analysis and for the 2nd order method allowing for imperfections as suggested by the Code. This shows that this 2nd order method gives ‘safer’ results (larger Test/EC4 ratio). However, the number of tests where the Test/EC4 ratio is less than one is high (the % is given in the fourth column) and this high percentage could be considered unacceptable.

A number of researchers gave the same concrete strength for a whole series of tests and this implies that they only did one set of cylinder (or cube) tests for the whole series; this is not good practice as, even if the same mix is used, the tests were done on different days so the age and thus strength of the concrete would have been different.

Fig. 1 shows that concrete strength does not affect the ratio of Test/EC4 as there is no trend as the concrete strength increases.

There were 114 tests on circular section columns which used a concrete strength greater than 75 N/mm² and they had an average Test/EC4 of 1.16 (compared with 1.10 for all 225 circular columns).

There were 100 tests on rectangular section columns which used a concrete strength greater than 75 N/mm² and they had an average Test/EC4 of 1.22 (compared with 1.10 for all 248 rectangular columns).

Thus, in the author’s opinion, the Code upper limit of a cylinder strength of 50 N/mm² could safely be raised to 125 N/mm².

The figure does show the considerable scatter of results for all types of test both with and without an end moment though there are more rectangular section columns failing to achieve the Eurocode 4 prediction than there are circular section columns.

Fig. 2 compares this same Test/EC4 ratio against the ratio of length/diameter for circular section columns, and length/breadth for rectangular columns, as this is one measure of their slenderness.
Fig. 2 shows the slight tendency for the Code to give safer predictions as the columns become more slender; the author considers this to be desirable.

Fig. 2 also shows that the effect of slenderness gives no difference in the results between circular or rectangular section columns or between those with and without an applied end moment.

As seen with Fig. 1, Fig. 2 also shows the considerable scatter of results.

6. Conclusions

This paper gives researchers access to new data on tests done between 2007 and 2017 on concrete-filled steel tubes of both circular and rectangular cross-section and compares the test failure load with the predictions given in Eurocode 4.

Eurocode 4 is a reasonable predictor of the strength of composite columns with and without end moment and the author considers it can be used with confidence for the design of such columns. However, the number of tests which did not quite reach the predicted failure load (26%) is worrying and may be considered unacceptable.

The tests show (Fig. 1) that the limitation on concrete cylinder strength in the Eurocode 4 ($f_{cy} < 50 \text{ N/mm}^2$) could safely be extended to $125 \text{ N/mm}^2$.

For columns with an end moment the ‘k’ factor method, that is given in Eurocode 4, is satisfactory though using a ‘second order’ analysis gives ‘safer’ results as there are fewer predictions (10%) that are greater than the test failure load while for the ‘k’ factor method this figure is about 26%.

There has been adequate testing of both circular and rectangular section composite columns with and without an end moment but more testing of rectangular section columns under biaxial bending is desirable (only 11 tests to date).
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Abstract

This paper compares the design of composite columns in steel and concrete based on EN1994-1-1 and Chinese JGJ138-2016. First, the application ranges of the codes are pointed out. Both codes contain the design of fully encased composite sections and concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes. However, there are different limitations on cross-section sizes, material strength classes, and others. JGJ138 has three separate chapters for the designs related to the three different types of columns. Eurocode 4 gives three different design methods: one general method based on nonlinear calculation, and two simplified methods based on European buckling curves or N-M iteration curves. For the materials, mechanical properties, such as design strength values, are compared based on the same material grade. For axial compression resistance and eccentrically compressive resistance, the two simplified methods from Eurocode 4 are compared with the design method according to JGJ138-2016 through theoretical and parameter studies. The influences of related parameters such as long-term effects, the buckling curves, and N-M iteration curves are also compared. For shear design, JGJ138-2016 considers mainly transverse shear resistances, while Eurocode 4 further considers shear connection and load introduction. The design transverse shear resistance is compared through theory.

Keywords: Composite column; Eurocode 4; JGJ138-2016.

1. Introduction

As the result of rapid economic growth, a booming building industry is ongoing in China. Around half of the world’s new constructions are built there each year recently [1], among which, composite structures become more important. In parallel, there are new developments for Chinese design codes. Thus, it is interesting to compare the newly published Chinese “Code for design of composite structures” JGJ138-2016 [2] (JGJ138 for short) with globally used Eurocode 4: part 1-1 (EN1994-1-1) [3] (EC4 for short), the most technically advanced standard for the design of composite structures. Funded by the European Commission, in context of Erasmus+ strategic partnership project “AVEC BNT,” a detailed comparison of these two codes is now proceeding. This paper is a summary of parts of the results. For JGJ138-2016, “JG” is an abbreviation of its name in Chinese Pinyin “Jian Gong Jian” which means “standards for construction engineering.” Similarly, the abbreviation “GB” for some Chinese codes [4] is from “Guo Biao” which means “national standard”. Both JGJ138-2016 and EN1994-1-1 are based on probabilistic safety concept, and limit states design method, which allows the comparison of both codes.

2. Application scope of the codes

Eurocode 4 represents three different design methods: The simplified method, based on the European buckling curves for axial compression. In addition, a simplified method based on the 2nd order calculation for action effects considering imperfections and N-M interaction for the determination of resistances, for centric and eccentric loadings. As well as the general method with non-linear FE-Analysis based on the stress-strain relationship of materials, considering geometrical imperfections and residual stresses. For each type of columns, JGJ138-2016 gives different equations for the calculation of column resistance under centric or
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eccentric loading. Most of the equations are adopted from the code for design of concrete structures GB50010 [4].

Eurocode 4 allows designs with normal strength concrete (C20/25 to C50/60), the steel contribution ratio should be between 0.2 and 0.9. Chinese code moreover uses high strength concrete with cube strength class up to C80, also low strength reinforcements are allowed.

Most of the equations are adopted from the code for design of concrete structures GB50010 [4]. Eurocode 4 allows designs with normal strength concrete (C20/25 to C50/60), the steel contribution ratio should be between 0.2 and 0.9. Chinese code moreover uses high strength concrete with cube strength class up to C80, also low strength reinforcements are allowed.

Fig. 1. Column types allowed by the simplified method in EC4 and JGJ138-2016

Table 1. Considered parameters, design possibilities in EC4 simplified method and JGJ138-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considerations</th>
<th>EC4</th>
<th>JGJ138</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Considered parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfection on axial compression</td>
<td>● ●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfection on N-M interaction</td>
<td>× ●</td>
<td>● ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of transverse shear on steel strength</td>
<td>● ×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-order effects</td>
<td>● ○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal shear, loads transfer</td>
<td>● ×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Design possibilities                  |       |        |
| Axial compression                     | ● ●   |        |
| Eccentric compression                 | ● ●   |        |
| Axial tension                         | × ●   | ●     |
| Eccentric tension                     | × ●   | ●     |
| Transverse shear                      | ● ●   |        |
| Seismic design                        | × ●   | ●     |
| Non-regular cross-section types       | ● ×   |        |

● Yes  ○ optional   × No

The simplified methods in Eurocode 4 and design methods in Chinese code, both include fully encased composite sections, concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes, but with different limitations. Furthermore, Eurocode 4 also allows more section types, which are doubly symmetrical and connected, such as the partially encased composite sections, and combined steel tubes with encased steel sections (Fig. 1a), [5]. The comparisons of general limitations are shown in Fig. 2. With the limitation of very thick concrete encasement out of steel section and big cross-section size, JGJ138 is suitable for mega columns, while EC4 also allows smaller sections. Comparison of considered parameters and design possibilities of simplified methods in EC4 and methods in JGJ138 are compared in Table 1. For the general nonlinear method of EC4, columns with unregularly, asymmetric or with unconnected multi-steel profiles cross-sections are allowed.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the limitations of the composite column design

3. Comparison of material

3.1. Concrete

EC4 (references to EN1992-1-1) gives two characters for the concrete strength class; the first value represents cylinder strength class
and the other represents cube strength class. JGJ138 similar to GB50010 [4] uses only cube strength class.

In Chinese design codes, concrete characteristic compression strength \( f_{ck} \) is based on concrete from the “real” structures, which considers time effects and other factors [1]. It is about 20% smaller than in EC4. For concrete design compression strength, EN1994-1-1 \( f_{ck} \) applies material partial safety factor of 1.5 (or 1.2 for accidental combination). JGJ138-2010 \( f_e \) uses 1.4. For concrete with same cube strength class, Eurocode 4 has around 14% higher design strength, without considering the reduction factor \( a_{cc} \) of time effect by EN1992-1-1. The use of \( a_{cc} \) also in EC4 is still suggested to be included in future version [6].

### 3.2. Profiled steel and reinforcement

Material properties for structural steel and reinforcement, based on EC4 and JGJ138 are listed in Table 2. There are a few important differences: JGJ138 allows using low strength reinforcement such as HRB335, HRB400, and for HRB500 different design strength value for tension and compression. EC4 can use higher strength structural steel of S450 and S460. The material safety factor for structural steel in JGJ138 is around 1.1, while EC4 suggests 1.0 for cross-section resistance and instability checking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>EN1994-1-1</th>
<th>JGJ138-2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal yield strength</td>
<td>( f_{yd} = 235 \text{ to } 460 \text{ N/mm}^2 )</td>
<td>( f_{ky} = 235 \text{ to } 420 \text{ N/mm}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel grades</td>
<td>S235, S275, S355, S420, S450, S460</td>
<td>Q235, Q345, Q390 Q420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness categories</td>
<td>≤40mm,80mm, &gt;80mm</td>
<td>≤16mm, 35mm, 50mm, and 100mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design strength</td>
<td>( f_{cd} = f_{yd}/\gamma_{my} )</td>
<td>( f_{yd}/\gamma_{yc} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>2.1×10^5 \text{ N/mm}^2</td>
<td>2.06×10^5 \text{ N/mm}^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Limitation of steel-plate slenderness without local buckling checking

Local buckling is negligible if the steel plate slenderness does not exceed the limitations listed in Table 3. Two codes give different limitation values for concrete filled tubes based on similar type of formula. Partially encased composite sections are not in the design scope of JGJ138. For fully encased columns, EC4 allows to neglect the local buckling when a minimum value of concrete encasement is provided [5], however, additional checking is still required for the JGJ138 with even much thicker concrete cover.

### 5. Comparison of design buckling resistance

For columns only under axial compression and fulfill the requirements listed in Fig. 2, EC4 allows using the simplified method based on European buckling curves to calculate the design buckling resistance \( N_{Rd} \) as follow (if not consider confinement for circular tubes):

\[
N_{Ed} \leq N_{Rd} = \chi N_{pl,Rd} \tag{1}
\]

\[
N_{pl,Rd} = A_d f_{yd} + 0.85 A_c f_{ck} + A_k f_{kd} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\chi = \left[ \frac{1}{\phi} \frac{\phi^2}{\lambda} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \leq 1.0 \tag{3}
\]

\[
\phi = 0.5 [1 + \alpha (\lambda - 0.2)] \tag{4}
\]

\[
\lambda = \frac{N_{pl,Rk}}{N_{cr}} \tag{5}
\]

\[
N_{pl,Rk} = A_d f_{yd} + 0.85 A_c f_{ck} + A_k f_{kd} \tag{6}
\]

\[
N_{cr} = \pi^2 (E)_{eff} f_{yd}^2 \tag{7}
\]

\[
(E)_{eff} = E_d I_d + E_f I_f + K_e E_{cm} I_c \tag{8}
\]

\[
E_{c,eff} = \frac{E_{cm}}{1 + (E_{G,Ed}/E_{Ed}) \phi} \tag{9}
\]
The buckling curves are referenced to EN1993-1-1, combined with the relative slenderness \( \tilde{\lambda} \) calculated considering long-term effects and equivalent stiffness of cross-section (ED\(_{\text{eff}}\)) by EC4. For concrete filled tubes, “0.85” in Eq. (2) and Eq. (6) can be replaced by 1.0 and for circular tubes concrete confinement should be included. Considering long-term effects \( E_{\text{cm}} \) in Eq. (8) should be replaced by \( E_{\text{eff}} \). Imperfection factor \( \sigma \) in Eq. (4) (from EN1993-1-1), is 0.21 for buckling curve a, 0.34 for curve b and 0.49 for curve c. The reduction factor \( K_e \) is 0.6.

For JGJ138, the buckling curve (\( \varphi \) to \( l_0/i \) in Table 5) borrowed from GB50010 [4], is used for both fully encased columns and concrete filled rectangular columns. Imperfection and long-term effects are already included in the buckling reduction factor \( \varphi \) [7]. The reduction factor “0.9” in Eq. (10) to (12) is the parameter related to the reliability of column.

For fully encased composite section:

\[
N \leq 0.9\varphi(f_A A_s + f_A A_c)
\]  
(10)

For concrete filled rectangular tube:

\[
N \leq 0.9\varphi(\alpha f_A A_s + f_A A_c)
\]  
(11)

For concrete filled circular tube:

\[
N \leq \begin{cases} 
0.9\varphi f_A A_s (1+\alpha \theta) ; & \theta \leq 0 \\
0.9\varphi f_A A_s (1+\sqrt{\theta}+0) ; & \theta > 0
\end{cases}
\]  
(12)

\[
\theta = f_A A_s / f_A A_c
\]  
(13)

\[
\varphi_l = \begin{cases} 
1.0-1.15\sqrt{L_c/D-4} ; & L_c/D > 4 \\
1 ; & L_c/D \leq 4
\end{cases}
\]  
(14)

Where:

- \( A_s, A_c, A_p \): is cross-section areas of steel, concrete, and reinforcement respectively.
- \( f_{y, s}, f_{y, c} \): is yield strength of profiled steel.
- \( f_{A, s}, f_{A, c} \): is design compression strength of concrete.
- \( f_y, f_p \): is characteristic strength value of steel, concrete, and reinforcement respectively.
- \( E_{\text{cm}} \): is the mean elastic modulus of concrete.
- \( I_{c, s}, I_{c, l} \): is moment of inertia of each part respectively.
- \( N_{\text{Ed}}, N_{\text{Ed}} \): is design compressional force and the part of permanent loads.
- \( \varphi, \alpha, \alpha_p, \theta \): is creep coefficient of concrete at time \( t \) parameters related to concrete-Table 4.
- \( l_0, L_c \): is the calculation length of the column.
- \( \varphi \): is buckling reduction factor-Table 5.

### Table 4 Values of \( \alpha, \alpha_p, \theta \) in JGJ138

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete class</th>
<th>( \leq C50 )</th>
<th>( C55 ) to ( C75 )</th>
<th>( C80 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_p )</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>interpolation</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5 Values of \( \varphi \) for flexure buckling for JGJ138

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( l_0/i )</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>0.98</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.92</th>
<th>0.87</th>
<th>0.81</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi )</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( \varphi = \sqrt{(E_{15} + E_{11})/(E_{A, s} + E_{A, c})} \) (15)

### 5.2. Comparison based on parameter studies

The buckling resistance (\( N_{\text{Rd}} \)) according to the simplified method based on the European buckling curves in EC4 is compared with axial compression resistance according to JGJ138. In addition, the influence of long-term effects on flexure stiffness and comparison of buckling curves are investigated.

Fully encased composite sections of different calculation height are calculated. The design information and the buckling resistances of both axes are shown in Fig. 4. For JGJ138, the smaller material strength values and the reduction factor 0.9 in Eq. (10) result in smaller buckling resistance value for compact columns compared to EC4. However, for slender columns, JGJ138 gives bigger buckling resistance. EC4 uses two different types of buckling curves (yy: curve-b, zz: curve-c), thus, the resistance in major and minor axes have big differences. JGJ138 uses same buckling curve, which gives similar resistance.

![Fig. 4. Buckling resistance to calculation length of full-encased composite section](image)

EC4 considers long-term effects of concrete by using a reduced effective elastic modulus of concrete \( E_{\text{eff}} \) (Eq. (9)) which increases the relative slenderness \( \tilde{\lambda} \). To investigate the influence, two attentional curves with concrete creep coefficient equal to zero (\( \varphi_l = 0 \)) are added in Fig. 4. Comparison shows the long-term effects can reduce buckling resistance up to 25%. (Fig. 4)
Concrete filled rectangular tubes, with different height/breadth ratios (h/b = 1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9) but same plastic compression resistance are investigated. Because only minimum required reinforcement ratio is considered, rebars are not included in the calculation. Buckling curve “a” is used according to EC4. The creep coefficient used here for EC4 is 0.25 times of the calculated \( \varphi_t \) value by neglecting the steel tube, based on the German National Annexe [5, 8].

For both fully encased composite sections and concrete filled rectangular tubes, JGJ138 uses the same buckling curve defined as the bulking reduction factor \( \varphi \) based on \( l_0 / \bar{l} \) (Eq. (15)). Eurocode 4 on the other hand, uses the buckling curves based on reduction factor \( \gamma \) to the relative slenderness \( \bar{\lambda} \). To make them comparable, the JGJ138 \( l_0 / \bar{l} \) is transferred to the EC4 \( \bar{\lambda} \). The \( \varphi - \bar{\lambda} \) curves are not constant for individual cross-sections depending on geometry and material. The curves for the before mentioned columns are shown in Fig. 6. All the three buckling curves according to JGJ138 has bigger value of buckling reduction factors than EC4.

The design buckling resistances of concrete filled circular tubes are shown in Fig. 7. Columns with different steel tube thickness are investigated with (or without) consideration of concrete confinement. The creep coefficient used for EC4 is 0.25\( \varphi_t \) [5, 6] For JGJ138 the column calculation length is suggested to be no more than 20 times of the diameter of cross-section. In general, design buckling resistances according to Eurocode 4 are higher than in JGJ138 for most situations, but the difference is reduced compared to the case of concrete filled rectangular columns.

### 6. Comparison of N-M interaction curves

The N-M interaction curves in Eurocode 4 is represented by simplified four points polygonal diagram. For JGJ138 the N-M interaction curves are not directly given but can be made using the formulas of eccentric compression resistance.
JGJ138 gives three different sets of equations for each type of composite columns. The fully encased columns and concrete filled rectangular tubes have a similar mechanic model (identical to EC4) based on cross-section resistance. For concrete filled circular tubes, the design mythology is different from the rest.

6.1. Design methods of N-M interaction

The N-M interaction curve according to Eurocode 4 is based on the rectangular stress blocks with stress value of plastic strength [9] (Fig. 8.a). The influence of transverse shear is considered by a reduced design steel strength \((1 - \rho)f_{yd}\) in the shear area, if the shear force exceeds half of the design shear resistance. In practice, a simplified polygonal diagram with 4 points is used instead of the exact plastic curve. To take into account the difference between the full plastic and the elastoplastic resistance of the cross-section, resulting from the strain limitations for concrete as well as other effects, a reduction factor \(\alpha_M\) on design moment resistance is used. \((\alpha_M=0.8\text{ for } S420 \text{ and } S460 \text{ and } 0.9\text{ for } S235 \text{ and } S355)\). The design bending moment should fulfill condition: \(M_{Ed} \leq M_{Rd} = \alpha_M \mu M_{Pl,Rd}\) , where \(\mu\) is the reduction factor due to the normal force, which can be calculated based on N-M interaction curve.

For the concrete filled circular tubes, JGJ138 uses empirical formula, which considers buckling, concrete confinement , imperfection and other factors. Reinforcement is only required when the diameter of column exceeds 2000 mm and is not considered by resistance calculation.

6.2. Parameter studies of N-M interaction curves

Fully encased composite sections with different concrete or steel grades are compared. (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). Although both codes are based on the cross-section resistance, Eurocode 4 has higher plastic compression resistance resulting mainly from higher material strength values. The maximum bending moment resistance \(M_{Ed}\) of EC4 with steel grade S420, S460 \((\alpha_M =0.8)\) is smaller than by JGJ138. But when S235 to S355 is used \((\alpha_M = 0.9)\) the maximum \(M_{Rd}\) can be greater than the values from JGJ138.

Design of fully encased composite sections and concrete filled rectangular tube by JGJ138 also use rectangular stress blocks, but with different plastic neutral axes for steel and concrete (Fig. 8.b). For the steel flanges and the reinforcements in tensile or smaller compressive side, the stresses \((\sigma_a, \sigma_y)\) should be calculated based on the location of neutral axis. The influence of transverse shear on strength of steel is not considered. Additional geometrical eccentric of the axial loads \((e_a)\) is added to represent impact of imperfection, and to align the maximum design compression strength with the result from axial buckling resistance. For concrete filled rectangular tube, on condition of small eccentric compression, the stresses in steel plates along cross-section height direction are represented by stress blocks with different stress value below and above the neutral axis. The stress in compression part is assumed to be design strength \(f_a\), while the tensile parts is the stress value of steel plate at lower surface \(\sigma_a\), contribution of reinforcement is neglected.

![Fig. 8. Mechanic models for N-M interaction curves](image)

![Fig. 9. N-M interaction curves of fully encased composite column, with different concrete grades](image)
Concrete filled rectangular tubes with changing height to breadth ratios (h/b = 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9) but same plastic compression resistance are compared (Fig.11). Similar to the fully encased composite sections, when $\alpha_M$ equal to 0.8 the maximum design bending moment $M_{Rd}$ by EC4 is smaller (Fig.11.a). When $\alpha_M = 0.9$ N-M interaction curves according to EC4 is outside of the relevant curve by JGJ138.

For the concrete filled circular tubes, the N-M curves are not comparable for the following reasons: For JGJ138, the N-M curves are not only based on the cross-section resistance, factors like concrete confinement, buckling of the column are also considered. Thus with changed column length or supports condition, different N-M curves can be generated (Fig.12). For EC4, on the other hand, the N-M curve only represents the cross-section resistance.

### 7. Comparison of shear resistance

Eurocode 4 considers mainly the following aspects of influence of shear: First influence of transversal shear forces on the bending and normal force resistance should be considered (§ 6.1). Second, the transversal shear resistance should be verified separately for steel and concrete parts. Third, the longitudinal shear resistance, i.e. the force transfer between concrete and steel sections needs also to be checked.

For JGJ138-2016, only the checking for transversal shear resistance is required. For different types of columns, different formulas are given. The comparison of transversal shear resistance is shown below:

**EN1994-1-1:**

Steel:

$$V_{a,Ed} = V_{Ed} \cdot \frac{M_{Rd}}{M_{pl,Rd}} \approx \frac{M_{pl,Rd}}{M_{pl,Rd}} < V_{pl,Rd}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Concrete:

$$V_{c,Ed} = V_{Ed} - V_{a,Ed} < V_{c,Rd}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Where:

- $V_{a,Ed}, V_{c,Ed}, V_{pl,Rd}$: Design transverse shear force of steel, concrete and composite section.
- $V_{pl,Rd}$: Design transverse shear resistance of steel section. (Calculated based on Eurocode 3)
- $V_{c,Rd}$: Design transverse shear resistance of concrete section. (Calculated based on Eurocode 2)
- $M_{pl,Rd}, M_{pl,Rd}$: Plastic moment resistance of steel section, composite section respectively.
**JGJ138-2016 (for eccentric compression):**

Fully encased composite section (frame column):

\[
V_c \leq \frac{0.75}{x+1} f_{c} b h_0 + f_{yw} \frac{0.59}{x} f_{c} d u w + 0.07 N \quad (18)
\]

\[
V_c \leq 0.45 \beta f_{c} b h_0 \quad (19)
\]

Concrete filled rectangular tube:

\[
V_c \leq \frac{0.75}{x+1} f_{c} b h_0 + \frac{1.16}{x} f_{c} d u h_0 + 0.07 N \quad (19)
\]

Concrete filled circular tube (a = M/V < 2D):

\[
V \leq 0.2 f_c A_s (1 + 3\beta) + 0.1 N (1 - 0.45 \sqrt{\frac{a}{b}}) \quad (20)
\]

Where:

- \( N \): Design axial compression force. For Eq.(18) \( N > 0.3 f_c A_s \) taken 0.3 \( f_c A_s \).
- \( \lambda \): Calculation shear span ratio, generally taken as \( \lambda = M / (V h_0 \text{ or } V h) \). M is the bigger moment of two ends, and \( h \) is the (effective) height of column cross-section. When the point of contra flexure is within the column, an approximate value of half of the column height over \( h_0 \) (or \( h \)). \( 1 \leq \lambda \leq 3 \).
- \( A_s \): Shear reinforcement area per unit length of column.

8. Conclusions

The design scopes of the JGJ138-2016 and simplified method in Eurocode 4 are different: JGJ138 contains design guides separately for fully encased composite sections, concrete filled rectangular and circular tubes. EC4 simplified method covers more types of sections and gives unified design procedures. JGJ138 is suitable for the design of large cross-sections; the EC4 simplified methods are also applicable for small size columns. Also, the general method based on the non-linear analysis in Eurocode 4 allows the design of irregular composite columns.

Eurocode 4 allows using up to C50/C60 concrete, JGJ138 can use up to C80. However, the Chinese C80 has similar strength values to the European C50/60. For structural steel, the material partial safety factors of JGJ138 is higher than EC4 recommended value, which gives a general smaller design strength value. EC4 allows using higher grades structural steel; JGJ138 allows the lower strength reinforcement.

For buckling resistance: JGJ138 has smaller buckling resistances for compact columns due to the lower material strength values used in the design. However, the resistance for slender columns can be bigger than EC4. Long-term effects can reduce the buckling resistance up to around 25% by EC4. JGJ138 considers it through the buckling curve for fully encased composite section or concrete filled rectangular tube without detailed calculation.

Pure compression resistance by N-M interaction curves according to EC 4, is higher than JGJ138, mainly due to the material strength differences. The reduction factor \( \alpha_M \) included in the plastic moment resistance for EC4 has a big impact on the design bending moment. If \( \alpha_M = 0.8 \) the maximum design bending moment is usually smaller than according JGJ138, when \( \alpha_M = 0.9 \), EC4 get on the other hand, usually bigger value.

For the concrete filled circular tube, both codes consider the confinement effects of concrete for axial buckling resistance. But the N-M interaction curves are not comparable as different design method basis are used.

EC4 and JGJ138 both provide the design methods for transverse shear. Furthermore, Eurocode 4 considers the influence of transverse shear on bending moment resistance and load transfer between concrete and steel.
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Abstract

Concrete-encased CFST (concrete filled steel tube) structure is a type of composite structure featuring an inner CFST component and an outer reinforced concrete (RC) component. They are gaining popularity in high-rise buildings and large-span buildings in China nowadays. To date, the behaviour of concrete-encased CFST structures at ambient temperature has been investigated, but their fire performance has seldom been addressed, including the performance in fire and after exposure to fire. This paper summarizes the fire test results of concrete-encased CFST columns and beam-column joints. The cruciform beam-column joint was composed of one continuous concrete-encased CFST column and two cantilevered reinforced concrete (RC) beams. These specimens were subjected to a combined eff ect of load and full-range fire. The test procedure included four phases, i.e. a loading phase at ambient temperature, a standard fire exposure phase with constant load applied, a sequential cooling phase and a postfire loading phase. The main findings are presented and analysed. Two types of failure were identified, i.e. the failure during fire exposure and the failure during postfire loading. Global buckling failure was observed for all the column specimens. The column specimens with common load ratios achieved high fire ratings without additional fire protection. The concrete-encased CFST columns also retained high postfire residual strength. As for the joint members, beam failure was observed in all cases. The measured temperature-time history and deformation-time history are also presented and discussed. For both the column and joint specimens, the deformation over the cooling phase was significantly greater than that in the standard fire exposure phase.

Keywords: Concrete-encased; Concrete filled steel tube (CFST); Reinforced concrete (RC); Composite columns; Fire resistance; Postfire residual strength.

1. Introduction

Concrete-encased CFST (concrete-filled steel tube) is a type of composite structure, whose cross section is composed of an inner CFST component and an outer reinforced concrete (RC) component. Fig. 1(a) shows one typical cross section, which is made up of an inner circular CFST component and an outer RC component as an encasement. This kind of composite members was initially used in high-rise buildings in China in the 1990s to attain high seismic performance. So far, they have also been widely used in large-span buildings, bridges, and subway stations. In construction practice, favourable seismic behaviour can be achieved by (1) using concrete of higher strength grades for the inside of the steel tube than the outside, and (2) casting the inner concrete first and employing the inner CFST component to sustain the construction loads afterwards. On this condition, the inner CFST component has greater load ratio in service stage than the outer RC component, which allows the outer RC component, especially the outermost concrete fibre, to obtain more capacity of developing compressive stress when subjected to seismic action. The static performance and seismic performance have been well addressed in literatures of [1]–[4] and [6]–[9], respectively.
Concrete-encased CFST members are also expected to achieve good fire resistance (both during fire exposure and after fire) due to the insulating effect of the outer RC component. However, the fire performance of concrete-encased CFST members has seldom been addressed. But the fire performance of other composite columns has been well addressed. Extensive research is available on the fire performance of CFST column, such as [10]–[20]. Recently, Neuenschwander et al. [21] presented an investigation into the fire behaviour of CFST column with solid steel core. The results have confirmed the design concept that redistribution of the load sharing occur in the fire situation, and the steel core bear the load initially bore by the outer part. Similarly, concrete-encased CFST might also achieve the redistribution of load sharing effect. Additionally, the behaviour of seismic affected concrete-filled double skin tube column has been investigated [22]. These researches provide a basis for the investigation into the fire performance of concrete-encased CSFT structures.

Set against this background, experimental and numerical investigations on the fire performance of concrete-encased CFST columns and beam-column joints were conducted by Zhou [23]. The purposes of these tests were: (1) to create a basic database of the fire tests of concrete-encased CFST columns and beam-column joints and (2) to provide test evidence for further numerical investigations and (3) to lead to code coverage to facilitate the practical fire design and postfire assessment of this kind of structures. This paper summarizes the test programs and presents the main findings through tests.

2. Fire performance of concrete-encased CFST columns

Fire performance includes the performance during fire exposure and that at ambient temperature after exposure to fire. Concrete-encased CFST columns are expected to achieve high fire ratings without additional fire protection because the inherent layout of the cross-section, in which the inner CFST component is insulated by the outer RC component. The inner CFST component could achieve a temperature much lower than the outer component in the fire situation due to the high thermal inertia of the outer concrete. This allows the occurrence of redistributions of load share within the cross-section when the concrete-encased CFST columns are subjected to fire exposure.

Experimental investigations of the performance of concrete-encased CFST members in fire and after exposure to fire have been conducted [24]. The members include column specimens and beam-column joints. The postfire tests were conducted following the temperature-load-time path as shown in Fig. 2. The specimens were initially loaded at ambient temperature (AA'). And then they were exposed to fire including a standard fire exposure phase (A'B') and a natural cooling down phase (B'C'), during which the load was kept constant. After the specimens returned to ambient temperature (C'D'), the load was increased until the specimen failed (D'E').

2.1. Composite columns in fire

Six fire resistance tests of concrete-encased CFST columns were conducted. Normal weight concrete was used inside the steel tube, while fine stone concrete was used outside the tube. The 28-days concrete cube strengths for normal weight concrete and fine stone concrete were 56.4 MPa and 24.9 MPa respectively, and their cube strengths at the time of test were 60.1 MPa and 31.2 MPa respectively. Two type of steel tubes were used, and their outer diameters were

![Fig. 1. Dimensions of concrete-encased CFST specimens.](image)

![Fig. 2. Temperature (T)-load (N)-time (t) path.](image)
159 mm and 203 mm, respectively. Their corresponding yield strengths were 416 MPa and 398 MPa, respectively, and the ultimate strengths were 642 MPa and 555 MPa respectively. The longitudinal rebars were 16 mm in diameter with a yield strength of 363 MPa and an ultimate strength of 558 MPa. The test parameters included load ratio (defined by the ratio of the load applied in test to the ultimate strength at ambient temperature), diameter of the inner steel tube (or the steel tube ratio) and heating time ratio (defined by the ratio of the target standard fire exposure time in test to the fire resistance obtained in the reference fire resistance test). The axial displacement-time history, rotation of the upper endplate and the temperature-time history were recorded. The failure criteria proposed by ISO834-1[25] was used.

The test results confirmed that concrete-encased CSFT columns can achieve high fire ratings without additional fire protection. The specimens with common load ratio of 0.42 achieved fire resistance of more than 160 min. The specimens with low load ratio of 0.30 had fire resistance of 201 min.

Fig. 3 shows the failure mode of one fire resistance test. The load ratio applied during fire exposure was 0.3. The fire resistance of this specimen was 201 min. It can be found that global buckling was observed for this test. The residual deformation curved towards the west, with the peak deflection appeared at mid-height. This residual deformation confirmed that the fixed-fixed boundary conditions were well maintained during the test, although the measured displacement from the four LVDTs on top of the specimens revealed that a finite rotation occurred in the top end. Even though concrete corner spalling occurred, no evident concrete explosive spalling could be observed. That is mainly because the strength of outer concrete was 31.2 MPa, which was less possible to cause explosive spalling. The corner spalling of the concrete exposed the inner reinforcements, whose surface was blackened by fire exposure. A wide longitudinal crack was observed in the north side of this specimen. A close visual observation revealed that this wide crack was formed by the connection of a large number of inclined minute cracks. These cracks formed along with the bending deformation of the specimen and were caused by the shear stress on the surface of the outer concrete.

The measured axial displacement ($\Delta t$) versus time $t$ relationship of a fire resistance test is shown in Fig. 4. The $\Delta t$-$t$ relationship is characterized by three stages, i.e. an expansion stage (OA), a compression stage (AB) and a failure stage (BC). The expansion of this specimen peaked at 109 min with maximum expansion of 3.75 mm. After keeping compressing in the following 93 min, the specimen finally failed at 201 min. It shows that concrete-encased CFST column failed in a ductile way during fire exposure.

Fig. 3. Failure mode of fire resistance tests.

2.2. Composite columns after exposure to fire

Postfire tests of concrete-encased CFST columns were also conducted after the fire resistance tests [23]. Detailed information can be found in [24] and [26]. The reason for conducting postfire tests was that the concrete-encased CFST column may probably survive short-team fire exposure due to the insulating effect of the outer RC component, and postfire
assessments would be another issue that needs to be addressed.

In all, four postfire full-scale tests were conducted. The fire exposure was determined according to the corresponding fire resistance tests with identical test parameters. Heating time ratios of 0.33 or 0.67 were used to determine the target fire exposure time. The loading at ambient temperature and the standard fire exposure phase were identical to that of fire resistance tests. After the target fire exposure was attained, the furnace was switched off. The specimens were cooled down naturally with the furnace fans kept running until the temperature readings of all the furnace thermocouples dropped below $100^\circ$C. The furnace was then opened to further cool down the specimens. The load was increased step by step until the specimen failed. The temperature-time history over the full-range fire, the displacement and force time-history were recorded.

Fig. 5 shows the failure mode of one typical postfire tests. The load ratio was 0.3, and the heating time ratio was 0.67 (fire exposure time was 137 min). Although this specimen was subjected to 137 min of fire exposure, neither fire-induced concrete explosive spalling nor wide surface cracks were observed after fire exposure, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Evident plastic hinges formed slightly lower than mid-height of the column [Fig. 5(b)]. The concrete cover was crushed in the compressive zone, and the inner longitudinal rebars buckled outwards [Fig. 5(c)]. It is noticeable that water trace existed below the lower vent hole after fire exposure, as shown in Fig. 5(d). It indicated that the existence of the vent holes was essential.

Fig. 6 shows the measured specimen temperature ($T$) versus time ($t$) relationships. For clarity, the only the temperature of the first 500 min are displayed herein. It can be found that: (1) Plateau stage around $100^\circ$C near steel tube are more obviously observed than the other parts. The plateau stages around $100^\circ$C of points 2, 3, 6 and 7 last longer than the other points. It is because moisture contained in the concrete near the tube need to migrate a longer distance to the outer air compared to the outer part, while this part is also vulnerable to high temperature during fire exposure. (2) Temperature differences were captured between the inner and outer tube surfaces. That could be resulted from possible measurement error existing at the measuring end of the thermocouples whose diameter was 6 mm. Furthermore, the formation of the gap in the interface of the concrete and steel tube might also provide a plausible excuse for this difference. (3) The temperature attained by inner CFST component was low due to the insulating effect of the outer RC component. Even though the fire exposure was 137 min, the maximum temperature attained by the steel tube was lower than $500^\circ$C. It indicates that the properties of steel were seldom degraded by the fire exposure [27], which contributed to the high residual strength retained after fire as well as the ease of repair.

![Fig. 6. Measured temperature ($T$) versus time ($t$) relationships of postfire test.](image)

The measured axial displacement ($\Delta_x$) versus time ($t$) relationship of a postfire test is shown in Fig. 4. Similarly, this relationship is characterized by three stages. The peak expansion of 4.20 mm was attained at 103 min of fire exposure, which is close to that of the corresponding fire resistance test. The axial displacement changed by 25.56 mm in the compression stage (AB'). It should be noted...
that this specimen had already started to compress before the fire exposure ended. The $\Delta_c$-value at 137 min was 3.53 mm. It can be found that the compression during cooling phase was 24.89 mm, which was over 37 times greater than that occurred during the fire exposure phase. This indicates that the influence of cooling down phase should be considered when numerically calculating the deformation of concrete-encased CFST columns after fire.

3. Fire performance of concrete-encased CFST column to beam joints

The inherent layout of the cross-section of concrete-encased CFST column makes it adaptable to be connected to both RC beam and steel beam. The former was selected as the research object and its fire performance was experimentally investigated [23]. This section summarises the fire test results of concrete-encased CFST column to RC beam joints.

3.2. Composite joints in fire

The fire resistance tests of the concrete-encased CFST column to RC beam joints were conducted by Zhou [23]. Fig.1(b) shows the dimensions of the joint members. These joints were designed based on the above concrete-encased CFST columns and current Chinese design codes. The steel tube and the longitudinal rebars penetrated the joint zone to maintain the continuity. The RC beam bulged in the joint so that the longitudinal rebars can bypass the steel tube.

The adopted test procedure was similar to the column tests. Both the column top and the two beam ends were loaded vertically. During the standard fire exposure phase, the loads were kept constant. The bottom surfaces of the RC slab and RC beam, two sides of the RC beam and the four sides of the lower half of the column were exposed to fire. Failure was deemed to have occurred if either the column or the beam failed according to ISO 834-1 [25].

Fig. 7 shows the failure mode of a fire resistance test, with the views of the slab top surfaces and beam bottom shown in the corner subfigures. The load ratios of column and beam were 0.30 and 0.28, respectively. The test was terminated at 208 min, and the fire resistance was attained at 200 min.

Beam failure was observed in this test, and the beam showed a smooth curvature of residual bending deformation throughout the fire-exposed length. Cracks on the top surface of the RC slab can be observed, both on the north and south sides. The crack with maximum width appeared in the midspan of both sides of the cantilever slab. By comparison, the concrete at the bottom of RC beam crushed slightly, with no inner reinforcement exposed. And the bottom surfaces of the RC slab showed no evidence of cracks. Slight bending deformation can be detected visually in the column just below the joint zone. No fire-induced concrete explosive spalling was observed. The concrete corner spalling was observed around the mid-height of the lower half of the column.

The column axial displacement ($\Delta_c$) versus time ($t$) relationships are shown in Fig. 8(a), in which expansion is positive and compression is negative. This $\Delta_c$-$t$ relationship can be divided into two stages, i.e. an expansion stage (OA) and a compression stage (AB). The peak expansion was 3.47 mm attained at 125 min. Compared with the $\Delta_c$-$t$ relationship of column member in Fig. 4, it can be found that the column in joint member attained a less peak expansion. That is because only the lower half of the column was exposed to fire in joint member.

The beam deflection ($\Delta_b$) versus time ($t$) relationships are shown in Fig. 8(b). The deflection is positive up and negative down. The beam ends deformed upwardly, because the effect of thermal elongation of the beam bottom outweighed the deflection caused by the loads. The north beam attained the peak deformation...
of 7.58 mm at 74 min, while the south beam attained the peak deformation of 7.68 mm at 69 min. The difference was mainly caused by the imperfections of the specimen.

Beam failure was observed for this postfire test. The residual strengths of both beams were 60.0 kN. Wide cracks were observed at the top surface close to both supported ends of the cantilever slabs. The cracks penetrated the RC slab, and even extended to the upper half of the RC beams, as observed in the views of the bottom of the beams. By comparison, the wide cracks in fire resistance tests concentrated in the mid-span of the RC slab (as shown in Fig. 7). This is because the postfire specimens were tested after the specimens returned to ambient temperature, and the bending moment peaked at the joint end. But for the fire resistance specimens which were tested at elevated temperature, the joint zone was a cooler end due to its heat sink effect. The column in this joint member showed no observable lateral deformation around the mid-height zone, which differed with the case of the fire resistance test.

The column in this joint member showed no observable lateral deformation around the mid-height zone, which differed with the case of the fire resistance test.

3.3. Composite joints after exposure to fire

The postfire tests of concrete-encased CFST column to RC beam joint were performed after the fire resistance. The fire exposure time was determined according to the corresponding fire resistance test. The test procedure was similar to that of the column postfire test. The load on the column and that on the ends of the beams were kept constant during the full-range fire. In the postfire phase, the loads on both beam ends were increased step by step until the specimen failed, while the load on top of the column was kept constant. The beams were deemed to have failed if the increase of the load could not be maintained. The load and displacement time-history were recorded in the postfire loading phase.

The failure mode of a postfire test is shown in Fig. 9, with the views of the top surfaces of the slab and the bottom views of the beam shown in the four corner subfigures. The load ratios of column and beam of this specimen were 0.30 and 0.25, respectively. The fire exposure was 0.33 \( t_F \) (72 min), in which \( t_F \) was the fire resistance of the corresponding fire resistance test.

The deformation versus time relationships of the postfire test are shown in Fig. 8, in which I denotes the loading phase at ambient temperature, II denotes the standard fire exposure phase and cooling down phase, and III denotes the postfire loading phase. The \( \Delta - t \) relationship of postfire test can also be divided into three stages, which are similar to those of the column specimens in Fig. 4. The column in the joint member kept compressing over the cooling down phase, which lasted for over 25 h, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(b) shows the \( \delta - t \) relationship of postfire test. It can be found that
the deflections developed obviously in the initial 400 min of cooling phase, while they kept stable after 400 min. The deflection of the north beam exceeded that of the south beam due to possible imperfections and load eccentricity. The deflection of the north beam increased by 0.37 mm during fire exposure after the peak positive deflection was attained, while it developed by 36.18 mm (more than 97 times than the former) in the cooling phase. This again confirms that cooling phase has tremendous effects on the deformation of structural members after fire.

4. Concluding remarks

This paper summarizes the results of fire tests of concrete-encased CFST columns and beam-column joints. The cross sections of the concrete-encased CFST column used were square with inner circular steel tube. The test parameters were load ratio, diameter of steel tube and fire exposure time. This paper presents the main test observations and analyses the test results. Four typical specimens were selected as representatives, i.e. one fire resistance test and one postfire test for both columns and joints.

The test results have confirmed that concrete-encased CFST column with common load ratio can achieve high fire ratings without additional fire protection and retain high residual strength after fire exposure. Global buckling failure mode was observed for all the column specimens, and beam failure mode was observed for all the beam-column joints. The joint tests demonstrated that the concrete-encased CFST column with common load ratio would not dominate the failure of joint. For both the column and joint specimens, the deformation that occurred during cooling phase was significantly greater than that during fire exposure.
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Abstract

Fire and post-fire behaviours of reinforced concrete columns confined by circular steel tubes, also known as circular steel tube confined reinforced concrete (STCRC) columns, are investigated in this paper. 5 full-scale specimens exposed to fire and 47 specimens after fire exposure were tested. Temperatures across the sections, displacement versus time curves, fire resistance, load versus displacement responses and load-bearing capacities were measured and discussed. A finite element (FE) model was developed using the program ABAQUS, and validated against the test results from the present study. Simplified design methods were proposed for predicting the fire resistance and residual load-bearing capacity of the STCRC columns under and after fire exposure, respectively.

Keywords: circular steel tube confined reinforced concrete; experiments; simulation; temperature; fire; fire resistance; post-fire; residual load-bearing capacity.

1. Introduction

The steel tube confined reinforced concrete (STCRC) column is a composite member with outer steel tube mainly working as hoop reinforcement. Steel tube in STCRC columns is terminated at beam to column connections (as shown in Fig. 1), therefore no load is directly applied on the steel tube and the possibility of local buckling in steel tube is reduced. The confinement effect in STCRC columns begins from the onset of loading and can be maximized, which significantly enhances the concrete strength and ductility. Owning to the discontinuity of steel tube, the STCRC column to reinforced concrete beam connections can be designed and constructed following methods for conventional reinforced concrete structures, which avoids complexities of connections of concrete-filled steel tubular columns to reinforced concrete beams.

The STCRC column was firstly proposed by Tommi et al. [2-4], in order to prevent shear failure and improve the ductility of the stub columns in reinforced concrete structures. After that, extensive studies have been performed on the compression behaviour and seismic performance of the STCRC column at ambient temperature by Aboutaha et al. [5, 6], Sun et al. [7, 8], Han et al. [9,10], Liu et al. [1,11-14] and Yu et al. [15].

However, there is no reported research on the STCRC column related to elevated
temperatures. In order to disclose behaviours of the STCRC columns at and after elevated temperatures, experiments and numerical analysis were conducted herein. Experiments were carried out to identify fundamental behaviours of these columns under and after fire exposure. A finite element (FE) model, adopting sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis, was developed using the software ABAQUS and validated against test results. Parametric studies were performed to identify influences of these key parameters on behaviours of STCRC columns under fire and after fire. Design methods for predicting fire resistance and residual capacities were proposed, which can be used for fire safety design and damage evaluation of the STCRC columns, respectively.

2. Experimental studies

2.1. Specimens tested at high temperatures

Five full-scale specimens, including four STCRC columns and one concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) column, were tested to failure under the ISO 834 standard fire. All of these columns have a diameter of 300mm and a length of 3.81m. Load ratio and mode of specimens (mode a and mode b) were considered. The steel tube exposed to fire is continuous for the specimens of mode a, as shown in Fig.2(a). The steel tube exposed to fire was equally divided into three parts for mode b (Fig.2(b)), in order to further decrease the possible vertical load borne by the steel tube due to the bond stress and friction between the steel tube and concrete.

Temperatures of the outer steel tube and inner concrete were measured during the test. Typical results are shown in Fig.3, in which $d$ is the distance between measured point to outer surface of steel tube. Measured temperature decreases from the outer steel tube to concrete center. There is a platform for the temperature-time curve of concrete at about 100 °C due to moisture evaporation.

Axial deformations of specimens were monitored during the test. Typical results are shown in Fig.4. As observed, the axial deformation can be divided into expansion, stable contraction and rapid contraction. When axial deformation or deformation velocity exceeds limitations, the corresponding time is fire resistance.

2.2. Specimens tested after fire exposure

A total of 47 circular STCRC columns after exposure to ISO 834 standard fire were tested, including 21 axially loaded stub columns [16], 12 eccentrically loaded stub columns [17] and 14 axially loaded slender columns [18]. The considered parameters were heating time (0, 30min, 60min), length to diameter ratio (3, 6, 10), concrete strength (C30, C50), cross section dimension (200mm, 250mm) and load eccentricity (0, 25mm, 50mm). More details can be found in [16-18].
The specimens were heated in an unstressed condition, which is considered to be more conservative than under load in terms of evaluating the residual strength of concrete after fire [19-22]. The ISO 834-1975 standard fire curve [23], including heating and cooling phases, were employed in this study. The heating time was taken as 30 min and 60 min, corresponding cooling time (down to 200 °C) was about 60 min and 90 min, respectively. Therefore the total exposure time was 90 min and 150 min, respectively. Cross section temperatures were monitored and recorded during the heating and cooling phases. After cooling to ambient temperatures, these specimens were loaded to failure. Load-displacement curves, strains of steel tube and failure modes were obtained.

The measured typical temperatures in specimens are shown in Fig.5, in which \( d \) is the distance form measured point to outer surface of steel tube. The achieved maximum temperature decreases from the outer steel tube to concrete center, and the corresponding time increases. The delay of temperature rise in concrete can be attributed to the high thermal capacity of concrete and the protection provided by surrounding materials [16].

The measured typical load-displacement curves are illustrated in Fig.6. It can be found that the load-bearing capacity decreases with the increase of heating time. For specimens after heating 30 min and 60 min, the corresponding load-bearing capacity decreases 11.3% and 22.5% respectively, relative to that of unexposed specimen.

Typical failure modes of specimens are shown in Fig.7. Axially loaded stub columns failed by shear failure, as shown in Fig.7(a). Concrete crushing occurred in eccentrically loaded stub columns, and local buckling was also observed in the compression side (Fig.7(b)). As expected, axially loaded slender columns failed by global buckling, as given in Fig.7(c).

3. Numerical analysis

A finite element (FE) model was developed using the sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis method to investigate the fire and post-fire performance of the circular STCRC columns. A finite element model of the circular STCRC is shown in Fig.8. Axial load was only applied on the core concrete in the simulation. Details of the finite element can be found in [24].

The developed finite element model was validated against circular STCRC columns tested in this study, reinforced concrete filled steel tubular columns tested by Chabot and Lie [25], Romero et al. [26], Han et al. [27].
Comparisons between predicted and test temperatures and deformations are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 respectively, which confirms the robustness of the finite element model.

Fig. 7. Typical failure modes

Fig. 8. FE model of STCRC columns [17]

The finite element model was then employed to conducted parametric studies to investigate influences of key parameters on the fire resistance or residual load-bearing capacities of the STCRC columns. Parametric study results are not presented herein for the limited paper length.
4. Design method

Liu and Zhou [11] proposed a design method for predicting the cross-sectional capacity of the STCRC columns at ambient temperature, which has been adopted by Chinese code “Technical code for tubed concrete structures”. Consistent with this method, design methods for predicting load-bearing capacity of circular STCRC columns under and after fire exposure were proposed respectively by introducing influences of elevated temperatures.

Details of the method predicting load-bearing capacity of circular STCRC columns exposed to fire can be found in [24]. The load-bearing capacity under fire decreases with increasing time. When it equals to the applied axial load, corresponding time is fire resistance. Comparisons between predicted and test fire resistance is shown in Fig.11. The design method for predicting residual load-bearing capacity of the circular STCRC columns can be found in [16-18]. Comparisons between predicted and test load-bearing capacities of the circular STCRC columns are illustrated in Fig.12. As observed from Fig.11 and Fig.12, the proposed design methods can yield good predictions of the fire resistance and residual load-bearing capacity of the circular STCRC columns under fire and after fire exposure, respectively.

5. Conclusions

Fire and post-fire performance of circular steel tube confined reinforced concrete columns were investigated experimentally and numerically in this study. Fundamental behaviours of these columns were disclosed, and simplified design methods were proposed, which may be helpful for fire safety design and post-fire evaluation of the circular steel tube confined reinforced concrete columns.
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Abstract

Concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have a high probability to resist high temperatures compared to steel structures, whose evaluation after a fire is limited by the resulting deformation. A better understanding of the behaviour of CFST columns after a fire, affected by the maximum temperature achieved by the concrete infill, is required to properly estimate their residual strength and stiffness in order to adopt a reasonable strategy with minimum post-fire repair. In this paper, a fiber beam model for the simulation of the post-fire response of slender concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns is presented. First, the model is validated against experimental results and subsequently it is employed to analyse the post-fire response of circular CFST columns. The variation of the residual strength with the load level for realistic fire resistance times is numerically studied. Actually, in a building, the columns support load even while a fire is being extinguished, so it is important to take into account this loading condition when predicting the post-fire behaviour. Therefore, in this research, the complete analysis comprises three stages: heating, cooling and post-fire under sustained load conditions. The model considers realistic features typical from the fire response of CFST columns, such as the existence of a gap conductance at the steel-concrete interface or the sliding and separation between the steel tube and the concrete.
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1. Introduction

In general, composite columns have a high probability to resist a fire compared to steel structures, whose evaluation after a fire is straightforward and limited by the resulting deformation. On the contrary, concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns need a more detailed assessment since the concrete infill is deeply affected by the maximum temperature achieved during the fire. Therefore, a better understanding of the behaviour of CFST columns after fire is required to develop innovative techniques to estimate their residual strength and stiffness since it will allow adopting a reasonable strategy with minimum post-fire repair.

Regarding slender CFST columns, the number of works, both numerical and experimental is still scarce. However, some investigations on stub CFST specimens can be found which have served to assess the post-fire residual capacity of these composite columns. In this line, Han et al. [1] developed an experimental program on rectangular CFST columns. After exposure to the ISO834, with heating times of 90 min-180min, the columns were loaded up to failure at room temperature. A numerical model together with post-fire material models for stub CFST columns were also presented which are, to date, the only post-fire constitutive models proposed. According to the authors, slenderness ratio and fire duration have significant influence. Han and Huo [2] and Han et al. [3] continued this investigation.

As a novelty, Huo et al. [4] developed an experimental campaign on stub columns where
the specimens were loaded during all the heating and cooling process. However, the finite element model presented by the authors was not able to model the cooling phase. It was concluded that pre-load has remarkable influence on the mechanical behavior of CFST columns, the failure of the fire-damaged column was still however ductile. The authors pointed out that the load and temperature had more influence in the stiffness of the columns than in the residual strength.

Rush et al. [5] presented a series of post-fire residual compression tests on CFST columns following the same procedure. Different to previous campaigns, some of the columns had higher relative slenderness, with a length of 1400mm. In this investigation, 19 tests on unprotected and protected CFST columns along with control tests on six unheated sections were tested. The specimens were exposed to fire and cooled to ambient temperature prior to be tested. With this research, the database of available tests including fiber reinforced and high strength concrete, protected specimens and, different heating regimes would be expanded. In addition, a detailed analysis of the cross-sectional temperatures was carried out [6].

Although employing cold-formed austenitic stainless steel hollow sections, Tao et al. [7] performed a series of tests on slender CFST columns in fire and after fire exposure. The columns were 1870 mm long but only the central 880 mm were exposed to a linear heating regime. The initial imperfection of the specimens and the deformation during the tests was monitored by photogrammetry to study the high sensitivity to initial imperfections of axially loaded slender columns under fire. A numerical model was also presented but only for the heating stage given the complication of implementing suitable models for the other stages, which is the main difficulty faced by researchers.

With regard to numerical models, it must be highlighted that the work of Yang et al. [8] who presented a FEM program for the entire fire exposure process under loaded conditions and the material properties developed by Han et al. [1] for stub columns were applied. Nevertheless, some realistic considerations were neglected in this model, such as the sliding between the steel tube and the concrete core, representative of the fire response of CFST columns.

This fact was also pointed out by Song et al. [9] who, aware of the importance of reproducing the interaction between the steel tube and the concrete core, presented a three-dimensional FEM to predict the fire behavior and residual capacity of stub CFST columns. Material models for each different situation were adopted as suggested in [8].

Yao and Hu [10] presented a FEM for the behavior of CFST columns after heating. Again, given the lack of experimental results, the FEM was validated against tests of stub CFST columns heated unloaded. It was found that steel recovers most of its strength and stiffness after cooling, but the concrete cannot recover when temperature exceeds 200°C. The residual strength was strongly affected by the exposure time, the slenderness ratio and the cross-sectional diameter. A theoretical approach was proposed to calculate the residual strength of post–fire CFST columns.

A general review of the literature shows the lack of experimental and numerical studies for CFST columns, especially for slender members, which consider the whole fire process under constant loading condition.

In this work, a fiber beam model for the post-fire response of CFST columns is presented, which considers realistic features and is programed to reproduce the entire fire exposure process under constant load. The model is validated against experimental results and employed to carry out an analysis of the change in the residual strength with the load ratio for realistic fire resistance times.

2. Description of the model

The fiber beam model presented is based on the FedesLab [11] platform, a Matlab toolbox for the nonlinear analysis of structures. It was initially developed and validated for the fire response of CFST columns [12] and now it is extended to simulate the post-fire response of these members. A brief description is given hereafter.

The model consists of three parts: the concrete core, the steel tube and the link elements, which connect the former two, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, a complete circular CFST column is formed by assembling in parallel the two components: the steel hollow section and the concrete core. These columns are...
modeled with fiber finite elements connected at their nodes by link elements both longitudinally and transversely. The fiber beam-column element employed to model the two simple columns has a co-rotational formulation [13].

The interaction rules of the links connecting the elements obey both the room and the high temperature behavior. In order to assure identical deformed shapes of both components, the transversal link elements have a high stiffness. The marginal friction between the steel tube and the concrete core is reproduced by the inner longitudinal links. However, in order to reproduce the sliding that appears at high temperatures between the concrete core and the steel tube due to their different thermal expansion coefficients, the top longitudinal link shows an elevated stiffness under compression but zero stiffness under tension. The axial load is applied to the top node. In Fig. 1, the cross-sectional discretization pattern adopted after the calibration procedure is shown, which divides the section into a regular array of fibers in both radial and circumferential directions.

3. Validation of the model

Given the lack of test data involving the sequence of stages of the whole fire exposure process (heating, cooling and post-fire stage under sustained load), the fiber model is validated separately against tests at different phases, including experiments on CFST at room temperature [15], subjected to fire [16, 17] and after fire exposure [5]. This approach was also successfully adopted by other authors when validating their proposed models [8, 9].

3.1. Room temperature response

The predicted load versus the deflection at the mid-height of the column is contrasted in Fig. 2 with the experimental results for one of the slender specimens used in validation. The detailed description of the reference tests, for both normal and high strength concrete infill, can be consulted in [15]. It can be seen that there is a good agreement between calculated and measured values.

3.2. Fire response

The fire behavior of concentrically loaded CFST columns is simulated with accuracy by the model for different type of infills of both normal and high strength concrete. A sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis is accomplished. This consists of two steps: (1) a sectional thermal analysis to compute the temperatures of the member and (2) a mechanical analysis. The heating regime curve is applied to the exposed surface along the whole length of the column. In this case, the confinement of the concrete is not
taken into account in the mechanical analysis as a consequence of the existing sliding and separation between the two components produced by their different thermal expansion coefficients.

As an example, for two of the columns, the comparison of the fire response in terms of axial displacement-time is shown in Fig. 3. The description of these specimens and more details about validation can be found in [16, 17].

Therefore, four specimens from this research were used in the validation and in the subsequent analysis. Table 1 summarises the details of the columns. All of them were filled with concrete of nominal compressive strength $f_{c}=70$MPa and the steel tubes had a yield strength of $f_{y}=355$MPa. The infill was fiber reinforced concrete for C1-C3 and plain for C4.

Table 1. Details of the columns [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>D  (mm)</th>
<th>t  (mm)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{max}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{post}}$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C-10-F-I-N</td>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1772</td>
<td>1061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C-8-F-I-N</td>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>C-5-F-I-N</td>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1372</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>C-5-H-I-N</td>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1346</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specimens were heated in a ceramic lined standard furnace for 120 min and cooled for at least 120 min in the furnace, recording the temperatures. All the heating process was carried out under unloaded conditions. In Fig. 4 the predicted and measured temperatures are plotted showing a good agreement. For the simulation, recommendations given in [6, 12] are adopted.

3.3. Post-fire capacity

The third step is the validation against experimental data of the post-fire response at room temperature. As detailed above, most of the works reviewed investigate stub columns, but in the work carried out by Rush et al. [5], specimens with a relative slenderness of 0.6 and a length of 1400 mm were tested. However, it is important to note that further tests are required to provide experimental data for slender CFST columns.

The inertia existing in the concrete core is observed in the delay (of about 15 min) of the temperature curve, where the concrete temperature increases even after the furnace has started to cool down.

Finally, the specimens were tested as pinned-pinned up to failure. For each specimen, the load-deflection curve was registered during the test and the value of the residual strength ($N_{\text{post}}$) is extracted. Table 2 contains the value of the experimental and predicted residual strength.
values. Failure mode was global buckling and, in some cases, local buckling appeared.

In Fig. 5 the comparison between the experimental and the calculated curves is presented for two of the columns. As observed, the prediction of the load-deflection in the post-fire stage is reasonably good, with a mean error of 1.03, which lies on the safe side.

![Graph showing load-deflection curves for two columns](image)

*Fig. 5. Load-deflection curves at post-fire stage: a) C1 b) C4.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;post, test&lt;/sub&gt; (kN)</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;post, pred&lt;/sub&gt; (kN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>1.03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Test and predicted values of the residual capacity.

4. Analysis of the post-fire response under sustained load

4.1. Analysis procedure

The complete analysis comprises the three stages: heating, cooling and post-fire under sustained load. First, a constant initial load \( N_0 \) is applied simultaneously with the beginning of the heating stage. The heating lasts until time \( t_h \) and, at this moment, the fire temperature starts to decrease and the cooling stage starts. Due to the thermal inertia, the descent of the concrete cross-sectional temperatures is delayed.

![Diagram showing heating, cooling, and post-fire stages](image)

*Fig. 6. Scheme of the analysis procedure.*

The cooling stage continues until all the fibers in the section have reached the ambient temperature at time \( t_c \). During these two stages the external applied load is maintained constant and equal to \( N_0 \). However, once the post-fire stage is reached, the load is increased by small increments up to failure. Fig. 6 shows schematically this process.

In this model, the standard ISO-834 [18] fire curve is applied for heating and cooling stages to the exposed surface of the column along its whole length and therefore a descending branch is considered according to EN 1991-1-2 [14].
4.2. Influence of load and heating time on the residual capacity

In order to analyse the effect of the load ratio \((m=N_r/N_{ambient})\) and the heating time \((t_h)\), new numerical analysis were carried out. The next study was accomplished by taking as reference the four specimens from Rush et al. [5] used for validation in the previous section, since their capacity at room temperature was known, and was used to calculate the residual strength index, which is given by Eq. 1:

\[
r = \frac{N_{post}}{N_{ambient}}
\]

Each case of study is identified by its heating time and load ratio. Prior to the complete analysis, the fire resistance rating \((FRR)\) values of all the columns were obtained in order to have a reference for the maximum heating time and establish, in consequence, the values of the different heating times \((t_h)\). In this investigation, the maximum value of \(FRR\) reached was around 60 min. According to this maximum value and, in order to adopt a more realistic approach, standard fire resistance times were applied (i.e. R15, R30, etc.) since these are the actual values used in the practice. Considering all, the values adopted for the parameters in this analysis are those shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Specified values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(t_h) (min)</td>
<td>15; 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>0.10; 0.15; 0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, 24 cases were analysed and the response during all the stages was registered. It must be noted that, although the range of variation of the load ratio was narrow, it was established to avoid the failure of the cooling during the cooling stage, so the whole analysis could be completed. According to the fire response predicted for this group of columns, higher values of \(m\) or \(t_h\) would cause the premature failure of the column. Nevertheless, as pointed out above, further tests and studies on this field are required for a better understanding.

In Fig. 7 the behaviour of cases C1 and C4 with load ratio \(m=0.15\) is shown for the two heating times considered. The curve obtained for the load-deflection at mid-height was similar to that described by Yang et al. [8]. The plateau which interrupts the curve (Fig. 7) represents the effect of elevated temperatures at the heating and cooling stages. Given the non-uniform thermal expansion induced at the cross-section with the increase of temperature, redistribution of stresses takes place in order to maintain the planarity of the sections. As a consequence, the column deforms and deflection at mid-height augments. On the contrary, when the cooling stage starts, the column recovers to some extent its initial position. As observed in Fig.7, after the fire exposure, the residual lateral deflection value is around 1.5 mm. This value is in concordance to the results observed by Tao et al. [7] in their tests on slender stainless steel CFST columns, where the residual deflection ranged from 1 mm to 3 mm.

Finally, the effect of the load ratio and heating time on the residual capacity was evaluated. Again, in Fig. 8, for columns C1 and C4, the percentage of residual strength is plotted referenced to the load at ambient temperature of the columns. For clarity, it has been only plotted for \(m=0.10\) and 0.20. It can be seen that, for the same load ratio, an increment in the heating time
results in a decrement of the post-fire capacity. However, the loss of strength with an increment in the load ratio is relatively small. This can be due to the fact that the columns slenderness is moderated and that the load ratios employed are still quite small to create a remarkable effect on the post-fire capacity. More studies covering a wider range of slenderness and load ratios would be necessary to completely understand the influence of the sustained load.

Fig. 8. Residual strength: a) C1; b) C4.

A complementary analysis of the data can be carried out comparing the non-dimensional values $N_{post}/N_{ambient}$ and $t_h/FRR$, given that the FRR of each column varies with the load ratio, and, therefore, the same heating time can be more or less significant for a column according to its FRR.

Fig. 9 shows the variation of the residual strength index with the heating time for each value of the load ratio. For example, in case C1, if the column loaded with a load ratio $m=0.20$ is exposed to fire for $t_h=15$ min, it implies a $t_h/FRR=0.42$ (42% of its FRR) but if it is loaded with a $m=0.10$, this heating time involves only a $t_h/FRR=0.24$ (24% of its FRR).

For case C1, the values of the residual strength index are, in general, higher than those of the rest of columns. This can be related to the fact that C1 is the specimen with the thickest steel tube, material which recovers practically its initial yield strength in the post-fire stage. For the rest of the cases, with thinner steel tubes, the values of the residual strength index decrease, reaching values around 65-60%. In addition, it can be confirmed the augment in the loss of strength with the increment in the heating time ratio.

Fig. 9. Influence of load ratio on the residual strength index for columns a) C1; b) C4.

5. Conclusions

In order to avoid invasive techniques and minimise the post-fire repair, the proper interpretation of the post-fire response of CFST columns is essential to assess their residual strength. However, the number of related studies is limited, and specially the research concerning slender CFST columns. Besides, it is crucial to consider the loading condition of the column in the prediction of the post-fire response since during a real fire in a building, the columns are supporting load even during the fire extinguishing operations.

In this work a fiber beam model for the post-fire response of CFST columns was presented. The model considered realistic features and was designed to reproduce the response of an axially loaded CFST column during the three stages:
heating, cooling and post-fire. The validation of the model with experimental results was presented separately for each type of response with considerable good agreement. The fire response of a series of columns reported in the literature was reproduced and analysed in order to investigate their response during a whole fire process subjected to load. Guidelines from other researchers regarding the material models have been followed, but the availability of suitable models, particularly for concrete during the cooling phase, is low.

Finally, the influence of the load ratio and the heating time on the residual strength of the columns was studied. The analysis of the results showed a high dependency of the heating time, which confirmed the conclusions drawn by other authors. More numerical and experimental studies are needed to completely understand the influence of the sustained load, especially for higher slendernessness.
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Abstract:

To analyze the behavior of the mechanical properties of concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) columns under eccentric loads after fire, the finite element analysis was used. The established FEA modeling was verified by the experimental results which has a good agreement. The FEA modeling was then used to perform the temperature field and full-range load-deformation relations of the CFDST subject to eccentric compression after exposed to fire. The results indicate that: with the time of fire increasing, the eccentric distance increasing, the steel ratio decreasing, the yield strength decreasing and compressive strength decreasing, the bearing capacity of CFDST in circle section under eccentric loads is showing a decrease trend, and the stiffness of component decreases with the time of fire increasing, the eccentric distance increasing and the steel ratio decreasing. The ductility of CFDST became better with the time of fire increasing and the eccentric distance increasing.

Keywords: concrete-filled double skin steel tubular columns; eccentric compression; after exposed to fire; hollow ratio.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled double skin steel tube (CFDST) columns have higher flexural rigidity, better plasticity and toughness, better seismic performance and better fire-resistant performance[1-4]. Recently, building fires occur frequently and that lead to massive personnel casualties and property damaged. With the good system of firefighting circumstance day by day, the steel can restore its most part bearing capacity after short fire, which is good to repair the construction. So it is significant to get the evaluation method of residual bearing capacity. Many researchers have carried out experiments on behavior of the CFDST about axial load, however CFDST always used in the constructions of high-rise buildings, ocean platform, and piers that most bear the eccentric compression.

The finite element analysis model was validated by a serious of experiments' data [5], which had a good agreement. Different parameters are selected in the research on the temperature field and full-range load-deformation relations of the CFDST, which are fire exposure time, eccentric distance, hollow ratio, nominal steel ratio of CFDST, steel strength and concrete strength.

Table 1. Information of CFDST specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen label</th>
<th>$D_0 \times t_0$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D_1 \times t_1$ (mm)</th>
<th>$f_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_{ct}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$f_{cu}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\lambda_e$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$N_{ue}$ (KN)</th>
<th>$N_c$ (KN)</th>
<th>$N_{ue} / N_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pcc1-1</td>
<td>114×3</td>
<td>58×3</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcc1-2</td>
<td>114×3</td>
<td>58×3</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcc1-3</td>
<td>114×3</td>
<td>58×3</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>1.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcc2-1</td>
<td>114×3</td>
<td>58×3</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcc2-2</td>
<td>114×3</td>
<td>58×3</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcc2-3</td>
<td>114×3</td>
<td>58×3</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>1.101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$N_{ue}$ is Measured results, $N_c$ is calculated results.
2. Model validation

2.1. Test parameters

Table 1 shows the details of test information.

2.2. Material properties, mesh, boundary conditions, load method and interface properties

Considering the temperature and confining to the sandwich concrete, Lin’s damaged plasticity model was adopted [6]. The steel microstructure would change with the heat, shown that the strength of steel decreases with increasing temperature, but steel strength increase when temperature recovery to normal. Han’s double broken line model considered this effect, so it was adopted in this CFDST member [7]. Eq. (1) shows the steel model after exposure fire.

\[
f_y(T_{\text{max}}) = \begin{cases} f_y \left[ 1 + 2.23 \times 10^{-3} (T_{\text{max}} - 20) - 5.88 \times 10^{-2} (T_{\text{max}} - 20)^2 \right] & \text{if } T_{\text{max}} < 400^\circ C \\ f_y & \text{if } T_{\text{max}} \geq 400^\circ C \end{cases}
\]  

\(f_y(T_{\text{max}})\) is the yield strength after exposure to fire, \(T_{\text{max}}\) is maximum temperature during exposure to fire.

Steel tube is simulated by 4 node shell element (S4R), that adopt 9 Simpson integration point along the shell thickness to get accuracy. Concrete and end plates are simulated by 8-node brick element (C3D8R). By using structured grid partition technology, the unit grids are divided into each component [8].

The loading conditions were applied by using boundary conditions of each cross-section. The bottom end plate was fixed against all types displacements and top end plate was fixed against X and Y directions displacements. For rotations, both top and bottom end plates were fixed against X and Z directions. So the boundary conditions were hinge joint. The loading conditions and boundary conditions were applied by line on the end plates. End plates and fixture are regard as rigid body. ‘Hard contact’ was assigned for the normal behavior between end plate and concrete, which allows pressure exist when the surfaces contact, and no pressure will be transferred when the surfaces separate. In the interface contact, the Coulomb friction model was applied in the tangential direction and the hard-contact model was applied in the normal direction between outer and inner steel tube and concrete. Where the frictional factor \((\mu)\) was taken as 0.25[9].

Fig. 1 shows the mesh, boundary condition and details.

![Mesh and boundary condition](image)

**Fig. 1.** Mesh and boundary condition

2.3. Verifications of the FEA model

Table 1 shows the calculated results that were compared with test results, and the mean value of \(N_{\text{exp}}/N_c\) is 1.108, with coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.0092. Fig 2 shows load \((N)\)-deformation \((u_m)\) relation of experiment and calculated by FEA, which shows the good
agreement. In general, the proposed FEA model was reasonable accuracy.

3. Thermal analysis

To get the temperature distribution under the ISO-834 standard fire condition, the thermal FEA model was set up to simulate the fire. Both steel and concrete thermal properties were proposed by Lie [10]. Conduction, convection and radiation were three modes of heat transfer, and mainly considered in the CFDST were convection and radiation, ignoring the thermal

Fig. 2. N-u<sub>mm</sub> relations of CFDST

Fig. 3. Mesh and heat
resistance between concrete and steel tube. ‘Tie’ was assigned in the interface between outer, inner steel tube and concrete. Outer and inner steel tube was simulated by 4 node heat transfer quadrilateral shell (DS4) and concrete was simulated by 8 node liner heat transfer brick(DC3D8). Fig.3 shows mesh and boundary condition.

Fig.4 shows distribution of temperature in the section of mid-span. Hollow ratio ($\chi$) is 0.54 and heating time ($t$) is 60 minutes and 120minutes, respectively. It can be found that the distribution of isotherm is a series concentric circles. Temperature decrease from outside to inside, and the temperature gradient in outer steel tube is large. The temperature gradient inner steel tube is slow in $t=60$min, but large with the heat raising which shown in $t=120$min. When heating time is 60 minutes, temperature variance is 201 degrees Celsius between inner and outer steel tube, while it turns to 135 degrees Celsius when heating time is 120 minutes. Concrete absorb quantity heat that protect inner steel tube heat up slowly when member was exposed to fire. So CFDST has good fire resistance and better load bearing capacity and ductility after exposure to fire.

4. Parameters analytical

Based on the correct FEA model to analyze the full-range load-deformation relations of the CFDST subjected to eccentric compression. The parameters are as follows: heating time $t$ (0min, 60min and 90min), eccentric distance $e$ (4mm, 14mm and 45mm), nominal steel ratio $\alpha$ (0.075, 0.114, and 0.157), outer steel yield strength $f_{cy}$ (294.5MPa, 374.5MPa and 500MPa), and compressive strength of concrete $f_{cu}$ (46.8MPa, 68MPa and 88MPa).

Fig.5 shows different heating time in the load-deformation relations ($N-u_m$). It can be found that load bearing capacity ($N$) will decrease with heating time ($t$) increase. Compared to the normal temperature, the load bearing capacity decreased 30.12% when $t=60$min as well as 39.35% when $t=120$min. The different between them was merely 9.35%, which shown the bearing capacity decreased faster in 60min but slower in more. With heating time ($t$) increased, the elastic stage shorten and the stiffness of elastic-plastic stage decreased. But the descending stage flattens out and ductility became better. The reason is that crack cut through concrete which make mechanical property degrade severely and will not recover after exposure to fire, and it will be worse with heating time increase. However mechanical property and strength of steel will be recovered when cooling to normal temperature. So the "contribution" of the sandwich concrete and steel on the bearing capacity of the CFDST has changed. The concrete bearing capacity loss seriously and the steel bears the mainly load after exposure to fire. When $t=60$min, the bearing capacity decrease severely compared with ambient temperature condition. In can be found in Fig.4(a) that the temperature of concrete near inner tube is about $667\, ^\circ C$, while that will be about $900\, ^\circ C$ when $t=120$min. However the strength of concrete reduces 70% at $700\, ^\circ C$, at that time concrete's "contribution" is little to the CFDST and steel plays a leading role. So there are little difference between 60 minutes and 120 minutes.

![Fig. 4. Cross section temperature](image)

![Fig. 5. N- $u_m$ relations of CFDST after exposed to fire](image)
Fig. 6 shows load bearing capacity versus deformation curve (N-u_m) respect to eccentric distance in mid-span. In ambient temperature condition, bearing capacity falls at a rate of 14.29% and 49.71% respectively with eccentric distance increasing. When heating time is 60 minutes, bearing capacity falls at a rate of 20.41% and 55.00% respectively with eccentric distance increasing. When heating time is 120 minutes, bearing capacity falls at a rate of 19.94% and 51.88% respectively with eccentric distance increasing. It shows that load bearing capacity decrease with eccentric distance increase and heating time have little influence on its range. Stiffness decrease with eccentric distance increase and the mid-span deflection increase with eccentric distance increasing. After the ultimate load the curve decline slowly and the ductility will be better with eccentric distance increase.

![Fig. 6. N-u_m relations of CFDST respect to different eccentric distance](image)

Fig. 7 shows peak load versus nominal steel ratio histogram respect to different heating time and eccentric distance. It can be seen that load bearing capacity increase with nominal steel ratio increase. The increasing percentage is 7.18% and 36.98% respectively in ambient temperature condition, 17.46% and 42.71% respectively when heating time is 60 minutes, and 25.99% and 53.05% respectively when heating time is 120 minutes. With heating time and nominal ration of steel increasing, the percentage of load bearing capacity increase, because with heating time increasing the "contribution" of steel is more but concrete is less, which is the same reason with the heating time. Fig. 8 shows load bearing capacity versus deformation relation (N-u_m) respect to nominal steel ratio. It can be found that stiffness increase in elastic stage and elastic-plastic stage with nominal ratio increase. After peak load, descending stage curve shows trend of decline is slow, which indicate that nominal steel ratio increase will make the ductility better.

![Fig. 7. Load capacity (N) respect to different steel ratio (a_n)](image)
Fig. 8. N-\(u_m\) relations of CFDST respect to different steel ratio

Fig. 9 shows load bearing capacity versus deformation (N-\(u_m\)) relation respect to different yield strength of outer steel tube (\(f_{yo}\)). Stiffness is almost not been effected by yield strength of outer steel tube in elastic stage but increase in elastic-plastic stage with yield strength of outer steel tube increase and deformation increase slightly in mid-span. Constraint effect became better with \(f_{yo}\) increase, which results in load bearing capacity higher, but \(f_{yo}\) has little effect on ductility.

Fig. 10 shows load bearing capacity versus deformation (N-\(u_m\)) relation respect to different compressive strength of concrete (\(f_{cu}\)). Load bearing capacity (N) and stiffness both increase with \(f_{cu}\) increase, but the amplitude of increase is less and less stark. When \(t\) is less than 60min, the descending stage is more and more obvious with compressive strength of concrete (\(f_{cu}\)) increase. Because constraint effect provided by steel tube will be worse which result in ductility worse. When \(t\) more than 60min, descending stage declined very slowly.

In Fig.11, the parameters of CFDST are: \(f_{cu}=46.8MPa, f_{yo}=374.5MPa, f_{yo}=294.5MPa, D_o=114mm, D_i=58mm, h_o=3mm, t_i=3mm, L=887mm, e=14mm, t=60min.\)

Fig.11(a) shows the typical load bearing capacity versus deformation relation (N-\(u_m\)) in mid-span of CFDST under eccentric load after exposure to fire. Four feature points in the full-range which divide the curve into three stages
where O is the start point of eccentric load, A is the peak point and C is the point of the deformation $u_{im} = 20\text{mm}$:

Stage 1: Elastic stage (from O to A). During this stage, pressure stress increase from point O to point A, and there are no tensile stress in mid-span section. The stress increase from far side of eccentric load action to near side as shown in Fig. 11 (b).

Stage 2: Elastic–plastic stage (from A to B). During this stage, with the increasing of eccentric load, tensile stress comes up at the far side, so one side is tensile stress and another side is pressure stress and the range of tensile stress gradually larger. But the stress of outer and inner steel tube don't reach the yield strength. So inner steel tube, concrete and outer steel tube work together well and confinement effect results in load capacity increasing until point B as shown in Fig. 11 (c).

Stage 3: Descending stage BC (from B to C). During this stage, the stress of inner and outer steel tube exceed yield strength and occur in mid-span section first. The tensile area of concrete get larger and the stress of inner tube change from all pressure to far side in tension and near side in pressure of loading line. Under eccentric load, outward local buckling occur in outer steel tube and inward buckling occur in inner steel tube. Concrete has already broken and there are some cracks cutting through concrete in tension area. Inner and outer steel tube has already separate from concrete. Deformation in mid-span section increase rapidly while load bearing capacity decrease a lot as shown in Fig. 11 (e).

Fig. 11. Typical N– $u_{im}$ curve and longitudinal stress distribution of mid-span

5. Conclusions

(1) The eccentric compression load versus longitudinal displacement curves in mid-span calculated by finite element method in this paper show good agreement with test results.

(2) With heating time and eccentric distance increase, bearing capacity of CFDST after exposure to fire will decrease. With nominal steel ratio of CFDST, yield strength of outer steel tube and compressive strength of concrete increase, bearing capacity of CFDST after exposure to fire will increase.

(3) Typical N– $u_{im}$ curve in mid-span included three stage: elastic stage, elastic–plastic stage and descending stage.
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Abstract

In Germany, regulations for hollow spaces in slab systems require 30 minutes standard fire resistance of the load-bearing steel construction. Within a current national research project a natural fire scenario for the hollow space was developed based on realistic fire loads and ventilation conditions in the hollow space. Assuming this realistic fire scenario in the hollow space, two large scale tests on an innovative composite floor system were performed to evaluate the influence on the load bearing behaviour of the floor system.

The integrated and sustainable composite floor system consists of a prestressed concrete slab, an unprotected, bisected hot rolled I-profile with composite dowels either in puzzle or clothoidal shape, and removable floor panels on the top of the I-profile. This floor system ensures the opportunity to adjust the technical building installations in accordance with the use of the building. This integrated and sustainable composite floor system was developed in several research projects. The standard fire resistance R90 for the fire scenario below the slab system has already been proven successfully.

In this paper, experimental investigations regarding the heating and load bearing behaviour of the innovative composite floor system under the newly developed natural fire scenario of hollow spaces are presented. In doing so, the special test set-up to realise the fire tests for the fire scenario hollow space will be described in detail. After the fire scenario for the hollow space, the specimen was subjected to the ISO standard fire curve to establish the failure temperature of the unprotected I-profile. In addition to the temperature development and the load bearing behaviour inside the innovative floor during the heating phase, the cooling phase and the influence of a web opening on the load bearing behaviour will be discussed.

Keywords: innovative composite floor system; natural fire scenario; load-bearing behaviour; thermal behaviour in cooling and heating phase

1. Introduction

At the present time, the importance of a resource-saving and sustainable construction receives a significant part in the design stage of a structure because of regulations for climate protection. Therefore in several research projects [5], an integrated and sustainable composite floor system was developed considering of a high flexibility and adaptability of the usage over the entire life cycle of the building without affecting the load-bearing structure. The integrated and sustainable composite floor system (so-called InaDeck) consists of a prestressed concrete slab, an unprotected, bisected hot rolled I-profile with composite dowels either in puzzle or clothoidal shape, and removable floor panels on the top of the I-profile (see Fig. 1).

The removable floor panels form a hollow space between the concrete slab and the flanges of the I-profiles and enable the opportunity to adjust the technical building installations in accordance with the use of the building. The web openings of the hot rolled I-profile ensure an adaptable usage for a changing installation of the building as well.
The integrated and sustainable composite floor system InaDeck was developed as a precast system for systems length up to 16 m with a slender prestressed concrete slab, a live load of 5 kN/m², and for the usage in multi storey buildings. As shear connectors composite dowels either in puzzle or clothoidal shaped are used according to the German approval [3]. Composite dowels are recently developed shear connectors to build innovative composite structures. The standard fire resistance of 90 minutes (R90) for the fire scenario below the integrated and sustainable composite floor system has already been proven successfully [5],[6]. Besides the requirements for the fire scenario below slab systems as well as regulations for the hollow space are necessary to consider. In Germany, these regulations for the hollow spaces in slab systems require a minimum of 30 minutes standard fire resistance of the load-bearing steel construction (R30) [1], [2]. In doing so, the steel construction of a composite beam requires external fire protection. Consequently, composite slab systems are uneconomic in comparison to other slab systems because of the necessary fire protection of the I-profile.

However, the fire loads and ventilation conditions in the hollow space may be not sufficient enough to reach temperatures comparable to the ISO standard fire curve. Therefore, in a current national research project a natural fire scenario for the hollow space was developed based on realistic fire loads and ventilation conditions in the hollow space [7], [8]. Assuming this realistic fire scenario in the hollow space, two large-scale tests on the system InaDeck were performed to investigate the load-bearing behaviour.

In this paper, the experimental investigations on the system InaDeck will be presented. Throughout the heating phase, the specimens were subjected to the fire scenario for hollow space and the ISO standard fire curve. Besides the load-bearing behaviour of the slab system, the influence of the web opening on the load-bearing behaviour and the cooling phase of the materials will be discussed.

2. Experimental investigations

2.1. Fire scenario “hollow space”

As aforementioned, it has to be investigated what fire scenario is appropriate for the real fire loads in the hollow space, which consists mainly of electric cables [7], [8]. To develop this specific fire curve, a number of small-scale tests were performed, on which basis a simplified fire scenario for the hollow space was derived (see Fig. 2). The fire scenario hollow space covers the 95% fractile value of all fire tests. Characterising for the simplified curve of the fire scenario hollow space are three significant branches. The first branch is the linear increase of the temperature up to 500 °C within 5 minutes. Second is the constant temperature level of 500 °C for 10 minutes after the linear development of the temperature. The last part of the simplified curve is an exponential decrease of the temperature until the temperature reaches the room temperature again.

As an approximation of the simplified curve for the furnace temperature of the fire tests, the descending branch of the temperature was estimated linearly. Moreover, after the fire scenario hollow space the specimens were subjected to the ISO standard fire curve until the failure of the composite slab system. The ISO standard fire curve was started in the cooling phase after 25 minutes. Based on the assumption that at this stage the specimen overcomes the fire scenario hollow space.
2.2. Structure of the test specimens

The load-bearing behaviour of the two specimens each with a length of 7.8 m and one specimen with a web opening were investigated in the fire scenario hollow space. The specimens consist of a bisected HE800A with composite dowels in clothoidal shape with a longitudinal distance $e_x$ of 100 mm according to the German approval [3] and a prestressed concrete slab with a width of 1.25 m and a thickness of 100 mm (see Fig. 3). Moreover, the influence of a web opening of 750 mm x 250 mm for installation in the transverse direction on the load bearing behaviour during the fire scenario hollow space was taken into account. The web opening was positioned typically at the side of the slab systems with a distance of 1025 mm from the edge of the specimen (see Fig. 4).

![Cross-section of the specimens](image)

Fig. 3. Cross-section of the specimens.

To realise system length up to 16 m the concrete slab of the system InaDeck is prestressed.

On the basis of previous project [5], the specimens were prestressed according to the self-weight $g_k$ (including the removable floor panels) and the live load of 2.5 kN/m². In doing so, the value of prestress of each prestressing steel amounts $\sigma_{preo}$ 1075 N/mm². To realise the pre-stressing of the concrete slab four prestressing steels with a diameter of 12.5 mm are utilised. On the basis of the design of the slab system, the diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement was chosen as 16 mm and the diameter of the upper reinforcement and concrete reinforcement of the composite dowels were chosen as 8 mm. The arrangement of the reinforcement of the composite dowels corresponds to the German approval [3] (see Fig. 5).

![View of positions of thermocouples](image)

Fig. 4. View of positions of thermocouples in longitudinal and transversal direction.

The temperature during the fire tests are measured with thermocouples (TC) of type K and are assembled at the I-profile and in the concrete slab of the floor system. The temperature of the bisected HE800A was measured at the flange (S1), in the middle of the web (S2), and at the beginning of the composite dowel (S3) (see Fig. 3). To evaluate the influence on the heating behaviour of the web opening two extra TC at the web opening were applied; one TC above and one beneath the web opening. The temperatures in the concrete slab were measured every 25 mm in the concrete slab (see Fig. 5). Besides the temperature distribution through the height the temperature field in longitudinal and transversal direction was recorded (see Fig. 4).

Furthermore, the material properties of each part of the specimens were determined (see Table 1). The cube compressive strength of the concrete was determined after 28 days and as well on the date of the fire test to obtain the concrete material properties and to evaluate increase in the compressive strength over the time.
Fig. 5. Reinforcement of composite dowels of the specimens and temperature measuring points in the concrete and at the steel (I-profile).

Table 1. Material properties of the different parts of the cross-section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Measured values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>$f_{y,d} = 446$ N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$f_{u,d} = 546$ N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_s = 210,000$ N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>$f_{c,cube,28d} = 75.5$ N/mm² *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C50/60</td>
<td>$f_{c,cube,113d} = 77.4$ N/mm² **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$f_{c,cyl,28d} = 70.4$ N/mm² *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E = 45,500$ N/mm² *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSt500 (Ø8)</td>
<td>$f_{s,0,2,k,m} = 551$ N/mm² *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(08, Ø16)</td>
<td>$f_{s,t,m} = 648$ N/mm² *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{sm} = 202,412$ N/mm² *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel</td>
<td>$f_{p,0,2k} = 1660$ N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St1660/1860</td>
<td>$f_{pl} = 1860$ N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ø12.5)</td>
<td>$E_p = 196,000$ N/mm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mean value of 3 specimens
** Determination on date of fire test

2.3. Test set-up and procedure

In the assembly situation, the system InaDeck is usually integrated with the concrete slab in the tension zone of the cross-section (see Fig. 1). The load-bearing behaviour would be established within a fire test by a four-point bending test (see Fig. 6(a)). In consideration of the boundary conditions and limitation of the displacement of the test facility (furnace), there is no opportunity to enable the fire scenario hollow space in the usual assembly situation of the floor system. Therefore, a special test set-up was developed to realise the fire test for the natural fire scenario. In this special test set-up the assembly situation of the specimens is modified. In doing so, the specimens are rotated along the longitudinal axis so that the concrete slab is at the top of the cross section (see Fig. 6(b)). Instead of loading the specimens in the third points following the procedure of a four-point bending test, the specimens are loaded at both ends and fixed in the third points of the specimen (see Fig. 6(b)). Nevertheless, the same stress behaviour of the rotated specimen is realised due to the adjusted loading situation and adjusted boundary conditions. Despite the change in the statical system, the thermal expansion of the specimen is not impeded.

Besides the measurement of temperature over time, the displacements of the specimens are measured at the load introduction and in the middle of the specimens (see Fig. 7). To assess a possible bending along the longitudinal axis of the specimens at each measuring axis two measuring points are installed with a distance of 250 mm to the edge of the specimen. The displacements in the fire test are measured with potentiometers.
To realise the boundary conditions of the special test set-up the specimens are suspended with a steel construction in the furnace (see Fig. 8). The suspension of the specimen in axis II and III is realised by a steel construction consisting of HE180B I-profiles. The connection between the suspending construction and the specimen is ensured by a bolted connection. Therefore, steel plates are welded to the web and the flange of the I-profile.

Fig. 8. Test set-up of the fire test.

In the fire test, the loading of the specimen followed the procedure according to DIN EN 1363-1 [4]. The load applied is derived on the basis of the utilisation factor of the floor system with a length of 16 m. The utilisation factor of the specimens in the fire tests with a length of 7.5 m ($\eta_{7.5m}$) is equal to the utilisation factor of the 16 m system ($\eta_{16m}$) of 29.5 %. During the fire test, the applied loads on the specimens are kept constant over the time. In the fire test, the specimen is subjected to the natural fire scenario hollow space followed by the ISO standard curve.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the designated and measured temperature versus time curves of the furnace.

The ISO standard fire curve is applied after 25 minutes of the fire scenario hollow space. This implies that once the fire scenario hollow space is not critical for the load bearing behaviour of the floor system the failure temperature of the floor system is determined under standard fire conditions. The designated temperature versus time curve of the fire impact and the average temperature time curves of the measured furnace temperatures are shown in Fig. 9.

3. Results

3.1. Thermal behaviour of specimen

The temperatures of the steel section and the concrete slab of the specimens are measured during the heating and the cooling phase. The average temperature time curves of the steel section of the specimens during the heating phase are shown in Fig. 10. The temperature evaluation of the specimens are almost identical. During the natural fire scenario hollow space, the temperature of the flange of the I-profile is only reaching approximately 350 °C. Once the specimen is subjected to the ISO fire curve, the temperature in the steel section of the specimens are rising continuously. The steel temperatures are rising until failure of the system occurs. At this stage, the part of the I-profile directly exposed to the fire impact has a temperature of approximately 800 °C. This temperature can be designated as failure temperature of the system.

Fig. 10. Average temperature versus time curves of the I-profile in the heating phase.

Furthermore, the temperatures distribution of the concrete slab during the heating phase are shown in Fig. 11. Within the fire scenario hollow space, the temperatures in the concrete slab are only reaching values of approximately 140 °C at the fire exposed surfaces. The temperature in the concrete slab is decreasing with increasing distance to the fire exposed surface. A decrease or a plateau in the temperature evaluation similar to
the steel section after 15 minutes is not noticeable in the concrete slab. Equally to the temperatures in the steel section of the specimen, the temperatures in the concrete slab are increasing once the specimen is subjected to the ISO standard fire curve (see Fig. 11). As aforementioned the temperatures in the concrete slab are measured in three axes (L-I, L-II, L-III, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The position of the measuring axis (L-II) is in the shear joint of the specimen (see Fig. 3). The temperatures in the concrete slab in the shear joint of the specimen are reaching maximum temperatures of approximately 400 °C. The temperatures in axis L-II are correlating with the measured temperatures at the composite dowels of the I-profile (see Fig. 10). In comparison to this measuring axis L-II, the temperatures in the concrete slab (L-I) are only reaching values up to approximately 275 °C. The temperature in the concrete slab of the shear joint is influenced by the heat transfer of the I-profile. The evaporation of the pore water in the concrete slab is represented due to the plateau at approximately 25 to 40 minutes (see Fig. 11). The temperature distribution in the transversal direction of the specimen is constant. Therefore, the axis LI represents the axis L-III of the concrete slab.

Fig. 11. Average temperature versus time curves of the concrete slab in the heating phase.

Besides the heating phase of the specimen, the temperatures are documented during the cooling phase of the specimen. The cooling behaviour of the steel and concrete are similar (see Fig. 12). During the cooling phase of the materials steel and concrete, the temperatures are dropping continuously. A plateau in the temperature versus time curves compared to the plateau caused by the evaporating of the pore water of the concrete is not noticeable in the cooling phase.

Fig. 12. Average temperature versus time curves of the steel and concrete in the cooling phase.

3.2. Mechanical behaviour of slab system

As aforementioned, the displacement of the specimens is measured at the load introductions and in the middle of the specimen. Moreover, the displacement is measured at points in the transversal direction to evaluate a possible influence of bending along the longitudinal axis of the specimen. Nevertheless, a bending along the longitudinal axis of the specimen is not observed. Also, the displacement behaviour of the load introduction axis I and IV (see Fig. 7) are similar and hence only one displacement curve is considered in the following. Once the load is applied on the specimen (without a web opening) a displacement of approximately 7.5 mm occurred (Fig. 13).

Due to the direct exposure of the unprotected I-profile of the cross-section to the fire impact the I-profile heats up more rapidly compared to the concrete slab. On the basis of this, a significant temperature gradient occurs in the cross-section of the specimen. As a consequence of the thermal gradient in the cross-section, the thermal expansion of the I-profile is higher than the thermal expansion of the concrete slab. This results in a bending of the specimen towards the concrete slab. Based on the induced thermal expansion bending of the specimen, the specimen expands at the load introduction axis with a positive displacement in the z-axis (see Fig. 13). The resulting bending of the specimen due to the thermal expansion of the specimen decreases after reaching a critical temperature of approximately 700 °C in the I-profile. Once the maximum displacement of 70 mm caused by the resulting thermal bending of the specimen is reached, the displacement increases until failure due to bending occurs after 68 minutes. At this
stage, a maximum displacement of approximately 125 mm occurs. The maximum displacement after the heating and cooling of the specimen without a web opening is approximately 275 mm relating to the 7.8 m system length.

![Graph showing displacement behaviour](image)

**Fig. 13.** Comparison of displacement behaviour of the specimen with and without a web opening at the load introduction axis I.

The displacement behaviour at the load introduction axis of the specimen with the web opening is considered separately. The behaviour of part of the specimen without the web opening performs similarly to the load bearing behaviour of the first specimen. Indeed, the part of the specimen with the web opening performs differently. Compared to the first specimen, the displacement of the part of the specimen with the web opening amounts approximately 14 mm. This is approximately twice the magnitude of displacement compared to the part without a web opening. Over the time of the fire test, the load-bearing behaviour of the part with the web opening performs similarly to the system without a web opening. Due to the thermal expansion of the I-profile, the thermal induced bending of the specimen occurs as well. Certainly, the displacement of the part without a web opening is only half of the magnitude of the specimen with the web opening (see Fig. 13). The thermal induced bending of the specimen with the web opening leads to a maximum expansion of the specimen in the vertical direction of approximately 35 mm. This value is half the magnitude of the vertical displacement of the specimen without a web opening and is correlating to the performance of the specimen once the load is applied. Nevertheless, the maximum value of the induced thermal bending displacement in vertical direction occurs at an earlier stage compared to the specimen without a web opening. The difference between the maximum values of the vertical displacement is 5 minutes. The difference in the load-bearing behaviour of the specimens with and without a web opening is caused by the reduced stiffness of the web.

### 3.3. Results of fire tests

The fire test with the natural fire scenario *hollow space* proves that the realistic fire scenario in the hollow space is not endangering to influence the composite floor system in such a way that failure occurs. As a result of the fire test, additional fire protection of the I-profile is not necessary whereas the newly developed natural fire scenario is applied. Moreover, the fire tests indicate that even 30 minutes standard fire resistance can be reached without any fire protection of the I-Profile before failure of the composite system occurs.

The floor system failed in both cases due to a bending failure. Nevertheless, the failure of the second specimen is dominated by the load-bearing behaviour of the web opening. Although the I-profile of the specimen is in the compression zone of the composite floor system, a buckling of the web is not observed in the fire tests. Moreover, no spalling effects of the concrete occur in the fire tests despite temperatures of 850 °C are reached in the furnace.

![Crack pattern](image)

**Fig. 14.** Regular transversal crack pattern in longitudinal direction on the top of the concrete slab.

On the top side of the specimens, a regular crack pattern occurred. The crack pattern occurred in the bended part of the concrete. The cracks occur with a regular distance of 100 mm (see Fig. 14). The cracks appear adjacent to the composite dowels in the longitudinal direction of the specimen. As aforementioned, the second specimen was dominated by the failure of the web opening. At the web opening, the “Vierendeel effect” occurs and the local displacement behaviour of the web opening is opposite to the global displacement behaviour of the specimen. Due to the Vierendeel effect, the composite dowel on the side of the web opening orientating
to the middle is pressed into the concrete slab (see Fig. 15).

4. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, a special test set-up for evaluating the load bearing behaviour of a floor system in consideration of a newly developed natural fire scenario for hollow spaces is presented. Based on the natural fire scenario hollow space, two fire tests with the innovative composite floor system InaDeck are performed to investigate the load-bearing behaviour. Moreover, the influence of a web opening on the load bearing behaviour is investigated in the fire test. The fire tests prove that a fire protection of the I-profile of the composite floor system is not necessary to overcome the fire scenario hollow space. Moreover, a critical failure temperature during the fire scenario hollow space is not reached. Once the specimen is subjected to the ISO standard fire curve after the fire scenario for hollow spaces the system failed after approximately 32 minutes of exposure to the ISO standard fire curve. In fact, the composite floor system with the unprotected I-profile is able to fulfill the fire resistance of 30 minutes. Furthermore, the temperatures in the cooling phase of the floor system are measured. The materials steel and concrete showed an exponential decrease in temperature during the cooling phase.

Based on this experimental investigations a numerical model will be developed and validated against the test data to evaluate the load-bearing behaviour more in detail. Moreover, studies on the web opening (size, position), utilisation factor will be performed for a detailed understanding of the behaviour of the innovative composite floor system InaDeck.
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Abstract

Steel-concrete composite beams embedded in floors (slimfloors) offer various advantages such as the floor thickness reduction or the ease of installation of under-floor technical equipment. However, this typology presents important differences in terms of thermal behaviour, as compared to other composite beams, when exposed to elevated temperatures. These differences are due to their special configuration, being totally contained within the concrete floor depth. Moreover, the current European fire design code for composite steel-concrete structures (EN 1994-1-2) does not provide any simplified thermal model to evaluate the temperature evolution of each slim-floor part during a fire. Additionally, only a few experimental studies can be found which may help understand the thermal behaviour of these composite beams.

This paper presents an experimental investigation on the thermal behaviour of slim-floor beams. Electrical radiative panels were used in the test setup to produce the thermal heating. The thermal gap between the lower flange of the steel profile and the bottom steel plate was studied, being found to be one of the most influential elements over the cross-section temperature gradient. The experimental campaign was developed by varying the cross-section configuration in order to evaluate the influence of this parameter over the slim-floor thermal behavior. Finally, the experiments carried out were used to develop and calibrate a finite element thermal model which may help in further research on the thermal behaviour of slim-floor composite beams.

Keywords: Composite steel-concrete beams, fire resistance, slim-floors, thermal behaviour.

1. Introduction

Composite steel-concrete beams embedded in floors (slim-floors) are being increasingly used in residential and non-residential buildings given its suitability to be totally contained within the depth of the concrete floor. Therefore, this composite beam solution offers various advantages like the floor thickness reduction, the possibility of incorporating under-floor technical equipment and the increase of working space.

Related to the fire design, a suitable behaviour of the slim-floor in the event of fire is expected. This enhanced performance is based on being exposed to fire only from the lower flange, in contrast with other composite beams, which are not totally embedded in the concrete floor. Besides, EN 1994-1-2 [1] provides simplified models to evaluate the temperatures due to standard fire for composite beams without concrete encasement (EN 1994-1-2 Clause 4.3.4.2.2) and composite beams with partial encasement (EN 1994-1-2 Annex F). However, simplified models to evaluate temperatures in fire for composite beams embedded in floors (slim-floors) are not available in standards. Therefore, specific advanced models are required.

Apart from standards, Zaharia and Franssen [2] developed simple equations for the calculation of temperatures within the cross-section of a specific slim-floor called Integrated Floor Beam (IFB) under ISO-834 standard fire. IFB is an asymmetric I-section built from a cut hot-rolled symmetric I-section welded to a plate. This simple model was developed from an
advanced finite element model validated with tests. It provides equations to obtain the temperature in the bottom flange or plate, web and reinforcing bars embedded in concrete. Top flange temperature is not provided because it does not reach 400 ºC before 120 minutes of ISO-834 fire exposure, retaining its full strength. A comparison of this simplified model against other models provided by standards for composite beams with partial or no concrete encasement was carried out by Cajot et al. [3] and Romero et al. [4].

The work presented hereafter is focused on other slim-floor configuration called Shallow Floor Beam (SFB). SFBs are built from a hot-rolled symmetric I-section welded (without cutting) to a lower plate. SFBs show a better thermal behaviour than IFBs due to the air gap, which appears between the SFB lower flange and the bottom plate. Significant temperature differences between the bottom plate and lower flange on SFB composite beams was observed experimentally by Newman [5]. The described air gap is the main difference between SFB and IFB slim-floor configuration. Other research work developed by Fellinger and Twilt [6] suggested that this air gap should be ensured through the SFB production process to increase the slim-floor fire resistance in practice.

In this work, an experimental campaign is presented by varying the cross-section configuration in order to evaluate the influence of this parameter over the slim-floor thermal behaviour. The experimental results are also used to develop and calibrate a finite element thermal model which may help in further research on the thermal behaviour on these composite beams.

2. Experimental campaign

The experimental campaign was performed in the testing facilities of ICITECH (Concrete Science and Technology Institute) at UPV Valencia, Spain. In this experimental program, an electrical radiative furnace was used. The test set up allowed for the fire exposure of the specimen only from its lower surface, see Fig. 1. This configuration matches with the real exposure of slim-floor beams in practical situations.

The radiative panels used reach 800°C inside the furnace.

Specimen A1 was built from a hot rolled HEB200 beam welded to a lower plate of dimensions 360x15 mm. This case was tested without concrete infill in order to focus on the validation of the thermal contact between the bottom plate and lower flange. However, specimen A2 was defined as the previous one but including a precast hollow core slab of 20 cm height in the transverse direction, concrete encasement and 2φ20 mm reinforcing bars (see Fig. 2). Finally, specimen A3 was made from a ½ IPE450 welded to a lower plate of 360x30 mm. The thickness of this lower plate has been set in such a way that it equals the sum of the bottom plate plus lower flange thickness from specimen A2 (15 + 15 mm). This last test was carried out to provide evidences about the different thermal behaviour between SFB and
IFB due to the thermal contact resistance in the gap between bottom plate and lower flange.

Fig. 2. A2 specimen dimensions.

In order to evaluate the thermal behaviour of each specimen, up to 17 thermocouples were installed in the cross-section (see Fig. 3). This configuration allows for an exhaustive analysis of the temperature evolution of each cross-section element: bottom plate, lower and upper flange, profile web, reinforcing bars, etc.

a) Specimen A1

b) Specimen A2

C) Specimen A3

Fig. 3. Thermocouple distribution.

3. Numerical model

A finite element thermal model for simulating nonlinear heat transfer analysis along the slim-floor beam was developed by employing the general purpose finite element package ABAQUS [8]. The cross-section was meshed with four-noded quadrilateral elements, see Fig. 4. The mesh density was controlled to have a maximum element size of 2.5 mm, what proved to be sufficient to predict accurately the temperature along the cross-section.

Fig. 4. Numerical model.

The slim-floor cross-section was only exposed to fire from its lower surface, matching with the electrical furnace setup and real fire exposure conditions of slim-floor beams in practical situations.

The values recommended in EN 1991-1-2 [9] were adopted for the governing parameters of the heat transfer problem. A constant convective coefficient of 25 W/m²K was assumed for the exposed surface, while 4 W/m²K was applied in the unexposed surface. Heat radiation was taken into account separately. Related to the radiative heat flux, an emissivity value of 0.7 was used for steel and concrete surfaces. Besides, cavity radiation was assumed in the hollow core slab holes.

One of the essential parts of the thermal model is the thermal contact resistance between each cross-section part. These contacts have a significant influence in the temperature evolution along the slim-floor section. Specifically, the thermal resistance at the boundary between the lower flange and the bottom plate was modelled through a constant gap conductance value of 100 W/m²K. Moreover, a gap radiation was also considered following the suggestions by other authors [6], [7], who claimed that a thermal bowing may appear between both elements. In turn, at the boundary surface between the steel profile and concrete infill or bottom plate and hollow core slab, a gap conductance value of 250 W/m²K was considered. In this case no gap radiation was assumed.

This numerical model took into account the temperature dependent thermal properties of steel and concrete. For this purpose, the
formulation of the material properties (conductivity and specific heat) as a function of the temperature from EN 1994-1-2 [1] were used.

4. Model validation

The previously described finite element thermal model was validated using the specimens A1, A2 and A3. For the sake of simplicity, only the steel profile thermocouples are showed in the following validation figures. The temperature evolution along the steel members is shown (bottom steel plate, steel profile and reinforcing bars), which has a strong influence in the bending capacity of the composite beam at elevated temperatures.

The first validation, using A1 specimen - see Fig. 5 -, was performed to validate the thermal contact between the bottom steel plate and lower flange (steel-steel) as no concrete elements were used. In this case, a value of 100 W/m²K for the thermal conductance was used, besides thermal radiation was accounted for in the gap. This assumption matched well with the experimental results, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. A1 specimen validation.

The second specimen, A2, was used to calibrate the gap conductance value of 250 W/m²K for the thermal interaction between steel-concrete surfaces, while maintaining the steel-steel interaction definition. In concrete-steel interaction, no thermal radiation was considered. The model also shows an accurate behaviour for the temperature evolution of bottom steel plate (TC1), lower flange (TC4) and reinforcing bars (TC9), see Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. A2 specimen validation.

Finally, the numerical model was used to simulate the IFB configuration (specimen A3). In this case, no lower steel flange was considered. Again, accurate results were achieved for the bottom plate (TC1), upper steel flange (TC6) and reinforcing bars (TC8), see Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. A3 specimen validation.

5. Comparison of the thermal performance

Once the numerical model was validated, the SFB and IFB configurations were exposed to standard fire ISO834 model. Thus, the temperature field along the slim-floor cross-section was obtained for different fire standard exposure times. Fig. 8 shows the temperature field for 120 min of fire exposure. Besides, it can be also observed in Fig. 9 that while IFB bottom plate achieves 940 ºC at 120 minutes of fire exposure, the lower flange of SFB steel profile reaches 825 ºC thanks to the thermal gap between steel members. In this case, the temperature difference between SFB bottom plate and lower steel flange is higher than 100 ºC.
It demonstrates the important influence of the thermal gap.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, the experimental campaign carried out in this work has shown the important influence of the thermal gap between bottom plate and steel profile lower flange over the temperature evolution along the cross-section of SFB.

The particular behavior observed in SFB may be beneficial for the fire resistance of slim-floor beams.

Additionally, this work presented a validated advanced thermal model which may be useful for further analysis of this composite cross-section type.
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Abstract

In fire scenarios, concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns undergo initial loading at ambient temperature, loading during the heating phase as the fire develops, loading during the cooling phase as the fire dies out and continual loading after the fire. CFSST columns can fail at different points during this process depending on the fire and loading parameters. In this paper, the failure modes and corresponding working mechanism of CFSST columns subjected to an entire loading and fire history are investigated. Sequentially coupled thermal-stress analyses in ABAQUS are employed to establish the temperature field and structural response of the columns. To improve the precision of the finite element (FE) model, the influence of moisture on the thermal conductivity and specific heat of concrete during both the heating and cooling phases is considered using subroutines. Existing fire and post-fire test data of CFSST columns are used to validate the FE models. Comparisons between predicted and test results confirm that the accuracy of the FE models is acceptable; the FE models are then extended to simulate a typical CFSST column subjected to entire loading and fire histories. The behaviour of the column is explained by analysis of the temperature distribution, load versus axial deformation curves and failure response.

Keywords: Concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns; Heating; Cooling; Post-fire; Finite element (FE) models; Failure modes.

1. Introduction

Concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns combine the advantages of concrete-filled steel tubular columns (CFST) and stainless steel, resulting in greater corrosion resistance, enhanced ductility and improved fire resistance [1-3]. Therefore, CFSST columns have great potential for application in engineering structures, especially in offshore structures. In the past ten years, there have been a number of research investigations into the static response of CFSST columns. Experimental and numerical studies on CFSST columns were conducted in [4-8] and the results show that CFSST columns generally have improved structural performance over conventional CFST columns.

Fire is recognized as a significant hazard during the life-cycle of a structure. Recently, research has been performed on the fire resistance of CFSST columns. Han et al. [2] tested five axially-loaded CFSST columns at elevated temperature, and parametric analyses were also conducted by finite element (FE) modelling. Tao and Ghannam [9] employed FE modelling to determine the temperature field in CFST and CFSST columns. Tao et al. [3] conducted an experimental and analytical investigation of CFSST columns in fire and after fire exposure. The test results showed that CFSST columns have both excellent fire resistance and post-fire residual strength.

Generally, a real fire consists of both heating and cooling. When subjected to fire, structural members undergo combined fire and loading, which includes several phases: the initial loading before the fire, loading during the heating phase as the fire develops, loading in
the cooling phase as the fire dies out gradually and continual loading after fire. CFSST columns can fail at different points during this process. Some previous research has been conducted to investigate the combination of multi-phase fire and loading on CFST and steel reinforced concrete (SRC) structures. Yang et al. [10] developed a fiber model to consider the influence of cooling on the post-fire performance of CFST columns. Song et al. [11] developed an FE model to predict the load versus deformation relationships of CFST stub columns subjected to a combination of temperature and axial compression. Han et al. [12] developed an FE model to study the post-fire performance of SRC columns subjected to both loading and fire phases. User-defined subroutines were adopted to automatically select the appropriate constitutive model during each of the four phases.

Limited research has however been published on the behaviour of CFSST columns subjected to entire loading and fire histories. To fill this research gap, this paper focuses on the influence of combined fire and loading on the response of CFSST columns by FE modelling. In this paper, an entire time ($t$–load ($N$)–temperature ($T$) path including ambient temperature loading, heating and cooling under constant load, and post-fire loading stages, which has been adopted in previous research [10-12], is employed. The following approach is taken in this paper:

1. FE models are developed to investigate the performance of CFSST columns under the entire $t$–$N$–$T$ path.

2. A series of fire resistance and post-fire tests on CFSST columns in the published literatures are used to systematically validate the FE models.

3. Based on the validated FE models, the possible failure modes and corresponding response mechanism of a typical CFSST column during the entire loading and fire history are explained by analysis of temperature distribution, load versus axial deformation relations and load redistribution.

2. Establishment of FE models

The FE program ABAQUS [13] is adopted to simulate the behaviour of CFSST columns under the entire fire and load path. Sequential coupled thermal-stress analysis is used. Details of the temperature field and structural analysis models are introduced in this section.

2.1 Temperature field analysis

Tao and Ghanam [9] and Han et al. [2] developed an FE model to predict the temperature field in CFSST columns at elevated temperature. Song et al. [11] created FE models to replicate the temperature development in CFST columns in fire including both heating and cooling phases. In these FE models, the thermal properties of the steel and concrete in the cooling phase were assumed to be the same as those in the heating phase.

On the basis of the findings of the above research, the thermal properties of stainless steel, carbon steel and reinforcement proposed by Song et al. [11] and Guo [14], i.e., the thermal properties of stainless steel and carbon steel in EN 1993-1-2 [15], and reinforcement in EN 1994-1-2 [16] are used, respectively. For the convective coefficient and emissivity of the surfaces exposed to fire, 35 (Wm$^{-2}$K$^{-1}$) and 0.2 for stainless steel proposed in [17], and 25 (Wm$^{-2}$K$^{-1}$) and 0.7 for carbon steel as given in EN 1993-1-2 [15], are used, respectively. Since the interface between the outer tube and infilled concrete contains voids in-filled with water or steam, contact resistance occurs [18]. Ghojel [18], Tao and Ghanam [9] and Han et al. [2] have studied the contact conductance between the tube and concrete in CFST and CFSST columns through tests and FE modelling. The modelling recommendations of Han et al. [2] and Ghojel [18] are adopted.

It has been shown in previous research that the thermal conductivity of concrete in the heating phase is larger than that in the cooling phase, since in the cooling phase concrete is dry or has less adsorbed water [19]. Hence, this was reflected in the assignment of the thermal properties. For the thermal conductivity of the concrete during the heating and cooling phases, the models proposed in [14] were adopted. For the specific heat of the concrete during the heating phase, the model in EN 1994-1-2 [16] was used, but for that during the cooling phase, since concrete is dry or has less adsorbed water, the specific heat of concrete between 100 °C and 200 °C was assumed to be the same as that at 100 °C.
A subroutine based on the temperature increment $\Delta T$ ("$\Delta T \geq 0$" for the heating phase; "$\Delta T < 0$" for the cooling phase), was adopted to automatically choose the corresponding thermal models during the heating and cooling phases.

2.2. Structural analysis

(a) Material properties in different phases

The structural materials experience four temperature phases during the entire $t$–$N$–$T$ path, including ambient temperature, heating, cooling and post-fire phases. According to previous studies [10-12], different constitutive models for the steel and concrete corresponding to the four phases should be adopted due to the influence of the temperature changes. Elastic-plastic models in Abaqus are used for stainless steel, carbon steel and rebars, while concrete damaged plasticity is adopted for the in-filled concrete. The details of the materials models at the different phases are introduced as follows.

(1) Ambient temperature and heating phases

The material properties at ambient temperature are a special case of those during the heating phase with the temperature $T = 20^\circ C$. The material properties of stainless steel and carbon steel at ambient temperature and in the heating phases are defined according to EN 1993-1-2 [15], while the material properties of the reinforcing bars are defined according to EN 1994-1-2 [16]. For the confined concrete, the material properties at ambient temperature and during the heating phases reported in [11] are used.

(2) Post-fire phase

The post-fire material models for carbon steel and reinforcing bars reported by Tao et al. [20], and austenitic stainless steel of grade 1.4301 reported by Wang et al. [21] are adopted herein.

A post-fire stress–strain model for concrete confined by a carbon steel tube was proposed by Song et al. [11]. The post-fire stress–strain model for concrete confined by a stainless steel tube is adopted as that in [11], but replacing the post-fire yield strength model of carbon steel in the post-fire confinement factor with that of stainless steel in [21].

(3) Cooling phase

The cooling phase is a transitional phase from the heating phase to the post-fire phase. The mechanical properties of steel and concrete in the cooling phase are affected by the current and previous maximum temperature. For the stainless steel, carbon steel and reinforcing bars, the stress–strain relationships for the cooling phase are taken the same as those in the heating phase, but with yield strength, yield strain, ultimate strength and ultimate strain linearly interpolated between those in the heating and post-fire phases, as reported in [10]. For the confined concrete, the model in the cooling phase is essentially the same as that in the post-fire phase, following that in [10, 11], but with the yield strength in the confinement factor replaced with that linearly interpolated between those in the heating phase and post-fire phase as described previously.

Since the structural materials have different stress–strain curves at the different phases, a subroutine is also needed to automatically choose the corresponding constitutive models for the four phases, as reported in [12].

(b) Steel–concrete interfaces

The surface-to-surface contact algorithm in ABAQUS is adopted to simulate the interaction between the stainless steel tube and the in-filled concrete. Hard contact in the normal and Coulomb friction in the tangential directions are defined. For the Coulomb friction model, a friction coefficient of 0.25 is adopted in this paper. For columns with reinforcing bars, tie constraints are employed between the reinforcing bars and the concrete.

(c) Meshing and boundary conditions

8-node brick elements (C3D8R) for the concrete and endplates, 4-node shell elements (S4) for the stainless steel tube, and 2-node truss elements (T3D2) for the reinforcing bars and stirrups are used to mesh the parts. Meshing and
boundary conditions of the structural analysis model are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the bottom of the column is fixed and the top of the column is restrained against displacements in the X and Z directions. Vertical axial load is applied at the top end in the Y direction.

2.3. Validation of FE models for CFSST columns

To validate the FE models, relevant test data on CFSST columns under fire reported in [2, 3] are utilized. Han et al. [2] tested five axially-loaded specimens in fire, while Tao et al. [3] tested 6 specimens under fire and 6 specimens after fire with or without the presence of reinforcement. The test results, including the temperature-time curves, axial deformation development, fire resistance and post-fire load-bearing capacity, are compared with the corresponding predicted results herein.

![Temperature-time curves](image)

**Fig. 2.** Typical temperature ($T$) versus time ($t$) curves of CFSST columns under fire.

Comparisons between typical measured and predicted temperature ($T$) versus time ($t$) curves of the CFSST columns are shown in Fig. 2. In general, there is reasonably good agreement between the FE predictions and the test results, which is also indicated in the comparisons made in [2, 3]. The $T$-$t$ curves in the concrete appear to show a platform at 100–200 °C, which also occurred in the relevant fire tests. The predicted results show that the increase in the specific heat of the concrete between 100 °C and 200 °C can capture the characteristic of the water in the concrete evaporating at approximately 100 °C. Additionally, the predicted temperature curves during the cooling phase also agree well with the measured results, as conductivity and specific heat of the concrete during cooling phase are lower than in the heating phase; this causes a relatively slower cooling rate than that without revision of the conductivity and specific heat.

The predicted axial deformation ($\Delta$) versus time ($t$) curves are compared with the measured results for fire and post-fire tests on CFSST columns in Figs. 3(a) and (b). The predicted $\Delta$-$t$ curves generally agree well with the test results. The predicted axial deformation, however, is generally smaller than the measured deformation in the expansion phase, particularly for Specimens CT05, CT08 and ST01 tested by Tao et al. [3]. This may be attributed to the discrepancy between the real thermal expansion coefficients of stainless steel and concrete and the values provided in EN 1993-1-2 [15] and EN 1994-1-2 [16].

![Axial deformation curves](image)

**Fig. 3.** Typical axial deformation ($\Delta$) versus time ($t$) curves for CFSST columns.
Fire resistance and residual load-bearing capacity are critical factors for the evaluation of CFSST columns. The disparity between the predicted and tested fire resistance are around 10%, and the predicted fire resistance divided by test fire resistances have a mean ratio of 1.048 and a COV of 0.071. However, the disparity between the predicted and tested residual load-bearing capacity are between ±15%.

From the above comparisons, it can be concluded that, in general, the accuracy of the FE modelling is acceptable. The FE modelling can now be extended to conduct full-range analyses of CFSST columns under fire conditions and after fire exposure.

3. Failure mechanisms of CFSST columns under the full fire history

In this section, the behaviour of a typical CFSST column is examined to explore the general response of this cross-section type in fire. The considered CFSST column has a circular cross-section (800 mm×16 mm) and a height \( H \) of 6400 mm. The cube strength and elastic modulus of the in-filled concrete are 60 MPa and 3.6×10^4 N/mm^2, respectively. The outer tube is formed from Grade S304 austenitic stainless steel, which is specified in CECS 410: 2015 [22] to have a 0.2% proof strength \( \sigma_{0.2} \) and ultimate strength \( \sigma_u \) of 205 MPa and 515 MPa, respectively. For comparison purposes, pinned-pinned boundary conditions at the two ends are assumed. According to the FE models in Section 2, the axial load-bearing capacity and fire resistance of the prescribed column are 3.43×10^7 N and 65 mins, respectively.

The applied load ratio on the column is 0.4, calculated as \( n = N_L / N_u \), where \( N_L \) and \( N_u \) are the axial load applied to the column and the load-bearing capacity of the composite column at ambient temperature, respectively. The CFSST column is loaded with different heating times following the entire \( t-N-T \) path described in previous research [10-12] and the fire, including the heating and cooling phases, follows the ISO 834 standard fire curves [23]. After a number of trials of different heating times, it is found that the studied column can fail during the different phases of the fire, i.e. in the heating, cooling or post-fire phases, and typical fire parameters for these cases are listed in Table 1, where \( t_R \) is the fire resistance of the CFSST column; \( t_h \) is the heating time of the fire curve, i.e. the ending time of the heating phase and the starting time of the cooling phase; \( t_p \) is the time for the temperature of the fire to decay to ambient temperature; \( t_d \) is the time for the temperature of the member to drop to ambient temperature, i.e. the ending of the cooling phase; \( N_{urP} \) is the residual load-bearing capacity of the CFSST column after fire exposure; H, C and P-F stand for the failure of CFSST column occurring in the heating, cooling and post-fire phases, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen label</th>
<th>( t_R ) (min)</th>
<th>( t_h ) (min)</th>
<th>( t_p ) (min)</th>
<th>( t_d ) (min)</th>
<th>( N_{urP} ) (kN)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4983</td>
<td>P-F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Temperature development in the heating and cooling phases

The predicted temperatures \( T \) as a function of fire exposure time \( t \) for the CFSST columns under different conditions are shown in Fig. 4, where Point 1 represents the outer surface of stainless steel tube, and Points 2, 3 and 4 are the outer surface, mid-point of the radius and centre point of the core concrete, respectively.
Fig. 4. Temperature ($T$) versus time ($t$) curves of CFSST columns under different conditions.

For Points 1-4 during the heating phase, the temperature ($T$) versus time ($t$) curves show the same heating process as described in [2, 3]. For Points 1-4 during the cooling phase, all 4 points reach their peak temperatures in the cooling phase. The further the location of the point to the fire-exposed surface, the more obvious the retard of the peak temperature. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), Points 1 and 2 reach their peak temperature at about 47 mins and 61 mins, while the air temperature reaches its peak temperature at 32.5 mins. It is also shown that although the temperature of the outer part of the column is reducing, the temperature of the inner part is still increasing and the column may fail under this condition.

3.2 Axial displacement versus time curves in all fire phases

For the failure occurring in the heating phase (Case 1 in Table 1), the predicted axial displacement ($\Delta$) versus time ($t$) curve shown in Fig. 5(a), consists of four characteristic phases, i.e.

1) Ambient loading phase (o-a). During this phase, the initial load is applied to the CFSST column before exposure to fire, and the $\Delta$-$t$ relation is approximately linear.

2) Expansive phase (a-b). During this phase, the load on the CFSST column remains constant, and the environmental temperature increases. As the material temperature rises, material thermal expansion and degradation occur at the same time. However, in this phase, the effect of axial thermal expansion surpasses the effect of material degradation, and expansive deformation of the column is observed. When the effects of material expansion and degradation are balanced, the expansion displacement reaches its peak value at point b.

3) Softening phase (b-c). During this phase, the applied load remains constant and the temperature increases further. As the temperature of the fire increases, the contractive deformation induced by the material degradation becomes dominant. The axial deformation of the column changes from expansive to contractive.

4) Accelerated failure phase (c-d). In this phase, the second-order effects from the axial force and lateral deflection become dominant, and the axial deformation of the column increases rapidly; the column is deemed to have failed when the maximum axial contraction or the rate of contraction reach the failure criteria specified in ISO-834-1 [23].
For the failure occurring in the cooling phase (Case 2 in Table 1), the predicted axial displacement ($\Delta$) verses time (t) curve shown in Fig. 5(b), displays a similar trend to that in Fig. 5(a) and also consists of four characteristic phases, i.e. the ambient loading phase (o-a), the expansive phase (a-b), the softening phase (b-c) and the accelerated failure phase (c-d). The ambient loading phase and expansive phase of the curve in Fig. 5(b) are the same as those in Fig. 5(a), while the softening phase and accelerated failure phase of the curves are somewhat different. When the environmental temperature reaches the maximum temperature and then undergoes cooling, the temperature of the stainless steel tube and the outer part of infilled concrete decrease while the temperature of the inner part of infilled concrete is still increasing, as shown in Fig. 4(b), i.e., the material performance of the stainless steel tube and the outer part of the infilled concrete recovers during the cooling phase while that of the inner part of the infilled concrete degrades. Therefore, in the softening phase, the contractive deformation induced by the material degradation becomes dominant and the axial deformation of the column changes from expansive to contractive. When the second-order effect induced by the axial force is dominant, the axial deformation of the column increases rapidly and the column fails; in the meantime, the temperature of the stainless steel tube and the outer part of the infilled concrete is still decreasing and the temperature of the inner part of the infilled concrete is increasing.

For the failure occurring during the post-fire phase (Case 3 in Table 1), the predicted axial displacement ($\Delta$) verses time (t) curve shown in Fig. 5(c), consists of four characteristic phases, i.e., the ambient loading phase (o-a), the expansive phase (a-b), the softening phase (b-b'-c) and the accelerated failure phase (c-d). The ambient loading and expansive phases of the curve in Fig. 5(c) are the same as those in Figs. 5(a) and (b), while the softening and accelerated failure phases of the curves are somewhat different. The recovery of the stainless steel tube and the outer part of the infilled concrete and the degradation of the inner part of the infilled concrete results in contractive deformation of the column. When the fire exposure time is around 200 mins, the temperature of the materials decrease to around 100 °C and remains below 100°C until the end of the cooling phase (b'-c). Therefore, the curves of the softening phase from 200 mins to 900 mins show an approximate plateau as the mechanical performance of the stainless steel and concrete are essentially constant. When the cooling phase terminates, the prescribed column survives the fire including heating and cooling. The axial load is increased after the temperature of the prescribed column drops to ambient temperature, while the axial displacement increases rapidly until failure of the prescribed column.

3.3 Failure modes

The investigated CFSST column has a circular cross-section with a slenderness ratio of 32. All the circular columns under different fire conditions in Table 1 generally show compressive and flexural failure modes due to overall buckling accompanied by local buckling of the steel tube near the mid-height of the column, as shown in Fig. 6. However, some differences in the local buckling behaviour are observed when failure occurs in the different phases.

In order to explore the above phenomenon, the mid-span cross-section is isolated and the relative displacement between Point 1 at the inner face of the stainless steel tube and Point 2 at the outer surface of the concrete shown in Fig. 6, is extracted.

For failure during the heating phase, the relative displacement between Points 1 and 2 increases as the temperature rises with the differential expansion between the stainless steel tube and the concrete. The differential expansion arises due to the inconsistent temperature increment between Points 1 and 2 shown in Fig. 4(a) and the different thermal expansion coefficients between stainless steel and concrete. The column fails as the relative displacement between Points 1 and 2 reaches as high as 14.7 mm, as shown in Fig. 6(a).

For failure during the cooling phase, the relative displacement between Points 1 and 2 firstly increases during the heating phase reaching a maximum value 10.0 mm; the tube then contracts as the temperature of the tube decreases in the cooling phase. The relative displacement decreases continuously until the column fails with the relative displacement at 3.7 mm, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
For the failure during the post-fire phase, the relative displacement between Points 1 and 2 firstly increases in the heating phase reaching a maximum value of 4.9 mm. The tube contracts as the temperature of the tube decreases in the cooling phase, and the relative displacement reduces to 0.1 mm at the end of cooling phase. The axial load is increased in the post-fire phase with the severity of local buckling of the stainless steel tube increasing. The column fails at a relative displacement 1.2 mm, as shown in Fig. 6(c).

Fig. 6. Failure modes of CFSST columns in different phases.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, FE models are established to simulate the behaviour of CFSST columns subjected to fire, considering the full heating and cooling history. The accuracy of the FE model is shown to be acceptable following comparisons with relevant test data. Based on the validated FE model, a slender CFSST column in fire is simulated and analysed. The results show that the severity of fire and load level have significant influence on the failure modes of a CFSST column, and the CFSST column may fail during the heating phase, cooling phase or post-fire phase displaying different levels of local buckling, coupled with overall flexural failure.
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Abstract

In this paper, a nonlinear three-dimensional finite element (FE) model was developed and validated to study the effect of seismic damage location on the response of concrete filled tube (CFT) columns at fire after earthquakes. Three analyses were conducted consecutively in the modelling, namely, cyclic, thermal and structural. Results of the cyclic loading analysis comprising residual deformations were applied as the initial condition to the thermal-stress model, replicating the seismic performance of column. Following, a nonlinear sequentially coupled-thermal stress analysis was carried out to investigate the fire response of CFT columns after the seismic event. Three damage scenarios were contemplated, considering any possible potential damages that could be generated by the earthquake loading on CFT columns. The accuracy of the proposed FE model was examined by comparing the numerical results with that of available tests on fire and cyclic loading. By means of the validated model, the performance of damaged CFT columns was then investigated under fire after earthquakes. The level of damage was assumed as a high damage level, presuming that the column reached 50% of its lateral resistance while still maintaining its overall stability after the earthquake. The results were presented broadly, including the axial deformation history as well as the fire resistance time for CFT columns. To have a comprehensive insight on the influence of damage location in columns, the fire response of damaged specimens was compared with that of an intact one.

Keywords: Fire after earthquake; Concrete filled tube (CFT) column; Finite element model; Seismically damaged column; Damage location; Fire performance.

1. Introduction

Concrete filled tube (CFT) columns are used increasingly in many structural applications for exhibiting high performance against severe events. Many studies dedicated on representing their high seismic resistance [1-3], while their superior fire response is reported separately by others [4-7]. CFT columns gain their high fire resistance via two main effects, namely, the shield effect of the steel tube and the heat sink effect of the concrete. The former protects the in-filled concrete from heating directly and maintains its integrity, besides, the later postpones temperature increase in the concrete core. Up to now, several studies dedicated on the numerical simulation of CFT columns at fire [8-11] and earthquake [12-14] but none of them considers the behavior of these composite columns under the combination of both incidents as a multi-hazard event.

Ding and Wang [8] developed an advanced model for predicting the fire performance of CFT columns with circular and square cross-sections. They showed that the existence of slip at the steel-concrete interface as well as the tensile strength of concrete material has minor effect on the fire resistance of CFT columns. Espinos et al., [9] studied numerically the behavior of axially loaded CFT columns with circular cross-sections at fire. They showed that adopting the constant value of $h_j = 200 \ W/\m^2$ for the thermal conductance at the gap existed in the steel tube-concrete interface leads to the accurate results. In addition, they confirmed...
that the value of $L/1000$ that has been used widely by other researchers is an acceptable quantity for modelling the initial imperfection.

Hu et al., [12] evaluated the response of CFT columns under the combination of axial compressive force and bending moment. Their study showed that the larger the imposed axial force, the bigger the confining effect provided by the steel tube on the concrete core. Chang et al., [14] studied the performance of an enhanced type of CFT column, as the steel reinforced-concrete filled-steel tubular column (SRCFST) under cyclic loading. Their study revealed that the insertion of a steel section within the concrete core could noticeably enhance both the strength and the stiffness of conventional circular CFT columns. This resulted because the steel section could carry a portion of applied lateral loading, which led to a decrease in the tensile zone of in-filled concrete.

A review of historical records prove that the damages generated by post-earthquake fires can be very substantial, often exceeding the damage produced by solo earthquake [15-16]. Hence, the occurrence of fire ensuing earthquakes is a noteworthy concern to be considered on the resistance of structural members, especially for those are located in the moderate-to-high seismically zones. Although several researchers investigated the resistance of CFT columns under fire and earthquake, there is still a lack of understanding on the response of these composite columns under the fire after earthquake as a multi-hazard incident. Apparently, by the occurrence of an earthquake, the structural columns would be subjected to the local damages, depending on the severity of the seismic event as well as the strength of the section. Following, the location of the corresponding pre-existing damages would influence the response of columns against the ensuing fire. With regards to the lack of numerical studies in this area, this work was aimed to investigate numerically the effect of seismic damage location on the fire resistance of CFT columns.

In this study, a three-dimensional nonlinear finite element (FE) model was developed, using ABAQUUS program [17]. Three analysis steps were considered consecutively in the modeling, namely, cyclic, thermal and structural analyses. The effect of earthquake loading on the column was simulated via cyclic loading of the specimen. The outcome of seismic analysis including the residual deformations were applied stress-free as the initial condition to the next analysis step, i.e., sequentially thermal-stress analysis. The accuracy of numerical model developed in this paper was validated by comparing the FE results with the experimental tests available in the literature on the cyclic testing [3] and fire testing of CFT columns [4]. By means of validated model on the cyclic response and fire resistance of CFT columns separately, the performance of these composite columns were then explored under the combination of both events.

2. Numerical model under cyclic loading

A three-dimensional nonlinear FE model was conducted in ABAQUUS package [17] to simulate the effect of earthquake loading on composite tubular columns. Eight CFT circular columns were tested by Han and Yang [3] and among them, the specimen labeled as SC2-3 was chosen for the verification of cyclic analysis in this study. To accurately replicate the test predictions in the FE simulation, the materials, loading and boundary conditions were modelled exactly the same as those used in the reference test [3].

The steel tube, in-filled concrete and the steel stub were meshed using three-dimensional eight node solid elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) available in ABAQUUS [17]. To efficiently capture the occurrence of local buckling, mesh refinement was done in the areas that the local buckling of steel tube was anticipated. Result of a mesh sensitivity study proved that the mesh size of 20 mm and 10 mm in the coarse and finer regions led to good results with reasonable computational time. Two rigid steel plates with the thickness of 16 mm were modelled at the column endings, through which the axial load and the boundary conditions were appended. A rigid steel stub with a length of 150 mm was modelled at the mid-span of the column, through which the cyclic loading was applied. The pined-pined boundary conditions were modelled at both endings while one end was allowed to move in the longitudinal direction, as was in the test. The loading was applied in consecutive steps as follows. First, the axial load was applied to the top plate and kept constant through the whole analysis, simulating
the reaction from the upper stories. This load was equal to 40% of the ultimate axial strength of the column. The lateral cyclic load was then applied to the steel stub according to the ATC-24 [18] guidelines to simulate the seismic load. The detailed description on the modelling technique, the parameters used as well as the material simulation at room temperature can be found elsewhere [19].

2.1. Validation of numerical results under cyclic loading

The accuracy of numerical simulation on the response of CFT columns against cyclic loading was verified with a series of experimental observations recorded by Han et al., [3]. The final state of the deformed column against cyclic loading is presented in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Final deformed shape of the modelled CFT column under lateral cyclic loading in the (a) FE model, and (b) test [3]](image)

The hysteresis response of the modelled column in terms of the lateral load versus mid-span displacement is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Mid-span lateral deflection versus lateral load of column SC2-3 in the (a) FE model, (b) test [3]](image)

In general, it can be seen that there is a good agreement between the FE results and those predicted in the reference test [3].

3. Numerical model under fire loading

To simulate the response of CFT columns under fire condition, a three-dimensional numerical simulation was conducted, using ABAQUS program [17]. The accuracy of this part of simulation was examined by comparing the FE results with the observations of the fire tests on circular CFT columns conducted by Lie and Chabot [4]. Thirty-eight CFT circular columns were tested by Lie and Chabot [4] and among them a sample labeled as C-11 was chosen for the validation purpose in this study. Due to the existence of symmetry both in the length and the cross-section of the column, only one-quarter of the sample was modelled. The boundary conditions applied to the end plates were fixed-fixed at both ends, while one end was allowed to move in the longitudinal direction as was in the test [4]. The fire was imposed for 80 minutes to the 3048 mm central length of columns, following the test situation. The detailed information on the analysis procedure and the material modelling at elevated temperature is explained thoroughly elsewhere [19].

3.1. Validation of numerical results under fire loading

The accuracy of proposed numerical thermal-stress model was examined by comparing the FE results with a series of fire
tests conducted on circular CFT columns at the National Research Council of Canada [4]. The heat transfer analysis results in terms of temperature-time history at some selected points within the composite columns are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution within the cross-section of modelled column

The final deformed state of the modelled CFT column against constant axial load and fire loading is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The final deformed shape of modelled column after heating at fire in the (a) FE model and (b) Test [4] (color counter shows the temperature distribution within the column’s cross-section)

Figure 5 shows the extension or contraction of modelled column due to fire loading in terms of the axial displacement history of column’s end plate. The agreements between the results show that the proposed thermal-stress model could sufficiently simulate the fire response of CFT column.

4. Numerical model under the post-earthquake fire loading

For predicting the response of CFT columns under fires after earthquakes numerically, two successively analysis steps are required, namely cyclic and sequentially thermal-stress analysis. Benefiting the validated model under both cyclic and fire loading described in previous sections, the post-earthquake fire response of CFT columns can now be simulated by combining two analysis procedures. To have a comprehensive study on the fire resistance of CFT columns after earthquake, the result of this section was compared with that of an intact (undamaged) similar column. In this section, label C-ID denotes the column, which was damaged due to cyclic loading and C-1 refers to the intact one. Provided below, there is a brief description on the post-earthquake fire simulation of CFT columns.

4.1. Analysis procedure

For simulating the behavior of CFT columns under fire ensuing the seismic event, the analysis was conducted serially as follows. First, the static analysis was conducted under the cyclic loading for simulating the performance of column at earthquake. The damage level caused by the cyclic loading was assumed as high level, with the hypothesis that the column reached 50% of its lateral resistance during earthquake, meanwhile, it was still capable of sustaining the applied loads. Hence, an initial analysis was conducted to calculate the lateral resistance of the CFT column. Subsequently, the column was subjected to the constant axial load and lateral displacement cycles up to the 50% of the column’s lateral resistance, simulating the presumed seismic
damage level. For this, the cyclic loading analysis was terminated intentionally after the column gained 50% of its lateral resistance, monitoring the lateral load-displacement curve during the analysis. Note that the value of 50% is just a presumed level in this case study with the assumption that the steel tube would not experience any fracture up to this strength limit.

Next, the coupled thermal-stress analysis was conducted for simulating the fire event. In this step, the residual deformations resulted from the lateral loading analysis was defined as the initial condition to the model. To avoid any complexity in the modelling, the plastic deformations were transferred as ‘stress-free’ from the cyclic to the thermal-stress model.

4.2. Loading and mesh model

The constant axial load was considered as 30% of the axial strength of the column, which was computed per EN 1994-1-1[20]. Two steel rigid plates were modelled at the column endings, through which the loading and boundary conditions were appended. The column was modelled as fixed at the bottom while free to rotate at the top ending, forming a fixed-pinned ending condition. The cyclic loading was conducted based on ATC-24 guideline [18] and applied to the top end plate. The loading history comprised of elastic and inelastic cycles. The elastic cycles were applied under the load control mode at the load levels of 0.25\(P_u\), 0.5\(P_u\) and 0.7\(P_u\), where \(P_u\) is the lateral load capacity of the section, which was calculated per EN 1994-1-1 [20].

The inelastic cycles were then applied at the displacement levels of \(\Delta_y\), 1.5\(\Delta_y\), 2\(\Delta_y\), 3\(\Delta_y\), etc., where \(\Delta_y\) is the lateral yield displacement of the column. Based on ATC-24 [18], two cycles were imposed at the elastic levels, following three cycles at each displacement levels of \(\Delta_y\), 1.5\(\Delta_y\) and 2\(\Delta_y\), and two cycles at each further displacement levels.

Since the lateral loading was applied to the top ending plate, the mesh refinement was conducted in the vicinity of column bottom ending to better capture the local buckling of the tube. The mesh size was selected as 20 mm and 10 mm for the coarser and finer areas, respectively. The steel tube and in-filled concrete were meshed using eight node solid elements in ABAQUS [17]. In the thermal-stress model, first the column was subjected to heating per ISO-834 [21] fire curve for the presumed time of 90 minutes. Next, the static analysis was conducted at load-control mode, considering the nodal displacements and temperatures obtained from the cyclic and thermal analysis, respectively.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Bottom seismic damage scenario

Figure 6 shows the final state of column C-1D after subjected to the cyclic loading and the ensuing fire. Owing to the maximum moment generated by the lateral loading cycles close to the column bottom ending, the local buckling of the steel tube was exhibited at this region.

Fig. 6. The final deformed shape of column C-1D after subjected to the (a) lateral cyclic loading, and (b) ensuing fire (color counter shows the temperature distribution within the column)
The axial displacement history of modelled column against fire, both after and before seismic damage is illustrated in Fig. 7.

![Comparison of axial displacement history between columns C-1D and C-1 at fire](image)

**Fig. 7.** Comparison of axial displacement history between columns C-1D and C-1 at fire

Even if the residual deformations at the bottom of column C-1D due to cyclic loading were considered as the initial condition, the axial displacement of column C-1D was very close to the behavior of an intact specimen (Fig. 7). This similar response could be because of the difference in the location of cyclic and thermally induced local bucklings, which were at the bottom and top region, respectively. This may avoid the combination of seismic-fire damage in the model. So, to come up with another seismic damage scenario as ‘top’ damage was considered and analyzed afterwards.

### 5.2. Top seismic damage scenario

Figure 8 compares the final deformed shape of an intact column (C-1) with that of the specimen damaged due to earthquake loading close to the top ending, after subjected to the ensuing fire.

![The final deformed shape of column](image)

**Fig. 8.** The final deformed shape of column (a) damaged seismically at top and (b) C-1, after the exposure to fire (color counter shows the temperature distribution within the columns)

Figure 9 illustrates the axial displacement history of the column in the condition that the seismic damage was located at the top ending.

Results reveal that the CFT column, which was damaged seismically at the top ending, failed due to the out of plane global buckling, which was similar to the behavior of column with the bottom ending damage (C-1D) as well as that of an intact one at fire. Since the final failure of seismically damaged column occurred due to the global buckling, the fire resistance time in both seismic damage locations was similar to each other (Fig. 9).

![Axial displacement history of CFT column with seismic damage at top and bottom ending after exposure to the fire](image)

**Fig. 9.** Axial displacement history of CFT column with seismic damage at top and bottom ending after exposure to the fire

Given that both columns with the existing damage at the top and bottom end regions as well as the intact column failed due to the out of plane global buckling at fire, the middle span damage would basically influence the fire
response of CFT columns. In this regard, the third damage scenario was considered, such that the maximum moment would be generated at the middle span of the column due to the lateral loading, follows by the development of damage at the middle length of the corresponding member.

5.3. Middle length seismic damage scenario

Figure 10 presents the final deformed state of column C-1 with the middle span seismic damage (labeled as C-1DM) after subjected to fire.

Figure 11 reveals that the global failure of column C-1DM occurred after 63 minutes of heating at fire while the intact column resisted the fire for 90 minutes. This could be in supporting the idea that the coincidence of seismic damage location to that of the onset of global buckling in column C-1DM, decreased the confinement effect provided by the steel tube to the in-filled concrete, resulting to a weaker fire response.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this study a three dimensional numerical model on predicting the fire response of seismically damaged concrete filled tube (CFT) columns was developed, using ABAQUS program. Three damage scenarios were considered in the column, namely middle length, bottom and top ending damages.

The results showed that the location of seismic damage at the top and bottom end regions has not remarkably influenced the fire resistance of columns. However, when the seismic damage was at the top of the column, the steel tube could not expand as high as when the existing damage was at the bottom ending. This was owing to the further transversal growth of existing seismic damage while subjected to the elevated temperatures, resulted to a lesser longitudinal expansion of tube.

The existence of seismic damage at the middle length of the column has mainly influenced the fire response of CFT column, which led to about 27 minutes shorter fire resistance time as compared to the cases that the damage was close to the end plates. This could be due to the coincidence of damage location to that of the onset of global buckling in the column with mid-span damage.

In general, it is anticipated that when the CFT column is damaged locally due to seismic loading while still maintains its stability, it behaves in a ductile manner under post-earthquake fires, thanks to the composite action between the steel tube and the concrete core.
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Abstract

This paper presents the finite element (FE) analysis and modeling of square concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) members subjected to a flexural load at ambient and elevated temperature. The commercial FE tool ANSYS was used in the 3D modeling taking into consideration material and geometric non-linearities. The developed FE model can accurately predict the ultimate moment capacity of the square CFST members subjected to flexural loads and fire resistance time. A parametric study is conducted using the verified FE model to study the effect of the compressive strength of infilled concrete and the yield strength of the steel tube on the flexural behavior of the square CFST members. The ultimate bending capacity of the CFST members increases by up to 27% when the yield strength of the steel tube increases from 210 MPa to 400 MPa while its fire resistance time decreases. For a D/t ratio equal to 30, the flexural capacity increases by 20% when the compressive strength of the infilled concrete increases from 60 MPa to 100 MPa, while it shows increase in fire resistance time.

Keywords: Flexural behavior; square concrete-filled steel tube; finite element analysis; ambient and elevated temperature.

1. Introduction

The use of CFST columns and beams in constructing buildings has increased exponentially in the recent decades [1, 2]. As suggested by structural engineers, CFST members are the most interesting composite members for several modern building projects [3-5]. This type of composite member has more advantages than conventional hollow steel/concrete members, such as faster construction work because of the omission of reinforcing bars and framework, low structure cost, conservation of environment, high ductility and strength capacity [6].

A lot of studies have been conducted on CFST columns at ambient and elevated temperature. However, there are very limited studies on the flexural behavior of CFST at ambient temperature while to date, no study has been conducted on the flexural behavior of CFST beams at elevated temperature. Also, only a few studies on the numerical analysis of the structural performance of CFSTs in bending are available in the literature [7, 8]. Hu et al. [7] proposed a material constitutive model for circular CFST columns subjected to pure bending. They performed a finite element analysis (FEA), validated the theoretical results with the experimental data, and concluded that concrete is an ideal material that resists compressive loading in typical applications when the depth-to-thickness (D/t) ratio is greater than 74. The infilled concrete has no significant effect on the strength of CFST columns when the D/t ratio is less than 20. However, there is no study available in literature to model the high strength infilled concrete filled steel tube subjected to flexural load only.

Based on the research gaps in the area of flexural performance of CFST beam at ambient and elevated temperature, this study aims to investigate the flexural behavior of CFST beams numerically by using the commercial FEA package ANSYS [9]. This investigation employs the FEA modeling technique taking into consideration the interaction of concrete and steel, non-
linearities of material, geometrical imperfection, and changes in the material properties and strength reduction during exposure to fire. The type of element and the size of mesh also carefully selected as they affect the accuracy and computational time of the model. The FEA model is verified with the experimental results available in the literature. The numerical analysis is then extended to perform a parametric study on the effects of the compressive strength of concrete and the yield strength of steel on the performance of CFST beams under flexural loads.

2. Details of the FE model at ambient temperature

2.1 General

The commercial FE tool ANSYS was used to study the flexural behavior of CFST beams and two basic materials were considered to model the behavior. Steel was used to model the outer tube while the inner core was defined with concrete material.

2.2 FE type, meshing and boundary conditions

A simply supported hollow steel beam filled with concrete under two-point loading was used to investigate the flexural behavior and strength. The steel tube was modeled using a 3D hexahedral reduced integration solid element, and the concrete was modeled using a 3D quadrilateral reduced integration solid element. The interface between the steel tube and the infilled concrete was modeled using the “hard point contact” formulation.

A convergence study was performed to select the appropriate mesh size of the FE model of the square CFST beam. Ultimate flexural capacity calculated from different meshes were compared with experimental results of Gho and Liu [10]. The FE model with 13080 elements was selected based on the time taken by the workstation and without compromising the accuracy of the FE model.

Accurate boundary conditions had to be applied on the nodes lying on the symmetry plane to reflect the accurate flexural behavior. Hinge supports were defined by constraining the nodes in the y-direction and allowing free movement in the x and z directions. Both supports were located at 100 mm from the free ends.

2.3 Material modeling

2.3.1 Steel

The model for structural steel suggested by Han et al. [11] was used for the uniaxial stress–strain relation of the steel. Hardening of the structural steel was considered in this model. The deformation of steel includes elastic, elastic–plastic, plastic, hardening, and fracture, as shown in Fig. 1, where \( f_p, f_y, \) and \( f_u \) represents the proportional limit, yield, and ultimate strength of steel at their relevant strains, respectively; \( \varepsilon_e=0.8f_y/E_s, \varepsilon_y=1.5\varepsilon_e, \varepsilon_{u,y}=10\varepsilon_y \) and \( \varepsilon_u=100\varepsilon_y \). The modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio for the steel were \( 2\times10^5 \) N/mm\(^2\) and 0.3, respectively.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the uniaxial stress–strain relation for steel [1].](image)

2.3.2 Concrete

The stress–strain model presented by Han et al., [12] for square CFST columns was used to model the square CFST in this study. The equations are given below.

\[
y = f(x) = \begin{cases} 
2x - x^2, & x \leq 1 \\
x, & x > 0 
\end{cases}
\]

Where \( x = \varepsilon /\varepsilon_0, \ y = \sigma /\sigma_0; \ \sigma_0 = f'_c \) (MPa); \( \varepsilon_0 = \varepsilon_c + 800\xi^{0.2} \times 10^{-6}; \ \varepsilon_c = (1300 + 12.5f'_c) \times 10^{-6}; \ 
\eta = 1.6 + 1.5\xi, \)

\[
\beta = \frac{\left(\frac{f'_c}{\eta}\right)^{0.1}}{1.2 \sqrt{1+\xi}},
\]

where \( \xi = \frac{A_{sf}f_y}{A_{cf}f_{ck}} \).

In the above equations, \( \xi \) is the confinement factor, \( f_y \) is the yield strength of steel, \( f_{ck} \) is the characteristics strength of
concrete and is equal to \(0.67f'_c\); \(f'_c\) is the compressive strength of concrete in MPa, \(A_s\) and \(A_c\) is the area of steel tube and infilled concrete respectively. The modulus of elasticity was calculated using Equation 2.

\[
E_c = 4700\sqrt{f'_c}
\]  

(2)

The Poisson’s ratio of concrete was assumed to be 0.2.

2.3.3 Interface

The interface between the infilled concrete and the steel tube of the CFST was modeled in the tangential and normal directions. The “hard point contact” formulation was used for the normal direction, which permits any pressure value when the surfaces are in contact and zero pressure when the surfaces are separated. For the interaction in the tangential direction, the penalty friction formulation with a Coulomb friction coefficient of 0.3 and maximum shear interfacial stress of 0.41 MPa was taken, as suggested by AISC 360-10 [13]. The slippage at the interface could occur when the applied shear stress exceeds 0.3 times the contact pressure.

2.4 Model verification

The accuracy and efficiency of the developed FE model were demonstrated through the comparisons between the FE and experimental results with different parameters, as performed by Soundararajan and Shanmugasundaram [14], Uy [15] and Gho and Liu [10]. The ultimate flexural load and load–deflection curves of the CFST beams were considered in verifying the developed FE model. The details of the general experimental setup and the boundary conditions in the FE model are shown in Figs. 2-3, respectively.

![Fig. 2. Details of the general experimental test setup.](image)

![Fig. 3. Boundary conditions and mesh of the modeled beam.](image)

2.4.1 Ultimate strengths of CFST beams

Specimens B01 to B04 as reported in Gho and Liu [10] have the compressive strength of the infilled concrete ranged from 56 MPa to 87 MPa, and the modulus of elasticity was 26 GPa. Both square and rectangular beams were tested in the experimental program with different cross-sectional dimensions. However, only square cross sections were considered in the verification. The length of all specimens was 1600 mm. The yield strength of the steel tubes used in the experiments was approximately 438 MPa. The beams were tested using two-point loading. The rest of the properties are presented in Table 1.

Specimens HSS 6, 13, and 19 were reported in [15]. The \(D/t\) ratio of the square specimens ranged from 20 to 30, and the length of the specimens ranged from 1800 mm to 3600 mm. The compressive strength of the infilled concrete was 30 MPa, and the yield strength of the steel tube was taken as 784 MPa. The ultimate strength and modulus of elasticity of the steel tube were approximately 864 MPa and 200 GPa, respectively.

The geometry, material properties, and experimental results of the CFST beams reported in [14] are mentioned in Table 1. The dimensions of the steel tube were kept constant in all the experiments. The specimens were made of normal mix concrete (NMC) and fly ash concrete (FAC). The \(D/t\) ratio of the steel tube was maintained at 20.5. All specimens were tested under two-point flexural loads. CFST beams were constructed using concretes with strengths in the range of 21 MPa to 32.6 MPa. The yield strength of the steel tubes was 345 MPa, and the ultimate stress was 510 MPa.
Table 1. Geometry, material properties, and ultimate moment of specimens used for model verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen designation</th>
<th>Dimensions, $B \times t$ (mm)</th>
<th>Area of steel, $A_s$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Area of concrete, $A_c$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Yield Strength of Steel (MPa)</th>
<th>Compressive strength of concrete (MPa)</th>
<th>Average ultimate moment (kNm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMC 1-3</td>
<td>72 x 3.2</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>4303</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC 1-3</td>
<td>72 x 3.2</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>4303</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-01</td>
<td>150 x 4.9</td>
<td>2844</td>
<td>19656</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>84.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-03</td>
<td>150 x 4.9</td>
<td>2844</td>
<td>19656</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS-06</td>
<td>110 x 5</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS-13</td>
<td>160 x 5</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>22500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS-19</td>
<td>210 x 5</td>
<td>4100</td>
<td>40000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of ultimate strengths obtained from experiments and FEA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Designation</th>
<th>$P_{u,\text{Exp}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Average, $P_u$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{u,\text{FE}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Average $M_{u,\text{Exp}}$ (kNm)</th>
<th>Ultimate Moment FE, $M_{u,\text{Num}}$ (kNm)</th>
<th>$M_{u,\text{Num}}/M_{u,\text{exp}}$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMC-1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60.67</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-2</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC-1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61.33</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC-2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-01</td>
<td>451.32</td>
<td>468.695</td>
<td>455.18</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>84.95</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-03</td>
<td>542.9</td>
<td>551.175</td>
<td>557.25</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS-6</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>226.67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS-13</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>381.33</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS-19</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-efficient of Variation (COV)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the experimental and computational ultimate flexural strengths of CFST beams, where $P_{u,\text{exp}}$ denotes the experimental ultimate flexural strength and $P_{u,\text{FE}}$ represents the ultimate flexural strength predicted by the FE model. The predicted ultimate flexural strengths of the tested specimen were in good agreement with the experimental results. The mean ultimate flexural strength predicted by the numerical model ($M_{u,\text{Num}}$) was 1.04 times the experimental value ($M_{u,\text{exp}}$), with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.02 and a coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.02.

The load–deflection curves for the FAC [14] and HSS [15] predicted by the FE model and obtained from the experiments are shown in Fig. 4. The load–deflection curve predicted by the numerical model was in good agreement with the experimental results.
3. FE Model at elevated temperature

3.1 General

The FE model explained in Section 2 was extended for the modeling of square CFST member at elevated temperature. The element types for square steel tube and infilled concrete are similar to the elements for ambient case. The details of the mesh used for CFST beams is shown in Fig. 5. Mesh convergence study was performed to select the reasonable number of elements and its size. A surface based interaction with a Coulomb friction model hard contact pressure model in the tangential and normal direction, respectively, were used to model the interface between steel and concrete core. The friction factor was taken as 0.6.

3.2 Material modeling

The elevated temperature model was based on thermal analysis in ANSYS software. The values of governing parameters in the model is given in Table 3.

The degradation of steel material properties at elevated temperature is based on the strength reduction factor as suggested by EC3:1-2 [16]. For concrete, the constitutive model presented by Han et al. [17] was employed as it takes into account the effect of bonding between concrete and steel.

3.3 Model verification

The developed FE model was verified with the experimental results conducted by the authors. Only brief experimental results were explained here. Two simply supported square CFST specimens have a span of 3200 mm, with only the central part of length 2800 mm was exposed to fire. The square section is 150x150 mm with 6 mm thickness. All the specimens were filled with normal aggregate concrete and subjected to flexural load. The details of beam and application of load and support conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The applied load was kept constant while the temperature was increased according to ISO-834 curve. The nominal load ratio, \( n \) of all the specimens was 0.30. The measured yield strength, ultimate strength, elastic modulus and maximum elongation were 394 MPa, 458 MPa, 201.3 GPa and 29%, respectively. Concrete material with normal aggregate has a compressive strength of 55 MPa.
The mid-span deflection obtained from FE model and the measured mid-span deflection during test are compared in Fig. 7. It must be noted from that the displacement predicted by FE model at the time of failure is less than the experimentally measured displacement. This may be due to the neglecting the effect of creep in the FE model as the creep is pronounced at elevated temperature [18].

The FR time obtained from test results and FE model are presented in Table 4. The close resemblance of results between FE model and test results shows that the co-efficient of thermal expansion used for concrete, steel and steel-concrete interface are accurate and can be used in future research works.

![Time-displacement curves at elevated temperature](image)

**Fig. 7.** Comparison of time-displacement curves at elevated temperature.

**Table 4.** FR time for experimental and Numerical models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>FR time, mins (Exp)</th>
<th>FR time, mins (Num)</th>
<th>Exp/Num</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square 1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square 2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Parametric study

An extensive parametric study was performed to investigate the influences of the concrete compressive strengths and steel yield strengths on the fundamental behavior of the CFST beams under the flexural load only both at ambient and elevated temperature. Only one variable was considered at a time to assess its individual effect. Three different concrete strengths with a range of steel yield strengths were selected.

4.1 Effect of concrete grade

The effect of compressive grade on the ultimate capacity and behavior of CFST beams was studied using the FE model. In the parametric study, the compressive strength of concrete varied from 60 MPa to 100 MPa. Both the depth and width of the steel tube were kept constant at 80 mm. The steel tube wall was 2.5 mm thick, so that its D/t ratio was 30. The steel yield and ultimate strengths were 345 MPa and 510 MPa, respectively, and the modulus of elasticity was 200 GPa. The flexural load–deflection curves for the CFST beams with different concrete strengths are shown in Fig. 8. The ultimate flexural strengths of square CFST beams increase 20% with the increase in the compressive strength of the concrete from 60 to 100 MPa.

![Load-deflection curve](image)

**Fig. 8.** Load–deflection curve of square CFST for different compressive strengths of concrete infill.

![FR time curve](image)

**Fig. 9.** FR time of beams for different compressive strengths of concrete.

Fig. 9 shows the effect of compressive strength of concrete on fire resistance (FR) time for various yield strengths of steel. By increasing the compressive strength of infilled concrete, the FR time increases regardless of...
the yield strength of steel tube. Similar conclusions were made by researchers for concrete filled stainless steel members subjected to axial load at elevated temperature [19].

4.2 Influence of steel yield strengths

The square CFSR beams with different steel yield strengths and a cross section of 80 mm × 80 mm with the same D/t ratio of approximately 30 were analyzed using the FE model. The steel tubes with 30 and 60 MPa concrete that had a modulus of elasticity of 32600 MPa were considered.

Fig. 10 illustrates the influences of the steel yield strengths on the flexural load–deflection curves of the square CFST beams. The yield strength of the steel did not affect the initial stiffness of the beams. However, the ultimate flexural strength of the square CFST beams increased significantly with the increase in the steel yield strength. The ultimate flexural load of the square CFST beam increased by 27% with the increasing in the steel yield strength from 210 MPa to 400 MPa.

![Fig. 10. Load–deflection curve of square CFST for different types of steel.](image)

Fig. 10 shows the influence of yield strength of steel on the fire resistance time of CFST members subjected to flexural load only. For both sets of concrete strength, increase in yield strength of steel causes decrease in the fire resistance time of CFST beam. It should be kept in mind that the load taken by high strength steel is more as load ratio was kept constant.

![Fig. 11. FR time values for different yield strengths of steel.](image)

5. Conclusions

The finite element model is proposed to investigate the flexural behavior of square concrete filled steel tube (CFST) members at ambient and elevated temperatures. The predicted model for the load-deflection curves and the ultimate moment capacity are found in good agreement with the experimental results. The predicted model at elevated temperature shows a reasonable agreement of time-displacement curves with the experimental results. The finite element model is used for parametric investigation of the effect of different steel and concrete materials with similar D/t ratio of 30 of a square CFST at ambient and elevated temperatures. The ultimate moment capacity of the CFST was increased by about 27%, when the yield strength of steel is changed from 210 to 400 MPa. Varying the compressive strength from 60 to 100 MPa has increased 20% of the ultimate moment capacity. Increasing compressive strength of infilled concrete results in increase in FR time of CFST beams while increased yield strength of steel have negative effect on FR time.
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Abstract

Mechanical properties of stainless-clad (SC) steel plates at elevated temperatures are key parameters for fire resistant design and numerical simulation analysis of SC steel structures. Compared with pure stainless steel and pure ordinary steel, SC steel not only combines advantages of the two component metals, but may also balance the performance and cost; however, it behaves quite differently in terms of material properties. In order to quantify this performance, tension coupon tests at room as well as elevated temperatures are conducted on the SC steel plate. Based on the test results, failure modes of the tension coupons are analysed, and full-range stress-strain curves are obtained; material properties are accordingly determined and described herein, and analyses are performed on several properties including yield strength, ultimate tensile stress, elastic modulus and elongation after fracture. It is found that with an increase of the temperature, both the elastic modulus and strengths are reduced remarkably. For determining these material properties quantitatively and developing robust constitutive models of the SC steel at elevated temperatures, more test data are needed, and the incorporation of the effects of the clad ratio on the material properties at both room and elevated temperatures is also necessary. The present research outcomes may provide valuable reference for fire design and calculations of the SC steel.

Keywords: Stainless-clad steel; elevated temperatures; mechanical properties; experiment.

1. Introduction

SC steel is an advanced high-performance composite steel [1] with stainless-clad steel and ordinary steel being bonded together by hot roll-bonding process [2], which has their own advantages of both stainless steel [3] and ordinary one, including low production costs, corrosion resistant and meeting the demand of strength [4]. SC steel has been applied in engineering structures as building curtain wall and bridge decks, with great potential to replace the engineering application of stainless steel in tubular structural elements [1]. The design and analysis methods of building structures under room temperature are relatively mature, but building fires occur frequently, so the safety of building structures under fire is facing unprecedented challenges [5]. Due to less research of SC steel’s mechanical properties, especially that at elevated temperatures, the engineering application is mainly limited in chemical industry, pressure vessels and ship industry etc. [6], whilst for the use in the construction industry, that performance needs to be clarified [7].

Currently, there seems no reports on the properties of SC steel at elevated temperatures, but some relevant research has been carried out on the stainless steel or ordinary steel separately, such as that by Outinen [8], Sakumoto et al. [9], Chen and Yong [10], Abdella [11], Zhao [12],
Montanari and Zilli [13], Willam [14], Gardner et al. [15] or Zhao and Shen [16].

In this paper, based on the method of steady state at elevated temperature, tests of 316L austenitic stainless-clad steel at various temperatures were conducted on the mechanical properties. The reduction factors of initial elasticity modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength at different temperatures were presented. The research outcomes may provide a scientific base for development of constitutive relationship of the SC steel plate.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Test at room temperature

The SC steel plates tested in this study were fabricated through hot-rolling process [17] by using 316L austenitic stainless steel as the clad material (3 mm thick) and Q235B steel as the base one (5 mm thick). Size of the specimen for tension coupon is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A total of 3 tension coupons were designed and prepared. For instance, specimen TC-20-1 represents a tension coupon at 20 °C, the second number denotes the serial one for a group. Table 1 gives measure size of tension coupons at room temperature.

Standard tension coupon tests were carried out according to GB/T 228.1-2010 [18]. A Zwick universal materials tester, type Z100, 100 kN as shown in Fig. 3(a) was utilized and the measurement of strain is shown in Fig. 3(b). The test uses automatic stress-control loading, and the stress rate is controlled at 6~60 N/s before yielding, then the test rate is increased to a strain rate of no more than 0.008 s⁻¹ after yielding. The strain was measured using a contact extensometer, of which a gauge length of 55 mm was set. The extensometer can track the strain readings until final fracture failure of the coupon.

2.2. Test at elevated temperatures

The same SC steel plate was used with the above test. Size of the specimen for tension coupon tests at elevated temperatures is shown in Fig. 4. A total of 10 tension coupons were designed and prepared herein, and the temperatures are 200°C, 400°C, 600°C, 800°C, 900°C. Two specimens at each elevated temperature were prepared and their labeling rules are the same as above.

Table 1. Geometric measurements of the specimens at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>βN</th>
<th>tc (mm)</th>
<th>t (mm)</th>
<th>βM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC-20-1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-20-2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-20-3</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: βN means the nominal value of clad ratio of the specimens; tc means the thickness of the cladding metal; t means the total thickness of the specimens; βM means the calculated clad ratio using measurements.
Table 2. Geometric measurements of the specimens at elevated temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>( \beta_N )</th>
<th>( t_c ) (mm)</th>
<th>( t ) (mm)</th>
<th>( \beta_M )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC-200-1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-200-2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-400-1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-400-2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>8.26</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-600-1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-600-2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-800-1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-800-2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-900-1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-900-2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard tension coupon tests were carried out according to GB/T 228.2-2010 [19]. A MTS universal materials tester, type MTS880, 100 kN as shown in Fig. 6 was utilized and a heating equipment was MTS653, up to 1200 °C. The test uses automatic strain-control loading, and the strain rate is controlled at 0.3 mm/min before yielding, then the test rate is increased to 5 mm/min. The strain was measured using an elevated temperature extensometer, type MTS632.53F, of which a gauge length of 25 mm was set.

Fig. 6. Test setup at elevated temperatures.

3. Test Results and Analyses

3.1. Failure modes

With respect to the tests at room temperature, at the beginning of the application of tension load, no significant plastic deformation occurred. After reaching the ultimate tensile strength, a conspicuous necking phenomenon can be observed. With development of necking, the specimens suddenly separated from each other within the necking area, followed by eventual fracture. Photos of fracture failure are shown in Fig. 7.

(a) Specimen fracture (b) Separated layer

Fig. 7. Fracture failure of specimens at room temperature.

With respect to the tests at elevated temperatures, failure phenomenon of tensile specimens is shown in Fig. 8. Each specimen experienced visible plastic deformation from stretching to breaking, with marked necking being observed. It’s noteworthy that, the plastic deformation of Q235B steel is larger than that of 316L austenitic steel, i.e. the stainless steel component fractured first at elevated temperatures. It shows that the clad steel’s ductility has been worsened compared with the base steel at elevated temperatures.

Fig. 8. Failure modes of coupons at elevated temperatures.

3.2. Stress-strain curves

Figs. 9(a)–(f) show stress-strain curves of each group of tension coupons. It should note that curves appears different in terms of initial modulus in Figs. 9(c)–(e). As can be seen that when the temperatures is lower than 600°C, the curves are smooth, but fluctuating in case the temperature is higher than 600°C. It can be seen that the slope of the curve, with an increase of the temperatures, is getting smaller, and the peak point is also smaller. These phenomena are due to descending properties of the two kinds of materials at elevated temperatures. The effect of this temperature on the individual tensile properties of the SC steel will be discussed further.
3.3. Material properties

Based on the test results, it can be found that elastic modulus of the SC steel decreases with the temperatures being increased generally, this is because of the elasticity modulus of cladding steel and base steel both being reduced with increasing temperature, and the base steel weakened more severely. Similarly, the yield strength decreases with the temperature increasing, as shown in Fig. 10. And the tensile strength is also in the same case, as shown in Fig. 11. At the room temperature, the two component steels fractured at the same time, whilst at other elevated temperatures the specimens have two different elongation percentages after fracture for the two layers.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, primary standard tension coupon tests of SC steel are carried out. A number of test data are obtained and various material properties with temperature varying are clarified. The following conclusions may be made:

(1) SC steel is a typical non-liner material with no visible yield plateau generally, of which yield strength is determined by the proof strength corresponding to 0.2% plastic strain.

(2) The temperature has significant effects on the elastic modulus, yield strength, ultimate tensile stress and elongation percentage. It is necessary to put forward a constitutive relationship with temperatures varying.

(3) Two component materials are inconsistent with elastic modulus and elongation percentage at elevated temperatures.
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Abstract

High strength concrete encased columns are being developed for erecting high-rise buildings as their higher load bearing capacity and smaller cross section size than normal concrete encased column. At ambient temperature, high strength concrete is always mixed with steel fibers to improve its ductility to match the material properties of high strength steel while constructing concrete encased columns. However, for high strength concrete at elevated temperature, spalling usually can be observed due to different thermal properties of various materials mixed such as siliceous aggregate, cement, silica fume, grit and moisture. Most of previous studies present that pore vapor compression induces high strength concrete spalling and propylene fiber can prevent it from spalling. The aim of the present experimental study is to discover the minimum propylene fiber ratio to prevent spalling of 115~120MPa concrete with aggregate and steel fiber. The experimental study carried out on 17 specimens with different water-binder ratio, steel fiber ratio and monofilament propylene fiber ratio exposed to ISO834 fire. The test results that 0.15% by volume of propylene fibers can prevent 115/120MPa high strength concrete with aggregate from spalling. It is worth noting that propylene fiber mixture ratio of 0.15% is lower than that of EN 1992-1-2 proposed up to 0.22%. Lower propylene fiber mixture ratio has been soak to improve the workability of 115~120MPa high strength concrete with steel fibers.

Keywords: high strength concrete; ISO834 fire; propylene fiber; spalling; steel fiber.

1. Introduction

High strength concrete (HSC) with cubic compressive strength of 115~120MPa can now be manufactured by most concrete plants due to the availability of a variety of additives such as silica fume and water reducing admixture. In terms of economic advantage, cost studies have shown that HSC can carry the same compression load at least cost than normal strength concrete, and thus the higher material costs for HSC are more than compensated for. In terms of architectural advantage, HSC allows smaller size columns to be used in high-rise construction. This results in more usable space in the buildings [1].

A question may be raised as to what behaviors of the HSC in fire [2]. Recent results of fire tests have shown that there is well-defined difference between the properties of HSC and NSC at high temperature [3]. However, what is more important about HSC is the occurrence of explosive spalling when HSC is subjected to rapid heating, as in the case of a fire. This failure mechanism was mentioned but not dealt with sufficiently in the previous studies. Experimental studies have shown that explosive spalling of HSC is affected by the following factors: rate of temperature rise, mineralogical composition of the aggregates, thermal induced mechanical stress, reinforcement arrangement, moisture content, and density of the concrete matrix.

HSC is achieved mainly by using a low water-cement (W/C) ratio and silica fume. Thus, HSC has lower permeability and water content compared with NSC. It has been theorized, and somewhat qualitatively validated by experiments, that the higher susceptibility of HSC which limits the ability of moisture to
escape from the pore. As heating increases the pore compression also increases. This increase in vapor compression continuous until the internal stresses becomes so large as to cause explosive spalling of the heated concrete. This failure mechanism has been observed on an inconsistent basis by researchers [4]. Often, explosive spalling has occurred to online a fewer HSC specimens from a large group of specimens that were subjected to identical testing conditions. This erratic behavior makes it difficult to predict with certainty when HSC will fail by explosive spalling.

HSC is a rather brittle material. Thus, steel fiber has been used to improve the ductility capacity of the HSC. Meanwhile, polypropylene fiber has been proposed to prevent spalling in case of fire. Then, the higher ratio of fiber can led to twist and reduce workability of the HSC. EN1992-1-2 proposed a value of PP ratio 0.22% by volume to prevent spalling dependent on the moisture of the concrete for concrete grades C 55/67 to C 80/95 [5].

The aim of this study is to determine an optimized PP ratio to prevent spalling for cubic strength of 115–120MPa of the concrete mix designed by this study. The effect of steel fiber on spalling resistance has also been investigate in this study.

2. Experimental study

2.1. Materials and mix design

P- II Type 52.5 Onoda cement, river sand, granite aggregate with size range of 5–15mm, a high-range water reducing admixture, polypropylene (PP) fiber, steel fiber (SF) were used in the production of concrete. The properties of fibers are listed in Table 1. Two types of mix properties of HSC are listed in Table 2. The cubic strength of HSC increased from 116MPa to 134MPa while water-binder ratio decreasing from 0.18 to 0.15. Mixes were casted into 10 × 10 × 10cm prisms (see Fig. 1) and the specimens were kept in laboratory environment for 24h. after demoulding, the specimens were labeled and then cured in 98% humidity at 20 °C for 28 days. Then, cubic compressive strength under each mixes of HSC have been tested and listed in Table 2 & 3 respectively. Fifteen specimens of HSC with different water-binder ratio and fiber were produced and listed in Table 3 and specimen size shown in Figs. 2-3.

Table 1. Properties of fibers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Melting point (°C)</th>
<th>Diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>1535</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Circular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mix proportions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>HSC1</th>
<th>HSC2</th>
<th>HSC3</th>
<th>HSC4</th>
<th>HSC5</th>
<th>HSC6</th>
<th>HSC7</th>
<th>HSC8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mix series</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>φ300mm × 300mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP (Vol.) %</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF (Vol.) %</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>116.4</td>
<td>118.0</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>127.6</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>142.6</td>
<td>136.5</td>
<td>134.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Details of fire test specimens (Note: the ‘—‘ in Table 3 represent ‘none’.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>HSC9</th>
<th>HSC10</th>
<th>HSC11</th>
<th>HSC12</th>
<th>HSC13</th>
<th>HSC14</th>
<th>HSC15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mix series</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>φ300mm × 300mm</td>
<td>φ100mm × 200mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP (Vol.) %</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF (Vol.) %</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>130.1</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>130.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Heating procedure

A gas furnace that can operate up to 1250°C was employed. The heating rate of standard fire curve (i.e. ISO834) has been traced for two hours. A thermal couple was mounted in the core of most specimens to measure the temperature history in the core of HSC specimens as shown in Fig. 4. It is worth noting that the temperature in the core of HSC5 specimen suddenly increased after fire ignition about 50mins due to the concrete spalling into debris. The temperature in the core of most specimens is up to 200°C or so after fire ignition about 2h.

2.3. Mercury intrusion porosimetry test

The characterisation of pore size distribution in the mesoporous and microporous ranges with variety of different concrete. Determination of pore size distribution by mercury intrusion porosimetry. Compression is applied to force mercury into smaller and smaller pores. Measuring the applied compression and the intrusion volume, the pore size distribution can be calculated. As shown in Fig. 5, the mercury intrusion porosimetry reduces with the decrease of compression strength of concrete. Comparison of porosity between the previous studies and two types of mix concrete listed in Table 2, the specimens holds the same porosity as the previous study with the same strength shown in Fig. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comp. strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Temperature history in the core of specimens

Fig. 5. Comparison of porosity between previous studies and present test

3. Test results and discussion

The experimental test results obtained from fire tests and visual observations are discussed in this section. Outer surface of specimens is destroyed, shown in Table 4.

3.1. Spalling observation

Shown in Table 4, exposed to ISO834 fire, thoroughly explosive spalling was observed after ignition about 50mins about 920°C for HSC5 specimen without PP fiber & steel fiber under 0.18 W/B. As adding 0.10% PP fiber, HSC1 was formed and observed partial spalling, shown in Fig. 4. If 0.22% PP fiber has been mixed to form
HSC2, no cracking was observed on the outer surface of specimen, shown in Table 4. Regardless of 0.10% PP fiber cannot absolutely prevent HSC from spalling, PP fiber can provide interconnected channel system while melted above 170°C.

### 3.2. Effect of SF on spalling

Based on the value of W/B of 0.15, HSC specimen was produced by mixing with 1.0% SF, partial spalling was observed as shown in Table 4. This result could be contributed to the effect of steel fiber on spalling. Steel fiber cannot prevent high strength concrete from spalling but can enhance the inter connection of micromaterial.

### 3.3. Effect of PP fiber on spalling

In the range of PP fiber volume ration from 0.1% to 0.5%, outer surface crack or partial spalling of specimens has been shown in Table 4. For W/B of 0.18, there was no crack observed on the outer surface of the HSC3 and HSC4 specimen with the same PP fiber ration of 0.15% and different steel fiber mix ratio. For W/B of 0.15, partial spalling has been observed by heating HSC10 and HSC11 which mixed 0.1 and 0.13% PP fiber respectively. If update the range of PP fiber ratio from 0.15% to 0.30%, there were no cracks on the outer surface of HSC6~HSC9 and HSC12 respectively exposed to ISO834 fire about 2h. Thus, the minimum PP fiber of 0.15% has been proposed to prevent 120MPa concrete from spalling or cracking by this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Outer surface of specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSC 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. Effect of size of specimen on spalling

Two sizes of specimen have been produced with the same value of W/B 0.15. One series of cylindrical specimen is with 300mm diameter and 300mm height, the others with 100mm diameter and 200mm height as shown in Table 3. Two series of specimen are with the same range of PP fiber ratio i.e. 0.10–0.15%. Shown in Table 4, both of mixture series specimen with PP fiber ratio less than 0.15% were observed partial spalling, but no crack on the outer surface of specimen with 0.15% PP fiber exposed to ISO834 fire about 2h. Thus, if the size of a cylindrical specimen is larger than $\phi 100 \times 200$mm, the factor of size will not influence on spalling or cracking for 120MPa strength concrete under ISO834 fire.

4. Conclusions

Behaviours of HSC under high temperature is different from normal concrete due to very dense microstructure. Precaution actions should be taken to prevent the damage when HSC exposed to fire. In this study, effects of PP fiber, steel fiber, water-binder ratio, size of specimen on spalling of HSC with 120MPa strength have been investigated. A series of conclusions were drawn as below.

- Spalling of 115–120MPa HSC is dependent on the ratio of PP fiber mixed in concrete. Explosive spalling was observed especially in non-fibrous specimen after fire ignition 50 minutes.

- For PP fiber ratio below 0.15%, partial spalling and cracks were observed in 115MPa and 120MPa HSC with 0.18 and 0.15 water-binder ratio respectively. No spalling and cracks was observed if the PP fiber ratio is not below 0.15%. PP fiber ratio of 0.15% is lower than that of 0.22% by volume proposed by EN 1992-1-2, have a remarkable effect on the risk of spalling of series HSC with cubic compressive strength of 115–120MPa.

- Partial spalling was observed in HSC with steel fiber ratio of 1.0% and no PP fiber. Steel fiber cannot prevent the risk of spalling for HSC, but can improve the inter connection of material.

- Specimen size cannot influence on the PP fiber ratio of 0.15% to prevent spalling of HSC.

Based on the results of this study it determined that PP fiber ratio of 0.15% can prevent the risk of spalling for HSC with cubic compressive strength of 115–120MPa.
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Abstract
This study predicts the shear strength of steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) members at elevated temperature using numerical modelling. The authors derived the stress-strain relation in the pure shear mode at ambient temperature based on a damage model calibrated at ambient and elevated temperatures. The model was validated on the special experimental arrangement for the pure shear mode of the SFRC in torsion. These results enables to determine the stress-strain diagram at elevated temperature. The shear strength of SFRC is compared with the compressive and tensile strength and used to observe reasons for experimentally observed failure model.

The work is a part of comprehensive project focused on development of design models for the steel and SFRC composite columns with circular hollow section (CHS) at elevated temperature. Research includes two levels accuracy/complexity, allowing simplified or advanced approach to design following the coming changes in European standard for composite member design in fire, EN1994-1-2:2021. Experimental studies of the project include mechanical material tests of heated fibre-concrete samples in tension and compression, thermal uniform and non-uniform tests of insulated fragments of CHS and tests of full scale SFRC CHS columns in steady-state and transient-state regimes.

Developing advanced FEM simulation of global mechanical behaviour of SFRC CHS columns is a multi-levelled composite mechanical and thermo-model and provide numerous numerical experiments. Together with steel material model in fire, validated FEM model of mechanical behaviour of fibre-reinforce concrete at elevated temperature is performed. Validated simplified and advanced thermal model of SFRC in CHS at elevated temperature gives temperature fields and moisture distribution inside section which depends on direction, heat flux, sizes and gives possibility to model different fire cases of full-scale columns in bending, shear, and buckling at elevated temperature. Proposed analytical and simplified FEM mechanical model of column is taking into account degradation of mechanical properties, analytical models of transfer of heat inside the column section and provides simple solutions for designers.

Keywords: Steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC); steel and concrete composite columns; circular hollow section; fire design; shear failure.

1. Introduction
The wide use of concrete filled steel tubes (CFST) in high-rise buildings construction caused investigations of CFST members’ behaviour which have been performed in the last three decades. Despite the presence of complexities in the studies of CFST structures, particularly their fire resistance, there is conventional set of questions in fire resistance assessment incorporated by their peculiar objects and characterized by principally similar ways of the solutions [1]. The first group is referring to the resolution of heat-and-mass transfer problem and its application to the sections of CFST members. As a rule, determination of temperature distribution over the section in short duration of heating is a first step to the assessment of fire resistance. The time-dependent pattern of temperature field can be
obtained by using numerical approaches, finite difference method of solution of nonlinear differential equations of heat transfer with appropriate boundary conditions [2] or by utilizing powerful toolsets of finite element analysis [3]. Mandatory attributes of advanced software based on fine element (FE) approach such are the modules with ability to calculate the parameters of temperature field over the section. Also, due attention must be given to the software developed on the base of numerical methods. Comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art on the area of constitutive modelling of material (concrete and steel) at ambient and elevated temperatures was performed by Li & Purkiss [4]. Also, Youssef & Moftah [5] reviewed the developed constitutive law for concrete and reinforcement and proposed models, captured the changes that occur in the mechanical properties of concrete due to confinement effects and high temperatures. They also took into consideration transient creep, using a simplified but sufficiently accurate method. However, the above-mentioned reviews and investigations defining general trend of concrete behaviour at elevated temperatures did not consider general cases of volumetric stress strain for concrete and did not have application to the concrete with steel fibres. Investigations, which had been purposefully oriented on SFRC mechanical properties at the high temperatures, was not fully developed and constitutive law was for SFRC in the general case of volumetric stress state in the full temperature range has not been developed yet.

The third set of studies is oriented on large-scale model testing under fire conditions and development of analytical methods of fire resistance prediction. More than 300 large scale standard fire tests have been carried out globally on CFST columns of various types. The main contributors to the available test database for concrete-filled square hollow section are prepared by Kodur and Lie for the NRCC [6] and Kordina for the CIDECT [7]. Current practice is to use higher strengths materials [8]. Since 1954 more than 150 CFST columns were tested in fire and less than 5% had SFRC infill.

Numerical investigations of the structural members’ fire resistance with FE approach - the forth direction of studies – have recently gained in importance. Certain boom of the works connected with rapid development of appropriate software is observed in the last decade. Representatives of research schools from China [9] performed series of CFST resistance simulation including condition of fire. Ren with colleagues showed importance of investigation of bending stiffness of composite CFST column [10]. Experimental studies and design solution within bending resistance of CFST members was summarized by Zhao et al [11]. Albero, Romero and Espinos’ latest years researches was summarized in a proposal of a new method in EN1994-1-2 for the fire design of concrete filled steel tubular columns [12]. This research was focused on investigating behaviour of CFST filled with plain and bar-reinforced concrete.

Presented work is focused on mechanical behaviour and design models of CHS composite columns filled with steel fibre-concrete (SFRC) at elevated temperature [13]. Finalised research progressed in prediction models of material mechanical and thermal properties as well as global behaviour of columns in fire. Prepared models are available in two levels of accuracy/complexity, allowing simplified or advanced approach to design in the development of existing standards and include experimental studies. One of questions is the difference between the plane concrete behaviour and SFRC behaviour under elevated temperature. One answer, the study of the shear resistance et elevated temperature is presented here.

The use of steel-fibres as reinforcement in plain concrete not only enhances the tensile strength of the composite system but also reduces cracking under serviceability conditions [14]. Further, steel-fibres improve resistance to material deterioration as a result of fatigue, impact, shrinkage and thermal stresses see [15]. The improvements in material properties, which improve structural performance, have extended the use of fibre-reinforced concrete to applications in the area of fire. The addition of steel fibres to concrete is advantageous as the melting point of the steel fibres is relatively high in comparison to the other materials. It improves the mechanical properties of the concrete and its fire resistance in comparison to plain concrete, see [16] and [17]. A number of experimental investigations have been conducted up to date with the aim to observe the fire response of concrete composites. Particularly, the studies have focused on the effect of a type, shape and content of fibres on the mechanical properties of concrete composites, mostly compressive and
 tensile strength including elastic modulus. Different kinds of fibres including steel fibres, synthetic fibres and a mixture of steel fibres & polypropylene fibres have been studied [14]. Lau & Anson conducted a detailed review of previous investigations on the field of plane concrete (PC) and SFRC behaviour at elevated temperature, see [15]. They reported about series of test of SFRC mixtures at temperature range between 105°C and 1200°C. They studied compressive strength, flexural strength, elastic modulus and porosity of concrete reinforced with 1% steel fibre (SFRC) and changes of colour to the heated concrete have been investigated. The results showed that steel fibre remains beneficial to concrete which has been exposed to high temperatures up to 1200°C confirming that at 1%, steel fibre content has no deleterious effect on heated concrete. In fact, the inclusion of steel fibre in the concrete mix leads to an improvement in mechanical properties and a better resistance to heating effects. Balázs & Lublóy made series of tests with concrete mixtures containing polymer and steel fibre at temperature from 20°C to 800°C to investigate post-heating compressive strength of SFRC, see [16]. The test results show that the advantageous effects of polypropylene and steel fibres in concrete subjected to high temperatures are mainly observed for thin fibres and not for thick fibres. Strength reduction and surface cracking are detailed for the various tested fibre-reinforced concretes. Kim et al. studied the factors influencing the mechanical properties of steel-fibre-reinforced concrete exposed to high temperatures, see [17].

Test specimens reinforced with fibres of two types (twisted or hooked) and three series of fibre contents (volume fractions of 0.25%, 0.5%, or 1%) were tested after exposure to four different maximum temperatures (room temperature, 300°C, 500°C, and 700°C). Test results show that the residual compressive strength, tensile strength and rupture energy of the specimens decreased with their increased heating. After the SFRC was exposed to the high temperatures, the relative loss in tensile strength was higher than that in compressive strength, but the relative loss of rupture energy was comparatively lower. After exposure to high temperature, the behaviour of the samples was more sensitive to the volume fraction and aspect ratio of the fibre than to its type. As a result, authors proposed a model of prediction of the residual tensile strength of heated SFRC based on the test results. Also, the present state of influence of elevated temperature to SFRC was clearly presented. Generally, the mechanical properties like compressive strength and tensile strength of fibre reinforced concrete at elevated temperatures have been studied sufficiently while the shear strength did not. There is a noticed gap of knowledge on the shear resistance of fibre reinforced concrete both at ambient and elevated temperature. In reality some applications of fibre reinforced concrete are frequently arranged to carry shear forces. There is a lack of realized experimental investigation on the performance of fibre reinforced concrete in pure shear mode without any flexural effects at elevated temperature.

In this paper a is investigated the pure shear resistance of fibre reinforced concrete at elevated temperature. A parametric study is done in order to fully explore the shear properties of fibre reinforced concrete.

2. Validation

Ráček et al. [19] investigated the pure shear resistance of fibre reinforced concrete at ambient temperature by creating a special new experimental arrangement. Pure shear was produced on the thin walls of the simply supported fibre-concrete by the application of torque. The objective of the experiment was to measure not only the ultimate strength but also the descending post-peak of the torque-twist diagram. This descending part of the diagram is very informative for composites with fibres. Experimental results bring new and important information essential for comprehensive understanding of fibre-concrete. These results enable to derive the stress–strain relation in the whole range of stress-strain diagram in the pure shear mode. Stress- strain diagram based on experimental results is presented in Fig. 1.

![Stress-strain diagram of SFRC at 20 °C](image)

The software ATENA was used in the present study to model the pure shear model. This
software package is mainly specialized and developed for the computation of concrete structures. The three dimensional model used for the pure shear properties of fibre reinforced concrete was validated against the experimental test which was conducted in Czech Technical University in Prague [13]. The properties of the fibre reinforced concrete which were used in the model were determined by an experimental test within the project. A hybrid fibres with a combination of steel and polypropylene were used for the experiment and the same material in the numerical modelling [14]. The amount of fibres used in the concrete was 1.7% in weight. Experimental tests were performed on conventional bodies at normal temperatures and elevated temperatures of 200 ° C, 400 ° C and 600 ° C. On the basis of the acquired knowledge a material model was made, which is to serve for numerical simulations of 3 dimensional models in ATENA. The input material properties of SFRC which were used in ATENA software at different temperatures are given in [20].

Support and load conditions were applied to the FE models according to the test. Load was applied at the top of one of the cantilever arm, see Fig. 2. The supporting conditions on the model were also made in similar arrangement which recreate the test conditions. The master-slave fixed contact surface was used to connect the tube concrete and the steel cantilever.

The validation process was performed through the comparison of the failure mechanisms in between the numerical analysis and the experimental test. The orientation of the diagonal crack which was obtained both through the experiment and the numerical model is presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the sensitivity of the quality of mesh size to the prediction of the failure mode.

Fig. 2. Model, loading, support conditions and meshing of the model

Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimental and numerical failure mode with 0.03 mesh

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of mesh to prediction of failure modes, 0.04 mesh, 0.05 mesh.

3. Sensitivity study

Sensitivity study is a desired element of the experimental work and an essential part of the numerical analysis. The cost and time needed to
perform a number of experimental study in order to investigate the response behaviour of different parameters is very high, but these difficulties can be reduced with the help of numerical analysis significantly. The validated model can be used to investigate the structural behaviour by conducting a sensitivity study on different parameters.

As the main interest of this paper is the shear resistance at elevated temperature, a sensitivity study is done by choosing different temperatures of concrete. Material input characteristics of fibre reinforced concrete at elevated temperatures of 200°C, 400°C and 600°C were already studied. Therefore, these temperatures were used to study the pure shear characteristics of fibre reinforced concrete.

![Fig. 5. T Shear stress - strain diagram for SFRC at elevated temperatures](image)

**Table 1.** The ultimate compressive, tensile and shear strength of SFRC and its % decrease at elevated temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Compr. [MPa]</th>
<th>Tensile [MPa]</th>
<th>Shear [MPa]</th>
<th>Decres. %</th>
<th>Decres. %</th>
<th>Decres. %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>-13.6</td>
<td>-11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>-16.1</td>
<td>-18.2</td>
<td>-24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-53.2</td>
<td>-68.2</td>
<td>-77.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To investigate the mechanical properties of fibre reinforced concrete at elevated temperature in case of pure shear, it was necessary to rely on the numerical model which was verified against the experimental results at ambient temperature, because it was not possible to find experiments conducted at elevated temperature for the pure shear resistance of fibre reinforced concrete. Using the numerical model, shear characteristics of fibre reinforced concrete at temperatures of 200°C, 400°C and 600°C was studied. In order to compare the results of the shear strength at elevated temperature, the percentage decrease of the shear strength was checked against the experimentally obtained percentage decrease of compressive and tensile strength of the fibre reinforced concrete at each given temperatures of 200°C, 400°C and 600°C. The results are provided in Tab. 1. and in Fig. 5. Looking on the results, the percentage decrease of the shear strengths lies close to the range of the percentage decrease of compressive and tensile decrease. Therefore, it is concluded that the results of shear strength from the numerical experiment was genuine.

### 4. Failure modes

Based on validated model for pure shear behaviour the failure of the SFRC et elevated temperatures were studied and validated on experiments for failure of cubes, see Fig. 6 from [20].

![Fig. 6. Uniaxial compression failures of SFRC prisms 150 x 150 x 300 mm at 20 °C, 400 °C and 600 °C](image)

By observing the failure mechanisms of all the conditions of the column, two failure modes were identified. When the axial load is applied without any eccentricity at any temperature, the FRC column fails in compression by crushing. However for the loads applied with the eccentricity of 10 mm and 30 mm, the failure is a combination of flexural and compression, see Fig. 7. Because of the end conditions of the column, i.e. pinned at the top and fixed at the bottom, the sensitive area of the column is close to the upper end with more bending and cracking noticed over there. The pattern of the cracks for the columns with eccentricities has shown that there is a development of a diagonal shear
cracks. Due to the eccentricity of the load a flexural moment will be produced and in turn this moment will create a shear force on the column. Thus the column is subjected mainly to compression and bending but also to the shear force. As noticed on the properties of a cube tensile properties of the SFRC decreases significantly with temperature, and these will result in the formation of shear cracks.

![Fig. 7. Failure modes of FRC column at 400 °C with eccentricities 0 mm, 10 mm and 30 mm](image)

5. Summary and application

The relative loss of tensile strength is more than the relative loss of compressive strength for the fibre reinforced concrete from Tab. 1. On the other hand it was found that the relative loss of shear strength of the fibre reinforced concrete was more than the relative loss of tensile strength for temperatures above 400 °C.

From the numerical results it can be generalized that the shear strength and tensile strength of fibre reinforced concrete are closely related to each other and the shear strength can be predicted from the tensile strength. But always the ultimate shear strength of fibre reinforced concrete is smaller than the ultimate tensile strength of fibre reinforced concrete. At temperatures between 0 °C and 200 °C the ultimate shear strength is about 68% of the ultimate tensile strength, at 400 °C it is about 61% and it is approximately 47% at 600 °C.

Generally, from this numerical modelling it can be concluded that at elevated temperature fibre reinforced concrete loses more of its shear resistance compared to the tensile and compressive strength. Therefore, it is recommended that in the design of fibre reinforced concrete at elevated temperature to consider the shear resistance in addition to the other mechanical properties of concrete like compressive and tensile strengths.

The failure modes of SFRC cube and column is greatly affected by the boundary condition and loading environment. It well described the space stresses under the thick load plate and combination of failure in buckling and cracking of top of the column, in plane of main stress inclined due to geometrical and structural imperfections of inhomogeneous material.

This research is focus to preparation of European approach for design solutions of SFRC CHS columns in fire. Presented experimental studies on SFRC composite columns are covering disproportion in available fire tests results, compare to plain and bar-reinforced concrete infilling and used for validation model of transfer of heat inside hollow section and global behaviour mechanical model. Results of FEM modelling are used to develop the analytical solutions to design SFRC CHS columns in fire.
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Abstract

Explosions produced in urban areas by the detonation of explosives are low-probability but high-impact events. When they occur in the immediate vicinity of buildings, the explosions can pose a high risk to the structural integrity (local/global failures) and to the occupants (risk of injury, death). Therefore, the design and the construction of the buildings should contain preventive measures to increase the robustness of the structures. The paper presents the results of recent research carried out on the safety of building structures under extreme actions. Blast tests performed on two identical 3D specimen extracted from a typical full scale building structural frame system and evaluate the consequences of close-in detonations on the structural elements. The data of the experimental testing, combined with the numerical modelling, allow to investigate different factors, such as dynamic factors that affect the local failure mechanism and the residual capacity of steel columns under different blast scenarios.

Keywords: Robustness; progressive collapse; blast wave; overpressure; moment resisting frames.

1. Introduction

During their designed lifetime, multi-story frame buildings may be subjected to extreme events, such as detonation of highly explosive materials in their close proximity. As the blast pressure decays exponentially with the distance from the charge, providing an adequate stand-off will substantially reduce the exposure of the building and the damage to the structural elements. Enhancing the local strength of building components to resist failure and creating alternate load paths are other means to reduce the vulnerability and prevent the progressive collapse of buildings, which is the main cause of blast related injuries and fatalities. Therefore, the awareness of such risk requires appropriate measures in the design and construction of buildings \cite{1}. The ability of a structure to withstand extreme loading events without being damaged to an extent disproportionate to the original cause is called structural robustness \cite{2}. Due to the complexity of the blast event (e.g. blast pressure distribution and history, dynamic effects in the structural materials), models and calculations need be checked against experimental data from tests on similar structures in order to provide a certain degree of accuracy. Reviews of the international research on structural robustness \cite{3, 4} highlighted this need for more testing data and improved modelling and design guidance. Some contributions to the development of robustness provisions have been also obtained within past research projects COST TU0601 (2007-2011), COST C26 (2006-2010), ADBLAST (2010-2013), CODEC (2012-2016). Krishnappa et al. \cite{5} conducted experimental testing and finite-element simulation on wide flange propped cantilever columns to observe the deformation and failure modes when high explosives are detonated in the close proximity and load the column perpendicular to the weak axis of bending. Studies reported in \cite{6, 7} also investigated the behavior of structures under blast loads. However, the difficulties and risk in
developing real blast tests transferred most of the research to column loss tests (or similar) under static or dynamic conditions [8-12].

The paper presents the results of recent research carried out on the safety of building structures under extreme actions. A two-bay, two-span, and two-story steel frame building model was numerically tested for different blast loading conditions to evaluate the consequences of close-in detonations on the structural elements. The blast tests performed on two identical 3D specimens extracted from a typical moment resisting steel frame structure [12], allowed to calibrate the numerical models used in the analyses. The data of the experimental testing, combined with the numerical modelling, allow to investigate different factors, such as dynamic factors that affect the local failure mechanism, the residual capacity of steel columns under different blast scenarios and the potential for progressive collapse resulting from such extreme loading. The study is part of FRAMEBLAST research project, which aims at providing the validation of the response of a full scale building structural frame system under blast loading, see Fig. 1. The building will be subjected to blasts with different charge sizes and locations.

2. Description of steel frame model

The steel frame model has two bays, two spans, and two stories (Fig. 2.a). The bays and spans measure 4.5 m and 3.0 m, respectively, while stories are 2.5 m high each. The structural system is made of moment resisting frames on the x direction, while on the y direction concentrically braces are introduced on the perimeter frames. The secondary beams are spaced at 1.5 m intervals. The extended end-plate bolted beam-to-column connections in the moment resisting frames are designed as fully rigid and fully restrained connections (Fig. 2.b). Secondary beam-to-column connections and secondary beam-to-main beam connections are pinned (Fig. 2.c and Fig. 2.d). The column bases are welded to steel plates bolted to reinforced concrete girders, that constitute the foundations of the structure. These connections are fully rigid and restrained. The design of the structure was done considering the seismic design condition, combining the permanent actions (dead load $D = 5 \text{kN/m}^2$), the variable actions (live load $L = 4 \text{kN/m}^2$) and the seismic action (low seismicity, horizontal acceleration $= 0.10 \text{g}$). Horizontal and vertical tying requirements for accidental design situation were also verified using [2] provisions.

The design resulted in HEB260 columns, IPE270 sections for main beams, IPE200 for secondary beams between columns, and IPE160 for intermediate secondary beams. Note that structural steel in beams, columns, and plates is S275 (yield strength of 275 N/mm²) and bolts are class 10.9 (ultimate strength of 1000 N/mm²).

![Fig. 1. Full scale building structural frame system to be tested under blast loading.](image)

![Fig. 2. a) 3D view of the frame building; b) beam-to-column connection; c) secondary beam-to-column connection; d) secondary beam-to-main beam connection.](image)

3. Progressive collapse resistance of frame structures

Notional column removal is largely used to describe the progressive collapse resistance of frame structures under accidental actions [1, 2]. The procedure can assess the behavior of a frame structure in case of accidental loading by considering complete removal of key member, i.e. column, regardless of the initial cause of the damage (e.g. blast). Since the focus of the study is the evaluation of the effects of close-in detonations against steel frames (i.e. local damage and progressive collapse potential), two
types of analysis procedures were carried out.

First analysis set employs the Alternate Path (AP) method using both static and dynamic incremental analysis [1]. Thus, the first storey middle perimeter column located at the intersection of grid line A and grid line 2 (see Fig. 2.a) is eliminated and the response is evaluated.

For dynamic analysis, the analysis procedure is repeated for increased gravity loads (dead and live load) till the structure undergoes progressive collapse. The assessment of progressive collapse using the AP method is in accordance with the UFC 4-023-03 guidelines [13].

For nonlinear static analysis, the gravity load on the bays immediately adjacent to the lost element and on all floors above is given by:

$$ G_n = DIF \times [1.2D + 0.5L] $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $G_n$ is the increased gravity load for nonlinear static analysis, $D$ is the dead load, $L$ is the live load, and $DIF$ is the dynamic increase factor for accounting for the dynamic effects of the column loss.

The combined load on the areas of the floor away from the lost column is given by:

$$ G = [1.2D + 0.5L] $$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $G$ is the gravity load.

However, in order to directly evaluate the dynamic amplification for each gravity load level, no amplification was applied in the static analysis.

For nonlinear dynamic analysis, the gravity load on the entire structure can also be calculated using eq. (2). The analysis cases are denoted as CR-S (for static analysis) and CR-D (for dynamic analysis), see Table 1.

The second type of analysis set consists in an explicit blast analysis, where the column is left in place and blast pressure is applied to the structure. The point of detonation is in the exterior of the structure, in the close proximity of same column A2. Column removal approach can provide an accurate prediction of the structure response when a column is severely damaged due to an accidental action. However, as seen from previous studies [12], in case of close-in detonations, the resistance to collapse of steel building frames depends very much on the blast load parameters (e.g. distance, weight), the level of gravity loads (compressive axial forces in columns), and the initial design conditions (seismic, non-seismic). As reported by [12], a charge weight $W = 1.815$ kg placed at a stand-off distance $R = 0.50$ m from a steel column web caused little plastic deformations, while for same charge weight but smaller distance ($R = 0.20$ m), the web was completely removed on a length of almost twice the width. If compressive forces in the column were sufficiently high, the “free” flanges buckle and the column failed completely. As presented in FEMA 453 (2006), expanding blast wave causes, in sequence of events, the building envelope to fail, the internal upward lift on the floor slabs, and eventually the engulfment of the entire building. Jahromi and Izzudin [14] discovered that upward lift of beams due to direct blast pressure increases the dynamic increase factor, with regards to column removal. Therefore, in order to assess the blast loading effects and the potential for progressive collapse of steel frame buildings, the following parameters were considered in the blast analysis:

a) Charge weight ($W$) and stand-off distance ($R$) (see Table 1). $R$ is defined as the distance from the center of the charge to the face of the column A2. Both $R$ and $W$ are varied but the scaled distance, $Z$ (see eq. 3), remains constant:

$$ Z = R / (W^{1/3}) $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $Z$ is the scaled distance, in m/kg$^{1/3}$. $R$ is in m, and $W$ is in kg TNT. Equation 3 is the blast scaling law introduced by Hopkinson [15] which establishes that similar explosive waves are produced at identical scaled distances when two different charges of the same explosive and with the same geometry are detonated in the same atmosphere. Thus, any distance $R$ from an explosive charge $W$ can be transformed into a characteristic scaled distance $Z$.

b) Position above the ground at which the blast occurs. This is set at five different heights, see Table 1.

c) Different levels of gravity loads on the floors, which were considered by means of the factor $\lambda$, applied to the gravity load on the floors (increased until collapse is attained).

For the analysis, the pressure was modelled using automated blast pressure loading curves from UFC 3-340-02 [16], see Fig. 3. Only the positive phase of the blast wave was considered. The combined load on the areas of the floors was given by eq. (2), multiplied by $\lambda$ factor for each level of gravity load, see section 5. From the
combination of the parameters presented in Table 1, resulted a total of 60 different analysis cases. Each case is denoted by a combination of charge weight W at distance R, height from the ground H, and gravity load factor, λ. For all cases, the prefix is Ex.

Table 1. Nonlinear analysis study parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W [kg TNT]/R [m]</th>
<th>Height above ground, H [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.815 / 0.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.126/ 0.3</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.52 / 0.4</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.36 / 0.5</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-S - static column removal A2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-D - dynamic column removal A2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3](image3.png)

Fig. 3. Blast overpressure at the column face vs time for each pair of explosive weight/stand-off distance (only positive phase was considered).

![Figure 4](image4.png)

Fig. 4. Geometry of 3D numerical model and the representation of the blast in ELS.

4. Numerical modeling

The numerical analyses were performed using Extreme Loading for Structures (ELS) software, which employs a nonlinear solver based on the applied element method [17]. The calibration of the model was done using relevant blast test results on two identical 3D specimen extracted from a typical moment resisting steel frame structure [12]. The 3D geometrical model of the specimen, see Fig. 4 was constructed as an assembly of small (discrete) elements, connected by springs which are generated at contact points distributed around the element’s mutual surfaces, paired as one normal and respectively two perpendicular shear springs. These springs can be removed when strain values reach the separation strain, or can be generated when contact occurs between elements, thus resulting in the modelling element separation and collision. The material models were defined by their main characteristics, i.e. elastic properties, yield strength, ultimate strength, maximum allowable elongation, and separation elongation. Structural steel S275 was assigned for all steel elements (beams, columns, plates) and class 10.9 bolts were used for connections.

Floor panels with no membrane or flexural resistance were used to model the transfer of the blast pressure (uplift) due to blast to the beams directly hit by the blast wave, see Fig. 4. In column removal scenarios, the presence of these panels have no influence on the capacity of the structure. To take into account the inertial effects, dead and live loads on the floors were introduced using lumped mass assignments on the top of the main and secondary beams. In the blast analysis, a 2 mm bow imperfection (L/1250) was imposed on the strong axis of the column A2 from the first story.

5. Results

Fig. 5 compares the static and dynamic load-displacement curves of the structure when the first storey column A2 is removed, obtained by plotting the vertical displacement of a reference point (beam-column joint at first floor above the removed column) and the corresponding load factor λ. The static curve reports the vertical displacement and corresponding gravity load factor, λ, from initial stage till complete failure. The dynamic analysis curve represent the envelope of the maximum vertical displacements from the displacement-time histories under different floor loads.

As seen from Fig. 5, the gravity load factor corresponding to the ultimate load-carrying capacity for CR-D is λu = 2.75. It is therefore of interest to compare the dynamic response of the structure calculated for the column removal scenario (CR-D) and direct blast analysis for gravity load amplifiers λ < λu. Considering the large computational time and effort, the blast analysis results are reported for three values of λ only, i.e. 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. Fig. 6 shows the displacement - time histories of the same target point for blast analysis cases under the three levels of floor loads. For comparison, the
maximum static displacement and dynamic displacement - time history from column loss analyses for the same level of floor loads (CR-S and CR-D) are also displayed. For clarity, only the blast cases leading to displacements larger than column removal analysis are shown. For \( \lambda = 1.5 \), the progressive collapse is prevented in all cases, and the most critical one is Ex-28.04/0.5-1.70, which leads to largest permanent vertical deflection. For \( \lambda = 2.0 \), the progressive collapse is prevented in all but one case, namely Ex-14.5/0.4-1.70-1.5, while for \( \lambda = 2.5 \), 10 out of 20 cases lead to progressive collapse. In the following, the main results are discussed and influence of the parameters considered in the study is detailed.

5.1. Discussion on height of the blast above ground (H)

The height H above ground of the explosive source was set at five different positions. The lowest position is just above ground level (H=0.05 m), while the topmost was positioned just beneath the first storey main beams (H=2.25 m). This results in different loading situations for columns and floor beams. Note that no interaction of the blast wave with the ground was considered. Fig. 7 shows the displacement - time histories for blast analysis cases under two levels of floor loads (\( \lambda \) equal to 1.5 and 2.5) and two W/R combinations (Ex-1.8/0.2 and Ex-14.5/0.4).

---

**Fig. 5.** Vertical force vs vertical displacement for CR-S and CR-D, column A2 removed.

**Fig. 6.** Vertical displacement vs. time, Column A2, \( \lambda = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 \).

**Fig. 7.** Column vertical displacement vs. time for different heights H above ground.
Thus, for explosions that take place close to the ground, the column A2 is loaded locally, and, furthermore experienced the overpressures peaks in sections close to the fixed base joint and therefore, they can achieve a reduced horizontal displacement compared with the case where the overpressure peak hits the middle sections far away from the restrained joint. The result is a punching shear failure, prior to the development of any flexural deformations. The uplift pressure against 1st floor varies and reaches the maximum for \( H=0.60 \) m (Fig. 8). From the combination of the two factors (i.e. initial local damage and uplift), the critical location for the detonation is in most cases at the top side of the first storey column (\( H = 1.70 \) m). In this case, beams and connections neighbouring the columns are also damaged, and even the uplift pressure is not at the maximum (see Fig. 8), it still leads to additional dynamic effects, especially for larger blasts.

**Fig. 8.** Beams vertical displacement at 1st floor vs. time for 28.4/0.5 case and different heights \( H \).

### 5.2. Discussion on charge weight (\( W \)) and stand-off distance (\( R \))

Each of the four combinations of \( W/R \) result in the same scaled distance, \( Z = 0.16 \) m/kg\(^{1/3}\). However, the effects in terms of local damage (direct effects) and structural resistance against progressive collapse (indirect effects) are very different. This phenomenon can be attributed first to the additional damage in the other members of the structure, beyond the column, for larger explosive weights. As may be seen from Fig. 9, for Ex-01.8/0.2, the column is almost completely removed, while for Ex-06.1/0.3 some local damage in the connection zone are produced.

For Ex-14.5/0.4 and Ex-28.4/0.5, the extent of damage is much greater and, apart from the column, which is completely destroyed, there are also damages in beams ends and their connections to the column. This effect may be also seen from Fig. 10, where the variation in time of weak axis shear force \( V_y \) and bending moment \( M_z \) in beam A1-2 (end 2) from 1st floor is plotted for four different \( W/R \) blasts (\( H=1.7, \lambda = 1.5 \)).

**Fig. 9.** Direct damage due to blast, charges at \( H=1.7, \lambda = 1.5 \).

**Fig. 10.** Shear force \( V_y \) and bending moment \( M_z \) in beam A1-2 from 1st floor vs. time, charges at \( H=1.7, \lambda = 1.5 \).

Second important effect is the additional dynamic amplification caused by blast pressure, when beams are lift upward, especially in case of larger blast weights and lower gravity loads. Fig. 11 plots the vertical displacement time histories in the perimeter beams A1-2 first and second floor cross section end 2, for two \( W/R \) cases (28.4/0.5 and 1.8/0.2) and two heights \( H \) (0.6 and 1.7), at \( \lambda = 1.5 \). Only first 10 milliseconds are displayed. As may be seen, for large blast charge
(Ex-28.4), the beams are subjected to uplift pressures, and the maximum displacement (uplift) are 22.8 mm and 17.6 mm at 1st and 2nd floor, respectively. For low charge weights (Ex-1.8), there is no uplift and after the blast wave damages the column, the beams are deflecting only downwards. The variation in time of shear force \( V_z \) and bending moment \( M_y \) in beam A1-2 (end 2) from 1st floor is plotted in Fig. 12 for four different W/R blasts (\( H = 1.7, \lambda = 1.5 \)). As may be seen, at the cross section analyzed, the uplift pressure determines a large increase of the strong axis bending and shear. Therefore, the effect of uplift requires that members that may be exposed to blast to be designed for load reversals. Seismic detailing are however designed for multiple cycles of load reversals and are generally well suited for these extreme loading conditions.

Fig. 13 shows the size of the floor areas that is likely to be affected by uplift due to blast. As may be seen, large parts of floors from the adjoining bays are subjected to uplift pressures.

Both blast cases Ex-1.8/0.2 and Ex-6.1/0.3 are well approximated by notional column removal for \( \lambda = 1.5 \) and 2.0, see Fig. 14. However, as the blast charge increases (but scaled distance is kept constant by increasing the distance), the damages are larger and the progressive collapse resistance is exceeded for heavier gravity loads. For such cases, the application of APM does not result in conservative results.

6. Conclusions
Close-in detonations can result in the severe local damage of critical structural elements of
buildings (e.g., vertical load carrying elements) even for small blast charges. The parametric numerical study showed that the local failure mechanism and the residual capacity of steel frames depend not only on the scaled distance $Z$ but also on the size and position of the explosive charge. For small weights, even the local damage is severe (column completely removed), the structure has adequate capacity to resist the progressive collapse. The application of AP method based on notional column removal provides conservative results. However, for large weights (scaled distance kept constant), the direct damages (due to blast) can be much larger and involve more structural elements, thus can initiate the progressive collapse. The effect is amplified by the uplift pressure against the adjoining floors, which increases the dynamic effects and risk of progressive collapse. A research project, aiming to develop and validate numerical models for predicting the blast response of a steel framed building, is in progress. The building will be subjected to blasts with different charge sizes and locations, resulting in different scaled distances. As the scaled distance reduces, the peak overpressure increases, thus causing the shear failure of the elements located in the proximity. The potential for progressive collapse following local damage will be investigated.
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Abstract

In steel frame structures, composite floor is an important element that plays a significant role in contributing to lateral stability. Its working role in the in-plane action is to transfer lateral loads, such as wind loads and seismic loads, to vertical load-resisting members. Such load transferring process depends on the in-plane capacities of the floor, which can be reduced after being subjected to explosion. However, the remaining capacities have not been previously studied yet in the literature. This paper presents an experimental investigation on the initial and residual in-plane capacities of the composite steel-concrete floor after being subjected to explosion, which was made within the RFCS research project BASIS: “Blast Action on Structures In Steel”. Large-scale experimental tests on four composite floor specimens, consisting of a reinforced concrete panel casted on a profile steel sheet Comflor, are performed to determine the in-plane capacities. The initial damaging of the composite floor caused by the explosion is reproduced by a flexural test using a quasi-static loading. In the in-plane shear tests, special connections between the rigid frames of the shear rig and the embedded bolts in the concrete are used to ensure a good transferring of the applied load. The results from this experimental study are the first insights on the behavior of the composite floor with and without initial pre-damaging. They can also be useful for a preliminary recommendation to estimate residual in-plane capacities (stiffness and resistance) of the composite floor after being subjected to explosion.

Keywords: Composite steel-concrete floor; Residual in-plane shear capacities; Large-scale experimental tests; Explosion.

1. Introduction

The composite slab has become increasingly more popular for its benefits over traditional reinforced concrete slab, mainly the erection time and cost saving. The advantages of the composite floor system have been mentioned in many research reports [1-4]. It is inferred in those reports that the composite floor system provided at least two important features over a traditionally reinforced concrete slab. For one thing, in the composite slab system, steel decks are used to possibly provide formworks during the casting stages of the topping concrete. Such an application makes it possible to save more time in formwork installation. Furthermore, the steel deck is also viewed to have an ability to function like a tension reinforcement in composite action of the system under positive bending.

The composite floor was first introduced in the 1950s and the main concern at those times was solely related to the gravity-load capacity, as stated by Easterling and Porter [1]. However, there exist also lateral loads such as forces due to wind or seismic event. That being said, the floor system working as a diaphragm takes part in resisting the lateral loads by distributing the in-plane load to the frame system. Due to its important working role, the in-plane characteristics of the slab should be rigorously studied in addition to its characteristics regarding to gravity load.

The in-plane characteristics of the thin panel can be investigated using different types of typical shear test fixtures such as Rail Shear fixture, Picture Frame Shear fixture, Cantilever, and Three Points [5]. The picture frame test has been used to determine in-plane stiffness of
various material types, ranging from textile to steel plate as found in [6-8]. The technique of the picture frame test consists of a frame or fixture of four stiff members, attaching to each and every edge of a square or rectangular specimen and being applied with a uniaxial force at two diagonally opposite corners of the frame [8]. The frame is also pinned at all of its corners so that the bending moment occurring at each corner is not resisted. The use of picture frame test to obtain shear stiffness of gypsum, fiberboards and combinations of other non-structural roofing system by Mastrogiuseppe et al [9] led to the understanding that the picture frame test can be applied to many types of thin panel of various materials. Such fixture, also called a shear testing rig, is also used in other references such as [3, 10-12] as to acquire the in-plane characteristics of the composite walling system and the profiled steel sheeting. However, the picture frame fixture is most of the time constructed in a small scale, the configuration of whom is detailed in [3]. Since it is preferable to have a full-scale test of composite slab under in-plane shear load, a composite diaphragm test [1] and a cantilever diaphragm test [2] have been proposed in the literature. Such configurations allow the usage of a full-scale specimen. Rafiei et al [13] recently adapted the composite diaphragm test and the picture frame test to investigate the behavior of a composite walling system consisting of two skins of profiled steel sheeting and an infill of concrete subjected to in-plane impact loading using large-scale specimens. Yet, such an adaptation has not been done for the case of a composite slab with profile steel sheet. The adapted configuration of the test can indeed be used to acquire the information of the in-plane capacities of the composite slab.

The objective of this paper is to determine the initial and residual in-plane capacities of the composite floor with profile steel sheet after being damaged by an uplifting caused by blast action. In this paper, a newly adapted configuration of the large-scale in-plane shear test is presented. The initial damage caused by the explosion is experimentally reproduced by a flexural test using a quasi-static loading.

2. Experimental plan

The following experimental plan was defined. First, two composite floor specimens were submitted to in-plane shear tests at INSA Rennes in order to find their initial shear stiffness. The shear force was limited to 50 kN in order not to initiate any crack on the specimen. The results for the two specimens were not conclusive because the low value of the force made it impossible to obtain a stable value of the displacement. Hence, an additional third specimen was made with newly casted concrete and tested up to collapse without pre-damaging by explosion. The results obtained were used as a reference. Next, the two specimens were sent to Institut National de l’Environnement Industriel et des Risques (INERIS) for the explosion test to generate damage due to blast. After being exposed to explosion, the two specimens were delivered back to INSA Rennes to perform the tests in order to determine the residual shear stiffness and the ultimate shear resistance of the specimen.

Unfortunately, the explosion tests at INERIS had completely destroyed the composite specimens, making it impossible to test them for residual stiffness. As a result, it was decided to alter the experimental plan. An additional fourth specimen was made with newly casted concrete and used in a supplementary flexural test that quasi-statically reproduces the predamaging on the specimen. The damaged specimen was then tested for the residual stiffness and the ultimate shear resistance.

3. Specimen and material properties

The composite beam specimen was defined with regard to a reference building given in a European project called Blast Action on Structures in Steel (BASIS), with some necessary adaptations following the installation capacities of the laboratory at INERIS.

Illustrated in Fig. 1, the specimen was composed of a composite floor with two steel
profile sheets Comflor and 56 M-16 bolts. The composite floor, with the dimension of 1800 mm-by-2000 mm and the thickness of 100 mm, was fabricated by casting concrete of a C25/30 type on a corrugated steel sheeting Comflor 46 whose nominal yield limit was 280 MPa (supplied by Tata Steel) with a HA-6 mm meshed reinforcement. The steel sheetings were overlapped each other without welding. The rebars of diameter 6 mm and 8 mm had a nominal yield strength of 500 MPa. A more detail on the adaptation of the specimen and the material properties of each component in the specimen are described in [14]. The supplementary third and fourth specimens were cast separately with new concrete material. The characteristics of the concrete at the time of the tests (on 10/06/2015 for the initial inplane shear test on the third specimen without pre-damaging, and on 16/02/2016 and 04/03/2016 for the flexural test and residual inplane shear test on the fourth specimen, respectively) are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of concrete from cylinder tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Test date</th>
<th>Ages (days)</th>
<th>f&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt; (MPa)</th>
<th>f&lt;sub&gt;cm&lt;/sub&gt; (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>10/06/2015</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>34.17</td>
<td>34.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>35.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>16/02/2016</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>48.92</td>
<td>48.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>04/03/2016</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>48.27</td>
<td>47.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48.26</td>
<td>48.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. In-plane shear test: experimental set-up and loading procedure

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the composite floor is bolted along its four edges to rigid frames with 15 bolts of type M16 at the edge sides of 2 m and 13 bolts at the edge sides of 1.8 m. Each member of the rigid frame has a U-shape cross-section with a height of 120 mm, the dimensions of which are shown in Fig. 3. These rigid frames are pinned at each and every corner of the composite floor panel by M-60 bolts.

![Fig. 3. U-shape cross-section of frame.](image)

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the set of the composite floor specimen and the rigid frames is positioned vertically on a rigid frame system (mesh floor and reacting frame system). Having one end fixed to the reacting frame by bolts, a hydraulic servo controlled actuator applied a horizontal load on one of the top M-60 pins of the specimen. This force jack had a load capacity of 500 kN for the initial and residual stiffness test and 1500 kN for the residual ultimate resistance test. The bottom M-60 pins of the specimen were fixed with the supporting rigid frame system and restrained from horizontal displacements by a steel profile.

The M-16 bolts were embedded inside the concrete and passed through holes in the Comflor in order to have immediate contact. On the other hand, the contact between the M-16 bolts and the U-shape rigid frames is ensured by a special contact system, as shown in Fig. 5. This contact system comprised a tube with an internal diameter of 15 mm and external diameter of 40 mm, a M-10 bolt, a demi-round steel piece and a round steel plate. The tube was placed inside an oval slotted hole in the U-shape frames whereas the M-10 bolt was welded to the demi-round steel piece that was in contact with the inside a surface of the frame hole, and placed inside and along the slotted hole. The contact was made by screwing the M10 not with an oversized length. This contact system was necessary considering the deformations provoked by the initial blast and flexural tests.
The estimation of the collapse load of the specimen was done using the approach in the literatures \[11,15-17\]. The methods by Easley and McFarland [15] was used to find the critical load for which the steel profile sheeting alone can resist and by Kupler and Gestle [16] to evaluate the critical load for which the composite panel as a whole can withstand, respectively. From the critical load, the maximum load to apply in the initial test and test after explosion is then determined.

In order to define the sensitivity needed for the measurements, the horizontal displacement of the panel was calculated by using theoretical formulas and compared with the displacement in the experiments made by Rafiei [17] and by Haussain and Wright [11]. At last, the horizontal displacement is compared to the diagonal elongation causing first crack of the panel.

The estimated collapse load \[15-16\] was obtained with a value of \(608 \text{ kN}\). From this value, a maximum admissible load in a service limit state was approximated by a value of \(300 \text{ kN}\). In this limit state, the concrete was allowed to crack to some extent. To avoid any concrete cracking, the applied load for the initial test is obtained with a value of \(50 \text{ kN}\) by dividing the limit state admissible value with an arbitrary coefficient 4 to have a better confidence. The corresponding displacement was estimated to \(0.06 \text{ mm}\).

The experimental load displacement curves by Rafiei [17] could not be used due to insufficiently immediate contact of their test setup. However, he announced the first crack of his specimen at a load of 30 kN, which was converted to 90 kN in our case considering the ratio of the dimensions between his specimen and ours. In addition, by using the load displacement diagram by Haussain and Wright [11], the shear displacement for the limited force was approximately 0.2 mm. Also, the displacement determined from the cracking limit by a tension action in diagonal direction was about 0.36 mm. Hence, the limited displacement of 0.06 mm in our current test was well conservative.

In the initial in-plane shear stiffness test, 5 cycles of loading and unloading procedure between 0 and 50 kN were applied. In the ultimate resistance test, the load was increasing applied until the collapse of the specimen.

Wire sensors with the capacity of +/- 2.5 mm were used to measure the in-plane deformations of the specimen. For the tests up to the collapse, sensors along diagonals were re-
placed by sensors with a capacity of +/- 75 mm. The sensors were installed around the edges and along the two diagonals of the specimen at both the concrete and Comflor sides, as shown in Fig. 6.

5. Flexural test: experimental set-up and loading procedure

It can be inferred from the results of the numerical simulations of blast tests on the specimen, which were done by Tecnalia within the BASIS project, that the inertia effect is negligible. Hence, to reproduce the pre-damage of the explosion, a supplementary flexural test that applies a quasi-static load on the specimen was suggested. The experimental setup of the flexural test is illustrated in Fig. 7. In this setup, the composite floor specimen was placed horizontally on two IPE-240 support beams on concrete side. These beams are hinged to the UPN-220 potelets to allow the rotations of the beams so that the reactions to the specimen are always perpendicular.

In order to produce two loading pin lines on the specimen, two HEA-100 beams were placed on the floor through a contact of two profiles in-between (Fig. 8). These two beams were parallel to the support beams and attached to another HEA-200 steel beam, which is submitted to a downward action by a force jack.

The global displacement of the specimen is measured at the midpoint, applied load points, under joints and at the supports.

6. Flexural test: results

The flexural test was applied to the fourth specimen to initial a pre-demaging. Fig. 9 illustrates the global force-displacement curve.

Two major cracks along the direction Y (the span direction perpendicular to the supporting beam direction) and two major crack along the direction X (the supporting beam direction) were detected simultaneously during loading at about 22 kN. A sudden drop of the load could be observed when the cracks abruptly appeared. A sudden fall of load was again noted from around 24 kN to 17 kN when the length of existing cracks grew larger and a few new cracks appeared and joined the old cracks. The loading was stopped once the opening of cracks had reached a width larger than 1 mm. The maximum load attained is read up to 43.72 kN, which corresponds to the displacement of 10.42 mm.

7. In-plane shear test: results

Two specimens had been tested for initial in-plane shear stiffness for a limited force of 50 kN. As expected, the results were unfortunately not conclusive because the complex system in the setup required to create a pure shear state in the specimen made it impossible to obtain a
stable value of the displacements for a low force as low as 50 kN.

As a consequence, the third specimen without pre-damaging was tested up to collapse. The maximum load attained was 638.4 kN. In addition, the first crack (Fig. 10) appeared in a diagonal direction at an applied load of 290 kN with a top horizontal displacement of 16.1 mm.

As the load was progressively increased more diagonal cracks developed over the whole specimen. As could be observed during the test, the ultimate load was attained when the steel sheet buckled. This buckling was followed immediately by a local crushing of the concrete in the buckling zone, and the load brutally decreased.

The in-plane shear test was also applied to the damaged specimen damaged by the flexural test. It was observed that the initial cracks (see Fig. 11) produced by flexural test started to open at around 205 kN. The debonding between concrete panel and steel sheeting was assumed by cracking sounds during the loading at about 245 kN. The first diagonal crack was visually spotted near bottom corner on the side of reaction wall (edge 3) at 315 kN. It was followed by another crack which is found very close to top corner (edge 2). The main diagonal crack could be detected only at 565 kN. The buckling of steel sheeting was observed at 665 kN when a gap between the overlapping steel sheetings opened larger. The maximum load attained is recorded at approximately 670 kN. The concrete failed completely (Fig. 12.b) at a force jack displacement of about 80 mm. It was followed immediately by a local out of plane buckling of the steel sheet at the top of the overlapping region (Fig. 12.a).

Fig. 10. First diagonal crack (F = 290 kN) for specimen without predamaging.

Fig. 11. First diagonal crack (F = 290 kN) for specimen without predamaging.

Fig. 12. (a). Buckling of steel sheet. (b). Failure of concrete.

Fig. 13 shows the evolutions of the force in function of the distortion angle at Comflor side for both the specimens with and without the pre-damaging. From this figure, it can be inferred that both specimens attained nearly the same yielding load with a visible but short plateau before the collapse of the specimen by steel buckling or concrete crashing. The small difference in the maximum load might be bound to the difference in the concrete strength. It can be noticed that the in–plane stiffness of the composite floors between the two tests is relatively the same.

Fig. 13. Force-distortion curve: comparison.
8. Conclusion

This paper presents an experimental investigation on the initial and residual in-plane shear capacities of composite floors after being damaged by an uplift provoked by explosion. These shear capacities are determined by performing large-scale in-plane shear tests. The pre-damaging is reproduced by a flexure test.

The pre-damaging resulting in a major cracking of concrete with openings up to 1 mm has not induced a reduction in the shear resistance nor in stiffness of the composite floor. It is therefore interesting to further investigate the case of a more severe pre-damaging either by more experimental tests or numerical simulations.
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Abstract

This paper presents the numerical assess of the robustness of a seismic-resistant steel building with self-centering moment resisting frames against progressive collapse. The numerical analyses were carried out using a 3D model developed in ABAQUS. The 3D model considers the effect of the composite slab, where composite beams and their shear connectors were modeled with a combination of shell, beam and nonlinear connector elements. All the beam-column and beam-to-beam connections were modeled using nonlinear connector elements with appropriate failure criteria, calibrated against previous experimental results. The self-centering moment resisting frame where a sudden column loss was simulated was modelled using 3D solid elements to accurately capture its local and global nonlinear behavior. Quasi-static nonlinear analyses were carried out to identify all possible failure modes and to investigate the effect of the floor slab on the overall progressive collapse resistance. Nonlinear dynamic analyses were also carried out to predict the true dynamic response and evaluate the acceptance criteria of current building design guidelines.
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1. Introduction

Conventional seismic-resistant structures, such as steel moment-resisting frames (MRFs), are designed to experience significant inelastic deformations under strong earthquakes [1]. Inelastic deformations result in damage of structural members and residual interstory drifts, which lead to high repair costs and disruption of the building use or occupation. The aforementioned socio-economic risks highlight the need for widespread implementation of minimal-damage structures, which can reduce both repair costs and downtime. Amongst others, steel frames equipped with self-centering beam–column connections with post-tensioned (PT) high strength bars [2], [3] demonstrated their superior seismic performance, i.e., in minimizing the damage in the main structural components and in providing self-centering capability even under strong earthquakes. However, specialization of the structure in order to improve the seismic performances should not affect their capability to resist other types of hazard and multi-hazard considerations are required [4], [5].

Amongst others, man-made hazards deriving from events such as fire, explosions or impact gained the attention of many researchers in the last decades because of the possibility of progressive collapse [6]. Progressive collapse of a structure occurs when the failure of a structural component, leads to the collapse of the surrounding members, promoting additional or even global collapse. Despite the relatively large body of research on the seismic behavior of self-centering moment resisting frames (SC-MRFs), their robustness under a column loss scenario is not thoroughly studied. SC-MRFs are placed at the perimeter of a building as lateral force resisting system and, hence, they are prone to accidental
events that could produce the loss of one or more columns. Previous research on robustness of PT steel frame buildings focused on their 2D behavior only [7]. The present paper focuses on the robustness of SC-MRFs under a column removal scenario accounting also for the contribution of the 3D membrane effects of the slab based on 3D finite element models developed in ABAQUS [9].

2. Prototype Building

A 5-story SC-MRF using PT connections with web hourglass shape steel pins (WHPs) [3] is used as the prototype building. The plan view and elevation are shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. a) Plan view, b) elevation view of the prototype building.](image)

The frame uses perimeter SC-MRFs to resist seismic loads, while the interior frames are designed for gravity loads only. Two high strength steel bars located at the mid depth of the beam, one at each side of the beam web, passing through holes drilled on the column flanges. The bars are post-tensioned and anchored to the exterior columns. WHPs are inserted in aligned holes on the beam web and on supporting plates welded to the column flanges. Energy is dissipated through inelastic bending of the WHPs while the self-centering capabilities are ensured by the gap opening mechanism and the presence of the PT bars. More details on the SC-MRFs of the case study building are reported in [3], [7] and [8]. The composite slab has a thickness of 120 mm and is made of C25/30 concrete. A full shear connection is considered for the steel-concrete composite slab. The shear studs used for the composite connection have a diameter and a length of 19 mm and 100 mm respectively. An ultimate stress equal to 450 MPa is considered for the determination of the shear stud strength. No shear studs are used in the main beams in 2-5 lines of Fig. 1 because the concrete slab is simply supported to the beams.

3. Finite element modeling

The numerical investigation is performed using ABAQUS [9]. The column loss scenarios evaluated in this study simulate the collapse of internal column A3 of one of the two SC-MRF (see Fig. 1). Detailed modeling with the aim of 3D elements is defined only for the frame that experience the columns loss, while other frames are modeled using ‘beam’ elements. Only the first floor of the prototype building is modelled with the columns extended up to the half-height of the second floor (Fig. 2). Pinned connections are assigned to the top of the columns to account for the continuity of the columns in order to simulate the presence of the upper stories [10]. The simulation of the column removal is performed in three steps. In the first step, the PT steel bars of the SC-MRF that experiences the column removal are post-tensioned to the required initial force. Two concentrated forces are applied to the two edge columns of the second SC-MRF to simulate the post-tensioning of the PT bars. In the second step, the gravity loads are applied at both the slab and the top of the columns. In the pushdown analyses, the vertical displacement of the ‘removed column’ is gradually increased up to 2 m. In the case of dynamic analyses, these gravity loads are applied indirectly by changing accordingly the density of the concrete material of the slab.

Columns and beams are modelled using the Timoshenko beam element with linear interpolation (B31). The B31 beam elements allow for transverse shear deformation and finite axial strains and can be used for both slender and stocky beams. The beams, columns and stiffeners of the SC-MRF in the A-line of the prototype building are modelled using 8-node linear brick elements (C3D8), except for a small portion of the columns at their bottom and a small portion of the beams after the web and flange reinforcements where the 8-node brick elements with incompatible modes (C3D8I) are...
considered. These elements are very efficient in capturing local buckling phenomena and are particularly useful in these areas which are susceptible to local buckling. PT bars are modeled using 2-node linear 3-D truss elements (T3D2) and the heads using 8-node linear brick elements (C3D8). PT bars are attached to the heads using multi-points constraints. WHPs are modelled using 3D connectors CONN3D2 with elasto-plastic behavior in the beam longitudinal and gravity directions and rigid behavior in the direction transverse to the beam web and the two of three rotational DOFs excluding the torsional one. Concrete slab is modelled using the 4-node general purpose shell element (S4R). Elements S4R rely on ‘reduced integration’ and ‘hourglass control’. The steel reinforcement in the concrete slab is simulated via the rebar layer option in ABAQUS by considering a number of parameters (e.g., cross-sectional area of the rebar, spacing of rebar in the plane of shell elements, position of the rebar in the shell section thickness direction and angular orientation of the rebar). The mechanical shear connectors are simulated by using the three-dimensional connector element CONN3D2. The 3D connectors are assigned with a Cartesian and an ALIGN type of behavior for the translational and the rotational degrees of freedom respectively.

**Fig. 2.** Numerical model of the first storey of the prototype building.

### 4. Validation of the numerical models

Numerical models are built in ABAQUS to simulate the behavior of the basic structural components i.e., fin plate connections, steel-concrete composite beams, and the SC-MRFs and are validated against experimental results. Accurate modeling of these components is necessary to increase confidence while building the comprehensive model of the prototype building.

#### 4.1. Validation of the steel-concrete composite beam

For the validation of the numerical model of the composite beam, the experimental investigation performed by Vasdravellis et al. [11], [12] on a simply supported composite beams under a single point load is considered. Details of the test are reported in Vasdravellis et al. [11], [12]. The steel material of the beam is modeled by an elasto-plastic stress-strain law with hardening. Differently, for the rebars of the slab an elastic perfectly-plastic material is used. The concrete is modeled by using the concrete damage plasticity model in ABAQUS. The concrete stress-strain curve in compression follows a modified Hognestad stress-strain relationship [13] while the modulus of elasticity of the concrete E<sub>c</sub> is taken according to EN1992-1.1 [14]. For the validation of the numerical model, the experimentally determined tensile strength is considered. For the progressive collapse investigation, the mean tensile strength f<sub>ctm</sub> is taken according to EC2. An idealized behavior in tension is assumed for the concrete with a linear softening and a residual tension strength of 0.1f<sub>ctm</sub> starting at strain equal to 0.05.

Connector elements (of Cartesian and ALIGN type) connecting the middle surface of the concrete slab to the middle surface of the beam elements are used to model the shear studs (Fig. 3(a)). An elastic-perfectly plastic behavior is assumed for the shear connectors. Experimental strengths are used for the validation of the numerical models of the composite beams. Nominal strengths according to EN1994-1.1 [15] are used in the progressive collapse simulations. Maximum slips obtained from push-out tests are used in the numerical analyses to consider fracture of the studs. Fig. 3(b) shows a comparison between numerical and experimental results for the case of sagging and hogging moment, respectively. The simplified numerical model can capture the sagging and hogging behavior of the composite beam. The larger force capacities exhibited in the hogging moment can be consequence of the idealized behavior that was adopted for the concrete in tension.
4.2. Validation of the fin-plate connections

The experimental results from Thompson [16], described in detail in Main and Sadek [17], have been used to validate the simplified numerical model for the fin plate connection. The fin plate connection is modelled using the component method where at each bolt level a spring is considered having stiffness and strength that described best the combined behavior of the fin plate, the beam web and the bolt (see Fig. 4(a)). The stiffness and strength of these springs are estimated according to EN1993-1.6 [18] while the ultimate deformations according to [17]. Gap-like springs are attached at the beam flange levels to account to contact phenomenon at large displacements. Fig. 4(b) shows the numerical results of a four-bolt fin plate connection accompanied with the corresponding experimental results. A good agreement can be observed for the two cases.

4.3. Validation of the PT connection

The model of the PT connection with WHPs used in the SC-MRF of the case study building, has been validated by Vasdravellis et al. [19]. Previous results show the capability of this model capturing the cyclic behavior and the local and global failure modes up to large imposed displacements.

Fig. 4. a) Fin plate numerical model, b) comparison of numerical and experimental results for the fin-plate connection.

5. Quasi-static pushdown analyses for one-column removal scenario

Nonlinear quasi-static analyses on the first-story model have been performed to identify the failure modes of the building under the removal of the A3 column of the SC-MRFs. The implicit dynamic solver in ABAQUS was used for the quasi-static analyses. To eliminate the inertia effects, the mass density was reduced to the $10^{-3}$ of the initial density. The implicit dynamic solver is used instead of the static general solver because it is more robust in capturing sudden failures, such as the WHP fracture represented by the sudden drop in strength in the load – displacement curve. The analysis consisted of
three steps: a) in the first step the initial PT force was applied by imposing a shortening in the PT bars corresponding to an initial PT force of approximately 1087 kN; b) in the second step the gravity loads are applied according to the 1.2D+0.5L combination, where D is the dead load and L is the live load, as prescribed in the UFC guidelines [20]. Gravity loads are simulated by pressure loads on the slabs and concentrated loads for the columns; c) in the third step the fixed base support of the column A3 is removed and the column is pushed down up to 2000 mm. This imposed displacement value corresponds to a connection rotation of 0.25 rad (defined as the imposed displacement over the span of the beam). Three independent numerical models have been built in order to investigate and decouple the contribution of the several components to the overall progressive collapse resistance. These models are 1) a 3D numerical model including the slab, 2) a 3D numerical model of the frame elements and 3) a planar model that includes the SC-MRF only.

An optimized WHP geometry is used in the prototype building in order to achieve higher ductility capacity. This allows to increase the building’s robustness, according to Vasdravellis et al. [7]. The ductility of the optimized WHP, defined as the ratio of the fracture displacement δf to the yielding displacement δy, is equal to 18. Consequently, the rotation capacity of the connection is increased to more than 0.2 rad.

In Fig. 5 the load-displacement curves obtained from pushdown analyses of the three models of the prototype building are reported. The planar model and the model without slab give practically the same results. Hence, the contribution of the fin-plate connections of the orthogonal beams is negligible to the overall progressive collapse resistance. On the other hand, when the concrete slab is included there is a significant increase in the strength up to 30%. Under large displacement, fracture of some of the WHPs is observed indicated by the sharp drops of the plot. Local buckling at both the web and the flanges immediately after the reinforcement plates at the left side of the beam A23 is observed (see Fig. 6) at the initial stages of the pushdown analysis, however catenary action of the PT bars preserves the integrity of the building (see Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. Pushdown analysis results for the three models (with slab, without slab and planar model).](image)

![Fig. 6. Buckling of A23 beam after the reinforcement plates at web and bottom flange.](image)

6. Dynamic analyses for one column removal scenario

Nonlinear dynamic analyses of the first story of the prototype building are carried out in order to evaluate the contribution of the dynamic effects. The procedure used for the application of the dynamic load is the following: (a) a multiplication factor μ of the masses is defined as 1; (b) the gravitational field (a_g = 9.81 m/sec^2) is defined and the gravitational load combination 1.2G+0.5L on the slab is simulated by applying an appropriate value of the density of the concrete. At the same time, concentrated loads are applied on the top of the columns to account for the forces transferred by the upper stories of the building. (c) the column A3 is suddenly ‘removed’ by releasing the support; (d) the analysis is continued until the oscillation of the frame stops and the maximum vertical displacement is recorded. Rayleigh damping is used during the analyses. This procedure is repeated for increasing values of the multiplication factor μ in order to represent different design situations and to reach increasing displacement values.
Fig. 7 shows the displacement time histories of the removed column for a number of the magnification factor $\mu$.

Fig. 7. Time histories of removed column displacement from dynamic analysis.

7. Assessment of the UFC acceptance criteria

The Alternate Load Path method according to DoD [20] requires that the structure is be able to bridge over vertical load bearing elements that are notionally removed; if not, the structure should be re-designed or retrofitted. In the nonlinear static procedure, the structure should be able to withstand the actions due to the following load combination above the removed element:

$$G = \text{DIF}(1.2D + (0.5L \text{ or } 0.2S))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where DIF is the dynamic increased factor and to the following combination for floor areas away from the removed column

$$G = 1.2D + (0.5L \text{ or } 0.2S)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The DIF is defined for a steel framed building as:

$$\text{DIF} = 1.08 + 0.76/(\theta_{\text{pla}}/\theta_y + 0.83)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\theta_{\text{pla}}$ is the plastic rotation angle for the element, component or connection, and $\theta_y$ is the yield rotation. In a PT connection with WHPs, $\theta_y$ and $\theta_{\text{pla}}$ are defined as the connection rotations at which the first WHP yields and the first fracture of WHP occurs, respectively.

Since $d=\delta$ is the relation that connects the displacement $\delta$ to the rotation $\theta$ of the WHP, where $d$ is the distance of the WHP from the center of rotation, the following relation will hold, namely $\delta/d = \theta_{\text{pla}}/\theta_y = 18$. Using this ratio in Eq. (3), the DIF is 1.12 for the SC-MRF.

The DIF in this study is estimated as the ratio of the static over the dynamic force that produces the same dynamic displacement. DIF is dependent on the magnification factor $\mu$ as can be seen from Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Dynamic Increased Factor (DIF) in relation to the magnification factor $\mu$.

Comparing this value with the DIF found in the dynamic analyses, which is equal to 1.36 in an average sense, it is concluded that the DIF calculated using Eq. (3) is a non-conservative value to account for the dynamic effects of the progressive collapse in a SC-MRF. More studies on different geometries of SC-MRFs are needed to safely generalize this conclusion.

8. Conclusions

This paper evaluate the progressive collapse resistance of a seismic-resistant steel building with self-centering moment resisting frames that employ post-tensioned beam-column connections by numerical analyses performed on a 3D ABAQUS model of the first floor of a prototype building. Simplified and detailed numerical models are developed and validated against experimental results for several components i.e., the composite slab, the fin plate connection and the SC-MRF. Pushdown nonlinear analyses are performed to study the robustness of the building considering the column removal scenario. The results show that the contribution of the composite slab is significant and could overcome the 30% of the overall progressive collapse resistance of the building. Nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed showing that in this case the dynamic increased factor has values from 1.30 to 1.40.
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Abstract

This paper evaluates the robustness of steel-concrete composite floor systems subjected to Corner Column (CC) removal scenario based on numerical simulations. Firstly, a FE model is statically analysed subjected to a CC removal scenario, yielding the static load-displacement curve, the failure mode and load-transfer mechanisms. These results are compared with those of composite floor systems under an Internal Column (IC) removal scenario. Besides, the FE model was dynamically analysed by six times under the respective six levels of loads by suddenly removing the corner column. The dynamic displacement-time responses under all levels of loads were obtained. Six pairs of load versus peak displacement constitute the pseudo-static response, to assess the load-carrying capacity and ductility of this composite floor system subjected to a sudden corner-column-removal scenario. Lastly, dynamic increase factors (DIFs) are obtained through comparing the quasi-static and pseudo-static responses, which is further compared with DIF under IC scenario.

Keywords: Progressive collapse; Composite structures; Column-removal scenario; Dynamic behaviour; Numerical study

1. Introduction

The “911” event arouses world-wide researchers’ interests in studying progressive collapse. Consequently, a lot of numerical simulations come out, aiming to study the collapse behaviour of entire buildings under extreme loads. However, beam-to-column and beam-to-beam connections were usually simplified as pins, where were not sufficiently accurate to capture the behaviour of joints subjected to large deformation. In fact, joint behaviour can significantly influence the overall performance of a building, so researchers should adopt more refined joint models. Until the last decade, a number of experimental studies started to shed light on structural behaviour of sub-structures, such as joint components, 2D beam-column assemblies and 3D beam-slab floor systems, based on column removal scenarios. Certainly, testing 3D floor systems can yield the most realistic behaviour.

Qian and Li [1] experimentally quantified the slab contribution in RC buildings subjected to loss of a corner column. They [2] also quantified the slab effect on dynamic response of RC structures against progressive collapse. LIM [3] systematically studied the structural behaviour of 2D and 3D RC frames, as well as 3D RC frame-slabs subjected to column removal scenarios.

Chen, Huang [4] launched an experimental programme on a two-storey steel frame composite floor system to investigate the progressive collapse resistance subjected to sudden removal of an edge column. After instantaneously removing the column, the strains of remaining members were far smaller than the yield strains. That is to say, the structural behaviour at large deformation stage was observed or studied. Besides, only one free-fall test cannot determine Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF).
Hull [5] conducted an experimental test on a composite floor system under an Internal Column (IC) loss scenario. Unfortunately, the collapse was caused by artificial action so that they failed to unveil the realistic failure mode of the sub-structure subjected to an internal column loss scenario.

Song and Sezen [6] conducted a field experimental programme on an existing steel building by removing four first-storey columns one after another. The limited experimental results helped researchers to understand some behaviour of full-scale steel frame buildings subjected to column loss scenarios, but were not sufficient to investigate load-resisting mechanisms or failure modes since the structure was not severely damaged.

Johnson, Meissner [7] conducted a half-scale test on a composite floor system under different column removal scenarios. For the CC removal scenario, the load-carrying capacity was unexpectedly low and equilibrium was not achieved even at the first load level. It means that the load-deflection response was not obtained for the CC removal scenario.


From the above literature review, the only test under a CC removal scenario [7] was not carried out successfully. Therefore, there is absence of valid experimental results of steel-concrete composite floor systems subjected to a corner column removal scenario. Besides, although there was a free-fall test on a composite floor system [4], the dynamic behaviour at large deformation and DIF were not studied. Hence, the authors plans an experimental programme to investigate the static and dynamic behavior of composite floor systems under a corner column removal scenario, and further to study DIF, which are numerically studied in this paper before the commencement of testing.

2. FE Simulations

2.1. Details of floor system

This section presents the structural configurations of the floor systems modelled in this paper. Fig. 1 shows that the floor system consists of girders (or main beams), beams and inner beams (or secondary beams), and steel decking-concrete composite slabs, which is supported by three columns with corner column removed. To ensure continuity of the floor system immediately above the removed column, the adjacent-bay girders, beams and slabs are also included and terminated at the respective approximate inflection points, as shown in Fig. 1. Previously, the authors [9] have conducted similar floor system tests with the only difference in column removal location. Therefore, the structural configurations of the floor systems in the two series of studies remain the same. The composite slab is made of profiled steel decking (40 mm deep by 0.9 mm thick), concrete (65 mm thick in total), and reinforcement mesh (Φ6 at 100 mm spacing in both directions). The girders are connected to columns with flush-end-plate joint (Fig. 2 (a)), and secondary beams are connected to columns or girders using double web-cleat joints (Fig. 2 (b)). The details of the slab geometry and the material properties can be found in Fu, Tan [9].
2.2. Descriptions of models

The modelling method in this paper adopts the one verified by the authors [10], which simulated composite floor systems under an IC removal scenario using ABAQUS package. Fig. 3 shows the elements used in the model. The overviews of the models are shown in Fig. 4. The bottom ends of the three columns are fixed, while the cantilever ends of girders and secondary beams in the adjacent bays are vertically and horizontally restrained, as shown in Fig. 4. First, the model is statically applied with the respective UDL (Fig. 4 (a)) and 12-point loads (Fig. 4 (b)) individually. The results under the two loading scenarios are compared in the subsequent section. Second, the model is also dynamically analysed following the sudden removal of the corner column.

As shown in Fig. 5, a UDL is quasi-statically applied on the slab during Step-1 and remains constant during Step-2. On the other hand, in Step-1, the corner column location is also applied with a vertically upward supporting force which is equal to one quarter of the total applied load. At the beginning of Step-2, the supporting force is reduced to zero in 0.08s which is one tenth of the period associated with vertical motion of the floor system without the corner column, to simulate sudden loss of the corner column. The programme continues to run until 2s, which is long enough to acquire the maximum displacement. In this way, the model is analysed under increasingly greater magnitudes of UDL until the floor system collapses.

Fig. 2. Details of joints [9].

Fig. 3. Element used in models.
3. Simulation Results

3.1. Static behaviour

3.1.1. Static behaviour of floor systems under CC scenario

Fig. 6 shows that the load-deflection responses of the model under UDL and 12-point loads are the same in the ascending stage. The ultimate (maximum) load is 165 kN, while the corresponding deflection is 71 mm. Afterwards, there is no increase in UDL but a significant deflection of the slab, indicating failure of the composite floor system. Although the floor system starts failing, the UDL will not decrease since it is in
force control. In contrast, the advantage of 12-point loading is in displacement control, so that the descending branch can be captured. Considering the good agreement between load-deflection curves before the ultimate state, UDL can be substituted by 12-point loads. Besides, the failure modes of the floor system under the two loading methods are the same. As shown in Fig. 7, for both loading scenarios, the decrease in load is initiated by the failure of the slab at the hogging ends of girder B2 and beam B4 (Fig. 1) due to cantilever action. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the composite floor system under CC removal scenario fails in a very brittle manner. The reason is that Catenary Action (CA) and Tensile Membrane Action (TMA) are not formed. The load is mainly resisted through cantilever action in girder B2, beam B4 and the slab, indicated by the failure modes of the slabs (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). Since CA is not formed, all the joint components remain intact till the end. The failure mechanism under the CC removal scenario is totally different from that under an IC removal scenario, as simply compared in the following section.

**Fig. 6.** Load-deflection curves of composite floor systems under CC removal scenario

**Fig. 7.** In-plane principal strain distribution of steel decking at the ultimate state (peak load point).

**Fig. 8.** In-plane principal strain distribution of steel decking when slab collapses.

### 3.1.2. Comparison among different column removal scenarios

For composite floor systems under an IC removal scenario, TMA can be mobilised [8]. Failure of the slab would not lead to the collapse of the entire floor system, since the failed slabs can be supported by CA in the double-span girder and the double-span beam above the missing column. Alternatively, it is the complete failure of joint components at girder-to-removed column and beam-to-removed column connections governs the collapse of the floor system, when joint
components at the hogging moment ends of the double-span girder and the double-span beam are also severely damaged [8]. In this way, composite floor systems under an IC removal scenario can sustain greater loads and have much better ductility compared with those under a CC removal scenario, as shown in Fig. 9. It is evidently observed that the performance of the composite floor system subjected to penultimate External (PE) column removal scenario is in between those under CC and IC scenarios (Fig. 9). It should be noted that the modelling method under CC, IC and PE scenarios is the same with only differences in column removal locations, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 10.

![Fig. 9. Load-deflection curves under different column removal scenarios.](image)

3.2. Dynamic behaviour

3.2.1 Dynamic responses and failure mode

Fig. 11 (a) shows the deflection-time responses at the removed column location under increasing levels of vertical loads. If an applied load is smaller than 150 kN, the deflection at the removed-column location reaches the first peak within 0.03s~0.06s after the complete removal of the column at 1.08s. The floor system continues to vibrate for a few circels, then rests at a permanent deflection which is smaller than the first peak value. As shown Fig. 11, when applying UDL with the total load value of 150 kN, the deflection continues to increase until collapse occurs. If the floor system sustained a greater load (say 180 kN), sudden removal of the column leads to a significant drop of the floor with more than 500 mm of deflection at the removed column location, which can be regarded as an immediate collapse, as shown in Fig. 11 (b).
Fu, Q.N. and Tan, K.H.

Fig. 11: Deflection-time responses under different levels of loads

Fig. 12 shows the failure mode of the slab subjected to sudden corner column loss under a total load of 150 kN, which is similar to that under quasi-static scenario (Fig. 7). Besides, all the joint components remain intact in both quasi-static and dynamic scenarios even for the case under a load of 180 kN.

Fig. 12. In-plane principal strain distribution of steel decking under a load of 150 kN at 1.14s (first peak deflection).

3.2.2. Dynamic increase factor (DIF)

As shown in Fig. 11 (a), different levels of loads and the corresponding peak deflections constitute the pseudo-static response of the floor system subjected to a sudden corner-column-removal scenario (Fig. 13). DIF can be obtained through dividing the static load (Fig. 9) by the pseudo-static load based on the same deflection, as shown in Fig. 14 where the deflection is normalised as rotation ($\theta_{\text{pla}}/\theta_{\text{yb}}$) of the primary member (girder). The terms $\theta_{\text{pla}}$ and $\theta_{\text{yb}}$ indicate plastic and yield rotations of the girders. It can be seen the DIF for the CC removal scenario decreases from around 1.1 to 1.0 with increasing deflection, which is much smaller than that under the IC removal scenario. However, this finding from the numerical results needs further verifications by actual tests.

Fig. 13. Pseudo-static response.

Fig. 14. DIF under IC and CC scenario.

4. Conclusions

Based on numerical simulations, this paper presents static and dynamic behaviour of 3D composite floor systems under a corner column removal scenario. It is found that the respective static load-carrying and deformation capacities of the composite floor system are 165 kN and 71 mm, while those under dynamic loading are 150 kN and 52 mm. Under a corner column removal scenario, the
load is mainly resisted by cantilever action in the girder, beam and slab. The floor system is failed by the slab failure at the hogging moment ends of the cantilever girder, beam and slab. Consequently, composite floor systems under a corner column removal scenario fail in a rather brittle manner. However, Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) for CC removal scenario is much smaller than that under IC scenario.
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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental study on structural behaviour of composite beam-column joints under a middle column removal scenario. Specimens were subjected to impact loads from an MTS drop-weight testing machine. Two joints with welded unreinforced beam flange and bolted web connections were designed per AISC 360-10. One of the beam-column joints had a thicker composite slab. The joints were restrained by pinned supports at two beam ends, which were connected to rigid A-frames to represent boundary conditions from adjacent structures. Test results indicated that the composite slab significantly affected the impact force due to an increase of inertia. However, other structural responses (especially displacement of the middle column) decreased due to increase of stiffness contributed by the thicker composite slab. The finding was that increasing thickness of composite slab can increase the resistance of composite joint significantly due to increased composite effect. More experimental studies were conducted to investigate other types of joints.

Keywords: Composite slab; beam-column joints; impact.

1. Introduction

Extensive research efforts were concentrated on mitigation of progressive collapse of building structures since partial collapse of the Ronan point compartment in the U.K. occurred in 1967. Furthermore, the disastrous terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre on September 11th 2001 hastened the release of several commonly-used technical documents on mitigating progressive collapse, including UFC-4-023 [1] and GSA [2] guidelines. In these documents, a column removal scenario was proposed to simulate the initial damage caused by abnormal loading conditions, which was effective in blast-induced damage to columns tested by Karns et al. [3]. Several research studies were conducted on bare steel beam-column joints in structural frames under column removal scenarios, including both quasi-static [4] and dynamic [5-9] tests. However, tests considering the contribution of composite slab were limited to quasi-static [10-12] loads, although progressive collapse is a dynamic process in nature. In this study, two specimens with welded unreinforced beam flange and bolted web (WUF-B) connections were tested subjected to impact loads. The contribution of composite slabs to the resistance of beam-column joints was also investigated.

2. Experimental programme

Impact loads were applied to the specimens using an MTS drop-weight testing machine in Protective Engineering Laboratory in Nanyang Technological University [13]. Fig. 1 shows three-dimensional perspective of the test set-up. Two pinned supports at both ends of the specimens were used to represent idealised boundary conditions from adjacent structures. One strain-gauged horizontal short column stub served as a load cell and allowed external forces to be measured.

The test programme belongs to a research project which consists of different joints subjected to impact loads. In this paper, two of WUF-B joints are presented. In the project, a prototype composite steel frame structure was designed against gravity loads based on Eurocode 4 [14] and scaled down using a factor of 0.5 due to limited test space. The joints were
extracted from the frame and designed per AISC 360-10 [15]. One steel column was ‘forcibly removed’ as prescribed by UFC 4-023-03 [1]. The detailed information of these two specimens is summarised in Table 1. Figs. 2 and 3 show the detailing and layout of strain gauges of these two specimens, respectively. The only difference between the two joints was the slab thickness so that composite slab effect can be investigated. Close to the connection, strain gauges were attached to each component including concrete, profiled sheeting, reinforcement and beam flanges to monitor the development of strain.

*Fig. 1. Test set-up in three-dimensional perspective.*

Table 1. Summary of test specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Slab thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Drop-weight (kg)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C75W-M770H3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C100W-M770H3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nomenclature: C – Composite; W – WUF-B; M – Mass of impact hammer, kg; H – Drop-height, m

*Fig. 2. Detailing and layout of strain gauges of C75W-M770H3: (a) Front view; (b) Section 1-1.*
Fig. 3. Detailing and layout of strain gauges of C100W-M770H3: (a) Front view; (b) Section 1-1.

3. Material property

Uniform I-shaped beams and columns were made of Grade S355 steel. Grade S275 fin plates were 6 mm thick. Mild steel reinforcement in the composite slab had a diameter of 6 mm and was placed along both the transverse and longitudinal directions at 170 mm spacing. For profiled sheeting, re-entrant steel metal sheeting was employed. Standard concrete cylinder (150 mm diameter and 300 mm length) tests were also conducted. Average compressive strength was 50.6 MPa with a standard derivation of 5.4 MPa.

4. Test results and discussions

4.1 Development of impact force and displacement

Fig. 4(a) shows the development of impact force of both specimens. The first peak impact force of C100W-M770H3 was 1373.1 kN, greater than 1188.9 kN of C75W-M770H3. Since the same impact hammer was used, the peak impact force was directly dominated by the inertia of the test specimens. Specimen C100W-M770H3 had a thicker concrete slab, which led to a greater mass and inertia as well. However, the ensuing damped periods of vibration of both specimens were generally similar, although C75W-M770H3 had slightly greater value. In contrast, displacements of the middle column stub for the two joints show a substantial difference in Fig. 4(b). Although the impact force of C100W-M770H3 was greater, the peak and residual displacements were much smaller than those of C75W-M770H3 due to contribution of the thicker concrete slab, indicating that the former had greater resistance. The reason was that C100W-M770H3 had a greater lever arm to resist bending moment induced by the concentrated impact force, although reinforcing bars and beams were the same as those of C75W-M770H3.
4.2 Strain and strain rate

Figs. 5 and 6 show the development of strains recorded by strain gauges attached to various locations of the joints. To facilitate the understanding of these figures, the locations of the strain gauges in Figs. 2 and 3 were represented in each figure. Based on the yield strength and modulus of elasticity, the respective yield strains of reinforcing bars, profiled sheeting and I-beam were 1824 µε, 1980 µε and 2146 µε.

In C75W-M770H3, strains of the top concrete surface were negative as shown in Fig. 5(a) at the centreline and Fig. 5(b) at section 1-1, indicating that the concrete slab was in compression. It can be further validated by strains of the reinforcing bars in Figs. 5(c) to (e). Strains of side reinforcing bars MRR1 (Fig. 5(c)) and MRR3 (Fig. 5(e)) were also negative. Although the middle reinforcing bar was discontinuous, it could bear against the middle column flange so that compressive strain (MRR2) was also observed as shown in Fig. 5(d). Strain gauges MR1 and MRP1 were attached to the top beam flange and profiled sheeting, respectively. They were at a similar height at the cross-section of the connection. Both readings were negative in Figs. 5(f) and (g) so that they were subjected to compression, indicating that neutral axis of the cross-section lay in the beam web. The bottom beam flange (MR2 in Fig. 5(h)) was subjected to tension, which was large enough to induce plastic strain. Such plastic strain was the source of residual strain, which was large enough to induce plastic strain. Discontinuous middle rebar (MRR2) was subjected to compression as shown in Figs. 6(c) and (e), respectively. Discontinuous middle rebar (MRR2) was subjected to compression as shown in Fig. 6(d). However, the top beam flange (MR1 in Fig. 6(f)) and profiled sheeting (MRP1 in Fig. 6(g)) were subjected to tension as well as the bottom beam flange (MR2 in Fig. 6(h)), indicating that neutral axis of the composite cross-section lay in the composite slab. Since the slab was thicker than that of C75W-M770H3, weakening caused by the re-entrant profiled sheeting was not as severe. Flip-over of composite slab at the front side was not observed. Therefore, readings of strain gauges MRR1 and MRR3 were similar.

Similarly, the top concrete slab in C100W-M770H3 was subjected to compression as shown in Figs. 6(a) at the centreline and Fig. 6(b) at section 1-1. Side reinforcing bars (MRR1 and MRR3) were also subjected to compression as shown in Figs. 6(c) and (e), respectively. Discontinuous middle rebar (MRR2) was subjected to compression as shown in Fig. 6(d). However, the top beam flange (MR1 in Fig. 6(f)) and profiled sheeting (MRP1 in Fig. 6(g)) were subjected to tension as well as the bottom beam flange (MR2 in Fig. 6(h)), indicating that neutral axis of the composite cross-section lay in the composite slab. Since the slab was thicker than that of C75W-M770H3, weakening caused by the re-entrant profiled sheeting was not as severe. Flip-over of composite slab at the front side was not observed. Therefore, readings of strain gauges MRR1 and MRR3 were similar.

Fig. 5. Development of strains in C75W-M770H3: (a) C1; (b) C2; (c) MRR1; (d) MRR2; (e) MRR3; (f) MR1; (g) MRP1; (h) MR2.
Fig. 5. continued

Fig. 6. Development of strains in C100W-M770H3:
(a) C1; (b) C2; (c) MRR1; (d) MRR2; (e) MRR3; (f) MR1; (g) MRP1; (h) MR2.
The peak strain rates were obtained by differentiating the strains with respect to time. All the strain rates were in the order of magnitude of 1 s\(^{-1}\). Strain rates of the bottom flange in tension exceeded 5 s\(^{-1}\) and were marked in bold fonts. A maximum value of 7.34 s\(^{-1}\) was observed in the bottom beam flange of C75W-M770H3. Strain rate in the concrete crushing zone was around \(-2\) s\(^{-1}\) for both specimens.

### 4.3 Failure mode

Unlike previous tests on fin plate connections conducted by the authors [13], complete fracture of the composite joint was not observed in both specimens since they could resist the impact loads. Failure of C75W-M770H3 concentrated in concrete slabs as shown in Figs. 8(a) and (b), for each side respectively. Similarly, crack patterns for each slab side of C100W-M770H3 are shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b), respectively. For both specimens, two types of concrete cracks were observed: longitudinal and diagonal cracks. The longitudinal cracks ran along the re-entrant profile of the sheeting. They were caused by longitudinal shear, resulting from weakening of the concrete cross-section. The diagonal cracks were attributed to a punching-shear effect of the concrete slab as it was subjected to a concentrated dynamic load. All the steel components, including bolts, fin plates, top and bottom beam flanges, steel profiled sheeting and reinforcing bars did not fail in fracture (C75W-M770H3 in Fig. 9(a) and C100W-M770H3 in Fig. 9(b), respectively). Most of them remained elastic, except that the middle reinforcing bar yielded in compression and the bottom beam flange yielded in tension.
5. Conclusion

In this study, a test programme on composite beam-column joints with WUF-B connections subjected to impact loads is presented. Test results of two specimens were introduced in four aspects: impact force, displacement of the middle column, strain and strain rate, and crack pattern after the impact. The following conclusions were drawn:

- Both specimens can resist an impact load of 770 kg hammer at 3 m height and only small residual displacements were observed;
- Increasing the thickness of the composite slab can increase the impact force due to an increase of inertia;
- Increasing the thickness of the composite slab can increase the resistance of the composite joint due to an increase of composite section depth;
- A medium level of strain rate with the order of magnitude of 1 s⁻¹ was observed for the joint regions;
Major cracks in the composite slab governed failure mode of both specimens.
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Abstract

Due to the safety awareness arisen from natural and human-caused disasters, robustness design of building is increasingly important to ensure the stability of the building and to prevent progressive collapse. For this reason, the robustness design of innovative construction technologies such as modular construction may be essential due to its relative novel structural form and numerous joints among modules. Particularly in Singapore, Prefabricated Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC) has been highly promoted in residential and commercial buildings, hostels and hospitals to boost the construction productivity and quality as well as to reduce the reliance on foreign workforce. PPVC offers high quality and efficiency because most of the finishes and mechanical and electrical services are manufactured and installed together with the modules in factory, before sending for on-site assembly. To maximize the productivity of PPVC, modular design standardization and repetition can be improved by going for high-rise. Nonetheless, there are limited studies on the robustness of PPVC high-rise building and its behavior under progressive collapse remains uncertain. Therefore, this paper investigates the robustness of steel PPVC high-rise building under column removal scenarios by conducting non-linear numerical analysis. The effects of joint design and diaphragm action between modules are studied to ensure continuity of horizontal and vertical tying. This paper provides insight on the behaviour and alternative path for load transfer under column removal scenario for future design guideline of robustness PPVC building.

Keywords: Modular; High-rise; Robustness; Column removal; Pushdown.

1. Introduction

Robustness is described as the ability of the structure to withstand the action of extreme events without being damaged to an extent disproportionate to the original cause under the Eurocode [1]. Progressive collapse is defined by DoD [2] in the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) as the spread of an initial local failure from element to element, eventually resulting in the collapse of an entire structure or a disproportionately large part of it. Buildings with inadequate robustness are vulnerable to unanticipated extreme loads or hazards. Research on robustness and progressive collapse analyses has been intensified over the last two decades due to the several high profile collapses of multi-storey buildings caused by abnormal loads [3-6]. Some of the major progressive collapse incidents occurred in the past were: (i) partial progressive collapsed of 22-storey Ronan Point apartment in UK due to domestic gas explosion, (ii) 9-storey reinforced concrete Murrah Federal office building at Oklahoma City collapsed due to a truck-bomb attack, and (iii) World Trade Centre twin towers and World Trade Centre 7 collapsed due to terrorist attack.

However, little research has been done on the robustness of newer building technologies such as Prefabricated Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC). PPVC is one of the game-changing technologies that support the concept of Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA). Modular is a general construction term associated to it, describing the use of technology
that facilitates off-site manufacturing. Complete modules made of multiple units complete with internal finishes, fixtures and fittings are manufactured in factories, and are then transported to site for installation in a Lego-like manner. Aside from enhancing construction productivity, PPVC also delivers significant advantages in on-site safety, quality control and sustainability [7].

Unlike conventional steel frames, there is discontinuity in the structural elements at the connections between modules due to the way they are installed. The nature of PPVC creates multiple floor diaphragms instead of the otherwise single rigid diaphragm present in conventional buildings. The discontinuity in the structural elements and floor slab diaphragms has an adverse effect on the development of catenary forces in beams, which causes improving a structure’s progressive collapse resistance. Furthermore, there is an abundance of complex connections in a single PPVC building. Modular units are generally connected via the four corners of the unit using plates and bolts. This raises the question of the joints’ ductility during a progressive collapse.

A research done by [7] studied the robustness of modular construction by adopting a scenario-based approach in which modules are selectively removed. His work indicates that typical modules possess sufficient shear capacity to cantilever damaged sections of the building. It was concluded that the alternate load path method was the most appropriate means by which modular construction can comply with the regulations for robustness [7]. However, tests carried out by Lawson et al. [7] did not consider the geometric nonlinearity and overall response of a building under progressive collapse. This calls for further research to be done on the robustness of modular construction. Moreover, the limited research in this area needs to be boosted to meet the growing consensus in the structural engineering community that there is a need to quantify robustness for all buildings.

Therefore, this study aims to study the robustness and progressive collapse analyses in PPVC buildings. To achieve this goal, numerical models simulating a 40-storey steel frame PPVC building are developed using ETABS software. The simplified framework is put under progressive collapse assessment by considering structural column loss as a design scenario (Fig.

1) using nonlinear static pushdown analyses. From there, the progressive curves are studied to analyze the robustness and mechanical behavior of the building.

![Illustration of columns, in red, to be removed in a simple PPVC framework.](image)

**Fig. 1.** Illustration of columns, in red, to be removed in a simple PPVC framework.

### 2. Pushdown analysis

Alternate Path Method (APM) is commonly used in design guidelines for minimizing the potential for vertical progressive collapse and it is performed by removing a critical structural element one at a time to check the bridging capability of structure over the missing element [8]. The methodology is generally applied in the context of a ‘missing column’ scenario to assess the potential for progressive collapse and used to check if a building can successfully absorb loss of a critical member [9, 10]. In this study, pushdown analysis is chosen to study the progressive collapse of PPVC building because of its ability to account for nonlinear effects and determine elastic and failure limits of the structure [9].

There are two types of loading way in pushdown analysis: uniform pushdown and bay pushdown [9]. In the uniform pushdown analysis, gravity loads on the damaged structure are increased proportionally until the ultimate limit occurs as depicted in Fig. 2(a). The failure may occur outside the damaged bays, and thus it might not be possible to estimate the residual capacity of the damaged bay. Whereas for bay pushdown analysis as shown in Fig. 2(b), the gravity load is increased proportionally only in the bays that suffer damage until the ultimate limit is reached in the damaged bays.
In this study, bay pushdown analysis is used to analyse the effects of duration and instant of element removing as well as the locations of the removed elements. Force-controlled nonlinear static analysis procedure is adopted. This analysis method follows a loading procedure of which the vertical loads which are shown in Eqs. 1 and 2 are increased incrementally (in at least 10 load steps) until maximum loads are attained or until the structure collapses. This maximum amplified loads in the nonlinear static analysis procedure deemed by General Services Administration Progressive Collapse Guidelines [8]. As shown in Eq. 2, amplification factor of 2 is applied on the floor areas above the removed column whereas a value of 1 for other floor areas.

Floor areas away from removed column:
Load = \((1.2DL + 0.5LL)\)  

Floor areas above removed column:
Load = \(2 (1.2DL + 0.5LL)\)  

where \(DL\) refers to the vertical dead loads and \(LL\) is the vertical live loads.

Plastic hinges are assigned to the ends of each member. ETABS flexural hinge properties are assigned to both ends of each beam element. Default moment-hinge properties based on FEMA [11] guidelines were adopted for the hinge model, as shown in Fig. 3. The deformation and acceptance criteria of plastic hinges shall be the deformation corresponding to the points as displayed in Fig. 3.

### 3. PPVC model description

A 40-storey residential building is selected in this study as shown in Fig. 4. The steel PPVC modules consist of ceiling level and floor level (as displayed in Fig. 5) and are arranged around coupled core walls. Table 1 shows the structural member size used in this building. Coupled core wall is selected due to its higher stiffness and strength resulting from coupling effects. The horizontal forces are resisted through a combination of flexural action of the walls and frame action between the coupling beams and the walls, resulting in better performance than uncoupled walls that contribute their stiffness and strength separately. In this design, it is assumed that the core walls resist most of the lateral load to ensure the stability of the high-rise building, whereas PPVC modules take most of the gravity load. Moreover, as the modules are connected at the joints only, hence each module represents single floor diaphragm as displayed in Fig. 5(b).

As mentioned above, the PPVC modules in this study are made of corner-supported modules and they are connected to each other via corner joints. To ensure the robustness and stability of a module, the beams must be rigidly connected to the columns within a module. It can be done conveniently and in good quality by welding as the manufacturing of the modules are conducted in factory. To tie the adjacent modules (e.g. horizontal tying) as well as upper and lower modules (e.g. vertical tying), a joining technique using vertical reinforcement, shear key, and gusset plate as shown in Fig. 6, is commonly found in steel PPVC building in Singapore. An advantage of this connection is that it is entirely externally accessed, which means that there is no need to do any works (i.e. bolting or welding) on the inside of the prefinished modules. As can be
seen in Fig. 6, rebars which are secured via nuts at each level run vertically through the modules. This ensures vertical continuity and allows the transfer of moment from the modules down to the foundation. Shear forces are transferred between vertically stacked modules via the bearing of the bottom shear key against the top base plate. For horizontal tying, on the other hand, horizontal continuity is provided for by the gusset plate that connects adjacent modules. Shear and axial forces are transferred between the modules via the bearing of shear keys against the connecting gusset plate. Rotational stiffness of rebar was calculated analytically. Referring to Eurocode 3 [12], it is stated that a rotational connection between two members can be classified as “pin”, “semi-rigid”, or “fixed” based on how the joint rigidity compares with the flexural rigidity of the structural members involved. Comparing both the rotational stiffness obtained with the guidelines stipulated in Eurocode, it is found that the joint can be idealized to be “pin” in both major and minor axis rotation for vertical tying. Conversely, the joint is assumed as rigid for horizontal tying. Based on these assumptions, simplified connection modeling used in ETABS is displayed in Fig. 7.

![Diagram of 40 storey residential steel PPVC building](image)

**Fig. 4. 40 storey residential steel PPVC building.**

![Diagram of Shear forces](image)

**Fig. 5. Plan view (a) ceiling level, and (b) floor level.**

**Table 1. Structural member size.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling beam</td>
<td>SHS 150x150x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor beam</td>
<td>RHS 200x150x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column (Level 1-10)</td>
<td>RHS 300x20x16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column (Level 11-40)</td>
<td>RHS 300x20x10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4. Results and discussion**

Bay pushdown analysis of abovementioned 40-storey residential building is carried out. The corner column at the ground floor of the building is removed as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, to investigate the alternate path of the building. This is because corner column loss scenario tends to be more susceptible to progressive collapse compared to intermediate column loss scenarios [13]. Fig. 8 shows the deformation and high formation in PPVC high-rise building subjected to corner column removal. In the pushdown analysis, the plastic hinges are firstly formed in floor beams of the damaged areas, eventually followed by ceiling beams. The floor and ceiling beams act as cantilever structures due to the removal of column as shown in Fig. 8. In particular, the floor beam develops hinges first, followed by ceiling beams because the initial loading on the floor beam would have already induced a much higher bending moment,
so it reaches its plastic moment capacity first. It can also be observed that the hinges develop predominantly and reach their plastic capacities faster in the beams than columns, since the section depth of the column is large enough to provide a much larger moment capacity than the beams. This demonstrates a “weak beam/strong column” mechanism that gives a more desirable structural performance than a “strong beam/weak column” mechanism, which may lead to large deformations and second order effects [14]. All the plastic hinges not reach immediate occupancy (IO) level at 100% GSA loading as referring to Fig. 3. This shows that PPVC building subjected to column loss is robust enough to prevent progressive collapse based on GSA and FEMA guidelines [8, 11]. This may be due to the double beams system (e.g. floor and ceiling beams) in PPVC building, resulting in redundancy of the structure. This is different from conventional building whereby each level only consists of one beam.

Catenary action refers to the ability of beams to resist vertical loads through formation of a catenary-like, or cable-like mechanism [15]. This occurs under large deformation whereby the applied loads are predominantly resisted by the vertical components of axial forces that develop in the beams, instead of flexural behaviour. Catenary action can be developed when the column is strong such that it is unsusceptible to buckling. As observed, floor beams located in the affected bays are subjected to axial force to resist the applied loads and transfer them to the adjacent columns. Furthermore, the robustness of the modules, specifically on catenary action is enhanced due to the rigid diaphragm provided by the floor. It should be noted that the design of joining technique, particularly for gusset plate, needs to provide sufficient resistance such that the modules are tied together to develop alternate path under column loss because the modules are only connected at the joints by gusset plates and they acts as separate diaphragm.

5. Conclusion

The robustness of PPVC high-rise building are studied using pushdown analysis under corner column removal scenario. It is found that plastic hinges are formed in floor beams, followed by ceiling beams located at the affected bays. Moreover, catenary action is developed when the floor beams are subjected to axial force such that the applied load can be transferred to adjacent columns. It can be concluded PPVC high-rise building is robust enough to prevent progressive collapse due to the high redundancy of structural elements.
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Fig. 8. Plastic hinge distribution at 100% GSA load (a) Whole building, and (b) closed-up at most severe part.
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